Wilhelm G. Grewe
died on 11 January 2000 at the age of almost 89. He combined the careers of
a scholar concentrating particularly on the history of public international
law and of a diplomat who was very influential during the formative years
of the Federal Republic of Germany when German foreign policy and
Deutschlandpolitik were shaped.
He was for a short time head of the legal division in the recently founded
Foreign Office and then head of the political section. In 1958 he became
ambassador to the United States and was German ambassador to NATO
from 1962 until 1971. He ended his diplomatic career as ambassador to
Japan.
After his retirement Wilhelm Grewe finalised the book which he had
written as a young researcher during the Second World War in Berlin. This
was the basis for his Habilitation in Königsberg (now Kaliningrad) in 1941.
The book was printed during the war but destroyed by bombs.
It is an indication of Growe's attitude that it was not necessary for him to
change the structure and content of a book on the history of public international law in any important manner. Indeed, Wilhelm Grewe had abstained
from mixing in politics in any way during the Nazi period.
I am very happy that I could propose Michael Byers, who had done
research at our Institute several times, as the native speaker to do the translation of Grewe's Epochs of International Law. I am sure that the book will
make history in the English speaking world.
Heidelberg
February 2000
Jochen Abr. Frowein
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Preface

One hesitates in presenting a book for the third time, to provide it with a
third preface. But there are some special reasons that seem to justify this
decision. After all, it is not normal for a book to be published forty years after
the conclusion of the manuscript, after two perfect but futile printings, and
then to be translated another 15 years later. Thus it happens that this book
has developed through the course of three consecutive but different epochs
of international law.
Readers who expect an edition revised and fully updated in accordance
with the standards of 1999 may be disappointed that the author could not
satisfy such expectations. I was simply too old for shouldering the burdens
of such a demanding task. The second German edition (of 1984) was not a
new edition. Nor is the present English text a new edition. Only a minimal
number of modifications and additions have been made.
In the preface to the 1984 edition I mentioned the elimination of a
timetable and documentary section, and promised a separate compilation of
documents, to be published later. This promise has been fulfilled by the
publication, between 1988 and 1995, of three volumes of Fontes Historiae
Iuris Gentium. This documentation should be regarded as complimentary to
The Epochs of International Law. Both works, the English version of the
Epochs and the Fontes are being produced by the same publishing house,
Walter de Gruyter, Berlin. I wish to express my thanks to its representative
Dr Dorothee Walther. Her personal commitment, her energy and her interest in the subject matter constituted a most valuable contribution to the
coming into being of both publications.
Once I begin to open up the list of gratitudes I must mention Michael
Byers, who reworked the text linguistically. He also assisted me with valuable advice as to the substance.
Lastly, I wish to thank Ute Meier. In practical matters, she was the backbone of my working process.
Königswinter-Thomasberg
December 1999
Wilhelm G. Grewe

Translator's Note

This translation and partial update of Wilhelm Grewe's Epochen der Völkerrechtsgeschichte seeks to make this classic work easily accessible to those
students, scholars and practitioners of international law and international
relations who do not read German well. It remains largely faithful to the
original text and original citations, in the belief that the reader should feel
the full force of Grewe's personal perspective - and be able to appreciate
fully the wealth of German language literature on the history of international law.
That said, a number of minor revisions have been made, including the
addition of an epilogue, which was completed in October 1998. All of these
changes were approved by Professor Grewe himself, who served as my editor. I am grateful for his careful and good-humoured assistance, as well as
for the kind hospitality that he and his wife provided during my numerous
visits to their home in Königswinter.
I also wish to express my thanks to Jochen Frowein and the Max Planck
Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law in Heidelberg.
Professor Frowein was instrumental in bringing me to this project and in
providing the quiet yet invigorating environment in which most of the work
was done.
Anne Denise provided essential assistance during the early stages of this
project when I was still developing my translating skills, while Frances
Nicholson reviewed the final text and made innumerable suggestions as to
how my English could be improved. I am also grateful to Amgana Sengupta
for her help with the indexing. Any mistakes which remain are mine and
mine alone.
Last but not least, I am grateful to Peter Haggenmacher for having provided advice and cautious encouragement when I was contemplating taking
this project on. I can only hope that my translation comes close to meeting
his own demanding standards.
Durham, N.C.
January 2000
Michael Byers

Preface to the Second Edition

It will be evident from the preface of 1944 that this book is now being published for the third time. The first two printings of 1943 and 1945 were never
completed, though the corrected page proofs were finished in early 1945.
The reason for this is obvious: it was already a wonder that the production
process for such a book could continue into the last months of war. Some of
the page proofs are dated from February 1945, and at this point it was simply not possible to think of printing and distribition. When, after the war, the
Leipzig publishing house Roehler & Amelang was licenced by the Soviet
military administration and could resume ist activities, it was stipulated that
a publication was now only possible under certain conditions which I was
not prepared to accept. It had already been a remarkable accomplishment
to avoid any alteration of the text by the censor during the Third Reich. I did
not dare to make such an effort again, especially from the distance of the
Western zones. By the time the publishing house moved to the West a few
years later, I was so involved in other duties - in the Foreign Service, including many years abroad - that I could find no time to devote to the editing of
the nearly completed book (although I did provide a few colleagues and
libraries with bound copies of the page proofs).
In this way, forty years elapsed since the completion of the first manuscript. After such a space of time, it was only possible to publish after fundamentally reworking and extending a presentation that had stretched only
to 1939. I have been able to take up this task during the past few years
thanks in large part to the generous support provided by the Thyssen
Foundation. I am most grateful to those individuals and committees who
were responsible for making this award. I also wish to thank the Max Planck
Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law in Heidelberg
and its directors for their constant support. I am grateful above all to Ms
Hannelore Wermke who was a great assistance to me in finding and obtaining of literature as well as with corrections and technical work. I thank my
wife, Gerty, for her advice, and her assistance with the translation and
understanding of Spanish texts.
In order to prevent the book from becoming extensively thick, I have
removed the document section and one time chart. I hope to produce a document collection on the history of international law at a later point.
For the same reason, I have sought to keep brief the newly written Part Six
which covers the period beginning 1945. This seems to me all the more justified given that this part inevitably overlaps with systematic presentations
of contemporary international law, of which there is no shortage.
Bonn
31 March 1984
W.G.G.

Preface to the First Edition

This book was written during the war. Begun in the winter 1939/40, it was
finished in Berlin during the heavy air raids of August and September 1943.
The page proofs arrived as the library was being either closed or moved. On
4 December 1943, the partially set type was destroyed in an air raid on
Leipzig. Other difficulties caused by the war also left their traces. A few
citations remain incomplete and a few sources have not been checked either because they could not be obtained, or because they could not be
obtained in time. This is an inevitable aspect of books written during such
a period.
The decision to complete and publish the book in wartime was motivated,
above all, by the strongly felt need - experienced while teaching - for a book
that would take students through the character and structure of international law from a historical perspective. At a time when the traditional system of international law is shaken to its foundations, access to the remaining structural principles of the international legal order can only be provided on historical grounds. This book takes on this task and from this perspective has a definite structure: it seeks to educate not only experts, but
also beginners, and to provide a truly useful and readily accessible resource
for both groups. This is the reason for the general historical overviews at the
beginning of each section, the generous provision of dates and biographical
detail, the wide-reaching appendixes with documents, biographies, time
charts and extensive indexes.
With this objective in mind, the aim was not to offer a full history of all
international legal institutions. Instead, one seeks to make visible the spirit,
the structural principles, and the development of the international legal
order. Therein, however, the pedagogical and the purely scientific interests
of the author meet - and thus he hopes that the experts will also benefit from
this book. The history of the institutions of international law still requires
protracted, meticulous individual research. Perhaps the author has succeeded in contributing a few building blocks here. His true endeavor, however, is directed not at the details, but rather at the entirety of the history of
international law: the sequence of the epochs and the structure of its now
generally accepted system of order. Here above all is how he wishes to perceive the scientific result of his work.
The delay in printing and other circumstances induced me initially to
publish my most important results in summary form within the Zeitschrift
für die gesamte Staatswissenschaft (Vol. 103 No. 1, pp. 38-66, No. 2 pp. 260294). What I could only sketch out there, I now hope to develop in detail.
The medieval foundations of modern international law could not be presented within that summary. They were sketched out in an article entitled
»Res publica Christiana. Vom Wesen der mittelalterlichen Völkerrechtsordnung,« which was published in the Europäische Revue (Vol. 16, No. 10,
October 1940, pp. 594-600). That article was very much a preliminary work
and the main aspects have now been expanded upon in Part One of this

Preface to the First Edition

book. Thus, the points of departure developed within the first part are set
out for the first time.
In March 1941 a portion of this book was accepted by the Law and Political
Science Faculty of Albertus University in Königsberg (Prussia) as a »Habilitationsschrift« (i.e. second doctoral thesis).
I would like to thank my wife for her stylistic assistance. For corrections
and the preparation of the index I relied, in particular, on my assistant Ms
A. Regelin. Not least, however, I owe my thanks to Dr Hellmut Röster, who
on behalf of the publisher was untiring in his efforts to bring this book into
being, paying attention not only to its content, but also its presentation.

Berlin-Zehlendorf
20 November 1944
Wilhelm G. Grewe
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Introduction

I. The Periodisation of the History of International Law
This book does not claim to set out in a systematic manner either the history
of international law or the epochs of that history. Yet the title »The Epochs
of International Law« is a carefully chosen one. This book does not deal at
all with one important and only slightly explored period in the history of
international law, namely the international law of antiquity. It deals with
another, no less important and only slightly more explored period - the
international legal order of the Middle Ages - only in outline and only in so
far as is necessary for an understanding of the development of modern
international law.
At the time the author wrote this book he felt that he was not competent
or capable of filling in the gaps and attacking the large problems which, in
retrospect, still exist in the literature of international law with respect to
these two extensive periods.
His starting point was the history of modern international law, and his
endeavour not so much the systematic presentation of that history as its
morphological division, its periodisation, and the development of a system
of typological concepts. This task has been seriously neglected in the study
of international law up to the present day, in contrast to the situation in
which those who study politics and constitutions find themselves. They have
a comprehensive arsenal of sophisticated typological categories available to
them. There is consequently little confusion amongst them as to what constitutes a »sovereign principality«, a »constitutional monarchy«, or a »civil
State under the rule of law«. In the study of constitutional history the problem of periodisation has been perceived and thought through, with lasting
results. By contrast, the establishment of typological concepts in international law is still so underdeveloped that, when one speaks of »classical international law«, one can by no means be certain of being properly understood.
In the author's view, the problem of periodisation in the history of international law (periodisation and typology being problems that, in the area of
international law, naturally and frequently arise together) is a problem
which until now has either not been discussed at all or, if it has been discussed, has only been discussed in a very summary fashion. In 1923 the
English international lawyer Sir Paul Vinogradoff gave a lecture at the
University of Leiden entitled »Historical Types of International Law«, which
was published in the Bibliotheca Visseriana. He distinguished what were in
his opinion five fundamental forms of social organisation - tribes, cities,
churches, contractual societies, collective organisations - and argued that
specific forms of international interaction and organisation should be assigned into one or other of these categories. It was only on the loosely defined
basis of these fundamental types that he then considered different epochs in
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the history of international law: the age of the Greek city-States; the ius gentium of the Romans; the empire of medieval Christendom; the international
relations of the early modern territorial States; and the development of an
organised society of nations. Quite apart from the question of whether one
considers these periods to be suitable intellectual starting points, it is still
obvious that VinogradofFs scheme is only a very rudimentary one which
cannot elucidate all the materials on the history of international law. At best,
it is only a framework within which further investigations may be conducted.
The book published by Sir Geoffrey Butler and Simon Maccoby in 1928
and entitled The Development of International Law offered a wealth of material. Yet despite its division into three parts, designated »The Age of the
Prince«, »The Age of the Judge« and »The Age of the Concert«, it did not
actually engage in a complete periodisation of the history of international
law. Instead, it focused on setting out the sequence in which individual principles of international law appeared. The same was true of Arthur Wegner's
Geschichte des Völkerrechts (The History of the Law of Nations) (1936),
which did not sub-divide its extensive materials into definite, characteristic
epochs. It is true that C. van Vollenhoven's book De iure pads (The Law of
Peace) (1932) attempted a kind of periodisation of the history of international law. However, this periodisation was not based on the structure of the
international legal order as a whole. Rather, it was rooted in a narrow, dogmatic pacifism which measured all the historical events and figures of international law on the basis of the same criterion, that is, whether they served
the purposes of outlawing war and safeguarding the peace in accordance
with the methods propounded by the League of Nations, which had meantime proved problematic.
Numerous authors examining the history of the law of nations adopted a
peculiar and methodologically questionable separation of theory and State
practice. In doing so they were placing themselves at a disadvantage, as
such a separation does not concern two divided branches of the history of
the law of nations, but rather only two sides of the same process. On the one
hand, they lost themselves in an abstract history of the theory, which could
not acknowledge the concrete intellectual historical position of a Vitoria, a
Gentili or a Grotius, nor the concrete political and sociological background
to their theories. On the other hand, inter-State relations were regarded as
a bare array of facts to be grasped and systematised by way of a theoretically-derived, abstract intellectual method. A nascent structural ordering of
this array of facts was thus overlooked.
This book will not review individually each of the many treatises that
adopted this separation of theory and practice in their introductory historical sections. As a characteristic example one need mention only the description of the history of the law of nations which is found in Holtzendorff and
Rivier's Handbuch des Völkerrechts (Handbook of the Law of Nations)
(Volume I, 1885). This description was comprised of two parts, each of
which was written by a different author. Holtzendorff wrote on Die geschichtliche Entwicklung der internationalen Rechts- und Staatsbeziehungen
bis zum Westfälischen Frieden (The Historical Development of the Law of
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Nations and State Relations up to the Peace of Westphalia). Rivier, on the
other hand, contributed in the form of a Literarhistorische Übersicht der
Systeme und Theorien des Völkerrechts seit Grotius (Historical-Literary
Overview of the System and Theory of the Law of Nations since Grotius).
This division of labour, which allowed pre-Grotius theory and post-Peace of
Westphalia practice to fall by the wayside, is by its nature particularly unsatisfactory, for the quality of the separate examinations could not in any way
be verified. The same criticism may be made of the wide-ranging book by
R. Redslob, Histoire des grands principes du droit des gens (The history of the
major principles of the law of nations) (1923), in which each discussion of a
particular time period is divided into »les faits« (the facts) and »les auteurs«
(the authors). 1
In this respect the literature on the history of international law has gradually improved since the end of the Second World War. Arthur Nussbaum's
Concise History of the Law of Nations, which was published in 1947, adopted essentially the same periodisation as this book. Nussbaum nevertheless
then rejected the definition of characteristic features of individual epochs of
international law and the assignation of names to those epochs to identify
their character. 2 Although his footnotes dealt alternatively with principles
and theories of international law, there was no clear relationship between
them.
Georg Stadtmüller's short Geschichte des Völkerrechts (The History of the
Law of Nations) (1951) remained unfinished after one volume. Although the
book's structure was rendered unclear by numerous asides, Stadtmüller, a
professional historian, was more successful than most of his legal predecessors in combining a consideration of the history of the principles of international law with a consideration of the history of its theory. He essentially
followed a conception of periodisation which I had advanced in 1942.3 Two
consecutive chapters of his book concern the » Herausbildung des spanischen Völkerrechts« (The Origins of the Spanish Law of Nations) (Chapter
16) and the »Das Goldene Jahrhundert« (The Golden century) of Spanish
1 Older presentations of the history of international law are equally unhelpful with
respect to the problem of periodisation. See, e.g.: Robert Ward, An Enquiry into the
Foundations and History of the Law of Nations, 2 Vols. (1795); and F. Laurent, Histoire
du droit des gens et des relations internationales, Vols. 1-14 (1850-61). Thomas Alfred
Walker, A History of the Law of Nations (1899) only produced the first volume of this
book, concluding with the Peace of Westphalia. John Hosack's On the Rise and Growth
of the Law of Nations (1882) ended at the Peace of Utrecht and can in any case not be
considered as a history of international law as it dealt only with the legally relevant
facts of diplomatic history. Ernest Nys published a compilation of his writings on the
history of international law (Les origines du droit international) in 1894, each of
which is in itself extremely valuable. Yet the compilation does not succeed in providing a complete picture.
2 Nussbaum's chapter headings were as follows: I. Antiquity; II. The Middle Ages (in
the West); III. The Middle Ages (in the East); IV. The Modern Age up to the Thirty
Years War; V. From the Peace of Westphalia to the Napoleonic Wars; VI. From the
Congress of Vienna to World War I; VII. From the Versailles Treaty to World War II.
3 (1942) 103 Zeitschrift für die gesamte Staatswissenschaft 38-66 & 260-94.
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domination (Chapter 17). A later chapter is about the »Das Zeitalter der
französischen Vorherrschaft« (The Age of French Supremacy), 1635-1789
(Chapter 20). The second volume, although never finished, was intended to
deal with the history of international law in the nineteenth century, from the
Congress of Vienna to the Hague Peace Conference of 1907. 4
Two volumes entitled Völkerrecht (The Law of Nations), published by
Ernst Reibstein between 1958 and 1963, were identified by their sub-title as
being Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis (A History of its Ideas
in Doctrine and Practice). 5 Despite providing a rich compilation of ideas,
materials and careful documentation (throughout which the views of the
author nevertheless remain apparent), this work is unhelpful with respect
to the problem of the periodisation of the history of international law.
Wolfgang Preiser, who has contributed numerous monographs concerning various historical periods to the study of the history of the law of nations, 6 is also owed thanks for two concise overviews of the full history of the
subject. In both of these overviews he explicitly agreed with and followed
my proposals concerning periodisation. 7 In his contribution on »Völkerrechtsgeschichte« (The History of the Law of Nations) to the Evangelischen
Staatslexikon, 8 Preiser, after dealing only sketchily with the development of
4 The author thus cut short the beginning and the end of this time period in a manner which is difficult to understand: the Congress of Vienna formed the conclusion of
Volume 1 (rather than the beginning of Volume 2); and Volume 2 ought not to have
ended with the Hague Conference of 1907, but rather with the First World War. To
adopt an expanded periodisation along these lines would certainly not be to create a
secular break.
5 Two introductory chapters entitled »Vom Altertum zum Mittelalter« (From Antiquity
to the Middle Ages) (I) and »Respublica Christiana: Die Universalmonarchie« (The
Christian Republic: The Universal Monarchy) (II) are followed by two chapters on
»Die Völkerrechtsklassiker und ihre Epoche« (The Classical Scholars of International
Law and their Epoch) (III) and »Die Aufklärung und die Spätklassiker« (The
Enlightenment and the Late Classical Scholars of International Law) (IV). Authors
since Pufendorf, and therefore since the end of the seventeenth century, are included
in the late classical period. Volume 2, which is summarily sub-titled »Die letzten zweihundert Jahre« (The Last Two Hundred Years), concerns various selected problems
running through the history of international law. However, the structure of Volume 1
makes it clear that the author has, for the most part, written yet another history of the
ideas, the system, and the theory of international law. Indeed, although the principles
and practice of the law of nations are dealt with in his consideration of the »classical
epoch«, they are neglected in his consideration of the subsequent epoch of the
»enlightenment«.
6 See bibliography, infra.
7 For Preiser's views on the concept of the »Spanish Age« see: Wörterbuch des
Völkerrechts, Vol. 3, p. 696. For his evaluation of my periodisation as »methodisch
wichtig« (methodologically important), »methodisch vorbildlich« (methodologically
exemplary), and »to me the most compelling periodisation of modern times«, see:
»Die Völkerrechtsgeschichte, Ihre Aufgabe und Methode«, (1963) 2(2) Sitzungsber. d.
wiss. Gesellschaft a.d. Johann Goethe-Univ. p. 43, fn. 1, p. 66, fn. 2; (1955-56) 5 Archiv
des Völkerrechts 233.
8 Preiser, »Völkerrechts-Geschichte«, in H. Kunst et al., Evangelisches
Staatslexikon
(2nd edn.), 1975, pp. 2823-26.
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this law in Antiquity, concerned himself with the transition period between
Antiquity (400-800) and the early (800-1300) and high (1300-1500) Middle
Ages, and with modern times (1500-1914) under the subheadings »Spanisches Zeitalter« (The Spanish Age) (1500-1648), »Französisches Zeitalter«
(The French Age) (1648-1815), and »Englisches Zeitalter« (The English
Age) (1815-1914). A concluding section dealt with the »Neueste Zeit (seit
1914)« (the Most Recent Times (since 1914)). The same structure provided
the foundation for Preiser's contribution on »Völkerrechtsgeschichte« (The
History of the Law of Nations) to the Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts und der
Diplomatie (Dictionary of International Law and Diplomacy) (1962).
Preiser's section was a rich account of the subject up to the Peace of
Westphalia. Subsequent periods were dealt with by Ernst Reibstein, Hans
Ulrich Scupin and Ulrich Scheuner, who adopted the same divisions of the
various time periods. Reibstein covered the period from 1648 to 1815 as
»Europäisches Völkerrecht« (European Law of Nations) and dealt with the
idea and the expansion of the »Droit public de l'Europe« (The public law of
Europe); Scupin wrote about the period from 1815 to 1914 as the »Erweiterung des europäischen Völkerrechts« (The extension of the European
law of nations); while Scheuner abstained from making a characterisation
with respect to the content of the »neuesten Entwicklungen« (most recent
developments).
In 1978 Stephen Verosta published, under the thematic title »Regionen
und Perioden der Geschichte des Völkerrechts« (Regions and Periods of the
History of International Law), 9 an assessment of Bruno Paradisi's Civitas
maxima, Studi di Storia del Diritto Internazionale (Civitas maxima, Studies
on the History of International Law). 10 Beginning with Paradisi, who had a
particular interest in the transition period from Antiquity to the early Middle
Ages, Verosta outlined his own divisional scheme for a world history of the
law of nations, as he had done in his concise sketch of its complete history
in the textbook edited by Alfred Verdross. 11
Verosta's conception of divisions is much broader than the one which
underlies this book. It combines a survey of the broad regions within which
the historical development of international law occurred (Western
Asia/Middle East, the Mediterranean, Europe, the Islamic family of nations,
the Indian States, East Asia) with an account of the historical sequence of
developments in international law in these regions. In the Mediterranean
these comprised the Greek city-States and the Persian Empire; the
Hellenistic States and the Roman Republic; the Roman Empire, the Persian
Empire and the »barbarians«. In Europe they comprised the mass migration
of Germanic tribes and western »Romania« (the realm of peoples speaking
romance languages); the two Roman Empires of Christendom; the occiden9 Verosta, »Regionen u n d Perioden d e r Geschichte des Völkerrechts«, (1979) 30
Österr. Zeitschrift f ü r öffentliches Recht 1. See also: Verosta, in Encyclopedia of Public
International
Law, Vol. 7, p. 160 ff.
10 Paradisi, Civitas Maxima, Studi di Storia del Diritto internazionale,
2 Vols., 1974.
11 Verosta, »Die Geschichte des Völkerrechts«, in Verdross, Völkerrecht (5th edn.),
1964, pp. 31-94.
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tal Res publica Christiana; the Eastern Roman State community and the
orthodox successor States of Byzantium; the European State system and
classical l a w of nations; and international l a w after the American, French
and industrial revolutions. Each survey led finally to the w o r l d State system
and its universal international law. 12
T h e full extent of Verosta's conception is not discussed here. It will engage
historians of international l a w as soon as they venture towards a universal
history of the subject. In this book it is sufficient to note that Verosta too,
w h e n dealing with modern times, dedicated a portion of his contribution to
Verdross' textbook to a »Periode der Vorherrschaft Spaniens« (Period of
Spanish Domination) which ended with the Peace of the Pyrenees in 1659,
another portion to the succeeding »Zeitraum des Hegemoniestrebens
Frankreichs (1648-1815)« (Period of French Struggle for H e g e m o n y ) , follow e d by a final portion on »Völkerrecht nach der amerikanischen, französischen und industriellen R e v o l u t i o n e n « (International L a w after the
American, French and Industrial Revolutions). During this latter period
»England seit TVafalgar (1805)« (England since Trafalgar (1805)), is seen as
being »die Vormacht zur See« (the principal naval power). 1 3
In order to conclude this survey it should be noted that a recent textbook
on the history of international law also agrees with the definition of periods
suggested here. This textbook is Karl-Heinz Ziegler's
Völkerrechtsgeschichte
( T h e History of International L a w ) (1994).
In sum, it may thus be established that, in so far as there is agreement as
to the periodisation of the history of international law, and above all as to the
question of w h e r e one locates the limits of those periods, that agreement
consistently follows the structure which is set out in this book.
This structure is based on the conviction that it is important to recognise
and demarcate the close connection between legal theory and State practice, and to comprehend that both are forms of expression of the same
power, which characterise the political style of an epoch just as much as its
principles of social, economic and legal organisation. T h e basic concept
upon which the following investigation is founded, and to which it returns,
is thus the cohesiveness of the l a w of nations and the international political
system. T h e historical epochs of the modern l a w of nations are thus identical to those of the modern State system; this is the simple thesis of this book,
which may to some readers perhaps appear banal. Yet h o w could it be otherwise, as the State system is necessarily the substrata which underlies the
international legal order? It is the pre-established, preordained order of the
thing, in which the » a m b i e n c e « of the l a w of nations (to quote Dietrich
Schindler w h o used this term for the prerequisites of constitutional l a w ) is
realised. 14

1 2 Verosta, »Regionen und Perioden«, p. 17.
13 Verosta, »Die Geschichte des Völkerrechts«, pp. 67 & 71.
14 Schindler, Verfassungsrecht und Soziale Struktur (Zürich, 1932), p. 92 ff.
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II. The Origins of the Law of Nations

1. What is the Law of Nations?
Twentieth century textbooks still refer to Hugo Grotius as the »Father of
International Law« and to the Peace of Westphalia of 1648 as the »prelude to
modern international law«. As far as they are concerned, searching for the
specific starting points of a law of nations in Antiquity and the Middle Ages
is solely a matter of historical interest. 15
This narrow view under which the history of the law of nations was perceived, was the logical consequence of an understanding which could only
conceive of modern sovereign States as subjects of this law. There is, however, no compelling reason to infer the idea of an international legal order
from one of its time-limited manifestations.
The question of whether a law of nations existed in Antiquity and the
Middle Ages can only reasonably be answered by departing from the conventional thinking and established categories of modern international law
and considering the structural characteristics of an international legal order
to be the essential criteria for examination. 16
In sum, an international legal order can only be assumed to exist if there
is a plurality of relatively independent (although not necessarily equal-ranking) bodies politic which are linked to each other in political, economic
and cultural relationships and which are not subject to a superimposed authority having comprehensive law-making jurisdiction and executive competence. In their mutual relations these bodies politic must observe norms
which are deemed to be binding on the basis of a legal consciousness rooted in religious, cultural and other common values.
It is only a question of terminological agreement as to the degree of
mutual inter-dependence which is required to be able to speak of an international legal order and, vice versa, as to the degree of power exercised by
a superimposed central authority which is sufficient to deny a legal character to such an order. The limits of such a concept are necessarily fluid.
Dogmatic attempts to pin them down for historical analysis will invariably
prove fruitless. Likewise, the oft-used formula that international law is
essentially a law of co-ordination, and is thus distinct from orders of national and constitutional law, being essentially a law of subordination, seems
inappropriate and not really pertinent. 17 Differences in the ranking and
15 Liszt & Fleischmann, Völkerrecht, p. 20 ff.
16 Preiser, in his extensive studies of the history of international law, laid out just
such a conception. See especially: »Die Epochen der antiken Völkerrechtsgeschichte«,
(1956) 23/24 Juristenzeitung 737; Macht und Norm in der
Völkerrechtsgeschichte
(1978); »Frühe völkerrechtliche Ordnungen der aussereuropäischen Welt«, p. 96 ff.
17 E. Kaufmann, Das Wesen des Völkerrechts
und die clausula rebus sie stantibus
(1911), p. 128 ff.
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degrees of independence of the different units of the political system and
even the existence of an autonomous, superimposed central authority do
not (in so far as the legislative, judicial and executive competence of the latter remains incomplete) preclude the existence of an authentic law of nations. The inter-State law of a society of sovereign and equal States is only
one possible configuration of an international legal order. There is no compelling reason to restrict the concept of a law of nations to this specifically
modern form.

2. Early International Legal Orders in Occidental Antiquity
and in the Non-European World
In the course of intensified research on the history of the law of nations it
proved necessary to locate its origins increasingly far in the past. The great
importance of late Spanish scolasticism of the sixteenth century for the
development of a systematic theory of law had long been noted by certain
authors. However, it was only in the 1920s that it was fully perceived that the
thinkers who laid the intellectual foundations of modern international law
had done so long before Grotius.18
As a result of recent research, which claims to have discovered that certain »Frühformen« (early forms) of the modern State already existed in the
late Middle Ages,19 and the work of other scholars who have also seen the
beginnings of a State system in that period,20 the question of whether international law existed in those distant centuries has been posed and investigated more fully than ever before. Finally, recent research has focused
increasingly on the law of classical Antiquity, as well as that of pre-classical
Antiquity and the ancient Orient.
The work of Wolfgang Preiser was pioneering in this field. He examined
the origins of modern international law,21 the law of pre-classical Antiquity,
the historical epochs of the law of nations in Antiquity, and early international legal orders in the non-European world.22 Although he considered it
justifiable to speak of a structurally unchanged European law of nations
spanning two and a half millennia,23 he added an essential qualification:
that only from the late Middle Ages is it possible to find consistent traces of
an international legal order which combines the international legal phenomena of all epochs into a reasonably functional system.24
18 One of the first authors fully to realise the importance of the Spaniards was Ernest
Nys, Le droit de la guerre et les précurseurs de Grotius (1882).
19 Infra, p. 17.
20 Infra, pp. 13 ff.
21 Preiser, Macht und Norm in der Völkerrechtsgeschichte (1978), pp. 9-26.
22 Idem p. 105 ff., p. 127 ff.
23 Preiser, »Über die Ursprünge des modernen Völkerrechts«, in Internationalrechtliche und Staatsrechtliche Abhandlungen, Festschrift W. Schätzet (1960), p. 387.
24 Preiser, »Völkerrechts-Geschichte«, in H. Kunst et al., Evangelisches Staatslexikon (2nd
edn.), 1975, p. 2823; idem., Macht und Norm in der Völkerrechtsgeschichte (1978), p. 73.
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Above all, the assumption of an uninterrupted continuity of the international legal order must be limited by an acknowledgment of the impossibility of proving a context for the principles and the practice of a law of nations reaching back beyond the immediately preceding epoch. Thus, the
institution of permanent diplomatic representation cannot be derived from
Roman models; nor can the modern institution of consular representation
be derived from the ancient Greek proxenie (a kind of public hospitality
granted to certain foreigners). 25 All substantial formal correspondence between ancient and modern peace treaties and alliances signifies nothing
more than that they are parallel independent developments,26 a phenomenon which has long been well-known in the field of domestic comparative
law. This phenomenon may be explained on the basis of the common ideas,
needs and reactions of all human beings, that is, of a psychologically rooted
common substructure of humankind.27 The hypothesis of continuity is thus
reduced to involve only some conceptions and ideas underlying the principles and practice of international law, as for instance the idea of natural law
or the doctrine of just war.28
Ulrich von Wilamowitz-MoellendoriFs often quoted sentence, that »von
den Disziplinen der modernen Rechtswissenschaft nur das Völkerrecht
direkt aus griechischer Wurzel stammt« (amongst the disciplines of modern
legal science only the law of nations has direct Greek origins), must be
reconsidered in the light of this proviso.29
The continuity of cultural historical development from Antiquity to the
Middle Ages is not necessarily equivalent to the continuity of specific legal
principles and conceptions. The law of Antiquity was not familiar, for example, with a legal concept spanning contract and custom and joining them
together in one system. Nor was it familiar with the idea of an international
legal community binding the different Greek city-States together and forming the basis of international legal rights and duties.30
Wengler's account of the historical development of the international legal
order remains (among others) accurate, based as it is on the starting point
that today's legal order, which is factually valid for the whole world and
which is designated »international law«, does not reach back further as an
historically developed chain of norms than the last phase of the occidental
Middle Ages.31

25 Preiser, »Über die Ursprünge des modernen Völkerrechts«, p. 377.
26 Koschaker, »Keilschriftrecht«, (1935) 14 Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft 31.
27 See: Fehr's comparison of the Babylonian Codex Hammurabi with the popular
laws of the Salian Franks (Hammurabi und das salische Recht. Eine Rechtsvergleichung, 1910, p. 136); Preiser, »Über die Ursprünge des modernen Völkerrechts«,
p. 379.
28 Preiser, »Über die Ursprünge des modernen Völkerrechts«, p. 379 ff.
29 Mommsen, Strafrechtliche Anfragen des Romanisten, 1905, p. 29.
30 Paradisi, Civitas Maxima, Studi di Storia del Diritto Internazionale, 2 Vols., 1974,
p. 628.
31 Wengler, Völkerrecht, 1964, Vol. 1, p. 107.
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This is also the point of departure which determines the structure of this
book, which in its presentation of the historical development of international law does not extend to the international legal orders of Antiquity,32 nor
to the non-European world. 33
The international legal orders of preclassical and classical Antiquity, although related to modern international law through historical ideas, will
only be mentioned here and not analysed individually. The same is true of
the transition period from Antiquity to the Middle Ages.
As Preiser has demonstrated, in Antiquity an international legal system
which was designated as such and operated between relatively independent
»States« of different types and sizes (from the large Oriental empires to the
Greek city-States) existed in only three cases and in each case only for about
two hundred and fifty years. The first was in the Middle East from about
1450 to 1200 B.C. between Egypt, Babylonia and the Hittite Empire (temporarily including the Mitanni Kingdom in northwest Mesopotamia as well
as the order of reciprocal relations that was inspired by the Middle Assyrian
Empire). The second was between 600 and 338 B.C. when the Greek cityStates were not only relating to each other, but also to the Persian Empire
and Carthage in a diverse, legally organised series of interactions. The third
was in the Roman-Hellenistic world between the middle of the fourth century B.C. and the full development of the all-powerful Roman Empire (about
the time of the 168 B.C. Battle of Pydna and the breakup of Macedonia). In
this period it is possible to speak of an international legal order, one that at
its high point was led above all by the Italian League under Roman rule,
Carthage and the three Hellenistic successor States, Macedonia, and the
Kingdoms of the Seleucids and the Ptolemies. 34
In the transition period between Antiquity and the Middle Ages (from
about 400 to 800 A.D.) a multitude of principles and relations developed
among the numerous, independent political entities co-existing at that time
which are typical of a law of nations. However, they did not constitute a
coherent international legal order.35

32 Hartwig Biilck has attempted to explore the origins of the law of nations far back
into the early history of humankind: »Von den Ursprüngen des Völkerrechts«, in Recht
im Dienste des Friedens, Festschrift fiirE. Menzel, 1975, p. 215.
33 Preiser's »Frühe völkerrechtliche Ordnungen der aussereuropäischen Welt« described functioning international legal orders (other than particular, isolated international law principles and relationships) in the Ancient Orient, in Europe, and in the
Islamic world.
34 Preiser, Macht und Norm in der Völkerrechtsgeschichte, 1978, pp. 34 & 73.
35 Ibid., p. 38 ff., 74.
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3. A Medieval »Law of Nations«?
Only in the last fifty years has the question of whether a law of nations existed in the Middle Ages been answered in the affirmative by scholars of
international legal science. During this time ever more specialised research
has been undertaken by individual scholars,36 and works on the overall
history of international law went beyond generalities to provide concrete
descriptions of the form of the Medieval law of nations.37
For too long such developments were prevented by an exaggerated image
of Medieval Christian unity under the spiritual and temporal regime of the
two universal powers, the Holy Roman Emperor and the Pope. An arbitrarily narrowed concept of a law of nations, oriented entirely toward the image
of the modern State, contributed to this view. 38
Dazzled in particular by the ideological universalism of Hohenstaufen
imperialism and the rival universalism of the great political Popes, historians contested whether a law of nations existed during the Middle Ages. As
but one example of many, a well-known textbook of the 1920s persisted in
this denial with the following summary judgment: »As long as imperial and
Papal universalism governed the Occident, there was no ground on which a
law of nations could have been established, there were no self-reliant inde-

36 An impressive model of such detailed research was Paradisi's description (supra,
p. 5, fn. 10) of the development of an international legal order in the transition period between Antiquity and the Christian Middle Ages.
37 Arthur Wegner, »Geschichte des Völkerrechts«, in Handbuch des Völkerrechts,
1936, Vol. 1, Part 3, p. 65 ff., devoted a great deal of space to the »christlichen Völkergemeinschaft des Abendlandes« (the community of Occidental Christendom), but
dealt with it only in very general terms. For more detailed treatments, see: Stadtmüller, Geschichte des Völkerrechts (1951); Preiser in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts,
1962, Vol. 3, p. 686-95; Reibstein, Völkerrecht, 1957, Vol. 1, p. 61 ff.
38 H. Kipp (Völkerordnung und Völkerrecht im Mittelalter, 1950, p. 95 ff.) began with
the obsolete image of a universal spiritual and temporal regime ruled by Pope and
Emperor. However, as Janssen commented, this was an image »dass sich in dieser
Form höchstens in den Köpfen weniger verstiegener Denker befunden hat« (that in
its highest form existed only in the minds of a few eccentric thinkers) (Die Anfänge
des modernen Völkerrechts, 1964, p. 38). Kipp sought to salvage the existence of an
international legal order of the Middle Ages with an artificial and unconvincing construction. In this construction the peoples of the Middle Ages, who already belonged
to empires, gave their support to an encompassing, autonomous power through the
conclusion of an international law-like agreement. As a result of this »positiv gesetzten Völkerrectsakt« (positive legitimate international legal act) the basis of the international law of the Middle Ages was (supposedly) secured. For another criticism of
this approach see: F. Dickmann, Friedensrecht und Friedenssicherung, 1971, pp. 99 &
177 fn. 1.
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pendent States«.39 This view did not penetrate to the heart of Medieval reality. It is true that there were no »States« in the modern sense of the word,40
but there were autonomous communities capable of engaging in legal relations with one another.
At no point in time did the universal powers, Emperor and Pope, exercise
a power which extinguished the political autonomy and independence of
the temporal holders of particular power. As a result of competing imperial
and papal claims for world supremacy, even the ideological »universalism«
of the Hohenstaufen period and the late Middle Ages was unable to realise
such claims in political terms. The specific legal configurations of the
Middle Ages have always demonstrated that this was clearly the case. Even
legal thinkers who remained fundamentally attached to a universal view of
the world - like Bartolus - did take into account political reality at a second
level of their thinking. They only differed from each other in the manner in
which they linked the two levels of their thought.
The foundations on which an authentic law of nations could develop did
exist in the Middle Ages, provided one does not unnecessarily narrow the
concept by bringing it into conformity with the prerequisites of the modern
world of States - an exercise for which there is no compelling reason. On
this basis an international legal order was able to develop, although it was
one with its own particular rank and character.

39 »Solange die kaiserliche und päpstliche Universalidee das Abendland beherrschte, fehlte der Boden, auf dem das Völkerrecht hätte wachsen können: es fehlten
selbständige, unabhängige Staaten«. - E. von Waldkrich, Das Völkerrecht in seinen
Grundzügen dargestellt (Basel, 1926), p. 51. The existence of medieval international
law was denied by Bonfils-Fauchille, Despagnet, F. von Martens, von Ullmann, von
Liszt, Niemeyer, and M. Huber. Listed by Zimmermann, »La crise de l'organisation
internationale à la fin du moyen âge«, (1933 II) 44 Recueil des Cours 315, 319. Again,
Nussbaum (supra, p. 3) departed from the view that the intellectual climate of the
Medieval Occident was unfavourable to the development of international law (p. 19).
According to him the Holy Roman Empire was legally a great monarchy. Therefore,
no »international« relations could develop between the members of this empire,
namely the princes or the free cities.
40 J. Wackernagel (Die geistigen Grundlagen des mittelalterlichen Rechts, 1929) was
right to point out that the modern image of international law as the legal order existing between sovereign States, did not fit the Medieval world. With reason he considered that an international legal order may have existed in the Middle Ages. However,
I consider his further explanations of the structure of the »überstaatliche Einheit des
Mittelalters« (supra-national unity of the Middle Ages) to be contestable.
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III. International Legal Orders of the Modern State System

1. The Genesis of the Modern State System
The character of modern international law, and its transformations, depend
upon the structure of the modern State system and the changing political
groupings which have developed within that system. This is the most important feature which distinguishes all modern systems of international law
from their Medieval predecessors and ascribes to them certain common
traits. The powers of the Medieval world cannot be compared with the
power of modern territorial, national or imperial States with their enormous
arsenals. They were not linked in the intensive interrelationship which is
the specific and characteristic mark of a »State system«, in which each member, »with each step that it takes beyond its own realm, has to take account
of the others' interests and include them in its own calculations«.41 A State
system in the sense of such an intensive interrelationship has existed in
Europe since 1494 when the battles incited by the invasion of Italy by
Charles VIII of France were fought. This classical theory of a State system
was developed by the English politician and publicist Bolingbroke in the
early eighteenth century and expanded upon in the nineteenth century by
German historians such as Heeren, Alfred Dove and Max Lenz. 42 In this tradition, more recently, Windelband began his account of the Auswärtige
Politik der Grossmächte (Foreign Policy of the Great Powers) with the year
1494. Although Eduard Fueter began his »Geschichte des europäischen
Staatensystems von 1492-1559« (History of the European State System from
1492 to 1559) at a point two years earlier, he too adopted the same basic conception. 43
Windelband refused to call the political order of Medieval Europe a »State
system« mainly because the various States were still not internally complete. It was only as a result of their internal completion that States accumulated sufficient internal political power to permit activities abroad.
Windelband wrote:
»Hitherto States had lacked the internal maturity; their particular, Statelike character was not yet sufficiently developed. Everything was still in
flux; States had not yet distinguished themselves from one another with
unequivocal sharpness. This situation changed. These internal develop41 »Bei jedem Schritt, den es über den eigenen Bereich hinaus tut, auf die Interessen
der anderen Rücksicht zu nehmen und mit ihnen zu rechnen hat« - Windelband, Die
Auswärtige Politik der Grossmächte in der Neuzeit von 1494 bis zur Gegenwart (3rd
edn.), 1936, p. 11.
42 See: A.H.L. Heeren, Geschichte des europäischen Staatensystems und seiner Kolonien vom 16. Jhdt. an, 2 Vols., 1809; Max Lenz, Die Grossen Mächte, 1900.
43 Eduard Fueter, »Geschichte des europäischen Staatensystems von 1492-1559«, in
Handbuch der mittelalterlichen
Geschichte (1919), p. 4.
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ments were not yet complete at the end of the Middle Ages, but during the
transition from the fifteenth to the sixteenth centuries the European nations
emerged as developed personalities. This was particularly true of the three
great Western realms. The reigns of three great rulers, Ferdinand the
Catholic of Spain, Louis XI of France and Henry VII of England, marked
sharp turning points in the histories of their nations. Francis Bacon referred
to them, not without reason, as the three Magi of their time, and Machiavelli
celebrated Ferdinand as the embodiment of a new kind of ruler. Along with
the strengthening of internal structures came of its own accord an ambition
to play a more significant role abroad. An enormous increase in reciprocal
contacts thus occurred. This led to a continual series of wars, which in turn
accelerated and intensified the internal centralisation in individual States.
Thus began a development of the European world which was based on different foundations from those of previous epochs and which completely
transformed the structure of that world«. 44
In a similar manner, Fueter indicated that »at that time a truly new state
of affairs was being constructed«. 45 He saw the cause for this development
as being that the Great Powers, which towards the end of the fifteenth century had begun to assume a character different from other States because of
their internal consolidation and external expansion, consistently focused on
one large foreign policy issue: the domination of Italy. This concentration on
one single, albeit central problem created an entirely new situation:
»Although there had previously been no lack of international coalitions for
offensive or defensive purposes, from now on combinations of this kind
were more systematically organised and rationally treated than in previous
centuries. They were more focused than before on serving aims which related to the European State system as a whole, rather than just to bilateral
relations. Changes within one State or in the relationship between two
44 »Bisher hatte ihnen die innere Reife gefehlt, ihre staatliche Eigenart war noch
nicht ausgeprägt genug. Alles war noch im Fluss, sie hoben sich noch nicht mit eindeutiger Schärfe voneinander ab. Das ist anders geworden. Wenn auch diese innere
Entwicklung bis zum Ende des Mittelalters durchaus noch nicht zu vollständigem
Abschluss geraten ist, so stehen doch um die Wende des 15. und 16. Jahrhunderts die
Nationen als ausgebildete Persönlichkeiten da. Vor allem gilt das für die drei grossen
Westreiche. Die Regierungszeiten der drei grossen Herrscherpersönlichkeiten,
Ferdinands des Ratholischen von Spanien, Ludwigs XI. von Frankreich und Heinrichs
VII. von England, bedeuten tiefe Einschnitte in der Geschichte ihrer Völker. Nicht mit
Unrecht hat Francis Bacon sie als die drei Magier ihrer Zeit bezeichnet, und auch
Machiavell feiert Ferdinand als die Verkörperung eines neuartigen Herrschertyps.
Mit der Kräftigung des innerstaatlichen Baues entsteht von selbst das Bedürfnis, auch
nach aussen hin eine grössere Rolle zu spielen. Daher die gewaltige Steigerung der
gegenseitigen Berührungen. Sie hat wieder zur Folge den fortwährenden Kampf, und
er verstärkt dann weiter die innere Befestigung: die Zentralisation der einzelnen
Staaten wird infolgedessen auf die Höhe geführt. Es ist also wirklich eine auf andere
Grundlage als bisher beruhende Entwicklung der europäischen Welt, die nun einsetzt; deren Struktur ist völlig umgestaltet«. - Windelband, Die Auswärtige Politik der
Großmächte in der Neuzeit von 1494 bis zur Gegenwart (3rd edn.), 1936, p. 25.
45 Eduard Fueter, Geschichte des europäischen Staatensystems von 1492-1559,1919, p. 5.
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States now had repercussions on the entire international situation, which
were of greater magnitude than those which had previously been experienced. From there emerged a phenomenon which in this distinct form had not
been seen before: within certain periods all the States of Europe, even the
smallest and the most remote, were drawn into the disputes of the large
States and brought into one or other of the rival coalitions«.46
This classical theory was first challenged by Kienast in his study on »Die
Anfänge des europäischen Staatensystems im späteren Mittelalter« (The
Beginning of the European State System in the Late Middle Ages).47 He
spoke of a »Medieval State system« which, although different in essence
from the modern State system, nevertheless deserved to be designated as
such:
»A unified foreign policy was frequently frustrated by the independence of
the territorial sovereigns; multiple feudal bonds effaced the distinction between internal and external policy; permanent legations were still unknown,
which meant that the interplay of diplomacy could not be co-ordinated to
the same degree as in modern times. On the other hand, the fact that the
European world was still not uniformly divided, that the Albigensian War in
the south remained almost untouched by the great power struggles which
occurred concurrently in the north, that Aragon was left undisturbed by
Philip August, to attempt the establishment of a Catalonian-ToulousianProvençal Empire, and that the banished Raimond von Toulouse waited in
vain for the assistance of King John of England - all were phenomena for
which one may find parallels until late in the eighteenth century. Only after
the Napoleonic period was there a complete interweaving of interests in
Europe. Nevertheless, these were only differences of degree. The essential
point is that with the collapse of the Empire after the death of Henry VI the
indispensable precondition for the genesis of a European State system was
created. If one were to deny its possibility because during the Middle Ages
neither the idea of a universal monarchy nor that of a universal empire had
yet disappeared, one would be according greater importance to political
theory than to contradicting facts. Where one situates the actual emergence
of the European State system is another question. The answer to this ques46 »An internationalen Koalitionen zu Offensiv- und Defensivzwecken hatte es schon
früher nicht gefehlt; aber derartige Kombinationen wurden nun systematischer
betrieben und bewusster aufrechterhalten als in den vorhergehenden Jahrhunderten, sie setzten sich auch viel bestimmter als bisher Ziele, die das ganze europäische Staatensystem und nicht bloss das Verhältnis zwischen zwei Staaten betrafen.
Viel stärker als früher wirkten nun Veränderungen innerhalb eines Staates oder
innerhalb des Verhältnisses zwischen zwei Staaten auf die gesamte internationale
Situation zurück, und daraus entsprang dann die vorher in dieser ausgeprägten Form
nicht nachweisbare Erscheinung, dass während gewisser Zeiträume alle Staaten
Europas, auch die kleinsten und entlegensten, in die Gegensätze der Grossstaaten
hineingerissen und mit einer der rivalisierenden Gruppen in Verbindung gebracht
wurden«. - Eduard Fueter, Geschichte des europäischen Staatensystems von 1492-1559,
1919, p. 4.
47 W. Kienast, »Die Anfänge des europäischen Staatensystems im späteren Mittelalter«, (1936) 153 Historische Zeitschrift, p. 229 ff., 236, 270.
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tion d e p e n d s on the extent of r e c i p r o c a l relations, r e a c h i n g b e y o n d n e i g h b o u r i n g States, a n d o n t h e s e n s i t i v i t y o f this p o l i t i c a l n e r v o u s s y s t e m , w h e r e b y a s t i m u l u s s p r e a d s f r o m its p l a c e o f o r i g i n to t h e o t h e r l i m b s , c a u s i n g
a c o u n t e r - r e a c t i o n . It is t h e s e p o w e r g a m e s w h i c h c o n t r o l t h e i n t e r e s t s o f
States. W h e n e v e r t h e s e i n t e r e s t s a r e r e l a t i v e l y s t r o n g e r a n d m o r e s o l i d l y
e s t a b l i s h e d , t h e s y s t e m w i l l f u n c t i o n in a m o r e c e r t a i n , m o r e r a t i o n a l , a n d
m o r e t r a n s p a r e n t m a n n e r . W e b e l i e v e that the c o n d i t i o n s a l r e a d y e x i s t e d
f r o m a b o u t t h e y e a r 1198, that f r o m that d a t e f o r w a r d t h e y w e r e s u f f i c i e n t ly f u l f i l l e d f o r o n e to b e a b l e to s p e a k o f an E u r o p e a n State s y s t e m « . 4 8
I n t h e e n d it is a t e r m i n o l o g i c a l q u e s t i o n as to w h a t e x t e n t o f p o l i t i c a l e n t a n g l e m e n t o n e r e f e r s to w h e n u s i n g t h e t e r m » S t a t e s y s t e m « . K i e n a s t h i m s e l f l e f t t h e q u e s t i o n u n a n s w e r e d , in that w h a t h e r e f e r r e d to as t h e
» M e d i e v a l State s y s t e m « d i f f e r e d in substantial w a y s f r o m the State s y s t e m
o f m o d e r n t i m e s . T e l l e n b a c h a l s o l o c a t e d the o r i g i n s o f t h e E u r o p e a n State
s y s t e m in t h e l a t e M i d d l e A g e s - » a l t h o u g h o n l y t h e o r i g i n s « , as h e stress e d . 4 9 P r e i s e r , w h o a l s o a s s u m e d that a E u r o p e a n State s y s t e m a l r e a d y e x i s t e d in t h e t h i r t e e n t h a n d f o u r t e e n t h c e n t u r i e s , p l a c e d r e s t r i c t i o n s o n this

48 »Die Selbstständigkeit der Territorialherren vereitelt oft eine einheitliche
Aussenpolitik; die vielfachen Lehnsbande verwischten den Unterschied zwischen
innerer und äusserer Politik; das feste Gesandtschaftswesen fehlte noch, die
Diplomatie konnte sich noch nicht so aufeinander einspielen w i e in der Neuzeit.
Andererseits, dass die europäische Welt noch nicht einheitlich durchgegliedert war,
dass die Albigenserkriege im Süden von den gleichzeitigen grossen Machtkämpfen
im Norden fast unberührt blieben, dass Aragonien, von Philipp August ungestört,
die Bildung eines katalanisch-tolosanisch-provenzalischen Reiches versuchen
konnte und der gebannte Raimond von Toulouse vergeblich auf die Hilfe Johanns
von England wartete, ist eine Erscheinung, für die sich Parallelen bis tief ins 18.
Jahrhundert finden. Erst seit der Napoleonischen Zeit ist die Interessenverflechtung in Europa nahezu lückenlos. Bei all dem Angeführten handelt es sich
doch nur um Gradunterschiede. Das Wesentliche ist dies: Der Zusammenbruch des
Imperiums nach dem Tode Heinrichs VI. bildet die unumgängliche Voraussetzung
dafür, dass ein europäisches Staatensystem überhaupt entstehen konnte. Wollte
man seine Möglichkeit im Mittelalter schon deshalb leugnen, w e i l die Idee eines
universalen Kaisertums noch nicht verschwunden war, so hiesse das eine politische
T h e o r i e höher einschätzen als die ihr widersprechenden Fakten. Wann man die
tatsächliche Geburtsstunde des europäischen Staatensystems ansetzen will, ist
eine andere Frage. Die Antwort hängt ab von dem Umkreis der gegenseitigen
Beziehungen, der sich nicht auf Nachbarstaaten beschränken darf, von der
Empfindlichkeit dieses politischen Nervensystems, w o ein Reiz sich von seinem
Ursprungsort in die anderen Glieder fortpflanzt und eine Gegenwirkung auslöst.
Was dieses Kräftespiel regelt, sind die Interessen der Staaten. Je fester und stärker
sie sind, desto sicherer wird das System funktionieren, desto rationaler und durchsichtiger wird es sein. W i r glauben, die Bedingungen waren bereits zu dem genannten Zeitpunkt, also etwa seit dem Jahre 1198, in ausreichendem Masse erfüllt; und
man darf von da ab von einem europäischen Staatensystem sprechen«. - W. Kienast,
»Die Anfänge des europäischen Staatensystems im späteren Mittelalter«, p. 229 IT.,
236, 270.
49 »Allerdings nur die Anfänge« - Teilenbach, »Vom Zusammenleben der abendländischen Völker im Mittelalter«, in Festschrift G. Ritter, 1950, p. 1, 41.
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assumption, stating that the system did »not yet [demonstrate] all of the characteristics of the developed modern order of States«.50
Werner Näf traced the »Frühformen des modernen Staates im Spätmittelalter« (Early Forms of the Modern State in the Late Middle Ages). 51 He
also dealt in various ways with the idea of the State system and with the
historical development of the European State system, from its beginnings up
to the establishment of a distinct world system. He managed to compare the
similarities between the late Medieval origins of that system more and more
with the specific qualifications of restrictive formulations. He spoke of the
»ascent of a modern European State system in the last centuries of the late
Middle Ages«, of a »separation of particular State groups«, and of »regions«
in the late Middle Ages, all of which »prepared the way for the establishment
of an European State system«.52 During this period it was possible, for the
first time ever, »to point towards a modern State system«, although »for good
reasons one could only speak of such a system from the seventeenth century«.53 It would be »premature«, he concluded, »to consider the fifteenth
century as anything more than a preparatory period for a real European
State system. Instead, States formed alliances in that epoch only in the face
of crises. Individual complex questions had not yet affected, influenced or
begun to overlap one another; the various series of events lay side by side
and distinct from one another. Threads connecting all of Europe barely existed«. 54 One could first speak of a »State system« only once such »connecting
threads were continuous, apparent, permanent, or at least repeatedly taken
up«.55 This was achieved as a result of the rise of the Habsburgs to the rank
of a Great Power:
»The Habsburgs truly broke through the barriers of European isolation.
They reached for, established contact, and conversed with every other
power, with the notable exception, for that time, of the Scandinavians.

50 »Noch nicht alle Züge der entwickelten neuzeitlichen Staatenordnung« - Preiser
in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 3, p. 691.
51 This being the title of his article in (1951) 171 Historische Zeitschrift 225.
52 »Aufstieg eines neuzeitlichen europäischen Staatensystems in den spätmittelalterlichen Jahrhunderten«; »Sonderung bestimmter Staatengruppen«; »Regionen«; »die
Bildung eines europäischen Staatensystems erst vorbereiten« - Näf, »Die Entwicklung
des Staatensystems«, (1957) 9 Schweizer Beitrage zur allgemein Geschichte 5, 6 & 30.
See also: Näf, Die Epochen der neueren Geschichte (2nd edn.), 1959, Vol. 1, p. 199.
53 »deutete sich zum ersten Male ein neuzeitliches Staatensystem an«; »mit grösserem Recht erst seit dem 17. Jahrhundert sprechen« - Näf, Die europäische Staatengemeinschaft in der neueren Geschichte, 1943, pp. 5 & 9.
54 »Verfrüht ... dem 15. Jahrhundert mehr als die Vorbildung eines wirklichen europäischen Staatensystems zuzuschreiben. Es war jeweils eine Gruppe von Staaten, die
sich um einen Problemmittelpunkt sammelte. Die einzelnen Fragenkomplexe berührten, beeinflussten, überschnitten sich noch nicht; die Schauplätze des Geschehens
lagen geschieden nebeneinander. Verbindungsfäden durch ganz Europa gab es noch
kaum«. - Näf, Die Epochen der neueren Geschichte (2nd edn.), 1959, Vol.l, p. 282.
55 »Staatensystem«; »sobald durchlaufende, dauernd festgehaltene oder wenigstens
immer wieder aufgenommene Fäden sichtbar w e r d e n « - Näf, Die Epochen der neueren Geschichte (2nd edn.), 1959, Vol. 1, p. 199.
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There was no large State in Europe (outside Scandinavia) which did not
border on Habsburg territory. Yet conflicts can quickly, uncannily, multiply
from one into many. On five flanks consecutively, in the Pyrenees, the
Netherlands, the Jura, in Italy from Milan to Sicily and - at least indirectly in the western Alps, France, the strongest single State in Europe, formally
surrounded neighbouring Habsburg possessions and claims. The consequences of this were to be that each individual political question would tend
to extend beyond its local ramifications and become part of, and add to, this
great pro- or anti-Habsburg rivalry wherever it was encountered in Europe.
It was clearly this development which led to the struggle for Italy«.56 With
this conclusion Näf thus returned to the starting date of 1494.
It is undoubtedly a merit of recent research that the early, frequently overrated effect of the universal powers of Emperor and Pope on the political
structure of the late Middle Ages was subjected to a restrictive evaluation,
and that the emphasis was placed on the actual independence and equality
of the members of the evolving plurality of States. Preiser, in particular, was
correct in his judgment that the prerequisites for the development of an
international legal order clearly existed. 57
On the other hand, there are good reasons to hold to the view that the
genesis of a true State system in Europe is to be dated at the turn from the
fifteenth to the sixteenth centuries.
Kienast also had to concede, in the conclusion of his essay which contributed to the development of new doctrine, that a crucial change occurred at
this turning point between the two centuries as a result of »two new events«.
One was the formation of the Spanish-Habsburg world empire that joined
the previously separate spheres of East and West; the other, which was more
significant for his thesis, was the balance of power. As Kienast explained:
»Never before had a number of States allied together for the sole purpose of
preventing the predominance of one of them«. 58 The principle of a European balance of power, which had been recognised within Italy since the
56 »Habsburg durchbricht nun wirklich die europäischen Isolierzonen, gelangt und
gerät mit jeder Macht - mit Ausnahme nur, vorerst, des Nordens - in Kontakt. Es gibt
keinen einzigen grösseren Staat in Europa - abgesehen wiederum vom Norden -, der
nicht an eines der habsburgischen Länder grenzte. Für einen aber summieren sich
unheimlich die daraus aufgesteigenden Konflikte. An fünf Flanken zugleich, an den
Pyrenäen, in den Niederlanden, am Jura, in Italien von Mailand bis Sizilien und wenigstens indirekt - an den Westalpen, trifft Frankreich auf eine förmliche umringende Nachbarschaft habsburgischer Besitzungen und Ansprüche, und Frankreich ist
der stärkste der nationalen Einzelstaaten Europas. Die Folge wird sein, dass jede
politische Einzelfrage die Neigung haben wird, sich über ihren lokalen Rahmen hinweg auszuweiten, habsburgische und antihabsburgische Mächte, wo immer in
Europa sie sich begegnen, widereinander zu stellen. Diese Entwicklung nahm, mit
der grössten Deutlichkeit, der Kampf um Italien«. - Näf, Die Epochen der neueren
Geschichte (2nd edn.), 1959, Vol. 1, pp. 283 IT.
57 Preiser in Wörterbuch des Völkerrecht, 1960, Vol. 3, pp. 690-95.
58 »Nie hatten sich zuvor, lediglich um dem Vorwalten eines anderen zu wehren, eine
Reihe von Staaten zusammengeschlossen«. - Kienast, »Die Anfänge des europäischen
Staatensystems im späteren Mittelalter«, (1936) 153 Historisches Zeitschrift 229, 271.
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time of Cosimo Medici, first entered general European policy with the
League of Venice. This characteristic of a fully, thoroughly constructed State
system remained alien to the whole of the Middle Ages. 59 Indeed
Windelband, who asserted that the political balance of power did not yet
exist in the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, considered it to be
a determinative element of the modern State system, along with the increasing frequency of relations and interdependencies. 60 It is significant that in
English and French the term »State system« is more or less synoymous with
»balance of power« and »équilibre«.61
The idea that the State system is unthinkable without the regularising function of the balance of power was, until most recent times, also the view of
all of its historians. For them the balance of power, overseas discoveries and
permanent diplomacy emerged together, with the latter being the »institute
which characterises the modern world of States«.62 According to Willy
Andreas, they did so »as the turning point of the end of the fifteenth and
beginning of the sixteenth centuries approached«. 63 Ludwig Dehio, who
along with Kienast co-edited the Historische Zeitschrift, was even more precise in identifying a date. In 1948, many years after Kienast had published
his treatise and without mentioning Kienast's views, Dehio defined the critical point as having been reached »in a rather precise blink of an eye,
namely the beginning of the Great Power struggle over Italy in the year
1494«.64

2. The Balance of Power as a Regulatory Principle
of the State System
Like many other political concepts of modern times, that of the balance of
power originated in Italy. For the first time in history the Italian city-republics had, through shifting alliances, developed a micro-balance of power.
Lorenzo de Medici (»il Magnifico«) used the metaphor for his alliance with
Ludovicio Sforza (the Duke of Milan) and Ferdinand of Naples against
Venetian predominance. This was reported by Francesco Guicciardini
59 Kienast, »Anfänge des europäischen Staatensystems«, p. 271.
60 »State systems and the balance of p o w e r are two ideas, which are inseparably
bound together« - Windelband, Die Auswärtige Politik der Grossmächte in der Neuzeit
von 1494 bis zur Gegenwart (3rd edn.), 1936, p. 25.
61 Raymond Aron (Frieden und Krieg (Kelkheim, 1986), p. 157), speaking of a »multipolar system«, added: »Generally authors call those systems »balance of power<,
which I refer to as »multipolars.
62 »Für die moderne Staatenwelt charakteristischen Institut« - Willy Andreas, »Italien
und die Anfänge der neuzeitlichen Diplomatie«, in Andreas, Staatskunst
und
Diplomatie der Venezianer, 1945, pp. 27 & 55.
63 »Als gegen Ende des 15. und zu Beginn des 16. Jahrhunderts die Zeitenwende heraufzog« - ibid.
64 »In einem ganz bestimmten Augenblick, nämlich bei Beginn des Kampfes der
Grossmächte um Italien im Jahre 1494« - Dehio, Gleichgewicht oder Hegemonie, 1948,
pp. 24 & 46.
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(1482-1540), the classical Italian historian, in his Istoria d'Italia (History of
Italy). 65
Since that period the balance of power has become a dominant political
concept in Europe. Francis Bacon wrote the following words in his
Considerations Touching a War with Spain inscribed to Prince Charles:
»It is so memorable, as it is yet as fresh as if it w e r e done yesterday, how
that triumvirate of kings, - Henry the Eighth of England, Francis the First of
France, and Charles the Fifth Emperor and King of Spain, - were in their
times so provident, as scarce a palm of ground could be gotten by either of
the three, but that the other two would be sure to do their best, to set the
balance of Europe upright again«. 66
More important than the theoretical elaboration of the principle is the fact
that a practical balance of power policy could be observed in the world of
the Italian republics and principalities of the quattrocento and more broadly in Europe as a whole. It did not exist merely as a slogan understood to
represent an ideal, nor as a refined and consistent political dogma, but as an
intention to provide a form of protection for small States against the threatening manoeuvres of large States, and above all as a means of self-assertion between large States.67
Andreas, who made this observation, clung to the view that one could
speak of the genesis of a European State system only »as the period of transition between the end of the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth
centuries«. 68 He pointed to the development of another institution which
was characteristic of the modern State system, that of permanent diplomacy,
and wrote: »Hand in hand the theory and the practice of the balance of
power gradually advance«. 69

3. Permanent Diplomacy - Infrastructure of the State System
While most institutions of modern international law, particularly the politically relevant ones, have followed the transformations of the State system
and from epoch to epoch have modified themselves, there w e r e others, in
particular those rules and principles which regulated the formal and technical foundations of interaction, which w e r e less affected by the changes in
the State system and in the arrangement of its constituent parts. The right
65 Guicciardini, Dell'istoria
d'Italia libri XX riscontrati da Remigio,
1569, Libro
primo, p. 2. Lorenzo de Medici said: »conoscendo, che alia República Fiorentina e a
se proprio sarebbe molto pericoloso, se alcumo de maggiore potentati ampliasse più
la sua potentia, procurava con ogni studio, che le cose d'Italia in modo bilanciate si
mantenessero, che più in una, che in un altra parte, non pendessero«.
66 Bacon, Considerations
Touching a War with Spain inscribed to Prince
Charles,
1624, in Works, ed. 1740, Vol. 3, p. 513 ff.
67 Andreas, Staatskunst und Diplomatie der Venezianer, 1943, p. 55.
68 »Als gegen Ende des 15. und zu Beginn des 16. Jahrhunderts die Zeitenwende heraufzog« - Ibid., p. 27.
69 »Hand in Hand geht mit jenem allmählichen Vordringen der Gleichgewichtstheorie und -praxis« - Ibid., p. 55.
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and organisation of legations, once it became established in the form of permanent diplomacy at the beginning of modern times, belongs to this latter
category. For this reason I confine myself here to casting a brief glance over
the origins of the legation and abstain from returning to its development in
my subsequent discussions of each new period.70
The origins of permanent diplomacy are located in that historical environment, where a balance of power system developed in miniature in the
world of the small Italian States of the fifteenth century.71 One of the earliest
verifiable permanent legations was that of Nicodemus de Pontremoli, who
around 1448 was the representative of the Duke of Milan in Florence. It was
not by accident that such a permanent diplomatic link was first instituted
between those two States, for it was they who were most threatened by the
expansionist policy of Venice, then the most powerful of the Italian republics. Here, as in all other cases, the most important motive for establishing
permanent legations was the consideration that the weaker State needed to
be informed, in good time, about any aggressive intentions on the part of the
stronger State. Permanent legations were therefore frequently dispatched
by one side only, from the courts of weaker States to those of stronger ones.
However, the request to receive a permanent legation and to maintain continuous relations often met with distrust and was frequently regarded as a
sign of political weakness. Louis XI of France, who was celebrated as a master
of diplomacy, refused several times to admit to his court a permanent legation
from the Duke of Milan. In Italy, he said, a permanent legation might be a
matter of friendship, whereas »with us it is regarded as a matter of distrust«.72
As a matter of fact both motives played a role in the dispatch of permanent
legations. On the one hand, permanent legations resulted from interactions
70 This self-limitation is a consequence of the principle of selection on which this
book is based. See: infra, p. 29 ff. Walter Rudolf, in his examination of »Wandel in
den internationalen Beziehungen und das Gesandtschaftsrecht«, in Festschrift
U. Scheuner, 1973, p. 493, 494, wrote: »While other matters of international law w e r e
increasingly drawn into the process of transformation, the law of diplomatic relations
appears to be a rather stable element. Leaving aside exceptions ..., the interest of all
States seems to prevail in the principle ne impediatur
legation.
71 Scholars of international law have not contributed much to research on the origins
of permanent diplomacy. This was criticised by Fritz Ernst, »Über Gesandtschaftswesen und Diplomatie an der Wende v o m Mittelalter zur Neuzeit«, (1951) 33 Archiv
für Kulturgeschichte 64, 69. The works of historians w e r e of fundamental importance,
especially Otto Krauske, »Die Entwicklung der ständigen Diplomatie vom 15.
Jahrhundert bis zu den Beschlüssen von 1815 und 1818«, in G. Schmoller (ed.), Staatsund Socialwissenschaftliche Forschung, 1885, Vol. 5. In a critical discussion with him,
there was also Adolf Schaube, »Zur Entstehungsgeschichte der ständigen Gesandtschaften«, (1889) 10 Mitteilungen des Inst, für öst. Geschichtsforschung 501. See
also: Andreas, »Italien und die Anfänge der neuzeitlichen Diplomatie«, op. cit. (summarising and attempting a »synthetical progress«). The above-mentioned treatise by
Fritz Ernst, with its outstanding evaluation of new sources and literature, stands out
among these studies. An older work of enduring value is M. de Maulde-la Clavière,
La diplomatie au temps de Machiavel, 1892-93.
72 »Hier bei uns erscheint sie als Sache des Misstrauens«. - Ernst, »Über Gesandtschaftswesen und Diplomatie«, op cit., p. 77.
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between those States which were linked particularly closely to one another.
On the other, and at a later stage, the sending of permanent legations also
occurred between potential adversaries. It was only at this stage that the
new institution of permanent diplomacy was generally accepted. 73 It is rather difficult to decide precisely and unambiguously at which point this stage
was reached, as there were many transitory phases. It is often difficult to
decide whether a diplomat was an extraordinary plenipotentiary entrusted
ad hoc with specified missions or a permanent representative of his sovereign equipped with a lasting and general mandate. In addition, there was no
agreement as to whether the permanent legation was a higher level of the
long-recognised institution of »special legation«, or whether it did not rather
develop from the customary usage of semi-official agents, which finally
acquired an official status. 74 Other authors would like to see the first
instance of permanent diplomacy in the procuratores of the King of Aragon
to the Papal Court, and yet others in the cónsules accredited by the Italian
port-cities to the courts of Muslim rulers, who were more legates than consuls. 75 It appears most probable that the institutions of permanent diplomacy are derived from several different roots. 76 In any case there is general
agreement in the new research that permanent diplomacy is a specific characteristic of the fully developed modern State, as it emerged at the beginning of the sixteenth century. Mattingly pointed to significant circumstances: that the establishment of a permanent diplomatic apparatus required a correspondingly established internal administrative structure and
above all an efficient central authority responsible for the handling of foreign affairs, together with an orderly budget. 77
The further development of permanent legations, from the early, especially Venetian, refinement and perfection of the institution to the high
point of »classical diplomacy« in the time of Metternich and Talleyrand, as
well as the consolidation of international legal rules on diplomatic immunity, privileges and exterritoriality, shaped a proportionate linear process.
This was comparatively untouched by transformations of the State system
and changes to the political groupings of States within that system. It
remains an open question whether, after the serious breakdown of diplomatic immunity which has occurred since the end of the 1970s, this is also
a valid prognosis for the future. There is no doubt that modern States, the
modern law of nations and permanent diplomacy - all of which originated
at the same time - essentially belong together and form a single part of
modern history.
All of the following are closely linked: the growing extent of political
contacts; the increasing interdependence of all changes to allocations of
73 Ibid., p. 95.
74 See: G. Mattingly, Renaissance Diplomacy (2nd edn.), 1962, C h a p t e r s 6 &7.
75 Engel, Kongress und Staatensystem,
Vol. 2 ( Z u r Vorgeschichte der
europäischen
Völkerrechtsordnung.
Lateinisches Abendland und Sarazenische
Welt) quoted by Janssen, Anfänge des modernen Völkerrechts und der neuzeitlichen Diplomatie, 1964, p. 77.
76 J a n s s e n , ibid., a r g u e d along similar lines.
77 G. Mattingly, Renaissance Diplomacy (2nd edn.), 1962, p. 223 ff.
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power; the development of a State system regulated on the basis of the
balance of power; the technical improvement of diplomatic interaction as a
result of the transition from the customary use of ad hoc legations with specific mandates to the use of permanent legations having an organised and
continuous manner of reporting and a mandate no longer limited to specific tasks of negotiation or representation; and, last but not least, the escalation of the overseas rivalries of the Great Powers and their efforts to protect
their European system of order from disturbances in the balance of power
originating outside Europe.

4. Legal Orders corresponding to Changes in the State System
At first, the development of the modern European State system led to a political order which was marked by the predominant position of power of Spain.
The sixteenth century and the first half of the seventeenth century were
characterised by this Spanish predominance and by the wars fought by the
French, the Dutch and the English against the establishment of a Spanish
universal monarchy. Around the middle of the seventeenth century a new
order was established, one which was based on the rise of France to the position of leading European power. The battle against the ascendency of France
during this period was led by the Habsburg Empire and Britain, which were
themselves great powers. Britain emerged victorious at the beginning of the
nineteenth century and during that century was the predominant power, not
only in Europe, but world-wide. This position of global supremacy was shattered only by the First World War of 1914-18, a war which was directed
against the rise of Germany to the rank of a world power and which resulted
in Britain sharing its position of dominance with the United States.
Each of these three political systems, which are referred to here in an
abbreviated fashion as the Spanish, the French, and the British system, produced its own unique, self-contained international legal order. The structure of each of these legal orders was determined by the particular intellectual and political style of the leading power of the time.
The international legal order of any particular period emerges out of the
struggle between the political and international legal ideas and postulates of
rival powers. The political and international legal programmes of the
modern European States were all, however, expressions of ideologies of
national expansion. 78 The stronger the leading position of the particular
predominant power, the more that State marked the spiritual vision of the
age, the more its ideas and concepts prevailed, the more it conferred general and absolute validity on expressions of its national expansionist ideology.
78 Janssen, Anfänge des modernen Völkerrechts und der neuzeitlichen
Diplomatie,
1964, p. 8, commented that these ideas (already included in my publication of 1942,
supra, note 3) meant nothing other than »that the theories of the eminent writers on
international law w e r e only the scholarly superstructure destined to legitimise the
foreign policy of their own States«. This was a modification of my argument with
which I cannot agree. My argument does not inevitably lead to such a consequence.
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In this sense one can speak of a »Spanish«, a »French« and an »British« Age
in the history of modern international law.
In using these terms the author of this book does not misunderstand the
complex and stratified structural character of all modern systems of a law
of nations. He does not intend to say, for instance, that the international
legal order of the sixteenth century and the beginning of the seventeenth
century was merely an instrument of Spanish policy. All the terms used were
dialectical terms not intended to simplify in any way the complex circumstances to which they refer. The French, the Dutch and the English arguments were no less important to the international legal order of the Spanish
Age than the Spanish ones, and their representatives were equally impressive. The most famous name in international law in the Spanish Age
remains that of the Dutchman Hugo Grotius. It is, nevertheless, justified to
call this epoch the »Spanish« Age of international law because the ideas held
by the States which fought against Spain were not only marked by the colour
of this age but also entangled in a polemical dependence on Spanish ideas
and concepts. Grotius' famous treatise on the Freedom of the Seas is a classic example of this relationship.
The stamp of the leading power was clearly and recognisably imprinted
upon the Spanish and British Ages of international law. The contours were
not so sharply discernible in the French Age. This difference may be explained on the basis that the French policy of pure raison d'Etat and political
interest renounced ideological reasoning and argumentation to a far greater extent than Spanish or British policy did, that it was far less dogmatically disposed and endeavoured to avoid rigid principles. The French arguments were, therefore, based extensively on State practice. At the height of
the French Age France did not produce a single author suitable for inclusion
in the Classics of International
Law.79
All the international legal systems of modern times appeared under the
classical name of ius gentium (law of nations), a term which had been carried over from the Romans. However, ius gentium in the Roman understanding was not a law of nations as we see it. It was the law applicable
between Roman citizens and non-citizens in their mutual relations, and in
the theory of the great Roman jurists the term was extended to mean the
totality of legal norms common to all nations. 80 Only rarely was the ius
belli ac pads (law of war and peace) subsumed under the concept of ius
gentium.81 In line with the Roman tradition the conception of ius gentium
as the entirety of legal norms common to all human beings was retained
during the Middle Ages. Under the influence of Isidor of Seville, in particular, the law of nations (as we identify it) was included within this broa-

79 Infra, p. 351.
80 Paul Jörs & Leopold Wenger, Geschichte und System des römischen Privatrechts
(Berlin, 1927) p. 40; G. Lombardi, Ricerche in tema di ius gentium (Milano, 1946);
idem, Sul concetto di ius gentium (Rome, 1947).
81 Preiser in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 3, p. 686.
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der category,82 which covered individuals, corporations, and sovereign
bodies alike.83
In the course of modern development other, more precise terms which
corresponded more accurately with the spirit of the respective, concrete
international legal orders emerged alongside this intellectually imprecise
collective denotation. At the same time these other terms brought a more
precise intellectual expression to the subject.
This process of clarification of ideas originated in the Spanish Age. It is,
fundamentally, the legacy of the great Spanish legal thinkers of this epoch.
It was Francisco de Vitoria who coined the term ius inter gentes (law between nations) in his lectures of 1532.84 His contemporary, the Spanish jurist
Fernando Vasquez, called the law of nations a »ius inter principes del populos liberos« (law between the rulers of free peoples). Francisco de Suárez,
who elaborated upon the thoughts and doctrines of Vitoria, characterised
the law of nations in one particular sense as »ius, quod omnes populi et gentes variae inter se servare debent« (law which all different peoples and nations should use between themselves).85 Hugo Grotius wrote about a »ius
inter civitates« (law between civilised nations) and a »ius quod inter populos plures aut populorem rectores intercedit« (law which regulates legal
relations among different peoples according to the people). 86 In 1651 the
English admiralty judge and law professor Richard Zouche adopted the
term »ius inter gentes« as the title for his textbook, which is considered to
be one of the great classics of international law.87
This notion of »ius inter gentes« was typical in the Spanish Age in so far as
it expressed the struggle of the young independent discipline, still in the
initial stage of its development, to bring more rigorous, precise concepts
into the field. Until recently, credit had been attributed to Vitoria for having
derived the exact notion of the law of nations »by extracting it from the idea
of ius gentium, which includes a number of different legal areas«.88
82 See: infra, p. 85 ff.
83 Janssen, Artfänge des modernen Völkerrechts und der neuzeitlichen Diplomatie,
1964, p. 11. Following Max Käser, lus gentium (Cologne, 1993) (Vol. 40, Forschungen
zum römischen Recht), see recently K.H. Ziegler, »Ius gentium als Völkerrecht in der
Spätantike«, in Collato Iuris Romani, Etudes dédiées à Hans Ankum, 1995.
84 »Quod naturalis ratio inter omnes gentes constituit, vocatur ius gentium«. - De
Indis et De Iure Belli, Vol. 5, 1. See: Classics of International Law, Vol. 6, 1917.
85 De legibus acDeo legislatore, Vol. 2, ch. 19, 8. In Classics of International Law, 1944.
86 De jure belli acpacis, Prol., s. 1. In Classics of International Law, Vol. 3, 1925.
87 The complete title reads: Iuris et iudicii fecialis sive iuris inter gentes et quaestionum de eodem explicatio, quaeque ad pacem et bellum inter diversos principes aut
populos spectant ex praecipuis historico iure peritis exhibentur. In Classics of
International Law, Vol. 1, 1911.
88 »Dass er aus dem Begriffe des ius gentium, das verschiedene Rechtsgebiete
umfasste, das ius inter gentes herausgeschält hat«. - Verdross, Völkerrecht, 1937, p.
43. The first author to advance this thesis was Ernest Nys, Les origines du droit international, 1894, p. 11. Numerous others took it further: J. Barthélémy, »François de
Vitoria«, in Les Fondateurs du Droit International, 1904, p. 1, 7 ff.; James Brown Scott,
The Spanish Origin of International Law, 1934; Jean Baumel, Le droit international
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Lately, this view has been contested. Several authors have pointed out that
this interpretation relies on an erroneous translation of a crucial passage in
Vitoria's work. Vitoria had modified the famous definition from the
Institutions of Gaius: whereas the Roman jurist had said »Quod naturalis
ratio inter omnes homines constituit, vocatur ius gentium« (That which constitutes natural reason amongst all men, is called the law of nations), Vitoria
substituted the words »inter omnes homines« with »inter omnes gentes«.
According to Vitoria's critics the correct translation of Gaius' words was not
»between all nations« but »amongst all nations«. It did not, therefore, support
the concept of a law between States. 89
Although other authors have continued to interpret Vitoria's »ius inter
gentes« in the sense of a genuine international legal concept, 90 strong
doubts remain as to whether the alternative clarification was in fact correct.
No doubt of this kind can exist with respect to Francisco de Suárez. He clearly understood the double meaning of the Roman ius gentium and made a
precise distinction between ius gentium inter se (i.e. international law) and
ius gentium intra se (i.e. national law rules, mainly civil in character, that in
corresponding or similar forms are found within all States). 91 What is contested is whether Suárez intended »to expel the individual human being
from the realm of the ius gentium proprissime dictum«,92 or whether this last
step to a law applicable exclusively between States remained reserved to the
theorists of the eighteenth century, and principally Hobbes and Pufendorf. 93
public, la découverte de l'Amérique et les théories de François de Vitoria (Montpellier,
1931), p. 205.; Hubert Beuve-Méry, La théorie des pouvoirs publics d'après François de
Vitoria et ses rapports avec le droit contemporain (Paris, 1928), p. 79.; Peter Tischleder,
»Die Bedeutung des Franciscus von Vitoria für die Wissenschaft des Völkerrechts«, in
Festschrift J. Mausbach (Münster, 1931), p. 93.; Friedrich August von der Heydte, »Franciscus de Vitoria und sein Völkerrecht«, (1933) 13 Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht 251.
89 J. Höffner, Kolonialismus und Evangelium (2nd edn.) ('frier, 1969), p. 314. See, for
the same conclusion: J. Soder, Die Idee der Völkergemeinschaft, 1955, p. 123 ff., 127 ff.;
idem., Francisco Suarez und das Völkerrecht 1973, p. 65; idem., introduction in
Klassiker des Völkerrechts, Vol. 4, 1965, p. 13; A. de La Pradelle, Maîtres et Doctrines
du Droit des Gens (2nd edn.), 1950, p. 43 ff.; Janssen, Anfänge des modernen Völkerrechts und der neuzeitlichen Diplomatie, 1964, p. 11.
90 Hadrossek, introduction in Klassiker des Völkerrechts, Vol. 2, 1952, p. xx;
F. Dickmann, Friedensrecht und Friedenssicherung, 1971, p. 122; A. Truyol y Serra,
»Die Grundlagen der völkerrechtlichen Ordnung nach den spanischen Völkerrechtsklassikern«, (1958) 2 Heidelb. Jahrbuch 53, 62.
91 Soder, Francisco Suárez und das Völkerrecht, 1973, p. 213 ff.
92 Janssen, Anfänge des modernen Völkerrechts und der neuzeitlichen Diplomatie,
1964, p. 57.
93 Scheuner, »Die grossen Friedensschlüsse als Grundlage der europäischen
Staateordnung zwischen 1648 und 1815«, in Spiegel der Geschichte, Festgabe für
M. Braubach, 1964, 220, 225 ff. In any event, Engel's contention - that the reduction
of »international law« to an interstate jus inter gentes »only developed with the end of
the undisputed validity of >classical< international law at the end of the eighteenth and
the beginning of the nineteeth century« seems incorrect. See: Engel, »Von der spätmittelalterlichen res publica Christiana zum Mächte-Europa der Neuzeit«, in Handbuch der Europäischen Geschichte, Vol. 3, 1971, p. 307, 362.
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It is therefore safe to say that a clearer and more precise conception of the
character of an international legal order gradually evolved out of the theoretical endeavours of the Spanish Age, and that this development was reflected in the term ius inter gentes.
At the same time, the linguistic proximity of these new designations to the
old ius gentium brought a close spiritual association to the term ius inter gentes, a term which jurists of the Spanish Age, despite their new perspective,
still associated with the intellectual milieu of the Medieval legal order. It is
therefore justified to identify the law of nations of the Spanish Age with this
idea of the ius inter gentes, which the scholars of the period themselves
applied.
The French Age also produced its own characteristic term for the idea of
a law of nations. In the eighteenth century the expression Droit public de
l'Europe (European public law) came into general use. 94 In 1748 Abbé
Gabriel Bonnot de Mably published an outline of the positive law of treaties
entitled Le droit public de l'Europe fondé sur les traités (The Public Law of
Europe Based on the Treaties). This work was highly valued by diplomats of
the eighteenth century. Two years earlier the Spanish writer Abreu had
published a book entitled Derecho Público de la Europa (Public Law of
Europe). In 1732 the Swabian author Johann Jakob Moser produced Anfangsgründe der Wissenschaft von der heutigen Staatsverfassung von Europa
und dem unter den europäischen Potenzen üblichen Völker- und allgemeinen
Staatsrechts (A First Basis for the Study of the Current Constitution of States
of Europe and European Customary Law of Nations and Common National
Law). Moser's famous works Grundsätze des jetzt üblichen europäischen
Völkerrechts in Friedenszeiten (Basic Propositions on Current European
Customary Law of Nations in Time of Peace) and Erste Grundlehren des jetzigen europäischen Völkerrechts (First Basic Theories of the Current European Law of Nations) followed in 1750 and 1778, respectively. G. Achenwall,
a professor in Göttingen, wrote a book which remained incomplete at his
death: Iuris gentium Europae practici primae lineae (Introduction to the
European Customary Law of Nations) (1772). J.J. Neyron, a refugee from
Brandenburg, published Principes du droit des gens européen conventionnel
et coutumier (Principles of Conventional and Customary European Law of
Nations) in 1783, while the Saxon judge C.G. Günther produced Grundriss
eines europäischen Völkerrechts (Outline of a European Law of Nations) in
1787 and 1792. In 1785, Georg Friedrich von Martens named the first edition
of his famous treatise on this kind of law Primae lineae iuris gentium
94 See: the chapter on »The Public Law of Europe and the Old Colonial System« in
J. Goebel, The Struggle for the Falkland Islands, 1927, p. 120 ff.; E. Reibstein, »Das
«Europäische Öffentliche Recht» 1648-1815«, (1959/60) 8 Archiv des Völkerrechts 385;
and Scheuner, »Die grossen Friedensschlüsse als Grundlage der europäischen
Staatenordnung zwischen 1648 und 1815«, op cit. p. 232 ff.; A. Truyol y Serra, Die
Entstehung der Weltstaatengesellschaft
unserer Zeit, 1963, pp. 44 & 70. Guggenheim
w a s alone in thinking that this conception was a »fiction« (See: »Das ius publicum
e u r o p a e u m und Europa«, (1954) 3 J a h r b u c h des öffentlichen Rechts 1, 4). On the character of the droit public de l'Europe, see: infra, p. 287 ff.
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Europaerum practici (Introduction to the European Customary Law of Nations). 95
The international legal order of the Spanish Age certainly became no less
»European«, just as that of the French Age became no less »Christian«. It was
nevertheless significant for the spiritual climate of both ages that conceptions marked by the Christian law of nature had been relaxed to such a
degree during the eighteenth century that it was decided to create a completely new name for the international legal system, a name which clearly
expressed the character of a legal order between European powers. Mably's
concept of a »Droit public de l'Europe« was exactly to the point. For this particular law had taken up many principles, rules and customs which were
previously not included, and which later were once again excluded. Among
these were dynastic succession orders and marriage contracts, courtly conventions and political maxims. Only in this age was the »European balance
of power« regarded as a binding legal principle. 96 Indeed, all of these rules
fit better under the wider and more general concept of a »European public
law«. 97
An essential role was played in this development by the close interweaving of the internal constitutional law of the dissolving Holy Roman Empire
of Germanic nations with the international law of the European powers - an
interweaving which resulted from the Peace of Westphalia. With respect to
this situation the eminent British historian Henry Hallam remarked, in 1818,
»that international law was at first taught in Germany where it was a product of the public law of the Reich«. 98 Although the Germans were not the
first teachers of international law, it is true that in the French Age it was
principally German authors who determined the character of the literature
on the law of nations and brought authority to the concept of a »European
Public law«.
Strikingly, the legal order of the nineteenth century (the British century)
was designated as »international law«, rather than the »law of nations«. The
term was coined by Jeremy Bentham in 1789 and gained ground, first in the
Anglo-Saxon sphere, 99 and then over the course of the nineteenth century in
continental European literature as well. 100
95 A French edition appeared in 1788 under the title Précis du droit des gens moderne de l'Europe·, a German edition appeared in 1796 under the title Einleitung in das
positive europäische Völkerrecht, auf Verträge und Herkommen gegründet.
96 J. von Elbe, »Die Wiederherstellung der Gleichgewichtsordnung in Europa durch
den Wiener Kongress«, (1934) 4 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und
Völkerrecht 226.
97 Grewe, »Vom europäischen zum universellen Völkerrecht«, (1982) 42 Zeitschrift
für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 449, 461 ff.
98 H. Hallam, The View of the State of Europe during the Middle Ages, 1818, Vol. 1.
99 Bentham, Principles of International Law, 1789. The term »International Law« was
used, to name just a few examples, by: Henry Wheaton, Elements of International
Law, 2 Vols., 1836; Sir Robert Phillimore, Commentaries upon International Law,
4 Vols. (London, 1854-61); Richard Wildmann, Institutes of International Law, 1850;
Henry Wager Halleck, Elements of International Law and Laws of War (Philadelphia,
1866); Theodor Dwight Woolsey, Introduction to the Study of International Law, 1860;
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This terminology accurately reflected the w o r l d - w i d e British policy
during the nineteenth century to extend European public l a w into a universal international law. As a result of Britain's influence, this expansion was
achieved.
T h e term »international l a w « was retained after the First World W a r
(during a period in which the British position of w o r l d dominance was loosened through a division of this pre-dominance between the two AngloSaxon powers), and even after the Second W o r l d War. Yet one should not be
deluded by this fact into ignoring the abrupt transformation which occurred
at this point in the historical development of international law. This transformation is not normally taken into account, as a result of the fact that an
appropriate n e w name has not been found which could have facilitated the
distinction between »classical« and »post-classical« international law.

5. The Method of Analysis Followed in this Book
T h e method which is f o l l o w e d in this book for demarcating the epochs of
the history of international law, for fixing the m a j o r turning points and for
indicating the types of international legal orders that have been constructed
in the different epochs, is not the only possible, satisfactory assessment of
events. It bears repeating that it was not the author's intention to write a
complete history of international l a w but merely to provide a necessary
foundation for such a complete history. If a single, cohesive international
legal order and interrelated epochs may be found in the course of modern
history - and this author believes that this w o r k i n g hypothesis is consistently borne out by the results of his w o r k - then it must also be possible to
determine the shape and historical locations of this single cohesive order by
examining a series of specific problems. T h e following examination is therefore based on the selection and investigation of a series of questions that are
significant for the determination of the legal, political and cultural historical structure of each epoch and each international legal order. 101 As this
William Edward Hall, A Treatise on International Law (London, 1880); Sir Henry
James Sumner Maine, International Law (London, 1888); John Westlake, International Law, 2 Vols. (Cambridge, 1904-07); Lassa Oppenheim, International
Law
(London, 1905); and James Lorimers Institutes of the Law of Nations (Edinburgh &
London, 1883/84), which was published by Ernest Nys in a French translation under
the title Principes de droit international (Brussels, 1883).
100 A comprehensive survey of continental European, Anglo-American and Latin
American literature from this perspective was presented by Truyol y Serra in Der
Wandel der Staatenwelt in neuerer Zeit im Spiegel der Völkerrechtsliteratur des 19. und
20. Jahrhunderts, 1968.
101 On »models« and »systems« of international law as methodological points of orientation for a comparative history of international law, see: Schwarzenberger«,Historical Models of International Law: Towards a Comparative History of
International Law«, in W. Butler (ed.) International Law in Comparative
Perspective,
1980, p. 227; as well as, Connelly, »The History of International Law: a Comparative
Approach«, in Butler (ed.), ibid., p. 251.
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examination adopts as its point of departure the working hypothesis of a
necessary correlation between the State system and international law, its
f r a m e w o r k has been predetermined by the epochs of the general history of
the State system.
T h e short historical summary that stands before each of this book's six
parts serves the purpose of delimiting the historical f r a m e w o r k with which
each part is concerned. T h e author, in his description of the political structures of the Medieval world, adopted the basic points set out by Heinrich
Mitteis in Staat des hohen Mittelalters (State of the High Middle Ages). 1 0 2 He
d r e w upon Otto Brunner's Land und Herrshaft (Country and D o m i n i o n ) for
specialised terms which recognise the conditional historical and constitutional peculiarity of Medieval international law. 103 In taking the segmented
modern history of international law as a basis for his periodisation of all
general political history he relied on the fundamental conclusions set out by
W o l f g a n g Windelband in Die Auswärtige
Politik
der Grossmächte
(The
Foreign Policies of the Great Powers). 1 0 4 T h e author is thankful for the
works of Adolf Rein, f r o m which he derived important insights into the significance of overseas expansion for the European State system and the
historical e m e r g e n c e of the w o r l d State system. 105 A different picture of the
»epochs of modern history« was provided by W e r n e r Näf in his comprehensive examination of the Middle Ages and modern times up to the Second
World War, which he referred to as »the e v e of the present day«. 106 T h e author confesses that all of these works provided valuable suggestions and
references concerning general historical foundations for his specialised
history of ideas about international law.
T h e questions, all of which will be put to the test in this book's determination of the relationship between the different epochs and systems, may be
gathered f r o m the table of contents. Any expansion of the scope of the questions could only serve as additional experimental safety-coefficients. T h e
substantive grouping of the questions and their positioning was guided by
the goal of identifying the specific points of structural importance.
T h e first of these points concerns the delimitation of the international
legal community, that is to say the determination of its intellectual substance, its socio-cultural structure, and its geographical scope. Each legal
order will fundamentally be determined through the composition of the
legal community f r o m which it is derived and for which it is of value. T h e
first and, in a word, decisive questions about every international legal order
are whether the international legal community is the community of occi-

102 Mitteis, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940.
103 Brunner, Land und Herrschaft (4th edn.), 1956.
104 W. Windelband, Die Auswärtige Politik der Grossmächte (3rd edn.), 1936.
105 A. Rein, Der Kampf Westeuropas um Nordamerika im 15. und 16. Jahrhundert,
1925; idem, »Über die Bedeutung der überseeischen Ausdehnung für das europäische
Staatensystem«, (1928) 137 Historische Zeitschrift 28; idem, Die europäische Ausbreitung über die Erde, 1931.
106 »Vorabend der Gegenwart« W. Näf, Die Epochen der neueren Geschichte. Staat und
Staatengemeinschaft vom Ausgang des Mittelalters bis zur Gegenwart, 2 Vols. (Aarau, 1945).
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dental »Christendom«, or a community of »civilised« nations, or a universal
community of mankind without substance; and whether the scope of validity of the international legal order is limited to the European continent or
whether its principles and institutions are equally applicable to colonial or
semi-colonial territories outside Europe.
The »structurally important« question of the essential characteristics of
the members of the international legal community must rank second in the
order of importance. Which physical or moral persons (understood in the
sense of the personne morale of French legal theory) are legitimate, both to
act as legally and actually capable subjects of the legal order and to hold
rights and obligations in the international community? It is of far-reaching
importance whether only »sovereign« States as such, or also individuals and
groups within States, are regarded as subjects of international law, and
whether these States are absolutist territorial States, liberal-democratic
nation-States, or ideologically characterised empires extending across entire continents. Closely connected therewith is the question of how far the
full responsibility of the subjects of international law and the control of the
international legal community reaches, whether there is an »intervention
free« area of »particular concern«, a domaine réservé, subject to the exclusive competence of each full member of the international legal community,
or whether there are certain grounds that provide legal justification for an
individual intervention by another power or for a collective intervention by
the international legal community. The decision in favour of one or other
alternative and the nature of the accepted grounds for intervention (which
may be religious, political or humanitarian and which alternate with one
another over the course of history) are constitutive elements of each international legal order. The legal conditions for the admission of new members
to the international legal community as well as those for the identification
of new subjects of international law are both indicators of whether the identified structural characteristics form the picture of a coherent system. If this
is the case, the substantial characteristics of the international legal community and the criteria of international legal personality must be reflected by
the requirements for recognition.
A third essential feature of each international legal order is its stage of
constitutional development, whether an »organised« community exists, and
how powers are divided within that community. In this context the central
questions are: how is the creation of law provided for, from which sources
is the law seen to flow, and which organs are entrusted with its codification
into positive legal rules? Further questions concern, to whom the application of the law is entrusted, and whether there are arbitral tribunals dependent on the sovereign will of the State or even a binding international judicature. Lastly, there is the fateful question which faces each international
legal order: in which hands is the executive power for the enforcement of
international law concentrated? This question is most relevant in respect of
the fundamental problem of the international legal conception of war. Does
international law give each sovereign State the right to wage war freely for
the purpose of enforcing its real or supposed rights, or does it permit war
only as a means of self-defence, or as a penalty against the »aggressor«?
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Does it »outlaw« war as an instrument of national policy and reserve the
right to wage war to an international authority, to be applied as a collective
»sanction«?
From these questions there follows a further question, whether the concept of neutrality is recognised, or whether a failure to perform higher international duties will be condemned.
The decisive question, which is inherent in the problem of the international legal concept of war, of whether the international legal order reaches its
zenith in a pluralism of independent sovereign powers, or whether it recognises a higher authority above all States and nations, gives rise to a further
question which will be examined in this book. In short, which legal institutions were available for the demarcation and distribution of territory in the
international legal systems of the different epochs? In the early stages of the
classical Age of Discovery the problem of the distribution of colonial territories was faced by the European powers. During the transition from the fifteenth to the sixteenth centuries the same problem reanimated the
Medieval conception of the universal international legal authority of the
Pope, which was concretely expressed in the principle of the demarcation of
the Spanish and Portuguese zones of discovery. The nineteenth century produced the most radical antithesis to this conception. The principle of effective occupation not only delivered the territorial order of the globe to the
pluralism of sovereign States, but also provided the most radical antithesis
to principles of demarcation which were defined by considerations of justice by basing all demarcations merely on effective occupation. An equally
radical antithesis resulted from the development of alternative possibilities
and legal principles for organising the seas in modern international legal
history, and led to the famous argument between mare liberum and mare
clausum.
In the attempt to organise the wealth of legal historical material extracted
from this series of questions into coherent systems of legal order, it must not
be overlooked that a legal order is not primarily a logical system of precisely interacting rules without gaps and contradictions. It is much more the
normative image of a natural state of order. The totality of diverse legal
rules deserves to be called a legal order if it deals with the totality of facts
needing to be regulated legally in a manner which corresponds to the specific intellectual, cultural, social and political situation in question and
which establishes directions for existing in this situation. In other words, the
principal context in which individual legal rules and institutions are found
is not logical, but rather morphological. It is the subsequent task of jurisprudence to build systems and co-ordinate concepts. That it is only in times
of methodological confusion that this task may be mistaken need only be
remarked upon here.
If this methodological approach is valid for systems of national law, it is all
the more justifiable for the international legal order with its much more
complicated theoretical foundation. The author endeavoured to resist the
temptation of selecting from the mass of material only those facts which fit
into the scheme of his working hypothesis and contributed to a solid, logical structure. He also attempted to throw light on such important facts and
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ideas as seemed to resist his interpretation. However, if this interpretation
was more than just a bold construction, it would inevitably collide with
some of those seemingly absurd facts of life which appear time and again in
history. In so far as his conception is not an artificial one, its final results will
not be affected in this way.

Part One

lus gentium

The Structure of the Law of the Nations
during the Middle Ages
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Figure 1 : Papal approbation o f the E m p e r o r ?
T h e coronation of Karl
the Great as Roman
E m p e r o r by P o p e L e o III
on 25 D e c e m b e r 800.
(Grandes Chronique de
France).

Figure 2: Secular ruler
and ecclesiastical leader
carrying the lily-sceptre
between them:
the t w o » m i η is le ri a « of
Cristendom. ( l ) e c r e t u m
Gratiani).
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Chapter One
Unity and Subdivision of the Occident
under the Dyarchy of Emperor and Pope

I. The Structure of Political Forces
T h e m e d i e v a l w o r l d h a d n e i t h e r States n o r a State s y s t e m in t h e m o d e r n
s e n s e o f t h e s e t e r m s . 1 T h i s f a c t is a n e s s e n t i a l , b a s i c p o i n t o f d e p a r t u r e f o r
d e v e l o p i n g c o n c e p t i o n s a b o u t t h e m e d i e v a l l a w o f n a t i o n s , as w e l l as a b o u t
t h e s u b s t a n t i a l l y d i f f e r e n t i n t e r n a t i o n a l l a w o f m o d e r n t i m e s . First, it
e x p l a i n s w h y , in t h e h i s t o r i c a l c o n t e x t o f the M i d d l e A g e s , o n e is c o n f r o n t e d
w i t h p o l i t i c a l facts a n d f o r c e s w h i c h a r e f u n d a m e n t a l l y d i f f e r e n t f r o m t h o s e
w h i c h h a v e d r i v e n m o d e r n State history. T h e b o d i e s p o l i t i c o f the M i d d l e
A g e s w e r e n o t » S t a t e s « in t h e m o d e r n s e n s e o f t h e w o r d . A l t h o u g h r e c e n t
r e s e a r c h h a s a t t e m p t e d to i d e n t i f y » e a r l y f o r m s o f t h e m o d e r n State in the
l a t e M i d d l e A g e s « , 2 t h e b a s i c v a l i d i t y o f this p o i n t o f d e p a r t u r e r e m a i n s u n s h a k e n . T h e t r a n s f e r o f t h e c o n c e p t o f » S t a t e « , a n d o f the e n t i r e t e r m i n o l o g y w h i c h is n e c e s s a r i l y l i n k e d w i t h this c o n c e p t , to m e d i e v a l c i r c u m s t a n c e s
i n v o l v e s m a n y risks o f m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g a n d e r r o n e o u s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n . F o r
this r e a s o n , this b o o k g e n e r a l l y c o m p l i e s w i t h t h e p o s t u l a t e s w h i c h h a v e
b e e n a d v a n c e d in t h e r e c e n t r e s e a r c h o f G e r m a n s c h o l a r s 3 a n d a v o i d s the

1 See: supra, p. 8; infra, p. 61 ff.
2 »Frühformen des modernen Staates im Spätmittelalter«. This is the title of a treatise
by Werner Näf, (1951) 17 Historische Zeitschrift 225, which is of fundamental importance to this thesis. For a critique see: H. Quaritsch, Staat und Souveränität, 1970, Vol.
1, p. 74 ff., 187.
3 In his book Land und Herrschaft (Country and Dominion) (4th edn.), 1956, which
became representative of this trend in research, Otto Brunner stated (at 195; see also
p. 152 ff.): »One has to attempt a description of the inner structure of the medieval political communities which is more than a system of positive public law. This attempt
must not avoid providing a definition of the legal nature of those communities, nor
limit itself to recognising as a constitution only those legal institutions, which today
have their place in national law, and ignoring those which are generally dealt with in
penal or civil law. What is required is a description of the construction of those communities which takes into account the fact that the essential elements of the modern
State concept did not exist for the medieval bodies politic, and which does not therefore regard them as >private< or as >society<. In order to be correct, such a description
must observe two requirements. First, the terminology it uses must be taken from the
sources themselves, so that these sources can be interpreted correctly with the help of
these concepts. Second, and most importantly, once the communities have been
described in this way, they must be understood with regard to their actual interactions.
A description of the medieval order will only be correct, if it provides an understanding of medieval politics«. (Es muss der Versuch einer Darstellung des inneren Baues
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term »medieval State«. 4 T h e structure of medieval political communities will
be discussed later. 5
It also follows f r o m the first sentence above that fields of political gravitation in the medieval w o r l d did not at that stage operate with the intense and
comprehensive correlation w h i c h is characteristic of the m o d e r n State
system. 6 Thus, the medieval political system did not conceive of the balance
of p o w e r ; a principle which, subsequent to its development in the fifteenth
century, b e c a m e an essential regulatory element in the interplay of States in
the m o d e r n world. If the m o d e r n State system, the substratum w h i c h
supported the development of m o d e r n international law, did not yet exist in
the Middle Ages, w h i c h system of correlation regulated interactions b e tween medieval political communities? Could a legal order worthy of the
n a m e » l a w of nations« develop at all on this foundation?

der politischen Verbände des Mittelalters gemacht werden, die mehr ist als ein
System des positiven Staatsrechtes und die dabei doch nicht auf die Darstellung der
Rechtsnatur dieser Verbände verzichtet, die sich nicht darauf beschränkt, als Verfassung nur jene Rechtsinstitute anzuerkennen, die heute ihren Platz im Staatsrecht
haben, und andere beiseite lässt, weil sie gemeinhin etwa im Strafrecht oder Privatrecht behandelt werden. Es geht um eine Darstellung des Baues dieser Verbände, die
sich bewusst ist, dass wesentliche Begriffsmerkmale des neuzeitlichen Staates den
mittelalterlichen Verbänden fehlen, und die sie darum doch nicht als »privat« oder als
»Gesellschaft« betrachtet. Soll eine solche Lehre richtig sein, werden von ihr zwei
Dinge gefordert werden müssen. Erstens, dass die Terminologie, die sie verwendet,
den Quellen selbst entnommen sei, so dass der Sinn dieser Quellen mit Hilfe dieser
Begriffe richtig gedeutet werden kann. Dann zweitens aber - und das ist das Entscheidende -, dass die so beschriebenen Verbände in ihrem tatsächlichen Handeln
begriffen werden können. Eine Darstellung der mittelalterlichen Ordnungen wird
nur richtig sein, wenn daraus zugleich die mittelalterliche Politik verstanden werden
kann.)
4 The concept of »State« is used in respect of the Middle Ages by G. von Below, Der
deutsche Staat des Mittelalters, 2 Vols., 1925; F. Reutgen, Der deutsche Staat des Mittelalters, 1918; A. Dopsch, Der deutsche Staat des Mittelalters, 1915 (Mitteilungen des
österreichischen Instituts für Geschichtsforschung 36); Idem, Beiträge zur Sozial- und
Wirtschaftsgeschichte, 1938, p. 187 ff.; H. Mitteis, Lehnrecht und Staatsgewalt, 1933;
Idem, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940; H. Heimpel, »Reich und Staat im deutschen Mittelalter«, in Deutsches Mittalter, 1941, p. 50; T. Mayer, »Die Ausbildung der
Grundlagen des modernen deutschen Staates im hohen Mittelalter«, (1939)
Historische Zeitschrift 159; G. Tellenbach, »Vom Zusammenleben der abendländischen Völker im Mittelalter«, in Festschrift G. Ritter, 1950, p. 1, 44. Anglo-American
authors generally do not shrink from using the term »State« for medieval communities.
5 Infra, pp. 61 ff.
6 For recent trends in the efforts of historical research to identify a State system in
the late Middle Ages see: supra, pp. 61 ff.
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II. The »Middle Ages« and the Stages of Their Legal Development
T h e t e r m » M i d d l e A g e s « w i l l be u s e d in this b o o k to d e s i g n a t e the e p o c h of
cultural history that b e g a n w i t h the e s t a b l i s h m e n t o f G e r m a n i c r e a l m s o n
the t e r r i t o r y o f the R o m a n E m p i r e and e n d e d w i t h the initial p h a s e s of the
R e n a i s s a n c e and R e f o r m a t i o n . 7 It is o b v i o u s that it is not p o s s i b l e to f o r m a
c o h e r e n t and u n i f o r m p i c t u r e of the l e g a l o r d e r of such an e x t e n d e d e p o c h ,
w h i c h stretched f r o m the fifth c e n t u r y until the e n d o f the
fifteenth.
N e v e r t h e l e s s , this p e r i o d d i s p l a y e d c e r t a i n h o m o g e n e o u s f e a t u r e s , w h i c h , at
its p e a k , m e r g e d to f o r m a r e l a t i v e l y c o h e r e n t p i c t u r e of an o c c i d e n t a l cultural c o m m u n i t y , u n d e r the political and ecclesiastical u m b r e l l a o f P o p e and
Empire.
T h e l e g a l o r d e r of these » H i g h M i d d l e A g e s « , e x t e n d i n g f r o m the b e g i n n i n g of the tenth c e n t u r y t h r o u g h to the m i d d l e of the thirteenth century,
r e p r e s e n t e d , in its cultural c o n f i g u r a t i o n , the p u r e s t and m o s t d e v e l o p e d
i n c a r n a t i o n o f m e d i e v a l thought. It m u s t b e the f o c u s of all of o u r e n d e a v o u r s to u n d e r s t a n d t h e m e d i e v a l f o u n d a t i o n s and o r i g i n s of m o d e r n i n t e r national law. F o r it w a s only a f t e r the d e c l i n e and fall of the C a r o l i n g i a n
E m p i r e that the a l l e g e d bases of i n t e r n a t i o n a l l e g a l thought, w h i c h h a d
d e v e l o p e d in the E a r l y M i d d l e A g e s , c o u l d f u l l y e v o l v e . By the f o u r t e e n t h
and fifteenth c e n t u r i e s l e g a l c o n c e p t s w e r e a l r e a d y c o m b i n i n g the » d e m i s e

7 Compare P. Kim, »Der Begriff Mittelalter«, Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 3, p. 3. As
Kirn emphasised, the limits of an epoch cannot of course be fixed by precise dates.
One has to envisage transitional periods of a certain length. In line with this consideration, there has been frequent discussion in recent research of a »threshold period«,
which was fixed between 1450 and 1500. Dates such as Gutenberg's invention of the
printing press (1450), the fall of Constantinople (1453) or for some, even the beginning of Luther's Reformation (1517) served as points of orientation. For many scholars the limits between the Middle Ages and modern times, which have long been
taken for granted, appear more and more blurred. Oscar Halecki, the Polish-born
American historian, pleaded for the insertion of a separate transitional period of the
»Renaissance« between the Middle Ages and modern times, such that the end of the
Middle Ages would readily be located during the second half of the fourteenth century, whereas the initial stage of modern times would fall in the second half of the sixteenth century. (Europa - Grenzen und Gliederung seiner Geschichte, 1957, p. 134 ff.).
For the purposes of this book the classical periodisation can and must be retained.
(For literature on the debate, see: Engel, »Von der spätmittelalterlichen res publia
Christiana zum Mächte-Europa der Neuzeit«, in Handbuch der
europäischen
Geschichte, Vol. 3, p. 8 ff.). If in subsequent chapters specific dates are mentioned, they
are to be understood as points of orientation for calculating the limits of transition
periods. In this sense the date of 476 A.D., (the fall of the Western Roman Empire - a
date which was dismissed as irrelevant by Kirn), can be regarded as a starting point
for an analysis of the history of international law. The years 1492-1494, that is the discovery of America and the French invasion of northern Italy, can serve as points of
orientation for the end of this epoch. (For an argument that this was also the date of
the emergence of the modern State system, see: supra, p. 163 ff.).
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of over-ripened cultural forms« 8 with new formal elements originating from
the spirit of the Renaissance. These late medieval legal conceptions, with
their strong inclination towards universalism, were adopted by the Spanish
at the dawn of the Modern Age. It should thus be emphasised, in contrast to
current thinking on the course of this intellectual heritage, that the Spanish
thinkers were not heirs of the true medieval spirit, but only of its very late
incarnation.
Although it is important to subdivide the medieval cultural historical
epoch into different parts, and although it would be misguided to seek to
derive the character of the medieval legal order from specific institutions
and legal principles of the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries,9 in this introductory section a detailed horizontal subdivision into the Early, High and
Late Middle Ages will not be undertaken. In contrast to the organisation of
subsequent chapters, no cross-sectioning into different periods will be
attempted here. Instead, this chapter seeks to provide an overview of the
growth of legal institutions and conceptions during the Middle Ages as a
whole.

III. The Unity of Church and Empire and the Two Ministeria
The Early Middle Ages was the period in which Germanic tribal realms
appeared on Roman territory.10 All that was contained in international legal
thought was incorporated in the works of the great religious teachers. The
two most important sources of early medieval thought on the law of nations
were the Civitas Dei of Aurelius Augustinus (354-430) and the Etymologiae
of Isidor of Seville (560-636). Their ideas were too far removed from matters of this world to be explained by existing political structures.
It was at the end of this period, during the ninth century, and against the
comprehensive cultural historical background of the encounter of Germanic and Christian worlds on Roman territory, that two powers crystallised
which determined the political face of the High Middle Ages. These powers
were the Empire and the Papacy. The coronation of Charlemagne in Rome,
on Christmas Eve of the year 800, symbolised the principle of unitas ecclesia, the unity of the Church and Empire and the mutual interdependence of
the two supreme authorities or ministeria. Alcuin, Charlemagne's court
theologian, used the »doctrine of the two swords« to illustrate this conception of the unity of the corpus christianum and the co-ordination of its two
ministeria, Empire and Papacy, on the basis of their equal rights. This doctrine later provided the framework for claims of supremacy by both sides.

8 »Ableben überreifer Kulturformen« - J. Huizinga, Herbst des Mittelalters (5th edn.),
1939, p. V.
9 This happens repeatedly, and the author confesses to having erred in this respect
himself - in his preparatory study »Res Publica Christiana, Vom Wesen der mittelalterlichen Völkerrechtsordnung«, (1940) 16 Europäische Revue 594.
10 See: G. Schnürer, Die Anfänge der abendländischen Völkergemeinschaft, 1932.
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The order of political and spiritual authority was embodied and preserved
in the coronation rites, which also represented the concrete political philosophy of the time. According to this conception, the universal church was
the body of Christ, the limbs of which performed various functions. Christ
thus encapsulated two supreme office holders, namely the persona sacerdotalis and the persona regalis, as they were called in a capitulary written by
Louis the Pious in 829.11
The great struggle between Emperor and Pope which dominated the High
Middle Ages and reached its peak in the investiture conflict of 1060-1130,
centred around deviations from this fundamental conception of a dyarchy of
Emperor and Pope, as understood in either a spiritual or secular sense. Pope
Nicholas I (858-867) appears to have been the first prominent protagonist of
claims for spiritual priority. His papacy saw the emergence of the notorious
clerical forgeries, which were decisively to influence the development of
medieval canon law: the Capitula Angilramni, which was a compilation of
»capitularía« by Benedictus Levita, and above all the Pseudo-Idisorian
Decretals, which comprised, amongst others, the immensely important
Donation of Constantine. This was a forgery fabricated around the year 816
in St. Denis, according to which Constantine the Great had, on moving the
capital of his empire to the east, conveyed a considerable number of secular rights of dominion upon Pope Silvester I. These rights were all listed in
detail.12
Such claims had little real political significance during the entire reign of
the Saxon Emperors (919-1024) and beyond, for the position of the Holy See
was highly unstable as a result of the pressures imposed on it by the Roman
nobility and the increasing secularisation of clerics in all countries.
It was during the Ottoman renovation of the Empire (962), that the specific idea of the Roman-German Empire crystallised. It did not, in a direct
political sense, seek dominion over the world (dominium mundi), or over
the Occident or the Imperium. The idea of a dominium mundi had already
been abandoned by Charlemagne when he was obliged to recognise the
parallel existence of the Byzantine Empire. Under the Saxon and Salic
Emperors a claim of dominion over the Occident was similarly out of the
question.13 The Emperors never claimed a sovereign dominion over the
Kings of France. Likewise, the idea of the Empire was not identical to that
of dominion over the Imperium, that is the territories of Germany, Italy and
Burgundy.14 The German Ring was also ruler in the Italian and Burgundian
Kingdoms without being Emperor.15 Accordingly, the Empire, which the

11 On this point, see: A. D e m p f , Sacrum Imperium,
1929, p. 147 ff.
12 M. Buchner, Das Vizepapsttum des Abtes von St. Denis, 1928.
13 H. L ö w e , »Kaisertum und Abendland in ottonischer und frühsalischer Zeit«, (1963)
196 Historische Zeitschrift 529.
14 Edmund Stengel, Regnum und Imperium.
Engeres und weiteres Staatsgebiet
im
alten Reich, 1930, has demonstrated that in medieval linguistic usage the term
» I m p e r i u m « w a s understood to m e a n the territories of Germany, Italy and Burgundy,
w h e r e a s the G e r m a n K i n g d o m w a s called » R e g n u m « .
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German King Otto I acquired as a result of his coronation, did not automatically equate with governance over its entire territory; it was much more of
a sacred office of a specific kind. Its substance was essentially the protectorship over Church and Christendom, which was inseparably linked with
the mandate to convert the Eastern heathen world.16 In other words, it was:
»Defender of the faith, for the purity of the Church in its head and limbs, and
care for the order of the world according to the will of God«.17
Centuries later Alexander von Roes, resuming the Ottonian-Salic tradition, called the Empire a secular ecclesiastical office, a Regnum ecclesiae
Romanae, the »almost autonomous power of the sword, protecting the
Christian faith and the Church against the heathen and heretics«.18 This
mission, which was imposed upon the Empire, required influence upon the
occupant of the Holy See, which in turn depended on the actual governance
of the Emperor in Rome and his creation of a state of order in Italy.
Governance in Rome, together with order and peace-keeping in Italy, have
always been constitutive elements of the imperial idea. This characterisation, which has been elucidated in historical research, is an essential element
in an accurate assessment of the role of the Empire in the law of nations.
In the first half of the eleventh century the position of the Holy See was
consolidated as a result of the assertive Church reform movement, emanating from Cluny.19 Although Emperor Henry III had been able to depose
three rival Popes at the synod of Sutri (1046) and to install a new one of his
choice, that new Pope's successor was able to initiate a completely new
approach. Leo IX (who came from Alsace) succeeded in binding the high
German clergy closely to Rome. Nicholas II, through his decree of 1059 concerning papal elections, deprived the German Ring of almost every possibility of participating in the election of the Pope.20
The investiture contest which flared up during the election of Pope
Gregory VII in 1075 was a turning point which divided the earlier imperial

15 Heimpel, »Reich und Staat im deutschen Mittelalter«, in Deutsches
Mittelalter,
1941, p.55; W. Holtzmann, Das mittelalterliche Imperium und die werdenden Nationen,
1953, pp. 8 & 10.
16 For literature on this point, see: W. Schüssler, Vom Reich und der Reichsidee in der
deutschen Geschichte, 1942, p. 11; H. von Srbik, »Die Reichsidee und das Werden der
deutschen Einheit«, 164 Historische Zeitschrift 459; F. Rörig, »Mittelalterliches
Kaisertum und die Wende der europäischen Ordnung 1197«, in Das Reich und
Europa, 1941, p. 41 ff.; A. Brackmann, Gesammelte Aufsätze, 1940, p. 1 ff.; W. Holtzmann, Das mittelalterliche Imperium und die werdenden Nationen, 1955, p. 11 ff.
17 »Sorge für den Glauben, für die Reinheit der Kirche an Haupt und Gliedern, Sorge
für den gottgewollten Zustand der Welt« - Heimpel, »Reich und Staat im deutschen
Mittelalter«, in Deutsches Mittelalter, 1941, p. 24 ff.
18 Heimpel, »Alexander von Roes und das deutsche Selbstbewusstsein des dreizehnten Jahrhunderts«, in Deutsches Mittelalter, 1941, p. 74, 84.
19 Brackmann, »Die politische Bedeutung der cluniazensischen Bewegung«, (1929)
159 Historische Zeitschrift 34.
20 Michel, Papstwahl und Königsrecht, 1936.
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period from that which followed.21 Now, for the first time, the Holy See, speaking through Gregory VII in the famous Dictatus Papae, formulated claims
which shook the foundations of the traditional conception of unity with its
co-ordinated ordering of the two supreme powers on the basis of equality.22
The supremacy of the Papacy, its right to depose the Emperor and to absolve the princes from their feudal oath was announced with unprecedented
clarity: »The name of the Pope stands as the only name in the world. He may
depose emperors, he may absolve subjects from their fealty to wicked
men«. 23 Henry IV's proclamation of the deposition of Gregory (1076) was
ineffective, despite the concurrence of a number of the German princes and
bishops. The papal ban, which was for the first time directed against a King,
proved itself to be more effective.
Gregory's death brought an end to this first struggle over the libertas ecclesiae, which in fact did not seek to establish the freedom of the Church, but
its superiority.24 The Diet of Worms in 1122 settled the investiture contest
through a carefully balanced compromise. The basic principle of medieval
order, the co-ordinated position of Imperium and Sacerdotium, was preserved. The extension and consolidation of canon law, which reached its peak
with the Decretum Gratiani in 1150, was contained within the framework of
this order.
The principle of unity was threatened by political developments during
the reign of the Staufen Emperors. The renovation of the imperial idea by
Frederick I (Barbarossa, 1152-90) and his intellectual supporters was no
less a revolutionary process than that engaged in by Gregory VII with his
Dictatus Papae. Barbarossa and his entourage, including Rainald von Dassel
and the chronicler Otto von Freising, were responsible for a fundamental
change in the imperial idea. This change lay in the conception of the
German Empire as the continuation of the ancient Roman Empire and
therefore that the rules of Roman law on the authority and power of the
princes could be applied to the German Emperor.25
There were two aspects of this »Romanisation« of the imperial idea during
the Staufen dynasty.26 First, it represented the secularisation of the imperial
idea. The Empire's armed power was no longer regarded as the sword of the
Roman Church: »The trend was for the Empire to move away from being a
mere function of the Roman Church towards being a self-sufficient body
and, at the same time and in line with the meaning of the imperial idea in

21 W. Holtzmann, Das mittelalterliche Imperium und die werdenden Nationen, 1953,
p. 15.
22 Κ. Hofmann, Der Dictatus papae, 1935.
23 »Qiiod ¡Hi liceat imperatores deponere, quod a fidelitate subiectos potest absolvere«.
24 G. Tellenbach, Libertas Ecclesiae. Kirche und fVeltordnung im Zeitalter des Investiturstreites, 1936.
25 Eberhard Otto, Friedrich Barbarossa (no date), p. 20.
26 The description provided here has been followed by Heimpel, »Reich und Staat im
deutschen Mittelalter«, in Deutsches Mittelalter, 1941, p. 67 ff.
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Late Antiquity, towards being a secular dominium mundi of civilisation«.27
Although the term sacrum Imperium, which the imperial camp compared to
sancta ecclesia, concealed this trend, it nevertheless served its purpose in
underlining the sacred character of the Emperor's office and liberating it
from the requirement of ecclesiastical recognition and legitimation.
The second aspect of the »Romanisation« of the imperial idea was »the
transition of Rome from object to subject, the fact that the Ring could no
longer become Emperor as well but rather that the Empire also included
the Kingdom«. 28 It was only as a result of this derivation of the German
Kingdom from the Roman Empire that it became customary from the thirteenth century to regard the dominion of the German King in Italy as
applying to the Emperor. In so far as the Popes claimed the right to bestow
this dominion, the extension of the imperial idea in the Staufen period was
a fateful development. The jurists of the Bologna school, who were trained
in Roman law, participated to a considerable extent in this transformation
of the imperial idea.29 This development, which was initiated under Barbarossa and led to a »consequent romanisation«, continued under Henry VI
and Frederick II.
In opposing the new power of the Staufen Emperors, the Papacy, now
stronger than ever before, evolved into a new political world power. A series
of great, politically significant Popes - Alexander III, Innocent III, Gregory
IX and Innocent IV - represented stages in this development. At the Diet of
Besançon in 1157 supremacy claims by the Emperor and the Pope clashed
vigorously, having been brought into direct conflict as a result of a diplomatic manoeuvre on the part of the imperial chancellor, Rainald von Dassel.
After the catastrophe of the Rome expedition of 1167, Barbarossa adopted a
new policy and sought to cement the actual power of the Empire without
insisting on controversial legal principles and titles. The result was the
Peace of Venice of 1177, concluded with Alexander III. Although the Peace
of Venice produced a temporary reconciliation of differences, it also revea-

27 »Das Kaisertum bekam die Neigung von der blossen römischen Kirchenfunktion
w e g zum Imperium Romanum, als autarkem Körper, d.h. zugleich zum spätantiken
Inhalt des Imperiums, zur weltlich zivilisatorischen Weltherrschaft«.
28 »... dass Rom aus dem Objekt zum Subjekt wird; dass nicht mehr der König auch
Kaiser werden kann, sondern dass endlich das Kaisertum das Königtum in sich
begreift«.
29 See especially: R. Holtzmann, » D e r Weltherrschaftsgedanke des deutschen
Kaisertums«, (1939) 159 Historische Zeitschrift 251; A. Brackmann, Der römische
Erneuerungsgedanke
und seine Bedeutung für die Reichspolitik
der deutschen
Kaiserzeit, 1932 (Sitzungsbereich der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften);
idem., »Die Wandlungen der Staatsanschauungen im Zeitalter Kaiser Friedrichs I«.,
(1932) 145 Historische Zeitschrift; R. Scholz, »Germanischer und römischer
Kaisergedanke im Mittelalter«, (1940) 3 Zeitschrift für deutsche Geisteswissenschaft;
W. Holtzmann, Das mittelalterliche
Imperium
und die werdenden Nationen, 1953,
p. 81 ff.
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led how far the mutual alienation of the two heads of Christendom had progressed. 30
Innocent III (1198-1216) succeeded in gaining a hitherto unachieved
degree of political power for the Papacy. He was the supreme feudal lord of
Sicily, England, Scandinavia, Aragon, Portugal, Hungary, and Armenia. He
further attempted to prove, by scholastic argumentation in his Deliberatio
papae of 1200, that it was incumbent upon the Pope to investigate the suitability of candidates for the Emperor's crown. Just as God had set up two
great lights in the firmament of heaven, a greater one to rule the day and a
lesser one to rule the night, so he appointed two supreme dignitaries to the
firmament of the universal church. This new view of the Pope-Emperor
dyarchy found expression in a famous analogy: just as the moon derives her
light from the sun, but is in truth inferior to the sun in both size and
strength, so royal power derives its dignity from papal authority.31 Pope
Gregory IX, claiming to be the dominus mundi, lord of all things as well as
of all men, issued his ban of excommunication against Emperor Frederick
II in 1227. His successor, Pope Innocent IV, declared Frederick II's deposition at the Council of Lyons in 1245.
During the period in which these »political« Popes held office, a fundamental upheaval took place in the ecclesiastical conception of law. The
principle that the competence of the Pope was restricted to spiritual matters and that he was simply the orbis dominus ad ordinem spiritualem had
been constitutive of the conception of the dyarchic rule of the two offices
during the High Middle Ages. It was now gradually abandoned, first
through occasional deviations by Alexander III and Innocent III, and then
through the codification and systématisation of canon law under the aegis
of Gregory IX and Innocent IV. They extended the Church's political claim
of supremacy into the foundations of canon law, which had persisted for
centuries. 32
In 1234, on behalf of Gregory IX, Raymond of Pennaforte drew up the
large, official compilation of papal decrees which was destined to conflict
with the imperial legislation of Frederick II. It formed the foundation for the
development of a new type of clerical jurists - the »canonists« - and a new,
essentially hermeneutic, discipline of canon law. As has been shown by R.W.
and A.I. Carlyle in their monumental work on medieval political theory, the
success of the papal claim to exercise a direct supreme power to decide spiritual as well as temporal affairs must be attributed primarily to the Romanlaw-trained canonists of the second half of the thirteenth century. 33 Pope

30 P. Rassow, Honor Imperii. Die neue Politik Friedrich Barbarossas 1152-1159, 1940;
Eberhard Otto, Friedrich Barbarossa (no date), p. 81 ff.
31 Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 291; Ganshof, »Das Hochmittelalter«, in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 5, p. 456.
32 Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 585.
33 A.I. and R.W. Carlyle, A History of Mediaeval Political Theory in the West, 1928,
Vol. 5, Chapters 5-7.
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Innocent IV, who thought and argued in an entirely legal manner, was at the
head of this new school of clerical jurisprudence. As Dempf explained,
Innocent IV, in his Apparatus ad quinqué libros decretalium, extended the
occasional statements of Innocent III on papal supremacy into a systematic
conception of law, and ultimately into a conception of the Roman law of sovereignty as a leader of the world as a whole, extending beyond the limits of
Christendom. He was responsible for codifying the law-creating power potestas condendi cánones - of the Pope, his position as supreme judge iudex Ordinarius - over heathens and Jews as well as over Christians, his
right to depose Emperors and all other princes, and finally, the conception
of the sovereign rule of one single person - regimen unius personae - instead
of two ministeria.34
It seems that there exists a particular dialectic necessity behind the tendency of declining powers and decaying institutions to exaggerate their
ideological claims for superior dominion which equates with the degree to
which their actual downfall had occurred. The Late Middle Ages provided a
striking example of this experience. The intensity of claims for universal
dominion on the part of the Empire and Papacy increased in proportion to
the degree to which they had declined in power.
By about the middle of the thirteenth century the power of the imperial
office was broken. It reached its nadir during the Interregnum of 1250-1273,
from which it was never to recover its former imperial glory. However, by
the beginning of the fourteenth century the power of the Papacy also began
to decline. Although there was a temporary rise in papal power during the
fifteenth century, after the »Babylonic exile of the Church« in Avignon (130377) and the schism (1378-1415), as Ranke explained, »the former situation
was nonetheless never re-established«.35
During this period postulates were formulated, by the »Legists« on the
Emperor's side and the »Curialists« on the Pope's side, which nevertheless
went far beyond the Roman universalism of the Staufens and the aspirations to temporal power of their ecclesiastical antagonists. The intellectual
climax of this development was marked on the Emperor's side by Dante,
the poet of Ghibelline imperial ideology, and the two learned heads of the

34 »Die gelegentlichen Äusserungen Innozenz III. über die päpstliche Oberherrschaft
zu einem Rechtssystem und zu einer römischen gedachten Souveränität eines
Hauptes der ganzen Welt, nicht mehr nur der Christenheit, ausgebaut. Von ihm
stammt die kanonistische Festlegung der rechtschöpferischen Gewalt des Papstes,
der potestas condendi cánones als iudex Ordinarius auch über die Heiden und Juden,
das Absetzungsrecht der Kaiser und aller anderen Personen und das souveräne regimen unius personae statt der zwei ministeria«. - Dempf, Sacrum Imperium, 1929, p.
442 IT. See also: Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, pp. 293 & 509.
35 »Doch hatten trotz alledem die alten Verhältnisse bei weitem nicht mehr statt« Leopold von Ranke, Die römischen Päpste in den letzten vier Jahrhunderten, Vol. 1,
1938, p. 25.
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post-glossator Bologna schools, Bartolus de Saxoferrato (1314-57) and
Baldus de Ubaldis (1327-1400). 36 H o w e v e r , the w o r k s of these two illustrious Italian teachers of Roman L a w contained within themselves the
seed of the dissolution of late m e d i e v a l universalism. It w a s almost certainly f r o m Roman L a w that Bartolus had derived the rule that the
E m p e r o r w a s the de iure lord of the w h o l e w o r l d , that is, dominus
totius
mundi and rex universalis. H o w e v e r , he also took into account the fact that
a multitude of completely independent kingdoms and other temporal authorities - principes superiores non recognoscentes - existed de facto at this
time. Relying on the specific distinction b e t w e e n de iure and de facto institutions, he laid the foundation f o r the legal theory, which w a s soon to arise,
of the sovereign territorial State of early m o d e r n times. T h e necessary
intellectual bridge w a s provided by Baldus' dictum: Rex in regno suo est
Imperator
regni sui. This allowed for the possibility of transferring all the
Roman L a w rules originally meant to apply to the E m p e r o r to the sov e r e i g n territorial princes. Bartolus did not use the dictum in this sense,
but formulated it with regard to the Italian city States, through the principle civitas sibi princeps.31
In respect of the Papacy, this d e v e l o p m e n t r e a c h e d its peak under Pope
B o n i f a c e VIII and the ambitious postulates of his bull Unam
sanctum
(1302), w h i c h stated that it w a s necessary f o r the salvation of all human
creatures that they be subject to him. 3 8 D e m p f has c o n v i n c i n g l y d e m o n strated that B o n i f a c e VIII and the s e e m i n g l y e x t r e m e m e d i e v a l curialists
did not actually think in m e d i e v a l c a t e g o r i e s a n y m o r e . B o n i f a c e V I I I
w a s essentially a m a n of the Renaissance and his thought, like that of his
curialist c o n t e m p o r a r i e s , w a s g o v e r n e d by the » t h r e e m a i n e l e m e n t s
of the M o d e r n A g e : science, l e g a l education and financial thought«. 3 9
His policy w a s »the last serious attempt to establish a theocratic system«,
but it f a i l e d as a result of his struggle with King Philip the Fair of
France. 4 0
Those w h o stand out amongst the intellectual partisans of Boniface VIII as
protagonists of ecclesiastical universalism and the papal potestas directa
in temporalibus,
include Aegidius Colonna (Aegidius Romanus, Gille de

36 F.C. von Savigny, Geschichte des römischen Rechts im Mittelalter, 6 Vols., 1850, pp.
137-184, 208-248.
37 Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, pp. 343 ff., 444; Cecil Ν.S. Woolf, Bartolus of Sassoferrato,
1913, p. 155; N. Figgis, »Bartolus and European Political Thought«, (1905) 19 Transactions of the Royal Historical Society.
38 »Porro subesse Romano pontifici omni creature declaramus, dicimus definimus
omnio esse de necessitate salutis«.
39 »Den drei Hauptfaktoren der Neuzeit, Wissenschaft, juristischer Bildung und geldwirtschaftlichem Denken« - Dempf, Sacrum Imperium, 1929, p. 442.
40 »Der letzte ernsthafte Versuch zur Aufrichtung eines theokratischen Systems« F.L. Ganshof, »Das Hochmittelalter«, in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 5, p. 394, 448.
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Rome), 41 James of Viterbo (Jacobus Capocci), 42 Alvarus Pelagius 4 3 and
Augustinus Triumphus of Ancona. 44 The essence of their speculations on
political theory was expressed by Alvarus Pelagius in statements to the
effect that the Pope was the universal monarch of Christendom and lawfully of the whole world, and that he had, with the sole exception of the power
of creation, all the powers held by God himself. 4 5
As a result of recent historical research there is no doubt that the political
theory of the Middle Ages ignored political reality by embracing the conceptions of a surviving Roman Empire and Emperor and maintaining the
idea of a Christian universalism: »Until well into the Modern Age the real
picture of the medieval political world has thus been disguised.... Today no
doubt remains, that an Empire, as it existed in the dreams of Dante and
Marsilius of Padua, and as was held to be historical truth by Giesebrecht and
Julius Ficker, ever existed in the Middle Ages - regardless of whether one
considers the Pope or the Emperor to be its visible head«. 46
IV. Political and Territorial Subdivision
The political subdivision of Christendom under the dyarchy of Pope and
Emperor became more defined during the transition to the High Middle
Ages, and is in its basic outlines preserved in the modern State system.
After the disintegration of the Carolingian Empire, which extended from the
Partition of Verdun into three realms in 843, through the division of the
Lotharingian Central Realm by the Treaty of Meersen in 870, to the definitive
mutual recognition of the Eastern and Western Realms by the Treaty of Ronn
of 921, it was Germany and France which emerged as the political nuclei of the
Occident. Between them was an »expanse of political devastation«, 47 the remnants of the Lotharingian regnum, Lorraine, Burgundy and Northern Italy.

41 De ecclesiastica sive de summi pontificis potestate (1302), ed. G. Boffito and
G. Oxilia, Un trattato inedito di Egidio Colonna, 1908.
42 De regimine Christiane, 1302 (ed. H. Arquillière, Le plus ancien traité de l'église,
1926).
43 De planctu ecclesiae, 1332 (Lyon, 1517).
44 Summa de potestate papae, 1320 (Venice, 1487).
45 »Papa universalis monarcha totius populi Christiani et de iure totius mundi« - I a
13. »Excepta creandi potestate potest papa quasi omnia facere quae potest Deus« - IV,
70.
46 »Bis tief in die Neuzeit hinein ist dadurch das wahre Bild der Staatenwelt des
Mittelalters verdeckt worden ... Es unterliegt heute keinem Zweifel mehr, dass es ein
solches Imperium, wie es Dante und Marsilius von Padua geträumt, Giesebrecht und
Julius Ficker für geschichtliche Wirklichkeit gehalten haben, im Mittelalter nie gegeben hat - ganz gleich ob man den Papst oder den Kaiser als sichtbares Oberhaupt
angesehen haben mag«. - Dickmann, Friedensrecht und Friedenssicherung, 1971,
p. 99.
47 »Politisches Trümmerfeld« - Mitteis, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 96.
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T h e German area took political shape in the f o r m of the German Kingdom, as linked together and elevated by the Roman Imperial office through
Otto the Great. T h e French Kingdom was, after the death of the last Carolingian in 987, consolidated into the Capetian dynasty. Although the large
feudal principalities of Francia, Champagne, Burgundy, Aquitaine, Brittany,
Normandy and Flanders developed first, during the tenth century, a tightening of the loose feudal structure occurred soon afterwards. This process
was of benefit to the royal power, once the large feudal lords had been
deprived of their power. It has been accurately described as a process of
»concentric concentration«. 4 8
England, under Edward the Elder and his successor Aethelstan, was,
during the tenth century, temporarily subject to one ruler only. After the
transitory formation of a Danish-Norwegian-English Kingdom by Canute
the Great (1016-42), the political shape of England was f o r m e d by the
Norman conquerors of 1066. In Denmark, N o r w a y and Sweden closed
realms had already appeared, at the end of the tenth and the beginning of
the eleventh centuries. In the East, an independent Poland e m e r g e d in the
tenth century and attempted in vain, under its second duke, Boleslaw
Chrobry, to establish a greater Slavonic realm. It was only with long interruptions, caused by domestic dissent, that the Poles succeeded in asserting
themselves as an independent entity in the Middle Ages. Like the Duchy and
later the Kingdom of Bohemia, Poland was for a long time linked in a vassal
relationship with the German kings.
In Russia, the Varangians (Russified Vikings) founded a realm in 862, the
centre of which gradually m o v e d f r o m N o v g o r o d to Kiev. T h e conversion of
Grand Duke Vladimir of Kiev to Byzantine Christianity in 988 required a cultural distancing f r o m Roman Christianity. However, an actual estrangement
f r o m the occidental cultural orbit did not occur until the Mongolian invasions in the first half of the thirteenth century.
T h e Hungarians began to establish themselves as a political entity towards the end of the tenth century. T h e y could be considered part of the
Occident f r o m the time of Stephen I (the Saint, 987-1038), w h o adhered to
Roman Christianity and had received his crown f r o m the Pope.
T h e political fate of Italy was both changeable and fragmented. In the
north, an »Imperial Italy« e m e r g e d in the territory of the L o m b a r d Kingdom
f r o m the time of Otto the Great. In v i e w of the political position of the
papacy, the Patrimonium
Petri (the Papal State of Middle Italy, f o r m e d in the
eighth century), was of particular importance. In southern Italy, a Norman
Kingdom e m e r g e d after the Norman Duke Robert Guiscard successively
gained control of Apulia, Calabria and Sicily f r o m 1059. This kingdom continued into the Regnum Siciliae of the Staufen Dynasty and the Kingdom of
the T w o Sicilies in early modern times.
On the Iberian peninsula, the union of Castille and L e o n in 1073 finally
produced a political nucleus strong enough to expel the Moors f r o m Europe
and lay the foundations of Spanish power.

48 »Konzentrische Konzentration« - ibid., p. 147.
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It is impossible to examine all of the changes and ramifications of the political subdivision of the Occident here. 4 9 For the purposes of this book it is
sufficient to focus on the most important political centres of p o w e r within
occidental Christian communities. Most of these centres of p o w e r appeared
at the beginning of the High Middle A g e s and continued, at least in essence,
into the modern State system. An unofficial document, emanating f r o m the
entourage of the Papal Chancery in 1504, listed the Christian rulers in order
of precedence: after the Emperor and the Roman-German Ring came the
Kings of France, Spain, Aragon, Portugal, England, Sicily, Scotland, Hungary,
Navarre, Cyprus, Bohemia, Poland and Denmark, f o l l o w e d by a large number of dukes. 50 This list indicated the existence of a »plurality of politically
independent structures«.
According to one study of greater importance and decisiveness than previous assessments of the different models of historical description, the political overestimation of the medieval »universal powers«, not only of the
Empire but also of the Papacy, »is founded upon an insufficient knowledge
of the sovereign authority and the fully independent development of numerous kingdoms across the entire Occident«. 51

49 See: Ganshof, »Das Hochmittelalter«, in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 5, p. 456.
50 Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 265; G. Butler & S. Maccoby, The Development of International Law (London, 1928), p. 11.
51 »Letzten Endes zurück auf eine ungenügende Kenntnis der kraftvollen Eigenstaatlichkeit und völlig selbstständigen Entwicklung zahlreicher Königreiche im
ganzen Abendland«. - K.F. Werner, »Das hochmittelalterliche Imperium im politischen Bewusstsein Frankreichs (10.-12. Jhdt.)«, (1965) 200 Historische Zeitschrift 58.

Chapter Two
The Foundation of the International Legal Community:
The Occidental Christian Community

Although a concept of humanity had developed in the Hellenism of Late
Antiquity and formed the spiritual background of the Roman Empire, 1 it
offered no more of a foundation for the concept of a law of nations than did
the political reality of the Roman Empire for the development of a concrete
international legal order. The collapse of the Imperium heralded the downfall of this idea, during the stormy period of mass migrations which followed.
Three consistent, separate fields of civilisation developed in the course of
the Early Middle Ages: the Occident, which was formed by the RomanGermanic nations; the Greco-Slavonic civilisation, which was centred
around Byzantium; and the Arab world - or in other words, the spheres of
the Roman Catholic Church, the Greek Orthodox Church, and Islam. 2
The basis of the medieval law of nations was provided by the consciousness of the occidental nations that they belonged together and formed a
community. This consciousness found its definitive shape during the centuries following the powerful political unification of the Occident into the
Greater-Frankish Empire of Charlemagne. The memory of this first ruler of
a unified Occident was, in itself, an integrating element within the growing
consciousness of an occidental legal community. 3
The bonds, which linked the individual members of this community with
each other and at the same time separated them from the Greco-Byzantine
and the Islamic worlds, were threefold. The international legal community
was identical to the Christian community, united in the Roman Church. 4
This community of faith was the strongest cohesive bond. It coincided with
the common Latin language and culture, as well as with the key institutions
and the phenomena of social and political order which existed among the
nations of the Occident. Apart from the common recognition, albeit to diffe-

1 M. Mühl, Die antike Menschheitsidee, 1928; R. Reitzenstein, Wesen und Werden der
Humanität im Altertum, 1907; Kaerst, Die antike Idee der Ökumene, 1903.
2 O. Westphal, Philosophie der Politik, 1921, p. 138; Näf, Die Epochen der neueren
Geschichte. Staat und Staatengemeinschaft
vom Ausgang des Mittelatlers
bis zur
Gegenwart (2nd edn.), 1959, Vol. I, pp. 83, 216; Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 5.
3 R. Wallach, Das abendländische Gemeinschqftsbewusstsein im Mittelalter, 1928, p. 12.
4 Verosta, »Die Geschichte des Völkerrechts«, in Verdross, Völkerrecht (5th edn.),
1964, p. 51; Stadtmüller, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1951, p. 58 ff.; G. Tellenbach,
»Vom Zusammenleben der abendländischen Völker im Mittelalter«, in Festschrift G.
Ritter, 1950, p. 1, 42. T h e argument advanced by H. Krüger, »Die geistige Einheit der
Völkerfamilie«, (1950) 21/7 Zeitwende 535, that there was never a Christian Family of
Nations, remains unsupported and is unconvincing.
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rent degrees, of the authority of Emperor and Pope, it was above all the
supra-national consciousness of solidarity, strongly rooted as it was within
the clergy, the chivalry and the municipal communities, w h i c h most
strengthened the sense of community among the occidental nations. 5
T h e conviction of Christian solidarity found its strongest manifestation in
the fight against the infidels. T h e idea of the crusades, the holy wars against
the infidels, led to a particular and characteristic legal institution of the
medieval l a w of nations.s Saint Augustine had already prepared its intellectual foundation in adopting f r o m Antiquity, and particularly f r o m Cicero, the
doctrine of bellum iustum - the »just w a r « . He extended this doctrine to
include religious wars against heretics and heathens. 7 This concept became
reality for the first time during the Council of Clermont in 1095, w h e n Pope
Urban II appealed for the first crusade, thus igniting a powerful flame of
religious enthusiasm. Eight expeditions of this kind united the Christians of
western Europe under the leadership of Emperor or Pope for the conquest
of the Holy Land and the temporary establishment of a »Latin E m p i r e « in
Constantinople.
In an encyclical of 1061 A.D. addressed to the bishops of Spain, (which
was mentioned in the Decretum Gratiani),
Pope Alexander II called for a
w a r against the Saracens. He argued that in this struggle the Christians
w e r e always in a state of legitimate defence. 8 T h e famous canonist
Hostiensis (Henry of Segusia) 9 presented a doctrine of the just w a r in his
chapter De treuga et pace of his Summa aurea, in which he described » w a r «
precisely as a Christian w a r against the infidels. In his understanding, the
occidental Christian community was the legal successor of the Roman
Empire, and he referred to the w a r as bellum
Romanum.
However, such ideas should not be overestimated and generalised. T h e y
represent only one school of the medieval concept of l a w which e m e r g e d at
the end of the eleventh century and was honed in subsequent centuries.
T h e r e w e r e often contrary opinions. 10 Thomas Aquinas, for example, made
the counter-argument that it was not the purpose of holy w a r to convert infidels by force. T h e y should only be coerced into not obstructing the expansion of the Christian faith. 11 Accordingly, there w e r e different judgments as to
the international legal status of the infidels. Only in isolated instances was
the inference made that all people outside the Christian international legal

5 Tellenbach, ibid., p. 42.
6 Erdmann, Die Entstehung des Kreuzzugsgedankens, 1935.
7 Dickmann, Friedensrecht und Friedenssicherung, 1971, p. 85 ff.
8 Decretum Gratiana, secunda pars, causa XXIII, quaest. VIII, ch. XI.
9 Henry of Segusia, Professor in Bologna and Paris, in 1262 appointed Cardinal
Bishop of Ostia, died 1271. On his doctrine of war see: infra 113.
10 F.A. van der Heydte, Die Geburtsstunde des souveränen Staates, 1952, p. 232 ff.;
Stadtmüller, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1951, p. 69.
11 »Fideles Christi frequenter contra infideles bellum movent, non quidem ut eos ad
credendum cognant... sed propter hoc ut eos compellant ne fidem Christi impediant
... Nullo modo sunt ad ñdem compellandi quia credere voluntatis est«. - Summa theologiae, II, ii, qu. 10, art. 8.
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community were beyond the pale of law, hors la loi. In this sense, Christine
de Pisan argued that a safe-conduct engagement given to a Saracen did not
bind anyone, because it was null and void. 12 On the other hand, Bernard of
Clairveaux, the missionary who advocated and organised the crusade movement, considered the killing of heathens to be permissible only in selfdefence. As a matter of fact the Christian idea of natural law had already
denied the complete outlawry of the inñdels. 13 According to its own postulates, the idea of natural law is not only »common to all peoples« (Isidore of
Sevilla), 14 it is even »common to us and to other living creatures« (Thomas
Aquinas). 15 Thus, medieval legal thought was rooted in the basic conviction,
that behind the closer community of Christians there was a wider society of
all mankind founded on the law of nature. This communitas omnium gentium16 included the infidels and established certain ultimate and unshakable legal limitations on hostilities between Christians and infidels.
The canonists of the Late Middle Ages were the first to advocate, with logical consistency, the thesis that man is deprived of all rights when in a state
of mortal sin: Nullus est dominus civilis, quam est in peccato mortali. The sixteenth century Spanish conquistadors adopted this doctrine, 17 the origins of
which go back to Aegidius Romanus, a contemporary of Boniface VIII during
the Late Middle Ages. These radical champions of Papal universalism contended that infidels could neither own property legally nor exercise legitimate public authority. All of the infidels' possessions and dominions w e r e
thus usurped and held without lawful title.18
On the other hand, these same canonists vehemently defended the view
that the spiritual dominion of the Roman Pope encompassed all of mankind
(rector et caput totius orbis), and that this power pienissima potestas super
omnem creaturam included the heathen as »Christ's sheep« (oves Christi).
Augustinus Triumphus, the author of these ideas, simply restricted the temporal power of the Pope to the realm of occidental Christendom. 19 However,
as Aegidius Romanus in particular stressed, the dominium universale et
superius, the overlordship of the Summus Pontifex should extend to all countries, whether Christian or heathen, as the vicar of Christ {Dei vicarius).20

12 Christine de Pisan (1364-1429), Le livre des faits d'armes et de chevalerie, 1489;
J.T. Johnson, Just War Tradition and the Restraint of War, 1981, p. 142.
13 See: infra 144.
14 Etymologiae, 5, 4.
15 Summa theologiae, II, q. 57, a. 3.
16 F.A. van der Heydte, Die Geburtsstunde des souveränen Staates, 1952, p. 223;
Stadtmüller, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1951, p. 65.
17 See: infra 146.
18 »Ostendentes quod nullam possessionem, nullum dominum, nullam potestatem
possunt infideles habere verum et cum iustitia«. ... »Immo, apud infidelis non solum
non sunt regna et imperia, cum apud eos regna et imperia sint magna latrocinia,
immo etiam apud eos non sunt aligna iusta dominia«. - De ecc., II, 11.
19 Summa de potestate papae, quaest, II, 1. XXIII, 1. See also: W. Fritzemeyer,
»Christenheit und Europa«, (1931) 23 Historische Zeitschrift 1, 6.
20 B. Landry, L'idée de chrétienté chez les scolastiques du XlIIe siècle, 1929, p. 148 ff.
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In political reality, emperors and popes, no less than princes and other
authorities of occidental Christendom, maintained numerous relations with
the infidels. They concluded treaties with them and in armed conflicts treated them as legitimate adversaries - iusti hostes. Before embarking on his
crusade, Frederick Barbarossa dispatched Count Henry of Diez formally to
declare the opening of hostilities to Sultan Saladin, in accordance with the
rules of chivalry.21 The Italian city States, in particular Genoa and Venice,
maintained close trading relations with the Islamic orient throughout the
Middle Ages. The idea of maintaining a minimum standard of international
legal relations with the infidels on the basis of natural law, which was generally recognised as binding for all peoples, corresponded broadly to the
practical needs of commercial intercourse in the Mediterranean world. 22
The fundamental distinction between Christians and infidels and the
exclusion of the latter from the more integrated occidental international
legal community was, however, not undermined by this practice. Occidental
Christendom, even if a strictly limited and closed society from the outside,
preserved in its bosom the natural sub-division of nations. In the Christian
philosophy of history, the idea that there was only a unified and undifferentiated Christendom rather than individual Christian nations was always
reserved for the final age of the world. 23 The medieval Christian consciousness of unity was governed by the idea of a structured community;
Christendom was conceived of as a communitas communitatum. Even the
most radical and most comprehensive constructions of the Pope's universal
spiritual and temporal power did not encroach, even in political terms, on
the natural differentiation of nations in the Christian world. However much
the superiority of papal power to control and apply sanctions was extended,
an independent legal sphere of the various secular authorities was always
recognised. Although the popes claimed the right to depose the holders of
the highest secular offices, they never sought to abolish the edifice and
order of these offices. Even curialists like Aegidius Romanus did not doubt
the indispensability of the temporal sword.
In the terminology of medieval sources, many names were given to the
occidental community of Christian nations.
From the ninth century, the idea of Christendom (Christianitas) developed
in the sense of a specific Christian communitarian solidarity distinct from
that of ecclesia or Imperium. This idea implied from early on a pluralistic
concept of nations and empires, and was more or less synonymous with the
terms populus christianus and res publica Christiana.24
21 Otto, Friedrich Barbarossa (no date), p. 149.
22 L. de Mas Latrie, Traités de paix et de commerce et documents divers concernant les
relations de chrétiens avec les arabes de l'Afrique septentrionale,
1865; R.A.-M. de
Maulde-la Clavière, La diplomatie au temps de Machiavel, 1892-93, p. 71 ff.; L. Salvatorelli, Geschichte Italiens, 1941, p. 367 ff.
23 A. Dempf, Sacrum Imperium, 1929, p. 89.
24 D. Hay,Europe, The Emergence of an Idea (Edinburgh, 1957), esp. Ch. 2, Christendom,
p. 16 ff.; F. Kempf, »Das Problem der Christianitas im 12. und 13. Jahrhundert«, (1960)
79 Jahrbuch der Görresgesellschaft 104; H. Lutz, Christianitas afflicta, 1964, p. 15 ff.
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The history of the term »Christendom«, which is in many ways enigmatic,
reflects the entire spectrum of the disputes between Imperium, Sacerdotium
and the increasingly self-reliant and self-conscious Regna of the Occident.
Unum regnum, una Christi columba, videlicet sancta ecclesia, unius christianitatis lex, regni unius et unius ecclesiae - such formulations were coined
by Hinkmar of Reims, the eminent publicist and ecclesiastical politician,
who as Archbishop of Reims in the second half of the ninth century sought
recognition as Primate of the West Frankish Empire. 25 Otto of Freising, the
chronicler of Emperor Barbarossa, welded Saint Augustine's idea of the civitas Dei to the imperial aspirations of the Staufen dynasty; he used this term
for the higher unity of Christendom which embraced both Imperium and
Sacerdotium26
Otto of Freising's contemporary, the Englishman John of Salisbury, who
opposed the Staufen imperial concept, raised the thorny question as to who
had installed the Germans as judges over other nations, and spoke of a una
res publica.27 Thomas Aquinas spoke of a res publica sub Deo;28 Alexander
of Roes of a res publica fidei Christiane.23 In similar fashion William of
Occam spoke of a una civitas,30 James of Viterbo of a unum regnum,31 and
Alvarus Pelagius of a civilitas et politia Christiana.32 In the final phase of the
Middle Ages, res publica Christiana was a generally accepted term, even in
the chanceries. 33 However, it already bore the signs of the dissolution of the
sense of Christian solidarity, which is characteristic of the Late Middle Ages.
It was oriented towards the image of a community of equal Christian rulers
and nations, opposed to the concept of imperial universalism (»corpus principum
christianorum«).3*

25 A. D e m p f , Sacrum Imperium,
1929, p. 164.
26 J. Spörl, Grundformen hochmittelalterlicher
Geschichtsanschauung,
1935, pp. 43 & 88.
27 Polycratius,
sive de nugis curialium
et vestigiis philosophorum
libri octo, Vol. 4,
pp. 1-4, Vol. 5, pp. 2-6.
28 Summa contra gentes, Vol. 3, p. 129; Summa theoL, Vol. 2, p. 2, qu. 122, a. 1.
29 H e i m p e l , »Reich und Staat im deutschen Mittelalter«, in Deutsches
Mittelalter,
1941, p. 85.
30 Dialogus, Vol. 3 (1338), tr. 21 ( M . Goldast, Monarchia
sacri romani imperii, Vol. 2
(Frankfurt, 1668).
31 De regimine Christiane, Vol. 1, p. 1.
32 De planctu ecclesiae, Vol. 1, a. 13.
33 R.A.-M. de Maulde-la Clavière, La diplomatie
au temps de Machiavel,
1892-93,
Vol. 1, p. 16, fn. 1.
34 J. Engel, »Von der spätmittelalterlichen res publica Christiana z u m Mächte-Europa
der Neuzeit«, in Handbuch der europäischen
Geschichte, Vol. 3, 1971, pp. 33, 40, 43-7,
212, used the term respublica Christiana in the sense of a specific late m e d i e v a l concept. Çuaritsch, Staat und Souveränität,
1970, Vol. 1, p. 51, fn. 30, criticised this linguistic usage. He doubted the adequacy of this term to d e f i n e the Christian unity of
the European Middle A g e s w h i c h b e g a n with C h a r l e m a g n e . In his opinion, the term
only b e c a m e customary in the Late M i d d l e Ages. H o w e v e r , this is incorrect. T h e term
can be found in Church prayers f r o m the first half of the eighth century, such as the
Gregorian Sacramentar, w h i c h Pope Hadrian dispatched in copy f o r m to Charlem a g n e . See: P.E. Schramm, » D i e A n e r k e n n u n g Karls des Grossen als Kaiser«, (1951)
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That this community of Christian nations was at the same time identical
to the Latin cultural community, is most conspicuously demonstrated by the
contrast which it represented vis-à-vis the Greco-Byzantine world. This contrast was understood to be religious as well as cultural in character.
The relationship between occidental Christendom and the GrecoByzantine sphere of civilisation certainly differed in some nuanced respects
from Christendom's relationship with the Islamic world. Papal policy involved repeated attempts to bring the Greek Church into the bosom of the
Roman Church, into una sancta ecclesia. Yet in the thinking of the occidental nations a profound separation from oriental Christians predominated.
Princes and peoples were more inclined than popes to consider the Greeks
as closer in their faith to the Mohammedans, who were perceived as infidel
enemies of Christianity, and as heretics. Together with Armenians, Syrians
and Jacobites, Mohammedans were seen as on the same level as Turks and
heathens. 35 When Constantinople was conquered during the fourth crusade
and the Greek Empire was transformed into a Latin Empire, the new
Emperor announced to the Pope that the conquest was a Latin triumph.
This, in view of the deep-rooted hostility of the Greeks and their resistance
towards the Pope, was considered more valuable than a conquest of
Jerusalem. 36 In fact the crusaders suffered no less hostility from the Greeks
than from the Saracens, while they themselves in their principalities degraded the oriental Christians and deprived them of their rights.
That this enmity did not rest exclusively on the separation of the
Churches, but at the same time on the existence of a contrary sense of civilisation, can be demonstrated by the numerous arguments which both sides
used to prove their cultural superiority. The occidental nations, the
»Franks«, were considered by the Greeks to be a coherent cultural community the cultural arrogance of which was regarded with irony. In response,
the occidentals, who called themselves »Latins« to distinguish themselves
from the Greeks, boasted vehemently of the achievements of their sciences,
scholastic philosophy, the perfection of their language and customs, the successes of their commerce, and even of their medical advances.
The result of this rift in religion and civilisation was the continued exclusion of the Greco-Byzantine world from the closer legal community of occidental Christendom. Like the Islamic family of nations, it formed a separa172 Historische Zeitschrift 465. However, it is not disputed that the term was used
most frequently in the Late Middle Ages, far into the sixteenth century, for example
by Erasmus. In this period, it was conceived in the sense which Quaritsch had in
mind, that is, as the essential concept of a community of equal ranking Christian
rulers and nations and in contrast to the concept of a universal monarchy of the
German Emperors. In this respect, it seems preferable to avoid using the term in relation to the entire Middle Ages - as was done by Grewe, »Res Publica Christiana, Vom
Wesen der mittelalterlichen Völkerrechtsordnung«, (1940) 16 Europäische Revue 594,
as well as Kempf, Reibstein, Scheuner and Carl Schmitt.
35 R. Wallach, Das abendländische
Gemeinschaftsbewusstsein
im Mittelalter, 1928,
p. 25.
36 Ibid., p. 27.
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te legal sphere, the internal relations of which were regulated by a law of
nations largely influenced by Byzantium.37
Although the Byzantine Emperor claimed autocratic spiritual superiority
over the other rulers of this Greco-Slav region as Basileus and autocrat, in
secular political matters there existed between them a far-reaching actual
equality and independence.38 Thus the relations of the orthodox princes of
Serbia and Bulgaria, of Moldova and Wallachia, of Kiev, the north-Russian
territories and Georgia with occidental Christendom were similar to the
manifold relations of the latter with the Arab Caliphate and its Islamic successor States.39
Together with Christianity and Latinism, it was the occidental culture of
courts and chivalry which was, for the law of nations, the most significant
central element of the medieval spirit of communitarianism. The heyday of
this development occurred during the Staufen age, and was epitomised in
Germany by the names of Walther von der Vogelweide, Hartmann von Aue
and Wolfram von Eschenbach (all three of whom were born around 1170).40
However, long after chivalry had lost its political and military importance as
well as its economic foundation, the power of the ideal of chivalrous life
remained unshaken.41 For centuries the fascination with this noble way of
life remained so strong that even city-dwelling citizens submitted to it to the
extent that they were able.42
This style of chivalry reached its apogee in Germany and France, but it
was a common phenomenon throughout the Occident. Chivalry »placed a
fraternal bond around all those who belonged within its fold, irrespective of
their nationality or rank of nobility«.43 This class solidarity of occidental chivalry, which transgressed ethnic and territorial borders, reappeared in the

37 Verosta, »Die Geschichte des Völkerrechts«, in Verdross, Völkerrecht (5th edn.),
1964, p. 59; Stadtmüller, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1951, p. 52; Truyol y Serra, Die
Entstehung der IVeltstaatengesellschaft unserer Zeit, 1965, p. 28 ff.
38 G. Stadtmüller, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1951, p. 54 ff., emphasised the prevalence of the idea of a State hierarchy in the orthodox Byzantine concept of an international legal community in Eastern Europe. Verosta, »Die Geschichte des Völkerrechts«, in Verdross, Völkerrecht (5th edn.), 1964, p. 58, on the other hand, stressed
that the subordination under Byzantium had soon become simply ecclesiastical, and
that even this relationship had been superseded by the Autokephalie of the various
national churches. In fact, in Eastern Europe as in the Catholic Occident, the hierarchical claims of the Emperor and the de facto political independence of the temporal
authorities w e r e closely interwoven and cannot be constrained with precise legal
definitions.
39 Verosta, ibid., p. 58 ff.
40 H. Naumann, »Deutsche Kultur im Zeitalter des Rittertums«, in Handbuch der
Kulturgeschichte, Part 1, 1938, p. 5.
41 J. Bühler, Die Kultur des Mittelalters, 1931, p. 180.
42 J. Huizinga, Herbst des Mittelalters (5th edn., 1939) p. 130.
43 »Schlang um alle, die seinen Reihen angehörten, w e l c h e m Lande und welchem
Adelsrang sie auch angehören mochten, ein brüderliches Band«. - Salvatorelli,
Geschichte Italiens, 1941, p. 165.
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solidarity of the European dynasties of later centuries. In this form it continued to be a stabilising element in thought about the international legal
community until the beginning of the nineteenth century.
The range of virtues linked with the ethical concept of chivalry, the ideals
of moderation, honour, fidelity, discipline, steadfastness, gallantry, courage,
clemency and charity entered into the fundamental ethical substance of the
medieval sense of justice. Specific medieval institutions, such as feudalism
and private warfare, were inseparably linked to the way of life and creed of
chivalry. As these institutions penetrated the order of the law of nations,44
the idea of chivalry became effective in this sphere as well. As a result of the
close and almost inseparable relationship of private and public warfare, 45
the entire laws of war were also governed by this idea, even though the
ecclesiastical-scholastic theory of war did not clearly reflect this.
There were many connections within the community of the res publica
Christiana. In addition to the chivalry, the ministry, from the clergy to the
orders of priesthood, formed a tightly knit cohesive supranational element.
The same is true, albeit to a lesser degree, of the medieval urban world of
dependent and independent cities. From the end of the twelfth century, hanseatic leagues among the large trading cities formed one of these many
connections, which were woven into the fabric of the international legal
community. At their height, these urban leagues were independent subjects of international law with the power to conclude treaties. They conducted
wars using their own armies and fleets and concluded alliances and peacetreaties with foreign sovereigns. The Flemish Hanseatic League at Bruges
(1252), the Rheinish and the Swabian Leagues (1252 and 1276 respectively)
may be mentioned as examples. An outstanding example was the German
Hanseatic League (1358), whose »Men-of-War« defeated not only the widely-feared Baltic pirates, the Vitalienbrüder (Vigorous Fraternity), but also
succeeded in their war against Waldemar Atterdag, the King of Denmark,
whom they forced into the Peace Treaty of Stralsund in 1370.46 The
Hanseatic regulations (Hanserezesse) established by the Hanseatic assemblies, codified comprehensive rules of trade and navigation, which also
influenced the maritime law of nations.
The establishment of organised consular relations, which formed an
essential linkage between nations and now constitute an important institution of modern international law, may be accredited to the large medieval
trading towns and ports. This institution evolved out of various related practices. At the beginning of the thirteenth century representatives and agents
44 See: infra 105.
45 See: infra 105 ff.
46 D. Schäfer, Die Hansestädte und König Waldemar von Dänemark. Hansische Geschichte bis 1376, 1879; Sartorius von Waltershausen, Urkundliche Geschichte des
Ursprungs der deutschen Hanse, Vols. 1-2, 1830; F. Rörig, Mittelalterliche Weltwirtschaft, 1953 (Kieler Vorträge No. 40). On the international legal significance of the
German Hanseatic Leagues, see: E. Reibstein, »Das Völkerrecht der deutschen
Hanse«, (1956/57) 17 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht
38; Stadtmüller, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1951, p. 72 ff.
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of the merchant trade corporations (the ordines maris) appeared in the
large Mediterranean ports. The function of these consuls (cónsules maris)
was to protect trade and foreign merchants. They were selected for their
knowledge of commercial and maritime law and were experienced in judicial functions. Such persons could be found in Pisa, Genoa, Ancona,
Messina, Montpellier, Perpignan, Valencia, Barcelona and on the island of
Mallorca. Shortly thereafter, overseas consuls (consuls d'outre mer) were
appointed in order to organise the relations of European merchants with
North Africa and the Middle East. In a treaty of 1230 made with a Saracen
prince, the King of Sicily authorised the privilege of a Muslim consul in
Corsica to protect his compatriots and fellow-believers and to administer
justice over them in the name of the Christian king. Finally, there were commercial consuls (cónsules mercatorum or cónsules negotiatorum) whose existence may be traced back as far as the middle of the twelfth century. Their
activities extended as far as the inland towns of northwestern Europe. From
1257, some twenty consuls of this kind administered the legal protection of
their compatriots trading in the city of Bruges.47
Thus, the elements on which the solidarity of the medieval Christian family of nations rested were manifold and differentiated. Despite some sceptical opinions in respect of the strength of this solidarity,48 (to the effect that
it did not prevent Christian States from concluding alliances with the infidels against other Christian powers), there can be no doubt that it was sufficiently strong to provide the medieval law of nations with a stable and
workable foundation.

47 C. van Vollenhoven, Du droit de paix. De Iure Pads, 1932, p. 2 ff.
48 See e. g.: H. Holborn, Der Zusammenbruch des europäischen Staatensystems, 1954,
p. 18.

Chapter Three
The Subjects of the International Legal Community:
The Polities of the Feudal Age

The character of the medieval international legal order was defined by the
structure of the political entities which supported it. It bears repeating that
these entities were not »States« in the modern sense of the word.1 They are
referred to here as »polities« (Gemeinwesen). This term, as defined by
Hintze, describes »every human community of a relatively durable character ... which extends beyond the family, but which is also rooted in natural,
common human living conditions, such as a tribe, a region, a city, a nation,
and under certain circumstances a religious and cultural community of
several nations«.2
However, a general concept of this kind cannot be of service to an attempt
to deduce the existence of medieval political communities. It is open to the
danger of transferring modern and inappropriate ways of thinking to medieval phenomena. Rather, the term »polity« (res publica) is used in this text in
a very concrete and specific sense as a term to describe the political communities of the Middle Ages and, as such, is true to its original use. Thus, it
is used as a term which fulfilled the role in medieval thought which the term
»State« has assumed since the sixteenth century.3 Although the term res
publica was used by Thomas Aquinas in his classical formulations, it has,
since the time of Machiavelli, lost its original meaning and acquired a narrower one. Machiavelli described every State which was not a »monarchy«
as a »republic«.4 Since then the term has been reduced to the level of a concept used to classify the doctrines of »State forms«.
The most general and common feature of occidental medieval polities
was their political, military and economic structure which is generally
referred to as »feudalism«. In its widest sense, feudalism is the ruling power
of a militarised nobility with manorial rights.5 More precisely, from a military point of view, it is the selection of a privileged, highly educated and professional warrior class, the members of which are tied to the ruler by bonds
of allegiance. From a socio-economic point of view, it is the formation of an
1 See: supra, 13; infra 66 ff.
2 »Jeder menschliche Verband von relativ dauerhafter Natur ... der über die Familie
hinausgeht, aber wie diese in natürlichen, allgemein-menschlichen Lebensbedingungen wurzelt, wie ein Stamm, ein Gau, eine Stadt, ein Volk, aber unter Umständen
auch eine mehrere Völker umfassende Religions- und Kulturgemeinschaft«. 0 . Hintze, Wesen und Wandlung des modernen Staates, 1931, p. 4.
3 See: Brunner, Land und Herrschaft (4th edn.), 1956, p. 136.
4 II Principe, Ch. 1, in H. Floerke, Gesammelte Schriften (Munich, 1925), p. 5.
5 Max Weber, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, 1922, p. 724.
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agricultural and commercial system based on manorial rights, which provides this professional warrior class with rental income and free labour. From
a political point of view, it is the local assertion of authority by this warrior
nobility, its leading influence or even its high-handed segregation within a
polity of loosely-linked power structures.

I. Feudalism
As a phenomenon of general constitutional and social history, feudalism was
restricted neither to the Middle Ages nor to the cultural sphere of the
Occident.6 However, there was one kind of feudalism which was specifically occidental and medieval. This was »liege feudalism«, which secured the
basis for the political position of each privileged member of the warrior
class, through the granting of a »flef« to him.7
The history of occidental feudalism began in the Carolingian Age.8 Its
basis was the vassallite benefice, a legal relationship composed of an element of personal connection and allegiance known as »vassalage« and a
concrete, land-lending relationship known as the »benefice« or feudum
beneficium. Vassalage was a legal institution of Gallo-Roman origin. The
vassus (or in Celtic, gwas) was a person committed through »commendation« for life to a »master« for services of all kinds in return for protection and
6 Hintze distinguished an epoch of early feudalism, which lasted until the end of the
twelfth century and in which the military element was predominant, an epoch of high
feudalism, which lasted until around the sixteenth or seventeenth century and in
which the political influence of the warrior class reached its zenith, and lastly an
epoch of late feudalism, in which the principal interests of the nobility w e r e concentrated on the conservation and utilisation of their socio-economic position as landlords. This latter epoch lasted until the French Revolution and the general dissolution
of the old rural system during the nineteenth century. Hintze considered that feudalism in its full sense, as had been found in the Frankish-occidental world, continued
to exist in only three places: in Russia, the Islamic States and Japan. He made no
distinction between feudalism and liege feudalism, but identified the essential elements of occidental liege feudalism within his more general definition of the concept.
See: Hintze, Wesen und Wandlung des modernen Staates, 1931, p. 89.
7 Max Weber distinguished between »liturgical«, »patrimonial« and »free« feudalism.
He considered occidental »liege feudalism« to be a separate from of »free« feudalism
(Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, 1922, p. 725 ff.). For criticism of attempts to arrange
medieval occidental liege feudalism within a larger, historically universal category of
feudalism, see: O. Brunner, Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte, 1958,
p. 592.
8 The following sketch of the system of fief feudalism offers the expert no new historical perspective. As with the historical chapter at the beginning of each part of this
book, it will clarify the wider background of the historical development of the international legal system. There is an abundance of literature on the history of liege feudalism, from which the following may be cited: H. Mitteis, Lehnrecht und Staatsgewalt, 1933; idem, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 57 ff.; M. Bloch, La
société féodale, 1949; C. von Schwerin, Grundzüge der deutschen Rechtsgeschichte,
1934, p. 79 ff.; F.L. Ganshoff, Qu'est-ce que la féodalité? (3rd edn.), 1957.
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maintenance. As a result of a merger with the Germanic concept of Gefolgschaftstreue (loyalty of the retinue), this relationship of subordination lost its
humiliating and degrading character and became a more reciprocal relationship between equals. Liege feudalism belonged to a type of »free« feudalism based on a contract which could be terminated at will upon waiver
of the fief. The reciprocity of the relationship was underlined by an act of
counter-performance on the part of the liege lord. This benefice normally
consisted of grants of land or public office. Although vassalage and benefice
continued to exist as separate institutions, they were usually linked together
in the form of the vassalité benefice.
The wider context of cultural history which conditioned the emergence of
occidental feudalism cannot be examined here. It may be sufficient to recall
Hintze's thesis that feudalism was not the creation of an internal national
development, but the result of a world-historical constellation which occurred only in wider cultural spheres, and that as a result of the emergence of
feudalism two different factors could regularly work together. The first of
these was the transition from a loose tribal and clan system to a more consolidated political order imbued with the principle of a ruling class, as established with the permanent settlement of a population. The second factor
was an »accident of global history« which diverted this process »from its
natural and normal course and directed it toward a sudden, unanticipated
imperialism, which went through many stages«. 9 In the Frankish Empire
this coincidence of factors underpinned the encounter with the declining
culture and civilisation of the Roman Empire; in Russian history the contact
with the East-Roman Empire of Byzantium; in the Islamic world, the contiguity with the new Persian Empire of the Sassanians; and in Japan with the
adoption of Chinese culture. Everywhere feudalism appeared as a »reaction
to interference from the outside, as a result of the adaptation of younger
nations to the forms of an older, superior culture and civilisation«.10 Hintze
explained the particular tension between diametric opposites which was
inherent in the feudal system as follows:
»First, we see the contrast between a universalistic ideal of community,
essentially based on common faith and civilisation, and the fact that real life
ran its course in narrow and discrete areas, corresponding to underdeveloped transportation and communication links and the prevailing natural economy [i.e. an economy based on subsistence-production and barter].
Although individual nationalities were beginning to develop, they lacked the
distinct seclusion and independence from foreign influence found in the
modern State. The exclusivity of State power in internal matters and its
independence from outside influence - these essential criteria of the
modern State - were contrary to feudal universalism and particularism. The
9 »Weltgeschichtliche Fügung, die diesen Prozeß von seinem natürlichen und regelmässigen Gange ablenkt und ihm die schicksalvolle Richtung auf einen plötzlich, d.h.
unvermittelt einsetzenden, viele Etappen überfliegenden Imperialismus gibt«.
10 »Reaktion auf eine weltgeschichtliche Einwirkung von aussen her, als Ergebnis
der Anpassung jüngerer Völker an die Formen einer alten, überlegenen Kultur und
Zivilisation«.
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entire cultural community in which feudalism existed, appeared as one
large context with very flexible, blurred and permeable frontiers among the
different national parts which existed alongside one another and which
themselves had similarly loose internal structures. Second, we see within
the feudal State the contrast between a purely personal system of government and the necessity to organise broader areas politically; this leads to a
system of ruling power based on allegiance instead of functional rule«.11
In order to understand the institutions of the medieval law of nations, it is
necessary to analyse the various elements of the feudal system.
II. Personalisation and Territorial Allegiance
Feudalism was a system of rule which was strongly personalised in character, and in this respect it carried a Germanic stamp. There was no abstract
ruling power disassociated from the person of the ruler. All governing
powers were based on concrete duties of allegiance and obedience, on relations of service and protection. There was no institutional organisation of
governing power, no administrative apparatus, no hierarchy of authorities
and no professional civil service - in other words, none of the functional and
instrumental elements which mark the modern State. It is in this context
that the personalised structure of recognition 12 and the nature of treaties 13
in the law of nations of the Middle Ages should be understood.
Over time, the strict personalisation of the early medieval »tribal codes«
diminished, areas subject to a single unified law developed, and the »law of
the land« replaced the »tribal codes«.14 Yet such developments never resulted in anything close to a perfect realisation of the territorial principle which
has in many respects been of far-reaching importance for legal relations

11 »Wir sehen erstens den Gegensatz zwischen einem universalistischen Gemeinschaflsideal, das im Kern auf einer Glaubens- und Kulturgemeinschaft beruht, und
der Tatsache, dass das wirkliche Leben sich in sehr engen und abgesonderten
Kreisen bewegt, wie sie den wenig entwickelten Verkehrsverhältnissen und der vorherrschenden Naturalwirtschaft entsprechen. Nationale Individualitäten sind in der
Bildung begriffen, aber sie entbehren noch durchaus der in sich geschlossenen und
von fremden Einflüssen unabhängigen Straffheit der modernen souveränen Staaten.
Die Ausschließlichkeit der Staatsgewalt im Inneren, ihre Unabhängigkeit nach außen
dieses Kennzeichen des souveränen Saates - steht im geraden Gegensatz zu dem feudalistischen Universalismus und Partikularismus. Die ganze Kulturgemeinschaft, in
der der Feudalismus lebt, erscheint als ein grosser Zusammenhang mit sehr veränderlichen Teilen untereinander und mit ebenso lockerem Gefüge dieser Teile in sich
selbst. - Wir sehen zweitens im feudalen Staat den Gegensatz zwischen einem rein
persönlichen Herrschaftsprinzip und der Notwendigkeit, weite Räume politisch zu
organisieren, was zu einer Verdinglichung statt zur Versachlichung der Herrschaft
führt«. - Wesen und Verbreitung des Feudalismus, 1929, p. 108.
12 See: infra pp. 75 ff.
13 See: infra p. 89.
14 Compare F.C. von Savigny, Geschichte des römischen Rechts im Mittelalter, 6 Vols.,
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between modern States. Until the Late Middle Ages princely dynasties considered the original residence of their ancestors to be their homeland and
the law of that homeland to be their law, even if they had resided elsewhere
for generations. The Church and the entire clergy lived under Roman canon
law {Ecclesia vivit lege Romano), the Jews under Jewish law.15 There is simply no point of reference here for the many problems of the modern law of
nations which are connected to the prerequisites of the strict principle of
territoriality, for example in cases of intervention. When, during his crusade, Richard the Lionheart ordered thieves and robbers to be hanged near
Messina, nobody objected to the English King exercising his jurisdiction on
Sicilian territory and applying the laws of England there. Medieval polities
did not know the particular territoriality of the modern State with its sharply
defined territory as both a closed legal area and an exclusive sphere of governmental competence. On the contrary, they were marked, in differing
degrees towards the Late Middle Ages, by a tendency towards »allegiance«,
a system of rights in rem, that is to say a specific, functional linkage between
manorial property rights and governmental power.16
In so far as feudalism is grounded on a linkage of personal rule with the
territorial rights and the position of power and authority of the lord, it carries an inherent tendency towards allegiance. Although the fief was originally a function of vassalage and the vassal received a living in return for
his service, this causal connection was later reversed, first in Eastern
Europe and then, toward the end of the Staufen period, in Germany and
Italy. The vassalage was a function of the liege: the vassal earned a living as
long as he held a liege. This »rooting« of the feudal relationship in the land
was at the very heart of the process of allegiance. Indeed, one can speak of
the »patrimonial« character of late medieval polities in so far as this process
is seen as reducing the personal ties of allegiance, gradually dissolving the
personalised structure of rule and replacing it with a system based on the
territorial embodiment of governing power. However, in applying this often

1850, Vol. 1, p. 115 ff.: »We moderns proceed on the basis, that it will have been determined which kind of law applies throughout the territory. Whosoever lives in the
same place, must, under this law, allow his property and contracts to be judged by it.
In this the difference between citizen and alien is of little significance, while ethnicity is of none. Not so in the Middle Ages, where in the same country, even in the same
city, the Lombards lived under Lombardian law and the Romans lived under Roman
law. This same differentiation of laws applied to the different Germanic tribes as well;
the Franks, Burgundians and Goths lived in same place but each under another law«.
See also: A. Heusler, Institutionen des deutschen Privatrechts, Vol. 1, 1995, p. 23 ff.;
W. Mark, Die deutschen Stämme in der Rechtsgeschichte, 1938, p. 1 ff; O. Brunner,
Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte, 1958, p. 220 ff.
15 Schröder-Rünssberg, Lehrbuch der deutschen Rechtsgeschichte (6th edn.), 1919,
p. 708 ff.
16 The terms »functional instrumentalism« (Versachlichung) and »allegiance«
(Verdinglichkeit)
are taken from O. Hintze, Wesen und Verbreitung des Feudalismus,
1929, in Hintze, Staat und Verfassung, 1941, p. 77.
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misleading terminology it must be remembered that this development
occurred at a late stage in the degeneration of feudalism.17
In order to establish a suitable point of departure for an examination of
the territorial concepts of the medieval law of nations, it is necessary, in
light of the many examinations which have already been made of the character of the state-like territorial sovereignty of this period, to make some
critical remarks on the » patrimonial private law« conception of the State.
The medieval polities were not »sovereign territorial corporations« like
modern States. The notion of territorial sovereignty in its exclusive and
comprehensive sense, as derived from the idea of unified governmental
power, is not applicable to this epoch. The sources used the term dominium
terrae, which caused many misundertandings. Some interpretations originated from the Roman law notion of dominum - property in the sense of the
unrestricted rights of private ownership - and tried to prove that the dominus terrae, the medieval ruler of the land, did not hold dominium but rather
imperium, that is to say public power over his land.18 Other interpretations
spoke of a »patrimonial, private law-like feudal conception of government«
during the Middle Ages, in which territory was ostensibly the object of private property rights of the sovereign.19 Neither interpretation provides an
accurate picture of the medieval structure of dominion.
A few corrections may be appropriate. Roman law's differentiation of
dominium and imperium (which at the same time implies a specific historical demarcation of ius privatum and ius publicum) is not applicable to
medieval circumstances. In the Middle Ages, dominium referred to a specific legal institution which belonged to public as well as to private law and
which had no precedent in the laws of antiquity. Rrunner alluded to the fact
that, according to medieval linguistic usage, dominium did not refer to the
private property right, but rather to some kind of Gewere (in Middle High

17 Mitteis, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, pp. 66 & 448.
18 See: F. Keutgen, Der deutsche Staat des Mittelalters, 1918, p. 135.
19 The formula provided by Heimburger, Der Erwerb der Gebietshoheit, 1888, p. 12,
is characteristic: » T h e State of the Middle Ages was a feudal State. The legal principle, on which it was based and from which its organisation was drawn, was a principle of private law. The King or Prince was owner and highest feudal lord of the entire land - dominus terrae. In every part of the land he had full, undivided ownership in
a private law sense. This shaped the princely estate or dominium. On the remaining
land he held simply the so-called dominium directum, the higher feudal right, whereby he oversaw the right of his vassals to use the so-called dominium utile. T h e land
itself was the object of this two-faceted, strictly private property law. T h e occupants
took, so to speak, only a percentage from land and soil. T h e basis of the legal relationship between the lord and his land was the private law of ownership of land and
soil - dominium, also called proprietas terrae. Actual sovereignty therefore rested on
this legal basis. The iuris dictio, the imperium, was an outcome of the property base
and was aquired on the basis of its possession. The higher feudal liege with its bans
and regalia was essentially only the recognition of an already existing right. The basic
difference between these public rights and all private rights of ownership was as little known as the uniformity of sources in which all public rights originate«.
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German) of the sovereign. 20 When used in this sense, Gewere meant the factual holding and exercising of a power of control over the land, on which the
presumption of the legality of the exercise of that control was based. This
power of control was not, as the Roman term imperium indicated, a plenitude potestatis, a comprehensive unified sovereignty from which all of the singular rights of the sovereign were derived. Moreover, dominion over the
land was composed of a multitude of specific, protected prerogatives - of
power over life and death, regalia, liege lordship and, at the centre, the princely treasures (the dominium) - as a narrow sphere of complete and immediate power. 21 All these territorial legal relationships were extremely complicated and obscure, because the extent of the sovereign's rights differed
depending on the historical development of the territory, and because there
were, alongside the sovereign, other manorial lords who were also able to
exercise ban rights and grant fiefs.
Thus, neither territorial sovereignty in the modern sense of the word exisded, nor could the ruling power of the dominus terrae be based on an alleged
patrimonial private law principle. Neither private property nor peasant land
rights formed its basis. Territorial sovereignty was no more based on a private law-like property relationship than were the rural lordships. Even if
today we subsume the Gewere within the system of private law, this does not
exclude the possibility that it was an institution of constitutional law during
the Middle Ages. As a matter of fact the concept of a patrimonial State, which
has repeatedly and falsely been attributed to medieval jurisprudence, was
an invention of German jurists of the eighteenth century, who were searching for a legal basis for the statehood of the German territories. 22 As Brunner
has demonstrated, the sources do not support such a concept, as continued
into the nineteenth century through the political theory of C.L. von Haller.
III. »Openness«
The third mark of the medieval ruling structure, apart from its personalisation
and link with territorial allegiance, is the »openness« of the polities which existed within the feudal system. This refers to the blurred and permeable character of those polities as well as to their multiplicity and entanglement with
feudal law relations, all of which prevented a sharp demarcation between the
law of nations, imperial law, canon law and especially territorial law.
Innumerable holders of public power, linked by feudal ties and existing in
a heirarchy of subordination and domination, interacted with one another
in ways that were later only imaginable among States. They made war and
concluded peace treaties with one another as well as with their liege lords.
Small towns in central and northern Italy repeatedly engaged in wars

20 See: infra, pp. 67, 122 ff.
21 Brunner, Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte, 1958, p. 412 ff.
22 K. Beyerle, »Patrimonialstaat im Staatslexikon der Görresgesellschaft«, p. 76, cited
in Brunner, Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte, 1958, p. 173 ff.
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against the Emperor and concluded peace treaties with him, regardless of
the fact that they were already bound through feudal allegiance. Allegiance
and commitment by alliance, feodus et amicitia, were almost indistinguishable. The law of nations and feudal law were closely interwoven in terms
of ideas and institutions like foedus, confoederatio and citadinantia (the
acquiring of urban citizenship by a foreign feudal lord).23
There are three elements which above all characterise this »openness« of the
medieval feudal polities: first, the involvement in feudal relations with foreign
rulers; second, the relative independence of fief tenants in relation to their
territorial ruler, which gave these relations a quality close to international law;
third, the influence of the Church over the political affairs of the polity.
In the era of Otto the Great numerous French magnates were vassals of
the German King and could call for his assistance if they were threatened by
the Ring of France or by pretenders to the French crown.24 Later on, and in
particular from the beginning of the thirteenth century, increasing numbers
of German princes entered into feudal relations with foreign rulers. English
and French princes were able to obligate German vassals through, in particular, capital or rental fiefs.25 These vassals, when entering into a plurality of obligations, reserved their loyalty to their original and actual liege lord.
However, they usually remained neutral in cases of conflict between their
various liege lords. Monetary fiefs of this kind became a prefered and - especially for the financially weak German Empire - disastrous instrument of
foreign policy. Double-vassalage became »the legal form of neutrality« for
cities in frontier regions26 and for German princes involved in conflicts
between the Emperor and foreign powers. Feudal contracts concluded for
such purposes have, with some justification, been called »precursors of later
international alliances«.27 On the other hand, the loose structure of the feudal polities became visible in contractual agreements between kings and
their vassals, which frequently resembled quasi-international treaties in
more or less obvious ways. Significant examples were the alliances which
Philip I of France concluded with his vassals, the dukes of Anjou and the
counts of Flanders, as if they were foreign rulers.28 In Germany this development reached its apogee with the Confoederatio cum principibus ecclesiasticis of 1220 and the Statutum infavorem principum of 1231, both of which
were concluded during the reign of Emperor Frederick II.

23 Paradisi, Civitas Maxima, Studi di Storia del Diritto Internazionale, Vol. 2, 1974,
p. 663 f., 671, 673, 678 ff.
24 H. Mitteis, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 136; F.L. Ganshof, »Depuis quand
a-t-on pu être vassal de plusieurs seigneurs?« in Mélanges P. Fournier (Paris, 1929) 261.
25 W. Kienast, Die deutschen Fürsten im Dienste der fVestmächte bis zum Tode Philipps
des Schönen von Frankreich, Vol. 1, 1924, p. 39 ff., Vol 2(1), 1931, p. 2 ff.; H. Mitteis,
Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 289.
26 »Die juristische Form der Neutralität« - Paradisi, Civitas Maxima, Studi di Storia
del Diritto Internazionale, Voi. 2, 1974, p. 662.
27 »Vorläufer der späteren völkerrechtlichen Bündnisse« - Mitteis, Der Staat des
hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 386.
28 Ibid. pp. 227 & 238.
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Among the many methods of ecclesiastical influence over secular government, only one institution needs to be emphasised. It indicates the distance
between medieval and modern governmental structures particularly well
and was known as spiritual jurisdiction. That which gives the medieval polity such a strange appearance to modern eyes, is the wide-reaching ecclesiastical juridical system which was progressively established. This was
comparable to its secular counterpart in every respect, be it in the number
of people employed in its operation, the number of legal actions or acts of
consensual jurisdiction, or in the juridical character of its proceedings and
the execution of sentences.29
This ecclesiastical jurisdiction was by no means restricted to spiritual
matters in respect of the persons subjected to it. Constantine the Great had
already conveyed upon the Church the right to adjudicate in secular disputes where at least one party had appealed to a bishop's court. Benedictus
Levita referred to this right in his famous collection of capitularía.
Alexander III supported the principle that the ecclesiastical court was competent in secular matters whenever the secular judge, for malicious reasons,
delayed rendering a decision. In a further step, Innocent III attempted to
establish the possibility of an appeal to the Bishop or Pope whenever a
secular court rendered an unjust verdict, or whenever elected arbitrators
confirmed that a secular judge had unfairly favoured one party. As a result,
the Church intervened extensively in secular court proceedings, very early
on, intensively and enduringly in Germany, and to a lesser extent in
England and France. Ecclesiastical jurisdiction reached its zenith during
the period in which the papacy made its strongest claims to universal sovereignty; later on this jurisdiction was curtailed as a result of the reaction
of the secular powers, especially in England and France. This curtailment
was largely complete, in western Europe, by the first half of the fifteenth
century.

IV. Feuds and the Right of Resistance
»Agreements concluded between kings and their vassals in the above-mentioned form have to be seen in conjunction with the fact that politics, even
in the most extreme consequence of war, takes place not only between but
also within medieval States, which are subdivided by the medieval Empire

29 »Was dem mittelalterlichen Herrschaftsverband für moderne Augen ein so seltsames Gepräge gibt, ist dies, dass in ihm nach und nach eine weitverzweigte geistliche Gerichtsorganisation aufgebaut wird, die es in jeder Hinsicht, ob man nun auf
die Zahl der beschäftigten Personen oder auf die Menge der Prozesse und die Akte
der freiwilligen Gerichtsbarkeit oder auf die juristische Eigenart des Verfahrens und
der Strafvollstreckung blickt, mit der staatlichen mindestens aufnehmen kann«. - P.
Kirn, »Der mittelalterliche Staat und das geistliche Gericht«, (1926) 15 dig. Kanonistische Abteilung 162, 163 ff.
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into local authorities and which have rights and obligations on either side of
a conscious divide between autonomous internal and external politics«.30
Indeed it must be realised that such politics »can also, under certain circumstances, be consciously applied against superior potentates«. 31 In order
to gain a full and independent grasp of this situation one requires, as
Brunner explained, a clear analysis, detached from all modern legal concepts, of two medieval legal concepts, namely the right to feud and the right
of resistance.
The characteristics of the right to feud and the right of resistence will be
seriously misunderstood if they are seen from the angle of modern legal and
political thought and dismissed as rudiments of a pre-legai or pre-social age,
or as anarchy and the »power of the fist«.32 Just feuding (rechte Fehde) was,
from a medieval perspective, an application of force which was not only a
permitted, but possibly also a required and executed act of authority which
was legally strictly regulated and aimed at nothing other than the enforcement of the law. In modern legal thought, which in principle does not concede a right of self-help to the individual (and when it does do so, does so
only exceptionally, in strictly limited cases), it is difficult to understand a
concept of the just feud between members of one and the same alliance as a
matter of permitted or even required law enforcement. Moreover, in so far as
the feud transgressed the political frontiers of an alliance (i.e. was conducted in co-operation with foreign powers but directed against the local sovereign, or conducted in foreign territory and directed against the authorities
there), these were events which could not be described in terms of modern
national law or international law. As Brunner has written: »We can only
regard them as serious violations of national and international law, internally as high treason and externally as armed intervention in the internal affairs
of foreign States«.33 A scientific interpretation of the situation is only possible
if one distances oneself from all modern prejudices of this sort and understands medieval legal concepts on the basis of their own premises.
Medieval legal thought was still rooted firmly in archaic concepts of
revenge. Each legal injury required revenge. Although grave misdeeds
resulted in the lawbreaker being outlawed, sometimes he was also exposed,
30 »Dass es Politik, bis zur äussersten Konsequenz des Krieges vorgetriebene Politik,
nicht nur zwischen den mittelalterlichen >Staaten<, sondern auch in ihnen gibt, dass
sich die mittelalterlichen Reiche in lokale Gewalten aufgliedern, denen das Recht und
die Pflicht zustehen, eine in gewissen Grenzen selbständige Politik innerhalb und
ausserhalb des Landes zu treiben«. - Brunner, Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte, 1958, p. 13.
31 »Unter gewissen Umständen auch gegen die übergeordneten Gewalten richten
kann«. - ibid., p. 13.
32 »Faustrecht«. See: Dickmann, Friedensrecht und Friedenssicherung, 1971, pp. 98 ff.,
102; J. Engel, »Von der spätmittelalterlichen res publica Christiana zum Mächte-Europa der Neuzeit«, in Handbuch der europäischen Geschichte, Vol. 3, 1971, p. 307, 369.
33 »Wir können sie nur als grobe Brüche des Staats- und Völkerrechts betrachten, als
Hochverrat im Innern, als gewaltsame Einmischung in das innere Leben fremder
Staaten nach aussen«. - Brunner, Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte,
1958, p. 28.
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additionally or exclusively, to revenge on the part of the injured person or
the injured person's kinsfolk or friends. Killing, wounding, and grievous or
deadly insult were the foundations of relationships of vendetta, of deadly or
extreme enmity. Such relationships could develop between members of all
classes. The chivalrous feud, however, initiated by diffidatio, was only open
to the nobility or to landlords and associations on a par with the nobility, although they could use it in respect of any dispute. Although both forms were
distinct, they nevertheless belonged to the same phenomenon of »feud« in
the wider sense, that is to say of »enmity«. The chivalrous feud acquired farreaching political importance against the background of the feudal structure of medieval polities and played an important role in the development
of international legal institutions. According to Engel, »the classical
European law of nations in modern times was a direct continuation of the
law of revenge in the Late Middle Ages«.34 Similarly, Mitteis referred to feudal law in its entirety as the »form of thinking for international relations«
and the »cradle of international law«.35
»The chivalrous feud also aimed at revenge and the restoration of the
right which had been violated. Feuding was a form of law enforcement
which stood alongside that of court proceedings. As Brunner explained:
The injured person could choose between a feud and a court action. The
latter, however, meant fighting the dispute in court. Originally it was also a
fight - a fight of the parties in court, under oath, in a kind of judicial duel.
The sentence of the court stated only which side was right. It was left to the
victorious party to execute the judgment. The feud could develop directly
into acts of revenge, as for instance the killing of the wrong-doer in the case
of a vendetta. It could result in a private levy, that is the seizure of illegally
taken property. It could also be restricted to targeted damage caused to an
adversary through acts of revenge, until he acquiesced to the demands«. 36
A just feud required a just cause, otherwise it was regarded as an unjust
or arbitrary feud and referred to as »robbery« or »tyranny«. A just feud was
frequently tied to a preceding law-suit, whereby it became a kind of subsidiary legal remedy. In all cases the diffidatio, the formal proclamation of

34 »Das klassische europäische Völkerrecht der Neuzeit als die gradlinige Fortsetzung des spätmittelalterlichen Fehderechts«. - J. Engel, op cit., p. 369.
35 »Denkform für internationale Beziehungen« and »Wiege des Völkerrechts« - Mitteis,
»Politische Verträge des Mittelalters«, in Die Rechtsidee in der Geschichte, 1957, p. 567,599.
36 »Der in seinem Rechte Gekränkte hat die Möglichkeit, zwischen der Fehde und
der Klage vor Gericht zu wählen. Der Rechtsgang aber bedeutet nur, dass der Streit
nun vor Gericht ausgekämpft wird. Denn auch der Rechtsgang ist ursprünglich
Kampf; Kampf der Parteien vor Gericht, mit Eiden, im gerichtlichen Zweikampf. Der
Spruch des Gerichts sagt nur, auf wessen Seite das Recht ist. Es ist Sache der obsiegenden Partei, das Urteil durchzuführen. Der Fehdegang kann unmittelbar zur
Rachehandlung übergehen, so z.B. zur Tötung des Missetäters im Falle der Blutrache,
er kann zur >Privatpfändung<, d.h. zur Beschlagnahme des entfremdeten Gutes
führen, er kann sich endlich auch auf >schaden trachten< beschränken, d.h. dem
Gegner durch Fehdehandlungen so lange Schaden zufügen, bis er den Forderungen
nachgibt«. - Brunner, Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte, 1958, p. 45.
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enmity, was an indispensible prerequisite. It was performed through a messenger or in writing through a letter of enmity. The letter was restored if
atonement, the concluding of a peace, was achieved.37
Feuds directed at the authorities were naturally of particular political and
constitutional importance. Throughout the Middle Ages the Germanic idea
was maintained that the ruler was also bound by law and that the unlawful
exercise of his power justified and even required resistance.38 Eike von
Repgow formulated this principle in his Saxon Mirror, stating:
»Every man is required to resist his King's and judge's unlawful deeds, and
to assist such resistance, even if he is their kin or feudatory. And in doing so
he does not violate his allegiance«. 39
If in subsequent centuries it was a mark of »sovereignty« for the absolute
monarch to enact legislation and exercise a jurisdiction of last instance, from
this perspective it is impossible to speak of sovereignty on the part of the
medieval ruler. As Brunner explained: »The lawfulness of his action and command could be contested by anyone who was affected detrimentally by it«.40
In addition to each individual's right to resist, there was also an ecclesiastical right to resist which acquired enormous political weight in the struggle between Emperor and Pope. The image of the tyrannus, the King who by
his unlawful behaviour forfeited his royal stature, was the centrepiece of a
fully developed ecclesiastical doctrine of resistance.41
In terms of the history of international law it is of considerable significance that these doctrines and institutions were contingent upon the fundamental »openness« of the polities. Although of fundamental importance to
the use of force in modern international law, the distinctions between war
and civil war, and between internal and external enemy, could not fully be
drawn in such situations of »openness«. Within the res publica Christiana
there was no legal difference between war and feud. In Brunner's words:
»Diffidatio and the declaration of war were identical. When the Roman
King or Emperor declared war on the Kings of France or Hungary he used
the same formulae for proclaiming enmity and preserving honour as minor
noblemen did«.42
37 Ibid., pp. 55 ff., 65, 91 ff., 126 ff.
38 F. Kern, Gottesgnadentum und Widerstandsrecht im ftiihen Mittelalter, 1951, p. 169 ff.
39 »Der Mann muss wohl auch seinem König und seinem Richter, [wenn dieser]
Unrecht [tut], widerstehen und sogar helfen ihm zu wehren in jeder Weise, selbst
wenn jen [er] sein Verwandter oder [Lehns[herr ist. Und damit verletzt er seine
Treuepflicht nicht«. - Ibid., p. 167.
40 »Kann in seiner Rechtmässigkeit von jedem bestritten werden, der durch dieses
Handeln und Gebieten betroffen ist«. - Brunner, Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte, 1958, p. 168.
41 F. Kern, Gottesgnadentum und Widerstandsrecht im frühen Mittelalter,
1951,
p. 204 ff.
42 »Kriegserklärung und Absage sind identisch; wenn der römische König oder
Kaiser den Königen von Frankreich oder Ungarn >absagt<, so geschieht das in denselben Formeln der Erklärung der Feindschaft und des Bewahrens der Ehre wie zwischen zwei kleinen Adligen«. Brunner, Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte, 1958, p. 52.
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If the Church in its teachings denied private individuals the right to make
war and sought to make it conditional upon a licence from a higher authority, an auctoritas principisi
this can only be seen as a programmatic
requirement directed against positive law and on the same level as the
Church's efforts to contain feuding and private warfare through the proclamation of a »Peace of God« (Treuga Dei).44 At first the only difference between war and feud concerned the extent and intensity of military action.
Only in the Late Middle Ages was the concept of war tied to specific legal
prerequisites. As Bartolus had explained, the right to make war was confined to principes superiores non recognoscentes. The estates insisted that
a »substantial war«, which, unlike »common« feuds required the entire
resources of the country, should only be initiated in accordance with their
counsel. 45
The medieval polities were also »open« in respect of the operation and
influence of the Church. The Church's doctrine of resistance did not remain
an abstract theory, but became an actual and practical instrument of control
over temporal authorities. As an obedient, Christian son of the Church,
every medieval ruler had to render account to it. The Church was obliged to
scrutinise each ruler's every deed, including both his private way of life and
governmental activities, ratione peccati. The Church could impose spiritual
disciplinary measures on him. The ecclesiastical doctrine of resistance prevailed over that of passive obedience. (Rom. 15;1: »Let every soul be subject
unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of God; the powers that
be are ordained of God«.) This led to the conclusion that it was the subject's
obligation of faith to refuse to obey an excommuniated ruler and thereby to
contribute to his removal from office. The linkage between imperial outlawry and ecclesiastical excommunication was the legal form in which the
right of resistance materialised. 46
One must keep in mind the essential difference between the political and
constitutional order of the Middle Ages and the structure of the modern
State when analysing the institutions of the medieval law of nations. If it is
permissible to speak of a medieval law of nations, which it is, one has to
keep in mind that its basis and premises were very different from those of
the modern law of nations. The recasting of medieval polities into modern
States provided a new basis for the international legal order. Concepts such
as sovereignty, territorial jurisdiction, State borders, domestic affairs, intervention and civil war would be inappropriate if applied within the historical
context of the Middle Ages. Several other terms may only be used with the
reservation that for legal thinking in the Middle Ages they had their own
43 Thomas Aquinas, Summa theol. II. qu., 40, art. 1: »Non enim pertinet ad privatam
personam bellum movere: quia potest ius suum in iudicio superioris prosequi.
Similiter etiam quia convocare multitudinem quod in bellis oportet fieri, non pertinet
ad personam privatam«.
44 Mitteis, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 207 ff.; Dickmann, Friedensrecht
und Friedenssicherung, 1971, p. 104 ff.
45 Brunner, Feudalismus. Ein Beitrag zur Begriffsgeschichte, 1958, p. 53.
46 Eichmann (ed.), Acht und Bann im Reichsrecht des Mittelalters, 1909.
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specific meaning and context. The examination of the principles and institutions of the medieval law of nations which is undertaken in the following
chapters therefore keeps this special character and structure of the medieval polities constantly in mind.

Chapter Four
Admission to the Family of Nations:
Approbation and Recognition

Time and again each international legal order has been confronted with the
problem of the revolutionary transformation of its component political entities. Former rulers w e r e disempowered and overthrown, new ones seized
power. What had been usurpers became candidates for »recognition«, both
as »legitimate« holders of authority, and as »subjects« of the law capable of
acting with legal effectiveness in international relations. Other members of
the family of nations could not avoid dealing with such claims and taking a
position on them. Sometimes new political entities were born outside the
existing international legal community and requested acceptance as new
members. Thus it was again necessary to decide on the validity of these
claims.
Modern international law has developed certain technical legal terms and
institutions for handling such questions. They are usually dealt with under
the summary heading of »recognition of new States and governments«. This
institution, which is based on free reciprocal recognition of the subjects of
international law, is conditional upon the existence of the modern State
system. One should not expect to find elaborate legal forms of this structure
in the medieval legal order. Such a search would be bound to fail. Abstract
recognition of a polity as a member of the Christian family of nations and a
subject of the pertinent legal order was totally foreign to medieval legal
thought. Legal acts comparable to modern »recognition« were always related to the individual person of a certain ruler, or, in the case of municipal
authorities, to a specific group of municipal leaders. The significance of
such acts can only partially be compared with that of »recognition« in the
modern sense of the term. When dealing with problems of recognition in
the medieval law of nations it is therefore necessary to set aside the modern
meaning of this legal concept and to ascertain its original legal configuration, which served in the Middle Ages to deal with the questions now summarised under this heading in modern law. It is an oversimplification to
contend, as some authors do,1 that in relation to the medieval legal order
there was no reciprocal recognition of international legal subjects on the
basis of equality, but only the authority of the Pope to recognise or to deny
recognition to new polities. The conclusion that this recognition had a constitutive character and formed the basis of legal subjectivity only leads to
other conclusions which are wide of the mark.

1 See: M. Zimmermann, »La crise de l'organisation internationale à la fin du moyen
âge«, (1933 II) 44 Recueil des Cours 315, 367 f.
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In searching for medieval acts of recognition, it is necessary to abandon
the modern conception of recognition in the form of written notes and
proclamations and to look for conspicuous symbolic acts, which were more
in line with the spirit of the Middle Ages. The distinguished medieval historian Percy Ernst Schramm has taught us much about the specific »State symbolism« of this age by answering such important questions as:
»How does a medieval ruler demonstrate clearly, that he is the ruler? How
do his subjects demonstrate that they recognise him as the ruler? What do
others avoid, in order to avoid the suspicion that they pretend to ruling status? How does a prince demonstrate that he submits to another, or that he
imagines him to be his equal, or even his superior?« 2
Schramm designated the answers to these questions as descriptors of this
medieval »State symbolism«, which he instructively illustrated through the
example of the recognition of Charlemagne as Emperor.3 This process
involved most of the ingredients of recognition by symbolic acts, including
the insignia and garments of the ruler, thrones in imperial palaces and in
cathedrals, titles and honoriñcs, the decorative appearance of documents,
the use of monograms, seals, bulls, coins, prayers and laudations, signs of
participation in spiritual officiation, such as mitres, ecclesiastical robes and
privileged placement in the ranks of canons and during holy mass.
Two decisive aspects of the political history of the medieval Occident
strike one as being legal acts resembling international legal recognition.
When, in 751, Pippin the Younger deposed the last Ring of the Merovingian
dynasty, Childeric III, and succeeded - contrary to the rules of Merovingian blood succession - in winning election as Ring of the Franks, he
had already assured himself of the approbation of Pope Zacharias.
According to Frankish historical tradition, in the Pope's opinion it was better »to call the person who holds the power of the Ring in his hands, rather
than one, who remains without power«. 4 After the election Pippin was
annointed, presumably by the papal vicar, Boniface, the most prestigious
ecclesiastical prince north of the Alps. In 754 the ceremony was repeated,
with Pope Stephen II anointing him with his own hands. This papal act of
recognition of a ruler who had usurped power contrary to all principles of
traditional legitimacy established a precedent which would endure for
centuries.

2 »Wodurch macht ein mittelalterlicher Herrscher sinnfällig, dass er der Herrscher
ist? Wodurch bezeigen seine Untertanen, dass sie ihn als ihren Herrscher anerkennen? Was meiden die anderen, um nicht in den Verdacht zu kommen, dass sie es auch
seien? Wodurch bringt ein Fürst zum Ausdruck, dass er sich einem anderen unterstellt, dass er sich ihm gleich viel dünkt, dass er sich als Übergeordneter ansieht?«
See: Schramm, Die Anerkennung Karls des Grossen als Kaiser, pp. 449-515, esp.
p. 511 ff.
3 Ibid.
4 »Ut melius esset illum regem vocari, qui potestatem haberet, quam ilium, qui sine
regali potestate manebat«. - Ann. Regni. Franc, a. 749; Monumenta
Germaniae
Histórica 8; F. Kern, Gottesgnadentum und Widerstandsrecht im früheren Mittelalter.
Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der Monarchie, 1915, pp. 298, 58, 77, 90.
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The other important event of comparable significance occurred in 921,
when Charles III (»the Simple«), King of the Western Franks from the
Carolingian dynasty, met with Henry I, King of the Eastern Franks and Duke
of Saxony, in the middle of the river Rhine near Bonn. There they signed a
treaty assuring mutual recognition of each other as rulers of the western
and eastern parts of the Kingdom of the Franks. It read:
»I, Charles, by the grace of God, King of the Western Franks, will, from this
day on, be a friend to this friend of mine, Henry, King of the Eastern Franks.
This I shall do to the best of my knowledge and power, on condition that he
himself swears the same oath to me and abides by what he has promised. So
help me God and these holy relics«.5
The division of the Carolingian Empire, which occurred in 911 as a result
of the election of the Frankish Duke Conrad I as King of the Eastern Franks,
was thus legally confirmed through this recognition of an independent royal
authority in the eastern part of the Empire and the concession, by Charles
III, of his birth-rights. This Treaty of Bonn may be regarded as a legal act
corresponding to international legal recognition.6
Thus, another, no less important precedent appeared alongside the papal
sanctioning of the usurper Pippin's rule, one which also implied the existence of a rule of free reciprocal recognition of secular rulers during the
Early Middle Ages. Although the prerequisites of both legal acts changed
fundamentally during the period in which papal power increased in the
High Middle Ages, they are nevertheless symptomatic of the key problems
concerning recognition throughout the entire development of the medieval
law of nations. Recognition by the Pope, in the form of his approbation,
gained increasing legal and political significance. Yet the mutual recognition of secular powers retained its own particular importance.
Papal policy sought to ensure for the Holy See a far-reaching right of approbation in addition to recognition. This right was meant to apply in cases of
legal discontinuity, of rival claims for power on the part of two or more pretenders to the throne, and above all in all cases of doubt in respect of the legitimacy of the holders of temporal power. It was also intended as a general right
of the Curia to examine the suitability of a new ruler and to pronounce its
approbation or reprobation. The problem of the papal authority to approve or
disprove a newly elected emperor is closely linked to the central problems of
medieval imperial history and can only be touched upon here. However, the

5 »Ego Carolus divina propinante dementia rex Francorum occidentalium amodo
ero huic amico meo regi orientali Heinrico amicus, sicut amicus per rectum debet
esse suo amico secundum meum scire ac posse, ea vero ratione, si ipse mihi iuraverit ipsum reliquiae«. - Monumenta Germaniae Histórica, legum Sectio IV, constitutiones I, 1, Para. 2-3. See also: L. ν. Ranke, Weltgeschichte (7th edn.), 1928, Vol. 6,
p. 67.
6 A. Wegner, »Geschichte des Völkerrechts«, in Handbuch des Völkerrechts, 1936,
Vol. 1, Part 3, p. I l l ; H. Mitteis, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 98.
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fact that papal claims of approbation prevailed vis-à-vis the election of emperors cannot be disputed.7 The regular expeditions of emperors to Rome and the
importance which they themselves attached to the Roman coronation rites,
strongly indicate that this was the case. At times it was contended that the
Roman-German king was per se authorised to use the title of emperor and to
exercise imperial rights. Before their coronations, Conrad III and Frederick I
behaved accordingly in their relations with the Byzantines. Yet neither this
proposition, nor another that suggested that the people of Rome had the right
to elect the King of the Romans, gained any credence. 8
Time and again, the Church tried to extend the model of the papal consecration bestowed upon the Emperor to all secular rulers. Bernard of
Clairvaux, Hugo of St. Victor and especially John of Salisbury supported
such ideas.
The requirement of papal approbation was emphatically asserted in respect of the Ring of the Romans after his election by the German princes. 9
This claim was more concretely defined during the War of Investiture. In his
Venerabilem decree of 1202, Innocent III reinforced the claim by giving it a
legal basis in canon law. In the thirteenth century, Innocent IV in particular
extended the claim on this basis. Boniface VIII formulated it in such a way
that its binding force applied even in cases of electoral unanimity:
»This claim strives to assert decisive judgment on the election of every
Roman-German king and to subject the election to controls of process and
result. In similar fashion to the election of a bishop, it seeks to confirm the
election of the Ring, not only in respect of approbation or dismissal of the
candidate-elect for receiving the imperial crown, but above all for assuming
governing powers over the Empire in general«. 10
In contrast to the customary rules relating to the approbation of a new
Emperor, however, the papal claim of approbation did not apply in respect
of the majority of occidental rulers. However, ecclesiastical consecration,
which had taken form as the right of approbation under Pippin, remained a
constitutive element of occidental royal rule throughout the Middle Ages. It
played an unchallenged, central role in the coronation rites. However, in
contrast to the imperial coronation, the ecclesiastical ordination of kings
acquired an almost contrary function to the papal claim. It was not to be
administered by the Pope, but rather by the metropolitans (i.e. supreme

7 E. Kern, Gottesgnadentum
und Widerstandsrecht im früheren Mittelalter,
1915,
p. 105 f. The last case of an exercise of the right of an Emperor to approve a newly
elected Pope was by Gregory III (731-41). Later, the right was neither accepted, nor
claimed. See: P.E. Schramm, »Die Anerkennung Karls d. Grossen als Kaiser. Ein Kapitel aus der Geschichte der mittelalterlichen Staatssymbolik«, (1951) 172 Historische
Zeitschrift 449, 454.
8 E. Stengel, Den Kaiser macht das Heer, 1910; E. Eichmann, »Die rechtliche und
kirchenpolitische Bedeutung der Kaisersalbung im Mittelalter«, in Festschrift
G. v. Hertling, 1913.
9 Mitteis, Die deutsche Königswahl, 1938.
10 »Strebte dieser Anspruch nichts w e n i g e r an, als über jede deutsche Königswahl
das entscheidende Urteil zu fällen und sie nach Form und Ergebnis zu prüfen und
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bishops) of the national kingdoms. In Germany this fell to the Archbishop of
Mainz, in France the Archbishop of Reims, and in England the Archbishop
of Canterbury. T h e spiritual consecration did not touch the temporal foundations of royalty, be they by election or hereditary succession. Its true function was not so much a confirmation granted in the Church's discretion, but
rather an obligatory act which elevated and blessed the ruler and would at
the same time serve to legitimate the royal regulation over the Church.
T h e r e f o r e , f r o m the time of Gregory VII, it was the aim of the Papacy to
reduce the spiritual significance of the consecration, and in particular to
deny it the character (it had begun to acquire) of a sacrament. 11
T h e fact that a ruler sent the Pope a formal announcement of having assumed office cannot be interpreted as a confirmation of the papal right of
approbation. This is quite evident f r o m the w o r d i n g of Barbarossa's notice
of election to Pope Eugene III, w h e r e he wrote:
»Pursuant to the solemn custom of the Roman Empire, which has been
passed down to us by our forefathers, the Emperors and Kings, w e have
decided to send into the presence of Your Holiness and to the Holy City our
ambassadors, Eberhard, the reverend Bishop of Bamberg, a wise and
honourable man, together with Hillo, Bishop-elect of Trier, and Adam, Abbot
of Eberbach, in order that you may be informed, both f r o m the testimony of
the present letter and f r o m their living word, of our elevation and of the
state of the entire Church and that of the Empire«. 1 2
T h e Ring expressly omitted a phrase, which had been proposed by Abbot
Wibald, which described Eugene III as: »proclaiming him King and Protector of the Church«. 1 3
Nevertheless, there w e r e many cases of kings and princes, w h o s e legitimacy seemed doubtful, seeking and receiving papal approbation. Kings of
France and England, of Denmark and Sweden, of Aragon and Castille, of
Portugal, Hungary, Poland, Dalmatia and Bulgaria, even Russian rulers and
several German kings sought papal approbation. William of Sicily d e e m e d
papal approbation important enough that, after he had vanquished the
papal forces of Hadrian IV and negotiated the Peace of Benevent in 1156, he
wie eine Bischofswahl zu konfirmieren, d. h. den Gewählten nicht nur zum Empfang
der Kaiserkrone, sondern überhaupt zum Antritt der Regierung des Reiches zu approbieren oder auch gegebenfalls zu verwerfen«. - H.E. Feine, »Die Approbation der
luxemburgischen Kaiser in ihren Rechtsformen an der Kurie«, (1938) 27 Savigny
Zeitschrift für kanonisches Recht 364-97.
11 Kern, Gottesgnadentum
und Widerstandsrecht im früheren Mittelalter,
1915,
pp. 97 fT., 106, 109 fT.
12 »Sollemnem itaque imperii Romani morem á proavis nostris imperatoribus vildelicet et regibus ad nos transmissum sequentes legatum nostrum, virum scilicet
discretum et honestum Eberhardum, venerabilem Bavenbergensem episcopum, adiunctis sibi Hillino Trevirensi electo et Adamo Everacensi abbate, ad vestre sanctitatis
presentiam et ad urbem destinare curavimus, ut tarn ex presentís pagine indicio
quam ex ipsorum viva voce de nostris provectibus et totius ecclesie ac regni statu certiores esse possitis«. - Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 1, p. 462; Monumenta Germaniae Histórica,
legum Sectio IV, const. I (1893), No. 137, p. 191 fî.
13 Otto, Friedrich Barbarossa (no date), p. 19.
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obliged it to be granted. It is necessary to visualise the motives and circumstances of these demands for recognition: they always involved questionable, usurpatory or as yet unconsolidated changes of power, which sought to
acquire legitimacy through the Pope's sanction. When two rival German
kings, Henry IV and Rudolf of Swabia, struggled for power between 1077 and
1080, they both presented themselves as candidates for papal approval.
Lothar of Supplinburg, who went to great lengths to prevail against the resistance of the Staufen dynasty, addressed a notice of election to the Pope in
1125, in which he asked for approbation. The Norman Ring William the
Conqueror, who acquired his realms by conquest, deemed papal recognition indispensable. The double election of Otto IV and Philip of Swabia as
Roman-German Ring in 1198 offered a favourable opportunity for the Holy
See to reinforce its claims to the power of approbation. Russian and
Bulgarian rulers, whose membership in the occidental family of nations was
doubtful for geographical, religious and cultural reasons, thought it necessary to obtain the confirmation of the Roman Popes. All of these w e r e typical situations involving the problem of recognition. They indicate that it was
always politically advantageous to receive papal recognition; but they do not
prove that this was legally required.
The legal forms of papal approbation w e r e manifold. They included
anointment by the Pope, by a papal legate or by a delegated bishop, and the
sending of a bull or papal decretal. 14 T h e prerequisites for papal recognition w e r e determined by ecclesiastical and religious criteria. In this respect
the doctrine of recognition coincided with the teachings of the Church relating to the right of resistance and to jurisdiction ratione peccati. According
to canon law, baptismal vows and legitimate birth w e r e basic prerequisites,
whereas ungodliness and heresy w e r e fundamental obstacles. As the claims
of the Church grew, so a doctrine of impedimenta developed, which defined
the obstacles to the suitability of a ruler, to his general suitability, and thus
his right to approbation. 15 This catalogue of requirements and obstacles had
at first been formulated in respect of the approbation of the Emperor's enthronement - above all in the famous Venerabilem decree issued by Innocent
III in 1202. Subsequently however, they w e r e applied to a greater or lesser
extent in relation to all other Christian kings and princes. Paragraphs 8 and
9 of Venerabilem mention descent from a genus persecutorum, a family hostile to the Church, as a particular obstacle to enthronement. 16 It is remarkable that, for a long time, the Church did not restrict itself to impedimenta
ratione peccati, but took into account requirements which related to the entire temporal political order. The political suitability of a pretender to the
crown, and his general suitability as a ruler w e r e regarded as criteria for
recognition. The decision of Pope Zacharias against the Merovingian Ring
Childeric was based upon these criteria. And in his letter to Bishop
Hermann of Metz in 1081, Gregory VII stressed these criteria, stating that
14 Zimmermann, op cit. note 1, p. 358.
15 Kern, op cit. note 11, p. 64 IT.
16 K. Zeumer, »Quellensammlung zur Geschichte der deutschen Reichsverfassung«,
in Mittelalter und Neuzeit (2nd edn.), 1913, Vol. 1, p. 32 ff.
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the King of the Franks was not deposed because he was a tyrant, but because he had not used his power and was for that reason unsuitable as a
ruler.17 This argument demonstrates that it was not a principle of legitimacy
as such which formed the basis of the ecclesiastical policy of recognition.
Although the Church was reluctant to be seen to be attributing legal validity to all kinds of defacto power, it did not disregard power as a political prerequisite for all forms of rule.
Similar to States in modern times, the medieval Curia was able to use its
recognition policy for broader diplomatic objectives. Recognition was often
linked to various political conditions. For example, in 1274 Gregory X imposed on the envoys of Rudolf of Habsburg, the condition that the King enter
into a binding engagement in respect of his participation in the conquest of
the Holy Land, and that he desist from his plans to incorporate the Sicilian
papal royal fief into the Empire.18
Although papal approbation carried great weight, the mutual recognition
of the temporal authorities remained politically and legally important.
These forms of recognition can be found from the time of the Treaty of Bonn
of 921 up to the Late Middle Ages. From the middle of the eleventh century,
popes addressed their notices of election, not only to spiritual, but also to
increasing numbers of temporal princes. In 1362, Urban V dispatched his
notice of election to thirty-two spiritual and seventy temporal parties.19 It
was customary to reply with a declaration of obedience. Although in many
cases it is possible to regard such a declaration as being equivalent to political recognition, it cannot be interpreted as having had actual legal force. It
was thus not only the view of the Curia that the medieval concept of a hierarchical structure of Christianity excluded the presumption that the legal
position of the Pope could be qualified by the recognition granted to him by
temporal authorities.
However, mutual recognition was possible in relations between temporal
authorities. In most cases this took the form of a notice of election and, in
respect of countries with hereditary succession, the form of a communication announcing accession to the throne. Sometimes the sending of a notice
followed a solemn ceremony which involved a mission of special envoys. In
1331 Philip of Valois dispatched a special delegation of envoys composed of
two bishops, four temporal magnates and several knights and legal advisers,
to the Court of King Edward III of England in order to request his recognition. The delegation was forced to wait through a long winter for a reply,
which it finally received in May the following year.
The content of the exchanged messages was generally confined to formal
assurances of friendship. Recognition or non-recognition was also often
17 »Romanus Pontifex Zacharias ... regem Francorum non tarn pro suis iniquitatibus
quam pro eo, quod tantae potestati non erat utilis, a regno deposuit; et Pipinum Caroli
Magni imperatoris patrem in eius loco substituit; omnesque Francigenas a iuramento fidelitatis, quod illi fecerant, absolvit«. - Kern, op cit. note 11, p. 58, No. 103.
18 K.J. Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, 7 Vols., 1855-74, Vol. 6, p. 134 ff.
19 F. Gutmann, Die Wahlanzeigen der Päpste bis zum Ende der avignonesischen Zeit,
1931.
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derived f r o m conclusive actions. W h e n Rupert, Count of Palatine, announced in 1400 his election as Roman-German King instead of the deposed
Wenceslas, his notice received no reply f r o m Aragon, Padua, Florence and
Lucca. Modena replied with reservations, Venice made a declaration of neutrality, the Pope set conditions for recognition, and Mantua refused outright
to recognise him. France tried to delay its answer, and only the Ring of
England reacted positively in offering the hand of his daughter in marriage
to the eldest son of the n e w ruler. 20
T h e late medieval practice of preserving claims to distant lands, which
w e r e often impossible to realise, and which w e r e expressed through the
adoption of m o r e or less unreal titles, resulted in graduated and differentiated forms of recognition. As late as the period of transition between the
Middle Ages and modern times, in the Treaties of 1497, 1498 and 1508 between England and France, the English king was identified as Rex Franciae
et Angliae, whereas the French king was restricted to the title of Rex
Francorum.
English diplomacy often tried to avoid disputes as to royal titles,
by simply calling the French king »Louis of France« or »Charles of France«. 21
Such means of diplomatic intercourse may be understood as a type of »de
facto recognition«, as b e c a m e customary in later periods.
T h e particular weight of papal approbation and the coexisting importance
(which should not be misjudged) of mutual recognition between temporal
powers paint a faithful picture of the structure of the medieval family of
nations. T h e y reflect the elevated, albeit not dominant, position of the Pope
within a »Christendom« composed of a plurality of independent polities,
which dealt with each other on a basis of equal rights and reciprocity.

20 R. A.-M. de Maulde-la Clavière, La diplomatie au temps de Machiavel, 1892-93,
Vol. 1, p. 108, fn. 1.
21 Ibid., p. 223.

Chapter Five
Law-Making: Natural Law and Treaty Practice

I. The Law of Nations in the Hierarchy
of the Scholastic System of Natural Law
Was the term »law of nations« (ius gentium) a recognised term within the
language of the medieval sources of law?
The writings of the early medieval teachers of Church theology through to
those of the professors of the Bologna school of jurisprudence demonstrate
the existence of a linguistic usage which included within the term ius gentium a series of basic rules, the character of which was essentially that of the
»law of nations« in our modern understanding of the term. However, the tradition of Roman law was still strongly felt, which meant that the Roman
understanding of ius gentium was never abandoned.1 The term was extended yet further, to comprise those rules which were not part of the law of
nations in the modern sense, but which were common to the laws of all nations.
A definition of ius gentium advanced by Isidore of Seville (560-636) had a
lasting influence:
»lus gentium is the basis for the seizure of dwellings, for the fortifying of
settlements, for wars, captivity, slavery, for the rules concerning the return
of prisoners, for treaties, peace agreements, for the obligation not to injure
an ambassador as well as for the prohibition of marriage between aliens. It
is called ius gentium, because nearly all nations observe it«.2
This definition was adopted word for word in the Decretum Gratiam.
Thomas Aquinas followed essentially the same line of thinking and formulation. According to him, ius gentium comprised all rules which as a result
of man's rationality were considered necessary in all human intercourse
and were therefore observed equally by all nations. They included the fundamental principles which were indispensable in transactions between
nations, such as the principles of the inviolability of envoys and pacta sunt
servanda. It followed that ius gentium included the fundamental structural
principles of the law of nations, but not all of its more detailed provisions.3

1 See: supra, 24 ff.
2 »lus gentium est sedum occupatio, aedificatio munitio, bella, captivitates, servitudes, postliminia, foedera, paces, legatorum non violandorum religio, connubia inter
alienígenas prohibita; et inde ius gentium, quod eo iure omnes fere gentes utuntur«.
- Etymologiae, Book V, Ch. VI.
3 Summa theoL, II, 2, p. 57, para. 3. See also: O. Schilling, Das Völkerrecht nach
Thomas von Aquino, 1919, p. 26 IT.
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When Bartolus of Sassoferrato stated that the division of the world was de
iure gentium, he thereby presupposed the existence of the term ius gentium,
which had evolved out of the tradition of Roman law.4
The same was true of the language of diplomatic practice. A papal letter
to the King of Sicily in 1272 referred to ius gentium as requiring that the
envoys of all nations enjoy complete safety, even at the hands of their enemies.5 Many arbitral awards referred to ius gentium as a source of law in the
same sense.6
Similarly, King Louis VI of France complained to Pope Calixtus III that
Henry I, King of England, had made a prisoner of Count Robert of Bêlleme,
the envoy of the French King, in disregard of the law of nations - spreto iure
gentium.7
In order to determine the position of ius gentium within the legal order, it
must be remembered that all legal thinking in the Middle Ages was derived
from the concept that the legal order had a graduated structure. At the apex
stood the ius divinum, or, in Augustinian terms, the lex aeterna, which was
the divine law of order in its pure and perfect form.
This divine reason was the supreme eternal law which governed the
world. According to Thomas Aquinas: »Tota communitas universi gubernatur ratione divina«.* The eternal law was »written into the heart« of man as
a rational being. It was reflected in him as lex naturalis, that is, as a natural
moral law, which was directly evident even to the most corrupted of souls.
This natural law which stood under the ius divinum, was also the image of
the divine order of creation as reflected in human rationality. It commanded
man to do this and to abstain from doing that, irrespective of the positive law
issued by a human legislator. Its norms were derived from the nature of
things, as this was rationally perceived.
The lowest stratum comprised the lex humana - the positive law or ius
positivum issued by a human legislator. Just as natural law was derived
from divine law and remained incorporated within and could not contradict
it, so human law was only binding in so far as, in Thomas Aquinas' words,
»it is derived from natural law. If it differs from natural law, it is no longer a
law but a corruption of law«. 9

4 N.S. Woolf, Bartolus of Sassoferrato, 1913, p. 110; Mitteis, »Politische Verträge des
Mittelalters«, in Die Rechtsidee in der Geschichte, 1957, p. 576, fn. 33, mentioned the
English author, Alanus de Insulis (1210), who derived the divisio regnorum from ius
gentium.
5 Gregory X to Charles of Anjou: »lus gentium exigat ut legati gentis cuius libet securitate gaudeant, etiam apud hostes«. - J. Raltenbrunner, »Actenstücke zur Geschichte
des deutschen Reiches unter den Kaisern Rudolf I. und Albrecht I«., in Mitteilungen
aus dem vaticanischen Archiv, Vol. I (Vienna, 1898), No. 15.
6 M. Baron de Taube, »Les origines de l'arbitrage international«, (1932 IV) 42 Recueil
des Cours 5, 92.
7 Mitteis, op cit. note 4, p. 576.
8 Summa theoL, II, 1, q. 91, a. 1.
9 »... a lege naturae derivatur. Si vero in aliquo a lege naturali discordet, jam non erit
lex sed legis corruptio«. - Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 1, 493.
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The essential elements of this doctrine of the structure of the legal order
corresponded to the natural law doctrine of Stoic philosophy and to Roman
law which was influenced by this philosophy. Augustinus and the scholastic
thinkers transformed the doctrine when they linked it to the Christian concept of an individual Creator or God and used it to replace the impersonal,
temporal reasoning of the Stoicists. According to their thinking, the origin of
natural law lay, not only in the cosmic universe and the finality of the physical world, but also in God. Thomas Aquinas, who was a true disciple of
Aristotelian philosophy, produced a perfected and carefully thought out version of this thinking. 10
Where is ius gentium to be placed in this stratified order? Isidore had
returned to the Roman law formulation: »lus aut naturale est aut civile aut
gentium«.11 Thomas Aquinas defined the relationship of ius gentium and ius
civile to ius naturale in more precise terms as follows: »First, it is inherent
in the character of human law that it should derive from natural law;
according to this point of view, positive law is divided into ius gentium and
ius civile, which corresponds to the dual derivation of determinations from
natural law«. 12 Ius gentium is the kind of positive law which is deduced
through inference from principles of natural law. Only those positive rules
which have been deduced directly from natural law belong to ius gentium.
Others rules do not, for instance if they are not derived through inference per modum conclusionis - but by way of precise determination - per modum
determinationis - or by way of the application of natural law principles to the
manifold forms of practical human life and action. Rules which are derived
in the latter fashion make up the ius civile, which is a variable positive law,
whereas the original natural law principles and those rules which are derived by inference are valid at all times, everywhere.

10 von Hertling, Thomas von Aquino und die Probleme des Naturrechts,
1883 (in
Historische Beiträge zur Philosophie, 1914, p. 70 ff.); O. Schilling, Naturrecht und Staat
nach der Lehre der alten Kirche, 1914; E. Troeltsch, Aufsätze zur Geistesgeschichte und
Religionssoziologie.
Gesammelte Schriften, 4 vols., Tübingen, 1925, esp. Vol 3(2), »Das
christliche Naturrecht« & Vol. 3(3), »Das stoisch-christliche Naturrecht und das
moderne profane Naturrecht«; E. Troeltsch, Die Soziallehren der christlichen
Kirchen
und Gruppen, 1912; M. Grabmann, Das Naturrecht der Scholastik von Gratian bis
Thomas von Aquino. Mittelalterliches
Geistesleben, Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der
Scholastik und der Mystik, 1926, Vol. 3; Dempf, Sacrum Imperium, Ch. 10; J. Sauter,
Die philosophischen
Grundlagen
des Naturrechts,
1932; H. Rommen, Die ewige
Wiederkehr des Naturrechts (Vienna, 1936); V. Riifner, »Der Begriff der Natur innerhalb des Naturrechts«, (1940/41) 34 Archiv für Rechts- und Sozialphilosophie 50;
A. Verdross, Abendländische Rechtsphilosophie,
1963; F. Utz, Recht und Gerechtigkeit,
Vol. 18 of the German edn. of Summa theologiae des Thomas v. Aquin, 1953; A. Nussbaum, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1960, p. 43 ff.
11 Etym., Vols. 1 & 2, Ch. 6.
12 »Est enim primo de ratione legis humanae quod sit derivata a lege naturae, ut ex
dictis patet. Et secundum hoc dividitur jus positivum in jus gentium et jus civile,
secundum duos modos quibis aliquid derivatur a lege naturae, ut supra dictum est«.
- Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 1, 493.
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It is not evident from Thomas Aquinas' definitions that there was also a
positive law of nations, which was derived per modum determinationis, in
the form of treaties and customary rules. However, the existence and the
validity of such rules in the Middle Ages are beyond doubt. Even this treaty
law and customary law was rooted in natural law, and was justified by the
natural law principle of pacta sunt servanda.
Throughout the Middle Ages the formation of all legal rules was determined consequentially from this scholastic natural law doctrine. To the extent
that natural law was identified with the biblical decalogue (Gratian: »lus
naturale est, quod in lege et Evangelio co Mine tur«...), the ten commandments
formed insurmountable constraints on the law of nations. The close relationship between jurisprudence and theology, which endured into the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, must be understood from this systematic
perspective. This perspective also governed the basic principles of the
methodology of law-making.
In view of the increasing absolutism of positive law, as characterised by
modern theories of international law-making, especially during the nineteenth century, it should be recalled that the classical natural law doctrine
of scolasticism, which was founded by Augustine and which continued
through Isidore, Gratian and his commentator Ruflnus (deceased 1190),
William of Auxerre (Guilelmus Altissiodorensis, dec. circa 1231), Alexander
of Hales (dec. 1245), Bonaventura (dec. 1274) and Albertus Magnus (dec.
1280) to Thomas Aquinas, was not the only school of medieval legal thought.
The »nominalistic« philosophy of William of Occam (dec. 1349), founded
upon the work of Duns Scotus (dec. 1308), developed not only the theological and philosophical antithesis to Thomas Aquinas' work, but also laid the
foundations of a legal metaphysics which was completely contrary to the
classical natural law doctrine and led directly to the legal positivism of later
centuries. 13
The dogmatic difference between these two main streams of medieval
legal thought can only be explained here to the extent necessary to understand the intellectual position of the later »classics« of the modern law of
nations. The final analysis reveals that the antagonistic position of nominalistic legal philosophy vis-à-vis Thomas Aquinas' work was based ultimately upon Occam's understanding of the relationship between God and
nature.
Thomas Aquinas started from the assumption that the natural order of
being in its existence (existentia) and essence (essentia) was identical with
the will of God (voluntas Dei) and divine reason (ratio divina). All being

13 R. Michalski, Les courants philosophiques à Oxford et à Paris pendant leXIVe siècle,
1922/24; D e m p f , Sacrum Imperium, Geschichts- und Staatsphilosophie
des Mittelalters
und der politischen
Renaissance,
1929, p. 504 ff.; E. Hochstätter, Studien
zur
Metaphysik
und Erkenntniskritik
W. von Ockhams,
1927; Georges de L a g a r d e ,
Ockham et son temps (Berlin, 1942); R. Scholz, W. v. Ockham als politischer Denker und
sein Breviloquium de principatu tyrannico, 1944 (with detailed bibliographical refer e n c e s ) ; Α. Verdross, Abendländische Rechtsphilosophie,
1963, p. 80 ff.
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which was created was, to differing degrees, a reflection of the divine being
(ianalogia entis). It was predisposed to display its true nature, which was as
immutable as the essence of God himself. Even God's will could not change
it, because God could not fight against himself - his will could not abolish
his perfect being. That which was valid in respect of the analogia entis for
the entire world of creatures, was particularly valid for man. By virtue of his
reason and free will, he embodied the highest manifestation of God's image.
Only he was able to express fully the particular quality of being which had
been granted him, through the operation of his free will and rational judgment. The eternal law (lex aeterna) which applied in the world of things and
creatures as necessity and blind instinct, acquired for man the character of
a moral obligation. It became a lex naturalis moralis.
It became a central problem of this ontological natural law to explain certain violations of natural law which seemed to have occurred as a result of
God's will and which were reported in the Old Testament. Among these was
the command to Abraham to sacrifice his son, Isaac. The question whether
God could dispense with natural law proved to be an almost insurmountable problem for all scholastic thinkers up to Thomas Aquinas. It did not present a problem for the nominalists. William de la Mare (dec. 1298) had
already advanced the thesis that God could, at any time, break through the
boundaries of natural law. Duns Scotus resolved the coincidence of the
natural order of being and divine being, of the Creator's will and divine reason, in the following manner. He argued that the lex naturalis merged with
the will of God, its substance was exclusively determined by the arbitrary
will of God, and not by the essential nature of all being. William of Occam
drew an extremist conclusion from this doctrine. His thesis was that the
arbitrary omnipotence of God necessitated the consequence, that God was
also able to hate God. The idea of the analogia entis had disappeared. The
lex naturalis was the positive law of the divine legislator. Thomas Aquinas
characterised such a deduction as blasphemy as follows: »To say that justice
is exclusively determined by the will, is to assert that the will of God does
not derive from the order of wisdom, and that is blasphemy«. 14
The antithetical intellectual structure of the natural and positivist schools
of legal thought, which has been presented here, reappeared time and again
in the basic conceptions of the classics of the modern law of nations.
Sometimes the idea of natural law prevailed; at other times legal positivism
prevailed or, alternatively, a compromise was reached in the form of a »synthesist« school of thought.

14 »Dicere autem quod ex simplici volúntate dependeat iustitia est dicere quod divina voluntas non procedat secundum ordinem sapientiae, quod est blasphemum«. - De

Ferii., q. 23, a. 6. resp.
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II. The Practice of Law-Making: Treaty Law and Customary Law
The concept of a stratified legal order with the ius divinum at its apex
implied the existence of a supreme law-making power in the Vicarius Dei.
Otto von Gierke produced an impressive and still fundamental description
of the ideological dispute between the two universal powers of Pope and
Emperor. He defined the ecclesiastical theory for overcoming this dualism
(within a Christendom governed by the principle of unity - principium unitatis) as follows: »As vicar of Christ, the temporal head of the Church is the
head of all mankind: the Pope is the holder of a fundamental unified primacy over all mortals, he is their priest and their King, their spiritual and
temporal monarch, their supreme legislator and judge in all matters«. 15
Indeed, the papacy frequently claimed a legislative power binding upon
all Christian nations, with Gregory VII being the first to do so. He established in his Dictatus papae of 1073 the principle »that it is for the Roman
Pope alone to enact new laws according to the needs of the time«. 16 In so far
as this principle encompassed the power of the Pope to act as the legislator
of canon law and to issue all binding legal rules in spiritual matters, it was
not questioned. However, the question as to whether the Dictatus papae
referred exclusively to canon law or whether it encompassed a wider temporal law-making power was probably intentionally left unresolved.
One of the authors of the ninth century ecclesiastical forgeries, who under
the pseudonym Benedictas Levita was a well-known compiler of a collection of legal documents,17 had already sought to assure the precedence and
derogatory power of papal legislation over the laws of temporal authorities.
He therefore modified the following sentence written by the Roman jurist
Paulus: »Conditions which contradict the laws and decrees of the Emperor
or good morals, are null and void«. He amended the sentence to serve his
own purpose, as follows: »Laws which contradict the canons and decretals
of the Roman Pope or of other bishops, or good morals, are null and void«. 18
However, statements of this kind, to which later advocates of papal supremacy referred, remained occasional until the end of the High Middle-Ages.
In most cases, they were deliberately ambiguous formulations the efficacy
of which was never proven. The systematic development of papal legislative claims and the systematic attempt to enforce them remain logical consequences of the excessive papal universalism of the Late Middle Ages.

15 »Als Statthalter Christi ist... das irdische Haupt der Kirche das einheitliche Haupt
der Menschheit: der Papst ist der TVäger eines in seiner Wurzel einheitlichen
Prinzipates über die Gesamtheit der Sterblichen, ihr Priester und ihr König, ihr geistlicher und weltlicher Monarch, ihr oberster Gesetzgeber und Richter in allen
Dingen«. - Otto von Gierke, Das deutsche Genossenschqftsrecht, 1881, p. 521.
16 »Quod illi soli (Pontifici Romano) licet pro temporis necessitate novas leges condere«. - Registrum Gregorii (Rome, Vatican Archives), as cited in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 3, p. 385.
17 See: supra, 41 & 69.
18 Paul Kirn, »Der mittelalterliche Staat und das geistliche Gericht«, (1926) 15 Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiflung für Rechtsgeschichte. Kanonistische Abteilung 171.
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T h e canonic establishment of papal law-making p o w e r over Christians,
heathens and Jews was principally the achievement of Innocent IV.19
However, the p o w e r of the Papacy actually to realise such claims faded away
half a century after Innocent's death in 1254. Overall then, the Papacy was
unable to acquire the position of a generally recognised and effective organ
of law-making within the medieval international legal order. 20
T h e same statement was even m o r e valid for the Emperor. His office was
not that of a ruler over the Christian nations, and he did not hold a feudal
lordship over the Christian kings and princes. 21
T h e idea of sacrum Imperium, r e f e r r e d to by imperial chanceries, implied
auctoritas of the Emperor, not potestas. This envisaged no m o r e than noble
preeminence, the position and dignity of a primus inter pares among the
Christian rulers. 22 T h e Emperor did not claim to hold law-making functions,
nor a law-making p o w e r over foreign rulers and nations. Claims to this
effect appeared (if they appeared at all) only in the theories of some late
medieval jurists and did not really influence political reality or legal practice.
T h e formation and development of rules and norms of the l a w of nations
during the Middle Ages was mainly a product of the diplomatic and treaty
practice of the various temporal and spiritual powers. T h e codification of
customs and practices, conducted by learned legal specialists, often strongly
influenced the development of l a w through the skill and force of their formulations.
Treaties of an international legal nature w e r e not only concluded between
m o r e or less independent princes and authorities, but also between all kinds
of authorities of differing ranks and legal positions. T h e concept of an international treaty did not exist in a formal sense. It was not correct, although
previously this was often done, to regard sovereignty as a criterion of the
capacity to conclude a treaty. Only a minimum of political f r e e d o m to act
was required, as without it the capacity to fulfil obligations could not be
guaranteed. 2 3
19 See: supra, 44.
20 For a different view, see: M. Zimmermann, »La crise de l'organisation internationale à la fin du moyen âge«, (1933 II) 44 Recueil des Cours 315, 366, who essentially
relied on the ideas of Gregory VII and Benedictus Levita {supra, 41). The examples of
political practice to which he referred are inconclusive. In 1374 Gregory IX found
fourteen articles of the Saxon Mirror to be null and void. However, as Zimmermann
himself remarked, the articles contained a determination to the effect that the Pope
was not entitled to regulate those matters which the Saxon law had previously regulated. This was a further factor, alongside many others, which proved that the two
theories were irreconcilably opposed.
21 DempPs view (Sacrum Imperium, Geschichts- und Staatsphilosophie des Mittelalters und der politischen Renaissance, 1929, p. 188) that »generally« the Imperium was
holder of an international legal power, and that »according to this view, it [holds] a
feudal lordship over all Christian nations«, is incompatible with more recent research.
22 Dickmann, Friedensrecht und Friedenssicherung, 1971, p. 100 ff.; Mitteis, »Politische
Verträge des Mittelalters«, in Die Rechtsidee in der Geschichte, 1957, p. 567, 578.
23 Mitteis, ibid., pp. 569 IT., 571.
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A treaty engagement was usually considered to be a personal obligation
between the contracting parties. 24 Emperor Frederick I did not consider
himself bound by the contractual engagements entered into by his predecessor Conrad III with the Byzantine Emperor Manuel at Saloniki in 1147.
Only the Church was able, early on, to act as a supra-personal, institutional
treaty partner. Thus, the Concordat of Worms comprised treaty engagements, which Henry IV entered into vis-à-vis God, the apostles Peter and
Paul and the Roman Church, whereas the papal engagements were addressed personally to Henry IV, and after his death the Church regarded them as
having expired. 25
Treaties could be given the force of statutory law, for example in the imperial Statutum in favorum principum of 1231. More frequently they were
recorded in separate documents which w e r e formally independent of each
other, for example, in the case of the Concordat of Worms. The Treaty of
Constance concluded between Frederick I and Pope Eugene III in 1153 is
generally considered to be the first synallagmatic treaty incorporated into
one single document. 26
It is impossible to find specific rules prescribing the formalities relating to
the conclusion of treaties. It was normal to register a treaty in a written
document sealed by the contracting parties. In order to accord a particularly solemn and concrete form to the conclusion of a treaty, a papal notary
(apostolica auctoritate notarius) could be charged with drawing up the treaty. At the request of the parties the text was drawn up - ad maiorem firmitatem - in the form of an apostolic letter which was sealed with the papal
emblem of the crossed-keys. 27 A register of treaties was maintained at the
Curia as well. These notary functions of the Curia w e r e linked with the concept of the Church, and in particular the Pope, as the supreme guardian of
all treaties. The canon law was based upon the assumption made by the
Church, that the failure to honour a promise was equivalent to a lie (mendacium) and therefore a sin. It was therefore the function of the disciplinary
measures of the Church to enforce the fulfilment of everyone's promises. 28
In the Apparatus ad quinqué liberos decretalium Innocent IV stated clearly
that a breach of treaty obligations would lead to excommunication: »Nisi
pacta servet excommunicabitur«.29
Since the teaching of the Church, in contrast to the Roman law tradition, considered every informal promise to be
binding, it therefore reinforced the principle that the conclusion of treaties

24 K. Pütter, Beiträge zur Völkerrechts-Geschichte
und -Wissenschaft, 1843, p. 79.
25 H. Mitteis, Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 223 ff.
26 H. Mitteis, »Politische Verträge des Mittelalters«, in Die Rechtsidee in der Geschichte, 1957, p. 567, 579.
27 Zimmermann, op cit. note 20, p. 365.
28 Seuffert, Zur Geschichte der obligatorischen
Verträge (Nördlingen, 1881), p. 45 ff.
29 Following Canon XII of the Council of Carthage (348), the Collection of Decretals
compiled by Gregory IX stated: »Antigonus episcopus dixit: Aut inita pacta suam obtineant firmitatem, aut conventus, si se non cohibuerit, ecclesiasticam sentiat disciplinam. Dixerunt universi: Pax servetur, pacta custodiantur«. (Cap. 1, de pactis 1, 3);
Seuffert, ibid., p. 48.
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was not bound by formalities. This principle was not affected by the practice
of formal documentation of treaties.
Treaties in the Middle Ages not only established subjective legal titles but,
like modern treaties, they also often gave rise to objective rules of law. They
covered a diversity of subject matters and fields: there were treaties of peace
and alliance, and treaties containing the obligation to abstain from concluding a separate peace, treaties of commerce and settlement, and treaties
relating to currency, the establishment of common mint systems and to the
mutual recognition of legal means of payment. 30
The customary law of nations found particular expression in the field of
maritime law and was impressively codified. These codifications linked the
law of trade and navigation closely with the maritime law of peace and war.
An example of such a codification w e r e the Rôles d'Oléron, a collection of
the judgments of the maritime law tribunal in Oléron (the island offshore
from the port of La Rochelle) during the twelfth century. These verdicts
w e r e particularly significant for English, North French, Dutch and
Hanseatic trade and maritime law, up to the nineteenth century.31 Wisby's
maritime law, which was recorded in Amsterdam about 1407, incorporated
elements from the Rôles d'Oléron, together with Dutch rules of customary
law, as well as customary rules from Lübeck. 32 This collection also had a
strong influence upon English maritime law, as it was recorded in the Rlack
Rook of the Admiralty in the fourteenth century.33 T h e Consolato del Mare,
which recorded maritime law and customs and was drawn up in Barcelona
in the middle of the fourteenth century, was the highest authority for the
western Mediterranean region and beyond. 34
All of these codifications were impressive testimonies of a high standard
of legal culture. They supplemented treaty law and, together with it, were
then incorporated into the stratified structure of the medieval legal order.
They thus attest to the efficiency of the law-making procedures of this
epoch.

30 A. Nussbaum, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1960, p. 36.
31 J.M. Pardessus, Collection de Lois Maritimes antérieures au XVIIe siècle, 6 Vols.,
1828-45, Vol. 1, p. 325 ff.
32 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 463 ff.
33 Sir TVavers Twiss, The Black Book of the Admiralty, in Monumenta Iuridica Britannicarum Medii Aevi Scrip tores, Vols. 1-4, 1871-76.
34 Pardessus, op cit. note 31, Vol. 11, p. 49 ff.
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Chapter Six
The Judiciary: The Development and
Structure of Medieval Arbitration

Clement VI described the position which the Papacy strove to achieve in the
international legal order of the Middle Ages as involving the possession of
three competences: approbare, iudicare, regulare. However, the Papacy
obtained only limited recognition of its jurisdictional powers, as was also
the case in respect of its approbation and law-making authority.
It is not disputed that the Papacy exercised a spiritual jurisdiction over all
Christian rulers, ratione peccati. Indeed, the great political Popes of the High
Middle Ages avoided extending the factual scope of their jurisdictional competence beyond these limits. However, even this limited jurisdiction represented an instrument of power of the highest degree given the framework
of Christendom as it then existed, with its strict ecclesiastical discipline. 1 It
is true that Gregory VII, in his Dictatus Papae, stressed that there was no
possibility of an appeal against a papal judgment other than to the Pope
himself, and that there was no judge higher than the Pope: »Quod sententia
illius a nullo debeat retractan et ipse omnium solus retractare possit. Quod
a nemine ipse iudicari debeat«. However, he refrained from giving more
precise details as to the factual scope of Papal jurisdiction. Nevertheless, the
Pope was able, as the holder of spiritual jurisdiction over the RomanGerman kings, to intervene to a significant degree in the political destiny of
the Empire. Innocent III attempted to adjudicate, as ratione peccati, the disputes between temporal powers. For instance, in the dispute between Philip
August, Ring of France, and John Lackland, Ring of England, in 1203, he
argued that the successors of Saint Peter were charged with establishing
peace between men. Even if the Pope did not have the authority to interfere in a feudal dispute, his jurisdictional power ratione peccati had to be respected. It remained to be ascertained, he wrote, whether Philip August had
sinned in disregarding the rights of John Lackland, who was his vassal:
»Non intendimus iudicare de feudo ... sed decernere de peccato«. 2
Under Popes Alexander III and Innocent III repeated efforts were made to
extend the competence of the spiritual jurisdiction, in principle, to cover
temporal matters as well. It has already been noted that, with this objective
in mind, a wide-reaching spiritual judiciary with its own organisational
apparatus and judicial constitution developed in all Christian occidental
countries. 3 In the course of these same attempts, Popes aspired to the position of iudex mundi and to enforce the validity of their judicial decisions in

1 See: supra, p. 40 ff.
2 Migne, Patrologiae Latinae,

CCXV, p. 326.
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purely political conflicts between temporal authorities. Although Innocent III
was still eager to maintain the semblance of a spiritual judgment, his successors in the Late Middle Ages renounced this pretext. In 1296 Boniface
VIII summoned the kings of France and England, Philip and Edward I, to
Rome in order to settle their disputes. However, neither was willing to submit to a papal jurisdiction in temporalibus. An arbitral compromise was
therefore signed on 14 June 1298, in which the two kings appointed the
Pope as arbiter, with the express condition that this capacity was conferred
upon him as a private person, and not by virtue of his office (»tamquam in
privatam personam et Dominum Benedictum Gaytanum«). 4 Thus, it was not
Pope Boniface VIII, but rather Benedict Gaetani who was charged with pronouncing the arbitral award. Nevertheless, on 27 June 1298, Boniface (alias
Benedict Gaetani) issued the award in strict observance of all the formalities of his papal office. It was evident that he sought to act as the supreme
judge and arbiter of Christendom. The result was that the King of France
refused to comply with the award, notwithstanding the engagements he had
entered into through the arbitral compromise. It was only in 1303 that the
parties concluded a peace settlement between themselves and this did not
involve the Pope. 5
This course of events attests to how papal efforts to establish jurisdiction
over the kings of Christendom in purely secular, political matters were met
with resolute opposition on the part of the temporal authorities. This was
the case even during the periods of extreme hierocratic policy of the Holy
See. Of course, this did not preclude the existence of advocates of that policy
among the less powerful of the temporal princes. 6 In general, however, the
Popes were entitled to act merely as mediators and arbiters of the mutual
relations of the Christian powers. In numerous cases, and with varying
degrees of success, they mediated and performed good offices. However, it
was always clear that such functions were incumbent upon them ex officio.7
In some cases, the Roman-German emperors also acted as arbiters in disputes between Christian rulers. In all such cases their position was no different from that of other arbiters, whom the parties elected. The basis of
their award was always the arbitral compromise agreement, which the parties themselves had freely concluded. Through the agreement, the parties
granted the Emperor the same rights, as arbiter, as they granted to other
3 See: supra, 40 ff.
4 Dumont, Corps universelle diplomatique du droit des gens, 8 Vols., 1726-31, Vol. 1, p. 308.
5 M. Baron de Taube, »Les origines de l'arbitrage international«, (1932 IV) 42 Recueil
des Cours 5, 76; Goyau, »L'église catholique et le droit des gens«, (1925 I) 6 Recueil
des Cours 171; M. Zimmermann, »La crise de l'organisation internationale à la fin du
moyen âge«, (1933 II) 44 Recueil des Cours 315, 380.
6 See, for example, the Declaration of the Envoy of the Count of Flanders, 29 December 1299: »Summus pontifex iudex est omnium, tarn in spiritualibus quam in temporalibus ... est enim Christi omnipotentis vicarius ... imperatorem quo nullus inter
principes seculares ests superior, iudicat et deponit summus pontifex«. - K.J. Hefele,
Conciliengeschichte, 7 Vols., 1855-74, Vol. 6(1), p. 426.
7 Zimmermann, op cit. note 5, p. 375.
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princes in similar situations. Thus, Emperor Sigismund rendered an arbitral
award at Ofen on 24 August 1412 which settled certain disputes between the
Teutonic Order and the King of Poland, in respect of differing interpretations of the Peace of Torun (1411). The award was long and clumsy and
satisfied neither party, with the result that the war was resumed. An attempt
at mediation by the Emperor at the Council of Constance also failed. Thus,
on 18 May 1419, Sigismund again offered to act as »arbiter, arbitrator et amicabilis compositor de et super universis et singulis causis« between the
Order on the one side, and Ring Ladislaus Jagiello of Poland, Grand Duke
Vitautas of Lithuania and the princes John and Zemovitch of Masovia on the
other. The award was pronounced in Breslau (Wroclaw) in the following
year (1420).8 In this case, as in others, there was no indication that the
Emperor was entitled to exercise an ex officio judicial authority over the
secular rulers of Christendom.
Although there were no institutions in the international legal order of the
Middle Ages which were comparable to an International Court of Justice,9
there were many highly-developed and well-organised arbitral tribunals.
These were especially predominant in the Late Middle Ages. Arbitration
was an element of the law of peace within the overall structure of the Res
publica Christiana. To a certain degree it acted as a counter-weight to the
trends of disintegration and discursion, trends which were endemic in a
pluralistic world of feudalism with an institutionalised law of private warfare and resistance to tyranny.
The origins and character of medieval arbitration can only be understood
against the background of the socio-political structure of feudalism. It is
therefore impossible to draw a sharp distinction between private, public,
and public international arbitration. 10 Generally, one cannot identify
precisely the point at which a dispute between two feudal lords passed from
the sphere of private law into that of public law, and beyond that into the
sphere of the law of nations.
The arbitral settlement of private disputes is common to all ages and all
nations. The Roman arbitral agreement (compromissum) was regarded as a
nudum pactum without legally binding force corresponding to the peculiarity of Roman law and its system of contracts and actions. Neither side
was prevented from later submitting the case to an ordinary court. The
observance of an arbitral award could only be guaranteed through the stipulation of a penalty for breach of contract.11 During the classical period, a
kind of arbitration developed in the form of iudicium privatum. It was supported by the authorities, which drew up a list of arbiters, who in turn were
8 Taube, op cit. note 5, p. 83 ff.
9 H. Waser, Das zwischenstaatliche
Schiedsgericht
als Spiegel der
abendländischen
Geschichte, 1960, pp. 57 & 40.
10 H. Waser, Das öffentlich-rechtliche
Schiedsgericht und die anderen Mittel
friedlicher
Streiterledigung
im spätmittelalterlichen
Südfrankreich,
1935, p. 58 ff.
11 Weizsäcker, Das römische Schiedsrichteramt
unter Vergleichung
mit dem officium
iudicis, 1879; Bornhak, »Schiedsvertrag und Schiedsgericht nach geschichtlicher Entwicklung und g e l t e n d e m Recht«, (1902) 30 Zeitschrift für deutschen Zivilprozess 2.
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obliged to accept the arbitral office and follow the procedure through to the
issuance of an award. If necessary, this decision could be enforced by means
of public power. 1 2
In Germanic law, all administration of justice was strongly m i x e d with
arbitral elements. 1 3 Before a judicial procedure began, the parties entered
into an informal e n g a g e m e n t {Streitgedinge)
to settle their disputes by w a y
of a judicial decision. T h e progress of the procedure was determined by further agreements. T h e verdict did not prescribe payment or other kinds of
performance, but instead required the conclusion of an expiation agreement. Later, and despite the subsequent development of the administration
of justice by public authorities, elements of the arbitration concept persisted. 14 This was particularly true in respect of the development of »internal
jurisdiction« in the specialised fields of feudal law, business law, manorial
l a w and municipal law. Special arbitral tribunals (the so-called Landfriedenseinungen)
arose as institutions of public l a w built on the foundation
of private, knightly warfare. Princes, cities and knights concluded alliances
for the preservation of the public peace, especially after the
interregnum.
T h e y prescribed enforced expiation and the judicial settlement of disputes
by the tribunals, with the objective of containing private warfare. Moreover,
the decline of the highest judicial authority of the Empire, the Reichshofgericht, led to the conclusion of general arbitral agreements {Austräge)
between princes, lords and cities relating to both public and private disputes. 15
In Italy, arbitral agreements and tribunals w e r e already operating between public authorities in the eleventh and, to a greater extent, the twelfth
centuries. 16 Of these, the inter-communal arbitral systems of the northern
Italian cities w e r e the most developed. T h e y sought to eliminate or circumvent the imperial courts by w a y of arbitral agreements. T h e origins of public
arbitration in southern France can also be traced back to the eleventh century, although the use of public arbitration there increased significantly
during the second half of the twelfth century. 17 Within the Swiss Con12 Paul Jörs & Leopold Wenger, Geschichte und System des römischen Privatrechts
(Berlin, 1927) p. 260.
13 H. Krause, Die geschichtliche Entwicklung des Schiedsgerichtswesens in Deutschland, 1930; F. Beyerle, Das Entwicklungsproblem im germanischen Rechtsgang
(Leipzig, 1915).
14 K.S. Bader, Das Schiedsverfahren in Schwaben vom 12. bis zum ausgehenden 16.
Jahrhundert (Dissertation - Freiburg, 1929).
15 Krause, op cit. note 13, pp. 7-14; O. von Gierke, Das deutsche Genossenschaftsrecht,
1881, p. 501 ff.; Bader, ibid., p. 30 ff.; C. von Schwerin, Grundzüge der deutschen
Rechtsgeschichte, 1934, p. 165 ff.; R. Schröder, Lehrbuch der deutschen Rechtsgeschichte, 1902, p. 600 ff.
16 S. Frey, Das öffentlich-rechtliche Schiedsgericht in Oberitalien im XII. und XIII.
Jahrhundert, 1928; H. Waser, Das zwischenstaatliche Schiedsgericht als Spiegel der
abendländischen Geschichte, 1960, p. 34.
17 H. Waser, Das öffentlich-rechtliche Schiedsgericht und die anderen Mittel friedlicher
Streiterledigung im spätmittelalterlichen Südfrankreich, 1935, p. 135 ff, idem, Das zwischenstaatliche Schiedsgericht als Spiegel der abendländischen Geschichte, 1960, p. 34.
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federation, the earliest cases of arbitration of this kind can be traced to the
y e a r s 1183, 1219 a n d 1220.18

Due to the close inter-linking of public authorities, which crossed all
national boundaries, no further steps w e r e required to procede from internal public to international arbitration. This was also true for the highly
developed internal ecclesiastical arbitration, the existence of which dated
back many years. Here as well, an arbitral agreement between two spiritual
princes extended into the sphere of the law of nations.
In fact, arbitral agreements bearing distinctive characteristics of the law
of nations can be traced back at least as far as the twelfth century. In 1147
the independent counts of Holland and Flanders entered into a peace treaty
which provided for the settlement, by a twelve-member arbitral commission, of war damage and other compensation claims by both sides. In the
course of the disputes between Emperor Barbarossa and the Lombardie City
League, both parties agreed, in the Peace of Montabello of 15 April 1175, to
submit to the decision of a commission made up of six arbiters and the
magistrate of the city of Cremona as ultimate umpire. On 24 September
1176, the Rings of Castille and Navarre chose the Ring of England, Henry II,
to act as arbiter in their dispute over various castles and territories. In the
event of Henry's death, the Ring of France was to take his place. Henry II
held that the status quo ante should be restored and that the Ring of Castille
had to pay a sum of money to his adversary. The following year, on 25
September 1177, Henry II himself concluded an arbitral agreement with
Louis VII of France. Both rulers intended to participate in a crusade to the
Holy Land. They therefore concluded an alliance which provided for the
submission of their disputes concerning the Auvergne and certain other fief
territories to an arbitral tribunal consisting of six bishops and six barons,
half of whom were to be nominated by each side. Three years later the
arbitral agreement was renewed between Henry and Louis VII's successor,
Philip August of France, in case a settlement of the dispute could not otherwise be achieved. 19
There w e r e a considerable number of politically significant arbitral
awards of an international character during the thirteenth, fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. Only the most important of these can be mentioned
briefly here: 20

18 E. Usteri, Das öffentlich-rechtliche
Schiedsgericht
in der Schweizerischen
Eidgenossenschaft des 13.-15. Jahrhunderts,
1925; H. Waser, Das zwischenstaatliche
Schiedsgericht, ibid., p. 34.
19 Taube, op cit. note 5, p. 78 ff.
20 For m o r e details, see: Taube, op cit. note 5, p. 80 ff. Further e x a m p l e s can be found
in Frey, op cit. note 16, Usteri, op cit. note 18, and Robert Ward, An Enquiry into the
Foundation
and History of the Law of Nations in Europe, 1795, Vol. 1, p. 321 ff.; K.
Pütter, Beiträge zur Völkerrechts-Geschichte
und-Wissenschaft,
1843, p. 179 ff; R. A.-M.
de Maulde-la Clavière, La diplomatie au temps de Machiavel,
1892-93, Vol. 1, p. 27 ff.;
Erneste Nys, Les origines du droit international,
1894, p. 49 ff; R.F. Wright, Medieval
Internationalism,
1930, p. 80 ff.; Ernst Reibstein, Völkerrecht.
Eine Geschichte
seiner
Ideen in Lehre und Praxis, 2 Vols., 1958-63, Vol. 1, p. 189 ff.
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1244 Arbitral award by the Parisian Parliament in a dispute between
Emperor Frederick II and Pope Innocent IV.
1276 Arbitral agreement between the Rings of Hungary and Bohemia in
relation to boundary disputes. Appointment of Charles of Anjou, Ring
of Naples, as arbiter.
1285 Arbitral award by Ring Magnus of Sweden in a dispute between the
Rings of Denmark and Norway.
1285 Arbitral award by Ring Magnus of Sweden acting as chief arbiter in
disputes between Ring Eric of Norway and the Hanseatic Cities of
Lübeck, Rostock, Wismar, Stralsund, Greifswald, Wisby and Riga.
1310 Arbitral agreement between Emperor Henry VII and Ring Philip the
Fair of France in relation to boundary disputes.
1317 Arbitral agreement between the Ring of France and the Flemish
Cities. Appointment of Pope John XXII as arbiter.
1335 Arbitral award by Rings John of Bohemia and Charles Robert of Hungary in respect of a territorial dispute between Ring Casimir of
Poland and the Teutonic Order.
1343 Arbitral
Magnus
mission
ultimate

agreement between Rings Waldemar III of Denmark and
of Sweden and Norway. Establishment of an arbitral comwith twenty-four arbiters and the Archbishop of Lund as
umpire.

1368 Arbitral agreement between the Ring of Castille and Leon and the
Ring of Aragon. Appointment of Ring Charles V of France as arbiter.
1386 Arbitral agreement between the Margraves of Brandenburg and
Moravia and the Queens Mary and Elizabeth of Hungary. Appointment of the Roman-German Ring, Wenceslas of Bohemia, as arbiter.
1433 Arbitral agreement between the Republics of Florence and Venice on
the one hand, and the Duke of Milan on the other. Appointment of the
Margraves of Este and Saluzzo as arbiters.
1435 Arbitral award by the Margrave of Este and two cardinals in a dispute between the Republics of Florence and Venice and Pope Eugene IV
on the one hand, and the Duke of Milan on the other.
1463 Arbitral award by Ring Louis XI of France in a dispute between the
Rings of Castille and Aragon.
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1475

Arbitral award by Ring Louis XI of France in a dispute between
Sigismund of Austria and the Swiss Confederation.

1475

Arbitral award by a four-member commission in a dispute between
Kings Louis XI of France and Edward IV of England.

This list of arbitral agreements and awards of the Late Middle Ages is by no
means exhaustive and indicates the importance of arbitration in the international system of this period. Many arbitral agreements did not in fact
result in an award, and some awards w e r e not observed. Nevertheless, the
overall picture of this institution and the number of arbitral settlements,
which through peaceful means eliminated a great deal of conflict, remain
impressive. 21
The high standard of development of medieval arbitration is reflected by
the subtle elaboration of its legal forms, which closely resemble the basic
structure of modern arbitral procedures. 22
Like its modern counterpart, medieval arbitration was based on an
arbitral agreement (or »compromise«) between the parties to the dispute.
This agreement could be part of a more comprehensive agreement - a peace
treaty, an alliance, a trade agreement, or other such treaty - or it could be
the object of a special agreement (litterae compromissi) which was concluded to settle a particular dispute. Generally, the arbitral agreement defined
the parties, the subject matter of the dispute, and the arbiter or group of
arbiters. It also contained the promises of the parties to abide by the award.
The fulfilment of this obligation was often guaranteed through the arrangement of a surety. T h e modalities of the procedure w e r e frequently prescri-

21 T h e conclusion of C o l e m a n Philipson, The Influence of International
Arbitration
on
the Development
of International
Law, 1908, p. 8, that »[i]n the Middle Ages there w e r e
very f e w cases of arbitration«, is erroneous and incomprehensible to the extent that
h e refers to the book written by Novacovitch. T h e same is true of J. Hosack, On the
Rise and Growth of the Law of Nations, 1882, p. 83: »In this a g e ... a custom had g r o w n
up of r e f e r r i n g national disputes to arbitration; but in no instance, apparently, w a s
this m o d e of settlement attended with succes.s« M o r e positive in this respect w a s H.
L a m m a s c h , » D i e L e h r e v o n der Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit in i h r e m ganzen U m f a n g e « , in
Handbuch des Völkerrechts,
1914, Vol. 5, p. 26. He emphasised that A. M é r i g n h a c ,
Traité théorique et pratique de l'arbitrage
international,
1895, J.B. M o o r e , History and
Digest of International
Arbitrations,
1898, p. 31 ff., and Nys, Les origines du droit international, 1894, had shown that »arbitration w a s not unusual in the M i d d l e Ages, but
w e have only divined its full importance f o r that time since the w o r k of Taube and
Novacovitch«. T h e practical significance of m e d i e v a l arbitration w a s recognised by
Taube, op cit. note 5, p. 105 ff.; C. van Vollenhoven, Du droit de paix. De iure paxis,
1932, p. 13 ff.; Reibstein, ibid., p. 173 ff. For a criticism of Nussbaum, Geschichte des
Völkerrechts,
1960, p. 27 ff., w h o had underestimated m e d i e v a l arbitration, see: W.
Janssen, Die Anfänge des modernen
Völkerrechts
und der Neuzeitlichen
Diplomatie,
1965, p. 32.
22 Taube, op cit. note 5, p. 86 ff.; Janssen, ibid., p. 34; Usteri, op cit. note 18, pp. 56147; W. H e i n e m e y e r , »Studien zur Diplomatik mittelalterlicher Verträge v o r n e h m l i c h
des 13. Jahrhunderts«, (1936) 14 Archiv für Urkundenforschung 321.
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bed to the arbiter. Sometimes, he could opt either for a procedure per sententiam or per iudicium on the one hand, or a procedure per amorem, per
concordiam or per transactionem on the other. In other words, he had the
option between two very different forms of legal procedure, as is the case in
modern arbitration arrangements. Strictly speaking, only the first one is an
arbitral procedure (arbitrium), whereas the second one ressembles a
mediation (arbitratio or compositio). A person to whom the parties entrusted both functions was called an arbiter, arbitrator et amicabilis compositor'.23 This was the position attributed to Emperor Frederick Barbarossa in
an agreement of 1185, by which he was empowered to settle the disputes
between the Margrave of Gavi and the City of Tortona: »quomodocunque,
sive secundum ius sive per transactionem«.24
The range of persons eligible for the office of arbiter was extremely comprehensive: both Emperor and Pope could be selected, as could other rulers,
kings and princes, cardinals, archbishops and bishops, spiritual and temporal rulers, parliaments and universities, private persons - in particular
famous jurists, but sometimes also less famous individuals who were known
and respected for having a sense of justice - as well as mixed commissions
of varying composition, sometimes consisting of as many as twenty-four
members. Collective bodies were preferred, but, in contrast to modern practice, such bodies usually had an even-numbered membership: two, four, six,
twelve or even twenty-four members were elected. This indicated the conviction that the desired objective should be a decision which was not only
formally unambiguous, but also substantively satisfying and therefore likely to be durable in character. In order to guarantee the impartiality of the tribunal, the principle was applied that each side should elect a number of
citizens or subjects of the other side. This happened in 1218 in an agreement concluded between Milan on the one hand, and Parma and Cremona
on the other. Pre-constituted bodies were also elected from time to time:
parliaments, law faculties or magistrates. The Parisian parliament was
famous for its awards.
If the arbitral commission could not reach a unanimous decision, then
one was made either by an ultimate umpire, by lot or, in the event of an un23 The terminolgy of the medieval jurists was very precise. Guillelmus Durantis
(dec. 1296) gave the following definition in his Speculum iudiciale: »Est differentia
inter arbitrum et arbitratorem. Nam arbiter est quern partes eligunt ad cognoscendum de questione vel lite - et debet iuris ordinem servare; - arbitrator vero est amicabilis compositor, nec sumitur super relitigiosa ut cognoscat sed ut pacificet et,
quod certum est, dividat; - nec tenetur iuris ordinem servare«. - I, 1. De Arbitrio, 1.
See also: Jean Boutillier, Somme Rural le Grand Coustumier général de pratique civil
et canon, L. II, tit. Ill, Des arbitres: »Arbitre ne peut et ne doit en la cause a luy submise procéder autrement que par ordre de droit gardé selon qu'il est allégué - ou
prouvé devant luy - mais tout laisser aller selon la reigle de droit. Arbitrateur si est
celuy qui de la cause est chargé à sa conscience, ordre de droit gardé ou non gardé.
Amicable compositeur ou appaiseur si est celuy qui du consentement des parties les
met en accord«.
24 See: Taube, op cit., note 5, pp. 86 ff., 90 ff.
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Figure 3: K n i g h t l y c o m b a t - t h e Battle of
N a n c y ( 1 4 7 7 ) , in w h i c h Karl t h e Bold
fell a n d t h e d e c l i n e of t h e B u r g u n d i a n
E m p i r e began. (Mémoires des Philippe
d e C o m m y n e s , e a r l y 16"' c e n t u r y )

Figure 4: D e c l a r a t i o n of F e u d : C o u n t
G e r h a r d von Valinggin's m e s s e n g e r
d e l i v e r s a l e t t e r of f e u d f r o m h i s m a s t e r
to t h e City of B e r n . ( S p i e z e r C h r o n i k d e s
D i e b o l d S c h i l l i n g , 1485).
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Figure 5: T h e oilier side of w a r d u r i n g lile M i d d l e Apes: p l u n d e r and deslruelion.
(hroissart's Chroniken,
ca. 1460).
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even number of arbiters, possibly on the basis of the majority principle. In
1226, an agreement between the City of Riga on the one side and the PrinceBishop of Livouia and the Order of the Knights of the Sword (Schwertritterorderi) on the other appointed three citizens of Riga as arbiters and provided that, in the event of a divided opinion, a majority decision would
suffice. If all three arbiters disagreed, then the decision was to be made by
lot. If a chief arbiter was appointed, he was normally granted very wide
authority. However, time limits were often set for the issuance of a definite
decision. The Archbishop of Lund, who in 1343 was appointed as chief
arbiter in a dispute between Sweden and Denmark, was granted full freedom in reaching his decision, quidquid sibi videbitur secundum iustitiam et
amorem. Nevertheless, at the demand of the parties he had to issue his decision within four days.
With regard to the law to be applied by the arbiters, reference can be
made to what was said in Chapter Five on law-making and the sources of
the medieval law of nations. The basis for decision was therefore, first and
foremost, the particular law which bound the parties, whether this was treaty or customary in character. It was, then, the common law of the respublica
Christiana, namely the ius gentium in the strictest sense, the canon law of
the Church, Roman law as a generally recognised subsidiary source of law,
and finally general principles of ius naturale and ius divinium which underlay and prevailed over all human law.
There were three main types of safeguards for the observance of an
arbitral award. First, there was the confirmation of engagements between
the parties by way of oath, which was reinforced by the threat of ecclesiastical penalties in the event of a violation. Second, there was the provision
of bails and securities. Before rendering his decision in a dispute between
Castille and Navarre in 1177, the Ring of England occupied four castles from
each side and retained them in his custody until the decision was executed.
In 1285 a security of 20,000 silver marks was fixed for the execution of the
King of Sweden's award in the dispute between Norway and the Hanseatic
cities. A third, frequently used safeguard was a guarantee on the part of
third powers to ensure execution of the award.
From the beginning of the twelfth century, in addition to instances of »isolated« arbitral jurisdiction which were created on an ad hoc basis to deal
with one particular dispute, the first signs were already evident of instances
of »institutional« arbitral jurisdiction, intended to cover future disputes.
»Compromissary clauses«, whereby the parties entered into such an arrangement, were included in various Italian arbitral agreements (Modena/Bologna in 1135, Milan-Piacenza/Parma-Cremona in 1218, and Verona/Mantua in 1272), in the founding treaty of the Swiss Confederation in 1291,
and in numerous other fourteenth and fifteenth century treaties.
In summary, arbitration must be regarded as an important and stabilising
element of dispute settlement and peace-making in the overall structure of
the medieval legal order.
Recent research has still not resulted in unanimity of opinion on the historical origins of arbitration. Some scholars support the thesis that its origins
were Frankish and rooted in the Germanic tribal laws. 25 Others believe that
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it was an institution which was derived from canon law, and which therefore emanated from ecclesiastical sources of law.26 This latter view is supported by reference to the fact that the rise of arbitral institutions coincided
with the efforts of the Church to alleviate and reduce private warfare. This
implies a causal connection between private warfare, arbitration, ecclesiasticaal functions and canon law. More recently, the two schools of thought
have approached each other, by deviating from such simplistic theories in
favour of a conception which recognises that many different elements were
involved in the origins of medieval arbitration.27
From the fifteenth century, arbitration increasingly lost its vitality and, in
the sixteenth century, it faded away almost completely.28 With the growth of
the modern State, the advance of sovereignty in both the internal sphere and
in inter-State relations, the suppression of private warfare, and the development of an obligatory and effective public judiciary, the prerequisites of the
medieval configuration of arbitration disappeared.29 It was only in the nineteenth century that arbitration was revived, albeit on a new basis.30
In summary, the idea of arbitration has been used in three periods of occidental history: in the world of the Greek polis; in the High and Late Middle
Ages; and in the ninetennth and early twentieth centuries.31 However, a continuous historical evolution of the formation and application of this idea
within these three epochs cannot be demonstrated.32

25 Krause, op cit. note 13, p. 3; W. Ebel, Die Willkür (1953) (Göttinger Rechtswissenschaftliche Studien, No. 6); H. Rennefahrt, »Beitrag zu der Frage der Herkunft des
Schiedsgerichtswesens, besonders nach w e s t s c h w e i z e r i s c h e n Quellen«, (1958) 16
S c h w e i z e r Beiträge zur a l l g e m e i n e n Geschichte 4; H. Rennefahrt, » N a c h l e s e zu der
Frage d e r Herkunft des Schiedsgerichtswesens«, (1959) 17 S c h w e i z e r Beiträge zur
a l l g e m e i n e n Geschichte 196.
26 See in particular: R.S. Bader, »Entwicklung und Verbreitung der mittelalterlichen
Schiedsidee in Südwestdeutschland und in der Schweiz«, (1932) 54 Zeitschrift für
S c h w e i z e r Recht 100.
27 Bader, ibid., p. 114 ff.; Bader, » Z u r Verbreitung einer kanonistischen Formel in
Gebieten nördlich der Alpen«, (1960) 77 Savigny Zeitschrift für kanonisches Recht
239; W. Trusen, Anfänge
des gelehrten
Rechts in Deutschland.
Ein Beitrag
zur
Geschichte der Frührezeption,
1962, p. 148 f.; Janssen, op cit. note 21, p. 34.
28 Janssen, op cit. note 21, p. 35; Waser, Das zwischenstaatliche
Schiedsgericht
als
Spiegel der abendländischen
Geschichte, 1960, p. 40.
29 See: infra, p. 199 ff.
30 See: infra, p. 491 ff.
31 Waser, Das zwischenstaatliche
Schiedsgericht
als Spiegel der
abendländischen
Geschichte, 1960, p. 14 ff.; Janssen, op cit. note 21, p. 32.
32 Schlochauer w a s decisive on this point. See: »Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit, Internationale«, in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (Berlin, 1962) Vol. 3, p. 177, 179; » D i e Entwicklung der internationalen Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit«, (1962/63) 10 Archiv des Völkerrechts 1; »Arbitration«, in Encyclopedia
of Public International
Law (Amsterdam,
1981) Vol. 1, p. 15.

Chapter Seven
Law Enforcement: The Idea and Reality of the »Just War«

In the Middle Ages the legal concept of war and the laws of war resulted
from a merger of three sources: feudal knightly private warfare; the teaching of the Church on bellum iustum; and traditions dating from Antiquity,
especially Roman Antiquity.
The most important intellectual element in this merger was the teaching
of the Church. In practical usage the customs and concepts of private feudal
warfare, which were closely linked with the social order of feudalism, predominated. The Roman tradition had already been received by the Fathers
of the Church and the authors of the canon law, the Corpus iuris canonici.
The Bologna school of law laid the foundations for occidental legal science
when, toward the end of the eleventh and the beginning of the twelfth centuries, it was instrumental in the incorporation, into medieval thinking
about war, of intellectual concepts and categories from Roman law.
However, no uniform and coherent system of the laws of war could grow
out of such disparate sources. Inconsistencies among the theories of the
great dogmatic thinkers of scolasticism appear at every turn. For example,
alongside the doctrine of the »just war« was the doctrine of the »holy war«,
which had very different consequences for the practical application of the
laws of war. The actual conduct of war was heavily influenced by the style
of private warfare among knights and differed, not only within the ranks of
Christian nations, but also, especially, in their relationship with the nonChristian world. The concepts and principles of Roman law were invoked in
support of quite contradictory positions.
Nevertheless, it was precisely within this complexity, diversity and inconsistency that the true character of the medieval world was reflected.

I. War and Feud
Since the principle of self-help was given wide latitude in the internal legal
systems of the medieval polities, it is not surprising that this principle also
predominated in the external relationships between various polities. It is all
the less surprising considering the extent to which there was no clear distinction between the »internal« and »external« spheres.1 The legal forms of the
knightly feud were valid throughout the respublica Christiana. They also
determined the forms of armed conflict between its individual members.
Feudal law was, therefore, a source of the medieval laws of war which
was deeply rooted in the constitutional and social structure of the Middle
1 See: supra,

p. 67.
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Ages. Feudalism was not arbitrary violence, but rather a form of making l a w
a reality. 2 It was conditioned by the lack of an effective judiciary to guarantee the enforcement of legal claims.
According to medieval conceptions, w a r was essentially similar to feudalism, with the difference between them being m o r e a matter of quantity
than quality. 3 W a r was a form of l a w enforcement by means of self-help,
which was entrusted to all authorities qui superiorem non recognoscunt, that
is, to those w h o had no superior judge to w h o m they could appeal. For centuries the idea of a iudicium belli, a type of divine punishment, played a
dominant role within this conception, as was illustrated by the rituals of
combat and battle, and by the description and evaluation of their progress,
for example, by the importance attributed to victory in the field of battle. 4
T h e l a w of feudalism was gradually contained and then finally eliminated
as a result of the development of modern statehood and the establishment
of an effective judiciary. However, that same development, which w a s
accompanied by the e m e r g e n c e of a multitude of sovereign States with no
overarching authority, led to the consolidation of their claims, their rights,
or what they believed or pretended to believe w e r e such, to enforce their
claims or rights by force of arms.
T h e essential similarity between w a r and feud was reflected in an overlapping of legal terms. A just cause was required in order to constitute a
»lawful feud«. War should not be a m e r e struggle for conquest and capture,
but should leave the immovable property and heritage of the adversary
untouched. Strict rules had to be respected concerning the announcement
of the taking up of arms by w a y of a formal declaration ( » A b s a g e « ) and the
observance of a more-or-less extended period of time between this declaration and the c o m m e n c e m e n t of hostilities. Churches and certain persons
w h o w e r e not subject to feudalism, in particular w o m e n and minors, w e r e
protected f r o m the use of armed force. A strict and detailed code of rules on
the conduct of war, which had originated in the ethos of occidental chivalry, was inherent in the concept of feudalism. This code subsequently became one of the most important sources of the modern laws of war.

II. The Teaching of the Church
Concepts of private w a r f a r e among knights m e r g e d with the teaching of the
Church, which conceded that w a r had a definitive place within the Christian
order of life. Its basic tenet, elaborated by Augustine, was essentially in conformity with the guiding principles of knightly private warfare. T h e starting

2 0. Brunner, Land und Herrschaft (4th edn.), 1956, pp. 37 ff., 120 ff.; F. Dickmann,
Friedensrecht und Friedenssicherung, 1971, pp. 98 ff., 103.
3 W. Janssen, Die Anfänge des modernen Völkerrechts und der Neuzeitlichen Diplomatie, 1965, p. 27.
4 K.G. Cram, Iudicium belli. Zum Rechtscharakter des Krieges im deutschen Mittelalter, 1955, p. 172; W. Erben, Kriegsgeschichte des Mittelalters, p. 101.
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point of Augustine's teaching was, also, the principle that only those wars
w e r e permissible which w e r e undertaken for a just cause (iusta causa):
»A just w a r is usually described as one that atones for a w r o n g , such as
w h e n a nation or polity has to be punished for refusing to punish wrongs
inflicted by its subjects, or to restore what it has seized unjustly«. 5
War was only justified by a w r o n g which had been committed by an
adversary. It was only a means of preserving or restoring peace (Bellum geritur, ut pax acquiratur).
Peace was to be understood according to Augustine's
comprehensive understanding as a state of tranquillity based upon a just
order (Pax omnium rerum tranquilinas
ordinis). This conception thus contained the concept of righteous intention (intentio recta), without which w a r
could not be allowed.
T h e fundamental importance of Augustine's teaching was, on the one
hand, that it overcame the early Christian condemnation of w a r and the
associated requirement that military service be refused and, on the other
hand, that it transformed Antiquity's conceptions of just w a r (which
Augustine found in Cicero's w o r k , in particular), and integrated them into a
Christian v i e w of the world, of humanity, and of history. It was based on the
conviction that in this unredeemed earthly world, even the protagonist of a
just cause could not avoid using a certain degree of force, but it also showed
profound scepticism towards the dira nécessitas of war, and was concerned
to direct it towards the restoration of peace. 6
Since the just w a r was directed against law-breakers and evil-doers in
order to punish them, Augustine's school of thought implied a tendency to
refuse the same legal position to both belligerents, as the Romans had conceded in their laws of war. He attributed a right of reparation, tribute, transfer of territory and, under certain circumstances, even complete subjugation of the vanquished to the victor of a just war. T h e w a r w a s also for the
good of the loser: the possibility of his committing evil was r e m o v e d , and in
this sense it was to his advantage to have been vanquished. 7 Yet this did not
mean that he and his individual soldiers w e r e to be regarded as outlaws and
subjected to all kinds of harsh and cruel treatment. T h e y w e r e protected
f r o m this, above all, by other basic ideas of the Augustinian doctrine. Even
in this period, peace had to be generated by convincing the vanquished of

5 »Iusta bella definiri soient, quae ulciscuntur, si gens vel civitas quae bello petenda
est, vel vindicare neglexerit quae a suis improbe factum est, vel reddere quod per iniurias ablatum est«. - Pentat. VI, 10.
6 Ernst Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis,
Vol. 1, 1958, p. 125 ff.; Dickmann, op cit. note 2, p. 119 ff.; F.H. Rüssel, The Just War in
the Middle Ages, (Cambridge, 1975) p. 16 fT.
7 »Nam cui licentia iniquitatis eripitur, utiliter vincitur; quoniam nihil est infelicius
felicitate peccaentium, quae poenalis nutritur impunitas«. - Epist. 138 ad MarcelUnum, 14. (»When w e are stripping a man of the lawlessness of sin, it is good for him
to be vanquished«.)
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its advantages, by defeating them in war.8 In all centuries, this has been the
fundamental moral and political principle of all the laws of war. It was
expressed in modern terms by Immanuel Rant in his statement: »No belligerent state shall be permitted to engage in such hostilities as would destroy mutual trust in a future peace treaty«.9
The concept of intentio recta also acted to promote moderation in war:
whoever let himself be guided by impure motives such as gratuitous vengence (vindictae et ultionis gratia), undermined the justness of the cause he
wished to serve.
Augustine left no doubt that participation in an unjust war was not a sin
on the part of the individual soldier, if he had no clear judgment on the injustice of his cause. The responsibility lay with the authorities who were
directing the war:
»Therefore, when a righteous man happens to serve under an ungodly
king, he may carry out his orders without violating justice if it is clear that
these orders are not contrary to the will of God. In other cases, it may be that
the sovereign is at fault because he has issued an unrighteous command,
whereas the soldier who carries out his order remains innocent«.10
However, the teaching of Augustine also contained elements which presented starting points for the radical theories and practices of later religious
zealots. The influence of bloody religious struggles amongst Christians in
Augustine's North African homeland led him to develop the idea of a »holy
war«. These struggles had occurred because the Church had to defend itself against the Donatists, a Christian sect which was motivated by social
disparities and which had tried to enforce its doctrines and demands by
force, thus threatening the entire social and political order. Augustine developed the concept of a war based upon divine command (bellum Deo aucîore),11 which was directed first of all against the (Donatist) heretics, but
which subsequently served to justify war against the infidels and was incorporated in the ideology of the crusades.
To a large extent Augustine's teachings were incorporated, mainly
through direct quotation, into the Decretum Gratiani, and from there into
canon law. Isidore of Seville couched them in simpler terms, thus strength-

8 » N o n quaeritur pax ut bellum excitetur, sed bellum geritur ut pax adquiritur. Est
e r g o bellando pacificus, ut eos quos expugnas, ad pacis utilitatem v i n c e n d o perducas«. - Epist. 189 ad Bonifac. 6. Similar ideas are expressed w o r d f o r w o r d in the w o r k
of T h o m a s Aquinas. For his doctrines of war, see: H. Gmiir, Thomas von Aquino und
der Krieg ( L e i p z i g , 1933) (Beiträge zur Kulturgeschichte des Mittelalters und der
Renaissance, Vol. 51).
9 »Es soll sich kein Staat i m K r i e g e mit e i n e m anderen solche Feindseligkeiten erlauben, w e l c h e das wechselseitige Zutrauen i m künftigen Frieden u n m ö g l i c h m a c h e n
müssen«. - Kant, Zum ewigen Frieden (1795), 6th preliminary article.
10 Contra Faustum, X X I I , 75, cited in Decretum Gratiani, Canon 4. Translated into
G e r m a n by Reibstein, op cit. note 6, p. 135.
11 Quaest. in Pent. VI, 10 (Opera III, iii, p. 428 ff.); De civit. Dei I, 21 (Opera V, i,
p. 39 ff.); Rüssel, op cit. note 6, p. 20 ff.
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ening their wider acceptance and influence. 12 However, their binding formulation, which was exemplary for the medieval church and is still effective in the social doctrine of the Catholic Church, was established by
Thomas Aquinas. Although he did not add much in terms of substance, he
acquired lasting influence through his systematic clarity and his logical terminology which was even meaningful to jurists. He summarised the basic
ideas, as already conceived by Augustine, identifying three prerequisites for
commencing a just war: i) auctoritas principis, the authority of a ruler who
had no superior judge and was therefore compelled to identify his rights
himself; ii) iusta causa, the just cause, which consisted in avenging and
punishing wrongs (with more emphasis placed on subjective culpability
than had been the case in Augustinian doctrine); iii) recta intentio, the sincere intention of advancing good or preventing evil.13
Opinion in the High and Late Middle Ages was divided over the question
of the auctoritas principis. Thomas Aquinas envisaged a situation which had
already developed in political reality, namely a multitude of independent
polities (which were later described as »sovereign«),14 and consequently
implied the condemnation of all private warfare amongst subordinate
rulers. 15 Others sought to maintain and defend the superior authority of the
universal powers in this field. For Hostiensis, »war«, in its true and strict
sense, was the war of Christendom against the infidels. He called this war
bellum Romanum, because in his view Christendom was the legal successor
of the Roman Empire. 16 Only the supreme head of Christendom could wage
such a war. A war conducted within Christendom could only be regarded as
a bellum iudiciale, a war for the preservation and restoration of law which
was waged by the head of the Christian community against rebellious members thereof. He who fought against the head of Christendom in such a war,
waged an unjust war. However, it was not necessary that the war be conducted by this highest authority itself; subordinate princes and authorities
could be delegated to conduct a bellum iudiciale. Thus, it could happen that
one ruler waged a just war against another ruler of equal rank. Furthermore, there were cases in which a prince did not require a special mandate
from the highest authority, because he was by law generally authorised to
wage war (bellum auctoritate iuris). For example, a war of self-defence
against an unjust attack was always justified. Apart from this, it was not
permissible or justifiable to wage war entirely on one's own authority.

12 According to Isidore a just war is one which is w a g e d after declaration to restore
good or to defend against evil. (»Iustum bellum est quod ex praedicto geritur de rebus
repetitis aut propulsandorum hostium causa«.) See: Etymol. XVIII, 1; R. Regout, La
doctrine de la guerre juste de St. Augustin à nos jours d'après les théologiens et les canonistes catholiques, 1935, p. 45. On Gratian, see: Rüssel, op cit. note 6, pp. 55-85.
13 Summa theologiae. Secunda secundae, quaestio XL.
14 Reibstein, op cit. note 6, p. 140.
15 Dickmann, op cit. note 2, p. 89.
16 Summa aurea, L. I, rubr. De treuga et pace: »Bellum quod est inter fideles et infideles potest dici bellum romanum et hoc est iustum. Hoc enim romanum voco quia
Roma est caput fidei nostrae et mater«.
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An integral part of the medieval concept of the office of Emperor was that
it was his prerogative, based on the power of the sword which was bestowed
upon him, to wage war against the internal and external enemies of
Christendom. This ius ad bellum of the Emperor was, in principle, never
seriously questioned.
Another more difficult and controversial question was whether the Pope
had to rely on the temporal arm of Christendom, namely the sword of the
Emperor, or whether he was himself authorised to wage war against
Christendom's internal and external enemies.
The point of departure for answering this question was the principle, established by Augustine, that the Church should indeed defend itself against its
enemies, but that in so doing, it should restrict itself to invoking temporal
action: »Ecclesia non sitet sanguinem«. 17 This principle was adopted from
the Decretum Gratiani, where the justice of a war demanded by God was
emphasised: »Crimina pro Deo punire non est crudelitas, sed pietas«. 18 A
war against heretics would be rewarded in heaven, and it was right to deprive heretics not only of their weapons and other instruments of war, but
also of their private property. Wars were to be fought by the temporal authority: the priesthood was not permitted to participate directly, but was
allowed to incite the princes against the enemies of the Church. The spiritual power could order the temporal one to wage war, with the latter being
obliged to punish the identified evil.
Such ideas formed the classical doctrine of the medieval Church.
Thinkers such as Cardinal Petrus Damiani, one of the leading minds of the
Cluniacensic Reform Movement, which fundamentally condemned every
war instigated by the Church, were unable to prevail over it. Petrus Damiani
recalled - with absolute clarity - the teachings of the Apostles in respect of
the duty of every Christian not to resist violence with more violence. Christ
and his apostles, he said, preferred death to war. Although the temporal
power could take to the sword, the priest had nothing but the spiritual
sword, the word of God. Therefore, the Church should not use arms for the
sake of faith, and even less for the defence of earthly goods. 19
Such reformatory radicalism could only be embarrassing to the supporters of a realist ecclesiastical policy, who in fact not only aided the prevalence of the Augustinian-Gratian concept, but developed it further. The
change in papal policy towards hierocratic universalism, which was initiated by Gregory VII and completed in the Late Middle Ages, became visible
in this field. The use of the idea of the »holy war« enabled the Pope to claim
the right to summon Christendom to war without the mediation of the temporal authorities, and to prepare and execute such a »holy war« himself.
Although several efforts to do so on the part of Gregory VII never went

17 »The Church does not thirst for blood«.
18 »To punish a crime on behalf of God is piety, not cruelty«. - D. XXIII, 2; VIII, 13.
19 H. v. Schubert, »Petrus Damiani als Kirchenpolitiker«, in Festgabe fiir K. Müller
(Tübingen, 1922) pp. 83 ff., 99 ff.; K. Erdmann, Die Entstehung des Kreuzzugsgedankens, 1935, p. 131.
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beyond the project stage, 20 the first crusade to the Holy Land, in 1095, occurred after the appeal of Urban II and without the co-operation of temporal
authorities. It was a purely papal-ecclesiastical enterprise under the direction and command of a papal legate, Bishop A d e m a r of Puy.21 A century
later, at the Third Lateran Council in 1179, Alexander III for the first time
proclaimed a »holy w a r « against the internal enemies of Christendom, the
heretics. This proposition was practically realised during the Albigensian
(Cathar) Wars f r o m 1208 to 1214. An international Christian army (exercitus
crucesignatorum)
under supreme ecclesiastical command w e n t to w a r
against the heretics. T h e theory of a »holy w a r « organised directly by the
Church was further elaborated under the guidance of Innocent III in the
resolutions of the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215.22
T h e origins of the idea of the holy w a r extend back in time and are beyond
the scope of this book. T h e y have been examined f r o m the specific perspective of the theory of the crusades in the monograph by Carl Erdmann. 2 3
Only a f e w aspects of this history can be referred to here.
After Augustine had proclaimed a holy war against the heretics (in conjunction with his war against the Donatists), Gregory I for the first time propounded the idea of a holy war as a missionary war for the expansion of the faith. 24
T h e crusade against heretics was in no way a late deformation of the crusade
against infidels, since it preceded the latter both in late Antiquity, and in the
Middle Ages. 25 However, neither Augustine nor Gregory I had in mind a war
organised by the Church itself. This change only took place under the influence of the Cluniacensic Reform Movement and the political aspirations of the
Reform Papacy, through the linkage of the idea of holy war with the ethics of
pious knighthood. 26 It was bound to become a point of controversy between the
imperial and papal parties because it involved an essential role for the
Emperor, namely the use of his sword for the sake of Christendom. 27 T h e success of the idea of a holy war organised by the Church itself was thus closely
linked with the general course of the dispute between Empire and Pope. In this
context, it was logical that it was Innocent III w h o developed the idea fully.
In close connection with the idea of the holy war, Innocent elaborated the
concept of the sanctioning powers of the Church. Thus, the third chapter of
the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215 reads, inter alia:
»If a temporal Lord neglects to fulfil the demand of the Church that he
purge his land of this contamination of heresy, he shall be excommunicated
by the metropolitan and other bishops of the province. If he fails to make
amends within a year, it shall be reported to the Supreme Pontiff, w h o shall
pronounce his vassals absolved f r o m fealty to him and offer his land to
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Erdmann, ibid., p. 161.
H. Mitteis, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 207.
See: H. Pissart, La guerre sainte en pays chrétien (Paris, 1912).
Erdmann, op cit. note 19.
Ibid., p. 7 fT.
Ibid., p. 246.
Ibid., Ch. 1 ff.
Ibid., p. 245.
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Catholics. The latter shall exterminate the heretics, possess the land without dispute and preserve it in the true faith«.28
The surrender of land to a conqueror acting on behalf of the Church
against heretics (terram exponere occupantibus, terram exponere catholicis
occupandam, later called expositio in praeda) was an effective reinforcement of the coercive means available to the Papacy. This theory also goes
back to the resolutions of 1207,1198 and 1179, and, in its origins, as far back
as Gregory VII.
However, once again it was Innocent III who developed it fully and formulated it with complete clarity. The Pope substituted himself as the liege
lord of the heretic Count Raymond VI of Toulouse, placing his lands in the
possession of the orthodox Count Simon de Montfort. Naturally, the true
liege lord of the count, Ring Philip August of France, protested. However, he
criticised only the form and method of the ecclesiastical procedure and did
not question fundamentally the right of the Pope to grant the conqueror a
fief of his crown.29 As a precaution it had, in 1215, been provided that the
receiver of the fief should enter into all the obligations of his predecessor
vis-à-vis the dominus principalis.30 The reservation of the superior liege
lord's rights was included in Innocent Ill's appeal to the archbishops of
France, where it was stated:
»It is hereby announced to you, that the subjects of the Count of Toulouse
have, by virtue of our apostolic authority, been absolved of their fealty
towards him; thus, it is permitted to every Catholic, (with reservation of the
overlord's rights), not only to chastise him personally, but also to occupy his
land, which his malice has so disgracefully tarnished, and to retain it, in
order to firmly expel the heresy from it«.31
Thus, in the Late Middle Ages a doctrine of the coercive power of the Pope
developed which could rely, not only on this indirect power of sanction, but
28 Canon 3, s. 5, adopted in the Decretale of Gregory IX: »Si uero dominus temporalis, requisitus et monitus ab ecclesia, terram suam purgare neglexerit ab heretica
feditate, per metropolitanum et comprouinciales episcopos excommunicationis uinculo innodetur; et si satisfacere contempserit infra annum, significetur hoc summo
pontifici, ut ex tunc ipse uassallos ab eius fidelitate denunciet absolutos et terram
exponat catholicis occupandam, qui earn exterminatis hereticis absque ulla contradictione possideant et in fidei puritate conseruent.«... - Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 1, p. 591;
Pissart, op cit. note 22, p. 37 ff.
29 »De eo autem quod vos predicti comitis terram exponitis occupantibus, sciatis
quod a viris litteratis et illustratis didicimus quod id de iure facere non potestis,
quousque idem de heretica pravitate fuerit condemnatus. Cum autem inde condemnatus fuerit, tantum demum id significare debetis et mandare ut terram illam exponamus tamquam ad feodum nostrum pertinentem«. - Letter of April 1208, in Pissart, op
cit. note 22, p. 42.
30 Pissart, op cit. note 22, p. 38 ff.
31 »Omnes ... auctoritate apostolica denuntietis ab eo interim absolutos et cuilibet
catholoci viro licere, salvo iure domini principalis, non solum persequi personeam
eiusdem, verum etiam occupare ac detinere terram ipsius, ilio praesertim obtentu
quod ab haeresi per suam prudentiam fortiter expietur, qua per illius nequitiam fuit
hactenus turpiter maculata«. - Pissart, op cit. note 22, p. 39, No. 1.
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also on the originally purely spiritual disciplinary measures of excommunication and interdiction. These latter disciplinary measures were of the highest practical significance for the position, in public life, of the person concerned. The withholding of all means of salvation from an entire area or
nation - the interdictum locale - was a powerful instrument in the hands of
a politically oriented Pope. The excommunicatio major, the great ban of the
Church, resulted not only in exclusion from all sacraments, from mass, from
an ecclesiastical burial, from benefices, from election rights and from ecclesiastical jurisdiction, but resulted also in absolute exclusion from the community of the faithful, with the result that no one was permitted to communicate with the banned person and that temporal powers were obliged to
outlaw him.
However, the period during which this coercive power of the Pope was
able to operate effectively in international life was limited. It ended with the
decline of papal power, which began in the early fourteenth century. From
this point onwards the discrepancy between universalistic theory and practical political powerlessness became evident in this context as well.

III. The Real Face of War
With the exception of two special cases, namely the war against heretics and
the crusade against infidels, where the first signs may be discerned of discrimination against the party waging an unjust war, Church doctrine supported the idea of a iustus modus bellandi. It thus coincided with the principal
ideal of the knightly feud, which was the concept of an honourable combat
between equal adversaries sharing a mutual respect for one another.
However, one cannot avoid recognising the reality of medieval forms of
combat, which were all too often clearly contrary to this ideal. As Huizinga
wrote: »It seems that the medieval mind in its bloody passion could only be
guided by setting the ideal much too high: this was the view of the Church
and of the knightly spirit«.32 The medieval history of war is filled at every
stage with unimaginable cruelty and cold-blooded perfidy. William the
Conqueror, Frederick Barbarossa, Richard the Lionheart - the greatest figures of medieval history who were cloaked with the splendour of the chivalrous ideal - were closely linked with the dark depths of this reality.33 The
more restricted the field of war and the closer the belligerents were tied to
each other by bonds of neighbourliness and compatriotism, the bloodier and

32 »Es scheint, als ob der mittelalterliche Geist in seiner blutigen Leidenschaftlichkeit nur dadurch zu lenken war, dass man das Ideal viel zu hoch steckte: so hielt
es die Kirche, so hielt es der ritterliche Geist«. - J. Huizinga, Herbst des Mittelalters
(5th edn. 1939), p. 149 ff.
33 Robert Ward, An Enquiry into the Foundation and History of the Law of Nations in
Europe, 1795, Vol. 1, p. 241 ff.; R. Pütter, Beiträge zur Völkerrechts-Geschichte
und
-Wissenschaft, 1843, p. 85 ff.; François Laurent, Histoire du droit des gens et des relations internationales, 18 Vols., 1850-70, Vol. 7, p. 239 ff.; W. Erben, Kriegsgeschichte des
Mittelalters, p. 101 ff.
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crueller was the combat. 34 Towns and castles w e r e burnt down, fields, trees
and vineyards w e r e destroyed, entire landscapes w e r e exposed to pillage
and devastation, prisoners w e r e tortured, w o m e n and children w e r e massacred - provided that the effort to appropriate the adversary's property or
to acquire a ransom for prisoners did not itself impose limits on such behaviour. If the fate of an enemy w h o was not respected as a knight by birth was
at stake, the ideal of knightly combat did not apply. It was also ineffective
w h e r e the combatants w e r e not knights, but mercenaries, hired foot-soldiers w h o joined the armies of knights f r o m an early stage. T h e most dreadful scourge of w a r w e r e gangs of adventurers, w h o entered into the service
of the belligerents and w e r e , f r o m the twelfth century, called »Brabançons«.
Although an agreement between Frederick Barbarossa and Louis VII of
France sought to combat this state of affairs, it remained ineffective. 3 5
Towards the end of the Middle Ages the discrepancy between ideal and
reality b e c a m e m o r e marked. In strange contrast to the harshness and ruthlessness of war, the knightly stylisation of combat flourished in a manner
which increasingly derided military necessities. It was commonplace to
speak about duels between princes, even though such duels never occurred.
For example, on several occasions Emperor Charles V challenged King
Francis I of France to settle their dispute by w a y of a personal duel. 36
Arrangements as to the place and time of battles between disputing princes
w e r e often concluded. Henry of Trastamara lost the Battle of Navarrete in
1367, having renounced a favourable position and exposed himself in order
to fight in the open. T h e Ring of France, having failed to find a w a y to free
the city of Calais, in all seriousness addressed a polite invitation to the
English to choose a place for battle. However, the requirements of strategic
logic increasingly prevailed over such chivalrous offers relating to the circumstances of battle. Nevertheless, as late as the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries it often happened that the spirit of chivalry proved stronger than
the demands of war, and that »the requirements of strategy w e r e sacrificed
to the beauty of life«. 3 7
In spite of the delusionary impression presented by the reality of medieval warfare, the immediate and continuing significance of the laws of w a r
should not be underestimated. History pays little attention to those cases
w h e r e the law was simply observed. T h e r e can be no doubt that real progress w a s made in one important respect. W h a t e v e r the fate of prisoners,
whether it was incarceration, torture, death or release for ransom, one fate
remained excluded, namely descent into a state of legal bondage. W h e r e a s
in Antiquity prisoners of w a r had been the most important source of slaves,
34 Laurent, ibid., p. 249.
35 Laurent, ibid., p. 254 ff. See also: H. Finke, Der Gedanke des gerechten und heiligen
Krieges in Gegenwart und Vergangenheit (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1915) p. 31.
36 Huizinga, op cit. note 32, p. 134 IT.
37 »die Forderungen der Strategie denen der Lebensschönheit opferte« - ibid.). p. 140
IT. Characteristic examples can be found in the book by Barbara Tuchmann, which is
instructive about the fourteenth century: A Distant Mirror (New York, 1978) (Published in German as Der ferne Spiegel, Düsseldorf, 1980).
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during the Middle Ages captivity following battle was not a basis for bondage.38
Compared to Antiquity there was always one significant difference about
warfare in the Middle Ages: the sober factuality which Thucydides employed in his description of the cruelties of the Peloponnesian War remained
unfamiliar to medieval chroniclers. Whenever they reported on the atrocities of war, they did so on the basis of a moral value judgement. Recognising
this difference is a basic prerequisite to understanding the history of the ius
in bello - the laws of war.

IV. The »Treuga Dei«
The efforts of the Church to contain the use of force with the help of the
institution of the Treuga Dei (»Peace of God« or »Truce of God«) must be
understood against the background of this reality and its moral evaluation.
From the eleventh century, proclamations of a Treuga Dei were made which
served to protect specific categories of people (clerics, merchants, peasants)
and places (churches and cemeteries) and to enforce a general order of
peace for a certain period of time (for instance, from Thursday or Friday
until Monday morning). 39 However, the success of such proclamations was
modest. An effective reduction of private warfare was only brought about by
the introduction of temporal legislation on peace towards the end of the
Middle Ages. Its complete elimination only became possible in connection
with the fundamental change of the entire socio-political system which
resulted in the rise of the »modern State«. This occurred in France under the
reign of King Louis XI (1461-83), and in Germany during the sixteenth century, after the general interdiction of private warfare by the proclamation of
a »Perpetual Peace of the Land« in Worms in 1495.40
The efforts to contain the use of force through »Divine Peace« and »Public
Peace« complemented and overlapped with one another. These efforts were
not restricted to the field of private warfare but extended to public warfare
as well. This was an inevitable development given the lack of a clear distinction between the internal and external spheres at the time.41 The development of an institution called trêve (truce) can be traced to the beginning of
the seventeenth century, and was closely linked with that of the Treuga Dei.
It was an arrangement halfway between a peace treaty and a military armi-

38 Laurent, op cit. note 33, p. 245. »Ordo naturalis mortalium paci accomodatimi hoc
poscit, ut suscipiendi, belli auctoritas atque consilium penes principem sit«. - Contra
Faustum, XXIII, p. 75.
39 C. von Schwerin, Grundzüge der deutschen Rechtsgeschichte, 1934, p. 196.;
P. Rluckhohn, Geschichte des Gottesftiedens (Leipzig, 1857); L. Huberti, Studien zur
Rechtsgeschichte der Gottesfrieden und Landfrieden, Vol. 1, 1892; G.C.W. Görris, De
denkbeeiden over orloog en de bemoeiingen voor vrede in de eifde eeuw, 1912;
Erdmann, op cit. note 19, pp. 53 ff., 335 ff.
40 0. Brunner, Land und Herrschaft (4th edn.), 1956, p. 39.
41 Dickmann, op cit. note 2, pp. 104-8; Rüssel, op cit. note 6, p. 183 ff.
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stice.42 These moves to promote the concept of Treuga Dei are occasionally
regarded as an early préfiguration of the prohibition on the aggressive use
of force as it exists in modern international law.
V. The Roman Tradition
The Roman tradition was one of the three most important sources of the
medieval laws of war.43 It was propounded in the Early Middle Ages through
the teachings of the Church fathers and canonists, who referred time and
again to Roman sources and authorities. The definitions of bellum iustum
formulated by Augustine, Isidore of Seville and Gratian, were direct extensions of Cicero's definition.
The »Romanisation« of imperial ideology began during the Staufen
Dynasty and led to the application of Roman law principles to the exercise
of authority by German emperors. For their part, the emperors, beginning
with Frederick Barbarossa, used these rules to bind the conduct of war to
strict legal institutions. The requirement of a formal proclamation of war,
which was already binding in the ius fetiale of early ancient Rome and had
been adopted by Cicero,44 merged with the diffidatio (the refusal or revocation of fidelity in feudal law) and became the legally required prerequisite
for initiating private or public war. According to the 1186 Imperial Peace of
the Land, such a proclamation had to be made three days before the opening of hostilities.45
The legal school of the »glossators« originated in Bologna in the eleventh
century, whereas the school of the »commentators« flourished in the fourteenth century under the direction of Bartolus of Sassoferrato (1314-57) and
his disciple Baldus de Ubaldis (1327-1400). Both of these schools had a decisive influence on legal thinking during the Middle Ages.46 Bartolus and
Baldus lived in close intellectual symbiosis with the idea that the German
Emperor was the successor of the Roman Imperator and that Roman law, as
the law of the Imperium Romanum, was therefore imperial law.
In the present context, only the influence of these schools on the concept
of war and the laws of war is relevant. It was of cardinal importance for

42 Paulus Α. Hausmann, » D i e Spuren der Treuga dei i m Völkerrecht oder v o m
W a n d e l des Friedensverständnisses«, in G. Picht & C. Eisenbart (eds.), Frieden und
Völkerrecht,
1973, p. 235 ff.
43 T h e concept of the just w a r acquired the f o r m of a moral principle in the Stoic teachings, having first manifested itself in the classical period of Greek literature and
philosophy. T h e Romans w e r e the first to r e g a r d w a r as a legal issue. Preiser, » Ü b e r
die Ursprünge des m o d e r n e n Völkerrechts«, in Internationalrechtliche
und Staatsrechtliche Abhandlungen,
Festschrift W. Schätzet, 1960, p. 20.
44 » N u l l u m bellum esse iustum nisi quod aut rebus repotitis geratur aut denuntiatum
ante sit et indictum«. - De officiis, I, 11. See also: Dickmann, op cit. note 2, p. 80;
Reibstein, op cit. note 6, Vol. 1, p. 123 ff.
45 Dickmann, op cit. note 2, p. 103.
46 N.S. W o o l f , Bartolus of Sassoferrato,
1913.
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ideas and concepts in this field that Bartolus, who was a consistent supporter of the Ghibellinic idea of Empire, took into account the political realities
of his time. In particular, he recognised the independence (which already
existed defacto) of numerous great rulers. He attributed to them the right to
wage a »public war« (bellum publicum) just as the Romans had waged such
wars with foreign nations or the Emperor had waged them with rebellious
princes, where they observed the rights of prisoners as well as the ius postliminiiA1 Whatever Bartolus had to say about the laws of war, he said in the
context of a highly sagacious and detailed presentation of the law of reprisals, which he developed in analogy to the laws of war (ius belli).48
The law of reprisals, as it existed in the customary law of his time, differed from the modern institution of the same name in that it did not concern
retaliation between States. Rather, it was a strictly regulated legal means of
self-help, similar to a lawsuit, which offered individual citizens and in particular merchants trading with members of other polities an instrument for
gaining compensation for those legal claims the enforcement of which was
not guaranteed by any court. It was aimed at any members of the particular
polity to which the law-breaker belonged, and to w h o m the principle of joint
responsibility could be applied. A licence in the form of a »letter of reprisal«
from the relevant authorities, for which the injured person had to apply, was
required in advance of any such exercise of self-help. Such a licence was
only granted if and when the injured person was unfairly treated by the
courts and magistrates of the other polity. A reprisal arrest, executed by
force, was only permitted to the extent of the damage suffered. Normally,
such seizures could only occur within the polity's own territory and, if need
be, on the high seas. During a state of war they could also occur within the
territory of an adversary.
The elements of this legal institution may be summarised as self-help,
denial of justice and collective responsibility. 49 In spite of the protections
which were built into it, Bartolus considered the law of reprisals to be an
odious remedy (remedium odiosum) because it could entail counter-reprisals and grievous disturbances of trade relations. Also, it required that a
negative judgment be rendered in respect of the actions of a foreign judiciary and could easily lead to a belligerent entanglement. For all these reasons
Bartolus aimed to limit the law of reprisals (which he conceded was indispensable) and to equip it with effective legal guarantees against abuse. On
the basis of this motivation, he derived his law of reprisals, support for
which he could not find in Roman law, by analogy from the ius belli. The elaboration of the latter by the scholastics seemed to provide some models for
the limitation and restriction of forceful self-help. This applied in particular
to limit the granting of licences to independent authorities, to underline the
47 J. von Elbe, » T h e Evolution of the Concept of the Just War in International Law«,
(1939) 33 American Journal of International L a w 665, 671.
48 Tractus Represaliarum,
1354. See: F.R. Hohl, Bartolus a Saxoferrato
(Dissertation
- Bonn, 1954), p. 68 ff.; R.H. Ziegler, Die römischen Grundlagen des europäischen
Völkerrechts, 1972, p. 16 ff.
49 Hohl, ibid., p. 31 ff
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requirement of a denial of justice as a prerequisite of a just cause. For
instance, it was required that the judge be mute to three requests before a
licence was granted. The sincere intention (intentio recta) required was a
matter of conscience. It could, however, be judged objectively, either in the
case of an arbitrary assessment of the damage, or in the case of an unsatisfactory examination of the claim of a denial of justice.
The law of reprisals has undergone profound changes since the fifteenth
century. However, the basic concepts of Bartolus had a lasting influence,
from the Tractatus de Bello, de Represaliis et de Duello (1360) of the Bolognese canonist John of Legnano, who elaborated upon many of Bartolus'
ideas, to late Spanish scolasticism. These are impressive testimonies to the
quality of the methodology of the great medieval scholars of Roman law,
departing from the corpus iuris, to their close intellectual connection to the
scholastics, and to their shaping of the legal institutions on the basis of these
elements' according to the requirements of their time.

Chapter Eight
The Legal Forms of Territorial Settlement:
Adjudication and Occupation

In the traditional systematic doctrinal organisation of the law of nations, the
problems posed by the distribution of territories and the establishment of a
territorial order are usually dealt with under the heading of »acquisition and
loss of territorial sovereignty«. A distinction is usually made between original and derivative acquisition. 1
In contrast to this conception, an analysis of the laws of territorial order in the
Middle Ages must start with the assumption (already explained in an earlier
chapter), that territorial sovereignty in its modern sense could not have existed
in medieval conditions.2 One can therefore only deal with the legal fate of a particular territory in its specific medieval form, in particular in its direct legal relationship to the particular jurisdiction and dominion of a territorial prince.
T h e scheme of distinguishing between original and derivative acquisition
of sovereignty is not suitable for this purpose. It is foreign to the sources of
medieval law and proves, upon closer examination, to be a theoretical construction of later centuries which was probably introduced by Hugo
Grotius. 3 By contrast, it is necessary to distinguish in principle between the
forms of acquisition which governed territories occupied by Christian peoples and those which governed territories in the non-Christian world. The
question, to what extent the modern doctrine of original and derivative
acquisiton is merely a secularised abstraction from this concrete distinction,
is one which may be left unanswered here.
In the areas inhabited by Christian peoples the infeodation and the escheat of fiefs was the most important legal form of territorial change. T h e
feudal granting of land performed the function of cession, which is customary in modern international law.
It was of fundamental importance for the overall structure of the medieval law of nations whether and to what extent the two universal powers,
Emperor and Pope, disposed of a world-wide jurisdiction for territorial settlement. In other words, did the medieval law of nations provide for the
acquisition of territory through adjudication by a supreme international authority? If the Emperor or the Pope was to be regarded as supreme liege lord
over all Christian territories, one also had to assume that these two powers
had a central function of settling territorial disputes within the Christian
orbit. The concept of feudal overlordship over all Christian territories would

1 See, e.g.: Alfred Verdross, Völkerrecht,
2 See: supra, pp. 66 fT.
3 De iure belli ac pads, 1, II, ch. 3, s. 1.

1937, p. 126 fT.
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necessarily have included the right to dispose of such territories by infeodation.
However, the office of the Holy Roman Emperor did not imply such a feudal overlordship in its system. 4 The liege-lordship of Emperor Henry VI,
which extended beyond the territorial limits of the Empire to Sicily, England, Cyprus and Armenia, represented a brief historical peak in German
imperial power. It cannot provide a criterion for an overall assessment of
the Emperor's legal position in occidental Christendom. The theoretical
deductions of the Italian jurists, who portrayed the Emperor as dominus
mundi (ruler of the world), lacked legal effectiveness in the political environment of the Late Middle Ages.
With greater insistence and consequence the Popes propounded the thesis of a papal liege overlordship over all Christian countries. In an instruction to papal legates in 1081, Gregory VIII asserted that, according to authentic documents preserved in St Peter's Basilica, Charlemagne had promised to pay a fief tribute to the Church and had also offered all the territory he had conquered to the Pope »in signum devotionis et libertatis« - as a
sign of his submission to the Pope's overlordship, and of his independence
from any other power. 5 The endeavour to impose the obligation to pay fief
tributes on temporal authorities remained a preferred instrument of the
policy of papal overlordship throughout the Middle Ages.6
However, Gregory VII's claims proved successful only in cases where they
encountered little resistance. Only those rulers who were driven into situations of political constraint sought refuge under the protection of papal
infeodation, in order to escape being subjugated to others. Other rulers
accepted a state of vassalage in order to confirm and consolidate, by means
of papal recognition, the forcible acquisition of foreign lands. The Prince of
Kiev, the Duke of Provence, the Norman rulers in southern Italy and Sicily
and the Kings of Aragon became feudatories of the Pope in this way. In 1143
the King of Portugal, Alfons I, submitted to the feudal lordship of the Pope in
order to escape being subjugated to the Kings of Castille, to whom the
Portugese Kings had previously owed feudal duties. Likewise, Dimitry
(Zwonimir), the Duke of Croatia and Dalmatia, had been crowned King by
a papal legate in 1076.
Innocent II extended this papal system of feudal investiture. In 1213 he
succeeded in gaining overlordship over England from John Lackland. 7
Poland, Hungary, Sardinia and Bulgaria were temporarily fief territories of
the Popes. Of course, the nucleus of the papal system of feudal dominion
was composed of the territories of the pontifical State.
One should not draw generalised conclusions from this system of papal
feudal dominion. Papal claims of this kind met with resolute opposition in
Germany, as was illustrated by the events of the Diet of Besançon in 1157.
4 See: supra, pp. 41 fT.
5 M. Zimmermann, »La crise de l'organisation internationale à la fin du moyen âge«,
(1933 II) 44 Recueil des Cours 315, 362 ff.
6 H. Mitteis, Der Staat des hohen Mittelalters, 1940, p. 311.
7 E. Giitschow, Innozenz III. und England (Munich, 1904).
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Chancellor Rainald von Dassel succeeded in provoking a storm of outrage
against the papal legate by translating the word beneficii, in the letter of
Pope Adrian IV, as fief.
There is thus no persuasive evidence that the Pope held a central function, derived from the idea of his feudal overlordship, in the legal settlement
of territorial disputes in the Christian Occident.
Many important changes in the territorial order of the Occident were
brought about through inheritance and marriage. These means of territorial
change strengthened the theory of the »patrimonial, private-law character«
of territorial dominion in the Middle Ages. There is no compelling reason,
however, to assume that inheritance and marriage must be understood as
exclusively private law institutions. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a form
of life which was less »private« in character than the dynastic policies of
inheritance and marriage. These policies determined the princely individual's fate with inexorable severity, by forcing him into a course of life which
was strictly predetermined by ancestry. Moreover, it may be concluded from
this, that the transfer of dominion by inheritance and marriage represented
an integral part of domestic constitutional law.
The gradual growth of the hereditary principle in the dynastic law of succession and in feudal law cannot be dealt with in detail here. The conflict
between electoral law and hereditary law in the various occidental kingdoms was resolved at very different times. However, the enforcement of the
hereditary principle was, almost everywhere, bound together with the question as to whether fiefs could be hereditary. Acceptance of fiefs as hereditary
was the price that a king had to pay to inherit his crown.
This formed the background to the Kiersy Capitular of 877, in which the
West Frankish King Charles the Bald confirmed that fiefs were hereditary.
The same situation was repeated three centuries later, when Emperor
Henry VI attempted to make the position of Holy Roman Emperor hereditary
as well.
With regard to feudal law, it must be remembered that, as late as the High
Middle Ages, there was no formal, immediate inheritance of fiefs in so far as
fiefs returned to the liege lord by escheat when the fief tenant died. Fiefs
could only be transferred to heirs by way of a special act of infeodation. The
concept of inheritance consisted only of a personal claim of the heir, against
the liege lord, to be invested with the fief.8 Immediate hereditary succession, free power of testation and free disposability of fiefs only became effective (to greater or lesser extents) during the Late Middle Ages.
Among the manifold principles of the laws of succession, the female right
of succession has to be stressed in this context. It was characteristic of the
Christian Occident and formed the foundation of the dynastic marriage policies which played such an important role in determining the political structure of Europe throughout the centuries.9

8 Mitteis, op cit. note 6, p. 10.
9 R.F. Wright, Medieval Internationalism,

p. 130 ff.
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The medieval law of nations did not recognise a right of conquest. 10 It
would have contradicted the logic of the »just war«, which bound the legitimate aim of a war to a just cause (iusta causa) and only permitted war as a
means of avenging a legal wrong and restoring the material, legal relationship. 11 Furthermore, a right of conquest was also incompatible with the
basic ideas of knightly private warfare. The aim of the »just feud« was to
inflict damage upon the adversary, but not to touch his inheritance, property, or lands, which he held in lawful possession. As Brunner explained:
»Whoever attacks the possessions of his adversary in feud, no longer exercises feud but dispossession, lawless force. Thus, he becomes, in the law of
the land, a violator of the peace and an enemy of the country«. 12 If lands, villages and castles fell into the hands of an adversary during the course of a
feud, they had to be restored upon the conclusion of a peace. 13
In their basic form, these rules were not only valid within the league for
peace {Friedensbund) which was bound together by land law, but also for
feud in the wider legal circle of Christendom. It goes without saying that in
the political reality of the Middle Ages there were innumerable wars of conquest. However, the fact that conquerors always sensed the need to see their
acquisitions legitimised through recognition by the Pope, clearly demonstrates that the lack of a sufficient legal title was strongly felt.
A similar motivation led William the Conqueror to seek confirmation by
the Pope of his acquisition of England. Gregory VU decided that the English
rulers had been guilty of a spiritual crime in failing to pay due tribute to the
Church regularly. By sending a consecrated banner to the Norman duke, he
approved his conquest, which thereby acquired the character of a just penalty.14 The decision left no doubt that conquest could not produce a lawful
result, in and of itself. However, it also testified to the existence of a trend
(mentioned above) 15 , which was later continued by Innocent III and
Gregory IX, namely, the papal claim to dispose of the land conquered by the
crusaders, in a »holy war« against heretics. This claim was tested in practice
by the Albigensian War, and proclaimed as a canon by the Fourth Lateran
Council in 1215. The Rings of France as well as the Staufen Emperor,
Frederick II, all submitted to this claim.
While these developments demonstrated, in respect of excommunicated
persons, a significant deviation from the rules which applied within the
Christian international legal community, different legal rules regulated the
10 J. Goebel w a s incorrect in so far as he spoke of »acquisition of sovereignty ... either by enfeoffment, by cession or by conquest« in The Struggle for the
Falkland
Islands, 1927, p. 64. See also: Zimmermann, op. cit. note 5, p. 369; R.A.-M. de Mauldela Clavière, La diplomatie au temps de Machiavel, 1892-93, p. 92 ff.
11 See: supra, p. 105 ff.
12 »Wer in der Fehde die Gewere des Gegners angreift, übt nicht mehr Fehde, sondern Entwerung, Gewalt ân recht. Damit wird er landrechtlich zum Friedensbrecher
und zum Feind des Landes«. - 0 . Brunner, Land und Herrschaft (4th edn.), p. 116.
13 Ibid., p. 127.
14 Zimmermann, op. cit. note 5, p. 360.
15 See: supra, p. 112 ff.
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territorial order in those parts of the w o r l d which w e r e either uninhabited
or occupied by heathens. T h e Popes could, with a certain degree of success,
rely on certain provisions of the Donation of Constantine, which bestowed
upon them the right to take charge of all parts of the w o r l d which w e r e either uninhabited or occupied by heathens. 16 In so far as the fifteenth and
sixteenth century Spanish policy of colonial expansion r e f e r r e d to such
papal claims 17 , the historical f o r g e r y of the early Christian Church continued to have effects w e l l into the beginning of modern times.
On the basis of this p o w e r of disposal, derived from the Donation of
Constantine, it was the Pope w h o distributed the territories which w e r e conquered from the infidels. T h e kingdoms and principalities which w e r e established in the Orient as a result of the crusades formed a highly developed system of papal feudalism. T h e most important of these kingdoms and principalities was the Kingdom of Jerusalem, founded by Godfrey of Bouillon in
1099. Similarly, the Popes distributed the Prussian and Lithuanian territories
which had been conquered in the east of Europe by Christian knights. In 1179
Pope Alexander III granted Duke Alphonse of Portugal the dominion of all territories which he was able to conquer from the heathens. T h e Portugese
began their colonial expansion in Africa on the basis of this legal title. 18
T h e Donation of Constantine granted another noteworthy right to the
Pope, namely the p o w e r to dispose over all of the islands in the world. Popes
took advantage of this right in their practical policies, and did so insistently
and with some success. Pope Nicholas II referred to this right w h e n he granted the island of Sicily to Robert Guiscard, Duke of the Normans, as a fief,
the island having been under Arab and Byzantine rule at the time. 19
Likewise, Pope Adrian IV (the only Englishman ever to hold this position)
referred to this right w h e n he was asked by Henry II of England for the
Church's assistance in the conquest of Ireland. However, Henry rejected the
ring which the Pope sent to him as the symbol of infeodation. He could not
ignore the fact that England was itself an island! 20
T h e true meaning of this right to dispose over all of the islands in the
w o r l d has not yet been completely clarified and requires further research. It
seems that it was not actually meant to apply to islands inhabited by
Christian peoples and governed by Christian rulers. T h e term »island« was
used, it seems, m o r e as a technical term for newly discovered territories,

16 J. Goebel, The Struggle for the Falkland Islands, 1927, p. 49 ff.
17 See: infra, pp. 192 ff.
18 Zimmermann, op. cit. note 5, p. 360.
19 Mitteis, op cit. note 6, p. 203.
20 Goebel, op cit. note 16, p. 50; Mitteis, op cit. note 6, p. 336. John of Salisbury, who
delivered the ring, reported this event in his Metalogicus: Opera omnia.
Patrologiae
Latinae, 1855, Vol. 199, p. 825. In recent times, objections have been raised against
this so-called »omni insular-theory«. See: A. Garcia Gallo, »Las bulas de Alejandro VI
y el ordenamiento jurídico de la expansión portugesa y castellana en Africa elndias«,
(1957/58) 27/28 Annuario de Historia de Derecho Español 673; T. Filesi, »Significato
e validità delle bolle Alessandrini di fronte al fenomeno d'espansione d'oltremare
dell'evo moderno«, (1966) Annuario di Diritto Internazionale 197.
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which were either uninhabited or inhabited by heathens. In the »Institutions« of the Roman Corpus Iuris Civilis the insula nata, an island which
is born as it rises to the surface of the sea, was considered to be an exemplary case of the acquisition of ownerless land. The language used in the
juridical literature of the Middle Ages suggested a similar meaning.21
Bartolus of Sassoferrato, who was responsible for many terms of modern
international law, discussed problems in his Tractatus de Insula which,
according to modern views, are governed by international legal rules concerning the acquisition of newly discovered territories.22
In opposition to the papal power to resolve territorial issues, Bartolus supported the thesis that the Emperor was the lord of the world, rex universalis. Therefore, all the countries of the world and likewise all the islands were
lawfully subject to his dominion. However, this thesis was merely a theoretical superstructure. In practice, Bartolus did not start from the de iure world
dominion of the Emperor, but from the de facto independence of numerous
secular powers, »superiorem non recognoscentes«.23 He eliminated the authoritarian power of disposal by Pope or Emperor as an essential critierion
for the acquisition of ownerless territories (which included those inhabited
only by heathens) and emphasised the concept of »occupation«. Fundamental concepts of Roman law were thus linked with those of medieval
feudal law.
According to Roman law, »occupation« in its wider sense was predominantly a mode of acquiring possession under the rules of private civil law.
Possession could be acquired by traditio, which was the delivery of possessions by the former owner, or occupatio, which was seizure by a self-established authority.24
If the object of this usurping of power was ownerless (res nullius) but still
capable of ownership, possession simultaneously established ownership on
the part of the person taking possession of the object with the intention of
appropriating it res nullius cedit occupanti,25 occupation in a narrower
sense.26 Objects were considered to be ownerless if they had never been
owned (res quae caelo terra manque capiuntur, as was, for example, the
case with wild animals), or if the hitherto entitled owner abandoned them
(res derelictae). Objects on Roman soil, which were owned by enemies or by

21 Goebel, op cit. note 16, p. 50.
22 Opera Omnia, 1596, X, p. 137.
23 » E g o dico quod Imperator est dominus totius mundi v e r e . N e c obstat quod alii sunt
domini particulariter, quia mundus est universitas quaedam; unde potest quis habere dictam universitatem, licet singulae res non sint suae«. - Comment, ad Digestum
Fetus, P, I, Opera Omnia, I, p. 553.
24 Paul Jörs & L e o p o l d W e n g e r , Geschichte und System des römischen
Privatrechts
(Berlin, 1927), p. 78.
25 Ibid., p. 87; von Czyhlarz, Lehrbuch der Institutionen
des römischen Rechts (4th
edn.) (Vienna & Prague, 1899) p. 102; F.S. Ruddy, »Res nullius and Occupation in
Roman and International L a w « , (1967/68) 36 University of Missouri at Kansas City
L a w R e v i e w 274.
26 Gai. 2, p. 66 ff.; Gai. D. 41, 1, 3.
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peoples who had no treaty relations with the Roman Government (res hostiles), were also regarded as ownerless. 27
Islands which rose to the surface of the sea were considered to belong to
the first category of ownerless objects. Bartolus referred to the following
passage in Justinian's Institutions: »An island which is born from the sea,
which rarely happens, may be occupied as it belongs to no one«. 28 However,
his comments show very clearly that he was principally referring to those
territories which w e r e in the hands of infidels and heretics. He was interested in clarifying those legal situations which arose when several efforts
to occupy the same territory coincided. It was for this reason that he endeavoured to define the degree of effective control which was required for a
legally effective occupation. Mere intrusion in a territory with a small expeditionary force did not suffice, although it depended on the circumstances
how strong an occupation force had to be. Occupation could only be regarded as complete when the most important parts of the territory had been
taken and no significant resistance to the occupying power remained.
It seems that conceptions derived from the spheres of occupatio bellica
and occupation in the civil law sense had merged in Bartolus' mind. It was
evident in his discussion of the occupant's legal position, that all these transactions had to be understood against the legal and political background of
feudalism. The legal effects of occupation were held to be different depending on the status of the occupant: whether he was dependent on a liege
lord or did not recognise a superior; whether he had been infeodated with
the new territory by one or the other; or whether he had been granted an
inchoate title for future acquisition, a ius ad occupationem. In all of these
cases occupation resulted in public as well as private law relationships. 29
Essential elements of the modern international law concept of occupation
and in particular of the requirement of »effectiveness«, which is essential to
it, are prefigured in Bartolus' theory. The papal right of adjudication was
confronted with a new title for the acquisition of territory, which served the
expansionist purposes of certain nation-States. In this way the legal principles w e r e formulated, which in the Spanish Age regulated the struggle over
the territories discovered in the N e w World. 30
27 Whenever such objects returned to the hands of the foreign nations, the former right
of possession was revived by virtue of the so-called ius postliminii. However, the legal
position was different in the case of an occupatio bellica, when the movable and immovable property of an enemy was taken into possession by belligerent conquest. Private
ownership in respect of such goods only arose through public attribution, which was
not necessarily compensatory in character. In the case of reconquest, the former right
of possession was not normally revived. The ius postliminii only applied exceptionally
to certain objects, such as tracts of land, slaves, etc. See: von Czyhlarz, op.cit. note 25,
p. 103. The concept of occupatio bellica in modern international law (Hague Convention
on the Laws and Customs of War on Land, Arts. 42-56) differs fundamentally from that
in Roman law. Even the ius postliminii, which was given significance within the law of
nations into the nineteenth century, had little in common with the Roman concept.
28 »Insula quae mari nata est, quod rari accidit, occupantis sit: nullius esse enim creditur«. Inst. II, 1, 22.
29 Goebel, op cit. note 16, p. 74 ff.
30 See: infra, pp. 137 IT.
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Chapter Nine
Law and Dominion of the Sea: Claims by the Coastal States

By virtue of the authority of Roman law, the classical principle that the sea
belonged to the res communes omnium1 preceded all discussions about law
and dominion of the sea during the Middle Ages. Thus, the seas could never
be the object of an exclusive privilege because of their natural quality. They
remained extra commercium and open to common use by all.2
Nevertheless, a conflict arose from the beginning of the twelfth century and
continued from then on, in relation to exclusive rights over certain maritime
regions of special importance for navigation and exploitation. In the Mediterranean region, the major Italian seafaring republics of Genoa and Venice in
particular proclaimed such ambitions and tried to enforce them effectively.
Genoa gained maritime dominion over the Golfe du Lion and the Ligurian
Sea, which in effect gave it a monopoly in trade and navigation along the
coast of the French Riviera.3 In 1174 Count Raymond of Toulouse had formally to grant the Genoese a monopoly on commercial shipping along the
French coast from the western frontier of Genoa down to Narbonne.4
Venice endeavoured to maintain maritime dominion in the Adriatic Sea.
The treaties concluded between Venice and the Emperors Otto IV and
Frederick II in 1209 and 1220 respectively may indicate recognition of their
respective rights, although opinion is divided on this.5 From 1269, the Venetians demanded high fees from ships navigating the northern Adriatic within a line drawn from Ravenna to the Gulf of Fiume. The inhabitants of
Treviso, Padua, Ferrara, Ravenna, Bologna and Ancona were required to pay
these fees, along with the Genoese, Pisans, Sicilians and Levantines. Bo1 1.2 s. 1 C I, 8: »Et quidem naturali iure omnium communia sunt illa: aer, aqua profluens et mare, et per hoc litora maris«. See further: ss. 1, 5 Inst. II, 1; 1, 13 s. 7
D XXXXVII, 10; 1.3 s. 1 D XXXXIII, 8. See also: A. Pernice, »Die sogenannten res communes omnium«, in Festgabe fiir H. Dernburg, 1900, pp. 125 ff., 132, 139, 143 ff.
2 In later discussions, there was frequent mention of a res nullius quality: Meurer,
Das Programm der Meeresfreiheit (Tübingen, 1918), p. 1. T h e expression was misleading, as Gidel justifiably criticised in Le Droit international public de la mer, 3 Vols.,
1932-1934, Vol. 1, p. 214 ff. Res nullius is an object, which although actually ownerless, is nonetheless capable of being owned (res nullius cedit primo
occupanti).
3 Ch. La Roncière, Histoire de la marine française, Vol. 3, 1906, p. 157 ff.
4 »Interdicam negociatoribus totius terrae meae ire vel mittere negociandi causa per
pelagus sine licentia consulum communis Januae et maioris partis consiliatorum
ipsorum. Eum autem qui contra fecerit, in tertia capitalia et toto proficuo puniam; vel,
si ad amnus Januae pervenerit, licenter ab eis paena simile puniatur«. - Germain,
Histoire de la communauté
de Montpellier,
1866, Vol. 2, p. 420; Liber
iurium
Reipublicae Genuensis, Historiae patriae monumenta, 1854, Vol. 7, p. 294; Gidel, op cit.
note 2, Vol. 1, p. 130.
5 P.T. Fenn, The Origin of the Right of Fishery in Territorial Waters, 1926, p. 261.
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logna and Ancona attempted in vain to ward off such constraints by force of
arms. 6
The Italian jurist Pacius, writing in 1619, summarised the effects of
Venetian maritime dominion in five points:
1.The Doges guaranteed safety on the sea, in particular through the sup
pression of piracy.
2. They protected the citizens of Venice.
5. They punished criminals who were captured on the seas on the basis of
the same law which was applied to criminals who were captured in their
territories on shore.
4. They had the right to prohibit navigation.
5. They could levy tolls and fees on all ships. 7
Each year on Ascension day, Venice's maritime dominion was symbolically celebrated in a solemn ceremony: the Doge reaffirmed his »marriage«
with the sea by throwing a ring into it »as a sign of true and lasting governance« (»desponsamus te mare in signum veri perpetuique dominii«). 8
The Venetians and Genoese temporarily exercised comprehensive control
over the Black Sea, the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles. This control was
based on an extensive network of commercial trading ports along the Black
Sea coast. Even the arrival of the Turks in 1357 did not succeed in banning
them from the Straits. It was not until the Turkish conquests of the fifteenth
century and the fall of Constantinople in 1453 that the picture changed.
Then the Black Sea gradually became a closed Turkish land-locked sea,
which was no longer accessible to sea-faring Christians.
Outside the Mediterranean, the Danish-Norwegian and the English kings
asserted exclusive rights to rule certain seas, in particular the Baltic, the
North Sea and parts of the Atlantic Ocean. Throughout the Middle Ages and
well into modern times, Denmark claimed control over the entrances to the
Baltic, the Sound and the Great and the Little Belts. It levied tolls and fees
on all passing ships and temporarily closed the entrance to the Baltic completely to foreign merchant shipping.
Denmark extended its claims to control over the Baltic as a whole in a
more or less explicit manner. In the North Atlantic it exercised the pretended rights of the Norwegian crown over the waters between Iceland and the
Faroe Islands in the west, along the Norwegian coast from Bergen to
Finnmark in the east, and even between Spitzbergen in the north and the
Shetland and Orkney Islands in the south. The practical effect of such claims
6 Gidel, op.cit. note 2, p. 130.
7 Julius Pacius a Beriga, De dominio maris Hadriatici disceptatio inter Sereniss. Regem
Hispaniarum ob regnum Neapolitanum,
et Sereniss. Rempublicam Venetam, 1619, pp.
36-9: »I. Illustrissimi Domini Veneti tenentur illud mare tutum et securum reddere, et
purgare a piratis. II. Debent subditos tuen eorumque necessitatibus prospicere. III. Possunt delinquentes in eo mari capere, et punire, tamquam delinquentes in suo territorio.
IV. Possunt alios iliac navigare volentes prohibere ne ibi navigent. V. Possunt navigantibus, vectigalia, gabellas, et collectas imponere et augere, et contra facientes punire«.
8 T.W. Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Sea, 1911, p. 4.
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consisted mainly in the prohibition of fishing (or at least in the requirement
of a fishing licence) in these waters, which was issued by the Danish kings
and addressed to all foreign nations. 9
Claims by English kings to »sovereignty of the sea« around the British Isles
had their origins in the thirteenth century. At that time the Ring of England
was, by virtue of his French possessions, dominus utriusque ripae, and used
his admirals to police the »Narrow Seas«, meaning the Straits of Dover and
the Channel. An ordinance issued by Ring John in 1201 mentions for the
first time the requirement of the »sea ceremonial«. 10 This ceremony was to
play an important role in later centuries. 11 Each ship, whether laden or
empty, which refused to obey an order from the Royal Admiral to lower its
sails, was to be forced into port, seized and its crew punished.
More evidence dates from the reign of Ring Edward I at the end of the
thirteenth century and of Ring Edward III at the beginning of the fourteenth
century. In 1336 Ring Edward III spoke of his predecessors as »Lords of the
English Sea on every side«.12 The English proponents of the mare clausum
during the reign of the Stuarts, and in particular John Seiden, 13 later referred back to this evidence in order to prove that the English »sovereignty of
the sea« in the Oceanus Britannicus could be traced back to this period.
However, as Fulton has shown, the proof was not completely conclusive. In
fact, English claims to maritime dominion in the Middle Ages lagged behind
the pretensions of the Genoese, the Venetians and the Danes. They did not
result in a prohibition on fishing, a trade monopoly or the levying of tolls;
rather they were limited to the policing of merchant ships with the aim of
combating piracy. The »sea-ceremonial« served this purpose only and did
not acquire far-reaching symbolic relevance until later centuries. 14
All of these medieval claims to maritime dominion, whether they were
held by the Genoese, Venetians, Danes or English, were limited to more or
less closed or, at least, restricted maritime areas. An exclusive right of dominion over the high seas as a whole - be it the Mediterranean or the Atlantic
Ocean (to the extent that it was then known) - was never claimed by anyone throughout the entire Middle Ages. In so far as a juridical foundation for
such limited claims was sought and reference to immemorial custom was
considered insufficient, rights of jurisdiction over the shore formed the
basis of argumentation. Maritime dominion was considered an appendage
9 A. Raestad, La Mer territoriale, 1915, p. 57 ff.; Gidel, op cit. note 2, p. 131 ff.; Fulton,
ibid.., p. 3 ff. The Danish claims of maritime dominion over the Baltic were characterised by Raestad as being more of a political than a legal nature: »Les avantages
obtenus par le Danemark dans la Baltique se bornèrent à une h é g é m o n i e politique de
plus en plus précaire et à l'hommage du pavillon bientôt disputé«. - Ibid., p. 58.
10 The authenticity of this ordinance, which has sometimes been questioned, has
been proven through the research of Sir Travers Twiss on the Black Book of the
Admiralty. See: Fulton, op cit. note 8, p. 39 ff.
11 See: infra, pp. 271 ff.
12 Fulton, op cit. note 8, p. 36.
13 See: infra, pp. 266 ff.
14 Fulton, op cit. note 8, pp. 42 ff.
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to and extension of territorial rights of jurisdiction. 15 The principle, which
was maintained by Bartolus in his Tractatus de insula, that the territorial
jurisdiction of a polity extended for one hundred miles or two days journey
from the coast, was probably only the legalistic formulation of a principle,
the substance of which was much older. 16
Even the claims to world dominion which w e r e advanced by Emperors
and Popes did not necessarily include a universal right of dominion over the
seas. The idea, that elements which w e r e not accessible to human domination could not be subject to the jurisdiction of a dominus mundi, seems to
have been the basis for a remark by the Roman Emperor Antonius. Although
he called himself the lord of the world, he attributed to the law the lordship of the seas (»Ego quidem mundi dominus, lex autem maris« 1.9 DXIV, 2). As neither the emperors nor the popes had substantial maritime interests or a naval force, 17 the application of universalist ideology to
the laws of the sea was not essential for them.
Nevertheless, the universalist theory which was advanced by popes or
emperors in the Late Middle Ages did not shrink from the full consequences of a claim for universal maritime dominion. Bartolus attributed to the
Emperor jurisdiction over those islands which were situated more than one
hundred miles from the coast - thereby implying a maritime jurisdiction
beyond the one hundred mile limit. 18 The fifteenth century popes not only
ratified the Portuguese colonial acquisition of continental and island territories, they also granted Portugal jurisdiction over the adjacent seas (maria
adiacentia).ì9 The papal edict Romanus Pontifex of 1455 expressly mentioned the »islands, lands, ports and seas« which w e r e to belong to the Portuguese. 20 These grants also assumed, as a logical prerequisite, a universal
papal power of disposal in relation to the seas.

15 J. Goebel, The Struggle for the Falkland Islands, 1927, p. 60: »... these claims w e r e
nothing m o r e than attempts to extend territorial jurisdiction. T h e y w e r e in no sense
general claims of dominion o v e r the seas, such as w e r e asserted later by Spain and
Portugal after the issuance of the papal bulls«.
16 According to Bartolus, one hundred m i l e s corresponded to w h a t w a s r e f e r r e d to
as a » m o d e r a t e distance« ( m o d i c o spatio) in Roman law. See: Raestad, La Mer
territoriale, 1913, p. 14. According to Roman law, islands w h i c h lay within a m o d e r a t e
distance f r o m the coast of a province, w e r e subject to the jurisdiction o f t h a t province.
I. 1 s. 99 D. L, 16.
17 Regulations introduced by the popes in respect of navigation and fishing o f f s h o r e
the Holy See are not relevant in this context.
18 A. Raestad, La Mer territoriale,
1913, p. 14.
19 A. Raestad, La Mer territoriale,
1913, p. 25. On the papal edict ratifying the
Portuguese colonial acquisitions in Africa, see: infra, pp. 230 ff.
20 »Alfonsus Rex, seu eius auctoritate predictus infans, iuste et l e g i t i m e Ínsulas, terras, portus, et maria huiusmodi acquisivit ac possedit et possidet, illaque ad e u n d e m
Alfonsum R e g e m et ipsius successores de iure spectant et pertinent.«... - Davenport,
European
Treaties bearing on the History of the United States and its
Dependencies,
1917, Vol. 1, p. 17.
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The practical significance of such claims, which complete the picture of
late medieval universalism, was quite minimal. The powers bordering the
Mediterranean - France, Spain, Venice - rejected the various imperial
claims to maritime dominion wherever they were advanced. Papal dispositions of this kind only acquired real importance later, during the Spanish
Age, when they caused serious disputes.
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Figure 9: H e n r y t h e S e a f a r e r , P r i n c e of
P o r t u g a l , G r a n d - M a s t e r of t h e O r d e r of
C h r i s t , i n i t i a t o r of t h e P o r t u g u e s e v o y a g e s of
d i s c o v e r i e s ( 1 5 9 4 - 1 4 6 0 ) ( F r o m a p o r t r a i t by
Nuno Conclaves).

Figure 10: E m p e r o r Karl V (Karl I of S p a i n ,
1500-1558), b e f o r e w h o m the d e b a t e b e t w e e n
S e p ú l v e d a a n d La C a s a s t o o k p l a c e ( P o r t r a i t
by T i z i a n ) .

Figure 11: Philip II, King of S p a i n a n d
Portugal (1527-98) (Contemorarv copper
engraving).

Figure 12: E l i z a b e t h I, Q u e e n of E n g l a n d
( 1 5 5 5 - l f i 0 5 ) (Portait by F e d e r i c o Z u c c a r i ) .

Chapter One
The Predominance of Spain in the State System

Spain was the first European p o w e r to succeed in consolidating national
unity into a tight State structure. This was achieved through the unification
of the Kingdoms of Castille and Aragon as a result of the marriage of
Ferdinand I and Isabella in 1469. Spain's cohesiveness was strengthened in
the struggle against the Moors. Religious unity and national unity coincided,
giving the Spanish State its strength, values and internal stability. Ferdinand,
King of Aragon succeeded in crushing internal feudal opposition and establishing the foundations of royal power. He also succeeded, through agreements with the Holy See in 1478 and 1482, in placing the Church of Spain
under the control of the State while adhering to the supreme authority of the
Pope. T h e last stronghold of the Moors on the Iberian peninsula, Granada,
fell in 1492. In 1515 the southern part of the Kingdom of Navarre was incorporated into Spain, thus extending Spanish rule over the entire Iberian peninsula with the exception of Portugal. Beyond the peninsula, Spain already
controlled the footholds for its Mediterranean expansion. T h e Balearic
Islands and Sicily had belonged to the Kingdom of Aragon since 1283. T h e
large Sicilian corn surplus was always of great importance to Spain in v i e w
of its own poor agricultural production. These islands, together with the rule
of a junior line of the Aragonese dynasty already established in Naples, form e d the starting point for Spanish involvement in the struggle for Italy,
which symbolised the beginning of Spain's rise to political predominance. 1
At the turn of the fifteenth to the sixteenth centuries, the priceless treasures flowing into Spain f r o m its overseas colonies underpinned its f r e e d o m
of action in the international arena. 2 T h e initial stages of the Spanish colonial
empire followed immediately upon the discoveries of Columbus. On the
Bahamas, w h e r e he first landed, Spanish rule was established at once. Haiti,
Jamaica and Cuba followed in 1511. Mexico was conquered by Cortés in
1519, the Inca Empire in Peru was conquered by Pizarro in 1524. In Asia, the
Philippines and the Marianas w e r e occupied by Spain in the mid-sixteenth
century. At about the same time, the period of the conquista was superseded
by the period of coloniaje, w h e n the ruthless exploitation of conquered territories, to the advantage of those individual adventurers w h o had succeeded
in capturing them, yielded to the organised colonial policy of the Spanish
State. T h e period of great Spanish colonial legislation began in 1552.3
1 Eduard Fueter, »Geschichte des europäischen Staatensystems von 1492-1559«, in
Handbuch der mittelalterlichen Geschichte (1919), p. 4, 79 ff.; F. Merzbacher, »Europa
im 15. Jahrhundert«, in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 6, 1964, p. 410.
2 R. Konetzke, »Überseeische Entdeckungen und Eroberungen«, in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 6, 1964, p. 535, 592.
3 A. Rein, Die europäische Ausbreitung über die Erde, 1931, p. 127.
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T h e three stages in the development of Spanish w o r l d dominance w e r e
marked by the three great names of Charles I ( E m p e r o r Charles V), Philip
II and the Duke of Olivarez. 4
T h e election of Charles as Holy Roman Emperor in 1519 linked the
Spanish possessions with the Habsburg inheritance of Burgundy as well as
with the Holy Roman Empire, leading to an i m m e n s e concentration of
p o w e r and to the revival of the idea of a w o r l d empire. 5
France was the first p o w e r to challenge Spain. King Charles VIII of France
attempted to invade Italy in 1494 in the course of his aspirations to the imperial crown. King Francis I, w h o had stood for election as Emperor at the
same time as Charles V, was vanquished at Pavia in 1525. Under extreme
pressure, he concluded an alliance with the Turks, but was finally forced to
renounce all claims to Italy in the Peace of Crépy of 1544. Apart f r o m Spain's
inherited possessions, Charles V left Milan, Flanders and Artois (the latter
two of which France had had to renounce) to his successors. After his abdication the French, encouraged by their successes against the German
Empire (having gained Metz, Toul and Verdun), endeavoured to resume
their Italian policy. H o w e v e r , this attempt also failed. T h e Peace of CateauCambrésis in 1559 ended the struggle over Italy in favour of Spain.
During the reign of Philip II, the Empire of Charles V disintegrated once
again into its Austrian-Imperial and Hispano-Dutch parts. Nevertheless,
Spain maintained its position as the predominant power. T h e Netherlands,
Milan, Naples and Sicily w e r e under Spanish rule, while Genoa and the
Pope w e r e reliable allies. Enormous colonial territories in South and
Central America belonged to Spain. In 1580 the union with Portugal also
enlarged the Spanish colonial empire, for Portugal had extensive possessions in India and Brazil. Victory at sea over the T\irks in the Battle of Lepanto
in 1571 restored the f r e e d o m of m o v e m e n t of Spain's Mediterranean fleet,
which had for a time appeared threatened by the growing sea p o w e r of the
Turks. It was only w h e n Spain attacked England that it reached the limits of
its power. T h e sinking of the Great Armada in 1588 shook Spain to its foundations for the first time, exhausting its strength in the struggle with
England and the Netherlands. T h e Armistice of 1609 granted an (albeit provisional) independence to the United Provinces and represented, in fact, the
loss of one of Spain's most valuable possessions. 6
In the Duke of Olivarez, Philip IV's prime minister, Spain had once again
produced a statesman w h o was capable of proving a worthy adversary to his
great antagonist, the French Cardinal Duke de Richelieu. 7 H o w e v e r , France

4 W. Windelband, Die Auswärtige Politik der Grossmächte in der Neuzeit von 1494 bis
zur Gegenwart (3rd edn.), 1936, p. 65.
5 Karl Brandi, Kaiser Karl V. (7th edn.) (Munich, 1964); P. Rassow, Karl V., Der letzte
Kaiser des Mittelalters (2nd edn.) (Göttingen/Berlin/Frankfurt, 1967); H. Lutz, »Das
Zeitalter Karls V«., in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 7, p. 27.
6 J. Engel, »Von der späatmittelalterlichen res publica Christiana zum MächteEuropa der Neuzeit«, in Handbuch der europäischen Geschichte, 1971, Vol. 3, p. 293.
7 Engel, ibid., p. 659 ff.; G. Marañon, Olivarez, Der Niedergang Spaniens als Weltmacht (no date).
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emerged as the new predominant power in Europe after the convulsions
and upheavals of the Thirty Years War. The role played by France in
Münster and Osnabrück in the negotiations for the Peace of Westphalia of
1648 was clear evidence of the new constellation in the State system. Under
the reign of Richelieu's successor, Cardinal Mazarin, internal French opposition reappeared and threatened to paralyse France's foreign policy.
However, Cromwell's England had meanwhile rejoined the anti-Spanish
ranks, thus sealing the collapse of Spain's predominant position. The
Pyrenean Peace of 1659 was the straw that broke Spain's back. Spain was
forced from her central position in the State system. A new age had begun,
an epoch in which the political leadership fell to France. This new epoch
was therefore characterised by the struggle of the other European States
against this new predominant power.

Chapter Two
The Foundation of the International Legal Community:
The Laws of the European Family of Christian Nations

I. Christianitas afflicta:
Christendom in the Age of the Confessional Schism
The modern law of nations in its initial form was greatly influenced by
Spanish political predominance and remained a legal order of the family
of Christian nations. This did not prevent intense interaction with nations
and powers outside this family (and in particular with those in Asia) from
taking place in the forms and institutions of the law of nations. The idea of
a law of nature innate to humanity as a whole, and on which an international legal community extending to all nations was founded, was, along
with medieval theological and philosophical thinking, familiar to the classical scholars of the law of nations during the Spanish age.
It is essential to keep in mind this dual character of the medieval law of nations in order to understand and analyse some apparent contradictions between,
for example, the preambles of the main peace treaties and the systematic deductions of the theorists on the law of nations during this period. On the one hand,
the medieval law of nations was a fully developed legal order of the Christianoccidental legal community. On the other hand, there was a universal legal
order of mankind based on certain fundamental principles of natural law.
Although the consciousness of the European community of States of this
epoch was based, as before, on the common Christian faith, 1 its character
had now changed. No longer was Christianity the closely linked occidental
community of the Middle Ages, united in a common faith and an ecclesiastical discipline under the authority of Pope and Emperor. This unity of faith
had been destroyed by the Reformation, which led to deep and bitter confessional dissension, extending into the field of politics and determining
political disputes up to the middle of the seventeenth century. Christians of
this epoch conceived of themselves as belonging to a christianitas afflicta, a
Christian international legal community afflicted and oppressed on many
sides but nonetheless capable, despite the Reformation and Counter-Reformation, of enduring all conflicts. 2 Neither Luther nor Calvin questioned
1 W. Näf, Die Epochen der neueren Geschichte. Staat und Staatengemeinschaft
vom
Ausgang des Mittelalters bis zur Gegenwart (2nd ed.), 1959, Vol. 1, p. 160: D. Hay,
Europe, The Emergence of an Idea, 1957, Ch. 4 & 5.
2 H. Lutz, Christianitas afflicta. Europa, das Reich und die päpstliche Politik im Niedergang
der Hegemonie Karls V., 1964, Introduction, pp. 15-38; 0. Brunner, »Inneres Gefüge des
Abendlandes«, in Historia Mundi, 1956, Vol. 4, p. 585; H. Gollwitzer, Europabild und Europagedanke. Beiträge zur deutschen Geistesgeschichte des 18. und 19. Jahrhunderts, 1964, p. 39 ff.
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Christendom's unity. However, the confessional struggle and a new conception of the Church's relationship to the State did in fact force Christendom
to adjust its conceptions of the law of nations.3
The crucial transformation of the »regimental« conception of the corpus
christianum to a more federal order of Christendom occurred in the fifteenth century, even before the Reformation. 4 The foundations of the regimental conceptions dissolved during the time of the Conciliar Movement
which sought in the early fifteenth century to govern the Church through a
General Council rather than solely through the power of the Pope. 5 The
famous crusade project of the Bohemian King George of Podiebrad in 1463
was, in substance, a proposal to form a loose coalition. Under this conception Christendom would have represented an alliance in which the Pope
and Emperor stood on the same level as the other Christian rulers. In 1577,
Pope Leo X proposed an alliance against the Turkish threat and called it a
fraternitas, which was a word that had already been used by George of
Podiebrad. 6 The Reformation completed the development of the corpus
christianum into a co-operative federal union by dissolving the sacramental
priesthood and destroying the hierarchical conception of the Church.7
Christianity was still invoked as a distinct element of the international
legal community and was still very much a reality in the political publications and treaty texts of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.
However, its form, as compared with that of the medieval corpus christianum, had changed fundamentally. The predominant power in this society of
States was no longer the Holy Roman Empire in its pre-Reformation medieval Catholicism, but rather the confessionally faithful Spain of the CounterReformation. Particularist power politics of the six great European nations
prevented any kind of common action.
Nothing demonstrates the difference between this new Christian-European society of States and the medieval res publica Christiana more clearly
than a comparison of the great occidental expansion of the sixteenth century with that of the Middle Ages, namely the crusades. The discovery, conquest and conversion of the New World overseas was no longer a common
enterprise of the Church, Christian knights and princes, as the crusades
with their knightly armies drawn from all nations had been. Instead an open
and bitter struggle of the great European nations against one another
began. The Kings of Spain and Portugal proclaimed themselves grand-

3 Näf, op cit. note 1, p. 281, characterised the change in character which occurred
during the Spanish Age as involving »non-denominational wars until 1559, [and] from
this point forward denominational-based politics in Western Europe, denomimational-influenced politics in the Baltic«.
4 H. Liermann, »Studien zur Geschichte des corpus christianum in der Neuzeit«,
(1938) 58 Savigny Zeitschrift für Kanonistische Rechtsgeschichte 495.
5 W. Fritzemeyer, »Christenheit und Europa. Zur Geschichte des europäischen Gemeinschaftsgefühls von Dante bis Leibniz«, (1931) 23 Historische Zeitschrift 1, 10 ff.
6 »Fraternitas Sanctae Cruciatae« - German translation in J. Meulen, Der Gedanke
der internationalen Organisation in seiner Entwicklung, Vol. 1, 1917, p. 131.
7 Fritzemeyer, op cit. note 5, p. 45 ff.
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masters of all Spanish and Portugese knightly orders, thereby fusing religious mission with national policy.
The idea of a Christian crusade against the Turks did survive even into the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Leibniz, in a memorial on the security of the Empire in 1670, was able to outline a plan for a general crusade.
However, at the same time complaints were voiced about »treachery«
among the Christian powers, who were accused of pursuing only one goal,
that of destroying one another. 8 When the Spanish reminded the French of
their duty to participate in the war against the Turks, the French envoy in
Madrid replied in 1565 that although most of the princes stressed with fine
words the common good of Christendom and pretended to act in furtherance of it, they basically cared only for their own interests. 9
It was nevertheless significant that on every possible occasion the reproach was used, that a hostile government had entered into secret agreements with the Turks or had otherwise increased the Turkish threat through
its behaviour. Although repeatedly alarmed by the Turkish threat, Christian
solidarity was never strong enough to build a common defence alliance. Not
even the efforts of States such as Venice, which were regarded as bullwarks
against the Turks, was able to do so.
However, the alliance concluded in 1534 between King Francis I, the
»most Christian Ring of France«, and the Turks against the Emperor, the
lord-protector of Christendom, was not an indication of the decline of
Christian solidarity. In all the countries of Europe, even in France itself, the
alliance was condemned as a disgraceful and treasonous act against the
common Christian cause. More importantly, this alliance had been concluded under the pressure of extreme emergency after Francis I was defeated
in the Battle of Pavia in 1525. Never before had France seriously considered
the obvious option of an alliance with the Ottomans in the fight against
Habsburg power. 10
Such an alliance was considered to be justified only in the case of extreme
emergency. This represented an exception to a fundamental rule. This
exception can be found throughout the literature of the sixteenth and seventeeth centuries. Many decades earlier, at the Council of Constance in
1414-18, Paulus Vladimiri, rector of the Jagiello University of Krakov and
the spokesman for the Polish delegation, had defended the alliance between
the Polish King and the heathen Lithuanians against the Order of the
Teutonic Knights by referring to this exceptional right. 11
8 A. Rein, Der Kampf Westeuropas um Nordamerika
im 15. und 16.
Jahrhundert,
1925, p. 13.
9 »Je suis esté contrainct reppliquer que les plus des princes ont pour recommandé
l'universel en apparence et belles parolles, mais qu'ilz ne prennent rien à cueur que
leur propre interest, quoy qu'ilz semblent le fere pour zelle de christianisme« - in
Rein, ibid., p. 9.
10 Eduard Fueter, »Geschichte des europäischen Staatensystems von 1492-1559«, in
Handbuch der mittelalterlichen
Geschichte (1919), p. 4, 16 ff.
11 »Princeps Christianus necessitate imminente ... ad sui defensionem et suae terrae uti potest auxilio infidelium, non solum sibi subiectorum sed etiam aliorum« - in
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Gentili recognised no such exception. According to him, alliances with the
infidels were never lawful, especially if they were directed against Christians. However, it was permissible to make peace with infidels and such
peace agreements were to be observed.12 Grotius, and after him Zouche,
supported the general view that no objection could be voiced against trade
agreements with infidels.13 They added that, in respect of alliances, it
depended on the circumstances of each particular case. Even if one's own
power was reinforced through co-operation with infidels, one had to abstain
from such co-operation, »except in extreme emergency«.
It was during the age of French predominance, after 1648 and in combination with the religious and confessional indifference that was fundamental to the monarchy's raison d'état, that the option of an alliance with the
Turks gradually became less reprehensible.14 However, this did not prevent
an English author, who was himself willing to permit an alliance with infidels in the case of an extreme emergency, from condemning in harsh
words in 1686 the alliance between King Francis I of France and the TYirks
against the Emperor.15
The Christian-European character of the law of nations was of greatest
importance in respect of the legal titles of overseas expansion. Most of the
arguments that were advanced, including papal investitures as well as discovery and occupation, were based on the assumption that the natives were
incapable of holding property and having lawful government, that they lived
in a legal vacuum and that the lands they inhabited were terra nullis and
could therefore be the object of discovery or occupation. Not only the Spanish,
but also the English operated on this assumption. It was officially maintained
by royal chanceries. The concept had originally been formulated by Aegidius
Romanus,16 and was now confirmed in explicit terms by the English reformer
John Wycliffe: »Nullus est dominus civilis, dum est in peccato mortali«.17
The Church itself never recognised this principle. Thomas Aquinas rejected it. The Council of Constance expressly condemned it. In his book De
M. Bobrzynski (ed.), De Potestate Papae et Imperatoris
respecta
Infidelium.
Monuments de Droit Polonais, 1878, p. 145 ff. See also: C.H. Alexandrowicz, An
Introduction to the History of the Law of Nations in the East Indies, 1967, p. 84 ff.;
idem., »Paulus Vladimiri and The Development of The Doctrine of Coexistence of
Christian and Non-Christian Countries«, (1963) 39 British Yearbook of International
L a w 441, 445; H.D. Kahl, »Die völkerrechtliche Lösung der >Heidenfrage< bei Paulus
Vladimiri von Krakau (d.1435) und ihre problemgeschichtliche Einordnung«, (1958)
7 Zeitschrift für Ostforschung 161.
12 De iure belli, iii, 19.
13 De iure belli ac pacis, Vol. 2, Ch. 15; Richard Zouch (also Zouche), Iuris et iudicii
fecialis explicatio, 1650, in Classics, Vol. 1, 1911, p. 101.
14 P. Honigsheim, »Türkenkrieg, Türkenbündnis und Türkengleichberechtigung in
Renaissance und Absolutismus«, (1959/60) 55 Die Friedenswarte 239.
15 John Henry Pott, De foederibus fidelium cum infidelibus. Cited in Alexandrowicz,
Law of Nations in the East Indies, op cit. note 11, p. 87; idem., »Paulus Vladimir«, op
cit. note 11, p. 445.
16 See: supra, p. 47.
17 »No one is civil master, while he is in mortal sin«.
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paupertate Christi, Richard Fitzralph, Archbishop of Armagh (dec. 1360),
taught that grace was the origin and basis of all authority, and that infidelity and mortal sin did not prevent the existence of a lawful government. He
therefore disapproved of applying the principle to Poles and Lithuanians. 18
The great Spanish jurists, theologians and missionaries of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, especially Francisco de Vitoria, Domenico Soto,
Bartolomeo de Las Casas and Francisco Suárez, followed this tradition of
the Church and fought against the principle. 19 Soto maintained that there
was no legal difference between Christians and heathens. Ayala, Gentili and
Grotius followed these teachings of the Spanish authors.
During the Spanish Age a significant dissension became visible within the
basic concepts of the law of nations. It reappeared at various points and
places during this period. On Spanish soil itself a spiritual movement developed which opposed the »reactionary« recourse to the ways of thinking of
the curialists of the Late Middle Ages. Instead, concepts were based on the
ideas of high scolasticism and of Thomas Aquinas, in a search for new ways
to justify Spanish colonial policy and the rights of the Pope to exercise influence in secular matters. This was done in a form which was better adapted
to modern thinking, even though it kept its argumentation based on the concept of a Christian-occidental law of nations.
This is the background to the picture painted by Francisco de Vitoria, of a
society of States. 20 It was based on the concept of a universal international
legal community encompassing all mankind. This concept, which had
already been prefigured in the natural law doctrine of high scolasticism,
considered the individual States of Christian Europe to be embedded in the
18 Pearce Higgins, »International Law and the Outer World 1450-1648«, in Cambridge History of the British Empire, Vol. 1, 1929, p. 192; Erneste Nys, Les origines du
droit international, 1894, p. 39.
19 On Las Casas (1474-1566), see infra, p. 2 3 8 ff.; on Suarez, infra, p. 148; on Ayala,
infra, p. 184; on Gentili, infra, p. 2 0 9 ff.; on Grotius, infra, p. 191.
20 Francisco de Vitoria (1483-1546) was a Dominican monk from San Pablo de Burgos,
a lecturer at the Sorbonne (1520), a professor of theology and principal of the
Dominican College of St. Gregor de Valladolid (1521), and professor at the University
of Salamanca (1526). His theory of the law of nations was developed in the fifth and
sixth lectures of his Relectiones theologicae, delivered in Salamanca in 1538-39. Their
titles were De Indis recenter inventis and De lure Belli Hispanorum in Barbaros. They
were reproduced in Jacques Boyer (ed.), Editio princeps (Lyon, 1557). Further editions
were published in Salamanca (1565), Ingolstadt (1580), Cologne (1696), Washington
(1917), Madrid (1935) and Tübingen (1952). A bilingual edition was produced in the
Classics of International Law, Vol. 6,1917. See also the bibliographical note by G. Jarlot
in Yves de la Brière (ed.), Vitoria et Suarez. Contribution des théologiens au droit international moderne (Paris, 1939); as well as Josef Soder, Die Idee der Völkergemeinschaft,
Francisco de Vitoria und die philosophischen Grundlagen des Völkerrechts, 1955, with
bibliography pp. VII-XIV; Truyol y Serra, Die Grundsätze des Völkerrechts bei Francisco
de Vitoria, 1947; idem., »Die Grundlagen der völkerrechtlichen Ordnung nach den spanischen Völkerrechtsklassikern«, (1958) 2 Heidelberg Jahrbuch 53; idem., »Staatsräson
und Völkerrecht in der Zeit Karls V«., in Festschrift Alfred Verdross, 1960, p. 273; idem.,
Die Entstehung der fVeltstaatengesellschaft unserer Zeit, 1963.
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universal international legal community: res publica est pars totius orbis.
Notions of Christian theology regarding all men as the children of God merged in Vitoria's world view with elements of Greek philosophy, and in particular with the version of stoic anthropology derived from Cicero. Once the
Stoicists had overcome the sharp distinction made by Aristotle between
Greeks and barbarians, the way was paved for viewing all human beings as
equal on the basis of their common participation in the logos, the divine reason which governed the world. This world community of the human race
was conceived by Vitoria and the other Spanish theorists of his era as an
organised community of peoples which were themselves constituted politically as States. 21 Their ideas were thus different from modern universalistic
ideas of a society of States which is constituted through the free will and
treaties of sovereign States. As Dempf explained Vitoria's view of the community of nations:
»It is a necessity just as much as the State itself. As an idea and as a norm
it exists before the will of the States, as the State exists by nature before the
will of individuals, attempting to establish a constitution. Una res publica
pars totius orbis! Mankind is a whole, which exists before and with its parts,
the individual nations. Its legislative power is rooted in itself: Totus orbis
habet potestatem legis ferendi. lus gentium vim non habet ex pacto hominium. The law of nations derives its power of enforcement, not from the will
of mankind or the sovereign States, but from the moral norm of a just coexistence of nations«. 22
In Vitoria's opinion, native peoples also had legal capacity as members of
the universal community of mankind. They exercised all the essential natural rights: they had definite marriages, authorities, property, laws, trades,
commerce, a specific kind of religion - in short, the factual usage of natural
human reason. This resulted in their being nation-personalities within the
community of mankind. 23 Vitoria explained that the holy scriptures called
even sinners like Ahab and Solomon »kings«. David called Saul »king«. The
apostle Paul advised the Romans to obey their rulers, whether good or bad.
Just as God allowed his sun to shine and his rain to fall on all men, both just
and unjust, he also disposed of worldly goods among the good and the bad.
21 Truyol y Serra, Grundlagen, ibid., p. 59 ff.; ídem., »Prémisses philosophiques et historiques du >totus orbis< de Vitoria«, (1946/47) 7 Annuario de la Associación Francisco de
Vitoria 179; Georg Stadtmüller, Jahrbuch 53; rid (1935) and Tübingen (1952). Geschichte
des Völkerrecht, 1951, p. 108 ff.; J. Soder, Die Idee der Völkergemeinschaft,
Francisco de
Vitoria und die philosophischen
Grundlagen des Völkerrechts, 1955, p. 53 ff.
22 »Sie ist eine Notwendigkeit genau so wie der Staat selber. In der Idee und als Norm
besteht sie schon vor d e m Willen der Staaten, wie der Staat schon von Natur vor dem
Willen der einzelnen besteht, die sich eine bestimmte Verfassung geben wollen. Una
res publica pars totius orbis! Die Menschheit ist ein Ganzes, das vor und mit den
Teilen, den Völkern existiert. In ihr selber beruht ihre gesetzgebende Gewalt: Totus
orbis habet potestatem legis ferendi. lus gentium vim non habet ex pacto hominium.
Das Völkerrecht hat seine Zwangsgewalt nicht aus dem Willen der Menschheit oder
der souveränen Staaten, sondern aus der sittlichen Norm des gerechten Zusammenlebens der Völker«. - A. Dempf, Christliche Staatsphilosophie
in Spanien, 1937, p. 46 ff.
23 Ibid., p. 49.
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One could not deny to the natives of America, who had never injured the
Europeans, that which was conceded to the eternal enemies of the Christian
religion, the Saracens and the Jews.
The legal titles to which Vitoria referred in order to justify the actions of
the Spanish conquistors in America did not presume the lawlessness of the
native peoples. They rested instead on the natural right of free interaction
with the natives, a right which belonged to the Spaniards as well as to all
other nations. This right included the right to trade with the natives and to
preach the gospel to them - and in case the Spaniards were forcibly prevented from exercising these rights, the natural right of defence in a just war.
James Brown Scott, professor of international law at Georgetown
University in Washington, endeavored in the 1920s and 1930s to hail the
Spanish theorists as the true founders of modern international law. In particular, he supported the thesis that Vitoria and his colleagues had substituted the universal community of all nations »regardless of geography, race, or
religion«, for Christendom. However, this was a misinterpretation of Vitoria's
place in the history of ideas. Vitoria's thinking remained closely linked to the
world view of medieval Christianity. Only against this background is it possible to understand, for example, the crucial role played in his argumentation
by the mandate to engage in conversion. In the final analysis, this mandate
was an attempt to justify Spanish colonial policy. Even in Vitoria's view, the
natural law - based society of nations was not the community of last instance.
Over and above it there was another community »embracing sky and world«.
It was the Church in its totality - una et tota ecclesia.
Joseph Cardinal Höffner has drawn attention to this point in his critical
remarks on Scott's work:
»This community, embracing the Church instituted by Christ (as understood in a narrow sense), and the Christian States, the head of which was
Christ himself, will only become a reality after all the peoples of the world
have become Christian and all States are governed by princes in the
Christian spirit. Vitoria's system is clearly directed towards this goal. He
attributes to Christians the right to preach the gospel to all peoples, to overcome by force resistance against missionary activities, and to depose heathen princes. All these powers are destined to serve the ideal of the >total
Church«. Where the realisation of this ideal is at stake, even certain principles of the ius gentium have to be passed over«.24

24 »Erst wenn alle Völker der Welt christlich geworden wären, und wenn alle Staaten
von christlichen Fürsten in christlichem Geiste regiert würden, wäre diese Gemeinschaft, deren Glieder die von Christus gestiftete Kirche im engeren Sinne und die
christlichen Staaten sind, deren Haupt aber Christus selber ist, Wirklichkeit geworden.
Vitorias System ist eindeutig nach diesem Ziele ausgerichtet. Spricht er den Christen
doch das Recht zu, allen Völkern das Evangelium zu predigen, den Widerstand gegen
die Mission mit Gewalt zu unterdrücken, heidnische Fürsten des Amtes zu entheben
und dgl., alles Befugnisse, die der Verwirklichung jener idealen >ganzen Kirche< dienen.
Wo es sich um die Verwirklichung dieses Zieles handelt, müssen sogar gewisse Grundsätze des lus gentium zurückstehen«. - Joseph Höffner, Christentum und Menschenwürde (2nd edn. under the title Kolonialismus und Evangelium (Trier, 1969) p. 342).
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At one point Vitoria referred to the res publica Christiana as the last and
supreme community, leading by way of missionary conversion to the dissolution of the non-Christian world and thus gave new meaning to the
medieval expression. 2 5
The ideal of an international legal community encompassing all of mankind is also a centerpiece of the teachings of Francisco de Suárez, the Jesuit
theologian who, after Vitoria, was the most famous of the classical Spanish
scholars of the law of nations. 2 6 In Suárez's theory of the law of nations the
narrowly defined Christian-European legal community was no longer the
clear point of reference; it was replaced by the universal world community
of States rooted in natural law. In his principal work - De Legibus ac Deo
Legislatore (1612) - he wrote of his concept of the law of nations:
»The h u m a n race, as much as it is divided into different nations and
Empires, is nevertheless a certain unit, not only as a species, but also politically and morally. This unity results from the natural command of mutual
love, which extends to everybody, also to foreigners, to whichever nation
they belong. As much as an independent city, a State or a Kingdom may
represent a perfect society, each one is to a certain degree a m e m b e r of the
greater totality, of mankind«. 27
Do these thoughts represent the origin of the modern conception of a universal internatioal legal community of mankind? In answering this question,
controversial as it is in more contemporary research, 2 8 one cannot overlook
the fact that although the abstract premises of the Spanish classical scholars
ignored the contextual factors of time and place, these premises were firmly
tied to the Christian medieval tradition, to each author's own spiritual order,
to the Church, as well as to the particular historical position occupied by the
Spanish monarchy during the Age of Discovery and the overseas expansion of
the European nations. It became apparent time and again that, behind these
authors' new legal constructions, the spheres of the Christian-European law
of nations and that of the overseas colonies remained two separate worlds.
25 Relectio prior de potestate Ecclesiae, Vol. 2, p. 75 of the critical edition edited by
Luis G. Alonso Getino in 1934, cited by Höffner, ibid., p. 342, fn. 73.
26 Suárez (1548-1617), after many years of teaching in Jesuit colleges in Rome and
Alcalá and several years of research in Salamanca, was for most of his life professor
at the University of Coimbra. His appointment was strongly influenced by Philip II.
His last years were spent in Lisbon, where he played more of a diplomatic and political role. For an assessment of his life and works see J. Soder's introduction to Suárez's
writings on the law of nations in W. Schätzel (ed.), Klassiker des Völkerrechts (1965),
Vol 4. From the same author, see also: Francisco Suárez und das Völkerrecht, 1973.
27 »Ratio autem huius partís et iuris est, quia h u m a n u m genus quantumvis in varios
populos et regna divisum, semper hebet aliquam unitatem non solum specificam, sed
etiam quasi politicam et moralem, quam indicat naturale praeceptum mutui amoris
et misericordiae, quod ad o m n e s extenditur, etiam extráñeos, et cuiuscumque nationis. Quapropter licet unaquaeque civitas perfecta, respublica, aut regnum, sit in se
communitas perfecta, et suis membris constane, nihilominus quaelibet illarum est
etiam membrum aliquo modo huius universi, prout ad genus h u m a n u m spectat«. W. Schätzel (ed.), Klassiker des Völkerrechts (1965), Vol 4, p. 66.
28 See in particular the debate between Carl Schmitt and F.A. von der Heydte: Schmitt,
»Francisco de Vitoria und die Geschichte seines Ruhmes«, (1949) 3 Die n e u e Ordnung
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This became particularly apparent w h e n the Spanish classical scholars
attempted to answer the practical legal questions of their time, to test the legal
titles of occupied overseas lands and to demarcate the particular legal position of the Spanish from that of other European colonial powers.
Hugo Grotius developed further the thoughts of his Spanish-Catholic predecessors in respect of this central question. In his mind as w e l l , the l a w of
nations was based on a »societas humana« rooted in natural law, a »mutua
gentium inter se societas«. 29 T h e w i d e l y supported thesis that he had secularized the doctrine of the l a w of nature and thereby distinguished himself
f r o m the Spanish classical scholars, 30 remains very much contested. 31 T h e r e
is no doubt that Grotius' thinking was rooted in the Christian tradition. 32
However, his doctrine of the l a w of nations was, unlike that of the Spanish,
oriented towards the occidental w o r l d of States. It did not envisage a worldwide legal order encompassing all nations, but was confined to Europe. 3 3
T h e r e f o r e , w h e n Grotius spoke of the »totius humani generis societas«, he
was »always referring primarily to occidental Christendom«. 3 4 At various
points in his principal w o r k it is clear that he v i e w e d mankind » f r o m the
occidental perspective, as an organised league of autonomous and sovereign Christian States with their terrae missionis« - their colonies. 3 5 This
league w a s identified fundamentally with Christendom. Although it was, in
Grotius' opinion, »obliged to join a morally based legal community together
with all other nations«, 36 he still regarded it as the true international legal
community. He therefore deplored the degenerated conduct of w a r f a r e that
he observed within the Christian w o r l d (per Christianum
orbem).37
He addressed his appeal for peaceful settlement of disputes to the
»Christian rulers and States«, r e c o m m e n d e d conferences of the Christian
powers, w h e r e disputes w e r e to be settled by persons w h o w e r e not involved and w h e r e the parties to the dispute would be urged to accept equitable

289; idem., Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum Europaeum, 1950, pp.
69-96; F.A. von der Heydte, »Francisco de Vitoria und die Geschichte seines Ruhmes«,
(1949) 49 Die Friedenswarte 190. On this debate, see: W. Janssen, Die Anfänge des
modernen Völkerrechts und der neuzeitlichen Diplomatie, 1965, pp. 57-9.
29 De iure belli acpacis, Prol. ss. XXIII, XLIV; Lib. I, ch. 1, s. XV.
30 See, for one example of many, A. Nussbaum, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1960,
p. 120 ff.
31 E. Reibstein, Die Anfänge des neueren Natur- und Völkerrechts, 1949, p. 124 ff.
32 E. Wolf, Grosse Rechtsdenker der deutschen Geistesgeschichte (3rd edn.), 1951,
p. 256.
33 Ibid., p. 297; Janssen, op cit. note 28, p. 68.
34 »Immer zuerst an die abendländische Christenheit gedacht«. - Wolf, op cit. note 52,
p. 271.
35 »Vom abendländischen Blickpunkt aus als gegliederten Bund autonomer und souveräner christlicher Staaten mit ihren >terrae missionis<«. - Ibid., p. 257.
36 »Zu einer sittlich begründeten Rechtsgemeinschaft auch mit allen anderen Völkern verpflichtet«. - Ibid., p. 271.
37 De iure belli ac pacis, Prol. s. 28.
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peace proposals, 38 and affirmed and supported the legal rule that, in a w a r
between Christians, prisoners ought not to be enslaved. 3 9 He condemned
alliances with infidels (»except in extreme emergency«), 4 0 and called »all
Christians the m e m b e r s of one body, w h e r e each one feels the pains and the
evils of the other«, f r o m which he derived the obligation of all Christians to
defend c o m m o n goods. 41
All of these principles and rules fitted a pattern which was w e l l known in
the Middle Ages, of the international legal community as being identical
with Christendom, as imbedded in a natural law-based, but only rudimentarily developed legal community of mankind as a whole. It is difficult to
judge the role played by Vitoria's idea of orbis, by Suárez's idea of the
societas humana, and by the ideas of Grotius in the State practice of the l a w
of nations during the Spanish Age, for reliable research elaborating this
practice, the v i e w s behind it and the relevant sources does not yet exist. 42
T h e r e is no doubt that the great European treaties - f r o m Tordesillas and
Cateau-Cambrésis to Münster and Osnabrück - equated the international
legal community with »Christendom« at the same time that a network of
international legal relations with non-Christian, extra-European powers
and nations was growing and becoming ever m o r e tightly w o v e n . Trade
relations in the entire Mediterranean region, which w e r e already highly
developed in the Middle Ages and expanded by Venice and other Italian seafaring cities after the collapse of the crusader States, w e r e further developed
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. T h e first French capitulation
treaty with the Ottoman Empire, concluded in 1555, was preceeded by similar treaties with Ragusa, Genoa, Tuscany and Venice. 4 3 In contrast to the
capitulation treaties of later centuries, with their inherent character of unequal privilege symbolising western European supremacy, all of these pre1534 agreements w e r e concluded on a basis of equal rights. In the interest
of both sides they granted legal protection, rights of settlement and f r e e
trade to the subjects of both Christian contracting partners.
On the w a y to East India the Portuguese had already, in 1507, concluded
a similar treaty with the Sultan of Ormuz. Ormuz was at the time an important trade centre at the entrance to the Persian Gulf. 44 Subsequently, numerous treaties of similar content concluded by European powers in Asia w e r e
38 De iure belli ac pads, L. II, ch. 25, s. Vili.
39 De iure belli ac pacis, L. III, ch. 7, s. IX.
40 De iure belli ac pacis, L. II, eh. 15, s. XI.
41 »Illud hic addam, cum omnes Christiani unius corporis membra sint, quae iubentur alia aliorum dolores ac mala persentiscere, sicut id ad singulos pertinet, ita et ad
populos qua populi sunt, et ad reges qua regas pertinere. Ñeque enim pro se quisque
tantum, sed et pro mandata sibi potestate servire Christa debet. Hoc autem praestare
reges et populi non possunt, grassante armis hoste, impío, nisi, alii aliis auxilio sint:
quod commode fieri nequit, nisi fedus eo nomine ineatur: quod fedus iam olim initum fuit, et princeps eius creatus consensu communi Romanus Imperator«. - De iure
belli ac pacis, L. II, ch. 15, s. xii.
42 Janssen, op cit. note 28, p. 59.
43 Alexandrowicz, Law of Nations in the East Indies, op cit. note 11, p. 99.
44 Ibid., p. 99.
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based on a fundamental position of equal rights on the part of the nonChristian contracting partners. The treaty text was written in the languages
of both sides 45 and many of the treaties contained provisions which displayed a high degree of religious tolerance. 46
When the Christian-European powers entered the Asiatic region expecting to find »ownerless« territories open for discovery and effective occupation, they w e r e quickly forced to correct their assumptions. In contrast to the
situation in the Americas, they could not avoid taking into account the existence of well organised polities with stable governments. Peaceful arrangements and treaty relations with those polities thus became necessary.
Against this background the relationship between a narrower and a wider
international legal community in the Spanish Age may be described in the
following manner: A fully developed and institutionally consolidated international legal order continued to exist only in the geographical and spiritual sphere of the occidental Christian family of nations. Beyond the limits of
this sphere there existed legal intercourse based solely on treaty relations,
particularly in respect of trade, settlement and the legal status of foreigners.
Although some general principles of natural law w e r e recognised, not all
rules of the law of nations as developed in Europe w e r e applicable.
Alliances with non-Christian States w e r e only tolerated in cases of extreme
emergency; in principle only Christian States were acceptable as allies. The
Christian States acted as arbiters between non-Christian States, but never
submitted to arbitration in respect of their disputes with non-Christians.
The development of the law of nations and the creation of new rules was a
matter for Christian States exclusively. However, this did not rule out the
possibility that treaty law and State practice involving interaction with nonChristian States could influence the development of the law of nations in
respect of some issues.47 T h e active and passive rights of diplomatic legation were granted to non-Christian States and in practice applied mutually,48
although this practice never reached the level of fully developed permanent
diplomacy on a basis of reciprocity. Legations of non-Christian States were
dispatched in an ad hoc manner to the courts of Europe, had specialised
missions, and w e r e never permanently installed there. Although the
Christian powers claimed a right of intervention for the protection of their
fellow-believers, they never granted the same right against themselves. 49

45 Ibid., p. 164.
46 As characteristic examples Alexandrowicz, Law of Nations in the East Indies, op
cit. note 11, p. 170, referred to the Dutch treaties with the rulers of Banda (1602),
Ternate (1607), Carnatica (1612), Cochin (1663) and Tanjore (1674).
47 Alexandrowicz, Law of Nations in the East Indies, op cit. note 11, pp. 77-82, 122 ff.,
gave as examples of this only very narrow questions, such as the right of salvage of
goods washed ashore after a shipwreck or the right of reversion (droit d'aubaine),
namely the right of a territorial ruler to seize the property of foreigners who died there.
48 Alexandrowicz, Law of Nations in the East Indies, op cit. note 11,Ch. 10.
49 »Non haberet infidelis princeps Turca simile ius contra ilium regem«. - Suárez, De
bello, V. 7, in J. de Vries (ed.), Klassiker des Völkerrechts, Vol. 4, 1965, p. 158. See also:
J. Söder, Francisco Suárez und das Völkerrecht, 1973, p. 333 ff.
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C.H. Alexandrowicz, a Polish-British scholar who has contributed a great
deal to contemporary research, was impressed by the closely intertwined
legal relations between the Christian-occidental and non-Christian worlds of
the Middle East and East Asia during the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteeth centuries, the full extent of which has only recently been perceived. He
considered it a grave misundertanding to describe the development of the
law of nations in modern times as a step by step progression from the original, strictly European State society to the worldwide State society of the nineteenth century. In fact, he argued the converse, that the universal natural
law-based society of nations was initially transformed into an exclusive club
of European nations in the nineteenth century under the influence of
Hegelian legal philosophy and legal positivism, and that this exclusive club
presided over the admission of new members through constitutive acts of
recognition.50 This thesis went far beyond the results of Alexandrowicz's
research in respect of the international legal relations between European
and non-European nations in past centuries. It nevertheless contains some
elements of truth, to which we will return, especially when we deal with the
nineteenth century. However, it is clear - contrary to Alexandrowicz's thesis
- that the international legal order of the Spanish Age, although embedded in
a universal legal community of mankind, remained essentially an international legal order of occidental »Christendom«.51

II. The Closed System of the European Balance of Power:
»No Peace Beyond the Line«
Within the realm of ideas, the law of nations in the Spanish Age rested on
the solidarity and communitarian spirit of occidental Christendom. It was
based, among other things, on a power structure which bound the individual members of the new State system into an order regulated by a political
balance of power, and which gradually hardened into a legal order.
As a result of the overseas discoveries, the State system in its statu nascendi at the turn from the fifteenth to the sixteenth centuries was immediately threatened by a loss of stability. It risked being dissolved in the
immense distances of the overseas regions, and having its basic assumptions overturned as a result of the revolutionary effect that colonial expansion had on the distribution of power in Europe.
In order to counter this danger, which was more unconsciously suspected
than clearly perceived, the European powers in the period between 1494
and 1648 undertook to separate the overseas colonial sphere from Europe
both politically and legally. They agreed, in the first instance tacitly and later
50 Alexandrowicz, Law of Nations in the East Indies, op cit. note 11, pp. 2, 10 ff., 235,
237; Idem., »The Theory of Recognition in fieri«, (1958) 34 British Yearbook of
International Law 176.
51 Grewe, »Vom europäischen zum universellen Völkerrecht. Zur Frage der Revision
des >europazentrischen< Bildes der Völkerrechtsgeschichte«, (1982) 42 Zeitschrift für
ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 449.
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on expressly, to restrict the political relations and the rules of the game of
their State system to Europe, and not to extend it to the overseas world.
They sought to keep their continental balance of power independent from
the permanent and immense power changes effected outside of Europe by
the ongoing discoveries and colonisations. As Rein said (in the standard
book on the struggle for North America) the basic idea was »that it was desirable as well as possible to keep separate the questions of power in the areas
of colonial expansion of the great States of Western Europe and the questions of power in Europe. The occupied territories within the new continents w e r e not to be included in the horizon of the constellations of the occidental State system, in the hope of avoiding further confusion and aggravation of the complicated and entangled political relations of the European
powers. It seemed that the States did not want to let their system of political
balance in Europe be disturbed and transformed by disputes originating in
the sphere of colonies and overseas trade«. 52
This trend towards keeping the political balance of power system within
its narrow European frontiers resulted in specific legal configurations within the law of nations. Spain and Portugal took account of this trend in
attempting (for obvious reasons of national interest as w e l l ) to exclude
generally all other European powers from colonial expansion, to establish a
colonial monopoly. In order to legitimise such attempts ideologically, they
could refer to numerous papal appeals to avoid power struggles between
Christian States in the overseas world 5 3 and to prevent economic and political rivalries through the peaceful distribution of colonial territories according to the higher standards of a Christian-European order.
However, it turned out that in the framework of the developing State system such an attempt could no longer be executed without contradiction,
without mobilising the resistance of those nations which were excluded
from the planned distribution of colonial territories. According to the structural rules of the new balance of power system, no privileged position of
individual powers could be maintained unless it rested on a predominance
of political power; by its very nature this system granted all nations an equal
chance of free political expansion on a global scale. It was contrary to the

52 »dass es wünschenswert und dass es m ö g l i c h sei, die Machtfragen in d e m Expansionsgebiet der Grossstaaten Westeuropas und die Machtfragen in Europa auseinanderzuhalten. In den Horizont der Konstellationen der abendländischen Staatenwelt
sollen die Besitzungen in den neuen Erdteilen nicht mit eingeschlossen w e r d e n , in der
Hoffnung, dadurch die so sehr verwickelten und verschlungenen politischen Beziehungen der europäischen Mächte nicht noch w e i t e r zu v e r w i r r e n und zu verschärfen.
Es war, als ob die Staaten sich nicht auch damit noch belasten wollten, durch Streitfragen, die in d e m Bereich der Kolonien und des überseeischen Handels entstehen, ihr
politisches Balancesystem in Europa stören und verändern zu lassen«. - A. Rein, Der
Kampf Westeuropas um Nordamerika
im 15. und 16. Jahrhundert,
1925, p. 196.
53 »Ad Divini Noninis laudem et principum et populorum ... perpetuam p a c e m « - this
w a s h o w it w a s expressed in the edict Aeterni regis of 1481. F.G. Davenport, European
Treaties bearing on the History of the United States and its Dependencies, 1917, Vol. 1,
p. 53.
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true character of the balance of p o w e r system to recognise the authority of
the Pope for settling disputes over colonial territories. Corresponding
attempts by the Spanish to master problems of this kind by returning to the
universalistic ideas of l a w and order which had evolved during the Late
Middle Ages, w e r e doomed to fail sooner or later because of this inherent
contradiction.
Correspondingly, the period f r o m 1494 to 1648 was marked, in politics as
w e l l as in the l a w of nations, by the struggle of those European powers
which w e r e excluded by the papal distribution, against the colonial monopoly of Spain and Portugal. This struggle was initiated by the French, continued by the Dutch, and completed by the English.
Each of these nations, in its o w n way, accomplished the separation of
Europe f r o m its expansion zone overseas. Although it was not possible to
break the Hispano-Portuguese overseas dominance until the mid-seventeeth century, one century earlier a specific intermediate status evolved
which effectuated a complete reversal of the papal idea of a peace between
the Christian powers in the colonial sphere. In principle, the Spanish maintained their claims of monopoly. H o w e v e r , in fact they w e r e forced to concur with a modus vivendi which granted other nations a certain f r e e d o m of
action in the Spanish sphere of oceanic dominion. Understandings w e r e
thus reached which legalised a permanent state of w a r in the overseas region. These understandings did not impair peaceful relations in Europe. Socalled »lines of amity« w e r e fixed for this purpose. These lines separated the
European sphere of peace and the l a w of nations f r o m an overseas sphere
in which there was neither peace nor law. 54
Understandings of this kind w e r e initially reached between the Spanish
and the French. As early as 1544, the Treaty of Crépy included a colonial
compromise which had been formulated with great diplomatic skill.
Without recognising the principle of demarcation and the division set out in
the Treaty of Tordesillas, the King of France promised to respect the
Hispano-Portuguese colonial realm. In a separate article, annexed to the
treaty, it was stated that the Emperor (that is, Charles V, w h o w a s also the
King of Spain under the name of Charles I) had complained that subjects of
»the most Christian king« (Francis I of France) had reportedly committed
piracy and pillage under the pretext of undertaking discoveries. All of this
had occurred »notwithstanding that his Imperial Majesty maintains, that all
the lands of the Indies, both islands and mainlands, found or as yet undiscovered, both by them and by the Kings and Queens of Castille and Portugal,

54 Davenport was here referring to one of the first »lines of amity«. The importance
of these lines was explained in larger historical perspective by Rein, op cit. note 52.
Pearce Higgins discussed this highly important problem from an international law
perspective in »International Law and the Outer World 1450-1648«, in Cambridge
History of the British Empire, Vol. 1, 1929, Ch. 6, p. 187. After U. Scheuner underlined
the question in his »Zur Geschichte der Kolonialfrage im Völkerrecht«, (1958) Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 466, Carl Schmitt in particular frequently emphasised the
international legal significance of this arrangement. On these and more recent discussions of the importance of the »lines of amity«, see: infra, p. 274 ff.
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belong to him and the King of Portugal, his brother-in-law, in good and just
title according to the division of the treaty between them, and that nobody
else should be permitted to take them«. 55
The Ring of France conceded, that he, his followers, and his subjects
would now leave the Emperor and the Ring of Portugal in peace in respect
of all matters concerning the Indies, and that they would make no undertakings there, either direct or indirect. His sole condition was that French subjects would have the right to trade. However, w e r e French subjects to commit acts of violence under cover of commercial navigation, they should be
duly punished on the spot, where found guilty.
Through these stipulations the French w e r e cut off from all discovery
expeditions and expansion enterprises; only peaceful commercial navigation was still permitted to them. The Treaty of Crépy had already become
obsolete in 1552 as a result of the renewal of the war. In 1556 a truce was
achieved and the new Armistice Treaty of Vaucelles generally prohibited
trade and navigation by French subjects in the Indies without permit and
licence by the Ring of Spain (Philip II, who in the treaty was referred to as
the »Ring of England« because of his marriage to Queen Mary of England).
Were they to contravene this stipulation, it was permissible to use force
against them without the truce being impaired in its effectiveness and validity.56 For the first time an agreement had emerged of the type which was
later to be linked to the demarcation of »lines of amity«.
During the peace negotiations at Cateau-Cambrésis in 1559 this understanding was, for the first time, and on the basis of reciprocity, linked to a particular geographical line. The peace treaty itself did not contain any stipulation
concerning the West Indies. However, the Spanish and French negotiators
came to an oral agreement which was, in Davenport's words, »apparently to
the effect that west of the prime meridian and south of the Tropic of Cancer
might should make right, and violence done by either party to the other should
not be regarded as in contravention of treaties«.57 »Beyond the line«, treaties
would have no force. Ships captured there could be treated as good prize.
Since Cateau-Cambrésis, the European law of nations has been dominated by this principle, which was expressed by Sir Francis Drake in the forceful formula: »No peace beyond the line«. The Franco-Spanish Peace of
Vervins in 1598 as well as the Anglo-Spanish Peace of London in 1604 w e r e
concluded on this basis.58 The French Ring Henri IV accordingly wrote to

55 »Nonobstant que Sadicte Majesté Impériale maintient que a luy et au Roy de
Portugal, son beaufrère, appartiennent a bon et juste tiltre selon la division de traictez dentre eulx, toutes les terres des Yndes, tant en isles que de terre ferme, descouvertes et a descouvrir, tant par eulx que par le moyen des feurent roys et reynes de
Castille et de Portugal, sans que autre y puisse emprendre«. - Davenport, op cit. note
53, Vol. 1, p. 208 ff.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 5, 17.
56 »Autrement, faisans le contraire, sera licite user contre eulx dhostilite, demeurant toute fois ladite tresve en sa force et vigueur«. - Davenport, op cit. note 53, Vol. 1, p. 205 ff.
57 Davenport, op cit. note 53, Vol. 1, p. 220.
58 Pearce Higgins, op cit. note 54, p. 187; A. Rein, Die Europäische Ausbreitung über
die Erde, 1931, p. 204.
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Maximilian de Béthune, on 20 September 1604: »My subjects and the Spaniards have acted since the Peace Treaty of 1559 as follows: the French continued their voyages, the Spaniards coming across them beyond the line,
treated them as enemies; the French did the same; all this was not understood as being a violation of the peace treaty«.59
This was confirmed in a letter written in the same year by the Secretary
of Venice to the Venetian Doge and Senate: »It was generally notorious, that
Spain claimed as its legitimate right, the treatment of all ships as enemy
ships when they traded south of the Tropic of Cancer«.60
Marie de Medici, the Queen Regent of France, formulated the same principle even more clearly and extensively in two letters addressed in 1610 and
1611 to the Ring of England. The letters concerned the case of a French ship
which, on request of the Spanish envoy in London, had been seized together
with its Portuguese prize (with a valuable cargo of sugar), which it had met
en route to Brazil. The two ships had been driven by storm to England. The
Queen Regent requested the immediate release of the ship, because »the
predecessors of our beloved son and Ring never recognised the Ring of
Spain as Ring and Lord of the Indies (»Roy et Seigneur des Indes«) because
they had as many rights as he, like any other prince;... beyond the line and
on the American coast there is no peace, so that when their subjects encounter one another it is the stronger one who is master, without any
recompense to take place later«.61
The Regent Queen sent a further letter to the English Ring in 1611,
demanding the return of the bail for the ship (which in the meantime had
been released). To this end she once more summarised the legal situation:
»The Spanish envoy has no just title for requesting the return of the goods,
which have been seized beyond the line from the subjects of his lord and
master by the subjects of our Ring, our lord and son, because there is no
peace between the subjects of these two crowns [beyond the line], as is evidenced by all treaties concluded since the time of Ring Francis; although
this question was dealt with each time, when the plenipotentiaries from
both sides convened, no resolution ever came about. Therefore the plenipotentiaries agreed orally, that all hostile acts beyond the meridian of the
Azores in the west, and beyond the meridian of the Tropic of Cancer in the
south, could not be subject to lawsuits and requests for compensaton, and
59 »... mes sujects et les Espagnols [ont fait] depuis la paix de l'an mil cinq cens cinquante-neuf, que les François ont continué les diets voyages, jaçoit qu'il n'en soit fait
mention par la dicte pax; mais comme les Espagnols les rencontrans par delà la ligne
les ont traitiez en ennemis, les diets François leur ont rendu la pareille et pour cela l'on
n'a entendu que la dicte paix fut violée«. - Davenport, op cit. note 53, Vol. 1, p. 221, fn. 9.
60 R.G. Marsden, Documents relating to Law and Custom of the Sea, 1915-16, Vol. 1,
p. 345.
61 »Les Roys prédécesseurs du Roy nostre très cher fils n'ent jamais reconnu le Roy
d'Espagne pour Roy et seigneur des Indes, y ayant autant de droit que luy, comme tout
autre prince ... n'y ayans au-delà de la ligne et sur la coste de l'Amérique aucune paix.
De sorte que, quand leurs sujets s'y rencontrent, les plus fort est le maistre, sans qu'il
y eschoie puis après aucune répétition sur eux«. - Grewe, Fontes, Vol. II, pp. 137-38.
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that the stronger should be the masters in these quarters. ... T h e King our
lord and son, no m o r e than his predecessors, does not recognise the Kings
of Spain as kings and lords of America, because he has there as many rights
as them, just as all other princes«. 6 2
From the letter of Marie de Medici it follows that »the line« strictly speaking consisted of two lines: the Meridian of the Azores and the Tropic of
Cancer. Richelieu, w h o in a memorial of 1634 called the lines the »lignes des
amitiés et alliances«, initiated a decree of Louis XIII, w h e r e b y the lines w e r e
fixed upon the Tropic of Cancer and the Meridian of Ferro (the western
most of the Canary Islands). 63 Richelieu wrote that these lines separated the
sphere of »reason« f r o m that of » f o r c e « ; beyond the lines the road of hostility {la voie d'hostilité) began. T h e r e States lived in a state of nature; on the
European side they lived in a state of society.
In the language of many seventeenth century treaties »the line« also had
another g e o g r a p h i c a l m e a n i n g : it w a s i d e n t i f i e d with the equator.
Numerous peace treaties, taking into account the time which was required
for the transportation of communications, provided for their coming into
force beyond the equator only nine or m o r e months later. H o w e v e r , irrespective of this practical aspect, the equator was often linked to the concept
of an overseas sphere w h e r e no peace w a s binding. A Dutch historian by the
name of Barläus wrote, in a pamphlet published in Amsterdam in 1647:
» T h e r e is no sin beyond the equator; as though the line dividing the globe
also separated virtue and vice f r o m one another«. 6 4
T h e assumption on which the closed system of a European balance of
p o w e r rested - that the State system, which was still in statu nascendi, was to
be confined to Europe and not to be complicated by the incalculable factors
of the overseas world - was too artificial to resist, in the long term, the drive
to expansion on the part of a n e w generation of States. Along with the decline
of Spanish p o w e r came the collapse of the last barriers which Spain had

62 »L'ambassadeur d'Espagne ... n'ayant raison de revendiquer les biens qui sont pris
au-delà de la ligne sur les sujets du Roy son maistre par ceux du Roy nostre seigneur
et fils, attendu qu'il n'y a aucune paix entre les sujets de ces deux couronnes, ainsi qu'il
se peut remarquer par tous les traittez qui se sont faits depuis le Roy François premier
encore que, toutefois et quantes que les commissaires de part et d'autres se soient
assemblez, ce point ayant esté mû il n'en soit aucune résolution quelconque, ains esté
arrêté verbalement entre les commissaires que tous les actes d'hostilité qui se feroient
au-delà du Méridien des Açores pour l'Aval, et du Tropique du Cancer pour le Midy, ne
seront sujets à complainte et répétition, et que les plus forts en ces quartiers là seront
les maistres. ... le Roy, nostre seigneur et fils, ne reconnoissant, non plus que ses
prédéceseurs, les Roys d'Espagne pour Roys et seigneurs de l'Amérique, pour y avoir
autant de droit que luy, comme y ont tous les autres princes«. - Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2,
pp. 139-140. See also: Rein, Kampf um Nordamerika, op cit. note 52, p. 209.
63 See the map, infra, p. 158.
64 »Ultra Aequinoctialem non peccari, quasi omnium locorum et populorum esset
honestas, sed Septentrionalium tantum, et quae mundum dividit linea, virtutem a
vitio secernet«. - H. Wätjen, Das holländische Kolonialreich in Brasilien (Gotha, 1921),
p. 82; A. Rein, »Zur Geschichte der völkerrechtlichen Trennungslinie zwischen
Amerika und Europa«, (1950) 4 Ibero Amerikanisches Archiv 535.
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Csteau Câmbrésis 1559

Figure 13: The »Lines of Amity« after the Treaty of Cateau Cambrésis (1559)
and the decree of Louis XIII (initiated by Richelieu in 1654).

erected, through the modus vivendi arrangement of the »lines of amity« and
the principle of »no peace beyond the line«, which had sought to block the
advance of the other European powers into the new oceans and continents.
T h e English side had already refused to recognise this principle in the
Anglo-Spanish peace negotiations in London in 1604, when the Spanish
requested that the English Ring recognise that his subjects could only trade
in the West Indies at their own risk. The English negotiators w e r e authorised by their instructions to grant only one concession, namely that the
English should be excluded from all those places in the West Indies where
Spaniards had already settled. The English had already negotiated on this
basis four years earlier in Boulogne. T h e charter that had established the
English East India Company on 31 December 1600 had been drafted in this
sense as well. The English negotiators pointed out that it would offend the
King's honour expressly to exclude English subjects from trade in the West
Indies, as Spain had not included any similar condition in her treaties with
France and other States, and »that a denial of reciprocal freedom of intercourse was contrary to the law of nations«. The Spanish negotiators replied
that there was a new world at stake, to which the old law of nations could
not be applied. 65 The result was that the parties settled for a compromise in
the London Treaty which did little to resolve the issue.66 The English were
65 » T h a t though ordinary societies by l a w should be equal, yet that they might be
limited by conventions, and that the same ought not be found strange in this case, because the said Indies w a s a N e w W o r l d « . - Davenport, op cit. note 55, Vol. 1, p. 248.
66 The text of the London Treaty may be found in Davenport, op cit. note 53, Vol. 1, p. 250 ff.
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permitted to trade in those areas where trade had always been permitted in
conformity with customary law and previous treaties (»in quibus ante bellum fuit commercium iuxta et secundum usum et observantium antiquorum foederum«). As there had never been a consensus in respect of
these areas, everything remained as undecided as it had been before.
A first real retreat on the part of Spain resulted in the armistice negotiations with the Netherlands in 1609. Dutch trade and the power of the Dutch
East India Company (founded in 1602) had endangered and impaired
Portuguese possessions, in particular, at many places. Portugal therefore
urged Philip II to end the war through a peace treaty, which would oblige
the Netherlands to renounce its West Indian trade as the price of peace. In
February 1608 the Dutch negotiators submitted to their Spanish counterparts three alternative proposals relating to the question of the Indies:
1) Peace in Europe and free trade with those overseas territories that were
not in Spanish possession at that time;
2) Peace in Europe and a truce in the overseas regions for a period of years
in which the overseas trade was to be free; or
3) Overseas trade at one's own risk according to the English-French model.
The Spanish accepted as a basis of discussion the second proposal only.
They did so only after a temporary interruption of negotiations, when the
Armistice Treaty of Antwerp was concluded on 9 April 1609. It granted the
Netherlands the right to trade with Spanish possessions only under the condition of an express licence from the king. However, outside the Spanish
possessions the Dutch w e r e to be allowed, with the permission of the natives, to engage in unhindered trade. A protocol written by the English and
French envoys stated that the Dutch, in the negotiations, had reserved the
right to provide assistance to those natives with w h o m they had already concluded treaty relations, and that this would not violate the armistice. 67
The Anglo-Spanish Peace of Madrid of 1630 operated on fundamentally the
same basis as the London Treaty of 1604, in allowing the English to trade at those
places where they had traded before the war between Elizabeth I and Philip II.
For the first time, however, this treaty provided expressly that henceforth there
would be peace beyond the line, that prizes captured there would be restored
and that compensation was due even when the capture took place beyond the
line.68 For the first time a European treaty bearing on the overseas territories
started from the express assumption that peace should also govern beyond the
line, and that the provisions of the treaty should be applied even there.69
The year 1648, which was the symbolic end of an age, is also significant
in respect of the »lines of amity« and their demarcation of the European
sphere of peace and the law of nations from the overseas sphere of hostility
67 »Et outre ce que les deputez des dits Estatz ont declaré plusieurs fois en notre presence (et) des deputez des dits Archiducz, si on entreprend sur leurs amis et alliez est
dits pays quilz entendent les secourir et assister, sans qu'on puisse pretendre la trefve estre enfreinte et voilée à cest occasion«. - Davenport, op cit. note 53, Vol 1, p. 268.
68 Davenport, op cit. note 53, Vol. 1, p. 305 ff.
69 Pearce Higgins, op cit. note 54, p. 191 ff.
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and anarchy. Article 5 of the Hispano-Dutch Treaty of Münster of 1648 not
only formally conceded to the Netherlands the right of »navigation and traffic in the East and West Indies«, but also included Spanish recognition of all
Dutch colonial possessions.70 The Spanish colonial monopoly was broken
and the demarcation line had become irrelevant.
Spain had to accept the consequences of its declining power in its relations with other powers as well. The Anglo-Spanish »America Treaties«
(concluded in Madrid in 1667 and 1670) resulted in recognition of the
English colonial possessions. Spain concluded a peace treaty with France at
Regensburg in 1684, which provided for the termination of hostilities for
twenty years »within Europe and without, both on this side of and beyond
the line«.71
The meaning and implications of the »lines of amity« for the law of nations
is a matter of controversy. Carl Schmitt referred to the »lines of amity« to
support his theory of the geographically determined character of international law. He concluded that they had led to those spatial demarcations
{Raumausgrenzungen) which accorded overseas areas of colonial expansion a different international legal status from that enjoyed on European
soil, and which had turned them into a stateless area subject to discovery,
occupation, conquest and division among colonial powers.72
Scheuner, who had earlier shared the view that the »line of amity separated two different legal zones«,73 later disagreed with Schmitt, contending
that his theory did not hold on closer examination. However, Scheuner
based his criticism on historical facts which belonged to a later period,
when the »lines of amity« had already become obsolete.74 They were a phenomenon which was restricted to the Spanish Age.
The presentation and interpretation of the »lines of amity« by Adolf Rein,
whose writings were of fundamental importance for Schmitt's theory, was
attacked in a polemic manner by Reibstein. Rein had interpreted the
Cateau-Cambrésis arrangements (the first agreement linked to a closely
specified geographical line, reached only verbally during the peace negotiations) to mean »that in the Indies power should have precedence over
law«.75 Reibstein called this explanation a »crude account of a certain complex of legal history« which was tantamount to informing »a public inter70 Davenport, op cit. note 53, Vol. 1, pp. 353 ff, 363.
71 »In et extra Europam, tarn cis quam trans lineam«. - Rein, Europäische
Ausbreitung, op cit. note 58, p. 205.
72 Carl Schmitt, »Raum und Grossraum im Völkerrecht«, (1940) 24 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 145, 154; idem, Nomos der Erde, op cit. note 28, p. 58 ff.
73 »Line of amity zwei verschiedene rechtliche Zonen trennte«. - Scheuner, »Geschichte der kolonialen Frage«, op cit. note 54, p. 466.
74 Scheuner, »Die grossen Friedensschlüsse also Grundlage der europäischen
Staatenordnung zwischen 1648 und 1815«, in Spiegel der Geschichte, Festgabe für
M. Braubach, 1964, p. 243. His reference to the Peace of Vervins of 1598 does not support his argument. This treaty did not differ from the »lines of amity« system. His other
historical references (Utrecht 1713, the Anglo-French Colonial War in North America
of 1756-63) are from the eighteenth century.
75 »Dass in Indien Macht vor Recht gehen sollte«.
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Figure 14: B a l t h a s a r Ayala ( 1 5 4 8 - 1 5 8 4 ) .
(Illustrium Galliae Belgicae Scriptorum
Icones et Elogia: ex M u s a e o Auberti M i r a e
C a n o n i c i - A n t w e r p , 1608).

Figure 15: A l b e r i c o G e n t i l i ( 1 5 5 2 - 1 6 0 8 ) .
( M o n u m e n t in S a n G i n e s i o , h i s b i r t h p l a c e
in Italy).

ested in history of a truly r e m a r k a b l e discovery, n a m e l y that t h e l a w of the
strongest h a d b e e n p r o c l a i m e d for overseas«. 7 6 Nevertheless, Reibstein's cry
of indignation, w h i c h w a s not b a c k e d u p by proof, could not r e m o v e t h e u n d e niable fact that l a n g u a g e w a s i n d e e d u s e d b e t w e e n C a t e a u - C a m b r é s i s a n d t h e
Peace of Westphalia w h i c h p r o c l a i m e d t h e law of the strongest »beyond the
line«. This w a s by n o m e a n s a n »interpretation« invented by Rein. 7 7
All t h e s a m e it is best not to i n t e r p r e t too m u c h into t h e s y s t e m of »lines of
amity«. 7 8 It h a r d l y a d d e d u p to a p h i l o s o p h y of a g e o g r a p h i c a l l y d e t e r m i n e d
ius publicum
europaeum
(quite a p a r t f r o m t h e fact that t h e two c o n c e p t s

76 »Grobe Verzeichnung eines rechtsgeschichtlichen Sachverhalts« .... »ein historisch
interessiertes Publikum vor die wirklich überraschende Entdeckung, dass für Übersee das Faustrecht proklamiert worden sei«. - E. Reibstein, »Von Grotius zu Bynkershoek«, (1953) 4 Archiv des Völkerrechts 1, 21; idem, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis, 1958-63, Vol. 1, p. 379.
77 Examples of texts may be found, not only in Rein's book, but also, above all, in the
carefully documented work by Davenport, European Treaties bearing on the History
of the United States and its Dependencies (4 Vols.), 1917.
78 Like Schmitt, Truyol y Serra, Die Entstehung der Weltstaatengesellschaft unserer
Zeit, 1963, p. 52 ff., relied on this explanation of »lines of amity«, but brought out, with
reference to Alexandrowicz's work, the different international legal positions of Asia
and America in this century. If this refutes Schmitt's thesis, as Janssen believes {op cit.
note 28, p. 79), it does so only implicitly.
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belonged to different epochs). In particular, they did not turn overseas colonial regions into some kind of lawless zone. The very different picture of
European-Asian treaty relations during the period from the sixteenth to the
eighteenth centuries showed that this had not happened. Even in the
Western hemisphere this was not the case: when one takes the spokesmen
of official Spanish or English colonial policy who, unlike the »classical«
writers, denied that the natives had any legal status, it is still indisputable
that international legal rules governed at least those relations between the
colonial powers which concerned land seizure. For example, the rules on
discovery and occupation were not affected by the »lines of amity«. The
importance of these lines was not that they removed law generally overseas,
but that they gave each nation a formless and geographically restricted right
of self-help beyond the line. This right of each State to enforce its supposed
rights through the use of force was distinct from the formal ius ad bellum
and the right to take reprisals. It had the effect of limiting the effectiveness
of the peace treaties to Europe.
The logic behind this limitation was to provide a shield for European
peace against increasing conflicts overseas, and to protect the political
balance of power from the impact of the unpredictably shifting pattern of
forces there. The legal status of the overseas colonial sphere was not altered
as a result.

Chapter Three
The Subjects of the International Legal Community:
The Early Modern States

I. The Formation of Modern States in Europe
The modern law of nations (as developed in the centuries which are referred to here as »modern times«) was, and still is, a legal order between States.
The basis on which this law of nations developed was not only influenced by
the structure of inter-State relations and the State system but more significantly still by the character and shape of its individual members since States
w e r e both creators and subjects of the international legal order. The stages
of the development of this law of nations are closely linked with the genesis
and formation of the »modern State« itself. However, this does not mean that
international legal relations have existed only since the modern State developed. As was explained in Part One, a differentiated international legal
order already existed in the Middle Ages, and early forms of an international
legal order can be found even in Antiquity. However, the »modern« law of
nations is conditioned by the genesis of the modern State, which characterises its structure.
Questions thus arise as to the character of this »modern State«, and as to
when it came into being. As with the question of the development of the
European State system, there is a certain trend in recent research to see the
development of the modern State as having occurred earlier than had previously been thought. It is now thought possible to ascertain that »early
forms of the modern State« w e r e in existence as early as the Late Middle
Ages. 1 On the other hand, there is a consensus among scholars that w e have
left the age of the »modern State« behind and that w e now live in a »postmodern« age. 2

1 W. Näf, »Früh form en des modernen Staates im Spätmittelalter«, (1951) 171 Historische Zeitschrift 225. T h e growth of the modern State in the Middle Ages had already
been traced back by: E. Stengel, Kaisertitel und Souveränitätsidee, Studien zur Forgeschichte des modernen Staatsbegriffes (Weimar, 1939); Th. Mayer, »Die Ausbildung der
Grundlagen des modernen Staates im Mittelalter«, (1938) 158 Historische Zeitschrift
457; Walter Ulimann, Die Machtstellung des Papsttums im Mittelalter, p. 665; idem, Der
Souveränitätsgedanke
in den mittelalterlichen Krönungsordines, p. 72.
2 Otto Hintze, the most important new interpreter of the modern State, had, in his
Wesen und Wandlung des modernent Staates of 1931, already recognised the breakthrough in the development of the State and advanced the idea of reserving the concept of the »modern State« for the period following the First World War. This was
opposed by Th. Schieder, »Wandlungen des Staats in der Neuzeit«, (1977) 197
Historische Zeitschrift 266, w h o spoke of the modern State in the sense of a form of
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If this latter view is accepted, the modern State appears as a type of political organisation which belonged to a limited period of cultural history
beginning about 1300 (or, according to traditional views, about 1500) and
extending into the first decades of the twentieth century. If one accepts the
results of recent research, that some of the roots of the modern State reach
back to the Late Middle Ages, albeit as certain »early forms« which only
became fully defined in modern times, then there is no assured basis for
removing the »moment of birth« (or better, the »formative period«) of the
modern State into the Late Middle Ages.3
Most of the leading historiographical descriptions of Europe's development regard the modern State as a product of modern times. However, at
the same time they perceive more clearly than before that the roots of the
modern State, its préfigurations and early forms, date back to the Late
Middle Ages.4 It may be that Golo Mann formulated an acceptable basis for
a broader consensus in his contribution on the » European Modern Age« in
the last volume of Propyläen-Weltgeschichte·. »The essential institution which
developed in the Middle Ages and continued into the Modern European Age
in a much more clearly defined form and signified the beginning of the
Modern Age, is the State«.5 Such a description of the beginnings of the
modern State is rather distant from Alfred Weber's view, presented in 1925
in his famous book Die Krise des modernen Staatsgedanken in Europa.
According to Weber, the modern State was a new and suddenly perceived
»historical phenomenon«, a unique process »in which blurred territorial and
loosely organised, political entities merged to form firmly consolidated,
statehood that existed from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. On the
»distancing of the development of the State in the twentieth century from the ideal
form of the m o d e r n State« see: S. Skalweit, Der »moderne Staat«, 1975 (Rhein.-Westf.
Akad. d. Wiss., Geisteswiss., Lecture G 203), p. 25. See also: Schieder, ibid., p. 296 ff.
3 Compare the critical and effective objections to the views of v.d. Heydte, Näf and
Ullmann m a d e by H. Quaritsch, Staat und Soveränität, Vol. 1 (Die Grundlagen), 1970,
pp. 38, 74 ff., 227. See also: Grewe, »Was ist >klassisches<, was ist >modernes< Völkerrecht?« in Idee und Realität des Rechts in der Entwicklung internationaler
Beziehungen,
Festschrift W. Preiser, 1983, p. 119, 120.
4 In place of many 1 n a m e h e r e only J. Engel, who paid particular attention to the
relationship between the law of nations and the development of States and who
connected the m o d e r n State to the »classical« law of nations. However, he considered
that the m o d e r n State was only »fully in existence« f r o m the end of the period from
1450 to 1660 and that, accordingly, the period of the »classical« law of nations only
began in the middle of the seventeenth century. He considered the »most important
stage on the way to the m o d e r n State« to have occurred in the middle of the fifteenth
century, in the achievement of a State-like influence on the Church and, above all, in
the changed consciousness of individuals, the i m m a n e n c e of God, and the fact that
the i m m a n e n c e of God to his subjects followed that of the State. See: Engel, »Von der
spätmittelalterlichen res publica Christiana zum Mächte-Europa der Neuzeit«, in
Handbuch der europäischen Geschichte, 1971, Vol. 3, p. 307 at 338, 347, 368.
5 »Die wesentliche Einrichtung, die aus dem Mittelalter in die europäische Moderne
hinübergeht, aber in ihr ungleich schärfer ausgeprägt wurde, ja deren immer schärfere
Ausprägung recht eigentlich den Beginn der Moderne bedeutet, ist der Staat«. - Mann,
»Die Europäische Moderne«, in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 11,1965, p. 477 at 482.
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integrated and differentiated social bodies, of a kind never before seen on
earth«. 6 T h e s e States » g r e w out of a unique socio-historical constellation
which arose f r o m the simultaneous e m e r g e n c e of rational political institutions serving the purposes of capitalism, and the great European intellectual
change of the period, which originated primarily in Italy«. 7 This constellation, which W e b e r dated symbolically at 1494 (the date of the French invasion of Italy), simultaneously encompassed the development of the modern
State system and of European theories about the State, as w e l l as the extension of the early capitalist system » f r o m its geographic origins in the Italian
city republics of the Mediterranean and the Flemish trading centres of the
North Sea« into a » n e w l y developed form spanning a vast territory in northern alpine Europe«. 8 According to Weber, »the modern State and northern
alpine modern capitalism w e r e correlative historical phenomena, with the
State nourishing and f o r m i n g capitalism in its n e w f o r m extending beyond
individual countries, and by doing so also being itself created and f o r m e d in
its substance and character«. 9
W e b e r was still able to build his concept, of the development of the
modern State having occurred at the turn f r o m the fifteenth to sixteenth
centuries, on a broad consensus of research. Since then, most aspects of the
picture W e b e r painted have been questioned many times, but without a n e w
consensus evolving. This applies to the institutional configuration of the
modern State as w e l l as to its theory, to its establishment within a State
system, as w e l l as to its entanglement with the economic growth of early
capitalism.
Recent research in the fields of political theory and constitutional history,
in particular that produced by jurists, goes on to conceive of the »modern
State« as a specific phenomenon of the last four centuries, which first took
shape in the sixteenth century and was completed in the nineteenth century,
after several transformations. 10

6 «Historischen Neuerscheinung« ... »bisher territorisch verschwommener und loser
politischer Ganzheiten zu festgefügten integrierten und differenzierten Sozialkörpern, wie sie die Erde vorher nie gesehen hat«. - p. 12 ff.
7 »Aus einer einzigartigen historisch-soziologischen Konstellation erwachsen, aus
der Gleichzeitigkeit des Aufkommens der Anfänge rationaler politischer Anstaltsgebilde für kapitalistische Zwecke und der grossen europäischen, vor allem aus Italien
stammenden Geisteswendung jener Tage«. - Ibid., p. 18.
8 »Städterepublikanischen, teils auf der Mittelmeerbasis ruhenden italienischen, teils auf
der Nordseebasis aufgebauten flandrischen ersten Anfangsform heraus« ... »grosse Ländergebiete des nordalpinen Europa umspannende neue Entwicklungsform«. - Ibid., p. 14.
9 »Moderner Staat und nordalpiner moderner Kapitalismus sind tatsächlich korrelative historische Phänomene, der Staat, der Nährer und Erzieher des Kapitalismus in
seiner neuen, Länder überziehenden Formung, er selber auch durch diese Aufgabe
in seiner Struktur, seinem Wesen und Gehalt allererst geschaffen«. - Ibid., p. 14.
10 The recent literature includes: Hermann Heller, Staatslehre, 1934, p. 128 ff.; Carl
Schmitt, »Staat als ein konkreter, an eine geschichtliche Situation gebundener Begriff«, in Verfassungsrechtliche Absätze aus den Jahren 1924-1954, 1958, p. 375, later
in Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum Europaeum, 1950, p. 96 ff.;
Ernst Kern, Moderner Staat und Staatsbegriff, 1949, pp. 20, 26, 51; Herbert Krüger,
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In a demarcation of periods in the history of international law, the origins
of this law are closely interrelated with the rise of the sovereign State as a
centralised unit of action and decision-making. In the course of the sixteenth century the contours of this unit became sufficiently clear to be
reflected in the development of international legal institutions and corresponding lines of legal thought.
It was during this period that the word »State« came to be reserved for this
newly organised socio-political body. Although the term status rei publicae
had certainly be used in the Middle Ages, it did not refer to the »State« as
such, but rather to the specific constitution of a polity. In this sense Thomas
Aquinas distinguished three forms of government: aristocracy (status optimaturn), oligarchy (status paucorum) and democracy (status popularis).11
The term »State« emerged only shortly before Machiavelli's time as a
general term for the political body as such. He, and in his succession the
Italian theorists of the raison d'état (ragione
di stato), secured the
term's rank in today's political terminology. 12 Machiavelli's II Principe (The
Prince) was written in 1513 and published in 1531.13 As a term used in strict
conformity with its sources, the word »State« is therefore only appropriate
for the closed political bodies that developed in the sixteenth century. 14
The picture of this »modern State« which was fundamentally distinct from
that of the medieval polities was described in very precise and still essentially correct terms by leading historians, sociologists, political scientists
and jurists in the first half of the twentieth century.
First, the characteristic quality of the modern State is its »sovereignty«.
This term first appeared in the sixteenth century. Bodin, in his De Rei publica of 1576 (published as Six livres de la république in 1579), spoke for the
first time of »souveraineté« as the »puissance absolue et perpétuelle d'une
république« (absolute and perpetual power of a Republic). His definition of
the »vraies marques de souveraineté« (real characteristics of sovereignty) is
an essential element of the modern theory of sovereignty. 15 Sovereignty is,
in the external relations of States, their independence from all foreign
powers and the impermeability of the body of the State against all outside
Allgemeine Staatslehre, 1964, pp. 1-154; Ernst Forsthoff, Deutsche
Verfassungsgeschichte der Neuzeit (2nd edn.), 1961, p. 14; E.W. Böckenförde, »Die Entstehung des
Staates als Vorgang der Säkularisation«, in Säkularisation
und Utopie, Festschrift
E. Forsthoff, 1967, p. 75.
11 Compare: Carl Schmitt, Verfassungslehre, 1928, p. 5.
12 Fiedrich Meinecke, Die Idee der Staatsräson in der neueren Geschichte, 1925;
H. Krüger, Allgemeine Staatslehre, 1964, p. 14.
13 As early as 1517 the manuscript was widely known, as a result of copies having
been made.
14 H. Heller, Staatslehre, 1934, p. 59: »Very appropriately, the new word denoted a
thoroughly n e w thing«. For a critique of the accuracy of this sentence about the
history of the term, see: H. Quaritsch, Staat und Souveränität,
1970, V o l . 1 (Die
Grundlagen), p. 34.
15 L. I, Chap. Vili, X. On Bodin's concept of sovereignty, compare: Carl Schmitt,
Politische Theologie. Vier Kapitel zur Lehre von der Soveränität, 1922, p. 10 ff; and,
more recently, Quaritsch, ibid., p. 39 ff.
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interference. Individual States emancipated themselves from traditional
community ties rooted in the Holy Roman Empire and Church and stood
beside each other as subjects of equal rank and dignity within the international legal order.
Direct interference of foreign powers directed at subordinated parts of the
State, whether individuals or corporations, was excluded. In respect of the
internal organisation of the State, sovereignty implied the exclusivity of political power. The State held the monopoly on legitimate applications of force:
every other use of force was precluded; private warfare and any other form
of self-help were prohibited. The State took over the supreme legal protection of its subjects; it was the court of last instance. It acquired a decisionmaking monopoly on all questions of political existence.16
Second, another essential feature of the modern State is its rational character. Starting from different points of departure, the Reformation and
Renaissance contributed to the development of a rational secular concept of
the State. On the basis of this concept, the guiding principle of political
action was raison d'état. This principle, which was directed exclusively at
the necessities of self-preservation and the expansion of political power,
became the strongest impetus in political history. At times it was linked with
religious elements, as was the case in the »Spanish Age«, or with ideology,
as was the case in the »English Age«. It could also appear as pure raison
d'état in the form of naked, absolute power as was characteristic of the
modern State during the »French Age«. However, in all these periods the
same basic rational and secular structure remained discernable. The
modern State is also »rational« in the sense that it is based on a rational
system of law, a calculable legal system in which ritual-religious and superstitious elements do not play a role, and which is handled by rationally
acting, legally educated professional officials.17
Third, the individualism of the modern State's basic structure was another
significant quality on which its edifice was built. Its individual members,
whether the subjects of an authoritarian absolutist State or citizens in a liberal constitutional State, were emancipated from the communitarian ties
which had bound them together in earlier periods. The co-operative forms
of political and economic life, the corporate units of fief, manor, village,
town and guild, were dissolved or frozen into empty forms. Individual and
State stood in direct confrontation with each other, the individual became
the point of reference for all legal relations, a concept of individual property
developed, and free contractual relations began to replace firm relations of
status.18
Fourth, the specific linkage of the modern State with the economic system
of capitalism was of critical importance. Neglecting the manifold controversi 6 0. Hintze, Wesen und Wandlung des modernen Staates, 1931, p. 7 ff.; Alfred Weber,
Geschichte als Kultursoziologie,

1935, p. 330 ff.; Max Weber, Wirtschaft und Gesell-

schaft, 1922, p. 29 ff.
17 Max Weber, Wirtschaftsgeschichte, 1924, p. 289 fT.
18 Franz W. Jerusalem, Der Staat. Ein Beitrag zur Staatslehre,
O. Hintze, Die Entstehung des modernen Staatslebens, 1932, p. 929.

1935, p. 121 ff.;
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sies about its definition and exact meaning, »capitalism« is understood here
as the economic system which is based on the profit-oriented enterprise or,
m o r e precisely, on the principle of profit and, above all, on the priority of the
individual pursuit of profit over the satisfaction of needs. It pursued profit
through an orientation towards marketing opportunities and market prices
(instead of the medieval concept of »fair price«), through economic rationalism (cost accounting, the balancing calculations of profit and loss), and
through the principle of f r e e employment ( f r e e w a g e contracts instead of
the medieval salaries fixed by guilds and merchant corporations).
Without i g n o r i n g the early d e v e l o p m e n t of capitalist f o r m s of trade and
production (identifiable, especially in Italy, f r o m the thirteenth century),
leading social and e c o n o m i c historians and analysts such as M a x W e b e r ,
A l f r e d W e b e r , W e r n e r Sombart and Josef Schumpeter started f r o m the
assumption that the b e g i n n i n g s of the e c o n o m i c age of early capitalism
lay at the end of the fifteenth and the b e g i n n i n g of the sixteenth centuries.
According to Sombart, »European economic life experienced a tremendous leap forward in the direction of capitalist organisation«. 1 9 He thus felt
justified in ascertaining that a significant break had occurred at this time.
T h e use of orderly management on the basis of the double accounting
system and balance sheet analysis, the evolution of the concept of private
firms, the dissolution of traditional social forms of trade and the establishment of a n e w overall organisation of merchants in the f o r m of a stockexchange, the beginnings of large scale industrial enterprises and trading
through branch firms, the e m e r g e n c e of sales agents as a specific professional group and the creation of an international postal service - these w e r e
all important developments which marked the face of early capitalism at the
end of the fifteenth century. 20
In the context of this book, the essential element in this development w a s
the mutual penetration and reciprocal promotion which occurred in the
relationship between the modern State and the capitalist economy. Only
the m o d e r n State w a s capable of producing the organisational efficacy
w h i c h w a s the prerequisite for the expansion of the capitalist system. Only
it was capable of sustaining the orderly monetary and credit systems as
w e l l as the large, unified and securely guarded territories with developed
infrastructures for transporting the merchandise, information and m o n e y
which provided the political and e c o n o m i c pressure necessary for the opening up and capitalist exploitation of the colonial world. On the other hand,
the modern State gained a good deal of its p o w e r s of expansion through the
increase in general prosperity which resulted f r o m these e c o n o m i c developments, either in the f o r m of increased tax r e v e n u e or through direct
participation in public monopolies. As a result, it is clear that the incorporation of capitalist energies into the p o w e r base of the m o d e r n State was of
19 »Erlebt das europäische Wirtschaftsleben den gewaltigen Ruck nach vorwärts in
der Richtung der kapitalistischen Organisation«. - Der moderne Kapitalismus, 1928,
Vol. 2(1), p. 10.
20 Ibid., p. 11.
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crucial importance for the concentrated, dynamic force which is integral to
this system.21
There is no disagreement as to these four specific characteristics of the
modern State. However, there is disagreement concerning the question of
whether the modern State had already emerged two or three centuries earlier than was previously assumed. This book is based on the conviction that
the essential reality of the modern State - its concentration of power,
expansionist drive, efficiency, energy, rationality, monopoly on the use of
force, closed territorial form and symbiotic linkage with the economic
system of early capitalism - that all these significant traits evolved in the sixteenth century. Although recent research has added new accents and
shades, it has not fundamentally altered this picture as to the timing of the
modern State's genesis.
F.A. von der Heydte has presented a comprehensive body of material
which illuminates the historical préfigurations of the concept of sovereignty as they existed in medieval thought.22 However, with regard to the development of legal institutions and inter-State legal relations, the reality of
political life was more important than the fact that, as early as the thirteenth
century, there existed a theory of royal power based on the phrase »rex est
imperator in regno suo«. This phrase is sometimes considered to have been
the first formulation of the principle of sovereignty.
Even within the ideological sphere, von der Heydte failed to produce convincing evidence that it was the Dominican theologian and philosopher
Jean Qiiidort de Paris, and not Jean Bodin, who in 1303 was the first to formulate the theory of the modern State, or that it was Leopold of Bebenburg,
and not Vitoria or Grotius, who formulated the first modern theory of international law. H. Quaritsch, in contrast, in his book on Bodin's theory of sovereignty, demonstrated very clearly and convincingly that it was Bodin's
theory which was the determining theoretical foundation of the modern
State.23
It is true that the separation of the spiritual and secular spheres was the
result of an intellectual development dating back to the War of Investiture
and that this was, in the final analysis (as H. Heimpel asserted in his critical
review of von der Heydte's book 24 ), the basis on which the modern State was
established. E.W. Böckenförde also stressed the ideological importance of
this »first stage of secularisation«.25 However, he left no doubt that it was the
»second stage of secularisation« in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
which produced the politically structured and legitimised secular State.26

21 Alfred Weber, Geschichte als Kultursoziologie,
1935, p. 333; idem, Die Krise des
modernen Staatsgedankens in Europa, 1925, p. 14.
22 Die Geburtsstunde des souveränen Staates, 1952.
23 Staat und Souveränität, 1970, Vol. 1 (Die Grundlagen), pp. 32 ff., 243 ff.
24 (1954) 208 Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 209.
25 »Ersten Stufe der Säkularisation« - Böckenförde, »Die Entstehung des Staates als
Vorgang der Säkularisation«, in Säkularisation
und Utopie, Festschrift E. Forsthoff,
1967, p. 75 at 83.
26 »Zweite Stufe der Säkularisation« - Ibid.
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In so far as the label »rationality« is used to describe a type of State which
is guided, in theory and practice, by the standards of reason, there is today
no doubt, that it was the rationalist doctrine of natural law prevailing in
these centuries which marked the spirit of the modern State. 27
If recent research has placed a n e w accent on the individualistic social
structure of the modern State, it is conditioned by a modified v i e w of the
process of emancipation of the individual, as w e l l as of the legal and social
consequences of that process. According to this modified v i e w the process
of emancipation is not so much a process of secularisation (which was
described as a »discovery of the autonomy of the w o r l d and m a n « in the classical Renaissance interpretation of Michelet and Jacob Burckhardt) as it is a
result of the changed conditions of church and faith which resulted f r o m the
r e f o r m councils of the fifteenth century. These changed conditions included
the collapse of the medieval papal and priestly church and the awakening of
a n e w kind of faith which related the individual to God without requiring the
mediation of the church. T h e next step in this process involved the development of a relationship of an immediate character between the individual
subject and the State: »the autonomous conscience of the Christian individual, rooted in this faith, promoted the claim of the modern State to be a
sphere of l a w and peace for everybody«. 2 8 A general trend in this direction,
transgressing limited levels and regions, did not develop until the second
half of the fifteenth century. 29
As far as the beginnings of modern capitalism are concerned, Henri
Pirennes' great portrait of medieval social and economic history initiated a
tendency to regard the end of the thirteenth century - and not the fifteenth
century 30 - as the crucial threshold between medieval and early modern
economic history. 31 In contrast to the earlier v i e w that Renaissance culture
originated in a period of general economic expansion, scholars in economic
history have m o r e recently come to the conclusion that this culture flourished against an economic background of stagnation and even recession. At
the end of the thirteenth century a long-lasting economic crisis 32 held all
economic development at a level f r o m which no upward m o v e m e n t was
possible for two centuries. 33 On the other hand, there is a general consensus that a turn for the better occurred in the second half of the fifteenth century, and that in the sixteenth century a general European economic re-

27 H. Krüger, Allgemeine Staatslehre, 1964, pp. 56 ff, 60 ff., who in this connection
made clear that »secularity« did not mean the same as »rationality« (p. 53 fT.).
28 »das von der Gläubigkeit seinen Ausgang nehmende Selbständigkeitsbewußtsein
der einzelnen Christen (hat) die Idee des modernen Staates, für alle Rechts- und Friedenbezirk zu sein, gefördert«. - Engel, op cit. note 4, pp. 42-48, this quotation from p. 47.
29 Ibid., p. 46.
30 Pirennes, »La Civilisation occidentale au Moyen Age«, in G. Glotz (ed.), Histoire du
moyen age, Vol. 8(2), 1933.
31 Skalweit, Der Beginn der Neuzeit, 1982, p. 30.
32 L. Genicot, in M.M. Postan, The Cambridge Economic History of Europe (2nd edn.),
1966, Vol. 1, p. 660.
33 Skalweit, op cit. note 31, p. 29 ff.
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covery occurred. 3 4 It therefore seems that Weber's thesis has not been shaken, that there was an intensive mutual penetration and synergy between
State and capitalism in the early modern age, leading on both sides to
greater strength and energy.
T h e scanty sketch provided here does not allow for an analysis of the
modern State's precursors and early forms, for example, the role of the
Sicilian Ringdom of the Hohenstaufen Ring Frederick II, which had many
seemingly » m o d e r n « aspects, or the role of the »Signorie«, the Italian cityStates of the fifteenth century. 35 According to Otto Hintze, the modern State
did not develop out of such precedents. Rather, this development was based
on the »large, earliest consolidated nation-States: England, France and
Spain«. 36
In addition, the intellectual background to the development of the modern
State - a development which concerns the origin and character of the »modern mind« 3 7 - cannot be examined in depth here. However, a closer description of the early configuration of the modern State as it developed in the
Spanish Age up to the middle of the seventeenth century, is indispensable.

II. The Shape of the Early Modern State
in the Age of Emerging Absolutism
T h e shape of the early modern State, the subject and creator of the international legal order, b e c a m e increasingly clear in this period of emerging
absolutism, although without displaying any distinct contours. This was particularly true of State territory, the limits of which w e r e not yet sharply and
unambiguously drawn. It was only in the next period, the age of French
domination, that the notion of State borders in the modern, geographically
fixed sense came into being, and that boundary treaties w e r e concluded on
this basis. 38
This w a s also true in respect of the limits of p o w e r and competence in
relationships between States, and in respect of the unity and extent of internal State authority. T h e process of concentration of public p o w e r in the person of the absolute monarch or, in countries which did not f o l l o w the absolutist model, the general process of the accumulation of State-like powers

34 E. Hinrichs, Einführung in die Geschichte der frühen Neuzeit, 1980, pp. 127-35;
J.R. Strayer, Die mittelalterlichen Grundlagen des modernen Staates, 1975, p. 83.
35 Jerusalem, op cit. note 18, p. 206; Georg Dahm, Untersuchungen zur Verfassungsund Strafrechtsgeschichte der italienischen Stadt im Mittelalter (Hamburg, 1941)
(Vol. 1: Idee und Ordnung des Reiches); R. Stadelmann, Persönlichkeit und Staat in der
Renaissance, 1932 (Vol. 1 in Vom Erbe der Neuzeit, 1942, p. 32 ff.); L. Salvatorelli,
Geschichte Italiens, 1941, p. 243.
36 »In den grossen, am frühesten konsolidierten Nationalstaaten: England, Frankreich
und Spanien«. - Otto Hintze, Die Enstehung des modernen Staatslebens, 1932, p. 927.
37 Troeltsch, Aufsätze zur Geistesgeschichte und Religionssoziologie, Vol. 4 (Tübingen,
1925).
38 See: infra, pp. 395 ff.
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and competences, did not reach a stage w h e r e the structure of the modern
State w a s basically completed until the end of the Spanish A g e . Only in the
mid-seventeenth century did the State as personified by the monarch appear
as the exclusive subject of international legal relations. As late as 1628 the
city of La Rochelle, the rebellious stronghold of the Huguenots, was still able
to conclude a separate treaty of alliance with England without putting its
allegiance to the French State in question. 39 However, by the time the TVeaty
of Osnabrück conceded the f r e e d o m to conclude alliances with foreign p o w ers to the many German princes in 1648,40 it was already felt that the political unity of the Empire was destroyed thereby, that the Empire had been
surpassed by the territorial sovereigns which w e r e in the process of becoming modern States. This was the situation Samuel Pufendorf had in mind
w h e n , writing in 1667 under the pseudonym of Severinus de Monzambano,
he called the Empire a »monstrum sui generis«, an irregular political f o r m
which had no equivalent anywhere on earth. H o w e v e r , his remark was also
aimed at »the harmful inclination of the German estates to conclude
alliances not only with each other, but also with foreign parties«. 41
In the various nations of Europe the formation of the modern State progressed neither uniformly nor simultaneously. M o r e o v e r Spain, the predominant p o w e r during this first epoch of modern times, was not the prototype
of the first configuration of the m o d e r n State to the same d e g r e e that
France w a s in the f o l l o w i n g epoch. Political structures also developed in
England and the Netherlands which did not c o n f o r m to the continental
m o d e l of monarchic absolutism. H o w e v e r , these structures w e r e no less
» m o d e r n « as a result. T h e significant n e w element of the early m o d e r n
State w a s the increase in its tasks and competences. In the words of a
recent historiographer of early m o d e r n times, the significant aspects of this
increase involved:
»Sovereignty toward the external w o r l d and internally; the reduction in
the liege lord's legal competences; the description of a territory as belonging
to a >State< and, together with the >subjects< settled there, subject to the
State's sovereignty; the execution of some central tasks, independently f r o m
the rival p o w e r of the estates over this territory and the totality of its subjects; the structure of judicial, financial and general administrative institutions serving those tasks; the creation of an armed force and associated
administrative organs for the purpose of defence or extension of the territory; the controlling supervision of church relations, extending to the establishment of a State religion; increasing influence on the economic life of

39 Sir James Headlam-Morley, Studies in Diplomatic History (New York, 1930), p. 108,
explained that this treaty was treated as a prototype for treaties of guarantee.
40 Instrumentum Pads Osnabrugense, Art. 8(2), in K. Zeumer, »Quellensammlung zur
Geschichte der Deutschen Reichsverfassung«, in Mittelalter und Neuzeit (2nd edn.),
1913, Vol. 2, p. 416.
41 »Verderbliche Neigung der deutschen Stände, nicht nur untereinander, sondern
auch mit Auswärtigen Bündnisse zu schliessen«. - H. Mitteis, Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte (14th edn.), 1976, p. 133. See also: E.W. Böckenförde, »Der Westfälische
Friede und das Bündnisrecht der Reichsstände«, (1969) 8 Der Staat 449.
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the territory in order to make use of its resources - all these became the characteristic marks of the modern State as such, not merely of the absolute
monarchies«. 4 2
In general, h o w e v e r , the predominant trend in this phase of the early
modern State in Europe w a s toward absolute monarchy.
To use an intentionally vague expression, it seems justified to speak of an
epoch of » e m e r g i n g absolutism«. 43 This expression points to the fact that the
structure of the State had already been marked by a trend towards absolute
monarchy, but that this trend had not yet completely prevailed. This development w a s stemmed during the stage of the dualistic constitution, in
which the sovereign and the estates confronted each other as separate independent legal subjects.
This dualistic type of State originated in the Late Middle Ages and its constitutional institutions w e r e based on the »estates«. T h e estates w e r e not
social groups, but collective political organs for ruling the country. T h e i r
constitutional right to participate in all sectors of government is evident in
numerous famous and fundamental documents of the thirteenth century. An
imperial prescription f r o m 1231 mentions the meliores et maiores terrae, and
that the consent of these estates was required if the ruling prince wanted to
issue nova iura et constitutiones ( n e w laws and constitutions). T h e Magna
Carta of the English King John Lackland in 1215 and the Bulla Aurea of the
Hungarian King Andreas II in 1222 w e r e fundamental confirmations that
such rights of participation w e r e held by the estates. T h e prince and the
estates w e r e the two components of the land, and both w e r e subordinate to
the l a w of the land as the supreme mandatory order. T h e y w e r e committed
to acting together on the important issues of defence and the judiciary. On
other matters they negotiated with each other, for the estates o w e d consilium et auxilium (advice and support) to the prince. T h e m o r e comprehensive the tasks the prince took on, the m o r e he depended on the co-operation
of the estates and needed to negotiate with them. T h e estates thus acquired
the right to be consulted in certain matters. In 1293 the Bavarian estates

42 »Die Souveränität nach aussen und innen; die Zurückdrängung von lehnsherrlicher
Eigenberechtigung; die Beschreibung eines zu einem »Staat« gehörigen und damit seiner
Souveränität unterliegenden Territoriums mitsamt aller in ihm ansässigen »Untertanen«;
die Besorgung einer Reihe zentraler Aufgaben unabhängig von konkurrierenden ständischen Gewalten für dieses Territorium und diesen Untertanenverband; der Aufbau von
Gerichts-, Finanz- und allgemeinen Verwaltungsinstitutionen zur Erfüllung dieser
Aufgaben; die Schaffung eines Heeres und der dazu gehörigen Verwaltungseinrichtungen zum Zwecke der Verteidigung bzw. Vergrösserung dieses Territoriums; der
kontrollierende Blick auf die kirchlichen Verhältnisse bis hin zur förmlichen Errichtung
eines staatlichen Kirchenregiments; die wachsende Einflussnahme auf das Wirtschaftsleben des Territoriums mit dem Ziel, seinen Reichtum zu nutzen - dies alles wurde
zum Rennzeichen des modernen Staates schlechthin, nicht nur des absoluten Fürstenstaates«. - E. Hinrichs, Einführung in die Geschichte der frühen Neuzeit, 1980, p. 179.
43 A term coined by F. Meinecke, Die Idee der Staatsräson in der neueren Geschichte,
1925, p. 29. The term »early modern State« as used in this book has increasingly found
its way into the more recent scientific terminology. See: G. Oestreich, Geist und
Gestalt des frühmodernen Staates, 1969, p. 5 ff.; Hinrichs, ibid., p. 178.
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received binding assurances that no namhafter Krieg (significant war)
would be initiated without their consent.
In this age of emerging absolutism, which coincided with the »Spanish
Age« in the law of nations, this medieval constitution based on estates assumed a new appearance. This development occurred because the authority of the law of the land, as a legal order standing above prince and estate,
was destroyed. The princes, relying on the absolutist principle princeps legibus solutus est, attempted to shake off the binding force of the law of the land
and to become the masters of the legal order. 44 They thus destroyed the ties
which bound the two pillars of the medieval constitution together. From this
perspective the question may be asked, which of the two - prince or estates
- embodied the political totality of the country?
The first phase of the age of absolutism was characterised by the fact that
this question remained unanswered; only by the middle of the seventeenth
century did the answer become clear. In most European States the prince
prevailed in his claim to exclusive representation of the country, which was
equivalent to absolute monarchy. The estates were pushed into the position
of privileged corporations. They no longer represented the country as a
whole, but were instead reduced to representing the interests of particular
politically privileged groups. Their political power was more or less broken.
Only in England and some minor European States, particularly those at the
periphery of Europe, did the estates succeed in their claim to represent the
body politic as a whole. Their success was equivalent to the development of
an aristocratic parliamentarianism based on estates, as it came into being in
the German Empire, in Poland, Hungary, Bohemia and, at times, in the
Scandinavian countries. 45
It is here only possible to provide a brief sketch of the fundamental aspects
of the estates constitution in the sixteenth and at the beginning of the seventeenth centuries. Negotiations between the prince and the estates took place
at territorial diets, which evolved from the beginning of the fifteenth century. The two most important groups in these assemblies consisted of
knights and burghers. Sometimes there was a second estate of the nobility
beside that of the chivalry: an estate of lords of higher rank. In addition to
the towns, sometimes groups of lower rank had a status of their own, as did
peasant communities in some exceptional cases, such as the Swiss Tyrol,
Sweden and some German territories such as East Friesland. In addition to
chivalry and burghers, there was often a curia of prelates, which in some
Protestant countries was replaced by universities.
Military service and taxation were always the core issues in respect of
which the estates had the right to participate in government. It was also,
originally, the task of the estates to legislate for internal peace through the
interdiction of private warfare. Their participation was of special importance when a succession to the throne was controversial, for instance, when
44 D. Wyduckel, Princeps legibus solutus. Eine Untersuchung zur frühmodernen
Rechts- und Staatslehre, 1979 (Vol. 30: Schriften z. Verf. Gesch.)
45 Hintze, »Typologie der ständischen Verfassungen«, in Staat und Verfassung, 1941,
p. 110 at 112 ff.
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a dynasty died out. Other matters relating to the sphere of c o m m o n rights
w e r e submitted to the sovereign through petitions and complaints (gravamina et petitiones), and in this w a y often developed into a second sphere of
rights held by the estates.
T h e structures of the assemblies differed significantly among the various
countries of Europe. T h e r e w e r e two main types of constitutional organisation, called the Zweikammersystem
( t w o - c h a m b e r s system) and the
Dreikuriensystem
(three curiae system). 4 6 In the first, the estates w e r e divided into two chambers. T h e upper house was composed of the high nobility and the high clergy, and e m e r g e d in most cases f r o m the Ring's Great
Council ( m a g n u m consilium). It functioned both as a judicial organ and as
an organ of government.
T h e second house represented the l o w e r nobility. Unlike the m e m b e r s of
the upper house, the l o w e r nobility did not act individually ( v i r i t i m ) , but
through noble communities which dispatched agents (nuntii terrarum)
to
the second house. T h e second house often included the towns as well. For
example, the English l o w e r house was composed of representatives both
f r o m the counties and the towns.
T h e Dreikuriensystem
had a single assembly only, which was composed of
three separate curiae, in most cases nobility, clergy and burghers. Decisions
w e r e made separately by each individual curia, within which unanimity was
initially required, although gradually the principle of majority rule prevailed. T h e principle of unanimity continued to apply between the curiae, with
unanimity being achieved through negotiation if required.
T h e assembly was normally convened by the sovereign. T h e right of self
convocation was sometimes claimed by the estates, but disappeared completely by the end of the seventeenth century. T h e constitutional dualism of
this type of State was reflected in a dual structure of administration. For
example, the estates conserved a separate tax administration of their own,
alongside that of the sovereign. Another significant institution was the estates' right of resistance against the unlawful acts of a superior. This right,
which was carried over f r o m the medieval tradition, was maintained during
the Spanish Age.
In general, the international legal order of this age was closely linked to
the structure of this type of State. T h e estates often entertained independent
diplomatic relations with foreign powers.
Another key element was the principle of religious (i.e. confessional)
adherence. This principle not only governed relations between powers
within the State system of the Spanish Age, but also characterised the internal order of States. T h e constitutional system of e m e r g i n g absolutism was
based on this principle. 4 7 In respect of the relationship between State and
46 Hintze, ibid., p. 114.
47 Engel, op cit. note 4, pp. 154-42. For the Holy Roman Empire and its territories
compare the examination of German constitutional history made by F. Härtung,
Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte vom IS. Jahrhundert bis zur Gegenwart (5th edn.),
1950, p. 80; Forsthoff, op cit. note 10, pp. 32-45; C.F. Menger, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte der Neuzeit (2nd edn.), 1979, p. 48; Oestreich, op cit. note 43, p. 32 ff.
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subject, this principle could be described by the formula which was applied
to the territory of the Holy Roman Empire by the Peace of Augsburg in 1555:
»cuius regio, eius religio«. T h e confession of the sovereign was the confession of the State. T h e f r e e d o m of dissenting subjects to emigrate was the
greatest concession that the parties w e r e willing to grant in mitigating the
effects of this principle.
Confessions and estates overlapped each other in a number of countries.
In Germany, Catholic and Protestant estates separated f r o m one another.
Numerous constitutional guarantees w e r e established to demarcate the
legal spheres of both groups and to protect them against encroachments by
the other. T h e splitting of the imperial estates into two hostile parties of
»union« and » l e a g u e « and their armed clash (which led to the Thirty Years
W a r ) revealed the most extreme consequences to which the confessional
principle could lead in the sphere of internal politics. During this age, the
constitutional practice of most European countries was determined by similar confessional tensions and struggles.
T h e confessional influence on the constitutional order also had far-reaching repercussions for the international legal order of this age. Confessional
divisions within States and the linkages between confessional groups in different States w e r e the main factors which, together with the dualism of sovereign and estates, prevented the complete seclusion of States f r o m the
external world. T h e total »impermeability« of the m o d e r n State w a s not yet
achieved; the specific »openness« of the medieval polity was not definitively
overcome. In contrast to the obvious acceptance in the Middle Ages of interference by foreign powers in the internal affairs of other States, it was a characteristic mark of this age that such activities w e r e increasingly felt to be
questionable. However, there was still no clear conviction on the necessity
for an international legal prohibition on intervention. 4 8 Intervention for the
purpose of assisting oppressed fellow-believers was recognised as an indisputable right during the Spanish Age. 4 9
A final essential element of this phase of e m e r g i n g absolutism with its
constitutional components of estates and confessional parties was the structure of the military establishment. It w a s not by accident, but by self-evident
necessity, that the periods of military organisational history, political history
and general constitutional history coincided with the historical development
of the l a w of nations. T h e inner linkages w e r e too close and the context too
narrow to allow for a deviation in historical development in one of these
fields. T h e linkages between the political and military constitutions, in particular, have often been described.
48 The Scotsman Kenneth Younger, in an article on the historical development of intervention, claimed that in two centuries of constant religious intervention by England and France
in Scotland the right to intervention was hardly ever the subject of a dispute. Younger,
»Intervention: The historical development I«, (1971) 25 International Spectator 12,15.
49 »Such a frequent phenomenom, that one may from there conclude its status as
customary international law«. - Scheuner, »Die grossen Friedensschlüsse als Grundlage der europäischen Staatenordnung zwischen 1648 und 1815«, in Spiegel der
Geschichte, Festgabe für M. Braubach, 1964, p. 220 at 245.
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The transition from the feudal system of the Late Middle Ages to the
system of emerging absolutism was reflected in the replacement of knightly armies and single combatant knights by mercenary armies that were
recruited and hired according to the Swiss model, by condottieri. These
mercenary armies changed allegiances frequently and existed as independent military bodies outside the constitution and the discipline of the State.
The incorporation of such armies into the State organisation coincided with
the transition to full absolutism.50
All of these traits which determined the early configuration of the modern
State were reflected in the ordering principles and institutions of the law of
nations of this epoch.
III. Religious Intervention

As has already been explained, the foundations of the theory of the modern
sovereign State had been laid in the sixteenth century. Machiavelli's The
Prince was written in 1513 and published in 1531. Bodin's De Rei publica
appeared in 1576 (the French edition in 1579). Francesco de Vitoria also painted a picture of the State as a self-sufficient entity, a »perfecta communitas sibi
sufficiens«, »quae habet proprias leges, proprium consilium, et proprios magistratus«, a closed impermeable body, the skeleton of which was a technical
power apparatus having its own government, authorities and laws.
It is significant for the specific transitory character of the Spanish Age that
Vitoria, as well as Bodin and other legal and political philosophers of this
epoch such as Grotius, regarded »intervention«, that is to say, the interference of one State in the »proper«, internal affairs of another either by
force, or under the threat of it, as a problem. However, although these philosophers discussed this problem extensively, they never put forward a principle of non-intervention. Their discussion was tied to the traditional,
medieval concept of the right of resistance of a people against the unlawful
rule of a tyrant. Later, the principle of non-intervention came to be considered as a logical consequence of the concept of sovereignty.
Intervention can occur in many forms. It may involve assistance to one
party in a civil war, it may take the form of regular warfare, or be restricted
to diplomatic pressure. Even today, the distinction between the terms »war«
and »intervention« remains unclear.51 One cannot expect the differences to
have been clearly defined more than three centuries earlier. One can only
seek to untangle partly those very intertwined trains of thought that are
relevant to the question of an intervention-free domain relating to the proper affairs of the sovereign State.
50 O. Hintze, »Staatsverfassung und Heeresverfassung«, 1906, in Staat und Verfassung, 1941, p. 42 ff.; E.R. Huber, Heer und Staat in der deutschen Geschichte (2nd edn.)
(Hamburg, 1943), p. 67 fT.
51 Compare: H. Hagedorn, Wandlungen des Interventionsrechts in der Geschichte, 1933, p. 45
ff.; K.M. Hettlage, »Die Intervention in der Völkerrechtswissenschaft und im System der
modernen Völkerrechtslehre«, (1927) 37 Niemeyers Zeitschrift für Internationales Recht 11.
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Bodin, who considered the problem of intervention from the perspective
of his concept of sovereignty, was satisfied with proving the dogmatic compatibility of intervention and sovereignty through a formal theoretical
deduction. In the fifth chapter of his Six livres de la république he distinguished between two fundamentally different situations. If the situation
involved a prince who was not absolutely sovereign, it was permissible to
move against him by way of the judiciary or, if nothing else was possible, by
way of open force. However, if the situation involved an absolute sovereign,
(»as are the real monarchs of France, Spain, England, Scotland, Ethiopia,
Turkey, Persia and Moscovy, the power of whom is never in doubt, nor is
there ever any question of their sharing it with their subjects«), 52 neither an
individual subject nor all of the subjects together could touch the honour or
the life of the monarch, either by way of the judiciary or open force, even if
he was guilty of all kinds of wickedness, blasphemy and cruelty. The judicial avenue was not available because the monarch could, if he chose, withdraw the jurisdiction of all other authorities to himself. The use of open
force, on the other hand, was a violation of lesemajesty, a crime so terrible
that even the intention to commit it was punishable by death.
Bodin made another, no less important and heavily emphasised distinction: the situation was different if it concerned a foreigner rather than one
of the monarch's own subjects. Although the subject was bound to his own
prince, he was not bound to a foreign one. Likewise, in their relationships
with each other the princes enjoyed complete freedom. They were not
bound to each other by any ties of subordination or allegiance, but only by
higher moral rules. However, it nevertheless seemed to Bodin that it was »a
very fine and magnificent thing for a prince to take up arms in order to take
vengeance on a tyrant who by cruelty unlawfully oppresses a people«. 53
The aim of this theory is obvious. In view of the political link between confessional groups in different States that existed in the sixteenth century, it
did not occur to Bodin to advance a general principle of non-intervention.
Such a principle would necessarily have seemed to be more or less Utopian.
He restricted himself to his main interest, which was to support and protect
the sovereign's authority against all kinds of danger emanating from inside
the State.
Whereas the question of the legal grounds for intervention were subsumed within the framework of Bodin's formal theory of State law, this was
exactly the question which was always most interesting for the theory of the
law of nations. Even in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, when the
principle of non-intervention had long since been agreed, exceptions to the
principle were extensively discussed. The political problem with the concept of intervention lies in the dynamic relationship between non-intervention as a principle, and intervention as an exception to it. The hard core of
52 »Comme sont les vraies Monarques de France, d'Espagne, d'Angleterre, d'Ecosse,
d'Ethiopie, de Turquie, de Perse, de Moschovie, desquels la puissance n'est point
revoquée en doute, ny la souveraineté mespartie avec les subjects«.
53 »Une chose très belle et magnifique à un prince de prendre les armes pour venger tout un peuple injustement opprimé par la cruauté d'un tyran«. - Vol. 2, Ch. 5.
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intervention theory has always been nothing other than a system of exceptional reasons justifying intervention in the internal affairs of another State:
a theory of the justa causa of intervention. It is of secondary importance in
theory, and particularly in practice, whether one labels this system as one of
»non-intervention in principle«. Of primary importance and decisiveness for
the spirit and the structure of an international legal order are the factual circumstances which are regarded as a justa causa for intervention. Those
legal thinkers of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries who
dealt with the legal grounds for such action are more important and instructive than Bodin in respect of the development of the law of intervention.
As far as Vitoria is concerned, his theory in respect of this matter was completely inspired by the dynamics of the Spanish ideology of colonial expansion. 54 He passed very quickly from his abstract theological points of departure to the specific political questions concerning the situation in America.
He stressed that man had been commanded by God to care for his fellow
man. One was not allowed to remain indifferent to whether one's brothers
were the victims of tyranny and oppression. Tyranny could occur in two
forms. It could occur as a result of a prince misunderstanding the laws, or
as a result of manners and customs that were clearly despotic and oppressive.
In America, this second type of tyranny prevailed through manners and
customs that required human sacrifices and the killing of men who had not
been orderly and lawfully condemned. It could be objected, Vitoria ventured, that those who ordered the sacrifices did not violate the laws which
were effective in the New World, that they had, to the contrary, obeyed those
laws. Vitoria did not accept this objection. The universal principles of
morality and justice, the binding force of which had to be guaranteed under
all circumstances and in all parts of the world, stood above all human aberrations. Customs which were contrary to universal justice had no right to
exist. The Spanish would not fulfill their obligation were they to look on passively while such crimes were committed, even if those crimes were approved of by the peoples of America. It was the Spanish mission to extirpate
those murderous customs. If the natives refused to give up those customs,
the Spanish were justified in declaring war upon them. It would be a just
war because it would aim to restore human justice and atone for an obvious
injustice. Even if this injustice principally concerned the victims of tyranny,
it indirectly concerned the Spanish because it violated those principles of
justice which were common to all human beings. The Spanish were thus
authorised to depose tyrannical princes and all those who violated the laws
of morality, and to replace them with others who showed respect for human
life. They were also, necessarily, permitted to take appropriate measures for
preventing natives from sacrificing human lives under the influence of a
fanatical faith.
As Vitoria had such a clear intellectual profile, no further evidence is needed to conclude that the mission which he attributed to the Spanish was not
54 De Indis et De Iure Belli, in Classics of International

Law, Vol. 6, 1917, p. 15.
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only a general obligation imposed by human conscience, but also a Catholic
religious mission and a Spanish political one. It showed the conviction,
which was deeply rooted in the legal conscience of the age, that intervention for religious reasons was legally permitted.
Gentili, another famous legal thinker of the Spanish Age, reported that
jurists generally recognised the rule that a war of intervention was permitted if proselytes who had converted to Christianity were oppressed by their
rulers. 55 This was the opinion advanced passionately by the Calvinist monarchomachists in the precarious situation of the internal French religious
wars. The famous Vindiciae contra tyrannos, written in 1579 by one of them,
Junius Brutus, supported with great insistence the right and duty to give
assistance to fellow believers who were persecuted for religious reasons in
their own State. 56
Grotius' theory of intervention is generally considered to be the earliest
expression of the principle of humanitarian intervention. 57 However, in reality it was nothing other than the doctrine of religious intervention expressed in the language of natural law. The most relevant passage in Grotius'
principal work takes, as its point of departure, the question whether it would
be a just cause to go to war for the subjects of a foreign ruler in order to protect them against injury at his hands. Grotius explained that, since the
beginning of the formation of States, every ruler had endeavoured to preserve his special rights over his subjects. He then referred to some cases
concerning the authority to punish evil-doers. Thucydides had reported the
view of the Corinthians that, in case of a dispute, each party should punish
its own subjects.
However, in the reverse situation, if the subjects suffered injury at the
hands of their own ruler and this injury was manifest (si manifesta sit iuiuria), the application of the ius humanae societatis was not excluded. Most
commentators on the right of intervention quote this sentence written by
Grotius. However, it is the next sentence which shows the specific situations
Grotius had in mind. He explained how, in conformity with this principle,
Emperor Constantine had taken up arms against his rivals Maxentius and
Licinius, as had other Roman emperors against the Persians, in order to end
the persecution of Christians which had been inspired by religious hatred. 58
55 »Et nostri, sic tradunt moveri bellum posse, si aliqui conversi ad religionem Christianam, premerentur a suis dominis. Et illud propter ius societatis contractum ex conversione«. -De iure belli libre tres, 1588/89,1, xv, in Classics of International Law, Vol. 9,1921.
56 Brutus was addressing the question: »An iure possint, aut debeant vicini principes
auxilium ferre aliorum principium subditis, religionis purae causa afflictis, aut manifesta tyrannide oppressis«. See: Boegner, »L'influence de la réforme sur le développement du droit international«, (1925 I) 6 Recueil des Cours 245, 280; Esmein, »La théorie de l'intervention internationale chez quelques publicistes français du XVIe siècle«,
in Nouvelle revue historique de droit français et étranger (Paris, 1900).
57 Compare: H. Mosler, Die Intervention im Völkerrecht, 1957, p. 17.
58 »Sic in Maxentium & Licinium Constantinus, in Persas alii Romanorum Imperatores arma ceperunt, aut capere minati sunt, nisi vim a Christianis religionis nomine arcerent«. - De iure belli ac pacis, L. II, Ch. 25, s. Vili, 2.
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Grotius thus selected, f r o m the multitude of examples available to him f r o m
Antiquity, the special case of the persecution of Christians. T h e r e is no doubt
that this selection w a s not arbitrary, but p e r f o r m e d with a clear and precise
intention. T h e passage consequently demonstrates that, in accordance with
the opinions of his time, Grotius wished to describe the right of religious
intervention. This conclusion is confirmed by the fact that Grotius, in another context, condemned a w a r aimed at expanding the Christian faith by
force of arms, 59 but expressly designated as legal a w a r undertaken because
of the cruel religious persecution of Christians. 60
T h e right to intervene for religious reasons was extinguished by the treaties of Münster and Osnabrück and replaced by an agreement for the protection of religious minorities. In this w a y the practice of religious intervention was eliminated.

59 Ibid., L. II, Ch. 20, s. XLVIII.

60 Ibid., L. II, Ch. 20, s. XLIX.

Chapter Four
Admission to the International Law Community:
The Recognition of the Independence of the Netherlands

In the age of Spanish predominance, Europe experienced an important case of
the emergence of a new State, one that required the members of the Christian
family of nations to take a position on the question of the creation of a newly
independent State within the region. This case involved the struggle of the
Netherlands for freedom from Spanish rule and for political independence.
The political, ideological and legal contrast between Spain, as the leading
power, and her rising French, Dutch and English rivals, coloured and
shaped the issue, which in the law of nations of subsequent centuries was
referred to under the heading of »recognition of new States and governments«. The international legal institution of »recognition« was first discussed as a problem of legal doctrine by some scholars of the late eighteenth
century, and achieved full legal form in the nineteenth century.
Some precedents in State practice were of great relevance. In the Spanish
Age there was, apart from the secession of the Netherlands from the Holy
Roman Empire, the emancipation of the Helvetic Confederation from the
Empire, as well as the rebellion of Portugal against Spanish rule (with John
IV from the Braganza Dynasty ascending to the throne). However, none of
these cases found a complete legal solution until the French Epoch. All concerned the creation of a new State within the closed circle of »Christendom«
and none involved the extension of this international legal community to
non-Christian, non-European States. This last question, concerning nonEuropean States, first arose as late as 1776 with the Declaration of Independence of the United States and, at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
with the disintegration of the Spanish colonial empire in Latin America.
It was significant for the law of nations in the Spanish Age that, in spite of
manifold legal relations with the non-Christian world (with Turkish, Persian,
East Indian and Far Eastern polities), the question of their general admission to the international legal community was never posed or answered.
In this Age the relevant question was the right of rebellion of a suppressed people, the revolutionary founding of a State independent from its
parent country, and the respecting of this independence by the other members of the international legal community. The crucial question was always,
whether the parent country's renunciation of sovereignty was the prerequisite for respecting the independence of the new State.1

1 J.A. Frowein, »Die Entwicklung der Anerkennung von Staaten und Regierungen im
Völkerrecht«, (1972) 11 Der Staat 145; C.H. Alexandrowicz, »The Theory of
Recognition in fieri«, (1958) 34 British Yearbook of International Law 176, 181 ff.
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Queen Elizabeth I of England concluded secret treaties with the StatesGeneral even before the declaration of independence of the United Provinces of the Netherlands (1581).2 After this declaration she entered into a
new treaty of alliance which she justified with a manifesto published at the
same time. In this manifesto the cruelties which the Spaniards had committed in the Netherlands were described. The Court of Madrid was accused of
seeking to deprive the Dutch of their existing privileges. It was necessary,
the Queen explained, to support the Netherlands, because this was the only
way to maintain the free trade of her subjects with the United Provinces and
at the same time to protect England against a Spanish invasion, which
would be greatly facilitated by the Spanish conquering the Netherlands.3
This manifesto can scarcely be regarded as a recognition of the independence of the Netherlands. As the example of La Rochelle demonstrated,
even at the beginning of the seventeenth century, in a country with as
modern a State-like character as France, it was possible for foreign powers
to conclude alliances with rebellious cities or provinces without implying
recognition of their independence.4 Queen Elizabeth, by offering in 1588 to
mediate between Philip II and the Netherlands, herself demonstrated that
the manifesto had no further consequences for Anglo-Hispanic relations.
Departing from the basis of the Spanish legal ideology, Balthasar Ayala in
his famous book De Iure et Officiis Bellicis et Disciplina Militari Libri Tres
(Douai, 1582) discussed the secession of the Netherlands.5 It is true that he
did not deal with the issue of the recognition of a new State, emerging out
of a revolutionary war, and the conditions attached to such recognition. He
turned his attention at once to the substantial question of whether the Dutch
had a right of rebellion against Spain. This he resolutely denied. Only resistance against a tyrant was legally permitted. However, he asserted quite
unabashedly that a sovereign ruler could under no circumstances be regarded as a tyrant. Heavy as the burdens which a rightful ruler imposed upon
his subjects may have been, they had no right of rebellion. A king who misused his position could be corrected by other, legal means. He alluded to a
recourse to the ideas of the late Middle Ages, which were conserved in the
Spanish legal ideology. According to these ideas the Pope had several means
by which to enforce a monarch's lawful behaviour. Where it was required in
the interest of Christendom, he could depose a ruler. However, until the
time was ripe for the application of such a remedy, the subjects were obliged
to support their prince against rebels, the crimes of which were as abomin-

2 The text of the declaration of independence is found in E. Reibstein, Völkerrecht.
Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis, Vol. 1, 1958, p. 369 ff.
3 Wheaton, Histoire des progrès du droit des gens en Europe et en Amérique, 1841,
p. 219 (English edn: History of the Law of Nations, 1845).
4 See: supra, 172.
5 Ayala (1548-84) was born in Antwerp, w h e r e his Burgos-born father had settled. He
was a high judge in the army of Alexander Farnese, the Spanish commander in chief
in the Netherlands. He was later a m e m b e r of the High Council of Malines.
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able as heresy. T h e y could never claim to be treated as a legitimate enemy,
a justus hostis.6
It can hardly be ascertained h o w far the Spanish government, in its policy,
identified itself with such thoughts. However, in 1609 it was compelled, at
Antwerp, to enter into a twelve-year long armistice with the Netherlands »in
their capacity as Free Provinces and States, to which the Arch-Dukes ( f r o m
the branch of the Habsburg dynasty which ruled the Spanish parts of
Belgium autonomously f r o m 1598 to 1633) do not claim any rights«. 7
This armistice agreement did not even contain a definite renunciation of
sovereignty by Spain, which meant that the legal status of the Netherlands
remained in abeyance. Subsequent to the expiry of the armistice agreement,
w a r broke out again in 1621. It was only in 1648, with the Peace of
Westphalia, that Spain and the other signatories accorded recognition to the
Netherlands.
During the preliminary negotiations preceding the peace congress in
Westphalia it remained controversial, whether the Dutch delegates w e r e
entitled to the title of »Excellency«, as this would have been considered an
expression of the sovereign status of their country. Not only the Spanish, but
also the French at first denied them the use of this title. This hesitation was
exacerbated by the question of whether States with a republican f o r m of
government w e r e permitted to use the title of »Excellency« for their delegates. In a decision of the Emperor in 1646, permission for the Dutch delegates to use this title was made conditional upon the agreement of Spain. This
was often regarded as a confirmation of the view, that only the f o r m e r sovereign was able to grant independence to the seceding territory. 8 Such a
grant was accomplished by the Hispano-Dutch peace treaty of 1648, and the
question was thereby resolved. T h e authority of the Pope in such questions
(which Ayala once again i m p l o r e d ) attracted no attention.
As far as the Helvetic Confederation was concerned, the capacity of the
Swiss cantons as subjects of international l a w was beyond doubt even before 1648, as was the case with all of the estates of the Holy Roman Empire.
This was not affected by the continuing jurisdiction of the Empire. H o w e v e r ,
in the same w a y that the Imperial Supreme Court (Reichskammergericht)
still claimed jurisdiction over the Canton of Basel in 1631, the Swiss w e r e
eager to have their full independence clearly recognised. This was achieved
in the treaties of Münster (Article 61) and Osnabrück (Article 6) in 1648.
Even as the Empire renounced its sovereignty, the question remained unanswered, whether this renunciation was a necessary prerequisite for recognition of independence.
T h e same was true for developments concerning Portugal which, in the
same year (1641) as it freed itself f r o m Spanish rule, concluded a treaty with

6 The headings of the various sections of Ayala's book correspond with this reality:
»Principis auctoritas semper sequenda contra rebelles«; »Nulla iusta causa rebellandi«; »Rebeliis gravissimum crimen«; Legitimus princeps tyrannus dici non potest«.
7 G. Butler & S. Maccoby, The Development of International Law, 1928, p. 16.
8 Frowein, op cit. note 1, p. 147.
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Figure 16: Francisco de Vitoria (1486-1546).

Figure 17: Francisco Suárez ((548-1617).
(Portrait by Don Tomás Muñoz Lucca)

France in which it renewed the ancient amity between the Kings of France
and Portugal. Spain, however, continued to refuse recognition of Portuguese
independence. The Portuguese delegates, therefore, were not permitted to
attend the peace congress of 1648. Only three of them were admitted, as
members of the French, Swedish and Dutch delegations. When Spain finally decided, in 1668, to recognise John IV as the King of Portugal, there was
no clause renunciating Spanish sovereignty in the pertinent treaty. Whether
such a renunciation was required is, however, open to doubt. Portugal had
been an independent kingdom before 1580, when Philip II had enforced his
claim to the succession with the force of arms. It was linked with Spain only
in a personal union, and even during the sixty years of Spanish rule it retained considerable autonomy and self-reliance. After the recognition of
John IV there was nothing left which could be renounced by Spain. In any
case, the subsequent historical development did not pay attention to remaining doubts.

Chapter Five
Law-Making: lus naturae and ius voluntarium

I. The Law of Nations in the Natural Law System
of the Spanish Late Scholastics and of Grotius
Within the history of international law the period of the sixteenth and the
first half of the seventeenth century deserves to be called the »Spanish Age«.
Spanish scholars, theologians as well as jurists, not only led the way in discussing problems of the law of nations (its character, sources and binding
force), they also made the most important intellectual contributions of this
period to their examination. As far as the leading non-Spanish scholars of
this period - the Italian Alberico Gentili, living as an emigrant in England,
and above all the Dutchman Hugo Grotius - were concerned, they were
strongly influenced by the Spanish and based the essential points of their
teachings on late Spanish scolasticism. This reflected the deep intellectual
unity of the age, which lay behind contrasting positions in political, philosophical and legal theory.
In their recourse to the curialists of the late Middle Ages the eminent theologians and jurists lecturing under the reign of Charles V (Charles I as Ring
of Spain) and Philip II returned to the thoughts of Thomas Aquinas and the
classical doctrine of high scolasticism. 1 They thus took a position which
was, to a certain degree, opposed to the official Spanish ideology relating to
the law of nations. Their views in respect of several problems of Spanish
colonial policy and its legal justification have already been mentioned. 2 In
respect of crucial questions concerning the legality of colonial expansion
these deviations from the official ideology were, however, more often deviations in reasoning than in result.
Since the time in 1916-17 when Joseph Kohler recommended that teachers of the law of nations refer to the Spanish natural law thinkers of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries instead of Grotius, 3 there has been con1 J. Sauter, Die philosophischen
Grundlagen des Naturrechts,
1932, p. 85 ff.;
H. Rommen, Die ewige Wiederkehr des Naturrechts, 1936, p. 76 ff.; idem., Die Staatslehre des Franz Suárez, 1926, pp. 66, 222; A. Dempf, Christliche Staatsphilosophie
in
Spanien, 1937, pp. 17, 22 ff., 67. The Catholic philosophical historiography called this
development a »second high point of synthesis of scolasticism« (»zweiten synthetischen Höhepunkt der Scholastik«) and pointed to the fact, that the new philologically
exact edition of the works of Aristotle by the Collegium Coimbrense was, on a higher
level, an analogy to the reception of Aristotle in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
(as completed by Albertus Magnus). Dempf, ibid., p. 67.
2 See: supra, p. 83 ff.
3 J. Kohler, »Die spanischen Naturrechtslehrer des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts«,
(1916/17) 10 Archiv für Rechts- und Wirschaftsphilosophie 235; idem, Grundlagen des
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troversial discussion about w h e t h e r these Spanish w e r e the true »fathers« of
m o d e r n international law. Time and again James B r o w n Scott, editor of the
»Classics of International L a w « series, the r e n o w n e d multilingual edition by
the Carnegie Foundation, attempted to prove that they w e r e . 4 T h e question
has r e m a i n e d controversial up to the present day, with various scholars
adding n e w arguments both for and against Rohler's thesis. 5
It is not intended to resume this debate here, in so far as it concerns Grotius
as the »father« and the Spanish merely as »precursors« of the modern l a w of
nations. The essential point is that Vitoria and the other late scholastics contributed to the theoretical foundations of international l a w long before Grotius,
w h o w a s then, along with others, able to use the results of their thinking in
constructing the basic structure of the modern l a w of nations.
O n the basis of the Christian scholastic tradition of natural l a w - maintained by Grotius as it w a s by the Spanish thinkers - different solutions
e m e r g e d in relation to the foundations of the l a w of nations, its basic doctrines, the quality and the hierarchy of its sources, and the binding force of
the legal rules f l o w i n g f r o m these sources. Indeed, high scolasticism already
contained the basis on w h i c h a split f r o m m o r e traditional views w a s later
to emerge, namely the different philosophical and theological points of
departure in the thinking of T h o m a s Aquinas, on the one hand, and W i l l i a m

Völkerrechts, 1918. Many years before Köhler, the famous Belgian scholar Ernest Nys
had emphasised the importance of the Spanish authors: »Les publicistes espagnols du
XVIe siècle et les droits des Indiens«, (1889) 20 Revue de droit international 532.
4 His research works published between 1928 and 1934 are listed in the bibliography,
infra. Nussbaum, in a highly polemic critic of Scott's thesis (See: History of the Law of
Nations, 1947 & 1954, pp. 327 ff. & 397 ff.) identified some obvious weaknesses in
Scott's research. However, in doing so he minimised unnecessarily the role of the
Spanish.
5 In recent research the fundamental importance of the Spanish late scolasticism for
modern international law has been stressed by numerous authors: J. Soder, Die Idee
der Völkergemeinschaft, Francisco de Vitoria und die philosophischen Grundlagen des
Völkerrechts, 1955, p. 30 (»It is nowadays the common opinion of those concerned
with the history of international law, that Vitoria founded the theory of international
law, that it was completed by Suárez, and systematised by Grotius«.); J. Höffner,
Kolonialismus und Evangelium. Spanische Kolonialethik im Goldenen Zeitalter (2nd
edn.) (Trier, 1969), p. 410; G. Stadtmüller, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1951, pp. 104,
107; idem., Das Naturrecht im Lichte der geschichtlichen Erfahrung, 1948, p. 19;
F.A. von der Heydte, »Francisco de Vitoria und die Geschichte seines Ruhmes«, (1949)
49 Die Friedenswarte 190; idem, »Franciscus de Vitoria und sein Völkerrecht«, (1933)
13 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 185 ff.; P. Hadrossek, »Introduction«, in Klassikern des
Völkerrechts, Vol. 2, 1952, p. XXVI ff.; A. TVuyol y Serra, »Die Grundlagen der völkerrechtlichen Ordnung nach den spanischen Völkerrechtsklassikern«, (1958) 2 Heidelberg Jahrbuch 53; idem, Die Entstehung der Weltstaatengesellschaft unserer Zeit, 1963,
p. 68. W. Janssen (Die Anfänge des modernen Völkerrechts und der neuzeitlichen
Diplomatie, 1965, p. 57) came to the conclusion: »In spite of Schmitt, Nussbaum and
some other authors it is nowadays the prevailing opinion, that the origins of the
modern theory of international law are to be found within the Spanish classics of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries«.

lus naturae and ¡us voluntarium

of Occam on the other. The use of a different philosophical and theological
point of departure necessarily led to a different theory of natural law and, as
a logical consequence, to a different theory of law in general and the law of
nations in particular. 6
This difference became obvious in the Spanish Age, when a more detailed
theory of the law of nations developed. The common Thomistic basis was
preserved in so far as the pure voluntarism of Occam did not find adherents
in the international legal sphere until the French Age, in the work of
Thomas Hobbes. 7 To a considerable extent this split in the natural law
schools of thought ran parallel to the theological debate between Jesuits and
Dominicans. It culminated in the natural law theories of Francisco de
Vitoria and Francisco Suárez.
Vitoria developed an ontological theory of the law of nature on a strictly
Thomistic basis. He defined natural law, which he considered to be rooted
in the objective order of being, as lex indicans. Gabriel Vasquez, who is
sometimes called the »Spanish Augustine«, accentuated this concept, and
Arriaga went so far as to state that, because of its origins in the objective
order of being, the law of nature would preserve its validity even if God did
not exist. 8 This position was in extreme contrast to the nominalism of
Occam, and extended in its radicalism far beyond the ideas of Thomas
Aquinas.
The Jesuits aimed at an intermediate position. Luis Molina (1536-1600)
and Francisco Suárez (1548-1617) were the leading theoreticians of this
theology of mediation, the so-called »congruism«. Suárez attempted to delineate a middle line between the positions adopted by Occam and Vasquez. 9
Along with Vasquez, he regarded the objective order of being as the basis of
the law of nature. However, reason had to decide the particular consequences of this order, and recognise that acts which corresponded to this reasonable nature followed the will of nature's creator and were therefore ordered
by law. Suárez thus arrived at a theory of the law of nature which, although
formally voluntaristic, was not completely deprived of an ontological basis.
The binding force of natural law was rooted in the will of God; that of
human law was rooted in the will of the human legislator. However, the context of the law could not be determined arbitrarily, it had to be iustae et
rectae.
Two different views of the structure and the sources of the law of nations
developed on the basis of these two conceptions of natural law.
Vitoria developed the picture of a natural community of nations not resting on their will and contractual consensus, but preordained from the
beginning in the divine world order and aimed at the higher common well6 See: supra, p. 83 ff.
7 See: infra, p. 349.
8 Sauter, op cit. note 1, p. 87. The theologian Gabriel Vasquez S.J. (1549-1604) is not
to be confused (as has happened for centuries) with the jurist Fernando Vasquez de
Menchaca (1507 or 1512 - 1566 or 1569). In respect of the influence of Gabriel
Vasquez on Grotius, see: Janssen, op cit. note 5, p. 67, fn. 142.
9 See: Sauter, ibid., p. 8 ff. For a biography of Suárez, see: supra, p. 148.
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being of the world - the bonum commune totius orbisi This community was
able to bind its members through legal rules, the binding force of which did
not derive from their sovereign will, but from the moral standard of a just
coexistence of nations. Natural law was thus, for Vitoria, the primary and
supreme source of the law of nations. As far as the rules of the law of nations
could not be derived from natural law, they were sufficiently well-established
on the consensus of the majority of human beings (»satis videtur esse consensus maioris partis totius orbis«), especially if they were directed at the
common weal (maxime pro bono communi omnium).11 In this way Vitoria
derived the validity of the principle of majority rule in the creation of the law
of nations from the idea of an original legal community of humanity. The second source of law was thus the consent of the greater part of the community of nations. It could be achieved either by custom (usus, consuetude) or by
treaty. Law created in this way was essentially human law, ius humanum. In
the hierarchy of the legal order it was below natural law: »If there were a
human law, which would without reasonable cause hinder the observance of
natural or divine law, this law would be inhuman (inhumanum) and unreasonable and therefore without binding force«.12
The picture of the international legal order was rather different in Suárez's
system. In a logical application of his basic, voluntaristic conception, Suárez
grounded the law of nations on a consensus of State wills. The law of nations
was positive, human law based either on treaty or custom. Suárez, in contrast
to Vitoria, did not assume that States interacted in a natural society which
was directed at the common good. On the contrary, States had a natural right
to refuse to interact with other States, in order to isolate themselves. If such
a society based on transaction and communication existed, its establishment
depended entirely on the positive, free will of its members.
With such a point of departure, a problem at once arose which heavily
engaged the theory of law of nations until modern times, without a generally accepted solution ever being found. This problem concerned the source
of the binding force of those obligations into which States had entered. If the
law of nations as a whole rested on the positive free will of States, how could
it be guaranteed that any rule would not, at any point in time, be reversed
by a contrary expression of free will by any State? At this point Suárez recurred to the law of nature: it would be a violation of natural law to break a promise. Natural law thus gave the positive law of nations its binding force and
stability. The law of nations thus rested on a basis of natural law, 13 even if it
10 A. Dempf, Christliche Staatsphilosophie
in Spanien, 1937, p. 46 ff.; J.L.A. Délos, La
société internationale
et les principes du droit public, 1929, p. 185 ff.
11 De Indis et De Iure Belli, III, 4, in Classics of International
Law, Vol. 6, 1917.
12 Ibid., III, 2.
13 Délos, op cit. note 10, p. 226 ff.; L. Legaz y Lacambre, »Die Rechtsphilosophie des
Franciscus Suarez«, (1934) 14 Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht 273, 313 ff.; Yves de la
Brière, La conception du droit international
chez les théologiens catholiques
(Paris,
1930), Introduction, p. I ff. J. Söder, Francisco Suarez und das Völkerrecht,
1973,
p. 351, insisted that Suarez was therefore not a »positivist« and by no m e a n s a precursor of modern positivism. See also: A. Verdross, Abendländische
Rechtsphilosophie.
Ihre Grundlagen und Hauptprobleme
in geschichtlicher Schau, 1963.
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w a s not identical to it, and had clearly to be distinguished from it. It w a s
instead instigated by nature (instigante natura). In other words, certain
rules so evidently corresponded to the natural order of international life that
they w e r e spontaneously recognised by all and consequently and without
difficulty attracted the c o n s e n s u s of the will of States. However, the content
of international legal rules could not be derived per conclusionem,
by w a y of
logical inference from general principles, but only per
determinationem,
through the detailed expression of political power. Rules derived in the latter way were, however, only binding in so far as they w e r e in accordance
with justice.
Suárez's construction, with its impressive logical consistency, had a longstanding influence on the theory of the law of nations. Even today a n u m b e r
of theories rely on his solution. 1 4
Hugo Grotius pursued other lines of thought concerning the sources of the
law of nations. 1 5 However, his v i e w s on the basis for the validity of legal
rules w e r e not far from those of his Spanish predecessors.
In the recent literature, v i e w s about the intellectual position and importance of Hugo Grotius diverge sharply. T h e portrait of Grotius as painted by
14 See, for example: A. Verdross, Die Verfassung der Völkerrechtsgemeinschaft, 1926,
p. 27.
15 Grotius (1583-1645) came from an old aristocratic Burgundian-Dutch family, the
Cornets de Groot. His father was the mayor of Delft and a trustee of the University of
Leiden. When the fifteen-year old Grotius was brought to the French royal court,
Henry IV called him »le miracle ou le prodige de la Hollande«. After beginning his studies at the University of Leiden at the age of twelve, he was awarded a doctorate (at
the age of fifteen), became an advocate at the Hague, General-Fiscal of the province
of Holland, Zeeland and Westfrisia, Grand-Pensionary of Rotterdam and a Member of
the States-General. In 1613 he visited England on a diplomatic mission. As a partisan
of the traditional aristocratic constitution of his country and the arminian dogma he
was involved in the confessional and political struggle there, also as a publicist, and
in 1618 was arrested and condemned to life imprisonment. In 1621 he escaped from
the fortress of Loevestein. He went to Paris, where in 1635 he published his magnus
opus, De iure belli ac pads libri tres, in quibus ius naturae et gentium, item iuris publiei praecipua explicantur. He devoted it to Louis XIII, who for a considerable time
granted him a pension. In 1630 his confiscated property was restored. However, he
did not return to Holland, but settled near Hamburg. In 1634, after many honourable
offers from Denmark, Poland and Spain, he entered the diplomatic service of Sweden.
Oxenstierna dispatched him back to Paris. In 1645 he asked to be dismissed from service. On the journey back from Sweden he suffered a shipwreck and died in Rostock.
De iure belli acpacis was an instant literary success. For the first century a new edition was published every third year. As of 1925 no less than 84 editions of the Latin
text and 30 translations (five German, six Dutch, nine French) had appeared. In 1939
a new and magnificently Fitted edition of the Latin text appeared, a new German
translation in 1950 (Klassiker, I). For a detailed register of his works and the literature on Grotius, see: E. Wolf, Rechtsdenker, pp. 300 ff. For recent attempts at an overall portrayal, see: H. Hofmann, »Hugo Grotius«, in M. Stolleis, Staatsdenker im 17. und
18. Jahrhundert, 1977, p. 51; Peter Haggenmacher, Grotius et la doctrine de la guerre
juste (Paris, 1983); Κ.H. Ziegler, »Hugo Grotius als >Vater des Völkerrechts««, in P.
Selmer (ed.), Gedächtnisschrift fiir Wolfgang Martens (Berlin, 1987) 851.
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famous scholars of the nineteenth century - Droysen, Dilthey, Windelband,
Lamprecht, Troeltsch, Meinecke and others - has frequently been called
into question. Considerable doubts have been raised about the conception
that considered Grotius as marking the beginning of a new period in the
development of European thought, proclaiming him as the great pioneer of
»modern« thinking and seeking to draw connections between him and
Rousseau and the spirit of the nineteenth century. In contrast to this traditional view, which places Grotius at the beginning of the great modern process of secularisation, one is confronted with a conception that sees him as
rooted firmly in the Medieval scholastic world outlook and reliant on the
thinkers of Spanish new scolasticism. 16 To a certain degree this divergence
of opinion has overshadowed the intellectual originality and importance of
the famous man.
This also applies to the attempts to make Grotius appear as the precursor
of all those international law ideas which have arisen since the end of the
First World War: as the protagonist of conceptions of war which discriminate between the warring parties or outlaw war altogether; of collective
security; and of human rights, their guarantee by international law and their
enforcement through humanitarian intervention. The »Neo-Grotians of the
twentieth century«, as they were labelled by Hedley Bull,17 have established
a myth of a »Grotian tradition in international law«18 which is scarcely in
conformity with the authentic Grotian conception of the law of nations.
Many of the ideas attributed to the »Grotian tradition« and for which
Grotius is celebrated as being their intellectual father, were nothing other
than the traditional thought of Medieval scolasticism and its further
development by the Spanish late scholastics. In respect of other issues, the
ideas which he supported were by no means as modern, progressive, secular and pacifist as the enthusiasts of the »Grotian tradition« sought to make
the world believe.
Contrary to Vitoria, Vasquez and Molina, from whose views he (in this
regard) expressly distanced himself, Grotius considered a war against »barbarians«, the »adherents of a reprehensible and vicious religion« who were
»more animals than human beings«, to be something natural, and referred
16 E. Lewalter, »Die geistesgeschichtliche Stellung d e s Hugo Grotius«, (1933) 11
D e u t s c h e Vierteljahresschrift f ü r LitWiss. u n d Geistesgeschichte 262; E. Wolf, Grosse
Rechtsdenker der deutschen Geistesgeschichte
(3rd edn.), 1951, p. 256 ff.; A.H. Chroust,
»Hugo Grotius and t h e Scholastic Natural Law TVadition«, (1943) 17 T h e New Scholasticism 101.
17 »The Grotian Conception of International Society«, in H. Butterfield & M. Wight (eds.),
Diplomatie Investigations. Essays in the Theory of International Politics, 1966, p. 60.
18 H. L a u t e r p a c h t , »The Grotian Tradition in International Law«, (1946) 23 British
Yearbook of I n t e r n a t i o n a l L a w 1, catalogued eleven principles w h i c h h e claimed
e m b o d i e d t h e creative a c h i e v e m e n t r e n d e r e d by Grotius to i n t e r n a t i o n a l law. With
good r e a s o n , J a n s s e n , op cit. n o t e 5, p. 63, observed that this catalogue did not reflect
t h e critical results of r e c e n t r e s e a r c h : »This treatise does not p r o d u c e any n e w t h e s e s
or viewpoints; to the contrary, it is s u r p r i s i n g in its self-evident firmness, on t h e basis
of w h i c h a good deal of t h e traditional portrait of Grotius is r e d e s i g n e d - only that part,
h o w e v e r , w h i c h could in 1946 b e c o n s i d e r e d as worthwhile«.
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to the doctrine of Innocent IV in support of his position. 19 The idea of inalienable human rights did not originate with him, nor did he (or many of his
contemporaries) consider slavery (as based upon the capture of enemy soldiers in war) to be incompatible with this idea. 20 His doctrine of intervention was guided more by a concern for the solidarity of fellow believers than
it was by a concern for humanity in general. He placed the concept of the
bellum solenne, which originated in the ius gentium voluntarium, beside that
of the bellum iustum, which was rooted in the law of nature and justified by
a iusta causa. The bellum solenne was concerned primarily with the position
of the belligerent party, with the formal declaration of war, and with the
observance of the rules of war. 21 In the case of a collision between natural
and positive law it remained unclear which of the two predominated. Many
have read Grotius as having established a superiority of the positive ius gentium and have therefore regarded him as a pioneer of positivism. 22 The
»crime against peace«, as applied in the war crimes tribunals after the
Second World War as an act punishable by virtue of international law, does
not have a basis in his teachings. Finally, in spite of his obvious commitment
to the peaceful settlement of international disputes (as, for example,
through arbitration), he was far from being a doctrinaire pacifist.
Discussion of the intellectual position and achievements in legal theory of
the once celebrated »father of international law« has increased to such an
extent that it is impossible to enter into this discussion in depth within the
limits of this book. However, it would seem to be evident that the traditional
picture of Grotius requires many corrections. 23 There can be little doubt that
Grotius was not a radical innovator who marked a fundamental turning
point in the history of European thought. He was a thinker who stood at an
intersection of different periods and ideas, who was rooted completely in the
tradition of Occidental thought, and who summarised the ideas of many of
his predecessors. As Erik Wolf had stressed, he is not easily distinguished
from the leading thinkers of the Middle Ages as being an innovator: »These
opposing positions still fought each other within his own divided mind. He
endeavoured to find a synthesis of the religious, cultural and political ideas
and forces which confronted each other at this beginning of a new era«.24
19 However, neither Grotius nor Innocent IV intended to justify a w a r for the sake of
expanding the faith. See: De iure belli ac pads libri tres, II, Ch. 20, ss. XL, XLVII.
20 Ibid. II, Ch. 22, s. XI; P. Ottenwälder, Zur Naturrechtslehre des Hugo Grotius, 1950, p. 71.
21 Ibid., I, Ch. 3, s. III-IV, Ch. 3, s. IV, V.
22 M. Bourquin, »Grotius est-il le père du droit des gens?« in Grandes figures et
grands oeuvres juridiques, 1948, p. 77.
23 G. del Vecchio, »Grocio e la fondazione del diritto internationale«, (1960) 43 Rivista di
Diritto Internazionale 197 (For an English version see: (1962) 37 NYU Law Review 263); Wolf,
op cit. note 16, p. 284; W. Grewe, »Grotius - Vater des Völkerrechts?« (1984) 2 Der Staat 161.
24 »In ihm kämpften noch diese Gegensätze. Seine geistige Struktur erscheint deshalb zwiespältig, er suchte nach einer Synthese der in jener Zeitwende aufeinander
stossenden religiösen, kulturellen und politischen Ideen und Kräfte«. - Wolf, op cit.
note 16, p. 257 ff. See also: J. Hashagen, »Das geistige Gesicht des Hugo Grotius«,
(1939) 23 Zeitschrift f ü r Völkerrecht 39; H. Welzel, Naturrecht und materiale Gerechtigkeit. Prolegomena zu einer Rechtsphilosophie
(4th edn), 1962, p. 133.
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It is indisputable that Grotius was heavily dependent on the thinkers of
Spanish n e w scolasticism. It has several times been ascertained that his
definition of natural l a w was a combination of the definitions which had
been set forth by Vasquez and Suárez. 25 T h e meaning of his hypothesis, that
the l a w of nature would be valid » e v e n if God did not exist« (»etsi non daretur Deus«), has for the most part been misunderstood. It belongs in the context of the theological discussions provoked by Vasquez and Arriaga, f r o m
w h e r e it was adopted by Grotius. 26 Grotius held fast to the theological
foundation of his legal theory. For him too, God was the supreme source of
natural l a w and the Holy Scripture was an essential basis of cognition, along
with and to the same d e g r e e as reason.
Nevertheless, one cannot completely discard the traditional conception of
Grotius as the great seculariser of natural law. It is true that he introduced
contract in place of the naturalis ordo as the basis of property law, and that
he did not derive the right to conduct a punitive w a r f r o m the Christian
ruler's mandate to maintain or restore the moral w o r l d order, but quite
rationally f r o m that ruler's authority to inflict capital punishment »as it w e r e
against many armed criminals«. This right he derived f r o m the so-called
»right of Radamanthus«, on the principle that, according to natural law, it
was just that everyone should suffer to the same extent as he had caused
suffering. 2 7
If one is to understand Grotius' position, one has to take account of his
theological point of departure. T h e secularisation of natural l a w that he
effected was p e r f o r m e d in another, deeper sense than had traditionally been
the case, in that it was accomplished on a strictly theological basis. All lay,
ancient-heathen and Renaissance-linked motivations w e r e far r e m o v e d
f r o m his thinking. It was not an incredulous or sceptical rationalism which
produced his rational conclusions, rather they w e r e the logical consequences of his theological point of departure. T h e complete elimination of the
divine will and the anchoring of natural law exclusively in the reason and
essence of God, which could be found, mirror-like, in the natural order of
being, opened the w a y for a rational interpretation of existence.
Such m o r e precise statements also enable us better to judge Grotius'
achievements. His m a g n u m opus lus belli ac pads does not belong to that
category of literary w o r k s that turn an intellectual w o r l d upside down, or
boldly thrust people into a n e w world. H o w e v e r , it w o u l d also be incorrect
and unjust to deny his originality, independence and productivity. Grotius

25 »The law of nature is the diction of right reason, indicating that an action is in conformity or against rational reason or to avoid social turpitude or follow moral necessity, and therefore that it is either commanded or prohibited by God«. (»Ius naturale
est dictamen rectae rationis indicans actui alicui, ex eius convenientia aut disconvenientia cum ipsa natura rationali ac sociali inesse turpitudinem aut necessitatem
moralem, ac consequenter ab auctore Deo talem actum aut praecipi aut vetari«.) - De
iure belli ac pads libri tres, L. I, Ch. 9, s. I.
26 On the »geneology of this paradox« see Wieacker, Privatrechtsgeschichte der
Neuzeit, p. 290; Welzel, op cit. note 24, p. 94; Hofmann, op cit. note 15, p. 71 ff.
27 De iure belli ac pacis libri tres, I, Ch. 2, s. VII; Ottenwälder, op cit. note 20, p. 35, 38, 58 ff.
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developed the first system of natural law that was not restricted to basic
principles, that followed through to all aspects of social life and offered a
multitude of successful formulations and valuable suggestions concerning
them. However, as far as the law of nations is concerned, the legend of the
»father of international law« must, once and for all, be qualified. T h e
systematic law of nations did not begin with Grotius, but with Vitoria and
Suarez. Gentili had already emancipated the law of nations from the
framework of theology and developed it as an autonomous scientific theory. Grotius' theory of the law of nations was based on those of his predecessors and cannot be understood without consideration of his recourse to
them.
This is especially true of his theory of law-making. In contrast to Suárez's
definition of the law of nations as ius positivum, Grotius distinguished two
sources of the law of nations, which he emphasised in the first sentences of
his Prolegomena to lus belli ac pads. He spoke there of the law of nations as
the »law between several nations or their heads of State, which is either
derived from nature itself or constituted through divine law, or introduced
through custom and silent agreement«. 2 8 The law of nations could therefore
be »natural« (ius naturale) or »positive« (ius voluntarium).
The content of
the natural law of nations could be understood in much the same way as
that of a material object. Nevertheless, Grotius did not derive that content by
his own rational considerations, but through quotations from Greek and
Roman classics. He considered these quotations to be ratio scripta and
excessively burdened his principal work with them. 29 Even the ius gentium
voluntarium remained closely linked to natural law. 30 The general consensus of nations (communis consensus gentium) could only form the basis of an
international legal rule because it confirmed that the rule was a recta illatio
ex natura. On the other hand, Grotius - like Suarez - based the binding force
of the positive law of nations on the fundamental natural law principle of
pacta sunt servanda. States were bound by their express or silent consensus,
cum ius naturae sit stare pactisé
Together, Grotius and the other great legal thinkers of the Spanish Age
drew on the intellectual tradition of the Christian Middle Ages and a natural law which was firmly anchored in the divine world order, and which was
always either the basis, or at least the final legitimation, of the law of nations
and the binding force of its rules.

28 »lus illud quod inter populus plures aut populorum rectores intercedit, sive ab ipsa
natura profectum aut divinis constitutum legibus, sive moribus et pacto tacito introductum«. - Prolegomena, s. 1.
29 A interesting statistical analysis of this treasure of quotations was performed by
Durward V. Sandifer, »Re-reading Grotius in the Year 1940«, (1940) 34 American
Journal of International L a w 459.
30 H. Wehberg, »Die Unterscheidung von Natur- und Völkerrecht in der Lehre von
H. Grotius«, in Mensch und Staat in Recht und Geschichte, Festschrift H. Kraus, 1954,
p. 227.
31 Prolegomena,
s. XV.
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II. The Practice of Law-Making: Sovereigns as Treaty Partners
In the Spanish age the universal powers of the Middle Ages could no longer
be considered as competent international law-making organs. It is true that
the Popes, at the end of the fifteenth century, once again sought to raise
themselves to the level of a supra-national authority in temporal political
affairs. This m o v e , however, did not take place in the field of law-making; it
did not concern the international legislative p o w e r of the Pope, but was tied
to the ancient papal claim to govern all parts of the w o r l d not inhabited by
Christians. T h e Popes appeared, not as law-makers, but as adjudicators and
distributors of colonial territories, w h e r e b y they recurred to the Medieval
papal authority to grant ecclesiastical fiefs. This effort, initiated by
Alexander VI, had essentially failed by the first half of the sixteenth century.
At this stage the formation of n e w international legal rules b e c a m e a matter for the individual m e m b e r s of the State system. Although the institutional character of the modern State and the concept of State personality
w e r e not yet developed in this first phase of the e m e r g i n g modern State, as
was evident in the fact that States as such did not regularly enter into treaty relations, international treaty practice left no doubt that States considered
themselves competent to make legal rules. Sovereigns entered into treaties
in their personal capacity. In numerous treaties it was expressly provided
that the treaty would terminate with the death of one sovereign, or at some
specified time thereafter. 3 2 For example, the L e a g u e of Cambrai, a coalition
of Emperor Maximilian and King Louis XII of France against Venice, formed
in 1508, was agreed » f o r the lifetime of the two princes and one year thereafter«. 3 3 T h e Treaty of Richmond, concluded between King Henry VII of
England and King James IV of Scotland in 1501, w a s to remain in force for
one year after both kings had died. After the last of the two had died, his
heirs and successors w e r e required to send a letter of confirmation to the
other side. T h e treaty entered into between King Henry VIII and King James
V in 1534 provided for the continuation of the agreed peace until one year
after the death of either of the parties. 34
States in this age w e r e not yet as closed and impermeable as the developed modern State. This was reflected by the fact that not only did sovereigns appear as subjects of international treaty relations, but so did other
internal public authorities, w h o entered into their own treaties with foreign
powers, or w h o took part in the treaties entered into between sovereigns. In
Article 39 of the Treaty of Senlis, which was concluded between Emperor
Maximilian I and King Charles VIII of France in 1493, it was agreed that
both parties would submit their treaties to the princes and cities of their

32 J. Ray, »La communauté internationale d'après les traités du XVIe siècle à nos
jours«, (1938) 3 Annales Sociologiques (Sér. C) 19.
33 Ibid. Pope Julius II and King Charles I of Spain were among the original allies.
34 J. Dumont, Corps universel diplomatique du droit des gens, 8 Vols., 1726-31, Vol. 4,
Part I, p. 19, Part II, p. 114; Ray, op cit. note 32, p. 19.
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Figure 18: H u g o G r o t i u s (1583-1645). ( C o p p e r
e n g r a v i n g by J. H o u b r a k e n , f r o m t h e portrait
by M. Mierevelci, 1631).

Figure 19: Richard Z o u c h (1590-1660).
(Portrait by C o r n e l i u s J a n s e n ) .

r e a l m , w h o w o u l d t h e n b e o b l i g e d to assist t h e v i c t i m of a n y t r e a t y violat i o n . 3 5 It h a s a l r e a d y b e e n m e n t i o n e d in a n e a r l i e r c h a p t e r of t h i s b o o k t h a t
t h e city of La R o c h e l l e c o n c l u d e d a n a l l i a n c e w i t h t h e E n g l i s h King, w i t h o u t
d i s s o l v i n g its a l l e g i a n c e to t h e King of F r a n c e . 3 6

35 Ray, op cit. note 32, p. 21.
36 See: supra, 172.
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Chapter Six
The Judicial Settlement of International Disputes:
The Decline of Arbitration

The institution of arbitration, which became highly developed during the
Middle Ages, declined at the beginning of modern times. 1 In the field of
international arbitration the Spanish Age was marked only by decline.
Although there were a number of arbitral compromises and awards during
this period, in both number and importance they remained far below the
level of medieval arbitrations. Insofar as arbitration played an effective role
within the overall stucture of the international legal order, it normally did
so following a war. It sought to settle the detailed aspects of disputes which
had already been decided by force of arms, or peacefully to regulate certain
secondary disputes which had arisen out of the war. As a preventive method
to avoid war it played scarcely any role. 2
The demarcation lines between Spanish and Portuguese zones of discovery were often, erroneously, interpreted as having been arbitral awards
rendered by the Pope. 3 A true arbitral agreement was concluded between
France and Spain in the Treaty of Vervins (2 May 1598), according to which
certain disputes were to be settled »par voie amiable, ou de justice, et non
par armes«. In certain disputes between the Ring of France and the Duke of
Savoy, Pope Clement VIII was appointed arbitrator. 4 Here again the arbitral
award followed a war and did not concern matters of first importance. In
any event, Clement VIII was soon tired of his arbitral functions and resigned.
The institution of arbitration was touched on only briefly in the literature
of the period as well. Grotius dealt very briefly with it in the first and second
parts of De iure belli ac pacis.5 He stated that it would be »useful and actually almost necessary« to convene a congress of Christian powers, where the

1 See: H. Lammasch, Die Lehre von der Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit
in ihrem ganzen
Umfange, 1914 (Vol. 5 of Handbuch des Völkerrechts),
p. 28; H.-J. Schlochauer,
»Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit, Internationale«, in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 3,
p. 177, 180; idem., »Die Entwicklung der internationalen Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit«,
(1962/63) 10 Archiv des Völkerrechts 1, 6; idem., »Arbitration«, in Encylopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 1, 1981, p. 13, 16.
2 C. van Vollenhoven, Du droit de paix. De iure pacis, 1932, p. 77 ff.
3 As, for example, by von Dungern, »Die historische Entwicklung des Schiedsgedankens«, (1913) 7 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 237, 269. These demarcation lines are
examined in another context, infra., 230.
4 J. Dumont, Corps universal diplomatique
du droit des gens, 8 Vols., 1726-31,
Vol. 5 (1), p. 561.
5 De iure belli ac pacis, Part 2, Ch. 23, s. 8; Part 3, Ch. 20, s. 46.
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disputes between them would be decided by other parties having no interest
in the particular dispute, and where measures would be adopted which
would compel the parties to adopt a peace on equitable terms. However, he
formulated this idea in such a way as to make it clear that, for him, it was
nothing more than a wish which was rather detached from reality.6
Only in more or less Utopian peace projects did the idea of international
arbitration remain alive, as in the famous peace plan which the Duke de
Sully developed for Henry IV of France (known under the title »Grand
Desein de Henri IV«), 7 or in the peace project of another Frenchman,
Eméric Crucé.8

6 Ibid., Part 2, Ch. 23, s. 8; Part 3, Ch. 20, s. 46; »... utile esset, imo quodammodo factu
necessarium, conventus quosdam haberi Christianarum potestatum, ubi per eos,
quorum res non interest, aliorum controversiae definiantur; imo et rationes ineantur
cogendi partes, ut aequis legibus pacem accipiant «... ibid., Part 2, Ch. 23, s. 8(4).
7 See: E. Nys, Etudes de droit international et de droit politique, 1896, p. 302; idem, Les
origines du droit international, 1894, p. 395 ff.; W.E. Darby, International
Tribunals
(4th edn.), 1904, pp. 10 ff., 16 ff.; E. Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen
in Lehre und Praxis, Vol. 1, 1958, pp. 464-7; Κ. von Raumer, Ewiger Friede. Friedensrufe und Friedenspläne seit der Renaissance, 1953, pp. 73, 502 & 513.
8 Crucé, Le nouveau Cynée, ou Discours d'Estats représentant les occasions et moyens
d'establir une paix généralle, et la liberté du commerce par tout le monde. Au
Monarques et Princes souverains de ce temps, 1623. See: Darby, ibid., p. 22 ff.; Nys,
ibid., p. 397 ff.; Schlochauer, all citations supra, note 1; Original text with introduction
by Schlochauer in Schlochauer, Die Idee des ewigen Friedens, 1953.

Chapter Seven
Law Enforcement: The Genesis of the Classical Law of War

I. »Special Reprisals«
In the nineteenth century the law of nations began to draw sharp distinctions between war and peace. Cicero's famous dictum »Inter bellum et
pacem nihil est medium« did not carry any weight in the Spanish Age.
Numerous transitional stages between war and peace became identifiable.
The constant struggle in the New World, which was sanctioned by the principle »no peace beyond the line«,1 represented just such an intermediate
phase. Such transitional stages were also familiar to the law of nations as it
existed within Europe.
Reprisals, as they had originated in the law of nations of the Middle Ages,
were in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries the basis of permissible means of coercion against foreigners who could not be pursued
through other legal proceedings. 2 The often uncontrolled and frequently
manipulated practice of the Middle Ages, 3 whereby merchants who, when
wronged by a foreigner, sought at a convenient opportunity to extract compensation (and frequently more than just compensation) from the wrongdoer's countrymen, came under the control of a strengthened public authority in the fifteenth century. 4 As Bartolus had already explained, reprisals were only allowed if the injured person had unsuccessfully sought to secure his rights or compensation from the government or through the courts
of the lawbreaker's country. The application of reprisals required
authorisation in the form of a letter of reprisal (»lettre de marque et de
représailles«) and the victim of a lawful reprisal could claim damages from
his own ruler. 5
Such »special reprisals«, as they were called, were customary until the end
of the Spanish Age, and sometimes even later. 6 The last letters of reprisals
1 See: supra, 152.
2 Grover Clark, »The English Practice with Regard to Reprisals by Private Persons«,
(1933) 27 American Journal of International Law 700.
3 Thomas Alfred Walker, A History of the Law of Nations, Vol. 1 (A History of the Law
of Nations), 1899, p. 121.
4 Bodin, De Rei publica, 1576,Vol. l,Ch. 10, commented on the concentration of »droits de marque ou de représailles« in the sovereign ruler (see 1579 French edition).
5 See: supra, 117; G. Kappus, Der völkerrechtliche Kriegsbegriff in seiner Abgrenzung
von den militärischen Repressalien, 1936, p. 12.
6 Pearce Higgins, »International Law and the Outer World 1450-1648«, in Cambridge
History of the British Empire, 1929, Vol. 1, Ch. 6, p. 188 ff.; idem, »The Growth of
International Law. Maritime Rights and Colonial Ties 1648-1763«, in Cambridge
History of the British Empire, 1929, Vol. 1, Ch. 19, p. 558. E. Colbert-Speyer, Retaliation
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w e r e granted by King Louis XVI of France in 1778 to two merchants from
Bordeaux w h o had been the victims of English pirates. 7 With the 1786 navigation and trade Treaty of Versailles between England and France, the
application of special reprisals was abolished as between those two parties.
At the same time the concept of »general reprisals« developed. This concept was much m o r e characteristic of the French Age and reached its high
point during the Anglo-Dutch wars of the late seventeenth century. 8 General
reprisals w e r e legal summons addressed to the general public, allowing its
m e m b e r s to take retaliatory measures. W h o e v e r had an opportunity to do so
was justified in arresting nationals of the nation subject to the reprisals or
in seizing their property.
Both kinds of reprisals w e r e directed against injuries suffered by the subject of a ruler or other authority. Injuries directed against a ruler or authority provided, in themselves, a legitimate basis for war. During the course of
the eighteenth century it also became customary to issue general reprisals
for purely political reasons. 9
T h e application of reprisals often took forms that differed only slightly
f r o m belligerent acts. This was particularly true w h e n such reprisals w e r e
organised by a governmental authority. After a » w a r of reprisals« between
England and France in 1547-1549, another long series of reprisals and counter-reprisals took place between England and Spain f r o m 1563 to 1573. In
1563 Ring Philip II retaliated against the English for having captured
Spanish ships, by ordering the seizure of English ships in Andalusian harbours. In 1568 Spanish ships carrying large sums of money to the Spanish
governor in the Netherlands, the Duke of Alba, w e r e driven by French corsairs into the harbours of Plymouth, Falmouth and Southampton, w h e r e the
money was seized by Queen Elizabeth I of England. She justified her action
on the basis that the m o n e y was the property of Genoese and other Italian
merchants and that she only intended to » b o r r o w « it f r o m them. T h e money
was, as a matter of fact, later returned to its owners. As the action was an
attempt to cut off the Duke of Alba's m o n e y supply, he used it as a reason for
seizing all English property in the Netherlands and arresting all English citizens there. T h e same thing happened in Spanish harbours. Queen Elizabeth
responded by seizing Spanish property and arresting all Dutchmen in
England. A compromise was reached in 1573. T h e Dutch property was
returned by Elizabeth, and the English merchants w e r e compensated. T h e
English and the French had applied even stronger and m o r e war-like forms
of reprisals, for instance, in 1563.10

in International Law, 1948, p. 13, spoke of »private« and »public reprisals«. Although
the former ceased to be used in Italy as of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, they
were employed in England and the rest of Europe until the second half of the seventeenth century. See also: the above-cited (supra, 117) dissertation by F.R. Hohl,
Bartolas a Saxoferrato, 1954, on the development of the law of reprisals after Bartolus.
7 T. Ortolan, Regies internationales et diplomatie de la mer, 1864, Vol. 1, p. 466.
8 Higgins, op cit. note 6, p. 188 ff.
9 Hohl, op cit. note 7, p. 142 ff.
10 Walker, op cit. note 3, p. 187 ff.; Hohl, op cit. note 6, p. 144.
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The practice of applying »special reprisals« was one of the historical roots
of an institution of the maritime law of nations which characterised the
face of maritime warfare until the end of the eighteenth century. This
institution was that of privateering. »Privateers« or »corsairs« were not only
ships and ship-captains which, not belonging to a navy, were authorised by
a belligerent to participate on its side in a maritime war; in the early Middle
Ages privateers were authorised to apply reprisals even in times of peace.
Until 1650, letters of marque and letters of reprisal were indiscriminately
referred to as »lettres de marque et de représailles«. 11 Later, »lettres de
marque« were distinguished from »lettres de représailles«. The linguistic
origin of the word »marque« is difficult to determine with any degree of
philological certainty. It seems to derive from the Latin word »margo« and
to be related to the German word »Mark«, in the sense of a frontier area.
Littré's Dictionnaire de la Langue Française defined »lettres de marque ou
de marche« as »letters authorising one to pass the boundary or frontier and
to make an incursion into enemy territory«. 12 According to the same dictionary, in the fourteenth century the word »marquer« meant to »rob« or
»plunder«.
The development of privateering will be examined later in this book in
connection with the period in which it was fully developed and thoroughly
organised. 13 At this stage it is sufficient to establish that the fact that the privateers were operating during a period in which the frontiers between war
and peace were fluid, and those between private and public war blurred
(although it had always been difficult to distinguish between corsairs and
pirates), deepened the twilight which had always enveloped the violent
enforcement of law among co-existing nations having no superimposed
authority.
II. Changes in the Just War Doctrine
The development of the laws of war in the sixteenth century was characteristic of the face of the Spanish Age as well as of its intellectual character. At
first glance the ius ad bellum seems to have been an uninterrupted continuation of the medieval tradition of the just war doctrine. In fact, this doctrine was subject to fundamental changes, through which it was adapted to
the intellectual character of the age and to the prerequisites of the modern
world.
The medieval doctrine of the just war, which was established by Aurelius
Augustine, supplemented by Isidore of Seville, systematised by Thomas
Aquinas 14 and marked by its unequivocal questioning and the absolutist
11 R.G. Marsden, Documents relating to Law and Custom of the Sea, Vol. 1, 1915,
p. XXVII.
12 »Lettres de marque ou de marche étaient des lettres autorisant à passer la marche
ou frontière et à faire incursion sur le territoire ennemi«. - Paris, 1875.
13 See: injra, pp. 312 ff.
14 See: supra, pp. 40 ff.; R. Bahr, Bellum iustum (Dissertation: Heidelberg, 1948).
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character of its solution (according to which only one of the two belligerent
parties could be acting lawfully), was transformed during the course of the
Spanish Age. This transformation continued in the French Age and was
deepened and eventually integrated in the nineteenth century into the classical law of war and neutrality as it appeared at the Hague Peace Conferences.
The fundamental question »Quis iudicabit?« had been far distant from and
never seriously answered by the medieval thinkers. It now entered the
general consciousness and produced answers which, step by step, affirmed
the possibility of a (subjective or, somewhat later, also objective) just war on
both sides. The consequence of this was a ius in bello which was equally
valid for both parties.
The more difficult it was to judge the iusta causa of an armed action
(and these difficulties grew in the religious struggles of the age, in which
both sides were convinced with religious ardour of the justice of their own
cause and inclined to demonise the adversary) the more the question of
the just cause was pushed to the background and the formal prerequisites of belligerency were made the criteria of the just war. These formal
prerequisites were the »auctoritas principis«, namely the sovereignty
which could exclusively empower the exercise of the laws of war, as well
as the observance of the rules concerning an appropriate pre-declaration
of war.
This change of emphasis was above all the achievement of professional
jurists who freed the law of nations from the dogmatic bonds of theological
teachings.
Francisco de Vitoria was the first, amongst the theologians of late Spanish
scolasticism, to turn towards the law of nations to ask whether a war could
be »just« on both sides - »bellum iustum ex utraque parte« - and to answer
this question in the affirmative, even if he did indicate certain reservations
about this position.
Theologians as well as jurists in this age started from the assumption that
the right to engage in war was a competence of the autonomous secular
powers and that neither the Emperor nor the Pope held an exclusive or special authority in this field.
1. Vitoria: bellum iustum ex utraque parte
Vitoria added a new element of relativity to the question when, in analysing
the iusta causa of wars, he separated objective wrong from subjective guilt.
He asserted that it was possible for one of the belligerents objectively to
commit a wrong without subjectively being charged as guilty. This could
occur if the belligerent was in »invincible ignorance« (»ignorantia invincibilis«). A war conducted against such an adversary could not be a punitive
war because nobody was subjectively guilty. It could only aim at restoring
legality. However, in Vitoria's opinion such a war also had a iusta causa and
was consequently a just war.
For example, Vitoria referred to the war that was undertaken by the
Emperor in order to reconquer Burgundy, a province which the French
believed belonged to them, despite the fact that it clearly belonged to the
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Emperor. 1 5 He then developed his doctrine further with an illustration
which immediately m o v e d the abstract question of the ius ad bellum back
into the centre of the concrete politico-historical disputes of the period. It is
evident that the doctrine of the bellum iustum ex utraque parte, being at least
subjectively justified on both sides because of their »invincible ignorance«,
had g r o w n out of the overseas problem. Vitoria did not intend to deal with
w a r in general, but with the w a r of the Spaniards against the natives. De lure
Belli Hispanorum
in Barbaros was the title of his sixth lecture. It amounted
to a justification of the Spanish conquista and used a number of the same
arguments that Hernán Cortéz, w h o conquered Mexico, had applied in his
reports to King Charles V (the Cartas de la relación de la conguista de
México) in order to legitimise his armed actions. 16
T h e Spanish conquista was an event which could not be justified by the
medieval doctrine of punitive war. T h e natives had never had any contact
with Europe prior to the arrival of the Spanish and could hardly be accused
of having injured them. A n e w legitimising construction was required.
Vitoria produced one such construction: on the basis of the »titulus naturalis societatis et communicationis«, the Spanish w e r e entitled to travel to the
natives, to stay there, to trade with them, and in certain circumstances to
settle there. If, despite these peaceful intentions, the natives remained hostile and reacted with violence, the Spanish w e r e justified in defending themselves and in taking such measures as w e r e required to guarantee their own
security. T h e y w e r e entitled to construct fortifications and, if injured, to take
vengeance and to apply all the rights of war, and to do so on the authority of
their King. Vitoria wrote:
T h e Spanish should keep in mind that the barbarians are by nature timid
and unintelligent, so that they are inclined to be frightened w h e n they see
such foreign people. W h e n the barbarians band together in order to expel
and to kill the Spanish, the Spanish have the right to defend themselves, within necessary limits. However, they are not entitled to apply the other rights

15 »Nec est inconveniens quod, cum ex una parte est ius et ex altera ignorantia invincibilis, quod sit bellum iustum ex utraque parte. Ut, sicut Galli tenet Burgundiam cum
probabili ignorantia, credentes pertinere ad eos, Imperator autem noster habet ius certuni ad illam provinciam, qui potest bello repetere, et illi illam defendere, sic potest contingere cum barbaris, et hoc multum est considerandum. Alia enim sunt iura belli
adversus homines vere noxios et iniuriosos et alia adversus innocentes et ignorantes,
sicut etiam aliter vitandum est scandalum Pharisaeorum, aliter pusillorum et inflrmorum«. - De Indis, Vol. 3, 6. »An possit esse bellum iustum ex utraque parte respondetur: I. Seclusa ignorantia manifestum est quod non potest contingere quia si constat du
iure et iustitia utriusque partis, non licet in contrarium bellare, nec offendendo nec
defendendo. 2. Posita ignorantia probabili facti aut iuris, potest esse ex ea parte, qua
vera iustitia est, bellum iustum per se, ex altera autem parte bellum iustum, i.e. excusatum a peccato bona fide, quia ignorantia invincibilis excusat a toto«. - De lure Belli, 32.
16 Eberhard Straub analysed the reports from this angle and compared the arguments therein with those used by Vitoria. Although the reports' authenticity as a historical source is controversial, Straub called them »one of the classical works of
Castillan prose«. See: Das bellum iustum des Hernán Cortéz in México (Cologne/Vienna, 1976).
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of war; if they are victorious and security is restored, they are not allowed to
kill barbarians, to pillage or to conquer their cities. This is because, as w e
assume, the barbarians are innocent under such circumstances. The Spanish
are entitled to defend themselves, but only by harming the barbarians as little as possible, because the war is merely defensive. 1 7
Vitoria's teaching, that war could subjectively be »just« on both sides, 1 8
w a s adopted by almost all of the Spanish jurists and theologians of the sixteenth century. The Jesuit Luis Molina discussed it in his De Iustitia et lure,
using as an example the Hispano-Portuguese dispute over the Molucca
Islands. 1 9 A n e w e l e m e n t w a s added to this teaching under the influence of
Jesuit »probabilism« 20 by Gregory de Valentía (1541-1603) in Volume III of
his Commentarla
Theologica of 1595. In his opinion it w a s not sufficient to
have s o m e presumption as to the iusta causa of a war in order to take up
arms. In order to initiate a war one n e e d e d the certainty that one w a s right,
or at least a conviction to this effect w h i c h w a s founded on probability. 21 If
two sovereigns w e n t to war with each other, for whatever reason, and both
followed his o w n opinio probabilis,
that sovereign w h o s e conviction w a s
based on probability and followed the advice of learned and w i s e m e n would
fight iusto per accidens even if he did not actually have a just cause. He
would be like somebody w h o , following his opinion as based on probability,
initiated an erroneous legal procedure.

17 »Et ideo si (barbari) commoti hoc timore concurrunt ad exigendos vel occidendos
Hispanos, liceret quidem Hispanis se defendere, servato moderamine incupatae tutelae, nec alia belli iura liceret exercere in illos, puta vel, parta victoria et securitate,
occidere illos vel spoliare vel occupare civitates eorum, quia in ilio casu sunt innocentes et merito timent, ut supponimus. Et ideo debent Hispani se tueri, sed, quantum Aeri poterit, cum minimo detrimento illorum quia est bellum dum taxit defensivum«. - De Indis, Vol. 3, p. 6.
18 The prevailing opinion, represented most strongly by A. Vanderpol's La doctrine
scolastique du droit de guerre, 1919, has always stressed the distinct change in doctrine which is implied by this teaching. R. Regout, La doctrine de la guerre juste de
St. Augustine à nos jours d'après les théologiens et les canonistes catholiques, 1935, esp.
p. 27 ff., objected to this assessment and supported the view, that it did not break with
medieval tradition, which Vitoria had merely completed and refined. However,
Regout could not invalidate Vitoria's contribution to a major change in the history of
international law, as reflected in the works of succeeding scholars such as Ayala,
Gentili and Grotius.
19 See: infra, pp. 249 IT.
20 Regout, op cit. note 18, p. 206 ff., endeavoured to discharge Suárez from the
reproach of »probabilism«. That he did so does not need to be proved here, the less so
since Suárez, in his teachings on the laws of war, followed directly in the line of the
scholastic tradition and added almost nothing to it. In some respects - in his rigorous
elaboration of the idea of putative war and his emphasis on the view, that war could
only be just on one side - he was eclipsed by the stage of thinking already reached by
Vitoria. See: R.H. Ziegler, »Rezension J. Söder, Fancisco Suarez und das Völkerrecht«,
(1974) Zeitschrift für historische Forschung 85. Suárez's contributions to the theory of
the law of nations were made in respect of other questions.
21 »Non sufficere qualemcumque persuasionem de iusta causa eius causa sed requiri certam, vel valde probabilem, in eo qui bellum indicit«. - Regout, ibid.
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The idea that war was comparable to a lawsuit, where both belligerents
appeared in the position of equal parties and tried to carry through a claim
that they considered justified, leads us to the views of the classical period of
the law of nations. According to these views both belligerent parties were in
an equal legal position; this was the »non-discriminating concept of war«.
This view was further developed by Alberico Gentili, with far-reaching consequences. 22 However, another Spaniard first has to be mentioned: Ayala, who
had made an appearance several years earlier with a treatise on the laws of
war, which, in contrast to Vitoria's work, was of a purely juridical character.

2. Ayala: The Enemy as »iustus hostis«
Balthasar de Ayala was a Spaniard who had been born in Antwerp and who
was raised and lived in the Netherlands. 23 During the secession of the
Netherlands from Spain, he entered the dispute about independence as an
intellectual spokesman for the Spanish legal position condemning the rebellion. Moreover, he was an author to whom the science of the law of nations
owed a description of the laws of war of the epoch, one which was later incorporated into the series Classics of International Law.24 Yet John Westlake, the
renowned English scholar of the law of nations who initiated the translation
and reprinting of this book, failed to deliver a convincing argument for the
distinction which was conveyed upon work and author by including it in this
series. According to Westlake, Ayala's classical education carried greater
weight than his productivity as a thinker. In Westlake's assessment, Ayala did
not have an original mind and his thinking moved along traditional paths; it
was conservative and inflexible. Westlake commented that, in respect of
Ayala's work, »the learning is first and the thought second«.25 Did Ayala, therefore, owe his reputation solely to the fact that Grotius had mentioned him,
alongside Gentili, as an author who had tried to present the laws of war in the
light of history? Would he have soon been forgotten had Grotius not in this
way helped him to fame? This seems to have been Westlake's view, as well as
that of another English international lawyer, W.S.M. Knight.26
Recently, the majority of scholars have attributed to Ayala a higher rank
and influence which was not exclusively based on Grotius' judgment. 27 If
22 See: J. von Elbe, »The Concept of The Just War in International Law«, (1939) 33
American Journal of International Law 665, 676 ff. It was asserted by G. van der
Molen, Alberico Gentili and the Development of International Law, 1937, p. 119, that
Gentili had known of Valentia's Commentarla Theologica, which had been published
in 1595, and that he had repeatly cited that work. However, Gentili's principal work,
De iure belli libri tres, was published in 1588-1589.
23 See: supra, 184.
24 De Iure et Ofßciis Bellicis et Disciplina Militari Libri Tres, Vol. 2, 1912.
25 Ibid., p. VI ff.
26 W.S.M. Knight, »Balthasar Ayala and his Work«, (1921) 3 Journal of Comparative
Legislation and International Law (Series 3) 220.
27 M. Fraga Iribarne, »Baltasar de Ayala«, (1948) 1 Revista Española de Derecho
International 125; Carl Schmitt, Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum
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this estimation granted greater importance to his work, why was this the
case? The answer lies, first of all, in the fact that here, for the first time, a
juridical theory of the laws of war was formulated which had nothing to do
with the arguments of moral theology. Moreover, this theory consequently continued the transformation of the traditional doctrine of bellum iustum.
The crucial criterion of a bellum iustum in Ayala's thinking was the authority of a sovereign, a »summus princeps« (Ayala made it clear that he was
using the term »iustum« in the sense of »legal«). Only a sovereign authority
was accorded the power of making war. However, every war conducted by
such an authority was just (»iustus«); no other authority could render a judgment thereupon. Rebels were not a legitimate authority, they had no ius
belli, and a war initiated and conducted by them could, for this reason alone,
not be a just war.
The formal criterion of the auctoritas of the belligerent carried such
weight in Ayala's thinking that he did not even discuss the question of
whether rebels fight for a just cause. On the whole the question of the just
cause for making war played only a subordinated role in his reflections.
After having confirmed the traditional catalogue of »just causes« (defence of
the State, its subjects, friends and allies, its property and the State's right to
recover that which had been unlawfully seized from it), he concluded this
chapter with the remark that:
»[EJverything said up to here about the just causes of war belongs more in
the realm of the >aequum et bonum< and moral obligations (>viri boni officium^ than to the facts with legal consequences (>quam ad iuris affectus<).
Because, as the ius belli belongs exclusively to the sovereign ruler every discussion about the justice of a case >de acquitate causae< is inappropriate.
Consequently, in a specific sense a war can be called >just< even in cases
when it is not founded on a just cause«. 28
In referring to the ius fetiale of the ancient Roman law, and to one of its
famous teachers, Ulpian, 29 Ayala conceded the legal status of »hostis« (»iusti
hostes«) to both of the belligerents in a war between sovereign powers. In
doing so he discussed in detail the consequences of such a status for questions such as reprisals, postliminium, war booty, prisoners of war and the
binding force of promises.

Europaeum, 1950, p. 124 ff.; J. Peralta, Balthasar de Ayala y el derecho de la guerra,
1964; W. Janssen, Die Anfänge des modernen Völkerrechts und der neuzeitlichen
Diplomatie, 1965, p. 24 ff.; F. Dickmann, Friedensrecht und Friedenssicherung, 1971,
p. 127 ff.; J. Engel, »Von der spätmittelalterlichen res publica Christiana zum MächteEuropa der Neuzeit«, in Handbuch der europäischen Geschichte, 1971, Vol. 3, p. 307,
371; A. Nussbaum, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1960, p. 102 ff. In E. Reibstein's otherwise very detailed work, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis,
2 Vols., 1958-63, Ayala's name is (suprisingly) not even mentioned.
28 Op cit. note 24, Vol. 1, Ch. 2; Dickmann, ibid., p. 128 ff.
29 »Hostes sunt quibus publice populus romanus decrevit vel ipsi populo romano:
caeteri vero latrunculi vel praedones appellantur« - ibid., D. 49, 15, 24.
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All these rules, however, could not be regarded as valid in respect of
rebels (»nam aliud est hostis, aliud rebellis«). 30 Rebels were to be treated
like robbers and pirates. Since they were not protected by the laws of war,
they could be killed or enslaved, their property was everybody's booty and
contractual engagements with them were not to be observed.
Seen in this light, Ayala appears as an author who, on the one hand, prepared the ground for a doctrine of the laws of war which attributed equal
rights to both belligerents in the quality of »iusti hostes«. He thus paved the
way to a limitation, moderation and humanising of war. On the other hand,
in respect of the exceptional case of a war against rebels, Ayala delivered a
justification for discrimination as was prevalent in medieval »holy wars«
against heretics and infidels. It was in regard to these parts of his theory that
Nussbaum spoke of »theses of utmost cruelty and perversion presented in a
cool manner with logical discipline«. However, Nussbaum also conceded
that Ayala's »contribution to the development of international law was a
valuable one«.31
Dickmann summarised his evaluation by pointing to the fact that Ayala, in
adopting the purely formal criteria of war in a legal sense and practically setting aside the questions of the »iusti hostes« and »iusta causa«, created the doctrine of war which was significant for the classical European law of nations.32
The result was »not the outlawry, but the hedging of war«. 33 This is a correct description, although the word »hedging« is open to misinterpretation.34

3. Gentili: War as a Duel
The Italian emigré Alberico Gentili, who lived and taught in Oxford, published his principal works only a few years after Ayala's book appeared.
These included, in particular, De iure belli libri tres (1588-89). Gentili's basic
conception of the laws of war was more or less congruous with that of
Ayala.35 However, Gentili's intellctual and political position cannot be
30 It would be incorrect, Ayala said, to call every application of armed force »war«:
»Sed cum rebellis proprie hostis dici non possit... verius est ut si sum subditis rebellibus armis certetur non tam dicamus esse bellum, quam executionem iurisdictionis,
et persecutionis rebellium«. - Ibid., Vol. 1, Ch. 2, p. 14.
31 A. Nussbaum, A Concise History of the Law of Nations (2nd edn.), 1954, p. 102.
32 »Rein formalen Kriterien vom Krieg im Rechtssinne und vom gerechten Feind<
übernimmt und von der >iusta causa< praktisch abstrahiert, hat er die für das klassische
europäische Völkerrecht gültige Lehre vom Krieg geschaffen« - op cit. note 27, p. 129.
33 »Nicht die Ächtung, sondern die Hegung des Krieges gewesen« - ibid., p. 151.
34 The term »hedging of w a r « had been introduced by Carl Schmitt in Der Nomos der
Erde, op cit. note 27. However, the word »hedging« has multiple meanings. It means
not only to enclose or circumscribe (as in Schmitt's understanding), but also to take
care of, to preserve, thus facilitating misunderstandings and false interpretations.
35 Gentili (1552-1608) was born into a family of Italian patricians in the small city of
San Ginesio on the eastern slopes of the Apennine mountains. He studied law in
Perugia, became praetor (i.e. mayor and judge) in Ascoli in 1572, then syndic of the
city of San Ginesio in 1575. In 1579 he was suspected of sympathising with the
reformer Huldrych Zwingli and compelled to flee to England together with his father
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defined with a clarity comparable to that of the Spaniard, who was a convinced Catholic and loyal subject of his king. Although Gentili adapted himself in many respects to English views and interests, he was for several
years the legal advisor of the Spanish ambassador in London and did not
shrink from presenting himself as a representative of the Spanish crown
before English prize courts. Like Ayala, he argued in a strictly juristic manner and in terms of secular logic. In this way he developed the specific concept of war and an elaborate ius in bello, as it became generally accepted in
subsequent centuries.
»Bellum est publicorum armorum iusta contendo«: Gentili began the second chapter of his book with this definition of war (»Belli definitio«). He
intentionally used the word »justa« in its linguistic double meaning: war was
not only a »iust« way of settling a dispute, but also a »proper« one which satisfied all the formal requirements of the customs of war. (»Sic iustum, non
solum quod a iure est, sed et quod est ex omni parte perfectum, significat«.)
Gentili derived the word »bellum« expressly from »duellum«, the term for
a fight between two equal parties. (»Et enim ex eo bellum dictum est, quod
inter duas partes aequales de victoria contenditur, et duellum a principio
propterea nominabatur«.) »Hostis«, he contended, was originally the term
for a foreigner who had rights equal to a Roman. (»Hostis appellatione
peregrinus significabatur, qui aequo iure cum Romanis esset«.) The
»enemy«, with whom one waged »war«, must likewise have equal rights.
(»Hostis, quo cum geritur bellum et qui aequalis alteri est«.)
In modern legal writings, there have been attempts to explain the antithesis of »discriminatory« and »non-discriminatory« concepts of war as
recurring in a dichotomy of a right of duel on the one hand, and a right of
self-defence on the other. 36 Without entering into a discussion of this problem of legal theory, it may be said that it was indeed the spirit and the style
of a duel which characterised the »cabinet war« of the eighteenth century,
and even the »States war« of the nineteenth century (with the exception of
and his brother. In 1587 he was appointed professor in Oxford. His brother, Scipio
Gentili, was a famous teacher of civil law. Gentili's principal works were: De legationibus libri tres (1585); De iure belli libri tres (1588-1589); Hispanicae advocationis libri
dua (1613) - reproduced in Classics of International Law, Vols. 12, 16 & 9, with introductions by Ernest Nys, Coleman Philipson and Frank Frost Abbott. The latter book,
edited by his brother after his death, contains the pleadings that Gentili had made before the English Admiralty Court as representative of the Spanish crown. His work
was rescued from obscurity through the efforts of Sir Thomas Erskine Holland, himself a professor at Oxford, and published anew in London in 1874. See: Studies in
International Law (London, 1898) pp. 1-39. His biography was written by the Dutch
author Gezina H.J. van der Molen and entitled Alberico Gentili and the Development
of International Law, 1937. See also: Nussbaum, op cit. note 31, pp. 104-13; Janssen,
op cit. note 27, p. 62; K.R. Simmonds, »Hugo Grotius and Alberico Gentiii«, (1957)
8 Jahrbuch für internationales Recht 85; G. del Vecchio, Ricordando Alberico Gentili,
1936; A.P. Serini, The Italian Conception of International Law, 1943; G. Schwarzenberger, The Frontiers of International Law, 1962, p. 236 ff.
36 H. Rogge, Nationale Friedenspolitik, 1934, p. 585; Α. Verdross, »Die Entwicklung
des Völkerrechts«, in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 8, 1961, p. 671, 697.
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the popular wars of the revolutionary and Napoleonic period). This was
reflected in the classic laws of war as they were codified in the Hague
Conventions of 1899 and 1907. Gentili was the earliest theoretician to define
and formulate this style of war.
In conformity with the traditional doctrine, Gentili started from the
assumption that defensive wars were always lawful per se and that the problem of the just war was restricted to an offensive, aggressive war. Like
Vitoria, he assumed that an aggressive war could he subjectively just on
both sides - namely in those cases in respect of which Vitoria had spoken of
an »ignorantia invincibilis et manifesta«. It is true that Gentili wrote that
there was one pure and genuine kind of justice which could not belong to
both sides in one and the same dispute. However, he also wrote that, owing
to the weakness of human nature, men are for the most part not familiar
with this truth.37 It was therefore inherent in the nature of war that both parties insisted that they stood for the just cause. If it was doubtful which of the
two parties was right, neither party could be charged with being wrong.
In fact, Gentili went even further in his conclusions. He declared that it
was possible that a war could objectively be just on both sides. In contrast
to medieval authors, he not only recognised the existence of just wars aimed
at atoning a wrong, but also just wars aimed at the enforcement of a disputed legal claim. Wars of the first kind could be compared with a criminal
procedure, whereas wars of the second kind were similar to a civil one. The
rights of belligerency had to be conceded to both disputants, just as procedural law had to be applied equally and impartially to both the parties in a
litigation. However, the result of a war was not proof of the legitimacy of the
victor's claims. There was no certainty that the victor represented the just
cause. The dilemma, which had been intrinsic to the medieval indicium belli
and the institutions of private warfare, was obvious. Proudhon, who in the
nineteenth century returned to the idea of war as a process of law (even if
he started from different assumptions), was consequently able to answer
this difficult question without hesitation by advancing the concept of a »droit
de force«, of war as a genuine judgment.38 Gentili acquiesced in the understanding, that the success of an unjust cause cannot be prevented. However,
he consoled himself with the belief, that no sin would remain unatoned.
In going back to Augustinian ideas,39 Gentili also elaborated a doctrine of
the just peace. The victor was not entitled to demand war damages, tributes
and territorial cessions to such an extent that it would endanger the establishment of a lasting peace. Gentili wrote: »That victor will be unjust who
offers a peace, which is no peace, that is to say, one which cannot endure,
and therefore cannot be truly a peace«. 40
37 »Hue adigit nos humanae nostrae conditionis inflrmitas: per quam sunt nobis in
tenebrie omnia: et purissimum illud atque verissimum iustum ignoratur, quod non
ferret duos litigare iuste«. - De iure belli, Vol. 1, p. vi.
38 See: injra, p. 532.
39 See: supra, p. 106 ff.
40 »Et ergo erit victor iniustus, qui pacem nec pacem tribuit: id est earn, quae durate non queat, pax esse nequeat«. - De iure belli, Voi. 3, p. xiii.
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On the basis of his concept of war, Gentili was the first author to be able
to elaborate a comprehensive law of war, a »ius in bello«. At the forefront
stood the obligation to make a due declaration of war before going to war.
It was a supreme requirement of justice to inform one's adversary before
initiating an armed attack. Gentili referred to the importance which the
Greeks, the barbarians and in particular the Romans attributed to declarations of war, and to the fact that such declarations were also required by
canon law. In the same way that an amicable request for what was owed was
first required in a legal dispute between private parties, such an effort was
also required before the commencement of a war.
The declaration of war was not a mere formality as far as Gentili was concerned, but a last means of preventing war. He therefore demanded a delay
of thirty-three days between the declaration of war and the beginning of
hostilities. For the first time, one finds here the idea of a war moratorium,
which at the beginning of the twentieth century formed the basis of the treaties promoted by the United States Secretary of State Bryan,41 from where it
was carried over into Article 12 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.
However, in Gentili's view there was one exception from the obligation to
make a declaration of war: if the war was to be conducted for the purpose
of necessary and quick defence. An exception also existed in respect of
those who were already regarded as enemies, or if the adversary continued
to perpetrate the offences which were the cause of war. Furthermore, no
declaration of war was required vis-à-vis rebels. Gentili condemned as treacherous, unjust and abominable those wars which should have been declared, but were not.
Gentili examined in depth which means could be applied against an
adversary in war. He insisted that treaties with the enemy had to be concluded bona fide without fraudulent intent. On the other hand, he did consider
that it was permissible to lie to the enemy.42 He firmly condemned the use
of poison in war as a robber's habit, unworthy of a prince. He expressly
rejected Baldus' view to the contrary, as well as Baldus' opinion that an
enemy could be killed legitimately in any location. Murder was not permitted and no enemy was to be killed in a treacherous way. Espionage was allowed. If a spy was killed, this was done exclusively because of the dangerous character of his activity. In this respect, Gentili adhered to the same
principle which is applied to the treatment of spies by the laws of war today.
Gentili dealt with the problems of armistices in some detail. Was an armistice to be observed once it had been violated by the other side? This question had occupied many authors in the past. A great number of them were
of the opinion that an armistice was even more sacred than a peace treaty
and that a violation by one party did not result in a right on the part of the
other to violate it as well. Gentili was of another view. For him, an armistice
41 See: infra, p. 612.
42 In 1599 Gentili published the text of a disputation in which, under the title De
abusu mendacii, he supported the thesis that the official diplomatic lie was permissible in the same way that a doctor was allowed to lie to his patient. Moral and juridical thoughts were inextricably entangled in this treatise.
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was a true contract subject to the principle »facio ut facias« (»whatever you
do to me, I will do to you«). If one party had broken the armistice, the other
was allowed to resume hostilities without a further declaration of war. Only
the sovereign was permitted to conclude an armistice; no officer, not even
the supreme military commander, was entitled to do so.
Gentili also discussed the question whether prisoners of war, having been
released against the promise that they would not fight again against the
power that had captured them, were bound by this promise. Bartolus,
Baldus and other prominent authors supported the opinion that such a promise was not binding. Corvarruvias, Bodin and Hotman were of the opposite view. Gentili also considered the promise binding. Soldiers, having
entered into such an agreement with the enemy, should be urged by their
ruler and by judges to comply with it. A promise could be disregarded only
if it contravened the common weal or the laws of war, as would, for example, a pledge not to render any more service to one's own ruler or country.
The treatment, exchange and release of prisoners of war was considered
at length in Gentili's work. His starting point was the principle that prisoners
of war were not convicts. They could not be killed, even if they were so
numerous that it was difficult to guard them. It was cruel and abominable
to kill prisoners of war because they defended themselves with particular
obstinacy. In addition, those who had surrendered could not be killed.
Exceptions from these rules were made only for those prisoners who themselves committed a wrong, for instance if they acted cruelly or treacherously, or if they violated the laws of war (for example, deserters or defectors
who were later captured). The exchange of prisoners had to be conducted
bona fide and captured leaders and rulers had to be treated with charity.
Gentili condemned the permanent imprisonment of leaders and rulers,
even in cases where the victor thought that he had no other means for ensuring that his victory was lasting.
Like Thomas Aquinas, Gentili held the view that slavery was not, in principle, against nature. Did this mean that prisoners of war could be enslaved?
Gentili denied this possibility, in any case in wars between Christians. The
situation was different in wars against infidels, for Christians captured by
the Turks were enslaved. The enslavement of prisoners of war consequently had to be permitted in the reverse situation.
Gentili also discussed the question of hostages briefly. It was a law of war,
he conceded, that hostages were killed if the enemy had broken his word.
Nevertheless, the best commanders would consider it barbarous to kill
innocent hostages.
As for the protection of civilians, Gentili considered that children as well
as women always had to be spared, in accordance with the laws of God, of
nature and of State. Exceptions were possible if women took over the duties
of men or if the enemy had not spared them in the past. Even then elderly
women were not to be killed, except when they carried arms or behaved
arrogantly or offensively. Monks and clerics were forbidden to fight, either
directly or indirectly. For this reason they had to be protected as long as they
did not bear arms. Peasants were not to be treated violently as long as they
were unarmed. War was a struggle of arms and was therefore not to become
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a fight against unarmed people. In addition, merchants were not to be molested when they stayed among enemies, for they themselves were not enemies, no more so than other travellers. Travellers were to be taken into particular consideration and reprisals against them were not permitted. The
same was true for foreigners residing in an enemy country without the
intention of remaining there forever. Moreover, objects which did not
belong to the enemy could not legally be seized.
The expression »civilian population« or »peaceful population« was not familiar
to Gentili as a reference to all of these groups of women, children, elderly people, clerics, peasants and merchants. Like Vitoria, he called them »innocents«.
»On the whole, Gentili's law of war was based on the idea of containing
the horror of war and promoting chivalrous means of conducting war between the armed forces of belligerents. Accordingly, he concluded the
second part of his book with the urgent appeal:
O do Thou, Great God, in Thy goodness keep far aloof barbarity, savagery,
and implacable hostility! May the ox and the lion eat hay, and may the ox not
learn cruelty, but the lion mercy! May Thy Christians not learn barbarian
methods of warfare from barbarians, but may the barbarians be taught
more humane ways by Thy followers!« 43
Gentili's work did not have nearly as wide an influence as that of Grotius.
Nussbaum ventured that the judgment of subsequent generations was
perhaps influenced by the fact that Grotius made some irreverent and
unjust remarks about Gentili, despite the fact that he owed much to him. 44
Estimations of his rank and importance have always varied and even at present they are often attributed simply to his passing of the Spanish ideas on
to Grotius and by that very fact preserving the continuity of the theory of the
law of nations. 45 However, Grotius did not require such mediation.
Restricting Gentili's importance to this function does not do justice to his
own intellectual accomplishments. These accomplishments are not diminished by the indisputable fact that, in recent times, they have been over
exaggerated by some of his Italian compatriots, who were motivated by
national pride to seek to elevate him to the rank of an exponent of an
»Italian Conception of International Law«. 46 Irrespective of such exaggerations, Gentili remains one of the most important founding fathers of a purely secular law of nations and, in particular, of the classical law of war.
4. Grotius: »bellum iustum« and »bellum solenne«
Whereas Gentili's theory of the law of war was a first step towards the nondiscriminatory concept of war which dominated the classical period of the
law of nations, Grotius has been considered by most of the international law
literature of the twentieth century in another light. He is seen as a legal
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De iure belli libri tres, Book 2 (The Law of War), Ch. 24.
Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1960, p. 111.
Simmonds, op cit. note 35, p. 100.
See: Serini, op cit. note 35; Nussbaum, op cit. note 31, p. I l l ; Janssen, op cit. note 27, p. 62.
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theorist who secularised the medieval idea of bellum iustum while maintaining its central element, thus preparing the way for the twentieth century
return to a discriminatory concept of war as incorporated into the League of
Nations Covenant, the Kellogg-Briand Pact and the United Nations Charter.
The book written by the Dutchman C. van Vollenhoven and entitled Grotius
and Geneva was particularly significant in establishing this profile. 47 However, van Vollenhoven's presentation was based on a very one-sided selection and interpretation of certain passages in lus belli ac pads which stress
the idea of war as a punitive action.
The fact is that Grotius' principal work was highly complex and stratified
in its structure of argumentation. Some of his apparently unequivocal, conclusive theses (which invite quotation) were, in the course of his argumentation, reversed and transformed to an opposite position. On many pages he
explained that according to natural law, not only enemy soldiers but also
non-combatants in a war, including women and children or prisoners who
had already surrendered, w e r e to be killed and that enemy property including sacred places was to be destroyed. 48 He would then suddenly inform
the reader that almost all of those powers which had apparently been conceded to the belligerents, had to be revoked. This, he explained, was because the law of nations as it had developed over the course of history had,
together with Christian charity and the command of moderation, imposed
narrower limits on the belligerents. 49
Some interpreters of Grotius do not explain such contradictions on the
basis of the complex and stratified structure of his argumentation, but on
the basis of a simple lack of logical rigour which makes it difficult to clarify
some of the contradictions and absurdities of his text. 50 In fact, it is impossible to identify in Grotius' work a clear and consistent principle which provides information about the relationship between, and the relative importance of, the two orders - the law of nature (ius gentium naturale) and the
law of nations (ius gentium voluntarium)
- which he presented as standing
in opposition to each other. Readers w e r e often misled by the fact that two
of the chapters in Book Three only described the traditional doctrine of the
just war and simply repeated what had already been said on that subject by
the medieval scholastics.
Grotius defined the iusta causa of a war in the same way as it had been defined by his theological predecessors. The just causes of war were, in his view,
defence, recuperation of property and punishment.51 Unjust causes included,
amongst others, the desire of a State to weaken an adversary, to aggrandise its
territory, to be free (if politically dependent on another State), and to govern
other people against their will under the pretext that to do so would be in their
47 See also van Vollenhoven's earlier book: The Three Stages in the Evolution
of the
Law of Nations, 1919.
48 De iure belli ac pads, Vol. 5, Ch. 4.
49 De iure belli ac pads, Vol. 3, Ch. 10, s. I.
50 See: M. Bourquin, »Grotius - est-il le p è r e du droit des gens?« in Grandes figures et
grands oeuvres juridiques,
1948, p. 87 ff.
51 De iure belli ac pads, Vol. 2, Ch. 1, s. 2.
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best interest. 52 However, Grotius did not consider that the three causes for a
just war carried equal weight. He focused his attention on crime as a cause of
war, and punishment as its justification. It was this focus that had impressed
itself upon van Vollenhoven as he formulated his portrait of Grotius.
The question whether war could be just on both sides was answered by
Grotius in conformity with the traditional doctrine: objectively the just cause
could reside only on one side. However, he also conceded that each party
could believe, in good faith, in the justice of the cause for which they were
fighting. Nor did he stop there: in the last paragraph of this section he wrote
that a war could be »just« on both sides, as long as this expression was
understood in terms of its legal effects (»quoad effectue quosdam iuris«). 53
Here Grotius referred to the notion of war in the formal sense (»bellum
solenna«), a juridical term of cardinal importance in his system of the laws
of war. Two prerequisites had to be fulfilled in order to commence such a
war: it could only be waged by the holder of sovereign power, and certain
formalities had to be observed, in particular the making of a declaration of
war. 54 In such a formal war the laws of war (»ius in bello«) applied to both
sides. Grotius, referring to eminent writers on Roman law such as
Pomponius and Ulpian, as well as Cicero, conceded the status of »belligerents« (»hostes«) to both of the warring parties. 55 The third book of lus belli
ac pads dealt with the rules which devolved from this status, and the rights
and obligations which both sides were bound to respect.
However, there was one question in respect of which Grotius spoke of differing legal positions as between the two belligerents; this was conditioned
by the material »justice« of the war. Here he drew certain conclusions which
were of far-reaching significance for the later development of the laws of
war and neutrality, particularly during the period of the League of Nations.
In his view, the distinction between »just« and »unjust« wars had legal consequences for those States which were not participating in the war on either
side (»qui in bello medii sunt« - Grotius, in his efforts to cultivate a classical
Latin, was eager to avoid the word »neutrality«). Such States were required
to abstain from assisting the party waging an unjust war, and from placing
obstacles in the way of the party waging a just war. To be sure, Grotius left
the decision as to which side was fighting for a just cause to the judgment
of each State in each particular situation. He expressly added that the nonbelligerent should behave impartially in those situations in which a clear
decision was impossible. 56 He recommended that in such situations the
non-belligerent should conclude treaties with both belligerent sides, by
which its relationships with them and its particular legal position could be
fixed for the duration of that particular conflict.
52 Ibid., Vol. 2, Ch. 1, s. 17; Vol. 2, Ch. 22.
53 Ibid., Vol. 2, Ch. 23, s. 13(5).
54 Ibid., Vol. 1, Ch. 3, s. 4; Vol. 3, Ch. 3, ss. 3 & 4.
55 Ibid., Vol. 3, Ch. 3, s. 1.
56 »Eorum qui a bello abstinent officium est nihil facere quo validior fiat is qui improbam fovet causam, aut quo iustum bellum gerentis motus impediantur« ... »in re vero
dubia aequos se praebere utriusque in permittendo transitu«. - Ibid., Vol. 3, Ch. 17, s. 3.
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Indeed, neutrality governed by treaty rules dominated State practice until
the end of the French Age. However, this was not due to Grotius' teachings. 57 It was only during the period of the L e a g u e of Nations that his doctrine was invoked in order to strengthen the historical foundations of Article
16 of the Covenant of the L e a g u e of Nations. On the other hand, it has often
been contended that the chapter in Grotius' book which bore the title De his
qui in bello medii sunt contained an outline of a law of neutrality. T h e r e is a
certain confusion here, at least in so far as the terminology is concerned, for
Article 16 with its principle of applying sanctions against an aggressor was
exactly the opposite of neutrality. J.P.A. François has pointed to the fact that
Grotius, w h e n formulating his rules, had assumed that a position had already been taken on the question of which side was fighting for a just
cause. 58 As the essence of neutrality is the refusal to take such a position,
François asserted that Grotius' rules therefore did not reflect a law of neutrality. This assertion was completely correct, not only linguistically speaking in respect of Grotius' avoidance of the w o r d »neutrality«, but also substantively speaking. Grotius' rules concerned non-belligerents, those w h o
did not participate in the execution of hostilities. These rules either did not
correspond to the very specific status of non-belligerency which is called
»neutrality« and based on not taking a position, on strict impartiality and on
the equal treatment of both belligerents - or, if they did correspond, they did
so only on condition that it was not possible to decide on the justice of the
case. This special status of neutrality was unknown to Grotius and his contemporaries, it was a creation of the French A g e and its intellectual prerequisites w e r e the ideas of raison d'état and of tolerance. 5 9 Basically, neutrality is only conceivable in a conflict over interests (material as w e l l as political); it is always problematic w h e n moral or religious differences are at
stake.
Grotius left the judgment as to whether a w a r was just to the non-belligerents themselves, just as he left it to the belligerents themselves: this was a
decision of conscience which could not be made for oneself by a third party.
Everything that had been said before on the just w a r was thus relativised. At
stake w e r e questions of »interna iustitia« which belonged m o r e to the realm
of morals than to that of law.

57 J.G. Starke, »Grotius and International Law in the 18th Century«, (1972) Grotian
Society Papers 162,173 ff.
58 François, Nederlands aandeel in de ontwikkeling van het Volkenrecht, 1928, p. 16.
59 Classic proponents of the idea of raison d'état, such as Machiavelli (Il principe,
ch. 21) and Giovanni Botero (Della ragion di Stato, 1589), discussed the advantages
and disadvantages of neutrality. Bodin recognised the constructive, peace-building
effect of neutrality, whereby it served the common good of the society of nations.
Truyol y Serra, »Boteros /Discorso della neutralità< in seiner Beziehung zur Neutralitätslehre bei Machiavelli und Bodin«, (1957/58) 8 Österreichische Zeitschrift für
öffentliches Recht 449, 455, advanced the view, which I cannot support, that Bodin
had raised neutrality to the rank of an institution of the law of nations. The ancient
treatise by Neumeyr von Ramsla, Von der Neutralität und Assistenz in Kriegszeiten,
1620, was strictly a work of political science.
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Therefore, it is with good reason that the voices calling Grotius the ancestor of the modern discriminatory concept of the laws of war and celebrating the reception of a »Grotian tradition of international law«, 60 have
increasingly fallen silent.
In any event, this interpretation was historically false. As is the case in the
modern law of war, the discrimination against the aggressor was not based
on the violation of material justice, but on the offending of procedural rules
which required serious attempts at peaceful conciliation before arms were
taken up, or which prohibited a breach of the peace in the sense of a first
use of force. 61
If one were asked to identify the principal concern of Grotius' thinking
and writing, the answer could probably be derived from a phrase in his
Prolegomena
to lus belli ac pads, where he gave expression to the deep
shock which he suffered in realising the catastrophic savagery of the wars
of religion and the decline of law and morals which followed them:
»Throughout the Christian world I observed a lack of restraint in relation
to war, such as even barbarous races should be ashamed of; I observed that
men rush to arms for slight causes, or no cause at all, and that when arms
have once been taken up there is no longer any respect for law, divine or
human; it is as if, in accordance with a general decree, frenzy had openly
been let loose for the committing of all crimes«. 62
From this diagnosis Grotius derived two aims for his work. First, he concluded that rulers and nations should be seriously exhorted to exercise caution in the application of armed force, in waging war only for well-founded
reasons of justice, and in giving preference to peaceful means of settling conflicts, namely negotiation, compromise, arbitration and, under given circumstances, even decision by lot or duel. 63 However, all these endeavours lay
before the threshold of the law of nations, which began to operate only once
arms had been taken up. Grotius' second aim was to demonstrate and prove
that even in war there existed a legal order, the principal task of which was
to limit, moderate and humanise the ways and means of conducting wars,
and to restrict their territorial extension and temporal duration.
In recently revived debates over the idea and conception of the just war, a
perception of Grotius is increasingly evident which is different from that
which prevailed during the period between the two world wars. In contrast
to the interpretations of that period, it looks at him as a thinker who paved
the way to the classic laws of war, as they w e r e effective until the beginning
of the twentieth century. 64

60 Along with van Vollenhoven, Hersch Lauterpacht, »The Grotian Tradition in International Law«, (1946) 23 British Yearbook of International L a w 1, may be identified here.
61 J. Kunz, »Bellum Iustum und Bellum Legale«, (1951) 45 American Journal of
International L a w 528.
62 De iure belli ac pads, Prolegomena, s. 28.
63 De iure belli ac pads, Vol. 3, Ch. 20, ss. 42, 43 & 46.
64 J.T. Johnson, Ideology, Reason, and the Limitation
of War. Religious and Secular
Concepts 1200-1740,1977, p. 232, wrote: »Unlike the Spaniards the Dutch jurist makes
>just< war equivalent to >solemn< war; he interprets justice in terms of formal
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5. Formalising and Secularising the Laws of War
Against the background of bloody wars conducted with harsh cruelty, marked by religious missionary zeal and confessional fanaticism, eminent thinkers on the law of nations during the Spanish Age elaborated a law of war
which was aimed, in the first instance, at containing the horrors and atrocities of war. This motive inspired their thinking whether they had in mind
the war of conquest waged by the conquistadors against the heathen Indians
of America, the war of suppression conducted by the Catholic Spanish military power against the rebellion of the Protestant Dutch, the conflict between the great maritime powers of this age, England and Spain, or whether
their attention was fixed on the Thirty Years War between the Emperor and
his Catholic partisans and the Swedish King and his Protestant partisans in
Germany.
It resulted in their conceding that a war could be at least subjectively just
on both sides or, in the course of further developments in their thinking,
that this could be the case even objectively, whereby the term »iustus« became more and more formalised and approached the notion of legality,
order and regularity. Emphasis was laid on the position of the belligerents
as holders of sovereign rights, on the proper announcement of war by formal declaration and on the equal position of the belligerents as »iusti
hostes«, to whom nobody could deny those rights which belonged to all the
participants in a war, and who could not be regarded as pirates, robbers or
rebels standing »hors-la-loi«.
This development of thinking on the law of nations was all the more
remarkable as it ran contrary to the importance of the religious element in
the politics and warfare of the time. In particular, it ran contrary to those
powerful intellectual trends that were aimed at the revival of the holy war
ideology, in which Protestant puritans and Catholic proponents of the
Counter-Reformation concurred. Their efforts to revive the holy war ideology called into question the validity of a ius in bello binding all belligerents,
and promoted an intellectual climate in which inhuman severity and cruelty in the conduct of war proliferated. 65
requirements set by natural law or ius gentium and adhered to by belligerents. Thus it
is possible that both sides could be just in this sense; indeed, it is usually the case. This
reasoning de-emphasises the ius ad bellum by reducing it to formalities. But simultaneously it places more weight upon the ius in bello ... In regard to the emphasis placed
on the two parts of the just war doctrine, then, Grotius has left the position taken by
Vitoria, and he has thereby given direction to the development of international law well
into the twentieth century«. Y. Melzer, Concepts of Just War, 1975, pp. 13,114, pointed to
a significant passage in Book Two of De iure belli ac pacis (Ch. 17, s. 19), where Grotius
wrote that by the consensus of States a rule was established whereby all wars, conducted on both sides by a sovereign State and duly announced, have to be considered as
just in respect of their external effects. Melzer's interpretation was: »The most fruitful
explication we can think of this important position is to say that all one can expect from
law with regard to war is the development of the ius in bello·, as the ius ad bellum is concerned with the satisfaction of the very minimum formal requirements all wars are to
be held just - which means they must therefore be conducted accordingly«.
65 For a detailed review of these trends, see: Johnson, ibid.
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As long as politics w e r e penetrated by religious-confessional motives, the
development of a genuine l a w of neutrality was blocked. Neither the theory
of the law of nations nor State practice w e r e able to develop any further in
this direction.
T h e most important thinkers and scholars of the l a w of nations in this age
abandoned the medieval concepts which prescribed that infidelity was in
itself a just cause for war. T h e y thus deviated significantly f r o m the positions
held by their rulers and chanceries. As Vitoria had emphasised, »Causa iusti
belli non est diversitas religionis«. 6 6 T h e famous and influential bishop
D i e g o Corvarruvias, in an attempt to mediate between the positions of
Vitoria and Sepulveda, said: »Christians have no right to declare w a r on heathens only because they are heathens«. 6 7
Gentili, w h o was always eager to disconnect the links which bound the law
of nations to theology - »silete theologi in muñere alieno« 6 8 - had agreed
expressly with this view. Nevertheless, he had justified the w a r against the
Turks and the English w a r against Spain in much the same w a y that Vitoria
had justified the Spanish w a r against the natives. Vitoria had referred to
such general principles of the scholastic doctrine of natural l a w as the right
of f r e e access and interaction and the f r e e d o m to preach one's o w n faith,
which permitted a just w a r against those w h o resisted the preaching of the
Gospel and persecuted converts and other Christians. Corvarruvias found
other arguments to justify Spanish colonisation. Deviating f r o m Vitoria, he
did not r e f e r to the »ius negotiandi et peregrinandi«, but to the rights of
Christian rulers to come to the aid of innocent people w h o would otherwise
be sacrificed to heathen idolatry, to defend the rights of the Church w h e n ever Indian rulers persecuted Christians, and to guarantee ecumenical missions amongst the heathen. As far as Corvarruvias w a s concerned, the popes
had conferred all of these rights upon the Spanish kings. 69
Other scholars of this period w e r e increasingly using political and legal
arguments to strengthen their positions in the political-religious disputes of
the time. Ayala based his justification of the Spanish use of armed force in
the Netherlands, not on the defection of the Dutch f r o m the true faith, but
on their rebellion against their legitimate rulers. Even m o r e striking was the
shifting of arguments which appeared in Bacon's 1624 memorial Considerations touching a War with Spain:
»Towards ambitious States (which are noted to aspire to great monarchies
and to seek upon all occasions to enlarge their dominions) crescunt argumenta iusti metus; all particular fears do g r o w and multiply out of the contemplation of the general courses and practice of such States. T h e r e f o r e in
deliberations of w a r against the T\irk, it hath been often, with great judgment, maintained, that Christian princes and States have always a sufficient
ground of invasive w a r against the enemy; not for cause of religion, but upon
66 De iure belli Hispanorum in Barbaros, X.
67 See: L. Pereña Visente, »Diego de Covarrubias und die Eroberung Amerikas«,
(1956/57) 6 Archiv des Völkerrechts 138.
68 De jure belli libri tres, I, xiii.
69 Pereña Visente, op cit. note 67, pp. 143-9.
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a just fear; for as much as it is a fundamental law in the Turkish empire that
they may (without any other provocation) make war upon Christendom for
the propagation of their law; so that there lieth upon the Christians a perpetual fear of a war (hanging over their heads) from them and therefore they
may at all times (as they think good) be upon the prevention«.70
In so far as the religious element of Spanish politics did not find a direct
expression in the law of nations, it had an indirect effect through a strange
dialectic detour: it was always strong enough to link the concept and laws of
war to the political and ideological prerequisites of Spanish politics and to
prevent the development of the concept of neutrality.
6. »Non-belligerents«: Their Rights in Maritime Warfare
Of course, legal rules for the treatment of those who did not participate in a
war existed in the Spanish Age, as was already the case in the Middle Ages.
However, the word »neutrality« itself did not appear in those rules, although
the word and the general political and intellectual notion were already
known. 71 This was rightly so, because these rules were essentially different
from the legal institution of neutrality, the emergence of which did not take
place until the eighteenth century. The labels for identifying »non-belligerents« were shifting. In most cases the treaties use the word »friends«
(»amici«), as opposed to »enemies« (»hostes«). »Friends« were States which
were treated with benevolence according to political convenience or negotiated treaties. However, their non-participation in the war did not result in
their ipso facto having certain rights and duties.
The laws of naval warfare were correspondingly either unilaterally proclaimed maritime ordinances of individual States or bilaterally negotiated
treaty provisions. Generally binding rules did not exist against which such
stipulations could have been measured. To be sure, the Consolato del Mare,
that compilation of trade and sea law rules published in Barcelona in the
fourteenth century (but probably composed earlier), contained stipulations
concerning the treatment of friends and enemies in naval warfare. 72
However, in the sixteenth century those rules were not regarded as generally binding. Whether they were applied depended on the circumstances.
The Consolato del Mare guaranteed a relatively favourable position to
non-belligerents. It established two main principles. First, enemy goods
could always be seized, not only when they were found on an enemy's ship,
but also when they were found on a friend's ship. In the latter case the ship
70 Spedding, Works of Francis Bacon, Vol. 14 (London, 1874), p. 475 ff.
71 According to Nussbaum, op cit. note 31, p. 76 ff., the term »neutre« and »neutralitas« were occasionally used in the last centuries of the Middle Ages, but they first
took on a clear and precise legal meaning in the treaties concluded in 1492 by the
Prince-Bishop of Liège with France and the Orange regents of the Netherlands.
Schwarzenberger (op cit. note 35, p. 112, citing E. Nys, Études de droit
international
et de droit politique, 1896, p. 58) assumed that the term became customary in the fifteenth century. He referred to a proclamation of neutrality issued by Henry VIII in
1536 during the war between the Holy Roman Emperor and France.
72 See: supra, p. 91.
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remained free and the captain had to be paid as if he had carried the goods
to their destination. Second, a friend's goods always remained free, not only
if found on a friend's ship, but also if found on an enemy's ship. In the latter
case the ship alone could be seized and the captor had to be paid when he
brought the goods to their destination. 73
According to the Consolato del Mare, ship and cargo could thus have different fates. The decisive criterion was always the ownership of the property. 74
Deviating from these rules, a statute proclaimed by Henry VI of England in
1442 had already established that even a friend's goods could be seized if
found on an enemy's ship. Nevertheless, in general the rules of the Consolato
del Mare long enjoyed a high reputation and were widely observed.
Completely new principles emerged in the sixteenth century and it is not
all that easy to outline the multitude of agreements and ordinances within
one schematic framework. National interests differed depending on
whether the individual State was belligerent in any given situation. As a
result, the policies of all States concerning the law of naval warfare were
subject to significant shifts. States would frequently use flamboyant protests
to attack the viewpoint of another State, which they themselves had defended only a short time before. Nevertheless, some patterns in these policies
may be identified.
The law of naval warfare in the sixteenth century was marked by the
struggles of France, the Netherlands and England, one after the other,
against the predominance of Spain. The Spanish interest required that the
belligerents concede a sufficient freedom of trade and navigation to States
not involved in the war. The situation of Spain is most accurately described
by a remark made by Lord Cecil William Burleigh, advisor to Queen
Elizabeth, at the time of the Armada (about 1588):
»It hath bene in all former tymes known, and it is notably known to all persons that haunt the navigation and coast of Spain that without havying of
masts, boords, cabéis, cordag, pitch, tarr and copar out of the Eastlands, all
Spain is not hable to make a navy redy to carry the meanest army that can
be imagined«. 75
Therefore, Spain depended on the maintenance of trade and navigation,
especially with the countries around the Baltic Sea and with Hamburg,
Lübeck, Danzig and other Hanseatic ports. In defending on the one hand
her colonial monopoly in trade and navigation, and on the other hand
standing for the freedom of trade and navigation in Europe, she behaved
as an advocate of the view later adopted by many other States, that the
monopoly on colonial trade was only an exception to the general freedom
to trade.
73 J.M. Pardessus, Us et coutumes de la mer, 1847, Vol. 2, p. 4 ff.; Henry Wheaton,
Histoire des progrès du droit des gens en Europe et en Amérique (4th edn.), 1865,
p. 50 ff.
74 P. Jessup & F. Deak, Neutrality, Vol. 1, 1935, p. 124 ff.
75 Cheyney, International Law under Queen Elizabeth, quoted by Jessup & Deak,
ibid., p. 54.
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most important prize rules of the Modern Age.

Without entering into the details of Spanish policy concerning the law of
the sea, it may be emphasised that Spain adhered to the rules »free ships free goods« and »unfree ships - unfree goods« in its wars with England and
France at the end of the sixteenth century, whereas its adversaries already
pursued a much sharper practice of prize law in naval warfare. Spain had
thus reversed the rules of the Consolato del Mare. An enemy's goods on a
friend's ship remained free, a friend's goods on an enemy's ship could be
seized. However, even this practice left considerable freedom for trading by
non-belligerents.
The trend to sharpen the rules of naval warfare and to suppress all trading
with the enemy by non-belligerents was initiated by the powers struggling
against Spain, in particular France and at times also the Netherlands and
England. In 1543, after Henry VIII of England had joined the Emperor in his
war against France, Francis I issued a maritime ordinance in which he decreed that (i) enemy goods, found on ships of friends, allies or Frenchmen,
were subject to seizure, along with the ship; and (ii) goods belonging to
friends, allies or Frenchmen, found on enemy ships, were subject to seizure,
along with the ship. These rules, which were much stronger than the Consolato del Mare or Spanish practice, were referred to under the formula »Robe
d'ennemy confisque celle d'amy«; the ship and its cargo were treated equally.
During the Dutch War of Liberation, when France and England fought on
the side of the Netherlands against Spain, Henry III of France issued an »Edit
sur l'amirauté« in 1584 which re-confirmed the principles of the French
ordinance of 1543. Only later, in ordinances in 1639, 1645 and 1650, did
France deviate from these principles - which, in any event, had already been
broken by many individual treaties, the rules of which were more favourable to non-belligerents.
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The French principles were applied as reprisals by England when it joined the Spanish side in the war against France. In 1560 it adopted those
principles in their entirety and applied them to all non-belligerents without
exception. The years of the Anglo-Spanish wars, from 1588 to 1604, were filled with prize law disputes. In the course of these disputes, England for the
first time developed its notoriously radical maxims of naval warfare. It pressed the Netherlands to follow suit and tried to keep non-belligerents, in particular the Nordic countries and the Hanseatic ports, from trading with the
enemy through the use of concessions and compromises.
A proclamation issued by Queen Elizabeth in 1601, which prohibited all
trade with Spain and Portugal, best represents the initial stage of the British
policy aimed at naval supremacy. It was probably formulated by Sir Julius
Caesar, who was the first in a long series of famous English admiralty judges. 76 It read, inter alia·.
»And forasmuch as likewise the Spanish king hath no meanes by himself and
his owne territories to furnishe and prepare anie mightie armies either by sea
or land, to the annoyance of her Majestie's kingdomes, without the helpe and
assistance of those who be her Highnes' confederates, frendes or allies, and
that the stopping hinderance and impeaching of all commerce and traffick
with him in his territories of Spaine and Portingall will quickly, in likelihood,
give an ende to these bloudie and unnaturall warres, which disturbe the general peace and quiet of all theise partes of Christendom; Her most excellent
Majestie, knowing, in her princely wisdome, that in every commonwealth or
kingdome the chiefest lawe of pollicy to bee regarded by the Souverain
Commaunder is the safety and preservation of the kingdomes and people committed to his charge hath thought fit, according to that supreme lawe of governement ingrafted by nature in the hart of every souverain Prince, warranted
by the lawe of God, and confirmed by the continuali practise of her neighbour
nations in theise latter times, to prohibite and forbid, and by this present
proclamation or edict doth prohibit and forbid, all and every one, of what condition realme or land soever, none excepted, to lade, ship, carry, or transport
by sea, directly or indirectly, under what coulor of pretence soever, any ships,
goods, wares, or marchandises, for or to any haven, towne, citie, or place, of
the King of Spaine, in the Kingdomes of Spaine or Portingall, ,«...77
The principal rules and basic terms of the modern law of naval warfare
gradually developed during this struggle with Spain. However, their definitive shape emerged out of the contests of subsequent centuries.
The Anglo-Spanish Peace Treaty of 1604 provided a more precise definition of contraband. The Anglo-Dutch Treaty of 1625, which was directed
against Spain, completed this definition. 78 Queen Elizabeth's proclamation
of 1601 contained all the elements of the wide English concept of blockade,
whereas the »Placaart« of the Netherlands States General of 1630 hinted at
the modern idea of effectiveness as one of its legal conditions. 79
76
77
78
79

The text of the proclamation is preserved in a manuscript written in his own hand.
Marsden, op cit. note 11, Vol. 1, p. 313 ff.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, 145, 146.
Jessup & Deak, op cit. note 74, pp. 33, 35 & 62.
Jessup & Deak, ibid., pp. 107 & 111.
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Judical decisions in prize-law cases w e r e the consequence of assuring the
subjects of non-belligerent States exceptional guarantees against capture.
Treaty provisions assuring the parties a court decision may be traced back
to the fifteenth century. In the sixteenth century in England, a High Court of
Admiralty acquired the authority to decide on prize cases. Its jurisprudence
was based on civil maritime law and, in so far as international treaties and
letters of safe conduct set limits on this law, on rules of the l a w of nations. 80
T h e policies which evolved in respect of the l a w of naval w a r f a r e during
the struggle against the ascendency of Spain w e r e , of course, different.
France's attitude w a s generally pragmatic and adapted itself to changing
circumstances. It was oriented in accordance with France's economic interests in any given situation, which w e r e often determined by that State's
dependence on grain imports.
As the English historian G.N. Clark has explained, the Dutch promoted the
principle, that the w a r should interfere as little as possible with trade, and
that the continuation of trade should be permitted as long as this was not to
the exclusive advantage of the enemy. 81
T h e Dutch need for imports was considerable, particularly in respect of
metals. T h e Dutch also had a special interest in the international freight and
transportation business, w h e r e they w e r e the leaders, and this was reflected
in their policy on the law of naval warfare. T h e rule »unfree ship - free goods«
had no place therein. T h e Dutch had no interest in the fate of goods belonging to non-belligerent States but transported on the ships of a belligerent.
T h e English kings w e r e m o r e often belligerents than neutrals. They tended to give preference to belligerent rights over the interests of neutral
trade and they did not hesitate to use their sea p o w e r accordingly. 82 T h e formula used by Clark to describe this seventeenth century policy was equally
valid for the preceding and subsequent centuries:
»At the end of the century, as at the beginning, the Dutch stood, on the
whole, for the principle of restricting the interference of war with commerce
and allowing as much c o m m e r c e to go on as was not directly to the advantage of their enemies alone; while the English stood for the principle of suppressing and diverting and controlling c o m m e r c e in every w a y that could be
made harmful to their enemies and tolerable to the rest of the world«. 8 3

80
81
82
83

Schwarzenberger, op cit. note 35, p. 119.
G.N. Clark, The Seventeenth Century, 1929, p. 131.
Schwarzenberger, op cit. note 35, p. 113.
G.N. Clark, op cit. note 81, p. 131.
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Figure 21: S u b m i s s i o n a n d c o n v e r s i o n - C o l u m b u s l a n d s in A m e r i c a
( D r a w i n g by T h e o d o r de Bry, Grands l 'oyages, F r a n k f u r t , 1594).
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Figure 22: S p o k e s m a n for c o n q u i s t a d o r s :
J u a n ( l i n e s de S e p ú l v e d a (1490-1Í71).

Figure 23: »Apostle of the Indians« a n d
a d v e r s a r y of S e p ú l v e d a : B a r t o l o m e o de las
C a s a s (1474-1566).
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Figure 24: T h e Treaty of Tordesillas, 1494 (The first page of the Portuguese version).

Chapter Eight
The Institutions of the Law of Nations for the Formation
of a Territorial Order in the Age of Discoveries

During the formative period of the European State system the order of the
law of nations was immediately confronted with one of the greatest problems of territorial order in the history of humanity: the distribution of territory in the newly discovered continents.
The dissolution of the medieval social structures, the decline of the universal powers, the struggle for territory in the overseas world - all of these
developments worked together to create a new system of legal principles
relating to the creation of a territorial order. The feudal forms of territorial
acquisition gradually disappeared. Sale, exchange and gift now formed the
causa of treaties of territorial cession. The traditional titles for the acquisition of territory - marriage, testamentary inheritance and intestate succession - gradually shed their connection with feudal law and were linked all
the more closely with the principle of dynastic succession. With the fading
away of the knightly right of feud and the relativisation of the idea of the just
war, title acquired by conquest lost its former odium and grew increasingly
into a legitimate form of territorial acquisition.
The Spanish tried to save a single element of the dissolving power of
imperial and papal universalism: the feudal power of the Pope to dispose of
uninhabited territories and lands inhabited by heathens. The division of the
world by papal lines of demarcation was based on this power, which gave
the first phase of European colonisation its particular character. The right
of occupation, which had already been developed by Bartolus and other
jurists, took on a special form, changed by the conditions of the new world
situation. It was transformed into the right of discovery - the right to take
possession through a symbolic act alone.
This book focuses on those titles to territory which were of relevance to
the overseas expansion.

I. The Legal Titles of Overseas Expansion
It was not only as a result of the expeditions of Christopher Columbus that
the spirit of discovery was awakened in Europe. In the first half of the fifteenth century the Portuguese had already begun to reach out from the
extreme southwest corner of Europe, which was the frontier region with
Islam. They travelled along the northwest coast of Africa down to Guinea
and the equator. The caravels of Henry the Navigator (1394-1460), the
Grand-Master of the Portuguese Order of Christ, succeeded in sailing
around the feared Cape Bojador (north of the Tropic of Cancer, in the region
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of Rio de Oro, Western Sahara) in 1434. In 1445 they reached Cape Verde,
the »Green Cape«, in tropical Africa. Ptolemaeus' theory that the world consisted of three parts, a middle and inhabited one, an arctic one, uninhabited
because of its extremely low temperatures, and a tropical belt, uninhabited
because of its extremely high temperatures, collapsed. However, neither
these discoveries nor the further advance of the Portuguese to the Niger and
Cameroon Rivers produced problems in the European world of States like
those that w e r e triggered by the discovery of America.
Prior to 1493 the most important maritime powers of Europe w e r e focused
on the Mediterranean Sea and the northern route across Asia. T h e opening
up of new parts of the world by the Portuguese did not disquiet them. Only
in the 1470s did the first dispute over colonial territories between Portugal
and Spain arise. It ended with the defeat of the Portuguese being embodied
in the Treaty of Alcaçovas of 1479.1 As a result, the first demarcation line
was drawn between the Spanish and the Portuguese zones of expansion.
The Canary Islands, »the spring-board of the Spanish conquest of the new
world«, 2 from where Columbus later started his expedition, fell into the
hands of Castile. Madeira, the Azores and Cape Verde Islands continued to
belong to Portugal. The Portuguese based their colonial enterprises in this
first period on the rights that had been conveyed to them by the popes and
recorded in documents, to conquer and to annex all heathen countries up to
the Indies. In form and substance these legal titles w e r e anchored in the
legal order of the Middle Ages. They w e r e premised upon the papal power
to dispose, if not over all of the world's territories, at least over uninhabited
regions and lands inhabited by infidels. 3
The Portuguese were able to invoke a series of papal acts, the most important
of which dated from the middle of the fifteenth century. In his bull Dum diversas of 1452 Pope Nicholas V conveyed upon King Alphonse V of Portugal the
geographically unlimited power to explore and to conquer all heathen lands, to
enslave their inhabitants and to appropriate their lands and their goods.4
The bull Romanus Pontifex of 8 January 1455 confirmed this conveyance of
rights and defined the area to which it applied: to Ceuta (which the
Portuguese had conquered in 1415) and the territories south of Cape Bojador
and Cape Nao »usque per totam Guineam et ultra versus illam meridionalem
plagam«. 5 The bull went beyond the original grant in expressly attributing
exclusive rights in this part of the world to the Portuguese kings. Only they
were permitted to appropriate lands here: »Alfonsum Regem et sucessores

1 F.G. Davenport, European Treaties bearing on the History of the United States and its
Dependencies, 1917, Vol. I, p. 34 ff.
2 »Das Sprungbrett der spanischen Eroberung der Neuen Welt« - A. Rein, Die europäische Ausbreitung über die Erde, 1931, p. 63 ff.
3 See: supra, pp. 144 ff.
4 Extracts are reproduced in Davenport, op cit. note 1, Vol. I, p. 17, fn. 37. Strictly
speaking and in the terminology of canon law these w e r e not »bulls«, but rather socalled »motu propriu« decrees. See: 1. Haller, Die Ausfertigung der Provisionen.
Quellen und Forschungen, Vol. 2(1), 1899, p. 3.
5 Davenport, op cit. note 1, Vol. I, p. 18.
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suos ac infantem et non ad aliquos«. No Catholic Christian who was not a
subject of the King of Portugal nor expressly empowered by him was allowed, on penalty of excommunication or interdict, to engage in trade or to enter
the seas and harbours concerned. 6
Calixtus Ill's bull Inter Caetera of 1456, which confirmed all of these
rights, went one step further in defining the Portuguese zone of expansion
geographically by conveying upon the Order of Christ the right to engage in
missionary activities in all territories »a capitibus de Bojador et de Nao
usque per totam Guineam et ultra illam meridionalem plagam usque ad
Indos«.7 It left open the question whether the words »usque ad Indos« referred to the inhabitants of East India or to the subjects of the »Archpriest John«
- the Ethiopians - because at that time all Christians beyond the Islamic
world were called »Indians«.8
The bull Aeterni Regis, issued by Sixtus IV in 1481, and another bull issued
by Innocent VIII in 1484, reconfirmed once again the Portuguese rights.
Even the dispute about the Canary Islands was engaged in on this basis: as
early as 1344 Pope Clement VI had conveyed those islands upon the greatgrandson of Alphonse the Wise of Castile, Don Luis de la Cerda, as a fief. It
was these rights, passed over to it, which the Crown of Castile claimed for
itself in 1479.
A certain confusion has developed in respect of the formal legal shape of
these conveyances. This confusion has been conditioned by a centuries-long
linguistic usage whereby they were called »donations« in reference to the
word »donatio« which appeared in the text of all these documents. More
recently the view has been advanced that all relevant papal documents were
- according to their meaning and their wording and in so far as they were,
in their formal legal shape, medieval in character - genuine feudal investitures. As Staedler, who put forward this theory, has explained, the legal process may be understood as follows:
»Portugal occupied all newly found overseas areas for the benefit of the
Roman Church as the overall territorial sovereign of the inhabited world.
The occupation served as a so-called »mandated fief< which, in a mutually
simultaneous performance, retroceded as a papal fief. The feudal obligation
of the Portuguese crown consisted in the expansion of the Christian faith
among the inhabitants of the foreign countries; the protective obligation of
the Pope consisted in issuing in advance the ecclesiastical ban against anyone who would impair the Portuguese feudal rights (excommunicatio latae
sententiae). The financial tribute (laudemium) payable to the liege lord (the
Pope) by the Portuguese crown was dispensed with, in consideration of the
substantial expenses involved in the carrying out of exploratory expeditions
to the overseas regions. The technical term of identification for this feudal
law relationship was, as usual, donatio concessio assignatio (which was
identical with investitura), except that in the special case of Portugal, where
the motherland had, at the beginning of Portuguese political independence
6 Davenport, op cit. note 1, Vol. I, p. 9 ff.
7 Davenport, op cit. note 1, Vol. I, p. 27 ff.
8 Rein, op cit., note 2, p. 70.
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(1147), itself b e e n established as a papal fief, the assignatio could be substituted by appropriatio, w h i c h w a s indeed w h a t w a s done in the documents.
Juridically it is superfluous to underline that, in this context, the term >donatio< in the formula clearly did not m e a n a donation in the sense of Justinian
pandects ... but indicated only the gratuity of the investiture upon the lapse
of the laudemium«. 9
Regardless of w h e t h e r it w a s infeodation or donation, the papal grant
aimed at conveying rights of government over territories and populations
outside of the Christian orbit upon the favoured recipients, reserving only
the existing rights of other Christian rulers. T h e promise of such a grant w a s
the assumption that the apostolic p o w e r of the Pope justified such dispositions. 10
Until the discovery of America the papal p o w e r to dispose the newly discovered parts of the w o r l d freely and according to discretion as fiefs w a s
never seriously brought into question. T h e struggle over this p o w e r and
thus over the last foundations left over from the medieval order of the l a w
of nations only came to a head as a result of the West Indian investitures of

9 »[D]ass Portugal von allem neu gefundenen Überseegebiet Besitz ergriff zugunsten der römischen Kirche als des Gesamtlandesherrn der bewohnten Welt (>aufgetragenes Lehen<), um dasselbe Landesgebiet Zug um Zug als Papstlehen zurückzuempfangen. Die Lehnspflicht der Krone Portugal bestand in der Ausbreitung der
christlichen Lehre unter den Bewohnern der fremden Länder; der päpstliche
Lehnsschutz ebenso in der Vorwegverhängung des Kirchenbannes gegen jeden, der
die portugiesischen Lehnrechte beeinträchtigen würde (excommunicatio latae sententiae), die lehnrechtlich vorgesehene Geldleistung (laudemium) an den
Lehnsherrn (Papst) blieb der Krone Portugal erlassen in Anbetracht ihrer ohnehin
erheblichen Aufwendungen für die Durchführung der überseeischen Erkundungsfahrten. Die technische Formel zur Kennzeichnung des beschriebenen lehnrechtlichen Verhältnisses war, wie üblich, die der donatio concessio assignatio
(identisch mit der investitura), nur dass im besonderen Falle Portugals, wo das
Mutterland selbst schon im Anfange der portugiesischen politischen Selbständigkeit
(1147) als Papstlehen eingerichtet worden war, an die Stelle der assignatio die
appropriatio treten konnte und urkundlich an deren Stelle auch getreten ist. Es ist
juristisch überflüssig, zu betonen, dass in diesem Zusammenhang der Formelbestandteil >donatio< selbstverständlich keine >Schenkung< im Sinne des justinianischen Pandektenrechts bedeutet..., sondern lediglich die Unentgeltlichkeit des
Lehnsempfangs unter Wegfall des laudemium besagt«. - E. Staedler, »Die westindischen Investituredikte Alexanders VI«, (1935) 50 Niemeyers Zeitschrift für
Internationales Recht 315. See, by the same author: »Die westindische Raya von 1493
und ihr völkerrechtliches Schicksal«, (1938) 22 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 165;
»Hugo Grotius über die »donatio Alexandri« von 1493 und der Metellus-Bericht«,
(1941) 25 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 257.
10 J. Höffner, Kolonialismus und Evangelium. Spanische Kolonialethik im Goldenen
Zeitalter (2nd edn.), 1969, p. 213, took particular exception to the theory of a »donation«. For the natives, however, there was little difference in respect of the legal titles
on which the invaders based their intrusion. E. Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte
seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis, Vol. 1, 1958, p. 274, pointed to the fact that the theory of »infeodation« did not alter the theocratic claim of the Pope to hold the dominium
(or at least the dominium directum) over the discovered territory.
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Pope Alexander VI, by way of which the Spanish attempted to assure the
primacy of their rights in America. 11
In the course of this struggle it became obvious that the Spanish attempt
to preserve fundamental aspects of the medieval law of nations was no longer tenable. Confronted with the over-whelming opposition of most other
European States, in particular the Protestant ones, the Spanish endeavoured
forthwith to find other legal titles for their new possessions overseas. Thus,
in the first half of the sixteenth century they had already stopped asking for
a papal sanction of the Hispano-Portuguese demarcation line in the Pacific
Ocean; the right of discovery moved to the foreground and a Spanish jurist
as eminent as Vitoria stated that the popes did not intend to dispose of the
new world as such, but only to draw the limits of the missionary regions.
The Spanish crown, however, never renounced its rights deriving from the
papal bulls and always remained eager to leave open their widest possible
interpretation.
II. The Papal Investiture and the »Raya« of Tordesillas
On 12 October 1492 on the small island of Guanahani in the Bahamas, the
Spanish for the first time set foot on American soil. On 15 March 1493
Columbus returned from his voyage. Believing that he had discovered the
extreme eastern coast of Asia and thus entered into the sphere of the
Portuguese monopoly on exploration, the Spanish at once initiated discussions with the Portuguese concerning the rights to possess and govern the
New World. Delegates of the two neighbouring States conferred from April
until November of that year in Barcelona without achieving a result. The
Portuguese referred to the exclusive rights that the popes had conveyed
upon them over all newly discovered lands »usque ad Indos«. The Spanish
countered by urging Pope Alexander VI (the Spaniard Rodrigo Borgia) to
convey rights assuring them sovereignty over the newly discovered territories. Alexander VI issued five edicts altogether, on three days: 3 May, 4
May and 26 September 1493. These edicts reflected the progression of the
Hispano-Portuguese negotiations and Spanish wishes were correspondingly
taken into account. The two first edicts (the text of the first is lost) were
superseded by the third edict, which was in turn superseded by the fourth
on 4 May 1493. This fourth edict was, because of its authoritative title Inter
caetera, the one upon which the Spanish later relied. Only this edict was
included in the Vatican register of investitures (Vol. XXII, 1245). It was
supplemented by the edict Dudum siquidem of 26 September 1493.12
The Inter caetera edict conveyed in due form upon the Spanish crown all
rights over all discovered and still to be discovered islands and continental
territories beyond a line drawn from pole to pole 100 miles westwards of the

11 G. Fahl, Der Grundsatz der Freiheit der Meere in der Staatenpraxis von 1493-1648,
1969, p. 23.
12 For the texts of the edicts see: Davenport, op cit. note 1, Vol. 1, p. 56 ff.
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Azores and Cape Verde islands. It forbade all persons of whatever rank
(»etiam imperiales et regalis«) under the threat of severe penalty (»sub
excommunicationis late sententia p e n a « ) f r o m entering into the designated
zones for the purposes of trade or for any other reason (»pro mercibus
habendis vel quavis alia de causa«). In return, the Spanish crown had imposed on it the feudal obligation to convert the inhabitants of the occupied
lands to the Christian faith. It was obligated to select sincere, God-fearing,
learned, able and experienced m e n (»viros probos et Deum timentes, doctos, peritos et expertos«) to instruct the natives and inhabitants of those
countries in the Catholic faith and to educate them in good morals (»ad
instruendum Íncolas et habitatores prefatos in fide Catholica et bonis moribus imbuendum«).
By using the expression »qualibet insularum«, the Inter caetera left the
definitive determination of the navigational frontier between Spain and
Portugal to be separately agreed between the two governments. 1 3 A fundamental agreement was achieved with the Treaty of Tordesillas of 2 July
1494, by which a demarcation line was fixed 370 miles westwards of the
Cape Verde Islands. H o w e v e r , this agreement, which was m o r e favourable
to Portugal than to Spain, again left the authoritative demarcation of the
islands of this archipelago and their meridian undetermined. 1 4 T h e removal
of the »Raya«, the earlier demarcation line, was decisive for the fate of
Spanish colonisation. As a result of this deviation f r o m the first demarcation,
a considerable part of the then unknown South American continent,
Brasilia, fell into the Portuguese sphere. H o w e v e r , in 1494 the importance of
this agreement was far f r o m having been recognised. T w e l v e years later, on
24 January 1506, the Tordesillas Treaty was confirmed by the Ea quae edict
of Pope Julius II. 15
In order to understand the genesis of these acts, which w e r e concentrated
into a remarkably short span of time (three of them occurred on one and the
same day), one has to recall the political and legal situation which formed
the background to the conference of Barcelona. According to Staedler, the
Spanish did not call into doubt the monopoly on discovery that the popes
had conveyed upon the Portuguese. Columbus himself had turned to Lisbon
before entering the service of the Spanish crown. Before his first departure,
Madrid had expressly instructed him to keep 100 leagues away f r o m the
Portuguese possessions in Africa. M o r e o v e r , the Portuguese w e r e as willing
as the Spanish to c o m e to an agreement. Given the weakness of their position on the continent and confronted with a militarily much m o r e powerful
neighbour, they could not risk a complete break. As Staedler explained, the
rulers of Spain, »as the most obedient children of the Holy See« (as they w e r e
referred to by the Spanish jurist Herrera) 1 6 and in v i e w of the widely recog13 Staedler, »Die westindischen Investituredikte Alexanders VI«, op cit. note 9, p. 327,
fn. 7.
14 Davenport, op cit. note 1, Vol. I, p. 84 ff.
15 Ibid., p. 107 ff.
16 Antonio de Herrera, Historia general de los hechos de los Castellanos en las islas i
tierrafirmas del mar Oceano (Madrid, 1601), p. 51 a.
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nised legal position of the Portuguese, sought a similar infeodation of their
own overseas possessions.
The infeodation was accordingly performed by Alexander VI, under »conceder« and »donacion«, which, as Herrera has explained, meant »embestidura«. A special Spanish envoy probably arrived in Rome on 2 May 1493 to
give notice to the Vatican of the result of Columbus' first voyage, which had
ended on 15 March 1493. This is a plausible explanation for the fact that the
first three edicts all bore the date of 3 May. Apparently they were all backdated to the earliest date which was credible under the circumstances.
The first edict was obviously inadequate. In order to counter all of the
Portuguese objections, the Spanish urged the Vatican to transfer to the
Spanish in respect of the West Indies, by way of the second edict, all the
powers that the Portuguese had as a result of their East Indian investiture.
In order to counter the argument that the Portuguese had earned these
powers by fighting the infidels in Africa, the Spanish obtained the third
edict, which praised their achievements (namely the expulsion of the Moors
from Granada). At the same time, this edict improved the legal form of the
infeodation through the inclusion of technical terms like »investimus« and
»investitura«, and by taking account of all of the legal requirements relating
to the establishment of the fief, its statute, the assurance of protection, and
dispensation from the laudemium. The fourth edict contained a special
punitive clause which was openly directed against the Portuguese, but conceded to them (obviously owing to their pressure in Barcelona) the further
westward situated Cape Verde Islands and Azores as the starting point for
the demarcation of the exclusive navigation zone, instead of the Canary
archipelago as had originally been intended. Only after this concession did
the Portuguese give up their objections. 17
The legal meaning and importance of the Inter caetera edict remain controversial up to the present day.
The political and scholarly opponents of Spanish imperialism, led by
Francis I of France, Elizabeth I of England, Hugo Grotius and John Milton,
regarded it as an expression of the medieval papal claim to dispose the nonChristian lands of the world. They therefore countered with arguments
denying this claim.
On the other side, the interpretation that had first been advanced by
Vitoria was stubbornly maintained, namely that the popes did not intend to
decide on the distribution of the lands in the new world. Rather, in the context of their authority as the spiritual head of Christendom (»orbis dominus
ad ordinem spiritualem«) they intended only to mandate the Spanish kings,
in the name of whom the discoveries had been made, to expand the
Christian faith in America. Those sentences in the Inter caetera edict which
17 On the origin of the four edicts, see: A. Rein, Der Kampf Westeuropas um Nordamerika im IS. und 16. Jahrhundert, 1925, appendix, p. 275 ff.; H. Harrisse, Diplomatie
History of America (London, 1897); H. van der Linden, »Alexander VI and the Demarcation of the Maritime and Colonial Domains of Spain and Portugal«, (1916) 22 American Historical Review 1; A.G. Gallo, »Las Bulas de Alexandre VI«, (1957/58) 27/28
Anuario de Historia de Derecho Español 441, 557-602; Fahl, op cit. note 11, p. 16 ff.
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expressly mentioned the expansion of the faith were referred to as evidence.
As the Spanish crown was awarded only those islands and continental territories, »found or to be found, discovered or to be discovered«, that were not
actually occupied by any other Christian ruler before 24 December 1494, the
conclusion was drawn that the Pope did not intend to set aside the legal title
of prior occupation. 18 It has also been suggested that the political position
and authority of the papacy at the end of the fifteenth century did not invite
the pontiffs to claim far-reaching powers of territorial disposition. 19 Finally,
using legal concepts drawn from the modern law of occupation, it has been
argued that the papal conveyances were intended to grant only an »inchoate title«, a »ius ad occupationem«. They were meant to transform the mere
possession (»possessio«) of lands »acquired or to be acquired« into lawful
sovereignty (»iustum dominium«). 20
Assessing the true legal situation is complicated further by the fact that
seemingly probative quotations from the papal edicts and other original
documentary materials can be found to support almost all arguments and
views. 21 However, such quotations achieve little, because it is always easy to
play one quotation off against another. They only reflect the reality of the
situation: the participants did not act according to dogmatic legal considerations, but instead followed calculations of political opportunity and consequently often changed or modified their positions.
In the context of this book it is not necessary to establish the original meaning, intention and legal character of the papal documents. Since it did not
make any difference to the subjected Indian populations whether they were
the object of a donation or an infeodation, it was equally meaningless to
them whether the papal edicts only conveyed a missionary mandate upon
the Spanish, with a corresponding demarcation of the mission zones. The
consequences of these different interpretations were the same. Even if it
18 The most authoritative presentation of this view has been provided by J. Goebel,
The Struggle for the Falkland Islands, 1927.
19 W. Fuglsang, Der amerikanisch-holländische
Streit um die Insel Palmas vor dem
ständigen Schiedshof im Haag (Berlin, 1931), p. 78, wrote: »The position of the Pope
was no longer strong enough, and the threat of excommunication not so effective,
that Alexander VI could in 1495 have completely disregarded the general legal opinion«. The argument is not convincing: history teaches the contrary, that declining and
disintegrating institutions are inclined to exaggerate their claims to ruling power.
The theory of papal universalism was completed at a point in time when the decline
of papal power had already progressed quite far. See: supra, pp. 46-48.
20 See: F.A. von der Heydte, »Discovery, Symbolic Annexation and Virtual Effectiveness
in International Law«, (1935) 29 American Journal of International Law 448, 451.
21 In support the opposite view, that the Inter caetera edict transferred sovereignty over
the discoveries in the Americas with constitutive effect, see, in particular: C. Barcia TreMes,
»Francisco de Vitoria et l'école moderne du droit international«, (1927 II) 17 Becueil des
Cours 155. Trelles pointed to the fact that the edict declared void all acquisitions made by
other Christian rulers in the period between 24 December 1492 and the day of the edict's
publication, 4 May 1493, thus clearly ignoring title by occupation. See also: A . DecencièreFerrandière, »Essai historique et critique sur l'occupation comme mode d'acquérir des
territoires en droit international«, (1937) 18 Bevue de Droit International 367.
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was not assumed that the conversion of non-believers required that they
first be subjugated - as w a s argued, for example, by the Spanish court historiographer Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda (1490-1571) in his famous dispute with
Bartolomeo de las Casas in front of Charles V at Valladolid in 1550, in which
he supported the position of the conquistadors 2 2 - this thinking nevertheless
justified the use of armed force and forcible subjection in any situation in
which the preaching of the Gospel had been hindered. This was not m e r e
theory: at least since 1514 it had been the practice to read a proclamation to
the natives w h e n e v e r the conquistadors entered their lands, so as to leave
no doubt as to what w o u l d happen if they did not obey the summons contained therein:
»That the Lord our God, Living and Eternal, created the Heaven and the
Earth, and one man and one w o m a n , of w h o m you and w e , and all the m e n
of the world, w e r e and are descendants, and all those w h o c o m e after us.
But, on account of the multitude which has sprung f r o m this man and
w o m a n in the five thousand years since the w o r l d was created, it was necessary that some m e n should go one w a y and some another, and that they
should be divided into many kingdoms and provinces, for in one alone they
could not be sustained.
Of all these nations God our Lord gave charge to one man, called St. Peter,
that he should be Lord and Superior of all the men in the world, that all should
obey him, and that he should be the head of the whole human race, wherever
men should live, and under whatever law, sect, or belief they should be; and
he gave him the world for his kingdom and jurisdiction. And he commanded
him to place his seat in Rome, as the spot most fitting to rule the world from;
but also he permitted him to have his seat in any other part of the world, and
to judge and govern all Christians, Moors, Jews, Gentiles, and all other sects.
This man was called Pope, as if to say, Admirable Great Father and Governor of men. T h e m e n w h o lived in that time obeyed that St. Peter, and took
him for Lord, King, and Superior of the universe so also they have regarded
the others w h o after him have been elected to the pontificate, and so has it
been continued even till now, and will continue till the end of the world.
One of these Pontiffs, w h o succeeded that St. Peter as Lord of the world,
in the dignity and seat which I have before mentioned, made donation of
these isles and Tierra-firme to the aforesaid Ring and Çueen and to their
successors, our lords, with all that there are in these territories, as is contained in certain writings which passed upon the subject as aforesaid, which
you can see if you wish.
So their Highnesses are kings and lords of these islands and land of
Tierra-firme by virtue of this donation: and some islands, and indeed almost
all those to w h o m this has been notified, have received and served their
Highnesses, as lords and kings, in the w a y that subjects ought to do, with
good will, without any resistance, immediately, without delay, w h e n they

22 On Sepúlveda and the disputation of Valladolid, see: Höffner, op cit. note 10, pp.
222 ff., 239 ff.; A. Truyol y Serra, »Staatsräson und Völkerrecht in der Zeit Karls V«, in
Völkerrecht und rechtliches Weltbild, Festschrift A. Verdross, 1960, p. 273, 282 ff.
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w e r e informed of the aforesaid facts. And also they received and obeyed the
priests w h o m their Highnesses sent to preach to them and to teach them our
Holy Faith; and all these, of their own free will, without any reward or condition, have become Christians, and are so, and their Highnesses have joyfully and benignantly received them, and also have commanded them to be
treated as their subjects and vassals; and you too are held and obliged to do
the same.
Wherefore, as best w e can, w e ask and require you that you consider what
w e have said to you, and that you take the time that shall be necessary to
understand and deliberate upon it, and that you acknowledge the Church as
the Ruler and Superior of the whole world, and the high priest called Pope,
and in his name the King and Queen Dona Juana our lords, in his place, as
superiors and lords and kings of these islands and this Tierra-firme by virtue of the said donation, and that you consent and give place that these religious fathers should declare and preach to you the aforesaid.
If you do so, you will do well, and that which you are obliged to do to their
Highnesses, and w e in their name shall receive you in all love and charity,
and shall leave you your wives, and your children, and your lands, free without servitude, that you may do with them and with yourselves freely that
which you like and think best, and they shall not compel you to turn
Christians, unless you yourselves, when informed of the truth, should wish
to be converted to our Holy Catholic Faith, as almost all the inhabitants of
the rest of the islands have done. And, besides this, their Highnesses award
you many privileges and exemptions and will grant you many benefits.
But, if you do not do this, and maliciously make delay in it, I certify to you
that, with the help of God, w e shall powerfully enter into your country, and
shall make war against you in all ways and manners that w e can, and shall
subject you to the yoke and obedience of the Church and of their Highnesses;
w e shall take you and your wives and your children, and shall make slaves
of them, and as such shall sell and dispose of them as their Highnesses may
command; and w e shall take away your goods, and shall do you all the mischief and damage that w e can, as to vassals who do not obey, and refuse to
receive their lord, and resist and contradict him; and w e protest that the
deaths and losses which shall accrue from this are your fault, and not that of
their Highnesses, or ours, nor of these cavaliers who come with us«.23
This message, the so-called »requerimiento«, must have been rather astonishing to the Indians. It had been drafted by a reputed and learned jurist,
Juan Lopez de Palacios Rubios. He was a member of a royal commission
which met in Burgos in 1512 under the chairmanship of Bishop Juan
Rodriguez de Fonseca and formulated the principles of Spanish colonial
policy (including the controversial system of the »encomiendas«, collective
23 Helps, The Spanish Conquest in America, Vol. I, p. 264. For a G e r m a n translation,
see: E. Schmitt, Dokumente zur Geschichte der europäischen Expansion, Vol. 3, p. 472.
For literature relating to the character and importance of this proclamation, see:
A. Truyol y Serra, » T h e Discovery of the N e w W o r l d and International L a w « , (1971)
University of T o l e d o L a w R e v i e w 305, 318, fn. 25. For illustrative e x a m p l e s of its practical application, see: Straub, Das bellum iustum des Hernán Cortéz, p. 47 ff.
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bodies which organised the w o r k i n g potential of the natives in a system of
forced labour similar to the European manorial estates). 24
From these principles as w e l l as f r o m the text of the »requerimiento« it is
evident that the Spanish crown and in particular the conquistadors and
colonial proprietors interpreted the papal document in its widest possible
sense, thus enabling them to deduce full political sovereignty f r o m it. 25 In
any case, the curia could not have failed to notice that the papal edicts w e r e
used in this way. T h e Demarcation Treaty of Tordesillas alone was too small
a basis for such a policy, because it guaranteed the Spanish claims exclusively in relation to Portugal. In relation to all other rival powers it remained
»res inter alios acta« and therefore ineffective. Thus, the author of a French
cosmography in 1544 stressed that the Treaty of Tordesillas could not bind
France, because neither Francis I nor his predecessors had participated in
its conclusion. T h e Kings of Spain and Portugal had divided up the universe
(»ont faict partaige de l'universel«), even though the King of France held
exactly the same rights over the w o r l d as they did. 26
It was of critical importance to the history of the l a w of nations in the
Spanish Age, that Spain n e v e r succeeded in persuading the other colonial
powers to recognise the papal legal titles, nor the Hispano-Portuguese colonial monopoly which was based upon them.
In so far as they returned to the curialist ideology of the Late Middle Ages,
they even met with opposition f r o m within their o w n ranks. Bartolomé de
las Casas criticised the doctrine of papal w o r l d domination, which had been
adopted f r o m Hostiensis by Palacios Rubios, as »erroneous and even heretic«. 27 He was the only participant in the great internal Spanish debate over
colonial problems w h o d r e w the ultimate consequences, rejecting all violent enforcement of the missionary mandate, recognising the voluntary
consent of the Indians to a Spanish overlordship (that did not deprive them
of their autonomous authorities) as the only lawful title of colonial dominion, and therefore condemning as unjust all Spanish wars and conquests
since 1492. (He wrote this critique at the age of 90, in 1564.) 28
Francisco de Vitoria, his famous contemporary and f e l l o w Dominican, did
not go as far. H o w e v e r , it is significant for the fragility of the spiritual foun24 See: Höffner, op cit. note 10, p. 194 (who also summarised the content of these
principles). See as well: R. Streit, »Die erste Junta von Burgos im Jahre 1512«, (1923)
13 Zeitschrift für Missionswissenschaft 65; A. Truyol y Serra, ibid., p. 315. The commission was composed of four theologians (three of them Dominicans) and six jurists.
As Höffner, op cit. note 10, p. 193, fn. 16, explained, the Bishop of Fonseca was himself the master of large overseas »encomiendas«.
25 This has been confirmed by Goebel, op cit. note 18, p. 84: »The legal quality of the
act of the pope by no means limited its political significance. Indeed, the political purposes which the grant was made to serve almost immediately tended to give the matter a pseudolegal significance that in no way coincided with the original purposes of
the grant. In other words, the bull Inter Caetera, instead of being construed as a charge to convert the heathen, was treated as a grant of territory«.
26 Rein, op cit. note 17, p. 129.
27 ibid. Höffner, op cit. note 10, p. 220.
28 Höffner, op cit. note 10, pp. 228-32, 242.
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dation of Spanish colonial policy that Vitoria too, as a loyal subject of the
Spanish Ring and an obedient son of the Catholic Church, felt it necessary
to turn the basic elements of the legal ideology of this policy upside down,
to re-establish it on a new foundation.
As a member of the Dominican order Vitoria had always taken an active
interest in the discoveries and Spanish colonial policy: the Dominicans were
the principal missionaries to the new world. Las Casas, the »apostle of the
Indians«, was a Dominican. Seven times he crossed the ocean to ask for
royal support against the cruelties committed by the conquistadors and their
reckless exploitation of the natives. His work made a deep impression on
Vitoria, whose concern for the fate of the Christian missionary work and for
the image of the Catholic Church moved him several times to make resolute protests against the excesses of the adventurers and conquistadors in the
New World. He ran a considerable risk in so doing. King Charles V, who had
several times asked for his advice and had expressed esteem for him,
nevertheless wrote a letter on 10 November 1539 to the Prior of the San
Esteban Monastery in Salamanca. In this letter he asked for ecclesiastical
measures to be taken to prevent Vitoria spreading his views in his university lectures. 29
The system of the law of nations designed by Vitoria was not an abstract
one. His theory was developed in debates over the concrete problems of
overseas colonisation. Since he started from the assumption that the natives,
as reasonable beings, had rights according to natural law, held property and
could exercise territorial dominion, he argued that the legal title of occupation could not be used for the acquisition of overseas territories. Only ownerless territories could be occupied, and he did not regard the lands which
were inhabited by natives as terra nullis. Using detailed arguments he rejected all attempts to base the new territorial acquisitions on a supposed universal dominion of the Emperor or Pope. The Roman Empire had been divided
for a long time into an Eastern and a Western Empire. The German emperors never claimed to be the rulers of Greece. The Council of Florence recognised John Paleologos as ruler in the Eastern Empire. Vitoria wrote:
»The patrimony of the Church is not subject to the Emperor. Neither the
kingdom of Spain nor the kingdom of France are subjected to him, although
it is said in gloss, that this independence is factual, not legal. A number of
scholars had conceded, that several cities, heretofore subject to the Empire,
had succeeded in evading this rule in the course of long enduring custom,
which would have been impossible if the subjection had been instituted by
divine law«.30
A universal right to rule on the part of the Emperor, empowering him to
occupy or to distribute the newly discovered overseas territories, did not
exist: »Imperator non est totius orbis dominus«. Nor did the Pope have such
29 The Spanish text of the letter is found in L.O.P. Getino, El Maestro Fray Francisco
de Vitoria (2nd edn.), 1930, p. 150; a French translation in C.B. Trelles, »Francisco de
Vitoria et l'école moderne du droit international«, (1927 II) 17 Recueil des Cours 155;
a German translation in Höffner, ibid., p. 300 ff.
30 De Indis, II, 1, 4, 5.
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temporal power: »Papa nullam potestatem habet in barbaros Indos ñeque in
alios infideles«. W h e n Christ said »Graze my lambs«, he intended to speak of
spiritual and not temporal matters. Even if the Pope had acquired such temporal power, he could not convey it upon temporal rulers as he would thus
bind his successors. This would have been excluded in principle, because
no Pope had f e w e r rights than his predecessor. If the Pope did have a temporal sovereignty, this would have had to have been true of the bishops in
their diocese. H o w e v e r , this was something that had never been claimed. 31
T h e starting point for Vitoria's legal construction was a very different,
almost modern one which has played an important role in the ideology of
colonial imperialism up to very recent times. 32 T h e Spanish had the right to
interact with the natives (»Hispani habent ius peregrinandi ad Indorum barbarorum provincias et illic degendi«, III, 2), to trade with them (»Hispanis
licet apud Indos barbaros negotiari«, III, 3) and to preach the Gospel to them
(»Christiana habent ius praedicandi et annuntiandi Evangelium in provinciis barbarorum«, III, 9).
However, Vitoria attributed some regulatory powers, in respect of the
exercise of these rights, to the Pope as the spiritual head of Christendom. By
virtue of his missionary mandate the Pope could assign to a f e w selected
monarchs the task of converting the natives, and could thus exclude others
f r o m so doing. This p o w e r to delegate included the p o w e r to regulate commerce and interaction with these missionary zones and to prohibit all those
w h o had not been delegated the task of conversion f r o m trading in, or even
entering, these zones. Vitoria wrote:
»Christians have a right to preach and declare the Gospel in barbarian
lands. ... Although this is a task c o m m o n and permitted to all, yet the Pope
might entrust it to the Spaniards and forbid it to all others. T h e proof is in
the fact that, although (as said above) the Pope is not temporal lord, yet he
has p o w e r in matters temporal w h e n this would subserve matters spiritual.
T h e r e f o r e , as it is the Pope's concern to bestow especial care on the propagation of the Gospel over the w h o l e world, he can entrust it to the Spaniards
to the exclusion of all others, if the sovereigns of Spain could render m o r e
effective help in the spread of the Gospel in those parts; and not only could
the Pope forbid others to preach, but also to trade there, if this would further the propagation of Christianity, for he can order temporal matters in
the manner which is most helpful to spiritual matters. And if in this case that
is h o w spiritual matters w o u l d be best helped, it consequently falls within
the authority and p o w e r of the supreme Pontiff. But it seems that in this case
this is the course most conducive to spiritual w e l f a r e , because, if there was
to be an indiscriminate inrush of Christians f r o m other parts to the part in
question, they might easily hinder one another and develop quarrels, to the
31 De Indis, II, 1, 4, 5.
32 U. Scheuner, »Zur Geschichte der Kolonialfrage im Völkerrecht«, (1938) 22 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 447, identified Georges Scelle as the scholar who carried
Vitoria's thinking into modern times, by justifying the intervention of a colonial power
in the lives of natives with the argument, that no group had the right, »de s'isoler du
commerce international«. See: G. Scelle, Précis de droit des gens, 1932, Vol. 1, p. 143.
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banishment of tranquility and the disturbance of the concerns of the faith
and of the conversion of the natives. Further, inasmuch as it was the sovereigns of Spain who were the first to patronise and pay for the navigation of
the intermediate ocean, and as they then had the good fortune to discover
the New World, it is just that this travel should be forbidden to others and
that the Spaniards should enjoy alone the fruits of their discovery. For, just
as in the interests of the preservation of the peace among princes and of the
spread of religion the Pope could make such a distribution of the land of the
Saracens among Christian princes as would prevent one from crossing over
the lands of another, so also for the good of religion he could appoint princes, especially where there were aforetime no Christian princes«. 33
One had to conclude that the Pope had no authority to convey legal title to
territory. Such a title could only be derived from treaties with the natives, by
which they submitted themselves voluntarily to the Spanish, or from conquest by armed force if the natives gave the Spanish just cause for war.
The distance which separated Vitoria's legal construction from the official
Spanish interpretation of the papal edicts is obvious. However, his theory,
which denied the Pope all rights of universal dominion but left him some
powers, as the spiritual head of Christendom, to regulate rivalries between
the European States, reflects even more precisely the intellectual substance
of Spanish policy and of the Spanish Age, than did the official arguments of
the Court of Madrid.
In spite of all his deviations from the official doctrine of Spanish colonial
policy and all the restrictions and moderating accents that he added to this
doctrine, in the end Vitoria did not express any doubt as to the lawfulness of
the Spanish colonial regime. Instead, he provided it with a new rationale
and juridical foundation by basing it on the right to use armed force to over-

33 »Ergo spectat ad Christianos instruere illos ignorantes de summis rebus«. - De Indis III,
p. 9. »Licet hoc sit commune et liceat omnibus, tamen Papa potuit hoc negotium mandare
Hispanis et interdicere omnibus aliis. Probatur, quia, licet... Papa non sit dominus temporalis, tamen habet potestatem in temporalibus in ordine ad spiritualia. Ergo, cum spectet
ad Papam specialiter curare promotionem Evanelii in totum orbem, si ad praedicationem
Evangelii in illis provinciis commodius possent principes Hispani dare operam, potest eis
committere et interdicere omnibus aliis, et non solum interdicere praedicationem, sed
etiam commercium, si hoc ita expediret ad religionis Christianae propagationem, quia
potest ordinare temporalia, sicut expedit spiritualibus. Si ergo hoc ita expedit, ergo spectat
ad auctoritatem et potestatem summi Pointiflcis. Sed omnino videtur ita expedire eo, quod,
si indiscriminatim ex aliis provinciis Christianorum concurrerent ad illas provincias, possent se invicem facile impedire et excitare seditiones; unde et tranquillitas impediretur et
turbaretur negotium fidei et conversio barbarorum. Praeterea, cum principes Hispani suis
auspiciis et sumptibus primi omnium eam navigationem susceperint et tam feliciter
Novum Orbem invenerint, iustum est ut ea peregrinatio aliis interdicatur, et ipsi solum
fruantur inventis. Sicut etiam pro pace conservanda inter principes et religione amplificanda potuit Papa provincias Saracenorum inter principes Christianos ita distribuere, ne
alius in alterius partes transeat, sic etiam posset pro commodo religionis principes creare
et maxime ubi antea nulle fuissent principes Christiani«. - De Indis III, p. 10. The English
text is taken from Classics of International Law, Vol. 6, 1917, p. 157. A German translation
is found in Rein, op cit. note 17, p. 117.
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c o m e resistance against the preaching of the Gospel. Thus, it was his doctrine of bellum iustum which lay at the root of his judgment on the colonial
question. 34
Although in Spain there was an intense discussion, on the one hand, between the legal experts of the crown and other authors linked with the official policy and, on the other hand, other thinkers m o r e attached to the
Church and the spiritual orders and keeping their distance f r o m official
State authorities, in France a different situation prevailed. T h e r e the struggle against the Hispano-Portuguese colonial monopoly was exclusively a
matter for the Crown and its representatives, with policy being formulated
in official statements and diplomatic memoranda.
At first, arguments w e r e used which did not call into question the foundation of papal authority. It was contested only that the Spanish w e r e not
observing the obligations derived f r o m their missionary mandate. It was
questioned whether the missionary w o r k in the vast overseas regions could
be effected by one State alone and whether the Spanish methods of conquest
and subjection corresponded with the Christian spirit of this mandate. In any
event, the »Rex Christianissimus« was called upon to participate in the missionary task.35 A report by the Cardinal of Toledo to the Emperor on 27
January 1541 mentioned a dictum by Francis I of France, w h e r e he said: » T h e
sun shines for m e as for all others. I would like to see the clause in Adam's
testament w h e r e b y I am excluded f r o m the division of the world«. 3 6
Nor did the French understand the edicts of Alexander VI as excluding the
French f r o m such a division of the world. In the Vatican's secret archive
there was a French m e m o r a n d u m entitled De Canadia et Nova Francia, in
which it was maintained that the papal conveyances upon Spain did not
relate to the discoveries of Verrazano, w h o had travelled along the eastern
coast of North America on behalf of the French. T h e Inter caetera edict
clearly set out that the lands and islands discovered by Spanish representatives and captains ( » p e r nuntios et capitaneos vestros inventae«) should
belong to Spain (»hactenus per nuntios vestros repertas et repreriendas in
posterum«), but not those lands and islands discovered by other States in
other regions. 3 7
Alongside these arguments advanced by Catholic France, the ideas of the
French protestant Huguenots came into play. T h e Huguenot population was
centred in the French sea ports and their leader, Admiral Gaspard de
Coligny, supported the concept of a far-reaching colonial and maritime
policy for FYance. T h e idea of the f r e e d o m of the seas as it developed on

34 See: supra, pp. 145-147.
35 A. Rein, »Über die Bedeutung der überseeischen Ausdehnung für das europäische
Staatensystem«, (1928) 137 Historische Zeitschrift 28, 40.
36 La Roncière, Histoire de la marine française (Paris, 1906), Vol. 3, p. 300.
37 Rein, Kampf um Nordamerika, op cit. note 17, p. 125; Davenport, op cit. note 1,
Vol. I, p. 59 ff. This is probably a quotation from a protocol of interpretation relating
to the Inter caetera edict, given to the French, on their request, in 1533 by Pope
Clement VII. See: Ch. A. Julien, Les voyages de découverte et les premiers établissements (XV-XVIe siècles) (Paris, 1948), p. 116 ff.; Fahl, op cit. note 11, p. 64 ff.
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these calvinist-protestant foundations was then introduced into the dispute
with Spain and Portugal. 38
In a letter of petition to Francis I concerning the capture of a ship by the
Portuguese in 1532, the argument was advanced that the King of Portugal
did not have a better right to islands in the ocean than the King of France.
T h e natives had their own kings ( » r e g u l i « ) and the Portuguese did not have
jurisdiction ( » d o m i n u m et iurisdictio«) in those regions, to which the French
had travelled. T h e sea was c o m m o n to all ( » m a r e sit c o m m u n e « ) ; all nations
w h o came to those islands, not only the Gauls, w e r e allowed to trade with
the natives (»cum accolis comertium habere«). 3 9 T h r e e arguments w e r e
thus at the core of the radical French legal ideology that was developed by
the Huguenots: f r e e d o m of the seas, f r e e d o m of trade and interaction with
the natives, and the conviction, that the indigenous tribes w e r e not hors-laloi, but living in a state of orderly public organisation. This last argument sat
in sharp contrast to the conception held by the Spanish and Portuguese conquistadors. Francis I did not close his ears to the requests and ideas of the
seafarers among his subjects.
In the period between the Treaty of Tordesillas in 1494 and the Peace of
Cateau-Cambrésis in 1559, the French f o r m e d the first line of combat
against the Hispano-Portuguese colonial monopoly. 4 0 H o w e v e r , they did not
succeed in destroying it. Only the entry of two n e w great colonial powers
into the overseas competition enabled the expulsion of the Spanish w o r l d
p o w e r f r o m its privileged position: the intrusion of Elizabethan England into
the Hispano-Portuguese sphere in America, and the rise of the Netherlands,
which first appeared as an independent p o w e r within the State system in
1609, although it had already conducted an independent colonial policy
during the last decade of the sixteenth century.
On the intellectual side, the confrontation with Spain acquired its principal and decisive sharpening in the clash of Spain with England and the
Netherlands. T h e overseas colonial disputes also acquired their intellectual
profile in connection with the great political and religious controversies between Catholicism and Protestantism. » T h e Pope had no right to partition
the w o r l d and to give and to take kingdoms to w h o m e v e r he pleased« - these
words spoken by Queen Elizabeth in 1580 reveal the w i d e gap that existed
between the two positions. In the years f r o m 1577 to 1580 Francis Drake
undertook his famous voyage to the west coast of America, w h e r e he occupied California on behalf of Elizabeth under the name of N e w Albion.
Continuing westwards he sailed across the Pacific Ocean to the Moluccas,
the »Spiee Islands« ( n o w the Philippines), and returned, laden with rich
treasures, around the Cape of Good Hope to England. Answering the protest
of the Spanish envoy in London, Don Bernardino de Mendoza, against this
enterprise, Queen Elizabeth summed up the English argument:

38 See: infra., pp. 245 ff.
39 »Protestation de Bertrand d'Ornesau« (11 March 1538). See: Rein, Kampf um Nordamerika, op cit. note 17, p. 128.
40 For a good summary of the French argument, see: Fahl, op cit. note 11, p. 66 ff.
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»That the Spaniards by their hard dealing against the English, whom they
had prohibited Commerce contrary to the Law of Nations, had drawne these
mischiefes upon themselves. That Drake should be forthcoming to answer
in Law and right, if he might be convict by any certaine evidence and testimonie to have committed anything against Law and right. That those goods
were layed up to that purpose, that satisfaction might be made to the
Spaniard, though the Queene had spent a greater summe of money than
Drake had brought in against the Rebels, whom the Spaniard had excited in
Ireland and England. Moreover, she understood not, why hers and other
Princes subjects should be barred from the Indies, which she could not perswade herselfe the Spaniard had any rightfull title to by the Byshop of Rome's
donation, in whom she acknowledged no prerogative, much less authority
in such causes, that he should bind Princes which owe him no obedience,
or infeoffe as it were the Spaniard in that N e w World and invest him with
the possession thereof: nor yet by any other title then that the Spaniards had
arrived here and there, built Cottages and given names to a River or a Cape;
which things cannot purchase any proprietie. So as this donation of that
which is anothers, which in right is nothing worth, and this imaginary property, cannot let, but that other Princes may trade in those Countries, and
without breach of the L a w of Nations, transport Colonies thither, where the
Spaniards inhabite not, for as much as prescription without possession is
little worth«. 41
The arguments which the Queen used had been elaborated in a legal
advisory opinion submitted to her in 1578.42 This opinion critically analysed
and rejected the Spanish claims, based on the papal edicts, to a monopoly of
trade and navigation. It stated that the most the popes could have granted
was a missionary mandate, that the Spanish had misused it in an illegal
manner, and that the popes had no authority to restrict the rights of
Christian rulers to interact with the natives. Further arguments, on which
the Elizabethan policy was later based, related to treaties in which mutual
freedom of commerce with the territories of the other contracting party was
guaranteed. The effectiveness of Spanish and Portuguese occupation of the
lands they claimed was put into question and their right, to exclude the subjects of other Christian rulers from trading with those lands and to forbid
them from navigating thereto, was denied.
An idea, which had been introduced into the discussion by the French and
which a generation later received its classical formulation by Hugo Grotius,
reemerged with greater determination than before. This was the idea of the
freedom of the seas.
In March 1609, one month before the conclusion of the Hispano-Dutch
armistice of Antwerp, the 26 year old General Fiscal of Holland, Zealand and
41 C a m d e n , The Historie of the Most Renowned and Victorius Princesse Elizabeth,
late
Queene of England ( L o n d o n , 1630), Vol. 2, p. 116 (cited in T.A. Walker, A History of the
Law of Nations, 1899, Vol. 1, p. 161).
42 T.W. Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Sea, 1911, p. 107; Fahl, op cit. note 11, p. 99 ff.
( T h e latter also provided an o v e r v i e w of the English arguments in the disputes with
Portugal and Spain.)
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West-Frisia, Hugo de Groot, published a treatise entitled Mare liberum sive de
iure quod Batavis competit ad indicaría commercia, dissertatio. This treatise,
which was clearly produced under a mandate from the Dutch East India
Company, was written on the occasion of a particular difference of opinion
between that company and the States General over the handling of a prize law
case.43 The Dutch Greenland navigator Jacob Heemskerck had, after yearslong quarrels since 1596, and contrary to the instructions he had received,
captured a Portuguese freighter in the Straits of Singapore. Grotius used the
occasion to deny the Portuguese every privilege relating to the possession of
India, to trade in that area and to exclusive navigation in the Indian Ocean.
As far as Grotius' treatise dealt with the freedom of the seas, it will be analysed in connection with the legal order of the seas in Chapter Nine below.
However, it is relevant here in the wider context of the colonial monopoly
and the Hispano-Portuguese claims based on the papal edicts.
Grotius started from the same principle as Vitoria, which he called - with
some exaggeration - the » first and most certain rule of the law of nations«:
»Every nation has the right to travel to another one and to engage in commerce with them (»licere cuiois gentii quam vis alteram adire, cumque ea
negotiari«). The denial of this right gave a good ground to Castile to engage
in war against the Americans. In support of this thesis he quoted Vitoria.
Even if the Portuguese w e r e the owners of the regions sought by the Dutch
they would nevertheless inflict an injury if they prevented the Dutch from
entering those regions and engaging in commerce therein.
The donation of the Pope did not bestow upon the Portuguese neither a
right of possession with respect to India (Chapt. I l l ) nor a claim to the sea
or a right to navigate it (Chapt. VI) nor a privilege for exclusive trade with
India (Chapt. X). If the Portuguese referred to apportionment by Pope Alexander it had to be considered whether he intended to conciliate in the dispute between Portugal and Spain, which of course he was empowered to
discharge in his capacity as chosen arbiter between the two peoples. If this
was what happened, it did not affect the other peoples of the world. Even if
it was the intention of the Pope to bestow almost a third of the whole earth
upon each of the two nations it would not necessarily follow that the Portuguese had become the owners of the Orient, since it is not the act of donation but the subsequent delivery that creates ownership. Therefore, in order
to give validity to such a claim, it would be necessary to add the title of
actual possession to the title of donation.
Furthermore, anyone who chooses to make a thorough examination of the
question of law, whether divine or human, weighing the matter independently of his personal interests, will readily discern that a donation of this
kind, concerning as it does the property of others, is without effect. I shall
not enter here into any dispute as to the power pertaining to the Pope (in
other words, to the Bishop of the Church of Rome); nor shall I make any
assertion save on the basis of a hypothesis accepted by the most erudite of

43 It was only part of his unpublished first work De iure praedae, which was written
in 1604-05, rediscovered in 1864, and published in 1885.
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those persons who attribute the highest possible degree of authority to the
papal office, and among whom the Spaniards in particular are included. The
latter have boldly asserted (and I use their own words), that the Pope is not
the civil or temporal lord of the whole earth; for, with their characteristic
astuteness, they have readily grasped these facts: that Christ the Lord renounced all earthly sovereignty; that in His human form He certainly did not
possess dominion over the entire world; and that if He had possessed such
dominion, this sovereign right could not by any series of arguments be attributed to the Pope or transferred on a vicarious basis to the Church of Rome,
inasmuch as it is indubitably true that in other respects, also, Christ possessed many things to which the Pope did not fall heir. Certain other admissions should also be noted, namely; that even if the Pope did have wordly
power of this kind, he would still not be right in exercising it, since he ought
to be content with his spiritual jurisdiction; that, in any case, he would in
nowise be able to cede such power to secular princes; that, moreover, if he
does possess any temporal power, he possesses it, as the phrase goes, for
spiritual ends; and that, consequently, he has no power at all over infidel
peoples, since they are not members of the Church.
Thus it follows from the opinions laid down by Cajetan and by Vitoria
as well as from the preponderant authority of both theologians and canonists, that there is no sound claim to be urged against the East Indians,
either on the ground that the Pope as lord of the East Indian lands gave
away this territory by an unrestricted act of donation, or on the ground
that the inhabitants fail to acknowledge the papal dominion; and indeed,
it is also clear than even the Saracens were never despoiled on such
grounds«. 44
In 1655, the arguments in the great debate over the legal titles of the colonial expansion were once again summarised on the English side in a manifesto which Oliver Cromwell had ordered published at the beginning of the
Anglo-Spanish War, to justify his actions. It was entitled Scriptum Domini
Protectoris Reipublicae Angliae, Scotiae, Hiberniae etc. Ex consensu atque
Sententia Concilii sui editum. In qua huius Reipublicae causa contra Hispanos iusta esse demonstratur 45 The author of this important State pamphlet
was none other than the poet and philosopher John Milton. Scheuner has
written that:
»The treatise illuminates in a vivid and inflamatory language the colonial
dispute which caused the war. It describes how the Spanish claimed exclusive colonial possession of the whole of the West Indies and took forcible
action against English merchants and settlers. Against the Spanish monopoly of trade with the inhabitants of their possessions, and even with those
of not-yet-occupied territories, it invokes the principle of the general law of
nations >ius versandi cum illis et commercium habendi<. This principle had
already been underlined by Vitoria and was now proclaimed as being of
44 Mare liberum - new edition by J.B. Scott with English translation by Magottin
(New York, 1916/17) Ch. 3.
45 Frank Allen Patterson, The Works of John Milton, Vol. 13 (New York, 1937)
p. 169 ff.
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highest importance, in presentiment of the importance it would have for
British rule of the seas«. 46
Milton rejected the Spanish titles with bitter mockery. England could not
attribute any legal relevance to the »donatio papae«, which was the basis on
which the curia was giving away kingdoms and countries. Nor did Milton
recognise other legal titles, such as title by discovery, which the Spanish had
used at an early stage as a supplemental basis for their legal ideology. He
considered that only »coloniarum deductio et possessio« provided valid
titles. The principle of occupation, as advanced through the effective taking
of colonial possession, was visibly emerging. It provided the basis of the
territorial order of the law of nations of subsequent centuries.
The demarcation of colonial spheres on the basis of either papal edicts or
bilateral treaties dominated Hispano-Portuguese colonial policy until the
middle of the sixteenth century. All of the colonial territorial disputes between the two leading colonial powers were fought on this basis.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century the dispute over the Moluccas
raised the problem of the »Pacific Raya«. The Portuguese, who under Viceroy
Albuquerque and the navigator Magalhaes had discovered the Molluccas in
1511-12, were uncertain whether the islands belonged to their zone of discovery, or to the Spanish one. Magalhaes, after having changed to the service of the Spanish crown, in 1519 contended that the islands were situated
in the Western hemisphere. He consequently took possession of them in the
name of the Spanish king. This bold contention, which ignored all geographic facts (the Moluccas lie west of the 135th degree of longitude, i.e.
undoubtedly in the Eastern hemisphere) stirred up protracted quarrels
which ended (after a failed conference in Badajoz in 1524) at a conference
in Saragossa in 1529. There the geographic facts were more-or-less correctly determined and the Pacific demarcation line was fixed by a meridian that
passed 17 equator degrees (297.5 leagues) east of the Moluccas, through the
Archipelago de las Velas y de Santo Thomé. 47
In the TVeaty of Saragossa of 1529,48 which settled the dispute about the
»Pacific Raya«, Spain agreed to renounce its claims to the Moluccas and all
navigation interests west of the new »raya«. However, it did so with a reservation requiring closer nautical scrutiny and against an indemnification of
50,000 ducats. As the new demarcation line was essentially in conformity
46 »Die Schrift beleuchtet in lebhafter und zündender Sprache den kolonialen Streit,
der den Grund zum Kriege bildet. Sie schildert, wie die Spanier die kolonialen Besitzungen in Westindien alle für sich allein beanspruchen und gegen die Engländer, die
dort Handel treiben oder sich angesiedelt haben, gewaltsam vorgegangen sind.
Gegen das spanische Monopol auf den Handel mit den Eingeborenen ihrer Besitzungen, ja sogar der noch nicht okkupierten Gebiete, verweist sie auf das dem
gemeinen Völkerrecht entstammende >ius versandi cum illis et commercium habend i , von dem schon bei Vitoria die Rede war und das nun hier höchst bedeutungsvoll
als Grundsatz verkündet wird, schon in Vorahnung der Bedeutung, die dieses Prinzip
für die britische Seegeltung haben sollte«. - Scheuner, op cit. note 32, p. 461.
47 On this and the further development of the »demarcation principle«, see: Staedler,
op cit. note 9, p. 175 ff.
48 Davenport, op cit. note 1, Vol. I, p. 185 ff.; Fahl, op cit. note 11, p. 26 ff.
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with the geographical facts, the Portuguese paid this sum without actually
being legally required to do so. One can regard this as an act of compensatory justice, because the Portuguese acquired possession of Brazil as a
consequence of another no less serious error - in 1494 nobody had any idea
that the »Atlantic Raya« of Tordesillas gave Portugal a share of the American
continent. 49
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Brazilian continental
frontier and possession of the Sacramento province in particular was the
main object of all Hispano-Portuguese colonial disputes. In this context, the
last mention of the demarcation principle appeared in the HispanoPortuguese Frontier Treaty of Madrid of 1750, in which the demarcation line
was abolished by mutual agreement:
»The present treaty shall be the only basis and rule that shall be followed
hereafter for the division and boundaries of the two dominions throughout
America and in Asia; and by virtue of this treaty there will be abolished whatever right and action the two kingdoms may allege because of the Bull of
Alexander VI of happy memory and of the treaties of Tordesillas, Lisbon, and
Utrecht, of the deed of sale given in Saragossa, and of any other treaties,
conventions and agreements, all which insofar as they relate to the line of
demarcation shall be null and void, as though it had never been fixed,
remaining in every other respect in force and effect; and in the future the
said line shall not be further discussed nor shall it be used as a means for
the decision of any dispute that may arise concerning boundaries, with the
sole exception of the frontier which is prescribed in the present articles as
an invariable line and much less subject to controversies«. 50
This agreement was revised again during the course of the Seven Years
War when Spain, fighting on the side of the French, was defeated by the
British at sea. The result was the Hispano-Portuguese Treaty of El Pardo of
1761. However, the Treaty of San Ildefonso of 1777 restored the Madrid
agreement and confirmed definitively the abolition of the demarcation principle.
However, these last developments in the relations between Spain and
Portugal were relevant only for bilateral legal relations between those two
States. In the French age of the European law of nations, the demarcation
principle was dead. Milton's polemic against it was the last of its kind. After
him, nobody found it necessary to attack this principle.

III. Discovery as a Title for the Acquisition of Colonial Territories
It was characteristic of the substance and character of Spanish policy that
Spain did not rely exclusively on the titles based on papal edicts. In order to
help justify their overseas colonial policy the Spanish referred to other,
more modern arguments. 51
49 See: supra, p. 234.
50 Davenport, op cit. note 1, Vol. IX, p. 78.
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The most important of these arguments was the reference to discovery as
a legal title for the acquisition of overseas territory. Of lesser importance
were considerations of equity, as they were already used in papal grants to
some degree. 5 2 They implied that the nation which had shouldered the cost,
the labour and the pain of the discoveries, was the only one which in all fairness was entitled to harvest the fruits of this labour, sacrifice and pain. In
order to give this argument a legal form, it was contended that the Pope had
issued a kind of notice to the Christian rulers of Europe, with which only the
Spanish and the Portuguese had complied. Spanish delegates reported to
Madrid in 1539:
»Against the customary argument, that the sea is common to all, w e used
the bulls of Pope Alexander (1493) and Pope Julius II (1508) as the basis for
the summons addressed to Christian princes in order to find out those, who
were prepared to contribute to the costs of the discovery; on that basis the
demarcation had been performed, and it was not right, that others came to
have the benefit of the labour and costs expended by us upon the discovery
of the Indies«. 53
The essence of this argument was that the other European rulers had
excluded themselves from the distribution of overseas possessions through
their inactivity and their unwillingness to incur expenditure and make
sacrifices.
The question whether and at what time discovery was recognised as a
fully valid title for the acquisition of territory was always controversial, and
remains so even today. To some historians and jurists there seems to be no
question that discovery, at least during the classical period of discoveries,
was recognised as a valid and sufficient title for the acquisition of territory. 54
Others insist that discovery as such had never been a sufficient title, that it

51 I do not share Fahl's v i e w that the papal edicts w e r e not a i m e d at legitimising
Spanish and Portuguese jurisdiction (p. 21), nor that the Spanish and Portuguese had
only rarely r e f e r r e d to them as the legal basis of their m o n o p o l y (p. 130). His analysis
does not lead to these conclusions.
52 In explaining the reasons f o r the papal grant to the King of Portugal, the bull
Romanus Ponti/ex of 1455 mentioned the King as » f e a r i n g lest strangers induced by
covetousness should sail to those parts and desiring to usurp to themselves the perfection, fruit and praise of this w o r k «.... G r e w e , Fontes, Vol. I, p. 642; Rein, Kampf um
Nordamerika,
op cit. note 17, p. 117; Davenport, op cit. note 1, Vol. I, p. 16.
53 » A l l e g h a n s les a r g u m e n s ordinaires que la m e r soit c o m m u n e , et nous au contraire nous servant du f o n d e m e n t de la bulle du pape A l e x a n d r e (1493) et du pape
Julie second (1508), de la s o m m a t i o n que se fit aux princes Crétiens pour scavoir
ceuly que v o u l d r i o n t contribuer aux frais du d e s c o u v r e m e n t , la d é m a r c a t i o n que
sen fit, et que ce nestoit raison que aultres vinssent j o y r des travaulx et fraiz faicts
par aultruy pour descouvrir les dittes Indes«. - D a v e n p o r t , op cit. note 1, Vol. I,
p. 220.
54 P. Heilborn, »Entdeckung«, in Wörtenbuch
des Völkerrechts
(1924), p. 365 ff.;
F. Bleiber, Die Entdeckung
im Völkerrecht. Eine Studie zum Problem der
Okkupation
(1933), p. 99.
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gave at most an »inchoate title«, a kind of expectant right to the future taking
of possession. 55
In 1623 a German jurist, Johann Gryphiander (Griepenkerl) published a
treatise on this matter entitled Tractatus de insulis. Measured by the frequency with which it was cited, it seems for some time to have been a standard work on this question. However, this treatise also failed to provide a
conclusive answer. Although it spoke of the legal title of »inventio«, it added
three more criteria which had to be met: an intention to possess (»animus
sibi habendi«), a taking of possession (»corporalis apprehensio«), and an
absence of ownership of the discovered object claimed by another party.
From this construction it was deduced that Gryphiander used the word
»inventio« as meaning the same as »occupatio« and that it was his intention
to satisfy the passion of the legal scholars of the seventeenth century for
classification by creating an artificial term which would allow one to distinguish between the public and private laws of occupation. However, this
interpretation too has met with firm opposition. 56
In the nineteenth century international arbitral tribunals were several
times confronted with having to examine the legal validity of the title of discovery in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. On such occasions the
old differences of opinion reappeared. A United States memorial in the
American-Dutch dispute over sovereignty over the Island of Palmas spoke
of the »unquestioned validity of title based on discovery as late as the early
part of the sixteenth century«. 57 A Dutch counter-memorial in the same dispute denied the existence of a general principle granting a title based solely on discovery, even in the period of the great discoveries. 58
An arbitral award handed down by the President of the French Republic
in 1875 in the Anglo-Portuguese dispute over sovereignty over Delagoa Bay
attributed the territory in question to the Portuguese on the basis of their
having discovered it first, in the sixteenth century. 59 Spain used the same
argument against Germany in their dispute over the Carolinas. 60
In any case, the Spanish and Portuguese claims to sovereignty over wide,
largely unexplored and even less effectively governed parts of the American
continent were not seriously disputed. They were instead silently recognised by State practice. The boundaries of the Spanish administrative districts
(as of 1810) were made the point of departure when boundaries were

55 G. Dahm, Völkerrecht, Vol. 1,1958, p. 584; I. von Münch, »Entdeckung«, in Wörterbuch
des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. I, p. 427 ff.; W. Schoenborn, »Über Entdeckung als Rechtstitel
völkerrechtlichen Gebietserwerbs«, in Gegenwartsprobleme des internationalen Rechtes
und der Rechtsphilosophie, Festschrift R. Laun, 1953, p. 239 ff. The term »inchoate title«
was coined by British international lawyers during the nineteenth century.
56 See: Heydte, op cit. note 20, p. 448.
57 United States Memorial, 1925, p. 53.
58 Netherlands Countermemorial, The Hague, 1926.
59 H. La Fontaine, Pasicrisie internationale. Histoire documentaire des arbitrages
internationaux, 1902, pp. 170-72.
60 J.B. Moore, History and Digest of the International Arbitrations to which the United
States has been a party, 1898, Vol. 5, p. 5043.
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demarcated between the new republics on their secession from the motherland.
Whatever legal arguments might have been used by the English and the
French later, in their efforts to acquire territory on the American continent
they referred to expeditions such as that made by John Cabot in 1497-98.
Cabot had sailed along the eastern coast of North America from Labrador to
Florida and had landed at a few places. However, there was no practical possibility for him to establish bases for the exercise of effective government by
the English crown along this extended coastline, or even in its hinterland. 61
The full implications of this controversy cannot be examined in this context. It is questionable whether even a very careful analysis of State practice
and contemporary literature would ever produce an unequivocal result.
Such a result could only be expected if one were to overlook that the law of
nations always emerges from the conflicting interests of rival powers, and
that as a result clear decisions or at least generally recognised compromises are not always achieved. Time and again it happened, in respect of
important questions, that the legal concepts and opinions of the various
powers confronted each other incompatibly and irreconcilably, or that old
claims were suddenly revived, the basis of which had long since disappeared from the general legal consciousness of the time. Even if it was possible to produce documentary evidence from the classical period of discovery, which proved that possession of a colonial territory had been taken by
effective occupation, it cannot be disputed that such evidence would be constituted of opinions emanating from those who were struggling against the
Hispano-Portuguese colonial monopoly and thus seeking to destroy the title
of discovery as a legal basis of this monopoly.
This is also true for Grotius, who discussed the title of discovery in Mare
liberum and advanced the thesis that experts in grammar regarded the
words »invenire« and »occupare« as being synonymous.
It is true that recently a document has been found which seems to show
that even the Spanish recognised effective occupation as a necessary customary law requirement for the acquisition of territory. The document in question contains instructions from Charles V to Zuniga, his envoy in Portugal,
in 1533. However, the text leaves room for different interpretations, so that
this controversy was not resolved.62
In spite of such controversial questions being left open in some cases, the
fact remained that the leading power of the State system, Spain, and the next
most important colonial power, Portugal, based their taking possession of
the New World on the papal grants and the principle of discovery. The dispute on the implications of the principle of discovery, in which scholars and
politicians have been engaged up to the present day, basically reflects, as
ever, the traditional diversity of interests and their expression in certain
legal concepts coloured by that diversity. Even in recent years the Iberian
States have maintained that discovery is a sufficient title for the acquisition
of territory, at least if that title was acquired in past centuries. The North
61 Schoenborn, op cit. note 55, p. 242 ff.
62 Fuglsang, op cit. note 19, p. 88; Bleiber, op cit. note 54, p. 15 ff.
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Americans obviously adopted this tradition - as was evident in the dispute
over the Island of Palmas - at least in so far as they took over the Spanish
heritage. Today, as in past centuries, the younger colonial powers - Britain,
the Netherlands and France - are those which deny the validity of this principle and insist on the requirement of effective occupation.
T h e principle of effective occupation is certainly not an invention of the
sixteenth or seventeenth century. It was born in a historical w o r l d that in its
political and social structure was far r e m o v e d f r o m the early Modern A g e it was born in the w o r l d of Roman law. T h e jurists of the fourteenth century,
particularly Bartolus de Sassoferrato in his Tractatus de insula, had adopted
this principle f r o m Roman civil l a w and sought to secure its introduction
into the medieval w o r l d of law. 63
A distinguished scholar has recently attempted to prove that the principle
of effective occupation was already included in Spanish law in the thirteenth
century, and that the Code of Alphonse the Wise of 1265 demonstrated that in
that law occupation was synonymous with colonisation. 64 H o w e v e r , even
this author felt bound to concede that the situation had changed considerably after 1493. Once the Hispano-Portuguese rivalry had been settled
through the demarcation and the Tordesillas Treaty and there was no
serious fear of other rivals, it was no longer politically necessary for the
Spanish crown to place weight on occupation, and it did not.
It remained significant for the Spanish Age, the period f r o m 1493 to 1648,
that the Spanish fought for the principle of discovery as a legal title for the
acquisition of territory and that the principle of effective occupation, advanced by the younger colonial powers, did not prevail. Even the French contention, placed in opposition to Spain in the first half of the sixteenth century, that it did not suffice to travel along a coast in order to take possession
of the land (such conquests w e r e easy to accomplish, a prominent French
navigator said in 1539; they did not cost much, because they involved neither attacks nor resistance) 6 5 did not change much in practice. T h e situation
was similar in 1580 w h e n Mendoza, Philip IPs envoy to London, complained
about Sir Francis Drake's famous advance into the Pacific Ocean on the
basis of the title of discovery. Elizabeth replied:
»For that their [the Spanish] having touched only here and there upon a
coast and given names to a f e w rivers or capes, w e r e such insignificant
things as could in no ways entitle them to a propriety further than in the
parts w h e r e they actually settled and continued to inhabit«. 66
This w a s an argument that the Spanish could just as easily have used
against the English.
»Invenire enim non est oculis usurpare, sed apprehendere« - this was
what Hugo Grotius wrote about the principle of discovery in the second
63 See: supra, pp. 132.
64 Goebel, op cit. note 18, p. 88 ff.
65 Rein, Kampf um Nordamerika, op cit. note 17, p. 128.
66 Camden's Annals, Year 1580\ Pearce Higgins, »International Law and the Outer
World 1450-1648«, in Cambridge History of the British Empire, Vol. 1, 1929, Ch. 6,
p. 185.
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chapter of his Mare liberum of 1609. However, even if it did not attract much
attention in the theory of the law of nations, the final turning point in the
history of this principle was Milton's polemic against this »imaginarius titulus«, in his memorandum of 1655.67 Milton's polemic led to the start of the
Anglo-Spanish War, which ended with the collapse of Spanish predominance in the State system. A new age with new powers and new ideas began.
In this new age the contention that only »coloniarum deductio et possessio«
could provide a good title for the acquisition of territory was not an empty
postulate, but became practical reality.

67 Patterson, op cit. note 45, Vol. 13, p. 169. See also: supra, p. 248.
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Chapter Nine
Law and Dominion of the Sea: Mare clausum v. mare liberum

The geographic picture of the world, which was altered as a consequence of the
overseas discoveries, also transformed the foundations of the maritime law of
nations in the sixteenth century. The Spanish Age was in this respect characterised by the fact that the problems of the law of the sea were split into two parts.
One part involved the continued struggle for dominion of the sea, as it had developed during the Middle Ages as a struggle for dominion over closed or at least
geographically restricted seas. If in past centuries the Venetians had controlled
the Adriatic and the Genoese the Ligurie Sea, now the English expanded their
rule into the »Oceanus Britannicus«. The Danes did the same in the Baltic Sound,
in the Belt and even in the waters between Norway, Iceland and Greenland.
However, beyond these traditional problems there was a new group of
problems which was directly connected to the discovery of America and the
opening of a new, global horizon. These problems concerned the question
of control over the open, unlimited oceans of the world, the immensities of
which were only just becoming apparent. These open oceans w e r e the
object of claims to dominion by Spain and Portugal, which had earlier been
the leading sea-faring nations of the Age of Discovery.
These two fundamentally different aspects of the problems relating to law
and dominion of the sea in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries have to
be distinguished if one is to analyse the complex slogan of »freedom of the
seas«, in which the counter-positions of the great maritime powers were
reflected literally. Different threads of the problem were always intertangled,
especially because at this time only very feable efforts were made to make a
systematic distinction between the open oceans and the coastal seas.
The foundations of the Hispano-Portuguese claims to dominion over the
major oceans of the world were identical with the legal titles on which the
overseas colonial acquisitions of these two nations were based: the papal
investiture and the right of earliest discovery.
Unlike the papal bestowals from the middle of the fifteenth century,1 neither the »Inter caetera« edict of 1493 nor the Treaty of Tordesillas of 1493-94
spoke expressly of a right of control, property or possession over the ocean.
However, the »Inter caetera« edict set out a prohibition on undertaking voyages, whether for trading or other purposes, to the newly discovered islands
and continental territories without the permission of the Spanish Ring, to
whom they had been attributed. 2 Article 4 of the Treaty of Tordesillas provi1 The Romanus Pontifex edict of 1455 had expressly spoken of acquisition of possession in respect of »islands, lands, harbours and seas«. See supra, 144.
2 F.G. Davenport, European Treaties bearing on the History of the United States and its
Dependencies, 1917, Vol. 1, p. 72 fT.
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d e d that ships b e l o n g i n g to t h e S p a n i s h K i n g w e r e

a l l o w e d to cross the

P o r t u g u e s e z o n e u n h i n d e r e d on their w a y to the Spanish z o n e of discovery.
H o w e v e r , these ships w e r e e x p r e s s l y p r o h i b i t e d f r o m d e v i a t i n g

arbitrarily

f r o m their direct course.3 Thus, the exclusive claim of d o m i n i o n o v e r the
o c e a n s by the t w o I b e r i a n States w a s u n e q u i v o c a l l y e x p r e s s e d in b o t h t h e s e
d o c u m e n t s , e v e n if t h e y a v o i d e d d o i n g so in l e g a l t e r m s . 4
In a d d i t i o n to the p a p a l i n v e s t i t u r e , b o t h Spain a n d P o r t u g a l r e f e r r e d to
d i s c o v e r y as a s u b s i d i a r y l e g a l t i t l e . 5
G i v e n the w e i g h t of the Hispano-Portuguese claims and the strength of
the protests they e v o k e d , the w e a k n e s s o f the literary support that existed
f o r t h e m is s t r i k i n g . T h e m o s t i m p o r t a n t S p a n i s h w r i t e r s o n t h e l a w o f n a tions of the sixteenth century b e l o n g e d to the c a m p w h i c h d e f e n d e d the f r e e d o m of the seas. F e r d i n a n d Vasquez de M e n c h a c a (1509-66) w a s certainly
t a k i n g c a r e o f a S p a n i s h i n t e r e s t w h e n , i n h i s Illustrium
aliorumque

usu frequentium

Libri

tres,

Controversiarum

p u b l i s h e d i n V e n i c e i n 1564, h e d e -

m a n d e d f r e e d o m of the seas - thus c h a l l e n g i n g the c l a i m s of the Venetians
a n d G e n o e s e to c o n t r o l c e r t a i n l i m i t e d parts o f the M e d i t e r r a n e a n .
ever, like Vitoria

before

Hispano-Portuguese

him, he

How-

did n o t stop short of q u e s t i o n i n g

c l a i m s to control the w o r l d ' s oceans.6 T h a t h e

the
was

3 Ibid., p. 74.
4 T h e v i e w supported by P.T. Fenn, The Origin of the Right of Fishery in
Territorial
Waters, 1926, p. 245 ff, to the e f f e c t that the Papal edicts w e r e directly linked to land
territory and had nothing to do with dominion of the sea, is incorrect. See: G. Gidel,
Le droit international
public de la mer, 3 Vols., 1932-34, Vol. 1, p. 202, fn. 3.
5 Gidel, ibid.
β »Quod sit contra illud ius, constat, quia non solum maria aut aequora eo iure communia erant, sed etiam reliquae omnes res immobiles. Et licet ab eo iure postea
recessum fuerit ex parte, puto quo ad d o m i n i u m et proprietatem terrarum, quarum
d o m i n i u m iure naturae c o m m u n e , distinctum, et divisum, sicque ab illa c o m m u n i o ne segregatum fuit ... tarnen diversum fuit, et est in dominio maris, quod ab origine
mundi ad h o d i e r n u m usque d i e m est, fuitque s e m p e r in c o m m u n i nulla ex parte
immutatum, ut est notum, et quamvis ex Lusitanis m a g n a m turbam saepe audiverim,
in hac esse opinione, ut e o r u m rex ita praescripserit navigationem Indici occidentalis, e i u s d e m q u e vastissimi maris, ita ut reliquis gentibus aequora illa transfretare non
liceat, et ex nostrimet Hispanis vulgus in e a d e m opinione f e r e esse videatur, ut per
vastissimum i m m e n s u m q u e pontum ad Indorum regiones, quas potentissimi r e g e s
nostri Hispaniarum subegerunt, reliquis mortalium navigare, praeterquam Hispanis
ius m i n i m e sit, quasi ab eis id ius praescriptum fuerit, tamen istorum o m n i u m non
minus insanae sunt opiniones, quam e o r u m , qui quo ad Genuenses et Venetos in
e o d e m f e r e somnio esse adsolent, quas sententias ineptiri vel ex eo dilucidius apparet, quod istarum nationum singulare contra se ipsas nequeunt praescribere, hoc est,
non respublica Venetiarum contra semet ipsam, non respublica Genuensium contra
semet ipsam, non r e g n u m Hispanorum contra semet ipsum, non r e g n u m Lusitan o r u m contra semet ipsum«. - Illustrium
Controversiae,
Vol. II, p. 89, ss. 30-39. See
also: E. Reibstein, Völkerrecht.
Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und
Praxis,
Vol. 1, 1958, p. 396; idem, Die Anfänge des neueren Natur- und Völkerrechts,
1949,
p. 226 ff. A l o n g the same lines, see the arguments d e v e l o p e d by Alfonso de Castro in
De potestate legis penalis, Vol. 1, Part II, Ch. 14. See also: E. Nys, Les origines du droit
international,
1894, p. 382.
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able to do so attests yet again to the remarkable freedom and independence with which the Spanish jurists and theologians of this age were able to
advance their own concepts, which were often contrary to the official
policy of their sovereign. However, they always kept Spain's national interest in mind.
It was only in the first half of the seventeenth century that a scholarly
defence of the Hispano-Portuguese policy of dominion of the seas was made
and passed on. This came in the form of a 1625 treatise challenging the
arguments that had been made by Hugo Grotius. It met with little attention
and it was only rescued from oblivion centuries later, in 1882. The title was
De Iusto Imperii Lusitanorum imperio asiatico adversus Grotii Mare Liberum,7 The author was Seraphin de Freitas, who was a Portuguese professor
at the University of Valladolid, in Spain. He wrote the treatise for the Ring of
Spain, who at that time was also the Ring of Portugal.
Freitas argued that the Spanish monarchy had shouldered a heavy burden
in undertaking to care for the security of those seas which bordered its territory. This argument did not apply only to the coastal seas, in their widest
sense, but to the rest of the world's oceans as well. From de Freitas' perspective, neither the character of the ocean nor its immeasurable extent
was an obstacle to the exercise of sovereign rights or to occupation. The
Ring of Spain, »superiorem non recognoscens«, had full sovereign rights
over the sea. By virtue of these rights he despatched his fleets to rid the sea
of pirates and other enemies. His jurisdiction extended over all seas, the
supervision and protection of which he had undertaken despite the associated costs. The ocean, it is true, could not be occupied in its entirety, for no
nation was strong enough to accomplish such an occupation effectively.
Nothing, however, prevented a partial occupation. There were extended
deserts in Africa and Asia which similarly could not be occupied in their entirety. However, this did not mean that they were legally unsuitable for occupation. As elements, air and flowing water were not fit for occupation,
unless regarded as locis circumscripta, that is, in the context of the physical
environment which included and contained them.
Just as Freitas, a Portuguese scholar, wrote in the service of the Spanish
king, his opponent Grotius had written for the Dutch East India Company.
Therefore this was not in any respect an academic controversy. Freitas was
responding to Grotius' arguments. Like Grotius, he assumed that the rulers
along the coasts of the Indian Ocean represented subjects of the law of nations. He did not concede jurisdiction to the Pope over non-Christians, but
instead limited his competence to the care for missionaries preaching the
gospel. Freitas certainly recognised a iusta causa for a just war if the right
to preach was refused, as he did in the case of the violation of treaties, which
the local rulers had concluded with the Portuguese. He assumed the continuous existence of a just cause for war and conquest in relation to Islamic
rulers only: »Cum tamen contra Turcos et Mauros bellum ex nostra parte

7 Guichon de Grandpont translated the Portuguese text into French: Freitas
Grotius sur la question de la liberté des mers (Paris, 1882).
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semper iustissimum sit«.8 The background to this argument was the Portuguese policy of seeking to break the Islamic monopoly on trade and navigation in the Indian Ocean in order to win this monopoly for themselves.
Freitas was completely conscious, as Grotius had been, of the fact that the
Indian Ocean before the intrusion of Moslems and Europeans had by no
means been a mare clausuni. Therefore, he did not deny in principal the
freedom of the high seas, but instead contended that it could be limited and
reduced by the claims to sovereignty of coastal States, and all other States,
which were able to enforce such claims.9 Letters of safe conduct (»cartazes«) were used as instruments of such claims to sovereignty.10 They constituted an early model of the »navicerts« which were issued by belligerents in
the two world wars of the twentieth century.
The protagonists in the struggle against the Spanish claims for dominion
of the seas were, successively, the French, the English and the Dutch. The
concept of the freedom of the seas had developed in France on the intellectual soil of Calvinism. The maritime-oriented Huguenots initiated the
struggle against Spain in respect of this question. The postulate of free
common use of the open sea - »Mare sit commune« - stood at the top of their
foreign policy programme. However, King Francis I adopted it as well.
Letters of marque which he issued in 1533 stated that everyone was free »to
navigate on the common sea«.11
The incompatibility of the antagonistic French and Spanish legal positions
became clear when armistice and peace negotiations temporarily interrupted
the hostilities which were an ongoing part of Franco-Spanish disputes of the
sixteenth century.12 Spanish delegates to the negotiations of CateauCambrésis in 1559 reported that the French had advanced »the usual arguments, that the sea was common to all«, against the Spanish claims of a
monopoly based on the papal edicts granting them exclusive rights.13 By taking into account the incompatibility of the legal positions, an understanding
was reached by drawing a demarcation line beyond which each side was to
enforce its claims by force - without thereby placing the peace in Europe in
question.14 Bloody expulsion measures taken in 1565 by the Spanish against
the French settlers who had been dispatched to Florida by the Huguenot
leader Coligny brought about protracted and in the end fruitless negotiations
8 C.H. Alexandrowicz, »Freitas versus Grotius«, (1959) 35 British Yearbook of International Law 162.
9 Ibid., p. 175 ff.
10 Ibid., pp. 176-80; Alexandrowicz, An Introduction to the History of the Law of
Nations in the East Indies, 1967, p. 71 ff.; G. Fahl, Der Grundsatz der Freiheit der Meere
in der Staatenpraxis von 1493 bis 1649, 1969, p. 46 ff. As the title of the latter work
indicated, it focused (in a comendable manner) on an analysis of State practice.
Previous research into the history of international law had concentrated on debates
within the literature instead.
11 »De naviguer sur la mer commune« - A. Rein, Der Kampf Westeuropas um Nordamerika im IS. und 16. Jahrhundert, 1925, p. 129.
12 Fahl, op cit. note 10, p. 69.
13 »Die üblichen Argumente, das Meer sei allen gemeinsam« - ibid., p. 59.
14 Ibid., p. 62 ff.
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concerning reparations, in which the French insisted on the freedom of trade
and navigation in accordance with long-standing tradition.15 On other occasions they used the argument that all Christian rulers were equally entitled to
the right of discovery. Papal grants could not be understood as having intended to impair such a right on the part of other Christian rulers.16 The Spanish
could only exclude subjects of the French King from their own sphere of jurisdiction. It also followed from the equality of the rulers that there was a right
to reciprocity. This was the argument used against the Portuguese: they too
could move freely in France and trade unhindered there.17
No important literary works exist in which French authors deepened,
summarised and systematised these arguments. Although France produced
a Bodin during this epoch, it did not produce a Grotius. French diplomacy of
this age drew upon an intellectual reservoir made up of those French administrative lawyers who had played such an important role in the construction of a centralised monarchical State. It was due to their influence that, in
the French argumentation, the theory of possession by effective occupation
was the sole legal title advanced for the exclusion of other nations from the
overseas expansion.18
Under the reign of Queen Elizabeth, England took over the leading role in
the struggle for the freedom of the seas.19 In the course of the dispute between Elizabeth and Mendoza, the Spanish envoy in London,20 the argument was formulated in the following, programmatic way: »The use of the
sea and air is common to all; neither can any title to the ocean belong to any
people or private man, forasmuch as neither nature nor regard of the public
use permitteth any possession thereof«.21
Together with the supposed general freedom of trade and navigation
based on natural law, the Elizabethan jurists had already, in the diplomatic
disputes with Portugal between 1561 and 1568 over the freedom of the seas,
developed a further series of legal arguments which to some degree coincided with those brought forward by the French, and to some degree went further. These arguments were: that the exclusion of the subjects of another
sovereign was only conceivable if it was from a territory actually possessed,
administered and subjected to the sovereignty and jurisdiction of the claimant; that prohibitions on trade were contrary to the principle of reciprocity,
15 Ibid., p. 71.
16 Ibid., p. 66 fT.
17 Ibid., p. 84 ff.
18 Ibid., p. 53 ff.
19 T.W. Fulton, in his excellent book, The Sovereignty of the Sea, 1911, p. 5, attributed
credit for initiating the struggle for the freedom of the seas to Queen Elizabeth.
However, the French had initiated the struggle for this idea. The arguments advanced by Queen Elizabeth w e r e quotations from Fernando Vasquez's Controversiae illustres! See: Reibstein, op cit. note 6, p. 227.
20 This dispute was mentioned above in the context of the legal titles for the acquisition of colonial territories. See: supra, pp. 245-246.
21 Camden, The Historie of the Most Renowned and Victorius Princesse Elizabeth, late
Queene of England (London, 1630), Vol. 2, p. 116 (cited in T.A. Walker, A History of the
Law of Nations, 1899, Vol. 1, p. 161).
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which was particularly applicable between Christian States; that such
exclusions would violate the principle of equal treatment of the subjects of
Christian rulers who were living in peace with one another; and that if such
exclusions w e r e in any way permissible, they would, at the least, be highly
inequitable. 22
In view of the abrupt turn taken by English policy on the law of the sea
under the Stuarts, it must be emphasised that the Elizabethan policy of freedom of the seas was by no means directed exclusively against the extended
Hispano-Portuguese claims. The same arguments w e r e used against the
claims to dominion over restricted areas of ocean advanced by Denmark
under King Christian IV.
The Danish claims related to the Baltic Sound and the Belt as well as to
the Baltic Sea as a whole. On the basis of pretended rights of the Norwegian
crown, they also extended to those parts of the Atlantic Ocean between
Norway, Iceland and Greenland (the Norwegian Sea, »Mare Septentrionalis«) and, until 1568, to the waters between Norway on the one hand and
the Orkney and Shetland Islands on the other. 23 These islands fell under
Scottish sovereignty in 1568.
From the beginning of the fifteenth century onwards, the English King made
concessions in numerous treaties to such claims. In 1490, a treaty was concluded between Henry VII and the Danish-Norwegian King John II granting to
English subjects the right to navigate freely to Iceland. However, they could do
so only with an express licence from the Danish King, which was to be
renewed and paid for every seven years.24 This treaty was renewed in 1523.
Anglo-Danish conflicts multiplied in the last decade of the sixteenth century. English fishing fleets w e r e captured by the Danes in 1593 and 1599.
Negotiations w e r e initiated, for although Elizabeth was not willing to
recognise the Danish claims in the future, she was eager to reach an
agreement about fishing rights in the Norwegian Sea and tolls in the Baltic
Sound. In 1602 she issued instructions to her envoys to the Conference of
Bremen, in which the principle of the freedom of the seas was again formulated. T h e envoys w e r e instructed to declare that the law of nations
permitted fishing in all parts of the sea, as well as the use of the harbours
and coasts of friendly rulers for the purposes of traffic and protection
against storms. If the English w e r e to be deprived of the enjoyment of
these general rights, this could only be accomplished on the basis of special agreements. However, such agreements did not exist. If in earlier
years the English had accepted licences, they had done »more than by the
law of nations was due«. T h e instructions to the envoys paid particular
attention to the Danish argument that possession of both coasts was an
indisputable foundation for dominion over the Norwegian Sea. T h e envoys
w e r e ordered to reply »that though property of sea, in some small distance
from the coast, may yield some oversight and jurisdiction, yet use not princes to forbid passage or fishing, as is well seen in our Seas of England and
22 Fahl, op cit. note 10, p. 92.
23 Gidel, op cit. note 4, Vol. 1, p. 131 ff.
24 Fulton, op cit. note 19, p. 109.
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Ireland, and in the Adriatic Seas of the Venetians, w h e r e w e in ours and
they in theirs, have property of c o m m a n d ; and yet neither w e in ours nor
they in theirs, o f f e r to forbid fishing, much less passage to ships of m e r chandise; the which by L a w of Nations cannot be forbidden ordinarily;
neither is it to be allowed that property of sea in whatsoever distance is
consequent to the banks, as it happeneth in small rivers, w h e r e the banks
are proper to divers. For then, by like reason, the half of e v e r y sea should
be appropriated to the next bank, as it happeneth in small rivers; w h e r e b y
it w o u l d f o l l o w that no sea w e r e c o m m o n , the banks of every side being in
the property of one or other; w h e r e f o r e there remaineth no colour that
Denmark may claim any property in those seas, to forbid passage or fishing therein«. 2 5
T w o years later, in 1604, the English East India Company summarised all
of the arguments in favour of the f r e e d o m of the seas and submitted them
to the Privy Council. 26 However, the death of Elizabeth I in 1603 meant that
the policy of the Tudor period in respect of this issue came to an end with
the ascendance to the throne of James I of England and VI of Scotland, the
first of the Stuart kings. From thereon, for almost a century, England turned
to a policy of » m a r e clausum«. Nevertheless, the struggle for the f r e e d o m of
the seas was continued by the Dutch.
It was a particularly Scottish interest which provided the impetus for this
abrupt change in policy on the f r e e d o m of the seas at the beginning of the
Stuart reign. It resulted f r o m the dispute between the Netherlands and
Scotland over fishing rights in the North Sea. T h e growing rivalry with the
Netherlands States General became the central problem of English policy at
the beginning of the seventeenth century. T h e slogans »mare clausum« and
»sovereignty of the sea«, which spread throughout England during this century, represented only one aspect of the great Anglo-Dutch dispute which
occupied three quarters of this century. T h e Dutch themselves had always
pointed to high seas fishing as the basis of their navigation, their w e l f a r e
and their power. England's most pressing problem was therefore to counter
its adversary on this point. This context explains w h y the English claims for
dominion of the seas related, in the first instance, not to the world's oceans,
but to the seas surrounding the British Isles.
T w o edicts by James I signified the beginning of a n e w policy. In 1604, the
year of his ascendance to the throne, he issued a proclamation which prohibited all hostilities within English ports or »so near to any of our said ports
and havens as may be reasonably construed to be within that title, limit or
precinct«. 2 7 T h e coastal belt, which lay within a »straight line drawn f r o m
one point to another within the realm of England«, was to be considered a
25 Ibid., p. 111.
26 A. Rein, »Über die Bedeutung der überseeischen Ausdehnung für das europäische
Staatensystem«, (1928) 137 Historische Zeitschrift 51; R. Boschan, Die Streit um die
Freiheit der Meere im Zeitalter des Hugo Grotius, 1919, p. 11.
27 »Proclamation for Revocation of Mariners from forreine services« - reproduced in:
Fulton, op cit. note 19, Appendix D, p. 750 ff.; R.G. Marsden, Documents relating to
Law and Custom of the Sea, Vol. 1, 1915, p. 356.
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off t h e E n g l i s h c o a s t ( 1 6 9 4 ) ( F r o m F u l t o n ) .

neutral zone. 28 Such restricted parts of the sea were called »the King's
Chambers«. There were twenty-six in total. The establishment of these neutral zones must be seen against the background of the Hispano-Dutch War,
in the course of which acts of violence by corsairs of both parties often
occurred in English waters.
This context also renders understandable the attitude adopted by Alberico
Gentili in his Hispanicae Advocationis Libri duo.29 In principle he had already,
in his De Iure Belli Libri tres of 1588, started from the assumption that the sea
was »res communis omnium«. However, in Hispanicae Advocationis Libri duo
28 »Declaration of Jury of the TWnity House as to the Limits of the King's Chambers«
- reproduced in: Fulton, op cit. note 19, Appendix E, p. 753 ff. (see: above).
29 This book was published after Gentili's death by his brother, Scipio Gentili, in
1613. It w a s written, however, in 1605. See: supra, pp. 209 f.
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he made a sharp distinction between the high seas and coastal waters. The
latter, which in his view stretched over 100 miles from the coast, were subject
to the jurisdiction of the littoral State. With this theory Gentili sought to provide the Spanish, whom he represented before the English prize courts, with
extended neutrality protection against seizure by English warships.30
However, his opinion did not prevail. The English King's order not to engage
in hostilities remained restricted to the narrowly limited »King's Chambers«.
The next important step taken by James I on the way to his new maritime
law policy was his proclamation of 6 May 1609, which linked fishing rights
in British coastal waters and surrounding seas to the granting of a licence.31
This initiative dealt a heavy blow to the foundations of Dutch subsistence.
The publication of Mare liberum by Hugo Grotius in March 1609 was probably linked closely to this action, which did not come as a surprise to the
Dutch, who had already anticipated it during the Anglo-Dutch negotiations
that had been conducted from the beginning of 1608.32
The full title of the Grotius' treatise was Mare liberum sive de iure quod
Batavis competit ad indicano commercia, dissertatio. At the time it was written, in 1605, it was intended to serve as a pamphlet directed against the
Hispano-Portuguese claims for dominion of the seas. Its origins and character were that of a legal opinion, which the author presented in prize-law
proceedings relating to the capture of a Portuguese ship by a Dutch admiral
in the Moluccan Straits.33 It is not clear whether it was the Fisheries Edict of
James I34 or the impending Hispano-Dutch armistice35 which provided the
impulse behind its publication. In either case its essential effect was felt in
the field of Anglo-Dutch relations. James I banned it at once in England. The
first literary attack upon its thesis appeared in 1613 in a chapter on »The
Community and Property of the Sea«, which was added to a new edition of
a book on Scottish sea law by William Welwood, a Scottish professor in
Aberdeen.36 Two years later, the same author published a more detailed

30 Van der M o l e n s ' book on Gentili does not provide information about this context.
31 » W e h a v e resolved first to g i v e notice to all the w o r l d , that our expresse pleasure
is, that f r o m the beginning of the Moneth of August next c o m m i n g , no person of w h a t
nation or qualitie soever, being not our naturall borne Subject, be permitted to fish
upon any of our Coasts and Seas of Great-Britaine, Ireland, and the rest of the Isles
adjacent, w h e r e most usually h e r e t o f o r e any fishing has b e e n e , untili they c a m e h a v e
orderly d e m a n d e d and obtained licenses f r o m us, or such our commissioners, as w e
h a v e authorised in that behalfe, viz. at L o n d o n f o r our Realmes of England and
Ireland, and at Edinburgh f o r our r e a l m e of Scotland: W h i c h licences our Intention is,
shall be y e e r l y d e m a n d e d , f o r so many vessels and Ships, and the T o n n a g e thereof, as
shall intend to fish f o r that hole y e e r e , or any part thereof, upon any of our Coastes
and Seas as aforesaid, upon paine of such chastisement, as shall be fit to b e e inflicted
upon such w i l f u l l o f f e n d e r s « . - Fulton, op cit. note 19, Appendix F, p. 756.
32 Fulton, op cit. note 19, p. 346; Gidel, op cit. note 4, Vol. 1, p. 155, fn. 2.
33 Fahl, op cit. note 10, p. 119 if.
34 Fulton, op cit. note 19, p. 346.
35 This thesis w a s advanced by Nys, op cit. note 6, p. 262.
36 An abridgement
of all Sea Lawes, gathered forth of all Writings and
Monuments
which are to be found among any people or Nation upon the coasts of the greate Ocean
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treatise on the same subject, written in Latin under the title De Dominio
maris, Iuribusque ad Dominium praecipue spectantibus assertio brevis et
methodica. Welwood was the only scholarly opponent to whom Grotius
replied. However, Grotius' response was not published and only became
generally known in 1868 as a part of his then rediscovered book on maritime prize law De lure Praedae.37
Shortly after the publication of Grotius' Mare liberum, James I asked
another author to write a counter-treatise. This author, John Seiden, became famous as Grotius' principal opponent. Although Seiden fulfilled this
commission, his book only appeared, after a thorough revision, in the reign
of Charles I in 1635. It carried the title Mare clausum seu de dominio maris
libri duo,38
The names of Grotius and Seiden marked the high point of a debate that
has been characterised as a »battle of the books«. 39 However, it would be
wrong to deduce from this expression that this was an academic dispute
over abstract theory. Behind the theoretical arguments there existed on both
sides the solid world of a political conception and a concrete national claim.
The construction and selection of the arguments w e r e determined by this
fact.
The general structure of Grotius' reasoning in Mare liberum has already
been outlined. 40 The special arguments bearing on the thesis of the »freedom of the seas« in its strict sense w e r e set out in chapters five, six and
seven. Chapter five's title was: » T h e route to India and the right to travel
there does not belong to the Portuguese by virtue of an occupation«. The sea
was a common good of all mankind (»commune est omnium Maris Eleand Mediterranean Sea: And specially ordered and disposed for the use and benefit of
all benevolent Sea Farers, within his Majesty's Dominions of Great Britain, Ireland and
the adjacent Isles thereof (London, 1613). On Welwood, w h o died in 1622, see:
W.S.M. Knight, The life and works of Hugo Grotius, 1925, p. 109; Fulton, op cit. note
19, p. 352 ff.; Gidel, op cit. note 4, p. 160 ff.; F.S. Muller, Mare Clausum (Amsterdam,
1872), p. 77 ff.
37 »Defensio capitis quinti maris liberi oppugnati a Gulielmo W e l w o o d « - Appendix
to Muller, ibid., pp. 331-61.
38 Seiden (1584-1654) provided a short report on the genesis of this book in a pamphlet published in 1652 (Vindiciae Maris Clausi). He played an important role in the
Parliament of 1629, which did not comply with the demands of the King. In this
connection he was arrested and then placed under survellience for some time. In the
Vindiciae
he d e f e n d e d himself against an accusation by the Dutch author
Grasswinckel that he had written his book in order to be released from prison. His
most comprehensive book appeared in 1650 and was entitled De Iure Naturali et
Gentium iuxta Disciplinarum Hebraeorum. On Seiden and Mare Clausum, see: Fulton,
op cit. note 19, p. 366; Nys, op cit. note 6, p. 267; Muller, ibid., p. 149; Gidel, op cit. note
4, p. 165; Boschan, op cit. note 26, p. 41; E. Cauchy, Le droit maritime
international,
Vol. II, 1862, p. 95; L.B. Hautefeuille, Histoire des origines, des progrès et des variations du droit maritime international,
1869, p. 18; T. Ortolan, Règles internationales et
diplomatie de la mer, 1864, pp. 128-37; H. Klee, Hugo Grotius und Johannes Seiden.
Von den geistigen Ursprüngen des Kampfes um die Meeresfreiheit, 1946.
39 »Une bataille de livres« - Nys, op cit. note 6, p. 262.
40 Supra, pp. 246 ff.
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mentum«). It could not by its nature be occupied, no more so than the air.
As the air was indispensable to all men, so the sea served common uses in
respect of navigation as well as of fishing. The sea was beyond any legal
intercourse, it was »res extra commercium«. What could not be taken into
the possession of a single man, could not become his property. Neither a
nation nor a private person could claim a property right with respect to the
sea.
Chapter six asserted that the papal donation did not bestow upon the
Portuguese a claim to the sea or a privilege to navigate thereon; a donation
had no weight in regard to things that did not fall within the sphere of commerce. Moreover, the Pope had no authority to commit acts repugnant to the
law of nature, and it was repugnant to the law of nature for any person to
possess the sea, or the use thereof, as private property.
Finally, Chapter seven sought to prove that the Portuguese could not base
their claims on prescription or custom. Prescription was rooted in civil law;
it was not applicable in legal disputes between kings or free peoples, especially if the law of nature provided otherwise. Also, there could be no customary law (»consuetudo«) contrary to the law of nature. Customary law was
only a special form of positive law, which could not abrogate eternal law
(»quod legi perpetuae obrogare non potest«). According to eternal law the
sea was free for common use by all (»Est autem lex ilia perpetua ut Mare
omnibus usu commune sit«).
Grotius left no doubt that all these principles applied only on the vast, infinite ocean (»de Oceano quaeritur, quem immensum, infinitum, rerum
parentem, coelo conterminum antiquitas vocat«), and not to land-locked
seas, bays, straits, or coastal waters (»quod e litore conspici potest«).41 In the
immense space between two worlds, which the Portuguese claimed for
themselves, the exclusive rights of one single nation could not be admitted:
neither imperium nor iurisdictio, neither a monopoly of navigation nor of
fishing.
By restricting his principles to the open sea Grotius provided a foothold
which his opponents in Scotland and England exploited to their own advantage, for it provided them with the necessary flexibility of political position.
By agreeing with Grotius' thesis on the freedom of the open seas, they fortified the English position in the struggle against the claims of the Iberian
nations to dominion of the sea. However, the arguments with which they
supported this thesis were significantly different from those used by Grotius.
Welwood as well as Seiden saw the decisive objection against the HispanoPortuguese claims to be that the two Iberian nations did not have sufficient
sea-power at their disposal, actually to rule over the oceans effectively. 42
They thus took the most radical of positions against the Spanish, just as they
did in the dispute over the legal titles for the acquisition of territory. They
41 Mare liberum, Ch. 5.
42 Seiden, Part 1, Ch. 17: »Adiicitur etiam potestas classium praefectorum (quibus
navigandi illuc libertas a Principe indulta) omnes quos in Mari legi huic adversum
quid committentes repererint, in iudicium deducendi. Acquiri igitur ipsius Oceani
dominium iure potuisse nec ipsa Gens Lusitana dubitavit«.
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set the principle of effective occupation against the idea of a universal authority apportioning territory in conformity with criteria of material justice.
Selden's Mare clausuni was divided into two books. In the first he attempted to refute the thesis which Grotius had used as his starting point: that the
sea was common to all and could not be regarded as pertaining to the
domain of any given nation. Seiden countered with the following formulation on his title-page: »It is demonstrated that the sea, according to the law
of nature and nations, is not common to all, but can be subject to the jurisdiction and the domain of individuals, in the same way as land can«. 43
Against Grotius' assertion that it was not possible to take possession of the
sea because of the permanent movement of the waves, Seiden countered
that this was also true for rivers. T h e terms ocean, river, swamp and sea
often overlapped each other. Taking possession of the sea and controlling it
only required a fleet. When one spoke of control of the sea, one did not truly
mean control of the element of water, but control over the unchanging geographic sphere, the limits of which w e r e fixed. And in contrast to Grotius,
Seiden insisted on the decisive role of custom in the law of nations.
In his second book Seiden sought to prove that dominion over the British
Sea, or the sea surrounding the British Isles (Ocianus Britannicus), was part
of or appertained to this insular realm. 44 All of the peoples who had inhabited the British Isles - Bretons, Romans, Saxons, Danes, Normans and
Englishmen - had claimed dominion over the British Sea.45 Seiden relied on
all of the historical institutions which helped to prove the English claims:
the admiralty and the demarcation of its competence; the possession of the
Channel Islands; the granting of the right of passage or a fishing licence to
foreigners; and the creation of neutral zones within the King's Chambers.
The rights which Seiden attributed to the English king within this maritime dominion w e r e rather comprehensive. As would have been the case in
a royal province, they included the rights to engage in protection, administration and admiralty (»Custodia, Praefectura seu Admiralatus«); to grant
passage and fishing licences to foreigners; to protect fishermen; and to
regulate the application of the prize laws in wars of other nations with each
other.46 Selden's geographical circumscription of the »Oceanus Britannicus«
was no less comprehensive. 47 At the end of his book he wrote: »According to
the numerous testimonies quoted above there can be no doubt, that the
coasts and ports of contiguous rulers - even to the south and to the east form the limits of the sphere of British control at sea; in the open, vast ocean
of the north and the west they have to be localised in the most distant

43 » P r i m o , M a r e , ex lure Naturae, seu Gentium, o m n i u m h o m i n u m non esse C o m m u n e , sed D o m i n i i privati, seu Proprietas capax, pariter ac T e l l u r e m , esse d e m o n stratur«.
44 »Secundo, Serenissimum M a g n a e Britanniae R e g e m maris circumflui, ut individuae atque perpetuae Imperii Britannici appendicis, D o m i n u m esse, asseritur«.
45 Part 2, Ch. 2 ff.
46 Part 2, Ch. 13.
47 T h e term »the N a r r o w Seas«, w h i c h w a s often used as a synonym in the seventeenth century, had originally m e a n t the Straits of D o v e r and sometimes the Channel.
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Figure 27: The »Oceanus Britannicus« (from Seiden, Mare clausum).
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waters, which are in the possession of the English, the Scots and the Irish«. 48
As Seiden explained in another context, 49 the »Oceanus Britannicus« comprised: westwards f r o m Scotland and Ireland, the Vergivian or Caledonian
Sea; southwards between England and France and the northern coast of
Spain, the British Sea ( » M a r e Britannicum«); eastward between England,
the German Bight and the coast of Norway, the German Sea (»Oceanus
Germanicus«). T h e northern and western ocean, which stretched to
America, Greenland and Iceland, could not be regarded as solely English,
although the English king also had considerable rights even there. A map
which was included at the beginning of his second book indicated just h o w
far Seiden wanted the »Oceanus Britannicus« to extend«. 5 0
It is obvious that with this extension of the British claim to dominion, a
theoretical agreement with Grotius over the f r e e d o m of the open seas was
of little practical importance. Indeed, Selden's position, as the most remote
in relation to Grotius, marked the climax of the controversy. 51
Selden's polemic against Grotius, which essentially anticipated the AngloDutch disputes over maritime dominion in the »Oceanus Britannicus«, must
not be allowed to conceal the fact that Grotius was focused on another
opponent and subject matter: the Hispano-Portuguese monopoly on navigation and c o m m e r c e in the Indian Ocean. T h e Dutch succeeded in persuading the Spanish that they should recognise the principle of the f r e e d o m of
the seas. T h e struggle by the States General for this principle took place
primarily in the period of the personal union between Spain and Portugal,
f r o m 1580 to 1640.52 This struggle was carried out on the oceans by the
Dutch East India Company, which had been founded in 1602 and was vested
with sovereign rights. T h e high point of its activities was the prize case of
the Santa Caterina in 1603-1604. This case gave Grotius occasion to write
his pamphlet, the arguments of which w e r e to a large d e g r e e f o l l o w e d in the
reasons given by the Dutch Council of Admiralty for its decision on 9 Sep-

48 »Et verum certe est, iuxta testimoniorum superius adductorum cumulum, ipsa
vicinorum Principum (qui Transmarini sunt) litora seu Portus, Britannici Imperii,
quod Marinum est. Metas esse sive Australes sive Orientales; in aperto autem & vasto
Septentrionis atque Occidentis Oceano, post diffusissima aequora quae Anglo, Scoto,
Hiberno occupata sunt, eas esse constituendas«.
49 Part 2, Ch. 1.
50 See: supra, p. 269, figure 27.
51 Along with Grotius and Seiden a number of other authors, of greater or lesser
importance, participated in the »battle of the books«. Welwood has already been mentioned. Others included the Englishmen Robert Callis (The Statute of Sewers, 1622),
Gerard Malynes (Consuetude vel Lex Mercatoria, London, 1622), Sir John Borough
(The Sovereignty of the British Seas, 1633), Sir Matthew Hale (1609-76, De lure Maris),
the Dutchmen Pontanus (Discussiones historicae de Mari Libero, 1637), Dirck Grasswinkel (Stricturae ad censurara Joannis a Seiden ad Libros Hugonis Grotii De Iure
Belli ac Pads, Amsterdam, 1654) and the Frenchman Jacques Godefroy {De Imperio
Maris, 1637). For details, see: Fenn, op cit. note 4, Knight, op cit. note 36, Fulton,
op cit. note 19, Gidel, op cit. note 4.
52 Fahl, op cit. note 10, p. 116 ff.
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tember 1604.53 After step-by-step concessions by Spain in 1609 in the
Armistice Treaty of Antwerp and similar concessions by Portugal (which had
b e c o m e independent again) in the Peace Treaty of T h e Hague in 1641, the
Hispano-Dutch Peace Treaty of Münster of 1648 secured for the Dutch the
f r e e d o m of c o m m e r c e and navigation to both Indies, according to the
Charters of the East and West Indies Companies (Articles 5 and β). 54
At the same time the English policy of actual maritime control reached its
zenith. Charles I (ruled 1625-49) went far beyond the claims and orders of his
predecessor. James I had forbidden all hostilities within the King's Chambers,
but Charles I extended this interdiction to cover all British seas. He did not
even concede to his overseas neighbours the right »to keep any guard« in their
own coastal waters. In accordance with Selden's ideas, the limits of the
»Oceanus Britannicus« w e r e extended to the continental coast. Only under the
peaceful protection of the English King - »in pace Domini Regis« - was it permissible to navigate therein. Charles I even envisaged the levy of a toll on passage. However, on the advice of his admiralty judges he restricted himself to
requesting a voluntary fee from those w h o had availed themselves of safe conduct. Although James I claimed the fishing rights only in coastal waters within forty miles, his successor tried to extend those rights to all British seas.
Under his reign a question came to the fore which, in the period of the Republic and the Protectorate, became the cause for the outbreak of the Anglo-Dutch
wars: the enforcement of the sea-ceremonial, the formal expression of recognition of English sovereignty of the sea. All foreign seafarers, in warships as
well as merchant ships, w e r e expected to lower their flag and their top sail as
a sign of respect when they encountered the King's ships in British waters. 55
Charles I attempted to provide the necessary support to this expansive
policy by building-up a strong fleet. This attempt failed completely.
Richelieu managed to keep French ships out of the w a y of English ones. T h e
Dutch made the flag salute without thereby recognising English sovereignty of the sea; on 11 October 1639 the Dutch Admiral van Tromp destroyed
the Spanish fleet in a naval battle in the » Downs«, the most r e n o w n e d of the
»King's Chambers«, without demonstrating any concern about the peace
command of the English king.
T h e overthrow of the Stuarts did not produce a significant change in
English maritime policy. C r o m w e l l continued the Stuarts' policies in this

53 Ibid., p. 121. On the controversial question of the capacity (e.g. as an attorney of
the company) in which Grotius participated in the prize law procedure, see: ibid.., fn.
773 (and the literature referred to therein); P. Haggenmacher, Grotius et la doctrine
de la guerre juste (Paris, 1983).
54 Fahl, op cit. note 10, pp. 122-8.
55 The sea ceremonial was mentioned for the first time in an ordinance issued by
King John in 1201. The origins of this custom probably lay in an effort to facilitate the
exercise of police control by the King's ships: the lowering of the sails would prevent
foreign ships from evading visitation by ships of the royal fleet. The latter were mostly relatively slow and unwieldy, whereas pirates preferred faster, more lightly-constructed ships. Later on it became part of the ceremonial, that foreign ships had »to lie
by the lee« of the wind during the saluting procedure. See: Fulton, op cit. note 19, p. 7.
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field. In 1652 the First Anglo-Dutch War broke out because van Tromp refused to drop his flag in salute. During this war the English parliament ordered that an English translation of Selden's Mare clausuni be produced and
widely disseminated. However, a more serious difference now stood behind
the dispute over the sea ceremonial, resulting from the monopoly which the
Navigation Act of 1651 sought to establish over all trade and navigation with
the colonial territories. This later difference threatened the economic survival of the Dutch. In Article 13 of the Peace Treaty of Westminster of 1654
the Dutch were, for the first time, compelled contractually to assure that
they would perform the sea ceremonial.56 However, they resisted the inclusion in the treaty of a provision, formulated by Cromwell, which would have
recognised English sovereignty of the sea.
Even the second and the third wars with the Netherlands, in 1664-67 and
1672-74, originated in the issue of the flag salute. The issue was expressly
addressed by the peace treaties which terminated these wars, namely the
Treaty of Breda in 1667 and the Treaty of Westminster in 1674. However, in
both cases Dutch diplomacy carried the day. It was stipulated in the Treaty
of Westminster that Dutch ships should make the salute in the entire maritime region between Cape Finisterre and van Staten (in Norway), and it was
this extension of the area of application of the sea ceremonial which enabled Dutch negotiators to refuse to recognise English sovereignty of the
sea. In fact, for decades the Dutch position remained that the flag salute was
merely a sign of respect.
With the Peace of Westminster, the high point of the English policy of
establishing the sovereignty of the sea had almost passed. Two years later a
comprehensive book on the law of the sea written by Charles Molloy was
published in London. It was entitled De lure Marítimo et Navali: or, a
Treatise of Affairs Maritime, and of Commerce.57 It formulated, for one last
time, the English claims in their widest extent. The title of the fifth chapter
was significant: »The Right of the Flag, as to the acknowledging the
Dominion of the British Seas«. The idea of effectiveness which had been
directed polemically by Welwood and Seiden against Spain was transformed, in a positive sense, by Molloy into an ideology which legitimised the
English dominion of the sea. In Molloy's view the sea, like land, needed
»protection and government«. It thus needed to be apportioned amongst
States in the same way as land had to be apportioned amongst men: »not by

56 »Item quod naves et navigia dictarum Foederatum Provinciarum tarn bellica et ad
hostium vim propulsandam instructa, quam alia, quae alicui e navibus bellicis huius
Reipublicae in maribus britannicis obviam dederint, vexillum suum et mali vertice
detrahent, et supremum velum demittent, eo modo, quo ullis retro temporibus, sub
quocunque anteriori regimine unquam observatum fuit«. - J. Dumont, Corps universel diplomatique du droit des gens, 8 Vols., 1726-31, Vol. 6, Part 2, p. 75.
57 Published in 1676, by 1778 this work had appeared in several editions. Molloy was
thus an author of the French Age of international law. Despite this chronological fact,
his work is here considered together with the authors of the Spanish Age because it
marked the conclusion of the Stuart period of British policy on the law of the sea,
which faded away slowly in the second half of the seventeenth century.
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equal parts, or according to their greatness, but according as they are able
to rule, govern, and defend them«. God left it to the fleets to decide over »the
Empire of the world«. The link between imperium and libertas, which is
characteristic of English political ideology, was expressed by Molloy in the
third section of his fifth chapter in the following, classical formulation:
»[T]he sea is as the Highway, and common to all«. As with highways and
rivers, it was not available to be occupied by private persons for their exclusive use. The seas were free and common to all, with the following qualification: »Not that their freedom is such, as they should be without Protection or Government of some Prince or Republick, but rather not exclude the
same ... For the true ensign of Liberty and Freedom is Protection from those,
that maintain it in liberty«.
The English claims for sovereignty of the sea shrank in parallel to the
increase in power of the English fleet and the decline in power of the rival
Spanish and Dutch fleet. Molloy's work marked the literary conclusion of
this period, which had begun with the ascent of the Stuarts to the crown. As
long as Spain was at the height of its power and defended its claims of dominion over the world's seas, England stood intellectually and politically in the
forefront of those fighting for the freedom of the seas. The dispute with the
Dutch was brought to the fore of the Stuarts' policy in the first half of the
seventeenth century, when Spanish power began gradually to wane, and
was fought out within the waters surrounding the British Isles. In that period, the English political ideology and diplomatic language was dominated
by the terms and ideas expressed in Selden's Mare clausuni. The global horizon of Elizabethan policy seems to have been lost, replaced by the limited
perspectives of the dispute on fishing rights in the Narrow Seas. It seems
that an interest in a struggle over the world's oceans and an appreciation of
the idea of freedom of the seas reappeared in English policy only after
the end of the Anglo-Dutch disputes and the replacement of Spain, as the
predominant power in Europe, by the more-or-less continentally-oriented
France.
However, one should not be led by the diplomatic notes, practical policy
and armed struggles of the Stuart period into losing sight of the deeper consistencies and the dynamics of global historical development during this
age. The Spaniards and Portuguese had opened, for the first time, the eyes
of Europe toward the world's oceans. At the same time, when they attempted to assert their claim to exclusive dominion over the oceans, the other
nations of Western Europe, in succession, challenged this claim. However,
from the very beginning the struggle took on a character that was fundamentally different from that of the battles fought on the European continent
or in the land-locked and coastal seas of the Old World. No fleets of warships
were dispatched and no naval battles were fought to decide this struggle.
States themselves did not enter the new arena. Individual navigators and
adventurers were the main actors in this struggle, with the explorer being
difficult to distinguish from the pirate and the corsair. With or without a formal letter of mandate from their sovereign, they opened the struggle
»beyond the line« against the Hispano-Portuguese seafarers and conquistadors. Whatever they undertook, they undertook at their own risk, and
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only seldom could they expect to find support in the policies of their homeland.
T h e first high point of this struggle w a s reached with the Elizabethan seafarers and corsairs. It was the bold circumnavigation of the w o r l d by Francis
Drake, the most illustrious of these English sea-faring adventurers, which
animated Elizabeth to support the principle of the f r e e d o m of the seas in her
encounter with the Spanish envoy. H o w e v e r , one must not conclude that the
change of English policy which was linked to the c o m m e n c e m e n t of the
Stuarts' reign brought the struggle over the world's oceans to a standstill. It
has already been explained that the English protagonists of the » M a r e clausuni« distinguished sharply between the »Oceanus Britannicus« and the
open oceans of the w o r l d and that, in respect of the latter, they insisted on
challenging the Hispano-Portuguese claims. In particular, the battles and
cruises of English navigators and pirates »beyond the line« continued without change. In the London Peace Treaty of 1604 no real consensus was
achieved on the overseas questions. Only the Peace of Madrid of 1630 became fully effective beyond the line, and even then not in respect of piracies
undertaken at the adventurer's o w n risk. In 1640, during the reign of
Charles I, the »coastal fraternity« of the Buccaneers was founded in the
waters of the West Indies. Over several decades and often with the
acquiesence of, or even promotion by, the English authorities, the Buccaneers carried on the struggle against the Spanish in the Americas.
From this perspective it is obvious that there was a deep continuity, lasting
throughout this age, to the English struggle against the Spanish claims to
dominion of the sea. This struggle determined the character of English
policy for centuries. England entered the next stages of European history as
a political entity, respect for which was based almost entirely on its sea
power. This fact determined its policies and laws and generated a deep antithesis to all political, constitutional and legal concepts developed in continental Europe. 5 8

58 In his lecture »Staatliche Souveränität und freies Meer. Über den Gegensatz von
Land und See im Völkerrecht der Neuzeit«, delivered in Nuremberg and published in
the compilation Das Reich und Europa (Leipzig, 1941), p. 80 ff., Carl Schmitt attempted to interpret the struggle over the freedom of the seas in the overall context of the
»planetary space revolution« (»planetarische Raumrevolution«) of the sixteenth century relating to the great geographical spheres of the world. It seemed to him that the
development of State sovereignty was only one of many effects of this great revolution. From his perspective it did not concern the much more expansive issue of the
sea. The struggle over the world's oceans, which had begun in the middle of the sixteenth century, led to a polarisation of the »concepts of spatial organisation«
(»Raumordnungsbegriffe«): »The continental land areas become State territory, the
oceans remained >free<, i.e. free of State sovereignty. The astounding dualism of the
European law of nations of the last centuries was born. The usual, non-distinguishing
term >law of nations< is false and misleading, because in reality two incoherent laws
of nations are valid side by side«.

Mare clausum ν. mare liberum

This thesis in its strict application excluded the concept of one coherent international legal order, as this book assumes existed in the various epochs of the history of
international law. This author has already set out in the introduction to this book his
view that this order emerges in every age as a result of the struggle of the legal and
political ideas and positions of the rival powers of that age, in which the leading
power succeeds in making its ideas and positions prevail and in securing recognition
of their universal effectiveness. This assumption requires as a prerequisite the existence, at least latently, of several consistent conceptions of international law.
However, this author assumes that the continental and the maritime conceptions of
the law of nations did not oppose each other incoherently, but rather that they permeated each other in their mutual spheres of operation and that a more or less stable system of order developed in the different ages as a result of the greater weight of
one or other conception.
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Part Three
Droit Public de l'Europe
The International Legal Order during the French Age
1648-1815

Chapter One
The Age of French Predominance in the State System

The replacement of Spanish hegemony by that of France was already visible in the Peace of Westphalia concluded in Münster and Osnabrück in 1648
and sealed by the Peace of the Pyrenees in 1659. This age was marked by
the style of French politics and culture even more than the preceding age
had been marked by that of Spain. A striking indication of this development
was that the French language was now Europe's official language of diplomacy, as well as the principal language of the educated classes.
There w e r e three principal stages in this Age of French hegemony, during
which the other European powers fought against French predominance and
a new universal monarchy: the first stage was the reign of Louis XIV (16611715), which culminated in the quarrel between France and the Habsburg
monarchy on the Continent; the second stage involved the beginnings of the
global struggle by the maritime-oriented island-empire of Britain against
the French monarchy for the establishment and preservation of a continental power balance which would assure the Britain predominance on the
world's oceans and in the overseas lands (1715-90); the third stage involved
the continuation of this struggle with revolutionary, Napoleonic France
(1790-1815) and ended with the collapse of French hegemony. 1
The style of French policy, its domestic foundations and ideological and
material prerequisites w e r e shaped long before the reign of Louis XIV. They
were the achievement of Henry IV, Richelieu and Mazarin. Richelieu, in
crushing the Huguenots, resumed the policy of Henry IV and consolidated
the internal unity of France on a basis rising above confessional discords. 2
He represented perfectly the spirit of pure raison d'état, free from all confessional and ideological elements, that remained characteristic of French
policy throughout the ages. The idea of »ragione di stato«, which had originated with Machiavelli, was elevated by Richelieu above the level of the
Italian city republics and seigneuries and introduced into the power struggle among the Great Powers. Henry de Rohan, who was the leader of the
rebel Huguenots, Richelieu's former antagonist and later his follower, gave
a classical literary testimony to this idea in his 1638 treatise De l'interest des
princes et estats de la Chrestienté.
Mazarin took up and carried on the work of Richelieu. Without any scruples and indifferent to confessional affiliations, he supported the Protestant
1 W. Windelband, Die Auswärtige Politik der Grossmächte in der Neuzeit von 1494 bis
zur Gegenwart (3rd edn.), 1936, p. 107 ff.
2 On Richelieu and the French policy in his age, see the classical presentation in the
monumental three-volume work by Carl J. Burkhardt: Richelieu (14th edn.), 1961-6
(Vol. I, Der Anstieg zur Macht-, Vol. II, Behauptung der Macht und kalter Krieg·, Vol. III,
Grossmachtpolitik
und Tod des Kardinals).
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powers in the Holy Roman Empire and Northern Europe because he needed
them as allies against the Spanish imperial Habsburgs. He intervened in the
constitutional structure of the German Holy Roman Empire m o r e fundamentally and with m o r e protracted effect than had Richelieu. T h e guarantees of the Peace of Westphalia and of the liberty of the German territorial
princes and authorities, as w e l l as the foundation of the Rhine Confederation in 1658, w e r e unequivocal evidence of his political goals. With the
Peace of the Pyrenees he succeeded in eliminating Spain f r o m the ranks of
the Great Powers.
Louis XIV's political path was thus predetermined. Vienna, and not
Madrid, was n o w at the centre of the forces gathered against France in
Europe. After the defeat of the Turks in 1683 and the reconquest of Hungary,
the Austrian Habsburg Emperors rose to the first rank of European powers.
Louis XIV's early activities have to be seen f r o m this perspective. His
attempt to usurp the Hispano-Burgundian inheritance by enforcing his own
claims to the Spanish Netherlands - which w e r e made on the basis that his
w i f e was the daughter of Philip IV, thus giving rise to a right of devolution
(the priority right of inheritance vested in the children of a first m a r r i a g e ) led to the War of Devolution in 1667-68. T h e resulting Peace of St. Germain
of 1668, to which Spain adhered at Aix-la-Chapelle that same year, provided
for the transfer to France of the most important places in Flanders, in
particular Lille and Douai. At the same time, Spain was forced to renounce
all of its claims to British possessions in the West Indies and on the
American continent. This illustrated the close link between the European
and overseas worlds, which strengthened steadily during this age.
T h e objectives of the War of Devolution may be understood on the basis
of claims to »natural frontiers«. Although such claims w e r e characteristic of
the political philosophy of absolutism, the Dutch War of 1672-78 was m o r e
than a w a r about devolution: it was an attempt at w o r l d domination. Had it
succeeded, it would have joined the strongest continental p o w e r of the period to the largest merchant fleet in the world. Instead, the attempt failed,
provoking the appearance of a great antagonist, William III of Orange, w h o
was able to thwart Louis XIV's policy in its crucial stages.
T h e forces of resistance gathered around William of Orange and the
Republic of the United Netherlands which, in the first half of the seventeenth century, had risen temporarily to the rank of a great power. 3 As
Leopold von Ranke later said, the concept of a European balance of p o w e r
developed toward the idea that »the union of many others was to serve the
purpose of pushing back the presumptions of the exorbitant court, as it was
then described«. 4 It is true that the Peace of N i j m e g e n of 1678-79, which
delivered the Spanish Franche-Comté and Freiburg im Breisgau to France,
w a s concluded by the Spanish Netherlands against the will of William of
Orange and thus marked a heavy defeat for him even though he regained
3 G. Oestreich, Geist und Gestalt des frühmodernen Staates, 1969, p. 132.
4 »Die Vereinigung vieler anderen hatte dazu dienen müssen, die Anmassungen des
exorbitanten Hofes, wie man sich ausdrückte, züruckzudrängen« - Ranke, Die grossen Mächte (2nd edn.), 1877, p. 11.
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Figure 29: T h e P e a c e of t h e I ' y r e n e s of 1659: L o u i s XIV of l-Vance a n d Philip IV of S p a i n on
F a s a n e n I s l a n d in t h e b o u n d a r y river B i d a s s o a ( F n g r a v i n g f r o m a p a i n t i n g In C h a r l e s Le B r u n ) .
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control of Maastricht. However, ten years later he ascended the English
throne and was thereby able to withdraw the support that Louis XIV had
enjoyed from the francophile policies of the Stuarts. In the ensuing AngloFrench War, by which the »Most Christian King« attempted to enforce the
restoration of the Stuarts, the French fleet suffered a devastating defeat in
the naval battle of La Hogue in 1692. During this war of 1688-97, the Nine
Years War, the »Grand Alliance« between William III and the Austrian
Emperor also led to the French deciding, after having inflicted terrible
devastation on the Rhineland-Palatinate, to evacuate this territory and to
assert themselves only in the defence of territories that had already been in
their possession. The Peace of Ryswijk of 1697 was concluded at the expense of the weakest contracting partner, the Empire: although the Alsatian »reunions« were confirmed, the Rhine remained the frontier, Freiburg and
Breisach were returned, and the ranking among the Great Powers remained
unchanged.
A far-reaching regrouping within the State system occurred only as a
result of the War of Spanish Succession (1701-14) and the Great Northern
War (1700-21). France's position of predominance suffered a grave setback.
With Philip V (the grandson of Louis XIV), a member of the Bourbon family
ascended to the Spanish throne. However, the Peace Treaties of Utrecht
(1713), Rastatt and Baden (1714) not only prohibited a union of Spain with
France, they also divided and apportioned the large Spanish inheritance
under which the Habsburg monarchs had acquired Milan, Sardinia and the
Spanish Netherlands. Yet the greatest gains - in colonial-maritime terms were achieved by Britain: i.e. Gibraltar and, in America, the formerly French
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia (Acadia). The prerequisites were thus
achieved for the great Anglo-French struggle of the eighteenth century,
which extended beyond Europe to the overseas regions and even emanated
from there.
The Treaty of Utrecht of 1713, together with the earlier Peace of Westphalia and the Vienna Treaties of 1815, belongs to the series of great peace
instruments that formed the constitution - so to speak - of Europe. In 1713,
as in 1648 and 1815, the European balance of power was restored after
heavy convulsions, on a new basis. The principle of the just balance of
power (iustum potentiae aequilibrium) was explicitly included in the text of
the Treaty of Utrecht. It was thus elevated to the rank of a principle of international law and became a fundamental constitutional principle of the Droit
public de l'Europe.
The composition of the closed circle of the Great Powers also changed,
thus distinguishing this second phase of the French Age from the first. The
Netherlands ceased to be a Great Power following the Spanish War of
Succession, as did Sweden after the Great Northern War, while the westwards-oriented Russia of Peter the Great entered the group of Great Powers.
The antagonism between France and the Habsburg Empire remained
alive in the first half of the eighteenth century. Under the vigorous direction
of Cardinal Fleury, France exploited the Polish War of Succession (1733-35)
to acquire an inchoate title to Lorrain through the Peace of Vienna in
1738. Initially, this title was vested in Louis XV's father-in-law, Stanislaus
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Leszczynski, who had been expelled from Poland. Fleury also succeeded in
diminishing the power of the Habsburgs in Italy by installing a collateral
line of the Spanish Bourbons in Naples and Sicily.
The Antimachiavell of the Prussian Crown Prince, who later became King
Frederick the Great, was conceived and written under the influence of
Fleury's successes and his traditional concept of French raison d'état. The
Austrian War of Succession (1740-48), the last war in which the French
monarchy was pitted against the Habsburgs, took place at the same time as
the first great Anglo-French Colonial War (1739-48). The victories which
the French gained over the Austrian troops in the Netherlands were balanced by the defeats they suffered at sea at the hands of the British. Thus,
nothing was decided by the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle of 1748.
The second great colonial war, which coincided with the Austro-Prussian
Seven Years War (1756-63), took place in a completely new diplomatic environment. The great »renversement des alliances« between the French and
Habsburg monarchies, which was initiated in 1756 by Prince von Kaunitz Rietberg, Austrian ambassador to France and chancellor to Joseph II of
Austria from 1752, changed everything. The antagonism between France
and the Habsburgs, which was considered by Frederick the Great to be an
unshakable reality in any constellation of alliances, dissolved. In contrast,
Anglo-French antagonism turned out to be lasting. The outcome of the war
completed the upheaval. After the conclusion of the Peace Treaties of Paris
and Hubertusburg in 1763, it became clear that the position of France had
suffered a blow the consequences of which it could never overcome. The
war had originated in America, and it was there that it produced the decisive result: the loss of Canada and Louisiana and thereby the end of the
French colonial empire in America.
France had entered the war in 1756 as the leading colonial world power,
a position to which it had risen under Louis XIV, while the foundations of
the French colonial empire had been laid by Richelieu. He developed the
French fleet, completed the occupation of Canada and acquired positions on
the west coast of Africa. He was even contemplating the acquisition of
Madagascar. This colonial empire reached its greatest extent under Louis
XIV's great minister Colbert, almost matching the Spanish colonial possessions. On the North American continent, France acquired Canada, Acadia
and Louisiana. In the West Indies it acquired Martinique, Guadeloupe and
San Domingo, and on the South American continent Guiana (Cayenne). The
activities of the French Senegal Company (1679) and the Guinea Company
(1685) expanded in Africa and, on the route to India, the Isle of Bourbon
(today Réunion) became French. The French East India Company held
important positions on the Indian subcontinent, above all Pondicherry near
Madras. After the setback of Utrecht, the French were just on the point of
extending their colonial empire further by the middle of the eighteenth century. Joseph François Dupleix, the French antagonist of Robert Clive, succeeded in extending the positions in India. He was considering far-reaching
projects for the conquest of Indian land when, in 1754 (in the shadow of the
approaching war) he was dismissed and recalled home. In North America,
the French were eager to establish a link between Canada and Louisiana, by
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w h i c h the British c o l o n i e s w o u l d h a v e b e e n b a r r e d f r o m the w e s t e r n part of
the continent. It w a s in the O h i o Valley, the safest link b e t w e e n the St.
L a w r e n c e R i v e r and the Mississippi, that the battles w h i c h l e d to the
E u r o p e a n w a r b e g a n in 1754.
F r a n c e , as a g e n u i n e c o n t i n e n t a l p o w e r , tried to fight Britain w i t h the
s p e c i f i c m e a n s a v a i l a b l e to such a p o w e r . 5 L o u i s X I V had t h o u g h t that c o l o n i a l and m a r i t i m e d o m i n a t i o n w o u l d a u t o m a t i c a l l y f o l l o w his c o n t i n e n t a l
conquests. H o w e v e r , the loss of m a r i t i m e c o n t r o l at the Battle of L a H o g u e
s o o n d e p r i v e d h i m of his c o n t i n e n t a l victory. Cut o f f f r o m its o v e r s e a s
r e s o u r c e s , F r a n c e c o u l d n o t resist its a d v e r s a r i e s ' s u p e r i o r n u m b e r s . T h e
situation w a s n o d i f f e r e n t in the S e v e n Years W a r , n o r in the A g e of
N a p o l e o n : the n a v a l battle of Q u i b e r o n ( o n the coast of Brittany) on 20
N o v e m b e r 1759 ( t h e » T r a f a l g a r of this w a r « 6 ) , in w h i c h the F r e n c h f l e e t w a s
d e s t r o y e d , and N e l s o n ' s T r a f a l g a r in 1805 w e r e d e c i s i v e f o r the o u t c o m e of
the A n g l o - F r e n c h g l o b a l w a r - not Rossbach or Austerlitz.
F r a n c e s u f f e r e d n u m e r o u s d e f e a t s and setbacks in the p e r i o d b e t w e e n
L o u i s X I V and N a p o l e o n , w h i c h is the r e a s o n w h y s o m e historians r e g a r d
the P e a c e of U t r e c h t as the e n d o f F r e n c h h e g e m o n y , and as m a r k i n g the
t r a n s f e r of that h e g e m o n y to Britain. O t h e r historians s e e this turning p o i n t
in the P e a c e T r e a t i e s o f Paris and H u b e r t u s b u r g in 1763, w h e r e b y F r a n c e
w a s e l i m i n a t e d as a l e a d i n g c o l o n i a l p o w e r : India w a s lost, F r a n c e ' s n a v a l
f o r c e w a s a l m o s t totally d e s t r o y e d and its m e r c h a n t ships w e r e supplanted
f r o m the seas. 7 H o w e v e r , in this p e r i o d o f » c h a n g i n g h e g e m o n i e s , p o w e r

5 The unwavering emphasis on continental-military predominance in French foreign
policy was reflected in characteristic formulations in the famous book by Gabriel
Bonnot de Mably, Le droit public de l'Europe, fondé sur les traités, 1747: »En effet
depuis trois siècles que la Marine forme un objet considérable dans l'Europe, les
affaires de mer n'ont jamais décidé du sort des guerres. La prise de certaines Places
et des Batailles décisives qui ont ouvert de Provinces entières au vainqueur, voilà ce
qui a fait parmi nous le destin des Etats, et ce qui continuera à le faire, tant que par
leur position quelques Puissances, qui ont la principale influence dans les affaires de
l'Europe, prendront peu d'intérêt à ce qui se passe hors du continent. - L'empire de
la mer donneroit à une Nation la Monarchie universelle; mais il faudroit que cet
empire fut tel que celui des Romains fut la Mediterranée; et c'est ce qui n'est pas possible, aujourd'hui que notre Navigation, aussi étendue que celle des anciens étoit
bornée, exige des dépenses infiniment plus considérables, et veut des gens fixés à
cette seule profession. Quel Peuple peut avoir assez de Vaisseaux et de Matelots pour
dominer sur toutes les mers; et, à l'exemple de la République Romaine, contraindre
les autres Etats à n'avoir qu'un certain nombre de Navires?«
6 A.T. Mahan, The Influence of Sea-power upon History, 1889, p. 304. See also:
L. Dehio, Gleichgewicht oder Hegemonie. Betrachtungen über ein Grundproblem der
neueren Staatengeschichte, 1948, p. 43.
7 Compare Volumes 10 and 11 of L. Halphen & P. Sagnac (eds.), Peuples et civilisations,
1944 (La prépondérance française 1661-1715·, La prépondérance anglaise 1715-1763). See
also: E. Reibstein, »Zeit des europäischen Völkerrechts (1648-1815)«, in Wörterbuch des
Völkerrechts, 1962, Vol. 3, p. 704. The turning point of 1763 is stressed by W. Näf, Die
Epochen der neueren Geschichte. Staat und Staatengemeinschaft vom Ausgang des Mittelalters bis zur Gegenwart (2nd edn.), 1959, Vol. 1, p. 476, as well as A. Wandruszka, »Die
europäische Staatenwelt im 18. Jahrhundert«, in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 7, p. 385.
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constellations and alliances«, Britain also passed through phases of crisis,
decline of p o w e r and general stagnation. W h i l e Britain w a s the principal
beneficiary of the Treaty of Paris of 1763, the Peace Treaty of Versailles of
1783, which ended the American War of Independence, has been referred to
by a British historian as »one of the most humiliating«. 8 In the absence of
continental friends, Britain had to defend itself against a coalition of belligerents w h o supported the rebel colonies in North America and recognised
their independence, w h i l e a strong group of neutral powers under the leadership of Russia joined in an armed neutrality-alliance against British
naval warfare. A Franco-Hispanic fleet temporarily controlled the Channel
during this war, during which time British ships did not dare to leave their
ports. In a sudden turn of fortune, »Great Britain in 1783 seemed to be near
to declining to a second-rate power«. 9
It was during the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars that the foundations
w e r e laid for Britain's lasting predominance during the nineteenth century.
This last segment of the French A g e saw one last desperate attempt on the
part of France to recapture her threatened position. Its subsequent collapse
made the unavoidable turn of fate even m o r e obvious.

8 Sir Charles Petrie, Diplomatie und Macht. Eine Geschichte der internationalen
Beziehungen 1717-1933, 1946, p. 68.
9 Ibid., p. 68 ff.; Dehio, op cit. note 6, pp. 105-8.
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Figure 30: The Peace οΓ 1713: Opening session of the peace congress in the Utrecht town hall
on 20 January 1712 (the representatives of Britain, France, Holland and Savoy, who were
joined by the Emperor's envoy on 10 February) (Li tog ra ρ h by Knrik eil Binger , Haarlem, after
C. Schreurs).

Chapter Two
The Foundations of the International Legal Community:
European Balance of Power, Dynastic Solidarity,
Colonial Expansion

I. Christendom and Europe in the Age of Tolerance
Despite deep confessional antagonisms, the Spanish Age maintained the
idea that »Christendom« formed a unified body linked together by a common legal order. Christendom was to be distinguished from the universal
society of mankind based on natural law, which included the non-Christian
world. The seriousness of the religious convictions that inspired people
during this century made them conscious of the common Christian foundation of their faith, which existed beyond all dogmatic controversies. This
religious seriousness faded during the French Age. Rationalism and enlightenment were the words which marked the intellectual face of the age. The
idea of tolerance was growing despite continuing confessional differences,
removing some polemical sharpness from the dispute between the antagonistic parties. The concept of an international legal community could not
remain unaffected by this development.
When one consults the works of the great systematic thinkers on the law
of nations in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, it seems as if the
idea of Christendom had indeed been definitively replaced by the idea of a
universal societas humana similar to the one which the Spanish classical
scholars and Grotius had already incorporated into their conceptual worlds
(while maintaining the close linkage with medieval Christian concepts of
natural law).
By contrast, the only idea which plays a role in the natural law theories of
Samuel Pufendorf or Christian von Wolff is that of a universal legal community of all mankind derived from abstract principles of reason. The most
widely read and disseminated book on international law in the eighteenth
century was that of the Swiss author Emmerich de Vattel.1 It was published

1 1714-67. The son of an ennobled preacher in the canton of Neuchâtel (Switzerland), Vattel studied philosophy in Basel and theology in Geneva. His thinking was
strongly influenced by Leibniz and Christian Wolff. In 1741 he published a »Défense
du système Leibnizien«. Afler an unsuccessful effort to enter Prussian service, he
became the Saxon envoy to Bern in 1746. In 1756 he was appointed Privy Councillor
in the Chancery of the Saxon Elector in Dresden. His main work, Le droit des gens, ou
principes de la loi naturelle appliqués à la conduite et aux affaires des Nations et
Souverains, was published in 1758, after which time numerous new editions and
translations w e r e produced. In 1762 Vattel published a treatise entitled Questions de
droit naturel et observations sur le traité du droit de la nature de M. le Baron de Wolff.
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in 1758 under the title Droit des gens, ou principes de la loi naturelle appliqués
à la conduite et aux affaires des Nations et des Souverains. It was the first to
adopt the term »la société des nations«, which some centuries later was
claimed by the victors of the First World War for their enterprise in international organisation. In Vattel's system, religion is only relevant as an object of
national policy. He began the twelfth chapter of the first volume with the following words: »Piety and religion are essentially influential on the welfare of a
nation; therefore they deserve a special chapter«; and continued » T h e safest
and most appropriate means to prevent religious troubles is general tolerance
toward all religious creeds which do not harbour danger for public morals or
the state«, for »[t]he >Société universelle du Genre-humain< is an institution of
nature itself, that is to say, a necessary consequence of human nature*«. 2
H o w e v e r , one would misunderstand the intellectual foundations of the
international legal order in the French A g e if one w e r e to rely solely on such
formulations as points of orientation. As soon as one leaves the spheres of
rational speculation and approaches concrete diplomatic and political reality, one is confronted with the fact that the »Droit public de l'Europe« was still
a legal order of »Christendom« - or, as began to be said, of »Christian
Europe«. It w e n t without saying that, in 1670, Charles II of England bestowed upon the Hudson Bay Company only such lands which w e r e »not
already n o w possessed by one of our subjects or the subjects of any
Christian prince or state«. 3 In subsequent grants of privileges to trading
companies as well, a clear distinction was made between Christian and heathen peoples w h e n the authorisation of w a r and peace was at issue.
Until the end of the eighteenth century, European State treaties, and especially their preambles, w o u l d underline the Christian character of the
Vattel's enormous success was largely based on his capacity to write in a manner
which was understandable, not only to a small circle of specialised scholars, but also
to a broader, educated public.
His biography, literary work and influence is dealt with extensively by E. Reibstein,
Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis, Vol. 1, 1958. pp. 571-609
and A. Nussbaum, A Concise History of International Law, 1947. Both authors emphasise the extraordinary range of his publications (which in the literature of international law is surpassed only by that of Grotius) and his influence on diplomats and judges, especially in the United States of America. However, they also express some scepticism as to Vattel's lack of originality and the deficiencies of his juridical stringency.
Nussbaum is more pointed than Reibstein in this respect, quoting (at p. 178) a sarcastic remark by Jeremy Bentham about Vattel's repeated use of tautologies, i.e. »It is
not right to do something which is wrong«. For a similarly critical appraisal, see:
A. de La Pradelle, Maîtres et doctrines du droit des gens (2nd edn.), 1950, p. 154 ff.
In addition to the literature listed by Reibstein (Vol. 1, p. 640) and Nussbaum, see:
F.S. Ruddy, »International Law and the Enlightenment: Vattel and the 18th century«,
(1939) 3 International Lawyer 839; H. Thévenaz, »Vattel ou la destinée d'un livre«,
(1957) 14 Schweizer Jahrbuch für Internationales Recht 9.
2 Part 1, Ch. 12, s. 135 - Prélim, s. 11: »La Société universelle du Genre-humain étant
une Institution de la Nature elle-même, c'est-à-dire une conséquence nécessaire de
la nature de l'homme«.
3 M.F. Lindley, The Acquisition and Sovereignty of Backward Territories in International Law, 1926, p. 25.
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European community of States. In numerous cases they began by evoking
the Holy Trinity. T h e opening words of the Treaty of Vienna of 1668 between
the Emperor and the Most Christian King of France w e r e : »In nomine
Sanctissimae et Individuae Trinitatis. A m e n « . T h e treaty w e n t on to declare
that it would be advantageous for the sake of Christendom, if the w a r in
Flanders w e r e soon to end, and that no other Christian kings could be m o r e
qualified to tackle successfully this task than the two contracting parties. 4
T h e preamble to the Peace Treaty of Ryswijk of 1697, which was concluded
between the Kings of England and France, assured that they w e r e »inspired
by the equal desire to prevent further shedding of Christian blood and to
restore public tranquillity as quickly as possible«. 5 Likewise, the preamble
of the Anglo-French Peace Treaty of Utrecht of 1713 read: »Inspired by the
desire to assure to Christendom as far as possible lasting tranquility and to
take account of the interests of their subjects, they agreed to terminate this
war, which had been so cruel and so terrible because of the amount of
Christian blood which was shed«. 6 Thus, the monarchs had »spontaneously
and of their o w n accord, as w e l l as motivated by their paternal care for their
subjects and for Christendom as a w h o l e « , assigned plenipotentiaries for the
purposes of negotiation. T h e same Anglo-Hispanic Peace Treaty of Utrecht
provided in its first article that »a general and permanent Christian peace
and sincere friendship« would be observed between King Philip V of Spain
and Queen Anne of England.
Treaties containing such formulations w e r e entered into as late as the
second half of the eighteenth century. T h e first article of the Peace of Paris
of 1763 stipulated that a »general and permanent Christian p e a c e « would
determine the relations between Great Britain, France and Spain. 7 T h e
same formula was used at the beginning of the Anglo-Hispanic Treaty of
Versailles of 1783.® Even in the Treaties of Vienna of 1815 there was an
evocation of the Holy and Indivisible Trinity and references to »all Powers of
Christendom« (»Toutes les puissances de la Chrétienté«).
This formula appeared in the same treaty, such as the 1815 Declaration
against the Trade of Negroes, 9 side by side with another: »toutes les nations
civilisées de la terre«. T h e turning point toward the concepts of the nineteenth century was thus indicated, w h e r e i n Christianity no longer played its
role as the foundation of thinking about the international legal community
but was replaced by the idea of a comprehensive »community of civilised
nations«.

4 F.G. Davenport, European Treaties bearing on the History of the United States and its
Dependencies, 1917, Vol. 2, p. 143.
5 J. Dumont, Corps universel diplomatique du droit des gens, 8 Vols., 1726-31, Vol. 7,
Part 2, p. 399; K. Strupp, Documents pour servir à l'histoire du droit des gens, 1923,
Vol. 1, p. 24.
6 Strupp, ibid., p. 29; Dumont, ibid., Vol. 3, Part 1, p. 339 & Vol. 8, Part 1, p. 393.
7 Davenport, op cit. note 4, Part 4, p. 92, Strupp, ibid., Vol. 1, p. 62.
8 Davenport, ibid., p. 152; Strupp, ibid., p. 186.
9 G.F. von Martens, Nouveau Recueil Général de Traités (to 1874), Vol. 2, p. 432;
Strupp, ibid., p. 186.
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The objection, that formulations of this sort were mere formalities, traditional stereotypes void of substance and without real significance, is not
well founded. The preambles of the major treaties of the eighteenth century
did not employ irrelevant flourishes. An age which put so much emphasis
on giving an appropriate outward appearance to intellectual content, and in
which the hierarchy of ranks and ceremonies was bitterly fought over precisely because they were not »mere formalities«, but rather part of political
reality, can claim the right to be taken seriously in its formalities. 10
The essence of these treaty preambles and articles can be verified through
an analysis of various contemporaneous institutions of international law. A
particularly clear example was the development of laws providing for the
protection of religious minorities, beginning with the stipulations of the
Peace Treaty of Osnabrück of 1648. Leaving aside some less important developments found in contractual instruments concluded between the Emperor
and the various Estates of the Empire in the sixteenth and the first half of
the seventeenth centuries, 11 the Peace Treaty of Osnabrück was the first
major treaty of the modern age to provide for the protection of minorities.
The structural development of laws for the protection of religious minorities
since 1648 leads to a precise conclusion in respect of the intellectual
foundations of the international legal community. The fact that conventions
of this sort were at all possible demonstrates that religious and confessional
questions were no longer decisive, that they were deprived of the sharpness
and weight which they had possessed in the preceding age. This is also the
only explanaiton for the fact that laws for the protection of religious minorities were generated at the very end of an age that was so dominated by
religious divisions. At a later stage of history a similar phenomenon occurred when laws for the protection of national minorities were developed
after the First World War: they became fully evolved at a point in time when
national antagonisms were losing their predominance and were overshadowed by broader opposing positions in world politics.
On the other hand, the treaties protecting religious minorities bore testimony to the continuing religious substance which underlay the Christian
family of nations and which was vigourous enough to require an international legal settlement of the questions resulting from the chequered confessional map of Europe. Above all, it was significant that all stipulations
concerning the protection of minorities in the treaties of Osnabrück and
Münster (1648), Oliva (1660), Nijmegen (1678), Ryswijk (1697), Utrecht
(1713), Paris (1763), Hubertusburg (1763) and Warsaw (1773) were based
10 See Gabriel Bonnot de Mably, Le droit public de l'Europe fondé sur les traités, 1748,
Vol. 1, p. 514: »Aux yeux des Philosophes, les titres ne sont que des chimères; mais
aux yeux de la multitude et des politiques qui sont obligés de se prêter à ces préjugés, ce sont des biens réels«.
11 For example, the Treaty of Passau between the Emperor on the one hand and Morris
of Saxony and the Protestant princes on the other (2 August 1552), as well as the treaties between the Court of Vienna and the Princes of Transylvania: Vienna (1606), Nikolsburg (1622), Vienna (1624), Bratislava (1626), Linz (1645). See: E. Flachbarth, Das
System des internationalen Minderheitenrechtes, 1937, Part 1, p. 5 ff.
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on the self-evident assumption that only adherents of the various Christian
confessions could enjoy the minority protections guaranteed by these treaties.
The first European treaty to provide protection beyond this limit was the
1814 Vienna Protocol on the unification of Belgium and Holland into a
Kingdom of the United Netherlands. 12 Article II of this protocol stipulated
that the new Kingdom had an obligation not to modify those constitutional
clauses which related to the equal protection of all religions and guaranteed
that positions in the public service w e r e open to all citizens without distinction as to their religious faith. For the first time, freedom of religious faith
and civic equality of all nationals w e r e secured in a manner which included,
not only the adherents of all Christian confessions, but also Jews and members of other religious communities. The new order established in 1804 and
1815 by the Congress of Vienna thus appears to have been a turning point in
the history of international law in respect of this question as well.
In contrast to the theories of the classical thinkers, the real, living order of
the law of nations in this age had its foundation in the solidarity and cohesiveness of the Western Christian nations. Georg Friedrich von Martens,
who had experience in the practical conditions of the world of law, defined
the foundations of the international legal community during the French Age
more precisely and pertinently than Pufendorf, Wolff or Vattel.13 In his outstanding Précis du droit des gens moderne de l'Europe fondés sur les traités et
l'usage he wrote, in 1788:
»The interest which each of the European powers shows in the affairs of
all others, as well as the maintenance of a system of balance of power and
the similarity of morals in Christian Europe, together with bonds linking
several of them - be it by the personality of the same monarch, be it by a
system of federation, be it by common political or religious interest - all this
together permits one to look at Europe as a whole as different from all other
parts of the world; to wit, not only with respect to geography, but as a special union of states, which - without having at any time contractually founded a general and positive society - has her own laws, morals and customs,
and which in some respects is similar to a nation having not yet agreed on
a constitution«. 14
Martens' formulation - »the similarity of morals in Christian Europe« suggests two important conclusions. On the one hand, it shows that the
communitarian spirit, which in the Spanish Age had been based predominantly on religious motives, had in the French Age become largely secularised. It was no longer the solidarity of the faithful, but rather the common
Christian culture and morals which had become the element which bound
the international legal community together. On the other hand, Martens'
formulation indicated a significant change of terminology: side by side with
12 G.F. von Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traités etc., 1808/39, Vol. 2, p. 38. This protocol was confirmed by a »déclaration des 8 articles« of 21 July 1814. Strupp, op cit.
note 5, Vol. 1, p. 157.
13 See: infra, 345.
14 Part 1, Ch. 1, p. 817 (Göttingen, 1801).
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the term »Christendom« the term »Europe« increasingly appeared. T h e
formula »tranquility and security of Europe« (»le repos et la sécurité de
l'Europe«), which had been used in the Hispano-Dutch Peace Treaty of
Utrecht of 1714,15 reappeared in numerous treaties of this age, most often in
contexts w h e r e the term »Christendom« would previously have been used.
Recent research has shown that the terms »Christendom« and »Europe«
w e r e not at all diametrically opposed to one another, but w e r e m o r e or less
interchangeable. 1 6 In the context of the struggle with the Habsburgs and
Spain, the French political publicists of the Richelieu era - the Duke of
Rohan and Richelieu himself - had initiated the interchangeability of the two
terms on the basis of a far-reaching secularisation of the idea of Christendom. This intellectual m e r g e r was completed by Leibniz, w h o s e formula
»Christian Europe« 1 7 demonstrated the identity of the two terms. Novalis
added the ultimate seal to this development by entitling his famous fragment of 1799 »Christendom or Europe« (»Die Christenheit oder Europa«).
Faced with the confessional split within the French nation, the special
requirements of French policy urgently demanded the secularisation of
political thought. In Fritzemeyer's words:
»It is true that the religious emotions of the Western nations, and the effects
of those emotions on politics, w e r e still so powerful that publicists always had
to refer back to them in order to strengthen political postulates. This was done
with the intent of impressing the public; though it was not in conformity with
the liberalisation which had occurred, it is significant, that the discussion continued to spill over into the field of religion. Thus, the idea of Christendom
and the still surviving ideal of Christian unity was transferred to a changed
world while the term Europe preserved its general flexibility and ability to
adapt to the moral values of this ideal. In this way, a transfer of intellectual
categories was made possible and a continuity was established, with the concept of >Europe< remaining open to a reference toward >Christendom<«. 18
It is this concept of » E u r o p e « with its link to »Christendom«, a secularised
cultural community founded on Christian heritage but to a certain degree
still rooted in religious soil, which is reflected in the n e w designation for the
l a w of nations of this age: »Droit public de l'Europe«. This designation was
most appropriate because the intellectual substance of this international
legal order embraced a variety of values, convictions and experiences, all
amalgamated in a very specific manner including the solidarity of monarchic rulers; concepts of political order; dynastic and other domestic cons-

15 Davenport, op cit. note 4, Vol. 2, p. 243.
16 W. Fritzemeyer, »Christenheit und Europa. Zur Geschichte des europäischen
Gemeinschaftsgefühls von Dante bis Leibnitz«, (1923) 23 Historische Zeitschrift 1, 96;
D. Hay, Europe. The Emergence of an Idea, 1957, p. 116; H. Gollwitzer, Europabild und
Europagedanke. Beiträge zur deutschen Geistesgeschichte des 18. und 19. Jahrhunderts, 1964, p. 42.
17 Leibniz, Werke (O. Klopp, ed.) (Hannover, 1864/84), Vol. 4, p. 143 & Vol. 7, p. 115.
Leibniz also used the expression »Christian Europei«: Vol. 2, pp. 196, 332; Vol. 4, p.
130. See: Fritzemeyer, ibid., p. 165.
18 Fritzemeyer, ibid., p. 93 ff.
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titutional institutions; the professional ethos of a highly developed permanent diplomacy answerable to often-changing political masters; the readiness to establish certain institutional ties. These elements constituted the
background to numerous well-known diplomatic and political arrangements
of the time: the Pragmatic Sanction and the Act of Settlement (the orders of
succession to the Habsburg and English thrones); the principle of the balance of p o w e r (in the Peace of Utrecht encapsulated in the specific prohibition on the Spanish and French crowns being vested in one ruler); the »barrier« principle favoured, in particular, by English policy (aiming at the fortification of the southern Netherlands as a protection against French expansion); the linkage of domestic German constitutional law with the European
political order (as fixed in the Peace of Westphalia) and the continued regulation of this order at the subsequent great peace congresses up to 1815.19
In this age of French predominance, the international legal order of
Christian Europe was at the centre of a network of international legal relations with the extra-European, non-Christian world, as was the case during
the preceding Spanish Age. T h e network of contractual relations b e c a m e
m o r e dense. As the International Court of Justice at the Hague decided in an
Indo-Portuguese dispute in 1960, a treaty concluded in 1690 by the Portuguese crown with the ruler of the Marathas (the realm of which was later
subjugated by the English East Indian Company) was an international l a w
treaty in the full sense of the word. 2 0 Diplomatic relations also intensified without, however, reaching the d e g r e e of intensity customary between
European powers. In general, it remained the situation that only ad hoc missions w e r e dispatched. Permanent or semi-permanent representatives of
Indian princes w e r e established at the m a j o r trading companies - to which
the active and passive right of diplomatic representation was delegated by
the English crown. France had been sending an envoy to Constantinople

19 E. Reibstein, »Das »Europäische öffentliche Recht« 1648-1815«, (1959/60) 8 Archiv
des Völkerrechts 585.1 agree with Reibstein regarding the Peace of Westphalia as the
beginning and the Congress of Vienna as the end of the period of the »droit public de
l'Europe«. By contrast Carl Schmitt saw the end of the nineteenth century, and more
precisely 1890, as marking the end of this period (See: »Die Auflösung der europäischen Ordnung im »International Law«, 1890-1959«, (1945) 5 Deutsche Rechtwissenschaft 267; Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum Europaeum, 1950,
p. 200 ff.). I disagree with Reibstein's view that this legal order extended only to »politically vital questions« and not to »routine matters«. There is no criterion for such a
distinction and Reibstein himself offers no examples or proof. Nor is there any reason
to agree with P. Guggenheim's view, expressed in »Das lus publicum europeum und
Europa«, (1954) 3 Jahrbuch des öffentlichen Rechts 1, that this idea was »only a fiction or at the most an ideological motivation for numerous rules of the general law of
nations«. For a more comprehensive characterisation of the »droit public d'Europe«,
see: U. Scheuner, »Die grossen Friedensschlüsse als Grundlage der europäischen
Staatenordnung zwischen 1648 und 1815«, in Spiegel der Geschichte, Festgabe für M.
Braubach, 1964, p. 220 at 259 ff.; W. Janssen, Die Anfänge des modernen Völkerrechts
und der neuzeitlichen Diplomatie, 1965, pp. 78, 86.
20 C.H. Alexandrowicz,/lre Introduction to the History of the Law of Nations in the East
Indies, 1967, p. 4 ff.
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even before 1648. After 1659, it also sent envoys to Persia and Siam (it entered into a military alliance with the latter country in 1687).21
However, diplomatic relations with the Sublime Porte preserved a special
character, not only because the Ottoman Empire would not send envoys to the
European capitals, but also because the diplomatic representatives of European
powers in Constantinople did not enjoy the customary rights of exterritoriality.
Even the basic rule of personal inviolability was not respected by the Ottoman
sultans. Envoys of European powers w e r e beaten, incarcerated and executed,
but this did not necessarily have consequences for the diplomatic relations
between the power concerned and the Sublime Porte. 22 As Abraham de
Wiquefort, an expert on diplomacy, wrote in 1677: »The arrogance of this
nation, nourished by the dissensions of Christian princes, does not know of any
law of nations nor what honour and custom is«. 23 This judgment long stood the
test of time. It is also noteworthy that the English envoy to Constantinople was
for a long time paid by trading companies, and not by the Crown. 24
Against the background of a w o r l d - w i d e legal order between States and
other kinds of public authority which w a s still rudimentary in its normative
structure, the »droit public de l'Europe« appeared as a m o r e developed and
m o r e substantial legal order of the European family of nations. It was
marked by the spirit and the style of French h e g e m o n y and became the
m o d e l for a later, universally applicable international law.

II. The »Wider« System of the European Balance of Power
1. The Equilibrium of Trade and Navigation
T h e restriction of the political balance of p o w e r system to Europe, which in
the Spanish A g e had limited the effectiveness of peace treaties and other
parts of the law of nations to those parts of the ancient w o r l d which fell inside the lines of amity, disappeared with the decline of Spanish h e g e m o n y
in the course of the seventeenth century. A new, m o r e extended system of
political balance was generated, into which the new, colonial w o r l d overseas was integrated. However, what occurred in the French A g e was not the
formation of a w o r l d - w i d e State system, w h e r e i n the old rules of the game
w e r e reproduced on a higher level and in a geographically aggrandised way.
T h e concepts of a w o r l d - w i d e State system and p o w e r balance did not
appear until the nineteenth century, and only then w e r e they an accurate
reflection of political reality. 25 Between 1648 and 1815 the balance of p o w e r
system remained an essentially European system, or m o r e precisely, a Euro21 E. Reibstein, op cit. note 19, p. 392; Alexandrowicz, ibid., p. 200 ff.
22 W. Windelband, Die auswärtige Politik der Grossmächte in der Neuzeit von 1494 bis
zur Gegenwart (3rd edn.), 1936, p. 127.
23 »L'Orgueil de cette nation là, noury par les divisions des Princes Chrestiens, ne
connoit point le Droit des Gens, & ne sçait ce que c'est ny honneur ny coustume«. Mémoires touchant les ambassadeurs et les ministres publics (The Hague, 1677) p. 132.
24 Windelband, op cit. note 22, p. 100.
25 See: infra, pp. 429 ff.
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pean system that prolongated into the extra-European world. Within this
system, Europe preserved its own specific weight. By virtue of this and notwithstanding the geographic extensions, Europe remained the center of
gravity for the system and its interplay of power games. In Europe, States
fought over people and territories. Overseas they fought over trade, navigation and the colonial fortunes which formed the principal object of their
rivalries and struggles. In Adolf Rein's words, what developed was »a system
of oceanic balance in trade, sea-power and colonial settlements«. 26
It was in this spirit that, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, the
concept of an »aequilibrium navigationis et commerciorum« was born. 27 It
was in line with such a concept that the French foreign minister the Duc de
Choiseul wrote to his envoy in Stockholm in 1759: »Today, the true balance
really consists in trade and in America«. 28
The overseas world as a means for correcting European power relations
and proportions and as a premium for the possession of European hegemony: this was the idea at the centre of French policy and the motive for
French colonial expansion. 29
During this period, the newly discovered continents were only an object
of European political maneuvering. They were not a self-reliant sphere of
activity with its own centres of gravity.
Only at the end of this period, with the Declaration of Independence of the
United States in 1776, did a new subject of international politics entered the
State system, one which was rooted in American soil and not attached to any
European capital. It is only from this perspective that the deeper meaning
underlying the 1823 proclamation of President Monroe may be understood,
»that the American continents are henceforth not to be regarded as the
object of colonisation by any European powers«. 30 Until this point the international legal order could with good reason be called the »droit public de
l'Europe«. This was what the Abbé de Mably had called it in 1748, when he
based the international legal order on the positive law of treaties. 31
26 »Über die Bedeutung der überseeischen Ausdehnung für das europäische Staatensystem«, (1928) 137 Historische Zeitschrift 28, 73.
27 Austrian pamphlet from the year 1728. See: E. Kaeber, Die Idee des europäischen
Gleichgewichts in der publizistischen Literatur vom 16. bis zur Mitte des 18. Jahrhunderts, 1906, pp. 80, 86.
28 »Le véritable équilibre consiste actuellement dans le commerce et en Amérique«.
- Flassan, Histoire générale et raisonée de la diplomatie française (Paris, 1811) Part 2,
p. 160.
29 »Je crois au contraire que dans la situation présente des choses, l'empire de la
terre doit conduire à celui de la mer, et je puis m ê m e avancer comme une vérité
incontestable que c'est la faute de la Nation la plus puissante sur terre, si elle n'est
pas aussi la plus puissante sur mer«. - Mably, op cit. note 10, p. 277.
30 American State Papers on Foreign Relations, Vol. 5, p. 246 ff. (State Papers 181.
Cong. 1 sess. No. 2, Washington, 1823). See also: H. Krauss, Die Monroe-Doktrin in
ihren Beziehungen zur amerikanischen
Diplomatie
und zum Völkerrecht, 1913,
p. 37-40.
31 Op cit. note 10. See also: J.A. de Abreu y Bertodano, Derecho Publico de la Europa,
1746, Parts 1 & 2.
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Even later, it seems that many scholars saw no reasoned basis on which to
abandon this linguistic usage. T h e continuation of this usage was influenced
by the fact that the integration of the United States into the international legal
community was achieved rapidly and without serious difficulties - which was
only possible because the United States was an offshoot of the ChristianEuropean family of nations. 32 Notwithstanding the inclusion of the United
States, the fundamental question of whether the legal order of this family of
nations was fit for extension to a universal law of nations without first undergoing substantial changes, had not yet become ripe for decision.

2. Colonial Monopolies of Commerce and Navigation
T h e legal institutions serving colonial expansion and the political and economic methods of colonial policy in the late seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries w e r e illustrative of the ways in which Europe made itself the
master of the overseas world. It developed a colonial system based on mercantilism, and in particular on the nationally organised mercantilism of the
French statesman Jean Baptiste Colbert. Based on a thoroughly political
concept of the economy, this system was called »Colbertism« and put the
national economy as w e l l as colonial expansion entirely at the service of the
State and national p o w e r politics. It was a system which was truly of French
origin and guided by French ideas. In a letter written to Mazarin in 1643,
Colbert explained his p r o g r a m m e as follows:
» W e must rebuild and reorganise all industries, even the industry of
luxury. W e must establish a system of protective tariffs, unite producers and
traders in corporations, w e must loosen the fiscal bonds which damage the
population; w e must make possible for France the overseas transportation
of its o w n products, develop the colonies and link them together with
France through our trade policy; w e must eliminate all mediators between
France and India and must develop the fleet in order to protect the m e r chant marine«. 3 3
France was not the only State to develop its colonial and maritime system
within the framework of this programme. T h e other colonial powers followed the same path. As early as 1651 Cromwell, in his Navigation Act, proclaimed that all traffic with the English colonies had to pass over England.
Imports f r o m overseas, as well as all traffic with European ports, w e r e
restricted exclusively to English ships, while ships flying foreign flags would
only be admitted to English ports if they carried goods which originated in
the flag State. All intermediate trade under foreign flags was prohibited. 34
32 In his widely known survey Literatur des gesammten sowohl natürlichen wie positiven Völkerrechts, 2 Vols., 1785-88, D.H.L. von Ompteda asked (at p. 18) whether the
name »European Law of Nations« »had not become too narrow« and therefore inappropriate, »in particular now, where in America an eminent new state is flourishing«.
33 H. Weber, La Compagnie française des Indes (1604-1875), 1904, p. 100.
34 J.A. Williamson, »The beginnings of an Imperial policy«, in Cambridge History of
the British Empire, 1929, Vol. 1, p. 217 ff.
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T h e Navigation Act, which damaged, and was intended to damage, the
intermediate trade that was of vital importance to the Dutch, was the principal cause of the Anglo-Dutch War of 1652-54. It w a s preceded by negotiations, in the course of which C r o m w e l l advanced the idea of a full AngloDutch union. In 1651 Oliver St. John, the envoy of the Lord Protector, submitted an additional, not quite so far-reaching plan. He proposed that the
Dutch enter into a close defensive alliance with the English on the basis of
a c o m m o n fleet of sixty English and forty Dutch ships. T h e aim of this alliance w o u l d be nothing less than the apportionment of w o r l d trade. 35
Although both partners would enjoy the same rights in Europe, the
Netherlands would hold the monopoly of trade in Asia while the English
would hold the same position in America (with the exception of Brazil). At
the same time this alliance would become the core of a comprehensive
religious community of the Protestant powers acting against the Catholic
ones. Although this last idea sounds reminiscent of the by then disappearing
age of dominant religious antagonisms, the basic concept of the proposed
alliance clearly revealed the ultimate goals of a mercantilistic policy that
had grown out of »nationalistic passion for economic rivalry«. 3 6 In their w i d e
conceptual span, goals of this type w e r e a geo-historical counterpart to the
Hispano-Portuguese apportionment of the world. However, in the restricted
scope of their object, they demonstrated at the same time the profound difference between the two colonial systems. T h e object had b e c o m e the
monopoly of trade, and was no longer the monopoly of governance, religious conversion and direct exploitation at which the Iberian States had
aimed. This difference must be emphasised, for the monopoly of trade was
also applied by the Spanish in their colonial system. 37 However, it was in the
commercial order of national mercantilism that the trade monopoly first
became the cardinal element of colonial and maritime policy as a whole.
T h e entire maritime l a w of nations of this age was marked by this focus
on defending the colonial trade monopoly. T h e claims to exclusive rights
over the oceans, as they had originally been asserted by the Spanish, and
later by the English, w e r e abandoned. Instead of an exclusive and m o r e or
less illusionary sovereignty of the sea, effective control of trade and an effective maritime police came to be regarded as essential. Thus, disputes no
longer centered around the broad questions of principle concerning » m a r e
liberum« or »mare clausum«, but instead focused on effective rights of control on the high seas. T h e most important developments in the maritime l a w
of the eighteenth century w e r e linked with this change in emphasis: the
English »Rule of the War of 1756« and the »doctrine of continued voyage«,
which together f o r m e d the core of the colonial blockade imposed by England in the War of 1756-63.38
35 H. Oncken, Cromwell. Vier Essays über die Führung einer Nation (2nd edn.)
(Berlin, 1935) p. 81 fT.
36 G. von Schmoller, »Das Merkantilsystem in seiner historischen Bedeutung«, (1884)
8 Schmollers Jahrbuch.
37 J. Goebel, The Struggle for the Falkland Islands, 1927, p. 122 fT.
38 See: infra, pp. 407 ff.
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3. Trading Companies
T h e monopoly of trade was inseparably linked with a characteristic, very
specific and important feature of colonial history, namely the large privileged trading companies. These companies were, at least in the history of
English and Dutch expansion, the principal engines of colonial enterprise
and organisers of the overseas settlements. In other States' colonisations
they were also the organisational and legal forms by which colonial territories w e r e politically and economically attached to the parent country.
The history of the trading companies in respect of their role in the law of
nations has not yet been written. Only recently may some hints be discerned, which identify the problem as such.39 The gap left open in the research
of the law of nations cannot be filled here. Only a f e w fundamental points of
importance to the overall development of this law will be touched upon.
The most important point relates to the specific, semi-State, semi-private
intermediate position that the trading companies asserted. This position
made it possible to avoid a complete transfer to the overseas colonial
sphere of the European concept of State, with all of its far-reaching legal
consequences and associated concepts of sovereignty, nation-State, State
territory and State borders.
The intermediate position of the trading companies was the main reason
that the legal ambiguity »beyond the line« was not transformed directly into
a situation where the strict rules of a law of nations applied, which was in
conformity with the limited geographic extension and narrow political circumstances of Europe.
Since it was not the States themselves which w e r e confronting each other,
but rather corporations, which were regarded as or at least pretended to be
more or less self-reliant, a separate, flexible system of a colonial law of nations developed. That the colonies required different standards was very
much in the minds of practical politicians. Le Maréchal Vauban, who, in his
1700 treatise Intérêt présent des Etats de la Chrétienté, intended to base peace
in Europe on the principle of »natural frontiers« (»established by the creator
of nature since the beginning of the world«), stressed expressly that this principle was not applicable to colonial acquisitions. However, this wise reservation did not guide the philosophers and theorists of the law of nations during
the Age of Enlightenment. Self-consciously rationalistic, they were almost
unanimously of the opinion that the great colonial wars of the eighteenth
century were caused by the neglect of diplomats, who in the Peace of Utrecht
had failed to establish clear borders for the French and English colonial
realms in America. In line with this thinking, Voltaire wrote:
»A protracted dispute about some wild landscapes in Acadia caused all
European sovereigns to adopt a new policy. It is useful to recall that this dispute was the result of the negligence of all envoys, engendered in the Treaty
39 Indications in this direction may be found, from the perspective of a historian, in
Rein, op cit. note 26, p. 46. From a jurisprudential perspective, Carl Schmitt pointed
out the problem. See: »Raum und Grossraum im Völkerrecht«, (1940) 24 Zeitschrift
für Völkerrecht 159.
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of Utrecht of 1712-13. France ceded by this treaty the adjacent Acadia with
its former frontiers to England; but it was not determined, where these frontiers ran, and one did not know them, a mistake never made in treaties between individuals. Necessarily this omission became the origin of dissensions«.40
This opinion, which evidently resulted from a confusion between the
cause and the effect of the great colonial wars, was also shared by Vattel and
the Geneva law professor, Jean Jacques Burlamaqui. 41
The colonial trading companies 42 were not a creation of the French Age.
They had already appeared in the sixteenth century, flourishing in the seventeenth century, and in the eighteenth century experiencing a general
decline. Their legal function evolved during the same period, from the middle of the seventeenth century, in which the »lines of amity« disappeared and
overseas relations came to be dealt with on the basis of the law of nations.
The legal and organisational structure of the trading companies displayed
two characteristic features: on the one hand, they were »joint-stock companies« based on joint-stock capital contributed by numerous members, at first
only for one single voyage. Later on in France the concept of a »fonds perpétuel« was born. 43 In accordance with the model of absolutism in public
administration, the administration of the capital lay in the hands of a board
of directors having comprehensive power of authority, and on which most
shareholders (we are dealing here with the original form of the modern
joint-stock company), the »adventurers« who had »ventured« fifty, one hundred or even two hundred pounds for a voyage, could not exercise any influence worthy of that name. In Holland, the members of the board of directors, the »Bewindthebbers«, were assigned by State authorities to this position for life.
On the other hand, the trading companies were »chartered companies«,
that is to say, corporations operating on the basis of concessions and privileges granted to them by States. First, the »charter« conveyed upon them a
trade monopoly in respect of specified regions. This trade monopoly was
later combined with the bestowal of sovereign rights.
The first chartered joint-stock company was »The Mysterie 44 and companie of the Merchants adventurers for the discoverie of Regions, Dominions, Islands and places unknown«, a title which was later reduced to the
»Russian Company« or »Muscovy Company«. This was the great Russia
Company, which was granted privileges by the English Crown in 1555, and
which for the first time established trade relations with Asia without using
40 Voltaire, Siècles de Louis XIV. et de Louis XV. (1803 edn.), Part 5, p. 7.
41 Vattel, Droit des gens, Part 2, Ch. 7, s. 92, p. 137; Burlamaqui, Principes du droit de
la nature et des gens, 1768, Part 7, p. 253.
42 See generally: P. Bonnassieux, Les grandes compagnies de commerce (Paris, 1892);
D. Hannay, The Great Chartered Companies (London, 1926); J. Chailley-Bert, Les compagnies de colonisation sous l'ancien régime (Paris, 1898).
43 J. von Gierke, Handelsrecht und Schifffahrtsrecht (4th edn.), 1933, p. 272.
44 Viz. »Mastery«. On the genesis of the great British trading companies, see: Schulin,
in: Handbuch der europäischen Geschichte, Vol. 3, p. 926 ff. and citations therein.
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the route through the Levant. At its side there appeared, in the century between 1579 and 1689 in the Baltic region, the »Eastland Company«, which
was founded on the initiative of Queen Elizabeth I of England. In the second
half of the sixteenth century two more companies were founded in England:
the »Turkey Company« in 1581 and the »Venice Company« in 1583. In 1592
they merged into one large »Levantine Company«. Until 1823, the Levantine
Company's activities extended beyond the Mediterranean to the Near East.
At the beginning of the seventeenth century the two »Queens« of the trading companies were born: the English and the Dutch East-India Companies.
On 30 December 1600, Queen Elizabeth conveyed the first charter for East
India upon an association of merchants in London, who had accumulated an
original stock of 30,000 pounds. For several years the new corporation,
which was called »The Governor and Company of the Merchants of London«, had to fight for its rights. It had to do so because England's policy was
once again aimed (albeit temporarily) at an accomodation with Spain and
did not wish these endeavours to be disturbed by venturesome merchants.
In 1612, the East India Company was given a statutory basis. After the revolution, groups of merchants which had not been privileged were also accorded a charter by Parliament. Thus there were from 1698 two East India
Companies: the old »London Company« and the new »England Company«.
After a bitter struggle they decided, in 1702, to join together and in 1709 the
union was completed with the founding of the »United East India Company«.
The company existed in this form until the middle of the nineteenth century,
although ultimately it was only a shadow of its former self. By the end of the
nineteenth century it had also played out the political and international
legal role, that the trading companies of the French Age had made so significant.
These companies were not only operating in India, but also in America.
The English settlements in North America were established by the pilgrim
fathers within the framework of chartered companies. In 1606, King James
I had privileged two Virgina companies: the London Company in the south
and the Plymouth Company in the north. In order to be able to settle in the
letter's region, which from 1620 was called »New England«, the emigrants
of the Mayflower acquired a licence for their settlement. They did so in the
hope that they would be able to use the legal form of the trading company
as a framework for their political and religious self-government. The privileges of the Virginia companies expired in 1624 and 1635. However, the
Puritan settlements in New England had by this time assured for themselves
enduring territorial rights, which were, in part, confirmed by the Crown.
The great counterpart to the East India Company in America was the
Hudson's Bay Company, which Charles II privileged in 1670. Its full title was
»The Governor and Company of Adventurers of England trading into
Hudson Bay«. In 1749, Parliament discussed the abrogation of these privileges. However, only in 1859 was the trade monopoly abolished, with its
political and administrative powers being removed ten years later.
In the present context, the British companies which were founded in the
eighteenth century are of minor interest. Whether it was the South Sea
Company of 1711 or the »Company of Merchants trading to Africa« of 1750,
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these companies served the slave-trade above all. Their structure was also
different and their political and legal weight could not be compared with
that of the companies that had been founded earlier.
The above-mentioned Dutch East India Company can be traced back to
1596. Six years later, in 1602, it received its charter from the States General
(parliament) and began its highly successful life under the name
»Algemeene Geoctroyeerd Oost Indische Compagnie«. Its counterpart in
America, the Dutch West India Company, was founded in 1621 and had its
best years in the period between 1634 and 1644.
French colonisation used the foundation of trading companies to a particularly high degree. No less than seventy-five French companies existed in
the period between 1599 and 1789.45 However, their lasting importance did
not correspond to their number. They operated on a basis which was altogether different from that of the English and Dutch companies. They were
artificial products of a clearly conceived political will of State. They lacked
the private, individualistic spirit of enterprise and adventure which was so
significant for the companies of other States in this Age of Absolutism, and
which had, in the initial stage of the Age of Discoveries, also characterised
French initiatives overseas.
To mention only a few of the French companies: in 1626 a »Compagnie des
Isles de l'Amérique« was founded, the activities of which extended to St.
Christophe and the other West Indian islands. In 1644 its position was taken
over by the »Compagnie des Indes occidentales« which dominated the
French West Indies until 1674. In 1664 the »Compagnie des Indes orientales«
was founded, merging a half century later with a number of other companies to form a »Compagnie des Indes«. As the head of this company,
Dupleix made a vigorous effort to establish a French colonial empire in
India through conquest. However, the failure of this effort was inevitable
due to France's maritime inferiority. The company was dissolved in 1770
after the defeat in the Seven Years War and the fall of Pondicherry in 1761.
The flags of Danish, Swedish, Portuguese and Prussian trading companies
also made their appearance on the world's oceans. However, they did not
have a significant influence on the course of history and need not be analysed here.
It was in the relations of the European colonial powers with the indigenous States in India and Indonesia that the trading companies played a
particularly important and ever increasing role during this period. In contrast to the Portuguese, who ruled in India through a Viceroy (in Goa) and
direct representatives of the Crown, the English, French and Dutch operated their colonial policy through trading companies which they equipped for
this purpose with delegated sovereign powers. Although most Indian princes initially adopted a reserved attitude toward the companies and made
every effort to establish direct contacts with European sovereigns, over time
the companies succeeded in establishing themselves as equal partners in
negotiations and gaining the power to send and receive envoys and to be
45 Chailley-Bert, op cit. note 42, p. 21; Bourde, in Handbuch
schichte, Vol. 3, p. 804.
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respected as sovereign rulers ( w h o did not fail to display an appropriate
degree of outward pomp). 4 6
It was a matter of controversy in international legal theory during the
nineteenth century w h e t h e r the great trading companies w e r e »subjects« of
international law, w h e t h e r they held a »sovereignty« of their own, or
whether they w e r e merely »organs« of their parent country. In general, the
latter v i e w was taken and the entire problem w a s considered to be a matter
of domestic public law. However, the questions which w e r e asked actually
missed the issue. Although the trading companies could not be squeezed
into the continental European notion of »State«, they w e r e nevertheless a
phenomenon of relevance to international law. T h e i r very function was to
prevent the transfer of the concept of »State« to the non-European world.
It is obvious that the companies could not have existed without the support of their parent country. H o w e v e r , the degree of linkage and dependence differed. For example, it was greater in France and Holland than it
was in England, although it existed everywhere. Nevertheless, one would
misunderstand the historical role of these companies w e r e one to ignore
their function as instruments of the national expansion policies of the
European powers, even if in the minds of their promotors these companies
had another purpose. T h e r e f o r e , it was the same consequential historical
process which resulted in their being gradually taken over by State authorities. In France this w a s a consequence of active political planning, whereas
in England it was the result of a m o r e passive adaptation to a developing
trend.
On the other hand, it would not do justice to the political and legal position of the trading companies if they w e r e to be seen merely as dependent
organs of the States which stood behind them. In all cases, the extent of political p o w e r conveyed upon them was considerable. T h e charter issued by
Queen Elizabeth in favour of the English East India Company in 1600 mentioned only the right »to traffick and use the Trade of Merchandise, by Sea«.
All those engaging in trade with East India without the permission of the
company w e r e threatened with severe penalties. Beyond that, in 1661
Charles II expressly conveyed upon the company the right to dispatch w a r ships, m e n and w a r materials for the defence of their factories and trading
centres, to build fortifications and to decide on matters of w a r and peace
with all non-Christian peoples. In 1683 these rights w e r e partly extended,
and partly limited by a reservation in favour of the Crown. T h e Crown thus
reclaimed »the sovereign right, powers and dominions over all the forts and
places of habitation«, as w e l l as »the p o w e r of making peace and w a r w h e n
w e shall be pleased to interpose our royal authority thereon«. T h e right of
minting coins had already been conveyed upon the company in 1677.47
T h e Charter of the Hudson's Bay Company, dating f r o m 1670, vested this
company with a monopoly on trade with, and full legislative, administrative
46 J. Westlake (Collected Papers on Public International
Law, 1914, p. 197) called
them »Mediate Sovereigns«. For numerous examples, see: Alexandrowicz, op cit. note
20, Introduction, pp. 15, 26, 28, 37, 203, 216.
47 Lindley, op cit. note 3, p. 94.
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and juridical authority over, all inhabitants of the lands assigned to it. Its
mandate comprised the right to erect fortifications, to maintain land and sea
forces and to decide on matters of w a r and peace with all non-Christian
princes and peoples. T h e King, for his part, reserved for himself »the Faith,
Allegiance, and Sovereign Dominion due to us, our Heirs and Successors«. 48
It was within a similar f r a m e w o r k that the rights of the other English,
Dutch and French companies w e r e circumscribed. T h e privilege of the
French » C o m p a g n i e des Isles de l'Amérique«, dating f r o m 1635, granted the
company »la propriété de leurs découvertes, en toutes justice et seigneurie,
ne réservant à sa Majesté, et à ses successeurs, que le ressort, la foi & l'homm a g e à chaque mutation du roi«. 4 9 T h e governors and functionaries of the
Dutch companies swore their oath of allegiance to the company as w e l l as
to the States General. T h e Charter of the Dutch West India Company of 1621
provided that the Company would communicate all agreements and alliances made with the natives to the States General, and hand over all documents and maps relating to fortifications and settlements.
T h e right to decide on matters of w a r and peace did not remain restricted
to relations with the natives, but extended also to relations with the trading
companies of other States. T h e specific function of the companies in this age
is characterised by the fact that they could w a g e colonial and naval wars
with one another without disturbing the g e n e r a l p e a c e in Europe.
Numerous »dog-fights« thus took place in the colonial sphere without a w a r
breaking out between the relevant States. However, it is true that colonial
disputes between the trading companies became the prelude to European
wars. T h e Anglo-Dutch War of 1665 began in this way, with attacks of the
Royal African Company against Dutch outposts in Guinea in February 1664,
with disputes in the West Indies and with the seizure of N e w Amsterdam
(which in September 1664 was named N e w York). Only in March 1665 did
England formally declare w a r on the Netherlands. 5 0
Even as late as the middle of the eighteenth century, there existed a w i d e spread v i e w that a European w a r would not necessarily lead to a colonial
w a r between the companies. In 1744, while the w a r between Britain and
France w a s already in full swing, the French adventurer La Bourdonnais,
w h o had established a stronghold on Mauritius, received a strict order f r o m
the French Compagnie des Indes not to attack the English East India Company, provided that the latter also abstained f r o m hostilities. T h e English
Company accepted the French proposals on the condition that their h o m e
governments w e r e not bound by them. W h e n the London Government
nevertheless dispatched ships into the Indian Ocean and captured French
ships, La Bourdonnais felt that he was no longer bound by the arrangement.
In September 1745 he captured Madras. 51
48 Ibid., p. 95.
49 Ibid., p. 96.
50 W.F. Reddaway, »Rivalry for Colonial Power, 1660-1713«, in Cambridge History of
the British Empire, 1929, Vol. 1, Ch. 10, p. 311.
51 Pearce Higgins, »The Growth of International Law. Maritime Rights and Colonial
Titles 1648-1763«, in Cambridge History of the British Empire, 1929, Vol. 1, Ch. 19, p. 547.
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In recent historical research on this period it has rightly been stressed that
the non-responsibility of States for the activities engaged in by »private«
trading companies in colonial regions on their behalf had a salutory effect,
preventing an eo ipso state of war breaking out between the colonising
States.52 The existence of different holders of international rights - in
Europe the States, in the colonial world the private trading companies »certainly provided for a protective wall securing the European world of
States against the consequences of events happening in the overseas
world«. 53
It is true that developments in the colonial sphere were closely related to
the policies of European governments. However, it does not promote understanding of the international legal structure of this age to suggest that the
special legal position of the trading companies was a fiction. There are a
number of less-known cases in which, in spite of bitter fighting in the overseas world, war did not break out in Europe precisely because this fiction
was an essential and effective element of the European order.

4. Piracy
The system of colonial trade monopolies and privileged trading companies
was closely linked to a specific phenomenon of international social history
that has always attracted particular attention from lawyers of numerous
nations: piracy.
The phenomenon of piracy is nearly as old as the history of mankind.54
Pirates have existed for as long as there has been a legal notion of robbery
and people have engaged in merchant navigation at sea. In the course of
history, there were periods in which no more importance was attached to
piracy than to other criminal offences. There were also periods in which
pirates advanced into the sphere of general history: when a world ruler like
Charles V failed to subdue the »Barbaresques« in Algiers; when the Hanseatic ports confronted a Störtebecker and his »Vitalienbrüder« (»vigorous
brotherhood«) in naval battle; when the Elizabethan »seadogs« sailed
around the world and created the indispensable prerequisites for the establishment of a sea-based British empire; when buccaneers and filibusters
played a historic role in the great colonial disputes between the English,
Spanish and French in the West Indies.

52 Josef Engel, »Von der spätmittelalterlichen res publica Christiana zum MächteEuropa der Neuzeit«, in Handbuch der europäischen Geschichte, 1971, Vol. 3, p. 307.
53 »[e]rrichtete um die europäische Staatenwelt gewissermassen einen Schutzwall,
der sie vor den Folgen dessen absicherte, was in Ubersee geschah« - ibid. Engel did
not share the view that in the Spanish Age the »lines of amity« excluded the interference of colonial disputes in the power relationships in Europe (p. 309). However, this
evaluation of the amity lines on the one hand, and of the trading companies on the
other, seems to be contradictory and is not convincing.
54 See generally: Philip Gosse, The History of Piracy, 1932; idem. »Pirate and Piracy«,
in Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 17, 1955, p. 951.
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W h e n piracy is discussed in the context of international law, it does not
generally involve the greatest figures of the heroic age of piracy. Since
ancient times, the l a w of nations has known a sharp distinction between
»pirates« and »corsairs«. »Corsairs«, or m o r e accurately »privateers«, w e r e
the commanders of private ships authorised by States to participate in
armed commercial w a r f a r e by virtue of »letters of marque«. As far back as
the late Middle Ages they w e r e legally recognised combat units in sea w a r fare. Strictly speaking, in international l a w the distinguishing criteria for
pirates are that they act without higher authorisation, 55 are detached f r o m
any political context and select their victims without distinction f r o m among
the ships of all States. From the writings of Gentili and Grotius to the international l a w doctrine of the nineteenth century, the legal concept of piracy
was influenced by Cicero's famous sentence: »Pirata hostis generi humani«.
As far as the legal position of pirates was concerned, there was never unanimity. However, a f e w general principles may be discerned. Most writers
supported the v i e w that pirates w e r e not »enemies« (hostes) in the meaning of
the laws of war. 56 Some of those writers contended, not only that the laws of
w a r w e r e irrelevant for judging the behaviour of pirates and dealing with
them, but that pirates w e r e generally and in principle outlaws, hors-de-la-loi.
Everybody was permitted to attack them and to deprive them of their life and
property. Gentiii was of the opinion that, in dealing with pirates, even legally
prohibited means could be used and that promises given to pirates w e r e not
binding. 57 In contrast, Grotius assumed that pirates, as human beings, had
natural rights out of which was derived the principle that treaties must be
observed. Grotius is in turn contradicted by Pufendorf, w h o referred to the
principle that pirates w e r e the common enemy of all, criminals w h o robbed
and murdered w h o e v e r they met without provocation. Pirates thus destroyed
the social relationship amongst men, which had been created by God.
Therefore, they ought not have any right to use this bond, by which men cultivate a social life together according to the will of God. As pirates' behaviour
was an open confession of atheism, they w e r e not allowed to use religion to
their advantage and no reasonable person could rely on their oath. 58
H o w e v e r , rules already existed in the State practice of the fourteenth century providing for an orderly, if summary procedure for bringing pirates to
trial, generally on the basis of an admiral's authority. 59 As established much

55 Definition by Cornelius van Bynkershoek, Quaestionum iuris publici libri duo, 1737,
Part 1, Ch. 17 (in Classics of International Law, 1930, Vol. 14): »Qui autem nullius principle auctoritate, sive mare, sive terra rapiunt, piratarum predonumque vocabulo intelliguntur«. See: W. Abendroth, »Piraterie«, in Wörtenbuch des Völkerrechts, 1962, Vol. 2, p. 768.
56 See, e.g.: Gentili, De iure belli libri tres, 1588/89, Part 1, Ch. 4 (in Classics of
International Law, Vol. 9, 1921).
57 Ibid., Part 2, Ch. 3.
58 De iure naturae et gentium libri odo, 1672, Part 4, Ch. 2, s. 8 (in Classics of
International Law, Vol. 17, 1931).
59 French ordinance of 7 December 1373 - Inquisition taken at Quinborough, 1375:
Travers Twiss, Monumenta jurídica rerum britannicarum medii aevi scriptores, Vol. 1
(The Black Book of the Admiralty), 1871, pp. 432, 148.
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later in a legal monograph of 1905, the doctrine of the lawlessness of the
pirate was in reality only »one of the doctrinal and transitory contentions
resulting f r o m the reception of Roman L a w « . T h e historical law of piracy
thus comprised »a series of elements, the origin of which is not criminal law,
but the ancient l a w of aliens. It is in this w a y analogous to the laws of war,
which is also rooted in the l a w of aliens«. 60 A pirate ship was thus equal to
an enemy ship in one respect, in that both w e r e subject to prize law.
Even better established than the doctrine of the lawlessness of the pirate
was that which effected his »denationalisation«. This latter doctrine existed
as far back as the ancient French code of sea law, the »Rôles d'Oléron«.
Article 17 of this code had the effect of depriving the pirate of the protection
of his flag, with the consequence that ships f r o m all States w e r e authorised
to exercise the functions of naval police (in essence those of ships of w a r )
by stopping and arresting him. 61 It was this particular legal consequence
which induced maritime States in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
w h e n a genuine form of piracy no longer existed, to refer back to this concept w h e n establishing a series of statutory definitions of »quasi-piracy«.
It was only rarely contested that a State belonging to the international
legal community could not authorise its warships to capture pirates. It was
stated, in a declaration of the Netherlands States General in 1667, that the
pirate could be punished by any prince into whose custody he fell, and that
as many such punishments as possible would serve as a warning to others
( » e u m puniri posse a quocunque Principi, in cuius potestatem fuisset redactus, eiusque rei quam plurima etiam exstare exempla«). Grotius, van
Bynkershoek and many other writers elaborated quite unequivocally on this
point. Molloy said: »Against Pirates and such as live by Robbery at Sea, any
Prince hath P o w e r to make War, tho' they are not subject to his Government«. 6 2 Some authors assumed the existence of a legal obligation to capture pirates. According to Grotius, kings and other authorities neglected their
duties if they did not do all that was in their p o w e r - and that which they
w e r e obligated to do - to prevent robbery and piracy. 63 Similar v i e w s w e r e
60 »[E]ine der doktrinären und vorübergehenden Aufstellungen, die die Rezeption im
Gefolge hatte« - and - »eine Reihe von Elementen, deren Heimat nicht das Strafrecht,
sondern das alte Fremdenrecht ist, und bildet insoweit ein Analogon des Kriegsrechtes, das auch seinerseits ganz im Fremdenrecht wurzelt« - P. Stiel, Der Tatbestand
der Piraterie nach geltendem Völkerrecht, Staats- und völkerrechtliche Abhandlungen,
Vol. 4, 1905, pp. 45, 42.
61 G. Schlikker, Die völkerrechtliche Lehre von der Piraterie und den ihr gleichgestellten Verbrechen, 1907, p. 8 ff.; C. Gareis, »Die Interdiktion von Sklavenhandel und
Seeraub«, in Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 2, p. 571 ff.; Stiel, ibid., p. 8. Albert Zorn,
»Der staatliche Rechtsgüterschutz auf hoher See«, (1907) 21 Archiv des öffentlichen
Rechts 285, was the only scholar who clearly rejected the doctine of the »denationalisation« of pirates, which he confused with their lawlessness. See: A. Müller, Die
Piraterie im Völkerrecht, 1929.
62 De Iure Martimo et Navali, 1676, Ch. 4, Part 1, p. 56.
63 »Es neglectu tenentur reges ac magistratus, qui ad inhibenda latrocinia et piraticam non adhibent ea quae possunt ac debent remedia«. - De iure belli ac pads libri
tres, 1635, Part 2, Ch. 17, s. 20 (in Classics of International Law, Vol. 3, 1925).
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held by Pufendorf. 6 4 Johannes Loccenius, a Swedish author w h o dealt
extensively with piracy in the mid-seventeenth century, commented in detail as to what these obligations w e r e . He wrote that States should maintain
sufficient well-manned ships on the seas to be able to carry out measures to
provide maritime security and rid the sea of pirates. 65
According to an ancient, widespread but not securely-founded opinion,
even private merchant ships w e r e entitled to capture and punish pirates.
Gentili wrote: »Piracy is a violation of the law of nations and is against the
foundations of human society«. He continued: »Pirates therefore should be
attacked by everybody, because violating that l a w is injuring everybody and
therefore every individual can feel injured«. 6 6
T h e English admiralty judge Sir Leoline Jenkins (dec. 1685) used similar
language, saying: »Everybody is commissioned, and is to be armed against
them, as against rebels and traitors, to subdue and to root them out«. 67
Loccenius assumed the existence of a right of arrest; he reserved, however,
the right to punish to the courts. 68 In modern times the question was treated as an aspect of the right of self-help. Reference was made to domestic
l a w which could either explicitly authorise a private merchant vessel to
execute the punishment, or could refrain f r o m handling the case. 69
T h e r e was another deep controversy concerning a question which was
essential to the legal concept of piracy: the destiny of the »reprise« or »recapture«, that is to say the fate of the ship and cargo which was recaptured f r o m
the pirate. In the Spanish, French, Dutch and Venetian practice of the seventeenth century it fell to the »repreneur«, the recapturer, as a reward. Grotius
was of the opinion that the law of nations did not allow the pirate to effect a
transfer of title over the stolen property. 70 This principle of »pirata non
mutât dominium« which was later almost unanimously recognised, had
been incorporated into the French Ordonnance de la Marine in 1681. After

64 Op cit. note 58, Part 8, Ch. 6, s. 12.
65 De iure marítimo et navali libri tres (Holmiae, 1652).
66 »Piratica est contra ius gentium et contra humanae societatis communionem. Et
itaque promeretur bellum ab omnibus; quia in eo iure laesi omnes laeso et singuli in
se laedi deinceps possunt« - Op cit. note 56, Part 1, Ch. 25.
67 R.J. Phillimore, Commentaries upon International Law (3rd edn.), Vol. 1, 1879,
pp. 412, 414.
68 »Quia sunt pacis publicae et iuris gentium violatores, et tamquam hostes publici,
ob insignem illam malitiam, quam exercent in mari in depredandis alienis navibus, et
tollenda libertate navigationis et commerciorum; unde etiam a privatis invadi possunt,
et adprehendi propria auctoritate, salva tarnen magistratui loci iurisdictione criminali
et instructione de modo prosequendi piratas«. - Op cit. note 65, Part 2, Ch. 2, p. 963.
69 Stiel, op cit. note 60, p. 51 ft.
70 »... ius gentium illis non concedit, ut ius domini mutare possint «... - Op cit. note
63, Part 3, Ch. 9. According to Gareis, op cit. note 61, this principle was linked by
Grotius to the prerequisite that the robbed owner and the recapturer were subjects
of the same State. However, it is difficult to find confirmation of this view in Grotius'
writings. Gareis contended that Loccenius opposed the view of Grotius. However,
the words which Gareis attributed to Loccenius were not written by him, but by
Grotius.
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recapture, the ship and its cargo belonged to their f o r m e r owner. 71 According to some sea laws the recapturer could claim a right of deduction, a »droit
de recousse«. Grotius also considered this to be justified. 72
Although all of these rules seem rather imprecise in detail, they fit within
a certain legal context and sociological background in which a certain type
of crime and criminal is clearly discernable. T h e »privateer« w a s plainly not
the same thing as the »pirate«.
Looking back at the history of piracy f r o m this perspective, it is obvious
that its most famous figures cannot be subsumed within the term »pirates«
in the criminal sense to which the aforementioned rules w e r e adapted. T h e
Elizabethan »seadogs«, m e n like John Hawkins, Francis Drake, Richard
Grenville, Martin Frobisher and G e o r g e Clifford the third Earl of Cumberland, w e r e not ordinary pirates with solely criminal motives. W e r e they
merely that, their adventurous expeditions would not represent an integral
part of a great historical context which conveys upon them the rank of
historical figures and co-founders of the British empire. In them, piracy and
national historical mission m e r g e d inseparably. T h e y did not, unlike the
true pirate, pursue ships of all nationalities. T h e y did not forget that the
Spanish w e r e the enemy. Notwithstanding strong motives of personal
enrichment, the struggle against Spain remained the essential focus of all of
their attacks on foreign shipping. As far as their activities stretched across
the world's oceans, they enjoyed the benefit of the basic principle of the age,
w h e r e b y »beyond the line« right and w r o n g w e r e measured with different
scales f r o m those used in the Old World. Queen Elizabeth made a clear
distinction in this respect. Although she was unrelenting towards all pirates
w h o threatened the safety of England's coastal waters, she was not only
m o r e than tolerant of pirates operating overseas, but even supported them
financially and shared in the fruits of their activities. N o r did she shy away
f r o m granting knighthoods to m e n like Drake, Hawkins, Grenville and
Frobisher.
This evaluation applies in equal measure to the Dutch pirates w h o , after
the first defeat of William of Orange, joined together under the name »gueux
de m e r « (»sea beggars«) and undertook raids, especially f r o m La Rochelle,
against Catholic merchant shipping being conducted under Spanish or
French flags. T h e y too w e r e not, in the beginning, pirates in the precise
meaning of the word; they w e r e not criminals deserving of the label »hostes
generi humani«. Here as w e l l , religious and political motives w e r e predominant. Equipped with letters of marque issued by the Huguenot leader
Condé, the sea beggars for many years controlled the Channel. For a long
time their leader, the Count de la Marek, had his headquarters in Dover,
which w a s an indication of the English support they initially enjoyed. T h e
English interest faded away with the decline in importance of the political
71 Gentili used this principle, in so far as it served the purposes of his clients. In other
cases he sought another conclusion, with the help of artificial distinctions. In such
cases he behaved completely as an advocate. See: G. van der Molen, Alberico Gentili
and the Development of International Law, 1937, p. 170 ff.
72 Gareis, op cit. note 61, p. 580.
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and religious motives for piracy. In 1573 Elizabeth dispatched Sir William
Holstocke and his warships to bring the rule of the pirates in the Channel,
which was threatening to paralyse all commercial traffic, to an abrupt end. 73
It is difficult to distinguish between criminal and political piracy during
this period. 74 Enterprises like those of the Count de la Marek, which were
born out of political impulses, often degenerated into pure piracy which no
longer distinguished between the flags flown by its potential victims. On the
other hand, genuine pirates would frequently serve the political purposes of
the various sea-powers. The same people and the same ships would act
clearly as pirates on one occasion, and then appear on another occasion and
act, just as clearly, in the role of corsairs or privateers - that is to say, as legal
participants in the trade war, authorised by letters of marque.
This double role of the pirates had its origins in the struggle against the
monopoly system by those States which had been excluded from the world's
oceans by the Hispano-Portuguese monopoly on discovery and colonisation.
This continued during the French Age. The history of piracy reached its
highest point in the West Indian filibusters and buccaneers. These groups of
pirates, who were called »la confrérie de la côte« (»the brotherhood of the
coast«), had their origins in the struggle against the colonial methods of the
Spanish - who called them »corsarios luteranos«. The initial phase of this
brotherhood goes back to 1640, when the French settlers expelled from the
island of Hispaniola (Haiti) founded a kind of pirate republic on the neighboring island of Tortuga. From there, under leaders of various nationalities,
they conducted raids on the Spanish Antilles and devastated the coasts of
Central and South America as far south as Venezuela. In January 1671,
Henry Morgan marched at the head of 1,300 filibusters across the Isthmus
of Darien down to Panama. He was knighted by the English king and ended
his career as Vice-Governor of Jamaica.
In 1680 Captain Bartholomew Sharp, after an adventurist march across
the Isthumus to the West Coast of Panama, seized the Spanish warship
Santissima Trinidad. After looting the Pacific Coast of South America, which
had not been secured sufficiently by the Spanish, he sailed the captured vessel around Cape Horn. After this two-year journey he returned to the West
Indies - the first pirate captain after FYancis Drake to have risked the voyage around the southern tip of America. The buccaneers' last major act was
the conquest of Cartagena de Indis in 1697, which they performed side-byside with the French royal fleet and under the command of Admiral du
Casse, a nobleman from the Langeudoc and Royal Governor. 75
73 Gosse, op cit. note 54, pp. 141, 143.
74 E. Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis, Vol. 1,
1958, p. 445 ff., spoke of »profitable private enterprises which operated in the obscure twilight between naval warfare and piracy«.
75 The most renowned history of the filibusters is the book by the French author
Alexander Olivier Exquemelin, published in Amsterdam in 1678 under the title DeAmericaensche Zee-Roovers (The Buccaneers of America), translated in all world languages and
time and again re edited. See also: J. W. v. Archenholz, Die Geschichte der Flibustier (Tübingen, 1803); Captain James Burney, History of the Buccaneers of America (London, 1816).
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As was the case previously, the pirates of this period w e r e frequently a
politically important factor in the great colonial struggles amongst the
European powers. In Jamaica in 1670, political parties f o r m e d around the
question of whether to act in concert with the filibusters, or whether an
agreement with the Spanish on legal trade offered better prospects for profit.76 In the Treaty of Madrid of 1670, Spain in principle conceded to the
English f r e e d o m of navigation in America. 7 7 However, this was f r e e d o m of
navigation within the f r a m e w o r k of the national monopoly system: the
English w e r e allowed to sail to their possessions, as the Spanish w e r e
allowed to sail to theirs. T h e Spanish saw this as an exceptional concession
which had to be understood against the background of their fundamental,
legally valid claims to maritime dominion. From these they derived their
right to exercise maritime police functions in the West Indies and beyond,
to stop and search foreign ships in order to prevent English ships f r o m illegally trading with Spanish possessions. 78
T h e constant frictions which preceded the Anglo-Hispanic colonial wars
of the eighteenth century g r e w out of such circumstances. Illegal trading,
smuggling and the piracy that was closely linked with smuggling, went on
as long as the colonial monopoly system w a s maintained. W h e n the Spanish
complained, the English retorted that it was no w o n d e r that a seafaring
population prevented f r o m engaging in legal trade took r e f u g e in piracy. 79
T h e history of the West Indian buccaneers, which was particularly characteristic of the political functions of piracy during the age of the colonial trading monopoly, came to a rapid close after the conquest of Cartagena. T h e
Peace Treaties of Ryswijk and Utrecht stabilised relations between the
European powers on a basis which no longer tolerated open support and
recruitment of pirates. Nevertheless, the period following the Peace of
Utrecht was marked by another sharp increase in piracy on all of the world's
oceans - a phenomenon which may be explained by the fact that a considerable number of mariners w h o had formerly served in the legal military
profession of privateering, w e r e n o w unemployed and thus forced into
piracy.
This trend was strengthened by the r e f o r m of the English colonial system
in 1696. T h e Navigation Act of that year strictly pursued the principle that
all importation to and exportation f r o m English colonial possessions was
exclusively reserved to English ships. 80 All trade with English possessions in
America was n o w compelled to make a deviation passing through England.
For the colonial population this meant that, as a result of an enormous, consequential increase in freight costs, there was a painful rise in prices. Like
the Spanish settlers before them, the English planters, finding that legally
76 R. Pares, War and Trade in the West Indies 1739-1763, 1956, p. 6.
77 Davenport, op cit. note 4, Vol. 2, p. 187.
78 Pares, op cit. note 76, p. 34.
79 Pares, ibid., p. 16; Charles Johnson, A General History of the Pirates (London,
1724), Introduction.
80 Charles Andrews, »The Acts of Trade«, in Cambridge History of the British Empire,
Vol. 1, 1929, p. 285.
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imported goods were now beyond their means, preferred to buy at cheaper
prices from smugglers. A »new school of piracy« developed on this basis. 81
In an important change from this point onwards, the English and French
governmemts for the first time began seriously to combat piracy. 82 A law
against piracy was introduced in England in 1699. For the first time, it became possible to try pirates before the admiralty courts in North America
and the West Indies. Until this time, every pirate had to be brought to
England to be tried - a procedure which understandably was not very often
followed. In 1721 and 1744 the competence of the overseas admiralty courts
was extended and the penalties were increased. 83
In the eighteenth century, pirates were based primarily along the North
American coast. 84 They sailed from Boston and New York to the Antilles and
then southwards around the Cape of Good Hope to Madagascar and the
Indian Ocean. John Avery (1665-1700) and William Ridd (1645-1701), the
two boldest and best known figures of this »school«, conducted their raids
along this route. William Kidd received a mandate from the English crown
to pursue some notorious pirates. In the course of executing his mandate he
became a pirate himself. The history of the pirates of Providence was written by Captain Charles Johnson in a famous book published in London in
1724. Newfoundland, which had a long tradition of piracy, was the most
important pirate base of this period.
For the pirates of the eighteenth century, political motives were no longer
crucial. Nevertheless, the role played by piracy in the overall political and
legal system of this period extended far beyond that of a criminal phenomenon. The events leading up to the Anglo-Hispanic colonial wars of the
eighteenth century provided impressive proof of this. The buccaneers provoked the appearance on the maritime-colonial stage of a special type of
adversary, the »Guarda Costas« whom the Spanish charged with policing the
waters of the West Indies. At the same time, the »Guarda Costas« represented a mirror-image of the buccaneers' own character, albeit one which survived it. 85 Like the corsairs, the »Guarda Costas« were unpaid mariners who
were not an intrinsic part of the Spanish armed forces, but instead lived off
the prizes they captured. Their mission was originally aimed at the suppression of the buccaneers. However, the »Guarda Costas« continued to operate after the buccaneers had disappeared and the English and French
governments had themselves began to pursue the pirates. In 1751 the
Governor of Jamaica reported to London that the commissions of the
»Guarda Costas« continued to refer to a decree on the suppression of the
buccaneers that had been issued by the Spanish Regent in 1674. The
Spanish government did not think of revoking these commissions because
they were, at the same time, the basis on which they exercised the right of
maritime control which they still claimed. The wars of 1759 and 1740 were
81
82
83
84
85

Gosse, op cit. note 54, p. 218.
Pares, op cit. note 76, p. 17.
Gosse, op cit. note 54, p. 375 ff.
Gosse, ibid., p. 218 fT.
Pares, op cit. note 76, p. 14 ff.
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caused by the excesses of the »Guarda Costas« and their practice of searching ships on the high seas. The struggle over claims to maritime dominion
took place against the background of these conflicts over maritime policing
which were provoked by the pirates. A century later, Britain used the suppression of piracy as a pretext for enforcing its claims to universal sovereignty of the seas through maritime police and the »right of visit and
search«.86

5. Privateering
The history of the privateers (corsairs) is closely linked with, but nevertheless distinct from, that of the pirates. The privateer was an equally significant figure of maritime law during this age - with its maritime-colonial
balance of power system and its characteristic intermediate relationships
between war and peace, and between public and private initiative.
An important historical precursor of privateering was already visible in
the institution of »special reprisals«. Special reprisals originally provided the
legal title for the issuance of letters of marque. It was not until around 1630
that a precise distinction between letters of marque and letters of reprisal
became possible.87
Another important reason88 for the development of privateering89 was the
fact that, until well into the eighteenth century, most States did not possess
sufficiently strong naval forces to enable them to execute their political and
military policies successfully at sea. In cases of emergency they repeatedly
required the support of private merchant shipping. Private merchant ships
were recruited to participate temporarily in naval operations, just as warships were sometimes temporarily assigned to serve the privateers. For
example, agreements of this kind were entered into on numerous occasions
during the reign of Queen Elizabeth. Even Louis XIV frequently lent French
naval frigates to the privateers (this practice occured much less frequently
during the reign of Louis XV). Once State navies had grown stronger, in the
eighteenth century, the help of privateers could still not completely be
dispensed with. Even the powerful British navy could not blockade both
France and her colonies without their assistance.
In addition, from a technical point of view the navies were less suited to
colonial trade warfare, as it flourished in particular in the West Indies, than
were the smaller, more mobile and indépendant ships of the privateers. For
86 Infra, pp. 551 fï.
87 See: supra, p. 201.
88 See: Grover Clark, »The English Practice with regard to Reprisals by Private Persons«, (1933) 27 American Journal of International Law 700; R. Pares, Colonial Blockade
and Neutral Rights 17)9-1763,1938, Ch. 1; J. F. Jameson, Privateering and Piracy in the
Colonial Period, 1923; Auguste Toussaint, Histoire des corsaires (Paris, 1978).
89 In French »la course« or »course maritime«, with the individual privateer being
called a »corsaire«. In German piracy is »Kaperei« and the privateer is a »Korsar«. The
word »corsair« is only rarely used in English.
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instance, the sending of French convoys to the colonies provided an opportunity for the British navy to inflict heavy blows on the French merchant
fleet in 1746 and 1747. However, in the Seven Years War, when the French
stopped forming such convoys and instead urged their merchant ships to
sail alone, the Royal Navy could no longer cope with its task and was compelled once again to have recourse to the privateers.
Another precursor of privateering was the habit of arming merchant ships
for the purpose of self-defence. A successful attempt to fight off pirates or
enemy-privateers frequently ended with the capture of the aggressor.
However, a capture made without an express commission did not result in
the acquisition of a legal title over the prize. According to English law, this
was forfeited to the Admiralty. French law also forbade the appropriation of
a prize without an express commission from the Admiralty. However, in
exceptional cases title to a prize could be granted to the captor ex post facto.
For this reason, the owners of armed merchant ships were eager to acquire letters of marque even if they did not intend to deviate from their trade
routes and capture prizes. This practice became so general that the House
of Lords in 1694 recommended a legislative change relating to the definite
distribution of prize goods. Officers and crews of the Royal Navy would
receive half of the proceeds of all merchant ships they brought in as good
prize. For ships of privateers they received the full sum of the proceeds.
Taking into account that all armed French merchant ships carried letters of
marque, the Lords proposed that the full amount of the proceeds should
only be granted if the privateer ships were not loaded with merchandise.
The House of Commons accepted this proposal. Such »War and Trade
Privateers«, as they were called, were still being used by Britain and France
in the second half of the eighteenth century.
Although privateers were not much more than legalised pirates in earlier
periods, during the eighteenth century States sought to assert stricter control over their conduct of trade wars. However, they found themselves in a
particular dilemma. On the one hand, it was in their interest to limit privateering and to ensure that neutral trade was not damaged in this way, and
that their own supply lines were not endangered. On the other hand, too
strict a control would curtail the entrepreneurial spirit of the privateers.
Their motivation to realise frequent and uncontrolled profit was stronger
than their patriotic sentiment. It is understandable that the interest in undisturbed merchant navigation by neutrals existed only by those powers that
had to rely on neutral ships for their supplies. This reason for containing
privateering carried the least weight with the British. The dilemma of the
other belligerents was clearly illustrated by a decision of the French
Procureur Général in 1779 in respect of the vessel Smack from Middelburg.
He stated: »Surely the privateers must be encouraged ... but at the same time
neutral navigation cannot be too much protected, because of the resources
they offer to the national economy during the war«. 90
90 »L'encouragement est certainement dû aux Corsaires ... mais en même temps la
Navigation des Neutres, ne peut être trop protégée d'après les Resources qu'elle offre
au Commerce National pendant la Guerre«.
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T h e means used by States to gain a stricter control of the privateers initially involved a m o r e effective organisation of the Admiralty's p o w e r of surveillance and command. T h e granting of letters of marque had already provided the Admirality with the possibility of selection and of imposing certain
burdens on the holders of those letters. T h e authority to grant the letters
was normally held by the Admiralty; in England, after the Admiralty was
split into an administrative body and a court, that authority was exercised by
those two bodies together. 91 In the colonies, letters of marque w e r e often
issued by governors w h o w e r e at the same time vested with the office of
Vice-Admiral. Although at first these colonial letters of marque differed in
many respects f r o m those of the colonising State, uniformity among commissions and instructions was gradually introduced. In England this happened during Queen Anne's reign (1702-14). Letters of marque often threatened their holders with the withdrawal of the commission should the holders exceed their instructions. In rare cases, letters of reprisal w e r e issued
against privateers w h o had committed particularly serious infringements.
It was an often used and rather effective means of controlling privateering
to bind the issuance of a letter of marque to the condition of providing a bail
or standing surety. Under the reign of Charles II (1660-85), w h e n numerous
important trade agreements w e r e concluded, the rules for the apportionment of prize profits w e r e fixed and their provisions adapted to those set
out in treaties between the Ring and his allies. T h e provision of a bail was
often required before a prize could be brought into one's own port. T h e
Treaty of St. Germain of 1632 fixed the amount of bail for letters of reprisal
at 100,000 livres. In England between 1632 and 1672 the amount was 2,000
pounds; in France after 1681 it was 15,000 livres. T h e Anglo-Dutch Treaty of
1674 provided for a bail of 1,500 pounds for smaller privateer ships and of
3,000 pounds for larger ones. At the same time the liability of privateer captains for illegal captures and the excesses of their crews was gradually
increased. French règlements f r o m 1704 and 1744 stipulated that a privateer
was liable if he damaged an ally in violation of a treaty, and that he should
not be allowed to escape this liability by leaving the ship in the hands of the
damaged party. 92
Public control of privateering was also extended by the development of
prize l a w and procedural rules to be applied in the prize courts. In order to
eliminate grave abuses a practice was established w h e r e b y all prizes had to
be brought into the captor's h o m e port, and w h e r e b y no distribution of the
prize goods was permitted before the Admiralty Court had decided the matter. To be sure, privateers frequently ignored or evaded this requirement, as
they did all other stipulations. T h e abuses which developed w e r e so numerous that they cannot be ennumerated here. 9 3 It is sufficient to mention, that
privateers w o u l d often steal a merchant ship's papers before capturing it
under the pretext that it lacked documentation. In addition, they often
sailed under false flags. English privateers sailed under the French flag,
91 Pares, op cit. note 76, p. 45.
92 Pares, op cit. note 76, p. 49 ff.
93 Clark, op cit. note 88, pp. 54-64.
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passed themselves off as French and forced captains to sign papers to the
effect that their entire cargo was French property. They then revealed that
they were English and requisitioned the cargo. Other cases were reported,
in which Dutch ships were arrested during a period of peace and told that a
state of war existed between France and Holland. The practice of sailing
under a false flag was engaged in with particular success by English privateers sailing from the Channel island of Guernsey.
The practice of privateering did not survive the end of French Age. 94 By
the end of the eighteenth century, there were already strong trends towards
the abolition of privateering. In the Prussian-American Treaty of 10 November 1785 both parties renounced the use of privateers in wars between
them. 95 The French Revolution also turned strongly against privateering. 96
No cases of privateering have been reported since the beginning of the nineteenth century, even if, formally, it was the Paris Declaration of Naval
Warfare of 1856 that proclaimed, as a rule of this almost universal multilateral treaty, that »privateering is, and remains abolished«. 97

94 For older literature on privateering, see: G. F. von Martens, Versuch über Kaper,
feindliche Nehmungen und insonderheit Wiedernehmungen (Göttingen, 1795); Lebeau,
Nouveau Code des Prises (Paris, 1798): M. Leeder, Die englische Kaperei und die
Tätigkeit der Admiralitätsgerichte
(Berlin, 1881). On particular centres of privateering, see: Gomer Williams, The Liverpool Privateers (London, 1897); A. Péju, La course à Nantes au XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles (Paris, 1900); J.W. Damer Powell, Bristol
Privateers and Ships of War (Bristol, 1930).
95 Martens, op cit. note 9, p. 566; Strupp, op cit. note 5, p. 104.
96 E. Nys, »La révolution française et le droit international«, in Études de droit international et de droit politique, Vol. 1, 1896, p. 344 ff.
97 Gesamte Sammlungen für d. kgl. Preussischen Staaten, 1856, p. 585 ff.; Strupp, op
cit. note 5, p. 500.
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Chapter Three
The Subjects of the International Legal Community:
Closed Territorial States

I. The Modern State in the Age of Mature Absolutism
In the mid-seventeenth century the development of the »modern State« in
Europe entered its second phase. One might say that the phase of »growing
absolutism« was succeeded by a phase of »mature absolutism«. 1
However, the following reservations must be attached to any such characterisation of this developmental stage: absolutism is a multifarious phenomenon of State-organisation which is associated with various different
historical periods; scholarly disputes exist concerning the demarcation of
this epoch as well as to the typological definition of its content; and these
scholarly disputes have hindered the development of a widely accepted conception and periodisation of this epoch. 2 When reference is made in this
book to an age of »modern absolutism«, this is done in accordance with
Meinecke's terminology 3 in order to avoid entering into these scholarly disputes here. His very general, ambiguous term seems appropriate for this
purpose.
One must not ignore the fact that the governmental system of mature
absolutism was restricted to one part of the European continent. 4 It is true
that the dualist type of State based on several bodies called »estates«, which
had dominated the previous epoch, had clearly faded away; but only in one
part of Europe did they turn into absolutist monarchies, where the ruler
claimed to represent the body politic as a whole.
1 See: Weltgeschichte in Einzeldarstellungen
(2nd edn) Vol. 5, 1959; F. Wagner, »Europa im Zeitalter des Absolutismus und der Aufklärung (1648-1789),« in Handbuch der
europäischen Geschichte, Vol. 4, 1968, p. 1, 85-98 (with further references at p. xiv IT.);
Charles Petrie, »Die absolute Monarchie und ihr System,« (1957) 7 Historia Mundi
249; W. Hubatsch, Das Zeitalter des Absolutismus 1600-1789, 1961; G.N. Clark, The
Seventeenth Century, 1929; W.F. Reddaway, A History of Europe 1610-1789, 1949.
2 The frequently discussed demarcation of historical epochs, introduced in 1875 by
the economist W. Roscher under the headings »confessional absolutism« (sixteenth
century, prototype Philip II of Spain, guiding principle »cuius regio eius religio«),
»courtly absolutism« (seventeenth century, Louis XIV, »l'état c'est moi«), and »enlightened absolutism« (eighteenth century, Fredrick II of Prussia, »Der Fürst als erster
Diener des Staates«), institigated a protracted controversy among historians, culminating at an international conference of historians in Rome in 1955 (with reports by
F. Härtung and R. Mousnier). See: Hubatsch, ibid., p. 288 ff; Wagner, ibid., p. 88.
3 See: supra, p. 206.
4 F. Härtung, »Die Epochen der absoluten Monarchie in der neueren Geschichte,«
(1932) 145 Historische Zeitschrift 46.
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The French and the Prussian States were the most fully developed of this
type. Spain, Naples, Sicily and Austria, as well as a number of German (especially western German) territories belonged to the same type. An unprecedented exertion of military and financial energy was the characteristic,
identifying aspect of the leading States of this type. A strong concentration
of all means of power was required within them: standing armies, armaments industries, war taxes, financial bureaucracies and organised State
debt administrations. It was on this basis that a new type of State organisation was built, that is, on this unprecedented centralisation of power and
heightened political and military energy. 5
In Britain and a group of States at the periphery of continental Europe a
fundamentally diiferent direction of development prevailed. Instead of the
principle of monarchical rule a kind of co-operative federation of estates
predominated here. The loose State structure of Britain, with its aristocratic
parlimentarianism and its decentralised local self-government, stood in
strongest contrast to continental absolutism and centralisation. Poland,
Hungary, Bohemia, the Netherlands and Switzerland followed with more or
less the same developmental tendency, as well as Sweden, for which the
transition to absolutism remained only a brief transitional episode.
One is only justified in calling this period of European State development
the »Age of Advanced Absolutism«, in spite of this fragmentation, because
the continental type of absolute monarchy remained the dominant element
of law and State throughout. Other types of States were only able to engage
in the political power game as credible equals if they were able, as Britain
and the Netherlands were, to rely on a maritime power base. The specifically continentally-oriented States of this type remained hopelessly inferior
to their absolutist rivals. Sweden's entry into wide-ranging power politics
under Karl XII was only possible on the basis of its prior transformation into
an absolutist system for a transitory period of time. The most important characteristics of this dominant absolutist system may be set out as follows:
First, the dualist system of ruler versus estates was defeated when the sovereign, supported by soldiers and civil servants, achieved supreme control.
If not destroyed, the estates were pushed back and deprived of power. 6 In
France, no meetings of the Estates-General (»Etats généraux«) were convened between 1614 and 1789. These standing administrative bodies of the
estates lost their authority. A strongly disciplined corps of career civil servants and a tightly centralised structure of State administration formed the
foundation of a new, incomparably more efficient administrative system of
5 O. Hintze, Wesen und Wandlung des modernen Staates, 1931, p. 10 ff.; idem,
»Typologie der ständischen Verfassungen des Abendlandes,« in Staat und Verfassung,
1941, p. 110.
6 At least at the highest level, in the central administration. See: G. Oestreich,
Verfassungsgeschichte vom Ende des Mittelalters bis zum Ende des alten Reiches
(Vol. 10 in Gebhardt (ed.), Handbuch der deutschen Geschichte), p. 91: »[T]he previous
permanent State organisation acted at the regional level in various fields (for example the administration of justice), and often governed in an absolute manner even at
the local level.«
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government. T h e needs of the standing armies that had been organised by
the absolute rulers w o r k e d as the lever of this upheaval. T h e »War
Commissioners«, w h o w e r e responsible for the maintenance, provision and
replenishment of the armies, took upon themselves to an ever growing
extent the responsibilities of the civilian administrators, in order to be able
to satisfy their army's every need. In this way, they built the basis for a n e w
body of civil servants w h o had unconditionally sworn allegiance to their
ruler, and w h o operated a precise, practical and extraordinarily efficient
administrative apparatus. 7
Second, this transformation was based squarely upon a fundamental
transformation of the military constitution. T h e Condotta-system of m e r cenaries w a s replaced by a system of monarchical army discipline. Colonels
w e r e no longer a kind of private military contractor, but instead public
agents. T h e monarch himself named the officers, he became the holder of
supreme authority of command: a thoroughly intergrated hierachical
system of military ranks culminated in his person. Although the army was
thus made to a large d e g r e e part of the State, it remained in a special position outside the constitution and administration of the States General; it was
less an institution of the State than it was an instrument in the hands of the
monarch. Indeed, its strength determined the State's scope of action in foreign policy, and also enabled any internal opposition to be crushed. 8
Third, alongside these specific characteristics of the absolutist State, certain general characteristics of State development w e r e established during
this A g e which also marked the British type of aristocratic parliamentary
State. These involved the development of a closed national mercantile trading and commercial system; the link between the modern State and
modern capitalism b e c a m e particular close and intense during this Age.
States developed into sovereign, closed and ever m o r e self-sufficient economic entities, »with unity of coinage, measurements and weights, with a
f r e e market inside and a customs frontier towards the outside, and with
what was in general an open door, albeit one which was jealously guarded
and controlled f r o m the perspective of the balance of trade«. 9 T h e spirit of
economic competition joined the political and military rivalries between
States. T h e wars of this age w e r e all essentially trade wars, beginning with
the English-Dutch dispute over the Navigation Act and leading to the continental blockade of the Napoleonic Era.
7 0. Hintze, »Der österreichische und der preussische Beamtenstaat im 17. und
18. Jahrhundert,« in Staat und Verfassung, 1941, p. 311; idem, »Der Commissarius und
seine Bedeutung in der allgemeinen Verwaltungsgeschichte,« in Staat und
Verfassung, 1941, p. 232; E. ForsthofT, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte der Neuzeit (2nd
edn), 1961, p. 50 ft; F. Hartnung, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte vom 15. Jhdt. bis zur
Gegenwart (5th edn.), 1950, p. 61 ff.
8 O. Hintze, »Staatsverfassung und Heeresverfassung,« (1906), in Staat und Verfassung, 1941, pp. 48 ff., 60 ff.; F. Wagner, op cit. note 1, pp. 98-102.
9 »[m]it Einheit von Münze, Mass, Gewicht, mit einem freien Markt im Innern und mit
Zollgrenzen nach aussen, die zwar im allgemeinen eine offene Tür haben, aber eifersüchtig bewacht und kontrolliert werden unter dem Gesichtspunkt der Handelsbilanz« O. Hintze, Wesen und Wandlung, op cit. note 5, p. 11 ff. See also: Wagner, ibid., pp. 102-12.
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Fourth, together with these two parallel strands of European State-development there was, in this Age, also a new relationship between the political and religious spheres, between Church and State. 10 The confessional
persecution of States and their constitutions gradually faded away and the
confessional motivations behind their internal and foreign policies disappeared. Within the Holy Roman Empire, the Peace of Westphalia established
the principle of confessional parity. In contrast to the Peace of Augsburg of
1555, which had already guaranteed confessional parity in principle, the
Peace Treaty of Osnabrück extended full parity to the Calvinist-Reformist
confession. 11 Yet this guarantee of individual freedom of conscience is not to
be interpreted in the sense of the Enlightenment idea of tolerance. The aim
of the Treaty of Osnabrück was not so much to protect individual religious
freedom as it was, much more, to establish and stabilise a balance between
the different confessional parties. However, in seeking this second object, it
worked, in practice, to some extent in favour of the first one.
The last third of this epoch was characterised by the breakthrough of the
Enlightenment idea of tolerance, as well as by a definitive move to practical
policies of tolerance within States. This occured most fully through the
enlightened absolutism of Frederick the Great of Prussia and Joseph II of
Austria (see, for example, the Tolerance Patent of 1781) and was also manifested by statesmen suchas the Marquess of Pombal in Portugal and Duc de
Choiseul in France. Meanwhile, such measures as the repeal of the Edict of
Nantes by Louis XIV in 1685, which led to the explusion of the Huguenots
from France, or the enactment in England of the Test Act of 1673, that effectively excluded Catholics from all positions in the civil service, were of a
fundamentally different character from the confessional politics of the previous Age. They were much more a product of the political conviction of the
worth and necessity of confessional unity within a State than they were a
product of religious zeal. At the same time, the confessional motivation was
relativised. It was no longer a constitutive element of statehood, but rather
a policy convenience based on the weighing of interests, which over time
replaced, and were replaced by, one another.
As a result of these developments in constitutional history there was no
longer room for such legal institutions of the Spanish Age as the right of religious intervention. On the other hand, the new State structure required new
legal, territorial forms. The closed mercantile trade and commercial State
required precisely established State borders and could not tolerate the
unclear meshing of sovereign rights which had, until that time, existed in
frontier areas.
The splitting of European constitutional development into an absolutist,
predominantly continental type of State and an aristocratic parlimentary, predominantly maritime-oriented type of State, was of importance to the development of the law of nations. The development of two opposing concepts of
the law of nations, as was noted by international legal scholars in nineteenth
10 Wagner, ibid., p. 125 ff.; P. Hazard, Die Krise des europäischen
1939.
11 Art. 5, s. 1; Art. 7, s. 1.
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century, was rooted in this Age.12 This was closely related to this division, as
well as to general political philosophy.13 The fundamental legal concept of
maritime intercourse and the requirements of naval-warfare, that were later
referred to as »Anglo-American«, had already developed in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. However, the development of an international legal dualism had not yet occured within the consciousness of this Age.
The comprehensive character of the legal concept of a sea-faring nation was
not yet clearly recognisable in its full extent, or in any case not yet clearly discerned. Most observers clung to the misconception, that they were dealing
with certain peculiarities of British practice in naval warfare, when in fact it
was the germ of a comprehensive and universal concept of the law of nations.

II. The Emergence of Modern State Borders
1. Land Territory: The Idea of Natural Borders
The idea of political borders in the modern sense was a creation of the
French State during the Age of Mature Absolutism. It was closely related to
the evolution of the modern State into a fully formed, self-contained unity.
Such self-contained unities were perfected during this Age, which led to the
now familiar, modern idea of State territorial sovereignty. It was on this
basis that it first became possible to straighten out the layers of feudal relations that, particularly in frontier areas, resulted in a complex territorial mix
between neighbouring States. Thus, enclaves and exclaves were progressively dispensed with and clear borderlines were drawn within these areas,
which until this time had been more-or-less blurred.14
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, France led the way in this
operation. In its frontier politics it combined the absolute monarchy's
struggle against the remenants of the old feudal constitution with the irresistible impulse for expansion which was the converse of the concentration of domestic power engendered by absolutism. This French frontier
policy, which was continued by the French Republic, reached its apogée
during Louis XIV's reign. Goals which could not be achieved by simple conquest were to be achieved through »chambers of reunion«, created by the
King. In Breisach, Besançon and Metz, these courts determined which of
those rights that had lapsed during the fragmentation of feudal law were to
be returned. A renowned English historian wrote:

12 See: Carl Schmitt, »Staatliche Souveränität und freies Meer. Über den Gegensatz
von Land und See im Völkerrecht der Neuzeit,« in Das Reich, und Europa, 1941, p. 79;
idem, Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum Europaeum,
1950,
p. 143 ff.
13 See: G. Ritter, Machtstaat und Utopie. Vom Streit um die Dämonie der Macht seit
Niccolò Macchiavelli und Thomas Mann (6th edn., Munich, 1948).
14 »Frontière-ligne« instead of »frontière-zone« - see: C. Blumann, »Frontières et limites,«
in La frontière. Colloque de Poitiers de la Société française de droit international 1979 (Paris,
1980) p. 4 ff. In English, »frontier« is a zone, »boundary« is a line. See: Prescott, Boundaries
and Frontiers (London, 1978), p. 31; S.W. Boggs, International Boundaries, 1940, p. 6.
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»In form their task was reunion, the sorting out of the feudal inconsistencies and contradictions; but this form, as the whole of contemporary Europe
knew, was a hypocritical pretence. In fact their work was to incorporate as
much as they could, and especially the places of strategic value. Not only
was Louis judge in his own cause. There was further the patent fact that this
procedure, begun promptly after the ending of one of his great aggressive
wars by the Treaty of Nijmegen, was a way of carrying on in nominal peace
the expansion which he was for the time being unable to prosecute by
fighting
During this Age, French jurists, geographers, philosophers and politicians
created a new term for this process which combined concepts of natural law
and the law of nations with a policy of cleaning up and expanding frontiers
and boundaries. This term was that of the »natural frontier«. The contrast
between arbitrary and natural frontiers was one which was familiar to the
legal and geographical literature of the end of the sixteenth and beginning
of the seventeenth centuries in France as well as abroad, mostly in connection with the work of Strabo, the ancient Greek geographer and Stoic.16 The
sixteenth century French philosopher Jean Bodin had already expressed the
view, that frontiers which were not drawn by men but by nature were particularly stable as a result. 17 Grotius spoke of rivers as natural frontiers of
contiguous countries, because »nothing is better suited as a barrier, than
that which cannot easily be crossed«. 18 The natural frontier, in the meaning
of these scholars, was little more than an technical expression for a particular kind of frontier that was regarded as especially advantageous. It was
the French publicists of the second half of the seventeenth century who
elevated the term to a political-juristic postulate. Richelieu's Testamentum
publicum, which was actually written by the Jesuit Pierre Labbé, defined the
aim of his ministry as being »to restore to Gaul the frontiers which nature
prescribed«. 19 This idea dominated French thought throughout the eighteenth century. It was applied to justify an extensive policy of expansion as
well as to strengthen a policy of moderation and self-restraint vis-à-vis concepts of limitless expansion. 20 Vauban, the great engineer of French fortifications in the time of Louis XIV, used this idea as a basis for the argumen-

15 Clark, op cit. note 1, p. 145.
16 See: E. Wisotzki, Zeitströmungen in der Geographie, 1879, p. 194 ff.
17 Methodus ad facilem historiarum cognitionem, 1566, (Amsterdam, 1650) p. 80.
18 De iure belli acpacis libri tres, 1635, Part 2, Ch. 3, s. xvii (in Classics of International
Law, Vol. 3, 1925).
19 On the forged testament, see: F. Stieve, Wendepunkte europäischer Geschichte vom
Dreissigjährigen Krieg bis zur Gegenwart, 1942, p. 7 ff. A full German translation is
found therein.
20 This applies as well to other nations. One of the earliest English uses of the term
»natural frontier« was in a metaphorical and paradoxical sense. Andrew Marbell wrote
in 1677, that the Spanish Netherlands »had always been considered as the natural frontier of England«. (Cited in Clark, Of the Growth of Property and Arbitrary Government,
p. 148.) One recalls the famous words of United Kingdom Prime Minister Stanley
Baldwin, in 1934, that »the frontiers of England are located at the Rhine River«.
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tation in his treatise entitled Intérêts présents des Etats de la Chrétienté
(1700). Montesquieu, Rousseau and many others testified to the p o w e r of
this idea, even w h e n they confronted, as Montesquieu did, the popular v i e w
with the argument that nature marks its frontiers, not by rivers and mountains, but by the character of a population and the economy of its interests. 21
In recent research, it has strongly been contested that the statesmen of the
French monarchy, in their foreign policy, f o l l o w e d the ideas set out in
Richelieu's falsified testament as consciously and consistently as their
revolutionary successors. H o w e v e r , it cannot be denied that these ideas
influenced the foreign policy of the ancien régime,22 even if the hypothesis
of the conformity and continuity of French foreign policy f r o m the ancien
régime through to the different stages of the Revolution, the Napoleonic
period, and the policy of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was m o r e
or less a nationalist concept of French as w e l l as German historiography.
It was the French Revolution that, for the purposes of its foreign policy,
first adopted the idea of »natural frontiers« as an explicit postulate. Danton
gave expression to the idea in his great Convention speech of 31 January
1793:
»I say it is in vain that people seek to make us fear the overextension of
the Republic. Her limits are marked by nature. W e will extend them to all
four corners of the horizon: to the banks of the Rhine, to the Ocean, to the
Alps, and to the Pyrenees. It is there the frontiers of our Republic should end
and no human p o w e r can prevent us f r o m attaining them.« 2 3
21 See: Albert Sorel, »Le problème des frontières« and »Les limites naturelles«, in
Sorel, L'Europe et la révolution française, Vol. 1, 1885, pp. 310 ff., 319 ff. See also:
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Extrait du projet de paix perpétuelle de l'abbé de Saint-Pierre,
1760 - »La situation des montagnes de l'Europe, des mers et des fleuves qui servent
de bornes aux nations qui l'habitent, semble avoir décidé du nombre et de la grandeur de ces nations, et l'on peut dire que l'ordre politique de cette partie du monde
est, à certains égards, l'ouvrage de la nature ... Ce n'est pas à dire que les Alpes, le
Rhin, la mer, les Pyrénées soient des obstacles insurmontables à l'ambition, mais ces
obstacles sont soutenus par d'autres qui les fortifient ou ramènent les Etats aux
mêmes limites quand des efforts passagers les en ont écartés.«
22 Against the earlier view established by Augustin Thierry, Henri Martin, Victor
Duruy, and particularly Albert Sorel, see: Gaston Zeller, »Histoire d'une idée fausse,«
(1936) 11 Revue de Synthèse historique 115; idem, »La Monarchie d'Ancien Régime et
les frontières naturelles,« (1933) Revue d'histoire moderne. On the problem in general, see: J. Haller, Tausend Jahre deutsch-französische Beziehungen, 1930; Α. Schulte,
Frankreich und der Rhein, 1918.
23 »Je dis que c'est en vain qu'on veut faire craindre de donner trop d'étendue à la
République. Ses limites sont marquées par la nature. Nous les atteindrons toutes des
quatres coins de l'horizon; du côté du Rhin, du côté de l'Océan, du côté des Alpes, du
côté des Pyrenées. Là doivent finir les bornes de notre République et nulle puissance
humaine ne pourra nous empêcher de les atteindre.« - Discours de Danton (Paris,
1910) p. 267. See: Sorel, op cit. note 21, p. 325; Zeller, »Histoire d'une idée fausse,«
ibid., p. 117; Haller, ibid., p. 70 IT. By the period of the bicameral parliamentary
Directory in August 1795 it had already become customary to use the more neutral
term »limites constitutionnelles«. See: Charles Rousseau, Droit international
public,
Vol. 3, 1977, p. 292.
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The nineteenth century no longer recognised the legitimising force of this
idea, even if it could not escape its mesmerising effect. This effect was confirmed, with considerable impact on public opinion, by the writings of a teacher of the French officer corps at the War Academy of St. Cyr. In 1864
Théophile Lavallée wrote, in his famous book on the frontiers of France:
»The natural frontiers of France have been a part of the public law of Europe
for seventy-two years; they are a fundamental necessity of the new age; they
are the surety of world peace.« 24 However, the persuasive power of this idea
and particularly its validity in international law (which was never generally
recognised) was shattered during the age of nationalism in the nineteenth
century. Albert Sorel, who, in his classic work L'Europe et la révolution
française, had supported with particular emphasis the thesis of the homogeneity and continuity of French foreign policy on the basis of this idea, subjected it to extremely harsh criticism from the perspective of international
law in the compendium he edited together with Thomas Funck-Brentano.25
Indeed, it was a principle which was based entirely on the intellectual foundations of the French Age (in the specific meaning used in the present
work). Although it was neither a rule of positive law nor a guideline of foreign policy, as a part of the general natural law background to the frontier
policies of States, it was a specific symbol of the French Age. As such, it must
be kept in mind when examining the transition from zones of marches with
their territorial intertwinings, to linear boundaries in the modern sense.
The technical perfection of the idea of the modern linear boundary has to
be seen in another, altogether specific context. This kind of boundary requires a certain advanced stage of geodetic, topographic and cartographic
science.26 The only map of France published before the end of the eighteenth century was the map produced in 1525 by Oronce Fine, who was born
in the Dauphiné. This map did not suffice for the task of clarifying a frontier
region which could not be based on a natural frontier, as was most frequently the case. It was only during the course of the eighteenth century
that the cartographical survey of France progressed to such a degree as to
make feasible the legal establishment of unequivocally definable linear
boundaries. At the end of his reign, Louis XIV instructed the engineer Masse
to draw up maps of France's oceanic frontier. This work was completed in
1724 (nine years after Louis XIV's death). It was immediately extended by
Louis XV to include the northern frontier of the Kingdom as well. The first
general map of France resulted from an initiative on the part of Colbert. The
Académie des sciences, which had been founded by Colbert in 1666, initiated the geodetical preparations in co-operation with the observatory of
Paris. They did so by measuring out the meridian of Paris as a starting point
24 »Les frontières naturelles de la Frances sont entrées dans le droit public de
l'Europe depuis soixante-douze ans; elles sont une nécessité fondamentale des temps
nouveaux; elles sont le gage de la paix du monde.« - Lavallée, Les Frontières de la
France (Paris, 1864) p. 320.
25 Précis du droit des gens, 1877, p. 17 ff.
26 Clark, op cit. note 1, p. 144; Paul de La Predelle, La frontière. Etude de droit international (Paris, 1928) p. 43.
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for triangulation. Colbert appointed the Italian astronomer Giovanni
Domenico Cassini (1625-1712) as the director of the Paris observatory.
Three successive generations of the Cassini family were directors of the
observatory. Giovanni Domenico was succeeded by his son Jacques (16771756), who was succeeded in turn by his son César François Cassini de
Thury (1714-56). The topographical survey of France made decisive progress under the latter's direction. The layout of the Carte de France began
in 1750, with work being completed in 1789 (183 pages at a scale of 1:86400
with supplements produced until 1820).
The technical wording of border treaties followed this scientific progress.
In 1659, the Peace Treaty of the Pyrenees included the first territorial provision which not only defined the territories to be ceded, but also fixed the
future boundary between two States - in this case France and Spain. The
boundary was the Mountains of the Pyrenees (»les monts Pyrénées«) which
constituted a natural frontier. The Franco-Spanish Treaty of 14 July 1795
formulated more precisely that the boundary should run along the crest of
the mountains that formed the watershed between France and Spain (»la
crête des montagnes qui forment les versants des eaux de France et de
l'Espagne«).
From Münster until Utrecht peace treaties were generally restricted to
specifying the territories to be ceded as such, and adding that these territories were to be transferred with all areas belonging to or dependent on
them.27
Beginning with Utrecht, the French monarchy concluded numerous treaties with neighbouring States relating to the exchange of territory and the
settlement of frontiers: 4 April 1718 with Savoy; 15 August 1749 with
Geneva; 4 February 1752 with Württemberg; 24 March 1760 with Sardinia;
15 February 1776 with Nassau-Saarbrücken; 16 May 1769 with the Empress,
Queen of Hungary and Bohemia, relating to the Netherlands; 24 May 1772
with the Prince-Bishop of Liège; 18 November 1779 with the Empress again;
20 June 1780 with the Prince-Bishop of Basle; and 22 September 1791 with
the »Bepublic of Mulhouse«. At the same time, the peace treaties provided
for the convening of commissions for the regulation of boundaries.
On the basis of the Treaties of Rastatt and Baden of 1714, Imperial and
French Royal Commissioners met in Lille and Freiburg, albeit without
reaching agreement. The French King deplored the inconveniences for
domestic administration which resulted from the existing »mixtures of territories« which »expose the frontiers daily to major inconveniences, as a
result of the ease with which smugglers and other bandits find passage and
27 Article 64 of the Peace of the Pyrenees read: »Les comtés, prévotés, terres et domaines de Clermond, Stenay, Dun et Jametz avec leurs appartenances, dépendances et
annexes, demeureront à jamais unis et incorporés à la couronne de France.« See:
J. Dumont, Corps universal diplomatique du droit des gens, 8 Vols., 1726-31, Vol. 6,
Part 1, p. 264. Article 16 of the Treaty of Ryswick of 20 October 1697 read: »Urbs cum
omnibus suis appartinentiis et dependentiis in sinistra parte Rheni sitis absque ulla
reservatione cum omnímoda iurisdictione et superioritate.« See: Dumont, ibid., Vol. 7,
Part 2, p. 422.
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are able to carry out their evil commerce«. 28 Although such words seem to
indicate a sincere interest in clarifying frontier situations, in reality the Ring
»was still divided between the traditional desire to extend the frontiers of
the Kingdom and the more modern desire to eliminate the anarchy which
ruled the contested areas«. 29
It seems that a cartographical sketch of an agreed boundary was for the
first time attached to contractual stipulations in the Treaty of 1718 between
the Holy Roman Emperor and the Netherlands States General. This map,
which showed the boundaries of Flanders, was certified by the plenipotentiaries with their signatures and seals. 30
A precise geographical description of a boundary, as is customary in
modern treaties of cession (as, for instance, in Part II of the Treaty of
Versailles of 28 June 1919, which was devoted exclusively to a description of
boundaries), appeared for the first time during the French Revolution: in the
treaties of Campo Formio of 17 October 1797 and Lunéville of 9 February
1801.31 This level of contractual technique could only be attained once the
carte de France was completed.
The consolidation of frontiers equipped the modern State with its specific
territorial exclusiveness, which in the classical international law of the
nineteenth century was considered to be one of the most essential marks of
sovereignty. It was only on this basis that many modern legal concepts were
able to develop. To name only two important examples, the ius soli principle
in the law of nationality and the principle of territoriality in penal law both
required a clear and precise concept of the State boundary. At the same
time, the State system acquired that greatly heightened sensitivity in respect
of border violations and accidents which has, since the beginning of the
nineteenth century, all too often caused or at least occasioned the outbreak
of war. This modern sensitivity in respect of all frontier questions was hinted at by Vattel in the second book of his Le droit des gens. He wrote:
28 »Mélanges de territoires ... qui exposent journellement ces frontières à des grands
inconvénients, par les facilités que les contrebandiers et autres bandits y trouvent
pour les passages et leur mauvais commerce.« - Recueil des instructions aux ambassadeurs, Vol. 1, p. 291; cited in La Predelle, op cit. note 26, p. 44.
29 »A vrai dire, il est encore partagé entre le désir traditionnel de reculer les limites
du royaume et celui plus moderne de mettre un terme à l'anarchie qui règne dans les
zones contestées.« - Ibid.
30 Kluit, Primae lineae historiae federum Beigli Federati, Vol. 1, 1790, p. 90; Clark, op
cit. note 1, p. 144.
31 Article 6 of the Treaty of Campo Formio read: »La ligne de limite passera ensuite
entre l'Adige à San Giacomo, suivra la rive gauche de cette rivière jusqu'à l'embouchure du canal Blanc, y compris la partie de Porto-Legnano, qui se trouve sur la rive
droite de l'Adige, avec l'arrondissement d'un rayon de trois mille toises. La ligne se
continuera par la rive gauche du canal Blanc, la rive gauche du canal dit Polifella, jusqu'à son embouchure dans le Pô, et la rive gauche du grand Pô jusqu'à la mer.« Article
1 of the secret treaty read: »La rive gauche du Rhin depuis la frontière de la Suisse audessus de Bâle jusqu'au confluent de la Nette au-dessus d'Andernach, y compris la
tête de pont de Mannheim sur la rive gauche du Rhin et la ville et forteresse de
Mayence, l'une et l'autre rive de la Nette, depuis son embouchure jusqu'à la source
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»Since the slightest incursion into the territory of another is an injustice, one
should, in order to avoid it and to eliminate every object of discord and every
cause for quarrel, designate clearly and precisely the limits of territories.« 32

2. Maritime Boundaries: The Territorial Sea
T h e territorial consolidation and delimitation of States was not restricted to
the establishment of precisely fixed linear land borders, but extended to the
boundaries adjacent to the sea. T h e international legal term »territorial sea«
and the classical principle of its delimination e m e r g e d during the French
Age.
This development only became possible after the great dispute of the
Spanish Age over the f r e e d o m of the seas had faded away. This happened at
the end of the seventeenth century, w h e n England renouced its legal claim
to »sovereignty of the sea« in the Oceanus Britannica. 33 H o w e v e r , this
renunciation did not bring about a positive clarification of the legal situation
concerning the territorial seas and the extent of coastal State sovereignty
therein. Rather, an unintelligible juxtaposition and confusion of different
v i e w s was much m o r e characteristic of the situation. T h e ancient Roman
principle of not admitting any exclusive rights of dominion over the seas
was forgotten. Its validity had already been restricted by the late Middle
Ages by the great Italian teachers of Roman Law, Bartolus of Sassoferrato
and Baldus de Ubaldis. 34 Bartolus attributed a jurisdiction of up to 100 miles
to the coastal State. Baldus reduced this to sixty miles, stating that
»Territorium etiam in aquis se extendit«. Beyond this coastal belt, Baldus

près de Brich, de là ligne passant par Senscherode et Borley jusqu'à Kerpen et de
cette ville à Udelhofen, Blankenheim, Marmagen, Jactenigt, Gemünd et compris les
arrondissements et banlieues de ces communes, puis les deux rives de l'Olff jusqu'à
son embouchure dans la Roer, les deux rives de la Roer, en y comprenant Heimbach,
Nideggen, Duren et Juliers avec leurs arrondissements et banlieues ainsi que les villages riverains et leur arrondissements jusqu'à Limmich, de là une ligne passant
Roffems et Thalens, Dalen, Hilas, Papdermod, Laterforst, Radenberg, Haversloo, s'il
se trouve dans la direction de la ligne, Anderheide, Haiderkirchen, Wambach,
Herringen et Grobay, avec la ville de Venloo et son arrondissement...« - see: G.F. von
Martens, Recueil de Traités d'alliances, de paix, de trêve, de neutralité, de commerce etc.
depuis Í761 jusqu'à présent, 8 Vols., 1791/1801, Vol. 7, p. 208; Κ. Strupp, Urkunden zur
Geschichte des Völkerrechts (2nd edn.), 1925, Vol. 1, p. 114. Article 6 of the Treaty of
Lunéville read: »le Thalweg du Rhin soit désormais la limite entre la République
Française et l'Empire germanique, à savoir, depuis l'endroit où il entre dans le territoire batave...« - see: Martens, ibid., Vol. 7, p. 358; Strupp, ibid., Vol. 1, p. 119.
32 »Puisque la moindre usurpation sur le territoire d'autrui est une injustice, pour
eviter d'y tomber, et pour éloigner tout sujet de discorde, toute occasion de querelle
on doit marquer avec clarté et précision les limites des territoires.« - 1978, Ch. 7,
s. 92, p. 137 (in Classics of International Law, Vol. 5, 1916).
33 T.W. Fulton, Sovereignty of the Sea, 1911, p. 539 IT.
34 Bartolus, Tractabus de fluminibus·, Baldus, Commentarla ad Institutiones, Panectas
et Codicem, Vol. 3, p. 79.
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divided the rights: although property and use of the high seas was common
to all, the rights of jurisdiction and protection belonged to the Emperor.
However, in reality Baldus had no illusions about the Emperor's power to
exercise such rights.
In the sixteenth century, Bodin followed the views of Baldus, whereas
Gentili followed those of Bartolus.35 In the seventeenth century, however,
such theories did not play a role in the practice of States. States fixed the
limits of their jurisdiction differently for different purposes. Several writers,
Gryphiander36 and Conring37 among them, derived from this the consequence, that the delimitation of territorial waters was left by law to the
custom of each State. Sometimes the principle of the range of sight, to which
Grotius had referred in his Mare liberum, was advanced. 38 A decree issued
by the Danish Ring on 13 June 1691 supported the application of this principle along those coasts where he did not also possess the opposite coast.39
As late as 1740 the principle of the range of sight was used in a treaty between the Pope and the King of Naples. In this treaty, both parties agreed
that they would not tolerate any persecution of or attacks on ships along
their coasts within a distance from which one could still see the land.40
By the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century a principle appeared
to which the future belonged. According to this principle, which was called
the »cannon shot rule«, the breath of the territorial sea was determined by
the distance to which artillery could reach. The first author to defend this
principle in a clearly scientific manner was the Dutchman Cornelius van
Bynkershoek.41 He did so in his treatise De dominio maris of 1702, as well
as in his more comprehensive work Quaestiones iuris publici of 1737.
According to van Bynkershoek, jurisdiction ended at the same place as the
force of arms (»Potestatem terrae finiri ubi finitur armorum vis«42 »Imperium terrae finiri, ubi finitur armorum potestas«43). The force of arms
extended as far as cannons could reach (»Eo potestatem terrae extendi,
quousque tormenta exploduntur« 44 ).
Although the further development of this principle was linked with van
Bynkershoek's name, he was not without predecessors in making this asser35 See: Bodin, Six Livres de la République, Vol. 1, Ch. 10; Gentili, Hispanicae advocationis libri duo, Ch. 8 (in Classics of International Law, Vol. 9, 1921).
36 Gryphiander, De Insulis, Ch. 14, s. 12 ff.
37 Conring, Definibus Imperii Germanici, Ch. 30.
38 Grotius, Mare liberum, 1604, Ch. 5.
39 Fulton, op cit. note 33, pp. 29, 545.
40 Fulton, ibid., p. 46; A. Raestad, La Mer territoriale. Etudes historiques et juridiques,
1913, p. 119.
41 Although van Bynkershoek systematised and popularised this rule, he was not its creator. Instead, he followed a State practice that predated him. See: W. Walker, »Territorial
Waters: The Cannon Shot Rule,« (1945) 22 British Yearbook of International Law 210.
42 van Bynkershoek, De dominio maris, 1702, Ch. 2 (in Classics of International
Law,
Vol. 2, 1923).
43 van Bynkershoek, Quaestionum iuris publici libri duo, 1737, Vol. 1, Ch. 8 (in
Classics of International Law, Vol. 14, 1930).
44 Op cit. note 42, Ch. 2.
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tion. T h e Dutch delegates to the London Fisheries Conference of 1610 had
already defended the thesis that, according to the l a w of nations, the sovereign right of a coastal State extended only as far as that State could enforce
its sovereign will by means of guns (except in bays, w h e r e this restriction
could not be valid). 4 5 Although Grotius was not a m e m b e r of the Dutch delegation, it is highly likely that this formulation of the principle originated
with him. 4 6 He later included it in his book De jure belli ac pacis. However,
in his v i e w as w e l l as in that of the Dutch delegation of 1610, the question
was strictly one of effectiveness. T h e extension of sovereign rights could
only take place w h e r e guns w e r e actually installed to realise the desire for
control. W h e r e there w e r e no guns, there could be no sovereign rights. 47
T h e generalisation of this principle, of delimitation according to the cannon
shot distance irrespective of whether cannons had actually been installed in
a particular instance, only occured at the end of the seventeenth century.
In a note written by the French envoy in Copenhagen, Foullé de
Martangis, to the Danish-Norwegian government on 6 August 1691, it was
stated in respect of the legal exercise of prize laws, that »in all parts of
Europe the respect of coasts has never been extended beyond cannon shot
range or at most one or two leagues further«. 4 8 With these words the French
envoy opposed the principle of the range of sight (referred to in the abovementioned Danish decree of 13 June 1691), which in practice amounted to
a distance of four or five miles calculated f r o m the off-shore islands.
After van Bynkershoek the delimitation of territorial waters according to
the cannon shot rule was generally accepted, if slowly. Vattel made statements which support this approach, although these statements w e r e not
completely unequivocal. 4 9 T h e Danish jurist Martin Hübner assumed that a
neutral p o w e r could, at the least, lawfully prevent acts of w a r within the
range of cannon. 50 T h e French author René-Josué Valin accepted both the

45 »For that it is by the Lawe of nacions, no prince can Challenge further into the Sea
then he can comand with a Cannon except Gulfes within their Land from one point
to another. 3. For that the boundlesse and rowling Seas are as common to all people
as the ayre which no prince can prohibite« - State Papers, Dom. XLVII, III; Fulton, op
cit. note 33, p. 156.
46 Raestad, op cit. note 40, p. 105 IT.; Fulton, op cit. note 33, p. 549 ff. In 1613 and 1615
Grotius himself was the head of the Dutch delegation in these negotiations. J.K. Oudendijk, Status and Extent of Adjacent Waters. An Historical Orientation, 1970, pp. 14, 36.
47 De iure belli ac pacis libri tres, 1635, Part 2, Ch. 3 (in Classics of International Law,
Vol. 3, 1925); Raestad, op cit. note 40, p. 107; G. Gidel, Le droit international public de
la mer, le temps de paix, Vol. 1, 1932, p. 38.
48 »Que le respect des costes en quelque lieu de l'Europe, que ce soit n'a jamais esté étendu plus loin qu'a la portée du canon ou à une lieue ou deux au plus.« - Raestad, ibid., p. 111.
49 »Aujourd'hui, tout l'espace de mer qui est à la portée du canon le long des côtes est
regardé comme faisant partie du territoire; et, pour cette raison, un vaisseau pris sous
le canon d'une forteresse n'est pas de bonne prise« - Le droit des gens, 1758, Vol. 1,
Ch. 23, s. 289 (in Classics of International Law, Vol. 5, 1916). See also: Raestad, ibid.,
p. 122; Gidel, op cit. note 47, p. 40.
50 Hiibner, De la saisie des bâtiments neutres ou droit qu'ont les nations belligérantes d'arrêter les naivres des peuples amis, 1759, Part 1, ch. 8, s. 10. On Hübner, see: infra, p. 375.
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cannon shot rule and a two-mile limit. 51 T h e Italian professor Giovanni
Lampredi traced the cannon shot rule back to an agreement among States. 52
In the State practice of the mid-eighteenth century it was above all the small
Italian States which used the cannon shot rule to delimit their coastal
waters. H o w e v e r , larger powers also adopted this position after the armed
neutrality of 1780.53 T h e Anglo-French Treaty of C o m m e r c e and Navigation
of 1786 54 and the Franco-Russian Treaty of 1787 w e r e both based upon the
cannon shot rule. 55
T h e cannon shot rule necessarily contained an element of uncertainty and
variability because it was linked to changes brought about by technical progress. It was therefore of great practical importance that this rule was replaced at the end of the eighteenth century by the clearer concept of a threemile zone - a concept that had earlier been considered merely a m o r e concrete and precise formulation of the cannon shot rule. 56 H o w e v e r , recent
research suggests that the two rules developed independently of each
other. 57 In the eighteenth century there w e r e no guns which could fire further than three miles. Nevertheless, the equation of the cannon shot and
three-mile rules appeared in French diplomatic documents in 1761,58 as
w e l l as in a book on the rights and duties of neutral powers written by the
Italian philosopher and jurist Fernando Galiani in 1782.59 In terms of State
practice, the United States was the first to base its policy of neutrality on the
three-mile rule. 60 This was done, even if only provisionally, in the Proclamation of Neutrality issued by United States President G e o r g e
Washington on 22 April 1793. ( T h e definitive delimitation was left to further
negotiations.) A note sent by the then United States Secretary of State
T h o m a s Jefferson to the diplomatic representatives of Britain and France in
Washington on 8 N o v e m b e r 1793 did the same. It characterised the principle
of the range of sight as the m a x i m u m postulate of coastal State jurisdiction
to have appeared in State practice, and the extreme range of a cannon ball
as the m i n i m u m one. It rated the range of human sight at m o r e than twenty nautical miles and the range of cannon at one nautical mile (three geographical miles). T h e President, the note w e n t on, had instructed United

51 Valin, Nouveau Commentaire sur l'ordonnance de la marine d'août 1681, 1766,
Vol. 2, Book 5, s. 1, p. 687 ff.
52 Lampredi, Iuris publici universalis, sive iuris naturae et gentium theoremata,
1776-78, Vol. 3, Ch. 2, pp. 63-65.
53 Fulton, op cit. note 33, p. 571.
54 Martens, op cit. note 31, Vol. 4, p. 178 (Article 12).
55 Martens, ibid., Vol. 4, p. 207 (Article 28).
56 Raestad, op cit. note 40, p. 125.
57 Walker, op cit. note 41, p. 213; H.S.K. Rent, »The Historical Origins of the ThreeMile Limit,« (1954) 48 American Journal of International Law 537; Oudendijk, op cit.
note 46, p. 99.
58 S.A. Swarztrauber, The Three-Mile Limit of Territorial Seas (Annapolis, 1972) p. 54.
59 Dei doveri dei principi neutrali verso i principi guerreggianti, e di questi verso i neutrali (Naples, 1782).
60 Fulton, op cit. note 33, p. 573.
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States officers and officials to regard this latter distance (subject to a later,
definitive determination) as authoritative. 61
H o w e v e r , Jefferson did not intend to prescribe a rigid determination of
United States policy in respect of maritime control. In another statement
made after he himself b e c a m e President, he postulated that the neutrality of
the United States extended to the Gulf Stream. 62 H e regarded the Gulf
Stream as forming a natural frontier, within which the United States would
not tolerate hostilities. This postulate, even if not included in an official
statement, might almost have been made in anticipation of the »security
zone of the American continent« which was proclaimed in Panama City by
the Inter-Ameri can Conference m o r e than a century later in October 1939,
following an initiative on the part of the United States. 63
A f e w years after Washington's proclamation of neutrality, Britain's most
famous prize judge, Sir William Scott ( L o r d Stowell), introduced the threemile rule into the case l a w of the British prize courts. In his decision in the
case of the Dutch ship Twee Gebroeders, which had been captured by British
warships between East Friesia and the island of Borkum in 1800, he stated
that three miles was the boundary of neutral territorial waters according to
the law of nations. 64 Five years later he said, in the case of the Anna which
had been captured by the mouth of the Mississippi River:
» W e all k n o w that the rule of law on this subject is terrae dominium
finitur, ubi finitur armorum
vis·, and since the introduction of fire-arms, that
distance has usually been recognised to be about three miles f r o m shore.« 6 5
United States as w e l l as British practice in respect of the three-mile rule
at first concerned questions of prize l a w arising in neutral waters. In the
eighteenth century there was, in general, no unified concept of the territorial sea, so that questions concerning fisheries law, customs control and
maritime policing w e r e often answered differently. 66 However, such a unified concept of the territorial sea crystallised at the end of the French Age,
thus requiring the application of the same principle in all individual cases.
T h e Anglo-American Fisheries Convention of 1818 w a s in this sense based
upon the three-mile rule. 67
61 J.B. Moore,/! Digest of International Law, 1906, Vol. 1, s. 154, p. 702.
62 This statement was recorded in the Memoirs o/J.Q. Adams, Vol. 1, p. 375 ff.: »The
President (Mr. Jefferson), in an informal conversation, mentioned a late act of hostility committed by a French privateer near Charleston, S.C., and said w e ought to assume, as a principle, that the neutrality of our territory should extend to the Gulf
Stream, which was a natural boundary, and within which w e ought not to suffer hostility to be committed.« See also: Moore, ibid., p. 703.
63 U. Scheuner, »Die Sicherheitszone des amerikanischen Kontinents,« (1940) 24
Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 180.
64 Robinson, Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the High Court of Admiralty,
Vol. 3 (London, 1802), p. 162.
65 Ibid., Vol. 5, p. 373.
66 In 1799 the United States still exercised customs control up to twelve miles offshore. Gidel, op cit. note 47, p. 42, explained that the modern concept of a »contiguous
zone« of jurisdiction for special purposes originated here.
67 Fulton, op cit. note 33, p. 581.
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A definitive consolidation of the laws of the territorial sea did not occur
until the nineteenth century. As late as 1821, the Russian Czar proclaimed a
Russian zone of jurisdiction of up to 100 miles in the Bering Sea - a claim
that was soon abandoned in the face of strong British opposition. 68 Even
later, individual States repeatedly sought m o r e extended jurisdiction for
either general or special purposes, particularly as the equation of the threemile and cannon shot rules was, as a result of technical improvements in
artillery, becoming an ever-greater fiction. Although complete unanimity
w a s still not achieved during the nineteenth century in respect of the boundaries of the territorial sea, 69 of the various opinions the three-mile rule carried relatively greater authority. T h e r e was no doubt that three miles was
the m i n i m u m limit of a coastal State's jurisdiction.
T h e three-mile rule was, in its basic form, an achievement of the French
A g e of the L a w of Nations. In terms of its importance for the actual specification of the extent of State jurisdiction, it is to be placed on the same level
as the contemporaneous consolidation of land borders, even if, in the light
of m o r e recent developments, it proved to be less resistant. 70

III. Political Intervention in the Name of
»Balance of Power« and »Convenience«
T h e principle of religious intervention which dominated the international
legal order of the Spanish Age, collapsed both theoretically and practically
after the end of the Thirty Years War. 71 T h e major, almost classical cases of
intervention of the French A g e - the interventions by Louis XIV in favour of
the »liberty« of the German princes, the War of Spanish Succession, the divisions of Poland, the coalition wars against the French Republic and the wars
conducted by the French revolutionary government - w e r e n o w motivated
and justified on political rather than religious or confessional grounds. 72
68 Ibid.
69 F. Münch, »Küstengewässer,« in fVörtenbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 2, p. 389.
70 Although neither the 1930 Codification Conference in The Hague nor the two
Geneva Conferences of 1958 and 1960 reached an agreement on the breadth of the
territorial sea, in 1982 the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea settled
on twelve nautical miles. See: United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(1982) U.N. Doc. A/CONF.62/122, reproduced in (1982) 21 International Legal
Materials 1261.
71 Geoffrey Butler & Simon Macoby, The Development of International Law, 1928,
p. 69.
72 They were to a large degree wars of intervention: intervention and war being difficult to distinguish in systematic terms. Since the law of this period did not forbid
war, it is difficult to understand why the less far-reaching means of intervention
should have been forbidden. If the historical function of the concept of intervention is
to be understood, that concept should not be limited too narrowly, too juridically.
Intervention has to be regarded, not only as illegal interference in the domestic affairs
of another State (or, more precisely, the affairs reserved exclusively to that State's
competence) through the threat or use of armed force, but also as every other form
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Even the diplomatic interventions made by Britain and the Netherlands in
favour of the Jews of Prague after Maria Theresa had ordered their expulsion from the Bohemian capital in 1745, had nothing to do with the principle
of religious intervention of previous centuries. The intellectual background
to this diplomatic action derived from Enlightenment ideas for the protection of general human rights.73
Among legal scholars there was far-reaching unanimity on the inadmissibility of intervention on religious or confessional grounds. According to
Christian Wolff, who was one of the first advocates of the principle of nonintervention, all matters concerning religion were subject to civil government (»ad exercitium imperii civilis seu regimen pertinet«). He concluded
that no nation was entitled to perform acts which were the sovereign perogative of another nation, and that no nation could be compelled by force to
adopt another nation's religion and introduce that religion within its
realm. 74 No nation had the right to subdue another and subjugate it on religious grounds.75 Although Wolff made no express mention of internal religious persecution, in a previous chapter he had established the general
thesis that, when a ruler unduly suppressed his subjects, rulers of other
States were not allowed to oppose this behaviour through the use of force.
At the utmost, they could intercede by way of friendly diplomatic intercession. Wolff made no exception for cases of religious persecution. 76
of compulsion which crosses over the boundaries of what is legally permissible in respect of the competences of another State, whether involving economic, financial,
diplomatic or other means. See: T. Oppermann, »Intervention,« in Encyclopedia of
Public International Law, Vol. 3 (1981), p. 234 ff. Urs Schwarz was therefore justified
in basing his analysis of the historical development of the problem of intervention on
extra-juridical criteria, i.e. intervention as an action which is taken by a stronger
power against a weaker one, is aimed at changing the weaker State's policies, is limited in time and scope, and based on higher principles of policy, law and morals. See:
Schwarz, »Intervention: The historical development,« (1971) 25 International Spectator 32.
73 Lord Harrington's instructions to the envoy in Vienna on 5 March 1745 did not even
mention the religious aspect of the matter. They only underlined the terrible verdict
which the Court of Vienna had pronounced on thousands of innocent families; it was
a »résolution si sévèvre, que tout le monde regarderoit comme une tache ineffaçable,
qui feroit du tort à la justice et à la clémence que cette Princesse [the Empress] a fait
paroitre depuis le commencement de son règne modéré et équitable.« See: J.J. Moser,
Versuch des neuesten europäischen Völker-Rechts in Friedens- und Kriegszeiten
(1777-80), Vol. 6, p. 97. E.C. Stowell, Intervention in International Law, 1921, p. 66,
considered the combined British and Dutch diplomatic actions to have been so vehement that they were more than a mere »intercession« and came close to being an
intervention in favour of the Jews of Prague.
74 »Quamobrem cum Genti nulli competat ius ad aliquem actum, qui ad exercitium
imperii alterius Gentis pertinet; Gens quoque nulla alteram vi adigere potest ad religionem suam in Rep. sua introducendam, vel ad earn amplectendam« - Wolff, lus gentium methodo scientifica pertractatum, 1794, ch. 2, s. 259 (Classics of International
Law, Vol. 13(2), 1934).
75 Ibid., s. 260.
76 Ibid., s. 258.
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Vattel argued in a similar manner against a special right of religious intervention. He wrote: » T h e monstrous maxim, of extending faith by the sword,
goes against the law of nations, and is the most terrible scourge of nations.« 77 As far as religious persecution was concerned, Vattel shared the
v i e w that it only provided a legitimate basis for friendly, diplomatic intercession. Nevertheless, he recognised that religious persecution, if carried to
unbearable excess, w o u l d constitute the factual basis of »tyrannie manifeste« and as such could provide a legitimate ground for intervention. 7 8
Vattel was guided by the political and humanitarian, rather than the religious aspects of such persecution.
Although the right of religious intervention was almost unanimously
rejected during the French Age, 7 9 the opposite principle of non-intervention, which began to be formulated as a principle of international law, had
it own exceptions. T h e most severe f o r m of this latter principle f o l l o w e d as
a logical consequence f r o m the principle of sovereignty and is to be found
in the w o r k of Christian Wolff, a scholar w h o was relatively distant f r o m
political and diplomatic realities. 80 He indicated two exceptions to the principle, which later b e c a m e characteristic of even the most severe versions
advanced by its proponents: interventions based on a contractual title w e r e
admitted, as w e l l as those p e r f o r m e d as an exercise of self-help justified by
the law of nations. 81 Both types of exception all too often played a role in
State practice.
Vattel, w h o was in closer contact with the realities of political life than his
teacher Wolff, found highly impressive formulations for the principle of
77 »La monstrueuse maxime, d'étendre la religion par l'épée, est un renversement du
Droit des gens, et le fléau le plus terrible des Nations« - op cit. note 49, Vol. 2, ch. 4, s. 59.
78 »Lorsqu'une Religion est persécutée dans un pays, les Nations étrangères qui la
professent peuvent intercéder pour leurs frères. Mais c'est là tout ce qu'elles peuvent
faire légitimement, à moins que la persécution ne soit portée jusqu'à des excès
intolérables; alors elle tombe dans le cas de la Tyrannie manifeste, contre laquelle il
est permis a toutes les Nations de secourir un peuple malheureux.« - Ibid., s. 62.
79 An exception was J.J. Moser. Moser assumed that, according to the European law
of nations, religious affairs in third States were not entirely domestic matters (op cit.
note 73, vol. 7, book 5, ch. 1, p. 184). States took care of their co-religionists through
diplomatic representations, threats, »serious means«, and the granting of protection
(ch. 3-6). However, it is significant that Moser's examples, drawn from State practice,
referred above all to agreements for the protection of religious minorities. Where he
dealt with true interventions, such as the case of Poland, the religious element was
only of secondary importance. See: infra, p. 365.
80 »Quoniam Genti nulli naturaliter competit ius ad aliquem actum qui ad exercitium
imperii alterius Gentis pertinet, Rector autem civitatis imperium exercet et regimen
in exercitio imperii consistit; nullus rector civitatis habet ius regimini alieno se
immiscendi, consequenter uregere nequit, ut alter in civitate sua quid constituât, vel
faciat, aut non faciat, nec Regimen Rectoris unius civitatis subest iudicio Rectoris alterius cuiusdam.« - op cit. note 74, ch. 2, § 257.
81 Ibid., §§ 270 (De iure Gentis in alteram, quae certo pacto eidem subj icitur), 271
(De iure vi persequendi ius suum), 272 (De iure puniendi Gentium) and 273 (De iure
se ius suum defendendi). The location of these passages suggests the interpretation
advanced in this book.
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non-intervention. However, he went beyond Wolff's exceptions, which w e r e
of a kind that was almost necessary in a legal order, to admit a further
exception of a more self-standing character. He proclaimed that it was a
consequence of the freedom and independence of nations, that they had the
right to govern themselves at their own discretion. No nation had a right to
interfere in the governmental affairs of another. Among all the rights of
sovereignty, this was to be respected most scrupulously if injury was not to
be inflicted. 82 However, if a ruler transgressed the basic rights of his people
and thereby created just grounds for resistance, if the tyranny became intolerable and the people rose up against it, then every foreign power had the
right to assist an oppressed people who appealed for such assistance.83 In
this and other respects, Vattel's theory prepared the ground for the international legal ideas of the French Revolution, 84 although in his own mind he
was probably more interested in the liberties and privileges of estates than
in the basic rights of the individual, in the modern sense. 85 Nevertheless,
only a f e w decades later it became customary to read his writings as supporting the latter kind of rights. T h e armies of the Revolution began to intervene for the sake of liberty and human rights, thus illuminating in the most
glaring of ways the problematic character of the principle of non-intervention. The French statesman Talleyrand summarised this precarious situation in a famous bon mot: »Non-intervention is a diplomatic and enigmatic
word, meaning almost the same thing as intervention.« 86
However, Vattel's theory of legitimate intervention in case of an intolerable tyranny appears to have been rather isolated. In no way can it be regarded as the expression of a dominant legal opinion during the French Age.
On the other hand, the interventions by Louis XIV in favour of the liberty of
the German princes could likewise not be based on a general principle. Such a
general principle was not required here because a contractual right of intervention had been provided by Articles 17(5) and 17(6) of the Treaty of Osnabrück.
Despite the dynastic roots of most of the States of this Age and despite the
strength of dynastic solidarity among the princes of Christian Europe, a
82 »C'est une conséquence manifeste de la liberté et de l'indépendance des Nations,
que toutes sont en droit de se gouverner comme elles le jugent à propos, et qu'aucune n'a le moindre droit de se mêler du Gouvernement d'une autre. De tous les Droits
qui peuvent appartenir à une Nation la Souveraineté est sans doute le plus précieux,
et celui que les autres doivent respecter le plus scrupuleusement, si elles ne veulent
pas lui faire injure.« - op cit. note 49, vol. 2, ch. 4, s. 54.
83 »Mais si le prince, attaquant les Lois fondamentales, donne à son peuple un légitime sujet de lui résister, si la Tyrannie, devenue insupportable, soulève la Nation,
toute Puissance étrangère est en droit de secourir un peuple opprimé qui lui demande son assistance« - ibid., s. 56.
84 See: infra, pp. 413-424.
85 Butler and Maccoby wrote (op cit. note 71, p. 71): »As a true Neuchâtelois at any
rate he was still thinking in the traditional terms of the violation by a prince of a fundamental character.«
86 »Non-intervention est un mot diplomatique et énigmatique, qui signifie à peu près
la m ê m e chose qu'intervention« - quoted in F.H. Geffcken, »Das Recht der Intervention,« in Iloltzendorffs Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 4, p. 135, fn. 1.
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right of intervention did not emerge to guarantee the rule of legitimate
monarchs. This development belonged to the period of the Holy Alliance,
i.e. after 1815.87 Throughout the preceding period the motive of dynastic
solidarity remained over-shadowed by other, stronger political motives. In
Ryswijk and Utrecht Louis XIV was compelled to renouce the efforts that he
had made to restore the Stuarts in England. Frederick II of Prussia responded to the request of the Dutch »stadholder« to help consolidate the position of the House of Orange in the States General by stating that he did not
intend to intervene in the internal affairs of the republic and thus to anticipate it in the exercise of its sovereign rights.88 His successor, Frederick
William II, nevertheless sent Prussian forces to the Netherlands in 1787 to
suppress the rebellion against the stadholder's régime. Officially, the purpose of the intervention was to provide satisfaction to the Prussian Ring for
the arrest of his sister, the wife of the stadholder, by forces of the Province
of Holland. However, this action cannot be regarded as the expression of a
generally recognised principle of intervention for the maintenance of dynasties. Prussia and its diplomatic ally Britain were much more interested
in preventing the Netherlands from falling more-or-less completely under
French influence.89
In practice, the most important ground for intervention during the French
Age was the specific political interest of maintaining the balance of power.
In terms of principle, this ground was also almost generally recognised.90
Within the term »convenience«, which was a favoured slogan of the eighteenth century, the power politics doctrine of States' interests was joined
together with ideological efforts, not only to achieve a reasonable accommodation of interests, but also to promote a higher principle of peacekeeping and the common good of all European powers, which could then
legitimate interventions.91
As this book seeks to demonstrate, the different international legal systems of modern times corresponded to different political systems of the
balance of power. Yet though such systems of the balance of power formed
the substratum of the international legal order in the Spanish, French and
British Ages, something more was involved in the French Age. There, the
balance of power had a special and direct juridical relevance: it was regarded as a constitutive and positively effective rule of the »Droit public de

87 See: infra, p. 429 IT.
88 Geffcken, op cit. note 86, p. 138.
89 Ernst Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis, Vol.
2, 1963, p. 644.
90 Henry Wheaton, Histoire des progrès du droit des gens en Europe et en Amérique,
1841, Première période, s. 2 - »Principe d'intervention pour maintenir l'équilibre des
puissances«; Reibstein, ibid., p. 647.
91 F. Wagner, »Europa im Zeitalter des Absolutismus und der Aufklärung
(1648-1789), in Handbuch der europäischen Geschichte, Vol. 4, 1968, p. 1 at 68; H.
Duchhardt, Gleichgewicht der Kräfte, Convenance Europäisches Konzert. Friedenkongresse und Friedensschlüsse vom Zeitalter Ludwigs XIV bis zum Wiener Kongress,
1976.
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l'Europe«. 9 2 J. von Elbe provided a good summary of the situation in a detailed study published in 1934:
»Particular rights and interests w e r e subordinated to the c o m m o n w e a l of
the community of States, to the >salus publica< of Europe, which was equivalent to the maintenance of equilibrium in political p o w e r relations. T h e
Spanish inheritance was thus divided and distributed according to the
requirements of c o m m o n European interests without taking account of
positive rights to the inheritance. W h e n e v e r the equilibrium seemed to be
threatened by excessive claims by one State, the others had to join together
against the disturber of the peace. T h e >Great Alliance< of 1701 against
France, and the London Quadruple Alliance of 1718 between England,
France, the German Emperor and Holland against Spain and Savoy, w e r e
aimed at protecting the tranquility and security of Europe against intentional disturbances. Finally, those peace treaties which concerned the interests of many States and thereby the political order of Europe, w e r e concluded at congresses in which the most important European States took
part.« 93
This legal substance of the principle of the balance of p o w e r was bound
to influence the law of intervention. T h e priority of general c o m m o n interests before the particular interests of individual States gave rise to a consequence w h i c h was always of the highest practical importance during the
French Age: it resulted in the principle that, for the sake of the balance of
power, a p o w e r f u l prince could be compelled to renounce a lawful inheritance. 94 This principle was at the centre of the numerous disputes over succession which occurred during the eighteenth century, especially those
which surrounded the War of Spanish Succession. W h e n Charles II of Spain
protested against the TVeaty of 11 October 1698, w h e r e b y England, France

92 E. Kaeber, Die Idee des europäischen Gleichgewichts in der publizistischen
Literatur
vom 16. bis zur Mitte des 18. Jahrhunderts, 1906, Annex - Das europäische Gleichgewicht und das natürliche Völkerrecht im 18. Jahrhundert; A. Bulmerincq, Praxis,
Theorie und Codification des Völkerrechts, 1875, p. 40 ff.
93 »Einzelne Rechte und einzelne Interessen sind dem Wohle der Staatengesamtheit,
der >salus publica< von Europa, die gleichbedeutend ist mit der Erhaltung eines
Gleichgewichtszustandes in den politischen Machtverhältnissen, unterzuordnen. So
wird nach Gesichtspunkten des europäischen Gesamtinteresses die Verteilung der
spanischen Erbmasse ohne Rücksicht auf positive Erbrechte vorgenommen; erscheint
der Gleichgewichtszustand durch übermässige Machtansprüche eines Staats bedroht,
so haben sich die anderen gegen den Friedensstörer zu verbinden. Die >Grosse Allianz<
von 1701 gegen Frankreich, die Londoner Quadrupelallianz von 1718 zwischen
England, Frankreich, dem Deutschen Kaiser und Holland gegen Spanien und Savoyen
vefolgten das Ziel, die Ruhe und Sicherheit von Europa gegen beabsichtigte Störungen
zu schützen. Endlich werden Friedensverträge, die die Interessen mehrerer Staaten
und damit die politische Ordnung von Europa berühren, auf Kongressen geschlossen,
an denen die wichtigsten europäischen Staaten teilnehmen.« - »Die Wiederherstellung
der Gleichgewichtsordnung in Europa durch den Wiener Kongress,« (1934) 4
Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 228.
94 L.M. Kahle, Commentatio iuris publici de trutina Europae, quae vulgo appellatur
»Die Balance von Europa« (Göttingen, 1744) ss. 26, 20; Kaeber, op cit. note 92, p. 151.
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and the Netherlands divided up the Spanish monarchy during his lifetime,
the Marquis de Torcy replied that it was only a contingency treaty. M o r e over, European public law did not prevent the interested powers f r o m
taking the necessary precautions to prevent the restoration of the monarchy
of Charles V with its threats to the independence and security of other
States. 95 Fénelon, the tutor of French princes and the leading theorist of
French absolutism, explained in his Examen de la conscience sur les devoirs
de la royauté, written for the Duke of Burgundy, that Europe had lawfully
resisted the installation of the Spanish dynasty in England because this
powerful kingdom, together with Spain, Italy, Flanders, and East and West
India, w o u l d have been able - in particular through its maritime p o w e r - to
enforce its will upon all the other powers of Christendom. In such a case the
proverb »summum ius - summa iniuria« would b e c o m e reality. In respect of
this situation, Fénelon said:
»A particular right to inheritance or donation has to yield to the law of nature
protecting a multitude of States. In other words, nothing can be lawful which
destroys the balance of power and tips the scales in favour of a universal
monarchy, even if it is based on the written laws in a particular country.« 96
Daniel D e f o e applied the same principle, albeit in less elegant words,
w h e n justifying the second treaty on the division of Spain of 25 March 1700
on the basis that peace among States and the general tranquility of Europe
had priority over strict justice. 97
Even if in the eighteenth century there was a general inclination to regard
a change of dynasty or a change in the order of succession as a matter of
international concern which required the recognition of other powers 9 8
(this is h o w the recognition of the Austrian order of succesion through the
Pragmatic Sanction should be understood), the treaties which divided up the
Spanish inheritance w e n t beyond the limits of such customs. T h e y w e r e perceived, even within the legal habits of the Age, as interferences in the
domestic affairs of the Spanish monarchy which could only be justified, if at
all, on a m o r e fundamental ground for the legitimation of intervention.
T h e principle of the balance of power, together with the argument of
legitimate self-preservation, also served to justify the interventions of
Russia, Prussia and Austria which led to the three divisions of Poland in
95 »Qu'il s'agissait d'un traité secret de pure éventualité, et que le droit public
européen n'empêchait pas que les puissances intéressées ne prissent les précautions
nécessaires pour empêcher que la monarchie de Charles-Quint ne fût reconstituée
avec toutes ses forces menaçantes pour l'indépendance et la sûreté des autres Etats.«
- Capefigue, Louis XIV, son gouvernement et ses relations avec l'Europe, Vol. 4, Ch. 8;
Wheaton, op cit. note 90, p. 116, fn. 1.
96 »Un droit particulier de succession ou de donation devait céder à la loi naturelle
de la sûreté de tant de nations. En un mot tout ce qui renverse l'équilibre, et qui
donne le coup décisif pour la monarchie universelle, ne peut être juste quand-même
il serait fondé sur des lois écrites dans un pays particulier.« - Oeuvres de Fénelon, Vol.
3, 1835, p. 361.
97 Defoe, The Two Great Questions Considered (London, 1700). See also: Kaeber, op
cit. note 92, p. 66.
98 Geffcken, op cit. note 86, p. 136.
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1772, 1793 and 1794.99 Although the first intervention of the Russian
Empress in 1768 was instigated by the appeal for protection by the nonCatholic parties of Poland against the Catholic majority in the Sejm (the
Polish parliament), 1 0 0 the confessional dispute did not play an essential role
in the diplomatic and legal discussions concerning this action. T h e
grounds of intervention referred to in the Treaty of Division of 1772 w e r e of
a thoroughly political nature: the spirit of party dissension was nourishing
anarchy in Poland, giving rise to the fear of a complete dissolution of the
State - a dissolution which would impair the interests of neighbouring
States, disturbing the friendly agreements which existed between them, and
which could lead to a general war. On these grounds the three contracting
powers, w h o also had old and legitimate claims against Poland, resolved to
assert those claims, to restore order inside the country and to secure to the
Polish State a form of political existence which better corresponded to the
interests of the neighbouring powers. 1 0 1
In the nineteenth century, the partitions of Poland w e r e condemned as
arbitrary acts and violations of the l a w of nations. Wheaton called them »the
most flagrant violation of all natural justice and the law of nations«. 102 T h e
judgment of the eighteenth century w a s somewhat less heated. In 1770
Choiseul proposed to the Austrian Court in Vienna, that it anticipate
Prussia's division of Poland by taking the first step in that direction itself.
Voltaire congratulated Frederick expressly in respect of his Polish policy. 103
In his discussions with the Poles in the early 1790s, the British Prime
Minister William Pitt supported the Prussian request for the secession of
Thorn (Torun) and Danzig (Gdansk). 1 0 * From 1772 until 1774, Edmund
Burke opposed the British policy of passivity toward the partition of Poland,
which w a s justified on the basis of the principle of non-intervention, with
the argument that non-intervention was an innovation which one day could
destroy the balance of p o w e r in Europe. 1 0 5 In the House of Commons in
1791, in the face of the FYench Revolution, he invoked Vattel - »a true republican author« - in support of the thesis that, in the case of the division of a
country, there was »abundant liberty for a neighbour to support any of the
parties according to his choice«. 1 0 6
99 »Intervention killed old Poland« - Butler & Maccoby, op cit. note 71, p. 72.
100 For details, see: Moser, op cit. note 73, p. 197 ff. In his Précis du droit des gens
modernes de l'Europa, fondé sur les traités et l'usage, 1788, Vol. 1, p. 209,
G.F. v. Martens advanced the thesis that, in a civil war, a foreign power was entitled to
offer mediation and to support a party which had requested assistance, and to intervene even in a case where no such request for assistance had been made, but where the
foreign legal power had a special legal title or where its self-preservation was at stake.
101 Robert Redslob, Histoire des grands principes du droit des gens, 1923, p. 237.
102 »La violation la plus flagrante de toute justice naturelle et du droit international.«
- op cit. note 90, p. 333.
103 Oeuvres de Foliaire, Vol. 24, p. 93.
104 Lord Eversley, The Partition of Poland (1915) p. 82.
105 Reibstein, op cit. note 89, p. 646.
106 R.J.S. Hoffmann and P. Levack (eds.), Burke's Politics (New York, 1949) p. 645. See
also: Reibstein, op cit. note 89, p. 645.
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The divison of Poland carried the principle of intervention in support of
the balance of power to a point ad absurdum, after which, in the course of
the second half of the eighteenth century, it was »perverted to satisfy and
camouflage the political interests of the f e w European Great Powers and no
longer, primarily, to serve as a guarantee of a European order of peace
which also included the small States«.107
Alongside Christian Wolff 1 0 8 and a f e w other authors who discarded the
principle of the balance of power and a right of intervention based thereon,
stood the eminent political publicist Johann Heinrich Gottlob von Justi, who
in 1758 published a treatise entitled The Chimera of the Balance of Europe.
His deeper intention was to dissipate certain hesitations in Anglo-Hanoverian policy towards concluding an alliance with Prussia.109 Justi sought to
demonstrate, that it was precisely the inclusion of internal power potentials
in the calculation of the balance of power which was bound to lead to a
practice of intervention of intolerable dimensions. The principle of the
balance of power, he wrote in the third part of his treatise, had to give the
right to forbid a State from engaging in reforms which were designed to
increase its power; thus it would, in the most sensitive of ways, restrict the
freedom of those very same States that it was intended to protect. The principle would in its application legitimise a wrong, it would establish a barrier
to the natural pursuit of happiness which the law of nature guaranteed to
States as well as to individuals, it would require the causing of offence to a
State which had not injured anyone. Despite Justi's vigorous dialectic and
the conclusiveness of some of his arguments, his reasoning could not change
the fact, that State practice and the preponderance of the literature took the
opposite position: that the principle of the balance of power was a binding
element of the Droit public de l'Europe and therefore that interventions to
maintain the balance had to be regarded as lawful. The intervention wars of
the coalition powers against revolutionary France were waged on this basis.
Friedrich von Gentz summarised the intellectual, political and legal basis of
the coalition wars in 1806, in a formulation of the balance of power principle
that did not mention Justi's treatise but nevertheless countered his objection
with a precise and narrow restriction of the principle. He wrote:
»According to the above-established true concept of the European balance of power the internal constitutions of States have to be taken into account
only for the determination of their historial relations, not their legal ones. In
other words: no State can be indifferent in respect of the internal constitution of another State at any given point in time; but no State has the direct
competence to call another State to account on this matter. This is because,
even if it is true that the internal constitution of a State has the most important influence upon its power or lack thereof, it is not the degree of
107 »[Z]ur Befriedigung und Bemäntelung der Machtinteressen der wenigen europäischen Grossmächte pervertieren und nicht mehr primär der Garantie einer auch die
kleineren Staaten einschliessenden europäischen Friedensordung d i e n e n « Duchhardt, op cit. note 91, p. 171.
108 Op cit. note 74, ss. 647, 648.
109 Kaeber, op cit. note 92, pp. 115 ff., 122 ff.
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power, but its external limitation on which a confederative system is
essentially founded. A State, which cannot be restricted by its external relations from suppressing a weaker one, is always - no matter how weak it may
itself be - too strong for the interests of the whole; a State which can be
compelled to honour the rights of the weaker State will not be too powerful;
even if it is the most powerful State of all. There is only one single case,
where the well-understood principle of the balance of power can impose
upon the entire confederation of States the obligation to obtain direct influence upon the internal affairs of one realm: namely, where through complete breakdown of all of its vital parts, through violent overthrow of its
government, through dissolution of all civic bonds, a real political death
occurs, even if only temporarily. For - except that in such an urgent time of
emergency, moral motives call the heads of the confederation together for
the purpose of conserving the most valuable common good, the eternal
basis of all legal and moral order - the continuous accompaniment of violent total revolutions, and the associated absolute anarchy, have the pernicious consequence for the common interest of the confederates, that the
State fallen victim to complete breakdown loses all of its functions for the
duration of the breakdown and disappears from the centre of the confederation. Where, when and how it is expected to reappear and to act as an
effective force, as an active member of the commonwealth, is enveloped in
the most agonising uncertainty. However, even in this extraordinary case and we have certainly experienced such a case - the interference in internal affairs does not take place because of the unnatural increase in the
power of the collapsed State (which, however, is often the accidental consequence and the most wicked addition to political revolutions), but rather,
much more, because of the fear of too great a collapse and the State's total
extinction. - As soon as the State has a regular government, of whatever
quality, originating out of either law or violence, whether moderate or
tyrannical, pernicious or salutary - from this moment the confederation of
nations, as such, has nothing more to do with the internal affairs of this
State.« 110
1 1 0 »Nach dem oben aufgestellten wahren Begriff vom politischen Gleichgewicht in
Europa kommt bei der Bestimmung der Verhältnisse zwischen den Staaten ihre
jedesmalige innere Verfassung nur historisch, aber nicht rechtlich in Anschlag. Mit
anderen Worten: es kann keinem Staate gleichgültig sein zu wissen, was der innere
Zustand eines anderen in jedem gegebenen Zeitpunkte sein mag; aber keiner hat die
unmittelbare Befugnis, einen anderen darüber zur Rechenschaft zu ziehen. Denn es
hat zwar die innere Verfassung auf die Macht oder Ohnmacht des Staates allerdings
den wesentlichsten Einfluss; aber nicht auf Graden der Macht, sondern auf der äusseren Beschränkung derselben ist das Wesen eines Föderativsystems gegründet. Der
Staat, den kein äusseres Verhältnis von der Unterdrückung eines Schwächeren
zurückhält, ist allemal, wie schwach er auch sein möchte, für das Interesse des
Ganzen zu stark; der Staat, der gezwungen werden kann, die Rechte des Schwächsten
zu ehren, mag immerhin der mächtigste von allen, er wird dennoch nicht übermächtig sein. - Es gibt nur einen einzigen Fall, wo selbst der wohlverstandene
Grundsatz des Gleichgewichts dem ganzen Staatenbunde zur Pflicht machen kann,
sich auf die inneren Verhältnisse eines Reiches einen unmittelbaren Einfluss zu ver-
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These reflections by Gentz, the ideological adviser to the Austrian diplomat Metternich, formed a bridge during the transition years from the
French to the British Age of international law, which stretched into the first
decades of the nineteenth century without opening the road towards it. His
ideas retained a resonance of the Ancien Régime, which was soon to be
drowned out by newer, louder sounds.

schaffen; der nämlich, wo durch vollständige Zerrüttung der sämtlichen Lebensteile
dieses Reiches, durch gewaltsamen Umsturz seiner Regierung, durch Auflösung aller
bürgerlichen Bande ein wirklicher politischer Tod, sei es auch nur ein augenblicklicher, eintritt. Denn, ausser dass in solcher dringenden Notzeit überwiegende moralische Beweggründe die sämtlichen Häupter des Bundes zur Erhaltung des kostbarsten
Gemeingutes, der ewigen Grundlage aller rechtlichen und sittlichen Ordnung, herbeirufen, hat auch die immerwährende Begleiterin gewalttätiger Totalrevolutionen,
die damit verknüpfte absolute Anarchie, für das gemeinschaftliche Interesse der
Bundesverwandten die verderbliche Folge, dass der Staat, der ihr zum Raube geworden, solange sie fortdauert, für alle seine Funktionen verloren, gleichsam aus der
Mitte des Bundes verschwindet, und wo, und wann, und wie er wieder als wirksames
Gewicht, als tätiges Glied des Gemeinwesens erscheinen und eingreifen soll, in die
quälendste Ungewissheit gehüllt ist. Aber selbst in diesem ausserordentlichen Falle und einen solchen waren wir bestimmt zu erleben - erfolgt die Einmischung in die
inneren Verhältnisse nicht, weil man einen unnatürlichen Anwachs der Macht des
zerrütteten Staates (der freilich oft die zufällige Folge und die heilloseste Zugabe
politischer Revolutionen ist), sondern vielmehr, weil m a n seine zu grosse
Entkräftung und gänzliche Vernichtung befürchtet. - Sobald sich aber in einem Staate
eine regelmässige Regierung befindet, wie sie übrigens auch beschaffen sein möge,
aus Recht oder aus Gewalt entsprungen, gemässigt oder tyrannisch, verderblich oder
wohltätig, schwach oder stark - so hat der Völkerbund, als solcher, mit den einheimischen Angelegenheiten dieses Staates nichts m e h r zu schaffen.« - Genz, Fragmente
aus der neuesten Geschichte des politischen Gleichgewichts in Europa (1806) pp. 54-8.

Chapter Four
Admission to the Family of Nations:
The Recognition of the Independence of the United States

The ideologically and confessionally tinged policy of the Spanish Age could
not take notice of the birth of a new State without enquiring into the moral
and legal pros and cons of the newly constituted political unit. The policy of
pure raison d'état, which was characteristic of the French Age, gave birth to
the modern theory of the recognition of new States, which abstained from
examining the circumstances of the new State's coming into being and disregarded its legal and moral aspects. It was satisfied with the actual existence of a sufficiently organised political body with effective authority and
an approximately definable territory.
This theory of recognition had been developed by the protagonists of
French policy on the basis of a great precedent of the time, the Declaration
of Independence of the United States of America of 1776. However, even
apart from this novel case of the revolutionary creation of a new State, a
democratic republic founded by descendants of Christian European peoples
on former colonial, extra-European soil, the French Age increasingly produced political, economic and social facts and developments which made
the legal problem contained in the institution of the »recognition of new
States and governments« more acute and urgent than in preceding centuries, when it had hardly even been perceived as such. As long as the
monarchical State ruled by a prince and equipped with a dynastic order of
succession represented the normal order in Europe, and some republics
and elective monarchies were the exception, the question of a new rule of
law only rarely occupied third States: succession to the throne was a domestic event which did not require recognition by foreign powers, except in
cases where there w e r e rival succession claims and several pretenders.
Even the succession in electoral monarchies such as the Holy Roman
Empire of the Germans or the Kingdom of Poland was regarded as an internal process which did not normally offer other powers a cause or justification for taking a position. 1

1 This was the conclusion of one of the earliest treatments of the recognition problem, a treatise by Johannas Heinrich Gottlieb von Justi, »Erörterung der Frage: Ob
die Protestationes derer auswärter Monarchen, wider eine auf die Wahl gebrachte
Person zum Beherrschen eines Wahlreiches, in dem Natur- und Völkerrecht einigen
Grund haben«, in Historische und juristische Schriften, Vol. 1, 1760, p. 185. See also:
J.J. Moser, Versuch des neuesten europäischen Völker-Rechts in Friedens- und Kriegszeiten (1777-80), Vol. 6, p. 95 fT.
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Occasionally the question of recognition was raised by the adoption, by a
ruler, of a new title not derived from his State's sovereignty. 2 Questions of
this kind still occupied the minds of political elites as late as the eighteenth
century, as became obvious on the adoption of the royal title by Frederick I
of Prussia.
The second half of the seventeenth century and the eighteenth century
were more unsettled than the preceding period in respect of transfers of
princely rule and changes of domestic regimes. Besides the English, the
American and the French Revolutions, numerous other convulsions of the
European order of States and its monarchical governmental structure
occurred. These convulsions culminated in the turbulent transformation of
Europe through the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. The establishment of new independent States as well as the overthrow of governments and constitutional structures required legal examination and evaluation, even if they did not affect the boundaries and the international position
of the relevant State.
A particularly outstanding case of a revolutionary change of regime which
did not affect the map of Europe was the fall of Charles I and the Stuarts, the
transformation of England into a republic in 1649, and the installation of
Oliver Cromwell as its »Lord-Protector« in 1653. For the other European
rulers it was not the recognition of a new State which was at stake, but that
of a new government of republican character. Significantly, it was Spain
which saw an opportunity and, in spite of all its royalist convictions concerning legitimacy, became the first European power to recognise the new
republic. It was soon followed by France, the envoy of which was received
in 1652 in a solemn session of the English Parliament, where he declared:
»The harmony which should exist between neighbouring States does not
depend on their form of government. After it pleased God in his providence
to change the one preceding in this country, the necessity of communication and of harmony between France and Britain still exists. This kingdom
changed its face and made a republic out of a monarchy; but the location of
places does not change; the peoples always remain neighbours and interested in each other through interaction. The contracts bind the peoples
more than they bind the princes, because their principal purpose is the common utility«. 3
In a treaty of 1655, the preamble of which listed the contracting parties as
»Louis XIV, Roy de France et de Navarre Tres Chrestien« and the »Protecteur
de la République d'Angleterre, Ecosse et Irlande«, both parties promised
mutual »Peace, Friendship and Alliance« between the two countries. 4
2 See: C. H. Alexandrowicz, » T h e Theory of Recognition in fieri«, (1958) 34 British
Yearbook of International L a w 176, p. 179, in connection with his analysis of Justi's
theory; Christian Wolff, lus gentium methodo scientifica pertractatum, 1794, pp. 125-6
(Classics of International Law, Vol. 13(2), 1934).
3 Guillaume Guizot, Histoire de la République d'Angleterre et de Cromwell, Vol. 1
(Brussels, 1854) p. 222.
4 J.A. Frowein, »Die Entwicklung der Anerkennung von Staaten und Regierungen im
Völkerrecht«, (1972) 11 Der Staat 145 at 157.
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Considerable moral and political hesitations had to be o v e r c o m e , as was
revealed in a letter written by Cardinal Mazarin to the Regent of the
Kingdom, Anne of Austria (the mother of Louis XIV). In this letter he confessed:
»If one observes the laws of honour and justice, one must not recognise
the Republic of England, and the King could not do anything m o r e prejudicial to his reputation than to make such a recognition, by which he not only
abandons the interest of the legitimate king, his close relative, neighbour
and ally, but also causes him public offence; one could do no greater injustice than to recognise ursupers w h o had sullied their hands with the
blood of their sovereign. ... H o w e v e r , as the laws of honour and justice do
not allow anything to be done which is contrary to prudence, one must consider that all demonstrations that one could make in favour of the English
King would not lead to his restoration; that a longer refusal to recognise the
Republic, which is in possession of sovereign authority, would not serve to
augment or confirm the rights of the King«. 5
M o r e than ever before, a period of upheavals as occurred in the French
A g e caused the thinkers of the l a w of nations to take into consideration
those problems which later crystallised in the theory of recognition of n e w
States and governments. Vattel, w h o was the most widely read author on the
law of nations in this period, was content to provide only some very general
guidelines without examining the question in a deeper, m o r e systematic
fashion. From the principle of sovereignty he derived the cardinal requirement of effectiveness. He wrote: »For a nation to have the right to act i m m e diately in this large society, it is sufficient that it is truly sovereign and independent, that is, that it governs itself by its own authority and by its laws«. 6
H o w e v e r , Vattel stimulated doubts about the importance of this principle
by restricting the right of revolt and the right to secession f r o m the parent
country to the one case of resistance against an intolerable tyrant. This was
also h o w he justified the secession of the Netherlands f r o m Spain and the
establishment of their independence as a republic. Although he said nothing
m o r e about the creation of n e w States, he emphasised strongly that every
5 »II semble d'abord que, si on se règle par les lois de l'honneur ou de la justice, l'on
ne doit point reconnaître la République d'Angleterre, puisque le roi ne saurait rien
faire de plus préjudiciable à sa réputation que cette reconnaissance par laquelle nonseulement il abandonne l'intérêt du roi légitime, son proche parent, voisin et allié,
mais lui fait une offense publique, et qu'Elle ne saurait rien faire de plus injuste que
de reconnaître des usurpateurs qui ont souillé leurs mains du sang de leur soverain.
... Mais comme les lois de l'honneur et de la justice ne doivent jamais rien faire qui
soit contraire à celles de la prudence, il faut considérer que toutes les démonstrations
que l'on pourrait faire présentement en faveur du roi d'Angleterre n'amèneraient pas
son rétablissement; qu'un plus long refus de reconnaître la République, qui est en
possession de l'autorité souveraine, ne servira de rien pour augmenter ou confirmer
les droits du roi«. - Guizot, op cit. note 3, p. 370 ff.
6 »Pour qu'une nation ait droit de figurer immédiatement dans cette grande société,
il suffit qu'elle soit véritablement souveraine et indépendante, c'est-à-dire qu'elle se
gouverne elle-même, par sa propre autorité et par ses lois«. - Vattel, Le droit des gens,
1758, Vol. 1, Ch. 1, p. 4 (in Classics of International Law, Vol. 5, 1916).
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nation (the national body as a whole, not only a few dissatisfied or quarrelsome citizens) had the right to reform its government, to change its constitution; only the nation itself could act as judge in such internal affairs and
no foreign power was entitled to intervene. 7
Beyond such generalities, the first outlines of a theory of recognition were
developed by some German authors of the eighteenth century. Some of
these authors were known through their systematic treatises on international law, others - less well-known - through their writings on this specific
issue. Authors like Johann Jakob Moser and George Frederich von Martens
belonged in the first group; authors like Heinrich Gottlob von Justi (author
of the treatise on the chimera of the balance of power in Europe and other
books on public finance and administration) 8 and the law professor Johann
Christian Wilhelm von Steck in the second. Their theories on recognition,
which were published between 1760 and 1783 and which clearly influenced
the authors of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, have
recently been rediscovered and evaluated, by Alexandrowicz in particular. 9
However, they arrived at different conclusions.
Some of them remained strongly attached to the ideas of monarchical
legitimacy that had predominated in the past. From there they came to the
conclusion, that recognition of a new State seceding from its parent country
had to be regarded as »premature« and as »unfriendly intervention« unless
the parent country had renounced its sovereignty. Steck, who was of this
view, characterised and condemned the recognition of the United States by
France - as implied through the conclusion of a trade agreement and an alliance in 1778 - as premature. 1 0 In contrast, George Frederich von Martens
stressed the effect of the achievement of factual independence by the new
State: if a population seceded from its parent country through a declaration
of independence and if it succeeded in conserving that independence in
fact, third powers had to accept and respect the legal sovereignty and independence of the new political unit. 11 This principle of effectiveness corresponded to the dominant guideline of French policy, the reason d'état. It was
in this spirit that the Bourbon monarchy, one decade before its own loss of
power in the French Revolution, evaluated the results of the American
Revolution, the elimination of the sovereign rights of the British crown in
the thirteen colonies and the confederation of those colonies into a democratic republic, and drew the logical conclusions.
The Declaration of Independence, 12 which was made in Philadelphia on 4
July 1776, forced European States to take a position. As a consequence of its
7 Ibid., Vol. 1, Ch. 4, p. 51; Vol. 1, Ch. 2, pp. 32-7.
8 Infra, p. 366.
9 Alexandrowicz, op cit. note 2. Justi's treatise was reproduced in his Historische und Juristische Schriften, pp. 185-99. In 1783 Steck published his Versuche über verschiedene Materien
politischer und rechtlicher Kenntnisse, in which the chapter on »Versuch von Erkennung der
Unabhängigkeit einer Nation und eines Staats« (pp. 49-56) deals with recognition.
10 Steck, ibid., p. 54; Alexandrowicz, ibid., p. 183; Frowein, op cit. note 4, p. 151.
11 Alexandrowicz, ibid., p. 185; Frowein, ibid., p. 152.
12 Charles de Martens, Nouvelles causes célèbres du droit des gens, 1843, Vol. 1, p. 374 ff.
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traditional anti-British policy, the French monarchy was the first European
power to recognise the political independence of the United States. The two
concluded a treaty of commerce and friendship as well as a defensive alliance on 6 February 1778.13 On 14 March 1778, Paris informed the British
government of these treaties and justified their conclusion on the ground
that the United States was factually independent. Moreover, the treaty of
commerce did not provide France with an exclusive advantage and the
United States had reserved the right to negotiate with all other nations on
the same basis of equality and reciprocity. The French government complained that British cruisers were interrupting legitimate trade between its
subjects and the new republic. From the French perspective, this violated
the law of nations and treaties effective between the two States.14 This
French communication was the first step in a diplomatic dispute, during the
course of which the question of recognition was discussed in detail.
The British government answered at first with the accusation, that France
had opened its ports to American ships of war and their prizes, thereby contributing to the strengthening of the American armament. The British also
accused France of having allowed its subjects to equip armed ships under
the American flag in order to participate in privateering against British commercial navigation and to carry contraband goods to the rebel colonies. The
British government suggested that, had territory been acquired by another,
recognised European State conquering British colonies in America, France
would surely not have recognised that acquisition. That being the case, a
revolt could not produce stronger law than a legitimate war. All French proposals were to be rejected, unless they were based on the complete restoration of Britain's lawful authority. A formal declaration of war had not been
necessary because hostilities had been initiated by France through its conclusion of treaties of commerce and alliance with the rebel colonies, by its
support for them, and by its direct attacks on British trade.15 The author of
this memorandum was the famous English historian Edward Gibbon,
author of the history of The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.16
The French government replied by pointing to the example of Queen
Elizabeth, who in the sixteenth century had recognised the independence of
the Netherlands in its revolt against Spain. It sought to prove that the French
declaration of 14 March 1778 had been based on the indisputable fact, that
thè Americans possessed independence when the treaties of commerce and
alliance were concluded on 6 February 1778. According to indisputable
principles of public law, this was sufficient to justify the conclusion of those
13 Charles de Martens & F. de Cussy, Recueil manuel et pratique des traités, conventions et autres actes diplomatiques sur lesquels sont établis les relations et les rapports existant aujourd'hui
entre les divers États du globe, depuis 1760 jusqu'à l'époque actuelle, 1856, Vol. 7, pp. 387-609.
14 »Exposé des motifs de la conduite de la France«, in Flassan, Diplomatie
française,
Vol. 7, p. 168; Ch. de Martens, op cit. note 12, Vol. 1, p. 425 ff.
15 »Mémoire justificatif pour servir de réponse à l'exposé des motifs de la conduite du
Roi de France, relativement à l'Angleterre«, in Ch. de Martens, ibid., Vol. 1, p. 436 ff.
16 Henry Wheaton, Histoire des progrès du droit des gens en Europe et en Amérique,
1841, p. 219; Ch. de Martens, ibid., Vol. 1, p. 436, fn. 1.
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treaties without further investigation of the legality of the Declaration of
Independence. It sufficed that the British government had desisted from
treating the insurgent colonies as rebels, that it had itself applied the ordinary laws of war as they were recognised between independent States, 17
that prisoners of war were exchanged on the basis of cartel agreements
signed in regular form through commissioners of congress, that British forces had concluded capitulation agreements with American forces and that
these agreements were observed, and finally, that the British government
had recognised the authority of the republic by dispatching commissioners
for the purpose of peace negotiations with Congress.
The French memorandum emphasised that it was not a matter for France to
discuss whether the United States had the right to forswear British sovereignty
and whether its independence had been established on a lawful basis. Neither
the law of nations nor treaties, neither morality nor politics imposed upon the
King of France the obligation to be the guardian of the loyalty of British subjects
to their sovereign. It was sufficient to justify the attitude of His Majesty the King
of France, that the colonies which, through their population and the extension
of their territory, had formed a respectable nation, had established their independence not only through a solemn declaration, but also factually, and had
maintained that independence despite all British efforts to remove it.
This was the position of the United States when the negotiations with the
French King began. The King could have regarded the United States either as
an independent nation or as a subject of Great Britain. He chose the first course,
in part for the security and interests of his people, but primarily because the
secret intentions of the Court of London had compelled him to do so. France did
not stand in any relationship of dependence to the British Crown. No treaty
required the French King to maintain the territorial integrity of the British
crown, nor could he be expected to enforce the obedience of British subjects.
The King had no duties to Britain in respect of its American colonies. France
was obligated neither to support Britain against its colonies, nor to refuse those
colonies when they presented themselves to it as an independent nation.
France had the right to treat the people of an immense continent as an independent State when it presented itself as such, in particular once the former
sovereign had proved, after long and painful attempts, incapable of subduing it.
The essential, basic positions in respect of recognition became visible in
this classic diplomatic exchange of blows. France asserted the principle
which was inherent in its policy of raison d'état, namely of effectiveness as
the essential criterion for recognition. The application of this principle in
the case of the United States would, in the nineteenth century, be regarded
as a fundamental and guiding precedent.
17 Wheaton, ibid., p. 219, used the following wording in his report on the French
memorandum: »Les lois ordinaires de la guerre reconnues entre des nations civilisées«.
The use of the term »nations civilisées« in this context, in a document dating from
1778/79, is surprising. In actual fact, the correct version of the text spoke of »règles de
la guerre usitées parmi des nations indépendantes«. See: Ch. de Martens, ibid., Vol. i,
p. 483. Wheaton's reproduction is misleading: the term »nations civilisées« emerged
later and became customary only in the nineteenth century. See: infra, pp. 445 ff.

Chapter Five
The Formation of Legal Rules: Law of Nature and raison d'état

I. The Law of Nations in the Natural Law System of Rationalism
The divergent tendencies of thinking about sovereignty resulted, in the
French Age, in a severe crisis of the basic concept of the law of nations and
of the belief in a binding international legal order. This crisis found its
sharpest and most elevated expression in the theory of Thomas Hobbes, the
English political philosopher who is regarded as the classical exponent of
the closed and refined absolutist power of the State.1
At the same time the theory of Hobbes marked the point where the natural law tradition of scholastic theology was replaced by a systematically
rationalistic system of natural law. 2 T h e medieval concept of a hierarchical
legal order linking human law to natural and divine law had disappeared.
To the degree that elements of medieval philosophy survived in Hobbes'
thinking, they were not derived from Thomas Aquinas and the classical law
of nature of the most developed phase of scholastic thinking, but rather
from William of Occam. 3
It is significant that Hobbes studied at the University of Oxford, where norainalistic philosophy had resided since Occam's time. The philosophical points
of departure toward legal positivism that were inherent in Occam's thought
were developed by Hobbes in a manner that had radical consequences, so that
it is Hobbes who should be regarded as the true father of modern legal positivism,4 even though this context was frequently confused in the nineteenth
century by the sharp confrontation between »natural law« and »positivism«.
Actually, natural law only played a very minor role in Hobbes' system. It
lost its practical importance for the entire range of domestic law at the
moment people terminated the bellum omnium contra omnes of the state of
nature with the conclusion of the original State compact. From that point
onwards it served only to justify the binding force of positive State legislation: »Lex naturalis omnes leges civiles iubet observari«. 5 However, the »lex
1 H. Maier, »Hobbes«, in Maier et al. (eds.), Klassiker des politischen Denkens, Vol. 1,
1968, p. 351 at 364 ff. (See citations: ibid., p. 413; Handbuch der
europäischen
Geschichte, Vol. 4, p. 83 f.); C. Schmitt, Der Leviathan in der Staatslehre des Thomas
Hobbes (1938, 1982); R. Schnur, Individualismus
und Absolutismus. Zur
politischen
Theorie vor Hobbes (Berlin, 1963); H. Schelsky, Thomas Hobbes. Eine politische Lehre
(1941) (Berlin, 1981); E. Cassirer, Vom Mythus des Staates (Zürich, 1949) pp. 227-30.
2 E. Cassirer, Die Philosophie der Aufklärung, 1932.
3 H. Welzel, Naturrecht und materiale Gerechtigkeit. Prolegomena
zu einer Rechtsphilosophie (4th edn), 1962, p. 115 ff. See: supra, p. 87.
4 F. Tönnies, Thomas Hobbes, Leben und Werk (3rd edn.) 1925; G.A. Walz, Wesen des
Völkerrechts und Kritik der Völkerrechtsleugner,
1930, p. 9.
5 De cive, ch. 14, p. 10.
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civilis« was in essence the will and the command of the »princeps«, who was
irrevocably installed by the State compact and equipped with full political
power. The characteristic quality of legal rule was not its Tightness and
reasonableness, but rather its guaranteed enforcement through an irresistible
command mechanism: »Auctoritas, non Veritas facit legem«.6 Law in its precise meaning only existed where there was such a command mechanism for
law enforcement, that is to say, the order of a State. »Right and Wrong can only
be perceived within a state«.7 A right of resistance, an appeal to natural law
against the legislating State, did not conform with a system that, in the end,
served theoretically to justify an almost unlimited monarchical absolutism. 8
Following through from these prerequisites with indisputable logic,
Hobbes asserted that a legal order in the true sense could not exist between
States. There was no effective command mechanism which guaranteed the
enforcement of legal rules against States. Hobbes drew from this the conclusion that States coexisted in a state of nature. The law of nations, as it was
practiced between them, was »identical with the law of nature«. He wrote:
»What in an era before the establishment of the state the natural law is between man and man, is afterwards the law of nations between ruler and
ruler«. 9 The rules of natural law were a »ius inutile« which was binding only
internally before the tribunal of conscience, and not externally before the
»forum externum« of a true court of justice. The equivalence of the law of
nations with natural law thus meant, in the final analysis, the denial of a
binding international legal order. On the basis of these views Hobbes became the father of that very heterogenous group of thinkers, who later on
were called the »deniers of international law«.10
The consequence of the denial of international law drawn by Spinoza was
even sharper and more radical. For Hobbes, the natural law of nations
remained an aspect of the mutual relations of States, even if only as a weak
reflection of a legally binding order, but still throughout as a kind of regulative principle. However, for Spinoza the natural law of nations was only a
dynamic function of the respective international power constellation. 11
States confronted each other - as people did - as enemies by nature (»duae
civitates natura hostes sunt«); 12 their right extended precisely as far as their
power did (»quia unusquisque tantum iuris habet, quantum potentia
valet«). 13 International treaties retained their validity only as long as the original interest of the parties in their conclusion continued to exist. Whenever
the prerequisites which existed at the time of conclusion changed, each
party was entitled to withdraw from the treaty without being guilty of a vio6 Leviathan, Vol. 2, ch. 26.
7 Leviathan, Vol. 2, ch. 18.
8 Maier, op cit. note 1, p. 365; P.C. Mayer-Tasch, Th. Hobbes und das
fViderstandsrecht
(Tübingen, 1965).
9 Elements of Law Natural and Politic, Vol. 2, ch. 10.
10 Walz, op cit. note 4; Α. Nussbaum, Geschichte des Völkerrechts, 1960, p. 161 ff.
11 Walz, ibid., pp. 18 ff., 22.
12 Tractatus politicus, 16, Opera III, ch. iii, ss. XI-XIII.
13 Ibid., ch. ii, s. VIII.
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lation of law. The international legal doctrine of the clausula rebus sic stantibus was developed by Spinoza in a manner which made all contractual
relations betwen States more-or-less illusory. In his theory, the law of nations became deprived of any capacity to ensure order and was merely an
ideological reflex of natural, dynamic processes in a permanently changing
field of forces within the political balance of power. 14
The theory of Hobbes - shared by Spinoza - according to which States coexisted in a state of nature, formed the point of departure for a specific shift in
the theory of the law of nations in respect of law creation. Despite, or just
because of his domestic law positivism, Hobbes became the father of a »natural law school« of the law of nations, one which denied in principle the existence of a »positive« law of nations. On the continent, the most eminent protagonist of this natural law school was Samuel Pufendorf. Most of the protagonists of this theory were Germans, with other leading figures being Christian
Thomasius, Samuel von Cocceji, J.G. Heineccius and J.H. Boehmer. Some
English authors, such as Richard Cumberland, were at theirside. 15
Strangely enough, this »French age of the law of nations« did not produce
a representative French theory of international law. 16 Valin17 and Mably 18
had nothing significant to say about the theoretical foundations of international law. Jean Barbeyrac, who was known for his own writings as well as
his translations of Grotius, Pufendorf and Cumberland and who may be
regarded as a member of the natural law school, was born French. However,
as the son of a reformed preacher, he emigrated in his youth and lived mainly in Lausanne, Berlin and Groningen. 19 Jean Dumont as well, being a

14 Ernst Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis,
Vol. 2, 1963, p. 551; A. Menzel, »Spinoza und das Völkerrecht«, (1908) 2 Zeitschrift für
Völkerrecht und Bundesstaatsrecht 17; Alfred Verdross, »Das Völkerrecht im System
von Spinoza«, (1928) 7 Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht 100.
15 Ernst Reibstein, »J.G. Heineccius als Kritiker des grotianischen Systems«, (1964)
24 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 236. Richard
Cumberland (1631-1718), philosopher, Bishop of Peterborough in 1691, published De
legibus naturae disquisitio philosphica in London in 1672, the same year as Pufendorf s De iure naturae et gentium was published. In a subsequent publication, Pufendorf highly recommended Cumberland's work, and as a result the latter became
known on the Continent. Cumberland's principal goal was to combat the principles of
Hobbes.
16 Nussbaum, op cit. note 10, p. 154, mentioned a book published in 1767 by the Paris
law professor Bouchard, Theorie des traités du commerce entre les nations, as being
the first contribution of a French writer to the theory of the law of nations.
17 See: infra, p. 405.
18 See: supra, p. 290.
19 Jean Barbeyrac (1674-1744), born in Béziers (Provence), studied theology, philosophy and the law of nature in Lausanne and Geneva and continued his studies in
Berlin and Frankfurt/Oder. He became a teacher of ancient languages at the Collège
français in Berlin. During his stay in Prussia he attached himself closely to Pufendorf,
whose principal book (Le droit de la Nature et des Gens, ou système général des
Principes les plus importants de la Morale, de la Jurisprudence et de la Politique)
he translated. He was awarded a chair for Roman civil law in Lausanne. In 1717 he
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Huguenot, had left France at an early age and ended his life as an imperial
court historian in Vienna. 2 0
This situation, w h e r e there w a s no representative French theory of the
l a w of nations and w h e r e the doctrines of the latter had split into several
schools - one speaks of the »natural l a w « , the »positivist« and the »synthetic«
schools 21 - w a s characteristic of the French A g e as a w h o l e .
Only a brief sketch of the intellectual structure of these different branches
of theoretical development can be offered here. It must therefore be kept in
mind that w h a t follows is only a r o u g h and - in respect of the different
authors - often controversial scheme of classification. It is also a scheme
w h i c h does not always succeed in covering the various systems without
contradiction.
1. According to P u f e n d o r f s theory, 22 there w a s no voluntary or positive
l a w of nations w h i c h had the binding force of l a w in its pure sense, w h i c h
occupied the chair in Groningen, where he remained until his death. His translations
appeared in 1706 (Pufendorf), 1724 (Grotius) and 1744 (Cumberland). He compiled a
Latin edition of Grotius and a commentary to Bynkershoek's De foro legatorum. In
1739 he published a large compilation of treaties: Histoire des anciens traitez, ou
recueil historique et chronologique des traitez répandus dans les auteurs grecs et latins,
et autre monumens de l'antiquité, depuis les temps les plus reculez jusques à l'Empereur
Charlemagne. See: Philippe Meylan, Jean Barbeyrac (1674-1744) et les débuts de l'enseignement du droit dans l'ancienne Académie de Lausanne. Contribution à l'histoire du
droit naturel (Lausanne, 1937). Barbeyrac's friend and colleague Jean-Jaques
Burlamaqui was a professor of natural law and the law of nations in Geneva. See:
Reibstein, op cit. note 14, pp. 508-27.
20 Jean Dumont (1666-1727) participated as a French captain in the campaign in the
Rhineland Palatinate and in Swabia. He retired from military service in 1689 and travelled to Italy, Constantinople, Alexandria, Cairo, Smyrna, Germany, and The Hague.
He entered Dutch service as a publicist and attacked the policies of Louis XIV and
Spain. With the assistance of the imperial envoy Count Philipp Ludwig von Sinendorf
he joined the service of the Court of Vienna (probably in 1716). In 1725 he was raised
to the nobility and received the title of Baron von Carelscroon. He was made famous
by his eight volume compilation of treaties, published in 1726: Corps universel diplomatique du droit des gens. See: S. Verosta, »Jean Dumont und seine Bedeutung für das
Völkerrecht«, (1934) 14 Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht 371 (in the annex is a list of
Dumont's publications); idem., »Droit international et droit interne chez Jean
Dumont«, in Mélanges offert à Henri Rolin, 1964, p. 479. Dumont is generally regarded as having been an adherent of the »synthetic school« of the law of nations. See:
A. Verdross, Völkerrecht (5th edn.), 1964, p. 33.
21 Verdross, ibid., p. 31 IT.
22 Samuel Pufendorf (1632-94) was appointed professor of natural law and the law of
nations at the University of Heidelberg in 1661, professor primarius at the University of
Lund in 1670, royal Swedish historiographer at the Court of Stockholm in 1677, and
historiographer and privy councillor of the Prince Elector of Brandenburg in Berlin in
1688. See: E. Wolf, Grosse Rechtsdenker der deutschen Geistesgeschichte (3rd edn), 1951,
pp. 245-301; H. von TVeitschke, »Samuel Pufendorf«, (1875/76) 35/36 Preussisches Jahrbuch 614. On the cultural and philosophical foundations of the natural law school of
Pufendorf and its cultural-historial meaning, see: Welzel, op cit. note 3, pp. 145-59. On
his theory of the law of nations, see: Avril, Les fondateurs du droit international (ed.
Pillet) (1904) pp. 331-83; E. Reibstein, »Pufendorfs Völkerrechtslehre«, (1956) 7 Öster-
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Figure 31: S a m u e l ( K a r o n of) P u f e n d o r f
(1632-1694).
( C o p p e r e n g r a v i n g by J. v a n S a n d r a r t ) .

Figure 32: C o r n e l i u s v a n B y n k e r s h o e k
(1675-1743). "
( P o r t a i l by Philip v a n D i j k ) .

Figure 33: C h r i s t i a n ( B a r o n of) Wolff
(1679-1754).
( C o p p e r e n g r a v i n g by J. \ l . B e r n i g e r o t h ,
1755).

Figure 34: K m é r i o d e Vat lei
(1714-1767).
( P o r t a i l by a n u n k n o w n p a i n t e r in t h e
M u s e u m of N e u e h â t e l ) .
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obligated nations in the same w a y as if it w e r e issued by a common, overarching sovereign. 2 3 Pufendorf expressly adopted Hobbes' definition, according to which the l a w of nations was a part of natural l a w and States coexisted in a state of nature. Treaties and custom could not establish legal rules
because they w e r e not the expression of a will which was superimposed on
the subjects of the l a w of nations.
Pufendorf is usually regarded as having adopted the Hobbesian theory,
developed it further, and disseminated it on the continent. Although this
v i e w seems correct as a point of departure, it nevertheless requires some
correction. Without entering into an analysis of the w i d e r intellectual and
historial context which separated Pufendorf f r o m Hobbes, the differences
between the theoretical foundations of both systems nevertheless have to be
kept in mind. For Pufendorf, the state of nature was a state of peace. Natural
l a w preserved its importance even after the establishment of the State. It
was essentially imperfect law. Its violation entailed divine or natural penalties, the consequential right of every other individual to punishment and
r e v e n g e , but not to civil penalty. It lacked the enforceability by an authoritative penal power, that belonged to the notion of law. As human beings
w e r e not sufficiently restrained by its commands and prohibitions, an
authority was needed to transform those commands and prohibitions into
positive State law. H o w e v e r , not all orders originated in the State. Hobbes
adhered to the dictum: »Extra civitatem nulla securitas«.
Pufendorf was content to establish that the State guaranteed increased
security. His concept of natural law embodied a stronger and more intensive
concept of order than that of Hobbes. For the law of nations, this did not mean
that relations between States lacked a legal order, only that the legal order
which underlay these relations had a different, particular structure. Pufendorf
shared the v i e w that envoys w e r e inviolable. However, he derived this principle, not f r o m positive contractual obligations or f r o m custom, but from the
postulates of natural reason; in his opinion, this principle represented a »lex
imperfecta«, as there was no higher authority capable of punishing its violation. T h e injured State itself had to assert its right and obtain satisfaction. 24
According to Arthur Nussbaum, author of a Concise History of the Law of
Nations, Pufendorf »did not accomplish much« for the theory of the law of
nations. His main achievement was to make a masterly presentation of an
essentially secular l a w of nature, which was »a bold and almost excessive
enterprise«. 2 5 In contrast, N. Hammerstein asserted that, even if P u f e n d o r f s
contribution to natural l a w was not very original and self-reliant, it had a

reichische Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht 43. Pufendorfs principal works on the law
of nations (Elementa iurisprudentiae universalis (1666); De iure naturae et gentium libri
odo (1672); De officiis hominis et civis (1673)) have been published together with an
English translation and an introduction in German by Wehberg, Simons and Schücking
in the series Classics of International Law (1927, 1931, 1933).
23 »Nec praeterea aliud ius gentium voluntarium seu positivum arbitramur, quod
quidem legis propriae dictae vim habeat, quae gentes temquam a superiore profecta
stringat«. - De iure naturae et gentium libri odo, Vol. 2, ch. 3, s. 23.
24 Ibid., Vol. 7, ch. 1, s. 3; Vol. 2, ch. 3, s. 23.
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lasting effect and unchangeable, thoroughly immovable results. Pufendorf
made a considerable contribution to the systématisation of a jurisprudence
that was in danger of becoming amorphous. 2 6
Reibstein expressed some doubts about classifying Pufendorf within the
natural law school of the l a w of nations. P u f e n d o r f s high evaluation of acts
of State and of treaties revealed his » u n a v o w e d inclination toward positivism«. Moreover, he had b e c o m e the forerunner of a theory of the law of
nations in which law, politics and diplomacy m e r g e d into an indistinguishable and inextricable whole. 2 7
Such corrections have to be taken into account w h e n attributing Pufendorf to one of the schools of thought of his epoch.
It corresponds with the image of a thinker w h o was by no means estranged f r o m the practice of political life, that Pufendorf was not at all willing as his intellectual followers w e r e minded to do - to renouce the pursuit of
the l a w of nations in practical politics. To mention one example, in the affair
of the »Silesian loan« the legal opinion used by Frederick the Great as a legal
basis for taking measures against Britain to procure indemnification for his
subjects, was written by Samuel von Cocceji. Cocceji relied on the principles of a natural l a w of nations as taught by Pufendorf. 2 8
2. Another school of thinkers, usually called the »positivists« of international law, opposed P u f e n d o r f s theory and its identification of the law of
nations with natural law. However, the name »positivist« is not particularly
descriptive, because they remained attached to the basic natural law concept of their time and w e r e in many respects far f r o m the true legal positivism of the nineteenth century.
One protagonist of this school was Richard Zouche, a professor of law at
Oxford. His main work appeared two years after the Peace of Westphalia and
deviated from tradition in presenting the law of peace before the law of war. 29
Zouche sometimes referred to the law of nations with the not very appropriate
expression »ius fetiale«, which he had adopted from Roman law; on other occasions he used the more appropriate term »ius inter gentes«. Although he did
not provide a systematic theoretical foundation, he based the law of nations on
25 Nussbaum, op cit. note 10, p. 167.
26 »Samuel Pufendorf«, in Staatsdenker im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert, p. 194.
27 Op cit. note 22, p. 68 ff.
28 In order to indemnify those of his subjects who had been damaged in their rights
and interests through British naval warfare, Frederick the Great ordered the seizure
of the funds in 1753 that were to be paid for a loan which had been raised by Emperor
Charles VI in 1734 from British private lenders, and which was carried by the Duchy
of Silesia. A commission chaired by Cocceji explained the legal justification of this act.
After protracted diplomatic arguments and a circuitous exchange of notes an agreement was reached in the Treaty of Westminster of 1756, whereby Britain paid the sum
of 20,000 pounds sterling. See: A. Trendelenburg, Friedrichs des Grossen Verdienst um
das Völkerrecht im Seekrieg, 1866, p. 13; Sir Frederik Satow, The Silesian Loan, 1915.
29 (1590-1660). For the full title of his book, which was published in 1650, see: supra,
p. 144. Zouche was Alberico Gentili's successor in the Regius Chair for Roman and
Civil law in Oxford and also a judge of the Supreme Court of Admiralty. According to
Nussbaum, he can be classified »unobjectionably« as a positivist (p. 183).
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custom and on treaties. By custom he meant custom which rested on the consent of States and was in conformity with reason. The extension of the law of
nations to include orders of dynastic succession, and other questions of domestic constitutional law associated with the »droit public de l'Europe«, also characterised his work, which is generally considered to be one of the »classics« of
the law of nations. However, this judgment is unconvincing.
Samuel Rachel, 30 a German author of treatises in the field of domestic public and civil law, followed Zouche's rationalist natural law approach. 31 He
thus based the law of nations on the »explicit or silent agreement of a plurality of free nations«. 32 In contrast to Pufendorf, he emphasised the difference between natural law and the law of nations. In contrast to Seiden and
other writers following the Grotian doctrine, he rejected the distinction
between a »ius gentium primaevum« (i.e., originating in natural law) and a
»ius gentium secundarium« (i.e., a contractually agreed law of nations).
Rachel nevertheless considered that natural law had a certain, even if limited relevance to the law of nations, whereby he distinguished between a »ius
gentium verum« (i.e., a contractually agreed law of nations, corresponding to
the prescriptions of natural law) and a »ius gentium putativum« (i.e., also
contractually agreed, but not corresponding to natural law). Although the
»ius gentium putativum« retained its validity before the »forum externum« of
human institutions, it did not do so before the »forum internum« of morality
and conscience. 33 As a regulative, legal-political basis for his thinking,
Rachel thus adhered to the predominance of natural law over the law of
nations. Actually, most so-called »positiviste« of this Age conceded that the
law of nature was important as a subsidiary source of the law of nations. 34
Rachel's theory did not provide a convincing analysis of the problem of the
binding force of the international legal order. His definition of the law of
nations restricted itself to stating that nations recognised their agreements
as binding »utilitatis gratia«.
30 Samuel Rachel (1628-91) was awarded the chair for natural law and international
law at the newly founded University of Kiel in 1665. After Heidelberg, Kiel was the
first German university to create such a chair, and it was the first to allocate it to the
faculty of law. In 1677 Rachel gave up teaching and accepted the office of diplomatic
councillor to the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, Christian Albrecht. In 1678 he participated as the Duke's envoy in the negotiations at Nijmegen. As a publicist and diplomat
he frequently defended the Duke's interests against Danish encroachments, although
he had some difficulty defending himself from intrigues directed against him at the
Duke's court. From 1679 he also held the office of »Staller« (bailiff) in Eiderstedt. His
main work on international law was Dissertationes de iure naturae et gentium (Kiel,
1676). On his life and work, see: Rühland, Samuel Rachel, der Bahnbrecher des völkerrechtlichen Positivismus.
31 De poenis (Helmstedt, 1661); Diputatio de iurisprudentia (Kiel, 1675).
32 »Ius igitur gentium est ius, plurium liberarium gentium pacto sive placito expresse aut tacite initum, quo utilitatis gratia sibi invicem obligantur«. - Dissertationes de
iure naturae et gentium (Kiel, 1676), ch. 16.
33 Ibid., ch. 56, 57.
34 Α. Verdross, Völkerrecht (5th edn.), 1964, p. 35, did not regard Rachel as a positivist, but rather as a protagonist of the »synthetic« school of the law of nations.
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In addition to Z o u c h e and Rachel, the m e m b e r s of the » p o s i t i v i s t « s c h o o l
w e r e r e g a r d e d as b e i n g , a b o v e all, W o l f g a n g Textor, 3 5 C o r n e l i u s v a n
B y n k e r s h o e k 3 6 and Johann Jakob M o s e r . 3 7 H o w e v e r , this d e s i g n a t i o n w a s
s o m e t i m e s c a l l e d into q u e s t i o n , as, f o r instance, in the case of B y n k e r s h o e k ,
w h o did n o t w r i t e a g e n e r a l treatise o n the l a w of nations, but o n l y a n a l y s e d
c e r t a i n s p e c i f i c questions, such as the l a w of neutrality and the l a w of
diplomatic privileges.38
N o n e w solution to the f u n d a m e n t a l q u e s t i o n s a p p e a r e d in any of these
w o r k s . It w a s l e f t to the true l e g a l p o s i t i v i s m of the n i n e t e e n t h c e n t u r y to
attempt, o n the basis of the positivist p r e m i s e s , to find a n e w solution to the
p r o b l e m o f the b i n d i n g f o r c e of the l a w of nations.
3. T h o s e w h o c l u n g to the basic i d e a s of the G r o t i a n c o n c e p t of the l a w of
nations also o p p o s e d the i d e a s of P u f e n d o r f and his successors. T h e s e scholars w e r e e i t h e r c a l l e d the theorists of the » G r o t i a n h e r i t a g e « , o r r e f e r r e d to
as the p r o t a g o n i s t s of a » s y n t h e t i c « c o n c e p t of the l a w of nations. 3 9

35 Textor (1638-1701) was, on his mother's side, an ancestor of Goethe (whose mother
was born a Textor). He was Chief of Chancery in the service of the Court of HohenloheLangenburg-Neuenstein, became professor in Altdorf in 1666, professor in Heidelberg in
1673 and legal officer to the Council of the Imperial Free City of Frankfurt in 1691. It may
be questioned whether the inclusion of his main work Synopsis iuris gentium (1680) in
the series Classics of International Law (Vol. 6, edited by L. von Bar) was justified.
36 van Bynkershoek (1673-1743) was born in Middelburg, the captial city of the Dutch
province of Seeland. He studied at the University of Franeker in Friesia, became a lawyer
in The Hague and published numerous studies on questions of Roman law and Dutch
civil law. In 1703 he was appointed a judge of the highest Court of Appeal of the provinces
of Holland, Seeland and Eastern Friesia; in 1724 he became the president of this court. He
published De dominio maris (1703), De foro legatorum (1721), and Quaestiones iuris publiei (1737). The latter was his principal work. An addition to it, Quaestiones iuris privati,
was published after his death. De dominio maris and Quaestiones were included in series
Classics of International Law (Vols. 11 & 14 - in Latin and English).
37 Moser (1701-83) was councillor to an estate corporation in Stuttgart in 1751-59 and
1764-70. From 1759 to 1764 he was a prisoner of the Duke of Württemberg in the fortress
of Hohentwiel, being suspected of having written pamphlets against the Duke. He became known as a publicist, not only for his work on the law of nations, but also for his
fifty volume work on German public law (Deutsches Staatsrecht (1737-54)), for his autobiography, and as a composer of spiritual songs. His main works on the law of nations
w e r A n f a n g s g r ü n d e der Wissenschaft von der heutigen Staatsverfassung von Europa and
dem unter den europäischen Potenzen üblichen Völker- und allgemeinen Staatsrecht (1732);
Grundsätze des jetzt üblichen europäischen Völkerrechts in Friedenszeiten (Hanau, 1750);
Grundsätze des jetzt üblichen europäischen Völkerrechts in Kriegszeiten (1752); Erste
Grundlehren des jetzigen europäischen Völkerrechts (1778). See: A. Verdross, »Johann
Jakob Mosers Programm einer Völkerrechtswissenschaft der Erfahrung«, (1922/23) 3
Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht 36.
38 In particular, E. Reibstein, »Von Grotius zu Bynkershoek«, (1953) 4 Archiv des
Völkerrechts 1 at 2, 15, 17, 25, 29, tried to show that this classification was incorrect
and misleading.
39 A. Rivier, »Literarhistorische Übersicht der Systeme und Theorien des Völkerrechts seit Grotius«, in Holtzendorffs Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 1, 1885, p. 440;
A. Verdross, Völkerrecht (5th edn), 1964, p. 33.
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Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, 40 his disciple Christian Wolff, and Wolffs student Emmerich de Vattel are regarded as belonging to this school, along
with Jean Dumont and Georg Friedrich von Martens. 41
The most original theory emanating from this school was that developed
by Christian Wolff.42 Like Rachel and the positiviste, Wolff rejected Pufend o r f s equalisation of the law of nations with natural law. The title of his
most important work on the law of nations, published in 1749, emphasised
strongly this position: lus gentium methodo scientifica pertractatum, in quo
ius gentium naturale ab eo, quod voluntarii, pactitii et consuetudinarii est,
accurate distinguitur. In linking natural law and the positive law of nations,
Wolff's line of argument was different from that used by Rachel. He took up
the Grotian concept of a society of nations oriented toward the »bonum commune« of all its members and developed it in a particular way.
Wolff constructed a »civitas maxima« which stood above States. 43 He
called the laws of this »civitas maxima« the »ius gentium voluntarium«. Just
as the State was based on a voluntary union of individuals, the »civitas maxima« was based on a voluntary union of nations. Nature itself had created
this »societas gentium« between nations in such a way, that nations necessarily wished to belong to it as if they had concluded a basic contract among
themselves. Through this construction, Wolff arrived at an international
legal order which, because it rested on a consent of the subjects of the law
of nations, he considered to be positive law. At the same time, this consent
was binding, superior to the individual wills of States and could not be suspended by an »actus contrarius«.
One has to differentiate between four stages of Wolff's international legal
order: (i) the natural law of nations (»ius gentium necessarium« or »ius
40 The famous philosopher Leibniz (1646-1716) discussed problems of the law of
nations in the introduction to his compilation of treaties Codes iuris gentium diplomaticus, 1693.
41 G.F. v. Martens (1756-1822) was professor of the law of nations in Göttingen and
founder of the famous Recueil de Traités. For his most important work, see: supra,
p. 27. For his biography, see: W. Habenicht, G.F. v. Martens. Eine biographische und
völkerrechtliche Studie (Göttingen, 1934).
42 Wolff (1679-1734) was born the son of an artisan in Breslau (now Wroclaw), studied theology, philosophy and mathematics in Jena, gained his »habilitation« in
Leipzig in 1703 and was appointed professor of mathematics in Halle. Banished from
Halle in 1723, he taught in Marburg for eighteen years before returning to Halle in
1741 as professor of natural law and the law of nations, Privy Councillor and Vice
Chancellor of the University. In 1745 he was enobled (as »Reichsfreiherr«). Among his
numerous works, his lus naturae (8 parts, 1740-48) and lus gentium methodo scientifica pertractatum (1749, reproduced in Classics of International Law, Vol. 13, with an
introduction by O. Nippold) deserve special attention.
43 Wolff developed the idea of the »civitas maxima« in ss. 7-22 and 25 of his Prolegomena to lus gentium methodo scientifica pertractatum, as well as in s. 1090 of
Institutiones iuris naturae et gentium, 1750. In s. 10 of the Prolegomena he referred
expressly to Grotius: »Non defuit notio civitatis maximae Grotio, nec ignoravit in ea
lus Gentium fundari s. 17, 23, proleg. attamen ex ea non derivavit lus Gentium, quod
voluntarium vocat, quemadmodum poterat atque debeat«.
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gentium naturale«) that resulted from the application of natural law to
international relations (»quod consistit in iure naturae ad gentes application Prol. s. 4); (ii) voluntary law (»ius gentium voluntarium«); (iii) contractual law (»ius gentium pactitium« - »quod ex pactis oritur inter gentes
diversas initis«, Prol. s. 23); and (iv) customary law (»ius gentium consuetudinarium« - »quod longo usu introductum et instar iuris observatum«,
Prol. s. 24).
The difference between the last two categories of positive law, which were
based on the express or tacit consent (»pactum taciturn«) of States, and the
»ius voluntarium«, is that in the case of the latter consent had to be presumed. Unlike the individual members of an ordinary State, the individual
members of the »civitas maxima« (which was in itself a »status quidam
popularis«, in which the will of the majority was equivalent to the will of
whole - Prol. ss. 19, 20) could not convene for the purpose of stating their
will (»gentes autem omnes per totum terrarum orbem dispersae inter se
convenire nequeant, quod per se patet« - Prol. s. 20). The overall will of the
community of nations therefore had to be presumed to be that to which they
would have agreed had they, in following the guidance of nature, used their
right reason (»pro volúntate omnium gentium habendum, in quod consentire debent, si ductum naturae secutae ratione recte utantur« - Prol. s. 20).
The construction of such an »Imperium universale sive gentium« on the
basis of such a presumed consent culminated in the fiction of a »Rector civitatis maximae« (which was expressly characterized by Wolff himself as a fiction - Prol. s. 21), that is to say, a head of a universal State holding the power
to determine through reason what had to be respected as law between
nations.
Unlike the theories of men like Suárez and Grotius, Wolff's theory was too
heavily based on rationalist constructions to command long-time respect.
Indeed, it was already the most famous of Wolff's students, Vattel, who relinquished the idea of a »civitas maxima« and the particular structure of his
international legal order.44
The individual threads of development in international legal theory cannot be followed further here. 45
Surveys of the theoretical literature of the law of nations during this epoch
frequently convey the impression that two more or less separate laws of
nations existed side-by-side. It may seem that there was, on the one hand, a
law of nations based on treaties and custom that existed in diplomatic practice and, on the other hand, a law of nations which was derived from reason
and presented by learned scholars. Such an impression is misleading. The
coexistence of a natural law school and a positivist school merely indicated
that a plurality of different methods was used for interpreting and applying
the same international legal order. It is true that the practice of govern44 On Vattel, see: supra, pp. 287 f. E. Reibstein, »Deutsche Grotius-Kommentatoren
bis zu Christian Wolff«, (1953) 15 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und
Völkerrecht 76.
45 See, in particular: Reibstein, ibid.
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ments and diplomacy was closer to the positivist school, and that scholars
were closer to natural law. However, there was no clear separation between
the two approaches, but rather many intermediate positions. An author like
Vattel received a strong response from practitioners, 46 while governments
did not shy away from using arguments of natural law.47 Authors belonging
to the positivist school also reserved room within their system for natural
law.48 On the opposite side, the »synthetic« school of Wolff (and following
him Vattel) evolved between adherents of the positivist school and natural
law school (as taken to its most radical position by Hobbes, leading to positivism in domestic law and to the denial of the law of nations in relations
between States). The development of the synthetic school paved the way to
positivism in the system of the law of nations, through the introduction of a
»ius gentium positivum« based on the »consensus gentium«.
li. The Practice of Concluding Treaties in a World Ruled by raison d'état
As was the case in earlier times, in this Age treaties between States were
principally legal transactions, regulating a specific dispute and aiming at
performance and counter-performance: at the conclusion of a peace, the
establishment of a boundary, the cession of territory, etc. Treaties with
exclusively law-making character, establishing only general abstract norms
of future behaviour, were almost unknown. Usually, some general legal
rules were mixed in among a far larger number of practical legal provisions
concerning a peace treaty, an alliance or a trade agreement.
In general, the trend to abstain from settling indiscriminately the most different of subjects within the framework of a single treaty developed only
slowly. This tendency towards differentiated types of treaties resulted at first
in the increasingly common practice of concluding special trade and navigation agreements outside the framework of political treaties. It was the
Dutch in particular who initiated this practice, as early as the seventeenth
century. 49 However, one has to keep in mind that a tightly woven net of con46 »More among Politicians, Diplomats and Arbitrators than among scholars« Guggenheim, Introduction to Emmerich de Vattel, in W. Schätzel (ed.), Klassiker des
Völkerrechts, Vol. 3, 1959, p. XVII.
47 C.H. Alexandrowicz, »Doctrinal Aspects of the Universality of the Law of Nations«,
(1961) 37 British Yearbook of International Law 506, mentioned the exchange of notes
between the King of Prussia and the United Provinces of the Netherlands in 1752,
which concerned the freedom of a Prussian Company to trade in East India. The interests of the company were defended by John Julius Surland, professor in Frankfurt,
in his treatise Iuris Germanorum Navigarteli Indias Prima Fundamenta (Marburg,
1751).
48 J.J. Moser, Grundsätze des jetzt üblichen europäischen Völkerrechts in Friedenszeiten (Hanau, 1750), p. 23; Karl G. Günter, Grundriss eines europäischen
Völkerrechts
(Regensburg, 1777). In the subtitle of the latter book the author listed the following as
sources of the law of nations: reason, treaties, custom and analogy.
49 Geoffrey Butler & Simon Maccoby, The Development of International Law, 1928,
p. 504.
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tractual relations between European States did not exist. As late as 1780
there were no trade agreements between Prussia, Sweden and Russia on the
one hand, and France and Spain on the other. In 1785 there were only twenty valid treaties between Prussia and foreign States, one of them being of
non-political content. 50
The increasing institutionalisation of the modern State also had an elfect
on the forms in which treaties were concluded. In the course of the eighteenth century, treaties gradually ceased to be considered as personal obligations of the sovereign. This was the case even though, as before, it was the
monarchs themselves who appeared as the contracting parties. However,
the monarchs began to be listed - in the text of a treaty and in its preamble
- not by their names, but only by their most important titles.51 By this practice it was expressed, significantly, that the contracting parties did not only
engage themselves personally, but also the State which they represented
and embodied. 52 In the treaties of Utrecht, both ways of listing the contracting parties were used side-by-side. In the Peace Treaties between Britain,
France and Spain in 1763 and 1783, the old manner of referring to the
names of the rulers was maintained. In contrast, the new manner of using
the title of the rulers was used in the Anglo-Swedish Treaty of Alliance of
1766, in the Anglo-Prussian Treaty of Alliance of 1788, and also in the RussoSwedish, Austro-Turkish and Russo-Turkish Peace Treaties of 1790-91. This
habit became firmly established during the final decade of the eighteenth
century. 53 The treaty which founded the Holy Alliance in 1815 was also a
retrogression to antiquated forms in so far as it was presented as a personal
engagement of the three monarchs of Russia, Austria and Prussia. The
English Prince Regent rejected the invitation to accede to the treaty by pointing out that it was constitutionally impossible for a British ruler to enter
into a treaty »personally«.54
Jean Ray in particular has observed that the contractual integration of the
international legal order of the French Age was marked by the fact that most
treaties contained a clause which renewed and confirmed the provisions of
preceding treaties. 55 Such clauses were already known in the Spanish Age.
The Peace of Vervins of 1598 confirmed the Peace of Cateau-Cambrésis of
1559. The Peace of the Pyrenees of 1659 affirmed the Peace of Vervins. The
Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle of 1668 referred to the Peace of the Pyrenees, the
Peace of Nijmegen of 1678 to the Peace of the Pyrenees and the Peace of Aixla-Chapelle. Article 29 of the Peace of Ryswjck of 1697 stipulated that »the
50 von Ompteda, Litteratur des gesammten Völkerrechts, Vol. 1, 1785.
51 J. Ray, La communauté internationale d'après les traités du XVIe siècle à nos jours,
Annuales Sociologiques Sér. C., Fase. 3 (1938), p. 19.
52 J. Basdevant, »La conclusion et la rédaction des traités et des instruments diplomatiques autres que traités«, (1926 V) 15 Recueil des Cours 539 at 564.
53 Ray, op cit. note 51, p. 19, fn. 1.
54 Dispatch from Liverpool to Castlereagh of 3 October 1815, in Webster, British
Diplomacy 1813/1815. Select Documents, Dealing with the Reconstruction of Europe,
1921, Doc. CCXXIX, p. 385.
55 Ray, op cit. note 51, p. 33 ff.
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Treaty of N i j m e g e n and the preceding ones shall be executed, with the
exception of those provisions derogated f r o m above«. 5 6 T h e treaties of the
eighteenth century accentuated even m o r e distinctly the idea of continuity
in international relations that underlay such clauses. Article 2 of the Paris
Peace Treaty of 1763 between Britain, France and Spain and Article 2 of the
Versailles Treaties of 1783 between Britain and France and Britain and
Spain included long lists of still effective treaties. T h e y stressed that all of
those treaties »serve as a basis and foundation of peace and the present
treaty«. 57
During the course of the French Age, significant progress was made in the
techniques for redacting treaty texts and concluding and ratifying treaties. 58
T h e parties remained open-minded as far as the binding force of treaties
was concerned. 5 9 An age which was dominated by the idea of raison d'état
w a s naturally inclined to judge the binding force of a treaty in the light of
changed political circumstances and to subordinate contractual fidelity to
»political necessity« - whatever was understood by that.

56 »Le traité de Nimègue et les précédents seront exécutés, excepté dans les points
où il y aura été ci-devant dérogé«. - ibid., p. 34.
57 »Parce qu'ils servent de base et de fondement à la paix et au présent traité«. - ibid.,
p. 34.
58 C. van Vollenhoven, Du droit de paix. De iure pads, 1932, p. 94.
59 Ibid. p. 95; Robert Redslob, Histoire des grands principes du droit des gens, 1923,
p. 224 fT.

Chapter Six
Judicature: The Nadir of International Arbitration

The decline of international arbitration, which had already characterised
the Spanish Age, continued in the French Age. There were almost no new
developments in this process. The basic elements of what has already been
written about the small number and minor importance of arbitral awards in
the preceding period, also apply in respect of this one.
There was again in State practice a series of arbitral agreements and
awards. In particular, English foreign policy under Cromwell repeatedly
made use of the instrument of arbitration. In the Peace Treaty of Westminster
of 1655, France and England agreed to appoint the Senate of Hamburg as
arbiter in their dispute over mutual claims for compensation. 1 Between 1645
and 1656 England entered into further arbitral agreements with the
Netherlands, Portugal, France and Sweden. In 1654 the Treaty of Westminster
with the Netherlands created an arbitral commission with four members, two
of whom were designated by each party, to decide on compensation claims
resulting from damage caused to English merchants in Denmark by the
Dutch. If the commission failed to reach an agreement and come to a decision within three months, the case was to be transferred to the Protestant cantons of Switzerland for arbitral settlement. 2 Charles II of England concluded
further arbitral agreements with the Netherlands in 1674. In 1665 an arbitral
award settled a dispute over financial claims between the Elector of
Brandenburg and the States General of the Netherlands. 3 The Peace of

1 Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 298; J.B. Moore, History and Digest of the
International
Arbitrations to which the United States has been a party, 6 Vols., 1898, p. 4828.
2 Art. 28: »... and the Losses also which have accrued to the English aforesaid, by the
Detainer thereof, shall be made good, according to an appraisement to be made by
Edward Winstow, James Russell, John Becx, and William Vender Cryssen, Arbitrators
indifferently chosen, as well on the part of his Highness as of the said States General«....
Art. 30: »... And if the said Commissioners don't agree about adjusting the said
Differences, so particularly exhibited and express'd in Writing, within the space of three
Months ... in such Case the said Differences shall be submitted to the Judgment and
Arbitration of the Protestant Swiss Cantons, who shall be requir'd by the Instrument
already agreed on, to assume that Arbitration in such Case, and to delegate Commissioners of like nature for the same purpose, so instructed that they shall give Judgment
within the six Months next following the Expiration of those three Months; and whatsoever such Commissioners, or the major part, shall determine within the said six
Months, shall bind both Parties, and be well and truly perform'd«. A General Collection
of Treatys of Peace and Commerce, Renunciations, Manifestos, and other Publick Papers
from the Year 1642 to the End of the Reign of Queen Anne (London, 1752) Vol. 3, pp. 76-9.
3 A. Mérignhac, Traité théorique et pratique de l'arbitrage international. Le rôle du
droit dans le fonctionnement
et dans ses destinées futures, 1895, ρ 34; J. Dumont, Corps
universel diplomatique du droit des gens, 8 Vols, 1726-31, Vol. 6, Part 2, p. 41.
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N i j m e g e n of 1678 charged the United Provinces with the arbitral settlement
of a dispute between France and Spain over certain fortified locations, and
other points of secondary importance. 4 T h e vote of Pope Clement XI w a s
decisive in 1702 w h e n , in accordance with Article 8 of the Peace Treaty of
Ryswijk of 1697, Louis XIV and Holy Roman Emperor Leopold I w e r e assigned as arbiters in a dispute over rival claims in respect of the succession of
the Elector of the Rhineland-Palatinate. 5 Article 10 of the Anglo-French
Peace Treaty of Utrecht of 1713 appointed an arbitral commission which
was charged with fixing the boundary between the British territory at
Hudson Bay and the contiguous French territory. Article 11 provided for a
further arbitral commission to deal with the compensation claims of both
States' subjects.
Legal writings on the institution of arbitration also remained m e a g r e
during this period. Pufendorf introduced his comments on arbitration by
remarking, that in the state of nature in which States coexisted, there was
no judge w h o could on the basis of his office decide the disputes between
them - »in statu naturali iudex non datur«. 6 H o w e v e r , the l a w of nature did
not permit anyone to use the force of arms to assure himself of rights which
he had adjudicated and awarded to himself (»suo ex idudicio definivit«), nor
to decide a dispute by the sword before less-violent methods had been
attempted. 7 T h e r e f o r e , the parties always had to try to settle their dispute
through amicable discussion. If this did not produce a result, they w e r e then
to recur to settlement by an arbiter. However, Pufendorf included among
these postulates the f o l l o w i n g lesson of experience: »In reality, disputes
have very frequently been settled by treaty and compromise only after arms
have been taken up and the obstinacy of the spirit has been broken by the
horrors of war«. 8
In v i e w of the realities of his era, Pufendorf confronted the postulates of
reason with a reservation in favour of the insight, that quarrelling parties
are in most cases only prepared to agree and submit to arbitration after
having had recourse to arms. As for the execution of an arbitral award, he
concluded, there was not much to add. If someone in the state of nature did
not voluntarily fulfil his obligations to another, the latter had to enforce the
observance of the award with his and his friends' own strength and w e a p ons. 9

4 Mérignhac, ibid., p. 37; Dumont, ibid., Vol. 8, Part 1, p. 365.
5 General Collection ofTreatys, op cit. note 2, Vol. 1, p. 364, 383-4; Mérignhac, ibid., p.
34; Dumont, ibid., Vol. 8, Part 1, p. 98. For the Peace TVeaty of Utrecht, see: Grewe,
Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 223.
6 De iure naturae et gentium libri odo, 1672, Part 5, ch. 13, s. 2 (in Classics of International Law, Vol. 17, 1931).
7 Ibid., Part 5, ch. 13, s. 3.
8 »Quanquam et saepissime, postquam armis fuit certatum, animorumque rigor belli
malus est fractus, controversia per tractatus et transactionem componi soleat«. - ibid.,
Part 5, ch. 13, s. 3.
9 »In statu naturali, ubi ab altero non expletur ultro, quod debetur, sibi quisque suis,
sociorumque viribus et armis executionem faciat«. - ibid., Part 5, ch. 8, s. 10.
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For Vattel, arbitration »was a very reasonable means, very much in conformity with natural law«, for resolving all differences which did not directly involve the interest of the State. 10
For his part, G.F. von Martens stated: »This measure, which was very current throughout the Middle Ages, has not been entirely abandoned today,
but the examples of offered and accepted arbitrations have become increasingly rare as a result of the experience of the disadvantages which seem to
be almost inseparable from this method, which is generally inadequate
especially because it lacks an executive power«. 11
In contrast, arbitration continued to be a favoured concept of those who
engaged in the design of speculative projects, regardless of whether they
were pure ideologues or disguised power politicians. In the plans of the
Quaker William Penn, as well as in those of the Abbé Charles Irénée Castel
de St. Pierre and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, arbitration was built into a general, European, League-of-Nations-type system of collective security. 12 On
the basis of a federal covenant, a general assembly of the members of the
federation was to be created and equipped with arbitral authority for settling disputes between them. Alongside arms control and reduction, arbitral
procedures and international justice were important components of Jeremy
Bentham's peace plan of 1787, although neither had enforcement power. 13
These comments aside, at the end of the French Age an arbitration of
great political importance occurred, which is rightly considered as having
been a prelude to the rebirth of the institution of international arbitration in
the nineteenth century: the Anglo-American Jay Treaty of 9 November
1794.14 At the suggestion of Secretary of State (1784-89) and later Chief

10 »L'arbitrage est un moyen très raisonnable et très conforme à la loi naturelle, pour
terminer tout différent qui n'intéresse pas directement le salut de la nation«. - Le droit
des gens, 1758, Part 2, ch. 18, s. 329 (in Classics of International Law, Vol. 5, 1916).
11 »Cette mesure, très usitée dans tout le cours du moyen âge, n'a pas été entièrement
abandonnée jusqu'à ce jour, mais les exemples d'arbitrages offerts et acceptés sont devenus
rares de plus en plus par l'expérience des inconvénients qui semblent être presque inséparables de ce moyen, ordinairement insuffisant surtout par le défaut d'un pouvoir exécutif«.
- Précis du droit des gens modernes de l'Europa, fondé sur les traités et l'usage, 1788, p. 318.
12 William Penn, Essay towards the Present and Future Peace of Europe by the Establishment of an European Dyet, Parliament or Estates, 1693/94 (American Peace Society,
Washington, 1912); Charles Irénée Castel de St. Pierre, Projet pour rendre la paix perpétuelle en Europe (Utrecht, 1713); Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Extrait du projet de paix
perpétuelle de M. l'Abbé de Saint-Pierre, 1761 (in Rousseau, Oeuvres complètes, Vol 1.).
Extracts of these documents may be found in: Schlochauer, Die Idee des ewigden Friedens, 1953. See generally: K. v. Raumer, Ewiger Friede. Friedensrufe und Friedenspläne
seit der Renaissance (Frieburg, 1953) (in Raumer, Orbis academicus, Vol. 1).
13 Bentham, Works (ed. J. Bowring) (Edinburgh, 1843); Jeremy Benthams Grundsätze für
ein künftiges Völkerrecht und einen dauernden Frieden (ed. O. Kraus) (Halle, 1915); E. Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis, Vol. 2,1963, p. 161 ff.
14 H.J. Schlochauer, »Jay-Vertrag von 1794«, Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts,
1960,
Vol. 2, p. 170 ff. (with citations); G. Schwarzenberger, »Present-day Relevance of the
Jay Treaty Arbitrations«, (1977/78) 73 Notre Dame Lawyer 715; J.H.W. Verzijl, International Law in Historical Perspective, Vol. 6, Part 8, p. 182.
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Justice (1789-95) John Jay, and as reflected in George Washington's address
to Congress on 9 February 1790, the United States proposed to its former
parent-country that arbitration be used to settle the dispute over the boundary between British North America and the United States at the St. Croix
River. Jay himself concluded the treaty in London, thus diffusing a dangerous tension between the two States.
According to Article 5 of the Jay Treaty, both sides appointed one arbiter
each; those two arbiters then co-elected a third arbiter. After lengthy investigations a decision was rendered in 1798, which described the future
boundary on an attached map. 15 Two further arbitral commissions were
established by Articles 6 and 7 of the Jay Treaty, but were less successful.
One of these commissions, which was entrusted with compensation claims
arising out of the confiscation of property belonging to »loyalists« by the thirteen secessionist States, dissolved in 1799 amidst considerable agitation on
both sides. The other commission, which was charged with compensation
claims made by American ship owners as a result of the seizure of their vessels by British warships and privateers, was forced to suspend its work between 1799 and 1802, but finally reached a decision in 1804.
The success of the St. Croix River arbitral award remained of long-standing importance for Anglo-American relations. 16 Nearly all of the numerous
differences and opportunities for conflict which resulted from the infinitely
extended and at the time very poorly demarcated border between the United States and Canada were settled in the course of the nineteenth century
through arbitration. Apart from the clash of 1812-14, peace between the two
large English-speaking nations was thus preserved.

15 Moore, op cit. note 1, Vol. 1, p. 5.
16 Verzijl, op cit. note 14, Vol. 6, pp. 647-9.

Chapter Seven
Law Enforcement: Cabinet Wars and Contractual Neutrality

The increasing concentration and monopolisation of all sources of power in
the highest echelons of the State was characteristic of the Age of Mature
Absolutism, and resulted in the elimination of some particularly chaotic
means of applying force in disputes between States. In the French Age, »special reprisals« no longer played a role, except in a few cases of little relevance to the structure of the international legal order. However, the »droit
public de l'Europe« was still a long way from having established the legally
permitted instruments of law enforcement, from clarifying their prerequisites and from establishing strict rules concerning their application.
The boundaries between war and peace remained unclear. War remained
a conflict which was primarily handled by governments and their regular
armies and navies, although at the same time adventurers, corsairs and
pirates were allowed to participate in naval warfare. A practice developed of
»general reprisals« which were, in principle, »peaceful« means of coercion.
However, in the rough and tumble of political reality general reprisals degenerated much too easily into methods of disguised warfare - a development
which, in a similar form, also occurred in the period between 1919 and 1939.
Privateering continued to play an important role in sea warfare, and did
so to an increasing degree. To a certain extent this was historically justified
in the overseas regions and could, in certain circumstances, prove advantageous. For example, the existence of flexible legal forms - such as that of
the trading companies - was particularly appropriate for the special global
character of the overseas world. However, this was not true to the same
degree in respect of relations within Europe. Privateering, if practised in
European waters, was bound to reveal a grave inadequacy in the international legal order.
In contrast, on the European continent a form of »limited war« developed,
which was marked by the fact that war was understood as a calculated,
systematically implemented political tool, alongside diplomacy. Clausewitz's
definition of this kind of war as a »continuation of politics by other means«
was particularly accurate. The terms which were usually used - i.e. »cabinet
war« or (even more precisely) »sovereign's war« 1 - were derived from the
essential characteristic of this kind of war as an instrument which was
handled and controlled by sovereigns and their cabinets according to reason of State and cold calculations of advantage. This kind of war did not
require any direct participation on the part of the population, nor even make

1 J.F.C. Fuller, The Conduct of War, 1789-1961 (New Brunswick, 1961) Ch. 1. On the
idea of the »limited war« and its origins during this period, see: J.T. Johnson, Just War
Tradition and the Restraint of War, 1981, p. 191 ff.
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such participation desirable. Its effects could be contained, as could its geographic and temporal range of application.
It was this kind of war, fought without ideological motivation according to
rational rules, that offered the concrete point of departure for the formation of
an international legal institution like neutrality. The institution of neutrality
was well-suited for the limitation of war and the rationalisation of its effects.

I. »General Reprisals«
The initial stages of the practice of general reprisals reached back into the
Spanish Age. However, the practice became most prevalent during the wars
at the end of the seventeenth century. The Anglo-Dutch War of 1664 was
triggered by general reprisals announced by the English on the Dutch. The
English Order of Reprisals of 1664 began by stating:
»His Majestie, having taken into consideration the injuries affronts and
spoyles done by the East and West India Companies and others the subjects
of the States of the United Provinces unto and upon the shipps goods and
persons of his subjects, extending to their grievous damages and amounting
to vast summes, and notwithstanding many and frequent demands made by
his Majestie unto the States Generali of the said United Provinces for redresse and repairation, yet none could ever be obtained from them, Hath,
with the advice of the Privy Councell, thought fitt and ordered that generali
reprizall against the shipps goods and subjects of the States of the United
Provinces, soe that as well his Majestie's fleet and shipps, as also all other
shipps and vessels that shalbe commissionated by letters of marque or
generali reprizalls or otherwise by his Royall Highnesse the Duke of Yorke,
Lord High Admirall of England, etc. shall and may lawfully seize and take
all shipps, vessels, and goods belonging to the States of the United Provinces, or anie their subjects or inhabitants within anie the territories of the
States of the United Provinces, and bring the same to judgment in the
Admiralty Court«. 2
In 1689 the war between England and France began with a similar order
of general reprisals. 3
The conditions for the application of special reprisals were set out in the
treaties of 1667 and 1670 between England and Spain. Although special
reprisals then fell out of use very quickly, in 1738 and 1739 the British
Government under the Duke of Newcastle fell back on these treaties in
granting letters of reprisal to merchants in the West Indies who had suffered
damage as a result of the prize-taking actions of the Spanish »GuardaCostas«. In rejecting Spanish complaints, the British Government referred to
the long obsolete 4 treaty provisions of 1667 and 1670.5 Although these letters
2 R.G. Marsden, Documents relating to the Law and Custom of the Sea, Vol. 2, 1916,
p. 48 ff.
3 »Commission to the Lords of the Admiralty to issue letters of marque against
France« - ibid., p. 123.
4 R. Pares, (far and Trade in the West Indies 1739-1763, 1936, p. 47.
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of reprisal were intended to apply as special reprisals, they were issued, not
only to those who had suffered damage, but to all those who wanted them.
British merchants and captains were initially hesitant in respect of what, in
1738, was such an unusual habit. However, by 1739 they were already
making extensive use of it, and the War of 1739 with Spain was the result.
The Seven Years' War started in a similar manner. In the course of its
application, the institution of the letter of reprisal moved ever further away
from its origins. Whereas in 1739 it was still generally assumed that the
application of reprisals required, as a prerequisite, a wrong inflicted upon
one of the private subjects of the English king, in 1755 reprisals were based
upon a purely political event: the French advances in North-America. As a
further novelty, this time reprisals were executed by the Royal Navy only.6
A completely new concept of the relationship between war and reprisal
thus appeared. According to the traditional view, reprisals served the purpose of providing satisfaction for a wrong which had been inflicted upon the
private subjects of a sovereign. In contrast, general reprisals now developed
into a political instrument, into a weapon for forcing an adversary to
change his policy, into a sanction against another State. 7 War was, according to the thinking of the period, the appropriate way to obtain satisfaction
for a wrong inflicted upon a sovereign and his State. This was the point
which Choiseul tried to bring home to Pitt in his correspondence in 1761: if
France had committed unlawful hostilities against Britain in peacetime, the
appropriate response was for Britain to declare war. 8 Reprisals became a
tactical instrument used to avoid such consequences. They were a trick
used if there were reasons to delay the formal declaration of war, or to force
the adversary into making such a declaration.
It was probably in connection with this unclear practice of reprisals that
the undeclared war became the order of the day throughout the eighteenth
century. The Anglo-Hispanic War of 1718, which was declared in December
of that year, had actually begun in August with the destruction of the
Spanish fleet by the British fleet under Sir George Byng, off Capo Passero,
Sicily. Twenty years later Britain paid an indemnity to Spain in respect of this
attack, »a recognition by Britain of the doubtful legality of that action«.9 In
1725 the English fleet blockaded Puerto Rico during peacetime in order to
prevent the Spanish fleet assembled there from joining the side of Russia
and Austria.10 Spain retaliated by attacking Gibraltar by land, which caused
the legal advisors to the English Crown to state in a legal opinion:
5 The Duke of Newcastle to Don Thomas Geraldino, Spanish Envoy in England,
28 April 1738, in Marsden, op cit. note 2, Vol. 2, p. 283 ff.
β Pares, op cit. note 4, p. 49, fn. 2.
7 E. Colbert-Speyer, Retaliation in International Law, 1948, p. 55.
8 Pares, op cit. note 4, p. 49.
9 Pearce Higgins, »The Growth of International Law. Maritime Rights and Colonial
Titles 1648-1763«, in Cambridge History of the British Empire, Vol. 1, 1929, ch. 19,
p. 547.
10 Higgins, ibid.., p. 547, remarked: »Though the action was one of high-handed
power, it is an interesting example of Pacific Blockade against a great Power«.
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» [ T ] h e King of Spain, by laying siege to Gibraltar, part of your Majesty's
dominions, and continuing that siege, has broke the peace, and is n o w in
actual w a r with your Majesty. And since a state of w a r must be mutual, it
seems to us to be a necessary consequence that your Majesty is already in
w a r with the Catholick king.
As to the declaring w a r against Spain, the King of Spain having been the
aggressor by the attack of Gibraltar, w e conceive that amounts to a declaration of w a r on his part, and gives your Majesty a right to return hostilitys in
such manner as your Majesty shall think fit.
From hence w e conclude, and are humbly of opinion, that your Majesty,
without publishing any formal declaration of w a r against Spain, may give
such orders to the Admiral and other officers of your Majesty's forces at sea
and land, and any other persons, as are described in the above mentioned
letter«.
T h e aforementioned orders required British officers to »treat the King of
Spain and his subjects as enemys, and exercise all sorts of hostilitys against
them, and seize and secure any effects that shall belong to the King of Spain
or any of his subjects«. 11
As a last example of this practice, it may be mentioned that the official outbreak of w a r was preceded by a naval encounter between the British and the
allied Franco-Hispanic fleets off Toulon in February 1744.
T h e result of this degeneration of the institution of letters of reprisal was
that, at the end of the eighteenth century, the application of general reprisals was considered to be equivalent to a declaration of war. In 1793 the
United States Secretary of State T h o m a s Jefferson summarised the outcome
of this development as follows:
»It is undeniable that at present general letters of marque and reprisal are
w a r to all intents and purposes; that they are n e v e r granted but in consequence of an existing w a r or as a w a y of making w a r without formal declaration. Both the Seven Years' w a r and that of 1778 between France and
England c o m m e n c e d in that way, and w e r e long so continued before w a r
was actually declared«. 1 2
T h e concept and practice of general reprisals w e r e , as a result, deprived
of their meaning and did not - in this f o r m - play a role in the nineteenth
century. Nevertheless, it is a curious fact that Britain opened the Crimean
War with a declaration of reprisal in the old style, in an Order in Council of
29 March 1854. 1 3

11 »Opinion of the law officers as to the power of the crown to order the seizure of
Spanish ships and goods, without a declaration of war«. - 22 March 1727 - in Marsden,
op cit. note 2, Vol. 2, p. 264 ff.
12 J.B. Moore, History and Digest of the International Arbitrations to which the United
States has been a party, 6 Vols., 1898, Vol. 7, p. 122; Colbert-Speyer, op cit. note 7,
p. 55.
13 R.J. Phillimore, Commentaries upon International Law, 1854-61, Vol. 3, p. 20;
A. Bulmerincq, »Die Staatsstreitigkeiten und ihre Entscheidung ohne Krieg«, in
Holtzendorffs Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 4, 1889, p. 86.
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II. The Classical Concept of War and the
Beginnings of a Law of Neutrality
The step from »bellum iustum ex utraque parte« to a law of neutrality, which
the Spanish Age with its multitude of confessional struggles was unable to
take, was no longer precluded during the French Age of the raison d'état
and pure politics of interest. It is understandable that intellectually this step
was performed, not by Frenchmen, but by members of the fundamentally
(and not only on a case-by-case basis) neutral European States. Three
scholars laid the foundations of modern neutrality law: the Dutchman
Cornelius van Bynkershoek, the Swiss Emmerich de Vattel and the Dane
Martin Hübner.
Although van Bynkershoek, Vattel and Hübner developed neutrality as an
institution of the law of nations, this does not mean that they invented the
word and the concept of neutrality. Neutrality as a concept of political philosophy is much older. The term »neutrality«, as marking a position of nonparticipation in wars between other nations, had already appeared at the
end of the fourteenth century. Its first appearance in an official document
seems to have been in a decree issued by the King of France on 25 May 1408,
in which he proclaimed his neutrality in the dispute between the Popes of
Rome and Avignon: »Decrevimus talem amplecti neutralitatem«. 14 It is both
interesting and significant that the term appeared in this situation of religious schism, at a time when the unity of faith within the Christian orbit was
seriously shaken.
As a term indicating the permanent political status of a particular political
community, the term »neutrality« was used in the resolutions of the Principality of Liège in 1478. Here it was explained that Liège would maintain
its attitude of »bonne et vraie neutralité«. 15 On 8 July 1492, Charles VIII of
France proclaimed:
»[N]ow and henceforth we are bound to the City and Principality of Liège
to keep the peace by our captains and men of war, not permitting them
during the said Neutrality to forage, pillage, rob, or execute any warlike
measures in the said principality; provided always that on their part the
Bishop and Estates remain neutral, without fraud, and inflict no damage
upon us, our kingdoms, lands and lordships, and in no ways whatever declare themselves to be our enemies, and that they neither favour nor lend
assistance or aid to those who may hereafter make war upon us«.16
This proclamation can be regarded as the earliest case of a »neutralisation«, in the meaning of contractually fixed and guaranteed permanent neutrality of a political community.
In these early documents as well as in numerous political treaties of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the term »neutrality« was used to sig14 E. Nys, »Notes sur la Neutralité«, in Nys, Etudes de droit international et de droit
politique, 1896-1901, p. 58.
15 W.S.M. Knight, »Neutrality and Neutralization in the Sixteenth Century Liège«,
(1920) 2 (Ser. 3) Journal of Comparative Legislation and International L a w 98.
16 Ibid., p. 100.
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nify the political attitude of a power which was not participating in a war
between other States. It was not specified what kind of attitude was required; this was accomplished contractually on a case-by-case basis. The
freedom of contract was not subject to any limitations; in practice agreed
neutrality could mean substantial support for one belligerent, not only with
materials of war, but also with soldiers. If no contractual agreements were
reached, the non-belligerent had no right to have any »neutral rights« respected. Whether its ships could continue to trade with both belligerents or
with one of them, whether its land territory could be used as a theatre of war
or for passage by the armies of one or both belligerents - all of these questions depended exclusively on the power of the neutral State to defend its
position; there were no established legal criteria to which it could refer.
Machiavelli and Bodin used the term »neutrality« in such a purely political
sense. Bodin, in his chapter on the »La sûreté des alliances«, weighed the political advantages and disadvantages of neutrality and came to the conclusion
that the disadvantages were preponderant. 17 In comparison, van Bynkershoek,
Vattel and Hübner succeeded in developing the modern concept of neutrality
as a legal status which resulted necessarily and automatically out of non-participation in a war, and which brought with it certain rights and duties for the
neutral State, in particular the obligation of impartial and equal treatment of
both belligerents. It is true that they did not develop this concept with perfect
consistency. For example, they too allowed for the contractual modification
and restriction of certain of the rights and duties of neutrals. However, they
nevertheless developed the material characteristics of modern neutrality law.
1. The Theory of Neutrality Law: Van Bynkershoek, Vattel and Hübner
Van Bynkershoek 18 derived his concept of the law of neutrality logically
from his concept of war. War, according to his definition, was »combat
waged by independent persons by means of violence or ruse for the purpose
of safeguarding rights«. It was of no relevance to non-belligerents, which
side in a struggle had justice on its side:
»In my judgment, the question of justice and injustice does not concern
the neutral, and it is not his duty to sit in judgment between his friends who
may be fighting each other, and to grant or deny anything to either belligerent through considerations of the relative degree of justice«. 19
»Neutrais« (»non-hostes«) were, for van Bynkershoek, »those who belong
to neither belligerent party and who owe no services to either party by treaty obligations. Those who have obligations are not mere neutral friends,
17 See: André Gardot, »Jean Bodin. Sa place parmi les fondateurs du droit international«, (1934 IV) 50 Recueil des Cours 680; supra, p. 217, fn. 59.
18 See: supra, p. 357.
19 »Belli iustitia vel iniustitia nihil quicquam pertinet ad c o m m u n e m amicum. Eius
non est, inter utrumque amicum sedere iudicem et ex ea causa aequiore vel iniquiore huic illive plus minusve tribuere vel negare«. Çuaestiones iuris publici libri duo,
1737, Part 1. De rebus bellici, Part 1.
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they are allies«. 20 This distinction between »allies« and »neutrals« indicates
a v i e w which was specific to the eighteenth century and marked a transition
to the modern concept of neutrality. Even after the general acceptance of
the fundamental aspects of the l a w of neutrality, it remained possible to
reduce the obligations of neutrality through contractual relations entered
into during peacetime. Van Bynkershoek distinguished himself by refusing
to consider such contractually bound States as »neutrals«. 21 He defined the
rights and duties of neutrals in a systematic manner. In respect of neutral
rights vis-à-vis belligerents, he raised the question, whether neutrals w e r e
permitted to do everything that they w e r e allowed to do in peacetime, since
he argued that the state of w a r should not be extended beyond the range of
those w h o battle against each other. As it would make no sense to regard the
enemies of one's o w n friends as one's own enemies, it could be argued that
nothing prevented f o r m e r friends f r o m supplying their friends - even if they
w e r e one's own enemies - with the same goods as before, and in particular
with weapons and soldiers. 22 However, van Bynkershoek did not accept this
kind of argument, at least in so far as it related to neutrals and not to allies. 23
Concerning the duties of neutral powers, he stressed the legal obligation of
the neutral to remain impartial. 24
These rules did not apply to the allies of a belligerent, w h o only had to
comply with their contractual engagements. H o w e v e r , a special problem
arose if a State had obligations to both belligerents through treaties of alliance. Van Bynkershoek was of the opinion that, in such a situation, it was
not permissible to send troops to assist either ally. He wrote:
»Certain auxiliary troops are not to be sent to both allies e v e n if they
are due according to the terms of the alliance; f o r it w o u l d be v e r y

20 »Non hostes appello qui neutrarium partium sint, nec ex foedere his illisve quiquam debent«. - ibid. - »Sic quid debent, foederati sunt, non simpliciter amici«. - ibid.
21 The distinction of »neutrals« and »non-belligerents«, which was revived in the Second
World War, was derived from van Bynkershoek's conception. It was almost congruent
with his distinction between »amici« and »foederati«. In the intervening nineteenth century the status of »foederati« was not recognised, only those of »hostes« and »amici«.
22 »De his quaeritur, quid facere vel non facere possint inter duos hostes? Omnia,
forte inquies, quae potuerunt, cum pax esset inter eos, quos inter nunc bellum est.
belli enim conditio non videbatur porrigenda ultra eos, qui invicem bellum gerunt,
An, inquies, ratio admittit, ut hostes nostros etiam amicorum hostes esse putemus?
quidni igitur amici nostri ad amicos suos, quamvis nostros hostes, ea adferunt, quae
ante adtulerunt? arma, viros, reliqua?« - ibid.
23 »Sed profecto earn sententiam probandum non est, si de his agamus, qui simpliciter sund amici«. - ibid. In the otherwise interesting article by the Utrecht law professor J. van Loon, »Die Niederlande und die Neutralität zur See«, (Nov. 1939) 15(11)
Europa Revue 366, it is not mentioned that van Bynkershoek clearly rejected this proposition, which is instead described as if it were his view. In this respect, van Loon's
presentation of van Bynkershoek's theory is distorted.
24 »Horum officium est, omni modo carere, ne se bello interponant et his, quam illis
partibus sint vel aequiores vel iniquiores. Id ipsum est, quod apud Livium lego
L. XXXV, C. 48 »bello se non interponente hoc est, in causa belli alterum alteri ne praeferant, et eo solo recte defunguntur, qui neutrarum partium sunt«. - ibid., Part 1, ch. 9.
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absurd to send our soldiers to both, only to have them fight and slay each
other«. 2 5
In his search for a solution van Bynkershoek reverted, in a not particularly
logical manner, to the discriminatory concept of war. He stated that in such a
situation, one had to decide which belligerent represented the just cause. The
contractual engagement with this particular ally had to be honoured.
Even more inconsistencies of this sort can be found in the work of Vattel.26
Just as the fundamental aspects of Vattel's system were based on the natural
law system of Christian Wolff, his formulation of the concept of war clearly
relied on the same philosopher from Halle, who in general was much more
important and far superior to Vattel in his intellectual capacity and ability to
formulate ideas. Wolff referred to the question of the justice of a war within
the context of the »ius naturale«, i.e. the law which applied between nations
in a state of nature. For him, this question was irrelevant within the context
of the »ius voluntarium«, i.e. the law which existed between States in »statu
societatis«, where they were bound by legal rules on the basis of their consent.27 He wrote: »By the voluntary law of nations, as regards results, war is
to be considered as just on either side, what is rightly allowable for one belligerent in war is also allowable for the other«. 28
Vattel began with Wolff's distinction between the »ius naturale« and the
»ius voluntarium«. In his view, the first was relevant solely to the conscience
of rulers. The latter was the law which was positively effective in relations
between nations. There w e r e a number of reasons why the »ius voluntarium« could not concern itself with the justice of a war. As Vattel explained:
»This principle ... is absolutely necessary if any law or order is to be introduced into a method of redress as violent as that of war, if any bounds are to
be set to the disasters it occasions, and if a door is to be left at all times open
for the return of peace. Moreover, any other rule would be impracticable as
between Nation and Nation, since they recognise no common judge«. 29
The principles which w e r e established by Vattel in respect of the rights
and duties of neutrals could only be applied fully if the State concerned had
not previously entered into a contractual engagement in favour of one of the
belligerents. Vattel deviated from van Bynkershoek's thinking by including
this case within the concept of neutrality and calling the State that was
bound in this way a »neutral«.

25 »Sane utrique Foederato non mittam Copias Auxiliares, si vel ex foedere debeanter, qui per absurdum esset utrique mittere milites meos, ut invicem pugnent et se
mutuo confodant«. - ibid., ch. 9.
26 See: supra, p. 287 ff.
27 On Wolff and his theory concerning the »ius gentium voluntarium«, see: supra,
p. 358 ff.
28 »Quoniam iure gentium voluntario quoad effectus bellum utrinque habendum pro
iusto; quod iure in bello uni licitum, id etiam licitum est alteri belligerantium parti«.
- lus gentium methodo scientifica pertractatum,
1749, s. 889. English translation from
Classics of International Law, Vol. 13, 1934.
29 Le droit des gens, 1758, Book 3, Ch. 12, ss. 190 ff (in Classics of International
Law,
Vol. 5, 1916).
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He even recommended that neutrality treaties be concluded in advance.30
The neutral could tolerate the recruitment of soldiers out of his population
and did not violate his neutrality if he lent money to a belligerent.31 All
States were permitted innocent passage (»passage innocent«) through neutral territory. However, it was for each neutral to decide for itself whether
the intended passage could be considered as innocent.32 It could deny passage if it had good reason for so doing.33 The grant or denial of passage was
to be handled equally in respect of both belligerents, although Vattel conceded that neutrals could treat different belligerents differently if changing
circumstances provided good grounds. If a neutral denied passage in an evidently unjust manner, the belligerent in question could compel it to grant
permission.34 Even innocent passage could be refused to a belligerent who
requested it for the purposes of a manifestly unjust war.35 With this concession, Vattel once again fell back into the categories of the just war doctrine.
It is obvious that his other principles were similarly burdened with obscurities, inconsistencies and contradictions.
Vattel's work gained a reputation very early in the United States, the policies of which became particularly important for the development of the law
of neutrality after the American Revolution and the Napoleonic period.36
Martin Hübner, the third great theoretician of neutrality in the eighteenth
century, took practical politics as the point of departure for his reflections on
the question of neutrality. At the beginning of the Seven Years War,
Denmark and Sweden joined in an Alliance of Neutrals against British practices in sea warfare, which were guided by the »Rule of the War of 1756«; in
the following year Sweden entered the war on the French side. Denmark in
contrast remained neutral and was now faced with the necessity of having
to negotiate alone with Britain in respect of the numerous Danish and
Norwegian ships that had been seized. In 1759 the Danish Foreign Minister,
Count Bernstorff, dispatched Hübner to London to assist the Danish legation
in the negotiations. Inspired by this task, Hübner wrote his book on the seizure of neutral vessels. It was published the same year and entitled De la
saisie des bâtiments neutres ou du droit qu'ont les nations belligérantes
d'arrêter les navires des peuples amis.37
Hübner's point of departure was not an abstract definition of war, but rather - in light of the political situation at the time - the principle of the freedom of the seas. According to this principle, every State had the right to
navigate on the ocean and to trade with all other States, with such goods and
under such conditions as those other States allowed. The crucial question,
30 Ibid., Book 3, ch. 7, ss. 107-9.
31 Ibid., s. 110.
32 Ibid., s. 119.
33 Ibid., ss. 120-3.
34 Ibid., s. 122.
35 Ibid., s. 135.
36 See: infra, pp. 384 ff. & 535 ff.
37 Martin Hübner (1723-95) had established his reputation with an Essai
l'histoire du droit naturel, which was published in 1758.
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therefore, concerned the degree to w h i c h belligerents w e r e allowed to
restrict or suppress trade between their enemies and neutrals. Hiibner's
answer was, that the neutral had the right to continue to trade as in peacetime, under the sole condition that it w a s not thereby permitted to interfere
directly in the war, but had to remain completely »neutral«. In order to
justify a restriction on neutral trade, it was not sufficient to show that this
trade was strengthening the enemy and enabling it to resist its adversary
longer than w o u l d otherwise be the case. In this context, Hübner discussed
the British distinction between »trade with the e n e m y « and »trade for the
enemy«. 3 8 With regard to the »Rule of the War of 1756«, he considered
w h e t h e r trade with a belligerent's colonies had to be judged differently
because it was to a large extent prohibited in peacetime, and only permitted
to neutrals under conditions of war. However, he answered this question in
the negative as well. Contrary to the »Rule of the War of 1756«, Hübner considered neutral trade with a belligerent's colonies to be permissible as long
as it did not involve contraband.
In respect of the State practice of his period, Hübner distinguished between » g e n e r a l « and »special« neutrality (»neutralité g é n é r a l e « and »neutralité particulière«). A p o w e r which had concluded neutrality agreements was
in a state of »special neutrality«. Hübner reported that it was m o r e as a result
of custom than on the basis of the general law of nations that special neutrality was subdivided into » c o m p l e t e « and »limited« neutrality. Complete
neutrality existed if there was an obligation to treat both belligerents equally in every respect. H o w e v e r , if an e n g a g e m e n t was entered into which
favoured one belligerent m o r e than the other in respect of certain acts or
behaviour, this was a state of »limited neutrality«.
One is given the impression that this latter kind of neutrality was not neutrality in the true sense. This is especially so if the favouring in question had
not been agreed before the outbreak of war, at a point of time w h e n it could
be fixed without malice, or if it did not favour indirectly or in an unforeseen
manner one of the belligerents, i.e. that the favouring State obviously did not
intend to commit a hostile act, but merely wished to promote as much as it
could its own interests without causing damage to either side. In any case,
the belligerent party which suffered damage could always appeal to the laws
of war. This was because no contractual obligation could authorise a neutral State to violate the laws of war, which could only be applied according
to sound reason and equitable judgment in conformity with the l a w of nations. 39
T h e substance of the concept of neutrality was clearly altered by van
Bynkershoek, Vattel and Hübner. A State wishing to stay out of a w a r could
no longer do - or not do - what it pleased. It had to observe certain rules,
especially the basic rule concerning the equal and impartial treatment of all
belligerents. This basic principle of modern neutrality l a w was n o w clearly

38 See: infra, p. 381 ff.
39 Hübner, De la saisie des bâtiments neutres ou droit qu'ont les nations belligérantes
d'arrêter les naivres des peuples amis, 1759, Vol. I, pp. 33-4.
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established, even if significant exceptions to it remained. For instance, if a
neutral State had already committed itself contractually to specific obligations before the outbreak of hostilities, it could deviate from the principle in
those specific ways. Hübner called this »limited neutrality«. For Bynkershoek this was the legal status of an »ally«, while Vattel spoke simply of »neutrality«. Substantively, all three authors remained in agreement that the law
of nations allowed such engagements to be entered into and fulfilled.

2. Treaties of Neutrality
In the time of van Bynkershoek, Vattel and Hübner the practice of States was
marked by contractually stipulated exceptions from the basic rule of neutrality - as these great scholars of neutrality law had conceded. Up to the end of
the eighteenth century, relations between belligerents and non-belligerents
were governed primarily by special treaties. Only slowly and gradually did
these changing treaties produce some basic rules which outlasted the particular agreements and crystallised into the hard core of institutional neutrality.
In the course of the seventeenth century numerous treaties were concluded wherein one partner promised, in the event of war, to assist the other
with troops or subsidies without itself directly taking part in the war. 4 0 Louis
XIII of France concluded a considerable number of treaties of this kind. In
a treaty with the Netherlands States General in 1634 he promised, in view of
the Netherlands' long and ruinous war with Spain, to pay it a sum of money
annually and to raise troops for it. 41 Sometimes treaties offered an ally the
option of participating in the war or of being discharged from its obligations
through financial contributions. For example, this was case in the Treaty of
Frankfurt of 1634 between Louis XIII and a number of Protestant estates of
the Empire. 4 2 The Peace Treaty of Münster of 1648 between the Emperor
and the Ring of France stipulated that »the one shall never assist the present
or future enemies of the other under any title or pretence whatsoever, either
with arms, money, soldiers, or any sort of ammunition; or no one, who is a
member of this pacification shall suffer any enemy troops to retire thro' or
sojourn in his country«.
Expressly reserved, however, was the right of the individual estates of the
Empire to conclude such assistance agreements with foreign kingdoms. 43
40 P. Jessup & F. Deak, Neutrality, Vol. 1, 1935, p. 24 ff.
41 J. Dumont, Corps universel diplomatique du droit des gens, 8 Vols., 1726-31, Vol. 6,
Part 1, pp. 68-9.
4 2 Md., p. 78.
43 »In futurum vero, si inter ea Regna controversiae oriantur, firma semper maneat
inter universum Imperium et Reges Regnumque Galliae de mutuis hostibus non
iuvandis supradictae reciprocae obligationis necessitatis; singulis tarnen Statibus
liberum sit, huic illive Regno extra Imperii limites suppetias ferre, non tarnen aliter,
quam secumdum Imperii Constitutiones«. - Article 3. See: Κ. Zeumer, »Quellensammlung zur Geschichte der deutschen Reichsverfassung«, in Zeumer, Mittelalter und
Neuzeit (2nd edn.), 1913, Vol. 2, p. 435; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 185.
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Such treaties frequently granted the belligerent partner the right to
recruit soldiers within the other's territory. In 1656 Cromwell and King
Charles Gustav of Sweden renewed the Anglo-Swedish Alliance of 1654 and
stipulated in Article 1 of this treaty: »Both contracting parties shall be entitled, to recruit with drums beating in the kingdoms, counties and cities of
the other side soldiers and mariners and to charter ships of war and transportation«.44 As a consequence of this agreement there were Scottish regiments in the Swedish army, which John Casimir of Poland attempted to
draw over to his side in 1657.45
Agreements of this kind remained customary far into the eighteenth
century. Until the end of the French Age, Swiss, Scottish, Spanish and
German soldiers fought on the side of foreign States without their own
country participating in the war.46 In the War of Austrian Succession the
Netherlands dispatched 20,000 auxiliaries to assist Maria Theresa. Louis
XV in no way considered this to be a cause for war. When he sent forces
to invade the Netherlands, their mission was not to wage war against the
Republic of the United Netherlands, but only to prevent continued support
being provided to Austria and England.47 It is well known that a large
number of soldiers from Hesse participated in the American War of
Indépendance and that they were more-or-less sold into this service by
their sovereign.
However, in 1788 the Swedish envoy in Copenhagen formally protested
that Danish forces were fighting against Sweden in the paid service of
Russia. He emphasised that the Swedish Ring considered this to be a violation of the law of nations - as long as the Danish King intended to maintain
the state of peace between Denmark and Sweden.48 This Swedish protest
revealed that views relating to the neutral obligations of non-belligerents
had reached a turning point. Thereafter, the conviction gradually spread
that a neutral was not allowed to provide troops in support of one or - also both belligerents (something which also happened during the eighteenth
century). This conviction would later become an integral part of the institution of neutrality law.
It was in the same line of development that, in the course of the French
Age, the number of treaties increased wherein each of the contracting

44 »Foederatorum alterutri licitum erit intra Regna, Regiones atque Urbes alterius ad
pulsum tympanorum Militum omne genus, & Nautarum conscribere, Naves etiam
tarn Bellicas, & praesidiarias, quam onerarias conducere«. - Dumont, op cit. note 41,
Vol. 6, Part 2, p. 125.
45 Jessup & Deak, op cit. note 40, p. 26.
46 R. Kleen, Lois et usages de la neutralité, Vol. 1, 1898, p. 245.
47 F.H. Geffcken, »Die Neutralität«, in Holtzendorffs Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol.
4, p. 619.
48 Kleen, op cit. note 46, p. 247: »... te ministre de cette puissance à Copenhague
déclara officiellement au gouvernement danois que, d'après la manière de voir de son
souverain, on ne pouvait concilier avec les principes du droit international que des
troupes danoises combattissent contre la Suède, tant que sa Majesté Danoise voulait
pourtant conserver la paix avec elle«.
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parties pledged not to assist the other party's enemies in times of war. 49 In a
secret protocol to the Peace of the Pyrenees of 1659, France promised Spain
that it would not support England either directly or indirectly with weapons,
provisions or money, that it would not allow soldiers to be recruited in
France, and that it would not accord the right of passage to nationals of
other States who intended to enter into English military service. 50
Whereas this pledge of neutrality concerned exclusively the relationship
between France and England, the Peace Treaty of Nijmegen of 1678 contained a completely general pledge of this kind: the Netherlands States
General promised Louis XIV to preserve strict neutrality and not to support
the enemies of France and its allies either directly or indirectly. 51 Treaties of
this kind were in most cases motivated by arbitrary power politics: the neutrality pledge was one-sided and extorted from the weaker party under
duress. There was no intention to comply with a general principle of law by
concluding such a treaty.
However, towards the end of the French Age neutrality pledges appeared
which were based on the principle of reciprocity. In the 1785 Treaty of Amity
and Commerce between Prussia and the United States both partners undertook »not to hire, lend, or give any part of their naval or military force to the
enemy of the other«. Moreover, it was agreed that neither State's subjects
could accept letters of marque from any power with which the other was at
war. 52 From agreements of this kind it was only one more step to the conviction that military support of one of two belligerents was in principle, and
without any additional agreement, a violation of neutrality and therefore
impermissible. In respect of direct assistance being provided to a belligerent
by a neutral State, this step was only taken in the nineteenth century.
However, it was left to exceptional and relatively rare agreements to determine whether a neutral State's subjects also had to abstain from providing any kind of assistance to one of the two belligerents. Despite the above
mentioned provision of the Prusso-American Treaty, which forbade Prussian
or United States citizens from accepting letters of marque, the United States
did not consider that the government's obligations of neutrality applied in
principle to its citizens as well. Moreover, it assumed that the law of nations
did not prohibit trade in contraband goods by individuals, 53 a position which
49 For e x a m p l e s of earlier treaties of this kind, see: Jessup & Deak, op cit. note 40,
p. 24 ff.
50 G r e w e , Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 304; Robert Redslob, Histoire des grands principes du droit
des gens, 1923, p. 245.
51 Ibid., p. 244 ff.
52 Article 20 read: » N o citizen or subject of either of the contracting parties shall take
f r o m any P o w e r with w h i c h the other m a y be at w a r any commission or letter of marque f o r a r m i n g any vessel to act as a privateer against the other, on pain of being
punished as a pirate; n o r shall either party hire, lend, or g i v e any part of their naval
or military f o r c e to the e n e m y of the other, to aid them o f f e n s i v e l y or defensively
against that other«. - G r e w e , Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 565.
53 Opinion of the Attorney General, 30 January 1796: » I f the individual citizens of the
United States carry on a contraband c o m m e r c e with either of the belligerent powers,
neither can c h a r g e it upon the G o v e r n m e n t of the neutral nation as a departure f r o m
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became generally accepted in the law of nations of the nineteenth century. 54
In addition, the principle that belligerent forces w e r e not permitted to
pass through neutral territory acquired increasing force in the neutrality
treaties of the French Age. Whereas Grotius had allowed the »innoxius transitus« both in peacetime and during a just war, as based on the »iure societatis humanae aequissimo«, 55 by the seventeenth century States generally preferred to regulate the question of the right of passage contractually and not
to rely on an abstract »ius naturae« of free passage.
Thus, Louis XIII of France concluded no less than six treaties between
1631 and 1634 by which he assured the right of passage of French forces. 56
The heterogeneous map of Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, the territorial overlapping and splintering of jurisdictions and sovereign rights, lent great political importance to the right of passage in the
French Age. There were territories in Europe that became of central political importance solely as a result of the question of right of passage: the
Kingdom of Navarre in the Franco-Hispanic disputes of the sixteenth century, and Grisons and Veltlin in the disputes of the early seventeenth century.57 The geographic spread of Habsburg and Prussian territories in the
eighteenth century made the right of passage a political problem of the first
order for these two powers as well.
As far as the territory of the Holy Roman Empire was concerned, its States
and princes had mutually guaranteed the right of passage in Article 17(9) of
the Treaty of Osnabrück. The costs of passage were to be born by the party to
which the passing troops belonged. By Article 76 of the Treaty of Münster,
France was granted a right of passage for the purpose of holding and supplying
the fortress of Philippsburg (a French exclave near Landau, in the midst of the
Palatinate - a territory which belonged to the Elector from the Wittelsbach
dynasty). In other respects relative to France, the above-mentioned principle
of Article 3 of the Treaty of Münster applied to the right of passage as well: the
right to conclude treaties of passage was reserved to the estates but remained
excluded from relations between France and the Empire.
neutrality and it is not considered as a duty imposed upon a nation by state of neutrality to prevent its seamen from employing themselves in a contraband trade; nor
are there to be shown any instances w h e r e a neutral nation has exercised, or attempted to exercise, its authority in restraining practices or employments of this kind«. Geffcken, op. cit. note 47, p. 688.
54 See: Geffcken, ibid., p. 689, for other examples of this policy.
55 De iure belli acpacis libri tres, 1635, Book 2, ch. 2, s. xiii (in Classics of International
Law, Vol. 3,1925): »Sic et terrae, et ilumina, et siqua pars maris in proprietatem populi alicuius venit, patere debet his qui transitus opus habent ad causas iustas; puta, quia
suis finibus expulsi quaerunt terras vacuas, aut quia commercium expetunt cum gente
seposita, aut etiam quia quod suum est iusto bello petunt. Ratio hie eadem quae supra,
quia dominium introduci potuit cum receptione talis usus qui prodest his, illis non
nocet: ideoque dominii auctores id potius censendi sunt voluisse«.
56 T h e treaties w e r e with the Dukes of Savoy and Lorraine and Queen Christina of
Sweden. See: Jessup & Deak, op cit. note 40, Vol. 1, p. 45, fn. 131.
57 Geoffrey Butler & Simon Maccoby, The Development of International Law, 1928,
p. 236 ff.
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Neutrality treaties granting the right of passage were a common feature of
State practice until the Napoleonic wars. The Armistice and Neutrality
Treaty of 1796 between France and Sardinia included a right of passage in
favour of French troops, as did the treaty concluded by the French Republic
and Switzerland in 1798.58 Agreements concerning passage were frequently concluded directly with the commanding generals of the French armies,
as was the case with the treaties of 1796 with Sardinia, Parma, the Pontiff,
Württemberg, Baden and Bavaria.59 However, it was recognised at least that
the neutral had no obligation to grant, but retained the right to deny passage.60 This right to deny passage had also been conceded by Vattel, who
deviated in this respect from Grotius.61 Accordingly, treaties were concluded
at the end of the eighteenth century wherein the parties promised that their
troops would pass through neutral territory only with the previous consent
of the neutral government.62 The Treaty of Passage of Zürich, which was
imposed upon Switzerland by the allies in 1815, was expressly characterised
as an »exception caused by the particularly serious situation«.63 The last step
towards the principle of incompatibility between the right of passage and
neutrality, which was reserved to the period after 1815, was facilitated by
this development in treaties of neutrality.
Neutrality treaties also influenced maritime neutrality law, where State
practice was established through unilateral marine ordinances. This influence may be verified by following the development of the fundamental rule
»free ship - free goods«.64 The marine ordinances of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries followed the harsh policy that had originally been introduced by France under the slogan »Robe d'enemy confisque celle d'amy«,
that was later taken over and tightened up by England. England continued
this policy under the motto »enemy ships, enemy goods - enemy goods,
enemy ships«. It is true that the admiralty judge Sir Leoline Jenkins conceded, in a decision rendered in 1668, that this practice had formerly been considered a violation of the natural freedom of commerce.65 However, in a
report in 1674 he stated: »By the modern usages of war (contrary to the old
law of nations) unfree ships make the lading unfree«.66 In conformity with
this approach, English prize courts in the second Anglo-Dutch War condemned French goods found on board Dutch ships, as well as French ships
carrying Dutch goods. In vain the French envoy to London protested, in 1665:

58 Ibid., p. 238 ff.
59 Ibid.
60 Kleen, op cit. note 46, Vol. 1, p. 495.
61 Droit des gens, ss. 119, 120, 121, 123.
62 Kleen, op cit. note 46, Vol. 1, p. 495, fn. 1.
63 Ibid., p. 496.
64 See: supra, p. 376.
65 »An Encroachment and Violation of the Natural Freedom of Commerce«, in
W. Wynne, The Life of Sir Leoline Jenkins, 1724, pp. 718-20; Jessup/Deak, op cit. note
40, p. 126.
66 »Report of Jenkins on the petition of Simpson«, 10 March 1674/75, Br. Ree. Off.,
S.P. 9/4; Jessup/Deak, ibid., p. 127, fn. 16.
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»That this l a w is no longer practised in France, and the King, my master,
hath dispensed with it towards all such nations, as he hath traded with; and
further that it was never put in execution against the English. And so the law
of retaliation, drawn by head and shoulders n e v e r so much, cannot be
applied to it; for ever since the year 1650, and indeed ever since 1645,1 take
it, the Ring, my master, abolished that l a w as to the Dutch and the Hanse
towns; it being, as he thought, cruel, unjust, odious, and unjustifiable«. 6 7
As a result of stubborn attitude of the English, Louis XIV reverted to the
f o r m e r French practice in issuing his famous »ordonnance touchant la marine« of 1681.68 A single exception w a s made for French goods, which could
not be confiscated w h e n found on e n e m y ships. Louis XIV also allowed
French merchantmen f r o m Dunkirk and Calais to use the Spanish flag and
to forge their ships' documents in order to evade seizure. At the same time,
French diplomats urged the neutrals to take energetic measures to preserve
their rights against the belligerents. 6 9 In the great coalition wars against
Louis XIV, which began in 1688, England sought to make all neutral trading
with France impossible. During the War of the Spanish Succession and the
Great Northern War, France confirmed the principle »Robe d'enemy confisque celle d'amy« with a » r è g l e m e n t « issued on 23 July 1704.70 It was a
» r è g l e m e n t « of 21 October 1740 which first introduced a certain alleviation
of French policy: neutral ships, on board which enemy goods w e r e found,
w e r e themselves not to be confiscated. 71
In contrast to the harsh stipulations of the marine ordinances and »règlements«, a series of States had already consented in numerous treaties to the
principle » f r e e ship - f r e e goods«. In most cases this principle was linked
with the principle » e n e m y ship - enemy goods«. T h e Peace of the Pyrenees
of 1659 established that both principles applied in relations between France
and Spain. 72 Around 1688, the most important maritime powers of Europe
w e r e contractually bound to these two principles with one another. 73 As
usual, h o w e v e r , circumstances changed rapidly, and with them the agreements changed. T h e rule » f r e e ship - f r e e goods« was repeatedly supplanted
by harsher principles.
Toward the end of the century, however, a certain consolidation of this
development gradually occurred. France included the rule in its Treaty of
Amity and Commerce with the United States on 6 February 1778, and reconfirmed it in its marine ordinance of 26 July 1778.74 For the first time the rule
67 Marsden, op cit. note 2, Vol. 2, p. 62 ff.
68 See the famous book by René Josué Valin, Commentaire nouveau sur Vordonnance de la marine du mois d'août 1681 (La Rochelle, 1766) Vols. 1-2.
69 Jessup/Deak, op cit. note 40, p. 145.
70 Lebeau, Nouveau code des prises, Vol. 1, 1798, pp. 283-86; René-Josué Valin, Traité
des prises, Vol. 2, 1765, p. 85.
71 Lebeau, ibid., pp. 471-3.
72 Article 19. See: Dumont, op cit. note 41, Vol. 6(2), pp. 366-69; Grewe, Fontes,
Vol. 2, p. 307.
73 Jessup/Deak, op cit. note 40, p. 138.
74 Code des prises, Vol. 2, p. 761; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, pp. 428, 431, 520-2; Henry Wheaton, Histoire des progrès du droit des gens en Europe et en Amérique, 1841, Vol. 1, p. 357.
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was recognised by a great maritime power without regard to contractual
agreements, as an expression of a general principle of the law of nations having general application. T w o years later this rule figured as the second of the
four programmatic articles of the »Armed Neutrality«, the comprehensive
neutrality alliance of 1780 which, during the American Revolution, bound a
large group of neutrals together under Russian leadership in order to protect
their maritime trade from British methods of naval warfare. 7 5 Moreover, in
this proclamation the rule »free ship - free goods« was more than an arbitrarily negotiated agreement between a restricted number of States. It was understood much more as a generally valid principle of the law of nations, which
the neutrals considered themselves entitled to enforce with the force of arms.
In subsequent years setbacks frequently occurred, which pushed aside the
rule » f r e e ship - free goods« in the practice of naval warfare. Although the
rule formed an integral part of the p r o g r a m m e of the second » A r m e d
Neutrality« in 1800, it could not withstand the embittered struggles of the
Napoleonic era. 76 It finally gained general and uncontested validity as a
result of the Paris Declaration on Naval Warfare of 1856. Nevertheless, it can
be said that the rule » f r e e ship - f r e e goods« had, since the events of 177880, already achieved a firm place in the general legal consciousness. Thus,
powers seeking to deviate f r o m this rule w e r e increasingly required to produce extraordinary grounds of justification.
In a similar way, other rules of the maritime laws of w a r and neutrality
developed through a combination of treaties and unilateral State practice.
T h e primarily Dutch and English custom, which had been in operation
since the beginning of the seventeenth century, of barring neutral vessels
f r o m the ports and coasts of the e n e m y through a blockade (analogous to the
siege of a fortress) was, in the second half of the century, incorporated into
treaties between allied belligerents. T h e relevant provisions of these treaties w e r e increasingly taken up by the affected third States. Significant
examples of this development are the treaty which was concluded between
the Netherlands States General and Sweden in 1679, as w e l l as the famous
Treaty of Whitehall between the States General and England, which was
concluded in London by William of Orange only a f e w months after his
accession to the English throne in 1689.77
Henceforth, England used this concept of blockade repeatedly, in order to
transform into a rule the exception, included within the concept, of the free-

75 See: »Text of the Declaration by the Empress of Russia, basic document of the
Armed Neutrality«, in G.F. von Martens, Recueil de Traités d'alliances, etc. (8 Vols.,
1791/1801), Vol. 3, pp. 158-60; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 543 ff.; C. Bergbohm, Die
bewaffnete Neutralität, 1780-1783, 1884, pp. 134-8.
76 For details, see: W. Alison Philips, in Jessup/Deak, op cit. note 40, Vol. 2, The
Napoleonic Period.
77 Dumont, op cit. note 41, Vol. 7(2), p. 238; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, pp. 524-6; K. Strupp,
Documents pour servir à l'histoire du droit des gens (5 Vols., 1923), Vol. 1, p. 26. See:
Ernst Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis (2 Vols.,
1958-63), Vol. 1, p. 443; L. Weber, »Blockade«, in Encyclopedia of Public International
Law, Vol. 3, 1982, p. 47.
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dom of neutral trade. Although England could not change the l a w of nations
unilaterally, the rules that it proclaimed and practised w e r e used to counter
those of the continental powers. This confrontation overshadowed, f r o m
that time until into the twentieth century, the struggle over the limitation by
the law of nations of the rights of neutral States in time of war.

3. Neutrality Alliances: The »Armed Neutrality« of 1780 and 1800
Some researchers have advanced the thesis that the history of neutrality as
a legal institution began with the so-called » A r m e d Neutrality« of 1780.78
This thesis is based on the p r o g r a m m e of the A r m e d Neutrality, which
proclaimed certain objective, super-contractual rules and which, at the
same time, guaranteed the enforcement of those rules through the threat of
practical sanctions. H o w e v e r , this thesis must be taken with a grain of salt.
First, the A r m e d Neutrality applied only in the field of maritime neutrality
law. Second, even before 1780 there w e r e , in theory as w e l l as in State practice, similar initiatives in proclaiming objective rules of neutrality. Finally,
the A r m e d Neutrality was not the first alliance for the armed protection of
neutral rights. H o w e v e r , the A r m e d Neutrality of 1780 was undeniably a particularly important and significant step in the slow process of developing a
legal concept of neutrality.
T h e neutrality alliance of 1613, between the Netherlands States General
and the Hanseatic City of Lübeck for the protection of neutral c o m m e r c e in
the North Sea and the Baltic, may also be characterised as an » a r m e d neutrality«, 79 as may the neutrality alliances between Sweden and Denmark of
1691, 1693 and 1756.80 In all of these cases the alliances w e r e cooperative
agreements of limited scope and importance. 8 1 T h e reason w h y the alliance
of 1780 82 w a s called the »First A r m e d Neutrality«, 8 3 is that it was an enterprise of much greater scope.
T h e impulse for this alliance was an incident which occurred in 1780,
w h e n France and Spain w e r e at w a r with Britain on the side of the rebel
North American colonies. T w o Russian grain ships w e r e seized by Spanish
78 See, e.g.: B. van Royen, Analyse du problème de la neutralité au cours de l'évolution du droit des gens, 1938, p. 18.
79 T. Boye, De Vaebnede Neutralitetsforbund, 1912; idem, »Quelques aspects du dévelopement des règles de la neutralité«, (1938 II) 64 Recueil des Cours 161.
80 Carl J. Kulsrud, »Armed Neutralities to 1780«, (1935) 29 American Journal of
International Law 423.
81 See: Kulsrud, ibid., who argued against overestimating the Armed Neutrality of 1780.
82 T. Boye, De Vaebnede Neutralitetsforbund,
1912; Bergbohm, op cit. note 75; Comte
de Goertz, Mémoire ou précis historique sur la neutralité armée et son origine, 1801;
Fauchille, La diplomatie française et la ligue des neutres de 1780; Sir Francis Piggott &
E.W.T. Omond, Documentary history of the Armed Neutrality 1780 and 1800, 1919;
James Brown Scott, The Armed Neutralities of 1780 and 1800, A Collection of Official
Documents, Preceded by the Views of Representative Publicists, 1918.
83 C.F. Carusi & C.D. KojouharofT, »The First Armed Neutrality«, 9(1) National Law
Review.
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cruisers in the Mediterranean on the basis that they were attempting to provide the fortress of Gibraltar with provisions. The Russian Empress Catherine the Great responded by ordering that a fleet be equipped in Kronstadt
and by demanding immediate satisfaction from Spain; otherwise the Russian
naval forces would join the British ones. However, the Russian Chancellor
Panin, who was opposed to cooperation with Britain, was able to turn the policy of the Empress in another direction. He proposed that she should address
a solemn declaration to all European States, stating that she would not permit Russian trade in time of war to be interrupted by other powers. The
Empress accepted the proposal and accordingly had such a declaration delivered to the courts of London, Versailles and Madrid on 26 February 1780. The
declaration culminated in five demands: (i) that neutral vessels be allowed to
navigate freely from port to port and along the coasts of warring States; (ii)
that enemy goods on board neutral ships remain - with the exception of contraband - not subject to confiscation (free ship - free goods); (iii) that contraband be strictly confined to munitions of war, such as cannons, mortars, firearms, pistols, bombs, grenades, balls, bullets, firelock, flints, matches, powder, salt-petre, sulphur, helmets, pikes, swords, sword-belts, saddles and bridles (excepting, however, the quantity of said articles necessary for the
defence of the ship and crew); (iv) that blockades be considered permissible
only if they are effectively enforced; (v) that these principles be directly
applied in the judgments of prize courts.84
On 9 July 1780 a convention was concluded between Russia and Denmark,
which provided for the formation of a joint fleet to enforce these demands. 85
Sweden acceded to this convention on 27 September 1780.86 In light of the
later reappearance of the idea of a neutral »security zone« during the Second
World War (as proclaimed on 3 October 1939 by the Inter-American Conference in Panama City), 87 it is interesting that the three contracting parties
proclaimed the Baltic to be closed to all belligerent warships. 88
Although the belligerents' reply to the Russian declaration was composed
in a generally conciliatory tone, it was in substance evasive, with non-committal, empty phrases about existing treaties and the generally recognised
law of nations. 89 Yet membership of the neutral coalition increased. After a
long period of hesitation the Netherlands acceded on 3 November 1780,90
the belligerents having, from different directions, exerted considerable
pressure on it, the French principally using concessions to do so and the

84 Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 544; Strupp, op cit. note 77, Vol. 1, p. 93.
85 Piggott & Omond, op cit. note 82, Vol. 1, 20, A, p. 233.
86 Piggott & Omond, ibid. Vol. 1, 20, B, C, pp. 239 ff., 243 ff.
87 See: Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 1263; U. Scheuner, »Die Sicherheitszone des amerikanischen Kontinents«, (1940) 24 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 180; Carl Schmitt,
»Raum und Grossraum im Völkerrecht«, (1940) 24 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 145 at
173, fn. 40 a.
88 Separate Article to the Russo-Danish Convention of 9 July 1780, in Piggott &
Omond, op cit. note 82, Vol. 1, 20, A, p. 237.
89 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 1, 16, A, B, C, pp. 206 ff., 208 fT., 213 ff.
90 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 1, 21, A, p. 247.
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British using threats. Among the Dutch themselves there existed strong
differences of opinion. The provinces of Zeeland, Gelderland and Utrecht
refused to consent to the accession resolution of the States General. On 20
December 1780 Britain declared war on the Netherlands. The basis of the
declaration of war was the accusation that the Dutch had, in a secret treaty,
recognised the independence of the United States.91 The Netherlands invoked the neutrality convention and sought assistance from the northern
powers. 92 This assistance was denied on the basis that the breach with
Britain had taken place before the actual accession to the Armed Neutrality
Convention, and that the grounds given in the British declaration of war had
nothing to do with the aims of the neutrality alliance. 93
Apart from this example of the Dutch accession, which was neither particularly laudable nor beneficial to the Armed Neutrality, the United States in
1781 declared in a resolution of Congress its agreement with the Armed
Neutrality's principles. 94 Austria responded in a similar manner. 95 A number
of other States acceded to the Russo-Danish-Swedish Convention (Prussia 8 May 1782; Portugal - 13 July 1782; the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies - 10
February 1783).96
The »Armed Neutrality«, extended as it was, formed a serious impediment
to British naval warfare. During the entire period of the American Revolution the British were compelled to operate with greater caution and reserve vis-à-vis neutrals than had been the case in previous wars. The »Rule
of the War of 1756« was not applied.
The Peace of Versailles of 1783 signalled the end of the American War of
Independence and resulted in a renewal of the Treaties of Amity and
Commerce that had been concluded in Utrecht in 1713. This meant that the
provisions guaranteeing the freedom of neutral maritime trade w e r e also
renewed. 9 7 However, the Anglo-Dutch Peace Treaty of 178498 demonstrated
that the principles of the Armed Neutrality w e r e still by no means definitively assured: the inclusion of a corresponding clause on the protection of
neutral rights was intentionally avoided.
During the period of the French Revolution, the neutral powers made a
new attempt to create an alliance of armed neutrality. After the outbreak of
the First Coalition War in 1792, the practice of naval warfare rapidly grew
sharper. Britain concluded treaties with a series of States (Russia - 25
March; Spain - 25 May; Naples - 12 July; Prussia - 14 July; Austria - 30 August; Portugal - 26 September 1793), which aimed at the systematic starvation of France. However, efforts to include Denmark and Sweden in this

91 »Proclamation of General Reprisals against Holland«, in Piggott, 1,28 C, D, E, p. 290 fT.
92 »Resolution of 12 January 1781«, in Piggott & O m o n d , ibid., Vol. 1, 29, A, p. 306.
93 Piggott & O m o n d , ibid., Vol. 1, 29, 30.
94 »Resolution of Congress of 5 October 1780«, in Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 1, 26,
A, p. 280.
95 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 1, 23, p. 270.
96 Piggott & Omond, ibid., 22, pp. 252 ff.; 24, 276 fT.; 25, 278.
97 Piggott & Omond, ibid., 31, A, Β, C, p. 334 ff.
98 Piggott & Omond, ibid., 31, D, p. 357 ff.
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system of treaties failed due to the firm desire of both States to remain neutral. This desire was confirmed by the conclusion of a treaty, on 27 March
1794, for the common protection of Danish and Swedish neutrality. This
treaty created a joint naval force for the protection of their commerce and
closed the Baltic to belligerent operations of all kinds. Although Denmark
and Sweden did not dare to insist on the enforcement of the five principles
of 1780, they could consider it a success, that British policy and the judgments of British prize courts took greater account of their interests than had
previously been the case."
After the end of the First Coalition War and the Peace Treaties of Basle and
Campo Formio in 1795 and 1797, the Anglo-French naval war went on without
interruption. Following the British interdiction of all commercial intercourse
between neutral States and the French colonies, which was issued on 8 January
1794, France saw itself gradually cut off from all supplies. It took rigorous
counter measures. On 31 October 1796 the Directory barred all imports of
British goods into France. One has to recall that in this period blockades were
- according to the doctrine of mercantilism - blockades aimed at destroying, not
the enemy's access to supplies, but rather its ability to export.100 It was in this
sense that, in 1812, Lord Grey was able to boast that the uniforms of the French
Armies had been produced in the factories of Yorkshire and that Marshall
Soult's stripes had been manufactured by the workers of Birmingham.
On 18 January 1798 a French ordinance stipulated that, henceforth, the
nationality of each ship was to be determined by the freight it carried. Every
ship carrying any British product would be confiscated. However, in view of
its outrageous character, this order was only maintained until 20 December
1799. It nevertheless illustrated the plight into which the neutral merchant
fleets had fallen. Eventually, they could only be protected through the organisation of neutral convoys. In order to close this escape route the British
naval high command proclaimed a right to search merchant ships in convoy. It even advanced the rule, that a merchant ship in convoy could be confiscated whenever it resisted the search.
When, in the spring of 1800, the captain of the Danish frigate Haufruen
successfully warded off British warships which were attempting to search it,
the British envoy to Copenhagen not only demanded that the captain be
punished, but also demanded satisfaction for the offence to the British
flag.101 The Danish Foreign Minister, Count Bernstorff, rejected these
demands. 102 However, in July of the same year, after a similar, brave attempt
to resist being searched in the Channel, the Danish frigate Freya was seized
and brought into an English harbour. 103 Negotiations concerning this seizure were conducted in Copenhagen by Lord Whitworth, who was assisted
99 T. Boye, »Quelques aspects du dévelopement des règles de la neutralité«, (1938 II)
64 Recueil des Cours 161 at 183 ff.
100 E.F. Heckscher, The Continental System (Oxford, 1922).
101 Piggott & Omond, op cit. note 82, Vol. 2, 1, A, p. 393 ff.
102 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 1, A, p. 395.
103 Anglo-Danish Exchange of Notes, July/August 1800, in Piggott & Omond, ibid.,
Vol. 2, 1, B, p. 398 fT.
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by a naval squadron under the command of Admiral Dixon. 1 0 4 T h e Danish
government suggested the Russian Tsar Paul as mediator or arbiter. T h e
British government, h o w e v e r , preferred to settle the dispute by w a y of a provisional conciliation arrangement, which was concluded on 27 August
1800.105 Nevertheless, the proceedings had already attracted the attention of
Tsar Paul, w h o was on the point of turning m o r e strongly toward France.
Upon the first n e w s of the British demands vis-à-vis Denmark, he ordered
that a naval fleet be equipped. At the same time, he issued a declaration (on
27 August 1800) w h e r e b y he invited the governments of Denmark, Sweden
and Prussia to r e n e w the A r m e d Neutrality. 106 T w o days later he ordered the
sequestration of all British assets in Russia. On 28 October 1800 he imposed
an embargo on all British ships found in Russian harbours. 107
T h e States invited to r e n e w the Neutrality Alliance of 1780 complied with
a Russian appeal of 16 and 18 D e c e m b e r 1800 and signed corresponding
conventions with Russia. 108 T h e principles of 1780 w e r e confirmed and two
n e w principles added: ( i ) that the commanding officer of a blockading fleet
had to notify a neutral merchant vessel which was attempting to enter a
blockaded port of the existence of the blockade; (ii) that a declaration, by the
commanding officer of a neutral naval vessel or vessels which w e r e accompanying a convoy of merchant ships to the effect that the convoy carried no
contraband, had to be considered sufficient and that thereafter there was no
reason to conduct a search of his ship or the ships of his convoy. 109
Britain considered the conclusion of this n e w convention to be a hostile
act. On 14 January 1801 it imposed an embargo upon all Russian, Swedish
and Danish ships in British waters and ports and dispatched a naval squadron to the North Sea. 110 W h e n this squadron approached the Kattegat the
Danish Government on 29 March 1801 imposed an embargo of its own on
British ships in Danish ports. 111 On the next day the British fleet under
Admiral Nelson forced its w a y through the Baltic Sound. On 2 April 1801 it

104 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 1, C, p. 403 ff.
105 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 1, C, 7, p. 412.
106 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 3, A, p. 416.
107 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 3, B, C, p. 419 ff.
108 Sweden - 4/16 December 1800; Denmark - 4/16 December 1800; Prussia - 6/18
December 1800. See: Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 6, A, C, E. pp. 439, 447, 453.
109 Art. 3 no. 3: »que, pour déterminer ce qui caractérise un port bloqué, on n'accorde
cette dénomination qu'à celui où il y a, par la disposition de la Puissance qui l'attaque
avec des vaisseaux arrêtés et suffisamment proches, un danger évident d'entrer et que
tout bâtiment navigant vers un port bloqué ne pourra être regardé avoir contrevenu à
la présente Convention que lorsque, après avoir été averti par le commandant du blocus de l'état du port, il tâchera d'y pénéter en employant la force ou la ruse«.
Art. 3 no. 5: »que la déclaration de l'officier commandant le vaisseau ou les vaisseaux
de la marine royale ou impériale, qui accompagneront le convoi d'un ou de pluseurs
bâtiments marchands, que son convoi n'a à bord aucune marchandise de contrebande,
doit suffire pour qui'il n'y ait lieu à aucune visite sur son bord ni à celui des bâtiments
de son convoi«.
110 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 7, B, 1, p. 468.
111 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 9, B, p. 489.
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defeated the Danish fleet on the roadstead off Copenhagen. Denmark's
resistance was thus broken. As a result of the Armistice Treaty of 9 April
1801 the principles of the Armed Neutrality were suspended, in so far as
they were binding upon Denmark.112
At the same time, the death of Tsar Paul removed the driving force behind
the neutrality alliance. His successor, Tsar Alexander I, initiated a policy of
far-reaching appeasement in respect of Britain. On 18 May 1801 he lifted the
embargo113 and, on 17 June 1801, concluded a convention with Britain. This
convention represented Britain's complete victory over the Armed Neutrality.114 The principle »free ship - free goods« was replaced by the traditional British principle that enemy goods could be seized wherever they were
found. The only concession made by the British was that products of an
enemy economy, which passed into neutral property, would no longer be
treated as enemy goods. The conditions concerning the effectiveness of a
blockade were also lightened. The blockading power was not longer required to »dispose and station« its vessels sufficiently near to the blockaded
port to render access clearly dangerous. By substituting the word »and« by
»or« (»dispose or station«) the true meaning of the clause was practically lost.
A compromise was reached in respect of neutral convoys, whereby privateers were the only ones to lose the right to search them. Having been left in
the lurch by Russia, Denmark and Sweden had no choice but to accede to
this arrangement.115 Thus, the Second Armed Neutrality ended disgracefully. Napoleon wrote in his St. Helena memoirs that: »Europe perceived with
astonishment the infamous treaty signed by Russia and, as an inevitable
consequence, by Denmark and Sweden. This was equivalent to a declaration that the oceans were under the English yoke and that their parliament
ruled the world without restriction«. Napoleon did not hesitate to formulate
the corresponding conclusion which could be drawn by France: »Russia,
Sweden and Denmark have, by their treaty of 17 June 1801, declared that
the oceans belong to Britain. Thereby they entitled France as a belligerent
power, to recognise no principle of maritime neutrality at all«.116

4. The Neutrality Policy of the United States
The durable rules of the institution of neutrality thus gradually crystallised
out of the numerous neutrality treaties of the eighteenth century, and the
enforcement of these rules was promoted by the Armed Neutrality alliances
of 1780 and 1800. However, a third factor was added in the last quarter of
the eighteenth century, which influenced considerably the consolidation of
112 Piggott & Omond, ibid.., Vol. 2, 9, E, p. 491.
113 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 11, F, p. 498.
114 Piggott & Omond, ibid., Vol. 2, 12, A, p. 504.
115 Denmark - 23 October 1801; Sweden - 30 March 1802. See: Piggott & Omond,
ibid., Vol. 2, 12, C, D, pp. 512, 514.
116 Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire de France sous Napoléon, écrits à Sainte Hélène
par les généraux qui ont partagé sa captivité, 1823, Vol. 2, pp. 126, 128-9.
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the law of neutrality. This was the firm neutrality policy of the United States,
the large n e w overseas trade and maritime p o w e r which had just been integrated into the family of nations. Its influence was particularly important in
respect of the abandonment of the f o r m e r system of contractual neutrality.
T h e merchants of N e w England and the farmers of the South had discovered, while the thirteen colonies w e r e still w a g i n g their revolt against
Britain, that the needs of belligerent States increased to an extraordinary
d e g r e e during a w a r - thus offering those w h o did not participate considerable opportunity for profit. Influenced by such experiences the United States
had already, in a Treaty Plan in 1776,117 formulated principles which w e r e
unusually favourable to neutral trade. T w o years later these principles w e r e
included in the Treaty of Amity and C o m m e r c e with France. 118 T h e United
States Congress consented to the rules of the A r m e d Neutrality of 1780
whilst the country was itself still a belligerent power. This policy was continued in the Treaty Plan of 1784119 and the Treaty of Amity and C o m m e r c e
with Prussia of 11 N o v e m b e r 1785 (which was negotiated on the basis of this
latter Treaty Plan). 120
However, in 1793 the policy of concluding neutrality treaties brought the
United States into a precarious diplomatic position. According to Articles 19
and 24 of the Treaty of Amity and C o m m e r c e of 1778 the French w e r e entitled to use United States ports to fit out their vessels, and to bring their
prizes thereto. T h e i r enemies w e r e denied this privilege, which the French
made full use of after the European W a r began in the spring of 1795. T h e y
used United States territories and waters for their actions against British and
Spanish ships and colonies. Within the United States, the francophile
Republican Party looked upon these events with unconcealed sympathy.
However, the Federalist Party, which ruled the N e w England states and
occupied the most influential positions in government, leaned towards an
understanding with British and regarded the situation as hazardous for
United States foreign policy. T h e decisive impulse for a fundamentally n e w
orientation in United States neutrality policy was finally provided by the
case of the French envoy Edmond C. Genêt, w h o arrived in the United States
on 3 April 1795 and at once became extremely active. He issued letters of
marque against British ships to United States citizens and established prize
courts in French consulates. 121 H o w e v e r , on 22 April 1793 President
Washington had already issued a proclamation which set the course of
United States neutrality policy in the re-inflamed European War. 122 T h e
Proclamation stated that the duty and interest of the United States required

117 »Treaty Plan of the Continental Congress, 17 November 1776«, in Carlton Savage,
Policy of the U.S. toward Maritime Commerce in War, I (1776-1914), 1934, Doc. 4,
p. 132.
118 Ibid., Doc. 5, p. 137.
119 »Treaty Plan of the Continental Congress, 7 May 1784«, in ibid., Doc. 21, p. 157.
120 Ibid., Doc. 22, p. 160; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 556.
1 2 1 W. Alison Philips, in Jessup/Deak, op cit. note 40, Vol. 2, The Napoleonic Period,
pp. 35 ff„ 49 ff.
122 US Foreign Relations, Vol. 1, p. 140.
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it »to pursue in good faith a course of conduct friendly and impartial towards
the belligerents, exhorting all citizens to avoid acts tending to contravene
that policy«, and that:
»[N]o citizen would be protected against punishment or any forfeiture which
he might incur, under the law of nations, by committing, aiding or abetting
hostilities against any of the said powers, or by carrying to any of them those
articles which are deemed contraband by the modern usage of nations«. 123
With this proclamation a policy of impartiality and equal treatment of all
belligerents was enunciated, which was incompatible with the traditional
policy of bilateral neutrality treaties favouring one side. In execution of this
policy, Jefferson in August 1783 demanded that Genêt be recalled, after the
French envoy had refused to stop his support of military activities on the
basis that the attitude of the United States was based only on »diplomatic
subtleties« and »aphorisms f r o m Vattel and others«. 124 T h e French Government responded by stripping Gênet of his duties and, in the f o l l o w i n g year,
dispatching a n e w envoy in the person of Fauchet.
Washington's Message to Congress on 24 March 1794 identified the recruitment and assembly of soldiers on United States territory for the purpose of participating in acts of w a r as violations of neutrality. 125 He called for
legislation to prohibit the fitting out of privateers in United States ports.
During the dispute over Genêt, Jefferson had already characterised the
acquiescence of a neutral State in such practices as a violation of the law
of nations. Soon afterwards, Alexander Hamilton, the Secretary of the
Treasury, issued a decree which prohibited the fitting out of privateers.
T h e first United States Neutrality L a w was passed on 5 June 1794. By w a y
of domestic penal rules it prohibited the fitting out and arming on United
States territory of ships intended for participation in hostilities between
belligerent powers, as w e l l as the strengthening of the combat capabilities
of warships belonging to belligerent powers. 1 2 6 Also threatened with penalties w e r e United States citizens w h o : accepted and exercised commissions
to serve a foreign State; enlisted themselves or hired another person to
enlist in the military service of such a State; established, executed or otherwise supported on United States territory any military expedition or enterprise against a foreign p o w e r that w a s at peace with the United States.
Amended in the Neutrality L a w of 1818,127 these provisions became part
of the United States penal legislation of the nineteenth century. T h e y thus
f o r m e d a durable foundation for the United States policy and concept of
neutrality.

123 Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 570; William Macdonald (ed.), Documentary Source Book
of American History 1606-1898 (New York, 1908), p. 244; J.D. Richardson, Messages
and Papers of the Presidents, 1789-1897 (8 Vols.) (Washington, DC, 1898) Vol. 1, p. 156;
F.W. Swindler, Sources and Documents of the US Constitution (10 Vols.) (Dobbs Ferry,
N.Y., 1973-79) 2nd series, Vol. 1, p. 439.
124 Moore, op cit. note 12, Vol. 4, p. 485.
125 A. Verdross, in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 1, p. 376 ff.
126 Statutes at Large of the United States, p. 381.
127 3 Stat. 447; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 204.
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The United States once again sacrificed the rule »free ship - free goods« in
the 1794 Jay Treaty with Britain.128 In discussions with the French the
United States relied on the traditional concept that this rule was, for the time
being, only contractual law and not a generally binding rule of the law of
nations. 129 T h e last step in the development from contractual to institutional
neutrality had not yet been taken; only in the nineteenth century would
institutional neutrality be recognised with complete consistency. However,
the United States neutrality policy of 1793 had prepared the ground for the
taking of this last step.
As naval warfare between Britain and France grew sharper and United
States commerce suffered to increasing degrees under the controls of warships of both powers, the United States became more inclined to measure
both sides against equal standards. It applied economic pressure to both
belligerents in an attempt to enforce the observance of its neutral rights
throughout the years when Napoleon tried to counter the British blockade
with his »continental system«, which by the provisions of the Berlin Decree
of 21 November 180613° and the Milan Decree of 17 December 1807131
almost forced neutral maritime commerce to succumb completely.
Forcing neutral maritime commerce to succumb was the aim of the
embargo and non-intercourse legislation of Presidents Jefferson and
Madison. 132 Jefferson's Embargo Act of 22 December 1807 prohibited all
ships in United States ports from departing to foreign ports unless they had
his direct permission to do so. All ships leaving one United States port for
another were obliged to give bond that the goods they carried would be
landed in the United States. In March 1809 the embargo was lifted and

128 Article 17 stipulated that vessels, captured on suspicion of having enemy goods
or contraband on board, w e r e to be taken to the nearest port for adjudication, and that
only that part of the cargo which consisted of enemy property, or contraband for the
enemy's use, should be made prize, and that the vessel would then be at liberty to proceed with the remainder of its cargo.
129 Geffcken, op. cit. note 47, p. 631.
130 According to this decree the British Isles w e r e declared to be in a state of blockade (Art. 1). All trade and correspondence with them was prohibited (Art. 2). British
nationals, sojourning in French occupied territories, w e r e to be made prisoners of
war (Art. 3). British merchandise or merchandise of British origins was to be considered as lawful prize (Arts. 4 & 5). Ships arriving from Britain or British colonies or
having sojourned there since the publication of the decree, w e r e not to be admitted
to any port (Art. 7). See: H. Held, »Wirtschaftskrieg«, in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts,
1960, Vol. 3, p. 857; Strupp, op cit. note 77, Vol. 1, p. 144.
131 According to this decree each vessel of any kind, having been searched by an
British vessel, having sailed to Britain or having paid any kind of financial tribute to
the British government, was to be considered as »denationalized«, was to lose the protection of its flag and was to be regarded as British property. See: Held, ibid.·, Strupp,
Doc., p. 147 IT.
132 W. Alison Philips, in Jessup/Deak, op cit. note 40, Vol. 2, The Napoleonic
Period,
p. 176 ff.; E.S. Morrison & H. Steele Commager, The Growth of the American
Republic,
1942, p. 453 ff.
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replaced by a »Non-Intercourse Act«, which reopened trade with all countries other than Britain and France. However, this legislation also authorised the President to lift the embargo against any belligerent that removed
its restrictions against United States commerce. Yet United States ships continued to trade with the belligerents, and as a result this act was also replaced by another on 1 May 1810. »Macon's Bill No. 2« lifted all trade restrictions, but promised any belligerent that revoked its trade restrictions
against neutrals, that the United States would adopt a policy of »non-intercourse« vis-à-vis that belligerent's adversaries. 133
None of these measures was successful. 134 The United States economy itself suffered the most through them. In 1812 the United States had recourse
to the last remaining means at its disposal: in order to protect its maritime
trade rights it entered the war against Britain. Yet even this did not enable
the United States to attain its goal: the Peace Treaty of Gent (1814) did not
even mention its aims in this field.

133 2 Stat. 451; 2 Stat. 605-6.
134 W. Alison Philips, in Jessup/Deak, op cit. note 40, Vol. 2, The Napoleonic
pp. 176 ff., 183, 187 ff.
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Chapter Eight
The Laws of Territorial Settlement:
Symbolic and Effective Occupation

In respect of legal institutions concerning territorial issues (such institutions having been systematised at the end of the Spanish Age by Grotius),
the transition to the French Age was most visible in the change in those titles
for the acquisition of territory which, under Grotius' influence, were called »original« titles. These were the titles which were of greatest relevance
for the acquisition of colonial territories. Grotius identified occupation as
the only original title for the acquisition of territory.1 However, in another
chapter of his principal work he acknowledged that territory could also be
acquired through prescription (»praescriptio«). 2 He divided the derivative
forms of acquisition into two categories. The first of these was acquisition
through human acts (»acquisitio derivativa facto hominis«), 3 within which
he included all kinds of alienation (»alienatio«), as well as infeudation
(»infeudatio«) 4 and testamentary succession.5 The second was acquisition
through law (»acquisitio derivativa, quae fit per legem«), 6 which included all
kinds of intestate succession (»successio ab intestato«). A subsequent chapter dealt with those forms of acquisition which were generally referred to as
occurring according to the law of nations (»De acquisitionibus, quae vulgo
dicuntur iuris gentium«). 7 Here acquisition through war (»belli jure«) 8 and
through accretion (»alluvio«) 9 were mentioned.
The catalogue of derivative titles as listed by Grotius remained substantially unchanged throughout the French Age. The Franco-Dutch Peace TVeaty
of Utrecht of 1713 included a clause which listed the most important derivative titles, as recognised by the »droit public européen«.10 They were:
1 De iure belli ac pads libri tres, Vol. 2, Ch. 3, s. iv, 1 : »De occupatione, ergo, quae post
prima ilia tempora solus est naturalis, an et originarius modus videndum est nobis«.
2 Ibid.., Vol. 2, Ch. 4, s. ix: »Ut possessio memoriam exedens non interrupta, nec provocatione ad arbitrum interpellata, omnino dominium transferret«.
3 Ibid., Vol. 2, Ch. 6.
4 Ibid., Vol. 2, Ch. 6, s. ix.
5 Ibid., Vol. 2, Ch. 6, s. xiv.
β Ibid., Vol. 2, Ch. 7.
7 Ibid., Vol. 2, Ch. 8.
8 Ibid., Vol. 2, Ch. 8, s. i, 1.
9 Ibid., Vol. 2, Ch. 8, s. xi.
10 »On est aussi convenu qu'aucune Province, Ville, Fort, ou Place desdits Pais-Bas
Espagnols, ni de ceux qui sont cedéz par Sa Majesté Très-Chrétienne, soient jamais
cedéz, transportéz, ni donnéz, ni puissent échoir à la Courronne de France, ni à
aucun Prince ou Princesse de la Maison ou Ligne de France, soit en vertu de quelque
Don, Vente, Échange, Convention matrimoniale, Succession par testament, ou ab
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donation, purchase, exchange, marriage contract, testamentary and intestate succession. It was not intended that this list be exhaustive. Thus, it was
not within the f r a m e w o r k of the list's purpose to mention acquisition
through conquest, which was a f o r m of aquisition to which the Spanish,
depending on the circumstances, had occasionally referred. 1 1 However,
there can be no doubt that conquest was an integral and recognised part of
the legal grounds of territorial acquisition.
T h e papal demarcation lines played almost no role among the legal principles governing the settlement of territorial problems during the French
Age. It was only in Hispano-Portuguese bilateral relations that they retained
a certain relevance until the mid-eighteenth century - especially in respect
of the drawing of boundaries between the Spanish and Portuguese possessions on the South American continent. T h e y w e r e formally annuled by the
Treaties of Madrid and San Ildefonso in 1750 and 1777 respectively. 12
T h e title of discovery upon which the Spanish had to a lesser extent relied
had, in the French Age, also been overtaken by certain legal ideas which
had earlier been advertised by the French, the Dutch and the English. T h e
most important of these was the concept that the legal acquisition of ownerless territory could only be effected through an actual taking of possession
and effective occupation.
It is difficult to determine h o w long this title of first discovery was recognised as valid by the l a w of nations. In particular, this is because it still
remains highly controversial whether it was ever a complete and independent legal title. 13 It seems certain that in around the mid-eighteenth century
it was no longer regarded as a sufficient legal basis for the acquisition of
territory. 14 If one accepts the assumption that every international legal order
reflects the contemporary structure of the State system, one is led to conclude that the validity of the title of discovery as a sufficient and independent basis for the acquisition of territory expired with the end of the
Spanish Age. 1 5 Positive proof of the accuracy of this assumption could only
be provided by a new, thoroughly researched monograph about this entire,
intestat, ou sous quelqu'autre Titre que ce puisse être, ni être mis de quelque manière que ce soit au pouvoir, ni sous Γ autorité du Roi Très-Chrétien, ni de quelque Prince
ou Princesse de la Maison ou Ligne de France«. See: Sir Robert Phillimore, Commentaries upon International Law, 1854-61 (3rd edn, 4 Vols., 1879-89), Vol. 1, p. 317.
11 See: W. Schoenborn, »Über Entdeckung als Rechtstitel völkerrechtlichen Gebietserwerbs«, in Gegenwartsprobleme
des internationalen Rechts und der Rechtsphilosophie, Festschrift R. Laun, 1953, p. 243, who said of title by conquest, that it »had
always been slightly controversial in respect of its legal validity«.
12 See: supra, p. 250.
13 See: supra, p. 250.
14 Pearce Higgins, »International L a w and the Outer World 1450-1648«, in
Cambridge History of the British Empire, Vol. 1,1929, Ch. 6, p. 186; Schoenborn, op cit.
note 11, p. 245 ff.; Georg Dahm, Völkerrecht, Vol. 1, 1958, p. 584.
15 See: FA. von der Heydte, »Discovery, Symbolic Annexation and Virtual Effectiveness in International Law«, (1935) 29 American Journal of International Law 448 at
457, who emphasised that the change to title by effective occupation was initially promoted mainly by England and France.
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still rather unclear complex of questions. However, the source materials
available up to now speak strongly in favour of this assumption.
The recognition of the Dutch colonial possessions, which Spain was compelled to concede in Münster in 1648, had been based on the principle of uti
possidetis: the jurisdiction of the Netherlands was recognised in those territories which it had actually taken into its possession.16 A principled position on
the legal titles of acquisition was not taken. In 1670, England and Spain dealt
with the problem in a similar manner in the America Treaty of Madrid. 17 The
Spanish did invoke the papal demarcation once again during the FrancoHispanic negotiations over Cayenne in 1701. However, Louis XIV replied that,
according to the law of nations, sovereignty could only be acquired through
effective occupation, and that the papal demarcation consequently was not
intended to convey sovereign rights over territory. This was clear from the fact
that the Holy See had established the Bishopric of Quebec in Canada, and that
papal bulls had been addressed to the bishops and apostolic vicars in other
French colonial possessions. Other rulers who recognised the authority of the
Pope had felt no more impeded than the Holy See in granting licences and
concessions in respect of unknown lands beyond the lines. As well as Cayenne
and Nova Francia, the settlement on the Mississippi River belonged by law to
the Crown of France. It had established its position there by force, traded with
the inhabitants and carried out missionary activities in honour of God - in one
word, had »occupied« the territory in conformity with all of the recognised
modalities. The Spanish, in contrast, had only visited the territory. Le Roi
Soleil did not fail to express surprise about the threadbare grounds invoked to
challenge his most legitimate rights.18
The papal demarcation was no longer mentioned by the Spanish when their
dispute with the British over the Nootka Sound (Vancouver Island) began. In
a note circulated to all the royal courts of Europe, the Spanish Minister, Count
Florida Blanca, formulated the Spanish claims in the Pacific as extending to
the islands and waters contiguous to the mainland as far as discoveries had
been made, as they had been secured by treaties and immemorial possession,
and had not provoked any protests.19 Although this formulation was not entirely clear as to the legal effect of discovery, it did not directly contradict the
views which became predominant during the course of the French Age - and
which looked upon discovery as a preliminary stage to subsequent effective
occupation, thus establishing a kind of »inchoate title«.

16 J. Goebel, The Struggle for the Falkland Islands, 1927, p. 126.
17 See: supra, p. 160; G r e w e , Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 475.
18 G. Scelle, La traite négrière aux Indes de Castille, Contrats et traités
d'Assiento,
Vol. 2, 1906, p. 153 fT.
19 T h e dispute w a s settled by the Nootka Sound Convention of 28 October 1790. See:
G r e w e , Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 495; W. O. M a n n i n g , » T h e Nootka Sound Controversy«, in
Reports of the American Historical Association,
1904, Goebel, op cit. note 16, p. 425 ff.;
Sir Travers Twiss, The Oregon Question Examined,
1846; J. Westlake,
International
Law, (2 Vols., 1904/1907), p. 161; F.S. Ruddy, »Res nullius and Occupation in Roman
and International L a w « , (1967-68) 36 University of Missouri at Kansas City L a w Rev i e w 274 at 282.
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T h e fate of the »fifth continent«, Australia, which entered the horizon of
the European colonial p o w e r s during the French Age, does not provide
reliable information about the international legal principles which governed territorial questions during the period. Yet these principles are still best
understood f r o m a contemporaneous perspective. In 1642, the instructions
given by the Dutch East India Company to Tasman, the explorer of Australia, w e r e focused entirely upon symbolic occupation in the traditional
sense of the right of discovery. T h e w o r d i n g of his mandate was:
»To prevent any other European nation from reaping (perhaps) the fruits of
our labour and expenses in these discoveries, you are everywhere to take possession, in the name and by orders of the Dutch East India Company, of the
countries and islands you may arrive at not inhibited by savages, to put up some
signs, for instance, plant trees, sow some fruit trees, erect a stone or post, and
to cut or carve in them the arms of the Netherlands or of the Company, and in
what year and at what time such a land was discovered and taken possession«...
H o w e v e r , the last part of the sentence left r o o m for controversial interpretations. It read: »... declaring further an intention by the first opportunity to send people thither f r o m hence, and to establish a colony, to secure the
property nearer to us«. 20
Tasman's voyage had, h o w e v e r no immediate consequences for the fate of
the newly discovered continent, for the Dutch made no arrangements for
settling there. M o r e than a century later James Cook arrived on the shores
of Australia and took possession of the south-east coast on behalf of the
British crown. His instructions, issued in 1770 by King G e o r g e III, also
aimed at a symbolic occupation: »If You find the country uninhabited, take
possession for His Majesty by setting up proper marks and inscriptions as
first discoverers and possessors«. 21 However, in contrast to the Dutch, f r o m
1788 the British began to take actual, effective occupation of the land. In the
first decades of the nineteenth century this occupation extended to those
parts of Australia that Tasman had already claimed for the Netherlands one
and a half centuries earlier. Yet the Dutch did not protest. 22
T h e colonisation of Australia is therefore a classic precedent for the relationship between the l a w of discovery and the l a w of occupation, as it was
theoretically presented by Vattel. Vattel explained that discovery alone only
established a »ius ad occupationem«, a privilege to take possession by subsequent, effective occupation, in other words, merely an »inchoate title« as

20 »Extract from the Book of Dispatches from Batavia, reprinted from Dalrymple's
Collections concerning Papua«, in Early Voyages to Terra Australis, now called
Australia. A Collection of Documents etc. (R.H. Major, ed.) (London, 1895). The text of
the instruction used by Bleiber, Die Entdeckung im Völkerrecht, p. 69, as reproduced
in J.D. Rogers, A Historial Geography of the British Dominions, Vol. VI, Australasia
(2nd edn, 1925), p. 11, has some omissions which are important for a legal assessment of the instruction. The last part of the section reproduced only the words:
»declaring further an intention ... to establish a colony«. The complete text (as printed above) is less favourable to a clear-cut right of discovery.
2 1 Holland Rose, Cambridge History of the British Empire, Vol. 1, p. 536.
22 See: Bleiber, op cit. note 20, p. 69 ff.; v.d. Heydte, op cit. note 15, p. 460 ff.
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the term is used in modern international law, following Phillimore's formulation. At the same time, it was also a classical illustration of the fluidity
between the various principles of territorial acquisition. It demonstrated
that there was often no great difference between the symbolic acts of taking
possession which were required by the right of discovery - e.g. the hoisting
of flags and the erection of crosses, pyramids, posts, and plates with coats of
arms or inscriptions - and practical measures for organising an effective
rule over the area. Venezuela's written arguments in the British Guyana
Arbitration of 1897 rightly referred to the fact that the »effectiveness«
of British rule over the entire Australian continent was, even in the
latter half of the nineteenth century, highly problematic:
»In 1870 the wide Australian continent, ruled or claimed to be ruled by the
British for one hundred years, was never crossed from the east to the west;
only one or two attempts at opening up the territory had been advanced
beyond a hundred miles from salt water; even the coasts were, except one
or two tracts of land, unknown and unvisited. The explorer could turn 1,500
miles in any direction from the coastal settlements toward the interior without touching soil, on which a white man had ever been set foot; when he had
arrived at the northern or western sea coast he had in most cases still not
have found a white man who was nearer than those he had just left....
Nevertheless nobody assumes that these uninhabited lands are terra nullius,
lands without owner, free for acquisition by any nation resolved to advance
in this direction«. 23
The nineteenth century theory of the law of nations still sought to regard
such problems merely as a question of the »range of extension« of occupation. 24
The French Age allowed the concept of effectiveness to prevail in different
fields of the law of nations, whether in respect of the legal titles of acquisition
of territory, the delimitation of the coastal sea, the recognition of new States,
or the law concerning blockades. It corresponded to the sober, realistic, nonideological style of thinking of this Age and also, as Vattel's arguments concerning the law of occupation showed, to its enlightened rationalism. Vattel
started from the assumption that by nature all men had the same right to seize
upon those things which were not yet someone else's property. Such a thing
fell to he who seized it first; the reason not being to prevent others from using
it, but for the purpose of using it for himself. A nation that seized more than it
was capable of populating and cultivating thus violated the law of nature and
natural reason. The law of nations only recognised the property and sovereignty of a nation in unpopulated regions if that nation was executing an
actual occupation, i.e. founding a settlement and making actual use of it. As
far as those areas of the world were concerned in which only a small number
of people was living, who were completely incapable of using the entire land,
those people could not claim more land than they themselves needed:
23 »Printed Argument of Venezuela. British-Guyana Boundary Arbitration«, in
Bleiber, ibid., p. 70, fn. 71.
24 See: F. von Holtzendorff, Handbuch des Völkerrechts (4 Vols., 1885-1889), Vol. 2,
p. 262 ff.
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»Their vague habitation in these immense regions cannot be recognised as
a true and legitimate taking of possession; when the nations of Europe, much
too crowded at home, found territory of which the savages did not have any
real need and of which they could not make current and sustained use, they
could lawfully occupy it and establish colonies there. As has already been
said, the earth belongs to all mankind for its subsistence. If every nation from
the beginning had tried to lay claim to a vast land, only in order to live from
hunting, fishing and eating wild fruit, our globe would not be large enough
for the tenth part of human beings living there today. One does not at all deviate from the viewpoints of nature, in restricting the savages into narrower
limits. One can nevertheless only praise the moderation of the English
Puritans, who were the first to settle in New England. Although they were
equipped with a charter of their sovereign, they bought the territories they
wanted to occupy from the savages. This praiseworthy example was followed
by William Penn and the Quaker colony which he led to Pennsylvania.25«
The principle of effectiveness appeared in this argument of Vattel's not
only as a command of natural reason which allocated to nations only as
much land as they needed and could use. It also served, simultaneously, as
an explanation why the overseas territories could to a large extent be regarded as »terra nullius«. In short, the rule of the natives was not effective!
The thesis of the lawlessness of the natives,26 which was the basis of the
Spanish colonisation, was thus abandoned. It clearly did not fit into Vattel's
natural law conception of a general »société des nations«.
However, did Vattel's conception really reflect the views of his time?
Diplomatic practice in the French Age retained the idea of a »Christian
Europe« and the legal concept of »Christendom«,27 although the French
themselves never drew from these ideas the radical conclusion that the natives were lawless people. As a result of France's special position as a
Catholic power which had nevertheless not benefitted from the papal division of the world, it was from the beginning forced onto a path sharply critical of the Spanish methods of colonisation.28
25 »Leur habitation vague dans ces immenses régions ne peut passer pour une véritable et légitime prise de possession; et les peuples de l'Europe, trop resserrés chez
eux, trouvant un terrain, dont les Sauvages n'avoient nul besoin particulier et ne faisoient aucun usage actuel et soutenu, ont pu légitimement l'occuper, et y établir des
Colonies. Nous Pavons déjà dit, la Terre appartient au Genre-humain pour sa subsistance; Si chaque Nation eût voulu dès le commencement s'attribuer un vaste pays,
pour n'y vivre que de chasse, de pêche et de fruits sauvages, notre globe ne suflîroit
pas à la dixième partie des hommes qui l'habitent aujourd'hui. On ne s'écarte donc
point des vuës de la Nature, en resserrant les Sauvages dans des bornes plus étroites.
Cependant on ne peut que loüer la modération des Puritains Anglois, qui les premiers
s'établirent dans la Nouvelle-Angleterre. Quoique munis d'une Charte de leur Souverain, ils achetèrent des Sauvages le terrain qu'ils vouloient occuper. Ce loüable
exemple fut suivi par Guillaume Pen et la Colonie de Q u a c k e r s qu'il conduisit dans la
Pensilvanie«. - Vattel, Le droit des gens, 1758, Vol. 1, Ch. 18, s. 209.
26 See: supra, p. 229 ff.
27 See: supra, p. 290 ff.
28 See: supra, p. 229.
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The French publicists of Richelieu's time not only laid the foundations of
the specific, secular style of thinking of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries - which was oriented at raison d'état and State interests - they also
heralded the fundamental abandonment of the Spanish ideas in respect of
this all-important question. A French pamphlet dating from 1635, which
engaged in anti-Habsburg propaganda on the basis and within the framework of the concept of Christendom and was entitled »Au trespuissant Roi
Catholique d'Espagne, Philippe III«, 29 attacked in particular the methods
used by the Spanish to spread the Christian religion. For instance, no enterprise could be more Catholic than the Christian mission in India. Yet according to the French pamphlet, it was an enterprise driven by a policy of
exploitation, by motives of ambition and the desire for expansion. It was
against the law of nature, the law of nations and divine law. The conversion
of the heathen had to be a purely religious matter. This meant that the political communities of the heathen had to be preserved, for the peoples of
foreign continents were to be regarded as fellow citizens and fellow
Christians.30
On the basis of the consolidation and deepening of such views in the course
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in France as well as in the rest
of Europe, the rights of natives could only be compromised through rational
argumentation. This was what Vattel was doing when he denied the effectiveness of natives' rule.
Vattel's ideas, however, were not altogether original. In respect of these
questions as well, he proved, to a large degree, to be the docile and clever
disciple of his mentor Christian Wolff (who had already developed the doctrine of effective occupation at some length).31 However, Vattel seems to
have been the first to formulate a link between the law of discovery and the
law of occupation, by formulating very clearly the concept of a »ius ad occupationem« based on preceding discovery. He wrote:
»If a nation finds a land uninhabited and without a master, it can lawfully
take possession of it. And after having sufficiently indicated its intention in
this respect, no other can deprive her of it. In this way the navigators, undertaking a voyage of discovery equipped with a commission of their sovereign
have taken possession in the name of their nation, when they found islands
or other deserted territories. And in general this title has been respected,
provided that full possession has soon followed«. 32
A certain synthesis between the legal principles of the Spanish and those
of their colonial opponents was thus established. This synthesis corresponded very well with the political prerequisistes of the colonial enterprises of
the eighteenth century, and was therefore likely to gain recognition as the
applicable legal principle in territorial disputes of this Age.
29 Recueil de divers discours d'état, 1635.
30 W. Fritzemeyer, »Christenheit und Europa. Zur Geschichte des europäischen
Gemeinschaftsgefühls von Dante bis Leibniz«, (1931) 23 Historische Zeitschrift 1 at
106.
31 Wolff, lus gentium methodo scientifica pertractatum,
1749, Ch. 3, ss. 291, 308-313.
32 »Lors donc qu'une Nation trouve un pays inhabité et sans maître, elle peut légiti-
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m e m e n t s'en emparer: Et après qu'elle a suffisamment m a r q u é sa volonté à cet égard,
une autre ne peut l'en dépouiller. C'est ainsi que les Navigateurs, allant à la découverte, munis d'une commission de leur Souverain, et rencontrant des Isles, où d'autres terres désertes, en ont pris possession au nom de leur Nation: Et c o m m u n é m e n t
ce titre a été respecté, pourvu q u ' u n e possession réelle l'ait suivi de près«, -op cit.
note 25, Vol. 1, Ch. 18, s. 207.

Chapter Nine
Law and Dominion of the Sea:
Neutral Rights in Wartime as »liberté des mers«

I. The Demise of the Sovereignty of the Sea and
the Changed Meaning of the Sea Ceremonial
Claims to dominion over the world's oceans, as made by Spain and Portugal in
the sixteenth century, no longer played an historically important role in the
French Age. In so far as the Iberian nations still clung to their traditional legal
titles in this context, and above all to the papal investitures,1 they lacked the
means to enforce them. France, despite its own overseas colonial expansion and
new position of preeminence, was essentially a continental power. Even at the
height of its power it never claimed exclusive dominion over the world's oceans.
It would be a mistake to assume that France had, through its struggles,
secured general recognition of the freedom of the seas in the eighteenth
century. The French fleet, which from La Hougue in 1694 to Trafalgar in
1805 was repeatedly defeated by the British, would never have been able to
extract a law of the sea from the British which the latter were not already
willing to concede. The deciding factor was, much more, that both the consolidation of Britain's factual dominion of the sea (which, together with
France's increasing importance, produced a new political constellation) and
the colonial and commercial conceptions of mercantilism prompted such
concessions. At a time when Britain could be certain of ruling the oceans
with its all-powerful fleet, it could easily renounce a formal legal claim and
formal recognition of that claim by other nations. In addition, enforcement
of the Navigation Act seemed more important than enforcing the right to
control all navigation in the Oceanus Britannicus.
Even in the time of John Seiden (1584-1654), the English jurist and author of Mare Clausum which countered Grotius' Mare Liberum, and Charles
I the English did not oppose - in principle - the freedom of the seas. 2
However, their position was impaired and overshadowed by their claim for
»sovereignty of the sea« in the extended maritime zone of the Oceanus
Britannicus. Yet this claim too lost strength in the second half of the seventeenth century. While Molloy still maintained and defended the former
claims to their full extent, 3 as early as 1689 a book was published which
criticised sharply such claims and the means by which they were realised.
The author of this book was Cromwell's secretary for Latin language matters, Sir Philipp Meadows, who was later appointed envoy to Denmark and
1 See: supra, p. 229 ff.
2 See: supra, p. 261 IT.
3 See: supra, p. 272.
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Sweden. 4 T h e book w a s entitled: Observations concerning the Dominion
and
Sovereignty of the Seas: Being an Abstract of the Maritime Affairs of England.
M e a d o w s emphasised that the English claims w e n t far beyond those of the
Venetians, in that they related not only to a bay or a gulf, but to a sea which
w a s open on both sides and formed, at the same time, the passage and linkage between the northern and southern nations of Europe. W e r e England
to insist on these claims, this w o u l d necessarily lead to a w a r between the
island and the continent to decide w h e t h e r the sea belonged exclusively to
the island, or whether the continent had a share. N o nation had recognised
the English claims. Moreover, the claims w e r e never really enforced because hostilities among foreigners outside the King's Chambers in the
Channel and the so-called Oceanus Britannicus did not lie within the jurisdiction of the English Ring, but rather within that of the States concerned.
M e a d o w s maintained that each State had exclusive sovereign rights over
the waters contiguous to its coasts. To him, the difficulty lay in defining the
extent of such waters, and contractual agreements between the States concerned w e r e the most suitable w a y of solving this difficulty. 5
British practice relating to the law of the sea retained the requirement of the
sea ceremonial throughout the eighteenth century. T h e history of this policy
nevertheless shows very clearly the change which the issue of the freedom of
the seas had undergone since the end of the seventeenth century. After the
Glorious Revolution of 1688 and the ascent to the English throne by William
III of Orange the »right of the flag« ceased to be the favorite object of disputes
between the English and the Dutch. In the treaty he concluded with the States
General in 1689, and even later, William III did hold fast to his demand that
Dutch ships salute the English flag. However, the issue ceased to be so acute
or important as agreements w e r e reached on the wider, opposing political
positions between the two nations. The two countries, n o w allied in a common struggle against the powerful French adversary, could not afford to conjure up serious conflicts over a question of minor practical importance.
In contrast, the question acquired a n e w sharpness in relation to France.
In May 1689 the English declaration of w a r stated:
» T h e right of the flag, inherent in the crown of England, has been disputed by his [Louis XIV's] orders, in violation of our sovereignty of the N a r r o w
Seas, which in all ages has been asserted by our predecessors, and which
w e are resolved to maintain, for the honour of our crown and of the English
nation«. 6
In actual fact, in his ordinance of 15 April 1689 Louis XIV had commanded all
French warships to refuse the first salute to foreign ships sailing under a flag of
4 He was the successor to John Milton, who had become blind.
5 T.W. Fulton, The Sovereignty of the Sea, 1911, p. 524 ff.; Carl Schmitt, »Staatliche
Souveränität und freies Meer. Über den Gegensatz von Land und See im Völkerrecht
der Neuzeit«, in Das Reich und Europa, 1941, p. 91, considered Meadows to be the first
English author truly to recognise »the intrinsic contradiction between the traditional
English postulates and the new development toward a dominion over the world oceans exercised in the name of the freedom of the seas«.
6 Fulton, ibid., p. 518.
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equal rank. French warships w e r e to demand the first salute from all ships of
whatever nationality. However, it was not his intention to announce a French
claim to the Dominium Maris along the lines of that made by Seiden. RenéJosué Valin, an advocate at La Rochelle, remarked almost a century later in his
famous commentary on the »Ordonnance de la Marine« (1681) that Seiden had
not used any argument which could not easily be refuted. He did not find anything in the »ordonnances« of Louis XIV which pointed towards Selden's ideas. 7
The territorial scope of the orders of 1689 was unlimited: the salute was to be
enforced in all seas and along all coasts. It should not be assumed that a French
claim to dominion and sovereignty over all seas was being made. Rather, Louis
XIV gave a completely n e w meaning to the salute to the flag - the very same
meaning that the Dutch had always wanted to attribute to it, namely, a formal
mark of respect vis-à-vis the most powerful navy of the time.
This v i e w increasingly took hold in Britain. It was openly said that the salute to the flag was »but an indifferent honorary ceremony«. 8 Significantly,
the sea ceremonial was finally r e m o v e d f r o m the instructions of the British
Admiralty at the very moment w h e n the British navy had just gained its
greatest triump: i.e., after the Battle of Trafalgar. 9
T h e problems which had originally been summarised under the slogan of
» f r e e d o m of the seas« faded away over the course of the eighteenth century.
Yet the slogan itself persisted. With remarkable dialectic adaptability it attached itself to the problems which n o w entered the foreground of maritime
disputes. W h e n Britain declared w a r on the Netherlands in 1780 it defined
as causa belli, not the refusal to salute the flag (although the subject would
once again be mentioned in the Paris Peace Treaty of 1784), but the accession to the alliance of » A r m e d Neutrality«. Twenty years later the struggle for
the rights of neutrals in wartime, which was to play such an important role
in the law of the sea for the next one and a half centuries, would be fought
under the slogan of » f r e e d o m of the seas«.

II. »Liberté de la navigation et du commerce«
Since Utrecht it had already become customary in European treaties to deal
with these problems under the general heading of »Liberté de la navigation
et du c o m m e r c e « . Article 7 of the Peace of Utrecht thus stated:

7 Réné-Josué Valin, Nouveau Commentaire sur l'ordonnance de la Marine d'août
1681: où se trouve la Conférence des Anciennes ordonnances, des us et coutumes de la
mer, tant du Royaume que des pays étrangers, et des nouveaux règlements concernant
la navigation et le commerce maritime, 1766, p. 689.
8 Entick, A New Naval History (1777).
9 Article 24 of the »Regulations and Instructions« of 1808 read: »Within his Majesty's
seas his ships are not on any account to strike their topsails, nor take in their flags;
nor in any way to salute any foreign ship whatever; nor are they, in any other seas, to
strike their topsails, or take in their flags, to any foreign ships, unless such foreign
ships shall have first struck, or shall at the same time strike their flags and topsails to
his Majesty's ships«. - Fulton, op cit. note 5, p. 523, fn. 3.
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»There will be free navigation and commerce between the subjects of
both their Majesties, as it has always been in time of peace, and before the
declaration of this last war, and also as it is agreed by the two nations in a
treaty of commerce concluded today«.10
The resulting Anglo-French Treaty of Commerce of 11 April 1714 defined
the general freedom of navigation and commerce as relating, for the time
being, to the European possessions of both contracting parties (thereby respecting the monopoly of colonial trade): »une liberté réciproque et en toutes
manières absolue de Navigation et de Commerce dans tout et chacun des
Royaumes, Etats, Provinces et Terres de l'obéissance de LL. Majestez en
Europe«. It was stipulated that both States' subjects were allowed to visit the
other State's lands and possessions by land or sea without special permit, to
sojourn there, to buy the articles necesary for livelihood, and to return home
- provided they complied with existing domestic legislation (Article IV). They
were also allowed to import merchandise as permitted by this legislation,
and to buy or sell such merchandise, and no additional fees were to be
imposed upon them except the duties and tolls fixed for ships and merchandise by domestic law (Articles V and VI). Other clauses gave assurances to
commercial navigation in both States against confiscation for public and, in
particular, military purposes (Article VII). They also established the principle
of mutual most-favoured nation treatment (Article VIII). In addition to these
provisions, which defined the substance of the general freedom of commerce
and navigation in peacetime, there were other provisions which regulated
the conditions of this freedom in time of war. The subjects of the contracting
sovereigns were permitted »to sail in full security and freedom and without
distinction as to whom the merchandise of the cargo belonged from any port
whatsoever in such countries which may be at war, either now or in the
future, with the most Christian King or the Queen of Great Britain«.11
Similarly, they were permitted to engage in commerce and navigation not
only from enemy to neutral territory but also between enemy countries,
without regard to whether they belonged to the same or to different rulers.
With reference to the fact that agreement already existed on the principle of
»free ship - free goods« (»que les Vaisseaux libres rendront les Marchandises
libres«), it was confirmed that everything except contraband would be
regarded as free when found on board of ships of either party's subjects,
without regard as to whether the cargo belonged entirely or only partially to
the enemy. The same freedom was assured to all persons travelling on a

10 »La Navigation et le Commerce seront libres entre les Sujets de leursd. Majestés,
de même qu'ils l'ont toujours été en temps de Paix, et avant la Déclaration de la dernière Guerre, et particulièrement de la manière, dont on est convenu entre les deux
Nations par un Traité de Commerce aujourd'hui conclu«. - J. Dumont, Corps universel diplomatique du droit des gens (8 Vols., 1726-31), Vol. 8, Part 1, p. 339 fî.
11 »II sera permis à tous les Sujets du Roy T.-C. et de la Reyne de la Grande-Bretagne
de naviguer avec leurs Vaisseaux en toute sûreté, et liberté, et sans distinction de
ceux à qui les Marchandises de leur chargement appartiendront, de quelque port que
ce soit dans les Lieux qui sont déjà ou qui seront cy-après en guerre avec le Roy
T.-C. ou avec la Reyne de la Grande-Bretagne«.
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»free« ship, irrespective of whether they were or were not enemies (Article
XVII). Article XVIII added: »This freedom of navigation and commerce
should relate to all sorts of merchandise with the exception only of those
listed in the subsequent article and designated as contraband«.12
It should also be noted that the phrase »liberté de la navigation et du commerce« was used in the Utrecht treaties in a manner which subsumed the
question of demarcating the rights of belligerents from those of non-belligerents. This was also true of the language of later treaties such as the
Franco-American Treaty of Amity and Commerce of 6 February 1778.13 It
can also be assumed that the phrase was understood in the same sense
when it was enunciated in the programmes of the French Revolution. The
principle of »the freedom of the seas« never appears in these contexts.
This is understandable because the problems originally marked by this
slogan had disappeared. None of the leading maritime powers of Europe
continued to claim dominion of the world oceans and to deny the subjects
of other nations the rights to navigate freely there and to trade outside their
own nation's colonial spheres. Nations attempted all the more rigorously to
monopolise commerce and navigation within their own colonial spheres.
During this age of national mercantilism this right of every colonial power
was uncontested. However, it was controversial to what degree a power was
allowed to act in wartime against the commerce and navigation of non-belligerents which had been freed from the restrictions normally inherent in
the national trade monopoly by an adversary, acting in its own interests, for
the duration of the war. The most important controversies of the eighteenth
century in maritime law concerned the »Rule of the War of 1756« and the
»Doctrine of Continuous Voyage«, which centered on this question.

III. Colonial Blockade: The »Rule of the War of 1756«
and the »Doctrine of Continuous Voyage«
The Rule of the War of 1756 permitted the confiscation of all neutral vessels
which attempted, in wartime, to trade with a belligerent's colonies which
were closed to them, in peacetime, as a consequence of the colonial trade
monopoly. The origins of this rule lay in the Colonial War of 1739-48; its full
development and formulation followed during the Anglo-French Seven
Years War. The rule was therefore correctly named and was not of earlier
origin, as was often contended but has recently been convincingly refuted in
a superbly researched work.14 The rule established a distinction that would
frequently be made outside Britain as well. Its essence was that the neutral
12 »Cette liberté de Navigation et de Commerce s'estendra à toute sorte de Marchandises, à la réserve seulement de celles qui sont exprimées dans l'Article suivant et
désignées sous le nom de Marchandises de contrebande«.
13 See: Article 26; D. Hunter Miller, Treaties and Other International Acts of the United
States of America (8 Vols., 1951-1948), Vol. 2, pp. 3-29.
14 Richard Pares, Colonial Blockade and Neutral Rights 1739-1763, 1938. See also: C. J.
Kulsrud, Maritime Neutrality to 1780, p. 97 ff., which deviates somewhat from Pares' work.
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State was free to trade with the enemy, but notfor the enemy. Vattel too wrote
that neutral trade in war was legitimate only in so far as it benefitted the neutral without being intended to favour one belligerent at the expense of the
other. The neutrals in the Seven Years War, and above all the Dutch, attempted to bring the products of the French colonies to Europe in their own ships,
after the French themselves were no longer able to risk the voyage. 15 The
British response to this was the »Rule of the War of 1756« which the Lord
Chancellor, the Earl of Hardwicke, described in September 1756 as follows:
»All the European nations exclude foreigners from their American colonies, and so things stood at the time of the treaty of 1674. It is the general
rule still, and cannot possibly be varied, except as a new invention fraudulently to screen French effects from capture, and the question is, wether
England shall suffer them to trade thither in time of war, without seizure,
when the French themselves will not suffer them to trade thither, in time of
peace, on that very account«. 16
The first ship to be confiscated according to prize law during the Seven
Years War was the Dutch ship America. Sailing to St. Domingo, it was condemned on the basis of the »Rule of the War of 1756«. It its decision the Court
of Admiralty said:
»That the ship America in question in this cause having been freighted on
French account and employed in a voyage to a port in St. Domingo, a French
settlement in the West Indies, having delivered her outward-bound cargo by
allowance of the French Governor there, and her homeward-bound cargo
having been put on board after a survey made of the ship subject to the ordinances, and to the payment of duties ordinary and extraordinary and under
penalties according to the laws of France, and the master having thrown
overboard and destroyed the bills of lading and many others of the ship's
papers, and a cargo laden and found on board being admitted to be property
of French subjects, [we] declare that the said ship ought by law to be considered in this case as a French ship; and therefore affirm the sentence of the
court of Admiralty condemning both the ship and cargo«. 17
It is understandable that the neutrals strongly opposed the further development and sharpening of the »Rule of the War of 1756«.18 Certain repercussions of the Rule are still detectable in the law of naval warfare of recent
times, in particular in the opinion of prize courts on licences, letters of conduct, navicerts and similar documents which serve to control a blockade. 19

15 For details, see: Pares, War and Trade in the West Indies 17Ì9-1763, 1936.
16 Pares, Colonial Blockade, op cit. note 16, p. 197 (British Museum, Additional
Manuscripts 32997, f. 48).
17 Pares, Colonial Blockade, ibid., p. 198 (British Museum, Additional Manuscripts
36208, fn. 198).
18 It was, for example, decisively refuted by the Danish author Martin Hübner in his
book De la saisie des bâtiments neutres ou droit qu'ont les nations belligérantes d'arrêter les navires des peuples amis, 1759 - which became important for the development
of neutrality law. See: supra, p. 376.
19 See: R. Stödter, Handelskontrolle im Seekrieg. Prisenrechtliche Betrachtungen zum
Navicert-System, 1940, p. 59 ff.
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This is even more true of the second great rule of naval warfare to emerge
from the colonial wars of the eighteenth century, the »Doctrine of Continuous Voyage«, which in its basic conception has passed almost unaltered
into the law of naval warfare of today.
The Doctrine of Continuous Voyage held that goods having a neutral
destination could legitimately be confiscated if the circumstances implied
that they would ultimately be carried to the enemy country, whether after
trans-shipment through the neutral port or not.
In the Seven Years War this problem arose as a result of the intermediate
location of certain neutral colonies in the West Indies - in particular the
Dutch islands of St. Eustatius and Curaçao and the Danish possessions of St.
Thomas and St. Croix - and the resulting role played by these colonies in
trade with Britain's enemies. Dutch vessels carrying goods to St. Domingo
or Martinique pretended their destination was St. Eustatius or Curaçao,
plotted a course toward these islands and changed it only at the very last
moment. If they were caught during the last phase of their voyage they pretended to be on their way to the neutral port and to have missed it in the
night or to have been carried past it by the currents. Vice versa, on their
return voyage they would stop first at St. Eustatius or Curaçao. There they
would obtain clearances for the rest of the voyage which the Dutch governor, himself closely involved in trade with the French colonies, would willingly issue. The risk of being captured was in this way restricted to a relatively short, even if particularly dangerous section of the voyage. Very often
the risk was reduced even further by transfering goods destined for the
French colonies into small schooners at St. Eustatius and Curaçao. These
schooners then carried the goods to their destination along coastal smuggling routes, returning with cargos of sugar which were then carried by the
Dutch ships back to Europe, and which in most cases were not even landed
in a port of trans-shipment.
Under these circumstances a Dutch ship found on the way from St.
Eustatius to Amsterdam could not be confiscated on the basis of the »Rule of
the War of 1756« alone. It was for situations like this that the British invented the Doctrine of Continuous Voyage. The Doctrine was outlined in a letter
from the State Secretary Robert d'Arcy, the Earl of Holderness, to the British
envoy in The Hague, General Sir Joseph Yorke, written on 27 January 1759:
»That a voyage begun on a basis that would render the cargo confiscable,
is not to be continued by the ship of a friend but would still be confiscable
as the continuation of the same voyage«. 20
This formulation can be understood only if one takes into account that, in
the British view, a ship violating the »Rule of the War of 1756« forfeited its
neutral character and by »adoption« took on the character of an enemy ship.
At the same time the close link between the two concepts becomes apparent: the prerequisite for a capture on the basis of continuous voyage was
the imputation that the first part of the voyage was forbidden to the neutral

20 British State Papers, Public Record Office, 84/483; Pares, Colonial Blockade, op cit.
note 14, p. 223.
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in peacetime and therefore, according to the »Rule of the War of 1756«, also
in time of war.21 The two concepts also had a common aim: to deprive the
enemy of all advantages in war, which it could have extracted from its colonies within the framework of mercantilistic economic policy.

IV. »Freedom of the Seas« as the Freedom of Neutral Trade in War
This specific development of the law of naval warfare was discussed in the
literature of the law of nations until the end of the eighteenth century without any linkage to the principle of freedom of the seas being made.
Cornelius van Bynkershoek, in his treatise De Dominio Maris of 1702,
dealt with the problem of the freedom of the seas in a manner which conformed entirely with the traditional approach to the question. For him
this was a general problem of the universal order of territorial settlement.
Was the sea at all suitable as an object of legal titles of possession and
sovereignty and, if so, what were those titles? - these w e r e the questions
that preoccupied him, as they had preoccupied Grotius and Seiden. He
too was of the view that no State had an exclusive dominion over the open
sea, excepting the waters contiguous to its own coastal territory (»in vasto
Oceano nihil cuiquam esse iuris, nisi propter continentem« - Chapter
Seven). Only in respect of the demarcation of the territorial sea did he arrive at new results. 22 On the other hand, the concept of the freedom of the
seas did not appear in those parts of his main work, Quaestiones Juris
Publici, which dealt with the rights and duties of belligerents and neutrals.
Vattel as well as the Italians Fernando Galiani 23 and Giovanni Maria
Lampredi, 24 who in the second half of the eighteenth century discussed the
rights of neutrals during a naval war, did not take the principle of the freedom of the seas into consideration in this context. Even Georg Friedrich von
Martens, who in Chapter Four of his Précis du droit des gens moderne de
l'Europe dealt with the »droit des nations sur la mer«, wrote about the »vast
ocean..., today recognised as free« (»vaste Océan..., aujourd'hui reconnu
pour libre«) without drawing any conclusions about the freedom of neutral
trade in war. His expositions on the »freedom of neutral commerce« (»liberté du commerce neutre«) and the limits of the right of visitation were based
on arguments other than the freedom of the seas.
A direct connection between the rights of neutrals and the principle of the
freedom of the seas seems to have appeared for the first time around the
middle of the eighteenth century. It did so in 1752, in the briefs that were
drawn up by the Prussian Grand Chancellor Heinrich Freiherr von Cocceji
and addressed to the British Government in the dispute over the Silesian
21 Ibid.
22 See: supra, p. 354.
23 Dei Doveri dei principi neutrali verso i principi guerregianti, e di questi verson i neutrali, 1782. See: supra, p. 330.
24 Del commercio dei popoli neutrali in tempo di guerra, 1788. See: supra, p. 330.
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Loan.25 Perhaps as a result of this discussion, Hübner made a similar direct
connection just one year later.26
A general linguistic usage linking the slogan of the »freedom of the seas«
with the specific question of neutral rights only emerged some time later,
around the turn of the century and essentially under French influence. The
prelude to this development seems to have been a propaganda pamphlet
which was published in 1798 by the former revolutionary hero Barère and
entitled La liberté des mers ou le gouvernement anglais dévoilé. At the time
Barère no longer played a leading role in the Revolution. As an accomplice
of Robespierre, this former member of the National Convention and chairman of the trial of King Louis XVI was sentenced to deportation on 9 October
1794.27 Although he was granted amnesty by the Directory, the future First
Consul was not particularly sympathetic towards him. In this delicate situation he seems to have sought a new reputation by composing anti-British
pamphlets. At this time, in 1798, the Anglo-French trade war at sea had just
reached its climax. Although France tried to counter the British blockade by
issuing letters of reprisal, it continued to accuse British of having violated
the law of nations and in particular neutral rights through its approach to
naval warfare. The slogan »freedom of the seas« must have seemed an effective propaganda tool to the French.
Actually, the linguistic usage introduced by Barère was soon adopted
generally.28 French authors above all naturally made use of it29 and it was
taken up by Napoleon himself. In February 1800, in instructions to
Talleyrand concerning a note to the Tsar about the surrender of Malta, he
wrote:
»In this note it should be said that the French government which has set
its heart on resisting the invasion of the seas and on cooperating with other
neutral nations in order to enforce respect of their flags, will not conduct
peace negotiations with England, until these sacred principles are recog25 See: supra, p. 355, fn 28.
26 See: supra, p.375.
27 Bertrand Barère de Vieuzac (1755-1841) was an attorney from Toulouse who,
among other things, established the first revolutionary newpaper - »Le point du jour«.
After the Restoration he was banished for a second time, in 1815, for regicide. He was
able to return from his exile (in Brussels) in 1830 and for ten years was Prefect of the
»Département Haute Pyrénées«.
28 Pitman B. Potter, The Freedom of the Seas in History, Law and Politics, 1924, p. 86,
shifts the time of its origin to »in and around 1795«. However, he could find no documentary evidence earlier than Barère's pamphlet.
29 Pierre de la Grave, Le tocsin maritime contre la prétention du roi d'Angleterre à l'empire des mers (Paris, 1801); J.F. Champagne, La mer libre, la mer fermée (Paris, 1803);
J.F. Dubroca, Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire des attentats du gouvernement Anglais
contre la France (Paris, 1803); P. Gallet, Examen de la déclaration du roi d'Angleterre
(Paris, 1803); F. de Neufchâteau, Tableau des vues que se propose la politique anglaise
(Paris, 1804); Montbrion, De la prépondérance maritime et commerciale de la GrandeBretagne (Paris, 1806); M.L. Weiler, Que deviendra le monde si l'Angleterre succombe
(Paris, 1806); P.V. Malonet, Considérations historiques sur l'empire de la mer (Antwerp,
1810); J.M.G. De Rayneval, De la liberté des mers (Paris, 1811).
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nised ... and England accepts the rule that the sea belongs to all nations«.30
When Friedrich von Gentz referred to Napoleon as the »champion of the
freedom of the seas«, he had in mind this ideologically coloured struggle
against the British blockade. In his memoirs from St. Helena, Napoleon
began his exposition on maritime law with the following statement:
»The sea belongs to all nations; it covers three quarters of the globe and
forms a linkage between various nations. A merchant vessel, loaded with
merchandise and sailing on the ocean is subject to the civil and penal law
of its domestic authorities as much as merchants in the interior of the country. A ship at sea can be regarded as a floating colony, because all nations
are equally sovereign at sea. But as the rule has developed, that all vessels
of belligerent nations may be captured, the consequence is the right of
warships, to ascertain, which flag is hoisted by a ship crossing its course«.31
Neutral States nevertheless also adopted the new linguistic usage willingly. In his declaration of 27 August 1800, in which he invited the
Governments of Denmark, Sweden and Prussia to renew the »armed neutrality«, the Russian Tsar Paul spoke of the necessity to »re-establish the
principles of the armed neutrality and to safeguard the >Freedom of the
Seas««.32 In America too the efficacy of the slogan was swiftly understood. In
1802 it was used by W. Barton, the author of a treatise on the freedom of
navigation published in Philadelphia,33 and in subsequent years it could be
traced in the diplomatic correspondence of American statesmen. For example, it appeared on 17 May 1806 in an instruction from the then Secretary of
State James Madison to the special envoys to Britain, J. Monroe and
W. Pinkney, dealing with the rule »free ship - free goods«. Madison wrote:
»The importance of that principle to the security of neutral commerce, and
to the freedom of the seas, has at all times been felt by the United States«.34
In this modified and narrower meaning the formula of the »freedom of the
seas« passed into the nineteenth century. It was this new meaning of the old
slogan, marked by the French spirit and based on the prerequisites of
French policy, that confronted the British interpretation at a time when the
British were entangled in a new struggle for national existence - a struggle
in which they felt compelled to have recourse to their traditional methods of
naval warfare.

30 »II serait dit dans cette note, que le Gouvernement français, ayant pris principalement à coeur de s'opposer à l'envahissement des mers et de concourir avec les autres Puissances neutres à faire respecter leurs pavillons ... ne traitera de la paix avec
l'Angleterre qu'autant que ces principes sacrés seraient reconnus ... et qu'il serait
reconnu par l'Angleterre que la mer appartient à toutes les nations«. See in this context the chapter »Napoleon and >La liberté des mers< « in F.T. Piggott, The Freedom of
the Seas Historically
Treated (Handbooks prepared under the direction of the
Historical Section of the Foreign Office, No. 148), 1920, pp. 81-6.
31 Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire de France sous Napoléon, Vol. 2, p. 76.
32 Piggott & Omond, Documentary History of the Armed Neutrality, Vol. 2, Part 3A,
p. 416. See: supra, p. 327.
33 W. Barton, A Dissertation on the Freedom of Navigation (Philadelphia, 1802).
34 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, Vol. 3, pp. 119-24.

Chapter Ten
The French Revolution: Postulates and Ideological
Programmes Relating to the Law of Nations

I. The Traditional Order of the Law of Nations Shaken
With the outbreak of the French Revolution the European order of the law
of nations (which until this point was »le droit public de l'Europe«) entered
a particular, transitory stage. The Revolution could not prevent the continuing validity of the traditional law of nations within the rest of Europe. Yet
the revolutionary government of France disregarded numerous fundamental principles of the traditional legal order in its relations with other powers.
In contradiction of the rule that the international legal personality of a
State preserved its identity even in the case of a domestic constitutional
upheaval, the leaders of the Revolution adhered to the postulate that »the
sovereignty of peoples cannot be bound by the treaties of tyrants«. However,
they could not persuade the other European States that this attitude was
something other than an unprecedented breach of the law by an unscrupulous revolutionary regime. By the time the French armed expansion
extended to the greater part of Europe the Revolution had come to an ideological standstill, its ideas began to fade away and its postulates had in large
part already been abandoned. Napoleonic Europe was not only a caricature
of the revolutionary ideals; its creator no longer intended it to be a realisation of those ideals and made no claims of this nature.
Nor did the Napoleonic Era create a new order of the law of nations for
Europe. A quasi-federal order developed above those territories that were
under the control of French armed forces. Within these territories French
hegemony was stabilised by way of imposed constitutions, enforced treaties
and sovereigns installed through force of arms.1 However, a state of international lawlessness developed between French-ruled Europe and those
parts of Europe which remained independent. This state of anarchy was
only temporarily and insufficiently regulated by treaties of armistice and
peace.
The sanctity of treaties was never more problematic than in this period.
The laws of war and neutrality, which after a protracted period of development had just begun to consolidate, were once again unscrupulously
overthrown. The British blockade and the French continental system divided Europe into two hostile camps which were unwilling to tolerate the
existence of neutrals between them. The kidnapping of the Duke of Eghien
on the one hand, and the bombardment of Copenhagen and the destruction
1 See: H. Triepel, Die Hegemonie, 1938, p. 25 ff (»Die französischen Hegemonien der
Revolutionszeit«).
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of the Danish fleet by Nelson in 1807 on the other, were classical examples
of this situation.2
Although the ideas of the French Revolution did not establish a new law
of nations in Europe, it would be a grave omission to ignore them. Neither
Napoleon nor even the adversaries of revolutionary France could evade the
dynamic force of certain of these ideas. They left inextinguishable tracks on
the international law of the nineteenth century. In part, they also lay dormant until 1919, when they experienced an astonishing rebirth.
What were the Revolution's ideas concerning the law of nations? On
which intellectual soil did they grow?
The Revolution shook the foundations of the traditional international legal
community, anchored as they were in the European-Christian communitarian consciousness and the dynastic solidarity of princes. It sought to replace
the particular community of Christian Europe with the abstract idea of
mankind - »le genre humain« - an ideological construct which was, in practice, unsuitable for containing national egoisms. However, this idea served as
a point of departure for far-reaching, in large part Utopian conceptions of a
world State (»la république universelle«) and of permanent world peace. The
most important result of the Revolution in terms of the law of nations was the
full emancipation of the sovereign nation-State, which occurred over the
course of this process of dissolution. It amounted to a sharpening and extension of the conception of sovereignty to include the principle of nationality.

II. Nation and Sovereignty as Central Concepts
of the Revolutionary Law of Nations
Vattel had already bestowed a precise and exclusive character upon the idea
of sovereignty which it had not possessed in Bodin's thinking. Vattel's thinking was deeply embedded in the reasoning of the Enlightenment which prepared the way intellectually for the French Revolution. In 1916 La Predelle
stated rightly in his introduction to the Carnegie edition of the Droit des gens
that Vattel's law of nations was based on the principles of 1789. In actual
fact, it would be more accurate to reverse the question: When ideologues
and theorists of the Revolution such as the Abbé Grégoire discussed questions of relevance to the law of nations, were they not inspired by Vattel?
Whereas there were important exceptions to this consensus, for example in
respect of Vattel's understanding of war and neutrality, consensus nevertheless existed in respect of the overall character of his work.
The ideological protagonists of the Revolution thus completed the process
of rendering the doctrine of sovereignty absolute. Almost all of the postu2 During the nineteenth century most authors, even in Britain, did not attempt to
justify the bombardment of Copenhagen. This attitude was even adopted by George
M. Trevelyan in his British History in the Nineteenth Century (14th edn, 1937), p. 120.
However, more recently there have been numerous attempts to provide a legal cover
for this action. See, for example: Carl J. Kulsrud, » T h e Seizure of the Danish Fleet«,
(1938) 32 American Journal of International L a w 2.
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lates which they proclaimed in respect of the l a w of nations f o l l o w e d this
line of thought, including the right of national self-determination and other
fundamental rights such as the equality of States, the principle of non-intervention and the idea of the natural boundary. What they contributed to
thinking about a society of States based on the l a w of nations served, in
essence, only to strengthen the position of the sovereignty of individual
States. T h e Revolution's ideas about the l a w of nations w e r e , in so far as they
went, a precise reflection of its political philosophy of individualism, which
they applied at the higher level of inter-State relations.
This interpretation of the Revolution's ideas about the law of nations, which
has in particular been advanced by Robert Redslob, 3 gives the impression of a
self-contained conceptualisation that was free of contradictions. However,
this impression is misleading in so far as this interpretation ignores two
trends which deviated f r o m and partially contradicted it, thus complicating
the picture and impairing the conclusiveness of this interpretation.
T h e first trend is the special sense of mission which was intrinsic to all
French leaders during the Revolution, and which quickly carried them
away. T h e y believed that the French Republic had been assigned a privileged position among all nations, the equality of which had just been
proclaimed. T h e French Republic was portrayed as » m o r e equal« than other
nations, entrusted with establishing its conception of f r e e d o m and equality
in other nations and bringing h o m e to them their capacity for exercising
their right of self-determination, as ordained by reason. 4
T h e other trend ignored by Redslob concerns the inclination - which as a
historical fact cannot be contested - to adjust this ideological structure
opportunistically to the political necessities of the Republic, which was
threatened in many ways, internally as w e l l as externally. 5
T h e fundamental aspects of the revolutionary conception of the law of
nations may be summarised as follows:
States w e r e regarded as individuals and had the same rights and duties.
In the second point of his draft declaration of 18 M a y 1790 the deputy Comte
de Constantin François Chasseboeuf Volney expressed this v i e w in the
following words: »In this broad general society the nations and states considered as individuals enjoy the same natural rights and are subject to the
same rules of law as the individuals in partial and secondary societies«. 6
3 Redslob, »Völkerrechtliche Ideen der Französischen Revolution«, in Festgabe fiir
O. Mayer, 1916, p. 271.
4 The French Republic was sometimes regarded as sovereign »ad interim« which
could act in the name of the true sovereign, the human species (»le genre humain«),
as the guardian of its constitution vis-à-vis other nations. See: Roman Schnur,
»Weltfriedensidee und Weltbürgerkrieg 1791/92«, (1965) 2 Der Staat 297 at 307.
5 Wolfgang Martens, »Völkerrechtsvorstellungen der französischen Revolution in
den Jahren von 1789 bis 1793«, (1964) 3 Der Staat 295 at 312 ff.
6 »Que dans cette grande Société générale les peuples et les Etats considérés comme
individus jouissent les mêmes droits naturels et sont soumis aux mêmes règles de justice que les individus des sociétés partielles et secondaires«. For the text of the full draft
see: B. Mirkine-Guetzévitch, »L'Influence de la révolution française sur le développement
du droit international dans l'Europe orientale«, (1928 II) 22 Recueil des Cours 299 at 309.
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In conformity with this statement, the Abbé Grégoire said in the second
point of his draft Déclaration du droits des gens which he submitted to the
Convention on 23 April 1795: »Peoples are respectively independent and
sovereign, irrespective of the number of individuals they comprise and the
extent of the territory which they occupy. - This sovereignty is inalienable«. 7
It followed, from the principle of the equality of nations and States, that
there could also be no precedence of rank among the diplomatic representatives of States (Point 20 of the Draft Declaration). 8 According to this line of
thinking, the constitution of the international legal community resulted
from the transfer of the domestic constitutional scheme to the world of
States and nations.
From this transfer of the idea of the sovereignty of the people to the international stage the conclusion was drawn that a nation should not only
govern itself in respect of its domestic affairs, but also that it should decide
its own fate in the outer world freely and independently. National sovereignty could not tolerate any superior authority - except a collective security
alliance restricted to mutual protection. Each obligation of the State could
only be based on its own free will. All of the law of nations therefore had to
rest on an agreement of wills among States. The fundamental conceptions
of the positivism and voluntarism of the law of nations as they developed in
the nineteenth century thus became visible. Contrary to all natural law doctrines a conception emerged which recognised only the »communis consensus gentium« as a source of law. The problem thus arose as to where the
obligations held by the subjects of the law of nations were actually grounded. This is a problem which cannot be solved by means of logical deduction.
The power to give or revoke consent cannot be renounced: it is inalienable
- a true »fundamental right«.

III. Non-intervention and Collective Security as Principles,
Intervention and Aggressive War as Practice
The transfer of the idea of peoples' sovereignty to the law of nations necessarily led to the principle of non-intervention. The sovereignty of the people
is principally a theory which concerns internal forms of government.
However, as Condorcet asserted in 1792, it necessarily leads to the conclusion that the construction of a constitution by a people must not be impai-

7 »Les peuples sont respectivement indépendants et souverains, quel que soit le
nombre des individus qui les composent et l'étendu du territoire qu'ils occupent. Cette souveraineté est inaliénable«. - Mirkine, ibid., p. 309; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p.
660. The Convention did not adopt this draft. Nevertheless, it can be considered generally representative of the conception of the law of nations held by the Revolution.
8 »II n'y a pas de préséance entre les agents publics des nations«. - Mirkine, ibid.,
p. 309; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 2, p. 661.
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red from the outside.9 While the European monarchies joined in a coalition
to fight revolutionary France, the revolutionaries proclaimed with particular
vigour that every State, by virtue of its natural freedom, had the unrestricted right to decide on its own constitution. No foreign power was entitled to
impose restrictions on this sovereign activity. In a resolution of 13 April 1793
the Convention declared that France renounced all interventions in the
affairs of other States, but was also determined to ward off every interference within the sphere of its own sovereignty. The same idea was explicitly made part of the Constitution of 1789.10
As much as the Revolution emphatically proclaimed the principle of nonintervention, in its policies it unscrupulously and resolutely engaged in a
practice of ruthless intervention in the internal affairs of other nations and
States. Of course, it did so in particular in those periods when the successes
of the French armies made this possible, as for instance in the autumn and
winter of 1792, when a high point of missionary interventionism was
reached. Yet this proves only that the principle of non-intervention always
excluded only some specific grounds of intervention, while being all the
more decided in admitting other grounds as sufficient justification for a
practice of intervention.
The French Revolution's doctrine of non-intervention is closely linked to
the idea of a merger of sovereign nations into a general collective security
alliance. Just as individuals come together through a »contrat social« to form
a State for the purpose of increasing their individual security, so must States,
for the purpose of increasing their national security, unite in a comprehensive alliance. What one encounters in these theorems of the Revolution is
nothing other than the idea of collective security as later revived by the

9 Marquis de Condorcet, Marie Jean Antoine Nicolas de Caritat, Assemblée législative, Séance du 20 avril 1792 (Moniteur universel du 22 avril): »Chaque nation a seule
le pouvoir de se donner des lois, et le droit inaliénable de les changer à son gré.
Ce droit n'appartient à aucune, ou leur appartient à toutes avec une entière égalité,
l'attaquer dans une seule, c'est déclarer qu'on ne le reconnaît dans aucune autre.
Vouloir le ravir à un peuple étranger, c'est annoncer qu'on ne le respecte pas dans
celui dont on est le citoyen ou le chef; c'est trahir sa patrie, c'est se proclamer l'ennemi du genre humain«.
10 Convention nationale (Moniteur universel du 16 avril): »La Convention Nationale
déclare au nom du peuple français, qu'elle ne s'immiscera en aucune manière dans
le gouvernement des autres puissances; mais elle déclare en même temps, qu'elle
s'ensevelira plutôt sous ses propres ruines que de souffrir qu'aucune puissance s'immisce dans le régime intérieur de la République, et influence la création de la constituion qu'elle veut se donner«.
Chapitre XXV de la constitution de 1793. Convention nationale, Séance du 18 juin
1795 (Moniteur universel du 21 juin): »Article 1. Le Peuple français se déclare l'ami
et l'allié naturel des peuples libres. Article 2. Il ne s'immisce point dans le gouvernement des autres Nations, il ne souffre pas que des autres Nations s'immiscent dans le
sien«.
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Geneva League of Nations. 11 The same arguments presented in the French
National Assembly belonged, more than a century later, to the routine
vocabulary of the discussions leading to the establishment of the League of
Nations. »Each attack against a nation« the deputy Volney said in his abovementioned speech »is a danger, against which all nations must join in common action. They are all threatened in their freedom and security by such a
sacrilege«. Robespierre, in a proposal for a four-article declaration of rights,
stated on 24 April 1793 that: »He who oppresses a nation, declares himself
enemy of all.... Those who make war on a people to stop the progress of
liberty and destroy the rights of man, must be pursued by all, not as ordinary
enemies, but as assassins and rebel brigands«. 12
Such an alliance of States to guarantee collective security is naturally only
conceivable on the basis of a far-reaching political and ideological homogeneity of its members. The fact that there were a number of monarchical
States in Europe which had not yet accepted the doctrine of human rights
formed an obstacle to the formation of a collective security alliance. The
monarchies considered France to be their enemy because the Revolution
undermined the belief in the divine power of kings and the foundations of
traditional authority. As the deputy Brissot said on 19 January 1792:
»Your constitution is an eternal anathema to absolute monarchy .... It
brings kings to trial; it pronounces their sentence.... Your enemies? They are
the kings and you are the people. Is there a possibility of a sincere capitulation between freedom and tyranny?« 13

11 The idea of collective security had already been developed twenty years earlier by
Baron Holbach in his treatise of 1773, entitled: La politique naturelle ou discours sur
les vrais principes du gouvernement. He wrote: »Dans la grande société dont les princes et les peuples sont membres, il existe une loi; elle est le résultat des volontés de
tous les peuples qui s'accordent à contenir, à réprimer, à affaiblir les membres dangereux au repos du genre humain ... La loi de la grande société du monde oblige
pareillement les souverains à la justice, à la tranquillité, à la bonne foi. Mais il
n'existe point de force ou d'autorité qui puisse contraindre les princes ou les peuples
à observer ses décrets ... Si tous les souverains réunis formaient d'un accord un tribunal où leurs querelles puissent être portées; si leurs volontés exprimées pouvaient,
comme dans toute société particulière, se faire exécuter, il n'est point de souverain
qui ne fût obligé de se soumettre à leurs décisions; les forces de tous rendraient ces
lois inviolables et sacrées«.
12 »Celui qui opprime une nation, se déclare ennemi de toutes .... Ceux qui font la
guerre à un peuple pour arrêter les progrès de la liberté, et anéantir les droits de
l'homme, doivent être poursuivis par tous, non comme des ennemis ordinaires, mais
comme des assassins et des brigands rebelles«. - Moniteur universal XVI, p. 214;
Mirkine, op cit. note 6, p. 314. The proposal was rejected by the Convention.
13 »Votre Constitution est un anathème éternel aux trônes absolus .... Elle fait le
procès des rois; elle prononce leur sentence .... Vos ennemis? Ils sont rois et vous êtes
peuple. Est ce qu'il y a possibilité de capitulation sincère entre la liberté et la tyrannie?« - Moniteur universel du 19 janvier 1792.
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From another perspective, France would have been renouncing it own
national identity had it used its strength for the security and existence of
authorities which stood in stark contradiction to their political ideals.
France could only join together with nations which w e r e also governed by
the general will (»volonté générale«). As long as this state of affairs had not
yet been achieved everywhere, it was France's duty to help the sovereignty
of the people to victory in all countries and to support all peoples so that they
could shake off the yoke of absolute monarchy and give themselves a liberal constitution. A nation would do wrong, it was said, w e r e it not to allow
other nations to participate in its achievements.
On 19 November 1792 the Alsatian deputy Ruhl reported to the Convention that a party of citizens from Mainz had asked him whether the city
could rely on French help to free itself from despotism. He was told that
France had proclaimed the sovereignty of the people, that it did not recognise this principle only for itself, but for the entire world, and that it therefore had the obligation to assist its neighbours when they entered the
struggle for this highest good. On the same day the Convention adopted a
solemn resolution promising protection and fraternity to all nations rising
up for the sake of their freedom. T h e generals of the Republic w e r e ordered
to support these peoples and to defend all citizens who were persecuted
because of their desire for freedom. 14
A decree of 15 December 1792 instructed the generals how to procede in
occupied territory. It said they should declare the old constitutions and laws
null and void and promise, in the name of France, assistance, brotherhood,
peace, freedom and equality to the people; proclaim the principle of sovereignty of the people and call the citizens together for the purpose of establishing a liberal authority.15
These instructions corresponded to the proclamations that Dumouriez
had made in liberated Belgium and Holland. In reality they constituted a
monstrous interference in the internal constitutional affairs of these countries. The only justification given - and a threadbare one at that - was that
in time of war France could act in occupied countries according to its own
will, and that the measures it took served only to protect the people until
such time as they gave themselves a constitution based on the general will
and were able to govern themselves in freedom.

14 Résolution du 19 novembre 1792: »La convention nationale déclare, au nom de la
Nation française, qu'elle accordera fraternité et secours à tous les peuples qui voudront recouvrer leur liberté, et charge le pouvoir exécutif de donner aux généraux les
ordres nécessaires pour porter secours à ces peuples, et défendre les citoyens qui
auraient été vexés, ou qui pourraient l'être pour la cause de la liberté«. - Redslob, op
cit. note 3, pp. 288-9.
15 Décret du 15 décembre 1792, Convention nationale, Moniteur universel du 17
décembre: »La Convention nationale, après avoir entendu le rapport de ses comités
de finance, de la guerre et diplomatique réunis, fidèle au principe de la souveraineté
des peuples, qui ne lui permet pas de reconnaître aucune institution qui y porte
atteinte, et voulant fixer les règles à suivre par les généraux des armées de la
République dans les pays où ils portent les armes, décrète ce qui suit:
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IV. The Right of Self-Determination as a Consequence
of the Sovereignty of the People
A further consequence of the transfer of the principle of the sovereignty of
the people to the sphere of international relations and the l a w of nations
was, finally, the idea that every people had to determine for itself, not only
its own constitution, but also its belonging to a State. This was the origin of
the right of national self-determination which was proclaimed anew in
1919. It was certainly the v i e w of the French revolutionary thinkers that the
nation which f o r m e d a State was composed of f r e e individuals. T h e State
consisted of human beings w h o had committed themselves to it. As Renan
later expressed in his famous formulation, it was a »plebiscite of every day«
(»plébiscite de tous les jours«). T h e nineteenth century theory of nationality
is nothing other than a further deepening of this idea and a linking of it to
the elements of historical and cultural tradition.
On the basis of such thinking the Revolution advanced the thesis that
France had no right to expand its territory by incorporating foreign territory
unless the people themselves requested, through a plebiscite, such an incorporation. This was what was stipulated by the draft constitution of 1793,
which added the condition that the population in question must not have
been bound to another nation through a preceding »pacte social«. 16 Mirabeau condemned it as a deed of violence and tyranny to haggle over territory without having asked the people what they desired.
T h e question of the right of national self-determination first became
relevant in 1790-91 w h e n the issue arose of the incorporation of the
formerly papal territories of Venaissin and Avignon into the French Republic. In the National Assembly the deputy Pétion de Villeneuve explained that,
in a free decision, a strong majority of the population had declared itself in

Article 1. Dans les pays qui sont ou qui seront occupés par les armées de la
République française, les généraux proclameront sur le champ, au nom de la Nation
Française, l'abolition des impôts ou contributions existants, la dîme, les droits féodaux fixes ou casuels, la servitude réelle ou personnelle, les droits de chasse exclusifs, la noblesse, et généralement tous les privilèges. Ils déclareront au peuple qu'ils
lui apporteront paix, secours, fraternité, liberté et égalité.
Article 2. Ils proclameront la souverainteté du peuple, et la suppression de toutes
les autorités existantes; ils convoqueront de suite le peuple en assemblées primaires
ou communales pour créer et organiser une administration provisoire, ils feront
publier, afficher et exécuter dans la langue ou l'idiome du pays, dans chaque
Commune, la proclamation annexée au présent décret«.
See: Modèle de proclamation, Moniteur universel du 18 décembre 1792.
16 Plan de Constitution, présenté à la Convention nationale, au nom du comité de constitution, par M. Condorcet, le 15 février 1793. Titre XIII, Article 1: »La République
française ne prendra les armes que pour le maintien de sa liberté, la conservation de son
territoire et la défense de ses alliés, Article 2. Elle renonce solennellement à réunir à son
territoire des contrées étrangères, sinon d'après le voeu librement émis de la majorité
des habitants, et dans le cas seulement où les contrées qui solliciteront cette réunion ne
seront pas incorporées et unies à une autre nation, en vertu d'un pacte social, exprimé
dans une constitution antérieure et librement consentie«. - Redslob, op cit. note 3, p. 293.
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support of incorporation. He raised the difficult question of which part of a
people possessed a sufficient degree of individuality to have the right to
decide its fate by way of a plebiscite and thus to secede from the totality. It
had been argued, he reported, that Avignon belonged to the States of the
Apostolic See and that it could, therefore, only be separated from them
through a common resolution of all papal peoples. However, against this it
had to be said that the people of Avignon had always formed a self-reliant
national personality which found expression in specific customs and laws of
its own.17
By and large, the plebiscite held in Avignon and Venaissin was fair.18 After
the occupation of Savoy and Nice in the Coalition War of 1792, the same
arguments for the annexation of these territories were advanced in the
Convention. However, as the Revolution progressed the right of self-determination increasingly became a fiction. It served to disguise an unrestrained policy of expansion and the contradiction between it and the realities of the practice of plebiscites grew ever starker. In his memoirs, General
Dumouriez (who later defected to Austria) reported19 that the plebiscite in
the Austrian Netherlands (now Belgium) in 1795 could not be taken seriously.20 The situation was no different in the Rhineland. In this respect as well,
the events of the French Revolution were fatally similar to certain cases of
manipulation of the right of self-determination in the period between 1919
and 1939.

17 »On a dit qu'Avignon fait partie des autres Etats du pape; que cette partie tenant à
un tout, elle ne peut en être séparée que par la volonté générale et commune. - Le
peuple avignonnais a toujours été un peuple à part; il a ses usages, ses lois, ses statuts particuliers, il a un régime qui lui est propre ... Le peuple d'Avignon n'étant pas
le peuple de Rome, il semble que la maxime qu'une partie ne peut se désunir que de
concert avec les autres auxquelles elle est jointe, tombe d'elle-même«. François
Laurent, Histoire du droit des gens et des relations internationales
(18 Vols.,
1850-1870), Vol. 15, p. 225.
18 In the National Assembly of Avignon and Venaissin, seventy-one of the total of
ninety-eight communes were represented. Fifty-two of them (having a total of 101,000
inhabitants) voted for France. Of these fifty-two communes, nine housed a French
garrison. Nineteen communes (having a total of 31,000 inhabitants) voted for the continuation of papal rule. French troops were stationed in eleven of these nineteen communes. See: Sir Geoffry Butler & Simon Maccoby, The Development of International
Law, 1928, p. 335.
19 Vol. 2, p. 42.
20 »The plebiscite in [what is now] Belgium was nothing other than a bitter comedy. Suppression and looting succeeded the conquest and a strong counter-movement against France broke out at the end of 1792. Thirty commissioners, dispatched
from Paris, were charged with ensuring that the people voted for integration with
the French Republic. The voting usually took place in churches, which w e r e surrounded by soldiers«. - Redslob, Histoire des grands principes du droit des gens, 1923,
p. 320 fî.
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V. »War Against War«: The Adversary as a Criminal
T h e ideas of the French revolutionaries had particularly strong consequences in respect of war. After m o r e than a century of having been ignored
they w e r e seized upon by the founders of the Geneva League of Nations.
Soon after the creation of the League, well-reputed scholars of French history like Alphonse Aulard 21 and well-known law teachers like Robert Redslob 22
pointed to its ideological roots in those conceptions of the Great Revolution
that concerned the l a w of nations. After the Second World War it was Roris
Mirkine-Guetzévitch ( w h o called himself a disciple of Aulard) w h o in particular advanced the v i e w that the League of Nations, the 1928 Briand-KelloggRriand Pact for the Renunciation of War as well as the Nuremberg Principles
on War Crimes derived f r o m the ideas of the Revolution. T h e fathers of the
French constitutions of 1848 and 1946 likewise adopted the formulas of 1790
and thereby »confirmed the continuity of French political civilisation«. 23
T h e point of departure for the concept of w a r held by the thinkers of the
Revolution was again the traditional doctrine of the just war, in so far as
these thinkers reintroduced the element of discrimination into the laws of
war. This traditional doctrine, which had just been o v e r c o m e by the great
theorists of neutrality, i.e. van Bynkershoek, Hübner and Vattel, was taken
up again and interpreted in a n e w fashion. In M a y 1790 the National
Assembly discussed the question of to w h o m the right to make decisions on
w a r and peace should be entrusted under the n e w constitution. On this
occasion the question of the just and unjust w a r w a s raised in a very general way. It was argued that w a r was unjust if it attacked the national freedom of another State, if it injured the fundamental principle of independence. This idea was clothed in terminology still in use today: w a r could be
legitimate only as w a r of defence; it was to be condemned as aggressive war,
in particular as w a r of conquest. It was stated in the famous decree of
22 May 1790 that w a r was only permitted if w a g e d to ward off an actual or
imminent attack, to assist an ally or to safeguard one's own right. 24
T h e Abbé Grégoire coined the phrase that »a people can engage in w a r to
defend its sovereignty, its liberty, its property« (»un peuple peut entreprendre la guerre pour défendre sa souveraineté, sa liberté, sa propriété«).
Every other w a r was unlawful and an attack against the human family. In
this spirit the decree of 22 May 1790 declared that France renounced all
wars of conquest and w o u l d n e v e r use its forces against the liberty of

21 La société des nations et la révolution française. Etudes et leçons sur la révolution
française (Paris, 1921), Vol. 8, p. 135 ff.
22 Op cit. note 20, p. 275 ff.
23 B. Mirkine-Guetzévitch, »La >guerre juste< dans le droit constitutionel français,
1790-1946«, (1950) 54 Revue Général de Droit International Public 225 at 250.
24 Décret du 22 mai 1790, Assemblée nationale, Moniteur universel du 23 mai,
Article 3: »Dans le cas d'hostilités imminentes ou commencées, d'un allié à soutenir,
d'un droit à conserver par la force des armes, le roi sera tenu d'en donner, sans aucun
délai, la notification au corps législatif, et d'en faire connaître les causes et les motifs;
et si le corps législatif est en vacance il se rassemblera sur-le-champ«.
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another people.25 Ministers and members of government who set an unlawful attack in motion were to be called to account for high treason.26 However, a clear and precise definition of the most frequently used terms - »conquest«, »aggression«, »offensive war« - was never provided.27
The narrowing of the term »aggression« that occurred in the twentieth
century, to mean the first-use of armed force, cannot be traced to the ideology of the Revolution. In this respect the international law of today has gone
beyond that of the Revolution. Such a general, juridical definition of »war of
aggression« was contrary to the missionary and ideological motives of the
revolutionaries. The war against Austria of 1792, which was provoked by the
Girondists, was justified by a stereotypical confirmation of the illegality of
wars of aggression, that this was not a war of »nation against nation« but the
lawful defence of a free nation against the illegal aggression of a king (»la
juste défense d'un peuple libre contre l'injuste aggression d'un roi«). The
mere existence of a monarchical form of government was considered to
constitute aggression.28 With good reason this view has been called the
proclamation of universal civil war: »War to Rings, Peace to Nations« - as
Merlin de Thionville said on 20 April 1792 in words which were repeatedly
quoted and modified. This »crusade of universal liberty«29 was understood
as such, and not as a war in the traditional sense. It was the ultimate »war
against war« without the traditional limits or »hedgings« of war.30 The
enemy was no longer to be respected as »iustus hostis«, but was criminalised,31 defamed as an »enemy of the human race« 32 who deserved no mercy
in battle, no status as a prisoner of war.33

25 Décret du 22 mai 1790, Assemblée nationale, Moniteur universel du 23 mai,
Article 4: »L'assemblée nationale déclare que la nation française renonce à entreprendre aucune guerre dans la vue de faire des conquêtes et qu'elle n'emploiera
jamais ses forces contre la liberté d'aucun Peuple«.
26 Décret du 22 mai, Assemblée nationale, Moniteur universel du 23 mai, Article 4:
»Si le corps léglislatif juge que les hostililités commencées sont une agression coupable de la part des ministres, ou de quelques autres agens du pouvoir exécutif, l'auteur de cette agression sera poursuivi comme coupable de lèse-nation«.
27 Wolfgang Martens, op cit. note 5, p. 297.
28 Roman Schnur, op cit. note 4, p. 311: »The other is as an other the aggressor; further proof of the attack is not required, because it is not the other's behaviour which
is relevant, but his existence«.
29 »Une croisade de la liberté universelle«: - Brissot on 30 December 1791. See:
Schnur, ibid., p. 313.
30 Carl Schmitt, Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum
Europaeum,
1950, pp. 44, 122 ff.
31 »Une telle guerre [offensive' droit etre regardée comme un crime« - Mirabeau,
20 May 1790. See: Mirkine, »La guerre juste«, op cit. note 23, p. 233.
32 On 7 August 1793 the Convention decreed: »La convention déclare, au nom du
peuple français, que William Pitt, ministre du gouvernement britannique, est l'ennemi du genre humain« - E. Nys, »La révolution française et le droit international«, in
Etudes de droit international et de droit politique, 1896-1901, p. 318 at 397.
33 »II ne sera fait aucun prisonnier anglais ou hanovorien« - Decree of the National
Convention of 27 May 1794. See: Nys, ibid., p. 399.
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The intellectual connection between the Revolution's concept of war and
the idea concerning the outlawry of war that evolved after the First World
War did not lie in a legally definable prohibition on wars of aggression.
Rather, it lay in the introduction of a new terminology into the doctrine of
bellum iustum, an ambiguous and ideologically tainted terminology of
aggressive and defensive war; in the criminalisation of the enemy and the
calling into question of the ius in bello, the traditional legal constraints on
the conduct of war; and in the revival of the idea of collective security.
At the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries
all the Revolution's solemn proclamations against conquest, aggressive war
and the suppression of freedom were only a prelude to the numerous wars
conducted by the armies of revolutionary and Napoleonic France. These
wars differed from the armed struggles of preceding centuries, above all
through their greater intensity and the ideological cloakthat was superimposed over the causes and objects of war.
The French Age of the law of nations thus ended in a global historical crisis during the course of which the legal order of Europe collapsed completely. Yet the ideas of the Revolution did not lead to the establishment of a
new legal order. After two decades of arbitrariness and lawlessness the
European nations resumed the traditions of the law of nations, influenced
by changed conditions and on the basis of a new, stabilised political balance
of power. However, in the same way that the Revolution had markedly transformed the political face of Europe and the world, the character of the international legal order of the new Age was bound to have changed as well. Yet
for a century the ideas of the Revolution concerning the law of nations contributed next to nothing to this order; only in 1919 did they experience a
rebirth.

Part Four

»International Law«

The International Legal Order of the British Age
1815-1919
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Figure 35: Summit meeting in the style of the times: the Peace of Tilsit between Napoleon I
and Tsar Alexander I was negotiated on a raft in the boundery river Njemen (25 June 1807).
(Copper engraving by Lameau and Misbach).
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Figure 36: T h e C o n g r e s s of V i e n n a ( s k e t c h by l s a b e y , f o r t h e
o f f i c i a l p a i n t i n g p r o d u c e d by h i m in 1815).

Figure 37: T h e »Holy Alliance« of t h e t h r e e K a s t e ™ E u r o p e a n m o n a r c h s :
T s a r A l e x a n d e r 1, E m p e r o r F r a n z I of A u s t r i a a n d King F r i e d r i c h W i l h e l m III
of P r u s s i a ( 1 8 1 5 ) . ( L i t h o g r a p h f r o m a c o p p e r e n g r a v i n g by C. Hock).
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Figure 38: Prinz Kiemenz Wenzel Metternich
(1775-1859).
(Photograph from the family collection).

Figure 39: Charles Maurice de Tallyrand,
Prince of Benevent, Count of TallvrandPérigord (1754-1838).
(Painting by Ary Scheffer).

Figure 40: Viscount Robert Stewart
Castlereagh, Marquiss of Londonderry
(17S9-1822).
(Painting by Sir T h o m a s Lawrence).

Figure 41: Prinz Carl August von Hardenberg
(Painting by II. Schröder).

Chapter One
British Predominance in the State System

I. Britain and Europe in the Nineteenth Century
The nineteenth century was the age of British predominance in a different
sense from that in which the eighteenth century was the age of French predominance, or the sixteenth century was the age of Spanish predominance.
From 1815 until 1830 the European continent stood under the controlling
influence of the Holy Alliance, from which Britain increasingly kept its
distance. Britain certainly was, together with Russia, Austria, Prussia and
France, one of the group of leading European powers, the »Pentarchy«,
which steered Europe's course with the help of diplomatic contacts and conferences of the Concert of Europe. However, it was not »the leading power«
in Europe in the same sense in which France or Spain had formerly been.
Nor did it wish to be. In the words of Golo Mann, it intended to »lead by not
leading, by preventing another power on the old continent from becoming
overwhelmingly strong«.1 Thus, the leadership of Europe lay temporarily in
the hands of Napoleon III and, after 1871, undoubtedly in those of Otto von
Bismarck. Britain fought a difficult struggle to maintain its position of power
from 1871 until the critical days of April 1917. Nevertheless, this entire age
fell inescapably under the spell of a Britain predominance, which was based
on the steadily increasing power of its global empire and exercised from the
periphery.
In respect of the development of international law in the nineteenth century this constellation had the effect that, on the one hand and primarily
under British influence, international law increased in scope to become universal. On the other hand, this universal international law confronted a narrower, European international law. This European international law now
took on the character of a regional subsystem of international law which
was intergrated into the framework of the general, universal international
law. This regional system crystallised in the organisation of the »Holy
Alliance« and - outlasting it for a half a century - the »Concert of Europe«.
II. The Holy Alliance and the Concert of Europe
After the convulsions experienced by the European State system during the
revolutionary and Napoleonic periods, the Congress of Vienna of 1814-15
restored the political equilibrium and created a new order. This new order
1 »[f]ühren im Nichtfiihren, im Hindern, dass eine andere Macht auf dem alten
Kontinent sich überwältigend stark machte« - Mann, »Politische Entwicklung Europas und Amerikas 1815-1871,« in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 8, p. 373.
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became extraordinarily stable and durable despite the strong tensions within it. It w a s designed by the most brilliant exponents of classical diplomacy 2
and based on two main elements: first, a well-balanced distribution of territories, which did not submit unconditionally to the demands of the nationality principle but continued undisturbed by the dynamics of nationalism to
take account of historical, cultural, economic and strategic considerations;
second, a specific f o r m of co-operation and c o m m o n leadership in Europe
through the narrower group of Great Powers. T h e process and the results of
the Congress of Vienna need not be explained in detail here. H o w e v e r , it
should be r e m e m b e r e d that the diplomacy used by Charles de Talleyrand in
Vienna to obtain the right of co-determination for France produced a series
of formulations of lasting relevance.
At the preliminary conference of 22 September 1814 the four most important victors of the Napoleonic wars - Austria, Russia, Prussia and Britain - had
already agreed that the distribution of the territories to be ceded by France
was the exclusive affair of the four allies which had conquered those territories. France and Spain would only be consulted, as signatories of the Paris
Peace Treaty, after an agreement had been reached. In this situation, ensuring that France would participate on the basis of equal rights was a task
requiring truely masterful diplomatic skills. Talleyrand succeeded in accomplishing this task. T h e tool he used was an instruction - of which he himself
was probably the author - issued by Louis XVIII about the foundations and
the procedure of the Congress. T h e instruction's starting point was the principle of the »universality« of the Congress, which had already appeared in
Article 32 of the Paris Peace Treaty. As a consequence of this principle the
conclusion was drawn that sovereignty over all territories lying within the
» c o m m o n domain of Europe« (»domaine commun de l'Europe«) could only
be transferred by the »general society of Europe« (»société générale de
l'Europe«). T h e consent of each State was required to those decisions which
concerned it, in order to make those decisions legally binding.
However, it was not intended by this guiding principle to make all
European States (i.e. m o r e than forty minor States in addition to the eight signatories of the Paris Treaty) party to all of the deliberations. Talleyrand also
wanted the different States to have different, graduated degrees of influence
on the deliberations of the Congress and he did not regard membership of
the group of victorious powers as a criterion determining the extent of their
influence. His instruction therefore proposed a new, rather attractive formula: States would be allowed to participate in the decision-making process, not
in accordance with their power, but in accordance with their degree of interest in the question at hand. However, it was implicit that the Great Powers
would always be fundamentally interested in every question: » L e s grandes
2 P. R. Rohden, Die klassische Diplomatie, Von Kaunitz bis Metternich (Leipzig, 1939);
Karl Griewank, Der Wiener Kongress und die Neuordnung Europas (Leipzig, 1942);
Guglielmo Ferrerò, Reconstruction. Talleyrand à Vienne, 1814-1815 (1940); Henry A.
Kissinger, A World Restored. Castlereagh, Metternich and the Restoration of Peace,
1812-1822 (1957); H. von Srbik, Metternich der Staatsmann und der Mensch (Munich,
1925); Sir Charles Webster, The Foreign Policy of Castlereagh (2 Vols., 1925/1931).
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puissances seules, embrassant l'ensemble, ordonneraient chacune des parties par rapport au tout«. T h e minor States would participate only in respect
of those questions w h e r e their interests w e r e directly affected. Talleyrand
was so diplomatically skillful that he succeeded in obtaining acceptance of
this formula even before the Congress was officially inaugurated. T i m e and
again, until the period of the Geneva League of Nations, this formula was
used by the Great Powers to justify their dominant role at international congresses and conferences. In Vienna, it displaced the term »Allied Powers« by
establishing the concept of »Principal Powers« (»puissances principales de
l'Europe«, »premières puissances«, »puissances du premier ordre«.) 3
T h e concept of a directorate of Great Powers steering the course of Europe
had crystallised in the last phase of the struggle against Napoleon even
before Talleyrand's cunning formulations in Vienna. At the Congress of
Châtillon held between 5 February and 19 March 1814 the four principal
allies had already claimed that they w e r e negotiating the peace with France,
not only in their own names, but on behalf of Europe as a w h o l e (»de traiter
de la paix ... avec la France au nom de l'Europe ne formant qu'un seul tout«).
T h e Treaty of Chaumont which was concluded on 1 March 1814 confirmed
this principle. It also coined the term »concert«, by which it bound the signatories to devote all of their energies to the w a r and to use them in perfect concert in order to procure a general peace for themselves and for Europe (»les
employer dans un parfait concert afin de se procurer à elles-mêmes et à
l'Europe une paix générale« - Article l ) . 4 T h e Paris Alliance Treaty of 20
N o v e m b e r 1815 added an important idea of an organisational character, in
that Article 5 provided for periodic congresses for the maintenance of peace
in Europe. At the first meeting following the Congress of Vienna, in Aix-laChapelle in 1818, this »Quadruple Alliance« was extended to include France.
It thus became a »Pentarchy«, »a diplomatic concert between the five courts
with the unique and explicit aim of maintaining the general peace«. 5
British diplomacy under Viscount Castlereagh held fast to this decisive,
guiding concept. T h e m o r e the »Concert«, under the influence of the continental monarchies, b e c a m e closely linked with the ideology of the Holy Alliance, the legitimisation of the restoration and the tendency collectively to
suppress revolutionary movements in Europe, the m o r e Britain distanced itself f r o m its policies. 6

3 See: British memorandum of 16 November 1814; J. von Elbe, »Die Wiederherstellung der Gleichgewichtsordnung durch den Wiener Kongress,« (1934) 4 Zeitschrift
für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 226.
4 G.F. von Martens et al. (eds.), Nouveau Recueil de Traités (16 Vols., 1808/59) Vol. 1, p. 683 ff.;
Κ. Strupp, Documents pour servir à l'histoire du droit des gens (5 Vols., 1923), Vol. 1, p. 148 ff.;
Comte d'Angeberg, Le Congrès de Vienne et les traités de 1815 (2 Vols., 1863), Vol. 1, p. 105 if.
5 »[cjoncert diplomatique entre les cinq courts, ayant pour but unique et explicite le
maintien de la paix générale«. See: Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 103 ff.; d'Angeberg,
ibid., Vol. 2, p. 1638. For the Protocol of Aix-la-Chapelle see: Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1),
p. 104; Martens, ibid., Vol. 4, p. 549.
6 Harold Nicolson, Der Wiener Kongress oder über die Einigkeit unter Verbündeten,
1812-1822, 1947, pp. 274 ff., 292 ff.
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T h e guiding concept of the Holy Alliance had already been prefigured in the
Pillnitz Convention of 27 August 1791, in which the signatories undertook »to
regard the situation in which His Majesty the King of France presently finds
himself as a matter of common interest to all the sovereigns of Europe«. 7
T h e partners in the coalition wars c a m e together on the basis of this concept. Friedrich von Gentz revealed the intellectual foundation of this coalition in his 1801 treatise Über den Ursprung und Charakter des Krieges gegen
die Französische
Revolution
(»On the Origin and Character of the War
against the French Revolution«). T h e Holy Alliance derived its most significant ideological features f r o m its initiator, Tsar Alexander I of Russia. Its
contractual basis was the convention concluded and signed in Paris on 14
and 26 September 1815 by the monarchs of Austria, Prussia and Russia. 8
T h e Holy Alliance was at first not taken seriously by its Austrian and
Prussian partners. Its importance g r e w in response to the revolutionary
movements which e m e r g e d in various European States after 1815. It
formed, on the one hand, the ideological background to the Great P o w e r
Congresses which w e r e convened on the basis of the Paris Treaty. On the
other hand, it was f r o m these Congresses that the Holy Alliance received its
»Realpolitik« character. After the accession of France in Aix-la-Chapelle in
1818, nearly all of the heads of European States joined over the course of the
next f e w years. T h e Congresses of TVoppau (1820), Laibach ( L j u b l j a n a )
(1821) and Verona (1822) marked the highpoint of this development. At
these Congresses the profile of an international legal order became visible
which, in contrast to the universalist system it replaced, was founded on a
substantive principle of legitimacy. This was the last attempt to establish an
international legal order on the basis of the Christian-European communitarian consciousness, on dynastic solidarity and the monarchical form of
government which was rooted in the idea of the divine right of kings.
T h e structure of this order was strictly hierarchical: the right to lead and
control that is claimed by the Great Powers has never been exercised m o r e
exclusively and unconditionally than in these years. T h e minor States of
Europe w e r e w e a k e r than ever. Any concept of the equality and equal rights
of States was out of the question. T h e minor States w e r e not invited at all to
the Congresses in TVoppau, Laibach and Verona. W h e n Ring William of
W ü r t t e m b e r g complained and d e m a n d e d that his State be admitted,
Metternich responded by breaking off diplomatic relations. T h e Directorate

7 »de regarder la situation où se trouve actuellement S.M. le Roi de France comme
un objet d'un intérêt commun à tous les souverains de l'Europe«. See: v. Kamptz,
Völkerrechtliche Erörterung des Rechts der europäischen Mächte, in die Verfassung
eines einzelnen Staates sich zu mischen, p. 157.
8 Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 107 ff.; Martens, op cit. note 4, p. 656; Strupp, op cit. note
4, Vol. 1, p. 205; W.P. Cresson, The Holy Alliance, 1922; W. Näf, Zur Geschichte der
Heiligen Allianz, 1928; H.J. Pirenne, La Sainte Alliance (2 Vols., 1946/1949). M.
Bourquin, »La Sainte Alliance, un essai d'organisation européene,« (1953 II) 83
Receuil des Cours 377 at 451 ff., concluded that the Holy Alliance was on balance a
failure. He criticised its »reactionary interventionism« as »a tragic error«, but regarded the Alliance itself as a point of departure for a »federal organisation of Europe«.
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of the Alliance regarded itself as a kind of supra-national authority having
the competence to settle authoritatively all disputes and conflicts between
minor States. Thus, at the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1818, the Alliance
powers settled the dispute between Denmark on one side and Norway and
Sweden on the other concerning the adjustment of debts - the dispute
having arisen as a result of Norway having dissolved its union with Denmark and established a new union with Sweden.
The main principles of the Holy Alliance were formulated at the
Congresses of 1820, 1821 and 1822. They were the principle of intervention
for the maintenance of legitimate regimes and the principle of non-recognition of revolutionary governments. The Congress of Troppau authorised
Austria to intervene, in the name of the Holy Alliance, in the Kingdom of
Naples and to restore the monarchy that was in danger of being overthrown
there. The Congress of Verona authorised France to intervene in Spain for
the same purpose. However, in the same years in which these interventions
were successfully being conducted, it was becoming clear that the Holy
Alliance was not only an ideological anachronism unable to resist the rising
currrent of liberalism and democratic nationalism, but that it was not sufficiently grounded in the realities of political power to be able to fulfill its role.
At this point in time it was no longer possible to establish a European Order
without the participation of Britain. The fate of the Holy Alliance was
sealed when Britain turned away from Castlereagh's continentally-oriented
policy. On 27 September 1822 the new Foreign Secretary, George Canning,
instructed the British delegate in Verona, the Duke of Wellington, to inform
the Congress »that his Majesty, whatever may happen, will not participate in
such an intervention [in Spain]«.9 Canning was no longer able to prevent the
French intervention in Spain, but he was able to prevent that intervention
from extending into Portugal.
The Holy Alliance was unable to master the revolutionary developments
of subsequent years, particularly the insurrection in Greece and the emancipation of the Latin American States. An independent Greece was established with British assistance. The Alliance's plans to intervene in Latin
America provoked an immediate reaction from the United States in the form
of the Monroe Doctrine Declaration of 1823. It was also unable to stop
Belgium's revolutionary secession from the Kingdom of the United
Netherlands in 1830. Although the Kingdom of Belgium was created with
the consent of the Great Powers of Europe, the Holy Alliance was no longer
the forum in which declarations of consent were made; another »European
Concert« had replaced the Holy Alliance, a body in which Britain could better bring its political weight to bear. The Holy Alliance was not even able to
agree a resolution in respect of the February Revolution in France in 1830.
When Austria intervened in the Romagna in 1833 in favour of the Vatican,
France occupied Ancona, thus demonstrating its disapproval of the Austrian
9 H. v. Rotteck, Das Recht der Einmischung in die inneren Angelegenheiten eines fremden Staates, vom vernunftrechtlichen,
historischen und politischen Standpunkte erörtert (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1845) p. 79; H.W.V. Temperley, The Foreign Policy of
Canning 1822-1827,1925; Sir Charles Petrie, George Canning (2nd edn., 1946).
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action. The disintegration of this alliance of conservative monarchies for the
suppression of revolutionary movements thus became evident.
The group of the five most important powers remained unchanged after
these developments and favoured the rule that all changes which concerned
the structure of Europe in some essential way still had to come before conferences of the European Concert.
Different »systems of gravitation« gradually prevailed in respect of the
minor States: Spain belonged to the French sphere of influence, Portugal to
the British, the Netherlands and the States on the Baltic Sea to the Prussian,
the Italian States to the Austrian, and the Eastern States to the Russian
sphere of influence. 10 With the neutralisation of Switzerland 11 a new type of
minor State emerged which, as a result of the multiple overlappings of Great
Power interests, could not be attributed to any one of these spheres of influence. In the course of the nineteenth century this type of State would be
used many times in the exercise of the British policy of the balance of power,
especially in the cases of Belgium and Luxembourg. 12
Parallel to the disintegration of the Holy Alliance a regrouping occurred
among the minor States. The Greco-Turkish War of 1822-29 resulted in the
creation of an independent Kingdom of Greece. It was no accident that the
constitution of this new State was proclaimed by a conference of the Great
Powers in London on 3 February 1830. Together with the confirmation of
the autonomy of Serbia and the Danube principalitites by the Treaty of
Adrianople in 1829, this development was the basis of a new grouping of
minor States in the Balkans. The establishment of an independent and neutralised Kingdom of the Belgians was also the outcome of a conference held
in London in 1830-31.
The Greek question produced a new constellation in relations between
the Great Powers. On the one hand, Russia cut the decaying ties which held
together the three conservative eastern powers, the core of the Holy
10 P. Herre, Die kleinen Staaten Europas und die Entstehung des Weltkrieges, 1937, p. 3.
11 The Swiss have always maintained that the »permanent neutrality« of Switzerland
is based on the »Déclaration du Congrès de Vienne« of 20 March 1815, the »Acte d'accession de la confédération de la Suisse« of 27 May 1815 and the »Acte portant reconnaissance et garantie de la neutralité perpétuelle de la Suisse et de l'inviolabilité de
son territoire«, signed in Paris on 27 November 1815. According to this v i e w it was not
a »neutralisation« but a freely chosen policy which was recognised by the Great
Powers and imposed no contractual obligations on Switzerland. See: Martens, op cit.
note 11, pp. 157, 173, 740; Hertslet, Map of Europe, Vol. 1, pp. 64, 70, 370; Grewe,
Fontes, Vol. 3(1), pp. 134, 138, 140; Schweizer, Geschichte der schweizerischen Neutralität (Frauenfeld, 1895); Brunner, Über die rechtliche Natur der schweizerischen
Neutralität
(Zürich, 1922); von Waldkirch, Die dauernde Neutralität
der Schweiz
(Basel, 1926); Paulick, Geschichtliche Entwicklung und rechtliche Grundlage der sogenannten dauernden Neutralität der Schweiz unter besonderer Berücksichtigung
der
tVeltkriegszeit (Leipzig, 1940).
12 Other cases of neutralisation include those of Malta, provided for in the Treaty of
Amiens of 1802 but not brought into force, and the Free City of Krakow, provided for
in the Tripartite Treaty between Russia, Austria and Prussia of 3 May 1815, which
became part of the Vienna Act of the Congress.
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Alliance, and did so in order to seize the opportunity to destroy Turkey. It
sided with England and France w h i l e Austria and Prussia sided with the
Sultan. H o w e v e r , faced with a revolt in Poland, Russia soon returned into the
group of conservative eastern monarchies through the Treaty of Miinchengrätz of 1833. Its infringement in the Balkans, its advances towards the
Mediterranean after the Treaty of Adrianople, as w e l l its penetration into the
Caucasus, Turkestan and Siberia aggravated Anglo-Russian antagonism
anew. On the other hand, after 1883 Britain f o r m e d a n e w »Quadruple
Alliance« of constitutional monarchies, which was based on co-operation
with France and included Spain and Portugal. H o w e v e r , this was a shortterm experiment. Thiers' attempts to gain influence in Egypt resulted in a
n e w severe crisis for the Anglo-French »entente«.
T h e antagonism between the conservative east and the liberal west
remained the determinative factor until 1848. H o w e v e r , this constellation of
p o w e r had nothing in c o m m o n with the Holy Alliance, the ideological basis
of which had been abandoned. T h e parties w e r e n o w brought together by
calculations of political interests within the interplay of power. W h e r e a s the
concert of the Great Powers continued to exercise its o v e r w h e l m i n g influence, the position of the minor States experienced a qualitative change.
As modest as the political weight of the minor States might have been in particular situations, it was n o w used to a greater d e g r e e than before by the
Great Powers, and above all by Britain, to stabilise the n o w much m o r e
complicated system of the balance of power. A policy of negotiations with
the minor States replaced the imposition of authoritarian decisions. 13 Even
if this approach could look very different, depending on whether it was
applied to a partner of equal rights and roughly equal strength or to a
w e a k e r partner unable to resist diplomatic pressure, it nevertheless offered
the minor States a better opportunity to assert themselves. T h e y thus sought
to improve their position by becoming the protagonists of a firmly grounded
international legal order. Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland bec a m e the centres of increasing international legal activity. Naturally
enough, all of their suggestions remained impregnated by a distrust of the
p o w e r politics of the Great Powers.
T h e m o r e feudal block of eastern monarchies fell apart conclusively as a
result of the Revolution of 1848. T h e diplomatic defeat suffered by Prussia at
the hands of Austria in Olmütz in 1850 sealed the rivalry between the two
most p o w e r f u l German States. T h e w a y was paved for a regrouping of the
European powers which, through the expansionist policies of Napoleon III
and his antogonists Count Cavour and Bismarck, led to a far-reaching transformation of the European State system.
T h e Russian occupation of the Danube principalities triggered the
Crimean W a r of 1854-56, out of which France - with the assistance of Britain
- e m e r g e d victorious. Once again the Concert of the Great Powers convened
in Paris. Turkey was n o w expressly included in this circle, which called itself the »concert européen« and its legal order the »droit public européen«.
Once again the five principal powers of Europe, supplemented by Turkey
13 Herre, op cit. note 10, p. 3 ff.
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and Sardinia, settled in a sovereign manner the affairs of the continent. The
principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia were united in a principality of
Rumania, the Dardanelles were closed to all warships and the Black Sea was
neutralised. At the end of the century some representatives of minor States
still questioned and even rejected the competence of the powers which gathered in Paris to settle all questions concerning the peace and political
order of Europe without the consent of all the other States. On the whole,
however, the Concert was respected and the decisions which it made were
recognised. Even in 1920, a commission of jurists created by the Council of
the League of Nations came to the conclusion that the Statute of the Aaland
Islands, which had been concluded by the Paris Peace Conference of 1856
(as one of the numerous collateral decisions of that conference), had to be
respected by Sweden even though it had not participated in the decision. 14
All these results of the Paris Peace Conference did not change the basic
structure of the European State system. Only in subsequent years did the
preparatory stage of a great transformation begin. Irritated by the overseas
enterprises of Napoleon III, Britain for the first time in decades saw a rival
appearing on colonial soil. The understanding between the two Entente
Powers faded away and Napoleon III turned towards Russia. At the same
time he sought to make the dynamic, revolutionary power of the principle
of nationality serve the purposes of his policy. His efforts in this respect coincided with those of Cavour, the creator of modern Italy.
The national unity of Italy grew out of the Franco-Austrian War of 1859. It
was completed without France, even against France, which in 1860 was paid
for it efforts with the cession to it of Nice and part of Savoy. In 1866 the new
alliance with Prussia offered the new Kingdom of Italy the opportunity,
during the Austro-Prussian War, to incorporate Venetia and, after Sedan in
1870, the city which nature and history had predetermined to be its capital,
Rome.
At the same time the political face of Europe was even more profoundly
changed by the unification of Germany. It was during the wars of 1864,1866
and 1870-71 that the decision to unify took hold, before being formally concluded in the Hall of Mirrors in Versailles on 18 January 1871. The loose
legal framework of the German Confederation had fallen apart and, out of
the transitional status of the »North-German Confederation«, the federal
State of the German Reich emerged. Bismarck's constitution of 16 April 1871
formed the basis of this new State. The rise of these new powers brought the
system of the Pentarchy to a definitive end. An extension and continuation
of the »Concert« within its existing framework was no longer possible. The
foundations of the balance of power system had been shaken too deeply.
The problems which had developed out of the new power constellation
were too far-reaching, the antagonistic interests too prone to tensions. New
forms had to be found with which to constrain and co-ordinate the newly
released energies.
14 Société des Nations, JO. Suppl. Spéc. No. 3 (Oct. 1920), »La Question des îles
d'Aaland. Rapport de la commission des Juristes,« pp. 17-9.
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Figure 42: P a r i s Peace C o n f e r e n c e of 1856 ( p a i n t i n g by D u b u f e ) .

Figure 43: T h e first h i g h level s e s s i o n of the B e r l i n C o n g r e s s in the » K e i c h s k a n z l e r p a l a i s « ,
17 J u n e 1878 ( f r o m left to right: Buchet', Herbert B i s m a r c k , O u b r i l , S c h u u a l o f f , GortschakolT,
Russell, S a l i s b u r y , Reaconsfielrl, H a y m e r l e , Karoly, A n d r a s s y , B i s m a r c k , VVaddington, St. Vallier,
D u p r e z , C o u t Corti, de l.annay, M e h e m e t l Ali Pascha, S a a d u l l a h Bei, K a r a t h e o d o r i .
( D r a w i n g by Liiders).
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III. The Age of Bismarck (1871-1890)
Europe's fate, which after 1890 took its inevitable course towards the tragedy of the July Crisis of 1914, was most deeply rooted in its failure to join the
energies which had been released by the movements for national unity in
the decade f r o m 1860 to 1870 with the forces of the old system in a n e w
order of peace and accommodation - and thereby establish a new, workable
constitution for the State system. T h e statesmanly leadership of Bismarck
could compensate for this shortcoming for two decades and prevent it f r o m
doing harm, but it could not r e m o v e it. Bismarck's system of alliances was
much too unstable, much too complicated and much too much dependent
on its master's vigilant hand to have f o r m e d a permanent means of adjustment between the powers. 1 5
From 1872 onwards Bismarck's system was based on the » T h r e e Emperors
understanding« between Germany, Austria and Russia. T h e crisis of 1875 was
brought on by France's quick recovery and intensive rearmament. During
this crisis the global antagonists Britain and Russia joined together to oppose
a further enhancement of the German p o w e r position, thus revealing the
weaknesses and fragility of all of the coalitions into which Bismarck entered
to defend the severely threatened existence of the Reich. During the FrancoGerman War of 1870-71 Britain had already revised the hostile attitude
towards France that it had maintained during the rule of Napolean III and
begun to fight the m o r e dangerous of its rivals, the German Reich. It n o w had
to abandon the »splendid isolation« it been able to afford for half a century.
T h e relationship with Britain thus became the key issue of German
foreign policy, which it tried in vain to manipulate to its advantage. Bismarck temporarily succeeded in containing the dangers inherent in that
relationship by making use of Britain's even m o r e strongly felt antagonism
towards Russia. Russia, which in 1870 had countermanded the neutralisation of the Black Sea despite a unanimous protest by the signatories of the
Paris Peace Treaty, experienced a tremendous increase in p o w e r as a result
of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78. It was with Russian support that Serbia
and Montenegro had rebelled against Turkish domination. Russia's absolute
victory resulted in the Peace of San Stefano which established Serbia,
Montenegro and Rumania as f r e e and independent States. Bulgaria remained a tributary Turkish State, but it was otherwise able to strengthen its
political independence.
Britain and Austria's opposition to these events conjured up the danger
of a general war. Bismarck countered their opposition by convening the
Congress of Berlin of 1878, the brilliant closing performance of the European Concert, which w a s carried out by the five principal powers - again as w e l l as Turkey and Italy. 16 T h e presence of several heads of government
15 As the literature on Bismarck's foreign and alliance policy is abundant, only the
last great biography is cited here: Lothar Gall, Bismarck. Der weisse Revolutionär
(Berlin, 1980).
16 Gordon Craig, Deutsche Geschichte 1866-1945 (Munich, 1980), p. 110, called it the
»greatest assembly of diplomatic heads since the great Congress in Vienna«.
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- among them the British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli - almost gave it
the character of a »summit c o n f e r e n c e « (had this term existed at the time).
For the last time the Concert regulated the relations in a large region of
Europe, namely the Balkans, as it had previously settled disputes over the
I\irkish Straits (1840-41 in London, 1856 in Paris, 1871 again in London),
the Danish question (1852 in L o n d o n ) and the independence of Belgium and
Luxembourg (1831 and 1867 in London).
At the Berlin Congress as well, inter-State relations in part of Europe w e r e
regulated, boundaries w e r e drawn and constitutional guarantees entrenched
- and all this once again under the dominant influence of the Great Powers.
T h e fate and political forms of the Balkan States w e r e decisively determined.
Russia had to pull back and give up many of the concessions it had obtained
at San Stefano. Its adversaries obtained considerable compensations. Austria
was entrusted with the administration of Bosnia-Herzegovina. Britain had its
possession of Cyprus confirmed, but was satisfied most by having succeeded
in consolidating the political equilibrium it sought on the continent.
T h e defeat of Russia resulted in a deep estrangement between Berlin and
St. Petersburg and brought the » T h r e e Emperors' understanding« to an end.
Bismarck had to establish his alliance system on a n e w foundation. After difficult internal struggles he prevailed with the conclusion of the GermanoAustrian Dual Alliance of 1879. On this basis he succeeded, not only in attracting Italy and widening the Dual Alliance into a Triple Alliance in 1882, but more importantly - in making it necessary for Russia to adopt a n e w approach
in respect of its former partners and establish a policy of »reinsurance«. This
policy led to the Germano-Austrian-Russian Neutrality Agreements of 1881
and 1884 and the Germano-Russian Reinsurance Treaty of 1887.
This sensitive and complicated system collapsed w h e n its creator withdrew
from the political leadership of the Reich in 1890. T h e statesmanship which
had prevented the European world of States f r o m disintegrating into several
rigid blocks of alliances, confronting each other in irreconcilable hostility, disappeared. Only a f e w years before, at the Berlin-Congo Conference of 1885,
the system had proved its balancing and peace-making effectiveness in the
new, tension-filled sphere of revitalised overseas colonial expansion policies
of the European powers. After 1890 the opposing camps clashed irreconcilably, both overseas and within the narrower sphere of Europe.
T h e period which was n o w coming to an end could be called the » A g e of
Bismarck«, in the sense that his superior statesmanship secured him a
dominant role in this final period of the European Concert. He »had founded
the n e w German Reich as a solid and powerful bloc right in the centre of the
continent«, had »restored Europe's position in the world«, which was already
overshadowed by the rise of the n e w w o r l d powers of Russia and the United
States, and » s e e m e d to have bestowed increased strength upon it«. 17

17 »[d]as neue Deutsche Reich genau in der Mitte des Kontinents als einen soliden
und mächtigen Block gegründet hatte« - »Europas Stellung in der Welt ... wieder
hergestellt und ihm einen neuen Stärkezuwachs verliehen zu haben schien« G. Barraclough, Tendenzen der Geschichte im 20. Jahrhundert, 1967, p. 102.
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However, it should not be overlooked that, despite the role it played in
Europe, the Reich created by Bismarck could never have obtained the same
rank and importance as the great world powers. The predominance of
Britain in the arena of world politics could not thereby have been broken,
nor should this possibility have entered Bismarck's mind. Even the
Congress of Berlin, the high point of the influence and respect which
Bismarck achieved in Europe, was, in the final analysis, a victory for British
diplomacy and confirmation of the role played by Britain in this Age.18
IV. The Disintegration of the European Order (1890-1919)
Towards the end of the century tensions between the Great Powers increased and the confrontational positions of the alliances hardened.
Rivalries were exacerbated as a result of new colonial acquisitions in Africa
and the struggle over Asian spheres of influence which took place within the
framework of the global expansionist policy of late imperialism. The cooperation between the Great Powers, which had been the basis of the
European Concert, disintegrated as a result of these developments, and with
it the regional European international law. An American historian of international law has accurately stated that Bismarck was the last statesman
»who seems to have been conscious of the old public law of Europe, and
with his retirement the last possibility of a restitution of the old system disappeared«. 19
No substantial, outwardly apparent changes to the political map of Europe
occurred in the period between 1890 and 1914. Apart from the annexation
of Bosnia-Herzegovina by Austria in 1908 and the territorial consequences
of the Balkan Wars of 1912-1913, there were no shifts in the territorial
status quo. The circle of States remained unchanged, with the exception
only of the dissolution of the Swedish-Norwegian Union in 1905 and the
establishment of an independent Albania in 1914.
The completion of alliances continued to progress without substantial
variation. The Triple Alliance of the central powers was renewed in 1891
and, in the same year (after the Reinsurance Treaty had not been extended
in 1890), the foundations of the Franco-Russian Entente were laid on the
occasion of the visit of the French fleet to Kronstadt, near St. Petersburg.
18 S. Maiwald, Der Berliner Kongress 1878 und das Völkerrecht. Die Lösung des Balkanproblems
im 19. Jahrhundert,
1948, p. 116.
19 J. Goebel, The Struggle for the Falkland Islands, A Study in Legal and
Diplomatic
History, 1927, p. 172 f. Carl Schmitt quoted this remark with approval and used it as
a point of departure for his thesis that the European order dissolved around 1890. See:
Schmitt, Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum Europaeum,
1950,
p. 200 ff; Schmitt, »Die Auflösung der europäischen Ordnung im international Law<,
1890-1959,« (1940) 5 Deutsche Rechtswissenschaft 267. This was correct in so far as
it referred to the dissolution of the »Concert of Europe« and the political order associated with it, including European-regional international law. However, it would be
incorrect to see this as referring to the universal international law that was just then
emerging. See: infra, p. 445 ff.
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Soon afterwards this n e w understanding was confirmed in a military convention in 1892 and formalised in a treaty of alliance in 1894. After the last
serious colonial clash between Britain and France over control of the Nile
Valley in Fashoda in 1898 was settled and an understanding achieved over
Egypt and M o r o c c o through a treaty in 1904, the w a y was open for the
Anglo-French Entente. It was underpinned by a military convention in 1905
and a marine convention in 1912. Once Britain and Russia, the two traditional antagonists in the field of global politics, had c o m e to an agreement
over Persia, Afghanistan and Tibet in 1907, these two alliance systems could
be completed by a third limb which had, until this point, been missing: the
Anglo-Russian Entente. It was sealed by the marine convention of 1914.
T h e network of alliances, which the Germans regarded as an »encirclement«, was thus closed. T h e diplomatic soil had been prepared for the constellation of European powers that existed on the eve of w a r in 1914. Britain
took the lead in this Triple Alliance, which had been forged by King
Edward VII.
In contrast to this relatively static situation in Europe, w o r l d politics outside Europe w e r e marked by strong movements and change during the same
period. T w o non-European powers reached the rank of Great Power. Japan,
which had entered world politics with its treaties of 1854 with the United
States and Britain, 1855 with Russia, 1856 with the Netherlands and 1861
with France and Prussia, had its military capability tested for the first time in
its war against China in 1894-95. Politically, it failed to benefit f r o m its victory due to Russian interference in the Peace Treaty of Shimonoseki. However,
supported by an alliance that it had entered into with Britain in 1902, Japan
dared to w a g e w a r against Russia in 1904-05. T h e outcome of this w a r definitively secured its Great P o w e r status. Under the aegis of Theodore Roosevelt
a peace was concluded in Portsmouth, Virginia, which gave Japan the protectorate over Korea and compelled Russia to renounce Manchuria. If Japan
failed to make other gains as a result of this war, this was due to the resistance of the other n e w overseas Great Power which was also, at the same
time, beginning to interfere m o r e actively in w o r l d politics: the United States.
T h e United States' thrust towards Cuba and the w a r against Spain which
this provoked in 1898 w e r e the prelude to the transition f r o m isolationism
to unconcealed imperialism in United States foreign policy. 20 This imperialism nevertheless reached back, albeit in a less blatant form, to the beginnings of United States history. 21
Hawaii and the Philippines, the two cornerstones of United States policy
and strategy in the Pacific, w e r e gained in this war. A treaty was concluded
with the n o w independent Cuba, which revealed for the first time the specific methods of United States colonial imperialism. Whilst Britain was
engaged by the Boer W a r of 1899-1902, the United States secured for itself
exclusive influence over the Panama Canal Zone through the Hay-Pouncefote Treaty of 1901.
20 F. Lenz, Die Vereinigten Staaten im Aufstieg zur Weltmacht (Stuttgart, 1946), p. 11
ff.; R. W. van Alstyne, The Rising American Empire (Oxford, 1960).
21 Barraclough, op cit. note 17, p. 106.
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T h e dynamic of w o r l d politics meant that Europe, despite a certain stability in its o w n affairs between 1890 and 1914, did not really achieve internal
tranquility but, on the contrary, stumbled f r o m one crisis to the next. Even
if the causes of these crises w e r e to a large extent rooted in overseas and
colonial relations, they produced crises within Europe. 2 2 T h e Greco-Turkish
War and the disputes over Crete in 1897 and Fashoda in 1898, the first
Morocco Crisis with the landing of the German Kaiser in Tangier in 1905
and the Conference of Algeciras in 1906, the crisis over the annexation of
Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1908 and the second M o r o c c o Crisis with the famous
»panther's leap« (the dispatch of a German gunboat) to Agadir in 1911, the
Italo-Turkish W a r over Tripoli and the outbreak of the Balkan War to which
it contributed, and finally the great July Crisis of 1914 - all these points of
heightened tension marked a temperature-curve which left no doubt that
Europe and the w o r l d - w i d e State system had entered a dangerous and by no
means normal stage of development in which conferences like that in
Algeciras could no longer display the peace-making and stabilising effectiveness that had been inherent to them in the period of the European
Concert. T h e W a r of 1914 was only the inevitable conclusion of this ongoing,
destructive process of crises which had taken hold of the State system.

V. The Rise of the Empire
Until w e l l after the middle of the nineteenth century British expansion in
the colonial overseas sphere took place almost without hindrance as the
ambitions of the continental powers focused exclusively on European problems. N o European p o w e r opposed the extension of British dominion in
India. T h e difficulties which had to be o v e r c o m e there lay in the nature of
the country itself and of its populations. It was the Sepoy rebellion of 1857
that was the most significant event in the history of British expansion in
India in the nineteenth century, not a w a r against colonial rivals. In 1858 the
sovereignty held by the East Indian Company ceased to exist even formally;
its Governor General b e c a m e Viceroy. In 1876 Disraeli convinced Q u e e n
Victoria to adopt the title »Empress of India«.
In the second quarter of the nineteenth century the foundations of the
modern British Empire w e r e laid with the settlement of Canada, Australia
and N e w Zealand. 2 3 T h e British North America Act of 1867 created the
Dominion of Canada with its federal structure. T h e Australian colonies, the
population density of which had increased rapidly since the gold discoveries
of 1851, gained full self-government in the 1850s. T h e first settlements in
N e w Zealand w e r e established in 1837. In that same year the N e w Zealand
Association founded by Gibbon Wakefield established the first British settle22 Barraclough, »Das europäische Gleichgewicht und der neue Imperialismus,« in
Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 8, p. 730 ff.
23 G.M. Trevelyan, British History in the Nineteenth Century (1782-1901) (1922; 14th
edn 1937) (German ed. - Brünn, 1938) p. 374; C. Brinkmann, England seit 1815
(Berlin, 1938) Vol. 2, p. 147 ff.
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ments, which were enough to prevent the French from occupying the South
Island. In South Africa as well, British expansion was at first not hampered
by the need to consider other European powers. The Dutch settlers of the
Cape Colony could not rely on their motherland for effective support. In
1836 they began their great »trek« to the north, but already in 1843 the
British followed them to Natal. Only the second and concluding phase of
British expansion in South Africa, which reached its climax in the Boer War
and came to an end with the foundation of the Union of South Africa in 1910,
was performed in full view of the jealous attention of all the other powers
which were interested in Africa.
However, Britain's dominant role in colonial expansion continued into the
second half of the nineteenth century when it had to take into account the
rivalry of other powers. Despite the strong French interest in the Suez Canal
and in Egypt, and despite the complicated legal situation concerning these
territories caused by Turkish suzerainty and the »capitulations«, Britain was
able, in 1881-82, to use the rebellion of the indigenous Egyptian troops
under Arabi Pasha to occupy the country and attach a diplomatic »advisor«
to the Khedive. Even if Egypt was formally declared a British Protectorate
only in 1914, it had been de facto such since 1882. The French, having
advanced to Fashoda on the Upper Nile during Kitchener's conquest of the
Sudan in 1896-98, could do little to prevent the complete and exclusive submission of this area under Britain and its satellite Egypt.
The weight of British policy under Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary
Robert Cecil, Third Marquis of Salisbury, exceeded that of all other nations.
It was the decisive element in the apportionment of central Africa in 188592. Concessions and compromises were inevitable in this phase of colonial
expansion, but in the end the biggest gains and the controlling influence in
all parts of the world fell to the British Empire. The »open-door« policy in
respect of China was conceded to the United States in 1900. Spheres of influence in respect of Persia and Afghanistan were agreed with the Russians in
1907. However, on balance British dominance in the Far and Middle East
was confirmed by these arrangements.
At the turn of the century a process of political growth was completed, in the
course of which the loss of the first British Colonial Empire in North America
was compensated by the building of a new Empire. In the period between
1862 and 1912 alone its territorial size doubled, so that it eventually embraced
a quarter of the Earth's land surface. The British fleet remained the undisputed master of all the »Seven Seas«, London was the banking and financial
metropolis of the world and, along with that, was the principal city of the leading trading and industrial nations in the age of the industrial revolution.
The powerful position of Britain which was anchored in overseas and
colonial possessions, could not be ignored in the international relations of
Europe. Actually, Europe during the nineteenth century could not escape
Britain's controlling influence for one instant. Political configurations such
as the Holy Alliance, the European Concert and the diplomatic leadership of
Bismarck were only possible because Britain's predominance expressed itself in a different way from the Spanish or French predominance of preceding centuries. It did not develop the kind of direct rule that was characte-
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ristic of continental powers, but rather the specifically British method of
»indirect rule« which is often described in relation to the internal structure
of the Empire.
The effectiveness and strength of this indirect domination appeared at
every turn of European history in the nineteenth century. The Holy Alliance
succumbed to British policies. The independence of Greece, Belgium and
Luxembourg was proclaimed in London. The opening and close of the
Crimean War were products of British diplomacy. The unification of Italy,
which had begun with the help of Napoleon III, was completed with the support of Lords Palmerston and Russell. Britain's political stance was the decisive factor in the dispute between the German generals and the Chancellor
over the shelling of Paris during the siege of 1870. The Congress of Berlin
was convened in order to satisfy the British protest against the San Stefano
settlement of the Balkan problems. Bismarck's alliance system revolved around the uncertainty in Anglo-German relations. The network of alliances
which encircled Germany on the eve of the First World War was eventually
established under British leadership.
In this thoroughly specific sense the nineteenth century was, in the
European State system as well as in global politics, the Age of British
Predominance. The weight of this fact determined the international legal
order of the Age.

Chapter Two
The Foundations of the International Legal Community:
The Idea of Civilisation and a Universal International Law
in a Global State System

At the beginning of the nineteenth century three factors came together and set
in motion the process of development which led to the expansion of the
European law of nations into a universal international law: the change of consciousness, conditioned by intellectual developments, which transformed the
»Christian-European family of nations« into a »Society of civilised nations«; the
expansion of the European State system into a global State system, which was
prompted above all by the development of a new world of States in the
Americas; Britain's rise to a position of predominance in this new global system as a result of its control over the world's oceans and its colonial possessions spread across the globe. The consequence of these developments was a
universal international law that was no longer restricted to Europe.

I. The Society of »Civilised« Nations
After 1815 the great international treaties stopped referring to »Christendom« as the communitarian body on which the law of nations rested. The
treaties of 1815 already indicated, in a remarkably pregnant and open fashion, that a significant change was occurring. The Declaration on the
Abolition of the Slave Trade used the terms »tous les pays civilisés«, »toutes
les puissances de la chrétienté« and »toutes les nations civilisées de la terre«
side by side.1 Later on the invocation of Christendom disappeared. Similarly,
the Vienna Protocol of 24 June 1814 on the foundation of the Kingdom of the
United Netherlands for the first time granted full freedom of faith and civil
equality to the adherents of non-Christian religions. 2 Treaties concluded
within the framework of the Holy Alliance continued to use the traditional
language for some time, but the circle of States united in this grouping no
longer represented the European family of nations as a whole. The attempt
of the continental powers within the Alliance to dress the political order of
1815 in the clothes of a Christian and legitimist law of nations soon failed.
When seen in light of the historical development of international law over
the nineteenth century as a whole, this was merely an episode.
1 G.F. von Martens, Nouveau Recueil Général de Traités (10 Vols., to 1874) Vol. 2,
p. 432; K. Strupp, Documents pour servir à l'histoire du droit des gens (5 Vols., 1923),
Vol. 1, p. 186; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 376.
2 Martens, ibid., p. 38; Strupp, ibid., p. 157; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 253.
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The identification of the international legal community with the community of civilised nations 3 which was suggested by the Vienna Declaration on
the Abolition of the Slave Trade found its clearest and most general expression in the preamble of the First Hague Convention on the Laws and
Customs of Land Warfare of 29 July 1899. In establishing provisions to regulate more closely the customs of land warfare the Contracting Parties
explained that they were »[ajnimated by the desire to serve ... the interests
of humanity and the ever-increasing demands of civilisation«.4 The closing
sentence of the premable to the Convention read:
»Until a more complete code of the laws of war can be issued, the High
Contracting Parties think it right to declare that in cases not included in the
Regulations adopted by them, populations and belligerents remain under
the protection and empire of the principles of international law, as have
resulted from the customs established between civilised nations, the laws of
humanity, and the requirements of the public conscience«. 5
However, the equation of the international legal community with the community of civilised nations was not restricted to the end of the nineteenth
century. It was done increasingly from the treaties of Vienna until the end of
the nineteenth century. When one examines the contexts within which this
indentification appeared, it becomes obvious that it was essentially a product of British policy and theory concerning international law.
Before conducting such an examination, some general remarks on the
notion of civilisation are called for. Understanding the term is rendered
more difficult by the fact that the German language has two different words
for the English term »civilisation« and the French term »civilisation« - namely »Kultur« and »Zivilisation«. The present German linguistic usage is heavily influenced by the polemical confrontation of the two terms, which had its
origins in the resistance mounted by the German intellectual elite against
efforts to portray the First World War as a war conducted in the name of
Western civilisation. In 1917 Oswald Spengler published his book Untergang
des Abendlandes (Decline of the Occident) in which the terms »Kultur« and
»Zivilisation« no longer marked an »indeterminate distinction of an ethical
3 See: J. L. Kunz, »Zum Begriff der >nation civilisée< im modernen Völkerrecht,« (1928) 7
Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht 86; G. Schwarzenberger, The Frontiers of International
Law, 1962, p. 55 ff.; B.V.A. Röling, International Law in an Expanded World, 1960, Ch. 4
(»The Civilised Nations«); D. Schindler, »Völkerrecht und Zivilisation,« (1956) 13 Schweizer
Jahrbuch für Internationales Recht 79.
4 »Animés du désir de servir ... les intérêts de l'humanité et les exigences toujours progressives de la civilisation« - (1901) Reichsgesetzblatt 423; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), pp. 576,
609. This wording remained unchanged in the revised Convention of the Second Hague
Peace Conference of 1907.
5 »En attendant qu'un code plus complet des lois de la guerre puisse être édicté, les Hautes
Parties contractantes jugent opportun de constater que, dans les cas non compris dans les
dispositions réglementaires adoptées par Elles, les populations et les belligérants restent
sous la sauvegarde et sous l'Empire des principes du droit des gens, tels qu'ils résultent des
usages établis entre nations civilisées, des lois de l'humanité, et des exigences de la conscience publique«. - The German Reichsgesetzblatt used the rather pale translation »unter
gesitteten Staaten« - (1901) Reichsgesetzblatt 423; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), pp. 576, 609.
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kind« but rather, »in a periodic sense«, the expression of a »strict and necessary organic sequence«. Spengler wrote:
»Civilisation is the unescapable fate of a culture. Civilisations are the most
extreme and artificial situations of which a higher form of human beings is
capable. They are a conclusion; they follow growth as something which has
already become, as death follows life, rigidity follows development, senility
follows mental childhood (exemplified by Doric and Gothic) and the stony,
petrified metropolis follows the country-side. They are an end, which cannot be avoided and which is inevitably reached again and again«. 6
It is not necessary to enter into a philosophical discussion concerning
Spengler's conception of civilisation, nor to examine the arguments for and
against it (of which a great number have accumulated over time). For the
purposes of this inquiry one need not decide whether and to what extent
Spengler's interpretation of the developmental process of occidental culture
holds true and whether he correctly identified the function of the concept of
civilisation. When this concept is referred to in this and subsequent chapters, »civilisation« is understood as the specifically Anglo-French shaping of
the European cultural spirit which, in the nineteenth century, was linked to
the English and the French word »civilisation« / »civilisation«. This was a
concept with several very particular structural elements, which may be
sketched out as follows:
First, civilisation was a specifically nineteenth century concept. Its linguistic history did not reach back further than the mid-eighteenth century.
According to a rigorous analysis by Joachim Moras in his Ursprung und
Entwicklung des Begriffs der Zivilisation in Frankreich, 1756-1830,7 it was
first used in French in a passage in the treatise Ami des hommes ou Traité de
la population, published by the elder Marquis de Mirabeau in 1756.8 Moras
followed the development of the concept through the writings of the
Physiocrats and the Encyclopedists, through the ideology of the French
revolution and restoration, and through spiritualism and liberalism to its
full development in Guizot's famous Histoire de la civilisation en Europe of
1828. Only in the nineteenth century did the concept achieve its full precision; in particular, only in this period was a clear distinction made between
»l'action de civiliser« (»the action of civilising«) and »l'état de ce qui est civilisé« (»the state ofthat which is civilised«), with the latter being the modern
6 »[unbestimmten Unterschied ethischer Art« - »in periodischem Sinne« - »strenges und
notwendiges organisches Nacheinander« - »Die Zivilisation ist das unausweichliche
Schicksal einer Kultur ... Zivilisationen sind die äussersten und künstlichen Zustände,
deren eine höhere Art von Menschen fähig ist. Sie sind ein Abschluss; sie folgen dem
Werden als das Gewordene, dem Leben als der Tod, deren Entwicklung als die Starrheit,
dem Lande und der seelischen Kindheit, wie sie Dorik und Gotik zeigen, als das geistige Greisentum und die steinerne, versteinerte Weltstadt. Sie sind ein Ende, unwiderruflich, aber sie sind mit innerster Notwendigkeit immer wieder erreicht worden«. Oswald Spengler, Der Untergang des Abendlandes. Umrisse einer Morphologie der
Weltgeschichte, Vol. 1 (»Gestalt und Wirklichkeit«), 33/47 ed. (Munich, 1923), p. 42.
7 »Origin and Development of the Concept of Civilisation in France, 1756-1830« Seminar für romanische Sprache und Kultur (Hamburg, 1930).
8 »Friend of Man orTVeatise on Population« - (Avignon, 1756), p. 136.
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sense of the term. 9 In respect of the English term, the Oxford
English
Dictionary dates the modern meaning to 1772: »civilised condition or state;
a developed or advanced state of human society; a particular stage or a particular type of this«. 10 H o w e v e r , it is also known that Dr. Johnson, the author
of a r e n o w n e d dictionary f r o m 1772, expressly refused to include the word
»civilisation« in it.11
Second, the concept of civilisation is the expression of a specifically
western European and, m o r e precisely, Anglo-French cultural consciousness. As Victor Hugo said: » L a France et l'Angleterre sont les deux pieds de
la civilisation« (»France and England are the two foundations of civilisation«). In Germany, the concept of civilisation w a s adopted f r o m the AngloFrench consciousness in the nineteenth century. At the time w h e n it was
formulated in Britain and France, Rant wrote in his article entitled »Die Idee
zu einer allgemeinen Geschichte in weltbürgerlicher Absicht« of 1784 that:
» W e are to a high degree cultivated through art and science. W e are civilised to the point of overload, to an excess of social politeness and propriety.
However, too much is still missing to regard us as already moralised.
Although the idea of morality belongs to >KuItur<, the usage of this idea,
w h e n it amounts only to the similarity of customs in honesty and outward
propriety, comes down to m e r e >Zivilisierung<«. 12
T h e latter term had only a strictly limited meaning, the term »Zivilisation«
was absent, and »Kultur« was not a synonym for it. All this also applies to the
foundations of the German philosophy of culture provided in Herder's Ideen
zur Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit (Ideas on the Philosophy of
the History of Mankind), which was also published in 1784.
Third, the special structural elements of the western concept of civilisation are: its close link with the ideas of progress and development; its strong
emphasis on the intellectual and the technical/industrial side of progress;
and the conviction that European civilisation is particularly superior in
comparison to all others. Guizot summarised all earlier interpretations of
the concept of civilisation w h e n he wrote: » T h e idea of progress, of development, seems to m e to be the fundamental concept contained in the w o r d
civilisation«. 13 T h e same remark could have been made by the British protagonists of this idea: Jeremy Bentham, John Stuart Mill, Henry Thomas
9 This occurred for the first time in the fifth edition of the Dictionnaire de l'Académie
Française, which was published in 1789. See: Moras, op cit. note 7, p. 9.
10 (Oxford, 1933) Vol. 2, p. 448.
11 J.H. Robinson, »Civilisation,« in Encyclopaedia Britannica (14th edn., 1929), Vol. 5,
p. 735 ff.
12 »Wir sind im hohen Grade durch Kunst und Wissenschaft kultiviert. Wir sind zivilisiert bis zum Überlästigen, zu allerlei gesellschaftlicher Artigkeit und Anständigkeit.
Aber uns schon für moralisiert zu halten, daran fehlt noch sehr viel. Denn die Idee
der Moralität gehört noch zur Kultur; der Gebrauch dieser Idee aber, welcher nur auf
das Sittenähnliche in der Ehrliebe und der äusseren Anständigkeit hinausläuft, macht
bloss die Zivilisierung aus«. - »The Idea of a General History with Cosmopolitan
Purpose,« (1784) Berlinische Monatsschrift.
13 »L'idée du progrès, du développement me paraît être l'idée fondamentale contenue
sous le mot de civilisation«. - F.P.G. Guizot, Histoire de la Civilisation en Europe, 1828, p. 15.
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Buckle and Herbert Spencer. A striking aspect of a definition provided by
Auguste Comte in his Système de politique positive of 1822 w a s the special
emphasis he placed on technical and industrial progress:
»Civilisation consists, properly speaking, in the development of the human
mind on the one hand, and in the influence of man upon nature, which, on
the other hand, is the consequence thereof. In other words, the elements of
which the idea of civilisation is composed, are: the sciences, fine arts and
industry, the latter expression being used in its widest sense«. 14
Buckle's History of Civilisation in England, which was published in two
volumes in 1857 and 1861, was representative of the early formulation of the
British version of the concept of civilisation. T h e structure of the idea of progress, with all of the accents that w e r e particular to the British intellectual
world of the nineteenth century, became graphically visible in the chapter
headings to Buckle's book:
» T h e progress of society is twofold, moral and intellectual...;
But moral truths have not changed...;
And intellectual truths are constantly changing...;
Intellectual truths are the cause of progress...;
Ignorant m e n are mischievous in proportion to their sincerity...;
The diminution of religious persecution is owing to the progress of knowledge...;
T h e dimunition of the warlike spirit is owing to the same cause...;
As civilisation advances, m e n of intellect avoid becoming soldiers...;
T h e three principal ways in which the progress of knowledge has lessened
the warlike spirit are...:
1.The invention of gunpowder...;
2 . T h e discoveries made by political economists...;
3.The application of steam to purposes of travelling...;
Inference to be drawn as to the causes of social progress.«... 15
These headings reveal, m o r e clearly than a compressed definition could,
the intellectual, anti-militarist, technological colouring of the Western
European concept of civilisation. T h e particular conviction that European
civilisation was superior to all ancient and exotic cultures also reappeared
in these headings, as Buckle elaborated in the following, classical argumentation:
» H e n c e it is that, looking at the history of the w o r l d as a whole, the tendency has been, in Europe, to subordinate nature to man; out of Europe, to
subordinate man to nature. To this there are, in barbarous countries, several exceptions; but in civilised countries the rule has been universal. T h e
great division, therefore, between European civilisation and non-European
civilisation, is the basis of the philosophy of history«. 16
14 »La civilisation consiste, à proprement parler, dans le développement de l'esprit
humain, d'une part, et, de l'autre, dans le développement de l'action de l'homme sur
la nature, qui en est la conséquence. En d'autres termes, les éléments dont se compose l'idée de civilisation sont: les sciences, les beaux-arts et l'industrie; cette dernière expression étant prise dans le sens le plus étendu .«.. - p. 93.
15 (4th edn.) (Leipzig & Heidelberg, 1870) Vol. 2.
16 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 130.
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He also wrote:
»If, therefore, we take the largest possible view of the history of Europe,
and confine ourselves entirely to the primary cause of its superiority over
other parts of the world, we must resolve it into the encroachment of the
mind of man upon the organic and inorganic forces of nature. To this all
other causes are subordinate«.17
For Guizot the »superiority of European civilisation« (»supériorité de la
civilisation européenne«) was derived from the »complexity of the influences and causes which gave rise to it, the diversity of the principles of which
it was the result« (»complexité des influences et des causes, qui l'ont faite,
la diversité des principes dont elle a été la résultante«). The simplicity of
ancient cultures, »emanating from one sole fact, one sole idea« (»émanées
d'un seul fait, d'une seule idée«), had led Greece, the culture of which was
founded solely on the principle of democracy, swiftly to decadence and decline; it had led Egypt, which was constructed according to the principle of
theocracy, to monotony and rigidity.
Later on the conviction of the specific uniqueness and superiority of
European civilisation was shaken, in particular through the insights of new
work in ethnology and ethno-psychology. James Harvey Robinson, the author of a renowned article on civilisation in the Encyclopaedia Britannica,18
mentioned in this respect the pioneering work of the English anthroplogist
Edward Burnett Taylor with his book Primitive Culture of 1871.
The preceeding remarks may be sufficient to describe what is understood
here as the Western European concept of civilisation. They may also suffice
to explain why the term »nation civilisée«, which was increasingly used in
the language of international law in the nineteenth century, cannot be translated into German using the colourless expression »Kulturstaat«, as it is
often done.19
It was Bentham who first used the term civilisation in the context of international law. In his Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation
(1789) he described »international law« in a more significant way as »the
branch of law which goes commonly under the name of law of nations«. In
the fourth chapter (»A Plan for General and Permanent Peace«) of his
Principles of International Law, published in 1786-89, he wrote: »The
ensuing sheets are dedicated to the common welfare of all civilised nations;
but more particularly of Great Britain and France«.20 It is noteworthy that

17 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 129.
18 Robinson, op cit. note 11.
19 The word »Kulturstaat« is used by, for example, F. von Holtzendorff, Handbuch des
Völkerrechts, Vol. 1, p. 13. Kunz, op cit. note 3, p. 89, understood the English and
French words as subsuming the two German words of »Kultur« and »Zivilisation«. In
contrast, see, more accurately: Schindler, op cit. note 3, p. 81. Schindler explained that
the term »nation civilisée« did not, in international law, have the wider sense of subsuming »Kultur«, and that the word »Kulturstaat« was inappropriate.
20 Works (J. Bowring, ed.), 1843, Vol. 2, p. 256. In Germany the book was published
as Grundsätze für ein künftiges Völkerrecht und einen dauernden Frieden (O. Kraus,
ed.) (Halle, 1915).
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this dedication to all civilised nations was closely followed by a special
emphasis on Britain and France. 21
It was surely not by chance that the first international treaty in which the
term »nations civilisées« appeared, and in which it was expressly used as a
synonym for the term »puissances de la chrétienté«, was a treaty brought
about not only with British participation, but on British initiative and with
heavy British influence on the negotiations and the drafting of the text. This
is what happened in respect of the Declaration against the Slave Trade
adopted by the Congress of Vienna. 22 The abolition of the slave trade was a
matter of special concern for British policy during this period. Its political
background, the coincidence of ideology and interest, will be discussed later
in another context. 23
The great international treaties of the second half of the nineteenth century concerning the slave trade always included a pathetic invocation of the
European powers' mission to promote civilisation. The signatories at the
Congo Conference in Berlin in 1885 expressed, in the preamble to the
General Act of this conference, their wish »to regulate in a spirit of good
mutual understanding the conditions most favorable to the development of
commerce and of civilisation in certain regions of Africa«.24 In a similar fashion the General Act of the Brussels Conference on the African Slave Trade
of 2 July 1890 expressed the firm intention of the signatories to »terminate
the crimes and devastations which are inherent to the trade with African
slaves«, to protect effectively the indigenous population of Africa »in the
African territories placed under the sovereignty or protectorate of civilised
nations« and to »ensure to this great continent the benefits of peace and civilisation«. 25 The preamble stressed that the contracting parties had been convened and acted »on invitation of the Royal Belgian Government with the
consent of the Royal British Government«. Particularly striking was the lofty
pathos with which the the founder of the International Association of the
21 At the end of his treatise Bentham engaged in a polemic against secret diplomacy and
laws which permitted a minister to declare a nation to be at war. Subsequent punishment of such an initiator of war could not provide satisfaction, nor did ministers need
seriously to be afraid. Bentham wrote (at p. 561): »This is not a punishing age. If bribetaking, oppression, peculation, duplicity, treachery, every crime that can be committed
by statesmen sinning against conscience, produce no desire to punish, what dependence
can be placed on punishment in a case where the mischief may so easily happen without any ground for punishment? Mankind are not yet arrived at that stage in the track of
civilization. Foreign nations are not yet considered as objects susceptible of an injury.
For the citizens of other civilised nations, we have not so much feeling as for our
negroes. There are instances in which ministers have been punished for making peace«.
22 See: J. L. Kliiber, Übersicht über die diplomatischen Verhandlungen des Wiener
Congresses, 1816, Vol. 8, pp. 9-50; Comte d'Angeberg, Le congrès de Vienne et les traités
de 1815, 1863, Vol. 2, pp. 660, 684, 697, 724.
23 See: infra, p. 554 ff.
24 Martens, op cit. note 1, Part 2, Vol. 10, p. 414; Strupp, op cit., Vol. 2, p. 202; Grewe,
Fontes, Vol. 3(1)1, p. 297.
25 Martens, ibid., Part 2, Vol. 26, p. 30; Strupp, ibid., Vol. 2, p. 564; Grewe, Fontes,
Vol. 3(1), p. 386.
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Congo, King Leopold of Belgium, praised the opening of Africa to the blessings of civilisation as a »crusade of progress«.26
A series of other facts confirms that the equation of the international legal
community with the »société des nations civilisées« in the nineteenth century was primarily an achievement of British policy and British thinking on
the practice and theory of international law. In 1824, when the House of
Commons discussed whether Britain should recognise the independence of
the Latin American republics, Sir James Mackintosh, the leader of the
Whigs and a distinguished jurist, made a speech dealing with the principles
relating to the »reception of a new state into the society of civilised nations«.
Becognition, he said, »must vary very much in its value according to the authority of the nations, who, upon such occasion, act as the representatives of
civilised men«.27 Christendom and Europe were no longer mentioned: the
international legal community was the society of civilised nations. George
Canning, then Foreign Secretary, expressed the same view in a note sent to
the Spanish Government on 25 March 1825 concerning the recognition of
the Latin American republics. Britain had no other choice, he wrote, than at
a given time to recognise the political existence of those States and thus to
include them in the circle of rights and duties that civilised States were obliged to respect and the observance of which, in their mutual relations, they
could demand from one another.28
Among the conditions for recognition that Canning imposed upon the new
States was the abolition of the slave trade. Sir John Fischer Williams, the
renowned professor of public international law of the 1920s and 1930s, was correct in his interpretation of this requirement: the fulfilment of this condition
was proof that the group of people who were asking for admission into civilised
international society had elevated themselves to a corresponding level of civilisation.29 In other words, the abolition of the slave trade was considered as
the formal criterion for the required, minimum standard of civilisation.
In his treatise Russia, published in 1836, Bichard Cobden developed several interesting and highly significant thoughts on the criteria for membership in the community of civilised nations. He became impassioned about
the suggestion, which he regarded as preposterous, to include Turkey into
the »system of civilised nations«, into the »the balance of the civilised
powers«.30 He thus revealed that his point of departure was the conception
26 »Ouvrir à la civilisation la seule partie de notre globe qu'elle n'à point encore
pénétrée, percer les ténèbres qui enveloppent des populations entières, c'est, j'ose le
dire, une croisade digne de ce siècle de progrès« - Address to the Geographical
Society in Brussels on 12 September 1896 (quoted from Carl Schmitt, Der Nomos der
Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum Europaeum, 1950, p. 190).
27 The Miscellaneous Works of the Right Honourable Sir James Mackintosh, 1846,
Vol. 3, p. 441. See also: infra, p. 500.
28 British and Foreign State Papers, Vol. 12, p. 909. See also: infra, pp. 498 ff.
29 »La doctrine de la reconnaissance en droit international et ses développements
récents,« (1993 II) 44 Recueil des Cours 203.
30 The Political Writings of Richard Cobden (2 Vols.) (London, 1903) Vol. 1, pp. 211 ff.
German edition: Richard Cobden und das Manchestertum (C. Brinkmann, ed.) (1924)
in Klassiker der Politik, Vol. 10, pp. 91, 93.
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of a »society of the entire civilised world«. 31 However, this society would not
include States like 1\irkey. He defined the criteria for belonging to this »civilised world« in a truely classical manner:
»Turkey cannot enter into the political system of Europe; for the Turks are
not Europeans. During the nearly four centuries that that people have been
encamped upon the finest soil of the Continent, so far from becoming one of
the families of Christendom, they have not adopted one European custom.
Their habits are still Oriental, as when they first crossed the Bosphorus.
They scrupulously exclude their females from the society of the other sex;
they wear the Asiatic dress; sit cross-legged, or loll upon couches, using
neither chair nor bed; they shave their heads, retaining their beards; and
they use their fingers still, in the place of those civilised substitutes, knives
and forks. Equally uninfluenced, after nearly four hundred years' contact
with Europeans, is the Osmanli's condition by the discoveries and improvements of modern times. A printing press may be said to be unknown in
T\irkey; or, if one be found at Constantinople, it is in the hands of foreigners.
The steam engine, gas, the mariner's compass, paper money, vaccination,
canals, the spinning-jenny, and railroads, are mysteries not yet dreamed
about by Ottoman philosophers. Literature and science are so far from finding disciples amongst the Turks, that that people have been renowned as
twice the destroyers of learning: in the splendid though corrupt remains of
Greek literature at Constantinople; and by extinguishing the dawn of experimental philosophy, at the subversion of the Caliphate«. 32
This passage was written in the context of a broad polemic against the
»imaginary association of States« founded on the traditional principle of the
»balance of the civilised powers«. However, the polemic was directed exclusively against a specific and, in Cobden's view, absurd seclusion of a narrow
circle of European powers, based on the »chimera« of a power balance; 33 it
was not directed against the idea of a community of civilised nations.
Cobden's harsh polemic against the admission of Türkey into this community must not obscure the fact that his arguments, in principle, bridged the gulf
between the Ottoman Empire and the powers of old Europe.34 An affiliation
with Christendom was not possible as long as the rulers in Constantinople were
Moslem. However, membership in the community of civilised States could be
gained through proof of sufficient progess toward civilisation, especially as
views on the required minimum standard differed. As early as 1841 Wheaton
wrote in the closing pages of his Histoire des progrès du droit des gens that:
»The sphere of the European law of nations has been widely extended
following the establishment of the independence of the new States of North
31 Ibid., pp. 194 ff.
32 Ibid., p. 207.
33 Ibid., p. 206.
34 A. TVuyol y Serra, Die Entstehung der Weltstaatengesellschaft unserer Zeit, 1963,
p. 64, identified the admission of Turkey in 1856 as a »turning point toward a new
phase on the way to a global society of States in our time«. However, he qualified this
statement by asserting that this was true only in a formal sense because Turkey had
long been closely linked with the European world of States.
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and Central America, which adopted it at the same time as the Mohammedan and pagan nations of Asia and Africa had almost renounced their
particular customs ... There are today very few nations, however barbarous
they may be, who do not recognise obligations towards other nations, and
do not claim from them guarantees for their own rights«. 35
Nevertheless, British philosophers and lawyers made a legal distinction
between »civilised« and »barbarous« peoples which seemed no less sharp
than the distinction made in previous centuries between »Christian« and
»pagan« peoples - although it was relativised by the elimination of the religious criterion 36 and thus could be overcome through progress towards civilisation. Rivier, in his textbook of 1889, wrote: »Our community of nations is
not a closed one. As it opened itself to Turkey, it will open itself to other
States, as soon as these have reached the requisite level of civilisation
[»Gesittung«] analogous to our own«.37
In view of the British rule in India, John Stuart Mill (who was not only a
philosopher but also a director of the British East India Company) developed the thesis that a violation of international law vis-à-vis barbarous peoples was altogether inconceivable:
»Barbarians have no rights as a nation, except a right to such treatment as
may, at the earliest possible period, fit them for becoming one. The only
moral laws for the relation between a civilised and a barbarous government,
are the universal rules of morality between man and man«. 38
James Lorimer, in his Institutes of the Law of Nations of 1884, developed
this thinking further and subdivided mankind into several categories
according to their stage of civilisation: »civilised mankind«, »barbarous or
semi-barbarous communities« and »savages«. According to Lorimer, only
civilised States could have international legal recognition conveyed upon
them. 39 Semi-barbarous communities like Turkey or the nations of the Far
East enjoyed only »partial recognition«, ie. recognition having no effect
35 »La sphère du droit des gens européen s'est beaucoup étendue par suite de l'établissement de l'indépendance des nouveaux états de l'Amérique du Nord et du Midi, qui l'ont
adopté, en même temps que les nations mahométanes et païennes de l'Asie et de l'Afrique
ont presque renoncé à leurs usages exceptionnels ... Il y a aujourd'hui peu de nations, si
barbares qu'elles soient, qui ne reconnaissent des devoirs envers les autres nations, et qui
ne réclament d'elles des garanties pour leurs propres droits«. - (4th edn, 1865), p. 410.
36 It was only a logical result of this change in the thinking of the international legal
community that a new introductory formula appeared in the Paris Treaties of 1856.
The Russo-Turkish Treaty limiting naval forces in the Black Sea and the AngloFranco-Russian Convention on the Demilitarisation of the Aaland Islands were concluded »in the name of God Almighty« (»Au nom de Dieu tout-puissant«). The invocation of the Holy Trinity was thus replaced by a religiously indifferent formula - whereby it is noteworthy that not only the Russian treaty with Turkey used this formula, but
also Russia's treaty with Britain and France. It reappeared in subsequent treaties, for
example, in the Congo Treaty of 1885. See: Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), pp. 165, 297, 472.
37 A. Rivier, Lehrbuch des Völkerrechts, 1889, p. 4.
38 »A Few Words on Non-intervention,« (December 1859) Fräsers Magazine, reproduced in Dissertations and Discussions, 1867, Vol. 3, p. 168.
39 Vol. 1, pp. 13, 217, 239; Vol. 2, pp. 28, 250.
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within the internal l a w of the recognising State. T h e system of »capitulations« was located in this latter category.
The continental theory of international law adopted Mill's ideas and modified its terminology accordingly. An Italian textbook written by Pasquale Fiore
in 1865 was entitled Nuovo diritto internazionale pubblico secondo i bisogni
della civiltà moderna ( N e w Public International L a w Following the Needs of
Modern Civilisation). In 1868 Johann Caspar Bluntschli (1801-81), a Swiss
professor of constitutional l a w and the law of nations w h o taught at German
universities, published a textbook entitled Das moderne Völkerrecht der zivilisierten Staaten als Rechtsbuch dargestellt (The Modern International L a w of
the Civilised States Presented as a Code). Therein (at s. 559) he identified as
inadmissible the use of soldiers drawn from non-civilised populations.
John Stuart Mill's ideas w e r e taken up and strongly accentuated by the St.
Petersburg professor of international law, Frederick von Martens. It was significant that von Martens did so in an article which dealt with the expansion of Britain and Russia into Central Asia. 40 In Germany, Lorimer's categories reappeared in HoltzendorfPs distinction between »civilised« and »halfcivilised« States.41
T h e historical importance of the concept of civilisation in the l a w of nations lay in the fact that it embodied an attempt to place the global political
supremacy and colonial mission of the white man on a n e w basis of legitimacy corresponding to the changed conditions of the nineteenth century.
On the occasion of the Congo Conference in Berlin the German l a w professor F. von Martitz gave yet another striking formulation of this idea, on the
first pages of the then just founded Archiv des öffentlichen Rechts (a German
periodical of the highest reputation in the field of public law):
»European governments, along with the North American Union, inspired
by the consciousness, that primacy in the w o r l d is due to the civilised nations and that the leading of modern global policy is vested in an aristocracy
of nations, have undertaken the decisive step, to grant the political organisation, under the protection of which the history of mankind takes place, to
the last piece of inhabitated earth being up to n o w only a geographical
designation. T h e y intend to add to the European State system, to which in
the course of this century an American and an Asian one has acceded, f r o m
n o w on an African one. For this purpose they used the perfected forms and

40 »L'Angleterre et la Russie dans l'Asie Centrale,« (1879) 11 Revue de droit international 227.
41 »There is no possibility of intercourse on the basis of international law, where certain States, without being guided by the commands of a moral-legal conscience, yield
only to facts and the coercion of superior forces ... of foreign governments, bow unwillingly to international intercourse (so-called >semi-civilised States<). On this basis
international law is the freely agreed and recognised co-operative law of such States
as do not just suffer unwillingly intercourse with other States as a compelling necessity imposed upon them by a superior power, but exercise it as moral-legal interest
and understand it as part of their cultural requirements, and thus recognise it as a
component part of a general order binding upon them (so called >civilised States<)«. Holtzendorff, Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 1, p. 11.
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means which modern international law offers for the peaceful solution of
tasks, which go beyond the power and the strength of any single State;
accordingly they disposed by way of international treaty of wide tracts of
land in Central Africa; reconfirming the legal principle, that areas where
savages and semi-savages are dwelling are not to be regarded and treated
as State territories; that moreover they are relevant for the mutual relations
of civilised nations only as res nullius in the meaning of international law«.42
Despite such proud words the problematic character of this entire intellectual development, in the course of which the concept of civilisation was
made the foundation of the international legal community, is nowadays
obvious. The western concept of civilisation was not suited to providing a
solid, long-term foundation to the predominance of the white race. Martitz
praised »those utmost novel products of political civilisation« (»Jene allerneusten Gestaltungen der politischen Zivilisation«) as the achievements of
the old world, which had been acquired after long struggles - freedom of
conscience, equality in law, free trade and the World Postal Union, fee tariffs
and obligatory quarantine regulations, international loans and permanent
neutrality, equality of flags and freedom of settlement. Yet all these achievements did not suffice to justify Europe's permanent dominion over the colonial world. With an internal, dialectic necessity the idea of progress which
underlay the concept of civilisation was bound to lead, in the course of the
increasing, civilising assimilation of the non-white races, to its own undermining and gradual dissolution.
A comprehensive article written by the Swiss author Joseph Hornung and
published in 1885 and 1886 in a famous periodical illustrated the crisis into
which the concept of civilisation had led international law. 43 In a great polemic directed at F. von Martens, Hornung explained that, if one were to
deny that natives were capable of progress, one would forget that all nations
42 »Die europäischen Regierungen, im Einverständnis mit der nordamerikanischen
Union von dem Bewusstsein getragen, dass den civilisirten Nationen der Principat über
die Welt gehört und dass die Leitung moderner Weltpolitik sich in den Händen einer
Völkeraristokratie befindet, haben den entscheidenden Schritt getan, auch das letzte
Stück der bewohnten Erde, das immer noch einen bloss geographischen Begriff darstellte, derjenigen politischen Organisation teilhaftig werden zu lassen, unter deren Schutz
die menschliche Geschichte sich abspielt. Sie beabsichtigen, dem europäischen Staatensystem, zu welchem erst im Laufe dieses Jahrhunderts ein amerikanisches und ein asiatisches getreten ist, nunmehr auch ein afrikanisches hinzuzufügen. Zu diesem Zweck
haben sie sich der vervollkommneten Formen und Mittel bedient, welche das moderne
Völkerrecht für die friedliche Lösung solcher Aufgaben, die ausser Macht und Kraft des
Einzelstaates liegen, an die Hand gibt; demnach im Wege des Staatsvertrags über die
weiten Landstriche Centraiafrikas verfügt; dem Rechtsprinzip, dass Reviere, in denen
Wilde und Halbwilde hausen, nicht als Staatsterritorien anzusehen und zu behandeln
sind, vielmehr für die gegenseitigen Beziehungen der Zivilisierten als res nullius im Sinn
des internationalen Rechts in Betracht kommen, neue Bekräftigung zu Teil werden zu
lassen«. - »Das internationale System zur Unterdrückung des afrikanischen Sklavenhandels in seinem heutigen Bestände,« (1885) 1 Archiv des öffentlichen Rechts 16.
43 »Civilisés et Barbares,« (1885) 17 Revue de droit international 447 at 559; (1886) 18
Revue de droit international 188 at 281.
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emerged out of the same barbarous origins. Futhermore, native peoples
were exhibiting many promising advances towards a law of nations: »The
fact is that the law of nations of the savages is worth at least as much that of
the ancients«.44 The shaking of belief in the unconditional superiority and
singularity of European civilisation, which resulted from the discoveries of
ethnology, had already found a concrete reflection here. Nor was a solemn
indictment of the atrocities perpetrated by the pioneers of European civilisation in Africa, America and Australia missing from Hornung's article.
The principal, practical effect of the linkage of international law to the
standards of civilisation was the system of »capitulations« or, in other words,
the »unequal« treaties by which the civilised nations reserved a special
jurisdiction (»consular jurisdiction«) over their own nationals, whom they
did not wish to have subjected to the legal order and justice system of a halfcivilised or uncivilised country.45 This system corresponded to the fact that
the most important criterion for the level of civilisation of exotic countries
focused to an ever greater degree on the question whether the legal security of the life, liberty and property of foreigners was intended to be, and was
in fact, guaranteed. This may also be formulated in the following way: the
civilised industrial and trading nations were primarily interested in the
security of their investments and the international law they had developed
was intended to serve the industrial pioneer and the capitalist investor.46
The end of this development, which coincided with the end of the First
World War, was marked by Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of
Nations with its feeble incantation of the old formula for the justification of
the mandatory's obligation:
»[T]he well-being and development of such peoples form a sacred trust of
civilisation and ... securities for the performance of this trust should be
embodied in this covenant. The best method of giving practical effect to this
principle is that the tutelage of such peoples should be entrusted to advanced nations who by reason of their resources, their experience or their geographical position can best undertake this responsibility .«...
The division into A, Β and C mandates as well as the concept of tutelage was
reminiscent of Lorimer's distinction between semi-barbarous, barbarous and
savage peoples. Formulations of this kind necessarily lacked any persuasive
power at a point in time when mankind, having just emerged from the horrors of the First World War, regarded the blessings of civilisation with deep
scepticism, and when the white race in its own self-destructive struggle had
just compromised deeply its pedagogical mission. Based as it was on these
fragile intellectual foundations, the concept of mandates was bound to fail.47
44 »Le fait est que le droit international des barbares vaut an moins celui des anciens«. - (1885) 17 Revue de droit international 447 at 553, 560.
45 »Konsulargerichtsbarkeit,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 1, p. 278 ff.;
Schindler, op cit. note 3, p. 83.
46 See: G. Schwarzenberger, »The Standard of Civilisation in International Law,«
(1955) 8 Current Legal Problems 211 at 220; Röling, op cit. note 3, p. 32; Schindler,
op cit. note 3, p. 87.
47 See: infra, pp. 649 ff.
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In the development of international l a w in the nineteenth century, it was
the transformation of the intellectual foundations of the international legal
community f r o m »Christian Europe« into the »society of civilised nations«
which opened the w a y to its global extension. This was later completed as
one of the outcomes of the two w o r l d wars of the twentieth century. 48

II. The World-Wide State System and Global Equilibrium
In the nineteenth century the State system extended to cover the entire
planet. T h e N e w World g r e w beyond the limits to which it was restricted in
the French A g e and, at the same time, expanded f r o m the mercantilist-commercial sphere into the sphere of the purely political. Its countries and
peoples began to be counted as having a political importance of their own.
In the first half of the nineteenth century the Latin American Republics rallied to the United States which, at the end of the eighteenth century, had
been the first important overseas political entity to f r e e itself f r o m colonial
dependence. In the second half of the nineteenth century the Asiatic peoples
also began to pass, as it w e r e , into another political dimension. T h e rise of
Japan was a beacon on the Far Eastern horizon, which illuminated the
transformation of this distant w o r l d as well.
Political developments which no longer tolerated a geographic limitation
of the State system to Europe had already occurred during the Napoleonic
period. In addition, Napoleon's campaign in Egypt had turned the eyes of
Western Europe towards the Orient. As a result of the Napoleonic wars
Russia w a s m o r e closely integrated into the State system than before: a
p o w e r which extended f r o m the Black Sea to Kamchatka n o w participated
in the political system. T h e United States operated f r o m a stronger political
position once the European troubles had begun. In June 1796 the last British
troops w e r e finally withdrawn f r o m United States soil ( w h e r e they had been
stationed in accordance with the Treaty of Versailles of 1783). Napoleon's
sale of Louisiana to the United States on 30 April 1803 may be explained, not
only by his insatiable financial needs, or by the catastrophic failure of the
French expedition to San D o m i n g o (which demonstrated that French colonial possessions in the Americas w e r e of doubtful value as long as Britain
ruled the seas), but ultimately as part of his plan to strengthen the United
States as a promising sea-power and counter-weight against Britain. 49 That
such a plan could be conceived, revealed to what degree a n e w kind of
thinking - about w o r l d politics on a global scale - was n o w at hand.
Such thinking in categories of » w o r l d politics« and the » w o r l d State
system« became ever m o r e clearly visible in the first half of the nineteenth
century. 50 It was in the tradition of great European historiography that
48 Truyol y Serra, op cit. note 34.
49 W. Alison Philips, in Jessup/Deak, op cit. note 40, Vol. 2, The Napoleonic Period, p. 113.
50 See: A. Rein, »Über die Bedeutung der überseeischen Ausdehnung für das europäische Staatensystem,« (1928) 137 Historische Zeitschrift 28 at s. 8 (»Weltgleichgewicht und Weltstaatensystem«).
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A.H.L. Heeren, who was a historian at the University of Göttingen at this
time, saw the powerful emergence of a »world State system« instead of a
limited European one as »the subject matter for the historiographers of future generations«.51
The term and the concept of »world politics« was introduced by Friedrich
List in 1846.52 Contrary to later mis-interpretations, List did not intend to
claim a world political role for Germany. It was his view that Germany could
never be a »world power«, nor even a colonial power, but at the utmost a
European »middle power«.
On the basis of a comprehensive conception of politics, Simon Bolivar, the
second great statesman of the Western Hemisphere and the liberator of
Latin America, conceived the corresponding idea of a »world equilibrium«.
This idea was formulated in a memorandum produced by Bolivar's secretariat on 31 December 1813:
»Apart from the equilibrium, which Europe is searching there where it
cannot be found - amidst war and revolution, there is still another equilibrium, which is alone relevant for us, the Americans: this is the equilibrium
of the world. The ambition of European states imposed upon the other parts
of the world the yoke of servitude; they all should attempt in common to
achieve a balance between them and Europe, intending to destroy the overweight of Europe. This is, what should be understood as world equilibrium;
it should become an aim of American policy«.53
Bolivar had in mind a common political orientation of all of the States of
the Americas. It was his view that the Congress of Panama was mandated to
create a comprehensive political order for the New World, analogous to that
which the Congress of Vienna aspired to in Europe. Even if he also believed
- contrary to the North-American statesmen - that one could not dispense
with Britain's co-operation in the liberation process, and even if he repeatedly told the British that it was they who had to tip the scales of the
world equilibrium, he nevertheless agreed with the ideas of Alexander
Hamilton, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson and James Monroe insofar as he also saw the world of States in the Americas in a particular political context, as standing in contrast to the world of States in Europe, as a
correlated hemisphere. In his farewell address of 1796, George Washington
left his compatriots with the following legacy:
»It must be unwise in us to implicate ourselves by artificial ties in the ordinary vicissitudes of her [i.e. Europe's] politics or the ordinary combinations
and collisions of her friendships or enmities. The great rule of conduct for
us in regard to foreign nations is, in extending our commercial relations to
have with them as little political connection as possible. Our detached and
51 »Weltstaatensystem« - »Stoff für den Geschichtsschreiber kommender Geschlechter gesehen« - Preface to Handbuch der Geschichte des europäischen Staaten-Systems
und seiner Kolonien, 1809.
52 »Über den Wert und die Bedingungen einer Allianz zwischen Grossbritannien und
Deutschland,« (1846), in Gesammelte Schriften (L. Häuffer, ed.) (Stuttgart, 1850) Vol. 2, p. 459.
53 J. B. Lockey, Pan-Americanism, its Beginnings (New York, 1920), p. 288 (German
translation in Rein, op cit. note 50, p. 77).
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distant situation invites and enables us to pursue a different course. It is our
true policy to steer clear of permanent alliances with any portion of the
foreign world, so far, I mean, as w e are n o w at liberty to do it;.«... 54
In 1820 T h o m a s Jefferson called for nothing less than a n e w demarcation
line in the Atlantic Ocean, between the Old and the N e w Worlds:
» T h e day is not distant, w h e n w e may formally require a meridian of partition through the ocean which separates the two hemispheres, on the
hither side of which no European gun shall ever be heard, nor an American
on the other«. 5 5
T h e most famous proclamation of political will aiming at the creation of a
separate continental system was President James Monroe's Message to
Congress on 2 D e c e m b e r 1823, w h e r e i n he established the principle that, in
so far as the rights and interests of the United States w e r e involved:
» [ T ] h e American continents, by the f r e e and independent condition which
they have assumed and maintain, are henceforth not to be considered as
subjects for future colonization by any European powers.... W e o w e it, therefor, to candor and to the amicable relations existing between the United
States and those powers to declare that w e should consider any attempt on
their part to extend their system to any portion of this hemisphere as
dangerous to our peace and safety. With the existing colonies or dependencies of any European p o w e r w e have not interfered and shall not interfere.
But with the Governments w h o have declared their independence and
maintained it, and w h o s e independence w e have, on great consideration
and on just principles, acknowledged, w e could not v i e w any interposition
for the purpose of oppressing them, or controlling in any other manner their
destiny, by any European p o w e r in any other light than as the manifestation
of an unfriendly disposition toward the United States. Our policy in regard
to Europe, which w a s adopted at an early stage of the wars which have so
long agitated that quarter of the globe, nevertheless remains the same,
which is, not to interfere in the internal concerns of any of its powers; to
consider the government de facto as the legitimate government for us; to
cultivate friendly relations with it, and to preserve those relations by a frank,
firm, and manly policy, meeting in all instances the just claims of every
power, submitting to injuries f r o m none«. 5 6
For a short historical m o m e n t after these proclamations, it seemed as if a
n e w w o r l d order would rise, well-proportioned and efficiently organised, on
the basis of large, closed continental systems. T h e M o n r o e Doctrine on the
one hand, the Holy Alliance on the other, seemed to provide the starting
points for such a development.
54 Fitzpatrick, The Writings of George Washington, Vol. 35, p. 214. A German translation may be found in Klassiker der Politik, Vol. 7, p. 166.
55 The Life and Selected Writings of Thomas Jefferson (Adrienne Koch & William
Peden, eds.), 1955, p. 699; Randall, The Life of Thomas Jefferson, Vol. 3, p. 472;
H. Kraus, Die Monroe-Doktrin in ihren Beziehungen zur amerikanischen Diplomatie
und zum Völkerrecht, 1913, p. 53.
56 American State Papers, Foreign Relations, Vol. 5, p. 246; Commager, Documents,
p. 235; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 212.
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Set against both systems of organisation was the British policy, the British
conception of a world equilibrium, as was classically formulated by Canning
in his famous speech in the House of Commons on 12 December 1826, just
one day after the latest reports on Bolivar's ideas on the equilibrium had
arrived in London. Responding to previous speakers, Canning stressed he
was »looking in other directions, searching for means of adjustment in
another hemisphere«. He said: »Contemplating Spain, such as our ancestors
had known her, I resolved that if France had Spain, it should not be Spain
>with the Indies<. I called the New World into existence, to redress the balance
of the Old«. 57 Britain held fast, against the rising current on both sides of the
Atlantic aiming at the construction of well-balanced continental systems, to
the idea of an overlapping, universal order of the balance of power. And it
persevered. The Latin American world of States would today look very
different if, in the course of its historical development, fateful decisions on
its political shape had not been made in London as part of a British policy of
universal equilibrium. The historical origins of the Re-public of Uruguay
provide an example of that policy's everlasting persuasive force.
Cannings' speech on world equilibrium is paradigmatic of the political
and international legal position of Britain in the nineteenth century. Britain
wanted to prevent the division of the world into a European, monarchical
part and an American, republican part. It feared that the first part would be
directed by a league of reactionary governments (such a fear had already
been expressed by Canning on an earlier occasion) and that the second part
would be directed by the United States. Britain had, in conformity with its
constitutional system, to struggle to assert a regulative influence in both
hemispheres, in accordance with the position it occupied after 1815 and in
order to maintain its maritime and global predominance. 58
In fact, the world-wide unorganised, interconnected State system that
developed in the nineteenth century depended entirely on the interests and
requirements of the British global empire - an empire the possessions of
which were spread over all parts of the world. In the world politics of the
nineteenth century this empire consequently played a similar role, in many
respects, to the role that had been played by the Habsburg power in the
European State system of previous centuries. The necessarily universalistic
way of thinking that extended such a geographically disparate world empire
over the entire globe and oriented it more towards trade and traffic routes
than territories and their geopolitical implications, was described by Carl
Schmitt. He wrote: »It has to identify its interest in the unchanged mainte-

57 R. Therry, The Speeches of the Right Honourable George Canning with a Memoir of
his Life, 1828, Vol. 6, p. 60; H. Temperley, The Foreign Policy of Canning 1822-1827,
p. 379. A German translation may be found in Rein, op cit. note 50, p. 64.
58 See: Rein, op cit. note 50, p. 80; S.E. Morrison & H. Steel Commager, Das (Verden
der amerikanischen Republik, 1949, p. 521; Golo Mann, »Politische Entwicklung Europas und Amerikas 1815-1871,« in Propyläen Weltgeschichte, Vol. 8, p. 373 at 405.
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nance of such an empire with the interest of mankind, in order to have an
argument at all«. 59
T h e international legal order of the nineteenth century was a precise
reflection of this global State system which developed under the dominant
influence of British world policy, although it was only one side of the intellectual, political and economic universalism which corresponded to that system. T h e »droit public de l'Europe« was replaced by a law of nations, the
undifferentiated general validity of which was appropriately expressed by
the name that was introduced by Jeremy Bentham in 1789 and adopted in the
nineteenth century by all eminent Anglo-Saxon jurists: »international law«.

III. The Widening of the European Law of Nations
to Universal International Law
A society of nations, g r o w n ever further beyond the European continent and
linked together above all by the sense of a bond of c o m m o n civilisation, with
political relations regulated by a global balance of p o w e r dominated by a
maritime colonial p o w e r like Britain, was also bound to take the step towards a universalisation of its legal order.
T h e birth of independent States in the Americas, beginning with the
Declaration of Independence of the United States in 1776 and continuing
with the emancipation of the Spanish and Portuguese possessions in Central
and South America in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, made this
process of the widening of the European law of nations into a universal
international l a w appear as an unbroken, matter of course development.
Nobody doubted the international legal capacity of these n e w States,
extra-European though they w e r e but nevertheless rooted in the Christian
European cultural heritage. T h e widening process extended further with
the inclusion of Caribbean, African and Asian States in the later course of
the nineteenth century.
An exaggerated importance should perhaps not be attributed to the admission of Haiti and Liberia into the international legal community, in 1825
and 1848 respectively. 60 T h e admission of Turkey to the »advantages of public l a w and the European concert« (»avantages du droit public et du concert
e u r o p é e n « ) - as stipulated in the Paris Peace Treaty of 30 March 1856 and
still linked, h o w e v e r , to restrictions and conditions, in particular the maintenance of the system of »capitulations« - is controversial in respect of its
meaning. T h e most widely held view, that this meant that Turkey had been
59 »Sie muss das Interesse am unveränderten Bestand eines solchen Reiches mit dem
Interesse der Menschheit gleichsetzen, um überhaupt eine Argumentation zu haben«
- Völkerrechtliche Grossraumordnung mit Interventionsverbot fiir raumjremde Mächte
(2nd edn., 1941), p. 23.
60 For Carl Schmitt, »Die Auflösung der europäischen Ordnung im »International
Law«, 1890-1959,« (1940) 5 Deutsche Rechtwissenschaft 267 at 268, the recognition of
Liberia was »not more than a harmless abnormality, conceded to a certain American
fancy«.
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fully admitted to the family of nations, has recently been challenged on the
basis that Turkey had been closely linked with the European State system
for centuries and that in 1856 it was only a question of it »formally adopting
the general principles of the Christian-European l a w of nations«. 61 It does
appear that Turkey had already been drawn closer to the European family
of nations in a gradual integration process which is difficult to date precisely. T h e Paris Peace Treaty of 1856 then admitted Turkey to the European
concert and integrated it into the regional, special l a w of nations of Europe.
These comments aside, one cannot help but see these semi-admissions
and partial recognitions of extra-European, non-Christian, non-white peoples as important precedents. T h e y increasingly reduced the distance that
had formerly separated these peoples f r o m Europe. T h e y also created the
prerequisites which, at the end of the century, enabled the Asiatic States to
be included so quickly - and without a precise account being rendered of the
importance of this process - into what was n o w fully and universally conceived of as the international legal community.
Japan, after having concluded its first treaty in 1854 with the United
States, acceded in 1886 to the Universal Postal Union. After its victorious
w a r against China in 1894-95 it was definitely regarded as an equal m e m ber of the international legal community. On 4 April 1896 it concluded its
first treaty with the German Reich, through which German consular jurisidiciton in Japan was abolished. In 1902 Britain accepted Japan as partner in
a treaty of alliance at the same level as a great p o w e r alliance, as they w e r e
customary at the time. Siam, having acceded to the Universal Postal Union
in 1885, participated as an equal signatory p o w e r in the two Hague Peace
Conferences of 1899 and 1907, as did China and Persia. T h e Paris Peace
Conference of 1918-19 completed this development. All those States whose
full membership and equal position in the international legal community
w e r e still subject to question in any w a y w e r e either among the signatories
of the Paris suburban Peace TVeaties or became m e m b e r s of the L e a g u e of
Nations. Haiti, Liberia, China, Persia, Siam and the Arabic Kingdom of
Hedschas fell into the latter category. Scholars of international l a w adjusted
their terminology accordingly. In place of the term »European l a w of nations« they increasingly used Bentham's term »international l a w « - a term
which was first taken up by Henry Wheaton and, following him, by numerous other Anglo-American authors. 62

61 »[d]ie allgemeinen Grundsätze des christlich-europäischen Völkerrechts formell
anzunehmen« - TVuyol y Serra, op cit. note 34, p. 65.
62 The new term was not at once linked with a universal conception of international
law. Wheaton still restricted it, with a few exceptions, to the civilised and Christian
peoples of Europe or of European origin (Elements of International Law, 1836, s. 11),
as had his compatriot James Kent slightly earlier (in his Commentaries on American
Law (8 Vols.) 1826-30, the first volume being entitled Commentary on International
Law). The same is true still later of some of the numerous Anglo-American authors
who used the new term, e.g.: Sir Robert Phillimore, Commentaries upon International
Law, 1850; Henry Wager Halleck, Elements of International Law and Laws of War
(Philadelphia, 1866); Theodor Dwight Woolsey, Introduction to the Study of Inter-
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A m o n g continental scholars the term »European l a w of nations« was preserved until the 1880s. For less prominent authors still working in the shadows of the Holy Alliance, like Schmalz 6 3 and Schmelzing, 6 4 it w e n t without
saying that they stuck to the traditional terminology. 6 5 Johann L u d w i g
Kliiber, w h o had collaborated with Hardenberg at the Congress of Vienna
and made his name as a historian of the Congress and as a theorist of the
laws of the German Confederation, also published a book, in 1821, entitled
Europäisches
Völkerrecht
(European L a w of Nations). Likewise, the best
known German textbook of the middle of the century, that written by August
W i l h e l m Helfter, professor in Berlin, appeared in 1844 under the title Das
Europäische
Völkerrecht der Gegenwart (European L a w of Nations of the
Present). Hefiter wrote of the scope of validity of the European l a w of nations, that:
» T h e European l a w of nations is, according to its historical roots, binding
essentially only upon the Christian States, w h o s e morality is guaranteed by
agreement on the highest laws of humanity and the character of public authorities in conforming to those laws. H o w e v e r , in relation to non-Christian
States it finds only a partially, carefully measured application according to
the expected reciprocity, in so far as here one is not prepared to act voluntarily in conformity with the principle of morality«. 6 6
H o w e v e r , in continental doctrine the term »European l a w of nations«
developed increasingly into a m o r e or less empty, traditional f o r m of speech.
This development was justified on the basis that Europe was the »continent
of origin« of modern international law, that the concept of »civilisation«,
which was already accepted as the basis of the international legal community, was oriented towards the standards of European civilisation. In F. von

national Law, 1860; William Edward Hall, A Treatise on International Law (Oxford,
1880); Sir Henry James Sumner Maine, International Law (London, 1888); John
Westlake, International Law, 2 Vols. (Cambridge, 1904-07); Lassa Oppenheim, International Law (London, 1905); James Lorimer, Institutes of the Law of Nations
(Edinburgh & London, 1883-84) (A French translation edited by Ernest Nys was
published under the title Principes de Droit International in Brussels in 1883). See:
Truyol y Serra, op cit. note 34, p. 22 ff.
63 Geheimen Rath Schmalz, Das Europäische Völkerrecht; in acht Büchern (Berlin, 1817).
64 J. Schmelzing, Systematischer Grundriss des praktischen europäischen Völkerrechts
(3 Vols.) (Rudolstadt, 1818-20).
65 F. Saalfeld, who in 1809 published Grundriss des Systems des europäischen Völkerrechts, in 1833 entitled the revised edition of this book Handbuch des positiven
Völkerrechts.
66 Hefiter criticised the phenomenon of the world-wide colonial expansion of a
single European power, as well as the British concept of international law. For example, he wrote (p. 125, fn. 2): »It can be conceded as natural that the State as such is
extending its dominion over the earth. However, it is not necessary for a particular
individual State to constitute its rule here and there. Purposes such as the spreading
of civilisation, the promotion of trade and industrial interests and the use of inactive
capital do not create a right to do this. Only if the preservation and development of
mankind were somewhere disturbed through exclusion, could this obstacle be eliminated, with common consent«.
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HoltzendorfPs Handbuch
des Völkerrechts
auf Grundlage
europäisches
Staatspraxis
(Handbook of the L a w of Nations on the Basis of European
State Practice), a textbook of high repute published in 1885, one reads:
» T h e European L a w of Nations is thus at present simply the L a w of
Nations, the c o m m o n w o r l d l a w of the civilised nations (»Kulturstaaten«),
the legal order of intercourse of the nations living in an historically developed cultural community«. 6 7
This identification of the »European L a w of Nations« with the » c o m m o n
w o r l d l a w of civilised nations« marked the final stage in a development
which, in continental theory, had been taking place for quite some time: the
civilisation ideology, emanating f r o m Britain, had long since taken hold,
regardless of whether authors declared this openly in their titles 68 or stuck
to the traditional terminology. At the same time it constituted only a quick
and energetic final step, since by the end of the century the general term
»Völkerrecht« prevailed definitively as an outward indication of the broadening and extension of a specifically European l a w of nations to a general,
universal international law. 69
T h e French, Italian, and Spanish literature developed along similar lines,
as did the literature emanating f r o m the smaller European States. 70
This long uncontested interpretation (which summarises State practice as
w e l l as the literature) of developments in international law during the nineteenth century, as involving a steadily progressing universalisation of the
formerly Christian-European law of nations, has been challenged by recent
research which began f r o m very different points of departure.
As has already been mentioned, 7 1 Alexandrowicz advanced the thesis that
this traditional interpretation of the developmental process was no longer
tenable, on the basis of his research illuminating the close legal relations
between Europe and the Islamic and Asiatic w o r l d in preceding centuries.
He argued that in reality, the opposite development had occurred: in the
nineteenth century the l a w of nations, which had been universal in the six-

67 »Das europäische Völkerrecht ist somit in der Gegenwart das Völkerrecht
schlechthin, das gemeine Weltrecht der Kulturstaaten, die rechtliche Verkehrsordnung der in geschichtlich gewordener Kulturgemeinschaft lebenden Nationen« p. 12.
68 This also occurred to an increasing degree after the middle of the century. See:
Reinhold Nizze, Das allgemeine Seerecht der zivilisierten Nationen (Rostock, 1857)
Vol. 1 (Das öffentliche Seerecht)·, Joh. Caspar Bluntschli, Das moderne Völkerrecht der
zivilisierten Staaten, als Rechtsbuch dargestellt, 1868; F. v. Martens, Völkerrecht, das
internationale Recht der zivilisierten Staaten (German translation by Bergbohm, 1883;
Russian edn. - St. Petersburg 1882-83; French translation by Alfred Leo - Traité de
droit international).
69 The most important examples are: A. von Bulmerincq, »Das Völkerrecht oder das
internationale Recht,« in Handbuch des öffentlichen Rechts (von Marquardsen, ed.)
Vol. 1, Part 2 (1887); C. Gareis, Institutionen des Völkerrechts, 1887; P. Heilborn, Das
System des Völkerrechts, 1896; E.C. Ullmann, Völkerrecht, 1898; F. von Liszt, Das
Völkerrecht, 1898.
70 For a general survey, see: A. Truyol y Serra, Der Wandel der Staatenwelt in neue-rer
Zeit im Spiegel der Völkerrechtsliteratur des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts, 1968, p. 27 ff.
71 See: supra, p. 152.
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teenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, abandoned this centuries-old
universalist tradition based on natural law theory and »narrowed [itself] to
a regional (purely European) legal system«.72 Only in the nineteenth century was recognition also understood as a constitutive act by which the
members of the international legal community decided on the »admission«
of a new member to their circle, whereby the latter became a subject of
international law. 73
However, such assertions are based on a misunderstanding. It is true
that until the end of the eighteenth century there were manifold legal relations between European and extra-European, non-Christian political communities and that natural law offered a common legal basis for such relations. Nevertheless, one cannot speak of a single, universal international
law of mankind. Indeed, from the Middle Ages, the Christian-European
family of nations formed a narrow international legal community, the true
international legal community, which was far more than merely a »regional« European law of nations. The result was, as Truyol y Serra has correctly stated, »the dualism of a Christian-occidental law of nations on the one
hand, and a particular law of nations implicitly based on generally recognised natural law for relations with non-Christian powers on the other«. 74
What happened in the nineteenth century was certainly not the narrowing
of a universal law of nations to a regional, European law of nations, as
Alexandrowicz asserted. On the contrary, the European law of nations
gradually grew into a global legal order, the members of which were, it is
true, only the »civilised nations«. This development cannot be interpreted
as a »régionalisation« or »Europeanisation«. Rather, the dualism of the
Christian-European law of nations and the natural law-based universal law
of nations dissolved into a single, universal legal system, albeit one which
had been deprived of its natural law foundation by the rise of positivism.
This universal legal system introduced a new differentiation through the
criterion of civilisation, thus laying the foundation of a new, colonial law of
nations separate from the general one.
This broadening and transformation of the international legal order did
not begin toward the end of the century, as Carl Schmitt asserted in his far
reaching interpretation of the modern development of international law. 75
Schmitt's other objection to the traditional view of the development of international law in the nineteenth century, that the territorially-restricted
European order presented by the ius publicum europaeum did not dissolve
72 »[z]u einem regionalen (rein europäischen) Rechtssystem verengt« - C.H. Alexandrowicz, An Introduction to the History of the Law of Nations in the East Indies (16th,
17th and 18th centuries), 1967, p. 2.
73 C.H. Alexandrowicz, »The Theory of Recognition in fieri,« (1958) 34 British
Yearbook of International Law 176.
74 »der Dualismus eines christlich-abendländischen Völkerrechts einerseits und
eines implizite auf dem von allen anerkannten Naturrecht begründeten, partikulären
Völkerrechts im Umgang mit ausserchristlichen Mächten andererseits« - op cit. note
34, p. 64 ff.
75 Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum Europaeum, 1950, p. 111 ff.
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until as late as 1890 and was only then replaced by a global »international
law«, is not in conformity with the historical facts and is similarly unconfirmed by the literature of the period.

IV. The Legal Institutions of the New Colonial Law of Nations
1. The End of the Trading Companies
The flexible legal institutions of colonial expansion, which in the French Age
prevented the rigid European concepts of State and sovereignty from being
transferred to the overseas world, faded away in the nineteenth century. The
strict European conception of the State took possession of this new world.
Colonial trading companies were indeed also founded in the nineteenth century. However, this process now had a new, fundamentally changed meaning.
The old companies dating from the first great period of colonisation survived until the middle of the nineteenth century. For instance, the British
East Indian Company existed until 1858. However, their old independence,
their power and importance, had long disappeared. The process of their
increasing incorporation into State authorities had begun the moment the
companies turned away from their genuine mission - which was a commercial one within the framework of a mercantilist system, and thus only
indirectly political - and started enterprises which were aimed directly at
full political, territorial sovereignty.
After 1765, when the Grand Mogul entrusted the company with the direct
administration of the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, this development
could no longer be stopped. As the Supreme Court of Bombay held in 1873,
all charters since 1767 had expressly vested the company with the rights of
possession, of governmental power and of appropriation in respect of all
revenues »for the Crown«. 76 In 1773 the House of Commons declared in respect of India, that all territories acquired through military force or treaties
with foreign powers belonged by law to the British Crown. In 1784 an authority was established to provide direct governmental supervision of the directors. Only with great effort was it possible, in 1813, for the company to obtain
a renewal of its privilege for another twenty years. In addition, the East
Indian trade was now opened to non-members, the so-called »interlopers«
who formerly had been so eagerly persecuted. The last renewal of the privilege in 1833 was linked to a further curtailment of rights. Governmental
supervision was further increased and the last segment of direct trade reserved to the company, the monopoly of trade through the Hong Guild of Canton,
was opened to free competition. 77 Thus, the company continued to exist in
the first half of the nineteenth century »because British ministers like[d] to
govern through its mediation, but its political power was now a shadow«. 78
76 M.F. Lindley, The Acquisition and Sovereignty of Backward Territories in International Law, 1926, p. 95.
77 C. Brinkmann, England seit 1815, 1938, p. 61 ff.
78 G.M. Trevelyan, British History in the Nineteenth Century (1782-1901), (14th edn,
1937), p. 451.
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Only a f e w years after the last of the old companies had disappeared with
the withdrawal of the charter of the Hudson's Bay Company in 1869, n e w
companies began to be established as part of the n e w great colonisation
m o v e m e n t of the nineteenth century: in 1881 the British North Borneo
Company; in 1886 the Royal N i g e r Company; in 1888 the British East Africa
Company; in 1889 the British South Africa Company. 7 9 At the head of the latter stood Cecil Rhodes, the great protagonist of the British colonial empire
in Africa and, f r o m 1890 (i.e. concurrently), the Prime Minister of the Cape
Colony. Rhodes' name survived in the name of the British colony of Rhodesia, nowadays the independent State of Z i m b a b w e .
In 1885 an imperial letter of protection (»Kaiserlicher Schutzbrief«) was
granted to the German East Africa Company (»Deutsche Ost-Afrikanische
Gesellschaft«), and in 1886 a similar letter was granted to the German N e w
Guinea Company (»Deutsche Neu-Guinea Kompanie«). Portugal founded its
M o z a m b i q u e Company in 1891.
However, all of these enterprises, which existed only temporarily (the last
German »Schutzbrief« lost its effect in 1899), can in no w a y be compared in
their political and legal importance to the companies of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. 80 What they lacked was, above all, the right to make
w a r and peace, which provided the old companies with their great political
and international legal importance, and the trade monopoly, f r o m which the
old companies derived their positions of economic power.
T h e n e w companies w e r e all subject to strict public control. T h e Charter of
the British North Borneo Company stipulated that the company had to remain
British in essence and in respect of the location of its settlements. All of its
directors had to be British nationals and the designation of the director
charged with leadership functions in Borneo required the consent of the
Colonial Minister. T h e company was not permitted to transfer its rights without the Minister's consent and all disputes between it and the indigenous
princes had to be submitted to him for resolution. T h e slave trade was to be
abolished within the company's territory. In respect of its treatment of the
natives, all suggestions and objections of the Minister had to be observed.
Trade with the company's territories was to be free except for certain customs
and import restrictions. T h e charter could be revoked if the company did not
comply with its obligations. T h e other British companies w e r e , to some degree, even m o r e closely restricted and supervised by governmental authority.
T h e letter of protection issued by the German Kaiser to the N e w Guinea
Company transferred to the company the »right to exercise territorial sovereign authority under our overlordship« (»das Recht zur Ausübung landeshoheitlicher Befugnisse unter unserer Oberhoheit«). This was not a bestowal of representative authority in international affairs. With the expiry of
the letter of protection in 1899 colonial companies of this kind became a
matter of legal history. 81
79 Carton de Wiart, Les grandes compagnies coloniales anglaises au 19me siècle, 1899.
80 »Chartered Companies«, in Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 5.
81 Jäckel, »Kolonialgesellschaften,« in Wörterbuch des deutschen Staats- und Verwaltungsrechts, Vol. 2, 1913, p. 597.
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Bismarck expressed his basic view on this form of legal connection between the company's territories and the Reich in his speech in the Reichstag
on 26 June 1884:
»My intention, which has been approved by his Majesty the Kaiser, is to
leave responsibility for the material development of the colony as well as its
establishment to the activity and spirit of enterprise of our sea-faring and
trading co-citizens and to act less by annexing overseas provinces to the
German Reich than by granting licence-letters akin to English Royal
Charters, following the glorious career which the English business community exhibited by founding the East India Company. It is also my intention to
leave governance essentially to the people interested in the colony and to
grant them only opportunities of European jurisdiction for Europeans and
of such protection as w e can offer without a standing garrison there. I imagine therefore, that in such a colony one would have a representative of the
Reich authority, under the title either of consul or resident, w h o would
receive complaints, and that any of our maritime or commercial courts - be
it in Bremen, Hamburg or anywhere else - would decide the disputes which
can arise in the course of commercial enterprises. It is not our intention to
establish provinces, but rather commercial enterprises, although of the
highest form, which acquire a sovereignty, a mercantile sovereignty resting
in the end on a feudatory relationship with the German Reich and under its
protection, and to defend them in their free development against attacks
from immediate neighbours as well as against oppression and prejudice on
the part of other European powers«. 8 2
82 »Meine von Seiner Majestät dem Raiser gebilligte Absicht ist, die Verantwortlichkeit für die materielle Entwickung der Kolonie ebenso wie ihr Entstehen der
Tätigkeit und dem Unternehmungsgeiste unserer seefahrenden und handeltreibenden Mitbürger zu überlassen und weniger in der Form der Annektierung von
überseeischen Provinzen an das Deutsche Reich vorzugehen als in der Form von
Gewährung von Freibriefen nach Gestalt der englischen Royal Charters, im
Anschluss an die ruhmreiche Laufbahn, welche die englische Kaufmannschaft bei
Gründung der ostindischen Kompanie zurückgelegt hat, und den Interessenten der
Kolonie zugleich das Regieren derselben im wesentlichen zu überlassen und ihnen
nur die Möglichkeit europäischer Jurisdiktion für Europäer und desjenigen
Schutzes zu gewähren, den wir ohne stehende Garnison dort leisten können. - Ich
denke mir also, dass man dann entweder unter dem Namen eines Konsuls oder
eines Residenten bei einer derartigen Kolonie einen Vertreter der Autorität des
Reiches haben wird, der Klagen entgegenzunehmen hätte, und dass irgendeines
unserer See- und Handelsgerichte - sei es in Bremen oder Hamburg oder wo sonst
- die Streitigkeiten enscheiden wird, die im Gefolge der kaufmännischen
Unternehmungen entstehen könnten. - Unsere Absicht ist, nicht Provinzen zu gründen, sondern kaufmännische Unternehmungen, aber in der höchsten Entwicklung
auch solche, die sich eine Souveränität, eine schliesslich dem Deutschen Reich
lehnbar bleibende, unter seiner Protektion stehende kaufmännische Souveränität
erwerben, zu schützen in ihrer freien Entwicklung sowohl gegen die Angriffe aus
der unmittelbaren Nachbarschaft als auch gegen Bedrückung und Schädigung von
selten anderer europäischer Mächte«. - Fürst Bismarck als Redner. Vollständige
Sammlung der parlamentarischen Reden Bismarcks seit dem Jahre 1847 (W. Böhm &
A. Dove, eds.), 1891, Vol. 13, p. 304.
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According to Carl Schmitt, 83 this conception of a colony also showed Bismarck to be »the last European statesman of the past century« (»der letzte
europäische Staatsmann des v e r g a n g e n e n Jahrhunderts«). This »non-centrist, flexible conception« (»nichtzentralistische, elastische Auffassung«)
ended in the nineteenth century. In fact, Bismarck's roots in the continentalEuropean political and international legal tradition w e r e strongly evident in
such thoughts. Nevertheless, it is obvious that the idea which he developed
in his speech of 26 June 1884 was at most only a w e a k reflection of the old
flexible conception of the colonial l a w of nations. Even Bismarck was no
longer able to consider (and he did not) using the trading companies to
interrupt the global inter-relationship between Europe and the overseas
colonies and to isolate the two spheres, as it w e r e , one against the other.
At no point in the nineteenth century could it be doubted that it was the
States themselves which w e r e , through the trading companies, confronting
each other directly in a specific legal f o r m which they d e e m e d expedient.
T h e first steps of German colonial policy w e r e only undertaken after a
thorough sounding of the diplomatic waters. Bismarck had reported on this
in the same speech of 26 June 1884. At the same time, he left no doubt that
the Beich w a s willing to »defend them [the territories acquired by the companies] in their free development against attacks f r o m immediate neighbours as w e l l as against oppression and prejudice f r o m the side of other
European powers«.
T h e motives which inspired Bismarck to use the legal f o r m of colonial
trading companies b e c a m e clearly visible in his speech. He objected to all
artificially organised colonial policies and considered the only task in which
Germany could beneficially engage to be the granting of protection and
assistance to those colonial enterprises that had g r o w n out of private and
commercial initiative and the development and promotion of them to the
best of its ability. To him, the institution of the privileged company was only
an organisational f o r m appropriate for the distribution of risk. He said:
»For the rest w e hope that the tree as a w h o l e will also prosper through
the activity of the gardeners w h o planted it, and if it does not the plant is a
failure and the damage will affect the Beich less because the costs are not
considerable for us, and they burden the entrepreneurs w h o have miscalculated their enterprise«. 8 4
T h e nineteenth century history of the trading companies w o u l d be incomplete without mention of a particular yet characteristic phenomenon of
colonial history: the »Association internationale africaine«, which was established on the initiative of the King of Belgium at an international geographic
congress in Brussels in 1876, and later f o r m e d the nucleus of the State of the
83 »Raum und Grossraum im Völkerrecht,« (1940) 24 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 145
at 160.
84 »Im übrigen hoffen wir, dass der Baum durch die Tätigkeit der Gärtner, die ihn
pflanzen, auch im ganzen gedeihen wird, und wenn er es nicht tut, so ist die Pflanze
eine verfehlte, und es trifft der Schade weniger das Reich, denn die Rosten sind nicht
bedeutend, die wir verlangen, sondern die Unternehmer, die sich in ihren Unternehmungen vergriffen haben«. - Bismarck als Redner, op cit. note 83, Vol. 13, p. 305.
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Congo. 85 The historical origins of the »Association« lie in a strange mix of
motives of personal ambition, private greed and political intrigue. The role
of its founder, the clever businessman, skillful public relations agent and
continuously impecunious Ring Leopold II, cannot be described in detail
here. It is sufficient to indicate that the fate of this enterprise also demonstrated the transfer of the European conception of the State to the African
colonial sphere. In 1884 and 1885 the company was recognised by the
United States and the European powers as an independent and sovereign
member of the international legal community.
The General Act of the Berlin Congo Conference of 26 February 1885 certainly attempted politically to isolate the Congo basin (which was the
nucleus of colonial Africa) vis-à-vis the European-American State system. A
legal institution that had been borrowed from the typical terminology of the
European State conception and tested in Europe served as an instrument for
this purpose: neutralisation. On 1 August 1885 »l'Etat indépendant du Congo« (»the Independent State of the Congo«) proclaimed its permanent neutrality in accordance with Article 10 of the General Act. In respect of the larger (so-called »conventional«) Congo Basin the contracting parties undertook, in the event of a war involving one of the powers exercising sovereign
or protectorate rights there, to use their good offices to ensure that the parts
of the Congo Basin belonging to that power were treated as neutral for the
duration of the war through agreements reached between the belligerents.
The concept practiced during the period of the »lines of amity«, of assessing
that armed clashes in colonial regions did not disturb the peaceful relations
of the powers concerned in Europe, was thus inverted into its opposite.
However, in the First World War such stipulations remained ineffective.
The revival of the concept of trading companies thus remained, on the
whole, an episode inspired by historical reminiscences. It was of little significance and did not result in any fundamental changes to the concept of the
colonial law of nations. This nineteenth century concept was marked and
caused by the exclusive attachment of the law of nations to those States which
were subdividing, ordering and ruling colonial soil in conformity with the
principles and concepts of the inter-State law that had developed in Europe.

2. Colonies and Colonial Protectorates
The complete incorporation of the colonial sphere into the European State
system found its most visible expression in the two basic forms of legal
connection between the colonial territories and the home territory: the
institutions of »colony« and »colonial protectorate«.
In nineteenth century theory the »colony« disappeared as a specific international legal concept. The indexes of international law textbooks of the
period generally did not include the term. The colony was understood as
exclusively an institution of municipal law, with a generally accepted dees Grewe, »Das völkerrechtliche Statut des belgischen Kongogebietes,« p. 2 ff.
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finition being: »settlement territory linked by national law to the mother
country«. 86 This did not mean that colony and motherland necessarily had
to form a unified territorial legal order in every respect. For the purposes of
civil or penal l a w the colony could be treated as a foreign country. Only f r o m
the perspective of international l a w did it necessarily belong to the internal
State territory of the mother country. It did not have international legal personality and if the mother country entered a war, the colony w a s ipso facto
part of the area at war. 8 7
British l a w distinguished between »possessions« and »colonies«. According
to the Interpretation Act of 1889,88 »British possessions« w e r e those parts of
the territorial dominion of the British King which formed separate body politics and had their own local or regional legislation. »Colonies«, on the other
hand, w e r e all those British territories outside the United Kingdom with the
exception of the Channel Islands (Jersey and Guernsey), the Isle of Man and
British India. Among the colonies there was a further distinction between
those which w e r e self-governing and those which w e r e not. 89 From the point
of v i e w of international law, all of these distinctions w e r e irrelevant.
In the context of overseas territories the concept of »protectorate« played
a considerably m o r e important role than »possessions« and »colonies« in the
international law of the nineteenth century, in State practice as w e l l as in
theory.
T h e colonial expansion of the nineteenth century actually f o l l o w e d the
British model, by primarily using the institution of the protectorate to integrate overseas territories inhabited by indigenous peoples into the sphere of
control of the colonial powers. T h e international legal concept of the protectorate was not itself an invention of the nineteenth century. Vattel understood the term to mean an independent but w e a k State that, for security reasons, submitted itself to the protection of a m o r e powerful State and ceded
it certain rights, but in doing so did not cease to be an independent and sovereign State. 90 In the literature of the nineteenth century there was unanimity in respect of the concept of the protectorate - at least in so far as the
most essential criterion for the existence of a protectorate was considered
to be that the protected State was allowed to entertain relations with third
powers only through the mediation of the protecting power. 9 1 Recognised

86 »Ansiedlungsgebiete, die in einer staatsrechtlichen Verbindung zum Mutterlande
stehen« - F. Schack, »Kolonien,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1929, Vol. 3, p. 956.
87 F. von Liszt, Das Völkerrecht, 1898, p. 465.
88 52 & 53 Vict. c. 63, p. 18.
89 Sir Henry Jenkyns, British Rule and Jurisdiction beyond the Seas (Oxford, 1902),
p. 2.

90 »Un Etat faible, qui, pour sa sûreté se met sous la protection d'un plus puissant, et
s'engage, en reconnaissance, à plusieurs devoirs équivalent à cette protection, sans
toutefois se dépouiller de son gouvernement et de sa souverainté, cet État, dis-je, ne
cesse point pour cela de figurer parmi les souverains qui ne reconnaissent d'autre loi
que le droit des gens«. - Le droit des gens, Part 1, Ch. 1, s. 6.
91 W.E. Hall, A TYeatise on the Foreign Powers and Jurisdiction of the British Crown
(Oxford, 1894), p. 218: »The mark of a protected state or people, whether civilised or
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protectorates of this kind in Europe w e r e , for instance, Monaco and the
Ionian Islands (the latter until 1863).
T h e transfer of the concept of protectorate to overseas and colonial situations resulted in its denaturalisation. T h e »colonial protectorate« developed
as a special type of protectorate, the legal character of which was extremely doubtful - all the m o r e so as the protected entity had generally never been
a »State« in the meaning of international law. 92 In many cases the establishment of a colonial protectorate was only a disguised form of annexation.
Often this legal instrument was chosen in order to safe-guard all the advantages of economic exploitation for the protector without burdening it with
full international responsibility for the territory under its rule. T h e colonial
protectorate was frequently only a preliminary stage to complete annexation and transformation into a colony. Madagascar became a French protectorate in 1885 and a French colony in 1896. Korea b e c a m e a Japanese
protectorate in 1905 and a Japanese colony in 1910. Numerous British protectorates such as the Gambia, the Gold Coast, Nigeria and Kenya later
b e c a m e Crown colonies.
In 1880 the British government transferred the administration of its colonial protectorates f r o m the Foreign Office to the Colonial Office. This transfer symbolised that the colonial protectorate was r e m o v e d f r o m the sphere
of international l a w and relegated to that of national law, thus coming within the same orbit as the colony in the narrower meaning. It was in this general trend that the great international treaties of this period always listed
»colonies« and »protectorates« at the same level (as did, for example, Article
34 of the General Act of the Congo Conference of 1885 and Article 1 of the
Brussels Anti-Slavery Act of 1890). H o w e v e r , in contrast to German and
French legal scholars, British scholars sought to maintain the fiction of a
legal distinction between »colony« and »protectorate«. In particular, it w a s
the British v i e w that the protectorate relationship did not give the protector
State any jurisdictional authority over the nationals of other States sojourning in the territory of the protectorate. Nevertheless, the Brussels AntiSlavery Act clearly assumed that the protector State did possess such an authority.
In German legal theory the distinction between colony and protectorate
was completely fluid. T h e colonial protectorate was occasionally attributed
a transitory position between the colony and the international legal protectorate. Significantly, it was often simply referred to as a »staatrechtliches

uncivilised, is that it cannot maintain political intercourse with foreign powers except
through or by permission of the protecting state«. Jenkyns, op cit. note 90, p. 165: »A
British protectorate is a country which is not within the British dominions, but as
regards its foreign relations is under the exclusive control of the King, so that its
government cannot hold direct communication with any other foreign power, nor a
foreign government with that government«.
92 Westlake, op cit. note 62, Vol. 1, p. 125, defined the colonial protectorate as »a region in which there is no State of International Law, to be protected, but which the
power that has assumed it does not yet claim to be internationally its territory, although that power claims to exclude all other states from any action within it«.
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Protektorat« (»national law protectorate«). 93 This terminology had the advantage of calling the institution by its proper name. There can be no doubt
that in substance the British protectorates as well as the French ones were
nothing other than colonies pure and simple, and that the same was true of
the German »Schutzgebiete« (»protected areas«). 94
In 1890 the former French foreign minister Gabriel Hanotaux wrote of
Madagascar: »The protectorate is only a restriction, a limitation, a moderation, to which the victorious power submits in its own interest, to the degree
it deems appropriate; at any time it can draw the last consequences of its conquest«.95 Without requiring extenuation, the true meaning of the colonial
protectorate was summarised in this sentence. This institution's fictional
legal construction understandably provoked objections from other States. On
22 January 1913 the United States Secretary of State Knox addressed a note
to the French government, in which he wrote: »The Government of the
French Republic practically assumes all the Powers of government in
Morocco and as a natural corollary thereto it assumes all the obligations of
the Moroccan Government in its relations with foreign governments«. 96 With
this statement the United States made clear that it was not prepared to concede to France the advantages of its colonial position in Morocco without also
burdening it with full international legal responsibility for this territory.

3. Spheres of Interest and Influence
The legal instruments which served the British type of economic imperialism in the nineteenth century came in many different forms. A wide range
of legal institutions corresponded to the differing degrees of political and
economic penetration of colonial and semi-colonial territories. The most
intensive form of territorial integration within this range of institutions was,
as described above, the »colony« (in the narrower sense) and the »colonial
protectorate«. A looser system of territorial penetration developed with the
regime of »spheres of interest« and »spheres of influence«. These legal institutions, which were again principally creations of British colonial policy,
were associated with two different situations.
»Spheres of interest« in a narrow sense (the linguistic usage was in any
case inconsistent) were those more or less ownerless territories which were
not yet caught within the European division of the world, were contiguous
to the colonies of a European power, and in which that power claimed a pre93 For a detailed survey of the German theory of colonial law, see: F. Schack, Das
deutsche Kolonialrecht in seiner Entwicklung bis zum Weltkrieg (Hamburg, 1923),
especially p. 16 ff.
94 See: A.S. Hershey, The Essentials of International Public Law and. Organization
(New York, 1927) pp. 185, 186 (fn. 27), 289. On the French protectorates, see:
C. Dupuis, Le droit des gens et les rapports des Grandes Puissances avec les autres Etats
avant le pacte de la Société des Nations, 1921, p. 233 ff.
95 (1896) 1(1) Revue de Paris; quoted in Dupuis, ibid., p. 234.
96 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1914, p. 906.
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ferential legal position, particularly in respect of a future occupation. T h e
German expression »Hinterland« became customary for such territories in
all languages of the world. Privileges for a p o w e r interested in the hinterland could of course only be secured through contractual agreements with
rival powers. IVeaties of this kind stipulated that one State had a preferential right to occupy or otherwise incorporate the territory in question and
was entitled to exclude other powers f r o m acting in any w a y within it. For
example, Article 7 of the Anglo-German Treaty on East-Africa, South-West
Africa and the Island of Heligoland of 1 July 1890 stated:
» T h e two Powers e n g a g e that neither will interfere with any sphere of
influence assigned to the other by Articles I to IV. One P o w e r will not in the
sphere of the other make acquisition, conclude Treaties, accept sovereign
rights or Protectorates, nor hinder the extension of influence of the other«. 9 7
Another type of treaty related to »spheres of influence« in the strict sense,
in that such treaties concerned territories of State-like entities that suffered
f r o m constitutional weakness or internal decay. Such spheres of influence
w e r e agreed among the European powers above all in respect of Morocco,
Persia and China. T h e focus of the contractual e n g a g e m e n t was each treaty
party's renunciation of its rights, within the zone of influence accorded to
the other, to acquire political or economic concessions for itself or to support its own or foreign nationals in the acquisition of such rights. In addition, each treaty party pledged to cause no difficulties to the other party in
respect of that other party's acquisition of such concessions within its own
zone of influence. It was in this sense that Britain, in its famous agreement
with Russia over Persia on 31 August 1907, engaged not to seek for herself,
and not to support in favour of British subjects, or in favour of the subjects
of third powers, any »Concessions of a political or commercial nature - such
as Concessions for railways, banks, telegraphs, roads, transport, insurance,
etc.-beyond a line starting f r o m Kasr-i-Shirin, passing through Isfahan,
Yezd, Kakbk, and ending at a point on the Persian frontier at the intersection
of the Russian and Afghan frontiers, and not to oppose, directly or indirectly, demands for similar Concessions in this region which are supported by
the Russian Government. It is understood that the above mentioned places
are included in the region in which Great Britain engages not to seek the
Concessions referred to«. 98
Russia entered into a similar engagement in respect of the British sphere
of influence. Both powers pledged »to respect the integrity and independence of Persia«. 9 9
T h e r e w e r e manifold variations on, and supplements to, this basic engagement concerning spheres of influence: 1 0 0 in 1915 the Republic of Haiti
promised the United States »not to surrender to any foreign government any
97 Martens, op cit. note 1, Part 2. Vol. 16, p. 895; Strupp, op cit. note 1, Vol. 2, p. 322
ff.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 323.
98 Martens, ibid., Vol. 3, p. 3; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 356.
99 Ibid.
100 See the thorough examination conducted by G.W. Rutherford in »Spheres of Influence: An aspect of semisuzerainty,« (1926) 20 American Journal of International Law 300.
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territory by sale, lease or otherwise«; in the Treaty of Ucciali of 1889 the Negus
of Ethiopia promised to use the Italian government as a mediator in all negotiations with other powers; in 1903 Cuba promised the United States not to
enter into any treaty that would affect its independence; in 1907 Russia
promised Britain to deal with Afghanistan through the mediation of the British
government only; in 1881 the Bey of Tunis promised France that it would not
enter into any international obligation without previously informing and
reaching an understanding with the French government in respect of it.
There was also the right of intervention: the United States in particular
was accorded the right to intervene in a number of Central American republics. Cuba's treaty with the United States in 1903 stated that the government of Cuba consented that the United States could exercise the right to
intervene for the preservation of Cuban independence, the maintenance of
a government adequate for the protection of life, property, and individual
liberty, and for discharging the obligations in respect of Cuba imposed by
the Treaty of Paris on the United States, now to be assumed and undertaken
by the Government of Cuba.
In the same treaty Cuba formally promised that it would never enter into
any treaty or other compact with any power or powers which would impair
or tend to impair the independence of Cuba, nor in any manner authorise or
permit any foreign power or powers to obtain by colonisation or for military
or naval purposes, or otherwise, lodgment in or control over any portion of
the island. 101
In some cases the right of influence went so far that it was difficult to identify the limits of the colonial protectorate. For example, some agreements
which were considered to concern zones of influence transferred the conduct of all foreign affairs to the privileged power. In Article 3 of the FrancoGerman Convention of 4 November 1911 it was stipulated that the Sultan of
Morocco would entrust the representation and protection of Moroccan subjects outside of Morocco to the diplomatic and consular representatives of
France. The rule that spheres of influence were not to be subordinated to
foreign control to such a degree »that the minimum degree of power, which
is inherent to a protectorate, could be exercised with some regularity«, 102
did not provide a useful criterion for differentiation. However, it remained a
particular characteristic of spheres of influence that they were exclusively
the object of specific treaty relations and not binding upon third States. 103
After the First World War treaties based on the above-mentioned engagements concerning spheres of influence and interest were no longer concluded. Wilson's polemic against the methods of pre-War diplomacy was directed at this kind of treaty. United States diplomats at the Washington
Conference of 1922 supported a campaign against the imperialist system of
101 Malloy, Treaties, Vol. 1, p. 362; Martens, op cit. note 1, Part 2, Vol. 32, p. 79; Grewe,
Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 239. On the »Platt-Amendment« see: Carl Schmitt, Völkerrechtliche
Formen des modernen Imperialismus.
Positionen und Begriffe, 1933 (reproduced in
Positionen und Begriffe, 1940, p. 162), p. 169 ff.
102 Hall, op cit. note 92, p. 228.
103 Ibid., p. 229.
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demarcating spheres of interest. Against this, the British representative,
Lord Balfour, could not help but declare that no representative of any power
at the conference table would assume that the old practice of agreeing on
spheres of influence would be recommended by any government or be
acceptable to the conference. As far as the British government was concerned it had publicly declared, in the most solemn manner:
»[T]hat they regarded this practice as utterly inappropriate to the existing
situation and they thought that the phraseology used in the earlier part of
this resolution (Article 3(2)(a)) admirably expressed the view that that
system had not only gone but had gone forever and was now explicitly condemned«.104
The Nine Power TVeaty of Washington of 1922 included a clause which
was directed expressly against the establishment of any spheres of influence
in China. Article 4 of the treaty read:
»The contracting powers agree not to support any agreements by their respective nationals with each other designed to create spheres of influence
or to provide for the enjoyment of mutually exclusive opportunities in designated parts of Chinese territory«.105
The global political background to these legal constructions is visible
here. The system of spheres of influence and interest was an instrument
specific to British imperialism. Although other European powers also used
this instrument, in its origin, spirit and function it corresponded to British
policy to a particularly high degree. United States economic imperialism
constituted the main opponent of this policy. In its struggle against the
exclusionary tendencies of the British system the United States took, as its
point of departure, the principle of the »open door«.
4. The »Open Door« Régime
The contractual assurance of an »open door« régime went further than any
other legal institution of imperialistic penetration. It appeared everywhere
where the expansive energy of a single power was insufficient to exclude all
others. The principle of the »open door« (»offene Tür«; »Porte ouverte«)
meant the guaranteeing of an equal economic opportunity for citizens of all
nations, which was sometimes referred to as the »principle of equal opportunity of trade« (»Gewährleistung der gleichen Chance«). Formulated in the
negative, it required non-discriminatory treatment of foreigners in economic life. 106 The principle entered Britain's own colonial territories with the
general turn of its economic policies toward free trade.
All powers maintained the mercantilistic principle of monopolism for
colonial trade until the beginning of the nineteenth century. Such monopolies were generally secured by absolute trade prohibitions linked to the
104 Conference on the Limitation of Armament (Washington, 1922) p. 1220.
105 League of Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 38, p. 278; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 1083;
V. Bruns & G. von Gretschaninow, Politische Verträge (3 Vols.), 1936/42, Vol. 1, p. 102.
106 G. Erler, »Offene Tür-Politik,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 2, p. 654 ff.
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threat of severe penalties. Britain had already received its first incentive to
turn away from mercantilism as a result of the loss of its American colonies.
The free trade doctrine advanced by the French Physiocrats was favorably
received in Britain. It attained its classical formulation there through David
Ricardo and Adam Smith. The great liberal politician Richard Cobden (180465), who was the intellectual leader of the Manchester economy, became
the leading protagonist of the free trade doctrine and in the 1845 British
elections led it to victory. Between 1846 and 1860 Britain turned its general
economic policy towards the free trade system. The régime of the Navigation Act which, after retaliatory measures by the United States, had already been softened in 1823 and 1829 through mutual concessions, was
completely abolished in 1849. Cobden, dispatched to Paris as a special
envoy, in January 1860 famously concluded the first treaty with a »most
favoured nation clause« (»clause de la nation la plus favorisée«; »Meistbegünstigungsklausel«). This treaty with France was called the »Cobden
Treaty« in his honour. This principle of trade treaties is thus another international legal institution of British origin and inspiration.
The régime of the open door went one step beyond contractual mostfavoured nation treatment in that it was the equivalent of a general extension of the most favoured nation principle to all States: »The doctrine of
most-favoured nation treatment is the parent of the open door«. 107 Britain
also took this step in its colonial trade. In 1855 and 1860 it abolished the last
of the preferential customs. The complete implementation of free trade
placed the colonial economy on the basis of the open door policy. However,
this was soon given up with the move away from free trade that began in
1880. Preferential customs w e r e reintroduced within the Empire. Only in
respect of such colonial or semi-colonial territories as w e r e not subject to its
full or limited sovereignty did Britain still cling to the policy of contractually securing open door régimes. T h e term »open door« naturally acquired a
specific and thoroughly altered meaning as a result of this limitation. A
country which could not be subjucated completely was now pressed to submit to a trade system that Britain had abandoned in respect of its own colonies, but which still seemed to it to be appropriate as a basis for an intensive
economic penetration into the country in question. It is obvious that in
countries such as China (where the »open door« had first been applied) the
principle of equal economic opportunity was bound to favour the economically far superior foreigners. Even if the open door treaties w e r e formally
presented as guaranteeing the same opportunities to the Chinese themselves, it was no secret that this was not their true design, nor their effect.
The beginnings of the open door policy in China reached back to the contractual supplements to the Peace of Nanking of 29 August 1842, which terminated the Opium War. 108 In view of a fleet of United States warships in the
waters off Canton, the commander of which had demanded and received
107 Tyler Dennet in his introduction to Mingschien Joshua Bau, The Open Door
Doctrine in Relation to China ( N e w York, 1923), p. XII.
108 Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 5(1), p. 258 ff.; Hertslet, Commercial Treaties, Vol. 4, p. 221;
Hertslet, China Treaties, Vol. 1, p. 12.
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the Chinese pledge that all of the concessions granted to Britain would likewise be conceded to the United States, Britain declared itself for the principle of equal opportunity of trade for all nations. In the supplemental Treaty
of Hoomun-Chae of 8 October 1843 it was stipulated:
»Should it please the Emperor, for whatever reasons, to grant additional
exceptions or privileges to any subjects or citizens of foreign nations, the
same exceptions and privileges will be extended to British subjects and will
be granted to them«.
Commenting on this treaty, Queen Victoria declared:
»Throughout the whole course of my négociations with the government of
China, I have uniformly disclaimed the wish for any exclusive advantages.
It has been my desire, that equal favour should be shown to the industry and
commercial enterprise of all nations«. 109
The United States thus attained the objective that had been defined by
Secretary of State Daniel Webster in his instruction to the United States special envoy in China, Caleb Cushing:
»Finally, you will signify, in decided terms and a positive manner, that the
government of the United States would find it impossible to remain in terms
of friendship in regard with the Emperor, if greater privileges or commercial facilities should be allowed to the subjects of any other Government
than should be granted to the citizens of the United States«.110
Article 2 of the Treaty of Peace, Amity and Commerce of Wang Hiya of 3
July 1844, which was concluded by Cushing, contained the Chinese government's pledge to this effect. 111
The violent suppression by Britain and France of the Taiping Rebellion, a
popular revolution directed against capitalist penetration, carried out with
the moral support of the United States, led to a revision of the old treaties as
well as the conclusion of a new one, on 26 June 1858 at Tientsin. This treaty, in which both the United States and Russia participated, confirmed and
extended the principle of the open door. The treaty was ratified on 23
September 1860 after the capture of Peking and the termination of the war.
The term »open door« did not appear, as such, in these agreements. It was
first used in the international agreements initiated by United States
Secretary of State John Hay in 1899 and 1900.
The occasion for these agreements lay in China's situation at the turn of
the century. Its increasing partition into a multitude of spheres of influence
of rival powers with exclusive privileges threatened to do away with the
principle of equal opportunity in economic competition. The situation
almost amounted to a complete disintegration of the political organisation
of the Chinese Empire. Almost all external possessions had already been
lost: in 1881 the Liu Chiù Islands fell to Japan and the western parts of Ili
fell to Russia; in 1885 Tongking and Anam fell to France; in 1886 Northern
109 J.B. Moore, Digest of International
Law, Vol. 5, p. 418.
110 Sen. Disc. 28th Cong. 2nd Sess., No. 138, p. 5.
111 Treaties, Conventions, International Acts and Agreements between the United States
and Other Powers (Washington, 1910), Vol. 1, p. 196 fT.; Hackworth, Digest of International Law, Vol. 2, p. 65; Malloy, Treaties, Vol. l , p . 196; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3 (1), p. 517 fT.
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Burma fell to Britain, as did Sikkim in 1890; in 1895 Korea, Formosa and the
Pescadores fell to Japan. The Sino-Japanese War of 1895 demonstrated the
weakness of the great Empire. Immediately after this defeat those powers
that were interested in China began to secure bases for themselves within
the territory of China proper. In 1897 Germany occupied Kiautschou and,
through a convention concluded on 6 March 1898, leased it for ninety-nine
years. In December 1897 Russia occupied Port Arthur and Talienwan and,
through a convention concluded on 27 March 1898, leased these territories
for twenty-five years. In April 1898 France leased Rwangchouwan for ninety-nine years. On 9 June 1898 Britain leased Kowloon (across from Hong
Kong) for the same period and, on 1 July 1898, leased Weihaiwei for a period that was stipulated to end at the same time as Russia's occupation of Port
Arthur. Only Italy's attempts to secure a naval base for itself failed. Alongside
these lease treaties, all other forms of imperialistic penetration could be
found in China: spheres of influence were agreed, railway concessions were
negotiated with the Chinese government and declarations of inalienability
were demanded from it in respect of certain territories of interest.
The United States observed these developments with growing distrust.
The increase in the number of reservations relating to special privileges for
individual powers threatened to undermine the system of the open door.
There were even fears for the territorial integrity of China, which was seen
as an indispensible prerequisite for the maintenance of the open door. In
this situation Secretary of State John Hay, who had taken over as head of the
State Department on 30 September 1898, seized the initiative. In a letter to
Paul Dana on 16 March 1898 he expressed his concern about the disintegration of the Chinese Empire and the possible reaction of United States
public opinion, were the United States to participate in the »great game« of
dividing it up. At the same time, he stressed the importance of preserving
United States trade interests in China. 112
On 6 September 1899 Hay addressed a circular note to the governments of
Britain, Germany and Russia. On 13, 17 and 21 September he transmitted
the same note to the governments of Japan, Italy and France. He called upon
all of these governments to give assurances that each, within its respective
sphere of whatever influence:
»(First) Will in no way interfere with any treaty port or any vested interests
within any so-called >sphere of interest< or leased territory it may have in
China. (Second) That the Chinese treaty tariff of the time being shall apply
to all merchandise landed or shipped to all such ports as are within said
>sphere of interest« (unless they be >free ports<), no matter to what nationality it may belong, and that duties so leviable shall be collected by the
Chinese Government. (Third) That it will levy no higher harbor dues on
vessels of another nationality frequenting any port in such >sphere< than
shall be levied on vessels of its own nationality, and no higher railroad charges over lines built, controlled, or operated wihin its >sphere< on merchanise
belonging to citizens or subjects of other nationalities transported through
112 Moore, Digest of International

Law, Vol. 5, p. 554 ff.
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such >sphere< than shall be levied on similar merchandise belonging to its
own nationals transported over equal distances«. 113
All of the governments, with the exception of Russia, provided the requested assurance - even if they did so under the condition that all of the others
did the same. The Russian reply was silent in respect of the proposed unification of harbour dues and railroad changes. On 20 March 1900 Hay informed the powers concerned that the required prerequisites for the acceptance of his proposals had been fulfilled and that the United States government regarded the answers it had received as definitive and binding. 114
As imperial China continued to disintegrate certain efforts of reform were
attempted. However, these efforts only brought about the abdication of the
Emperor and an even more violent, consequential reaction. The EmpressDowager who now took over the government clandestinely supported the
rebellious Boxer Movement that was spreading over Northern China. The
violation of the European legations in Peking offered the European powers
the opportunity for a punitive expedition. Fearing that this expedition could
lead to a complete partition of China, Secretary Hay again seized the initiative and, on 3 July 1900, addressed a second circular note to the other
foreign powers that were active in China (i.e. Germany, France, Britain,
Italy, Russia, Austria, Belgium, Spain, Japan, the Netherlands and Portugal).
In this note he underlined that the policy of the United States was directed
at finding a solution:
»Which may bring about permanent safety and peace to China, preserve
Chinese territorial and administrative entity, protect all rights guaranteed to
friendly powers by treaty and international law, and safeguard for the world
the principle of equal and impartial trade with all parts of the Chinese
Empire«. 115
During the further course of the Boxer Rebellion the United States government accordingly pursued a policy of moderation and supported the maintenance of an independent Chinese government. The aim of this policy
was, as Hay explained in one of his notes, to assure »equality of treatment
113 Moore, Digest of International
Law, Vol. 5, p. 534 ff.; United States
Foreign
Relations, 1899, p. 129; Malloy, Treaties, Vol. 1, p. 256; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 374.
114 Another important treaty strengthening the open door principle in China was concluded in the same year between Britain and Germany: the so-called Yang-tse IVeaty of
16 October 1900. In Article 1 the two governments agreed that it was »a matter of joint
and permanent international interest that the ports on the rivers and littoral of China
should remain free and open to trade and to every other legitimate form of economic
activity for the nationals of all countries without distinctions; and the two Governments
agreed on their part to uphold the same for all Chinese territory as far as they could exercise influence«. Article 2 underlined the principle of the territorial integrity of China.
Article 3 stated the two governments' intention »to come to a preliminary understanding
as to the eventual steps to be taken, in case of another Power making use of the complications in China in order to obtain under any form whatever such territorial advantage«.
Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 372 fT.; Martens, op cit. note 1, Vol. 32, p. 92; Hertslet,
Commercial Treaties, Vol. 21, p. 420; Hertslet, China Treaties, Vol. 1, p. 591. On 29 October
1900 Secretary Hay expressed the United States' agreement to Article 1 and 2 of the treaty.
115 United States Foreign Relations, 1900, p. 299.
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within such spheres« for the commerce and navigation of all nations. Its
specific purpose was the loosening of the spheres of influence and the
restriction of the exclusive rights of privileged powers. Similar developments occurred in the other major cases of the application of the »open
door«: 116 in the establishment of this principle for Morocco through the Final
Act of Algeciras of 7 April 1906,117 and for Abyssinia through the AngloFrench-Italian Agreement of 13 December 1906.118 The General Act of
Berlin of 26 February 1885 contained provisions concerning the assurance
of an open door system for the territory of the so-called »conventional«
Congo Basin.119 However, it did not relate to spheres of influence in the proper sense, but rather to the »independent Congo State« and to colonies in the
strict meaning of the term. Nevertheless, the open door principle also
appeared here at a point in time when the interests of the great imperial
powers clashed - and when the Ring of Belgium, in particular, had failed to
acquire full rights of sovereignty, free of all international restrictions and
obligations, over the State of the Congo.
Although originally a creation of British world colonial policy, which was
adopted and supported by the majority of European colonial powers, the
principle of the open door acquired its specific character as a result of
United States policy and efforts to protect its overseas trading interests
against rival British or other (in the case of Morocco - French) interests.
Moreover, Hay's notes contained the first formal policy declaration of the
United States concerning matters outside the Americas. They thus testified
to the fact that, following the annexation of the Philippines and Guam the
previous year, the United States now considered itself to be a Far Eastern
power and intended to behave accordingly. 120 It was thus the United States
which assured that the open door policy would survive the First World War
to play a role in the global political disputes of the inter-war period.

116 Erler, op cit. note 107, Ernst Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen
in Lehre und Praxis (2 Vols.), 1958-63, Vol. 2, p. 432 ff.; U. Scheuner, Die völkerechtlichen Grundlagen der Weltwirtschaft in der Gegenwart, 1954, p. 138.
117 Martens, op cit. note 1, Part 2, Vol. 34, p. 238; (1906) Reichsgesetzblatt 891; (1907)
Reichsgesetzblatt 19.
118 Strupp, op cit. note 1, Vol. 2, p. 188.
119 Article 1: » T h e Commerce of all nations will enjoy complete f r e e d o m « ( » L e commerce de toutes les nations jouira d'une complète liberté«). See: Strupp, op cit. note
1, Vol. 2, p. 188.
120 G. Barraclough, Tendenzen der Geschichte im 20. Jahrhundert, 1967, p. 114.

Chapter Three
The Subjects of International Law:
The Breakthrough of the Concept of the Nation-State

I. Constitutionalism and the Rule of Law
Once the continental absolutism of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries had overcome the former division of the modern State into sovereigns
and estates and established the unity of the State in the person of the absolute monarch, a new dualism developed in the nineteenth century which
determined the future of the State as an institution: the antagonism between
monarchical State power and the growing power of the Third Estate, which
was certainly contained after 1815 by the Restoration, but was not deprived
of its dynamic energy.
The two strands of constitutional development in Europe, which had
grown apart in the previous age, once again drew closer, although not fully,
together. It was precisely in respect of the specifically continental type of
State, where the unifying force of monarchical absolutism had achieved full
effectiveness, that the antagonism between monarchical power based on
the traditional elite classes of the military and the State bureaucracy on the
one hand, and a formative bourgeois society with far-reaching claims on the
other, became particularly pronounced. In Germany and, in particular, in
Prussia, where this development reached its apogée, a particular compromise evolved during the course of this constitutional struggle. As a result,
Prussian-German »constitutionalism« was even more sharply separated
from Anglo-Western European »parliamentarianism«. France, in contrast,
was increasingly influenced by the philosophy of parliamentarianism as it
was spread by Britain, the classical constitutional model of European liberalism.
Despite these developmental differences an attempt to sketch out the particular characteristics of the typical form of the modern State which
appeared as the subject of international law in the British Age, can nevertheless identify several common features which were relevant for this age.
First, the constitutional situation of the nineteenth century was marked by
the dualism of State and society. Bourgeois society was striving against the
omnipotence of the State for special guarantees to protect the sphere of individual freedom and to secure subjective rights for individuals. These rights
included: fundamental rights, the separation of powers, the participation of
bourgeois society in the legislative process through a parliamentary representation of the nation, control of administrative bodies through the principle of the legality of administration, and general judicial control of all State
activities - in short, all of the constitutional institutions subsumed under the
term »bürgerlichen Rechtsstaates«, i.e. bourgeois States governed by the
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rule of law.1 The question of the form of government - monarchy or republic - was of subordinate relevance in respect of these institutions. A State
could have either a monarchical or a republican constitution, but it had no
»constitution« in the civic sense if it did not offer those guarantees which
were inherent to the rule of law.2
In those countries where bourgeois society had already proven itself to be
the dominant element,3 the specifically »parlimentary« form of government
emerged - as it developed in a wider sense4 in Britain after William Pitt the
Younger became Prime Minister (1783), or as it developed in a narrower,
classical sense from 1835. The essence of the latter variation was that the
leader of the party holding the majority in parliament was considered to be
the designated prime minister. He was charged by the head of State with the
formation of a government and, in his leadership of the government, remained dependent on the confidence of parliament.5 Developments in
essentially this direction occurred in Belgium, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Norway, the Netherlands, the Baltic States, and in the France of the »Citizen
Ring« (Louis Philippe) and the Third Republic.
In contrast, where the balance of forces persisted or even where monarchical power maintained its superiority, a type of constitutional monarchy
developed in which the ministerial cabinet was appointed by the king and
was dependent on his confidence alone, but was required to co-operate with
parliament when legislating. This type of constitutional monarchy was
embodied6 in the France of the Restoration (1814-30), Prussia after 1850,
Austria after 1867, the German Reich after 1871, Sweden, Denmark and, to
a certain degree, Russia after 1906.
Second, the political claim of the Third Estate was nourished by the dynamism of the idea of nation, which erupted during the French Revolution.
The bourgeoisie, the educated and propertied classes, claimed that it represented the nation. Only by mobilising the same national energies were the
1 C. Schmitt, Verfassungslehre, 1928, p. 123 ff.; Η. Krüger, Allgemeine
Staatslehre,
1964, p. 776 ff.; E.R. Huber, Nationalstaat
und Verfassungsstaat. Studien zur
Geschichte der modernen Staatsidee, 1965, p. 250 ff. H. Heller, Staatslehre, 1934, pp.
205, 221, spoke of a »power-separating State under the rule of law«; K. Loewenstein,
Verfassungslehre, 1959, p. 67 ff., of a »constitutional democracy«.
2 »Each society in which the guarantee of rights is not assured, nor the separation of
powers determined, does not have a constitution«. - Art. 16 of the Declaration of the
Rights of Man and of the Citizen, 1789. »Prussia has no constitution, because political
power is not divided between the Ring and the representatives of the nation«. Freiherr vom Stein, »Nassauische Denkschrift vom Juni 1807,« in Briefwechsel, Denkschriften, Abzeichnungen (E. Botzenhardt, ed.) (1931-37), Vol. 2, p. 210 ff.
3 F. Härtung, »Die Entwicklung der konstitutionellen Monarchie in Europa,« in Volk und
Staat in der deutschen Geschichte, 1940, p. 183 ff, characterises this type of State as »monist«.
4 Meaning that personal government by the king was excluded and that, in his place,
ministers who were responsible to parliament ran the government. See: O. Hintze,
»Das monarchische Prinzip und die konstitutionelle Verfassung,« in Hintze, Staat und
Verfassung, 1941, p. 352.
5 Ibid.
6 Härtung, op cit. note 3, p. 203 ff.
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allied monarchies of Europe able to resist the storm that had been unleashed
by the Revolution. T h e attempt undertaken after 1815 to suppress the forces
that had already been awakened and to return to a purely dynastic basis of
legitimacy, was no longer feasible. T h e divine right of kings and the sovereignty of nations confronted each other in a struggle that was not conclusively resolved throughout this age. T h e legitimacy as well as the substantive
content of the constitution was based on a compromise. This compromise
was expressed in a portentious manner in the Italian constitution, which
based the royal perogative »on the grace of God and the will of the nation«.
N o rule of international l a w in the nineteenth century expressely supported a right of national self-determination and a resulting right of independent statehood on the part of every nation. However, this did not prevent the
idea of the nation-State f r o m growing into one of the strongest conceptions
of legitimacy on which international law was based.
T h e term »nation«, which was the basis of the idea of the nation-State in
the nineteenth century, 7 indicated a highly complicated set of social facts:
c o m m o n ancestry, c o m m o n historical destiny, a c o m m o n culture and language. However, in the end the deciding factor remained the will, derived
f r o m these different elements, to f o r m a national community. As Renans said
famously, the nation is a »daily plebiscite« (»plébiscite de tous le jours«).
Third, in respect of the military constitution a system of general conscription replaced standing armies. General conscription »immediately became
the constitutive principle of continental nationalism«. 8 T h e First World War,
which compelled Britain, for the first time in a century, to exert all of its
strength proved general conscription to be one of the fundamental bases of
the nation-State, even if in this case it was - as a result of Britain's insular
position - only a latent factor.
Linked to the constitutional restrictions on monarchical p o w e r was the
abolition of the constitutionally exempted position of the armed forces,
aligned as they had been exclusively to the person of the king. 9 T h e armed
forces w e r e integrated into the State and its constitution. T h e constitution of
the armed forces and the supreme military command structure reflected
precisely the political structure of the constitutional compromise and the
weight of the rival political forces in their struggle with one another. T h e
classical example of this situation was the history of the Prussian constitution and military command structure, with its conflict between » L i n i e « and
» L a n d w e h r « (ie. the regular army and the militia), the struggle over the
army's oath to the constitution, the constitutional conflict over the military
reforms of 1862 and 1866 and the later disputes over the p o w e r of command

7 Heinz Ziegler, Die moderne Nation, 1932; R. Stavenhagen, Das Wesen der Nation
(Berlin, 1934); H. Kohn, The Idea of Nationalism (New York, 1944); E. Lemberg,
Nationalismus (2 Vols.) (Reinbek bei Hamburg, 1964); T. Schieder (ed.), Staatsgründungen und Nationalitätsprinzip (Munich, 1975); K.W. Deutsch, Nationenbildung, Nationalstaat, Integration (Düsseldorf, 1972).
8 »[djas konstitutive Prinzip des kontinentalen Nationalismus« - 0. Hintze, Wesen und
Wandlung des modernen Staates, 1931, p. 16.
9 See: supra, 319.
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of the Prussian King and the exemption of that p o w e r f r o m the requirement
of ministerial counter-signature. 10
Despite the turning away f r o m the tightly controlled economic policy of
mercantilism and the transition to a f r e e market economy, separated f r o m
and not directed by the State, the industrial development of the nineteenth
century further augmented the already greatly increased p o w e r potential of
the n e w nation-States. A process of industrialisation of immense proportions
and a similarly massive expansion of w o r l d trade made seemingly inexhaustable economic resources available and facilitated an extensive system of separation of State and economy - without causing any visible damage. H o w e v e r , the most extreme consequence of economic liberalism,
which w a s a w o r l d economy based on the principle of f r e e trade, remained
limited to a relatively short period, in particular f r o m 1860 to 1876. In the
economic field the irresistable force of nationalism carried the day. T h e
»national system of political economy«, which had already been enunciated
by Friedrich List in the first half of the nineteenth century, b e c a m e the constitutive principle of the age. It acquired its definitive shape with the general return to a policy of protectionism in the last quarter of the century.
T h e international l a w of the nineteenth century must be understood
against the background of this social and constitutional development. In this
period, as in all earlier ones, the terms and institutions of international law
w e r e closely interwoven with those of national constitutional law, and with
the political and social structure of the State. This connection naturally took
on particular importance in this century of constitutional struggle.
Ail international system such as the Holy Alliance made this connection
with the internal State order particularly visible. However, the universal international law of the British Age, extending beyond continental Europe, demonstrated in its every detail its dependence on the basic historical and constitutional aspects of the previous age. T h e standard of civilisation of States was
measured by the degree to which they approached the constitutional ideal.
T h e system of basic rights in national law was also reflected in the legal
doctrine of the basic rights of States, as, for example, was the principle of
humanitarian intervention for the protection of human rights (»droits
humains«). 1 1 It reappeared in the basis idea of a law for the protection of
national minorities, in so far as this protection related principally to the civil
rights and liberties of the individual m e m b e r s of such minorities. T h e concept of »minority« itself w a s born out of the spirit of liberal-democratic constitutional thinking. T h e basic rules of the laws of w a r and neutrality took
into account the system of general conscription. T h e specific »State neutrality« of the classical law of neutrality, which left a degree of f r e e d o m to
the economic activity of neutral individuals, 12 rested completely on the strict
separation of State and economy and on the idea of the f r e e d o m of economic
10 O. Hintze, »Staatsverfassung und Heeresverfassung,« (1906) in Hintze, Staat und
Verfassung, 1941, p. 42 ff.; E.R. Huber, Heer und Staat in der deutschen Geschichte,
1938; Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte seit 1789 (6 Vols.), 1957-81, p. 275 ff.
11 See: infra, p. 489 ff.
12 See: infra, p. 527 ff.
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activity for individuals. The concepts of the »most favoured nation« and the
»open door« developed out of the conditions of the new world-wide economic system.13 The trend towards judicial decisions and control in all fields
of political life, which was inherent in the philosophy of liberalism, was
matched by a parallel development: the resurgence of international arbitration.14 The inclination to produce written constitutions - indeed, the general
precedence of written law - found its equivalent in the codifying zeal of
international conferences. 15 The legal modalities of treaty-making, in
particular the function of ratification in the treaty law of the nineteenth century, were widely influenced by the requirements of national constitutional
law. In the doctrine of legal titles for the acquisition of territory the unresolved compromise between dynastic and national legitimacy became evident in respect of disputes over dynastic succession.16
Finally, the antipathy between continental and Anglo-Saxon conceptions
of international law, which became more accentuated during this period,
had its typological constitutional counterpart in the contrast between parliamentary and constitutional monarchy. It would clearly be impossible to
prove that the sphere within which the continental conception of international law existed was exactly congruent with that within which constitutional monarchies developed, and that the sphere within which the AngloSaxon conception of international law existed was exactly congruent with
that within which parliamentary monarchies developed. Nevertheless, a
fundamental and undeniable linkage existed between the basic conceptions
of continental national and international law on the one hand, and AngloSaxon national and international law on the other.

II. Humanitarian Intervention
Although the impermeability of the modern body politic further increased
during the course of the French Age and the principle of non-intervention,
which had already been formulated by Wolff and Vattel, found general
recognition in the nineteenth century, the international law of this period
nevertheless retained certain characteristic exceptions to this principle. In
a formulation that was marked by the spirit of the nineteenth century,
Captain Alfred Mahan, a well-known scholar on military strategy and a protagonist of United States oceanic imperialism, expressed his conviction that
such exceptions were necessary. He wrote that the possession of power was
an entrust pound for which account would later be requested and that under
certain circumstances a nation was under an obligation to suppress misdeeds beyond its frontiers, just as »the responsibility for slums rests on the
wealthy quarters of a city«.17
13
14
15
16
17

See: supra, p. 477 ff.
See: injra, p. 517 ff.
See: infra, p. 512 ff.
See: injra, p. 543 ff.
Some Neglected Aspects of War, 1900, p. 107.
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The initial stage of the British Age w a s marked by the failed attempt of the
continental powers, under the leadership of the three eastern monarchies of
Austria, Russia and Prussia, to use the Holy Alliance to enforce the principle of
intervention for the protection of legitimate regimes. This principle acquired
its authentic shape at the Congresses of the Alliance in Troppau, Laibach and
Verona, under the controlling influence of Metternich's diplomacy. Point 3 of
the Protocol of Troppau of 19 November 1820 stipulated that:
»When States w h e r e such c h a n g e s have b e e n made, cause by their proximity other countries to fear immediate danger, and w h e n the Allied Powers
can exercise effective and beneficial actions towards them, they will
employ, in order to bring them back to the bosom of the Alliance, first
friendly representations, secondly m e a s u r e s of coercion, if the use of such
coercion is indispensable«. 1 8
18 »Lorsque les Etats où de pareils changements se seront ainsi effectués feront craindre à d'autres pays un danger imminent par leur proximité et lorsque les Puissances
alliées pourront exercer à leur égard une action efficace et bienfaisante, elles
emploieront, pour les ramener au sein de l'alliance, premièrement des démarches amicales, en second lieu, une force coercitive, si l'emploi de cette force devenait indispensable«. G.F. von Martens, Recueil de TYaités conclus par la Russie, Vol. 4 (Traités avec
l'Autriche (1815-1849)), p. 281 ff. See: supra, pp. 431 ff. Here, as in most other formulations of the principle of intervention, account was taken of the legitimistic repercussions which revolutionary upheavals could have for other States. The principle of intervention was thus based, analogously to the principle of intervention for the preservation of the balance of power in previous periods, on the right of self-preservation of
States and their generally conceded right of self-help. However, the particular character of the legitimistic principle of intervention lay in the fact that it did not require an
individual examination of whether self-help was factually justified in a specific case. It
permitted the general assumption that self-help was always factually justified against
revolutionary upheavals directed under the influence of liberal ideas against the rule of
ancestral dynasties. Metternich's circular note of 12 May 1821 expressed this assumption in a particularly clear manner: »The changes which are expedient or necessary in
the legislation and administration of States must not emanate from anything other that
the general will, of the reflective and wise impulse of those whom God made responsible for power. Everything which departs from this approach necessarily leads to disorder, to confusions, to ills more intolerable than one can aspire to overcome. Perceiving
this eternal truth, sovereigns have not hesitated to proclaim it with sincerity and vigour;
they have declared that they respect the rights and the independence of all legitimate
powers, they regard as legally null and void according to the principles that constitute
the public law of Europe all supposed reforms brought about by revolution and open
force«. - Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traités etc. (16 Vols., 1808/39) Vol. 5, p. 644. It was
precisely this understanding of the principle of intervention, its abstract generalistion,
which provoked the opposition of British diplomacy. This opposition was expressed in
the circular dispatch sent by Lord Castlereagh to British envoys on 19 January 1821: »...
though no government could be more prepared than the British Government was to
uphold the right of any States or State to interfere, where their own immediate security or essential interests are seriously endangered by the internal transactions of another State, it regarded the assumption of such a right as only to be justified by the
strongest necessity, and to be limited and regulated thereby: and did not admit that it
could receive a general and indiscriminate application to all revolutionary movements,
without reference to their immediate bearing upon some particular State or States, or
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However, ten years later it was already apparent that the attempt to bring
this principle into the architecture of the universal order of international
law had failed.
On the contrary, the opposite principle - non-intervention by foreign
powers in cases of internal changes of governments or constitutions - was
increasingly recognised. On 3 December 1852 Austria, Britian, Prussia and
Russia agreed in a secret protocol that the election of Louis Napoleon
Bonaparte as President of the Republic and his elevation to French Emperor
as Napoleon III was an internal matter and, »true to the principle of nonintervention in the domestic affairs of this country, the other powers do not
believe themselves called upon to pronounce on this change«.19
Napoleon Ill's attempts to establish a right of intervention in favour of
national self-determination were even less successful than the intervention
policy of the Holy Alliance. The Emperor's policies, particularly his Mexican
adventure and his efforts to prevent German unification, contributed to the
failure of these attempts.20
The international law of the nineteenth century nevertheless continued to
allow intervention on the basis of contractual titles and within the context
of legitimate self-help. The goal of preserving the balance of power continued to play a role, although it was deprived of most of its independent
importance and was more strongly bound to its original basis, the right of
self-preservation. On the other hand, a new, independent ground of intervention emerged that was particularly characteristic of the international law
of the British Age: humanitarian support.
»Humanitarian intervention«21 played an increasingly important role in
the numerous cases of intervention which occurred during the nineteenth
that it could be made prospectively. The British Government regarded its exercise as an
exception to general principles of the greatest value and importance, and as one that
only properly grows out of the special circumstances of the case; but it at the same
times considers, that exceptions of this description never can, without the utmost danger, be so far reduced to rules as to be incorporated into the ordinary diplomacy of
States, or into the institutes of the Law of Nations«. - Annual Register, Vol. 62 (2), p. 757.
19 »fidèles au principe de ne point s'ingérer dans les affaires domestiques de ce pays,
les autres puissances ne se croient pas appelées à se prononcer sur ce changement«.
- F.H. Geffcken, Der Staatstreich vom 2. Dezember 1851 und seine Rückwirkung auf
Europa, 1870.
20 E.C. Stowell, Intervention in International Law, 1921, p. 86.
21 A. Rougier, »La théorie de l'intervention d'humanité,« (1910) 17 Revue général de
droit international public 472, characterised humanitarian intervention as a legally
recognised and organised exercise of international control by one State over internal
sovereign acts of another that violate the laws of humanity. He wrote (at p. 472):
»According to this doctrine, each time that the human rights of a people are ignored
by their governments, one or many States may intervene in the name of the society of
nations, either to demand that the questionable acts of public power be annulled, or
to prevent the reoccurence of such acts, or to supplement the inaction of the government by taking urgent conservation measures, by momentarily substituting their sovereignty for that of the State being controlled«. However, humanitarian intervention
was not only linked to acts of internal sovereignty, but also, equally, to sovereign acts
that were directed towards the outside.
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century - whether in respect of true cases of humanitarian intervention, or
in respect of interventions for political, economic or other reasons that w e r e
dressed up as humanitarian interventions.
This development was consistent with the intrinsic formative rules of the
age. The humanitarian idea belonged to the moral and ideological substance
of the society of civilised nations. The »international law« of the »civilised
nations« rested upon a spiritual base of which esteem of human life was an
integral part. The introduction of humanitarianism into international law
brought about a linkage between international law and the general constitutional concepts of civic liberalism. T h e »droits humains« (»human rights«) that
w e r e entrusted to international law w e r e the most basic of the basic rights;
they w e r e those general human rights that w e r e considered particularly fundamental and indispensable: the rights to life, to liberty and to the rule of law. 22
Numerous »humanitarian interventions« occurred in the nineteenth century. In most cases humanitarian motives coincided with other motives, particularly political ones. T h e Treaty of London of 6 July 1827 justified the
intervention of the European powers in favour of the rebellious Greeks, first
on the basis of the economic losses that had been suffered by subjects of the
signatory States as a result of the Greco-Turkish quarrels, second on the
basis of requests for mediation that had been addressed by Greece to Britain
and France, and third on the basis of the desire to »stop the shedding of
blood and mischiefs of all kinds which the prolongation of such a state of
affairs could cause«. T h e settlement brought about by the Treaty was required »by humanitarian sentiments as w e l l as by the interest in the tranquility of Europe«. 2 3 Later, the intervening powers preferred not to mention
political interests and referred exclusively to humanitarian requirements.
In this respect, the attempts made by the United States to justify its 1898
interference in Spain's disputes with the Spanish colony of Cuba, by refering
to humanitarian grounds, had an a w k w a r d flavour.24
Nevertheless, one w o u l d misunderstand the role of humanitarianism in
the nineteenth century if one w e r e to regard it as a m e r e screen for masking
crude interests. As is the case with most historical phenomena, ideas and
interests w e r e entangled here in a complex and indissoluble unity. A m o r e
precise analysis of the various interventions of the nineteenth century
would probably confirm this assertion. Here, h o w e v e r , it is possible only to
provide a summary of the most important cases of intervention that w e r e
22 »Droit à la vie, droit à la liberté, droit à la légalité« - Rougier, ibid., p. 494, who
added that these rights corresponded to those of the Déclaration des droits de l'homme et du citoyen of 1789, i.e.: »La liberté, la résistance à l'oppression, qui correspond
au droit à la légalité, et la sûreté qui implique le respect de la vie«.
23 »[dj'arrêter l'effusion de sang et de prévenir les maux de tout genre, que peut entraîner la prolongation d'un tel état de choses« - »autant par un sentiment d'humanité
que par l'intérêt du repos de l'Europe« - Rougier, ibid., p. 473, fn. 3.
24 In a speech in the United States Senate on 4 April 1917 Senator (later President)
Warren Harding said: »We unsheathed the sword eighteen years ago for the first time
in the name of humanity, and w e gave proof to the world at that time of an unselfish
nation«. - Stowell, op cit. note 20, p. 120, fn. 53. See also: T.S. Woolsey, America's
Foreign Policy, 1898, p. 63 fT.
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presented or perceived at the time as having been carried out on humanitarian grounds:
1. T h e intervention by Britain and France in 1856 in the Kingdom of the
T w o Sicilies f o l l o w i n g a series of politically motivated arrests and the alleg e d cruel and arbitrary treatment of these political prisoners w a s perform e d through diplomatic démarches accompanied by the breaking of diplomatic relations and the mobilisation of the British and French fleets. At the
Congress of Paris Lord Clarendon c o m m e n t e d on this intervention as follows:
» W e have to recognise that no government has the right to intervene in the
internal affairs of other States, but there are cases w h e r e the exception to
this rule becomes both a right and an obligation. W e do not want the peace
to be disturbed, and there is no peace without justice; w e are therefore compelled to express to the King of Naples the desire of the Congress for the
improvement of his system of government - a desire which should not
remain fruitless - and to request an amnesty in favour of such persons w h o
have been sentenced or are detained without judgment for political reasons«.
Russia protested against the intervention, stating in a note that:
» T o wish to obtain f r o m the King of Naples concessions in respect of the
internal r e g i m e of his States through threats or threatening demonstrations,
is to violently substitute oneself for his authority, to want to govern in his
place and to proclaim openly the right of the strong over the weak«. 2 5
2. T h e intervention of the five powers of Britain, France, Austria, Prussia
and Russia after the massacre in 1860 of some six thousand Christian
Maronites by Syrian Druses, which had been tolerated by the Turkish authorities, began with the dispatch of a French expeditionary force to Syria.
T h e diplomatic action of the five powers, which sought a r e f o r m of the
Turkish administration over Syria, took place under the pretext of an invitation f r o m the Sultan to intervene. 2 6
3. Uprisings and massacres on Crete in 1866, in Bosnia in 1875, Bulgaria
in 1877 and Macedonia in 1887 led to repeated interventions in the internal
affairs of the Ottoman Empire. T h e Congress of Berlin placed the European
25 »On doit reconnaître qu'aucun gouvernement n'a le droit d'intervenir dans les
affaires intérieures des autre Etats, mais il est des cas où l'exception à cette règle
devient également un droit et un devoir. Nous ne voulons pas que la paix soit
troublée, et il n'y a pas de paix sans justice; nous devons donc faire parvenir au Roi
de Naples le voeu du Congrès pour l'amélioration de son système de gouvernement
voeu qui ne saurait rester stérile et lui demander une amnistie en faveur des personnes qui ont été condamnées ou qui sont détenues sans jugement pour délits politiques«. - »Vouloir obtenir du Roi de Naples des concessions quant au régime
intérieur de ses Etats par voie comminatoire ou par des démonstrations menaçantes, c'est se substituer violemment à son autorité, c'est vouloir gouverner à sa place
et proclamer sans fard le droit du fort sur le faible«. - Rougier, op cit. note 21, p. 475,
fn. 3.
26 Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traités etc. (16 Vols., 1808/39) Vol. 16, p. 638;
Rougier, ibid., p. 473 ff.; C. Dupuis, Le Droit des Gens et les rapports des Grandes
Puissances avec les autres Etats avant le pacte de la Société des Nations, 1921, p. 119.
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parts of that Empire under international control and gave the powers a contractual right of intervention in favour of the Sultan's Christian subjects. 27
4. T h e Russian suppression of the Polish uprising and the methods applied
to do so led to a diplomatic intervention by Britain, France and Austria in
1863. T h e three powers sent notes to the Russian government by w a y of
their diplomatic representatives in St. Petersburg. Stowell has commented
that »the language employed in the notes - especially the official statements
of the British Secretary for Foreign Affairs - was so minatory as to seem a
presage of w a r in the event the Russian government should not yield«. 2 8 This
action was supported by diplomatic representations made by Italy, Spain,
Portugal and Sweden.
5. Numerous interventions in favour of Jews w e r e undertaken by the
Great Powers, including the United States, during the nineteenth century.
T h e restrictions to which Jews w e r e subjected in Rumania led to multiple
diplomatic interventions by Britian, France and Austria between 1867 and
1872. In 1902 the United States also took diplomatic action in favour of the
Rumanian Jews.
Following anti-Jewish pogroms in Kishinev that same year the United
States intervened in an unusual way. T h e Russian government was informed
that the United States government intended to transmit to it a petition f r o m
Jews living in the United States. T h e United States abandoned its plan after
the Russian government indicated that the petition would not be received. 2 9
6. Recognition of the principle of humanitarian intervention was expressed in the clearest of ways in September 1909, in a collective note that was
sent by the signatories of the Act of Algeciras through the diplomatic corps
in Tangier to the Sultan of Morocco. T h e note demanded that the Sultan
abolish all forms of torture within his realm and to respect in future the laws
of humanity. T h e Sultan complied immediately - without drawing any further consequences therefrom. 3 0
7. Reports sent by Sir Roger Casement f r o m 1906 to 1909 concerning the
situation of the indigenous population in the Congo led Britain and the
United States to lodge severe remonstrances against Belgium. Belgium
finally yielded to the pressure applied through repeated collective démarches and made reforms which culminated in its annexation of the Congo. 31
27 See: Art. 61 of the Act of the Congress of Berlin of 1878, in Martens, ibid.., Vol. 3,
p. 449, Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 50. During the Bosnian Crisis of 1875 the Russian
Foreign Minister Prince Gortshakov stated: »The integrity and the independence of
Turkey must be subordinated to the guarantees required by humanity, the feelings of
Christian Europe and general tranquility«. Dupuis, ibid., p. 120.
28 Stowell, op cit. note 20, p. 93.
29 Stowell, ibid., p. 67 ff.; F. Rey, »La question israélite en Roumanie,« (1903) 10 Revue
général de droit international public 460; Rougier, op cit. note 21, p. 476 ff.; (1904) 11
Revue générale de droit international public 88.
30 Rougier, ibid., at 477 (see also at 98).
31 Stowell, op cit. note 20, p. 176, wrote: »Even though it is true, as the diplomatic correspondence shows, that the intervening governments constantly based their protests
upon the failure of the Congo to fulfil treaty stipulations, the true ground of action
was, nevertheless, humanitarian«.
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8.Similar steps w e r e taken by the same States in 1912-13 on the basis of Sir
Roger Casement's reports on the exploitation and misery of the indigenous
rubber tappers in the Putumayo district of the Upper Amazon. These steps
w e r e directed towards the government of Peru. 32
Although this list of relevant cases is by no means complete, some conclusions may nevertheless be drawn.
First, the principle of humanitarian intervention increasingly absorbed all
other grounds for intervention (with the exception of contractual permission
and self-help). Religious and political persecution were relevant to the right
of intervention only if they constituted violations of the laws of humanity.
Second, humanitarian intervention tended in practice to be executed
collectively. This corresponded to nineteenth century international legal
theory, where the fact that intervention was permitted only in its collective
form was frequently considered to be an indispensable guarantee against
abusive applications of the principle of humanitarian intervention. 33
Third, it was evidently British diplomacy that used the instrument of
humanitarian intervention most extensively. A unanimously accepted theory
of the law of intervention did not develop in the nineteenth century. The
advocates of humanitarian intervention confronted a group of statesmen and
lawyers who supported the principle of non-intervention in its strictest sense
and rejected every intervention that was not based on particular contractual
rights or self-help as permitted in international law. On the whole the large
international legal / political groupings of the nineteenth century reappeared
in the positions that were taken in respect of this question. Almost all of the
advocates of humanitarian intervention were, with a f e w exceptions, AngloSaxon international lawyers, whereas most of its opponents were continental Europeans. Among those who supported or at least conceded the validity
of humanitarian intervention were Sir Edward Shepard Creasy,34 Sheldon
Amos, 35 William Edward Halite Lassa Oppenheim, 37 Henry W h e a t o n ^ T.D.
Woolsey, 39 T.S. Woolsey, 40 T.J. Lawrence 4 1 and J.B. Moore. 42 The opponents

32 Stowell, op cit. note 20, p. 179 ff.
33 Rougier, op cit. note 21, p. 499.
34 First Platform of International Law, 1876, s. 308, p. 297.
35 Political and Legal Remedies for War, 1880, p. 158.
36 International Law, 1889, p. 247.
37 International Law, 1905-06, s. 137.
38 Elements of International Law, 1836, s. 69.
39 Introduction to the Study of International Law, 1860, pp. 91, 111 ff.
40 America's Foreign Policy, 1898, p. 75.
41 The Principles of International Law (7th ed., 1931) p. 127.
42 A Digest of International Law, 1906, Vol. 6, ss. 923 ff.
43 Humanitarian intervention was also supported in monographs written by the
United States authors H.G. Hodges, The Doctrine of Intervention, 1915, pp. 81 & 91 and
E.C. Stowell, op cit. note 20, p. 51 ff. Stowell read Westlake, International Law (2 Vols.)
1904/07, Vol. 1, p. 310 ff. as favouring humanitarian intervention. However, this conclusion is not supported by Westlake's text. The same is true of Phillimore, w h o was
identified as a promoter of humanitarian intervention by Hall, op cit. note 36, p. 247,
fn. 1, and Rougier, op cit. note 21, pp. 484, fn. 1, 493, fn. 2.
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of humanitarian intervention 4 3 included P. Pradier-Fodéré, 4 4 A.W. Hefiler, 4 5
C. Gareis, 46 F. von Liszt, 47 T. Funck-Brentano 48 and A. de Floeckher. 49
T h e positions taken in respect of this controversial problem w e r e rooted
in basic conceptions about the essence and structure of the international
legal order. Each intervention that was not based on a contractual title or
taken within the sphere of legally permitted self-help violated the basic
principles of the traditional international law of nations, namely the independence and equality of States. Such interventions could only be integrated into this legal order if they could be based on a higher principle of law.
T h e protagonists of humanitarian intervention therefore had to prove that
the laws of humanity w e r e a binding part of a valid system of international
law. This was not difficult for those of them w h o , at least in respect of international law, held fast to a basic conception that was grounded in natural
law - as was the case with a large percentage of the Anglo-Saxon international lawyers. 5 0 In actual fact, many advocates of humanitarian intervention did not devote much thought to this point. Some of them restricted
themselves to conceding that humanitarian intervention found no support
in positive law, while asserting that it was justified for higher political and
moral reasons. 51 For example, a strict positivist like Oppenheim considered
humanitarian intervention to be valid only as a m a x i m of legal philosophy
and policy. 52
On the other hand, the (on the w h o l e ) m o r e positivist-oriented continental international lawyers felt only strengthened and c o n f i r m e d in their
opposition to humanitarian intervention by these difficulties of construction.
In actual fact, the humanitarian idea had already entered positive law to
some extent at the end of the nineteenth century. T h e preamble of the
Hague Convention on the L a w and Customs of Land Warfare of 1899 referred to the desire of the contracting parties »to serve in this extreme hypothesis [a state of war] the interests of humanity«. 5 3 T h e y agreed:
»[T]hat in cases not included in the regulations adopted by them, populations and belligerents remain under the protection and empire of the prin44 Traité de droit international public européen et américain, 1885, Vol. 1, p. 663.
45 Das Europäische Völkerrecht der Gegenwart (2nd edn., 1848) p. 94.
46 Institutionen des Völkerrechts (2nd edn., 1901), p. 96.
47 Das Völkerrecht, 1898, p. 122.
48 (and A. Sorel) Précis du droit des gens, 1877, p. 223.
49 De l'intervention en droit international, 1896, p. 36.
50 See: infra, pp. 506 ff.
51 Lawrence, op cit. note 41, p. 127, wrote: »Intervention on the ground of humanity.
In the opinion of some writers such interventions are legal. But we cannot venture to
bring them within the ordinary rules of International Law, which does not impose on
states the obligation of preventing barbarity on the part of their neighbours. At the
same time, it will not condemn interventions for such a cause, if they are undertaken
with a single eye to the object in view, and without ulterior considerations of self-interest and ambition«.
52 Op cit. note 37, s. 137.
53 (1901) Reichsgesetzblatt 423.
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ciples of international law, as they result f r o m the usages established between civilised nations, f r o m the laws of humanity and the requirements of
the public conscience«. 5 4
H o w e v e r , the construction of a concept of humanitarian intervention on a
purely positivist basis did not develop. T h e continental advocates of humanitarian intervention, w h o sought to establish their conception without relying on natural l a w assumptions - in particular the Belgians Arntz and RolinJaequemyns as w e l l as the Frenchmen A. Pillet and A. Rougier - used a particular, peculiar construction of a »droit humain«. Arntz wrote:
» W h e n a government, acting fully within the limits of its sovereign rights,
violates the laws of humanity, either by measures contrary to the interest of
other States, or by excesses of injustice and cruelty which profoundly injure
our morals and our civilisation, the right of intervention is legitimate. In
effect, although the rights of sovereignty and independence of States are
important, there is something which is even m o r e important. It is the l a w of
humanity, or of human society, which must not be offended. Just as in the
State the liberty of the individual is restricted and must be restricted by the
law and by the morals of society, the individual liberty of States must be limited by the laws of human society«. 55
Pillet declared this »droit humain« to be part of a universal legal order of
mankind which was elevated above international and national law. 56
However, he did not want this l a w of humanity to be understood as natural
l a w and insisted that one had to distinguish the origins of this l a w f r o m traditions, which could only compromise it. This l a w did not reveal itself to
human understanding by nature, but did so instead only very slowly and
gradually.

54 Ibid.
55 »Lorsqu'un gouvernement, tout en agissant dans la limite de ses droits de souveraineté, viole les droits de l'humanité, soit par des mesures contraires à l'intérêt des
autres Etats, soit par des excès d'injustice et de cruauté qui blessent profondément
nos moeurs et notre civilisation, le droit d'intervention est légitime. Car, quelque respectables que soient les droits de souveraineté et d'indépendance des Etats, il y a
quelque chose de plus respectable encore, c'est le droit de l'humanité, ou de la société
humaine, qui ne droit pas être outragé. De même que dans l'Etat la liberté de individu est restreinte et doit être resteinte par le droit et par les moeurs de la société, de
même la liberté individuelle des Etats doit être limitée par les droits de la société
humaine«. - G. Rolin-Jaequemyns, »Note sur la théorie du droit d'intervention, a propos d'une lettre de M. le Professeur Arntz,« (1876) 8 Revue de droit international et de
législation comparée 673 at 675 (emphasis in original).
56 »There exists a true law outside of national societies and their legal institutions,
outside and above international society and the law which corresponds to it, an inseparable law of man which well merits the name of the universal law of humanity«. A. Pillet, »Le droit international public. Ses éléments constitutifs, son domaine, son
objet,« (1894) 1 Revue général de droit international public 1 at 13.
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Constructions of this kind w e r e irrelevant to practical international law.
They only completed the picture of a legal institution which, even if controversial, w a s still particularly significant for the intellectual character of the
international l a w of this age. 5 7

57 For more recent examinations of humanitarian intervention, many of which consider the developments of the nineteenth century, see: H. Lauterpacht, International
Law and. Human Rights, 1950; H. Becker, Die völkerrechtliche Intervention nach
modernster Entwicklung, 1953; L. Garcia-Arias, »La Intervención Internacional por
causa de humanidad,« in Festschrift J. Spiropoulos, 1957, p. 163 ff.; T. Franck &
Ν. Rodley, »After Bangladesh: Humanitarian Intervention by Military Force,« (1973) 67
American Journal of International Law 275; I. Brownlie, »Humanitarian Intervention,« in J.N. Moore (ed.), Law and Civil War in the Modern World, 1974, p. 38;
U. Beyerlin, »Humanitarian Intervention,« in Encyclopedia of Public
International
Law, Vol. 3, 1982, p. 211; R.J. Vincent, Nonintervention and International Order, 1974,
esp. pp. 11 ff., 283 ff., 346 ff.

Chapter Four
Admission to the Family of Nations:
The Independence of the Latin American Republics
and the Classical Doctrine of Recognition

T h e principles that w e r e developed in the nineteenth century for the recognition of newly independent States w e r e first formulated by British statesm e n and legal scholars in respect of a situation having great precedential
effect, namely the emancipation of the Latin American republics and their
establishment as independent States.
T h e Holy Alliance was only an interlude. It had no lasting effects on either
the question of the recognition of n e w States and governments or the question of intervention. 1 T h e attempt by the three great powers of Central and
Eastern Europe to restore a European l a w of nations on the basis of a substantive principle of legitimate government was driven back to the v i e w that
n e w States and governments could only be recognised after a careful scrutiny of the lawfulness of the n e w State's formation and constitution, and that
recognition had to be refused if either the process of formation or the constitution w e r e illegal or contrary to a claim of sovereign rights maintained
by the mother country. In 1820 the Conference of Troppau formulated this
doctrine of non-recognition with regard to the revolution in Naples. T h e
Protocol of 19 N o v e m b e r 1820 started with the declaration:
» T h e cabinets assembled at Troppau with the intention of undertaking a
mature consideration of the dangers to which Europe is exposed because of
revolutions which have erupted in several European States as a consequence of a culpable dereliction of duty; desiring as a result of such grave
circumstances to apply in a legitimate and salutary manner the principles
on which their alliance is based; desiring to maintain by such means the
rights consecrated by Treaty and to preserve their peoples and Europe f r o m
any contagion of these crimes and their deplorable effects.«...
Several principles w e r e set out after this preamble:
»1. States, forming part of the European Alliance, which have undergone
a change, due to revolution, in the form of their constitution and the results
of which threaten other States, ipso facto cease to be part of the Alliance and
remain excluded f r o m it, until their situation gives guarantees of legal order
and stability. 2. T h e Allied Powers do not limit themselves to announcing
this exclusion; but faithful to the principles which they have proclaimed and
to the respect due to the authority of every legitimate government as to

1 See: supra, pp. 431 ff.
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every act emanating f r o m its own f r e e will, agree to refuse recognition to
changes brought about by illegal methods«. 2
Only ten years later the leading powers of the Holy Alliance (i.e. Austria,
Russia and Prussia) could not refrain from following the British example and
recognised Louis-Philippe, w h o had been elevated to become the King of
France as a result of the revolution of July 1830.3 This practice was also supported by most of the scholars of international law who w e r e publishing during
the time of the Holy Alliance and within the sphere of its territorial control. 4
T h e emancipation of the Latin American States was the most important
test case concerning recognition in the nineteenth century. It represented a
defeat for the principles advanced by the Holy Alliance and a victory for
those advocated by Britain and the United States in respect of the treatment
of n e w States, and of the treatment of revolutionary changes of forms of
State and government. In March 1822 the United States recognised the
United Provinces of Rio de la Plata, as w e l l as Colombia, Chile and Mexico,
and implemented these announcements with exchanges of envoys. Britain
f o l l o w e d suit at the end of 1824. Spanish protests against these actions w e r e
based solely on the argument that Spain had in no w a y definitively lost effective control over these countries. 5
Lord Canning, the British Foreign Minister, sent a note to the Spanish
government on 25 March 1825. It read:
»For all Political Communities are responsible to other Political Communities for their conduct, that is, they are bound to perform the ordinary
international duties, and to afford redress for any violation of the Rights of
others by their Citizens or Subjects.
2 »Les Cabinets alliés s'étant réunis à Troppau, à l'effet de prendre en mûre considération les dangers auxquels l'Europe se trouve exposée par suite des révolutions
qu'un coupable oubli de tous les devoirs a fait éclater dans plusieurs Etats; Voulant
recourir dans des circonstances aussi graves à une application légitime et salutaire
des principes sur lesquelles se fonde leur alliance; Voulant ainsi maintenir les droits
consacrés par les traités, et préserver leurs peuples et l'Europe de la contagion du
crime et de ses déplorables effets ...
1. Les Etats faisant partie de l'Alliance Européenne qui auront subi dans la forme de
leur régime intérieur, une altération opérée par la révolte, et dont les suites sont
menaçantes pour d'autres Etats, cessent par là même de faire partie de la dite
Alliance, et en resteront exclus jusqu'à ce que leur situation présente des garanties
d'ordre légitime et de stabilité; 2. Les Puissances Alliées ne se borneront pas à déclarer cette exclusion; mais fidèles aux principes qu'Elles ont proclamés, et au respect
dû à l'autorité de chaque Gouvernement légitime, ainsi qu'à tout acte qui émane de
sa volonté libre, Elles s'engageront à refuser leur reconnaissance aux changements
consommés par des voies illégles«. - G.F. von Martens, Receuil de traités conclus par
la Russie, Vol. 4 (Traités avec l'Autriche (1815-1849)), p. 281 ff.; Grewe, Fontes,
Vol. 3(1), p. 110 ff.
3 J.A. Frowein, »Die Entwicklung der Anerkennung von Staaten und Regierungen im
Völkerrecht,« (1972) 11 Der Staat 158.
4 As, for example: Β. Schmalz, Das europäische Völkerrecht, 1817, p. 37 ff.; J.L. Klüber,
Europäisches Völkerrecht, 1821, Vol. 1, p. 48 ff.; Saalfeld, Handbuch des positiven
Völkerrechts, 1833, p. 62 ff.
5 Frowein, op cit. note 3, pp. 153 ff., 158.
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Now, either the Mother Country must have continued responsibility for
acts, over which it could no longer exercise the shadow of a contol; or the
inhabitants of those Countries, w h o s e independent political existence was,
in fact, established, but to w h o m the acknowledgement of that Independence was denied, must have been placed in a situation, in which they w e r e
either wholly irresponsible for all their actions, or w e r e to be visited, for
such of those actions as might furnish ground of complaint to other Nations,
with the punishment due to Pirates or Outlaws.
If the f o r m e r of these alternatives, the total irresponsibility of unrecognised States, be too absurd to be maintained; and if the latter, the treatment
of their inhabitants as pirates and outlaws, be too monstrous to be applied,
for an indefinite length of time, to a large portion of the habitable globe, no
other choice remained for Great Britain, or for any Country having intercourse with the Spanish American Provinces, but to recognise, in due time,
their political existence as States, and thus to bring them within the pale of
those rights and duties, which civilised Nations are bound mutually to respect, and are entitled reciprocally to claim f r o m each other«. 6
Canning, in the course of his negotiations with the Latin American republics, formulated four conditions for recognition. Britian would recognise a
country if its government: (1) had notified its independence by public acts;
(2) possessed the w h o l e country; (3) had reasonable consistency and stability; and (4) had abolished the slave trade. 7 It has already been mentioned
that the fourth condition w a s regarded as a criterion for having reached a
certain m i n i m u m standard of civilisation. 8
These conditions made clear the perspective that n o w acquired decisive
significance for the theory of recognition: recognition no longer signified
admission into the Christian-European family of nations. Instead, it signified membership in the group of civilised nations which constituted the
international legal community of the nineteenth century. T h e r e f o r e , the
prerequisite for acquiring full international legal and representative capacity was no longer the cultural or religiously-based sense of belonging to the
Christian-European family of nations - as had been tacitly presumed in respect of the United States by the French act of recognition of 1778. Instead,
it required only the rise of any Christian or non-Christian, European or nonEuropean nation to a certain stage of civilisation, as was measured in these
circumstances against the formal criterion of having abolished the slave
trade. T h e importance of this, the international legal order's n e w foundation, only became visible much later, and even then it was still hardly recognised at all.
W h e n this conception was again applied to an offshoot of the ChristianEuropean family of nations, namely those Central and South American nations which descended f r o m the Iberian peoples, an inclination developed
to accord recognition in any case w h e r e the motherland had already done
likewise. However, recognition by the motherland (or lack thereof) was con6 British and Foreign State Papers, Vol. 12, p. 909 ff.
7 Temperley, The Foreign Policy of Canning, 1925, pp. 498-500.
8 See: supra, p. 452.
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sidered to be irrelevant if effective independence had been achieved. In
such cases recognition was not only permitted, but was more-or-less selfevident; it was conceived of as m e r e »declaratory« confirmation of a factually established legal situation.
Characteristic of this approach was the speech that was delivered in the House
of Commons on 15 June 1824 by Sir James Mackintosh, the Whig politician,
renowned jurist and publicist, and opponent of Edmund Burke. In his speech Sir
James sought to diminish the importance of formal recognition. He said:
»What w e have to do is therefore not recognition in its first and most strictly proper sense. It is not by formal stipulations or solemn declarations that
w e are to recognise the American states, but by measures of practical policy,
which imply that w e acknowledge their independence. Our recognition is
virtual. T h e most conspicuous part of such a recognition, is the act of sending and receiving diplomatic agents. It implies no guarantee, no alliance, no
aid, no approbation of the successful revolt, no intimation of an opinion concerning the justice or injustice of the means by which it has been accomplished. These are matters beyond our jurisdiction. It w o u l d be an usurpation in us to sit in judgment upon them. ... But w h e n Great Britain (I hope
very soon) recognises the states of Spanish America, it will not be as a concession to them, for they need no such recognition«. 9
As the question of the admission of non-Christian, non-European nations
to the international legal community arose during the course of the nineteenth century and only a minimum standard of civilisation was left as a precondition, the formal act of recognition appeared in a n e w light, as no longer
self-evident, quasi-automatic and only »declaratory« in its effect, as it was circumscribed by Sir James Mackintosh. Indeed, a theory developed which
attributed a constitutive effect to recognition (in Anglo-American legal terminology it was called a »constructive act«) and made the international legal
personality of a n e w State fully dependent upon it. This theory had developed
on the basis of a perspective f r o m which the international legal community
was seen as a kind of closed club of civilised nations, the members of which
w e r e e m p o w e r e d to decide arbitrarily upon admissions to their exclusive circle. This perspective coincided with the philosophy, which emanated f r o m
G.W.F. Hegel and subsequently f r o m legal positivism, to base all international l a w exclusively on the voluntary acts of sovereign States.
T h e advocates of the »constitutive« or »constructive act« theory w e r e predominantly continental scholars, 10 although the earliest prominent supporter was Henry Wheaton, a United States diplomat and scholar w h o was
heavily influenced by the w o r k of H e g e l and John Austin. 11 These authors
9 Mackintosh, Works (London, 1846) Vol. 3, p. 441.
10 For example: Mérignhac, Triepel, Anzilotti, Hold-Ferneck and Cavaglieri. Advocates
of the declaratory theory were predominantly Anglo-American authors like Phillimore,
Travers Twiss, Hall, Westlake, Pitt-Cobbett, Hyde, Brierly and Fischer Williams.
11 C.H. Alexandrowicz, »The Theory of Recognition in fieri,« (1958) 34 British Yearbook of International Law 194, has drawn attention to Wheaton's change of position:
in the third edition of his Elements of International Law (Leipzig, 1848) he converted
to the »constructive act« theory.
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Figure 44: Georg Friedrich von Martens
(1765-1822).
(Sketch by H. Schwenterly, 1808).

Figure 45: Henry Wheaton (1785-1848).
(Daguerreotype from the collection of
George Grafton Wilson).

f a v o u r e d t h i s d o c t r i n e as a l o g i c a l c o n s e q u e n c e o f s t r i c t l e g a l p o s i t i v i s m a n d
r e j e c t e d t h e d e c l a r a t o r y t h e o r y as a p r o d u c t o f » n a t u r a l l a w « . 1 2
O v e r the course of the century the science of international l a w refined the
d o c t r i n e o f r e c o g n i t i o n as it r e l a t e d t o n e w S t a t e s . It a l s o a p p l i e d t h e s a m e
m o d e l to the r e c o g n i t i o n o f n e w g o v e r n m e n t s r e s u l t i n g f r o m i n t e r n a l

up-

h e a v a l s , to the p r o v i s i o n a l r e c o g n i t i o n o f r e v o l u t i o n a r y r é g i m e s by the attribution o f » b e l l i g e r e n t r i g h t s « , a n d to the r e c o g n i t i o n o f territorial c h a n g e s . 1 3

12 See, e.g.: A. C a v a g l i e l i , » L a conception positive de la Société internationale,« (1911)
18 R e v u e g é n é r a l de droit international public 201. C.H. A l e x a n d r o w i c z , An
Introduction
to the History of the Law of Nations in the East Indies (16th, 17 th and 18 th
centuries), 1967, p. 9 ff., also saw in the constitutive theory, as a consequence of the
switch f r o m natural l a w to legal positivism, a »Eurocentraiist n a r r o w i n g « of the concept of the international legal community, w h i c h he maintained w a s characteristic of
the nineteenth century - in contrast to the universalistic conception of international
l a w of the p r e c e d i n g age.
13 See the literature identified by Kunz, » D i e Anerkennung von Staaten und Regierungen i m Völkerrecht,« Handbuch des Völkerrechts, 1928, Vol. 2, pp. 10-14; W. Schaumann, » A n e r k e n n u n g , « in Wörterbuch
des Völkerrechts,
1960, Vol. 1, p. 47. See also:
J. Fischer-Williams, » L a doctrine de la reconnaissance en droit international et ses
d é v e l o p p e m e n t s récents,« (1933 II) 44 Recueil des Cours 203; H. Lauterpacht,
Recognition
in International
Law, 1947; E. Reibstein, Völkerrecht.
Eine
Geschichte
seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis (2 Vols., 1958-63), Vol. 2, p. 515 ff.; Frowein, op cit.
note 3, p. 158.
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The basic conception remained unchanged: the international legal community was conceived of as a society of civilised nations. All of the different
kinds of recognition were restricted to establishing whether the minimal
requirements of a sufficiently organised governmental authority, of an effectively controlled territory and population and, where appropriate, of a disciplined armed forces were fulfilled. An examination of the legal basis of the
new State or government was not considered to be necessary or appropriate. Views differed on the constitutive or declaratory meaning of recognition.
However, unanimity was reached with the conviction that there could
never be a legal claim to recognition even if all of the prerequisites were fulfilled. Recognition had to remain a decision that was left to political estimations. It was conceded, however, that the premature recognition of a seceding part of a State, of a government having come to power through a civil
war (or still struggling for power), or of a not yet completed annexation
could be considered as an unfriendly or hostile act and an inadmissible
interference in the internal affairs of another State. Indeed, the premature
recognition of the Republic of Panama by the United States in 1903 must be
regarded as a typical case of intervention, as it was only this recognition
which made Panama's secession from the Republic of Colombia complete.

Chapter Five
Law-Making:
The Consent of States as a Source of International Law

I. Positivism in International Law
T h e first half of the nineteenth century saw the collapse of the particular
foundation of law that was displayed in the comprehensive systems of natural law that had been constructed during the Age of Rationalism. On the
European continent, the Historical School of L a w (»historische Rechtsschule«) took up the struggle against natural law. In the second half of the
century legal positivism not only triumphed, but set out to eradicate natural
law, with Karl Bergbohm being perhaps the most radical exponent of this
development. 1 In Anglo-American legal thinking the breakthrough of legal
positivism was inseparably linked with the name of John Austin, and with
the »Analytical School« he founded. 2 This school was equally decisive in its
withdrawal from natural law. Austin criticised as erroneous the natural law
conception that there existed a law which could be perceived through natural reason, which was not handed down by any legislator but was nevertheless binding on the courts. It was his view that this conception had confused and obscured legal science and ethics. This view was supported
wholeheartedly by John Stuart Mill. 3
In continental legal science a kind of »methodical legal positivism«
(»methodischen Rechtspositivismus«) became predominant. In accordance
with the model of thinking in the natural sciences, this approach concentrated on the compilation, identification and comparative analysis of empirical legal material. In Anglo-American legal positivism the ideological
motivation was more accentuated and a close connection with John Stuart
Mill's philosophical positivism was discernable.
In the continental conception of international law a clear and unequivocal positivism increasingly prevailed. 4 This sought to base all international
1 See: Jurisprudenz und Rechtsphilosophie, Vol. 1, 1892. For his work on international
law, see his earlier book: Staatsverträge und Gesetze als Quellen des Völkerrechts, 1876.
2 See: The Province of Jurisprudence Determined, 1832; Lectures on Jurisprudence or
the Philosophy of Positive Law (2 Vols.) (5th edn.) (London, 1885).
3 Mill, »Austin on Jurisprudence,« (Oct. 1863) Edinburgh Review. Also in: Mill,
Dissertations and Discussions, Vol. 3 (1867) p. 237.
4 On positivism as a »system based on practice alone, as an anti-metaphysical legal
approach that dominated the late nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century«, and on its most important influences on the foundations of international law, see: U. Scheuner, »Naturrechtliche Strömungen im heutigen Völkerrecht,«
(1950) 13 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 556 at
570 ff. & 580 ff.
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l a w on the consent of States - the »reciprocity of w i l l « - and consequently
recognised only treaty (express consent) and custom (tacit consent) as sources of international law. T h e difficulties of construction which every positivist theory necessarily encountered w e r e evidenced by a multitude of moreor-less unsuccessful attempts to find logically coherent solutions.
T h e fundamental problem that stood in the w a y of these efforts was the
same as that which represented a stumbling block for all legal positivism that in international l a w there existed no superior authority issuing legal
commands and guaranteeing that those commands would necessarily be
enforced. Carl Friedrich von Savigny, the famous leader of the Historical
School, argued that in order to v i e w international l a w as »positive l a w « one
had to look at it as an »incomplete creation of l a w « (»unvollendete Rechtsbildung«). He based his v i e w of international l a w on two arguments:
»First, because of the incompleteness of any definitive substance, and
second, because it lacks the material foundation, which the l a w governing
the several parts of a nation possesses in the f o r m of State authority, and
especially in the office of the judge«. 5
Others w e n t further in returning to Hegel's teachings on the »external
State l a w « (»äusseres Staatsrecht«). 6 Adolf Lasson w e n t beyond Hegel, deriving f r o m the concept of sovereignty the proposition that the State could
»never submit to a legal order, or any external will at all«; the situation that
prevailed between States was therefore »one of complete lawlessness«. 7 All
international legal relations including State treaties w e r e nothing m o r e that
»expressions of mutual p o w e r relationships«. Lasson wrote:
» T h e character of l a w strictly speaking remains eliminated f r o m international l a w f o r e v e r ... not only temporarily or for lesser stages of culture ....
All international law is in some w a y precarious. States maintain the reservation that they will comply with it, or not, depending on whether they find
it in their interest to do so«. 8
In this conception international l a w dissolved, becoming a function of the
p o w e r interplay of political forces. 9
5 »[ejrstlich wegen der Unvollständigkeit irgendeines sicheren Inhalts, und zweytens
weil ihm diejenige reale Grundlage fehlt, die dem Recht der einzelnen Glieder desselben Volks in der Staatsgewalt, und namentlich in dem Richteramt gegeben ist«. System des heutigen römischen Rechts, 1840, Vol. 1, p. 33.
β Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts (1821) (3rd edn by G. Lasson, 1930)
ss. 330 ff.
7 »[njiemals einer Rechtsordnung, wie überhaupt keinem Willen ausser ihm unterwerfen« - »ein vollkommen rechtsloser« - Prinzip und Zukunft des Völkerrechts, 1871, p. 22.
8 »Ausdruck des gegenseitigen Machtverhältnisses« - »Der Charakter eigentlichen
Rechts bleibt ... dem Völkerrecht nicht bloss vorübergehend oder für niedere Zustände der Kultur, sondern für immer entzogen.... Alles Völkerrecht hat daher etwas
Precäres. Der Staat behält sich vor, es zu beobachten oder nicht, je nachdem er es in
seinem Interesse findet«. - System der Rechtsphilosophie, 1882, p. 402.
9 A new interpretation of Lasson's teaching (until recently determined by the views
of G.A. Walz) has been undertaken by Klaus Lüderssen, »Genesis und Geltung im
Völkerrecht - am Beispiel der Theorie des Hegelianers Adolf Lasson,« in Idee und
Realität des Rechts in der Entwicklung internationaler Reziehungen, Festschrift Preiser,
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Albert Zorn explained that international l a w was an »external State law«,
the rules of which would only be recognised as l a w in so far as they w e r e
received in national law through national legislation. He wrote: »International l a w is juridically law only if and in so far as it is national law«. 1 0
Georg Jellinek sought, by returning to Bergbohm's ideas, 11 to counter
these consequences of the negation of a unified international legal order
through a theory which explained the basis of international l a w as involving
States obligating themselves to uphold that law. 12 He did not consider sovereignty as involving completely unrestricted individual State wills, but as
»the exclusive capability of legal self-determination and self-obligation«.
From his perspective international law was a c o m m o n law of States that originated in a unanimous self-obligation, that is to say, »because it is generated f r o m an unorganised authority without commanding p o w e r « it must
»conveniently be called a l a w of anarchy« although it nevertheless corresponds »fully in substance« to the definition of law. 13 However, Jellinek
maintained the v i e w that international law must »arise formally f r o m the
same source of all objective law«, namely the will of States. In the end he
was therefore compelled to concede that the State »could rid itself of this
self-imposed barrier« even »if only in terms of legal forms, which thereby
created n e w barriers«. 1 4 This theoretical deduction also failed to find a w a y
out of the dilemma of h o w a will could obligate itself.
T h e last and most famous treatment of this problem was delivered by
Heinrich Triepel with his doctrine of the » c o m m o n w i l l « of States as the
basis of international law. T h e essence of this doctrine was that the will of
individual States could not be the source of international law. He wrote:
»[N]either the law of one State for itself alone nor congruent laws are competent to establish rules of conduct binding the equal m e m b e r s of the family of nations«. 15 Rather, in international law the State met, »not only its own

1983, p. 133. Lüderssen argued that Walz did not take into account that Lasson had
developed a specific »philosophy of equilibrium« that implied »a well balanced system
of possible treaty relations between States«, and that he thus anticipated the later
efforts of Jellinek, E. Kaufmann and Verdross to prove the legal character of international law. See especially: pp. 134,150 ff.
10 »Völkerrecht ist juristisches Recht nur wenn und soweit es Staatsrecht ist«. - Grundzüge des Völkerrechts (2nd edn., 1903) p. 7. Along the same lines, see: Philipp Zorn, »Die
deutschen Staatsverträge,« (1880) 36 Zeitschrift für die gesamte Staatswissenschaft 1.
11 Staatsverträge und Gesetze als Quellen des Völkerrechts, 1877, pp. 19 ff., 39.
12 Die rechtliche Natur der Staatenverträge, 1880, p. 45 ff.
13 »[d]ie ausschliessliche Fähigkeit rechtlicher Selbstbestimmung und Selbstbindung« - »weil einer nicht organisierten und daher keine Herrschermacht besitzenden
Autorität entspringend« - »füglich als ein anarchisches Recht bezeichnet werden« »vollinhaltlich« - Allgemeine Staatslehre (1900) (2nd edn, 1905) pp. 467, 368, 365.
14 »[f]ormell derselben Quelle wie alles objektives Recht« - »sich jeder selbstgesetzten Schranke entledigen« - »nur in den Formen des Rechts und neue Schranken
schaffend« - ibid. (2nd edn, 1922) p. 482.
15 »[W]eder das Gesetz eines Staates für sich allein noch etwa übereinstimmende Gesetze sind an sich befugt, den gleichgeordneten Genossen der Staatengemeinschaft verbindliche Regeln ihres Verhaltens zu geben«. - Völkerrecht und Landesrecht, 1899, p. 32.
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will, but a c o m m o n will, generated through co-operation with other States'
wills«. 1 6 »Only a unity of wills through a union of m e r g i n g c o m m o n wills of
several or many States can be the source of international law«. 1 7 T h e international l a w that is f o r m e d in this w a y can, Triepel explained, only »be nullified by a change of the c o m m o n will itself, not by a change of will of one of
the individual wills contained within this c o m m o n will«. 1 8 Triepel's solution
made it possible - and this was the reason for its strong resonance in many
countries - to construct, on the basis of strictly positivist prerequisites, an
international law which was elevated above particular State wills and which
f o r m e d a binding, independent order of law.
However, despite its seductive lucidity and elegance Triepel's theory remained highly vulnerable. T h e formation of a » c o m m o n w i l l « which bound
the m e r g i n g individual State wills in a manner which was not unilaterally
revocable remained a process which, in the final analysis, could not be
explained on the basis of positivist conceptions. In the end, international
law was thus traced back to a postulate which could not be proven. This was
a conclusion which Dionisio Anzilotti took as the basis for his theory which,
in general, f o l l o w e d the approach taken by Triepel. 1 9 T h e basis of consequential positivism was thus abandoned.
T h e development of international legal theory in the Anglo-American
countries took a substantially different course. T h e most important deviation f r o m the continental approach was the resistance that was mounted
against an intrusion of positivism into the hard core of international legal
theory. Even those of their protagonists w h o converted to positivism in respect of national l a w continued to think in traditional, natural l a w categories as far as the foundations of international l a w w e r e concerned.
Austin, the leading figure in British legal positivism, played a special role
in this development. Resuming the thoughts of Bentham 2 0 and Hobbes - and
therefore, finally, at the end of a tradition derived f r o m Occam 2 1 - Austin formulated a concept of l a w that was built entirely upon its imperative character. For Austin, »[l]aws proper, or properly so called, are commands«. 2 2
However, the notion of a command presupposes a relationship of subordination between the commander and the commanded. 2 3 As there was no such
16 »[n]icht nur sein eigener Wille, sondern ein Gemeinwille entgegen, der durch das
Zusammenwirken mit anderen Staatswillen enstanden ist« - Ibid., p. 79.
17 »[N]ur ein zu einer Willenseinheit durch Willenseinigung zusammenfliessender Gemeinwille mehrerer oder vieler Staaten kann die Quelle des Völkerrechts sein«. - Ibid., p.32.
18 »[djurch Änderung des Gemeinwillens selbst, nicht durch Willensänderung eines
in diesem Gemeinwillen beschlossenen Einzelwillens wieder vernichtet werden«. Ibid., p. 88. On the theories of Jellinek and Triepel, see: A. Nussbaum, Geschichte des
Völkerrechts, 1960, p. 260; G. Dahm, Völkerrecht (3 Vols., 1958-69) Vol. 1, p. 8 ff.
19 For Anzilotti (Corso di diritto internazionale, 1912) the phrase pacta sunt servanda was the last »unprovable postulate« on which international law rested.
20 An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation, 1823, Vol. 2, p. 267.
21 See: supra, pp. 450 (on Bentham), 349 (on Hobbes), 215 (on Occam).
22 Lectures, Vol. 1, pp. 79, 88 ff., 178.
23 »[EJvery positive law is set by a given sovereign to a person or persons in a state
of subjection to its author«. - Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 226.
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relationship between States there could be no »international l a w « that was,
in essence, » l a w « in the strict meaning of the term: for Austin, international
l a w was composed only of »laws of positive morality«. 2 4
Austin considered that rules of international l a w differed f r o m genuine
rules of l a w in several respects. 25 Rules of international law w e r e not issued
by a clearly determinable individual or collective legislator within a context
of political subordination. Rather, they w e r e based on a personal and not
precisely limited and limitable source of l a w making, namely public opinion. Moreover, the enforcement of rules of international l a w was not
guaranteed through a reliable enforcement system. Instead, the only sanction rested in the k n o w l e d g e that violations of such rules would be likely to
m e e t with the unfriendly or hostile reaction of other States. 26 Rules of international l a w therefore did not produce the strict obedience which was
shown to national laws, but rather a desire to comply with such rules in
principle.
International relations thus exhibited a certain stability, regularity and security which was also characteristic of relations between legal subjects
within the State (albeit to a higher degree). Apart f r o m a f e w fundamental
differences, the laws of positive morality w e r e in many respects similar to
genuine rules of law. As Austin explained: »Positive morality, as considered
without regard to its goodness or badness might be the subject of a science
closely analogous to jurisprudence«. 2 7 This discipline would be »positive« in
so far as it made no ethical presumptions, but rather described the moral
laws as they w e r e , whether good and just or evil and unjust. To summarise,
it was Austin's v i e w that international legal science should focus exclusively on the positive custom of nations as it was actually practiced; he therefore
applauded the methods of G.F. Martens and was displeased by the deductions of Grotius and Pufendorf. 2 8
Austin's far-reaching influence upon British and United States legal thinking in the nineteenth century 2 9 encouraged a number of Anglo-American
international lawyers to f o l l o w his m o d e l and deny the character of law to
24 »The so called law of nations consists of opinions or sentiments current among
nations generally. It therefore is not law properly so called«. - Ibid., p. 184.
25 See: G.A. Walz, Wesen des Völkerrechts und Kritik der Völkerrechtsleugner, 1930,
p. 63 ff.
26 »The positive moral rules which are laws improperly so called, are laws set or imposed by general opinion«. - Austin, Lectures, Vol. 1, p. 182; »The duties which it imposes are enforced by moral sanctions: by fear on the part of nations, or by fear on the
part of sovereigns of provoking general hostility, and incurring its probable evils, in
case they shall violate maxims generally received and respected«. - Ibid., p. 226.
27 Ibid., p. 172.
28 Ibid., p. 216 ff.
29 On Austin's influence on the theory of international law in the nineteenth century,
see: Walz, op cit. note 23, pp. 56, 184; E. Menzel, Die englische Lehre vom Wesen der
Völkerrechtsnorm, 1942, p. 3 ff.; Scheuner, op cit. note 4, p. 575; Nussbaum, op cit. note
18, p. 259; Ernst Reibstein, Völkerrecht. Eine Geschichte seiner Ideen in Lehre und Praxis
(2 Vols., 1958-63) Vol. 2, p. 31 ff.; H.U. Scupin, »Erweiterung des europäischen
Völkerrechts (1815-1914),« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 3, p. 737.
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international law. 30 However, this did not mean that the further consequences of the Austinian conception of international l a w w e r e adopted as well.
Rather, the denial of the legal character of international law was in most
cases linked with a natural law interpretation of that law, w h i l e Austin's
characterisation of rules of international l a w as positive morality attracted
little attention. Henry Wheaton, the United States envoy in Berlin and a
friend of Bentham and Austin, used Austin's arguments and terminology to
deny the legal character of international law. 31 H o w e v e r , in his presentation
of the sources of international law he developed a conception that was very
different f r o m Austin's theory of »positive morality«. He by no means restricted international law to the positive customs of States. Rather:
»International law, as understood among civilised nations, may be defined
as consisting of those rules of conduct which reason deduces, as consonant
to justice, f r o m the nature of the society existing among independent nations; with such definitions, determinations and modifications as may be
established by general consent«. 3 2
He accordingly identified (in a questionable compilation) the following
»sources« of international law: (1) text-writers of authority, showing what is
the approved usage of nations, or the general opinion respecting their
mutual conduct, with the definitions and modification introduced by general consent; (2) treaties of peace, alliance, and c o m m e r c e declaring, modifying, or defining the pre-existing international law; (3) ordinances of particular States, prescribing rules for the conduct of their commissioned cruisers and prize tribunals; (4) the adjudications of international tribunals,
such as boards of arbitration and prize courts; (5) the written opinions of
official jurists, given confidentially to their own governments; (6) the history
of the wars, negotiations, treaties of peace and other transactions relating to
the public intercourse of nations. 33
James L o r i m e r also denied the existence of a positive international law,
although he came to this conclusion in his own way, only partially following
Austin. 34 He did not interpret international l a w as »positive morality« in the
30 J. Westlake, International Law (2 Vols., 1904/07), Vol. 1, p. 8: »The denial of the
name of law to our subject is principally connected in England with the name of John
Austin, who taught that law is a general command given by a superior, individual or
composite, to the persons who habitually obey him«.
31 See: Eléments du droit international (The French version of his Elements of
International Law, published initially in 1836) (5th edn 1874), p. 22: »There can be no
law where there is no legislation, and there is no legislation where there is no superior; between nations there is nothing but moral obligation resulting from reason which
teaches that a certain conduct in their mutual relations contributes the most effectively to the general happiness. It is only in the metaphorical sense that international law
may be called law. The laws properly speaking are the commands which emanate
from a superior, to which are annexed as a sanction an eventual punishment«.
32 Elements of International Law (in Classics of International Law, No. 19) § 14, p. 20;
Histoire des progrès du droit des gens en Europe et en Amérique, 1841, Vol. 2, p. 370 ff.
33 Elements, ibid., s. 15, pp. 20-3.
34 The Institutes of the Law of Nations. (2 Vols., 1883/84), Vol. 2, p. 189: »... the municipal system of every civilised State contains within itself the principles of its own
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Austinian sense. Despite his positivist conception of law, which was oriented
towards law's enforceability, Lorimer quite unequivocally based his position
on a natural law conception of international law. He sarcastically refered to
the approach taken by »Austin and his followers« as involving »[t]he conception of a law which had no deeper roots than human >sovereignty< was left for
the palmy days of our own Georges«. 35 His starting point was that »the law of
nations is the law of nature, realised in the relations between separate political communities«. 36 More specifically, he pointed out how international law
was, in comparison to other areas of law, particularly dependent on natural
law. Natural law had, in other areas, withdrawn to »the arsenal or the
armoury of jurisprudence«; it was not required by the jurist in his everyday
work. However, Lorimer explained that the lawyer of positive international
law was not yet treading on firm ground, that the time for a dogmatic system
of international law had not yet arrived. Thus, »[i]n dealing with the law of
nations, the jurist has always a prelimary function to perform, and as it is natural law that determines the objects of positive law in all its departments, the
function is one which he can perform only by keeping it steadily in view«.37
Hence, for Lorimer the law of nature was the »primary source« of all international law. The »secondary sources« were customs, treaties, precedential
decisions of arbitral tribunals and mixed prize courts, scientific interpretations of natural law by governments, scholarly bodies or individual scholars
and, finally, as a more indirect source, public opinion. 38
The group of Anglo-American international lawyers who, under Austin's
influence, denied the legal character of international law, also included
John Norton Pomeroy 39 and F.E. Smith. 40 Sir Thomas Erskine Holland, for
his part, allocated international law a place between law (in the strict sense
of national legislation) and morals. 41
John Westlake, who in his Treatise on Private International Law had
repeated (albeit without great emphasis) some of the statements which supported the position that international law lacked the positivity of genuine
law, in his later writings on public international law expressly declared himrealisation. Theoretically, at any rate, it is positive law - in other words, it is, ex hypothesi, the natural or absolute law of the relations subsisting between citizens, defined
by an authority which, whether right or wrong, is capable of applying and enforcing
its own definitions. Now, in this sense ... there really is no positive international law
at all. Public international law is neither defined nor enforced by any authority superior to that which its subjects retain in their own hands..«..
35 Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 75-6.
36 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 19.
37 Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 21-2.
38 Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 19, 27, 37, 51, 54, 87.
39 Lectures on International Law in Time of Peace (T.S. Woolsey, ed.), 1886, p. 24:
»What is called international law in its general sense, I would term international
morality. These rules have no binding force in themselves as law«.
40 International Law, 1900, p. 11.
41 The Elements of Jurisprudence (10th edn, 1906) p. 380: »It differs from ordinary law
in being unsupported by the authority of a State. It differs from ordinary morality
being a rule for States, and not for individuals«.
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self opposed to Austin in respect of this question. 42 With »analytical arguments« he supported the objections that Sir Henry Summer Maine had
already advanced, on historical grounds, against Austin's narrow conception
of law. 43 A number of outstanding nineteenth century British international
lawyers agreed with these objections, including Sir Robert Phillimore, 44 Sir
Travers Twiss 45 and William Edward Hall. 46 In the literature on the sources
of international law the majority of scholars - with a few exceptions, such as
Hall 47 - held fast to natural law as a major source of international law. In a
lapidarían manner Westlake explained that »[c] us to m and reason are the
two sources of international law«.48 Sir Henry Summer Maine stuck to the
traditional division between the natural and positive law of nations. He
wrote:
»The most useful and practical part of the Law of Nations is, no doubt,
instituted or positive law, founded on usage, consent and agreement. But it
would be improper to separate this law entirely from natural jurisprudence,
and not to consider it as deriving much of its force and dignity from the
same principles of right reason, the same views of the nature and constitution of man, and the same sanction of Divine revelation, as those from
which the science of morality is deduced. There is a natural and a positive
Law of Nations«. 49
Sir Travers Twiss took this division as his starting point as well. He explained:
»The Natural Law of Nations is founded on the Nature of Independent
States, as such, and is the result of the relations observed to exist in Nature between Nations as Independent Communities. The Positive Law of
42 Treatise on Private International Law, with Principal Reference to its Practice in
England (1880) (German edn translated by F. v. Holtzendorff, 1884) p. 2 ff. For his
changed opinion in respect of Austin see: »Introductory Lecture on International Law,
Cambridge, October 17, 1888«, in The Collected Papers of John Westlake on Public
International Law (Lassa Oppenheim, ed., 1914) p. 396 ff.; Chapters on the Principles
of International Law, 1894, in Collected Papers on Public International Law, 1914,
p. 2 fT.; International Law (2 Vols., 1904/07), Vol. 1, p. 7 IT.
43 International Law (2 Vols., 1904/07), Vol. 1, p. 47 ff.
44 Commentaries upon International Law (1854-61) (3rd edn., 4 Vols., 1879-89)
p. 75-7.
45 The Law of Nations Considered as Independent Political Communities (Vol. 1,1861)
(Revised edn., Oxford, 1884) (French edn.: Des droits et des devoirs des nations en
temps de paix, 1887, p. 161 ft.).
46 A Treatise on International Law, 1880, p. 1.
47 Other exceptions included, above all, William Oke Manning, Commentaries on the
Law of Nations, 1839, and Richard Wildman, Institutes of International Law, 1850.
According to R. v. Mohl (Die Geschichte und Literatur der Staatswissenschaften,
Vol. 1,
1855, p. 397), Wildman's book set out »the only system of international law ... which
is completely rooted in the legal conception of an English common law jurist, that is
to say, in the exclusive recognition of customary law, excessive attention to court decisions and complete repudiation of legal-philosophical arguments«.
48 International Law (2 Vols., 1904/07), Vol. 1, p. 14.
49 International Law, 1888, p. 32.
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Nations, on the other hand, is based on the consent of Nations, and is the
result of the relations instituted between them by their own free will«. 50
Sir Robert Phillimore summarised the sources of international law as follows:
»1. The Divine Law, in both its branches - namely: the principles of
Eternal Justice implanted by God in all moral and social creatures, of which
nations are the aggregate, and of which governments are the International
Organs. 2. T h e Revealed Will of God, enforcing and extending these principles of Natural Justice. 3. Reason, which governs the application of these
principles to particular cases, itself guided and fortified by a constant reference to analogous cases and to the written reason embodied in the text of
the Roman Law, and in the works of commentators thereupon. 4. The universal consent of Nations, both as expressed (i) by positive compact or treaty, and (ii) as implied by usage, custom, and practice: such usage, custom,
and practice being evidenced in various ways - by precedents recorded in
History; by being embodied and recorded in Treaties; in public documents
of States; in the Marine Ordinances of States; in the decisions of International Tribunals; in the Works of eminent writers upon International
Jurisprudence«. 5 1
Considerations of the normative bases of validity of international law,
which so strongly concerned continental scholars, were almost completely
missing from the Anglo-American literature of the nineteenth century. The
difficult problems of construction which plagued the strict international
legal positivism of the continental school played no role in Anglo-American
doctrine, which avoided these problems precisely because it continued to
rely upon natural law approaches to international law.
It is therefore understandable that, in contrast to their influence on almost
all other areas of international law, nineteenth century British international
lawyers failed to acquire a dominant influence in respect of theories of lawmaking. Instead, they remained overshadowed by the more thorough reflections of continental theorists. The persuasive strength of the continental
approach rested not least upon the fact that the State which the positivist
thinkers had in mind, that single decisive will with which they entrusted the
creation of law, was regarded as the »active promoter of reform and progress in the realisation of liberal ideas«. 52 At the same time this State, as
50 The Law of Nations Considered as Independent Political Communities, Vol. 1, 1861,
(Revised edn: Oxford, 1884) p. 146, s. 83 (French edn: Des droits et des devoirs des nations en temps de paix, 1887, p. 134).
51 Op cit. note 44, p. 67.
52 »Träger der Reform und des Fortschritts in der Verwirklichung liberaler und freiheitlicher Ideen« - Scheuner, op cit. note 4, p. 576. Scheuner continued: »Just as in
national law, where the legislator incorporates fundamental freedoms, civil equality and
economic self-determination, and where these roles are meant for the State, in international law States together enter into conventions for the facilitation of trade and intercourse, on the protection of life and health as well as against the slave trade, for the mitigations brought about by the laws of war, for movement towards free navigation on the
great rivers, and in response to the claims of humanity and freedom which result from
natural law«. On the role of the idea of the nation-State itself, see: pp. 579 & 599.
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»nation-State«, was the embodiment of all of those aspirational tendencies
and currents which f o r m e d the »nationalism« that was so significant for the
nineteenth century.

II. The Practice of Law-Making:
Codification Conferences and Law-Making Treaties
One of the many effects of positivism - in addition to the much too subtle
concept of sovereignty, the dualistic separation of international l a w and
national law, the exclusive international legal personality of States and their
unrestricted right to w a g e w a r - was the particularly intensive inclination
towards a contractual specification and codification of international law.
T h e natural l a w elements of the Anglo-American doctrines on law-making
coincided with a certain, politically motivated reluctance on the part of the
British government with regard to an excessive zeal for codification.
H o w e v e r , this could not prevent a strong and highly consequential development in this direction. Rather, a considerable number of conferences w e r e
convened which promoted the codification of many aspects of international
law. One may therefore assert that the otherwise absent over-arching international l a w legislator was partially replaced, during this period, by legislative co-operation among States at these conferences.
The States which participated in the Congress of Vienna were, already, not
prepared to restrict themselves to concluding treaties concerning specific legal
transactions. Instead, they used law-making treaties to regulate fundamental
aspects of a number of legally important aspects of international life: the
Protocol on the Precedence of Diplomatic Agents of 19 March 181553 (which was
completed a few years later by the Protocol of Aix-la-Chapelle of 21 November
1818 - the fundamental aspects of which are still in force); 54 the Declaration
against the Slave Trade, 55 which stipulated that slavery was a violation of international law; and the Final Act of the Congress of Vienna itself which established
the principle of free navigation on the major European rivers. 56
One of the most important partial codifications of the modern law of naval
w a r f a r e and maritime neutrality was adopted at the Paris Peace Conference
53 G.F. von Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traités etc. (16 Vols., 1808/39), Vol. 2, p. 379
ff.; R. Strupp, Documents pour servir à l'histoire du droit des gens (5 Vols., 1923),
Vol. 1, p. 195 ff.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 546.
54 The Protocol of Aix-la-Chapelle established the four diplomatie ranks: ambassadors (»papal nuncio« and legates are on the same level); envoys (»envoyés extraordinaires et ministres plénipotentiaires«, »papal inter nuncio« are on the same level);
»ministers resident«; and »chargés d'affaires en pied«.
55 See: infra, p. 554 IT.
56 Art. 108: »The Powers whose States are separated or crossed by the same navigable
River engage to regulate, by common consent, all that regards its navigation..«.. Art. 109:
»The navigation of the Rivers, along their whole course, referred to in the preceding Article,
from the point where each of them becomes navigable, to its mouth, shall be entirely free,
and shall not, in respect to Commerce, be prohibited to any one..«.. - Martens, op cit. note
53, Vol. 2, p. 379 ff.; Strupp, op cit. note 53, Vol. 1, p. 183; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 455.
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of 1856, in the f o r m of the Paris Declaration Respecting Maritime Law. This
codification w a s completed by the 1907 Hague Convention on Maritime
Neutrality and the 1909 London Declaration Relative to the L a w of Naval
War. Considerable progress was made in respect of humanitarian guarantees in w a r t i m e as a result of the 1864 Geneva Convention for the
Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded of Armies in the Field and the
1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions on the L a w s of War (particularly the 1907
Convention with Respect to the L a w s and Customs of War by Land). T h e
results of the St. Petersburg Conference of 1868 in respect of the laws of w a r
remained of lesser importance.
Other areas of law w e r e also regulated by treaties in more-or-less fundamental ways: questions concerning the protection of minorities w e r e dealt
with at the Berlin Conference of 1878; the acquisition of territory by occupation at the Congo Conference of 1885; and conventions on the peaceful
settlement of disputes and arbitration at the Hague Conferences of 1899 and
1907.
T h e general conviction during this period - of having in this w a y created
a kind of international legislation - was characteristically expressed in the
doctrine of law-making treaties, which was founded by Heinrich Triepel.
This doctrine made a sharp distinction between treaties concerning specific
legal transactions and law-making treaties. It called the latter »conventions«
(»Vereinbarungen«) and subjected them to the rules of statutory interpretation. 57 T h e characteristic f o r m of these great codifications w a s the comprehensive collective treaty. In previous centuries this kind of treaty had remained a relatively rare exception. For example, the Peace of Oliva in 1660 had
been concluded as a collective treaty between Sweden, the Holy Roman
Emperor, Poland and Brandenburg. In most cases a series of bilateral treaties was preferred, even in respect of large peace settlements involving
many contracting parties. 58 T h e peace settlements of Cateau-Cambrésis,
Vervins, Utrecht and Versailles w e r e concluded in the form of bilateral treaties. Even the Peace of Westphalia with the double treaties of Münster and
Osnabrück and the special Hispano-Dutch Peace Treaty did not involve
collective treaties in the true sense. In the First Peace of Paris (30 May 1814)
and the Second Peace of Paris (20 N o v e m b e r 1815) several - albeit identically w o r d e d - treaty instruments w e r e still used between the various parties. Only f r o m the Congress of Vienna onwards did the collective treaty,
usually in the form of a General Act, b e c o m e the rule rather than the exception. As the Act of the Congress of Vienna itself explained:
» T h e Powers ... being n o w desirous to embrace, in one c o m m o n transaction, the various results of their negotiations, for the purpose of confirming
them by their reciprocal Ratifications, have authorised their Plenipotentiaries to unite, in a general Instrument, the regulations of superior and permanent interest, and to join to that Act, as integral parts of the arrangements

57 Völkerrecht und Landesrecht, 1899, p. 27 ff.
58 J. Ray, La communauté internationale d'après les traités du XVIe siècle à nos jours,
1938, pp. 29-30.
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of the Congress, the Treaties, Conventions, Declarations, Regulations, and
other particular Acts, as cited in the present Treaty«. 59
This form of treaty - the »General Act« - was used again and again by the
great conferences of the nineteenth century: in Paris in 1856, Berlin in 1878
and 1885, Brussels in 1890 and Algeciras in 1906.
Together with the greater use of collective treaties, a series of technical
innovations was made. Although these innovations cannot be examined in
detail here, they included »open treaties«, reservations, and general participation clauses (»clausula si omnes«).
The network of contractual relations between States grew incomparably
more closely linked than it had been in the eighteenth century. The differentiation between the various kinds of treaty increased. In addition to the
main types of political treaties (peace treaties, alliances, guarantees, neutrality agreements) and trade agreements, separate treaties relating to consular affairs and legal assistance appeared. 60 At the same time the binding
force of treaties was strengthened. Despite the fact that one could easily
identify many exceptions, the nineteenth century was - generally speaking
- an age of contractual fidelity.61 It was now self-evident that treaties bound
the State as such, and not just the sovereigns who concluded them.62
Another equally self-evident consequence was the rule that States could not
escape their contractual obligations as a result of internal upheavals. The
London Conference of 1830, which led to the establishment of the Kingdom
of Belgium, confirmed: »According to this principle of a higher order, treaties do not lose their power, whatever the changes are which intervene in
the internal organisation of the peoples«. 63
When Russia in 1870 unilaterally annulled the neutrality of the Black Sea
that had been imposed upon it in Paris in 1856, the powers assembled in
London stated:

59 »Les Puissances ... désirant maintenant de comprendre dans une transaction commune les différents résultats de Leurs négociations, afin de les revêtir de Leurs ratifications réciproques, ont autorisé Leurs Plénipotentiaires à réunir dans un instrument général les dispositions d'un intérêt majeur et permanent, et à joindre à cet
acte, comme parties intégrantes des arrangements du Congrès, les Traités, Conventions, Déclarations, Règlements et autres actes particuliers, tels qu'ils se trouvent
cités dans le présent Traité«. - Martens, op cit. note 55, Vol. 2, p. 379; Strupp, op cit.
note 53, Vol. 1, p. 163 ff.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 3.
60 Sir Geoffrey Butler & Simon Maccoby, The Development of International
Law,
1928, p. 504 ff.
61 See: Robert Redslob, Histoire des grands principes du droit des gens, 1923, p. 355. The
examples that Redslob selectively presents at p. 401 ff., etc. of alleged violations by
Germany against the faith, trust and sanctity of treaties are not soundly grounded and
cannot be regarded as scientifically serious. It would have been a fair and not premature enterprise to bring forward examples concerning the other Great Powers as well.
62 See: supra, p. 483.
63 »D'après ce principe d'un ordre supérieur, les traités ne perdent pas leur puissance, quels que soient les changements qui interviennent dans l'organisation
intérieure des peuples«. - Martens, op cit. note 53, Vol. 10, p. 197; Strupp, op cit. note
53, Vol. 1, p. 353.
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»The Plenipotentiaries of Germany, England, Austria, Italy, Russia and
Turkey recognise that it is an essential principle of international law that no
power can free itself from the engagements of a treaty, nor modify the stipulations, except following the consent of the contracting parties, by means of
an amicable understanding«. 64
The same motivation which led Britain to advocate the idea of arbitration
in the nineteenth century 65 - namely the endeavour to preserve the status
quo of a world order which was primarily to its own advantage - made it a
protagonist for the »sanctity of treaties«. Although in general the State practice of the nineteenth century followed this maxim fairly closely, it did not
abandon the fundamental reservation contained in the clausula rebus sic
stantibus (i.e. fundamental change of circumstances). Bismarck famously
explained it as a fact of diplomatic practice:
»International politics is a fluid element which under certain circumstances will temporarily become firm, but falls back into its original aggregate if the atmosphere changes. The clausula rebic sic stantibus was tacitly
accepted in State treaties to which conditions were attached«. 66

64 »Les plénipotentiaires de l'Allemagne, de l'Angleterre, de l'Autriche, de l'Italie, de
la Russie et de la Turquie reconnaissent qu'il est un principe essentiel du droit des
gens qu'aucune puissance ne peut se libérer des engagements d'un traité, ni en modifier les stipulations, qu'à la suite de l'assentiment des parties contractantes, au moyen
d'une entente amicale«. - Redslob, op cit. note 61, p. 399.
65 See: infra, pp. 517 ff.
66 »Die internationale Politik ist ein flüssiges Element, das unter Umständen zeitweilig fest wird, aber bei Veränderungen der Atmosphäre in seinen ursprünglichen
Aggregatzustand zurückfällt. Die clausula rebus sie stantibus wird bei Staatsverträgen, die Leistungen bedingen, stillschweigend angenommen« - Gedanken und Erinnerungen (1920 edn) Vol. 2, p. 297.
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Chapter Six
Adjudication: The Rebirth of Arbitration

International arbitration, a legal institution which had fallen into almost complete abeyance during the Spanish and French Ages, experienced a rebirth in
the British Age. This rebirth occurred within the framework of a broad peace
movement which strongly influenced the intellectual evolution of the nineteenth century. Leading promoters of the idea of arbitration included Jeremy
Bentham, Benjamin Franklin, John Bright and Richard Cobden. Cobden's
proposals for the establishment of a system of international arbitration, which
were made in the House of Commons in 1849, were rejected due to Lord
Palmerston's strong opposition. However, in 1873 proposals similar to, and
drawing upon, Cobden's proposals were presented in the same forum by
Henry Richard, and this time they were more favourably received. Several
international associations for the promotion of international law were founded that same year: the Association for the Reform and Codification of the Law
of Nations, which later became the International Law Association, and the
Institut de Droit International. Along with the Permanent Parliamentary
Committee in favour of Arbitration and Peace, which was founded in 1888 and
later became the Interparliamentary Union, these associations argued strongly in favour of arbitration.1 The most visible results of these efforts were the
1899 and 1907 Conventions for the Peaceful Settlement of International
Disputes, and the establishment, on the basis of these conventions, of the
Permanent Court of Arbitration in 1907 in the Hague. 2
In terms of State practice the idea of arbitral settlement of disputes had
made considerable progress since the end of the Napoleonic Wars. 3 The
success of the Anglo-American Arbitral Tribunal established by the Jay
Treaty left a strong impression. After the War of 1812, all disputes between
the two Anglo-Saxon States resulting from the demarcation of the seemingly
infinite border between British North America and the United States were
settled by way of arbitration. In South America as well, most land borders
and, in the case of Brazil, all land borders, were fixed by way of arbitration. 4
1 C. Phillipson, The Influence of International
Arbitration
on the Development
of
International Law, 1908, p. 10 IT.; H.J. Schlochauer, »Die Entwicklung der internationalen Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit,« (1960/62) 10 Archiv des Völkerrechts 1 at 15.
2 M.J.P.A. François, »La Cour Permanente d'Arbitrage,« (1955 I ) 87 Recueil des Cours
456; H. Wehberg, »Zur Geschichte des internationalen Büros des Haager ständigen
Schiedshofes,« in Mélanges Séréfiades, 1961, p. 139 ff.
3 H. Waser, Das zwischenstaatliche Schiedsgericht als Spiegel der abendländischen Geschichte, 1960; H.J. Schlochauer, »Arbitration,« in Encyclopedia of Public
International
Law, Vol. 1, 1981, p. 13 (with literature).
4 H. Lammasch, »Die Lehre von der Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit in ihrem ganzen Umfange,« in Handbuch des Völkerrechts, 1914, Vol. 5, pp. 30, 32; G. de Quesada,
Arbitration in Latin America, 1907, p. 73.
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During the course of the nineteenth century several dangerous political
conflicts w e r e settled in the same manner - conflicts which, in terms of their
significance, could not be considered political problems of the first order but
which nevertheless could have led to serious entanglements. T h e most
important cases of this kind w e r e the arbitral awards in the Anglo-American
disputes over the »Alabama Affair« in 1872, fur seal hunting in the Bering
Sea in 1893, and the Alaska boundary in 1903, as w e l l as the British dispute
with Venezuela over the boundary with Guyana in 1879, which also involved
United States interests.
T h e arbitral award that was rendered in Geneva in respect of the
»Alabama A f f a i r « settled the sorest point of contention that had arisen between the two Anglo-Saxon States during the Civil War. 5 T h e Treaty of
Washington was concluded on 8 M a y 1871, after protracted negotiations. 6 It
not only settled the modalities of the arbitral procedure but also created - in
the form of the » T h r e e Rules of Washington« - the legal basis for deciding
whether Britian, by constructing and equipping auxiliary cruisers for the
rebel confederate states in British harbours, had violated its obligations as a
neutral power. T h e result of the award was to a certain d e g r e e predetermined, in that it could only be unfavourable to Britain. 7
T h e award in the »Fur Seal Arbitration« brought a seventy year long dispute
between Britain and the United States to an end. T h e dispute had become
acute in 1886 when it was reported that a British sealing vessel had been
seized outside United States territorial waters for having violated United
States seal hunting regulations. The award, which was issued on 15 August
1893 by a tribunal composed of seven members (two of w h o m w e r e chosen
by each side, the other three by the President of the French Republic, the King
of Italy and the King of Sweden-Norway, respectively, from among the most
renowned jurists of their countries) was more or less in Britain's favour. 8
T h e dispute over the Alaska boundary was decided, on the basis of an
arbitral agreement of 24 January 1903, by a six-member commission composed of three arbitrators appointed by Britain (two of w h o m w e r e Canadian, the other being Lord Chief Justice Alverston) and three arbitrators
appointed by the United States. T h e decision, which was rendered on 20
October 1903, favoured the United States, with Alverston voting with the
three Americans and against his two Canadian colleagues. 9
5 See: infra, p. 539.
6 G.F. von Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traités etc. (16 Vols., 1808/59), Vol. 20, p. 698;
A.M. Stuyt, Survey of International Arbitrations, 1794-1970, 1972, No. 94; G r e w e ,
Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 227.
7 The arbitral tribunal, which met in Geneva, was formed of one arbitrator appointed by
each of the disputing parties, as well as one arbitrator appointed by each of the following:
the Emperor of Brazil, the King of Italy, and the President of the Swiss Confederation.
8 The arbiters w e r e required to be »jurists of distinguished reputation in their respective countries«, and, if possible, »acquainted with the English language«. See:
J.B. Moore, History and Digest of the International Arbitrations to which the United
States has been a Party, Vol. 1,1905, pp. 755-961, 799; Stuyt, op cit. note 6, No. 170,176.
9 (1904) Revue général de droit international 215; Stuyt, op cit. note 6, No. 251; R. Rie,
»Alaska,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 1, p. 24 ff.
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T h e boundary dispute between Britain and Venezuela arose in 1841. It
developed a political flavour as a result of the United States' strong interest
in its outcome. In his Message to Congress in 1895, President Stephen
Grover Cleveland declared that the British annexation of a territory legally
belonging to Venezuela w o u l d be considered by the United States as a highhanded attack upon Venezuela. T h e United States would, in the spirit of the
M o n r o e Doctrine, oppose that action with all available means. 1 0 T h e AngloVenezuelan Arbitration Treaty of 2 February 1897 took this situation into
account in providing for the composition of the tribunal: two arbitrators
w e r e to be nominated by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, one
was to be nominated by the President of Venezuela, and one by the justices
of the United States Supreme Court. A fifth arbitrator was to be chosen by
the other four arbitrators, or, in case of disagreement, by the King of
Sweden-Norway. T h e r e was no such disagreement and F. von Martens, the
international law professor f r o m St. Petersburg, was chosen to act as the
president of the tribunal. T h e arbitral award, rendered in Paris on 3 October
1899, fixed a boundary which, although it ran between the lines claimed by
the two parties, actually satisfied most of the British claims. 11
A significant number of arbitral awards settled inter-State disputes of
minor importance over the course of the nineteenth century. According to H.
Lafontaine there w e r e 177 awards between 1794 and 1900, in the following
progression: 1794-1820 - fifteen awards; 1821-1840 - eight awards; 1841-60 twenty awards; 1861-80 - forty-four awards; 1881-1900 - ninety awards. 12
Evans Darby, w h o considered that modern arbitration had begun with the
Jay Treaty, registered a considerably higher number:

1800-1900
1900-04

Formal
arbitral
awards
222
21

Decisions
of Mixed
Commissions
96
19

Decisions
of Frontier
Commissions
153
20

Total
471
60

Darby thus identified a total of 531 awards for the period between 1800
and 1904 (and 537 for 1794-1904).13 A.M. Stuyt's m o r e recent 1972 Survey of
International
Arbitrations
counted only 330 arbitral awards between 1794
and 1919, with 316 falling between 1815 (i.e. the Congress of Vienna) and
1919 (i.e. the Treaty of Versailles). It is not necessary here to explore the reasons for the differences between these tallies. T h e boundary between
arbitration and conciliation is frequently ambiguous, and this can make the
classification of some cases controversial. However, there is no doubt that
there w e r e hundreds of arbitral awards in the British Age.
10 Moore, op cit. note 8, Vol. 1, p. 672.
11 Lafontaine, Pasicrisie internationale. Histoire documentaire des arbitrages internationaux, 1902, p. 556 ff.; Stuyt, op cit. note 6, No. 207; Robert Morris, International
Arbitration and Procedure (New Haven, 1911) p. 27.
12 Lafontaine, ibid., p. VIII.
13 Darby, International Tribunals (4th edn, 1904).
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As far as the general character, the composition and the kinds of procedures used by the arbitral tribunals w e r e concerned, a tendency may be
observed, particularly f r o m the mid-nineteenth century onwards, to give
arbitration m o r e the character of a judicial procedure and less the character of a diplomatic accommodation. 1 4 It is true that even in the second half
of the century foreign heads of State w e r e frequently appointed as arbitrators - a practice which corresponded to the traditional style of arbitration,
which was close to diplomatic mediation. 1 5 For example, in 1877 the German Emperor, W i l h e l m I, acted as an arbitrator in a dispute over the last
undetermined stretch of the United States-Canadian frontier, the so-called
»San Juan Boundary«, which for thirty years had been a bone of contention
between Britain and the United States. On the basis of the Lisbon Arbitral
Compromise of 25 September 1872 Britain and Portugal entrusted the
President of the French Bepublic, Maréchal Macmahon, with the settlement
of their dispute over the islands in Delagoa Bay. This dispute had begun in
1823. In 1885 Germany and Spain appointed Pope L e o XIII arbitrator in the
dispute over the Caroline and P e l e w Islands. In 1886 President Cleveland of
the United States decided a boundary dispute between Costa Bica and
Nicaragua, and in 1891 the Bussian Emperor acted as arbitrator in a boundary dispute between France and the Netherlands over Guyana. These are
only a f e w examples of which many m o r e could be given.
Occasionally governments also acted as arbitral tribunals: for example,
the Senate of the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg arbitrated in disputes
between Britain and Portugal in 1861 and between Britain and Peru in 1863,
the Swiss Federal Council in a dispute between Portugal and Congo State in
1890, the Portuguese government in a dispute between Britain and Brazil in
1896, and the British government in a dispute between Argentina and Chile
in 1896, among others.
However, to a growing extent arbitrators w e r e selected w h o w e r e qualified, not because of their political position, but because of their personal
authority, expert k n o w l e d g e and impartiality. 16 Outstanding legal scholars,
judges or diplomats w e r e chosen to act as m e m b e r s of arbitral commissions,
as umpires or as single arbitrators. A deliberate decision was taken to
appoint a majority of neutral arbitrators (i.e. persons w h o w e r e associated
with neither side) to the »Alabama« tribunal. In the 1889 dispute over the
Delagoa Bay railway, between Britain and the United States on the one hand
and Portugal on the other, a commission made up exclusively of neutral
arbitrators w a s appointed for the first time. 17 To this end the President of the
Swiss Confederation was asked to name three outstanding jurists. Similarly,
the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes had as a principal goal the selection of neutral, impartial

14 C. van Vollenhoven, The Three Stages in the Evolution of the Law of Nations, 1919,
p. 115, saw these tendencies taking effect about 1840.
15 See: Lammasch, op cit. note 4, p. 117 ff.
16 Waser, op cit. note 3, p. 44.
17 E. Reut-Nicolussi, Unparteilichkeit im Völkerrecht, 1940, p. 177.
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and experienced arbitrators. 18 T h e appointment of heads of States was increasingly criticised and avoided. 1 9
As a consequence of a more judicial form of arbitration which aimed at an
impartial and legally well-founded decision, a trend toward formalised procedures developed. This trend was also visible in the provisions of the Hague
Convention. However, it was a trend which was only optional in character,
even for the signatories of the Hague Convention. In the end there was nothing which prevented the parties from shaping the procedures as they chose.
Only slowly and reluctantly did State practice move beyond the »isolated«
type of arbitration, i.e. beyond arbitral procedures agreed on an ad hoc basis.20
Even the Hague Permanent Court of Arbitration, the name of which was misleading, provided only the organisational structure for an case by case, ad hoc
tribunal. It consisted merely of a permanent secretariat and a list of potential
arbitrators, to which each State party could »select four persons at the most, of
known competency in questions of international law, of the highest moral
reputation, and disposed to accept the duties of arbitrators« (Article 23). States
involved in a dispute which they wished to submit to arbitration could call
upon arbitrators from this general list. They w e r e also free to use the secretariat even if they selected arbitrators whose names did not appear on the list,
and there was no obligation to submit subsequent disputes to the tribunal.
Nevertheless, in the first half of the nineteenth century an increasing
number of States had already included so-called »compromissory clauses«
in their trade, extradition, consular, and even railway treaties. Through
these clauses they obligated themselves to settle, by w a y of arbitration, future disputes about the interpretation and application of the treaty in question. Between 1823 and 1898 some fifty-nine treaties w e r e concluded which
contained such »special compromissory clauses«. 21 Italy in particular, under
the influence of Giuseppe Mazzini, led the w a y in this respect.
At the same time »general compromissory clauses« appeared in relations
between non-European States, as w e l l as, to a lesser degree, in relations
between non-European and European States. Through such clauses the
18 Van Vollenhoven, op cit. note 14, p. 114.
19 A. de Lapradelle explained that a head of State would not question those legal
principles that were pursued by his own State and would therefore be incapable of
forming an impartial and disinterested judgment. Recueil des arbitrages
internationaux, Vol. Ì, 1905, p. 579. See also: Reut-Nicolussi, op cit. note 17, p. 153. Lammasch,
op cit. note 4, p. 117, wrote: »In recent times the appointment of heads of State has repeatedly been criticised, because they are not impartial enough, because there could
be international implications, because constitutional objections could be raised,
because it would in any case be better if the >experts< appointed by the head of State
rendered their judgments themselves, under their own responsibility, instead of
hiding behind the authority of the sovereign, and because in this case the >experts<
would also be better able to support their judgments with sound reasons«.
20 The terms »isolated arbitration« and »institutional arbitration« were proposed by
Lammasch, op cit. note 4, p. 55, and became generally accepted, although the term
»institutional arbitration« has since been replaced by »general arbitration« in English,
and »arbitrage générale« in French.
21 Lafontaine, op cit. note 11, p. XII ff.
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contracting parties mutually obligated themselves to settle through arbitral
procedures all future differences over the interpretation of the treaty, in so
far as those differences could not be adjusted by diplomatic means. Such
clauses w e r e used particularly frequently in Latin America. Altogether no
less than seventy-seven treaties with such clauses w e r e concluded between
1825 and 1898.22 T h e first general compromissory clause in a treaty between
European States appeared in a provisional trade agreement between Portugal and the Netherlands on 5 July 1894.23
A further step in this development involved the creation of self-standing
compromissory clauses in special arbitral treaties concluded specifically for
this purpose. T h e parties to such treaties undertook to submit all future disputes to arbitration. Apart f r o m a f e w minor precedents in Latin America,
such a »general arbitration« was first created through a special treaty between Britain and France in 1903.24 Roughly 100 other treaties f o l l o w e d this
m o d e l within the short period between 1903 and 1910.25
Also, in this age of British predominance States remained intent on preserving their sovereign rights and their freedom of action in foreign relations.
They w e r e therefore careful to limit the risks of being bound that w e r e associated with these arbitration treaties. Certain »reservations« w e r e maintained
which diminished the binding force of an arbitral engagement: the engagement only applied in respect of legal disputes or the interpretation of treaties
(»différends d'ordre juridique ou relatifs à l'interprétation des traités«), and
only in respect of those legal disputes which did not affect the vital interests
or the independence or honour of the contracting parties, nor the interests of
third States. Whether a particular dispute was covered by the reservations
was a matter that was left to the sovereign decision of each State. Furthermore, the efficacy of the arbitration engagement was dependent on the conclusion of a special arbitral »compromis« which defined the question under
dispute and settled the detailed modalities of the procedure. Efforts to do
away with these reservations, which w e r e gathered together under the term
»compulsory arbitration«, 26 did not succeed during the British Age: their success was a particular achievement of the Anglo-American Epoch from 1919-39.
According to a scheme proposed by Coleman Phillipson, arbitral decisions
in the nineteenth century concerned the following subject matters: (1) State
disputes over sovereign rights involving ( a ) land boundaries and ( b ) fishing
rights; and (2) disputes in which States, on the basis of their sovereignty,
asserted claims on behalf of their subjects and against other States concerning illegal treatment or negligence, namely ( a ) violations of neutrality, ( b )
illegal seizures and ( c ) violations of the personal rights of foreign nationals. 27
22 Lafontaine, ibid., p. X ff.
23 Lammasch, op cit. note 4, p. 52.
24 Renault-Descamps, Recueil international des traités du XXe siècle, 1903, p. 192;
Κ. Strupp, Documents pour servir à l'histoire du droit des gens (5 Vols., 1923), Vol. 2,
p. 766; M. Fleischmann, Völkerrechtsquellen, 1905, p. 340.
25 Lammasch, op cit. note 4, p. 54, fn. 1.
26 On the term »compulsory arbitration«, see: D. Schindler, »Die Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit seit 1914,« in Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 5, 1938, p. 57 ff.
27 Phillipson, op cit. note 1, p. 43.
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T h e limitations to which arbitration was subjected in respect of its being
prevented f r o m settling armed disputes, may be read f r o m this scheme. T h e
great political conflicts of the century w e r e excluded f r o m arbitral settlement f r o m the beginning. T h e problems associated with the national unifications of German and Italy, the questions of the Balkans, and the powerpolitical decisions that led to the Crimean War, the Spanish-American War,
the Boer War and the Russo-Japanese War, could not be r e m o v e d f r o m the
w o r l d stage by w a y of arbitration. T h e idea that arbitration could also deal
with political problems of this dimension did not attract serious attention in
the nineteenth century. It w a s left to the two decades of the inter-war period,
f r o m 1919-39, to experiment with this idea.
T h e influence of the predominant p o w e r of the British Age on the revitalisation and elaboration of arbitration is obvious. It was not by accident
that the impulse towards the rapid expansion of institutional arbitration between 1903 and 1910 emanated f r o m the Anglo-French Arbitration Treaty.
T h e pacification of the w o r l d through a universal arbitration system coincided to a large extent with the interests of a p o w e r which was seeking to
preserve its global empire. As long as arbitration remained a optional
system - whether ad hoc or general - no great p o w e r needed to w o r r y about
arbitration imposing serious constraints on its expansionist tendencies, for
it could always evade an arbitral decision in a given case. In contrast to
smaller States, a great p o w e r never needed to fear being put under moral
pressure and coerced into using the arbitral procedures that had been
established. 28
Before long the United States, motivated by its own particular interests in
political self-isolation and peaceful accommodation, also contributed to this
development. In the nineteenth century Britain and the United States w e r e
the most frequent participants in international arbitrations. 29
Although the impetus for the first Hague Peace Conference - and for the
treatment of arbitration within that context - came f r o m Tsar Nicholas II and
28 In 1919 the Swiss Federal Council formulated these fears as follows: »Whereas a
smaller State is, in its relationship to a more powerful State, bound by an arbitral
treaty not only legally but also factually, and therefore must submit to a judicial proceed ing in every case where it suits the opposing party, in contrast a large State will
frequently have the means at its disposal to exert pressure to induce the weaker
party to renounce its claim to arbitration. By insisting on its legal position or a policy
of delay a State which lacks the means of power may lose through an arbitral treaty
the possibility of preventing a decision under what are, for it, perhaps unfavourable
conditions, without being able to obtain in exchange the advantage of pursuing its
claim against the more powerful State before an impartial judge«. - (1919) 5
Schweizerisches Bundesblatt 928-9. The Federal Council thus sought to justify its
adherence to the honour and national interest reservation. However, it is obvious
that this consideration also applies to an arbitral treaty containing such reservations.
It is even possible that the variable effect of such a treaty is stronger than that of a
treaty providing for obligatory arbitration.
29 Lafontaine, op cit. note 11, p. VIII, provided the following figures: Britain 70;
United States 56; Chile 26; France 26; Peru 14; Portugal 12; Italy 9; The Netherlands
5; Russia 4; Austria 2; Belgium 2; Sweden-Norway 2; Switzerland 2; etc.
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his foreign minister, Muraviev, 30 the following statement by Phillipson
nevertheless remains accurate:
»The place of this procedure in international relations and its influence on
the laws of nations have mainly been secured through the efforts of the
Anglo-Saxon race, with its political far-sightedness, practical skill, and constant devotion to free institutions«. 31
It should not be forgotten, of course, that this happily coincided with their
political interests.

30 See the text of the Russian note reproduced in François, op cit. note 2, p. 461.
31 Phillipson, op cit. note 1, p. 22. See also: Sir James Headlam-Morley, Studies in Diplomatic History, 1950, Ch. 2 (»The British Government and Arbitration«), esp. p. 11.

Chapter Seven
Law Enforcement:
The Completion of the Classical Law of War and Neutrality

I. Peace-Time Reprisals and Pacific Blockade
In the nineteenth century reprisals w e r e understood to be retaliatory measures undertaken by a State in response to an injury inflicted upon it or upon
one of its nationals. 1 T h e traditional restriction of the concept of reprisals to
retaliation for legal injuries inflicted upon a State's individual citizens in
their private activities, which the British government had given up as early
as 1755,2 was finally abandoned. T h e rule advocated by Choiseul in 1761, in
conformity with the spirit of the French Age, that an injury inflicted upon
another State itself w a s not a ground for reprisals, but rather for war, 3 no
longer met with approval.
As far as the act of reprisal was concerned, the most extensive v i e w prevailed. Although the preferred object of reprisals remained the property of
nationals of the targeted State, State property could also be the object of
reprisals. Moreover, other forcible measures could serve as means of reprisal. In so far as the reprisal was not targeted at assets, its character was
determined normally, if not necessarily, by the kind of injury through which
it was inflicted. 4 Apart f r o m »positive« reprisals, which included in particular »the removal or retention of things or rights of the injured States or the
arrest of persons of the same«, »negative« reprisals w e r e also admitted.
These included, in particular, »the withholding or denial of rights or the failure to fulfil contractual obligations«. 5
A frequently used instrument of reprisal - one which could be applied with
a relatively l o w degree of friction - was an embargo imposed upon the ships
of the targeted State. A particular inclination on the part of maritime powers
to use peace-time reprisals, as a limited forceful measure not inducing a
state of w a r with all of its consequences, may be identified in all epochs of
the history of international law. In the nineteenth century as well, Britain
and France in particular made frequent use of this means of enforcement.
1 Injuries to »domiciled aliens« were often included. See: A. Bulmerincq, »Die Staatsstreitigkeiten und ihre Entscheidung ohne Krieg,« in Holtzendorffs Handbuch des
Völkerrechts, Vol. 4, 1889, p. 87.
2 See: supra, p. 368 ff.
3 Ibid.
4 W.E. Hall, A Treatise on International Law, 1880, p. 308.
5 »Wegnahme oder Zurückhaltung von Sachen oder Rechten des verletzenden
Staates oder Verhaftung von Personen desselben« - »Vorenthaltung oder Verweigerung von Rechten oder Nichterfüllung vertragsmässiger Verpflichtungen« - Bulmerincq, op cit. note 1, p. 85.
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T h e measures carried out by Britain in 1839 against the Kingdom of the
T w o Sicilies, and in 1850 against Greece, excited particular attention. In the
first case the British government considered a sulphur monopoly that was
granted by the Neapolitan government to a French company, to be in violation of a trade agreement concluded between Naples and Britain in 1816.
W h e n Naples refused to revoke the monopoly, Britain ordered the commander of its Mediterranean fleet to capture all ships belonging to Naples
and Sicily and found in their waters, and to retain those ships until the
British envoy in Naples was informed that the rightful request of the British
government had been fulfilled. Several ships w e r e captured and an embargo was imposed upon Sicilian ships anchored in Maltese ports. Naples
responded with an embargo upon British ships. However, the British envoy
remained in Naples and no state of w a r was declared. T h e dispute was settled peacefully through French mediation. T h e Neapolitan government was
compelled to give in and the captured ships w e r e returned. 6
T h e measures taken against Greece in 1850 have entered the history of
international law as a perfect example of an excessive reprisal. In order to
enforce the fantastically excessive damage claims made, among other highly doubtful claims, by the Gibraltar-born David Pacifico ( w h o m the British
envoy to Athens himself called »a Jew of questionable nationality«), 7 Prime
Minister Palmerston dispatched a squadron of fourteen warships to the Bay
of Salamis in order to give weight to the British claims. W h e n the Greek
government did not yield, Greek commercial vessels w e r e forbidden to
leave their ports. Greek warships and commercial ships anchored in the
port of Piraeus w e r e seized and transferred to the Bay of Salamis. In the end,
the Greek government felt compelled to conclude an agreement w h e r e b y it
gave its consent to the British requests and agreed to renounce all damage
claims once the seized ships had been restored.
T h e British actions not only caused indignation throughout Europe and,
in particular, with the mediating powers of France and Russia; they even
led, finally, to sharp criticism within Britain itself. 8
In an instruction sent to the Russian ambassador in London on 19 February 1850 the Russian foreign minister Count Nesselrode explained:
» T h e question is to establish whether the British government misusing its
o v e r w h e l m i n g superiority at sea intends in disregard of the treaties concluded with the other ministries to isolate itself, to dissociate itself f r o m all
6 Hall, op cit. note 4, p. 311.
7 The claims related to: (1) the Athens garden of the English historian George Finlay, a
small part of which had been seized for the purposes of a royal park; (2) the alleged mistreatment, by Greek soldiers, of the crew of a long boat from the British ship Fantome in
the port of Patras; and (3) the alleged mistreatment of Ionians living under a British protectorate. From the beginning, the Greek government was inclined to yield in respect of
all three of these claims. However, there remained the claims of Pacifico, who demanded £31,534 in compensation for the plundering of his house by a Greek mob. This sum
was arbitrarily increased by another £500 by the then British foreign minister, Lord
Palmerston. See: British and Foreign State Papers (1849-50), Vol. 2, pp. 216-480.
8 See: H.P. Falcke, Le blocus pacifique, 1919, p. 87-99; Charles de Martens, Causes
célébrés du droit des gens, 1827, Vol. 5, p. 395 ff.
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mutual obligations and every solidarity and to grant to the Great Powers the
permission to use every occasion to let prevail against a weaker one its own
will and no other right than pure force«. 9
The French government went further and, on 14 May 1850, recalled its
ambassador from London.
As a consequence of these events the House of Lords, on 17 June 1850,
adopted a resolution in which it blamed in harsh words the »ill-advised, unjust
and brutal policy« of the foreign ministry. It expressed regret that various
claims vis-à-vis the Greek government, which were based on dubious legal
grounds and exaggerated in respect of their amount, were supported by forceful measures against Greek trade and the Greek nation. This, it concluded,
compromised friendly relations between Britain and the other powers. 10
The »Pacifico Case« was, at the same time, a precedent for another legal
institution which developed during the nineteenth century and was closely
linked with the peace-time reprisal, namely the »pacific blockade« (»Friedensblockade«, »blocus pacifique«). 11 As there were no legal restrictions on
the choice of retaliatory measures (except the observance of proportionality between such measures and the object of legal protection), reprisals
could also take the form of a blockade of ports and coasts. However, since
reprisals logically could only be targeted against the law-breaker itself and
not against third parties, it was questionable whether the blockading power
was entitled to prevent intercourse between the ships of third, quasi-neutral
powers and the blockaded State. In times of war, the right of blockade was
based on the effectiveness of the laws of war, with their special privileges in
favour of the belligerents.
The opposing parties in this dispute w e r e identical to those of the dualism
of continental and Anglo-American thinking about international law. But
strangely enough, it was the continental powers and above all France and
Germany which advocated the right to engage in a complete pacific blockade affecting the ships of third powers. Britain and the United States, by contrast, insisted that a pacific blockade could only be directed against the ships
of the blockaded State.
Although some cases of pacific blockade occurred as early as 1827 (the
blockade of the Greek coasts by Britain, Russia and France), 1831 (the
blockade of certain Portuguese ports by France), 1832-33 (the blockade of
Dutch ports by Britain and France) and 1837 (the British blockade of the
ports of N e w Granada), the question only became acute as a result of the

9 »II s'agit en e f f e t de savoir si le g o u v e r n e m e n t Britannique, abusant de la situation
que lui fait son i m m e n s e supériorité maritime, prétend s ' e n f e r m e r dans une politique
d'isolement sans souci des transactions qui le lient aux autres cabinets, se d é g a g e r de
toute obligation c o m m u n e , de toute solidarité d'action, et d'autoriser chaque grande
puissance, toutes les fois qu'elle trouvera l'occasion, à ne reconnaître envers les
faibles d'autre r è g l e que sa volonté, d'autre droit que la f o r c e matérielle«. - British and
Foreign State Papers (1849-50) Vol. 2, p. 659.
10 Falcke, op cit. note 8, p. 95, fn. 13.
11 T h e term w a s coined by L.B. Hautefeuille, Des droits et des devoirs des nations neutres en temps de guerre maritime,
1849 (2nd edn, 1858) Vol. 2, p. 287.
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French pacific blockades against Mexico (1838) and Buenos Aires (1838-40,
1845-48). 1 2 T h e s e latter blockades w e r e directed against the ships of third
States as well, and provoked protests from those third States. Mexico actually declared war, so that the pacific blockade w a s transformed into a wartime blockade. From 1845 to 1847 Britain also participated in the French
blockade of Buenos Aires, w h i c h w a s directed against the Argentine dictator Juan Manuel de Rosas. But in 1846 Lord Palmerston, »[s]trangeley
e n o u g h for the Foreign Minister in a co-blockading government«, 1 3 wrote to
Lord Normanby, the British ambassador in Paris, that »[t]he real truth is,
though w e had better k e e p the fact to ourselves, that the French and English
Blockade has b e e n from first to last illegal«. 1 4
The pacific blockades by Britain against Greece in 1850 and Brazil in
1862-63 thus left »quasi-neutral« navigation unaffected. The s a m e w a s true
for the pacific blockade w h i c h the Great Powers, excepting France, imposed
on Greece in 1886. By contrast, the French pacific blockade against Formosa
(then Chinese) in 1884 and Siam in 1893 w e r e blockades in the full sense,
in that they w e r e directed against the vessels of third States as well. 1 5 The

12 See: Westlake, »Pacific Blockade,« in Collected Papers on Public International Law,
1914, pp. 572-89, especially 579. On pacific blockades generally, see: H.P. Falcke, Die
Hauptperioden der sogenannten Friedensblockaden, 1891; idem, Le blocus pacifique,
1919; idem, »Die Friedensblockaden,« (1909) 19 & (1920) 28 Niemeyers Zeitschrift für
Internationales Recht 63 & 56; F. von Martitz, »Über Friedensblockaden,« (1920) 11
Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 610; A.E. Hogan, Pacific Blockade, 1908; H. Staudacher, Die
Friedensblockade, 1909; J. Teyssaire, Le blocus pacifique, 1910; Hall, op cit. note 4, pp.
312-4; v. Bulmerincq, op cit. note 1, pp. 116-27; E. Cauchy, Le droit maritime international, Vol. 2, 1862, p. 426; A. de Pistoye & C. Duverdy, TYaité des prises maritimes,
1855, Vol. 1, p. 376; P. Fauchille, Du blocus maritime, 1882, p. 38 IT.; F. Pereis, Das internationale öffentliche Seerecht der Gegenwart (2nd ed., 1903) p. 151; A.W. Heffter, Das
Europäische Völkerrecht der Gegenwart (2nd edn, 1848) p. 202 IT.; P. Fiore, Nouveau
droit international public suivant les besoins de la civilisation moderne, 1885, Vol. 2,
p. 668; G. Carnazza-Amari, Droit international public, 1882, Vol. 2, Part 8, p. 622; F. von
Martens, Völkerrecht (2 Vols., 1883/86), Vol. 2, p. 73 ff.; Clive Parry, »British Practice
in some Nineteenth Century Pacific Blockades,« (1938) 8 Zeitschrift für ausländisches
öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 672. See also: L. Kotzsch, »Blockade, friedliche« in
Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 1, pp. 212-4; L. Weber, »Blockade, Pacific« in
Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 3, 1982, pp. 51-3.
13 Westlake, ibid., p. 581.
14 He continued: »Peel and Aberdeen have always declared that we have not been at
war with Rosas; but blockade is a belligerent right, and unless you are at war with a
state you have no right to prevent the ships of other states from communicating with
the ports of the states, nay, you cannot prevent your own merchant ships from doing
so. I think it important, in order to legalize retrospectively the operations of the blockade, to close the matter by a formal convention of peace between the two powers and
Rosas«. - Dalling, Life of Lord Palmerston, Vol. 3, p. 327.
15 The blockade imposed on Zanzibar in 1888 by Britain, Germany, Italy, AustriaHungary and Russia was exclusively intended to serve the suppression of the slave
trade. It had also received the consent of the Sultan of Zanzibar. The blockade imposed by the Great Powers on Crete in 1897 was directed principally against ships
sailing under the Greek flag, although certain restrictions were also imposed upon
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joint British-German action against Venezuela in 1902-03 1 6 was, on the
German side, initially intended to be a pacific blockade, in the broad sense.
After a protest from the United States 1 7 the German government joined the
British v i e w that the action w a s a war-time blockade, even in the absence of
a formal declaration of war. 1 8
According to the notification issued by Vice-Admiral Burney, the British
c o m m a n d e r of an international squadron, the Great Power pacific blockade
against Montenegro (from 10 April until 14 May 1913) w a s directed »against
all ships of all nations«. 1 9 By 1908 the thesis had already b e e n advanced that
a pacific blockade - in the broad s e n s e - w a s permitted if »instituted by the
Concert of Europe«. 20 Although this thesis w a s never officially confirmed by
British authorities, it s h o w e d that the blockade of 1913 w a s governed by certain e l e m e n t s that w e r e of no relevance to the fundamental aspects of the
British position. 2 1
the ships of the blockading States, as well as upon the ships of quasi-neutrals. See:
Perels, p. 152. In this case as well, the consent of the nominal sovereign of Crete, the
Ottoman Sultan, was assured. In the case of the Sardinian blockade of Messina and
Gaeta in 1860-61, it is not entirely clear whether this blockade was imposed in a state
of peace, or in a state of war. See: Westlake, op cit. note 12, p. 584 ff.
16 The claims against Venezuela were a consequence of repeated civil wars, in the
course of which a large number of foreigners suffered considerable damage. Germany
also claimed six million bolívares on behalf of a German company, based on railway
construction, after Venezuela had arbitrarily refused to recognise the company's
claim. The joint British-German action led to a protective manoeuvre on the part of the
United States. On 29 December 1902 the Argentine foreign minister Drago condemned
the use of force in international relations (the »Drago Doctrine«), and the United States
seized upon the idea. With its support the Second Hague Peace Conference produced
the so-called »Drago-Porter Convention«, which made the use of force for the recovery
of contractual debts of a State dependent on the debtor State having declined the offer
of an arbitral settlement, having left such an offer unanswered, having frustrated the
conclusion of an arbitral compromis, or having failed to comply with an arbitral
award. The Drago-Porter Convention was an interesting sign of the growing consolidation of smaller States against sovereign self-help actions by the Great Powers - a
consolidation which began in the second half of the nineteenth century.
17 J.B. Moore, Digest of International Law, Vol. 7, p. 140: »Mr Hay, on December 12,
1902, directed Mr Tower, the American ambassador at Berlin, to say that the United
States adhered to its position in the case of the Cretan Blockade in 1897, and therefore did not acquiesce in any extension of the doctrine of pacific blockade which may
adversely affect the rights of states not parties to the controversy, or discriminate
against the commerce of neutral nations; and that the United States reserved all its
rights in the premises«.
18 Statement of the German Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in the Reichstag on
23 January 1903: »With the start of the blockade the state of war between us and
Venezuela was created«. - Stenogr. Ber. d. Reichstags (1902-03) Vol. 8, p. 7511.
19 »Le blocus commencera à huit heures du matin, le 10 avril 1913, contre tous les
navires de toutes les nations«. - H. Bonfils & P. Fauchille, Manuel de droit international
public (7th edn, 1914) p. 708.
20 Hogan, op cit. note 12, p. 60.
21 It suggested that collective blockade by the powers against the ships of all nations
be made an instrument of sanctions imposed by the League of Nations. This proposal
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Finally, the British conception of pacific blockade prevailed in State practice as w e l l as in legal theory. This was the conception in its narrower sense,
of a blockade directed exclusively against the blockaded State itself and its
ships - and as such was basically nothing less than a specific f o r m of reprisal. 22 T h e term »pacific blockade« became the technical term for this
limited institution, the rules of which w e r e formulated in 1887 by the Institut
de Droit International as follows:
» T h e establishment of a blockade without a state of war cannot be considered as permitted by international law except under the following conditions:
1. Ships under a foreign flag may enter freely despite the blockade.
2. T h e pacific blockade must officially be declared and notified, and maintained by sufficient force.
3. T h e ships of the blockaded p o w e r which do not respect the blockade
may be seized. If the blockade is lifted they must be returned with their
cargo to their owners, but without causing damage to any title«. 23

II. The Right of Sovereign States to Wage War
T h e development of the rules and institutions serving the enforcement of
international l a w was marked above all by the completion, in the nineteenth
century, of the so-called »classical« laws of w a r and neutrality, based upon
the linkage of the f r e e d o m to w a g e w a r with institutional neutrality. Already
in preceding centuries the idea of the »just w a r « had become increasingly
relativised and formalised. Towards the end of the eighteenth century theorists of international law like Bynkershoek and Vattel had either pushed the
question of the justness of a w a r aside, or robbed it of any practical meaning.
T h e y maintained the v i e w that there was no impartial judge above States
w h o could decide this question. It was on the basis of these prerequisites that
these theorists arrived at a concept of neutrality. However, within their
system the actual substance of this concept remained uncertain and was, to
a large extent, open to the contractual disposition of the parties concerned.
had already been postulated in 1919 by a German author devoted to the idea of the
League of Nations, i.e. Falcke, op cit. note 8, p. 306 ff. It was reflected in Paragraph
18 of the 4 October 1921 Resolution of the League of Nations Assembly on Economic
Warfare (Société des Nations, J.O. 1921, Suppl. spéc. p. 802 ff.). However, the status of
this resolution remained doubtful. See: O. Göppert, »Der Völkerbund. Organisation
und Tätigkeit,« in Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 4, 1938, p. 511.
22 Westlake, op cit. note 12, p. 575.
23 »L'établissement d'un blocus en dehors de l'état de guerre ne doit être considéré
comme permis par le droit des gens que sous les conditions suivantes:
1. Les navires de pavillon étranger peuvent entrer librement malgré le blocus.
2. Le blocus pacifique doit être déclaré et notifié officiellement, et maintenu par une
force suffisante.
3. Les navires de la puissance bloquée qui ne respectent pas un pareil blocus peuvent
être séquestrés. Le blocus ayant cessé ils doivent être restitués avec leurs cargaisons
à leurs propriétaires, mais sans dédommagement à aucun titre«. - (1887) 9 Annuaire
de l'Institut de Droit International 301.
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To the international legal positivism of the nineteenth century the »justice« of wars was fundamentally, and more decidedly and radically than for
many teachers of natural law in preceding centuries, a juridically irrelevant
problem of political ethics, »a pure question of personal conscience«. 2 4 It
was thought that »modern international law [knew] nothing of these moral
questions«, that investigations on such subjects would be »as much out of
place in a treatise on international law as would be a discussion on the
ethics of marriage in a book upon the law of personal status« - even if they
were »worthy of the most careful consideration«. 25
It is true that States in general did not stop making solemn assurances of
the justice of their cause w h e n declaring and proclaiming war. However,
they themselves did not normally attribute such assurances with anything
more than propaganda importance. In addition, alongside the legal grounds
they regularly invoked national interests or the preservation of national
honour as requiring the resort to war. 26 Whenever the problem of war was
seriously discussed from an international law perspective, the principle of
the freedom to wage war (»freies Kriegführungsrecht«; »Kriegsfreiheit«;
»liberté à guerre«; »compétence de guerre«) 27 emerged. 2 8 W.E. Hall provided
one pithy definition of this principle:
24 »Une pure question de conscience personnelle« - A. Pillet, Les conventions de la
Haye, 1918, p. 1.
25 See: J.T. Lawrence, The Principles of International Law (7th edn, 1931) p. 292;
G.G. Wilson & G.F. Tucker, International Law, 1909, p. 233.
26 In the Russian declaration of war against Turkey in 1828 the Tsarist government
referred to the protection of Russian rights in the Levant and respect for the observance of treaties. In his proclamation of war against Mexico on 13 May 1846 the
President of the United States referred to the wrongs which his people felt, and
»which have forced on them the last resort of injured nations«. The Austrian proclamation of war against Sardinia on 28 April 1859 referred to the »indisputable rights«
of the Austrian Crown. See: J. von Elbe, »The Evolution of the Concept of the Just War
in International Law,« (1939) 33 American Journal of International Law 665 at 686.
27 These terms only became customary as a result, above all, of a retrospective consideration after 1919. See: H. Göhler, Freies Kriegfìihrungsrecht und Kriegsschuld,
1931. The term »Kriegsfreiheit« was used, for example, by A. Hold-Ferneck, Lehrbuch
des Völkerrechts, 1930, Vol. 1, p. 102. N. Politis, Les nouvelles tendances du droit international, 1927, p. 101, spoke of a »liberté à guerre« for the period before 1914.
28 For other significant formulations see: H. Wheaton, Elements of International Law,
1836, p. 274: »Each State therefore has the right to resort to force as the sole means of
reparation for offences caused to it by others, in the same manner as individuals have
the right to employ this remedy if they are not subject to the laws of a civil society.
Each State also has the right to judge for itself the nature and the extent of the offences which can justify such means of reparation«; T. Funck-Brentano & A. Sorel, Précis
du droit des gens, 1877, p. 497: »... if governments judge war to be necessary, believe
themselves capable of waging it with success, and desire it, no institution can prevent
them from fighting, there is in this case only one recourse against war, which is war
itself«; P. Heilborn, Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 1, 1912, p. 23: »Modern international law knows ... no rule concerning when war may be waged. If a State is willing to commit itself, it may begin a war at any time. The use of force is thus absolutely
permitted in inter-State relations«.
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»International law has consequently no alternative but to accept war,
independently of the justice of its origin, as a relation which the parties to it
may set up if they choose, and to busy itself only in regulating the effects of
the relation. Hence both parties to every war are regarded as being in an
identical legal position, and consequently as being possessed of equal
rights«. 29
The theoretical grounding of this principle provided several points of
departure. The first was to regard war as a purely factual phenomenon
which, although it had certain legal consequences, was not amenable to
legal evaluation. This was the view expressed by C. Lueder, the author responsible for the section on the laws of war in Holtzendorffs Handbuch des
Völkerrechts (Handbook of International Law): »The concept of war ... is
independent of the causes and occasions which generate it, and from the
aims for which it is waged, and consists exclusively in the factual relationship of force between States«.30 Lueder explicitly rejected the qualification of
war as a means of legal appeal. 31
However, the qualification of war as a means of legal appeal formed the
starting point for a second group of authors. In their view war seemed to be
a procedure which was provided for and regulated by international law for
the enforcement of legally protected claims and interests. This conception
corresponded essentially to the tradition of the classical authors. It was in
this sense that Phillimore defined war as »... the exercise of the international
right of action, to which in the nature of the things and in the absence of any
common superior tribunal, nations are compelled to have recourse, in order
to assert and vindicate their rights«. 32 It was generally considered to be a
regrettable but unavoidable imperfection of the international legal order
that such an interpretation of war protected only the rights and interests of
such States as disposed of the appropriate means of power. Only a few outsiders went so far as to assert that there was a real identity of right and
power and that the outcome of a war was a true legal verdict. 33
The most radical and far reaching version of this particular justification of
war was presented by Pierre-Joseph Proudhon in his somewhat peculiar but
29 Op cit. note 4, p. 52.
30 »Krieg und Kriegsrecht im Allgemeinen«, in Vol. 4, p. 176. See similarly: FunckBrentanto & Sorel, op cit. note 28, p. 479; Lawrence, op cit. note 25, p. 311. A modification of this theory was advanced by D. Anzilotti, Corso di diritto internazionale,
1912
(3rd edn, 1923) Vol. 3, p. 183, w h o ascribed to war a significance similar to that of the
revolution in internal-State life, namely the creation of n e w law through the application of force.
31 Lueder, p. 178, fn. 7.
32 Commentaries,
Vol. 3, s. 49, p. 77. Hall, op cit. note 4, p. 51, similarly wrote that:
»International law ... thus recognises war as a permitted mode of giving effect to its
decisions«.
33 A. Lasson, Das Kulturideal und der Krieg, 1968, p. 7, wrote: »Between States there
is only one kind of law: the right of the stronger«. A little more subtle, but along the
same lines, was the view expressed by Erich Kaufmann, Das Wesen des
Völkerrechts
und die clausula rebus sie stantibus, 1911, p. 151: »Only he w h o can is permitted to
act«. War, he said, was »the last proof of right« (pp. 153, 179, 198).
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original book on War and Peaces For Proudhon, w a r was a true verdict that
was produced on the basis of and in the name of power. T h e foundation of
his theory was the right of force ( » l e droit de la f o r c e « ) , on the basis of which
the stronger p o w e r had, under certain conditions, the right to be preferred
over the weaker, even if the w e a k e r was otherwise m o r e diligent, m o r e prudent, m o r e purposeful, or older. T h e relationship of w a r to the »droit de la
f o r c e « was analogous to that between legal proceedings and civil law: it w a s
the utilisation and assertion of the right of force through strength of arms. 35
T h e f r e e d o m to w a g e w a r was a principle of primarily continental origin.
T h e r e w e r e some Anglo-American adherents to this principle, in particular
those authors w h o w e r e strongly oriented towards positivism, such as Hall,
L a w r e n c e and Oppenheim. However, the Anglo-American school with its
stronger roots in natural l a w generally adhered to the concept of the »just
w a r « - albeit with varying degrees of explicitness. Thus, Sir James Mackintosh's comparative study of inter-State w a r and civil w a r started f r o m the
traditional principle of scholastic natural law: »A w a r is just against the
w r o n g d o e r w h e n reparation for w r o n g cannot otherwise be obtained«. 3 6
In the 1880s James L o r i m e r developed a doctrine of »jural w a r « which
attempted, in a completely unmistakable manner, to provide an interpretation of the bellum justum which o f f e r e d sufficient f r e e d o m of action for
further conquests by British-style economic-industrial imperialism. In his
polemic against the »militaristic« conception of the creative energy of war,
as advocated by Field Marshall von Moltke in his famous letter to the Swiss
l a w professor Bluntschli, 37 L o r i m e r sought to distinguish between two kinds
of war. These w e r e pure wars of conquest that aimed at the creation of a
n e w legal status through armed force, and wars that w e r e w a g e d only for
the legal enforcement of such territorial acquisitions as had already actually been obtained by the warring State through »social or industrial aggression«. He considered only the latter to be »jural war«. 3 8 He also described
h o w the expansive energy of a State »of greater energy and rapidly increasing population and economic productivity« could lead to the peaceful penetration of the contiguous province of a neighbouring State, so that in the end
that province passed w e l l into the hands of the rising State even if in national l a w terms it still stood within the legal bonds of its hitherto existing
State organisation. He wrote:
»Now, so long as there is no international legislature, judicature, or executive, by which such an anomaly can be corrected, the direct application of
force by the social and industrial conqueror to the vindication of rights thus
34 Proudhon, La guerre et la paix. Recherches sur le principe et la constitution du droit
des gens (Brussels, 1861). See: Grewe, »Krieg und Frieden, Proudhons Theorie des
Völkerrechts,« (1940) 30 Zeitschrift für Politik 233.
35 Proudhon, ibid., Vol. 1, p. 222.
36 »Review of the Causes of the Revolution of 1688,« in The Miscellaneous Works of
the Right Honourable Sir James Mackintosh, 1846, Vol. 2, p. 320. Mackintosh also
wrote (ibid.): »The employment of force in the intercourse of reasonable beings is
never lawful but for the purpose of repelling or averting wrongful force«.
37 (1881) 13(1) Revue de droit international 80 & 82.
38 The Institutes of the Law of Nations (2 Vols., 1883/84), Vol. 2, p. 18 ff., 25 ff.
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existing, but the recognition of which national jealousy withholds, I regard
as falling clearly within the province of correctional, and as such, jural
war«. 39
Here the higher goal of bringing positive law into conformity with the
facts and with natural law as the expression of actual circumstances had to
take precedence over the subordinate legal value of respecting the integrity of a recognised State. As long as Prussia restricted itself to such a correction in 1864, its action remained within the limits of international law.
However, the moment it stretched its hands towards territories and harbours which were still in the »industrial possession« of the Danish population, this acquisition of territory was »anti-jural«. In Lorimer's opinion,
Russel's dispatch of 20 August 1864 had been right to condemn it as »an act
of international robbery«. 40
It is not necessary to criticise the fragility and weak persuasive power of
this example. However, the adherence of British international law to the
terminology and ideology of the »just war« made no substantive difference to
the freedom to wage war. For example, Lorimer's concept of the »jural war«
placed not a single barrier in the way of a government that was resolved to
go to war. In particular, nobody on the British side ever contested that both
belligerent parties had to be regarded as being »in an identical legal position«
(Hall) in respect of the jus in bello. It was on the basis of this understanding
that it was possible to conclude the numerous conventions that were directed at the humanising and fair conduct of war, based on mutual respect of the
belligerents. In particular, this understanding made it possible to codify the
laws of war through the two Hague Peace Conferences.
III. Continental and British Conceptions of War
The antinomy of continental and Anglo-American thinking about international law became more apparent in respect of the basic conception of the
ius in bello than it did in respect of the ius ad bellum. This antinomy was
revealed by a controversy which became highly relevant in the context of
economic warfare during the First World War of 1914-18 but which, in its
conceptual formulation, dated back to the eighteenth century.
The continental conception was oriented towards the cabinet wars of the
eighteenth century. It had been formulated by Rousseau, and was elaborated upon by the French prize judge Jean Etienne Marie Portalis. 41 It considered war to be a dispute between States, and between those organs of
States that were charged with the conduct of war. It did not affect legal relations between the individual subjects of the belligerent parties. Rousseau, in
his Contrat social, defined war as »in no way a relationship between man
and man, but a relationship between State and State, in which individuals
39 Ibid., p. 26.
40 Ibid., p. 26.
41 In a speech on the occasion of the inauguration of the French Prize Court in 1801.
See: J.L. Kunz, Kriegsrecht und Neutralitätsrecht,
1935, p. 2.
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are enemies only by accident, not as men, not even as citizens, but as soldiers; not as m e m b e r s of the fatherland, but as its defenders«. 4 2
By contrast, the Anglo-American conception, which was guided by the
idea of a maritime w a r aimed at exerting economic pressure, considered
w a r to be a comprehensive action which also affected legal relationships
between individuals. In 1799 Sir W i l l i a m Scott ( L o r d Stowell), Britain's most
illustrious prize judge, derived f r o m this conception the interdiction on
»trading with the enemy«, which was effective ipso facto at the outbreak of
war. 4 3 In the frequently cited case oí Potts v. Bell the prize court judge Lord
Kenyon formulated this conception of w a r as follows:
»War puts every individual of the respective governments, as w e l l as the
governments themselves, into a state of hostility with each other. T h e r e is
no such thing as w a r for arms and a peace for commerce. In that state all
treaties, civil contracts and rights of property are at an end too ... These considerations apply with peculiar force to maritime states, w h e r e their principal object is to destroy the marine and c o m m e r c e of the enemy, in order to
enforce them to peace«. 4 4

IV. Institutional Neutrality
In the nineteenth century the f r e e d o m to w a g e w a r was linked to the formation of a concept of »institutional neutrality«, as it may be called in contrast to the »contractual neutrality« that was customary during the eighteenth century. T h e classical concept of the laws of w a r and neutrality gave
States the option to choose freely between w a r and peace and between
participation and non-participation in an existing war. H o w e v e r , it denied
them the right to dispose contractually of the content of their neutrality once
non-participation was chosen. A State that was not participating in an existing w a r automatically acquired the status of an institutional, precisely
circumscribed neutrality. It acquired certain »neutral rights«, in particular
in respect of the continuation of its peaceful trade with the belligerents. It
also acquired certain neutral duties, in particular the obligation to act
impartially and equally towards both belligerent parties. N o other legal
positions of »non-belligerency« w e r e recognised, not even for the »ally« of a
belligerent. Room was left for neutrality-treaties in favour of one party only
in so far as the law of neutrality left certain questions unregulated (»benevolent neutrality«, » w o h l w o l l e n d e Neutralität«). R. Kleen's standard w o r k on

42 »La guerre n'est donc point une relation d'homme à homme, mais une relation,
d'Etat à Etat, dans laquelle les particuliers ne sont enemis qu'accidentellement, non
point comme hommes, ni même comme citoyens, mais comme soldats; non point
comme membres de la patrie mais comme ses défenseurs«. - Contrat social, Vol. 1,
Ch. 4, in Oeuvres complètes de J.J. Rousseau (Paris, 1825) p. 14 ff.
43 »All trading with the public enemy, unless with the permission of the sovereign, is
interdicted«. - The Hoop (1799) 1 C. Rob. 196. See also: I. Brown Scott, Cases on International Law, 1902, p. 622.
44 Term Reports 561; Scott, ibid., p. 626.
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Lois et usages de la neutralité (Laws and Customs of Neutrality) explained that:
Neutrality is the legal situation in which a peaceful State is, as far as possible, left outside the hostilities taking place between the belligerent States
and refrains from all participation or interference with their quarrel by
observing strict impartiality vis-à-vis them. Each State which, in such a
situation, stays outside of a state of war, is neutral. 45
Kleen emphatically rejected all kinds of »imperfect« or »limited« neutrality.46 He restricted the margin for »benevolent neutrality« to the small sector
of pure emotional sympathy and the humanitarian assistance which resulted from it - for example, the toleration of private collections in favour of
wounded persons and the surviving dependents of a belligerent. 47
On the one hand, the institutional content of neutrality resulted from the
customary rules that resulted from State practice as it had unfolded, in particular, since the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. On the other hand, it
resulted from the great collective law-making treaties that were concluded
during the course of the century.
The main guiding principle of neutrality laws, namely the obligation of
the neutral power to treat both belligerent parties impartially and equally,
was consolidated by custom and usage. Important innovations were made in
comparison to the legal situation as it had existed in the eighteenth century.
In the field of land warfare the principle of the inviolability of neutral territory was established in a comprehensive manner. Belligerents were now
strictly forbidden to use neutral territory as a theatre of war. Neutrals, for
their part, were obligated to inhibit belligerent actions on their territory. Of
particular importance was the strict interdiction of passage, as stipulated in
Article 2 of the Fifth Hague Convention respecting the Rights and Duties of
Neutral Powers and Persons in War at Land. Article 2 read: »Belligerents are
forbidden to move troops or convoys of either munitions of war or supplies
across the territory of a neutral power«.
Likewise, belligerent powers were not allowed to set up either signal stations for military purposes or recruitment offices on neutral territory, nor
were they permitted to tolerate the formation of combatant troops on their
soil. Neutral States were obligated to ward off any such activities. Troops of
belligerent armies which, in an emergency, passed over neutral territory
had to be disarmed and interned. In January 1871 an entire French army of
100,000 men was treated in this manner: the Bourbaky Corps, having been
45 »La neutralité est la situation juridique dans laquelle un Etat pacifique est, autant
que possible, laissé en dehors des hostilités qui ont lieu entre des Etats belligérents,
et s'abstient lui-même de toute participation ou ingérence dans leur différend, en
observant vis-à-vis d'eux une stricte impartialité. Chaque Etat qui, dans une semblable situation, reste en dehors d'un état de guerre, est neutre«. - Lois et usages de la
neutralité d'après le droit international conventionnel et coutumier des Etats civilisés,
1898, Vol. 1, p. 73.
46 »The supposed neutrality which is referred to as imperfect or limited and which
comprises a smaller number of obligations, is void, both for neutrals and for belligerents«. - Ibid., ρ, 109.
47 Ibid., p. 13 ff.
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pushed across the border into Switzerland, was disarmed and interned there.
In naval warfare the belligerents were forbidden from engaging in acts of
war within the territorial waters of a neutral State. The establishment of
prize courts under neutral jurisdiction was forbidden. Neutral ports or
waters could not be used as bases for a belligerent's naval actions. The
period in which belligerent warships were allowed to remain in neutral ports
and territorial waters was limited by the »24-hour rule«, unless the neutral
State had stipulated otherwise in national legislation. 48 The commercial
navigation of neutrals, including intercourse with the belligerents, was in
principle unrestricted and subject only to the belligerents' right of visit and
search. In substance it was subject to the fundamental rights of blockade and
contraband and the interdiction of »unneutral service« (see below).
The Paris Declaration of Maritime Law of 1856 consolidated the principle
that a blockade had to be effective. Article 1 read: »Blockades, in order to be
binding, must be effective, that is to say, maintained by a force sufficient
actually to prevent access to the coast of the enemy«. 4 9 The London Declaration of 1909 reaffirmed this principle. Beyond the zone of blockade and
with the exception of contraband (goods which are susceptible to belligerent use and have a hostile destination), neutral trade remained free: enemy
goods on neutral ships and neutral goods on enemy ships could not be
seized under the principles of »free ship - free goods«, »enemy ship - free
goods« set out in Articles 2 and 3 of the Paris Declaration. Absolute contraband was subject to seizure when it was proved that its final destination was
enemy territory, territory occupied by the enemy, or the enemy's armed forces. Conditional contraband was subject to seizure only when it was proved
that it was destined for use by the enemy's armed forces or civil administration (Articles 30 and 33 of the London Declaration).
Certain forms of assistance rendered by a neutral merchant ship to a belligerent were regarded as »unneutral service«, albeit of varying degrees. If
captured, such a vessel could be condemned as prize as if it were carrying
contraband (Article 4 5 of the London Declaration) or, in the event of a particularly serious act, as if it were an enemy merchant ship (Article 46 of the
London Declaration). 5 0 In respect of the participation of privateers in naval
warfare, Article 4 of the Paris Declaration of 1856 stated categorically:
48 Article 12 of the 1907 Hague Convention Respecting the Rights and Duties of
Neutral Powers in Maritime War read: »In the absence of special provisions to the
contrary in the legislation of a neutral Power, belligerent war-ships are not permitted
to remain in the ports, roadsteads, or territorial waters of the said Power for more
than twenty-four hours, except in the cases covered by the present Convention«.
49 G.F. von Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traités etc. (16 Vols., 1808/39), Vol. 15, p. 791;
Hertslet, Map of Europe, Vol. 2, p. 1282; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 550.
50 According to Article 45 this concerned a vessel:
»(1) If she is on a voyage specially undertaken with a view to the transport of individual passengers who are embodied in the armed forces of the enemy, or with a view
to the transmission of intelligence in the interest of the enemy.
(2) If, to the knowledge of either the owner, the charterer, or the master, she is transporting a military detachment of the enemy, or one or more persons who, in the course of the voyage, directly assist the operations of the enemy«.
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»Privateering is and remains abolished«. T h e United States refused to accede to the Declaration because of this provision.
T h e rules of neutrality law cannot be dealt with in detail here. Only one
characteristic aspect of this legal system is mentioned, because it clearly
exposes the close linkage between the international legal order of this
epoch and the typical internal constitutional structure of States. T h e institutional neutrality of this period was essentially a neutrality of States: it was
directed at the policies of governments and left a considerable margin for
the activities of individual nationals of neutral powers. A m o n g other things,
a neutral government was required to express no political sympathies or
antipathies towards one or the other belligerent. However, the individual
nationals of a neutral State remained f r e e to express their feelings. President Ulysses Simpson Grant's proclamation of neutrality in 1870 claimed for
United States citizens the right to express their sympathies freely, fully and
publicly, unrestricted by the laws of the United States.51
T h e fundamental liberal right to f r e e d o m of opinion could not thus be
restricted by the obligations of a neutral under international law. T h e United
States Neutrality Act of 1818 forbade United States citizens f r o m accepting
commissions aimed at hostile acts against friendly nations. 52 T h e British
Foreign Enlistment Act of 181953 established a corresponding regulation, as
did the Foreign Enlistment Act of 1870. Article 4 of the latter statute prohibited all British subjects f r o m entering the armed forces of a belligerent
State during a w a r in which Britain remained neutral, or f r o m enlisting
volunteers for a belligerent State, unless they had the permission of the
British government. 5 4
The treatment provided for in Article 46 concerned a vessel:
»(1) If she takes a direct part in the hostilities;
(2) If she is under the orders or control of an agent placed on board by the enemy
government;
(3) If she is in the exclusive employment of the enemy government;
(4) If she is exclusively engaged at the time either in the transport of enemy troops or
in the transmission of intelligence in the interest of the enemy«.
51 F.H. Geffcken, »Die Neutralität,« in Holtzendorffs Handbuch des Völkerrechts,
Vol. 4, p. 656.
52 3 Stat. 447.
53 An Act to prevent the enlisting or engagement of His Majesty's Subjects to serve in
Foreign Service, and the fitting out or equipping, in His Majesty's dominions, vessels
for warlike purposes without Her Majesty's Licence (3 July 1819). See: Lorimer, op cit.
note 38, Vol. 2, Appendix, p. 476 ff.
54 An Act to regulate the conduct of Her Majesty's Subjects during the existence of
hostilities between foreign States with which Her Majesty is at peace (9 August 1870).
Art. 4 read: »If any person, without the licence of Her Majesty, being a British subject,
within or without Her Majesty's dominions, accepts or agrees to accept any commission or engagement in the military or naval service of any foreign state at war with any
foreign state at peace with Her Majesty, and in this act referred to a friendly state, or
wether a British subject or not within Her Majesty's dominions, induces any other person to accept or agree to accept any commission or engagement in the military or naval
service of any such foreign state as aforesaid, - He shall be guilty of an offence against
this Act, and shall be punishable.«.. - See: Lorimer, ibid., Vol. 2, Appendix, p. 476 ff.
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However, the reservation in favour of governmental permission to deviate
from these prohibitions already indicated that they had, for political reasons, passed beyond the requirements of international law. Article 6 of the
Hague Convention on Neutrality in Land Warfare also stated explicitly that
a neutral power was »not engaged by the fact of persons crossing the frontier separately to offer their services to one of the belligerents«. Along the
same lines, although Article 6 of the 1907 Hague Convention Respecting the
Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Martime War prohibited »[t]he supply, in any manner, directly or indirectly, by a neutral Power to a belligerent
Power, of war-ships, ammunition, or war materiel of any kind whatever«,
Article 7 stated that »[a] neutral Power is not bound to prevent the export or
transit, for the use of either belligerent, of arms, ammunitions, or, in general, of anything which could be of use to an army or fleet«. Thus, the private armaments industry was not prevented from supplying one or both belligerents, even during wartime. All these provisions reflect the sharp separation of State and civil society that was characteristic of the internal political
systems of western States during the nineteenth century. 55
It was of decisive importance for the development of neutrality law as a
whole in the nineteenth century that the United States, with its neutrality
policy, maintained the leadership role that it had already acquired in the
development of the concept of neutrality in the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. 56 Numerous States shaped their neutrality legislation according to the model of the United States Neutrality Act of 18 April 1818. The
United States' complaint in 1855, about British agents attempting to enlist
volunteers in the United States during the Crimean War, contributed considerably to establishing the interdiction on the enlistment of troops on neutral territory as a rule of international law. The famous dispute over the
Alabama, which occurred during the American Civil War, 57 led to the
British-United States Arbitration Treaty of Washington of 8 May 1871, the
provisions of which were later carried into the Hague Convention on
Neutrality in Naval Warfare. The far-reaching collapse of neutrality rules in
the First World War can only be understood if one recognises that President
Wilson broke a century-long tradition of foreign policy, which had been
55 See the overview provided by: »Das Prisenrecht als geistiger Grundpfeiler der englischen See- und Handelsherrschaft,« in (August/September 1943) 33 (8/9) Zeitschrift
für Politik.
56 See: supra, pp.389 ff.
57 The Alabama was a ship commissioned by the Confederate States in 1862 from a
shipyard in Liverpool. The consul of the Union States in Liverpool drew the situation
to the attention of the British government and demanded that the ship be seized. The
British authorities hesitated and asked the crown attorneys for an advisory opinion.
Meanwhile, the Alabama began a »test voyage«, from which it did not return. While
still in British territorial waters it was equipped by British ships with arms and ammunition. It then set forth on a two-year cruise, in the course of which it inflicted heavy
damage to the trade of the Union States. The dispute between London and Washington
over this incident lasted several years. It was resolved by an arbitral award rendered
in Geneva on 14 November 1872, after the legal principles on which the award was to
be based had been defined by the Arbitration Treaty of Washington of 8 May 1871.
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founded by George Washington, in taking the Great Power that was the most
important for the enforcement and maintenance of neutrality law into the
camp of those who opposed neutrality.
The classical laws of war and neutrality of the nineteenth century represented anything but a triumph for British policy in respect of international
law. However, the stamp of British influence had nevertheless, indirectly,
been imprinted upon it in a manner of great consequence: it was, as it were,
wrested from British diplomacy, and from British policy and theory about
international law. The principles of the Paris Declaration respecting Maritime Law were only adopted after strong British opposition had been overcome. The Hague Conventions on Neutrality were never ratified by Britain.
The formal entry into effect of the London Declaration on Maritime Law
was blocked by the opposition of the House of Lords. The formal consent to
the continental concept of war, as implied by the interdiction of economic
warfare under Article 23 of the Hague Regulations on the Laws and Customs
of War on Land, was rendered illusory by the restrictive interpretation given
to this provision by the British government as early as 1911.58
Britain's influence was unable to prevent the development of the classical
law of war and neutrality with its principles derived predominantly from the
continental conception. However, it did have the effect that this development, from the beginning, remained incomplete and stood, as a result of its
inate ambivalence, on fragile foundations.
From the perspective of our own time the classical law of war and neutrality has drawn criticism from various quarters. Georges Scelle, an eminent scholar of international law, wrote in 1959 that the competence of war
(»compétence de guerre«) granted a single government the right to set in
motion a complete »novation« of international law that was effective, not
only between belligerents, but - on the basis of the régime of neutrality that
the belligerents had induced - for all other members of the international
legal community as well. Scelle regarded this as one of the least acceptable
consequences of classical neutrality.59 However, his criticism did not take
into account the fact that systems of »collective security« likewise modified
the legal positions of non-participants in a war. In most cases they did so in
a manner that was extremely risky for non-participants: for example, they
were required to participate in sanctions. On the other hand, the status of
institutional neutrality provided non-participants with considerable advantages, such as the legally and procedurally assured guarantee of their free58 Article 23 made it illegal: (1) to destroy or seize enemy property, unless such
destruction or seizure was imperatively demanded by the necessities of war; (2) to
cancel or temporarily suspend the rights and claims of nationals of the adversary
party or to exclude their ability to make claims (Malloy, Treaties, Vol. 2, p. 2296). In
response to a private question posed by Professor Lassa Oppenheim, Asquith stated
on behalf of the government on 27 March 1911, that it was Britain's view that this provision was solely concerned with the relationship between the commanding officer of
an invading army and the population of the occupied territory, and that it effected no
change to the common law. This interpretation was rejected by an investigative committee of the German parliament. See: Völkerrecht im Weltkrieg, 1927, Vol. 4, 369.
59 Scelle, »lus in bello, ius ad bellum,« in Varia Iuris Gentium, 1959, p. 292, fn. 1.
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Figure 46: Congo Conference, Berlin 1884 (drawing by Rosslcr).

dom to trade, protection against pressure from one or the other belligerent,
and limitations on the war itself.
On the other hand, a distinguished historian such as Joseph Engel criticised the work of the Hague Conferences, the last stage of the classical law
of war and neutrality. He maintained that through them the European
Powers had imposed a restriction of their political freedom of action, that
they had abandoned their European solidarity in favour of a »solidarity,
which bound the community of civilised nations« (i.e. the Hague Arbitration
Convention of 29 July 1899). In his conception they thereby deprived themselves of the possibility of »rationalising war through politics« - something
which had always been more effective than efforts to achieve »eternal
peace«, which had, necessarily, always led from »total peace« to »total war«
- whereas comparatively little progress had been achieved at the Hague
Conferences in respect of the laws of land and sea warfare. 60
Although Engel's assessment proceeded from several acceptable general
premises, it was nevertheless based on certain erroneous assumptions con60 »Solidarität, welche die Gemeinschaft der zivilisierten Nationen verbindet« - »den
Krieg durch Politik zu rationalisieren« - J. Engel, »Der Wandel in der Bedeutung des
Krieges im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert,« in Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unterricht,
1968, p. 476, 478, 480 ff.
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cerning the Hague Conferences. It is true that it was the Covenant of the
League of Nations which first established, in an obligatory manner, that
States could only wage war after they had exhausted all other means and
had, moreover, submitted to a series of procedures. The Hague Conventions
for the Pacific Settlement of Disputes of 1899 and 190761 contained no truly
binding obligations. Their Article 7 was characteristic: »The acceptance of
mediation cannot, unless there be an agreement to the contrary, have the
effect of interrupting, delaying, or hindering mobilisation or other measures
of preparation for war«.
Apart from this, however, Engel's negative assessment did not do justice
to the achievements of the Hague Conferences. It was not the fault of the
Hague Conferences that the European balance of power system and the authoritarian settlement of peace conditions by the Concert of Europe were not
abolished. The development of a world State system and the expansion of
the international legal community into a world-wide community of civilised
nations were only possible after the upheavals of two world wars. Despite
their imperfections, the efforts to limit war and humanise warfare which
were undertaken at the Hague Peace Conferences must be recognised as a
respectable enterprise.

61 1901 Reichsgesetzblatt 393, 1910 Reichsgesetzblatt 5; H. Pohl & C. Sartorius,
Modernes Völkerrecht, 1922, pp. 52 ff, 108 ff.

Chapter Eight
The Law of Territorial Settlement:
Acquisition of Territory by Effective Occupation

With the evolution of the idea of the nation-State in the nineteenth century,
such titles for the acquisition of territory as were based on the principle of
dynastic dominion and succession w e r e shattered. The well-known international law textbook by Pasquale Fiore, published in 1885, stated categorically that it was no longer possible to acquire or transfer sovereignty over
an entire State by agreement or treaty as if it were a patrimony of the sovereign. He wrote: »This was accepted in past times, but nowadays the idea,
that a state could be the patrimony of a prince, must be regarded as a degradation of the human race and erroneous from every possible angle«.
Such titles could only be effective in States in which the constitution granted the sovereign the right to dispose of his possessions by testament. In any
case they w e r e not, according to the international law of civilised nations, to
be regarded as legitimate titles. This was because the State was not a patrimony and sovereignty could be neither acquired nor transferred in the legal
forms of private, civil law.1 Visible within these formulations is the specific,
historical situation of liberal constitutionalism, with its unresolved compromise between dynastic legitimacy and the democratic sovereignty of the
people. 2
By contrast, territorial cession on the basis of purchase, barter and similar agreements was not unusual in the nineteenth century. One of the most
important sales of territory occurred in 1867, when Russia sold Alaska to the
United States for $7,200,000. It was as late as during the First World War that
Denmark sold its West Indian possessions to the United States.
In spite of the dynamic force of the idea of nationalism, the principle of
national sovereignty and self-determination did not come to prevail completely in the international law of this period. Although it was always
proclaimed that each cession of territory required the tacit or expressed
consent of the population of the territory concerned, sometimes the implementation of the cession through the peaceful submission of the population
1 Fiore, Nouveau droit international public suivant les besoins de la civilisation
moderne, 1885, Vol. 2, p. 154.
2 Most textbooks sought to refer this question to national law. See, e.g.: Robert
Phillimore, Commentaries upon International Law, 1854-61 (3rd edn, 4 Vols., 187989) p. 327: »In truth, the only sound rule upon the whole subject of these modes of
acquisition, either ab testamento or ab intestato, which can find its place in a work of
International Jurisprudence, is this, that the voice of the people of the country, concerning whose government the dispute arises, should, through the legitimate channels of its own constitution, decide the question for itself in such a manner as not to
threaten the security of other nations«. See similarly: W.E. Hall, A Treatise on International Law, 1880, p. 100.
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Figure 48: Second Hague Peaee Conference, 1907, in the »Rittersaal« of the Dutch Parliament
(photograph in the office of the Permanent Court of Arbitation in T h e Hague).
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to the n e w sovereign was considered sufficient. On other occasions an
expressed confirmation through plebiscite or duly authorised representatives of the people w a s required. 3 Often cited as proof for the positive effectiveness of this principle w e r e the Treaty of Turin of 1860, by which Savoy
was ceded to France, the London Treaty of 1864 on the cession of the Ionian
Islands to Greece, the Vienna Peace Treaty of 1866 with its provisions concerning the eventual cession of Venice to Italy, and the Peace Treaty of
Prague of 1867 with its provisions in respect of Schleswig and Holstein.
However, the majority of standard textbooks did not accept these hypotheses. W.E. Hall rejected them categorically, declaring: » T h e principle that
the wishes of a population are to be consulted w h e n the territory which they
inhabit is ceded has not been adopted into international law, and cannot be
adopted into it until title by conquest has disappeared«. 4 T h e r e b y he confirmed that conquest had not been struck f r o m the catalogue of derivative
titles of acquisition. 5
It is the so-called »original« titles for the acquisition of territory which are
of relevance within the context of this book. Following the great debates and
disputes of the Spanish Age over the legal titles of the overseas expansion,
not only the French but also the Britlish and the Dutch supported the principle of effective occupation as a means of opposing the papal division of the
w o r l d and the right of discovery. In the British A g e this principle became the
standard legal title for the acquisition of colonial territory. T h e n e w w a v e of
European expansion and taking possession of further colonies, which began
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, took place against the background of the generally recognised validity of this title.
T h e specific character of the international legal order of the nineteenth
century was clearly reflected in the »classical« l a w of occupation of this Age.
T h e doctrine, developed by Vattel, of the importance of discovery as an
»inchoate title« for a later effective taking of possession, 6 was maintained
and expanded. As Phillimore explained: »Discovery, Use and Settlement are
all ingredients of that occupation, which constitutes a valid title to national
acquisitions«. 7 T h e contrast to the legal conceptions of colonial acquisition
in the French A g e became apparent in the emphasis with which it was n o w
asserted that valid legal titles could only be derived f r o m such discoveries
and occupations as w e r e undertaken on the basis of a general or special authorisation by a State for the taking of possession in its own name, or at least
in a manner which would subsequently be sanctioned by it. 8
In the Oregon dispute between Britain and the United States (which ended
with the division of the disputed territory by treaty in 1846) the United States
3 Hall, ibid., p. 39.
4 Ibid., p. 40.
5 See also: Phillimore, op cit. note 2, p. 327; Fiore, op cit. note 1, p. 154 ff.; J. Westlake,
»The Nature and Extent of Title by Conquest«, in Collected Papers on Public International Law, 1914, p. 475 ff.; A. Rivier, Principes du droit des gens, 1896, Vol. 2,
p. 437 ff.
6 See: supra, pp. 400 ff.
7 Op cit. note 2, Vol. 1, p. 269.
8 See: Hall, ibid, p. 90.
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rejected the differentiation between private and State-authorised discoveries. It based its claim on the discovery of the mouth of the Columbia River
by an American adventurer, Captain Gray, w h o in 1792 had sailed some
twelve to fifteen miles upstream on the navigable parts of the river. 9 In 1811
a N e w York trading company established a trading post at the mouth of the
river near Astoria. T h e post was sold to the English North West Company in
1813, the United States government having not responded to Mr. John Jacob
Astor's requests that it sanction his territorial acquisitions.
T h e British government referred to the fact that Captain George Vancouver had sailed up the river shortly after Captain Gray and had at that
time taken possession of it on behalf of the British Ring. 10
As a result of an accommodation brought about in 1846, the legal question
was left undecided. H o w e v e r , in the course of the nineteenth century the
British position m o r e or less prevailed. Continental international lawyers
like Holtzendorff later w e n t so far as to deny legal effectiveness to discoveries carried out with State authorisation unless those discoveries w e r e follow e d by an unequivocal expression of the authorising State's animus rem sibi
habendi through public acts of taking possession. 11 T h e Berlin Congo
Conference of 1885 advanced further in this direction by establishing the
requirement, in Article 34 of the Congo Act, that the signatary powers had
to be formally notified before an occupation on the coast of the African continent could become legally effective:
» T h e P o w e r which henceforth shall take possession of a territory upon the
coast of the African continent outside its present possessions, or which, not
having thus far had such possessions, shall come to acquire them, and likewise, the P o w e r which shall assume a protectorate there, shall accompany
the respective Act with a notification addressed to the other signatory
Powers of the present Act, in order to enable them to make their objections
available, if there be occasion for them«. 1 2
T h e attempt made at the Congo Conference to codify the l a w of occupation comprehensively was essentially a failure. T h e result of the conference
9 Parliamentary Papers, LII, 1846, Oregon Correspondence; Sir Travers Twiss, The
Oregon Question Examined, 1846; Hall, ibid., p. 95 ff.; Phillimore, op cit. note 2, p. 277;
Westlake, Collected Papers on Public International Law, 1914, p. 165.
10 Britain contested »that the circumstance of a merchant vessel of the U.S. having
penetrated the coast of that continent at Columbia River, was to be taken to extend a
claim in favour of the U.S. along the coast, both above and below that river, over latitudes that had been previously discovered and explored by Great Britain herself, in
expeditions fitted out under the authority and with the resources of the nation«. British and Foreign State Papers, Vol. 15, p. 509.
11 Holtzendorff, Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 2, p. 258.
1 2 »La Puissance qui, dorénavant, prendra possession d'un territoire sur les côtes du
continent africain situé en dehors de ses possessions actuelles, ou qui, n'en ayant pas
eu jusque-là, viendrait à en acquérir, et de même la Puissance qui y assumera un protectorat, accompagnera l'Acte respectif d'une notification adressée aux autres Puissances signataires du présent Acte, afin de les mettre à même de faire valoir, s'il y a
lieu, leurs réclamations«. - Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 297 at 317-8; G.F. von Martens,
Nouveau recueil général de traités, 2ième série (35 Vols., to 1907), Vol. 10,p.414ff. (426).
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was »only a few loosely-phrased sentences ... from which the underlying
principle together with its consequences for the transformation of the law of
occupation has to be derived«. 13 Along with the notification provision of
Article 34, the requirement of effectiveness as formulated in Article 35 was,
in particular, among these »loosely-phrased sentences«:
»The signatory Powers of the present Act recognise the obligation to ensure, in the territories occupied by them, upon the coasts of the African continent, the existence of an authority sufficient to cause acquired rights to be
respected and, should this arise, the liberty of commerce and of transit in
such conditions as may be stipulated«. 14
An additional, more detailed and rational codification of the requirements
of occupation, as requested in particular by the French, was blocked by
British diplomacy. Germany, although it had initially favoured the French
request, aligned itself with the British position. 15 A series of questions therefore remained open: How much time could expire, between the hoisting of
a flag and notification, before the taking of possession was rendered of no
effect? How much time could expire between notification and the establishment of an administration? How long an interruption of government could
there be in a territory without sovereignty being lost? How far did an act of
taking possession extend geographically?
The last question in particular played an important role under the heading of »contiguity« in numerous territorial disputes of the nineteenth century. It was also at the centre of the Oregon dispute. The United States supported the view »that a nation discovering a country, by entering the mouth
of its principal river at the sea-coast, must necessarily be allowed to claim
and hold as great an extent of the interior country as was described by the
course of such principal river and its tributary streams«. 16
By contrast, the British adopted a strict and restrictive theory of effectiveness.
However, British international lawyers later recognised the American view in
respect of this question and withdrew, as far as the Oregon dispute was concerned, to arguments based on the facts.17 Yet they continued their efforts to
guard the limits of effectiveness by applying the concept which Bykershoek had
developed for territorial waters: »ibi finitur imperium, ubi finitur armorum vis«.18
In the context of the Congo Act the question was discussed, whether
Articles 34 and 35 of that Act were only codifications of general principles of
13 »ein paar weitmaschige Sätze ... aus w e l c h e n die Kenntnis des ihnen zugrunde liegenden Prinzips samt seinen Auswirkungen auf die Umgestaltung des Okkupationsrechtes geschöpft werden muss« - F. Bleiber, Die Entdeckung im Völkerrecht.
Eine Studie zum Problem der Okkupation, 1933, p. 55.
14 »Les Puissances signataires du présent Acte reconnaissent l'obligation d'assurer,
dans les territoires occupés par elles, sur les côtes du Continent africain, l'existence
d'une autorité suffisante pour faire respecter les droits acquis et, le cas échéant, la
liberté du commerce et du transit dans les conditions où elle serait stipulée«. - Grewe,
Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 297 at 318; Martens, NRG (2), Vol. 10, p. 414 ff. (426).
15 Bleiber, op cit. note 13, p. 55, fn. 9.
16 State Papers, Vol. 3, p. 506; Phillimore, op cit. note 2, p. 277.
17 Phillimore, ibid., p. 277; Hall, op cit. note 2, p. 92.
18 Phillimore, ibid., p. 278. See also: supra, p. 410.
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customary international law, or whether their application had to remain
limited to colonial takings of possession in Africa. Interpretations which in
one way or another sought to attribute general validity to those articles 19 did
not generally prevail. 20 The bearing of the Congo Conference on the law of
occupation therefore remained limited: it only demonstrated a developmental trend which, in 1885, had already passed its zenith.
This observation also applies in respect of the general intellectual and
political prerequisites of the law of occupation. The application of the law of
occupation to territories located outside of Europe and inhabited by »savages« was founded on the assumption that »barbarians have no rights as a
nation«, as John Stuart Mill wrote. 21 Or, as F. v. Martitz said in the year that
the Congo Conference was held: »Districts inhabited by savages and semisavages are not to be regarded or treated as State territories; rather, in the
mutual relations of civilised peoples they are to be regarded as res nullius in
the meaning of international law«.22
To a certain extent the law of occupation in the nineteenth century thus
approached the conceptions of the Spanish conquistadores concerning the
lawlessness of pagan peoples. Apart from the changes that had occurred to
the intellectual foundations of the ideas advanced by John Stuart Mill and
his followers, an essential substantive difference remained between the
legal structures of the British and the Spanish Age. The Spanish had applied
the phrase »nullus est dominus civilis quam est in peccato mortali«. 23 By
contrast, the protagonists of colonial expansion in the nineteenth century
did not deny non-civilised peoples the dominium civile, but rather only political imperium·, not the capacity to hold private, civil rights, but
rather legal personality as a subject of international law. They did not deny
that every human being had innate rights which were held independently of
the stage of culture and civilisation they had achieved. 24
In so far as nomadic peoples were familiar with the legal concept of landed property, their capacity to own and dispose of property was recognised.
In so far as the legal order of the natives knew only of less developed legal
institutions for the distribution of land, those institutions were - at least in
theory - respected. 25 Although the case law of the United States Supreme
Court did not treat the North American Indians as owners of their land, it at
least regarded them as »occupants« - a term which one must carefully
19 See: P. Fauchille, Traité de droit international public, 1921-26, Vol. 1(2), p. 600;
G. Smedal, De l'acquisition de souveraineté sur les territoires polaires, 1932, p. 31.
20 Bleiber, op cit. note 13, p. 57.
21 See: supra, pp. 454 ÍT.
22 »[D]ass Reviere, in denen Wilde und Halbwilde hausen, nicht als Staatsterritorien
anzusehen und zu behandeln sind, vielmehr für die gegenseitigen Beziehungen der
Zivilisierten als res nullius im Sinne des internationalen Rechts in Betracht kommen«. - See: supra, pp. 455 f; G. Dahm, Völkerrecht (3 Vols., 1958-69), Vol. 1, p. 583.
23 See: supra, pp. 237 ff.
24 J.B. de Martens Ferrao, L'Afrique: la question soulevée dernièrement entre l'Angleterre et le Portugal considérée au point de vue du droit international, 1890, p. 6.
25 Westlake, op cit. note 9, pp. 138 ff., 146 ff.
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distinguish f r o m the concept of occupation under international law. T h e
fundamental aspects of the relationship between occupation by nationals of
civilised nations (in the meaning of international l a w ) and »occupancy« by
Indians (in the meaning of private, civil l a w ) w e r e explained most famously by Chief Justice Marshall's judgment in the 1823 case of Johnson v.
Mcintosh. He wrote:
» T h e potentates of the old w o r l d found no difficulty in convincing themselves that they made ample compensation to the inhabitants of the new, by
bestowing on them civilization and Christianity, in exchange for unlimited
independence. But, as they w e r e all in pursuit of nearly the same object, it
was necessary, in order to avoid conflicting settlements, and consequent
w a r with each other, to establish a principle which all should acknowledge
as the l a w by which the right of acquisition, which they all asserted, should
be regulated as between themselves. This principle was that discovery gave
title to the government by w h o s e subjects, or by whose authority, it was
made, against all other European governments, which title might be consummated by possession«.
T h e exclusion of all other Europeans, necessarily gave to the nation
making the discovery the sole right of acquiring the soil f r o m the natives,
and establishing settlements upon it. It was a right with which no Europeans
could interfere. It was a right which all asserted for themselves, and to the
assertion of which, by others, all assented.
Those relations which w e r e to exist between the discoverer and the natives, w e r e to be regulated by themselves. T h e rights thus acquired being
exclusive, no other p o w e r could interpose between them.
In the establishment of these relations, the rights of the original inhabitants w e r e , in no instance, entirely disregarded; but w e r e necessarily, to a
considerable extent, impaired. T h e y w e r e admitted to be the rightful occupants of the soil, with a legal as w e l l as just claim to retain possession of it,
and to use it according to their own discretion; but their rights to complete
sovereignty, as independent nations, w e r e necessarily diminished, and their
p o w e r to dispose of the soil at their own will, to w h o m s o e v e r they pleased,
was denied by the original fundamental principle that discovery gave exclusive title to those w h o made it. 26
Marshall used the term »domestic dependent nation« to describe the legal
position of the Indian tribes as corporate entities in the 1831 case of Cherokee Nation v. State of Georgia.27 This term was subsequently adopted in the
case l a w of the Supreme Court. Accordingly, it remained possible for the
governments of civilised nations to enter into contractual relations concerning the disposal of land with such mediated native communities. However,
26 8 Wheaton's Supreme Court Reports (21 U.S.) p. 543.
27 5 Peter's Supreme Court Reports (30 U.S.) p. 17: »... they [the Indians] may correctly perhaps be denominated domestic dependent nations. They occupy a territory to
which we assert a title independent of their will, which must take effect in point of
possession when their right of possession ceases. Meanwhile they are in a state of
pupilage. Their relation to the United States resembles that of a ward to his guardian«.
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while such treaties could perhaps provide the basis of property rights, they
could never create rights of sovereignty. 2 8
It is true that the colonial practice of the nineteenth century, particularly
during the course of the opening up of Africa, produced a series of treaties
between European governments, companies and private individuals on the
one hand, and native tribes on the other, and that these treaties w e r e concluded with the clear intention and purpose of providing titles of sovereignty. In their territorial dispute preceding the Congo Conference, both Britain
and Portugal referred to such treaties, the problematic character of which
had already been recognised and criticised by British as w e l l as Portuguese
jurists. 29 In general, such contractual titles did not attract international
recognition. On balance, one may therefore conclude that the l a w of occupation in the nineteenth century was built on the basic assumption that indigenous tribes and all other kinds of non-civilised communities w e r e not to
be regarded as subjects of international law. Thus, their lands could be
occupied by civilised powers. 3 0
By contrast, it was at the Congo Conference that a voice was first raised in
favour of a better legal position for the natives. Mr Rasson, the plenipotentiary of the United States, made the following statement during the discussion of Articles 34 and 35 of the General Act:
» M o d e r n international l a w follows closely a line which leads to the recognition of the right of native tribes to dispose freely of themselves and of their
hereditary territory. In conformity with this principle my government would
gladly adhere to a m o r e extended rule, to be based on a principle which
should aim at the voluntary consent of the natives whose country is taken
possession of, in all cases w h e r e they had not provoked the aggression«. 3 1
This statement attracted considerable attention. Even if it did not lead to
practical consequences, it nevertheless shed light on the ambiguity of the
general intellectual and political prerequisites of the classical law of occupation in this century. T h e specific course of United States policy in respect
of the legal and political integration of non-white peoples, which had already, occasionally b e c o m e visible (for example, in the recognition of the
Republic of Liberia), became fully and sharply evident here. It was the
policy course of a nation which had itself dealt with the problem of its own
indigenous peoples in a radical and unscrupulous manner, and which was
resolved to use n e w means - and different means f r o m those the British had
used - in its own colonial expansion.

28 On 3 March 1871 an Act of Congress correspondingly transferred compentency for
relations with the Indians from the treaty-making to the legislative power. See:
Revised Statutes, s. 2079.
29 See: de Martens Ferrao, op. cit. note 24. Westlake, op cit. note 9, p. 154 ff., gave two
instructive examples of such treaties with natives communities: a correct treaty
(which was therefore irrelevant in terms of international law); and a highly odious
treaty.
30 Dahm, op cit. note 22, Vol. 1, p. 583.
31 Protocol of 31 January 1885, Parliamentary Paper c. 4361, p. 209; Westlake, op cit.
note 9, p. 140.

Chapter Nine
Law and Dominion of the Sea:
Freedom of the Seas under British Maritime Dominion

I. Britain's Role in the Law of Naval Warfare
In respect of the nineteenth century, the slogan » F r e e d o m of the Seas« can
only properly be understood against the background of Britain's claim to
maritime dominion. » F r e e d o m of the Seas« did not only mean f r e e d o m of
maritime intercourse and w o r l d trade, it also meant f r e e d o m of choice in
respect of theatres of naval warfare. This latter » f r e e d o m « , which in large
part counteracted the f r e e d o m of maritime intercourse and w o r l d trade, can
only be understood f r o m the perspective of British sea power. It was a
remarkable concept that the belligerents in a w a r between Sweden and
Denmark, or even between Bolivia and Paraguay, had the right to visit the
vessels of all States on, say, the Indian Ocean and to search them for contraband. However, this right quickly gained a specific and thoroughly practical meaning if it was applied on all of the world's oceans in any w a r in which
Britain participated.
Nevertheless, the specific restriction of the f r e e d o m of the seas through
actual British w o r l d - w i d e sea p o w e r was only indirectly embodied in the
nineteenth century l a w of naval warfare. As has already been explained, 1
these rules of naval w a r f a r e w e r e either painstakingly wrested f r o m Britain
(as, for example, had been the case with the 1856 Paris Declaration
Respecting Maritime L a w ) , or they remained fragmentary because the most
important international agreements in this field w e r e not ratified by Britain
(as, for example, was the case with the 1907 Hague Convention Respecting
the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers in Maritime War and the 1909
London Declaration Relative to the L a w of Naval War). British influence
resulted first and foremost in the lack of a generally recognised codification
of the l a w of naval warfare. Instead, British and continental conceptions
continued to exist irreconcilably alongside each other during a period in
which Britain was not entangled in any m a j o r war, but instead frequently
found itself in the position of a neutral. It was only the emergency situation
of the First W o r l d War which demonstrated Britain's resolve to continue to
apply its traditional, rigorous practices of naval warfare. On 7 July 1916 an
Order in Council suspended the f e w rules of the London Declaration that
had been recognised by Britain and incorporated into its national law.
T h e fact that dominion of the seas had for several centuries been vested
in the same p o w e r (the British fleet had already grown superior to all others
during the French A g e ) meant that an element of moderation was lacking in
1 See: supra, pp. 525 ff.
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the British conception of maritime law. Maritime law differed in this respect
f r o m the l a w of land w a r f a r e which, as a result of frequently changing relationships of superiority and inferiority, was inspired by the c o m m o n interest in a balanced and mutually advantageous distribution of rights and
duties. 2
T h e effects of British maritime dominion stood out even m o r e distinctly
and directly in the peacetime l a w of the sea than they did in the nineteenth
century law of naval warfare. Significantly the British fleet tended to adopt
the role of an international maritime police force. T h e instrument of British
policy in this respect was the international legal concept of piracy. Just as in
previous centuries Britain had not shied away f r o m relying on the co-operation of pirates in pursing its overseas goals, it did not n o w shy away f r o m
using the struggle against piracy as an instrument for its policy of maritime
dominion.

II. Piracy: The Fall of the Barbary States
T h e Congress of Vienna of 1815 was a turning point in respect of the issue
of piracy. In v i e w of general indignation in Europe at the piratical acts of the
North African »Barbary States« of Algeria, Tunisia and Tripoli in the
Mediterranean, the Congress felt obliged to consider certain measures to
combat this plague against peaceful merchant shipping. H o w e v e r , the two
leading maritime powers, Britain and France, w e r e resolutely opposed to
such a policy. Both powers had long protected their own navigation through
secret trade agreements with the North African rulers and had, by paying
considerable tributes (in the f o r m of »donations«), bought a certain degree
of security for their sea-faring nationals. T h e y had recognised the pirate
nests as »States« and granted them the possibility of legalising their predatory raids as »privateering«. In the interest of their own trade, they w e r e
not all that annoyed to see the merchant shipping of smaller States in the
Mediterranean seriously hindered by pirates. In 1830 the United States
Consul W. Shaler wrote in his book Esquisses de l'Etat
d'Alger.
»Robbers, like the Algerians, despising full of barbarous arrogance and
ignorance the scientific and social advances of a civilised human society,
would not find any attention by this society if they w e r e not by a strange ill
luck, d e e m e d shameful for the civilised nations, admitted as m e m b e r s into
the political system of Europe. T h e y w e r e caressed and encouraged by the
two leading maritime powers of the world. T h e s e served as an instrument
in the hands of those w h o w e r e impudently disregarding the l a w of nations
and damaging the trade of smaller nations, thereby safeguarding the trade
monopoly of the m a j o r powers«. 3
As in 1815, the British w e r e afraid that France, in the forthcoming years of
peace in Europe, would try to establish a foothold on the North African
2 F. Berber, Lehrbuch des Völkerrechts (3 Vols., 2nd edn., 1969-77), Vol. 2 (»Kriegsrecht«), p. 184.
3 See: Otto Eck, Seeräuberei im Mittelmeer (Munich/Berlin, 1940).
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coast. T h e y therefore altered their tactics and urged the Congress of Vienna
to grant them a mandate to execute the resolutions of the Congress against
piracy. As an advance recompense, they w e r e promised the Ionian Islands.
However, the w a y in which they fulfilled the mandate did not meet the
expectations of the European Powers that had gathered in Vienna.
T h e mandate was to enforce the abolition of slavery in the Barbary States,
the release of Christian slaves and the renunciation of all kinds of piracy.
Instead, the commander of the British Mediterranean fleet, Admiral Lord
Exmouth, was instructed by London only to demand the release of slaves
originating f r o m the Ionian Islands, to conclude advantageous n e w trade
agreements on behalf of Britain and to urge the Dey of Algiers to make
peace with Naples and Sicily (a State which enjoyed special favour in
Britain). T h e Admiral was not authorised to use force. As he was about to
depart f r o m Algiers after the end of his negotiations, he raised the matter of
the abolition of slavery and piracy in general. This provoked a fit of anger
on the part of the Algerian Dey, which the Admiral narrowly escaped. It was
not until the seizure of the British vessel Kent in 1816 that the British
government send Lord Exmouth and his fleet to bombard Algiers. Although
they did so with some success, it nevertheless did not have a lasting effect.
Instead, it was the French conquest of Algiers in 1830 that broke the back of
Barbary piracy in the Mediterranean.
Apart f r o m the special mandate granted by the Congress of Vienna, the
concept of piracy in general played an important role within the f r a m e w o r k
of British policy for dominion of the seas. T h e widely recognised right of the
warships of all nations to visit and search all vessels suspected of piracy was
extended by Britain in the first half of the nineteenth century into a general
right of visitation for the purposes of identifying a ship's nationality. In any
event, British warships claimed such a »droit d'enquête de pavillon« for
themselves. 4 After a series of incidents, involving in particular the United
States, the British government was compelled in 1858 formally to renounce
this dubious right in the House of Commons, and to concede »that by international law, w e had no right of search, no right of visitation whatever, in
time of peace«. 5
As piracy in its true meaning had been sharply reduced during the
course of the nineteenth century, it b e c a m e m o r e important to deal with
those acts at sea which w e r e not actually »piracy«, but could legally be
treated as such.
Four kinds of »quasi-piracy« developed in international law, of which at
least two had a particularly high d e g r e e of political importance. First, a
number of treaties qualified the African slave trade as quasi-piracy. Second,
acts of force by the warships of an unrecognised rebel government w e r e
similarly qualified. Third, a ship the c r e w of which had mutinied was regarded as a pirate ship. T h e fourth kind of quasi-piracy consisted of different
4 Admiralty Instructions of 12 December 1843 and 12 June 1844. See: W.B. Lawrence,
Visitation and Search: A Historical Sketch, 1858.
5 W.B. Lawrence, Commentaire sur les éléments du droit international et sur l'histoire
des progrès du droit des gens de Henry Wheaton (4 Vols., 1868-80) p. 266.
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kinds of illegal privateering, for example, w h e r e a captain had acquired letters of marque f r o m both belligerent parties. 6
T h e two last categories w e r e generally categorised as criminal and
relatively closely related to the true meaning of piracy. T h e same cannot be
said of the first two categories. If one delves into their history, w i d e r aspects
of international law and its political function appear.

III. »Quasi-Piracy«: The Fight Against the Slave Trade
Urged on by Lord Castlereagh, the Congress of Vienna on 8 February 1815
issued a Declaration on the Abolition of the Slave Trade (»Déclaration contre la traite des nègres«), which was integrated into the General Act of the
Congress on 9 June 1815.7 British diplomats had prepared the ground for
this declaration for several years. Treaties with Portugal in 1810, Sweden in
1813, and Denmark, Spain, the Netherlands and the United States in 1814
had gathered the support of these States for international regulation of the
slave trade. T h e continental Great Powers also expressed their agreement
on such a regulation w h e n they signed the Additional Article I of the First
Peace of Paris of 50 M a y 1814.
In the Vienna Declaration on the Abolition of the Slave Trade all those
powers that had signed the Peace of Paris committed themselves to employ
all means for the abolition of the slave trade in their own territory and to do
everything possible to induce other governments to take similar steps. In the
name of their sovereigns the delegates to the Congress proclaimed »their
wish of putting an end to a scourge, which has so long desolated Africa, degraded Europe, and afflicted humanity«. T h e Declaration began by stating
that »the c o m m e r c e , known by the name of >the Slave Trades has been considered by just and enlightened m e n of all ages, as repugnant to the principles of humanity and universal morality«, and that »the public voice, in all
civilised countries, calls aloud for its prompt suppression«.
If the leading role played by British diplomacy in bringing about this
Declaration had not already been clearly revealed by the events leading up
to the Congress of Vienna, and by the history of the Congress itself, this
could be read f r o m the Declaration's terminology. Its terminology was quite
different f r o m that used by the »Holy Alliance«, which had been dominated
by the continental powers. Mankind, humanity, civilisation, universal
morals - this was the vocabulary of English popular philosophy of the nineteenth century. It stood in stark contrast to the vocabulary of Vienna and
Troppau, to the evocation of the »esprit de fraternité« of the continental
6 Cornelius van Bynkershoek, Quaestionum iuris publici libri duo, 1737 (in Classics of
International Law, Vol. 14, 1930), Part 1, Ch. 17, considered such behaviour to be a
crime punishable as »piracy« under the Edict of the States General of 29 January 1658.
He also listed a series of other crimes which qualified as quasi-piracy.
7 G.F. von Martens, Nouveau Recueil de Traités etc. (16 Vols., 1808-39), Vol. 2, p. 432;
K. Strupp, Documents pour servir à l'histoire du droit des gens (5 Vols., 1923), Vol. 1,
p. 186 ff.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 376.
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monarchs. Referring to the »most holy and indivisible Trinity«, the continental monarchs had pledged to »guide their subjects like family fathers« and to
»observe the commands of the holy religion as guidelines of their behaviour«.
They had called themselves »membres d'une même nation chrétienne«
(members of one same Christian nation) and undertaken to »preserve legitimate governments and protect them against rebellion«, and to »protect
Europe against the scourge of revolution«. Thus, completely different ideologies inspired the language used by continental and British statesmen.
In order to understand the motives behind the British campaign against the
slave trade, one must examine its economic and political background. It was
generally explained that Britain had, in 1807, been one of the first European
States to abolish the slave trade 8 due to a broad humanitarian movement
against that trade led by great philanthropists like Thomas Clarkson and
William Wilberforce at the turn of the century. 9 Without diminishing the merits of these men, it has to be understood that the slave trade was of such broad
political and economic importance that it could not have been derailed by
emotional motives alone. In order to add weight to his demands, Wilberforce
himself declared in the House of Commons on 18 April 1791: »The abolition
is indispensably required not only by religion and morality but by every principle of sound policy«. The next day, and with even more emphasis, William
Pitt reiterated: »The interest of the West Indies, the policy call for the abolition; a more imperious duty never has been executed by an English Parliament«. With almost odious clarity the true motives behind abolition
became visible in the lively debates that resulted from the second and third
readings of the abolition bill in the House of Lords on 6 February and 23
March 1807. When the Prime Minister, Lord Grenville, justified the legislation
on the basis that »[t]he slave trade is inconsistent with the principles of justice and humanity and of sound policy«, Lord Hawkesbury objected to the
terms »justice and humanity« and approved only of »sound policy«. However,
the Lord Chancellor responded that the Prime Minister's formulation was
necessary to avoid giving the impression that the planned measures were a
kind of selfish policy. Accordingly, when later entering into treaties with other
powers, the British government restricted itself to referring to the slave trade
as incompatible with »principles of justice and humanity«.
Yet why did abolition appear to the British as an expression of »sound
policy« in 1807? The reason was that, after the secession of its North
American colonies, abolition had become an imperative necessity for
Britain for economic reasons, and for reasons of colonial policy.10 This
necessity resulted from a wide range of factors. Since the Peace of Utrecht
of 1713 had provided them with the so-called »Assiento« (the monopoly on
8 Act for the Abolition of the Slave Trade, 25 March 1807 (47 George III, Sess. 1, c. 36).
9 The history of abolition was written by one of its spiritual forefathers: T. Clarkson,
The History of the Rise, Progress and Accomplishment of the Abolition of the A.frican
Slave Trade by the British Parliament (2 Vols., 1808).
10 My presentation of the economic and political background to abolition is based on
the analysis by F. Hochstetter, Die wirtschaftlichen und politischen Motive für die
Abschaffung des britischen Sklavenhandels im Jahre 1806/07, 1906.
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supplying the Spanish-American colonies with African slaves), the British
had made enormous profits from the slave trade. In 1750 the South Sea
Company, the managing body for the Assiento, was dissolved because of
mismanagement. Then, after paying compensation totalling 100,000 pounds
to Britain, Spain loosened the Assiento trade. It was open to all British subjects, on condition that they became members of the newly founded
»Company of Merchants trading to Africa«. This was a »regulated company«,
i.e. one in which each member engaged in business for his own account. In
this form the British slave trade expanded greatly after 1750.
In 1760,1765 and 1774 the Legislative Assembly of Jamaica attempted, for
security reasons, to reduce imports of slaves. It was prevented from doing
so after the slave traders lodged a petition with the British government,
arguing that the slave trade was good for the prosperity of the nation. The
last time that the British government officially defended the slave trade was
in 1784 when, in response to a Quaker inspired motion for abolition in the
House of Commons, it stated that the slave trade was a necessity for every
European nation.
After the secession of the North American colonies the situation changed
fundamentally. The economic prosperity of the West Indian colonies - at the
time the most precious possession of the British crown - had been based
completely on their close reciprocal relationship with the colonies on the
North American continent. The British sugar planters in the West Indies
obtained all their provisions from North America. The British planters were
able to concentrate on cultivating sugar - in contrast to the French and
Spanish planters whose islands had far greater natural riches - and consequently earned much larger profits. Sugar and molasses, which paid for the
provisions of the British West Indies, were distilled into rum in New
England. Large quantities of this rum were then sold at great profit to the
Fishermen of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, bartered with the Canadian
Indians for furs, and exchanged for slaves with the slave traders on the
African coast. These slaves were then brought to the British possessions in
southern North America and the West Indies, thus closing the circle.
This entire circuit collapsed with the liberation of the North American
colonies. The procurement of provisions for the West Indian colonies was
interrupted and their competitiveness vis-à-vis the non-British islands
severely endangered. In this situation the slave trade became a serious
economic danger for the British colonies which, solely as a result of the high
birth rate, were so abundantly supplied with slaves that they were assured
a stock of black manpower sufficient to last for many years. The continuation of the slave trade was now of principal benefit to non-British possessions,
which were not so abundantly supplied with slaves and did not suffer the
economic crises experienced by the British possessions. The first great
economic crisis of 1783-93 led to a bill being passed by the House of
Commons, whereby the slave trade to foreign possessions was to be prohibited from 1 January 1796. However, this bill failed as a result of opposition
from the House of Lords. The war between 1783 and 1802 brought about a
new economic upturn for the British West Indies, along with a strong impetus for the slave trade. However, the return of economic crisis after 1799
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and, in particular, after 1802 definitively finished off the trade in British
eyes. In the Peace of Amiens in 1802, Britain was forced to return the Dutch
and French islands it had occupied during the war, namely Martinique,
Tobago, Saint Lucia, Curaçao, the three Dutch Guyana colonies, and
Surinam. Only Trinidad remained in British hands. A great deal of capital
had been invested in these possessions, and large numbers of slaves imported there.
By contrast, after 1802 the French colonies in particular experienced a
considerable economic upturn, based on the fact that they remained largely unaffected by the events of the war. Furthermore, in 1802, Napoleon reintroduced the slavery that had been abolished by the revolutionary government. His understanding with the United States also benefitted the colonies and their trade.
On the other hand, the British possessions suffered from the first extended
breaches by neutral traders of the British trade and navigation monopoly.
T h e neutral traders included not only North American ships, but also Danish
and Hanseatic ships sailing under the neutral flag of the United States. T h e
continental blockade also had considerable effects. In particular, sugar and
coffee planters in the British West Indies suffered a severe sales crisis.
T h e reconquest of the enemy colonies had the effect that the interdiction
of slave trading with enemy colonies w a s no longer considered sufficient. A
sharp contrast of interests between the old, crisis-damaged colonies and the
new, relatively prosperous ones quickly b e c o m e apparent, and it was believed that this could only be contained by a general interdiction of the slave
trade. In any case, it was the plantation owners in the old colonies w h o
demanded most strongly that such general action be taken.
A number of other political and social motives also contributed, in particular, an extraordinary aggravation of racial conflict and the danger of large
black insurrections, as had already occurred in Saint Dominica and Guadeloupe.
This situation led to a step-by-step abolition of the slave trade in 1802,
1804 and 1806, with the decisive formula for the motives for abolition being
set out by Lord Grenville on 16 May 1806 in the House of Lords w h e n he
declared: »With the continuation of the slave trade w e only facilitate the
competition of enemy colonies«. T h e Abolition Bill of 1807 was the cornerstone in this development.
Of course, the success of this policy depended on other States not taking
up the slave trade and carrying it further to the detriment of the British colonies. Britain therefore had to internationalise the entire question and strive
for a general interdiction of the slave trade under international law. T h e
treaties of 1810-14 and the Vienna Declaration of 1815 showed that it had no
hesitation in doing so.11
That the British did not act »in a sudden attack of philanthropic madness«
- as Lord Chancellor T h u r l o w suggested in respect of the Draft Abolition Bill

11 As early as 180Θ, after the question of abolition had in principle been resolved, Wilberforce urged both Houses of Parliament to address the British Crown,
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of 1806 - was evident f r o m the fact that they in no w a y considered abolishing
slavery itself within the British colonies. Not until 1834 did the British
government forbid slavery in its West Indian possessions.
It is true that the Vienna Declaration did not contain anything m o r e than
a m o r e or less non-binding pledge on the part of its signatories to promote
the abolition of the slave trade, in particular through national legislation. In
Vienna, Lord Castlereagh met with stubborn opposition f r o m the Spanish
and Portuguese delegates, w h o w e r e secretly supported by Talleyrand.
However, Castlereagh's position, that the slave trade was »une question
intéressant essentiellement à l'humanité entière« (a question of interest
essentially to all of humanity), led to the establishment of a sub-committee
w h e r e delegates f r o m the non-colonial continental powers of Prussia,
Austria and Russia w e r e also represented - despite Hispano-Portuguese
opposition. However, the British statesman also failed to achieve positive
results within this group. 12 His appeal to the papal legate Ercole Consalvi to
urge the Holy See to condemn the slave trade was countered with the ironical question, whether it was not m o r e desirable to purge the Mediterranean
of the corsairs f r o m Algiers, Tunis and Tripoli, in the territories of which
many thousands of Europeans languished in chains. 13
The question of abolition was picked up again by Britain within the framework of the second Peace Treaty of Paris of 20 N o v e m b e r 1815. Under pressure from the allied powers, Louis XVIII declared himself ready to abolish at
once slave trading under the French flag. In a consonant article of this Treaty,
the Great Powers declared themselves ready, with the immediate convocation
of two diplomatic conferences in Paris and London, »to coordinate the most
effective actions for abolishing completely and definitively a trade which is as
odious as it is condemned by the laws of religion and nature«. 14 Such conferences took place in London in 1817 and 1818 without yielding any results. 15
At the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1818, Lord Castlereagh again put
forward a m e m o r a n d u m providing for »a system of maritime police against
the contraband slave trade«. 16 H o w e v e r , the m o r e the outlines of British
aims became visible, the m o r e the resistance grew. W h e n in Aix-la-Chapelle
»beseeching H.M. to take such measures as he shall judge proper for establishing by
negotiation with foreign powers a concert and agreement for abolishing the African
slave trade; and for affording assistance mutually towards carrying into execution any
regulations which may be adopted by any or all of the contracting parties for
accomplishing their common purpose«. Pitt Cobbett, Leading Cases and Opinions on
International Law, 1885, Vol. 7, p. 603.
12 Except for a special treaty with Portugal of 22 January 1815, in which the Portuguese government accepted the obligation to prohibit Portuguese subjects from engaging in the slave trade north of the equator. This concession, however, carried a high
price for Britain. Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 2, pp. 93, 97.
13 F. von Mertitz, »Das Internationale System zur Unterdrückung des afrikanischen
Sklavenhandels in seinem heutigen Bestände,« (1885) 1 Archiv des öffentlichen
Rechts 16 at 53.
14 Ibid., p. 54 ff.
15 Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 3, pp. 87-126.
16 Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 3, p. 93.
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the French government opposed the British plans and was in so doing supported by Russia, Austria and Prussia, the motive of this group of powers
was probably the realisation that Britain to an increasing degree was linking
its original economic and colonial policy aims to more general and farreaching aims concerning international recognition of a general British
police authority over all the world's oceans. It was at the Congress of Verona
in 1822 that Britain for the last time attempted to develop these plans within
an all-European framework. The efforts of Lord Wellington, which were
strongly opposed in particular by Vicomte de Chateaubriand (operating in
the name of France), ended again with an empty declaration, in which on
28 November 1822 it was proclaimed:
»[The Great Powers] insisted in regarding the trade with negroes as a
scourge, which for too long had devastated Africa, dishonoured Europe, desecrated mankind; that they are prepared to do everything for achieving and
safe-guarding the complete and definite elimination of it; that they will
eagerly care for examining all serviceable measures which are compatible
with the rights and interests of their subjects«. 17
Meanwhile, Britain had already begun to pursue its goals through
another, indirect and more complicated route which nevertheless seemed to
offer better prospects for success. It concluded separate treaties on this matter with all of the States of Europe. The first result under this strategy was
again a treaty with Portugal, which was concluded on 18 July 1817 in the
inconspicuous form of an additional convention to the treaty of 22 January
1815.18 However, this treaty was at the same time »the first great international treaty of the Modern Age against the African slave trade«. 19
It was in this Anglo-Portuguese Treaty that the main idea of British policy
in its fight against the slave trade was for the first time realised, namely the
transfer of the right of visitation, which had originated in the laws of naval
warfare, to peacetime. In principle, the bilateral agreement of 1817 held that
all slave trading north of the equator was to cease. For the last time the equator here appeared in a European treaty as »the line« beyond which there »was
no sin«.20 South of the equator the trade in African slaves remained permitted, although it was now subject to the holding of a special pass. The two contracting parties accorded each other a mutual right to visit merchant ships
suspected of carrying slaves. This right had to be exercised by warships that
had been specially assigned by both sides and provided with special instructions. If a ship belonging to one State was engaged in illegal slave trading and
seized by a warship of the other, it had to be adjudged by a prize court jointly established by both parties. Two courts, each composed of two representatives assigned by each State, were to be established: one on British territory in Africa and one on Portuguese territory in Brazil. The procedures themselves provided for only one situation: that in the case of an acquittal the cap17 Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 6, p. 139.
18 See: supra, p. 555 fn. 7.
19 »[d]er erste grosse Staatsvertrag der Neuzeit wider den afrikanischen Sklavenhandel« - Martitz, op cit. note 13, p. 59.
20 See: supra, pp. 152 ff.
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tor State had to pay full compensation. It was reserved to the national courts
to adjudge the criminality of the persons concerned.
Treaties with Spain and the Netherlands were already concluded on a very
similar basis in the same and the following year. On 23 September 1817,
Spain even undertook to renounce the »legal« slave trade south of the equator after three years.21 Britain provided Spain as well as Portugal with considerable financial indemnification for these concessions.
The treaty concluded with the Netherlands on 4 May 181822 had a peculiarity which was later repeated in many other treaties: the maritime zone
for which the right of visitation was conceded (the so-called »visitation
zone«) was precisely demarcated geographically. The Dutch demanded that
visitation be permitted neither north of the Straits of Gibraltar, that is to say,
north of the 37th degree of north latitude, nor on the European seas, that is
to say, east of the 20th degree west longitude.
Britain pursued this policy resolutely up to the middle of the nineteenth century. A comprehensive system of treaties was established for combating the
slave trade. A treaty was concluded with Sweden-Norway in 1824.23 From the
beginning, George Canning made the recognition of the Latin American
republics dependent on their taking appropriate steps against the slave trade.24
After the July Revolution, France also abandoned its long and stubborn resistance against the British system of maritime policing and, on 30 November
1831 in Paris, entered into a convention which conceded the right of visitation
within certain African and American waters. 25 The French example was followed by many smaller States, a good number of which simply recognised the
provisions of the Anglo-French treaty as also being binding upon them.
Following the model of the Anglo-Spanish treaty, which was concluded in
1817 and extended in 1835, Britain concluded a series of treaties with LatinAmerican republics. Four of these treaties - with Argentina, Uruguay,
Bolivia and Ecuador - granted the right of visitation without restriction to a
specified zone. This was an initial step towards an international police
authority of the British fleet upon all of the world's oceans.
The crowning accomplishment of this entire system was the »Quintuple
Treaty for the Suppression of the African Slave Trade« of 20 December
1841.26 On the invitation of the King of France and the Queen of England,
the monarchs of Prussia, Austria and Russian now declared themselves
equally prepared to forbid all trade in African slaves engaged in by their
subjects, with their capital, or under their flag. T h e contracting parties

21 Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 3, p. 135; Vol. 4, p. 492.
22 Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 4, p. 511.
23 Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 6, p. 618.
24 See: supra, p. 499.
25 Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 9, p. 544. See as well the Supplementary Convention
of 22 March 1833. The zones of visitation included the coastal waters of Madagascar,
Cuba, Puerto Rico and Brazil within twenty miles offshore, as well as the maritime
zone between the African coast and 30 degrees west longitude, in a cordon between
15 degrees north and 10 degrees south latitude.
26 Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 2, pp. 392, 508; Strupp, op cit. note 7, Vol. 1, p. 490 ff.
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agreed that those of their warships that were equipped with a special mandate and instructions could visit any merchant ship belonging to them and
justifiably suspected of engaging in the slave trade. In these cases they were
authorised to arrest the ship and bring it through an agreed process to condemnation. Within the Mediterranean the right of visitation was completely
precluded; elsewhere it was restricted to certain zones in the Atlantic and
Indian Oceans between 32 degrees north and 45 degrees south latitude. The
Quintuple Treaty declared the reciprocal, peacetime right of visitation within this vast maritime area.
The »reciprocity« of this right was of course doubtful, a fact that was generally ignored in the legal literature of the nineteenth century. If the strongest sea power in the world agreed with any European State - even one of the
great central European land powers - on a mutual right of visitation on the
world's oceans, it was of course a very special kind of reciprocity. One has
to keep in mind that some of Britain's treaty partners either had no naval
force at all, or only a highly inferior one. They were thus not in a position to
exercise the right of visitation accorded to them. In fact, neither Prussia, nor
the German Reich which succeeded it in 1879,27 nor any other signatory of
the Quintuple Treaty except Britain ever requested authority for the performance of patrol service by its warships. Belgium, which acceded to the treaty at a later stage, never possessed a naval force. The »reciprocity« thus
remained a purely theoretical concept.
The Quintuple Treaty contained some remarkable elements. Article 1
deserves special attention, for there the monarchs of Prussia, Austria and
Russia undertook to declare the slave trade a crime of piracy (»à déclarer un
tel trafile crime de piraterie«). Such words revealed the British endeavour
legally to designate the slave trade as piracy, with all of the far-reaching
consequences that this entailed. Were it possible to have it generally recognised that the slave trade was »piracy« or »quasi-piraey« under international
law, this would have constituted a decisive step beyond the purely contractual basis of British maritime policing authority: no further special contractual authorisation would be required for British warships to take action
against slave ships. Consequently, they would no longer have been restricted to controlling vessels of the contracting powers. The pirate would be
»denationalised«. He would no longer be protected by his flag and could be
captured by the warships of any State. 28
The general recognition of the principle that the slave trade was piracy which Britain had achieved for the first time in its treaty with Brazil on 23
November 1826 29 - would in the future have precluded a judgment such as
that rendered by Britain's most famous prize judge, Sir William Scott (Lord
Stowell), in the case of the French slave-ship Le Louis in 1817. This ship was
captured by a British warship after having violently resisted being searched.
It was condemned by the Vice Admiralty Court in Sierra Leone because it
had engaged in the slave trade and resisted being searched by a royal war27 Anglo-German TVeaty of 29 March 1879, (1880) Reichsgesetzblatt 100.
28 See: supra, p. 553.
29 Martens, op cit. note 7, Vol. 6, p. 1087.
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ship. The case came on appeal to the High Court of the Admiralty in London.
Sir William, acting as the Court's chairman, revised the decision and stated
that a right of visit and search by royal warships did not exist in peacetime
except in a case of piracy, and that the slave trade was not piracy.
Sir William's decision started from the premise that a right to search in
peacetime was contrary to the international law principle of State equality.
As a result of this argument, the case has also become a leading precedent
for the principle of State equality. Sir William said:
»Upon the first question, whether the right of search exists in time of
peace, I have to observe, that two principles of public law are generally
recognised as fundamental. One is the perfect equality and entire independence of all distinct States. Relative magnitude creates no distinction of right,
relative imbecility, whether permanent or casual, gives no additional right
to the more powerful neighbour; and any advantage seized upon that
ground is mere usurpation. This is the great foundation of public law, which
mainly concerns the peace of mankind, both in their politic and private
capacities, to preserve inviolate. The second is, that all nations being equal
all have an equal right to the uninterrupted use of the unappropriated parts
of the ocean for their navigation. In places where no local authority exists,
there the subjects of all States meet upon a footing of entire equality and
independence, no one State, or any of its subjects, has a right to assume or
exercise authority over the subjects of another. I can find no authority that
gives the right of interruption to the navigation of States in amity upon the
high seas, excepting that which the rights of war give to both belligerents
against neutrals«. 30
This decision was contrary to the sea policing function of the British fleet.
Another famous case showed that this obstacle to national legislation
could not be removed. On 15 May 1820 the United States Congress issued a
law which declared the slave trade to be piracy. However, five years later the
Supreme Court, in a judgment written by Chief Justice Marshall, decided in
The Antelope that the slave trade was permitted by international law and that
no State was in a position to declare, in a manner that was effective against
other States, that it was illegal or even an act of »piracy«.31 He wrote:
30 Dodson, English Admiralty Reports, Vol. 2, p. 210; I. Brown Scott & W.H.E. Jaeger,
Cases on International Law, 1937, p. 369.
31 The Columbia, a corsair sailing under the Venezuelan flag, arrived in 1819 in
Baltimore, secretly took on board a crew of 40, for the most part American citizens,
and sailed under the name The Arraganta towards Africa. Off the African coast it captured numerous slave ships, one of them American, one of them Spanish, and many
of them Portuguese. All were robbed of their slaves. A prize crew was put in charge
of the Spanish ship, which carried the name The Antelope, and both ships sailed
towards Brazil. The Arraganta was shipwrecked on the Brazilian coast. The captain
and most of the crew either perished or were imprisoned. The survivors boarded The
Antelope, changed its name to the General Ramirez and sailed towards Florida. Off the
coast of Florida the ship was seized by an American customs cruiser on the suspicion
that it was either a pirate ship, or seeking to smuggle slaves into the United States. At
this point the Spanish and the Portuguese Vice-Consuls claimed that a portion of the
slaves on board were Spanish and Portuguese property. The American authorities res-
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»In this c o m m e r c e , thus sanctioned by universal assent, every nation had
an equal right to engage. H o w is this right to be lost? Each may renounce it
for its own people; but can this renunciation affect others? N o principle of
general law is m o r e universally acknowledged, than the perfect equality of
nations. Russia and Geneva have equal rights. It results f r o m this equality,
that no one can rightfully impose a rule on another. Each legislates for itself, but its legislation can operate on itself alone. A right, then, which is
vested in all by the consent of all, can be defeated only by consent; and this
trade, in which all have participated, must remain lawful to those w h o cannot be induced to relinquish it. As no nations can prescribe a rule for others,
none can make a l a w of nations; and this traffic remains lawful to those
w h o s e governments have not forbidden it. If it is consistent with the law of
nations, it cannot in itself be piracy. It can be made so only by statute; and
the obligation of the statute cannot transcend the legislative p o w e r of the
state which may enact it. If it be neither repugnant to the law of nations, nor
piracy, it is almost superfluous to say in this Court, that the right of bringing
in for adjudication in time of peace, even w h e r e the vessel belongs to a nation which had prohibited the trade, cannot exist. T h e Courts of no country
execute the penal laws of another; and the course of the American government on the subject of visitation and search would decide any case in which
that right had been exercised by an American cruiser, on the vessel of a
foreign nation, not violating our municipal laws, against the captors. It follows, that a foreign vessel engaged in the African slave trade, captured on
the high seas in time of peace by an American cruiser, and brought in for
adjudication, would be restored«. 3 2
Marshall's decision foreshadowed the opposition that the United States
would later raise to the British claim to a maritime policing authority. It is
true that in the Peace of Ghent of 24 D e c e m b e r 1814 the United States had
promised to prohibit the slave trade. In addition, an Anglo-American Treaty
of 13 March 1824 for the first time provided for the prize l a w adjudication of
slave ships in their own h o m e ports. However, the United States Senate did
not ratify this treaty, which meant that it never came into force. W h e n
France in 1834 invited the United States government to accede to the AngloFrench treaty system of 1831-32, this request was flatly rejected by
Washington. It was essentially due to the influence of the United States that
the British treaty system underwent a serious crisis immediately after the
conclusion of the Quintuple Treaty in 1842.
T h e controversy at the centre of the 1842 crisis concerned the so-called
right of »enquête du pavillon«. As a result of the attitude adopted by the
United States, British patrol ships repeatedly found themselves having to
ponded that The Antelope had acted as a slave-ship and that consequently no legal
claim could be made. Chief Justice Marshall decided that the Spanish had a valid
claim; he rejected the Portuguese claim because the title held by the Portuguese
owners had not sufficiently been proved.
32 United States Supreme Court Reports, U.S. 23, Wheaton 10, Lawyers Edn 6, p. 282;
Scott & Jaeger, op cit. note 30, p. 8 ff. For a similar case, the Mariana Flora, see:
Cobbett, op cit. note 11, Vol. 1, p. 275.
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allow fully laden slave ships to pass unmolested, when those ships hoisted
the United States flag. The British therefore raised the question, whether a
ship subject to the right of visitation could escape being controlled by hoisting that flag. In other words, was the commander of a British warship authorised to force a ship of dubious nationality to produce documents proving
its nationality? It followed from the principle of the freedom of the seas that
no ship was authorised to exercise sovereign rights against a ship of foreign
nationality on the open seas. The commander of a warship taking action
against a supposed pirate, or against a ship thought to be of his own nationality, did so at his own risk. If it turned out that the ship was neither a pirate
nor a ship of his own nationality, the commander committed a violation of
international law against the State under whose flag the ship was lawfully
sailing. There was no rule of international law which authorised the commander of a warship to perform an »enquête du pavillon« during peacetime.
It was the aim of British policy to enforce such a right of »enquête du
pavillon« in conjunction with and under the cover of combating the slave
trade as a crime equal to that of piracy. This policy became evident for the
first time in instructions issued to British cruiser commanders from 1839 to
1841. In an Act of Parliament of 24 August 1839 Britain resolved to use an
extraordinary form of action against Portugal. As the Portuguese government was not in a position to fulfil its contractual obligation to suppress the
slave trade south of the equator, Britain exceeded the bounds of the treaty
and, ignoring numerous protests from the Portuguese government, urged
the commanders of its warships to search and if need be arrest not only
Portuguese slave ships but also »other vessels engaged in the slave trade not
being justly entitled to claim the protection of the flag of any state or nation«.
It is true that it was expressly added that United States ships should in no
case be hindered. However, at Lord Palmerston's instigation a very important exception was made: if the United States nationality of the ship concerned could legitimately be questioned, its right to sail under the United States
flag could be checked by reference to its ships papers or other appropriate
means of proof. In order to justify this procedure the British government
advanced the thesis that this was by no means the exercise of a peacetime
»right of visit and search«. Rather, only a right to »visit (visitation)« was
claimed, not a right to »search«.
As a result of these instructions several United States slave ships were
stopped and seized in 1841, which immediately gave rise to sharp protests
from the United States envoy in London and led to a protracted diplomatic
dispute. At the same time the United States successfully incited a campaign
by opposition parties in France against that country's accession to the
Quintuple Treaty. On 1 February 1842 a pamphlet was published in Paris in
both French and English, which strongly condemned the humanitarian
polish on British claims for dominion of the sea. The pamphlet was entitled
Examen de la question aujourd'hui pendante entre le gouvernement des EtatsUnis et celui de Grande Bretagne concernant le droit de visite. It soon became apparent that the author of the pamphlet was the United States envoy in
Paris, Lewis Cass. Not satisfied with this effort, on 13 February 1842 Cass
sent a note to the French Foreign Minister François Pierre Guillaume
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Guizot, wherein he protested against France's proposed ratification of the
Quintuple Treaty. The campaign actually gathered such force that Guizot
felt compelled to yield to public opinion. On 9 November 1842 he declared
that France would not carry through with the ratification of the treaty, which
had until then been postponed.
The Anglo-American disputes on this issue extended over one and a half
decades. A certain degree of calm was achieved as a result of the so-called
Ashburton Treaty of 9 August 1842. Although this treaty did not deal with
the »enquête du pavillon«, it did provide certain practical arrangements
concerning common action against the slave trade. It is nevertheless noteworthy that these arrangements were restricted to the mutual obligation to
dispatch two squadrons, carrying at least eighty cannon, to the African coast
in order to enforce the national prohibition on the slave trade. These squadrons were mandated to check only those suspected vessels sailing under the
flag of the patrol vessel, or the flag of the other contracting party. The effectiveness of the operation was to be assured by instructions issued and communicated by both parties, and no rights of control over United States ships
were conceded to Britain.
However, even this compromise did not bring the disputes to an end. As
late as 1858 the conflict over the »enquête du pavillon« broke out again, although this time it quickly led to a formal British renunciation of future
action. On 18 June 1858 it was declared in the House of Commons »that by
international law we had no right of search, no right of visitation whatever,
in time of peace«.
The controversy was reflected in numerous publications. In 1842 the
United States envoy to Berlin and well-known international law author,
Henry Wheaton, published a treatise entitled Enquiry into the Validity of the
British Claim to a Right of Visitation and Search of American Vessels
Suspected to be Engaged into the African Slave Trade. In addition, towards
the end of the protracted dispute, the editor ofWheaton's International Law,
W.B. Lawrence, published a treatise entitled Visitation and Search, a Historical Sketch (Boston, 1858).
The result of half a century of British policy on the dominion of the seas
may be summarised as follows: although the claim of a right to »enquête du
pavillon« failed and had to be abandoned, and although the qualification of
the slave trade as a crime of »quasi-piracy« was not internationally recognised, the system of a contractually agreed right of visitation did become
effective.
The French government felt compelled to submit still further to the pressure of French public opinion and to urge the suspension of the treaties of
1831-33. These were substituted by a new Anglo-French Treaty of 29 May
1845, which introduced another system: combined squadrons, each composed of twenty-six warships from either side, were to be stationed on the
West African coast. They were to refrain from the mutual stopping and
searching of merchant ships and were instead to co-operate closely in
enforcing both sides' national legislation. When this treaty expired in 1855,
France withdrew completely from the system for combating the slave
trade.
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British policy achieved a significant success in respect of the United States
as a result of the difficulties experienced by the States of the Union during
the Civil War. On 7 April 1862, a treaty was concluded in Washington which
corresponded full with the principles of the 1842 treaty with Portugal. At the
same time the United States acceded to the system of the Quintuple Treaty,
that is to say, it agreed to ships being tried by the national courts of their
captor States. Moreover, under the pressure of the Civil War the United
States followed the British model of 1834 and abolished slavery completely.
It did so through the Thirteenth Amendment to its Constitution in 1865. The
last States in the Western hemisphere to cling to slavery were Cuba and
Brazil. Cuba abolished slavery in 1880; Brazil in 1888.
The question of slavery played a role in international politics even after
the American Civil War. Although it was no longer feasible to export slaves
to the United States, the transfer of slaves to the Arabian and Persian coast
continued, as did the internal slave trade from the Sudan to Egypt. Britain
continued to be the driving force in the struggle against the remaining slave
trade. On its initiative the General Act of the Berlin Congo Conference of
1885 included in its second chapter a Déclaration concernant la traite des
esclaves (Declaration Concerning the Slave Trade), Article 9 of which forbade the trade and all operations which furnished slaves to it either by land
or by sea. Article 9 obligated the signatories to employ all the means in their
power to ensure that the Congo Basin served neither as a market nor as a
transit route for the slave trade. 33 A proposal was also advanced during the
negotiations to qualify the slave trade as piracy or threaten slave traders in
all States with expulsion. However, this proposal was not accepted.
The final settlement of the entire issue was achieved at the Brussels
Conference of 1890. The General Act of 2 July 1890, the so-called »AntiSlavery Act«,34 required its signatories to make the provisions of their penal
laws concerning grave offences against the person applicable »to the organisers and abettors of slave-hunting, to those guilty of mutilating male
adults and children, and to all persons taking part in the capture of slaves
by violence«, and to make the provisions relating to offences against individual liberty applicable »to carriers and transporters of, and to dealers in,
slaves« (Article V). The signatories conceded a right of visitation to each
other within a strictly limited zone (Article XXI). If the officer in command
of a signatory's warship had reason to believe that a vessel of less than 500
33 Article 9 read: »In conformity with the principles of the law of nations, as they are
recognized by the signatory Powers, the slave trade being interdicted, and as the operations which, by land or sea, furnish slaves to the trade ought to be equally considered
as interdicted, the Powers who exercise or shall exercise rights of sovereignty or an
influence in the territories forming the conventional basin of the Congo declare that
these territories shall not serve either for a market or way of transit for the trade in
slaves of any race whatever. Each of these Powers engages itself to employ all the
means in its power to put an end to this commerce and to punish those who are occupied in it«. - (1892) Reichsgesetzblatt 605; G.F. von Martens, Noveau recueil générale de
traités, 2ième série (35 Vols., to 1907), Vol. 16, p. 5 fT.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), pp. 306-7.
34 (1892) Reichsgesetzblatt 605; Martens, ibid.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 386 ff.
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tons was e n g a g e d in the slave trade or using a flag in a fraudulent manner,
he was authorised to examine that vessel's papers (Article X L I I ) . If he was
convinced that an act connected with the slave trade had been committed,
or that fraudulent use had been made of a flag, he was to conduct the arrested vessel to the nearest port w h e r e there was a competent magistrate of
the State under the flag of which the vessel had been sailing (Article X L I X ) .
If it was proved by an inquiry that a flag had been used in a fraudulent manner, the arrested vessel remained at the disposal of the captor State (Art. L I ) .
If the inquiry showed that an act connected with the slave trade had been
committed, the vessel and its cargo w e r e to remain sequestered, the captain
and c r e w turned over to the competent tribunals, and the slaves set f r e e
(Article L I I ) . National legislation had to be enacted for the performance of
these provisions. 3 5
In addition to the slave trade and the fraudulent use of flags, the Brussels
General Act regulated the arms trade and the import of spirits into colonial
regions. After the First World War, it was replaced by three conventions concluded in St. Germain on 10 September 1919. However, these conventions
essentially concerned only the r e g i m e of the Congo Basin, the arms trade,
and the import of spirits. T h e Brussels General Act was expressly annulled
and a formal declaration issued in respect of the slave trade. In this declaration the contracting powers assured the complete suppression of slavery in
all its forms, and of the trade in African peoples on land and at sea (Article XI).
From this point in time the question of the slave trade played a role only
in the humanitarian committees of the Geneva L e a g u e of Nations. T h e r e it
ranked side-by-side with the international struggle against the trade in
opium, w o m e n and pornography. As late as 1923, w h e n Ethiopia was admitted to the L e a g u e of Nations, the complete suppression of slavery and the
slave trade by the Ethiopian government was, at Britain's instigation, made
a condition for admission 3 6 - a late reflection of the principle established by
Lord Canning in 1826. In general, the problem of the slave trade disappeared f r o m the arena of international l a w as Britain's position of predominance in the w o r l d declined.
That this problem could play such an important role in the nineteenth
century cannot be explained solely by its social and humanitarian weight.
Although the nineteenth century literature on international l a w saw the
w h o l e complex as an »exclusively humanitarian affair« and the efforts of
British diplomacy as dominated by the »mission of promoting civilisation«
(von Martitz), this v i e w was only weakly anchored in the w o r l d of political
facts. From such a perspective it was not possible to acquire a thorough
understanding of this peculiar and complicated question.
T h e r e can be no doubt that a missionary spirit directed at promoting
humanitarian goals and civilisation contributed to Britain's policy and
strengthened the support that existed for it in British as w e l l as in w o r l d
public opinion. H o w e v e r , there can also be no doubt that it was induced by
35 See, e.g.: »Reichsgesetz, betreffend die Bestrafung des Sklavenhandels und des
Sklavenraubs vom 28 Juli 1895,« (1895) Reichsgesetzblatt 425.
36 Société des Nations, IV. Ass. C. VI, pp. 13 ff., 32.
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practical economic and political necessities, and that it was used - with the
help of a legal conception based on the discrimination of piracy - to secure
international legal recognition of the British claim for dominion of the seas.
In this way the question could be used for linking a policy of national interest with a claim of promoting world-wide law and order, with the help of a
universal humanitarian ideology and the application of a skilfully handled
diplomatic and legal set of instruments.
IV. »Quasi-Piracy«: The Naval Forces of Rebels
and Unrecognised States
Along with the African slave trade, the legal qualification of the use of force
by rebel warships and the warships of unrecognised governments as »quasipiracy« had a particular political and legal relevance.
After the establishment, by the Frankfurt National Assembly, of a provisional Reich government in Germany during the 1848 year of revolution,
a small, rather weak German naval force was formed. On 4 June 1849, three
of its vessels were engaged in a small gun-battle with the Danish corvette
Valkyren off the coast of Heligoland. The British government used the occasion to express, through a diplomatically camouflaged demonstrative
action, its opposition to the formation of a unified German government.
Under the pretext that the acts of war in the waters off Heligoland violated
its sovereign rights, it addressed a complaint to the Hanseatic cities that
were the home ports of the German ships. It called the three vessels »warships with flags in black, red and gold«, colours which led it to suppose that
they were German. In reply, the senates of the Hanseatic cities all pointed
out that the vessels were subject exclusively to the authority of the central
Reich government.
On Lord Palmerston's instruction, the British chargé d'affaires in the
Hanseatic cities, Colonel Lloyd Hodges, declared that the ships would be
treated like pirates if no existing government recognised them as acting
under its sovereign rights. 37 Upon hearing of the British complaint, the
Reich's Marine Department immediately urged the Foreign Ministry to
address a formal notice concerning the flag to all those States that had
recognised the new government. Detailed information on the Reich's
legislation concerning its flag was also was communicated to London. The
result, however, was negative. Lord Cowley, who by now was residing as a
semi-official envoy in Frankfurt, concluded his note of reply as follows:
»I am instructed by Viscount Palmerston, that whenever a German Empire
shall have been definitively organised and permanently established, the
British Government will no doubt according to its general rule in regard to
such matters acknowledge the new political body, and of course its maritime
37 Staatsarchiv Hannover, Abteilung Hannover 40, No. 22. Cited by Max Bär, Die deutsche Flotte von 1848-1852, as being in the Akten der Staatsarchive
zu Berlin und
Hannover, 1898, pp. 228-30. See also: E.R. Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte
seit
1789, 1960, Vol. 2, p. 659 ff.
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flag, but that the time for such a step does not seem as yet to have arrived«. 3 8
This unimportant but characteristic incident clearly showed the inherent
tendency of British policy in the nineteenth century to w i d e n the concept of
piracy and apply it, in a variety of circumstances, in a manner which promoted the British practice of maritime dominion.
T h e same approach was f o l l o w e d vis-à-vis a rebel force in 1877, in the
w i d e l y discussed case of the Peruvian ship Huascar. This monitor was used
by Peruvian rebel forces to stop British merchant vessels, seize several tons
of coal and arrest two Peruvian naval officers. It was then attacked by British
naval forces within Peruvian territorial waters. In order to escape, the rebels
w e r e compelled to surrender to a Peruvian government squadron. T h e r e
was no doubt that what had occurred constituted a political enterprise, and
not just a criminal mutiny. T h e c r e w had, among other things, taken the
Peruvian port of Pisagua and assigned n e w administrative and customs officers there. T h e Peruvian government protested against the use of armed
force by British warships within its territorial waters. T h e case caused considerable excitement across South America, as was demonstrated in the
publications of two famous scholars of international law: the Frenchman
Pradier-Fodéré, w h o taught in Lima, and the Argentine professor Calvo.
T h e British Attorney General declared in the House of C o m m o n s that the
Huascar was a pirate. However, he did not dare to draw all the consequences of this statement, but instead restricted himself to a remark that was
m o r e diplomatic than juridical in character:
»In strictness the c r e w of the Huascar w e r e pirates and might have been
treated as such, but it was one thing to say that, according to the strict letter
of the law, people have been guilty of acts of piracy, and another to advise
that they should be tried for their lives and hanged at Newgate«. 3 9
As international l a w only authorised actions against pirates on the high
seas, the action against the Huascar could not be justified on the basis of
that law because it had occurred entirely within Peruvian territorial waters.
Moreover, international l a w continued to adhere to the conception that
political enterprises could not be piracy in the international l a w sense of
that term. As United States Secretary of State Frelinghuysen wrote in an
instruction of 15 D e c e m b e r 1883: »[T]reason is not piracy«. 4 0 British international lawyers could not deny this. W. E. Hall wrote: » T h o u g h the absence
of competent authority is the test of piracy, its essence consists in the pursuit of private, as contrasted with public, ends«. 41 However, Hall added a
noteworthy distinction: organised political bodies which had not yet been
recognised as belligerent powers could not be regarded as pirates, but
others, if not acting under the authority of an organised political body, could
be regarded as pirates even if their aims w e r e expressly political. 42
38 Bär, ibid., p. 230.
39 British State Papers, Peru (1887) No. 1; Parliamentary Debates, House of Commons,
3rd Ser., Vol. CCXXXVI, pp. 787/802; Cobbett, op cit. note 11, Vol. 1, p. 1087.
40 J.B. Moore, Digest of International Law, Vol. 2, p. 1087.
41 Hall, A Treatise on International Law, 1880, p. 258.
42 Ibid.
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This distinction was not accepted in the literature of international law.
Even if the British model in many instances prompted an inappropriate use
of the concept of piracy in State practice, 43 the dominant view was that
insurgent vessels could never be pirates in the sense of international law.
This was also the view when insurgent vessels were guilty of encroachments against the ships of other powers, regardless of the degree of
organisation of the insurgent movement and whether it was recognised as
a belligerent power. In numerous civil wars of the nineteenth century,
governments threatened by rebellion attempted to disqualify the revolutionary parts of their naval forces as »pirates«. However, the appeal to foreign powers to treat such vessels accordingly usually fell on deaf ears.
The most celebrated example of this was the decree issued by United
States President Abraham Lincoln on 19 April 1861, whereby he declared
that the privateers of the Confederate States were pirates and requested that
the maritime powers treat them accordingly. A similar request was made in
a circular note sent by the Spanish government to the other powers on the
occasion of the communist upheaval of 1873. The governments of Britain,
France and the German Reich agreed to restrict themselves to protecting
their national interests and not to interfere in the internal conflict in Spain.
In the case of British interests being impaired, the instructions of the British
government to the commanding officers of its warships contained the
following, significant formulation: »If such vessels commit any acts of piracy
affecting British subjects or interests, they should be treated as pirates«. 44
The legal situation was clearly defined by the Brazilian government in
1877. During the revolt in Cuba the rebels used the steamer Montezuma for
attacks against Spanish merchant ships, after having changed its name to
Cespeder and hoisted the Cuban flag. The Spanish envoy in Rio de Janeiro
requested that the ship be treated as a pirate, should it call at a Brazilian
port. 45 The Brazilian foreign minister replied:
»The Government of her Catholic Majesty is authorised to treat the Montezuma according to the severity of law; nobody will doubt this legal position;
but the Imperial Government, which is far from being involved in the Cuban
question, does not consider herself obligated to such a course of action; in
rejecting such an attitude, she is observing a generally recognized principle
.... Pirates are those, who navigate on the sea on their own account and
without due authorization, in order to seize by force the ships they meet and
to commit robberies against all nations without distinction. This concept
does not cover the case of the Montezuma«.46
43 As it w a s practised by the German government in the case of the gun-ship Crete à
Pierrot which was in the hands of rebels and had captured weapons, owned by the
legal government of Haiti, from the German steamer Markomania.
The boat w a s
sunk by the German destroyer Panther in the Haitian port of Gonaives. The Berlin
government called the Crete à Pierrot a »pirate«. See: (1902) Marinerundschau 1189.
44 G. Schlikker, Die völkerrechtliche Lehre von der Piraterie und den ihr gleichgestellten Verbrechen, 1907, p. 75.
45 F. Pereis, Das internationale öffentliche Seerecht der Gegenwart (2nd edn, 1903) p. 111.
46 The same problems reappeared in the Spanish Civil War of 1936-38. See: infra, p. 595.
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It was clear from this response that States were free to define the concept
of piracy within the sphere of their national legislation according to their
own discretion. However, such definitions were of no relevance to the international legal concept of piracy - all the more so because they went beyond
its general, traditional meaning.

Part Five
International Law and the League of Nations
The International Legal Order of the Inter-War Period
1919-1944
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Figure 50: S i g n a t u r e o l ' l h e Peace lYealy οΓ Versailles ( l í l l í ) ) ; C l e m e n c e a u p r e s i d i n g , beside
h i m ( l e l l ) W i l s o n , ( r i g h t ) L l o y d G e o r g e ; f r o m b e h i n d , o b s e r v i n g the s i g n a t u r e o f Hit* text,
H e r m a n n M ü l l e r , F o r e i g n M i n i s t e r o f the G e r m a n Reich ( p a i n t i n g by Sir W i l l i a m O p e n ) .

Chapter One
The Transition Period of the Anglo-American Condominium

In terms of the periodisation of the development of international law, the
end of the First World W a r is almost unanimously considered by historians
of international l a w as constituting the end of an epoch. It is also generally
accepted that this caesura of 1919 was m o r e profound than those of 1648 or
1815, which had marked previous transformations of the law of nations as it
adapted to the changes in the State system resulting f r o m the sequence of
Spanish, French and British supremacy.
It is generally agreed that, with the end of the First World War, the »classical« system which had existed in Europe f r o m the fifteenth century gave
w a y to a » n e w « l a w of nations which was often referred to, in a specific
sense, as »modern international law«. However, terminological confusion
may result f r o m the ambiguity inherent in the words » n e w « and »modern«.
Historians customarily consider » m o d e r n times« to have begun at the end of
the fifteenth century, and the n e w type of l a w which developed f r o m that
juncture, the »classical« system, is often called the »modern law of nations«.
In order to avoid confusion, this author prefers to use the term »post-classical« to denote the type of international law which began to evolve in 1919.1
Together with the classical system it forms part of modern - as opposed to
medieval - international law.
In the w a k e of the Second World War and as a consequence of a n e w
balance of forces and deep structural changes in the State system, this postclassical international l a w was once again significantly modified after 1945.
Nevertheless, this second stage both continued and developed further the
traits of the first post-classical period. In comparison with the classical law
of preceding centuries, these two latter stages are best categorised as
together constituting a single and coherent post-classical system.
T h e most important political result of the First W o r l d War w a s the breaking of Britain's overriding position of w o r l d dominance, with its global
c o m m a n d of the sea and w o r l d w i d e colonial empire, and the division of
this position of dominance into a joint Anglo-American w o r l d hegemony.
T h e antagonism b e t w e e n Britain and the United States, in so far as it still
existed in the nineteenth century, ended w h e n the United States entered
the w a r in 1917. Britain was w e a k e n e d by the conflict, w h i l e the United
States gained an e c o n o m i c lead thanks to its policy of neutrality between
1914 and 1917. Most importantly, it w o u l d not have been possible to defeat
the Central Powers without the active intervention of the United States and
the military contribution of the overseas dominions. All of these factors
1 Grewe, »Was ist >klassisches<, was ist >modernes< Völkerrecht?« in Idee und Realität
des Rechts in der Entwicklung internationaler Beziehungen, Festschrift W. Preiser
(1983) 119.
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contributed to a far-reaching extension of the political equality between
Britain and the United States. The full »decolonisation« of the overseas
world was set in motion and the British Empire was transformed into a
more loosely organised Commonwealth of Nations, which itself proved to
be a transition stage of short duration and a first step towards full dissolution.
Although United States policy under the Republican administrations of
Presidents Warren Harding and Calvin Coolidge once again allowed itself a
period of isolationism, the weight of the United States as a maritime world
power could no longer be ignored. This new distribution of power found its
symbolic expression at the Naval Conference of Washington in 1922. The
Treaty on the Limitation of Naval Armaments replaced the famous »two
power standard«, under which the British fleet was to be maintained at at
least the same strength as the next two naval forces combined. A new, proportional distribution of naval strength was established whereby the total
capital ship replacement tonnage of the five leading naval powers - Britain,
the United States, Japan, France and Italy - was, in terms of battleships, to
accord with the ratio of 5:5:5·Λ/2·Λ/2.
The new hierarchy, which was led by
British-American parity, with Japan in the second position and France and
Italy in the third, became strikingly evident through these figures. Germany,
cut out of the ranks of the world powers, did not need to be mentioned. The
same was true of the Soviet Union, which had yet to emerge as a maritime
power.
On the European continent this picture was sometimes obscured by the
dominant role of French diplomacy in the League of Nations and regional
alliance politics. However, in reality this was no more than a regional subsystem in a global order of Anglo-American hegemony. In retrospect it
became clear that France, after 1919, no longer belonged to the ranks of the
leading world powers. After the refusal of the United States Senate to ratify
the League of Nations Covenant in 1920, the League, which had been initiated and conceived by President Woodrow Wilson as a universal peacekeeping system, remained only one part of the larger Anglo-American order
which dominated the international legal system during the period between
1919 and 1939.
The transitional character of this period became fully evident after the
outbreak of the Second World War. The same is true of the basic trends
which were to deepen and widen in the aftermath of the war: the further
decline of the old European powers, American supremacy and the rise of
Soviet power, and the decolonisation and emancipation of the developing
world.
The Anglo-American diarchy was based on two assumptions. First, that
the United States would retreat into its traditional isolationism after 1919
and not use its new power position to develop a practice of expansive imperialism which would threaten the advantages and acquisitions of the
British position. In the first phase of the inter-war period this first assumption was upheld. Wilson's failure at the Paris Peace Conference to create a
world order according to American peace ideals brought about a longstanding change in the mood of the American people, which firmly establis-
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hed isolationism in United States domestic politics. The deep-rooted aversion to lowering the American standard of living through costly armament
programmes was thereby strengthened and the course of American foreign
policy fixed. In order to spend the least possible amount of money the
United States would seek to maintain the parity of naval forces, as obtained
at the Washington Conference, through a general limitation on naval armaments. This tendency dominated the great naval conferences of Washington
(1929) and London (1930 and 1936).2
At the same time the domestic motives for a restrained American foreign
policy combined with a second assumption: that American isolationism had
always been premised on an international system in which British naval
power predominated over all other military power and that, as Walter
Lippman wrote in 1937, it continued to be in the vital interests of the United
States to maintain and strengthen this situation after the First World War. In
Lippman's view, the classical United States policy of preserving the freedom
of the seas and protecting neutral rights in times of war sought to obtain
maximum freedom for trade in a world in which Britain controlled the
seas. 3 If Britain were no longer strong enough to maintain its position, the
United States policy of neutrality and isolationism would be deprived of its
underlying premise. This was the conclusion that was drawn from the critical situation that existed in the world during the last phase of the inter-war
period and, as it happened, the decline in the British position during the last
years before the Second World War caused a fundamental change in United
States foreign policy.
With the Manchurian »incident« of 1931 the first phase of the AngloAmerican period of predominance approached its end. The withdrawal of
Japan and Germany from the League of Nations in 1933 heralded a new
global political dynamic which could not be brought under control through
the mechanism of the League. In just a few years a swift series of successive crises completely transformed the global situation. The Soviet Union
joined the League of Nations in 1934, thus abandoning its position of isolationism. Germany began its rearmament with the introduction of general
conscription in 1935. With the reoccupation of the Rhineland in 1936 it reestablished a defensive capability on its western front that at the same time
allowed it to act on its eastern front to regain the former frontiers of the
Reich through force and to steer from there towards new, more expansive
goals.
The Italian War for the conquest of Ethiopia (1935-36) revealed the true
weakness of the League system. Japan refused to allow the renewal of the
naval armaments conventions and thereby brought the international understanding in this field to an end. During the Spanish Civil War of 1936-39 the
future adversaries of the Second World War for the first time engaged with
each other on a European battlefield, albeit in a covert manner. The military strength of the Axis powers became fully evident. In 1937 the war broke
2 K. Hoffmann, Flottenabrüstung, Kriegsächtung und Revision (Berlin, 1952).
3 Lippman's editorial in the July 1937 issue of Foreign Affairs attracted a great deal
of attention.
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out in East Asia and it soon became obvious that Britain alone could no long e r master the situation. Although the United States could not ignore this
fact, it still could not Find the resolve to abandon the restraint it had shown
until then. This was the situation at the time of the Brussels Conference in
D e c e m b e r 1937. With the annexation of Austria (the Anschluss) on 15 March
1938, Adolf Hitler's political position was further strengthened. He then provoked the crisis over the Sudetenland in the autumn of 1939, which led,
through the Munich A g r e e m e n t of 29 September 1938, to a severe diplomatic defeat for Britain and France. 4
T h e United States definitively changed its stance as a result of the Munich
A g r e e m e n t and Britain's failure to resist the German invasion of Prague in
March 1939 and the disintegration of Czechoslovakia. President Franklin D.
Roosevelt had been preparing the ground for such a change in position
since his famous »Quarantine« speech in Chicago in 1937. T h e confidence
of the United States in the stability of the British w o r l d order was shaken.
Although the purpose of the United States Neutrality L a w of 1 May 1937 had
still been to support this w o r l d order, 5 another conception n o w began to
take hold: that the United States had to take upon itself the role of arbiter of
a n e w w o r l d order. A comprehensive armaments p r o g r a m m e was set in
motion which culminated in the creation of a » T w o Ocean N a v y « - a naval
force capable of ruling both the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans without
being dependent on the Panama Canal. It was proclaimed that the special
mission of the United States was to defend the entire Western Hemisphere
in the name of the M o n r o e Doctrine. T h e endeavour to integrate the Central
and the South American continent into this n e w p r o g r a m m e was set into
motion at the Pan-American Conference held in Lima in D e c e m b e r 1938.6
T h e domestic opposition of the isolationists could not resist this turn of
American policy, inspired as it was by the w o r l d events of this period.

4 See, e.g.: G.M. Gathorne-Hardy, A Short History of International Affairs (1934/44);
Winston Churchill, The Second World War, I: The Gathering Storm (1948); Gilbert &
Gott, TheAppeasers (London, 1963); K.D. Bracher, »Die Krise Europas, 1917-1975,« in
Propyläen Geschichte Europas (Berlin, 1979) Vol. 6; J.B. Duroselle, Histoire diplomatique de 1919 à nos jours (8th edn) (Paris, 1981); A. Hillgruber, »Die weltpolitische
Lage 1936-1939: Deutschland,« in Deutsche Grossmacht- und Weltpolitik im 19. und
20. Jahrhundert (Düsseldorf, 1979); K. Hildebrand, Deutsche Aussenpolitik 19Ì3-1945
(2nd edn) (Stuttgart, 1973).
5 This was Lippman's (cf. supra, note 3) interpretation of the Neutrality Law. Its accuracy was confirmed by the fact that the Law was not applied in the Sino-Japanese conflict. The Cash and Carry Clause (section 2), which was intended to favour the financially and militarily strongest sea-power in the European conflict, would, in the Asian
situation, have favoured Japan. See: Grewe, »Zwischen Neutralität und Kollektivsicherheit,« p. 627 fr.
6 Grewe, »Sinnwandel der amerikanischen Neutralitätspolitik,« p. 29 ff.
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It was in these circumstances that the foundations of the Anglo-American
condominium w e r e shattered. At the very m o m e n t w h e n Britain no longer
had the p o w e r to maintain its own w o r l d order, but instead b e c a m e dependent on the support of the United States, the latter no longer saw any convincing reason to maintain its position of restraint. Britain became definitively dependent on its f o r m e r colony with the Declaration of War against
Germany of 3 September 1939. Parity began to yield to American leadership.
T h e Second World War raised the question, w h e t h e r the w o r l d would enter
an »American century«, and in what f o r m and with what strength the great
Eurasian p o w e r of the Soviet Union would e m e r g e out of this terrible
struggle to the death. 7

7 For an abbreviated version of Part V, see the author's contribution to Vol. 7 of the
Encyclopedia of Public International Law (1984), pp. 252-62.
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Chapter Two
The Foundations of the International Legal Community:
A Global Community Dominated by the West

I. The Post-Classical System of International Law
The intellectual substance of the international legal community changed
during the two decades of the inter-war period, above all as a result of the
fading away of the civilisation ideology and the indiscriminate extension of
the international legal order to all States, regardless of their race, culture or
geographic location.
The political structure of this world of States linked by international law
was marked by a new centre of gravity. Indeed, there was no longer a single
centre. Instead, London and Washington constituted the two centres of a
new diarchical global State system in which Europe's influence was still
perceptible but progressively shrinking.
A new international law which was global in scope developed as a result of
these two factors. This »post-classical« international law differed from the
»classical« system of preceding centuries in several fundamental respects.
The classical system was based entirely on the idea of the sovereign State as
the sole subject of international law. In contrast, the post-classical system was
affected by the changes which occurred during this period in the structure of
the modern State. Factual necessities resulted in limitations on national sovereignty from which no nation could escape. There was an increasing inclination to equip human beings with a stronger position in international law:
guarantees for the protection of minorities had to be accepted and human
rights had to be taken more seriously than in previous eras. In contrast to the
unorganised multitude of legally equal but factually unequal sovereign States
which had previously constituted the international legal community, the
League of Nations was the first attempt in history to organise the international
legal community and create a universal instrument for regulating the peaceful intercourse of States and preventing and settling armed conflict. Lastly and this difference from the classical law of nations would be regarded as
particularly decisive by world opinion - the abandonment of the sovereign
right of war through the procedural provisions of the League of Nations
Covenant would bring about a certain restriction and constriction of war and,
through the 1928 Kellogg-Briand Pact, its moral and legal outlawry as well.

II. Mankind as a World-Wide Legal Community
The nineteenth century idea of a society of civilised nations had already been
shaken at the end of the British Age and did not survive the First World War as
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a basis and framework of international law. It is true that the ritual evocation
of the community of civilised nations and the civilising mission of the colonial
powers did play a certain role in the international legal documents of the postwar period. This was assured above all by Britain's ongoing participation in the
direction of global affairs, which guaranteed a degree of continuity and a
smooth transition from the preceding order. However, the comprehensive
legal importance of the concept of civilisation had almost vanished.
For example, the traditional mission of the colonial powers was evoked in
Article 22 of the League of Nations Covenant, which organised the former
German colonies as well as parts of the ancient Ottoman Empire, according
to their stage of civilisation, as A, Β and C mandates. 1 In order to justify the
disguised colonialism of the mandate system, Article 22 spoke of »peoples
not yet able to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the
modern world« and called it »a sacred trust of civilisation« to promote the
»well-being and development of such peoples«. However, as the rationale
for the responsibility of the »advanced nations« it referred to »their resources, their experience or their geographical position«, which provided
them with the capability to »best undertake this responsibility«. All of these
criteria deviated considerably from the traditional ideology of colonial
imperialism with its sharp distinctions between »civilised« nations, »barbarous« and »semi-barbarous« communities, and »savages«, which reserved
full legal personality to the first group only. Some of the peoples placed
under mandate were »provisionally recognised« in their »existence as independent nations«. They were thus offered the prospect of full recognition of
their independence under international law.
Accordingly, Iraq was released from its mandate in 1932 and negotiations
on the emancipation of Syria and Lebanon were initiated. In the case of Iraq
the visible relationship of dependence was replaced by a more or less invisible one: a relationship that was veiled by the Anglo-Iraqi Alliance Treaty
of 30 June 1930 through the preambulatory formula of »complete freedom,
equality and independence«. This corresponded fully with the treaties
which the United States had developed since the turn of the century in order
to stabilise its factual dominion over Central America and the Caribbean. 2
With the abolition of the »capitulations«, the category of so-called »semicivilised nations« also disappeared. The 1919 Treaty of Versailles compelled
Germany to renounce its capitulation treaties with Egypt, Morocco, Siam
and China. The solidarity of the »civilised« vis-à-vis the »semi-civilised« was
thus surrendered. The capitulations were degraded to a privilege which was
no longer rooted in the structure of the international legal order, but rather
only in an inherited position of possession. It was therefore logical that they
were gradually dismantled everywhere. By 1939 capitulations continued to
1 G.F. von Martens, Nouveau Recueil Général de Traités (H. Triepel (ed.)), 3rd series,
vol. 11, p. 531; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 819.
2 Cari Schmitt, Völkerrechtliche Formen des modernen Imperialismus, 1933, reprinted
in Positionen und Begriffe, 1940, 162.
3 H. Sasse, »Konsulargerichtsbarkeit,« in Wörtenbuch des Völkerrechts, 1960, Vol. 2,
278; A. Thönnes, »Das Ende der ungleichen Verträge in China,« (1953/54) 4 Archiv
des Völkerrechts 166.
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exist in China only.3 There they were abolished during the period between
1943 and 1947: by Britain and the United States in 1943 as a result of the
Japanese occupation and common struggle on the side of Chiang Kai-shek,
and subsequently by all other beneficiaries of the treaty rights.
No new substantive criteria for admission and membership in the family
of nations were established during this period. The international legal community was now understood as a universal community derived from nature
and encompassing all of mankind. 4 For example, President Wilson's famous
»Fourteen Points« of 8 January 1918 contained no reference or allusion to a
particular circle of civilised nations. Instead, Wilson appealed for the creation of a »general association of nations« to be formed under specific
covenants »for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees of political independence and territorial integrity to great and small states alike«. In the
opening and closing sentences of his speech he referred to the »peace-loving nations of the world«. 5
The Covenant of the League of Nations also spoke only of the will of its
members to »promote international co-operation and to achieve international peace and security« by, among other things, »the maintenance of justice and a scrupulous respect for all treaty obligations in the dealings of
organised peoples with one another«. According to Article 1, any »fully selfgoverning State, Dominion or Colony« could become a member if two-thirds
of the Assembly agreed to its admission, provided that it had given »effective
guarantees of its sincere intention to observe its international obligations«
and accepted such regulations as prescribed by the League »in regard to its
military, naval and air forces and armaments«. Any kind of substantial
homogeneity within the League was thereby excluded. 6 The one common
aim which formed its real foundation, the identity of interests that the victorious powers had in the maintenance of the new status quo, could not be
expressed openly within the text of the Covenant.
The preamble of the Kellogg-Briand Pact linked old and new wordings
together. On the one hand it stated that the contracting parties were »deeply sensible of their solemn duty to promote the welfare of mankind« and
»hopeful that, encouraged by their example, all the other nations of the
world will join in this humane endeavour«. In the same paragraph the parties appealed to the »civilised nations of the world« to join in a »common
renunciation of war as an instrument of their national policy«.7
The Inter-American Conventions for the Consolidation of Peace likewise
used both forms of wording in parallel. In its preamble the Saavedra-Lamas
Pact of 10 October 1933 stated that the contracting parties adhered to »the
effort that all civilised nations have made to further the spirit of universal har4 A. Truyol y Serra, Die Entstehung der Weltstaatengesellschaft unserer Zeit, 1963 68.
5 U.S. Foreign Relations 1918, Supp. 1, p. 12; Woodrow Wilson, War and. Peace, 1927,
Vol. 1, p. 159 ff.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 670.
6 The British attempt in 1923 to make the abolition of slavery a condition for Ethiopia's admission to the League was an episode of no lasting importance.
7 Martens, op cit. note 1, p. 4; League of Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 94, p. 58; British
and Foreign State Papers, Vol. 127, p. 477; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 959.
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mony«. 8 On the other hand, a protocol adopted at the Buenos Aires Conference
of 23 December 1936 confirmed the desire of the parties »to assure the benefits of peace in their mutual relations with all the nations of the earth«. 9
Together with the formula »all the nations of the earth«, which was used
by most treaties in order to express the now-dominant idea of a universal
international legal community of mankind, the terms »society of nations«,
»international community«, »société oecuménique du droit des gens« and
»société internationale globale« w e r e employed in the literature. 10 In this
way, the general, all-embracing »societas humana« which had f o r m e d the
centrepiece of the system of the great rationalist legal philosophers of the
eighteenth century, as w e l l as the »société des nations« of Vattel and the
legal thinkers of the French Revolution - conceptions which had always
been confined to theoretical speculation and never accepted by the practical
law of nations of Europe 11 - n o w entered positive treaty law. 12
Heterogeneous intellectual and ideological motives m e r g e d in this n e w
universalist conception. Those international lawyers whose philosophy was
rooted in positivism rejected the link between international l a w and the idea
of civilisation because it would introduce an extra-juridical element into
that law. Relying on Heinrich Triepel's sharp separation of international and
national l a w they considered the internal constitutional and social order of
States to be irrelevant to international law. 13 On the other hand, the victors
of 1919 w e r e inclined to have recourse to the natural law-inspired ideas of
the French and American Revolutions in favouring the concept of an international legal community which encompassed all mankind and was based
on the equality of all States and nations. 14
β »[l]os esfuerzos realizados por todas las naciones civilizadas para fomentar el
espíritu de armonía universal« - V. Bruns, Politische Verträge, Vol. 3(1), 1942, p. 27;
League of Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 163, p. 405; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 975.
9 »Deseosos de asegurar los beneficios de la paz en sus relacionnes mutuas y con todos los
pueblos de la tierra« - Bruns, ibid., p. 527; League of Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 188, p. 32.
10 The Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Nations, which was adopted by the
American Institute of International Law in 1917 and quoted by James Brown Scott, »The
American Conception of International Law,« (1939) 33 Proceedings of the American Society
of International Law 8, reads: »Every nation is in law and before the law the equal of every
other nation belonging to the society of nations, and all nations have the right, to claim
and, according to the Declaration of Independence of the United States, to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of
Nature's God entitle them«. See also: Hersch Lauterpacht, The Function of Law in the International Community (1933); Georges Scelle, Précis de droit des gens (1932) Vol. 1, p. 149.
11 See: supra, pp. 445 ff.
12 D. Schindler, »Völkerrecht und Zivilisation,« (1956) 13 Schweizer Jahrbuch für
Internationales Recht 79 at 88; B.V.A. Röling, International Law in an Expanded World
(1960) 33; Georg Schwarzenberger, The Frontiers of International Law (1962) 57.
13 See, e.g.: A. Cavaglieri, »La conception positive de la Société internationale,«
(1911) 18 Revue général de droit international public 259 at 270, 272, 280.
14 In the 1920s several authors (e.g. Redslob, Mirkine-Guetzévitch, etc. - see supra,
p. 422 IT.) looked at the spokesmen and philosophers of the French Revolution as the
precursors of new trends in international law. It is well-known that Woodrow Wilson
was closely attached to the ideals of the French as well as the American Revolution.
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In addition, a process of sober self-criticism was slowly setting in, calling
into question the superiority of Western industrial States over all others which w e r e later referred to as constituting the »third world«. This in turn
challenged the acceptability of the idea of civilisation as a legitimating basis
for the establishment, maintenance or extension of colonial rule. It carried
great weight in this context, and strengthened the request for emancipation
f r o m colonial tutelage, that non-white soldiers had contributed to the victory of the Western Allies.
T h e question took on a n e w dimension with the rise of totalitarian dictatorships in the Soviet Union, Italy and Germany. Should nations which had
for centuries been important m e m b e r s of the international legal community n o w be excluded because their domestic political r e g i m e s no longer
corresponded to the criteria of Western civilisation? 15 Nobody wanted to
draw this conclusion because it w o u l d have led to untenable consequences.
T h e m o r e these dictatorships deviated f r o m the standard of civilisation, the
m o r e it was important to avoid breaking diplomatic links with them and to
conserve the ties which bound them to the rules of international law.
All of these factors thus contributed to dissolving the link between international law and the idea of civilisation - without, however, contributing to
a situation in which a new, generally binding and recognised order of values
could provide a n e w basis. Lacking such a n e w order, international l a w was
bound to decline into a normative system devoid of ethical standards, and in
respect of which it became increasingly difficult to reach a consensus on its
application and interpretation.

III. The League of Nations and the Kellogg-Briand Pact
as Instruments of the Anglo-American Condominium
T h e world-wide balance of p o w e r system that evolved during the nineteenth
century as an achievement, essentially, of British diplomacy, underwent some
significant structural changes after the First World War. Although numerous
extra-European and overseas powers had already figured as politically fully
capable entities within the nineteenth century system, that system's centre of
gravity was clearly situated in Europe. Moreover, its political leadership had
remained in the hands of a Great Power which, despite its maritime and colonial orientation, continued to be European. This picture n o w changed. T h e
n e w system, elliptically grouped around the two centres of London and
Washington, signified a n e w phase in the gradual rise of the overseas world.
At the same time that the n e w Great Power formation of Germany indicated
the existence of a counter-system directed against the Anglo-American world
order, it turned out that this counter-system, too, had a similar structure. It
centred around two focal points: Berlin-Rome and Tokyo.
15 Schindler, op cit. note 12, p. 90; Georg Schwarzenberger, »The Rule of Law and the
Disintegration of the International Society,« (1939) 33 American Journal of International Law 66; Hersch Lauterpacht (ed.), Oppenheim's International Law (8th edn,
1955), p. 50; idem,., Recognition in International Law (1947), p. 31.
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T h e Anglo-American system of w o r l d domination was organised as a dual
system - part British, part American - for the maintenance of w o r l d peace
and the preservation of the status quo. This dual system was established at
Versailles and Washington, it being clear in this context that the 1922
Washington Treaty on the Limitation of Naval Armaments and the NineP o w e r Treaty on the »open door« in China must be regarded as coherent
parts of the w o r l d - w i d e arrangement of the Great Powers.
Despite the considerable role played by the United States in conceiving
and founding the L e a g u e of Nations, 16 that Geneva-based organisation
became primarily an instrument of British policy. 17 It was no accident that
the only serious test of the League's system of sanctions (Article 16 of the
Covenant), which was provided by Italian aggression in Ethiopia in 1935,
involved a situation in which British interests w e r e m o r e at stake than those
of any other m e m b e r of the League. Within this system of British control and
competence, France was delegated the control of continental Europe. T h e
British-French naval compromise of 1928 was significant in this respect, in
that France exchanged concessions in the field of naval armaments for
British concessions in favour of increases in France's military strength on
the continent. 18
In conformity with the traditions and interests of British policy, the L e a g u e
was not a closed regional system. With the active participation of Latin
American nations it even entered into the sphere of United States p o w e r
interests. As had occurred one century before, British policy at this point
collided with the United States' aspirations to establish a w o r l d system
organised into continents or hemispheres. However, the d e g r e e of imporl e The draft text of the definitive version of the Covenant came from the British experts
Sir Robert Cecil and Lord Phillimore. The latter headed a working committee which
was strongly influenced by the ideas of Sir Robert Cecil. In March 1918 he dispatched
his report to President Wilson and to the South African Prime Minister Jan Smuts.
Wilson passed it for examination and revision to his close confidant Colonel House,
who composed a new draft in July 1918. For his part Wilson, influenced by a futher draft
from Smuts, again revised it and took this modified text in December 1918 to Europe,
where he submitted it in early January 1919 to the British and the American experts. A
further, third draft composed by the President was so strongly contrary to the official
British drafts that J. Cecil Hurst (for Britian) and David Hunter Miller (for the United
States) where charged with producing another revision. The »Hurst-Miller Draft« then
formed the basis for the final negotiations, and with some further modifications became the definitive version of the Covenant. See: F. Bleiber, »Der Völkerbund. Die
Entstehung der Völkerbundsatzung,« in Handbuch des Völkerrechts, 1939, Vol. 4.
17 See, e.g.: O. Göppert, »Der Völkerbund. Organisation und Tätigkeit,« Handbuch
des Völkerrechts (1938) Vol. 4 (and citations pp. 20-3); F.P. Walters, A History of the
League of Nations (1952); D.P. Myers, Handbook of the League of Nations (1935);
A.E. Zimmern, The League of Nations and the Rule of Law (1936); W. Schiicking &
H. Wehberg, Die Satzung des Völkerbundes (3rd edn., 1931).
18 It is true that, from 1924, France's colonial policy became more animated and, as a
result, its maritime ambitions increased markedly. However, France never aimed at
more than a European Two-Power-Standard: that the French navy had to be stronger
than the German and Italian navies combined. This demand was not met at the London
Conference of 1930, which was why France did not accede to the treaty of that year.
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tance that the United States attached to this policy had also changed considerably. Although United States Presidents T h o m a s Jefferson and James
M o n r o e had tried to keep their hemispheric policies within the confines of
a larger »isolationist« conception, the policies of W o o d r o w Wilson, Herbert
Clark H o o v e r and Franklin D. Roosevelt extended beyond this limit.
T h e Pan-American Union, which was the instrument of this n e w continental policy, was only one element in the overall structure of the system
which the United States created as a counterpart to the League. This organisation was understood as extending the M o n r o e Doctrine through
»multilateralism«, thus ensuring its application on the American continent.
However, beyond it there was also the system for the international regulation of w a r debts and reparations, in which the United States played an
important role, as w e l l as the peace-regulating system of the Kellogg-Briand
Pact, which offered m o r e in that direction than did the League. United
States presidents, supported by these two instruments, sought to play the
role of a w o r l d arbitrator. T h e one-year moratorium on inter-governmental
debt payments instituted in June 1931 by President H o o v e r temporarily conferred the halo of such a position upon him. President Roosevelt pursued
similar goals in the field of political decisions during the great European
political crises of 1938 and 1939.
T h e interaction of Kellogg-Briand Pact and L e a g u e Covenant was illustrated by two significant reservations. 1 9 W h i l e the United States succeeded in
having the M o n r o e Doctrine inserted into Article 21 of the Covenant, the
British Government in 1928, before signing the Pact, reserved the right »in
certain regions of the w o r l d « to protect the »special vital interests of the
Empire«. This reservation was often called the »British Monroe-Doctrine«. 2 0
Both reservations (the first one deprived of its practical importance by the
United States' failure to join the L e a g u e ) indicated the political implications
of the two systems and their linkage with the dual Anglo-American w o r l d
order. It was proven definitively that the United States was the stronger of
the two States in 1939 w h e n Britain, after the collapse of the L e a g u e system,
found itself having to justify its declaration of w a r on 3 September 1939
19 The well-intentioned memorandum of the German government from February
1930 (Bruns, op cit. note 8, vol. 2, p. 20 ff.) on the adaptation of the Covenant to the
Kellogg-Briand Pact was academic in character and did not grasp the political background of the dispute within the League. Efforts to modify the Covenant, in particular to extend sanctions under Article 16 to all events of wars outlawed by Pact, dragged on for years without results. See: Göppert, op cit. note 17, p. 478 ff.
20 The reservation was formulated in Foreign Secretary Sir Austen Chamberlain's
note to the United States ambassador in London on 19 May 1928: »There are certain
regions of the world the welfare and integrity of which constitute a special and vital
interest for our peace and safety. His Majesty's Government have been at pains to
make it clear in the past that interference with these regions cannot be suffered.
Their protection against attack is to the British Empire a measure of self-defence. It
must be clearly understood that His Majesty's Government in Great Britain accept the
new treaty upon the distinct understanding that it does not prejudice their freedom of
action in this respect«. - Cmd. 3109, p. 25; Cmd. 3153, p. 10; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2),
p. 962; Materialien zum Kriegsächtungspakt, 1928, p. 49, 94, 95.
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according to the principles of the Kellogg-Briand Pact. 21 In a way, this w a s
the first step in Britain's intellectual submission to American leadership.
An inevitable consequence of the Anglo-American condominium was the
gradual removal of a special system of colonial international law. This process began with the transformation of colonies and colonial protectorates
into mandates. T h e tendency towards self-dissolution was inherent in the
concept of mandates. T h e system of spheres of influence and interests,
which had been developed by Britain during the nineteenth century, collapsed. It was due to United States opposition to these methods of colonialism
that the British foreign secretary Lord Balfour expressly condemned them
at the Washington Conference of 1922. Accordingly, Article 4 of the Nine
P o w e r Treaty expressly prohibited the creation of any such spheres of influence in China. 22 T h e spheres of influence w e r e replaced by an »open door«
r e g i m e - a system which had always been particularly favoured by the
United States.
H o w e v e r , the elimination of spheres of influence also implied a change in
the substance of the open door regime. Previously, the partners had undertaken to treat all nations (except the Chinese!) equally within their spheres
of influence. Now, Article 3 of the Nine P o w e r Treaty reduced their obligations, in that they w e r e only required to abstain f r o m providing themselves
with such treaty, monopoly and p r e f e r e n c e rights as could impair the practical application of the principle of equal opportunity. In this way, a relatively loose f o r m of colonial penetration was loosened even further.

21 British Note to the League of Nations of 9 September 1939 - (1939) Société des
Nations, Journal Officiel 387; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 1259.
22 (1922) League of Nations Treaties Series 278; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 1082;
Bruns, op cit. note 8, Vol. 1, p. 102.

Chapter Three
The Subjects of International Law:
The Modern State in the Age of Mass Democracy

I. The State as a Self-Organised Society
It is difficult to develop a clear picture of the constitutional development of
States during the two inter-war decades from 1919 to 1939. This difficulty
results from the fact that this was a period of strong revolutionary upheavals
- the »Twenty Years' Crisis«, a distinguished English historian called it1 which were still in full flow at the outbreak of war. The Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, the Fascist Revolution in Italy, and the National Socialist
Revolution in Germany w e r e the most significant points in this process.
During the last years of this period the Spanish Civil War revealed the dynamic force that was at work here, and which was by no means exhausted.
The traditional antagonisms reappeared in so far as this dynamic force
first captured the continental centres of ancient absolutism and constitutionalism, while the traditional centres of parliamentarianism located at the
periphery of, or outside Europe, turned into bulwarks of democracy against
this wave of change. When one takes into account the internal structural
changes that these latter countries also experienced - changes which w e r e
promoted in part by their defence mobilisation efforts - and considers, further, that the global balance of power rested in their hands, it may be appropriate to refer to this age, in a general sense, as an age of mass democracy.
This was an aspect of the constitutional structure of States which during this
period had a strong effect upon the development of international law.
Although an understanding of this constitutional development is indispensable to a deeper understanding of the development of international law
during this period, only a rough sketch can be attempted here.
l . T h e dualism of State and society that was characteristic of nineteenth century constitutions disappeared almost everywhere after the First World War.
The holders of independent monarchical State authority, having provided a
strong and independent constitutional counterpart to bourgeois society,
w e r e now compelled to surrender that authority, either through open abdication, or through a quiet loss of power. The State changed to become the
organising principle of society 2 or - to use the language of the time - the
»people«. T h e bourgeois society of notables who, distinguished through fortune and education, had been the classical pillars and sociological pre-

1 E.H. Carr, The Twenty Years' Crisis (1939).
2 See: Carl Schmitt, Der Hüter der Verfassung (1931).
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requisites of parliamentarianism, 3 perished. The demographic explosion and
rapid industrial expansion resulted in ways of life which had taken centuries
to evolve being inundated by a mass urban population, accumulated in large
cities, which after the First World War came to be perceived in the general
consciousness as the fundamental constitutional problem of the age. 4 To the
masses, defined primarily by their social poverty, the institutions of the bourgeois rule-of-law State seemed meaningless. They expected more from the
State and its administration than a guarantee of law, security and property:
namely, an effective management which assured the orderly coexistence of
a mass population crammed into a small area, and which provided sufficient
supplies of the most vital of goods to that population. The rule-of-law State
transformed itself into a provider of benefits, 5 as a welfare, industrial and
labour State with comprehensive administrative duties and a correspondingly extended power to limit the sphere of individual liberties. 6
2. After 1919 the myth of nationalism had not yet expired. The disintegration of the Austro-Hungarian empire and the collapse of the Tsarist Empire
led to the formation of a multitude of smaller nation-States in Central and
South-Eastern Europe. All of these nation-States were vehemently nationalistic. Conflicts over the rights and protection of national minorities played
a more important role than ever, while nationalist ideologies culminated in
German national socialism and Italian fascism.
Nevertheless, it was the social question which increasingly dominated the
foreground. The idea of nationalism was, as it were, smelted in the burning
heat of this issue. Transformed and set free from the bourgeois profile to
which it had originally been attached, it reappeared, this time closely linked
with socialism. Internationalism remained an empty proclamation of communist programmes. For Joseph Stalin, unlike his predecessor Vladimir Ilyich
Lenin, »socialism in one country« became the imperative goal. The working
class movements in Western Europe gave birth to an enormous nationalism
which often exceeded the bourgeois nationalism of the nineteenth century.
However, in the course of this process of transformation the nation-State
came to be no longer regarded as the only conceivable and desirable realisation of the national idea. Images of comprehensive, supra-national unions
were conceived, born out of the economic, technical and political conditions
of a world which was becoming more closely knit as the result of developments in communication, transportation and the means of waging war.
In the majority of cases this process was accelerated by one nation being
dominant within a certain region, a factor which appeared in a variety of different forms: the idea of a League of Nations; the French idea of a »panEuropean« organisation; the German idea of a European »Grossraum«; the
United States idea of a »Western hemisphere« - a »Pan-American Union«
directed by it; and the Japanese idea of an »East Asian Welfare Sphere«.
However, in so far as such ideas entered political reality, they did not achieve
3 H. Marr, Grossstadtgeist und politische Lebensform (1927), reprinted in Marr, Die
Massenwelt im Kampf um ihre Form (1937).
4 J. Ortega y Gasset, Aufstand der Massen (1931).
5 E. Forsthoff, Die Verwaltung als Leistungsträger (1938).
6 Carr, op cit. note 1; idem., Conditions of Peace (1941).
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any lasting success. For the most part they failed during the Second World War.
Although they then experienced a rebirth of sorts - such as, for example, the
concept of a United Europe - a new, opposing trend also developed: a disintegration into innumerable small, often even mini-States. This disintegration
became a characteristic aspect of the second half of the twentieth century.
3. A far-reaching process of transformation took place within the economic constitution of States. T h e capitalist system of the f r e e international
market economy had never fully recovered f r o m the heavy blow inflicted on
it by the First W o r l d War. W h i l e the international interweaving of capital
reached a high point, the f r e e w o r l d market nevertheless did not work. In
their irresistible way, exchange control and State direction of the economy
increased almost e v e r y w h e r e , even if at different speeds. T h e separation of
State and economy which had been characteristic of the nineteenth century,
n o w b e c a m e outmoded.
T h e invasion of politics by economic powers seeking economic advantage
through political means, was e v e r y w h e r e a fait accompli. H o w e v e r , this
invasion necessarily resulted in the contrary trend of increasing State influence upon the economy. T h e sharpening of class differences and class warfare and the intervention of the organised economic powers of capital and
labour in the field of politics forced the State to abandon its position of
restraint and to intervene, with its regulative authority, in inextricably intermingled economic and social conflicts.
Frequently the last stage of such a development w a s the establishment of
State-directed administrative bodies for economic and labour affairs. T h e s e
w e r e organised in syndicalist or corporate economic systems like those of
Hitler's Germany, Mussolini's Italy and Franco's Spain. This development
had already been anticipated in the Soviet system. Even Roosevelt's » N e w
Deal« contained some elements of such a system. It seemed that a crisis of
f r e e enterprise initiatives had arisen in which the risk-taking entrepreneurial personality was itself dying out. At the command levels of the economy
a n e w kind of person e m e r g e d : the »manager«. Economic p o w e r increasingly passed f r o m the hands of capitalists to those of managers 7 and this, in
turn, gave rise to a n e w structure and hierarchy of economic society.
4. It should be noted that in respect of the military constitution of this period,
the idea of general conscription was left largely unquestioned, even if the
idea of an elite professional army gained ground in some circles of military
experts. H o w e v e r , the content of the idea had changed, becoming much
m o r e intense. This change was most clearly visible in the matter of course
manner in which the idea of conscription was transformed into the most
extreme consequence of partisan and guerilla w a r f a r e involving the entire
population. Similar revolutionary forces took the form of paramilitary
volunteer corps, federations of f o r m e r soldiers, political militia and party
troops - which indicated that the style of w a r f a r e was changing to approach
that of civil wars.
T h e connections between this constitutional picture and the international
legal order of the Anglo-American A g e lead unmistakably, whether through
7 J. Burnham, The Managerial Revolution (New York, 1941).
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the inclusion of guerrilla warfare in the definition of aggression (»support to
the invasion of armed bands f o r m e d on its territory«) or through the erosion
of State neutrality, to the n e w relationship between State and economy.
Although it would be superfluous to describe all of the connections here, the
concept of intervention provides a good illustration of this larger context.

II. Collective and »Cold« Intervention
T h e modern State, as it had developed in Europe over four centuries to bec o m e the sole subject and the standard point of departure for the international legal order, transformed itself into a self-organising society during
this post-war period of ever-more-apparent mass democracy. T h e separation of State and economy that had been characteristic of the nineteenth
century disappeared. T h e n e w social form, the »State« of this age, w a s entrusted with comprehensive social and economic responsibilities and equipped with technologically advanced tools. As a body politic it was m o r e interdependent and less impenetrable than its predecessors, being connected to
a global economy in a multitude of ways, for example, through an interw o v e n system of currencies, financial relations and w o r l d trade. Also, it was
involved in n e w ideological controversies which extended across State frontiers and confronted with transnational movements which championed
such ideologies and influenced the internal as w e l l as the foreign policies of
States. Again, this process of change is most clearly demonstrated by the
example of the concept of intervention.
T h e multitude and character of the intervention claims which arose
during this period indicated that a decisive change was being initiated in the
basic conception of the international community of States. On the one hand
quite a number of intervention rights w e r e codified. These intervention
rights arose out of the conception of international law that underlay the
system of Versailles and Geneva, a conception that aimed at a European
system governed by a directorate of the victorious great powers.
T h e Treaty of Versailles correspondingly vested the allied powers with a
series of decisive intervention rights which w e r e imposed upon Germany
and restricted its sovereignty to a considerable degree. It not only created
the notorious inter-ally commissions of investigation which w e r e charged
with supervising its demilitarisation provisions (Articles 203-206), but also a
permanent »right of investigation« on the part of the L e a g u e Council.
(Article 213 stated: »So long as the present Treaty remains in force, Germany
undertakes to give every facility for any investigation which the Council of
8 See: Part I of the First Report of the Experts Committee (»Dawes Plan«) of 9 April 1924
(Deutsches Weissbuch: Die Berichte der von der Reparationskommission eingesetzten beiden Sachverständigenkomitees vom 9. April 1924); Banking Law of 30 August 1924 (RGBl.,
vol. 2, p. 235); German Railway Law of 30 August 1924 (RGBL, vol. 2, p. 272). Even according to the »Young Plan« (The Hague Agreement of 20 January 1930) changes in the legal
structure of the Reichsbank and the Reichsbahn remained dependent on the consent of
foreign authorities. See: Alterations Law of 13 March 1930, RGBl., vol. 2, pp. 355, 359.
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the League of Nations, acting if need be by a majority vote, may consider necessary«.) A »Reparation Commission« of the allies was indirectly conceded
authority to control the entire German economy (Article 233). According to
the provisions of the Dawes Report, the Reichsbank and Reichsbahn
(German bank and railway systems) had to include foreign commissioners
and co-directors in their senior administrative organs. 8 Although Germany
had certainly consented contractually to all of these intervention rights, 9 it is
clear that such supervision and investigative powers had not voluntary been
accepted. T h e y created an unusual system of intervention, eroding the sovereignty of a great State in a manner which had not been seen in Europe
itself since the Peace of Westphalia.
Apart from these intervention rights created specially in respect of Germany
and other defeated States, the Covenant of the League of Nations provided
numerous other forms of collective intervention. 10 Article 11 provided a legal
basis for collective intervention to prevent disturbances of the peace. Moreover,
the provisions concerning sanctions (Articles 10 and 16) offered members of
the League numerous opportunities for intervention. These opportunities were
not restricted to relations with members of the League, but also extended to
non-members (Article 17). The League's activities in respect of the international protection of minorities were the equivalent of a legally organised collective intervention. 11 Purist theorists of the League system attributed to the
Council a general competence for the protection of the life and property of all
individuals, including the nationals of the State provoking the intervention. 12
Although formally speaking this competence could be based on the contractual consent of the member States, given at the time they joined the League, the
comprehensive and general character of this competence did in fact restrict the
sovereignty of these States to a considerable degree.
The restraint of United States foreign policy after the First World War precluded
far-reaching concepts of intervention for quite some time. However, this picture

9 According both to the literature as well as to State practice, the use of coercion does
not exclude the legally binding force of a peace treaty, although Article 52 of the 1969
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties does stipulate that »a treaty is void if its conclusion has been procured by the threat or use of force in violation of the principles of
international law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations«. In contrast, the legal
position of all German governments was based on the fact that the allies had proposed,
in legally binding form on 5 November 1918, to base the Treaty of Versailles on President
Wilson's programme and had, at the same time, renounced the use of coercion to secure
its acceptance. This position had been formulated by the German foreign minister Count
Brockdorff-Rantzau as early as the presentation of the draft peace treaty in Versailles on
7 May 1919. See: Deutsches Weissbuch: Die Friedensverhandlungen in Versailles, p. 26 IT.
10 W. Schücking and H. Wehberg wrote (Die Satzung des Völkerbundes (3rd edn,
1931) (Vol. 1, p. 246): »The League simply vindicates itself the right of intervention«.
For a critical view, see: C. Bilfinger, Völkerbundrecht gegen Völkerrecht (1938) p. 27.
11 In 1934 the Polish government denounced its League-supervised treaty obligations on the protection of minorities, basing its position on the one-sided character of
those obligations.
12 Georges Scelle, Précis du droit des gens (1932) vol. 2, pp. 13, 31 ff. In practice, the
Council shied away from exercising most such intervention powers.
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was altered after the onset of the crisis of the League, the weakening of Britain's
power position and the associated reactivation of United States foreign policy.
For the first f e w years after the election of President Franklin D. Roosevelt
in 1933, the United States avoided the interventionist policies it had pursued
in Central America and the Caribbean during the first decades of the century.
At the Inter-American Conference in Buenos Aires in 1936 it subscribed
without reservation to a protocol which committed it to abstain from direct
or indirect intervention. However, only two years later at the Conference of
Lima, it pressed successfully for a new treaty system providing for collective
action to protect, not only the security but also the democratic constitutional
institutions of all nations in the »Western hemisphere«. This new treaty
system was supplemented at conferences in Panama in 1939, Havana in 1940
and Rio de Janeiro in 1942. The trend towards a more closely integrated
regional community of American States was unmistakeable. A new interventionist interpretation of the Monroe Doctrine provided the pretext for a regionally limited policy of intervention which was, however, just as capable of
extension as the elastic concept of the »Western Hemisphere« itself.13
Other, rival claims w e r e made which challenged those of the League and
the United States in respect of intervention. One new dimension of the intervention problem resulted from the transnational ideological movements of
communism and fascism. In conformity with Leninist ideology, Soviet writers claimed that the Soviet Union had the right to cooperate with the working classes of the Western world. For tactical reasons Moscow refrained
from making this an explicit claim of a right to intervene. When the United
States established diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union in 1933, it
sought and received a pledge from the Soviet government to refrain from
any open or covert interference in the internal affairs of the United States.14
However, less than two years later the United States government saw
reason to protest against activities of the Communist International
(»Comintern«) in the United States. It was a fundamental conception of communism that the existing international legal order was only a provisional
and transitory system of practical intercourse between socialist and capitalist States. For this reason, the Soviet Union had to have the right to engage
in direct relations with the working classes of other countries. This implied
an intervention claim of far-reaching importance. It was in this sense that
one of the first Bolshevik theorists of international law could describe intervention as »under certain conditions, the most important vehicle of progress, as a surgical operation easing the labour-pains of a new world«. 15
A completely different claim to a right of intervention, based on ethnic
grounds, was proclaimed by Adolf Hitler in his speech in the Reichstag on
20 February 1938. As his legal collaborators elaborated, this doctrine of
13 Grewe, »Sinnwandel der amerikanischen Neutralitätspolitik,« p. 29 ff.; idem, »Die
westliche Hemisphäre,« p. 107 ff.
14 Exchange of Notes of 16 November 1933. See: (1934) 28 American Journal of International Law, Supplement, p. 3 ff.
15 »[u]nter gewissen Bedingungen zum bedeutendsten Mittel des Fortschritts, zum
chirurgischen, die Geburtswehen der neuen Welt erleichternden Eingriff w e r d e n « E.A. Rorowin, Das Völkerrecht der Übergangszeit (1929) p. 52.
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intervention, which was sometimes called the right of »co-national intervention«, concerned the protection of ethnic Germans living in neighbouring countries outside the frontiers of the Third Reich. Hitler said: »As
England is defending its interests throughout the world, so present-day
Germany will defend and protect its much more limited interests. It belongs
to these interests of the German Reich to protect those fellow Germans
[»Volksgenossen«] who themselves are unable to assure for themselves the
right of general human, political and ideological freedom«. 16
A certain degree of tacit recognition of this claim was reflected in the attitude of West European governments to the annexation of Austria and the
Sudetenland. However, this attitude changed rapidly after the German occupation of the rest of the Czech lands in 1939.
The co-existence of several incompatible intervention claims reflected the
international situation as it had developed during the two decades between the
First and Second World Wars. Political, ideological and social movements spilled
over national frontiers, confronting each other and generating opposing ideological positions of unprecedented intensity. In turn, these positions split the
State system into several large and hostile camps - a development which, in
some respects, resembled the confessional confrontations of the Spanish Age.
Under such circumstances the principle of non-intervention, in the form
in which it had carried over from the nineteenth century, proved ineffective
and unsatisfactory. During the Spanish Civil War the rival ideological camps
- Soviet communism and German and Italian fascism - clashed in a largescale armed conflict on the territory of a third State. An international power
struggle was carried out under the guise of a civil war.
The European powers came to an agreement whereby they recognised
the principle of non-intervention and undertook to prohibit the direct and
indirect export, re-export and transit passage of arms, ammunition, war
matériel, assembled or un-assembled aircraft, and war vessels to Spain. 17
According to nineteenth century concepts of international law such an
undertaking would have been binding only on the governments concerned,
and not upon their nationals. Even the 1907 Hague Conventions had limited
the obligations of neutrality to governments. 18 This would seem possible
within the context of a separation of State and economy, as it existed in the
nineteenth century. However, from the outset of the Spanish Civil War it was
16 »Allein so wie England seine Interessen über einen ganzen Erdkreis hin vertritt, so
wird auch das heutige Deutschland seine, wenn auch um so viel begrenzteren Interessen
zu vertreten und zu wahren wissen. Und zu diesen Interessen des Deutschen Reiches
gehört auch der Schutz jener deutschen Volksgenossen, die aus eigenem nicht in der Lage
sind, sich an unseren Grenzen das Recht einer allgemeinen menschlichen, politischen
und weltanschaulichen Freiheit zu sichern«. - Verhandlungen des Reichstags, Vol. 459, pp.
21-43. See also the »Parteitagsrede« of 12 September 1958 and the speech in the »Sportpalast« on 26 September 1938. It was Hugelmann, Volk und Staat im Wandel des deutschen
Schicksals (1940) p. 40, who first called this doctrine the »right of co-national intervention«.
17 The agreement was expressed in unilateral declarations made by the European
governments between 15 August and 3 September 1936. See: V. Bruns, Politische
Verträge, Vol. 3 (1942) p. 330 ff.
18 See: supra, p. 512 IT.
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obvious that such a limited obligation would remain ineffective as a result
of the close interlocking of these spheres which had taken place since the
nineteenth century. The German government, not being bound by narrow
constitutional restrictions, therefore proposed that this obligation be extended so as to encompass the transactions of private firms and persons. At
the same time, it suggested that States involved prohibit volunteer contingents from going to Spain. 19
The French foreign minister Delbos replied that these demands could
only be taken into account in so far as the constitution of France and French
legislation permitted this to be done. The French government could not
obligate itself, and was not willing to obligate itself, to prohibit moral support for the warring parties in Spain. It could only promise not to participate
in the struggle itself. In light of legislation based on the concept of unlimited
personal freedom, neither the raising of funds, the departure of volunteers,
nor demonstrations by individuals, groups or parties could be prohibited.
The difficulties in concluding binding international law agreements between free, democratically constituted societies on the one hand, and
totalitarian, one-party States which penetrated and controlled every sphere
of social and individual life on the other, arose in every attempt to reach
such an agreement.
An infiltration of »volunteers« from all sides began, which was one of the
main reasons for the dangerous escalation of the Spanish Civil War. The
Western powers realised this danger only too late. On 16 February 1937 the
»International Committee for the Application of the Agreement regarding
Non-intervention in Spain« issued an interdiction on the recruitment and
departure of volunteers from its member States to Spain. 20 An international
system was established for the observation of Spain's land and maritime
frontiers. However, past omissions could not be repaired. A bloody war
developed on Spanish soil, a disguised international conflict between the
great ideologically opposed fronts. This war gave an initial idea of the character of the conflicts to come.
In many respects the Spanish experience disclosed the inadequacy of traditional legal rules in a new environment in which the boundary between
war and civil war had become fluid and the distinction between regular forces and volunteers was often unclear. For example, in the Nyon Arrangement of 14 September 1937 the activities of submarines of unknown nationality were deemed to constitute »piracy« - even though the States responsible for such activities were among the signatories to the Arrangement.
A close economic and financial interweaving and interdependence developed, not only in Europe but also on a world-wide scale during the inter-war
period. This interweaving and interdependence, which was fully exposed by
the world economic crisis and financial collapse of 1931, produced another
phenomenon, that might be called »cold intervention«. Some States exerted
new kinds of often concealed and invisible financial and economic pressure
19 See: Note from the German foreign minister (von Neurath) to the French Ambassador in Berlin, 17 August 1937, in Bruns, ibid., p. 344.
20 Bruns, ibid., p. 335.
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Figure 51 : Henry L. Stimson,
US Secretary of State 1925-29,
after whom the Stimson Doctrine was
named (painting by Karsh).

in order to influence the internal and bilateral affairs of other, less powerful
States. One example of this was the abrupt withdrawal of deposits and shortterm credits in order to deter Austria and Germany f r o m putting their
planned customs union into practice in 1931. This kind of activity was not in
any w a y prohibited by the traditional legal concept of intervention. 21
All attempts to reach a consensus on an extended concept of illegal intervention, which w o u l d apply beyond the threat or use of force and include
intervention through economic or financial pressure, did not yield tangible
results. These attempts failed because of the difficulty, in a system of worldw i d e economic interdependence, in differentiating between normal and unavoidable means of exercising economic influence on other nations, and
unlawful intervention. 2 2
Together the different aspects of the intervention problem in the inter-war
period had the effect of calling into question the classical conception of sovereignty as it had been fully developed in the nineteenth century. Although

21 On the origin of this practice in the United States, and f o r some examples, see:
G r e w e , »Kalte Intervention,« p. 939 IT.
22 D.C. Dicke, Die Intervention
mit wirtschaftlichen
Mitteln im Völkerrecht
(1978)
(with literature pp. 243-55).
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numerous rival, ideologically coloured claims to a right of intervention were
advanced, none of them received general recognition. The principle of nonintervention, which was formally upheld and confirmed time and again, in
practice became more problematic than ever. In relations between States of
sharply differing economic and political potential, in particular, the impermeability of sovereign States was undermined and infringed - without international law being able to offer effective protection against such developments.

Chapter Four
Admission to the International Legal Community:
The Stimson Doctrine of Non-Recognition

In the development of its principles on the recognition of new States and
governments the international legal order of the inter-war period was again
marked, as in former epochs, by a major precedent. In this case it was the
occupation of Manchuria by Japan in 1931 and the establishment of a
Japanese dominated, but formally sovereign, State of Manchukuo. The
United States' policy concerning the non-recognition of »any situation, treaty, or agreement which may be brought about by means contrary to the
covenants and obligations of the Treaty of Paris of August 27,1928« marked
a fundamental departure from the classical doctrine, as it had developed
fully during the course of the nineteenth century, whereby conquests were
recognised whenever they became stabilised de facto. This policy of nonrecognition was at the same time a characteristic example of the increasing
influence of the United States on the development of international law
during the inter-war period.
T h e United States policy was strongly influenced by the ideas of the
French Revolution. 1 As early as 1890 it resulted in the »principle of conquest« being condemned by the first Pan-American Conference in
Washington 2 - a development that was in full conformity with the spirit of
the decrees and proclamations of the French National Assembly in 1790.3
However, this ideological condemnation was of no practical consequence
to the diplomacy of the participating States. In particular, the logical consequence of refusing to recognise a State which had been generated or
aggrandised through conquest was not drawn.
The doctrine of recognition based on effectiveness was in practice abandoned in a Treaty on the Recognition of N e w Governments concluded by the
Central American Republics on 20 February 1907 and later amended on 23
February 1923. The signatories undertook not to recognise a government
that had come to power through revolution or coup d'état before either that
new government, or the constitution, was confirmed in a general election. 4
1 On the original American revolutionary ideals and the later superimposition of the
ideas of the French Revolution upon them, see: O. Vossler, »Die amerikanischen
Revolutionsideale in ihrem Verhältnis zu den europäischen,« (1929) 17 Historische
Zeitschrill.
2 The International
Conferences of American States 1889-1928 (1939) p. 44 ff. See:
H. Berner, Die pan amerikanischen Friedenssicherungsverträge
(1938) p. 27.
3 See: supra, p. 415.
4 » T h e Governments of the High Contracting Parties shall not recognize any other
government which may come into power, in any of the five Republics as a consequence of a coup d'état, or of a revolution against the recognized government, so long
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This was called the »Tobar Doctrine« in honour of the foreign minister of
Ecuador. For the most part, the United States accepted it as a guiding principle of its policy vis-à-vis the Central American republics.5 However, the
validity of the »Tobar Doctrine« was again put into question after the treaty
was denounced by Costa Rica and El Salvador in 1932.6 Thus, the importance of this regionally limited development should not be over-estimated.7
Another development concerning the recognition of new governments
(which is to be distinguished from the different, but structurally similar act
of recognising a new State) emerged in the practice of European States in
1922. At the Conference of Cannes the great powers of Western Europe conditioned the recognition of the Soviet government on the fulfilment of certain prerequisites essential to the coexistence of nations, namely: respect for
private property and the rights of foreigners; the assumption of the liabilities of Tsarist Russia; and the prohibition of Bolshevik revolutionary propaganda abroad.8 These conditions had on earlier occasions been listed as
essential characteristics of civilised nations.9
Regardless of whether these conditions were at any time fulfilled, Britain
accorded de jure recognition to the Soviet government on 2 February 1924.
France followed suit on 28 October of the same year.10 At no time were the
prerequisites proclaimed in Cannes ever fulfilled, it being evident that they
were the results of a short-range, strictly tactical policy of self-interest that
was of no importance in principle.
A more fundamental and far-reaching change in the practice of recognition resulted from the Manchurian conflict and the note sent by United
as the freely elected representatives of the people thereof have not constitutionally
organized the country«. - Article 1 of the Annex to the Treaty of Peace and Friendship
of the Central American Republics, 20 December 1907. See: (1925) 19 American
Journal of International Law 164; Baron E. Descamps & L. Renault, Recueil international des traités du XXe siècle, p. 466.
5 It was confirmed by the so-called »Wilson Doctrine«, which was proclaimed by
the President of the United States on 12 March 1913. See: Rev. XXI (1914), p. 465;
J.L. Kunz, »Die Anerkennung von Staaten und Regierungen im Völkerrecht,« in
Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 2(4), (1928), p. 147 ff.
6 L.H. Woolsey, »Recognition of the Government of El Salvador,« (1934) 28 American
Journal of International Law 325.
7 In contrast, the so-called »Estrada Doctrine«, which developed from 1930 after
having been articulated by the Mexican Foreign Minister of that name, affirmed the
duty of continuing diplomatic relations without regard to revolutionary changes and
denied the existence of any requirement that new governments be recognised. See:
(1931) 25 American Journal of International Law, Supp., 203; Philip Jessup, »The
Estrada Doctrine,« (1931) 25 American Journal of International Law 719; Hersch
Lauterpacht (ed.), Oppenheim's International Law (1955), Vol 1, p. 180.
8 Livre Jaune, publié par le gouvernement français: Conference économique internationale de Gênes: 9 avril-19 mai 1922, p. 15; Z. Lagarde, La reconnaissance du
Gouvernement des Soviets (1924) p. 135 ff.
9 G. Schwarzenberger, The Frontiers
of International
Law (1962) p. 77 ff.;
D. Schindler, »Völkerrecht und Zivilisation,« (1956) 13 Schweizer Jahrbuch für Internationales Recht 79 at 85, 88.
10 Β.P. Kleist, Die völkerrechtliche Anerkennung Sowjetrusslands (1934).
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States Secretary of State Henry Lewis Stimson to China and Japan on 7
January 1932. The issue was now that of the recognition of a new State. The
note explained to the two East Asian powers that the United States would
not recognise »any situation, treaty or agreement, which may be brought
about by means contrary to the covenants and obligations of the Treaty of
Paris of August 27,1928«. This principle soon became known as the Stimson
Doctrine. 11 It was immediately accepted by the States of the American continent, being incorporated into the Saavedra-Lamas Pact of Rio de Janeiro
(Inter-American Convention on the Prevention of War, Non-Aggression and
Conciliation) on 10 October 1933 and reconfirmed in 1936 and 1938 by the
Inter-American Conferences of Buenos Aires and Lima. 12
The League of Nations adopted the Stimson Doctrine in an Assembly
Resolution of 11 March 1932.13 In their Final Report on the Manchurian conflict the Member States declared, on 24 February 1933, that they could
accord neither de facto nor de jure recognition to the regime established
there. 14 However, by the time of the Italo-Ethiopian conflict the League was
acting in a more restrained manner. On 30 June 1936 the Assembly rejected
a draft resolution submitted by Ethiopia which called upon it to state that,
under Articles 10 and 16 of the Covenant, it could not recognise the acquisition of territory through force. Only in a general, final resolution did the
Assembly state that, among other things, it would continue to adhere to
those principles of the Covenant which precluded the settlement of territorial questions by force. 15 Within the framework of the »Easter Agreement«
of 1938 Britain, in fact, gave a free hand to the Member States of the League
to recognise the Italian Empire. 16 On 16 November 1938 Britain itself grani i Quincy Wright, »The Stimson Note of January 7, 1932,« (1932) 18 American
Journal of International Law 342; idem., »The Legal Foundation of the Stimson
Doctrine,« (1935) 8 Pacific Affairs 439; C. Bilflnger, Die Stimson Doktrin (1943); R.
Langer, Seizure of Territory. The Stimson Doctrine and Related Principles in Legal
Theory and Diplomatic
Practice (1947); Hersch Lauterpacht, Recognition
in
International Law (1947), p. 415 ff.; idem., Collected Papers, Vol. 1 (1970), pp. 337-48;
H. Wehberg, Krieg und Eroberung im Wandel des Völkerrechts (1953) p. 97 ff.; idem.,
»Die Stimson-Doktrin,« in Grundprobleme
des Internationalen
Rechts, Festschrift
J. Spiropoulos (1957), p. 433 ff.; idem., »Die Stimson-Doktrin,« in Wörtenbuch des
Völkerrechts (1960) Vol. 3, pp. 393-6; E.R. Zivier, Die Nicht-Anerkennung im modernen
Völkerrecht (2nd edn, 1969), Georg Dahm, Völkerrecht, Vol. 1 (1958), p. 606 ff.
12 V. Bruns, Politische Verträge, Vol. 3(1), (1942), p. 25; Declaration on the Principles of
Inter-American Solidarity and Cooperation of 21 December 1936, in idem., p. 513,
Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 829; Declaration concerning the Non-Recognition of the
Acquisition of Territory by Force of 22 December 1938, in Bruns, ibid., Vol. 3(2), p. 1002.
13 Société des Nations, (1932) Journal Officiel, suppl. spéc. No. 101, p. 87.
14 Circular of the Advisory Committee to the Assembly, 14 June 1933. Société des
Nations, Ass. extr. 1932/33, Vol. 5, p. 11 ff. & Doc. A. Extr. Com. consult. 1 and 2. See
also: O. Göppert, »Der Völkerbund. Organisation und Tätigkeit,« Handbuch des Völkerrechts (I960) Vol. 4, p. 464 ff., who points out that the practice of the Member States in
postal, telegraph and railway matters never followed the Committee's proposals.
15 Göppert, ibid., pp. 465, 546.
16 Note of the British ambassador Lord Perth to the Italian foreign minister Count
Ciano, 16 April 1938. See: Bruns, op cit. note 12, Vol. 3(2), pp. 922-23.
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ted de jure recognition to the Italian King as Emperor of Ethiopia. 17 Other
M e m b e r s of the League, in particular France, f o l l o w e d suit. 18
Likewise, in the Spanish Civil War, the Western Powers did not sustain
their original policy of not recognising the National G o v e r n m e n t of
Generalissimo Franco. Britain again took the lead in establishing diplomatic
relations with the n e w regime.
From the perspective of the United States this vacillating attitude seemed
both inconsistent and a betrayal of principles, and it was for this reason that
the term »appeasement« acquired negative undertones in the language of
the American political class. T h e United States itself recognised neither
Manchukuo, nor the Italian Empire, nor an independent Slovakia. At the
same time it continued to recognise States which had either disappeared or
been deprived of their independence, for example Ethiopia, Czechoslovakia, Albania, the Baltic States and, after the outbreak of the Second
World War, Poland and Croatia.
Given the divergent and - particularly in the case of Britain - vacillating
State practice it is doubtful whether the Stimson Doctrine, which once again
conditioned recognition on an examination of whether a n e w State had been
correctly f o r m e d according to international law, had b e c o m e part of the
international legal order of the Anglo-American period. 1 9 H o w e v e r , even as
an incomplete point of departure (which was taken up again after 1945), it
remains a significant testimony to the spirit and direction of the international legal order of the time.

17 Official Italian Communiqué, 16 November 1938, in DNB. of 17 November 1938.
Statements by Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain in the House of Commons on
2 May 1938 and 2 November 1938, in Parlimentary Debates (Commons), Vol. 333,
Col. 542 and Vol. 340, Col. 210-11.
18 For details, see: Langer, op cit. note 11.
19 See: Dahm, op cit. note 11, Vol. 1, p. 608, who reviews the negative and positive
positions while expressing scepticism himself.

Chapter Five
The Formation of Legal Rules:
The Turn Away from Positivism; A Frenzy of Law-Making

I. A Return to a Secular Law of Nature
The theoretical conception of legal positivism, as developed under the
dominant influence of continental thinkers, underwent an increasingly
severe crisis after the First World War. In his 1923 book on the Verfassung
der Völkerrechtsgemeinschaft
(Constitution of the International Legal
Community) the Vienna law professor Alfred Verdross, an outstanding protagonist of the positivist school, initiated a reconsideration of the natural
law-based construction prefigured by the classical scholars of the Spanish
Age, in particular Suarez and Grotius.1 Taking up the approach of these
scholars, Verdross based the binding force of international law on the existence of an initial hypothesis, a supra-positive »fundamental norm«
(»Grundnorm«) anchored in the law of nature. The norm was that of pacta
sunt servanda. With this theory Verdross moved beyond the starting point
adopted by his teacher Hans Kelsen, the last important protagonist of legal
positivism during this period, who himself had already »changed ground to
a supra-positive conception of law« by identifying an ultimate »Grundnorm«
as an intellectually indispensable basis for the validity of law. 2
The reconsideration of natural law thinking appealled to thinkers of those
nations which had always preserved a close intellectual connection to the
natural law tradition. Strong currents now became perceptible in the AngloAmerican literature which w e r e soon labelled as a »renaissance« and »revival« of natural law concepts. 3 Arnold McNair, the editor of the fourth edition
1 In the foreword to his textbook Völkerrecht ((1937) p. 5) Verdross confessed: » T h e
author of this book originally started - like the majority of jurists in the pre-War period - from legal positivism. However, on the basis of his various research activities
he became more and more convinced that legal positivism, although it pretends to
provide a realistic theory of law, is in truth based on an arbitrarily constricted v i e w of
law, because contrary to State practice it excludes from the sphere of law all legal
principles which cannot be covered by its dogma concerning the will of States«.
2 »[ajuf den Boden einer überpositiven Auffassung des Rechts getreten« - U. Scheuner,
»Naturrechtliche Strömungen im heutigen Völkerrecht,« (1950) 13 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 556 at 591. For Kelsen's theory, see his
main works: Das Problem der Souveränität und die Theorie des Völkerrechts (1928),
Reine Rechtslehre (1934), General Theory of Law and State (1945). See also: Arthur
Nussbaum, Geschichte des Völkerrechts (1960), p. 310 f. (with further citations at p. 394).
3 Hersch Lauterpacht, Private Law Sources and Analogies of International
Law
(1927), p. 58, fn. 7; C.G. Haines, The Revival of Natural Law Concepts (1930). See
generally: E. Menzel, Die englische Lehre vom Wesen der Völkerrechtsnorm
(1942).
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of Oppenheim's International Law, felt compelled to describe the strict positivism of this book as an »uncompromising conception which does not coincide with recent developments of international law theory«. 4 In Britian,
these developments w e r e represented by authors such as Hersch Lauterpacht,5 John Fischer-Williams 6 and James Brierly. 7 Regardless of which
approach they adopted, they all recurred to a foundation of international
law other than the will of States on which all positivist theories had been
constructed - including, not least, Heinrich Triepel's theory of the »joint
common will of States«.8
In France, Léon Duguit had developed a theory according to which »social
facts« (»faits sociaux«) w e r e the real points of departure for structuring each
legal order. 9 From this theory about law in general, a theory of international
law was developed, in particular by Georges Scelle, whereby the nationState was removed from its central position, the individual was made a subject of international law and a quasi-federal world order was constructed in
which the League of Nations was assigned a superior role. 10 In this latter
respect Scelle's theory coincided with that propounded by Hersch
Lauterpacht who, starting from quite different methodological premises,
presented the Covenant as »higher law«. According to his concept, the
Covenant was a legal order of the international community which was independent of and superior to the will of States, and which as such abrogated
inconsistent treaties and national legislation. 11
In the United States, Roscoe Pound in particular elaborated upon ideas
which he had already intimated before the First World War. 12 In American
legal thinking it was the natural law of the Enlightenment which was, in
general, still alive, while the natural law of the Spanish Age had more or less
disappeared. Although the rediscovery of the Spanish classical writers as
propagated by James Brown Scott in several books and in the series
»Classics of International L a w « was a significant development, it suffered
from distortions and misconceptions arising out of the intellectual environment of the Western world at the time.
During the course of the transitional period between 1919 and 1939 efforts
to develop a new natural law as the foundation of the international legal
4 p. 2121, fn. 2.
5 In addition to the two works cited above, see: International Law and Human Rights
(1968), pp. 73 ff., 112 ff.
6 Chapters on Current International Law and the League of Nations (1929) p. 23.
7 The Law of Nations (1928) p. 33 fî.; » L e fondement du caractère obligatoire du droit
international,« (1928 III) 23 Recueil des Cours 467; »Règles générales du droit de la
paix,« (1936 IV) 58 Recueil des Cours 34.
8 See: supra, pp. 505 ff.
9 Traité de droit constitutionnel (1911) (3rd edn (4 vols.) 1927); idem., Les transformations du droit public (1913).
10 Précis du droit des gens (1932). The Greek diplomat Nicolas Politis also drew upon
Duguit's work in coming to similar conclusion in his book, Les nouvelles tendances du
droit international (1927).
11 »The Covenant as the >Higher Law<,« (1936) 17 British Yearbook of International Law 54.
12 Law and Morals (2nd edn, 1926) p. 82.
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order did not amount to more than tentative first steps. Although the shortcomings of the positivist foundation became evident, no constructive solutions based on another approach were found. In this respect as well, this
period had a pronounced transitional character.
During this period the sources of international law were formulated in an
internationally recognised, binding manner. In 1920, Article 38 of the Statute
of the newly created Permanent Court of International Justice (PCIJ) defined
the sources of international law to be applied by the Court as follows:
1. International conventions, whether general or particular, establishing
rules expressly recognised by the contesting States;
2. International custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
3. The general principles of law recognised by civilised nations;
4. Subject to the provisions of Article 59,13 judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law.14
A further paragraph stipulated that this provision should not prejudice the
power of the Court to decide a case on the basis of equitable principles (ex
aequo et bono), if the parties agreed thereto.
There were conflicting opinions as to the importance of the »general principles of law« referred to in Paragraph 3 as an independent source of law
alongside treaties and custom. Fischer-Williams regarded Paragraph 3 as an
expression of a trend toward a new natural law approach or, as he formulated it, »original law«.15 Others did not attribute such far-reaching importance to the inclusion of this category. 16 In any event, it was apparent that
the paragraph represented a move away from a strict positivist basis.
In this as in all preceding periods, changes in theory had an influence
upon the international legal order. However, as always, theory constituted
only one part of the law-making process. The decisive steps on the way to
the establishment of a new international legal order were, as Scheuner
observed, »reserved to the decisions and actions of States«.17
13 Article 59 stipulated: »The decision of the Court has no binding force except between the parties and in respect of that particular case«.
14 PCIJ, Series D, No. 1, p. 20; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 5(2), p. 1042.
15 Fischer-Williams understood »original law« to be »law, which has its direct origin
in morality and the c o m m o n recognition of mankind and is law for the nations without the support of treaty, conventions or agreement, however desirable for practical
reasons such support may be«. Ibid., p. 23.
16 On the relevance of »general principles of law«, see: J. Spiropoulos, Die allgemeinen Rechtsgrundsätze
im Völkerrecht, (1928); V. Bruns, »Völkerrecht als Rechtsordnung,« (1929) 1 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht
29; Alfred Verdross, »Les principes généraux du droit dans la jurisprudence internationale,« (1935 II) 52 Recueil des Cours 195 & 249; E. Härle, Die allgemeinen
Entscheidungsgrundlagen
des Ständigen Internationalen
Gerichtshofes (1933); W.W. Cegla, Die
Bedeutung der allgemeinen
Rechtsgrundsätze
für die Quellenlehre des
Völkerrechts
(Dissertation: Frankfurt, 1936); E. Scheuner, »Naturrechtliche Strömungen im heutigen Völkerrecht,« (1950) 13 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und
Völkerrecht 568.
17 »[D]er Entscheidung und der Aktion der Staaten vorbehalten« - Ibid., p. 614.
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II. The Practice of Law-Making: Euphoria in Codification;
Differentiation among Types and the Registration of Treaties
The League of Nations, while remaining in many respects an instrument of
traditional power politics, was at the same time the first attempt to build an
organised international community. This was a step of far-reaching historical importance which paved the way for the construction of the United
Nations in 1945.
Granted, the attempt was in its end result imperfect. The League's legislative power was severely circumscribed. International jurisdiction and
arbitration did not fulfil the high hopes invested in them and, as an instrument for enforcing law and eliminating or at least restricting the use of
force, the League system proved ineffective.
In terms of legislative power this post-classical system did not, in principle,
deviate from the classical one. There was no central law-making authority.
The League's organs did not represent an international legislature, either for
Member or Non-Member States. Some people regarded Article 19 of the
Covenant, which authorised the Assembly to recommend the consideration of
treaties and international situations in accordance with changed conditions,
as a starting point for developing such law-making machinery. However, no
such machinery evolved. As a kind of substitute, ever more law-making
treaties and treaties which sought to codify existing customary law were concluded. An exuberance of codification attempts and an overflow of norm creation thus coincided with the tendency to move away from positivism.
In no other period of the history of international law have so many
attempts at codification been undertaken and such a wealth of legal norms
been created in such a limited space of time. However, the weight of these
achievements was inversely related to their scope and the expense invested
in them. A series of codification projects which could have advanced the
development of international law in a practical manner were drowned by
fruitless conference debates, or failed because States were not prepared to
set their national interests aside for the sake of achieving a consensus and
practical results.
In general, progress was made in the law of international communications and transportation, 18 but not in other important fields. The achievements in respect of communications and transportation included: the 1919
Paris Convention for the Regulation of Aerial Navigation; the 1921 Barcelona
Convention and Statute on the Regime of Navigable Waterways of
International Importance; the 1923 Geneva Convention and Statute on the
International Regime for Railways; the 1927 Washington International
Radiotelegraphic Convention; the 1932 Madrid International Telecommunication Convention; the 1933 Lucerne European Broadcasting Convention.
In some cases the lack of a common national legislative standard created
a stumbling block. A convention on the treatment of foreigners and foreign
18 A »list of the more important general conventions of a non-political character« is
printed in Appendix A of Hersch Lauterpacht (ed.), Oppenheim's International
Law
(5th edn, 1937) pp. 775-90.
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enterprises, which was prepared by a conference in Paris in 1929, was for
this reason never adopted. Likewise, the first conference on the progressive
codification of international law, which was held in The Hague in 1930 and
addressed the subjects of territorial waters, State responsibility and stateless
persons, did not result in binding treaty law.
Two Geneva Conventions on the treatment of prisoners of war and wounded and sick soldiers w e r e adopted in 1929. However, the laws of war as a
whole, which urgently needed to be adapted to take account of new technilogical developments, w e r e either not touched upon or never ratified. This
was the case with the 1923 Hague Rules relating to Air Warfare, which w e r e
not ratified because future developments in aviation technology could not
be foreseen. The Submarine Protocols annexed to the conventions on the
limitation of naval armaments concentrated on a single question. They w e r e
also of questionable value because they tried to restore rules which had for
all practical purposes been abandoned during the First World War. 19 Results
could not be obtained even in areas of intense interest to world public opinion. For example, the famous Geneva Protocol for the Pacific Settlement of
International Disputes, concluded on 24 October 1924, was never ratified.
The particular character of this period was reflected in the high degree of
attention that was paid to the establishment of a system of law for the prevention of war. Arbitration, arms control and collective security constituted
the basic elements of this system which were elaborated in the League
Covenant, the Geneva General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International
Disputes of 1928, the Kellogg-Briand Pact and regional arrangements such
as the Locarno Treaties and the Inter-American Conventions for the
Insurance of Peace. 20 However, even the Geneva Protocol of 1924, which
was the high point of these endeavours and was fully supported by world
public opinion, never reach the ratification stage. Given the superabundance
of such treaty systems, which overlapped with each other in many respects
creating complicated and contradicting legal configurations, one could with
good reason speak of »pactomania«. Indeed, this inflationary development
could only give rise to the opposite of what was intended.
19 A convention annexed to the Treaty on the Limitation of Naval Armaments of 1922 set
out the principle that belligerent submarines, when attacking merchant vessels, had to
observe the rules of international law requiring a previous warning and the placing in safety
of crew and passengers. As this convention did not come into force due to its non-ratification by France, the essence of this principle was repeated in Part IV of the London Treaty on
the Limitation of Naval Armaments of 22 April 1930. However, this second treaty was ratified only by Britain, the United States and Japan. Consequently, the principle was again
reconfirmed by a special protocol of 6 November 1956 - to which many States, including the
most important maritime powers, acceded. See: Manley Hudson, International
Legislation,
6 Vols. (1919-1934), Vol. 2, p. 794; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), pp. 1197, 1028; 112 League of
Nations Treaty Series 66; V. Bruns, Politische Verträge, 3 Vols. (1936/42), Vol. 3(1), p. 186.
20 See: P. Barandon, Das Kriegsverhütungsrecht des Völkerbundes (1933); idem., Das System
der politischen Staatsverträge seit 1918 (1937); A. von Freytag-Loringhoven, Die Regionaverträge (1937); A. von Mandelsloh, Politische Pakte und völkerrechtliche Ordnung (1937); O.
Göppert, »Der Völkerbund. Organisation und Tätigkeit,« in Handbuch des Völkerrechts
(1938) Vol. 4; H. Berner, Die panamerikanischen Friedenssicherungsverträge
(1938).
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The »sanctity of treaties«, although never proclaimed more intensely and
with stronger pathos than during this period (as in the famous resolution of
the League Council after the conference of Stresa in 1935)21 had never been
more open to question. The normative expansion of international law was
soon sucked into the vortex of another world war.
It is true that techniques of treaty-making were improved during this period, even if certain exaggerated expectations were not fulfilled. Some progress was made in the further differentiation of treaty types. One specific
innovation was the development of comprehensive treaties covering the
totality of economic or cultural relations between two States. In contrast
with the custom of past centuries, treaties no longer named the heads of
State as the contracting parties, but rather either the States themselves or
their governments. This new practice underlined the fact that treaties constituted binding obligations on the State as an institution, rather than on a
person. 22 Heads of State appeared only in so far as they assigned their plenipotentiaries, although some treaties (e.g. the Peace Treaties of Brest-Litovsk
(1917) and Bucharest (1918)) mentioned only governments in this respect.
A noteworthy setback that was contrary to the logic of this general trend
was caused in 1927 by a particular constellation of political interests. The
British foreign secretary, Sir Austen Chamberlain, speaking to the League
Council suggested a reversion to the old practice of concluding treaties between heads of State. He explained that, given the constitutional arrangements of the Commonwealth, this would facilitate the conclusion of treaties
by Britain and its dominions. 23 Henceforth, treaties concluded under the
auspices of the League or with British participation followed the old practice 24 - a development that illustrates Britain's influence within the League
of Nations. Outside the League and its Member States, as well as in interAmerican relations, the new style of treaties - concluded between governments - prevailed. 25
21 »C'est und principe essentiel du droit des gens qu'aucune Puissance ne peut de
délier des engagements d'un traité, ni en modifier les stipulations, qu'à la suite de l'assentiment des parties contractantes, au moyen d'une entente amicale«. - Resolution of
the League Council, 17 April 1935, (1935) Société des Nations, Journal Officiel 551.
22 See the Preamble to the Treaty of Versailles of 28 June 1919, in: Grewe, Fontes,
Vol. 3(2), p. 683; RGBl. (1919), p. 687.
23 (1927) Société des Nations Journal Officiel 377.
24 See, e.g.: the London Treaty on Naval Armaments of 25 March 1936, in Bruns,
op cit. note 19, Vol. 3(1), p. 143 f.; the Montreux Convention of 20 July 1936 (concerning the law applicable to straits), in Bruns, ibid., Vol. 3(1), p. 238.
25 See: Saavedra-Lamas Pact (Rio de Janeiro, 10 October 1933) (»... the States hereinafter named«) (Bruns, op cit. note 19, Vol. 3(1), p. 25; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1),
p. 975; 153 League of Nations TVeaty Series 405); Germano-Japanese Convention against
the Communist International (Berlin, 25 November 1936) (»The Government of...«., »the
High Contracting States ...«.) ((1936) Documents on International Affairs 297; (1937)
RGBl., Yol. 2, p. 28; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 1107 ff.)); Convention for the Maintenance
of Peace (Bueno Aires, 23 December 1936) (»The Governments of the American
Republics represented at this conference ... the contracting states«.) (Grewe, Fontes, Vol.
3(1), p. 831 ff.; 188 League of Nations Treaty Series 10; Bruns, ibid., Vol. 3(1), p. 508).
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Figure 52: O p e n i n g of t h e P e r m a n e n t C o u r t of I n t e r n a t i o n a l J u s t i c e in T h e H a g u e
oil 15 F e b r u a r y 1922. F r o m left to right: N e g u l e s e o ( R u m a n i a ) , Y o w a n o w i t s c l i ( S e r b i a ) ,
Anzilotti (Italy), A l t a n i i r a ( S p a i n ) , N y h o l m ( D e n m a r k ) , V i s c o u n t F i n l a y ( B r i t a i n ) ,
L o d e r ( T h e N e t h e r l a n d s , P r e s i d e n t ) , W e i s s ( F r a n c e ) , J. Hasset M o o r e (USA), O d a ( J a p a n ) ,
Iluber (Switzerland), H a m m e r s k j ö l d (Schweden, Registrar).
( P h o t o g r a p h f r o m t h e S e c r e t a r i a t of t h e ICJ).

Hopes about the binding force of treaties, founded on Article 18 of the
Covenant (which provided for the registration and publication of all treaties
by the League's Secretariat and made their obligatory force dependent on
this formality), were disappointed. Article 18 had been intended to prevent
»secret diplomacy« - something which President Wilson had attacked with
both vigour as well as naive pathos. In practice, only the harmless parts of
treaties were registered and published in the Recueil des traités (The League
of Nations Treaty Series), while the more sensitive parts remained concealed in secret protocols and annexes. Moreover, State practice did not
recognise registration as the conditio sine qua non of the binding force of a
treaty.
Many of the achievements of the inter-war period, accomplished in the
midst of great hopes, in this way soon faded away.
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Chapter Six
The Administration of Justice:
Compulsory Arbitration and the Permanent Court
of International Justice

I. The Paralysis of Arbitration through Political Crises
The rise of arbitration, and the high hopes which accompanied it in the
British Age, continued into the Anglo-American period in a steep upward
curve - at least as far as treaty provisions, proclamations and organisational
arrangements were concerned. The structure and content of the system of
arbitration was further developed and the number of arbitration treaties
grew rapidly, especially after 1924. However, the coming to a head of the
international crisis which began in 1933 caused an abrupt decline in the
curve. The following numbers represent the newly concluded arbitration
treaties of the period between 1920 and 1945:1
1920:
1921:
1922:
1923:
1924:

1
1
1
3
16

1925:
1926:
1927:
1928:
1929:

20
24
16
46
47

1930:
1931:
1932:
1933:
1934:

33
12
14
12
0

1935:
1936:
1937:
1938:
1939:

3
2
3
1
2

1940:
1941:
1942:
1943:
1944:

1
1
0
0
0

Britain, which in the nineteenth century led the table of concluded arbitration treaties, concluded just one bilateral treaty during this period. 2 However,
it played a leading role in the establishment of the large collective arbitral
instruments of this period. The United States, for its part, constructed a widereaching arbitral system, especially within the inter-American system.
The content of the arbitration treaties was marked by their tendency to
approach »compulsory« or »obligatory« arbitration: reservations were in
many cases either removed or at least reduced. The obligation to submit to
arbitration was no longer restricted to disputes over rights, but was extended to include disputes over interests. In this respect, however, two different
kinds of procedure were frequently provided: under the Geneva General Act
of 26 September 1928 disputes over rights were to be adjudicated by the
Permanent Court of International Justice in the Hague, while disputes over
interests were to be submitted to ad. hoc arbitral tribunals.
1 Up to 1934 these numbers are drawn from (1935) Friedenswarte 145; from 1934 to
1945 from UN Systematic Survey of Treaties for the Pacific Settlement of International
Disputes, 1928-1948, p. 1179 ff. Although the various published figures are not in complete conformity with each other, the deviations remain within rather narrow limits.
2 (1935) Friedenswarte 152.
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The Germano-Swiss Arbitration and Conciliation Convention of 3 D e c e m ber 1921 (which was later modified on 29 August 1928) as well as the
Locarno Arbitration Convention of 16 October 1925 between Germany on
the one hand and France, Belgium, Poland and Czechoslovakia on the other,
provided for disputes over rights to be submitted either to an arbitral tribunal or to the Permanent Court of International Justice, whereas all other disputes had to be submitted to a permanent Commission of Conciliation. Such
a combination of arbitration and conciliation procedures 3 w a s included in
numerous treaties, in multiple variations. Different approaches were developed in these treaties to the difficult problem of demarcating between disputes concerning rights and disputes concerning interests. In this way the
institution of arbitration as a whole became very complicated and, as a
result, difficult to comprehend. 4
II. The Authority and Deficiencies of the
Permanent Court of International Justice
The trend toward compulsory arbitration found expression in efforts to dissociate the obligation to arbitrate from the conclusion of particular arbitral
compromises. The establishment of the Permanent Court of International
Justice (»Cour Permanente de Justice Internationale«, »Ständiger Internationalen Gerichtshof«) in The Hague served the same purpose. Through the
creation of this permanent body - which in contrast to the Permanent Court
of Arbitration did not consist solely of a list of possible judges, but was a real
court with a fixed membership and fixed set of procedures 5 - the ad hoc
3 Conciliation consists of the establishment of an impartial commission of inquiry
mandated »to facilitate the settlement of the dispute by elucidating the facts in an
impartial and conscientious examination and presenting proposals for an adjustment«.
This was the formulation used in the Swiss Conventions of Conciliation with Sweden
and Italy. The procedure of conciliation was codified for the first time in the 1899 Hague
Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes and was successfully
applied in the Dogger Bank dispute between Britain and Russia in 1904. However, even
the revised 1907 version of the Hague Convention restricted the commission to an
examination and exposition of the facts in a report. An improvement on this procedure
was brought about by the »Bryan Treaties« which were concluded between the United
States and thirty other States in 1913 and 1914 on the initiative of US Secretary of State
William Jennings Bryan. These treaties required that all disputes which could not be
settled by way of diplomacy or arbitration were to be submitted to a permanent commission »for investigation and report«. Until this report was presented, neither the
opening of hostilities nor the declaration of war was permitted (»war moratorium«).
4 For details see the excellent presentation by D. Schindler, »Die Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit seit 1914,« in Handbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 5(3); H.J. Schlochauer, »Die
Entwicklung der internationalen Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit,« (1962/63) 10 Archiv des
Völkerrechts 26; idem., »Arbitration,« in Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol.
1 (1981) p. 13; H. von Mangoldt, Die Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit als Mittel internationaler
Streitschlichtung (1974), p. 28 ff.
5 See: H.J. Schlochauer, »Ständiger Internationaler Gerichtshof,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (1960), Vol. 3, pp. 341-64 (with a survey of the activities of the Court between
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Figure 53: C l o s i n g s e s s i o n of (he C o n f e r e n c e of L o c a r n o o n 16 O c t o b e r 1925
(Stresemann, Luther, Mussolini, Chamberlain, Briand, Hvmans).

creation of an arbitral tribunal was no longer r e q u i r e d . T h e conclusion of a
c o m p r o m i s e w a s to be replaced by the unilateral c o m m e n c e m e n t of an
action. However, this ideal picture of compulsory arbitration (as e m b o d i e d
in the first draft statute of the Court d r a w n up by a commission of judicial
experts) did not c o m e into being. T h e unilateral c o m m e n c e m e n t of an
action w a s m a d e possible only as b e t w e e n States w h i c h had e i t h e r concluded a treaty to this effect or signed the so-called »optional clause«. 6 T h e
optional clause stipulated that all States having access to the court could, in
relation to any other States accepting the s a m e obligations, d e c l a r e that they
recognised the jurisdiction of the Court as compulsory for all or certain classes of disputes. In this way only an approximation of the principle of compulsory arbitration w a s achieved. Although all signatories of the Statute 7
1922 and 1940 and a comprehensive bibliography); idem., »Permanent Court of International Justice,« in Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 1 (1981), pp. 163-79.
6 Article 36(2) & (3).
7 From 13 December 1920, see: Permanent Court of International Justice, D 1 (4th
edn, 1940), p. 7. For the Revised Statute of 14 September 1929, see: Schlochauer, op
cit., note 5, p. 165 ff.
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subscribed to the optional clause, several did not ratify it, while others undermined it with reservations.
The Permanent Court of International Justice almost surpassed the
Permanent Court of Arbitration. The new »World Court«, as its enthusiasts
called it (with some degree of exaggeration), was a creation of the League
of Nations. However, although its first President on the occasion of its inauguration in 1922 referred to it as »one of the principal organs of the League«,
this was not technically the case. It was open to non-Member States as well
(Article 35 of the Statute; Council Resolution of 17 May 1922). Nevertheless,
it was the intellectual climate of the League which determined the Court's
activities and achievements. This was already evident at the time of the
Court's creation. On 20 January 1920 Lord Phillimore declared that »the
Court must be backed by effective power ... it will have this power only if it
includes representatives of the Great Powers«. 8
As a result of opposition from smaller States, a compromise was reached
whereby the judges were elected by both the Council of the League and the
Assembly. Although the nationality of candidates was officially excluded as
a factor in their election, it was regarded as obvious (and confirmed by practice) that a national of each of the League's Great Powers would be elected.
Moreover, judges were not excluded from participating in decisions concerning their own country. This indicated a second weakness of the Court
(in addition to the imperfect obligation to submit to its jurisdiction): the
issue of the independence and impartiality of the judges.
During the establishment of the Permanent Court of Arbitration in 1907
the British and United States delegates had emphatically insisted on a requirement of impartiality of arbitrators. 9 However, this principle of nemo judex in
causa sua was not carried over into the Statute of the Permanent Court of
International Justice, but was instead restricted by the institution of »national judges«. A judge's exercise of judicial functions was not affected by a
case concerning the activities or interests of his country coming before the
Court. If a party to a dispute did not already have one of its own nationals
sitting on the bench, it had the right to nominate an additional judge; if neither party had a national on the bench, both could appoint such ad hoc judges. The experience with these judges was hardly encouraging. They generally voted in favour of the State that appointed them. In most cases (although there were some remarkable exceptions) this also applied to the
regular judges when their countries were before the Court. At times this
shifted the judgment of the Court in a political direction, as for example in
the highly controversial Advisory Opinion of 1931 on the question of a
customs union between Germany and Austria.
A detailed analysis published by an Austrian law professor in 1940 produced the following results: 10 Judges who were the nationals of parties before the Court voted in favour of their country in ninety-five out of 100 cases.
8 Procès Verbaux of the Proceedings of the Advisory Committee of Jurists (The Hague,
1920), p. 106; E. Reut-Nicolussi, Unparteilichkeit im Völkerrecht (1940), p. 199.
9 The Proceedings of the Hague Peace Conference 1920, Vol. 2, p. 606.
10 Reut-Nicolussi, op cit. note 8, p. 209.
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In the four cases where a judge voted against his own country, three of them
were unanimously decided. In other words, the legal situation was so
obvious that it would have been very difficult to deviate from the decision of
the Court. Only one case remained: the Wimbledon, where the Italian judge
Anzilotti voted for the dismissal of an case filed by Britain, France, Japan
and Italy.11 However, Italy was only a participant in the case in a formal
sense, in that a common position of the »Principal Allied Powers« had been
considered desirable by those who sought to defend the Treaty of Versailles.
There was no real Italian interest at stake which Anzilotti's position could
have impaired. The absence of impartiality on the part of the judges of the
Permanent Court of International Justice was underlined by a survey of dissenting opinions. In many cases dissenting opinions written by nationals of
defeated parties had the character of completely one-sided pleadings before
the Court.12
If the judges almost always took the side of their own States, this, the analyst conceded, had nothing to do with the question of corrupt judges. The
problem was - and is - much more intricate. With remarkable self-criticism,
the English judge Lord Davey summarised the problem with the following
remark: »All English judges are impartial, but not all of them have the
strength to free themselves from their prejudices«.13
More recent research encompassing the judges of both the Permanent
Court of International Justice and the International Court of Justice
(founded in its place in 1945) concluded that the problem had not changed.
However, the conclusion was now more refined. Scepticism with respect to
the lack of impartiality of ad hoc judges was confirmed, with the »Institut de
droit international« stating, in 1952 and 1954, that the institution of ad hoc
judges contravened the fundamental principle of the judiciary as it had been
understood since the time of Montesquieu.14 The Institute thus supported
the frequently recommended proposal to at least submit the selection of ad
hoc judges to a procedure which corresponded to that used to select regular
judges, and which was better suited to guaranteeing their independence
and impartiality.
This more recent research led to a slightly more favourable conclusion in
respect of the regular judges, although even here a distinct inclination to
support and vote in favour of one's own country was noted.15 Of course this
inclination was all the more evident when several of the States represented
11 The Wimbledon was a French chartered British ship loaded with munitions. Destined for Poland, it claimed the right of free passage through the Kiel Canal which had
been internationalised by the Treaty of Versailles. T h e German government would
have been in violation of its duties as a neutral had it allowed passage. See: PCIJ
Reports, Series A, No. 1, p. 32.
12 Reut-Nicolussi, op cit. note 8, p. 210.
13 A. Wilson in The Times, 2 April 1937, cited by Reut-Nicolussi, ibid., at p. 244.
14 Conferences of the Institute held in Siena in 1952 and Aix-en-Provence in 1954.
See: (1954) 45(1) Annuaire de l'Institut de Droit International 427.
15 Suh, »Voting Behavior of National Judges in International Courts,« (1969) 63
American Journal of International L a w 224; Lachaume, » L e juge ad hoc,« (1966) 37
Revue Général de Droit International Public 335.
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on the bench w h e r e guided by the same interests. This was the case in the
1931 Advisory Opinion on the German-Austrian customs union, which
lacked the impartiality and objectivity required for a judicial finding and
was instead m o r e of a political decision. 1 6
In any event, it was beyond the self-understanding of sovereign States in
the inter-war period to give up the institution of the national judge and submit to a judicial authority in which they w e r e not themselves represented.
Given that nothing changed in this respect after 1945, it must be accepted
that an international judicature will not be accepted in a w o r l d of sovereign
States unless it makes such concessions. T h e defeated party will in any
event be m o r e prepared to accept the judgment of an international court if
one of its nationals has participated in the proceedings.
A further (third) weakness of the Permanent Court of International Justice
was its lack of competence and ability to enforce its decisions in a compulsory manner. In practice, this weakness was not exposed because the judgments of the Court w e r e obeyed. This was a further indication that, despite its
deficiencies, the Court during this period had acquired prestige and authority.

III. The Failure of the System of War Prevention
A system of w a r prevention was at the heart of the L e a g u e of Nations. This
system, which consisted of three elements (arbitration, disarmament, and
collective security), 17 gave rise to many illusions about the ability of judicial
and contractual arrangements to direct future international developments.
T h e most perfect expression of these efforts was embodied in the Geneva
Protocol of 24 October 1924. This protocol constructed a comprehensive
system of w a r prevention, regulating disarmament, military assistance and
the definition of the aggressor, on the basis of compulsory arbitration and an
interdiction of aggressive war. 1 8 Due to British reluctance - and above all the
reluctance of Britain's dominions - this protocol never came into effect. T h e
Locarno Conventions w e r e only a substantively less comprehensive and
regionally limited substitute.
T h e Geneva General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes of 26 September 192819 represented yet another last effort to create a
comprehensive instrument for the settlement of disputes by w a y of combined procedures of conciliation, arbitration and adjudication. This instrument was frequently regarded as a »final step in the development of inter-

16 See: PCIJ Reports, 1951, Series A/B, No. 41, Advisory Opinion, Series C, No. 53,
Pleadings; C. Bilfinger, »Der Streit um die deutsch-österreichische Zollunion,« (1933)
3 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 163.
17 See: supra, pp. 585 ff.
18 Protocol on the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, (1924) Société des
Nations Journal Officiel, Suppl. Spéc. No. 23, 502; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 941.
19 (1928) Société des Nations Journal Officiel·, G.F. von Martens, Nouveau recueil
général de Traités, 3ième série, Vol. 30, p. 158; Georg Dahm, Völkerrecht, 3 Vols. (195869), Vol. 2, p. 353; Schindler, op cit. note 4, p. 12 ff.; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 1067.
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Figure 54: Frank B. Kellogg, US Secretary of State 1925-29,
after whom the Kellogg-Briand Pact of 1928 was named.

national adjudication and arbitration«.20 Until 1939 it bound twenty-three of
the League's Member States.21 However, it was ill-suited to influencing the
course of political events.
Numerous other projects of this kind were designed and discussed, but
none entered into force. The last large project was the Draft Disarmament
Convention presented by Prime Minister James Ramsay MacDonald of
Britain to the Disarmament Conference in Geneva on 16 March 1933 (the
»MacDonald Plan«). 22
Almost all projects of this kind, regardless of whether they entered into
force, shared the fate of the League of Nations, sinking into oblivion without
fulfilling the widespread hopes attached to them. In the harsh winds of the
new political climate that began with the remilitarisation of Germany and
the aggressive expansion of Italy in Africa and of Japan in the Far East, the
system for the prevention of war turned out to be ineffective. Major political
disputes could not be settled by arbitration and, as a matter of fact, no
serious test of the system was ever made.
20 »Endpunkt in der Entwicklung der internationalen Gerichtsbarkeit und Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit« - Schindler, ibid., p. 13.
21 T h e organisational parts of the Act w e r e revised by the United Nations General
Assembly in 1949, and thus m a d e functional again f o r the original - as w e l l as for the
n e w - signatories. See: K.H. Kunzmann, » D i e Generalakte von N e w York und Genf als
Streitschlichtungsvertrag der Vereinten Nationen,« (1961) 56 Friedenswarte 1.
22 Société des Nations, Conférence pour la réduction et la limitation
des armements.
Documents
de la Conférence, Vol. 2, p. 601 ff.; V. Bruns, Politische Verträge, 3 Vols.
(1936/42), Vol. 2(2), p. 504 ff.; G r e w e , Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 998 IT.
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Figure 55: Europe's statesmen during the best years of the League of .Nations,
1925-29: Sir Austen Chamberlain, Gustav Stresemann, Aristide Briand.

Neither the system of arbitration treaties nor the quasi-arbitral function of
the Permanent Court of International Justice worked as well as had been
expected either. Not a single attempt was made during the great crises and
tensions of the years leading up to the Second World War to use any of the
numerous arbitration treaties available. The concept of arbitration had been
so over-stretched that no-one believed in its effectiveness any more.
Britain inflicted one last blow to this system just before the outbreak of war.
On 29 August 1939 the British embassy in Paris proposed to the French government that they re-examine the question of whether the optional clause of the
Statute was binding in the event of war. On 7 September 1939 the British government informed the Secretary General of the League that it did not consider
the optional clause to cover disputes arising out of the new hostilities. It based
its position on the complete collapse of the League system of collective action,
which had been one of the most essential prerequisites for the acceptance of the
optional clause. Within forty-eight hours the French government sent a similar
notice to the Secretary General. 23 As a result, arbitration was completely excluded as a means of resolving disputes arising between the belligerent Western
Powers and neutral States as a result of naval and economic warfare.
In an aide-mémoire addressed to France on 22 February 1940 the British
government recalled the special role that it had been called upon to play in
respect of measures of economic warfare. In doing so it attributed the greatest importance to avoiding the danger of such a dispute being brought before the Permanent Court of International Justice. 24
With these harsh words of renunciation those same powers that had created and developed a wide-reaching system of arbitration and adjudication
during the inter-war period, put that system to an end.
23 (1939/40) 9 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 725.
24 (1939/40) 9 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 168.

Chapter Seven
Law Enforcement: The Outlawry of War, and Sanctions

I. The Prohibition of War by the Covenant of
the League of Nations and the Kellogg-Briand Pact
The most significant difference between the international law of the AngloAmerican Age and that of the nineteenth century involved the return to a
discriminatory law of war.1 In terms of the history of ideas this change did
not really involve a return to Grotius and the traditional doctrine of bellum
justum,2 although its protagonists liked to invoke this historical precedent.3
In so far as a historical tradition was resumed, it involved a revival of ideas
from the law of nations that had been proclaimed as part of the ideological
programme of the French Revolution.4 The strong accent that Grotius had
conferred upon the concept of punitive war was restricted to the sphere of
the ius naturale, which was of relevance only before the forum internum of
the conscience and concerned issues that were more moral than legal in
character. As far as the positive law of nations was concerned, Grotius stuck
to the concept of bellum solenne, according to which both belligerent parties
were accorded an equal position. The equating of the just war with the
defensive war and the unjust war with the aggressive war, as became fashionable after 1919, had more in common with the theories of 1790 than
with those of Grotius. However, even the theorists of 1790 did not use the
terms »aggression« and »defence« in a legally precise sense, but rather in a
vague ideological sense which enabled them to defame the adversary of the
moment as the »aggressor«. War was for them a glorified act of punishment
and extermination directed against criminal tyrants and aggressors thirsty
for conquest - who stood hors la loi and deserved neither indulgence, consideration nor observance of the ordinary rules of war. The integration of
the discriminatory law of war into a system of collective security shared the
same intellectual origins.
1 See: Carl Schmitt, Die Wendung zum diskriminierenden Kriegsbegriff {1937).
2 For the contrary view see: J. Kunz, »Bellum iustum and bellum legale,« (1951) 45
American Journal of International Law 528; A. Nussbaum, »Just War - a Legal
Concept?« (1943) 42 Michigan Law Review 453; L. Kotzsch, The Concept of War in
Contemporary History and International Law (1956), p. 86 ff.; Georg Dahm, Völkerrecht, 3 Vols. (1958-69), Vol. 2, p. 340.
3 In the in ter-war period of 1919-39 several authors tried to establish a »Grotian tradition« in anticipation of this development. See, e.g.: C. van Vollenhoven, The Three
Stages in the Evolution of the Law of Nations (1919). After 1945, Lauterpacht (»The
Grotian Tradition in International Law,« (1946) 23 British Yearbook of International
Law 1) continued to pursue this line of thought which, however, was a distortion of
Grotius' views. See: supra, p. 192.
4 See: supra, p. 422.
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T h e Covenant of the L e a g u e of Nations, the Kellogg-Briand Pact and treaties concerning the definition of an aggressor w e r e developed primarily by
American, 5 British 6 and French 7 experts of international law into a comprehensive - and supposedly positively effective - system encompassing the
laws of war, the prohibition of war, and the prevention of war.
T h e »General TVeaty for the Renunciation of War as an Instrument of
National Policy«, concluded in Paris on 27 August 1928 and commonly
known as the Kellogg-Briand Pact, 8 condemned »recourse to w a r for the
5 See, e.g.: T. Shotwell, War as an Instrument of National Policy (1929); idem., On the
Rim of the Abyss (1956); Quincy Wright, »Changes in the Conception of War,« (1924)
18 American Journal oflnternational Law 755 & 767; idem., »The Concept of Aggression in International Law,« (1935) 29 American Journal oflnternational Law 373.
6 See, e.g.: Arnold McNair, »Collective Security,« (1936) 17 British Yearbook oflnternational Law 150; Sir John Fischer-Williams, »Sanctions under the Covenant,« (1936)
17 British Yearbook oflnternational Law 130; Hersch Lauterpacht, »The Covenant as
the >Higher Law<,« (1936) 17 British Yearbook oflnternational Law 54.
7 See, e.g.: Georges Scelle, Précis de droit des gens (1932), Vol. 2, p. 47; idem., »Règles
générales du droit de la paix,« (1933 IV) 46 Recueil des Cours 331.
8 94 League of Nations Treaty Series 58; 127 British Foreign and State Papers 477;
V. Bruns, Politische Verträge, 3 Vols. (1936/42), Vol. 1, pp. 248 ff., 242 IT.; Grewe, Fontes,
Vol. 3(2), p. 959; D.P. Myers, Origin and Conclusion of the Paris Pact (1929);
H. Wehberg, »Briand-Kellogg-Pakt von 1928,« Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (1960), Vol.
I, p. 249; Wallace, Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 3 (1982), p. 263.
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solution of international controversies«. However, it did not set out a general and principled renunciation of war as a means of coercively enforcing
international law. Thus, wars for the purpose of imposing sanctions and
enforcing international law against aggressors and others who threatened
the existing world order indirectly acquired legitimacy. Moreover, the right
to engage in wars of self-defence was expressly reserved through an exchange of notes between the original signatories (summarised in the United
States note of 23 June 1928), which modified the substance of the treaty. The
procedures for imposing sanctions and defining aggressors remained uncodified.
Although the League of Nations Covenant contained a detailed (but by no
means unambiguous) set of rules on sanctions, it failed to establish a comprehensive prohibition of aggression. Not only were wars of self-defence
permitted, but also such aggressive wars as were not covered by the precise
and limited prohibitions of the Covenant. Members of the League were prohibited from using force to alter the status quo and, beyond this, from initiating a war without having first exhausted the procedures provided in the
Covenant for the peaceful solution of disputes. These procedures involved
conciliation and, in case of its failure, a subsequent procedure whereby the
Council would »make and publish a report containing a statement of the
facts of the dispute and the recommendations which are deemed just and
proper in regard thereto« (Article 15). If the Council failed to produce an
unanimous report, the parties were free, after a waiting period of three
months, »to take such action as they shall consider necessary for the maintenance of right and justice«. In other words, they were then free to go to
war, with each side deciding for itself the attribution of »right and justice« in
the dispute between them.
During the entire existence of the League of Nations the lack of comprehensiveness of the prohibition on war led time and again to new efforts to
develop the law of the Covenant in the direction of a general prohibition on
aggressive war. The high point of these efforts was the Geneva Protocol of
1924, which failed because of British resistance and because of its being linked with an unrealistic plan for general disarmament. As the Covenant provided no definition of the aggressor, efforts to provide one were undertaken
throughout the inter-war period. The Soviet government, taking up a report
from the Greek representative Nicolas Politis, proposed one definition within the framework of the conventions it concluded with a series of States
(namely Romania, Estonia, Latvia, Poland, Turkey, Persia and Afghanistan)
in London on 3-4 July 1933. The »aggressor« was to be the State that first
committed any of the following acts:9
1. Declaration of war upon another State;
2. Invasion by its armed forces, with or without a declaration of war, of the
territory of another State;
3. Attack by its land, naval or air forces, with or without a declaration of
war, on the territory, vessels or aircraft of another State;
9 147 League of Nations Treaty Series 68; Bruns, ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 339, 344, 346; Grewe,
Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 973.
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4. Naval blockade of the coasts or ports of another State;
5. Provision of support to armed bands formed in its territory which invaded the territory of another State, or refusal, notwithstanding the request of
the invaded State, to take, in its own territory, all the measures in its power
to deprive those bands of all assistance or protection.
In 1927 the British Foreign Minister, Sir Austen Chamberlain, had already
exposed the weakness of all of these efforts to define aggression, remarking:
»I am against the attempt to find a definition of the aggressor, because it
would become a trap for the innocent and a sign-post for the malicious«. 10
In this manner a system of law enforcement was created which was difficult to comprehend because of its uncertainty and vagueness and impossible to gauge in terms of its practical effects. Its basic tendency was towards
the monopolisation by the two Anglo-Saxon nations at the head of the
League and Kellogg-Briand Pact systems, of war as the most effective means
of law enforcement in international relations.
In the unstable 1920s and 1930s these two powers were certainly better
qualified than most for preserving the peace and a stable rule of law for the
protection of global free trade, communications and transportation. Their
doing so was also more legitimate. However, they neither succeeded in
maintaining a peaceful world order, nor could they satisfy the hopes and
expectations associated with the new conception of international law which
replaced the »classical« law of nations and its liberty to wage war. The outlawry of war, loaded as it was with moral pathos and ideological rhetoric,
inflicted serious damage upon the authority and credibility of international
law, which was hardly compensated by the intended but never achieved
restriction of war as a means of national policy.
The barriers erected by the League Covenant and Kellogg-Briand Pact were
undermined by the fact that aggressors no longer made formal declarations of
war, nor formally proclaimed the existence of a state of war. Large-scale
armed conflicts such as those between Japan and China in 1932 and 1937 took
place in the guise of peaceful measures of »self-defence« and »reprisal«. The
concept of reprisal was thus deprived of its legal precision and became a caricature which contributed to the undermining of international law's authority.
One of the most valuable achievements of the classical law of nations was
the containment or »hedging« (»Hegung« in German) of war through a ius in
bello.11 This development had made considerable progress in the nineteenth and early twentiethth centuries, in particular at the Geneva
Conference of 1864 and The Hague Conferences of 1899 and 1907. However,
its moral and intellectual foundation was now shaken by the discriminatory
concept of war. All attention focused on the ius ad bellum, it being thought
that the hoped-for-elimination of war had already been achieved. In so far
as it was not simply ignored and neglected, the ius in bello was made subordinate to the ius contra bellum and its fundamental principle, the equality of the legal position of both belligerents, was put in question.
10 Parliamentary
Debates (1927) Vol. 210, col. 2105.
11 See: Carl Schmitt, Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum
(1950), pp. 43 ff., 120 ff. & 180.
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The trend toward a »discriminatory law of war« was resumed and even
more intensely discussed after 1945. It was the consequence of an interpretation of the Rellogg-Briand Pact, presented by Wehberg, as the »definite
break with the classical doctrine of iusti hostes«. 12 During the inter-war
period this trend, which appeared mainly in the law of neutrality, led to theses and proposals which were then put into practice during the Second
World War. However, people still avoided drawing the logical consequences
of the discriminatory concept of war for the rules applicable between belligerents (for example, in respect of the treatment of non-combatants and
prisoners of war). Had they done so, this would have revealed only too clearly that they were only augmenting the horrors of combat, demolishing the
humanitarian barriers, and paving the way for total war.
There was one area in which it was thought possible to procede without
such hesitations: in that of the law of neutrality, which was the other institutional pillar erected by classical international law for the limitation of
war. It sought to prevent a conflict which had already broken out from
spreading. Already at the second meeting of the League Council, in London
on 13 February 1920, a resolution was adopted which declared that »the
conception of neutrality of the members of the League is incompatible with
the principle that all members will be obliged to co-operate in enforcing respect for their engagements against a Covenant-breaking state«. 13 A British
memorandum of 1929 concluded that, in cases where Article 16 of the
Covenant was applied, members of the League were not in the position of
»neutrals« and had no right »to trade with our enemy«. 14 It thus implied, as
a matter of course, that violators of the Covenant were also enemies of
Britain. The principle was restated by British Foreign Minister Eden on 23
October 1935, at a time when the Italian action against Ethiopia had rendered this development of evident importance.
The International Law Association at its Budapest Conference of 1934
adopted an interpretation of the Rellogg-Briand Pact which dispensed with
the traditional obligations of neutrals vis-à-vis a belligerent which was violating the Pact. 15 This interpretation was further elaborated in a Draft »Con12 Criticised by Kunz, »The Laws of War,« (1956) 50 American Journal of International
Law 313. See further: K. Krakau, Missionsbewusstsein und Völkerrechtsdoktrin in den
Vereinigten Staaten (1967), p. 369 ff.; H. Wehberg, Krieg und Eroberung im Wandel des
Völkerrechts (1953), p. 44. Authors who based their views on Marxist/Leninist ideology
stressed that »according to modern international law war is not a duel, not a competition between equal parties«, but that the legal position of the parties was different. See:
G. Tunkin, »Theoretische Fragen des Völkerrechts,« in M.A. Kaplan & N. Katzenbach
(eds.), Modernes Völkerrecht, Form oder Mittel der Aussenpolitik (1965) 232.
13 (1930) 2 Société des Nations Journal Officiel 57.
14 Cmd. 3452. Misc. No. 12 (1929). See: (1939/40) 9 Zeitschrift für ausländisches
öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 729; Graf Moltke, »Die Lossagung Grossbritanniens, Frankreichs, Australiens, Neuseelands, Südafrikas und Indiens von den
Verpflichtungen der Fakultativklausel,« (1939/40) 9 Zeitschrift für ausländisches
öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 620.
15 F. Schlüter, »Kellogg-Pakt und Neutralitätsrecht,« (1942-43) 11 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 24.
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vention on Rights and Duties of States in Case of Aggression« drawn up by
members of the Harvard Law Faculty in 1939.16 The Harvard Draft introduced the term »supporting state« into the terminology of international law,
defining it as »a state which assists a defending state [i.e. the victim or object
of aggression] without armed force« (Article 1(g)). This concept underlay
the official position of the United States after the outbreak of war in 1939
and its unequivocal support for Britain and France, as was reflected in the
provisions of the Neutrality Law of 4 November 1939, as well as in September 1939 when fifty destroyers were delivered to Britain in exchange for
military bases in the Atlantic Ocean. The Lend-Lease Law of 10 January
1940 further facilitated the delivery of war matériel to Britain. This replacement of neutrality with the new status of »non-belligerency«, thus permitting the provision of support to one of the belligerents, has never formally
been accepted by all the members of the international community, nor has
it ever been codified. However, it indicates a departure from the non-discriminatory concept of war.
The League of Nations was for all practical purposes dead when war
broke out in Europe in 1939 and soon spread worldwide. However, the
Kellogg-Briand Pact served as an authoritative legal basis for the judges of
the tribunal established by the victorious powers in Nuremberg to try those
of the leaders of the Third Reich who were still alive for »crimes against the
peace«. It was from the Kellogg-Briand Pact that the judges derived the legally contestable - international criminal responsibility of the accused for
the preparation, planning and commencement of an aggressive war.
However, even in Nuremberg there was never any doubt that the rules of
warfare, the traditional ius in bello, were, as in former wars, binding upon
all belligerents in equal measure. In order to find a large number of the
defendants guilty of war crimes it was necessary to assume that the ius in
bello continued to apply to both sides in an unaltered manner.
II. Reprisals as a Substitute for War
and as a Means of Escalating Warfare
The most important developments after 1919 in respect of peaceful measures of self-help did not concern the content of the right of reprisal (although in this respect as well a few innovations may be noted) so much as
the way in which reprisals were applied as a substitute for war (in times of
peace) or (in times of war) as a means of transition to total war.
As far as the content of the right of reprisal (i.e. its reason for application,
scope, targets, etc.) was concerned, a development which had begun before
the First World War continued. The so-called »Drago-Porter Convention«
(Convention respecting the Limitation of the Employment of Force for the
Recovery of Contract Debts), 17 concluded at the Second Hague Peace
16 (1939) 33 American Journal of International Law, Suppl., Sec. 4, 823.
17 See: (1910) Reichsgesetzblatt 59; Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(1), p. 606; G.F. von Martens,
Nouveau recueil général de traités 0ième série), Vol. 3, p. 323; 100 British Foreign and
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Figure 57: G u s t a v S t r e s e m a n n a d d r e s s i n g t h e G e n e r a l A s s e m b l y of t h e L e a g u e of N a t i o n s .

Conference on 18 October 1907, is sometimes regarded as the first phase of
a new stage in the development of the right of reprisal. 1 8 This new phase
continued after the First World War with the development of some further
limitations on the right. It was increasingly recognised that a prerequisite
for reprisals was a serious effort to encourage the other side to repair its
wrongs, that an explicit request was required which, even if it took the form
of an ultimatum, granted sufficient time for reparation to be made. In addition, the reprisal could not be evidently disproportionate to the wrong inflicted by the adversary, and to the damage caused by it.
These rules w e r e confirmed in two decisions dating from 1928 and 1930
by a neutral arbitral tribunal that had been established by the Treaty of
Versailles. In the Naulilaa case Germany was held liable for compensation
to Portugal, a neutral party during the First World War, because military
State Papers 314. T h e draft treaty, which w a s guided by a doctrine developed by the
Argentine Foreign Minister Drago, w a s submitted by the United States delegate, General Horace Porter. See: H.J. Hallier, »Drago-Doktrin,«in Wörterbuch des
Völkerrechts
(1960), Vol. 1, p. 398; Benedek, in Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 8, p. 1102.
18 K.J. Partsch, »Repressalie,« in Wörtenbuch des Völkerrechts (1960), Vol. 3, p. 103.
T h e early p h a s e s of »special« a n d »general« reprisals e n d e d in the late e i g h t e e n t h c e n tury. T h e n i n e t e e n t h c e n t u r y saw a new, third p h a s e , w h e r e a s a f o u r t h p h a s e b e g a n
in 1907/1919.
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reprisals engaged in by the German defence force in Southwest Africa, in
reaction to the massacre of a group of German officials and military personnel in Portuguese territory in Angola, had violated these rules. 19
Another opportunity to discuss the principle of the proportionality of reprisals was offered by the military occupation of Corfu by Italian forces in
August 1923. T h e Fascist government in Rome had ordered this occupation
as a reprisal against the killing of some Italian m e m b e r s of an international
border commission on Greek territory near the Albanian frontier. ( T h e
Italian forces w i t h d r e w after one month, after the Greek government accepted the reparation conditions r e c o m m e n d e d by an international ambassadorial conference in Paris.) 20 Similar discussions f o l l o w e d the 1937 bombardment of the Spanish port of Almeria in reprisal for an air attack on a
German battleship off the Spanish coast. 21
T h e Geneva Convention of 1929 prohibited the application of reprisals
against prisoners of war, the wounded, and civilians in occupied territory. 22
This in turn promoted the further restriction and limitation of the right of
reprisal.
However, these developments occurred in the face of a significant extension of the practice of reprisals. Japan, in its military actions against China
in 1931-32 and 1937-39, used »peaceful reprisals« as a kind of substitute for
w a r in order to circumvent the contrary provisions of the L e a g u e Covenant
and Kellogg-Briand Pact. This avenue was available to it only because
China, f r o m its perspective, also considered it useful not to qualify the
fighting formally as » w a r « .
With the outbreak of w a r in 1939, both sides used supposed legal violations on the part of the other as a reason, or only as a pretext, gradually to
sharpen the means of w a r f a r e to the point w h e r e what is usually referred to
as »total w a r « was achieved. This process of escalation began with air
attacks against cities and their civilian inhabitants, and with the sinking of
merchant vessels without warning. In the course of the w a r it extended into
all theatres, to the point w h e r e in land warfare the execution of hostages
played a sad role as a reprisal against the activities of partisans.
This disjunction between progression in terms of normative development
and regression in terms of actual behaviour was characteristic of the development of the law of reprisal in the period between 1919 and 1945, as was
the case in many other areas of international law.

19 K.J. Partsch, »Naulilaa-Fall,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (1960), Vol. 2, p. 577
IT.; F. Berber, Lehrbuch des Völkerrechts (2nd edn., 1969-77), Vol. 3, p. 95 ff.
20 E. Thomas, »Korfu-Fall,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (1960), Vol. 2, pp. 311-13.
21 V. Böhmert in (1937) 21 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 297; Dahm, op cit. note 2,
Vol. 2, p. 432.
22 Article 2, Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and
Sick in Armies in the Field, 29 July 1929, in 118 League of Nations Treaty Series 304;
Grewe, Fontes, Vol. 3(2), p. 1202; (1934) 2 Reichsgesetzblatt 208, 227 ff.

Chapter Eight
The Laws of Territorial Settlement:
Contiguity and Sectoral Demarcation

It remained a matter of uncertainty and controversy in the nineteenth century whether titles for the acquisition of territory which corresponded to the
principles of dynastic succession remained valid.1 However, in the democratic climate of the inter-war period, it was clear that they had died. In the overall system concerning the acquisition of territory, only contractual cession
was specified as a derivative title, the legal grounding of which had never
been defined. 2
During this period the last unopened regions, the Arctic and Antarctic, were
included in the ongoing legal division of the world. The principle of effective
occupation hardly seemed appropriate for determining the territorial order of
these parts of the world. Some voices called into question the positive effectiveness, not only of the notification requirement, but also of the principle of
effective occupation. In doing so they referred to the nullification of Articles
34 and 35 of the Congo Act by the Convention of St Germain of 10 October
1919.3 The arbitral award by the King of Italy on 9 February 1931 in the dispute between France and Mexico over Clipperton Island granted an exception
from the principle of effective occupation in the case of an uninhabited island,
where a symbolic taking of possession was deemed to be sufficient. 4
In 1931 the Permanent Court of International Justice had to assess the validity of the Norwegian Annexation of Eastern Greenland. In doing so it formulated the requirements of effective occupation in a very cautious manner,
holding only that »some actual exercise or display« of governmental authority was required. The enactment of legislation fixing the limits of territorial
waters, regulating hunting and fishing and dividing the country into
provinces, as well as the admission of some foreigners to most-favoured
1 See: supra, pp. 543 ff.
2 See, e.g.: Hersch Lauterpacht (ed.), Oppenheim's International Law (8th edn, 1955):
»Five modes of acquiring territory may be distinguished, namely; cession, occupation,
accretion, subjugation, and prescription ... Cession is ... a derivative mode of acquisition, whereas occupation, accretion, subjugation and prescription are original
modes« (p. 429). »Marriage contracts« and »testamentary dispositions« are attributed
to a time when »absolutism was reigning over Europe« (p. 432).
3 See: A. Cavaglieri, »Règles générales du droit de la paix,« (1929 I) 26 Recueil des
Cours 315 at 412; F. Rleiber, Die Entdeckung im, Völkerrecht. Eine Studie zum Problem
der Okkupation (1933), p. 14.
4 (1931) 3 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 1; W.
Schoenborn, »Über Entdeckung als Rechtstitel völkerrechtlichen Gebietserwerbs,« in
Gegenwartsprobleme
des internationalen
Rechtes und der Rechtsphilosophie,
Festschrift R. Laun (1953), p. 250.
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nation treatment, was considered sufficient to establish a valid title - in other
words: a more or less fictitious or symbolic occupation was all that was necessary. 5 The Court avoided having to make a more clear-cut decision on such
requirements. Instead it attributed territorial sovereignty over Eastern Greenland to Denmark on the basis that it had exercised sovereignty for a long time
without having encountered opposition. Such acquisition of sovereignty
based on tacit recognition by the international community indicated a shift in
the legal grounds of acquisition to that of title by prescription. 6
In such decisions, as well as elsewhere, a reverse development became discernible: a turning away from the principle of effective occupation. Its most striking expression was found in the formulation of new legal titles for the acquisition
of polar territories. With some reason it had been noted that these territories,
with their wide expanses, could only be compared with the territories acquired
during the Classic Age of Discovery in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.7
In the nineteenth century the concept of contiguity had already been used
to construct claims by States to the incorporation of those territories that
stood in a natural connection with territories already occupied by them. 8 T h e
principle of sectoral delimitation, on which it was n o w attempted to base the
acquisition of polar territories, represents an extensive widening of this concept. However, it has not led to a new, generally recognised title of acquisition in international law.
Contiguity, »geographical unity« with the adjacent zone, was claimed in
respect of a geographical triangle the top of which (the North Pole) was
linked by meridians to the most westerly and easterly points of the State that
bordered on the Polar region and claimed sovereignty over it. T h e emergence
of this »sectoral principle« dates back to the last years before the First World
War. On 20 February 1907 the Canadian senator Pascal Poirier placed a
motion before the Senate urging it to resolve that the time had come to take
possession, by way of a formal declaration, of the lands and islands north of
the Dominion of Canada up to the North Pole. 9

5 V. Bruns, Fontes Iuris Gentium, Ser. A, s. 1, tome 3 (1935), p. 17 IT.; Schoenborn, ibid.,
p. 250. E. Wolgast, »Das Grönlandurteil des Ständigen Internationalen Gerichtshofes
vom 5. April 1933,« (1933) 13 Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht 545 at 583, criticised
the Court for being satisfied with »paper legislation«.
6 Georg Dahm, Völkerrecht, 3 Vols. (1958-69), Vol. 1, p. 588.
7 G. Smedal, De l'acquisition de souveraineté sur les territoires polaires (1932), p. 11.
8 In the Island of Palmas case Max Huber, the sole arbitrator, stated that title based
on contiguity had no foundation in international law. See: (1928) 22 American Journal
of Intenational Law 893; (1929) 1 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und
Völkerrecht 4; (1949) 2 Reports of International Arbitral Awards 829; Lagoni, in Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 2, p. 223. Some countries such as Argentina
and Chile argued not only on the basis of »geographic contiguity«, but also on the
basis of mere geographic (geological, climatological, botanical and zoological) »similarity« between their State territory and the claimed area. This has been called »continuity theory« - in contrast to contiguity theory. See: I. von Münch, »Völkerrecht.
Fragen der Antarktis,« (1958/59) Archiv des Völkerrechts 239.
9 Debates of the Senate of the Dominion of Canada 1906/07, (1907), pp. 266 & 273;
Smedal, op cit. note 7, p. 87 ff.
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In the period between 1916 and 1926 State practice produced a substantial number of declarations which, in accordance with the sectoral principle, asserted territorial claims over polar regions without there having been
an effective occupation. Russia, and subsequently the Soviet Union, issued
such declarations in 1916, 1924 and 1926 in respect of a series of islands
»forming a prolongation of the Siberian continental region«. Analogous
declarations were issued by Britain in 1917 in respect of the demarcation of
the Falkland Dependencies, in 1923 in respect of the inclusion of the Ross
Sea Sector under the jurisdiction of the Governor General of New Zealand,
and in 1926 with a communique of the Imperial Conference on British Titles
of Possession in the Antarctic Region. France issued similar declarations in
1924, claiming the islands of St Paul, Amsterdam, Rerguelen, Crozet and
Adélie as »dépendances du gouvernement général de la Malgache«. 10
The general insecurity that governed this politically highly explosive part
of international law was exposed by the fact that almost all States interested
in the Antarctic repeatedly based their claims, or at least supplemented
them, with claims based on title by discovery - despite all the doubts expressed in the literature and in the case law of international arbitral tribunals
about the legal validity and bearing of this form of territorial acquisition. 11
This was particularly true of the resolutions of the British Imperial
Conference of 1926 or the French declarations of 1924-25 and 1927-28 concerning the island of Adélie. 12 A Norwegian Royal Declaration of 1939 claiming 4,000 kilometres of the Antarctic continent for Norway relied upon the
»discovery and exploration« of those territories by Norwegian expeditions. 13
This was the first time the argument that »exploration« was a legally relevant ground for the acquisition of territory had appeared. Only after the
Second World War did it find stronger resonance in interested parts of
public opinion.
Although the sectoral principle remained highly contested, 14 in practice
States generally acquiesced in the face of the above-mentioned declarations. In this way the general decline of the principle of effective occupation, which occurred across all areas of international law during the AngloAmerican Age, also became apparent here.

10 Bleiber, op cit. note 3, p. 94 ff.
11 von Münch, op cit. note 8, p. 241.
12 Bleiber, op cit. note 3, p. 94 ff.; Schoenborn, op cit. note 4, p. 252.
13 Schoenborn, ibid., p. 252.
14 See: V. Böhmert, »Sektorentheorie,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (I960) Vol. 3,
p. 248. The sectoral principle was also rejected by von Münch {op cit. note 8) and the
authors cited by him at p. 238, fn. 53.
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Chapter Nine
Law and Dominion of the Sea: The Decline of Neutral Rights

I. From Neutrality to »Non-Belligerence«
In the transition period between the two World Wars the »freedom of the
seas« remained one of the primary, generally accepted principles of international law. This was expressly confirmed by the Permanent Court of
International Justice in its famous decision of 7 September 1927 in the Lotus
Case (a decision which principally concerned other matters). 1 In actual fact,
the practical bearing of this principle was determined by the strength of the
Anglo-American dominion of the sea. Between 1919 and 1939 there was no
reason for the United States to activate its sea-power. In contrast, Britain
acted in the Spanish Civil War in accordance with the policy that it had
developed in the nineteenth century, by opposing the activities of »submarines of unknown nationality« as »piracy in the Mediterranean« (the submarines in question were in fact Italian submarines operating in support of
General Franco). However, the Convention of Nyon of 1937 did not leave
this task to the British fleet alone. 2 It instead established patrol units of
British and French nationality, which were soon joined by Italian units. The
mysterious submarine operations ended very shortly thereafter. 3
»Freedom of the seas«, in a new sense which related above all to the freedom of neutral trade in wartime, was a crucial aspect (Point II) of United
States President Woodrow Wilson's »Fourteen Points«. However, it was soon
wrested from him as a result of the stubborn opposition of British diplomacy.
In any event, the postulate presented by the United States was hardly convincing, given that from 1917 it participated - with even greater enthusiasm
than Britain - in the blockade against the Central European Powers.
By 17 October 1918 the British Cabinet had already approved a memorandum from the First Lord of the Navy, Admiral Wemyss, which strongly opposed the freedom of the seas. President Wilson's close confidant, Colonel
House, was in Europe at the time preparing for the armistice and peace
negotiations. He warned the British government that the United States could
not tolerate an overwhelming British dominion of the seas, any more than it
1 PCIJ Reports, Series A, No. 10. The case concerned the issue of jurisdiction in respect of a collision between a French and a Turkish vessel on the high seas. See:
V. Bruns, Fontes Juris Gentium, ser. A, s. 1, tome 1, Digest of the Decisions of the PCIJ,
(1935), p. 59 ff.
2 Nyon Arrangement of 14 September 1937 & Geneva Supplementary Agreement of
17 September 1937. See: V. Bruns, Politische Verträge, 3 Vols. (1936/42), Vol. 3(1), pp.
765 ff., 788 ff.; E. Schmitz, »Die Abmachungen von Nyon und Genf,« (1938) 8 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 17.
3 G.M. Gathorne-Hardy, Kurze Geschichte der internationalen Politik 1920-1939
(1947), p. 508.
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could tolerate Prussian »militarism«, and in this respect explicitly threatened a build-up in United States naval armaments.4
In his well-known commentary on the Fourteen Points, sent by cable to
President Wilson, Colonel House went so far as to propose that the right of
blockade be maintained in any war fought by the League of Nations, but that
it be abolished, together with the right of contraband, in every other war.
The security of private property during a war at sea was to be guaranteed.5
Colonel House thus returned to postulates originating in the first decades of
United States independence. However, the British were no more inclined to
yield to such demands than they had been more than a century earlier. Only
with considerable difficulty (he had to go so far as to invoke the threat of a
separate peace treaty with Germany) did Colonel House succeed in
persuading the Supreme Council of the Allied Powers to recognise in principle, on 30 October 1918, the freedom of the seas. However, he failed to
achieve a more precise clarification of the principle's application.
By 3 November 1918 the British Prime Minister, David Lloyd George, was
prepared to give his assent in writing to the United States, even if he made
that assent subject to a number of conditions. He wrote: »We are quite willing to discuss the freedom of the seas in the light of the new conditions,
which have arisen in the course of the present war«. 6 However, this assent
did not amount to much, as became apparent as soon as the following day.
On 4 November 1918 the Supreme Allied Council resolved, in its reply to the
German armistice summons, to adopt Wilson's Proclamation as the basis for
peace negotiations - with the exception, however, of Point II concerning the
freedom of the seas. The precise meaning of Lloyd George's promise was
clarified in his memoirs, where he wrote: »I felt convinced that nothing more
would be heard of the subject«.7 By using a delaying formula which, in his
own judgment, was »consistent with his (President Wilson's) self-respect and
our safety«,8 Lloyd George succeeded in excluding the law of sea warfare
from the discussions of the Peace Conference (a similar exclusion was made
at the 1815 Peace Conference). Nevertheless, doubt in respect of some of the
successes achieved by the British delegation was expressed by a British
member of the Committee of Military Experts in Versailles, who wrote: »The
outcome was that we got our principle and the United States the greatest battle fleet. And battle fleets are more concrete things than principles«.9
In this way the dispute between Britain and the United States on the freedom of the seas remained unresolved. While the United States referred back
to the principles on which its traditional position had rested, it became
apparent at the same time that such principles no longer corresponded to its
new position as a leading sea power, and that it had recently relied heavily
4 See: J. Westphalen, Die Bedeutung des Völkerbundsgedankens für die englische
Aussenpolitik 1914-1919 (1942), p. 145.
5 See: C. Seymour, The Intimate Papers of Colonel House (1928) Vol. 4, p. 199.
β Ibid., p. 190.
7 The Truth about the Peace Treaties (1938) Vol. 1, p. 85.
8 Ibid., p. 82.
9 R.H. Beadon, Some Memoirs of the Peace Conference (1933), p. 61.
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on the British methods in the just-finished First World War. As the global
situation was sharpened by the rise of new Great Powers and increasing
political and ideological confrontations, the United States became ever more
aware that the British dominion of the seas had been a stabilising element
in the international order, one which it was in the vital interests of the
United States to see maintained.
Walter Lippman had expressed this realisation in his article of 1937, where
he wrote that the United States had developed and practiced its philosphy of
isolationism within an international order where Britain ruled the seas. Such
a order existed in the period between the battles of Waterloo and the Marne.
As soon as this prerequisite disappeared, the bases of neutrality and isolation
were destroyed: »A fatal blow struck at the heart of the British power would
not merely destroy the international unity of the Empire; it would mean the
destruction of all international order as we have known it«.10
To varying degrees in the latter half of the 1930s, this realisation resulted
in adjustments to the United States' national laws concerning neutrality in
wartime. However, these adjustments were made in the face of considerable
opposition from large segments of the American public, who did not want
the United States to become in any way entangled in a European War. The
result of these adjustments was that it became increasingly difficult to speak
of »neutrality« in the classic sense. The Neutrality Law of 31 August 1935
had provided for an embargo on weapons, munitions and other war matériel, to be applied equally to both belligerent parties. However, although the
revised version of the legislation, effective from 1 May 1937, provided for
formal equality of treatment, it was designed to favour those belligerent parties that were in a position to use the newly invented »cash and carry«
system, in other words, to pay cash up front for the desired goods, to transport those goods on their own ships from United States ports, and on militarily-safe sea routes.11 To refer to this system as the »freedom of the seas«, as
President Roosevelt did when campaigning on behalf of this legislation,
required that the historical meaning of the principle be turned on its head.
It actually meant the renunciation of the principle of the »freedom of the
seas« as a protection of the rights of neutrals.
The contention that the »cash and carry« system was a suitable way of
keeping the United States out of the war also proved to be misleading. Apart
from the rhetoric, what was actually done left no doubt of the intention to
draw the United States into active participation in the war. This intention
was confirmed by the re-enactment of the revised version of the Neutrality
Law on 4 November 1939 - after the outbreak of war in Europe. The arms
embargo directed against both sides was thus lifted and the export of arms
and other materials converted to the »cash and carry« basis.12 An agreement
10 (1936-37) 15 Foreign Affairs 593. See supra, p. 577.
11 49 Statutes at L a r g e 1081; 50 Statutes at L a r g e 122. See: G r e w e , » Z w i s c h e n
Neutralität und Kollektivsicherheit,« p. 627 ff.; Κ. Keppler, Die Neutralitätspolitik
der
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika 1937-19)9 (1940).
12 (1940-41) 10 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 120;
Keppler, ibid., pp. 157 ff, 201 ff.; F. Berber, »Amerikanische Neutralität 1939/41,«
(1942-43) 11 Zeitschrift f ü r ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 448.
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of 3 September 1940 on the exchange of fifty old destroyers for the right to
establish military bases on Newfoundland, Bermuda and British possessions
in the Caribbean,13 and above all the »Lend-Lease Act« of 10 January 1941,14
made possible the acquisition of war matériel from the United States free of
the restrictions of the »cash and carry« system.
However, these measures deviated so sharply from the classical law of neutrality that the United States finally felt compelled to justify its policies on the
basis of entirely new arguments. Invoking the Kellogg-Briand Pact, it declared
that the traditional rules of neutrality were outdated and inapplicable to the
war which had broken out in 1939.15 Some United States writers described the
legal position of the United States as that of a »supporting State«, in the sense
of a never-generally-accepted draft »Convention on Rights and Duties of
States in Case of Aggression« produced by a group of Harvard professors.16
Just as some European States had sought to do at the beginning of the war, an
effort was now made to develop a third possible legal status between »belligerency« and »neutrality«. This new status of »non-belligerency« would permit one belligerent party to be favoured over another.17

II. Long-Distance Blockade and Economic Warfare
Far more than in the First World War, the practice of maritime warfare in
the Second World War saw a rigorous restriction of neutral rights and a
global economic war in which each side, invoking the right of reprisal
against alleged illegal acts of war by the other, disregarded the classical
rules of war and neutrality.18 Resuming practices which had already been
used in the First World War, but which were now significantly honed and
extended, Britain initiated a comprehensive system of economic warfare.
It prohibited all trade with the enemy and provided for the seizure of
enemy private property. In this way the concept of »enemy« was extended
far beyond enemy nationals and the inhabitants of enemy territory by the
introduction of »black lists«. For all practical purposes prize law was re13 The Department of State Bulletin, Sept. 7,1940, Vol. 3, No. 63 (Pubi. 1500). See also
supra, p. 624.
14 Official name: An Act to Promote the Defense of the United States, 53 Stat. 31;
Hackworth, Digest of International Law, Vol. 7 (1943), p. 691. See: Grewe, »Das Englandhilfsgesetz,« (1941) 101 ZGes-Stw. 621.
15 This was done by Secretary of War Stimson on 16 and 30 January 1941, and by
Attorney General Jackson on 31 March 1941. See: Hackworth, ibid., Vol. 7 (1943),
pp. 680 ff., 683 ff.; F. Schlüter, »Rellogg-Pakt und Neutralitätsrecht,« (1942-43) 11
Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 24; Grewe,
»Stellungswechsel der amerikanischen Völkerrechtspolitik,« (1941) 31 Zeitschrift für
Politik 262.
16 (1939) 33 American Journal of International Law, Suppl., 819 at 824 ff.; Hackworth,
ibid., pp. 682 ff, 733.
17 Grewe, »Der Status der Nichtkriegführung,« (1940) Zeitschrift der Akademie für
Deutsches Recht 206.
18 V. Bruns, Der britische Wirtschaftskrieg und das geltende Seekriegsrecht (1940).
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placed by a general embargo oil imports and exports, which was no longer supervised on the high seas, but rather in British ports, where neutral
merchant ships were now required to call. Only by presenting »Navicerts«
(i.e. accompanying naval documents, certificates of origin and interest,
and guarantees concerning the ultimate destination of goods) granted by
a British consulate or control authority before the commencement of the
voyage, was it possible to avoid having suspected contraband seized.
Taken altogether, this amounted to a long-distance blockade, which was
prohibited by the principles of the Paris Declaration on the Law of the Seas
of 1856. According to the Paris Declaration, only an »effective« blockade
was permitted, and the idea of contraband subject to seizure was precisely circumscribed.19
In contrast, German measures of maritime warfare culminated in the
establishment of far-reaching blockade zones in which neutral vessels
risked being sunk by submarines without prior warning.20 This kind of
maritime warfare also led to inhumane hardships which - contrary to the
principles of the classical laws of war consolidated in the nineteenth century
- affected combatants and civilians alike, without distinction.
It was and is a matter of fundamental controversy whether these measures used by both sides were lawful. In both wars, they were justified as
»reprisals« by referring to the adversary's violations of international law.
The Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal did not sentence Admirals Bäder and
Dönitz, who were responsible for Germany's conduct of the war at sea, after
the Commander in Chief of the United States Navy, Admiral Nimitz, testified
that the same measures were used on the allied side.
In any case the result of these methods of maritime warfare, as conducted
by both sides, was a reduction of the neutral rights of free merchant navigation to the point where it was no longer possible to speak of a »freedom of
the seas«.
Attempts by neutrals to limit the maritime zones available to the belligerents for military operations were restricted to ad hoc and largely ineffective statements to which more political than legal importance was
generally attached. This was particularly true of the proclamation of a
»Security Zone of the American Continent«, which was agreed at the InterAmerican Conference in Panama in October 1939.21 This proclamation
19 Grewe, Der dritte Wirtschaftskrieg (1940).
20 E. Schmitz, »Sperrgebiete im Seekrieg,« (1938) 8 Zeitschrift für ausländiches
öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 641. In the First World War the German
Declaration on Blockade Zones of 4 February 1915 targeted enemy merchant ships.
With the commencement of »unrestricted submarine war« through the declaration of
12 January 1917, neutral commercial navigation was included as well. In the Second
World War, Britain and Germany instituted total blockades against each other which
affected all vessels entering the blockaded zone. See: K. Zemanek, »Sperrgebiet,« in
Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (1960), Vol. 3, p. 286.
21 Conferencias Internacionades Americanas, Pr. Supp., p. 124; Hackworth, op cit. note
14, Vol. 5, p. 464 & Vol. 7, p. 702; U. Scheuner, »Die Sicherheitszone des amerikanischen Kontinents,« (1940) 24 Zeitschrift für Völkerrecht 180; W. Heidelmeyer,
»Sicherheitszone,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (1960), Vol. 3, p. 268.
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aimed at suppressing all acts of war by the belligerent powers within a zone
several hundred miles wide around the American continents (with the
exception of Canada). However, with the entry of the United States into the
war two years later, this regional system was deprived of its strongest supporter.
The reduction in the effectiveness of the principle of the freedom of the
seas during the Second World War was a prelude to its restriction in times
of peace - which became the characteristic mark of the new epoch which
began in 1945.

Part Six
United Nations:
International Law in the Age of American-Soviet Rivalry
and the Rise of the Third World
1945-1989
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Figure 58: T h e P o t s d a m C o n f e r e n c e of 1945 in the l ' a l a r e of C i i c i l i e n h o f
( C h u r c h i l l w i t h l i d e n a n d o p p o s i t i o n leader Attlee - P r i m e M i n i s t e r f r o m 27 July 1945,
T r u m a n w i t h B y r n e s , Stalin w i t h M o l o t o v ) .

Chapter One
The Bipolar World System Dominated by Two Super-Powers

1.1945 - A Turning Point in the History of International Law?
Did a new epoch in the history of international law begin after the Second
World War? Is 1945 comparable to 1648, 1815 and 1919, the years of the
great peace settlements of modern times, which marked fundamental regroupings in the State system, new distributions of power, and thus fundamental turning points in the development of the international legal order?
There was no peace treaty in 1945 that was comparable, in its content and
importance for the State system, with the Peace of Westphalia, with the treaty system of the Congress of Vienna, or with the Paris Peace Treaties of 191819. The peace treaties concluded in 1947 with Italy, Hungary, Romania and
Finland were not of the same weight; nor was the peace treaty concluded in
1952 with Japan. This latter peace treaty was not signed by the Soviet Union,
while the European peace treaties did not include a treaty with Germany,
the principal defeated power, until 1990.
However, these facts still do not provide an answer to the question
whether 1945 should be regarded as one of the major turning points in the
development of modern international law. Even in the early 1960s, historians of international law were inclined to see the Second World War »less
as a turning point than as an interruption of the development and as a catalyst of its acceleration«, and to emphasise the »return after 1945 to ideas
developed after the First World War« - although it was not overlooked »that
the war had set in motion fundamental processes of change«.1
More recently, new evidence required that the stress be laid upon this latter aspect, upon the process of change that was set in motion by the war. This
in turn required that 1945 indeed be understood as a major turning point.
Even if there was a return to ideas that had been developed after the First
World War, and hence a certain conceptual continuity of and correspondence
with the international legal order of the inter-war period, so many changes
and new, fundamental characteristics were involved that in the end one has
to speak of a new, free-standing epoch in the history of international law.
The international legal order faced certain fundamentally changed conditions: a global bipolar State system dominated by two superpowers, which
after time was modified through the emergence of an independent »Third
World«. This bi-polar system was neither transformed by the rise of some
middle-ranking powers into a global »multipolar« system, nor did it result
1 »[wjeniger eine Wende als eine Unterbrechung der Entwicklung und einen Katalysator
ihrer Beschleunigung« ... »nach dem Jahre 1945 erneut an die nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg
entwickelten Ideen anknüpfte« ... »dass der Krieg grundlegende Prozesse der Wandlung in
Bewegung gesetzt hatte« - U. Scheuner, in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (1960), Vol. 3, p. 745.
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from the new, rapid technological development - in nuclear weapons, space
travel, improved modes of transport and communication, industrial production, etc. - of an environment fundamentally different from that of the prewar world.
The dimensions of power politics were profoundly altered by all these
developments. Britain, which in the nineteenth century had been the dominant power and which in the inter-war period was still an equal partner of
the United States in a joint hegemony which controlled the world, receded
into the ranks of former European Great Powers. In comparison to the new
superpowers, the United States and the Soviet Union, these European States
would be able to maintain a secondary position only. The place of the two
co-operating Anglo-Saxon Great Powers was now occupied by two rival and
sharply antagonistic hegemonical States which became the centres of gravitation for two ideologically hostile camps. After the establishment of a universal peace organisation, the United Nations, in 1945 the willingness of the
two superpowers to co-operate was exhausted. Although the United Nations
Charter was the cornerstone of a new international legal order, it soon became apparent that the Charter only camouflaged the continued existence
of fundamental differences.
The character of the new international legal order which developed on
this basis for almost five decades could not, therefore, be discerned in the
provisions of the Charter. Nor could it be discerned in the innumerable texts
of legal or quasi-legal content that were produced during this period of
renewed declaratory and codificatory enthusiasm. More than ever one has
to take account of, and systematically evaluate, the realities of State practice, the actual behaviour of powerful States, and the effects of that behaviour on the international legal order. It is also necessary, correspondingly to examine the influence of the international legal order on the behaviour of powerful States.
II. The Power and Impotence of the Superpowers
Although an »American century« did not emerge from the Second World
War, the period after the war was nevertheless one in which the United
States occupied a dominant position for a number of years. Increasingly, this
position was limited by the mounting strength of the Soviet Union and the
rise of a »Third World«. The ability of the two rival superpowers to prevail
over all others was stretched ever more closely to its limits: in substance,
neither could play the role of world policeman, as Britain had in the nineteenth century.
There were several reasons for this inability. Above all, there was not just
one overarching superpower, but two. In contrast to the Anglo-American
joint hegemony, these two superpowers existed in a relationship of more
or less hostile rivalry, rather than in a relationship of friendly co-operation
and mutual interdependence. Consequently, neither superpower was prepared to concede the role of world policeman to the other. In addition, the
superpowers were increasingly unable to make full use of their military
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capabilities. Nuclear weapons soon proved inappropriate for use in regional or local conflicts, in civil or guerrilla wars. Neither in the Korean War
nor in the Vietnam War could nuclear weapons be used by the United
States. For many reasons military interventions like those in Lebanon in
1958 or the Dominican Republic in 1967 proved increasingly difficult if not
impossible in the 1970s. As early as the spring of 1961 the United States'
attempt to overthrow the Castro regime in Cuba failed when President
John Kennedy shrank away from authorising the provision of air support
to the commando units of exiled Cubans, and thus from assuming full
responsibility for this action on behalf of the United States. This action,
which became known as the »Bay of Pigs fiasco«, entered history as a failed
attempt by the United States to prevent the establishment of a hostile communist regime within its own region, within its immediate security zone.
By the time of the second Cuban Crisis in the autumn of 1962, the aim of
the United States was no longer to overthrow the regime, but rather to
block the installation of Soviet medium-range missiles. In a similar manner, the United States was unable to stop the revolutionary movements in
Nicaragua and El Salvador, both of which were supported by Cuba and oriented towards it.
In 1953 the United States was still able to take the risk of contributing to
the overthrow of Prime Minister Mohammed Mossadegh of Persia and of
helping Shah Reza Pahlevi return to power. However, in 1978 it looked on
helplessly as the Shah was again deposed, this time by Ayatollah Khomeini's
revolution - and this despite the fact that the question of Iran's political
orientation had grown considerably in importance during the interim period as a result of its oil production, the conflict in the Middle East, the instability of the Arab States of the Persian Gulf, and the monitoring of Soviet
nuclear weapons by radar stations located on Iranian territory. At the end of
1979 Iranian students and revolutionary guards, through their occupation of
the United States embassy in Teheran and the seizing of fifty diplomatic
personnel as hostages for months, demonstrated the impotence of a world
power in the face of an unprecedented violation of elementary rules of international law. The government of Iran not only tolerated this terrorist action
by some of its own citizens in the middle of its own capital city, but also
expressly approved and supported it.
The Soviet Union, for its part, nevertheless continued its practice of direct
military intervention - East Berlin in 1953, Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia
in 1968 - into more recent times, i.e. Afghanistan in 1980. However, the global reaction to these actions, even within the ranks of the communist world
movement, made apparent the growing difficulty of engaging in such
actions. The use of force in Afghanistan was condemned by an overwhelming majority of 105 States in the United Nations General Assembly
and resulted in a dangerous crisis in East-West relations. Discouraged by
diplomatic isolation and military failure, the Soviet Union eventually withdrew its forces.
With the increasing unrest in the sphere of Soviet rule during the late
1980s, no attempt was made to preserve Moscow's control through force of
arms. Against this background, the Soviet Union began to disintegrate.
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III. Cold War, Containment, Détente
The rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union in the decades
after 1945 was not just a power struggle for hegemony by the Great Powers,
as had occurred repeatedly in previous centuries. It had other dimensions,
in that it was just as much a fundamental intellectual and ideological confrontation: liberal democracy versus totalitarian dictatorship, free market
economies versus command economies, intellectual and cultural freedom
versus Marxist-Leninist dogma and party censorship. The confrontation
acquired an additional dimension through the development of weapons
technology: the opposing superpowers were at the same time the exclusive
holders of large nuclear arsenals. This monopoly provided a particularly
threatening background to the conflict between them.
In seeking to understand the history of East-West relations after 1945, one
has to take into account the complexity of the confrontation: the Great
Power rivalry; the establishment of ideological fronts stretching across the
globe; the balance of terror between the nuclear powers. The international
law of the post-war epoch had to evolve in the shadow of these constellations, and its structure was influenced by their various phases.
The foundation of the United Nations was only possible at a time when the
wartime coalition had not yet definitively collapsed and hopes of continued,
peacetime co-operation had not yet been extinguished. By 1947, at the
latest, such hopes had to be abandoned. The impossibility of reaching
agreement on questions concerning Germany, which became apparent at
conferences of the victorious powers in Moscow in the spring of 1947 and in
London at the end of 1947, the civil war instigated by the communists in
Greece, the communist coup in Prague on 2 February 1948 and the Berlin
blockade from 24 June 1948 to 12 May 1949 together marked the beginning
of the »Cold War«, during which time the international climate was frozen
for fifteen years.
The threat of an armed confrontation between the superpowers was
brought home on several occasions during the course of the Cold War:
during the Korean War; at the climax of the Second Berlin Crisis (after the
erection of the Wall in 1961); and during the Cuban Missile Crisis of October
1962. Recognition of this danger motivated efforts by both sides to seek an
eventual end to the Cold War through a policy of détente. This common
endeavour led first to the conclusion, in Moscow, of the 1963 Test Ban
Treaty, and later to the Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968, the German
Eastern Treaties of 1970-73, the Berlin Four Power Agreement of 1971, the
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT I) of 1972, and the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), which was held in Helsinki in
1975.
However, the basis for these agreements remained fragile, and setbacks
did occur: the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia in 1968; the conduct of
the Angolan civil war with the assistance of Cuban troops from 1975; the
invasion of Afghanistan in 1980; and the pressure exerted upon the Polish
government to suppress the Solidarity trade union in 1981-83. These setbacks repeatedly raised doubts in the West about the concept of détente. In
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the United States, such doubts led to the abandonment of détente towards
the end of the Carter administration, and in particular after the coming into
office of President Ronald Reagan, and to a return to the concept of »containment«. The Europeans, for their part, during this period sought to preserve a realistic core of the policy of détente.
The development of international law was, however, not completely paralysed during the Cold War. It remained possible, for example, to conclude
the Antarctic Treaty in 1959. Nevertheless, the political climate of the period was less favourable to the progress of international law than that of détente. The future development of international law was dependent in large
measure on the state of East-West relations - more so than on North-South
relations, that is, relations between the large industrial States (the United
States, Western Europe, Japan) and the developing countries of the »Third
World«. That said, the North-South axis undoubtedly created a new dimension within the international legal order during the second half of the twentieth century and would, to an increasing degree, define the future of international law. The importance of the North-South axis became apparent
during the comprehensive United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
(the resulting convention of which was signed by 117 States in December
1982 and entered into force in November 1994) and in controversial and not
very successful efforts, during the 1970s, to create a »new international economic order«.
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Chapter Two
The Foundations of the International Legal Community:
A Universal Community without Common Values

I. An Organised Community of Nations
During the Second World War, international law experienced a series of
convulsions comparable to those of the Napoleonic and First World Wars.
The belligerents ignored fundamental rules of the laws of war. The use of
ideology and propaganda in war, the commission of atrocities on an unimaginable scale, such as the extermination of Jews in the Nazi death camps
of Eastern Europe, mass deportations, forced labour, carpet bombings of
residential areas - all this produced a deeply poisoned climate of hatred
world-wide, a strong craving for revenge, and the ruthless defence through
force of arms of the positions of power achieved. In such a climate, the
building of a new world order that would offer self-determination, national
independence and sovereign equality to all peoples under their own forms
of government, that would guarantee human rights and protection against
discrimination to all individuals, and would safeguard peace for the international community by doing away with war, was a difficult undertaking.
Yet these were the ideals professed by the victorious coalition of 1945, even
though the members of that coalition had differing conceptions of these
ideals.
The creation of a new world order with the signature of the United
Nations Charter in San Francisco on 26 June 1945 could not mask the complexity of the political and ideological situation. From the outset, this new
order was based on a compromise between, on the one hand, the ambitious
plan to unite all the nations of the world in a universal organisation and submit them to an incontrovertible mechanism for the preservation of peace
and, on the other hand, the ongoing political power contests between the
Great Powers - which were prepared neither to allow themselves to be
bound by majority resolutions of other States, nor to accept essential restrictions on their own sovereignty. 1
The cornerstone of this compromise was the right of veto accorded to the
five victorious powers in the Security Council. This right, firmly anchored in
Article 23 of the Charter, gave each of these five States (which also acquired
the status of permanent members) the capacity to block resolutions and
therefore, most importantly, the capacity to block resolutions aimed either
directly or indirectly against themselves. This structure of the Security
Council existed - and exists - in almost irresolvable tension with the principle of sovereign equality of all member-States, which is proclaimed in
1 Grewe, Die Satzung der Vereinten Nationen (1948), pp. 5-34.
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Article 1 of the Charter. In earlier periods as well, this tension was characteristic of the relationship between the legal equality of States and the actual
supremacy of the Great Powers. 2 This tension was now most strongly
brought out by those same powers which, in their ideological rhetoric,
proclaimed the concept of equality with particular emphasis.
In 1968, the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) introduced a greater
degree of legal inequality into the international legal order than had ever
been seen before. 3 Despite this, and the many other compromises built into
the United Nations system, the fact that a world-wide organisation of States
had been established which - in contrast to the League of Nations - could
claim universal authority (even if a f e w States still did not belong to it), constituted a fundamental transformation of the international legal order. The
birthplace of this new organisation was not Paris, but Dumbarton Oaks (i.e.
Washington, DC) and San Francisco; its seat was not Geneva, but New York.
This geography determined its form just as much as the fact that its emergence into being depended on Roosevelt and Stalin settling on the veto as a
compromise between universal organisation and national sovereignty. In
addition, the rapidly increasing number of Third World States soon led to
their achieving a majority in the General Assembly, so that the international
community represented there lost completely the Western character that
had marked both the League and the early stages of the United Nations.

II. A Universal Legal Community Rising Above Ideological Dissent
The international legal order of the inter-war period had already been
extended to encompass all nation-States. However, these nation-States were
no longer united by a common cultural bond, nor could their legal order be
based on any foundation of generally recognised moral standards and
values.
Despite the higher degree of organisation established in 1945, there was
an even greater lack of generally recognised moral standards and values in
the post-war world. 4 The United Nations Charter adopted in San Francisco
at the end of the war was not reflective of the situation, but instead created
the impression that there was a minimum standard of generally recognised
2 E. Dickinson, The Equality of States in International Law (1972); J. Goebel, The
Equality of States. A Study in the History of Law (1923); W. Schaumann, Die Gleichheit
der Staaten (1957); G. Leibholz, »Gleichheit der Staaten,« in Wörterbuch
des
Völkerrechts (1960), Vol. 1, p. 694; Georg Dahm, Völkerrecht, 3 Vols. (1958-69), Vol. 1,
pp. 161-7. From the viewpoint of a political scientist Hans Morgenthau, Macht und
Frieden (1963) (Politics among Nations (1948)), p. 400, speaks of »sovereign inequality« marking the entire structure of the United Nations.
3 Grewe, »Die Gleichheit der Staaten in der Rüstungskontrolle,« in Festschrift
H. Jahrreiss (1964), p. 79 ff.
4 Alfred Verdross, »Die Wertgrundlagen des Völkerrechts,« (1953) 4 Archiv des Völkerrechts 129; D. Schindler, »Gedanken zum Wiederaufbau des Völkerrechts,« in Vom
Krieg und Frieden, Festschrift M. Huber (1944), p. 233 ff.; D. Schindler (Jr.), »Völkerrecht
und Zivilisation,« in (1956) 13 Schweizer Jahrbuch für Internationales Recht 79 at 92.
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values and norms. In its preamble it spoke of »faith in fundamental human
rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of
m e n and w o m e n and of nations large and small«, and of justice and respect
for the obligations arising f r o m treaties, of social progress, tolerance, good
neighbourliness, non-use of force and international co-operation.
However, it became apparent in the decades that f o l l o w e d that these
generally accepted formulas meant very different things to different m e m ber-States. 5 »Human rights« w e r e not the same in East and West. As understood by communist regimes and other dictatorships, they guaranteed neither f r e e d o m of the person, of opinion, nor of the press. For some, social
progress meant dictatorship of the proletariat and socialisation of the means
of production; for others it meant f r e e competition, f r e e d o m of association
in labour unions, and social security. For some, good neighbourliness meant
open borders and the f r e e m o v e m e n t of people and information; for others
it meant sealing populations off f r o m one another with walls, barbed w i r e
and death strips.
T h e question was frequently raised whether, in v i e w of this dissent that
was only camouflaged by the United Nations Charter, it was still possible to
speak of the existence of an international legal community which bound all
States together. Of course, this question - which was often answered in the
negative - had already been raised in the preceding epoch, soon after the
October Revolution and the political consolidation of the Soviet Union.
Early communist theorists of international law - such as E.A. Korowin in
his w e l l - k n o w n book of 1923 - started f r o m the basis that a communist State
could not exist in a legal community with bourgeois States, except in the
economic field or in respect of non-political questions of a technical character. All that was possible was an »international l a w of the transitional
period«, a limited legal order existing until such time as the w o r l d - w i d e
transition to a communist order of society occurred. Later on, this theory
was modified by other Soviet theorists w h o no longer denied the existence
of an international legal order that encompassed communist as w e l l as capitalist States within a single, universal legal community. 6 H o w e v e r , this rapprochement to the conceptions that predominated in the rest of the w o r l d
was again restricted through another theory that w a s developed, in particular, after the intervention in Czechoslovakia in 1968. This n e w theory held
that there was a »socialist international l a w « which bound the communist
States and which, in relations between those States, had priority over the
rules of general international law.
T h e s e and other concepts and principles developed by Soviet theorists
acquired greater importance, and attracted m o r e attention, after 1945. This
was because the Soviet Union of the inter-war period was somewhat differ5 Verdross, ibid., at 131.
6 Korowin, Das Völkerrecht der Übergangszeit (1923/24); G.I. Tunkin, »Theoretische
Fragen des Völkerrechts,« in W. Wengler (ed.), Modernes Völkerrecht (1965), p. 235 ff.
On the development of Soviet international legal theory, see: B. Meissner, Sowjetunion
und Völkerrecht 1917-62 (1963), p. 57 ff.; idem, Sowjetunion und Völkerrecht, 1962-7)
(1977), p. 59 ff.; idem, Das Wesen des Völkerrechts in Ost und West (1967/68), p. 17 ff.
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ent f r o m the post-war Soviet superpower. T h e f o r m e r was an outsider in the
world of States, in that it was at that time the only communist State in existence, and comparable to the later superpower in neither power-political
terms nor international status. This was why the ideological gulf between
East and West only acquired such deep-seated force in the international legal
order after 1945. Later, with the downfall of the Soviet bloc in the early 1990s,
the idea of a special socialist international law would disappear altogether.
During the Cold War there was a long-standing debate in the West as to
whether a global institution of international law still existed. 7 Arthur Nussbaum, for example, concluded that there w e r e in fact two worlds of international law, and that it was a matter of speculation w h e t h e r an intermediate step could be taken in the direction of a single world. He ended the
first ( G e r m a n ) edition of his A Concise History of the Law of Nations by contrasting Soviet international l a w with Western international law. T h e f o r m e r
was clearly significant in terms of the destiny of the Soviet satellite States,
w h i l e the »true international l a w « of the West guaranteed the independence
of nations. This in turn conjured up the Soviet challenge to the connection
between international l a w and the struggle for freedom. 8 Nussbaum wrote
his book in 1947, at the beginning of the Cold War. H o w e v e r , the theory of
international l a w developed in the 1950s and 1960s by the influential m e m ber of the Yale L a w School, Myres McDougal, by advocating a » w o r l d public
order« of »human dignity« also placed international law on an ideological
basis which w a s unable to recognise any minimal foundation of c o m m o n
values between East and West - and thereby put in question the possibility
of a universal international law. 9
T h e denial of a universal international legal community did not, however,
prevail. T h e predominant v i e w taken in the literature, as w e l l as in the judgments of international courts and in State practice, assumed the existence
of a universal international legal order. Nevertheless, it was frequently conceded that international l a w was w e a k e n e d by the ideological conflict, and
by the political division of the w o r l d into two opposing camps, 10 that it w a s
unstable and incapable of being strengthened, 11 and that increased universality had been paid for by a reduction of the substantive content of generally recognised rules of international law. 12
Despite all these restrictions and reservations, there was an unmistakeable need for a universal international legal order, and for States to cooperate in the creation of, and to comply with, such an order. This need was
7 See, e.g.: K. Wilk, »International Law and Global Ideological Conflict,« (1951) 45
American Journal of International Law 648.
8 Nussbaum, Geschichte des Völkerrechts (1947), p. 320.
9 See, in particular: »Studies in World Public Order,« in M. McDougal & F. Feliciano,
Law and Minimum World Public Order (1961). The ideological character of this theory was stressed by K. Krakau, Missionsbewusstein und Völkerrechtsdoktrin in den
Vereinigten Staaten (1967), pp. 459 ff., 499 ff., 514 ff.
10 U. Scheuner, »Völkerrechtsgeschichte. Neueste Entwicklung (seit 1914),« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (1960), Vol. 3, p. 744 at 747.
11 E. Menzel, Völkerrecht (1962), p. 13.
12 B. Meissner, Das Wesen des Völkerrechts in Ost und West (1967/68), p. 17 ff.
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made manifest by the protracted endeavours of numerous States to establish
a new, comprehensive, codified law of the sea through the Third United
Nations Conference on the L a w of the Sea.

III. The Decline of the Trusteeship System
as a Result of Decolonisation
T h e disappearance of a special colonial international law, existing within
the larger f r a m e w o r k of general international law, is one of the characteristics that distinguishes post-war international law, not only f r o m the international l a w of the inter-war period, but also f r o m the international l a w of
all f o r m e r periods since the beginning of the Modern Age. Since that time,
international law had been characterised by the need to provide order to
inter-State relations in the w i d e overseas colonial regions as well, those
regions having just entered the field of vision, and increasingly the political
sphere, of the old European States. T h e legal forms of colonial expansion,
the demarcation of zones of discovery and spheres of interest, and the administration of colonial p o w e r over indigenous peoples and tribes lent rich
diversity to the historical development of modern international law.
T h e creation of the L e a g u e of Nations mandate system in 1919 indicated
that the conviction of legitimacy held by the colonial powers had already
been shaken. T h e attempt, undertaken in 1945, to salvage the remains of the
colonial system through the invention of a »trusteeship« system anchored in
Chapter XII of the United Nations Charter, failed after a surprisingly short
period of time. For the most part, it hardly lasted a decade - although one of
the last instances of the trusteeship system leading to a decolonisation did
not occur until 1991 with the coming to an end of the United States administration of the Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of the
Marshall Islands, and the admission of those States to the United Nations. 13
T h e »Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples«, adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1960, form e d the basis for a process of decolonisation that was driven and supervised
by a special United Nations committee. Instead of a special colonial international law, there was n o w only a multitude of independent and formally
equal member-States, all of which - even the superpowers - had only one
vote in the General Assembly. T h e character of the Assembly w a s decisively changed, becoming dominated by a majority of Afro-Asian States which,
previously, had been in positions of colonial dependence. With increasing
urgency these n e w States demanded a general renewal of international l a w
on the basis of a new, non-Eurocentric conception of law which took into
account non-European (i.e. non-Western) legal cultures. 14
13 See: D. Rauschning, »Das Ende des Treuhandsystems der Vereinten Nationen
durch die Staatwerdung der ihm unterstellten Gebiete,« (1965) 12 Jahrbuch des
öffentlichen Rechts 158; idem, in B. Simma (ed.), The Charter of the United Nations:
A Commentary (1995), p. 933 ff.; R. Ginther, in Simma (ed.), ibid., p. 173.
14 Κ. Ginther, »Die Einwirkung der Dekolonisierung auf die Grundlagen des Völkerrechts,« (1983) 38 Schweizer Jahrbuch für Internationales Recht 9, esp. p. 25 ff.
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Chapter Three
The Subjects of International Law:
A Heterogeneous World of States

I. Diversity of Political Systems and the Beginnings
of a Communicative Society
The new world-wide international community, as it gradually took form
after the end of the Second World War, was composed of a multitude of highly differentiated members: superpowers, great and medium-sized powers of
a more traditional dimension, small States, and even a certain number of
micro-States. There were big and small, strong and weak, rich and poor,
and expanding and declining States. Their internal structure, their political,
social and economic constitution, provided no common denominator.
However, they could be divided very roughly into three large categories.
First, there were the highly developed industrial States of the western
variety (including Japan), in which forms of modern mass-democracy
which had already been generated in the Anglo-American Age were evolving and growing further. Second, there were the States of the communistcontrolled and dominated world, which more or less followed the Soviet
model and, indoctrinated with Marxist-Leninist ideology, constructed socialist systems on the basis of one-party dictatorships of a totalitarian character. Third, there were the States of the »Third World« which, having received
elements of the Eastern and Western social models, amalgamated and adapted them to their own special conditions. This resulted overwhelmingly in
one-party dictatorships with a strong inclination towards socialist command
economies and, in most cases, a central position (either open or camouflaged) for the armed forces.
This rather rough divisional scheme cannot cover all of the differences,
particularities and exceptions that exist within each of these three large
categories. One of the world's largest and most populated developing countries, India, is still (after the failure of Indira Gandhi's short-lived experiment in dictatorship) a democracy with a pluralist party system, albeit a precarious one.
In order to understand the international legal order of the post-war period, it is not necessary to collect and classify all of the nuances of the internal systems of the various States. The most relevant facts are that the international legal order could not be based on a minimum degree of structural
homogeneity among its members, and that there was consequently no international consensus on human rights, fundamental political freedoms, or
rights to self-government and national self-determination.
The frequently advanced proposition, that development towards a technologically-organised industrial and consumer society would result in a
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convergence of Western and Eastern social models, was hotly debated. With
regard to the coming together of political systems, it was hardly tenable.
This does not mean that there was an absence of corresponding structures,
above all those conditioned by modern technological developments, of relevance to contemporary and future international law. Such structures, which
may be described as the beginnings of a »communication society«, made
great progress in the West, while in the East they remained stuck in an initial phase, although they were clearly recognisable and could hardly be
arrested. The catch-phrase »communication society« refers to all of the characteristics of a modern mass society based on the rapidly growing and
ever-increasing mobility of its members and the even more rapidly growing
technological possibilities for intellectual communication between them.
The beginnings of this development stretch back to preceding epochs: to
the nineteenth century in respect of technological progress in land and sea
transport, and in respect of printing facilities and world trade; and to the
inter-war period in respect of air transport, broadcasting and capital
exchange. However, only after the end of the Second World War did this
development truly take off with regular transoceanic air traffic, world-wide
mass tourism, television, opinion polls, and an early and far-reaching interlocking and interdependence of trade, raw materials and energy procurement, of capital circulation and interweaving currency systems.
Although the closed, totalitarian societies of the East resisted these (for
them) critical developments with restrictions on freedom of movement,
press censorship, foreign exchange controls, regulation of capital markets
and the creation of monopolist State trading organisations, they were still
affected by them. Transboundary radio and television transmissions increased, as did tourist flows (even if initially in a west-to-east direction
only). Technological underdevelopment made increased trade and foreign
investment necessary within their domestic territory, and Eastern economies felt the effects of Western recessions and inflationary developments.
As early as 1975, practical constraints arising out of the development of a
communication society were already being reflected in international documents such as those resulting from the Helsinki Conference on Security and
Co-operation in Europe. 1
II. Antagonism between Supra-National Integration
and National Sovereignty
All predictions of the death of the nation-State and the formation of larger
spheres of political control proved incorrect or at least premature. On the contrary, in the course of »decolonisation« a multitude of new States were born
which, even if they lacked the substratum of a nationally homogeneous population - as was the case with most of the new African States - were erected according to the model of the traditional nation-State. They thus sought to devel1 (1975) 14 International Legal Materials 1293; von Münch & Buske, International
Law: The Essential Treaties and other Relevant Documents (1985), pp. 623 & 690.
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op such a State, frequently on a territory in which a colourful mix of peoples
with different languages, races and cultural heritages were bound together within borders that had been drawn artificially by the European colonial powers.
It was in Europe, the continent where the nation-State originated, that a
weakening of the integrative strength of this idea could first be observed. On
the one hand, there w e r e efforts to form a »united Europe«. However, after a
strong beginning in the 1950s, these efforts were for the time being restricted to the formation of an European Economic Community resembling a customs union; in political terms they led only to the direct election of a
European Parliament that lacked essential powers, and to intensified political cooperation at the level of governments and bureaucracies. On the other
hand, centrifugal forces believed to be long-extinguished w e r e reawakened
in the old nation-States. The Spanish government in Madrid struggled
against Basque and Catalan separatists for the national unity of Spain.
France, confronted with Corsican and Breton claims to autonomy, looked
upon the Spanish struggle with the awareness that there w e r e three Basque
provinces on French soil. In addition to the problems of Northern Ireland, the
British government had to deal with Scottish and Welsh claims. For the first
time, political circles in London felt the need to study federal State models in
West Germany, Austria and Switzerland, and to seek an alternative, less centralised constitutional structure for the United Kingdom.
Even in the Soviet Union, which was governed under a system of socalled »democratic centralism«, a strengthening of the many nationalities
living within its territory, and of their aspirations to autonomy, became
apparent. This was a prelude to the collapse of the multi-nation Soviet empire in the early 1990s. In 1945, for purely political reasons, the Soviet Union
benefited from its federal structure by claiming and receiving voting rights
in the United Nations General Assembly for the Belorussian and Ukrainian
Soviet Republics. In general, domestic federalism in its contemporary phase
of development had no effect on the international relations of States. This
was also true for the influence of supra-national unions like the European
Communities. International law remained inter-State law: law between
nation-States, or States that pretended to be nation-States.
The emphasis on national sovereignty was strongly promoted by two categories of States which w e r e not nation-States in the classical sense of the
term. First, there were the States of the communist camp under the leadership of the multination Soviet Union, which believed that sovereignty was
necessary as a shield against a non-socialist outer world. Second, there were
former colonial countries which, after acquiring political independence,
sought to build a »nation« out of highly heterogeneous populations within
the borders left behind by the colonial powers. These States saw in the concept of sovereignty a kind of juridical bulwark to reinforce this process. 2
2 Jean-Yves Calvez, Droit international
et souveraineté en USSR (Paris, 1953);
Β. Dutoit, »Die Souveränitätsbeschränkungen im Licht der westlichen und der sowjetischen Theorie der Subjekte des Völkerrechts,« in R. Maurach & B. Meissner
(eds.), Völkerrecht in Ost und West (1967), p. 89; Bruno Simma, »Völkerrecht in der
Krise,« (1980) 20 Österreichische Zeitschrift für Politik 273.
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The interpretation and application of international law in this period was
marked by a struggle between two disparate tendencies. The first of these
tendencies, promoted by the established nation-States, was towards the containment and gradual dismantling of national sovereignty. The second, promoted by the communist powers and new States emerging from a colonial
past, was towards the consolidation and preservation of this concept, as
derived from classical international law.
III. Intervention: The Protection of Human Rights
and the Brezhnev Doctrine of »Fraternal Support«
If there was one rule of law in the period after 1945 which was professed
equally emphatically in the East, West, and Third World, it was the principle of non-intervention in the internal (or at least exclusive) affairs of another State. The principle was set out in the Charter and numerous resolutions of the United Nations, the Charter of the Organisation of American
States, the five basic principles of the Bandung Conference of 1955, the 1963
Statute of the Organisation of African Unity, the Declaration of the Helsinki
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe of 1975, and numerous
other documents. The Soviet Union repeated it time and again in communiqués and declarations, after having already anchored it in Article 8 of the
Warsaw Treaty Organisation (»Warsaw Pact«).
As in previous periods, the exceptions to this principle were more important than the principle itself. Intervention for the protection of fellow-believers was permitted during the period of the religious wars. In the eighteenth century, the maintenance of a political balance of power was used to
justify intervention, as was the safe-guarding of fundamental commandments of humanity in the nineteenth century. Efforts were also made in the
post-war period to allow certain exceptions to the principle of non-intervention. They were derived, it is true, from very different points of departure, and were bound up in an irreconcilable contradiction. The West, and
above all the United States as its leading power, were driven by the monstrous violations of human rights committed during the Second World War
to insist on the protection of these rights and to seek to guarantee them in
the future through international law. Such attempts were later regarded,
correctly, as a significant step forward in the development of international
law during the post-war period. 3
The United Nations Charter speaks of the protection of human rights as
an essential goal of the United Nations no less than seven times. In 1948 the
General Assembly adopted the »Universal Declaration of Human Rights«,
3 H. Rumpf, The International Protection of Human Rights and the Principle of Non-intervention (Istanbul, 1979), p. 652. The so-called »Manila Declaration« adopted by the United
Nations General Assembly on 15 November 1982 with the intention of supplementing the
1970 Resolution on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and
Cooperation Among States, has been praised as a step forward in legal development. This,
however, was a gross exaggeration. See: C. Tomuschat, (1985) 25 Europa Archiv 757.
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which initially was only a non-binding declaration of intent. However, in
1966 the Universal Declaration was complemented by two human rights
pacts, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Roth came
into effect in 1976 when the required numbers of ratifications were received. By July 1978 the former had been ratified by forty-nine, and the latter by fifty-one out of the 150 member States of the United Nations. (By 1998
the numbers had risen to 140 and 137, respectively, out of 185.) The Soviet
Union and other Eastern bloc States were among them.
These provisions on the protection of human rights thus became legally
binding for a large (and still growing) number of States. In this way, legal
aspects of the relationship between State authorities and those within their
jurisdiction, traditionally part of the domaine réservé, became subject to
international protection and guarantees. The ratifying States acquired
reporting duties, and those which had ratified an Optional Protocol became
exposed to having petitions from individual citizens reviewed and commented upon - often critically - by a United Nations Human Rights Committee.
However, it would be an exaggeration to conclude from these facts that a
kind of institutionalised system of humanitarian intervention had come into
being. Only a limited number of States (ninety-five as of 1998) have ratified
the Optional Protocol. Moreover, the provisions of the Covenants are so
heavily burdened with exceptions, reservations and discretionary clauses
that it is extremely difficult to prove a concrete breach of the law. This
explains the initially surprising fact that numerous communist States signed
and ratified the Covenants. They did not need to worry that their relations
with other States would be compromised by the human rights of their citizens, since those rights were insufficiently protected by the rudimentary
control mechanisms of the Covenants.
The question thus arose whether the lack of more effective instruments
for the enforcement of international human rights meant that individual
States still had the freedom and/or responsibility to assume such functions? 4
In other words, did the law of the United Nations, despite its prohibitions on
the threat or use of force and intervention in the internal affairs of member
States, leave the door open for single States to engage in humanitarian intervention through military means? Indeed, did it even create such a possibility? This question, which remained extremely controversial, was raised
in particular by India's massive 1971 invasion of East Pakistan, which rendered possible that territory's secession from Pakistan and the creation of
the new sovereign State of Bangladesh. The Indian foreign minister justified
this action on the basis that East Bengal had already disassociated itself
from Pakistan and that, in view of widespread human rights violations, the
military intervention was necessary to save lives and make self-determination possible. 5
4 M. McDougal & W.M. Reisman, »Response,« (1969) 3 International Lawyer 438.
5 T. Franck & Ν. Rodley, »After Bangladesh: The Law of Humanitarian Intervention
by Military Force,« (1973) 67 American Journal of International Law 275.
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The United Nations acquiesced in this fait accompli, and advocates of
humanitarian intervention saw the action as an important precedent.6
Others disagreed, recalling that there were few cases in history where the
humanitarian motives of an intervening State had not become linked to, and
overlaid with, practical motives of national interest.7
United States and British jurists assumed that this duplicity was the case
with most of the relevant interventions since 1945, in particular those in Hungary (1956), the Dominican Republic (1965), Vietnam (1965-1972), Czechoslovakia (1968), and even in those interventions where strong humanitarian motives had played a role (Congo/Stanleyville in 1964, Bangladesh in
1971).8 Questions were raised concerning the price (in terms of the human
suffering) that would have to be paid for such interventions, and the reasons
for the passivity of States when faced with other severe, widespread violations
of human rights such as the Indonesian massacres of 1966, the suppression of
the Ibos in Biafra in 1967, and later the genocide in Cambodia. The question
was also posed as to which States were able to intervene, and which were
willing to do so. In view of this debate, of State practice and the resolutions of
the United Nations General Assembly, it would be difficult to conclude that the
law of the United Nations offered a secure legal basis for humanitarian intervention by individual States or groups of States. More latitude in interpreting
the fundamental principles of the Charter was conceded in respect of collective action, provided that the Security Council regarded the situation as constituting a breach or threat to international peace and security.9
The interest of the Soviet Union lay in completely different exceptions to
the principle of non-intervention. Soviet diplomacy and Soviet theorists of
international law relied on the ideological principle of »proletarian internationalism« when seeking to convince States within the socialist camp that it
was their »fraternal duty« to come to the assistance of regimes endangered
by counter-revolutionary upheavals.10 In 1968 the Soviet Union used this
6 The leading advocate of this school of thought was Richard Lillich, »The International Protection of Human Rights by General International Law: Report of the
International Committee on Human Rights of the International Law Association,« in
Report of the 55th Conference, New York (1972), p. 38; idem, »Humanitarian Intervention,« in J.N. Moore (ed.), Law and Civil War in the Modern World (1974), p. 229;
idem, »Humanitarian Intervention through the United Nations: Towards the Development of Criteria,« (1993) 53 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und
Völkerrecht 357. See also: V. Nanda, »Humanitarian Intervention and the United
Nations,« (1973/74) 14 Virginia Journal of International Law 791.
7 Franck & Rodley, op cit. note 5; Ian Brownlie, »Humanitarian Intervention,« in
Moore (ed.), ibid., p. 220.
8 Frank & Rodley, ibid., p. 285 ff.; Brownlie, ibid., p. 221.
9 D. Randelzhofer in B. Simma (ed.), The Charter of the United Nations: A Commentary (1994), Art. 2(4), p. 49; Peter Malanczuk, Humanitarian Intervention and Legitimacy of the Use of Force (1993), pp. 25, 29 ff.; Otto Kimminich, »Der Mythos der humanitären Intervention,« (1995) 33 Archiv des Völkerrechts 430.
10 G.I. Tunkin, Theory of International Law (1970) (English edn. 1974), pp. 427,
431-43; T. Schweisfurth, Sozialistisches
Völkerrecht?
(1979); B. Meissner, Die
»Breshnew-Doktrin«
(2nd edn., 1970); idem, Die sowjetische Stellung zum Krieg und

A Heterogeneous World of States

pretext when leading a number of Warsaw Pact States in the intervention in
Czechoslovakia. In the West, this pretext became known as the Brezhnev
Doctrine. From a historical perspective it was comparable to the right of
intervention claimed and exercised by the Holy Alliance, after the Congress
of Vienna of 1815, to protect »legitimate« monarchs against revolutionary
attempts at their removal. Although initially the Brezhnev Doctrine was
aimed only at those States within the Soviet-controlled zone of Eastern
Europe, the invasion of Afghanistan in 1980 raised questions about the further extension of this doctrine. However, whatever the sphere of application
intended by the Soviet Union, this doctrine did not achieve acceptance or
legal recognition anywhere outside the socialist camp. Even some communist States - for example, China and Yugoslavia - expressly rejected it.11 The
invasion of Afghanistan was denounced by 105 Member States of the United
Nations General Assembly.
This aspect of the intervention problem became irrelevant with the disintegration of the Soviet empire. In 1988-89 Soviet leaders recanted on the
Brezhnev Doctrine and acknowledged that the making of changes to a political or social system was »exclusively the right and choice of each individual nation with interference in any state's internal affairs as well as the use
or threat of force inside alliances being ruled out«.12
On balance it must be said that the post-war period was marked by strongly conflicting tendencies in respect of international human rights and intervention to protect them. Under the influence of the United States, the protection of human rights played a greater role than ever before. The communist States did not dare to stand directly in the path of this global movement. They consented to the principles of the Helsinki Conference - something which later led to considerable difficulties with internal »dissidents«.
However, neither the Helsinki Conference nor the »follow-up« conferences
of Belgrade in 1977 and Madrid in 1987 succeeded in imposing practical
limits on the communist States in respect of their violations of human rights,
or in subjecting them to effective international control. During this period,
progress in the protection of human rights through international law was
only really achieved where it was least urgently required - as in Western
Europe, within the framework of the Council of Europe, where to a considerable extent constitutions, fundamental freedoms, independent courts
and guarantees of the rule of law already existed.
In view of State practice, opinio juris and United Nations resolutions,
international law in the age of the United Nations did not provide a firm
zur Intervention
(1978); idem, » D i e Stellung der Sowjetunion zur Intervention und der
Fall Afghanistan,« (1980) 2 Beiträge zur Konfliktforschung 31; idem, » D i e sowjetische
Konzeption des >proletarisch-sozialistischen Internationalismus< und das sozialistische Völkerrecht^« (1977) 4 Thesaurus Acroasium 343.
11 G. Kaminski, Chinesische Positionen zum Völkerrecht (1973), p. 204 ff.; B. Meissner,
Die »Breshnew-Doktrin«
(2nd edn, 1970), pp. 122 ff., 170 ff.
12 Gorbachev b e f o r e the United Nations General Assembly, 7 D e c e m b e r 1988, (1989)
44 Europa Archiv D23; Shevardnaze, ibid., 26 September 1989, (1989) 44 Europa
Archiv D643; Randelzhofer, op cit., note 9; M. Kramer, »Beyond the Brezhnev D o c trine,« (1989) 14 International Security 25.
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legal basis for humanitarian intervention. This w a s true, not only of unilateral interventions by individual States, but also of groups of States not authorised by the United Nations. M o r e latitude in interpreting the fundamental principles of the Charter w a s conceded in respect of collective
action, provided that the competent international body regarded the situation as a threat to or breach of international peace and security. 13
One other aspect of the intervention problem should be mentioned here.
After the Second W o r l d War the increasing interdependence of States above all in respect of international transportation (especially air travel),
international communications, economic relations, international trade and
circulation of capital - resulted in the reappearance of problems, this time
in greater number and in intensified form, which had already b e c o m e apparent during the inter-war period and which, at that time, had been referred
to as »cold intervention«. 1 4 W h e r e w a s one to draw the line between economic »penetration« that was permitted by international law, and illegal »intervention«? 1 5 Powerful private organisations such as transnational corporations - and thereby the issue of »intervention through non-governmental
actors« 16 - raised difficult questions of demarcation that w e r e not grappled
with either in the theory, or in the practice of international law. Instead, they
w e r e left, as unresolved problems, to the future development of the international legal system.

13 Randelzhofer, ibid.·, Malanczuk, op cit. note 9, pp. 25, 29 ff.; Kimminich, op cit.
note 9.
14 Supra, pp. 592 ff.
15 W. Link, »Der Interventionsbegriff in politikwissenschaftlicher Sicht,« in
I.O. Czempiel & W. Link (eds.), Interventionsproblematik (1984), p. 27.
16 H. Neuhold, »Die Intervention aus völkerrechtlicher Sicht,« in ibid.., p. 50.

Chapter Four
Admission to the International Legal Community:
»Peaceloving« as a Criterion for Membership of the
United Nations

The epoch of international legal history that began at the end of the Second
World War was, more than any previous epoch, confronted with an abrupt
widening of the international legal community, with an extraordinary
increase in the number of States. In 1945 there were approximately eighty
independent, legally competent States participating in the international
legal system. By 1980 there were approximately 160 States; today there are
approximately 190.
There was in this epoch no clear precedent demonstrating the conditions
for the admission and recognition of new States as members of the international legal community - as there had been during the period of the
League of Nations with the case of Manchukuo, or during the first half of the
nineteenth century with the case of the newly independent Latin American
republics. Nevertheless, after 1945 a multitude of new States emerged in the
course of the process of decolonisation or through the division of formerly
unified States (North and South Korea, North and South Vietnam, East
and West Germany, the People's Republic of China and the Republic of
China/Taiwan, North and South Yemen).
Different kinds of legal problems arose in these situations. In situations
involving the division of a State which already belonged to the international
legal community, the principal problem concerned which of the new
governments (i.e. of the different parts of the pre-existing State) was to be
regarded as the legitimate representative of the surviving personality of the
pre-existing State in international law. For instance, the government of
the People's Republic of China and the government of the Republic of
China/Taiwan both claimed to represent China as a whole. Until 1971 the
Taiwanese government of Chiang Kai-shek cast the Chinese vote in the
United Nations General Assembly and held the Chinese seat as a permanent
member of the Security Council. The roles were then reversed. However,
there was never any doubt that both the People's Republic of China and the
Republic of China/Taiwan belonged to the international legal community.
As for the new States generated in the course of decolonisation, the question of membership in the international legal community was in most cases
answered by their admission to the United Nations. The question of a minimum standard of civilisation was no longer relevant. The criteria for the
admission of new members set out in Article 4(1) of the Charter were reduced to a minimum: the new member had to be a »peace-loving State«
(which meant »peace-loving« as well as being a »State«), it had to accept the
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obligations contained in the Charter and to be, in the judgment of the United
Nations, »able and willing to carry out these obligations«.
T h e term »peace-loving« was not defined, 1 nor could its meaning be derived f r o m the admissions practice of the United Nations. It was an ideologically coloured concept which had been carried over f r o m President Wilson's
Fourteen Points of 1918, and was linked to the origins of the United Nations
in the victorious coalition of the Second World War. It was a concept f r o m
which the defeated States w e r e initially excluded. 2 During the course of the
Cold War the concept of peace-loving States was transformed into an instrument of struggle between the now-hostile superpowers, which used it in
their efforts to exclude their rival's client-States f r o m the United Nations.
Accordingly, the West questioned the »peace-loving« character of Albania,
North Korea, North Vietnam and Mongolia, while the East did the same in
respect of Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Jordan and Thailand. Most of these
States w e r e later admitted as m e m b e r s of the organisation as a result of a
compromise in which each side was allowed some of its favourites. This
purely tactical and opportunistic practice robbed the criterion of »peaceloving« of any substantive content and importance.
Initially, Article 4(1) was interpreted as meaning that mini-States unable
to fulfil the obligations of the Charter to participate in military measures
against an aggressor could not be admitted to the United Nations. 3 However,
over time this condition too was abandoned in practice. W h i l e San Marino,
Monaco and Liechtenstein did not file applications for membership during
this period, Iceland, L u x e m b o u r g and Costa Rica (which does not have any
armed forces) w e r e admitted to the United Nations early on. »Micro-States«
like the Maldive Islands, the Seychelles, Bhutan, Comoros, Cape Verde,
Samoa, Grenada, Sao T o m é and Principe w e r e admitted later, and there was
never any doubt that some States which never applied for membership,
such as Western Samoa and Nauru, nevertheless belonged to the international legal community. This was all the m o r e true for States such as
Switzerland, North and South Korea, and Vietnam. Following the collapse of
the Soviet Union in the early 1990s and the beginning of the next epoch in
the history of international law, even States such as San Marino, Monaco
and Liechtenstein w e r e admitted to the United Nations - a process that did
not attract much attention. 4
1 An official report on United Nations practice in respect of the meaning of the term
»peace-loving« stated: »[TJhere has never been any attempt..., to define their meaning
in any general sense«. - UN Repertory of Practice of UN Organs (1955) Vol. 1, p. 179.
2 In his Message to Congress on 8 January 1918 President Wilson stated: »That the
world be made fit and safe to live in, and particularly that it be made safe for every
peace-loving nation which, like our own, wishes to live its own life, determine its own
institutions, be assured of justice and fair dealings by the other peoples of the world
as against force and selfish aggression«. - U.S. Foreign Relations, 1918 (1933) Supp. 1,
Vol. 1. Typically enough, the French text of the Charter used the colourless term »Etat
pacifiques«.
3 W. Wengler, Völkerrecht (1964), Vol. 2, p. 1322.
4 See generally: Jorri Duursma, Fragmentation and the International Relations of
Micro-States (1996).
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Figure 59: S i g n a t u r e of t h e C h a r t e r of tht U n i t e d N a t i o n s in S a n F r a n c i s c o
o n 26 J u n e 1945 ( f o r t h e USA: E d w a r d R. S t e t t i n i u s , S e c r e t a r y of S t a t e , b e s i d e h i m P r e s i d e n t H a r r y S. T r u m a n ) .

Today the universality of the international legal community allows all
categories of States to claim rights and duties under international law, as
well as membership in the United Nations, providing that they satisfy the
classical criteria of effectiveness (i.e. governmental capacity to exercise
power over an area of territory and population). Substantive criteria such as
belonging to »Christendom«, to »Europe«, or to the society of »civilised nations«, no longer play a role. An international legal community has developed which embraces democracies and dictatorships, superpowers and
mini-States, industrialised States as well as developing States at the very
edge of existence. The United Nations adapted to this development by
moving from a concept of conditional membership, to one of unconditional
membership and automatic admission. 5
This did not affect the principle, whereby a change of territorial sovereignty that had been achieved by the illegal use of force was null and void.
It had been based on the Stimson Doctrine and was developed by the United
5 Konrad Ginther, »Article 4,« in Bruno Simma (ed.), Commentary on the Charter of
the United Nations (1995), p. 159.
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Figure 60: T h e General Assembly of the United Nations in its headquarters on the East River in N e w York.

States in the early 1930s in response to Japanese advances in China, leading
to the non-recognition of the Japanese-established State of Manchukuo.
After the Second World War, it became generally recognised as a rule of
positive and effective international law. 6
However, in no situation involving the formation of a n e w State did the
principle of non-recognition have to be applied. 7 Nevertheless, it did have
its effects, for example, in the continued refusal of the United States to
recognise the Soviet annexation of the Baltic States of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania.

6 Article 5 (3) of General Assembly Resolution 3314 (XXIV) of 14 December 1974 stated, in the context of attempts to define aggression: »No territorial acquisition or special advantage resulting from aggression is or shall be recognized as lawful«.
Although the forceful annexation of the Portuguese colony of Goa by India was declared null and void by some courts (Cour d'Appel, Bruxelles, 20 January 1965, (1967)
3 Rev. Belgè de Droit Int. 565), in general States as well as the United Nations acquiesced. See generally: E.R. Zivier, Die Nichtanerkennung im, modernen Völkerrecht (2nd edn, 1969); Stefan Talmon, Recognition of Governments in International
Law: with Particular Reference to Governments in Exile (Oxford, 1998).
7 In the case of Bangladesh there were different aspects: beside the Indian intervention and its qualification under international law there existed a real movement for
independence and dissociation of the Bengalies from Pakistan.

Chapter Five
The Formation of Legal Rules:
The Role of the United Nations in the Creation of Law
I. A New Wave of Codification
During the post-war period, the evolution of international law was marked
by a strong movement towards increased codification. This movement was
promoted by the existence of the United Nations, its organs and sub-organs,
all of which aspired to action. Many comprehensive, multilateral lawmaking treaties were generated which extended considerably the scope of
international legal regulation. Only a few of these treaties may be mentioned here: the four Geneva Conventions on Humanitarian Law of 1949,
with the additional protocols of 1977; the four Geneva Conventions on the
Law of the Sea of 1958; the Antarctic Treaty of 1959; the Vienna Convention
on Diplomatic Relations of 1961; the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations of 1963; the International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of 1966; the Outer Space Treaty of
1967; the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968; the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties of 1969; and the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea of 1982.1 Moreover, numerous United Nations General
Assembly resolutions indicated the existence of a quasi-legislative function
on the part of that organ.2
Many of these treaties came about as the result of cooperation between
the two superpowers - when they considered a particular issue to be of great
importance to their interests, as for example, the production and possession
of nuclear weapons, or outer space navigation technology, and therefore
sought a compromise between their competing interests, or sometimes the
exclusion of interested third parties, for example, in the case of the proliferation of nuclear weapons. In all cases, contractual law-making only succeeded in so far as the two superpowers considered their interests to be sufficiently protected (as was very clearly revealed in the Soviet attitude
towards the negotiations on the two human rights covenants of 1966).
Did all of this signal a qualitative change in the international legal order,
as compared with that of the preceding, inter-war period? This question
could be answered affirmatively only if the United Nations and its organs
acquired a law-making competence - something which a universal, central
1 See generally: Ian Brownlie, Basic Documents in International Law (4th edn, 1995);
I. von Münch & Burke, International Law (1985); United Nations Treaty Series (UNTS);
International Legal Materials·, F. Berber, Völkerrecht (Documents) (1967); L.B. Sohn,
Basic Documents of the United Nations (1968).
2 Richard Falk, »On the Quasi-Legislative Competence of the General Assembly,«
(1966) 60 American Journal of International Law 782.
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authority had never before achieved. Discussion on this question was stimulated above all by the adoption of Declarations by the United Nations
General Assembly.3 According to some authors and a number of memberStates, resolutions of this particular kind set out new, generally applicable
rules of international law. Particularly prominent resolutions of this kind
included: the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 10 December 1948;
the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples of 14 December 1960; the Declaration on Permanent Sovereignty
over Natural Resources of 14 December 1962; the Declaration on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination of 20 November 1963; the Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space of 13 December 1963; the Declaration on the
Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and the
Protection of their Independence and Sovereignty of 21 December 1965;
the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Cooperation among States in Accordance with the Charter
of the United Nations of 24 October 1970; the Declaration of Principles
Governing the Sea-bed and the Ocean Floor, and the Subsoil Thereof
Beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction of 17 December 1970; and the
Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States of 12 December 1974.
However, the legal character of these declarations remains a matter of controversy.

II. »Soft Law« and i us cogens
There was a trend within the literature on international law which sought,
parallel to politically motivated efforts, to attribute to these declarations a
special and in most cases higher rank among the traditionally recognised
sources of international law. Such trends and efforts coincided with the
more general tendency to use contractually agreed inter-State rules of conduct »which are intended neither to establish true legally binding obligations (such as, for example, the Final Act of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe), nor indeed to create a normative grey zone at the
>bottom end< of the traditional, generally recognised sources of international
law - for which the term >soft law< has come into general use«.4

3 See: Otto Kimminich, »Article 14,« in Bruno Simma (ed.), Commentary on the Charter of the United Nations (1995), p. 279.
4 »[d]ie entweder keine eigentlich völkerrechtlichen Bindungen erzeugen wollen
(wie z. B. die KSZE-Schlussakte) oder doch eine normative Grauzone gleichsam .am
unteren Ende< der traditionellen, allgemein anerkannten Völkerrechtsquellen eröffnen und für die sich der Ausdruck >soft law< eingebürgert hat« - Bruno Simma,
»Völkerrecht in der Krise?« (1980) 20 Oesterreichische Zeitschrift für Aussenpolitik
280, w h o alluded to the fact that political treaties w e r e also, »today more than ever
before, largely stripped, either through their substantive formulation or through a
tangled mass of reservations, memoranda and attached letters or interpretive declarations, not only of all clarity, but also of their normative >hardness<« (ibid.).
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However, these declarations cannot create new rules of international law.
The Charter conveyed upon the General Assembly only the competence to
make recommendations, which are not legally binding (Articles 11-14). A
proposal to convey legislative power upon the Assembly was expressly
rejected at the foundation of the United Nations, and the prerequisites for a
corresponding constitutional change do not exist. 5 Nevertheless, declarations can initiate, accelerate and consolidate the formation of rules of
customary international law, if they are corroborated by corresponding
State practice. Moreover, the content of declarations enters, on a case by
case basis, into the text of international treaties. They can also be recognised by way of formless, inter-State consensus as general principles of law
- in the meaning of Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of
Justice. In this way they exert an influence on the generation of new international law which should not be underestimated. However, a transition to
an international legal order with a centralised, universal legislature has not
occurred. At best, only a few preliminary steps have been taken towards a
»quasi-legislative competence of the General Assembly«.6
Apart from the concept of »soft law«, another important, but very different
development concerning the sources of international law has occurred.
Article 53 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties states: »A
treaty is void if, at the time of its conclusion, it conflicts with a peremptory
norm of general international law«. Article 64 of the same treaty reads: »If a
new peremptory norm of general international law emerges, any existing
treaty which is in conflict with that norm becomes void and terminates«. With
the introduction of the concept of peremptory norms, nowadays generally
called ius cogens, an important step beyond traditional international law,
which was based exclusively on the sovereign will of States, was initiated. 7
The Vienna Convention defined a peremptory norm as »a norm accepted
and recognised by the international community of States as a whole as a
norm from which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified
only by a subsequent norm of general international law having the same
character«. In some respects this was a resumption of the ius strictum concept adopted by Grotius and the early Spanish scholastics. States had become conscious of the need for any legal order to be based on some consensus concerning fundamental values which could not be disregarded by
the subjects of that order. This came close to constituting recognition of a
»public order of the international community«. 8 Gradually the existence of
ius cogens in international law was recognised in State practice, in the law
of treaties, and in legal theory.
5 Alfred Verdross, »Rann die Generalversammlung der VN das Völkerrecht weiterbilden?« (1966) 26 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht
690. See also: Verdross & Simma, Universelles Völkerrecht (1976), p. 329 fT.; Ian
Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law (5th edn, 1998), p. 14 ff.; E. Menzel &
K. Ipsen, Völkerrecht (2nd edn, 1979), p. 90 ff.
6 Falk, op cit. note 2.
7 Jochen Frowein, »Ius cogens,« in Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 7, p. 327.
8 Hermann Mosler, The International Society as a Legal Community (Rev. edn, 1980), p. 19.
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Thus, from 1945 onwards a serious breach of international obligations
concerning the maintenance of international peace and security, the safeguarding of the right of self-determination, the security of the human person (e.g. the rules prohibiting slavery, genocide and apartheid), or the security of the human environment (e.g. the rules prohibiting massive pollution of the atmosphere or the seas) is regarded as violating ius cogens - from
which derogation is never possible. The examples above are taken from the
International Law Commission's Draft Articles on State Responsibility. They
coincide with the description of an international crime. 9
The development of the concept of ius cogens was consistent with the
general development of international law during this period. 10

Figure 61: Closing declaration by the f o r m e r c h i e f of the » O b e r k o m m a n d o «
General-Field Marsehall Keitel, at the N u r e m b u r g T r i b u n a l on 31 August 1946.

9 Article 19, » I L C Draft Articles on Stale Responsibility,« (1998) 37 International Legal
Materials 440 at 447.
10 For m o r e references see: Frowein, op cil. note 7, at 330.

Chapter Six
Adjudication: Preeminence of Political Rather
than Judicial Settlement of Disputes

N o w that w e are able to look back on five decades of post-war development,
it is not acceptable to say that there was a continuous elaboration and
implementation of international adjudication and jurisdiction and that »in
the regional sphere further progress was also achieved«. 1 At best, progress
occurred, not »also«, but »exclusively« in regional contexts. This was true
above all for Europe. The European Court of Human Rights, established in
1950 under the auspices of the Council of Europe, and the European
Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes, signed in 1957, were
remarkable achievements even if they exhibited some shortcomings. This is
also true of the European Court of Justice in Luxembourg, guardian of the
law of the European Union. These European institutions transcended the
realm of international law, and were rooted in the intermediate sphere of
»supra-national« institutions.
In other, extra-European regions no comparable progress was apparent.
The 1968 arbitral award in the frontier dispute over the Rann of Kutch between India and Pakistan, which was respected by both parties, remained
an exception - albeit an impressive one. 2
Hopes and expectations that were nourished in 1945 and subsequent
years and inspired by the models of the International Military Tribunals of
Nuremberg and Tokyo, were illusory from the very beginning. These
models could only impress zealots and starry-eyed idealists who w e r e blind
to or dazzled by the realities of world politics. From the beginning it was
unreasonable to expect that the criminality of aggressive war, which until
that time had not been recognised by international law and which even the
Kellogg-Briand Pact had not elevated into positive international law, would
again form the basis of a war crimes trial. 3 As a matter of fact, this possibility
1 »[ajuch im regionalen Kreise weitere Fortschritte erzielt« - U. Scheuner, »Völkerrechtsgeschichte: Neueste Entwicklung (seit 1914),« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts
(1962), Vol. 3, p. 744 at 745.
2 The Rann of Kutch is a waste tract of 7,000 square miles in the western region of the
Indian subcontinent, which is inundated for half of the year and a dry, salt-crusted desert
or marsh for the rest. An arbitral tribunal, established in 1965 and composed of a Yugoslav member, a Persian member, and a Swedish chairman chosen by the Secretary-General of the United Nations, issued an award in 1966 according to which 90 percent of the
territory was attributed to India, and the other 10 percent (with, however, the more valuable soil) to Pakistan. Both parties complied with the award, which was made against the
vote of the Indian nominee, the Yugoslav member. See: »Kutch Arbitration,« Encyclopedia
of Public International Law, Vol. 2, p. 240; (1968) 7 International Legal Materials 633.
3 See: Grewe, Nürnberg als Rechtsfrage (1947) pp. 47, 53, 97 & 108 ff.
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was never seriously considered during the numerous armed conflicts of the
postwar decades - neither in the Korean war, the many Middle East wars,
the Vietnam war, the numerous limited conflicts in Africa and Asia, the wars
in the Persian Gulf (Iran/Iraq and Iraq/Kuwait), nor between the f o r m e r
Yugoslav republics - all of which occurred despite the prohibition on w a r
and despite renunciations of the use of armed force.
This course of events corresponded to attempts, undertaken first of all in
the United Nations, to transform the N u r e m b e r g principles into generally
binding, codified international law and to institutionalise international criminal jurisdiction. These attempts soon became b o g g e d down and also had
little chance of being taken up again, given the w o r l d political situation at
the time. T h e establishment of a Permanent International Criminal Court
had been r e c o m m e n d e d by the International L a w Commission in 19481950. However, in the early 1950s the General Assembly refused to adopt
either a Draft Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind
drafted by its Sixth (i.e. L e g a l ) Committee, or a Draft Statute for an
International Criminal Court formulated by an ad hoc committee. 4
T h e socialist States maintained that criminal jurisdiction was an element
of sovereignty and that its internationalisation represented an intolerable
interference in the internal affairs of States. 5 As the Second World War receded in time and armed force continued to be applied around the w o r l d for
national political aims, the number of people critical of the establishment
and activities of the N u r e m b e r g and Tokyo tribunals increased. T h e y pointed to the fact that the tribunals w e r e not true international courts, but
rather victors' courts in occupied territory. T h e y asserted that those same
victorious powers had committed acts of aggression and w a r in the course
of or after the Second W o r l d War which, consistent with the N u r e m b e r g
Principles, had to be regarded as crimes against the peace, w a r crimes and
crimes against humanity. In this respect the critics pointed to the Soviet
Union's participation in the invasion of Poland and its entry into the w a r
against Japan in the very last days of the Second W o r l d War, as w e l l as to the
United States' dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and
the methods used by it in the Vietnam War. 6 In v i e w of this balance one
could not expect the creation of an international criminal jurisdiction to be
an achievement of international law in this period. 7
As far as the traditional forms of judicial dispute settlement - arbitration
and international adjudication - w e r e concerned, n e w arbitration agreements w e r e concluded after 1945, principally in the f o r m of arbitration clauses within the f r a m e w o r k of m o r e general treaties and in the l a w of regional
organisations (for example, the 1948 Charter of the Organisation of Ameri-

4 H.H. Jescheck, »Völkerstrafrecht,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts (1962), Vol. 3,
p. 782.
5 E. Menzel & Κ. Ipsen, Völkerrecht (2nd edn, 1979), p. 382.
6 Richard Η. Minear, Victor's Justice: The Tokyo War Crimes Trial (Princeton, 1971).
7 Ian Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law (3rd edn, 1979), p. 564: »[T]he
likelihood of setting up an international criminal court is very remote«.
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can States - the so-called Bogota Charter 8 - or the 1957 European Convention on the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes). 9 However, almost no new
bilateral arbitration agreements w e r e concluded, and the expansion of
arbitral commitments lagged far behind the sharp increase in the number
of independent States.
The structure of the international legal community during this period rendered a widening of the system of arbitration agreements more difficult. A
large group of States was ideologically committed not to submit to international awards, while most former colonies would for some time not be
ready for a legal order built upon arbitral or judicial methods of dispute
settlement. 10
To an even greater degree, all these difficulties and deficiencies also overshadowed the authority and effectiveness of the International Court of Justice,
the successor of the Permanent Court of International Justice.11 Although
Article 7(1) of the Charter identifies the Court as one of the »principal organs
of the United Nations« and Article 92 refers to it as the »principal judicial
organ« of that organisation, the Court is still not accorded a position of predominance in terms of its contentious dispute settlement and advisory opinion
functions, let alone provided with the means to enforce its judgments effectively. Article 94 refers only to the Security Council, to which a party could
have recourse if the other party failed to comply with a decision of the Court.
Although the judgments of the Court were complied with in most cases, 12
the number of disputes actually settled by it was still considerably lower
than the number of judgments (thirty-nine up to 1977) and advisory opinions (sixteen) would suggest. 13 In addition, most of these disputes were of
minor importance. 14 Finally, there w e r e several cases in which a decision of
the Court was clearly disregarded, such as in the Corfu Channel Case of
1949 where Albania failed to comply, the Icelandic Fisheries Case of 1974
where Iceland refused to comply with a provisional order and to participate
in the proceedings, the Nuclear Tests Case of 1974, and the Hostages Case
of 1980 concerning the seizure of United States embassy personnel in
Tehran. 15 In the latter case one of the parties - Iran - failed to appear before
8 119 United Nations Treaty Series 48; F. Berber, Völkerrecht
(Documents)
(1967),
Vol. 1, p. 678 ff.
9 320 United Nations Treaty Series 243; Berber, ibid., Vol. 2, p. 1715 fT.; BGBl. 1961,
Vol. 2, p. 82 ff.
10 See: H.J. Schlochauer, » D i e Entwicklung der internationalen Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit,« (1962/63) 10 Archiv des Völkerrechts 1 at 39.
11 See: H.J. Schlochauer, »International Court of Justice,« in Encyclopedia
of Public
International
Law, Vol. 1 (1981), p. 72.
12 M e n z e l & Ipsen, op cit. note 5, p. 496.
13 Ibid., p. 499.
14 I. Seidl-Hohenveldern, Völkerrecht (4th edn, 1980), p. 341.
15 For the Corfu Channel Case, see: V. Bruns & H. Mosler, Fontes Iuris Gentium, Series
A, Sec. 1, Vol. 5, p. 125. Iceland Fisheries Case: (1974) ICJ Reports 175. Nuclear Tests
Case: (1974) ICJ Reports 352. Hostages Case: (1979) ICJ Reports 20; (1980) ICJ Reports
3; (1980) 19 Archiv des Völkerrechts 99; L.C. Green, » T h e Tehran Embassy Incident L e g a l Aspects,« (1980) 19 Archiv des Völkerrechts 1.
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the court, which had to proceed in its absence - »a l o w point n e v e r before
attained«. 16
In the statistical records of International Court of Justice judgments one
naturally also fails to see those cases in which one party to a dispute refused
to call upon the Court because it did not expect the other party to be at all
prepared to recognise the competence of the Court and comply with its
judgment. This was the case with a spectacular dispute which by its very
nature seemed to be particularly appropriate for arbitral or judicial settlement. This concerned the seizure of the United States research vessel
Pueblo by North Korean naval forces in January 1968 and the imprisonment
of its eighty-two c r e w m e m b e r s for m o r e than one year.
Nor w a s any progress made in the institutional structure of international
adjudication. T h e communist States in particular w e r e unwilling to submit
voluntarily to the Court's jurisdiction by subscribing to the optional clause.
T h e rigid dogma of sovereignty, built up by Soviet theorists as a bulwark
against the non-communist world, prevented any m o v e in this direction, as
did worries that the composition of the Court did not guarantee an »objective and impartial« decision - in other words, one that favoured the communist States' o w n interests. 17
Third W o r l d States resented the decision of the Court in the 1966 Southwest Africa Case. This resentment led to there being no mention of either the
Court's position as the »principal judicial organ of the United Nations« or its
compulsory jurisdiction, in the famous Declaration on Principles of International L a w concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States
adopted by the General Assembly in 1970.
Compared to the Permanent Court of International Justice during the
inter-war period, the post-war Court w a s called upon much less often. 18 Its
influence was limited primarily to the elaboration of international law and
the interpretation of the Charter; in the field of peace and security it w a s
unable to play a prominent role. 1 9
Overall, evaluations of the development of international arbitration and
adjudication in this period are rather subdued and sceptical. T h e trend was
increasingly »regressive« as the willingness of States to make use of judicial
and arbitral means of peaceful dispute settlement steadily decreased. T h e

16 »[b]isher noch niemals erreichter Tiefpunkt« - Bruno Simma, »Völkerrecht in der
Krise?« (1980) 20 Österreichische Zeitschrift für Aussenpolitik 275 at 280.
17 Alexander Uschakow, »Die friedliche Beilegung internationaler Streitigkeiten,« in
Völkerrecht in Ost und West, p. 235 ff.
18 Klein, Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 2, p. 265. In the twenty-four
years between 1922 and 1946 the Permanent Court rendered thirty-three decisions in
contentious cases and twenty-eight advisory opinions. In the thirty-two years between
1946 and 1978 the International Court rendered thirty-nine decisions in contentious
cases and sixteen advisory opinions. In evaluating these figures the enormous increase in the number of sovereign States had to be taken into account. See: Ian Brownlie,
Principles of Public International Law (5th edn, 1998), p. 728 ff.
19 Brownlie, ibid.
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Figure 62: T h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l C o u r t of J u s t i c e in T h e H a g u e , 14 O c t o b e r 1983.
Krom l e f t to r i g h t : J i m é n e z d e A r é c h a g a ( U r u g u a y ) , M b a y e ( S e n e g a l ) , J e n n i n g s (UK),
K l - K h a n i (Syria), O d a ( J a p a n ) , R u d a ( A r g e n t i n i a ) , Moro/.ovv (USSR), S e t t e C a i n a r a ( B r a s i l ) ,
E l i a s ( N i g e r i a , P r e s i d e n t ) , L a c h s ( P o l a n d ) , N a g e n d r a S i n g h ( I n d i a ) , M o s l e r (West G e r m a n y ) ,
Ago (Italy), S c h w e b e l (USA), l . a c h a r r i è r e ( F r a n c e ) , B e d j a o u i ( A l g e r i a ) , C a s t a ñ e d a ( M e x i c o ) .

majority of States p r e f e r r e d to settle their disputes t h r o u g h diplomatic
m e a n s , above all t h r o u g h negotiation. 2 0
T h e practice of the United Nations and its m e m b e r States displayed a
»clear p r e f e r e n c e for political, conciliatory dispute settlement«, so that »the
r a n k i n g of judicial s e t t l e m e n t r e m a i n e d low«. 21 A »government of judges in
international society« r e m a i n e d a c h i m e r a . T h e question w a s even raised as
to w h e t h e r a judicial institution could function at all in a social milieu that
w a s not b a s e d u p o n a State-like structure. 2 2

20 »rückläufig« - Menzel & Ipsen, op cit. note 5, p. 500. Charles Rousseau also spoke
of »regression« and »decline«. See: Rousseau, Droit international public (1983), Vol. 5,
p. 476.
21 Alfred Verdross & Bruno Simma, Universelles Völkerrecht (1976), p. 138.
22 »[u]n gouvernement des juges >dans la société< internationale« - Rousseau, op cit.
note 20, p. 477.
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Chapter Seven
Law Enforcement:
lus contra bellum and the Use of Force in Practice

I. A Prohibition on the Use of Force, but no Enforcement Mechanism
T h e reactions on a global level to the horrors of the Second World War w e r e
similar to those at the end of the First World War: a general cry for the outlawry of w a r and violence, the condemnation of aggressive wars and the
persons responsible for causing them, and efforts to create institutions for
the prevention of war. Stimulated by a w a v e of public opinion, the foundation of the United Nations was intended to bring about a n e w and extended
system for preventing war. At the heart of this system was a comprehensive
prohibition of the use of force which surpassed the Covenant of the L e a g u e
of Nations as w e l l as the Kellogg-Briand Pact by outlawing not only » w a r « in
the strict meaning of international law, but all kinds of armed force including the m e r e threat of its use (Article 2(4) of the Charter). 1
T h e system of collective security provided for in Chapter VII of the
Charter conveyed upon the Security Council not only the p o w e r to take
enforcement measures for maintaining or restoring international peace and
security, but also the p o w e r to decide on the existence of any threat to the
peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression. T h e Charter surpassed the
L e a g u e Covenant in this respect, in that the Covenant had withheld f r o m the
L e a g u e Council the p o w e r to decide on the existence of an aggression. 2
However, in only one single instance during its first forty-five years was the
Security Council able to agree on the existence of an aggression: in 1950 on
the eve of the Korean War. Even then the condemnation of the North Korean
attack across the 38th parallel and the organisation of a collective response
to it through the United Nations was only possible because the Soviet Union

1 The formula »renunciation of the use of force« had already been used in the
»Atlantic Charter« of 14 August 1941. Only a small selection of the very extended
literature may be mentioned here: Ian Brownlie, International Law and the Use of
Force by States (Oxford, 1963); H. Wehberg, Krieg und Eroberung im Wandel des
Völkerrechts (1953); W. Wengler, Das völkerrechtliche
Gewaltverbot (1967);
W. Schaumann (ed.) Völkerrechtliches Gewaltverbot und Friedenssicherung (1971);
C. Tomuschat, »Gewalt und Gewaltverbot als Bestimmungsfaktoren der Weltordnung,« (1981) 36 Europa Archiv 325. For Charter commentaries, see: L.M. Goodrich,
E. Hambro & A.P. Simons, Charter of the United Nations (3rd edn, 1969); Hans Kelsen,
The Law of the United Nations (1951); Bruno Simma (ed.), The Charter of the United
Nations (1995).
2 Wehberg, ibid., p. 64.
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had abstained from the deliberations of the Council - and thereby forfeited
the opportunity to cast its veto.3
As it proved impossible to repeat the procedure applied by the Security
Council in respect of Korea, it became obvious that the Charter prohibition
on the use of force was not equipped with an effective enforcement mechanism. After the collapse of the wartime coalition in the first post-war years,
the system of Great Power veto rights could only result in the paralysis of the
Council, the functioning of which was crucial to the collective security
system. It not only paralysed the operational capability of the Council whenever one of the Great Powers was itself involved in a conflict, but also whenever an ally or client of a Great Power was involved, indeed even when the
Great Powers for reasons of political opportunity shied away from condemning one or the other party to a conflict (as, for example, in the protracted
Gulf War between Iran and Iraq).
Although the establishment of a standing peace-keeping force as an instrument for enforcing the prohibition on the use of force had originally been
planned and provided for in Article 43 of the Charter, it never came about. In
various cases of international conflict peace-keeping forces composed of contingents from those member States which were prepared to participate, were
organised on a strictly ad hoc basis.4 Their mandate consisted of separating
the warring parties, preventing armed clashes and incidents, and contributing to the maintenance of peace by guaranteeing peace agreements. Egypt in
1956-67 and again in 1973, Syria in 1974, the Congo in 1960-64, Cyprus from
1964 and Lebanon in 1982 are the best known operations of this period.5

II. Exceptions to the Prohibition on the Use of Force:
Sanctions, Self-Defence, »Enemy-States« Clauses
The comprehensive prohibition on the use of force set out in Article 2(4) of
the Charter was marked by two important exceptions, apart from enforcement actions ordered or authorised by the Security Council. The right of individual or collective self-defence against armed aggression remained in place
(Article 51), and coercive measures against former »enemy States« were
3 The Soviet Union contested the legality of this resolution taken in its absence.
Although the Korean War was waged under a »UN Command« and the UN flag, the
force was for the most part not regarded as a United Nations one. In order to prevent
the future paralysis of the Security Council the General Assembly, at the initiative of
the United States, adopted the »Uniting for Peace Resolution« of 3 November 1950, by
which the General Assembly was authorised to initiate collective enforcement
actions. However, it remained controversial whether such authorisations would be
recommendations only or binding decisions. Later, after fundamental changes in the
composition of the General Assembly, the resolution became obsolete. See:
A/Res./577 (5); F. Berber, Völkerrecht (Documents), Vol. 1, p. 63.
4 J. Delbrück has aptly referred to their appearance as an »extra-constitutional
development« - »Collective Security,« in Encyclopedia of Public International
Law,
Vol. 3, p. 112.
5 Alfred Verdross & Bruno Simma, Universelles Völkerrecht (1976), pp. 150-54.
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allowed (Article 53(2)). The freedom to use force against »enemy States«, the
vanquished of the Second World War, was a discriminatory right that violated
fundamental principles of international law, in particular the legal equality of
States. Moreover, it served to destabilise the entire non-use of force system of
the United Nations because most former »enemy States« had entered into
close alliances with the victorious - but now mutually hostile - powers, which
committed them to lend assistance if their partners became the object of the
forceful measures permitted under Articles 53 and 107 of the Charter.
T h e question, whether the » e n e m y State« provisions of the Charter remained valid and applicable, or w h e t h e r they w e r e to be regarded as obsolete, gave rise to an intensive and controversial disagreement in the context
of the German Eastern treaties (with the Soviet Union, Poland etc.) and the
admission of the two German States to the United Nations. This disagreement b e c a m e irrelevant after the events of 1990, in particular through the
termination of the reserved rights of the victorious powers. 6
T h e most important and far-reaching exception to the prohibition on the
use of force in the United Nations Charter remained the explicitly reserved
right of self-defence in Article 51. It was subject to restrictions: that measures taken in exercise of the right had to be reported immediately to the
Security Council; and that these measures had to be discontinued as soon as
the Council itself took measures necessary to maintain international peace
and security. These restrictions continued to leave considerable f r e e d o m to
States in the exercise of their right of self-defence. During the long period
in which the Security Council w a s paralysed by the veto policies of the
superpowers, self-defence became the regular course of action and the
reporting duty - as w e l l as the related duty to discontinue defensive measures - lost almost all of its practical significance.
T h e two antagonistic camps, the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
( N A T O ) and the Warsaw Pact, both relied on the considerable scope left by
the Charter for self-defensive action. 7 This scope was extended even further
by the existence of nuclear weapons, which by their very nature seemed to
make a right of preventive self-defence inevitable. T h e »quarantine« applied
in the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962 was justified by the United States government and some American scholars on the basis that a right of self-defence
was created as soon as a hostile neighbour began to install nuclear weapons
equipment. 8 However, the United States was not very consistent in the w a y
6 See: Georg Ress, »Article 107,« in Simma (ed.), op cit. note 1, p. 1152 at 1154;
E. Menzel & Κ. Ipsen, Völkerrecht (2nd edn, 1979), p. 452 ff.; Delbrück, op cit. note 4,
p. 110; O. Kimminich, Der Moskauer Vertrag vom 12. August 1970. Eine völkerrechtliche Analyse (2nd edn, 1973).
7 See: A. Randelzhofer, »Article 51,« in Simma (ed.), op cit. note 1, p. 661 at 677.
According to Verdross & Simma, op cit. note 5, p. 241, a reference to »collective selfdefence« was included in Article 51 »above all to legitimise defence alliances«. See
also: Delbrück, op cit. note 4, p. 114.
8 »Presidential Proclamation 3504,« (1963) 57 American Journal of International Law
512 (along with the contributions of numerous authors). »Preventive self-defence«
had already been declared »inevitable« in a 1946 report by the United States Atomic
Energy Commission to the United Nations Security Council.
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that it justified its legal position and finally found it advisable to rely on a
mandate f r o m the Organisation of American States - w h e r e b y a blockade
against vessels belonging to non-American States could hardly be justified. 9
In any event, the Cuban Missile Crisis did not serve to strengthen an interpretation of Article 51 which permitted anticipatory self-defence. T h e question of whether this was also true of situations w h e r e a first nuclear strike
could destroy a second strike capability, was left unanswered.
T h e legality of an act of self-defence depends largely on the definition of
aggression adopted, an issue that had already intensely preoccupied the
m e m b e r s of the L e a g u e of Nations and their legal experts during the interw a r period. In 1950-53 the Soviet Union returned to its proposals for a definition of aggression, which it had already included in a series of 1933 conventions with Eastern European States. In doing so it supplemented its
casuistic enumeration of the characteristics of an aggression, in particular
by proscribing indirect, economic and ideological aggression, and through
a general clause which again granted a wide scope of discretion to the
Security Council. Although the Soviet Union's conception did not prevail, it
did have a significant influence upon the definition that was set out in a
United Nations General Assembly resolution of 14 D e c e m b e r 1974.10 H o w ever, in the end that resolution was not only unsuccessful, it w a s hardly suited to clarifying this ambiguous and controversial legal concept. 11

9 Most authors agreed that there was such a thing as »preventive self-defence«.
However, they were usually hesitant in doing so, and added reservations: only in
cases of »instant and overwhelming necessity« and only in so far as there remained
»no choice of means and no moment of deliberation«. See: Derek Bowett, Self-Defence
in International Law (Manchester, 1958), p. 187; R.W. Tücker, »Reprisals and SelfDefence: The Customary Law,« (1972) 66 American Journal of International Law 586.
According to Georg Dahm, Völkerrecht, 5 Vols. (1958-69), Vol. 2, p. 415, a State did not
need to wait until it was struck by a first and possibly annihilating strike with nuclear weapons; but »only the directly imminent danger, only the certainty of a large-scale
military attack in the near future justified preventive defence, as an attack already
under way«. See similarly: Humphrey Waldock, »General Course on Public International Law,« (1952 II) 81 Recueil des Cours 498; U. Scheuner, »Kollektive Selbstverteidigung,« in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 2 (1961), p. 259 at 240. Whether
such prerequisites were present in the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962 was a matter of
controversy. See: L. Weber, »Cuban Quarantine,« Encyclopedia of Public International
Law, Vol. 5, p. 156, who came to the conclusion that the »predominant view in legal
writing asserts the lawfulness of the quarantine measures«, and regarded as tenable
the argument »that because of modern developments in weapons technology the right
of self-defence may, in circumstances limited to cases of overwhelming necessity,
include anticipatory self-defence«. It was difficult to decide whether such a degree of
necessity existed in the Cuba case, »in particular because of the gradual nature of the
build-up of the missile installations«.
10 A/Res./5514 (XXIX); (1975) 69 American Journal of International Law 480.
11 This is the view advanced by G. Meier, »Der Begriff des bewaffneten Angriffs,«
(1974/75) 16 Archiv des Völkerrechts 375 at 381.
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III. Bellum iustum or bellum legale?
The United Nations took up the tradition of the League of Nations by basing
its system on a discriminatory concept of war. However, it is wrong to consider this as a return to the »Grotian tradition in international law«.12
Moreover, it is a controversial question whether it is correct to speak of a
return to the concept of the »just war«.
In 1951 Joseph Kunz showed - with good reason - that the system based on
the League Covenant, the Kellogg-Briand Pact and the United Nations Charter
was not a system of bellum iustum, but of bellum legale.13 It did not treat war
as an instrument of self-help for the enforcement of a State's own rights
(including those which were derived, beyond positive law, from the law of
nature), but as a means of individual or collective self-help against an aggressor who had violated positive rules concerning the prohibition on war and the
use of force - whereby the party first resorting to arms had to be regarded as
the aggressor. In making this distinction, Kunz was in no way seeking to
detract from the validity or practical value of the concept of bellum legale.
There were many different objections to a return to the use of the discriminatory concept of war. Regardless of the fact that even in the United
Nations system there was no body able to rule objectively on whether a war
was »just«, some authors rejected such a development because the concept
of bellum iustum also implied the existence of a ius ad bellum,14 Others
based their objection on the changed conditions of war since the advent of
nuclear weapons; these weapons had rendered invalid all of the limitations
on war, which had been an essential aspect of the traditional bellum iustum
doctrine. 15
IV. American Conceptions of the »Just and Limited War«
On the other hand there was a widespread increasing tendency, particularly among American authors, to seek to reconcile the existing system prohibiting war and the use of force with the bellum iustum doctrine. On this
basis it was sought either to re-construe the system in a corresponding
manner, or to adapt it to the conditions of the nuclear age. 16
12 Supra, pp. 192, 519.
13 (1951) 45 American Journal of International Law 528.
14 Accordingly, Lynn H. Miller »The Contemporary Significance of the Doctrine of
Just War,« (1963/64) 16 World Politics 254 at 276, distinguished two categories of authors, those who supported this argument, and others, who sought to adapt the »just
war doctrine« to the circumstances of their time.
15 Richard Falk, Law, Morality and War in the Contemporary World (New York,
1963), p. 53; Miller, ibid., p. 276 ff.
16 Without substantiating his argument, Louis Henkin, »Force, Intervention and
Neutrality in Contemporary Law,« (1963) Proceedings of the American Society of
International Law 147, assumed »that international law has reintroduced concepts
like >just and unjust wars<, or at least just and unjust parties, although this time without any theological underpinnings« (p. 160). This has to be questioned.
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Robert Tucker, in a book published in 1960, advanced the thesis that there
was a specifically »American doctrine of just war« which permitted war only
as a means of self-defence or collective defence against an armed attack. In
this doctrine the bellum justum was equated to the bellum legale. The engagements entered into by the United States under the Kellogg-Briand Pact
and the United Nations Charter were »looked upon as legal expressions of
the moral law«.17 Tucker himself remained critical of this approach, as did
certain other notable authors. 18
Nevertheless, an ever-wider discussion developed on the idea of the just
war and its meaning for the contemporary period. The influence of this discussion radiated far beyond the borders of the United States. 19 The initiators
of this discussion were more theologians and moral philosophers than jurists.
Building upon the Christian realism of Reinhold Niebuhr, authors such as the
Protestant theologian Paul Ramsey20 and subsequently political scientists,
sociologists, historians and jurists took up the theme of the just war in a farreaching, principled debate. They did so before the so-called »peace movement« of the 1980s, at a time when the Vietnam War had stirred up a self-critical examination of conscience. As a result of a shaken self-confidence, this
examination questioned with radical sincerity the legal and moral foundation
of the United States' military engagement in that far-flung region.
This debate was stimulated and deepened by the theses of the Second
Vatican Council of 1965, which, on the basis of a bellum justum doctrine that
was restricted to the case of self-defence, condemned unconditionally those
military strategies which aimed at the indiscriminate annihilation of entire
cities or regions together with their inhabitants. 21
All of these approaches had the common aim of restricting the ius ad. bellum of classical international law, even if it could not be done away with
altogether. The protagonists in this discussion were not pacifists; they wanted to transform it into a ius contra bellum.22 However, they sought at the
same time to ensure that this kind of war, which was permissable solely for
17 Tucker, The Just War, p. 11.
18 The weightiest objection came in the form of Julius Stone's book, Aggression and
World Order (1958).
19 See, e.g.: Y. Melzer, Concepts of Just War (Leiden, 1975); H. Meyrowitz, Le principe
de l'égalité des belligérants devant le droit de la guerre (Paris, 1970).
20 Paul Ramsey, War and the Christian Conscience: How Shall Modern War be
Conducted Justly?·, idem, The Just War: Force and Political Responsibility (New York,
1968) (especially the 1965 published article »The Limits of Nuclear War«, reproduced
therein). See also: J.T. Johnson, »Morality and Force in Statecraft: Paul Ramsey and
the Just War TVadition,« in J.T. Johnson & D. Smith (eds.), Love and Society, Essays in
the Ethics of Paul Ramsay (1974).
21 Second Vatican Council, Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World,
7 December 1965. National Catholic Welfare Conference, 1966. For Tucker's critical
comments on the Vatican theses and a counter-critique by Paul Ramsey, see: R.W.
Tucker, Just War and Vatican Council II; A Critique (Council on Religion and
International Affairs: New York, 1967).
22 It seems that this expression was introduced by Lothar Kotzsch, The Concept of
War in Contemporary History and International Law (1956), p. 96 ff.
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the purpose of defence, remained limited in respect of its aims, the choice
of applicable means, and by a respect for fundamental rules of war. A just
war of this kind they called a »limited war«. This perspective concentrated
above all on the ius in bello, with the ius ad bellum retiring to the background. 23
In this way an important change in American thought became evident, as
well as an important change in the intellectual climate in other parts of the
world. In the 1950s there had been calls for a discriminatory law of war, for
denying the aggressor State the traditional, equal application of the ius in
bello.2* The moral pathos of the war of self-defence implied such consequences - although they w e r e now criticised as »extremism of the American
doctrine«. 25
Such tendencies had played an important role in American thinking since
the Civil War which, with its ideological motivations and the use of mass
armies on both sides, exhibited parallels with the total wars of the twentieth
century.26 The summons of »unconditional surrender« had appeared there
for the first time in history.
It was an ideologically noteworthy process, how with self-critical radicalism most American authors turned away from this traditional mentality and
opened themselves to ideas amounting to what a German critic of the
»discriminatory concept of war« had decades earlier called the »hedging«
(»Hegung«) of war. 27 In so far as the »just war tradition« of earlier times was
invoked, interest now focused on those elements of this doctrine that concerned the iustus modus bellandi. These involved the proportionality of the
means used against the adversary, the suitable treatment of prisoners, the
protection of non-combatants - in Ramsay's terminology, the principles of
»proportionality« and »discrimination« (here understood in terms of the
distinction between combatants and non-combatants). 28
The titles of the most important contributions to this debate themselves
reveal this interest: two weighty books by James Turner Johnson dealt with
Ideology, Reason and the Limitation of War (1977) and Just War Traditions
and the Restraint of War (1981). From a Catholic perspective a remarkable
contribution by William V. O'Brien appeared under the title The Conduct of
Just and Limited War (1981). Another book of this type finding wide re23 According to J.T. Johnson, Just War Tradition and the Restraint of War (1981),
p. 349, Ramsey »assumes for the purpose of discussion that the problem of justice in
the initiation of war may be left to politics«.
24 See, e.g.: Quincy Wright, » T h e Outlawry of War and the L a w of War,« (1953) 47
American Journal of International L a w 366, w h o was rightly criticised by Meyrowitz,
op cit. note 19, p. 129, for having degraded the rules of inter-State war to the level of
civil war, whereas the classical international law of the nineteenth century had
sought to raise civil war to the level of inter-State war through the possibility of
having rebels recognised as »belligerents«, and thus to humanise its conduct.
25 Miller, op cit. note 14, p. 266; Tucker, op cit. note 17, p. 74.
26 Johnson, op cit. note 23, p. 322.
27 Carl Schmitt, Der Nomos der Erde im Völkerrecht des lus Publicum
Europaeum
(1950), pp. 43 ff., 120 fT. & 180. See also: supra, Part V, ch. 7, p. 622.
28 See: supra, note 20.
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sonance was Michael Walzer's Just and Unjust Wars (1977). 29 Despite the
neutral title (the title of the German edition of 1982 w a s m o r e informative:
Gibt es den gerechten Krieg?) the author's main interest was revealed in the
substance and organisation of the book. Walzer too sought to adapt the just
w a r idea to the conditions of the post-war world, and thus to prevent the ius
in bello f r o m being rejected in favour of a bellum iustum understood as a
crusade for a hoped for better world. T h e aims of a just w a r had also to be
limited to the warding off of aggression; the basic rules for the protection of
non-combatants had to be respected. T h e last sentence of Walzer's book
reads: »Containment of w a r is the beginning of peace«.
As could be expected, most authors w e r e primarily interested in the problems of nuclear war. Although their ideas on this subject had not yet
crystallised into positive international law, they would nevertheless play an
increasing role in the years to come.

V. »Wars of Liberation« and Other Interpretations of the
Just War Conflicting with the United Nations Charter
Whereas the discussion in the United States on the »just w a r « either took
place on the basis of the Charter, or at least sought to reconcile idealist postulates with its positive law, this could not be said of certain other intellectual currents during this period which also paid tribute to a concept of just war.
Above all, efforts w e r e made in the Middle East to revive the Islamic concept of »jihad«, the holy w a r against non-believers. T h e prohibition on the
use of force, rooted as it was in a secular, universal world of international
law, remained ineffective against these efforts - which extended to applying
the concept of »jihad« to the conflicts of the time, and particularly to the conflict with Israel. A revival of Islamic fundamentalism became strongly apparent and served as a spiritual background to this development. T h e e f f e c tiveness of the Charter was diminished w h e r e v e r the commands of the
Koran w e r e regarded as supreme. Not only in the conflict with Israel, but
also at the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq w a r in 1980, the belligerents concerned
made no effort to justify their actions publicly in relation to the Charter. T h e
danger that such behaviour would gradually undermine the law of the
Charter could not be ignored. 3 0
This danger also existed in respect of the conception of just war that was
advocated by the Soviet doctrine of international law, and based on Lenin's theory of war. A gradual move towards a positive law prohibition on war and the
use of force only occurred after several transformations of the official doctrine,
and always in conformity with the general ideological line of the Communist
Party.31 Moreover, a closer analysis revealed that this rapprochement was
29 Walzer, Just and Unjust Wars (1977), p. 471.
30 On Islamic doctrines of the laws of war, see: G.I. Majid Khadduri, War and Peace
in the Law of Islam (Baltimore, 1955).
31 F.C. Schröder, »Die Rechtmässigkeit des Krieges nach westlicher und sowjetischer
Völkerrechtsauffassung,« in R. Maurach & B. Meissner, Völkerrecht in Ost und West
(1967) pp. 183 ff. & 199.
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strictly superficial. In all of the developmental phases of the Soviet theory of
the laws of war (even in the temporary phases, in which the explicit distinction between just and unjust wars was abandoned or attributed with only ideological, and not legal significance), »the attempt to reintroduce the concept of
the just war into the international legal system within the framework of world
revolution turned upside down all of modern international law which, since
the Kellogg-Briand Pact on the prohibition of aggressive war and the Charter
of the United Nations, has been based on the general prohibition on force«.32
For Lenin,33 war and revolution constituted the highest form of class
struggle. As the downfall of capitalism could in his view only be achieved
through force, all forceful measures which served this purpose were legitimate, including war. As long as the final goal of a classless and State-free
society had not been achieved world-wide, wars were unavoidable, particularly between States having antagonistic social systems. Lenin distinguished
three main types of war: imperialist wars (which occurred between bourgeois-capitalist States and were in all cases »unjust«); wars of national liberation (which occurred particularly, but not exclusively in the colonial
sphere, and which, being progressive and revolutionary, were always
»just«); and proletarian wars of revolution (which were civil or inter-State
revolutionary wars for the forceful expansion of communism, and which
were also always »just«). It was irrelevant for the purposes of this evaluation
whether a war exhibited the characteristics of an aggressive or a defensive
war; the decisive factor was always that of the class by which it was waged.
From the time the first Soviet nuclear bomb was detonated in 1949, and
later under the influence of the hydrogen bomb, a change in the thinking of
Soviet statesmen resulted in the Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev's emphasis on »peaceful coexistence« and the abandoning of the doctrine of the unavoidability of war (twentieth Communist Party Congress 1956, Eastern bloc
conference of 1960, second conference of the Communist World Movement
1960). Nevertheless, on 6 January 1961 he declared wars of national liberation and wars in the course of revolutionary upheavals to be unavoidable
and even necessary. In this way the repeated avowals of the Khrushchev
period, in favour of the prohibition on aggressive war and the use of force,
were from the outset downgraded in terms of their relative importance. The
thesis advanced in the Great Soviet Encyclopedia of 1954, according to
which the socialist State could by its nature only wage just wars,34 was never
withdrawn. Consequently, even the Winter War against Finland in 1939-40
was declared a just war of national self-defence.35 »Peaceful coexistence« as

32 B. Meissner, Die sowjetische Stellung zum Krieg und zur Intervention (1978), p. 22;
idem, Sowjetunion und Völkerrecht 1917-1962 & Sowjetunion und Völkerrecht 19621973 (Dokumente zum Ostrecht IV und IX, Köln, 1963 & 1977). The latter two volumes contain a comprehensive bibliography of Soviet theory on international law.
33 Lenin's theory of war was developed primarily in Socialism and War (1915) and
The Military Programme of the Proletarian Revolution (1916).
34 Grosse Sowjetenzyklopädie, in Reihe Marxismus-Leninismus
(East Berlin, 1954),
Vol. 5, p. 12, cited in Meissner, Die sowjetische Stellung, op cit. note 32, p. 23.
35 Meisner, ibid.
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the »highest form of class struggle« meant only that »international w a r « (i.e.
nuclear w o r l d wars as w e l l as »local w a r s « carrying the risk of escalation)
had to be avoided in the pursuit of the w o r l d - w i d e transition to socialism. 36
T h e concept of »wars of national liberation« acquired particular strength
w h e n seized upon by the Third World, which used its majority in the United
Nations General Assembly to anchor the concept repeatedly in general
declarations, in particular the Declaration on the Granting of Independence
to Colonial Countries and Peoples of 14 D e c e m b e r 1960 and the Declaration
on Principles of International L a w concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations of 24 D e c e m b e r 1970.37 Peoples using force in the struggle for selfdetermination w e r e not to be forcibly prevented f r o m achieving it.
Moreover, any armed support they obtained f r o m a third party was to be
considered lawful. T h e explosive potential of this philosophy for large parts
of Africa was obvious.
Meanwhile, conflicts over self-determination w e r e also generated which
w e r e no longer directed against white colonial powers, but rather against
their African successors. Biafra's w a r of liberation against sovereign Nigeria
was a particularly good example of this n e w type of conflict. T h e n e w powerholders in the former colonies sought to safeguard themselves against the
threat to the unity of their territorial realms by resorting to traditional protective clauses. One such example concerns the clause inserted into the 1970
Declaration on Friendly Relations, that the right to realise self-determination
through force must not »dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States«.
Fundamental aspects of the international legal order thus remained in
dispute between West and East, as w e l l as between North and South. This
contributed to the fact that codification of the prohibition on the use of force
was accompanied by a practice of resorting to force which, in the following
decades, surpassed anything experienced before the Second World War.

VI. Reprisals and Intervention: Deficiencies in the System
and a Return to the Institutions of Classical International Law
T h e less some of the rules of the United Nations Charter w e r e enforceable
in practice and the m o r e it became obvious that its network of rules was
riddled with flaws, the m o r e States w e r e inclined to return to the legal forms
and institutions of classical international law. As the United Nations proved
incapable of providing its m e m b e r s with an effective system of collective
security, they again took r e f u g e in regional alliance systems such as the
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, the Warsaw Pact, and the Organisation
of American States - and did so this time on the basis of the right of collective self-defence under Article 51 of the Charter. In this way, the fate of the
League of Nations repeated itself.
36 Ibid., pp. 25-29.
37 See the documentation cited supra, p. 663 fn. 1.
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Over the course of time it was considered increasingly problematic that
the radical prohibition on the use of force set out in Article 2(4) of the
Charter had deprived States of every practical possibility of protecting themselves against violations of their rights, including violations of a gross and
evident character - not to mention the possibility of enforcing those rights
for which no legally ordered procedure was available. 38
This problem acquired a particular urgency and contemporary relevance
as a result of some particularly crass instances of disregard for international
law, and for the organs entrusted with upholding it.39 In the summer of 1976
an Air France plane with 102 passengers was hijacked after its departure
from Athens and held at Entebbe airport in Uganda with the active support
of the Ugandan dictator Idi Amin. The hijackers threatened to kill all of the
passengers unless fifty-three terrorists (so-called »freedom-fighters«) imprisoned in five other countries were released. With a daring airborne strike
Israeli commandos liberated the hostages, many of whom were Israeli
citizens. Although there was no doubt that this was an act of armed force
violating Ugandan sovereignty (twenty Ugandan soldiers, all of the hijackers, three hostages and one Israeli officer were killed), the legitimacy of
the Israeli action was overwhelmingly accepted. 40
No less sensational and annoying was the occupation of the United States
embassy in Tehran and the more than one-year long hostage-taking of its
diplomatic personnel, which began in November 1979 and occurred with the
active support of the Iranian government. The Iranian authorities ignored
United Nations Security Council resolutions as well as provisional measures
and a final judgment handed down by the International Court of Justice. 41
Situations like these provoked a lively discussion as to whether the positive law of the United Nations Charter with its Article 2(4) absolute prohibition on the use of force - which was overwhelmingly considered to preclude
forcible reprisals and armed interventions - should be maintained; whether
a State which grossly disregarded one of its legal obligations forfeited the
protection of the prohibition on the use of force, if only de lege lata.42
Reprisals and intervention, which had once been regarded as legally permissible forms of armed compulsion - if also outdated institutions carried
over from the history of international law - came to be seen in a new light.
However, the question remained unanswered, whether the States of the
twentieth century would, in light of the weakness and deficiencies of the
38 See the thoughtful article by Christian Tomuschat, »Gewalt und Gewaltverbot als
Bestimmungsfaktoren der Weltordnung,« (1981) 36 Europa Archiv 325.
39 Tomuschat, ibid., p. 334, called them »symptoms of an extreme contempt and
indifference towards international law«.
40 See: U. Beyerlin, »Die israelische Befreiungsaktion von Entebbe in völkerrechtlicher Sicht,« (1977) 37 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht
213; M. Schröder, »Die Geiselbefreiung von Entebbe - ein völkerrechtswidriger Akt
Israels?« (1977) Juristenzeitung 420.
41 See: H.E. Folz, »Bemerkungen zur völkerrechtlichen Beurteilung der Vorgänge um
die amerikanischen Geiseln im Iran,« in Staatsrecht-Völkerrecht-Europarecht,
Festschrift H.J. Schlochauer (1980), p. 280.
42 Tomuschat, op cit. note 38, p. 332.
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United Nations, decide to revive some of the institutions of the classical law
of nations.
A similar situation existed in respect of neutrality, which had no legitimate
place in the law of the United Nations, just as it had not had one in the law
of the League of Nations. However, there were after 1945 many wars in
which the United Nations had remained indifferent or even passive, which
in any case were not conducted by that organisation as wars of enforcement
or sanction, and in which third States again found themselves in the traditional role of neutrals - with all of the consequences that came with the
traditional law of neutrality.43

43 In view of this situation, E. Castrén, »Neutralität,« (1955/56) 5 Archiv des Völkerrechts 21, analyzed the normative complex - which he considered to be valid and
applicable neutrality law. See similarly: U. Scheuner, Die Neutralität im, heutigen
Völkerrecht (1969).

Chapter Eight
Legal Forms of Territorial Settlement:
The Distribution of the Last Unoccupied Regions of the Earth;
Air and Space Law

Upon reaching the geographic limits of the Earth's effectively governable
land territories, the nations of the world turned their attention to the legal
situation of the Arctic and Antarctic polar regions. A new territorial title
emerged at this time in the form of the sectoral principle, which was advanced by a series of interested States, first as a basis for their claims in the
Arctic, but later on in the Antarctic as well. However, this principle has yet
to achieve general recognition as a rule of international law.
Argentina, Chile, Britain, France, New Zealand, South Africa and Norway
all made claims, based on different legal titles, to parts of continental
Antarctica. These claims, which were contested by the United States as well
as the Soviet Union,1 were »frozen« in a state of undecidedness for at least
thirty years by the Antarctic Treaty of 1 December 1959.2 The Antarctic was
to be used for exclusively peaceful purposes, to be demilitarised and completely open to scientific research and investigation, for which freedom of
access and inspection was guaranteed. Questions concerning the economic
exploitation of the Antarctic were not covered by the treaty, and remained
open.3
The Antarctic Treaty was one of many situations where coinciding interests between the two superpowers made a contractual settlement desirable, and made compromise solutions seem possible.
Of greater actual significance were the legal questions of international
aviation, which - in a development on the Paris Convention on Aerial
Navigation of 13 October 1919 - were regulated immediately after the end of
the Second World War in the Chicago Convention on International Civil
1 R.D. Hayton, » T h e >American< Antarctic«, (1956) 50 American Journal of International L a w 583; H.E. Archdale, »Claims to the Antarctic«, (1958) 12 Yearbook of World
Affairs 242; I. von Münch, »Völkerrechtsfragen der Antarktis«, (1958/59) 7 Archiv des
Völkerrechts 225; J. Leyser, »Antarktis. Antarktis-Fälle«, in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 1 (1960), pp. 71 ff., 74 ff.; R. Wolfrum & Klemm, »Antarctica« in Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 12 (1990), pp. 10-19 (with bibliography).
2 402 United Nations Treaty Series 71; F. Berber, Völkerrecht (Documents),
Vol. 1,
p. 857; I. von Münch & Buske, International Law, p. 107; BGBl. 1978, Vol. 2, p. 1518.
3 J. Hanessian, » T h e Antarctic Treaty 1959«, (1960) 9 International and Comparative
L a w Quarterly 456; Beeby, The Antarctic Treaty (1972); R.E. Guyer, » T h e Antarctic
System«, (1973 II) 139 Recueil des Cours 149; Alfred Verdross & Bruno Simma,
Universelles Völkerrecht (1976), p. 553 ff; F.M. Auburn, Antarctic Law and Politics
(1982).
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Aviation of 12 December 1944.4 This was done on the basis of full and exclusive sovereignty of the air, which meant that States had sovereignty over
the air space above their land territory and adjacent territorial waters.5
Two annexes to the Chicago Convention (referred to in Article 54) and a
multitude of bilateral agreements created a differentiated system of aviation
law in which there were a number of precisely defined »freedoms« (as for
instance the right of free flight into and non-stop flight across the territory
of each contracting State and the right to make stops for non-traffic purposes), but no comprehensive »freedom of the air«.6 Several States (above all
the United States, Canada and France) attempted to extend their air sovereignty through the unilateral establishment of »air defence zones« which
extended beyond their territorial waters into the air space above the high
seas, in order to enable the early identification of approaching aircraft.7
If a further dimension was added to classical international law through
the inclusion of air space, this was even more true of the legal aspects of
outer space, which became evident as a problem area towards the end of the
1950s with the advent of space navigation (Sputnik I and //in 1957, Explorer
/in 1958, Yuri Gagarin's orbiting of the Earth in 1961, the Apollo moon landing in 1969). In 1963 the United Nations General Assembly unanimously
adopted a Declaration on Legal Principles Governing the Activities of States
in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, which established the general
applicability of international law, including the Charter, to that area.8 The
Outer Space Treaty of 27 January 1967 (Treaty on Principles Governing the
Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space including the
Moon and other Celestial Bodies)9 decided the initially controversial ques4 15 United Nations Treaty Series 295; BGBl. 1956, Vol. 2, p. 411; F. Berber, Völkerrecht
(Documents), Vol. 1, p. 72; v. Münch & Buske, op cit. note 2, p. 332. Articles 43-66 of
the Chicago Convention formed the basis for the establishment of the International
Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO).
5 G. Rinck, »Luftrecht«, in Wörterbuch des Völkerrechts, Vol. 2 (1961), p. 442; A. Meyer,
Internationales Luftfahrtabkommen,
3 Vols. (1953/55/57); Bin Cheng, »Air Law«, in
Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 11 (1989), p. 7.
6 A. Meyer, Freiheit der Luft als Rechtsproblem (1944); Κ. Hailbronner, »Freedom of
the Air and the Convention on the Law of the Sea«, (1983) 77 American Journal of
International Law 490. On the basis of one of the annexes, the International Air
Transit Services Agreement, the »International Air Transport Association« (IATA) was
founded. The IATA is responsible, among other things, for the regulation of flight prices and fees.
7 K. Hailbronner, Der Schutz der Luftgrenzen im Frieden (1972), p. 73 ff. The establishment of such zones is indicative of the sensitivity of States in respect of violations
of their air sovereignty, which had often caused international incidents. A famous
case was the shooting down of a United States U2 reconnaissance plane in the air
space of the Soviet Union. Khrushchev used this incident as a reason for cancelling
the summit meeting scheduled for Paris in May 1960, for which the participants had
already gathered.
8 (1965) 12 Jahrbuch für Internationales Recht 12; (1963) 58 American Journal of
International Law 477.
9 I. Brownlie, Basic Documents (3rd edn., 1995), p. 116.; (1967) 61 American Journal
of International Law 655; BGBl. 1969, Vol. 2, p. 1967.
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tion of State sovereignty in favour of the f r e e d o m of outer space. Space was
to be »the province of all mankind« and » f r e e for exploration and use by all
States without discrimination of any kind, on a basis of equality and in
accordance with international l a w « (Article 1). It was »not subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or
by any other means« (Article 2). 10
T h e law of outer space opened up perspectives reaching far beyond the
system of air law. W h i l e the latter remained m o r e or less w e d d e d to a traditional, land-based conception of sovereignty relating to the surface of the
earth, space law escaped such conceptual categories. One might therefore
regard it as a development which is particularly characteristic of the international law of the second half of the twentieth century. This does not mean
that those nations which are capable of space navigation, especially the two
superpowers, do not engage vigorously in p o w e r politics on Earth. However,
Article 4(1) of the Outer Space Treaty prohibited the placing of nuclear
weapons or other weapons of mass destruction in orbit around the earth, or
the stationing of such weapons anywhere else in space. T h e establishment
of military installations, bases and fortifications, the testing of weapons and
military manoeuvres w e r e also forbidden on the moon and other celestial
bodies. All the same, these provisions did not constitute an airtight prohibition on military activities in space.
Again, it is significant that this treaty g r e w out of United States and Soviet
drafts that w e r e approved by the General Assembly on 19 D e c e m b e r 1966.
Even m o r e significant was its practical application, which produced a n e w
example of co-operation among the super powers, based on a partial congruence of interests. 11
T h e next problem requiring regulation concerned the use of outer space
for the operation of communication and reconnaissance satellites. 12 N e w
kinds of mixed partnerships w e r e created between governments and nongovernmental, public or private »communication entities« (Intelsat in 1964
and 1971, Inmarsat in 1976 and 1979, and Comsat - a private company,
incorporated in the United States, which acted as the manager of Intelsat
and gradually became similar to a United Nations specialised agency). 1 3
Economic and financial interests (e.g. concession and licence fees), as w e l l
10 See: Manfred Lachs, The Law of Outer Space (1972); E. Menzel & Κ. Ipsen, Völkerrecht (2nd edn., 1979), p. 430; Verdross & Simma, op cit. note 3, p. 554.
11 Just a few weeks after the entry into force of the Outer Space Treaty, the surprisingly well-disposed reaction of the United States (Secretary of Defense Robert
MacNamara on 3 November 1967) to the development, by the Soviet Union, of a
»Fractional Orbital Bombardment System« (FOBS - a weapons-system using a partial
orbital sector) provided an example of what a West German Chancellor once referred
to as the »nuclear complicity« of the superpowers.
12 Ian Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law (5th edn., 1998), pp. 266-67;
James Fawcett, International Law and the Uses of Outer Space (1968), pp. 43-54.
13 Agreement Relating to the International Telecommunications Satellite Organisation »Intelsat« - see: von Münch & Buske, op cit. note 2, p. 401; BGBl. 1973, Vol. 2,
p. 250; James Fawcett, >»Inmarsat< and >Intelsat«<, in Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 5 (1983), pp. 35, 37.
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as political interests in the international freedom of information (or lack
thereof), led to scientific exploration, the protection of national territory and
its resources against abusive or at least undesired exploitation by unaccountable foreign entities, and the technical superiority of some States.
These were the components of a complicated network of motives, intentions
and interests, in which the superpowers once again acted as rivals, and as
accomplices.
A further stage in this development was reached with the Moon Treaty
(»Agreement governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other
Celestial Bodies«) of 18 December 1979.14 Article 4(1) of the treaty declared
that the »exploration and use of the moon shall be the province of all mankind and shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific development«,
and that »due regard shall be paid to the interests of present and future
generations«.
The concept of the »common heritage of mankind«, which had been
developed by the International Conferences on the Law of the Sea for the
sea-bed regime and was later expressed in a United Nations General
Assembly Declaration of 1970, was thus given a specific shape - and began
to be seen as a general model for the use and administration of stateless
regions and possibly, as was recommended by some, for a future ordering of
the Antarctic legal situation.15

14 (1979) 18 International Legal Materials 1434; (1980/81) 19 Archiv des Völkerrechts
371; von Münch & Buske, ibid., p. 394.
15 R. Wolfrum, »Der Mondvertrag von 1979 - Weiterentwicklung des Weltraumrechts«, (1980) 35 Europa Archiv 670. In the early stages, the Soviet Union and
Bulgaria opposed the »common heritage« principle. The compromise formula that
was eventually agreed was derived from Soviet proposals. See: Wolfrum, ibid.,
pp. 666, 669.

Chapter Nine
Law and Dominion of the Sea:
The »Common Heritage of Mankind«

In the area of maritime law it was particularly obvious that a fundamental
change had occurred in the character of the international legal order after
the Second World War, and that the problems and solutions of the post-war
period were fundamentally different from those of the inter-war period. The
legal order of the seas returned to the elementary question: to whom does
the sea belong? 1 The rights of neutrals in war, which for long periods had
been the focus of disputes over the freedom of the seas, now received hardly any attention at all, two world wars having demonstrated the hopelessness of seeking to defend and preserve those rights in a global struggle between world powers. 2
Other questions of greater urgency and importance moved into the foreground. The realisation that the oceans covering seventy per cent of the
Earth's surface concealed valuable resources, and that those resources
could be exploited within the foreseeable future, gave the question of exploitation rights over maritime resources a new concrete and practical
importance. It was estimated that by about the end of the twentieth century,
over fifty per cent of world's requirements of non-ferrous metals could be
obtained from the sea-bed. The extraction of mineral resources in ever
deeper waters seemed technically feasible. Similarly, the highly developed
technology of long distance fishing fleets brought an entirely new perspective to the question of fishing rights. Likewise, the protection of the marine
environment acquired a new dimension in the age of the supertanker, to
mention but one aspect of the new situation, as well as an incomparably
higher degree of urgency. 3
States, authors and international conferences on maritime law devoted
ever-increasing attention to these problems. It turned out that there were
heterogeneous constellations of interest in respect of these questions, which
led to the formation of coalitions among States that were entirely different
1 S. Vollmer, »Wem gehört die See?« in Der Diplomat, Festschrift H. von Herwarth
(Ingolstadt, 1974), p. 357.
2 U. Scheuner, »Entwicklungen im Seekriegsrecht seit dem Zweiten Weltkrieg«, in
Recht über See, Festschrift R. Städter (1979), p. 287.
3 See: B. Rüster & B. Simma (eds.) International
Protection of the
Environment,
Treaties and Related Documents (1975), Vol. 1, p. 332. A series of treaties relating to
this subject w e r e concluded. T h e first was a Convention for the Prevention of Marine
Pollution of the Sea by Oil of 12 May 1954 (327 United Nations Treaty Series 3); others
followed in 1972, 1973 and 1974. See: I. von Münch & Buske, International Law, pp.
537-65. However, only some of these treaties came into force, and then only for a limited n u m b e r of ratifying States, which m e a n t that the larger problem remained.
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from those which had previously developed, and were parallel to the general differences in political and economic interest that existed between
various groupings of States. New communities of interest appeared across
the traditional East-West and North-South divides, for example, States with
long coastlines and States with short coastlines, land-locked States, archipelagic States, States dependent on terrestrial mining and States having the
technological capability to engage in deep sea-bed mining.
In any case, the post-war development of the law of the sea was characterised in general by a growing tendency towards restricting the freedom of
the seas, primarily through the extension of jurisdiction by coastal States (a
process sometimes called »terranisation«). 4 The Truman Proclamation of 28
September 1945, in which the United States claimed the exclusive right to
exploit the sea-bed resources of its continental shelf, 5 triggered a first phase
of post-war development, in that many coastal States soon made similar
claims of their own. T h e Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf of 29
April 1958 only codified an already established legal development. Similarly,
the Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone, which was concluded on the same day and which granted a more geographically extended
right of control to coastal States, confirmed a rule that was already well on
its way to becoming established. 6
In its 1969 judgment in the North Sea Continental Shelf Cases {Federal
Republic of Germany v. Denmark and the Netherlands),7 the International
Court of Justice summarised this development from the Truman Proclamation through to the Geneva Convention of 1958. It confirmed that the
provisions of the Convention concerning the rights of coastal States over the
continental shelf had codified a rule of customary international law which
resulted from the »natural extension of the land territory into the sea and
beneath the sea«, as an ipso facto consequence of sovereignty. In fact, this
amounted to nothing less than an application of the principle of contiguity.
When the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea began
its work in 1973 (after two previous conferences in 1958 and 1960), there
was almost no opposition to the extension of the territorial sea from three to
twelve nautical miles, nor to the recognition of an Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) that was 200 miles in breadth. The extension of the territorial sea
resulted in more than 100 international straits being transformed into the
territorial waters of adjacent States, while the EEZ reduced the area previously subject to the full freedom of the seas by about 36 per cent. As with
the continental shelf and the Truman Proclamation, the development of the
EEZ was strongly influenced by a unilateral move on the part of the United
States, in this case the March 1977 extension of the United States' fisheries
protection zone from twelve to 200 miles. 8
4 See: D.P. O'Connell, The International
Law of the Sea (2 vols. 1982-84); Alfred
Verdross & Bruno Simma, Universelles Völkerrecht (1976), p. 548.
5 (1946) 40 A m e r i c a n Journal of International L a w Supp. 45.
6 See: 499 United Nations Treaty Series 311 & 516 United Nations Treaty Series 205;
F. Berber, Völkerrecht (Documents),
Vol. 1, pp. 1361 & 1335, respectively.
7 (1969) ICJ Reports 22, 32 ff.
8 Verdross & Simma, op cit. note 4, p. 548.
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The differences which arose at the Third United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) mainly concerned the controversial question
of the exploration and exploitation of marine resources outside the limits of
national jurisdiction. According to the United Nations Declaration of 1970,
these resources were to be regarded as the »common heritage of mankind«. 9
The focus of the disagreement concerned the structure, functions and
powers of an International Sea-Bed Authority.10
Developing States, having neither the technological capability nor the
capital resources necessary to engage in deep sea-bed mining, wanted a
Sea-Bed Authority with regulatory powers and monopolistic developmental
rights. Western industrialised States, on the other hand, wanted a »parallel
system« which would guarantee private enterprises from all States the
opportunity to participate in the exploitation of sea-bed resources as well.
Behind the facade of maritime law, States thrashed out the substance of the
New International Economic Order demanded by the developing world. The
Soviet Union, which had no interest in deep sea-bed mining, adopted a
series of different positions which were in most cases determined by reasons of tactical calculation. 11
In the many crises experienced by the Third Conference on the Law of the
Sea during its almost decade-long existence, it was clear that the participants were not always guided by a sober weighing of their own interests,
and that their positions frequently had more ideological motives. The
United States negotiators, driven by the ideology of free enterprise, were
dominated by an aversion to the concept of the Common Heritage of
Mankind and its dirigiste consequences. 12 This aversion increased with the
arrival of the Bepublican administration of President Ronald Reagan, and
finally led to the United States not attending the signature ceremony in
Montego Bay, Jamaica, on 10 December 1982. United States accession to the
Convention thus remained an open question.
On the other hand, developing States also frequently adopted positions
which could only be explained by ideological motives, and not on the basis
of a sound judgment of their own interests. A striking example was their
9 See: R. Wolfrum, in Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 11 (1989), p. 65.
10 See: Articles 156 ff. of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea; von
Münch & Buske, op cit. note 3, p. 217; G. Jaenicke, »Die Dritte Seerechtskonferenz der
VN«, (1978) 38 Zeitschrift für ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht 438;
W. Graf Vitzthum, Aspekte der Seerechtsentwicklung
(Hochschule der Bundeswehr:
Arbeitshefte Staat und Wirtschaft, Vol. 3, 1980); idem, Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 11 (1989), p. 277; Ian Brownlie, Principles of Public
International
Law (5th edn, 1998), pp. 250-54. A system for the peaceful settlement of disputes was
provided for, in particular through the creation of an International Tribunal for the
Law of the Sea (Annex VI of UNCLOS).
11 E. Rauch, Politische Konsequenzen und Möglichkeiten der Seerechtsentwicklung
aus
der Sicht der UdSSR (Berichte des Bundesinstituts für ostwissenschaftliche und internationale Studien I-V, 1977/1980).
12 Platzöder & Vitzthum, Seerecht (1984), p. 500; Verdross & Simma, op cit. note 4,
p. 1140 ff.; J.T. Swing, »Der neue Rurs der Vereinigten Staaten in der Seerechtspolitik«, (1983) 3 Europa Archiv 73 at 76.
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support for the extension of coastal State jurisdiction through the recognition of Exclusive Economic Zones and the widening of the continental shelf
to the fullest extent possible. This favoured above all those coastal States
which w e r e anything but developing: Australia, N e w Zealand, the United
States, Canada and the Soviet Union. Indonesia was the only developing
State to benefit. The losers under this regime were, above all, a large number of African States. These extensions w e r e supported by developing States
clearly because they corresponded with efforts to create the N e w International Economic Order. 13 The principle of permanent sovereignty over
natural resources played an important role for them. An emphasis on
sovereign rights and a resulting trend towards nationalisation intersected
with sovereignty-restricting, internationalising tendencies. They coloured
all these efforts by new States to create a new international law with comprehensive legally and institutionally consolidated solutions for the vast
areas that w e r e in need of regulation. 14
In a similar way, developing States took ideologically motivated positions
in respect of the issue of controls on production, which were adopted to protect terrestrial producers against competition from deep sea-bed mining.
The big winners were again States such as Canada and Australia (the main
producers of nickel), while African States (particularly producers of cobalt)
enjoyed relatively less protection. Again, the developing States voted for
these regulations in the belief that they would then be able to exert pressure
for the conclusion of agreements on primary commodities. Such agreements were also part of the ideological arsenal of the N e w International
Economic Order. 15
Like a burning-mirror, the United Nations Conference on the L a w of the
Sea concentrated all of the problems, tendencies and antinomies of international law in the second half of the twentieth century. These included
rivalry and co-operation between the superpowers; the numerical majority
and actual impotence of the developing States; the intermeshing of EastWest with North-South antagonisms; cool-headed power politics and ideological dogmatism; the beginnings of an international law of co-operation
and solidarity and the retreat into a narrow, self-centred conception of sovereignty; traditional, centuries-old legal controversies such as the freedom
of the seas and the delimitation of coastal State rights on the one hand, and
new kinds of problems and subjects such as environmental protection,
transboundary information flows, development aid, and the transfer of technology on the other.

13 R. Wolfrum in J. Delbrück (ed.), Das neue Seerecht (1984), p. 97; idem, »Die
Bundesrepublik Deutschland vor der Frage der Seerechtskonvention«, (1983) 3 Europa Archiv 87.
14 W. Graf Vitzthum, »Neue Weltwirtschaftsordnung und neue Weltmeeresordnung«,
(1978) Europa Archiv 461; Otto Kimminich, »Das Völkerrecht und die neue Weltwirtschaftsordnung«, (1982) 20 Archiv des Völkerrechts 14.
15 R. Wolfrum, »Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland vor der Frage der Seerechtskonvention«, (1983) 3 Europa Archiv 87 at 90.
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In this respect, an outline of developments relating to the law of the sea is
an appropriate closing point for a description of the post-war epoch of the
history of international law.
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From its very beginning the law of nations has been a process of continuous
development on the one hand, and of dramatic revolutionary crises which
temporarily threaten the foundations of all international legal order on the
other. In modern times, the French Revolution and Napoleon's European
Empire constituted such crises, whereas the twentieth century has had the
First and Second World Wars. Different powers have successively been predominant within the State-system. This predominance determined the character of the international legal order, giving rise to Spanish, French, British,
Anglo-American, American-Soviet Ages, and finally an Age with a single
American super-power.
Periodically, large peace conferences and comprehensive instruments for
the preservation and organisation of peace marked a transition from one
age to another, the peace conferences and treaties of Westphalia (1648),
Vienna (1815) and Paris (1919) being outstanding examples of this. Although no general peace conference followed the Second World War, a universal peace organisation was founded in San Francisco in 1945, taking up
at least some aspects of the tradition of the League of Nations (1919).
Language has always been a significant indicator of the predominant
influence of the time, not only in terms of the spoken idiom of diplomats
but also in terms of the official language of treaties and proclamations.1
Throughout the Middle Ages the language of international law had been
Latin, even if there were always exceptions (e.g. with Arabic speaking monarchs). The peace treaties of Münster and Osnabrück were the last comprehensive instruments concluded in the Latin language. The treaties of the
Congress of Vienna were drafted exclusively in French, the predominant
diplomatic language of the eighteenth century, which slowly began to yield
to English in the nineteenth. English and French became the equally authentic official languages of the Covenant of the League of Nations and the
Paris Peace Treaties of 1919, until in 1945 the San Francisco Conference
recognised English, Russian, Chinese and Spanish as its official languages while restricting the »working languages« to English and French. Article 111
of the United Nations Charter declared the five languages to be »equally authentic«. In 1973 the General Assembly added Arabic as an official language,
a development that was confirmed and strengthened by Article 320 of the
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. This more extended
circle of official languages indicated that the international community was
growing larger - but not gaining greater consistency.
From the end of Second World War in 1945 through to the collapse of the
Soviet Union and most other communist regimes in 1991, the international
legal order existed as an »international law of the American-Soviet diarchy,

1 A. Ostrower, Language, Law and Diplomacy (2 vols. 1965).
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the Pax Americana-Sovietica, in which two super-powers of unprecedented
p o w e r controlled the w o r l d in a co-operation g r o w n out of mistrust, rivalry,
solidarity and the consciousness of a c o m m o n responsibility for the peace«. 2
This description b e c a m e - in essence - even m o r e accurate, even if the
ongoing emancipation of the Third W o r l d diluted the bipolar character of
the State system to a certain degree, and the conflicting interests of the
North-South and the East-West confrontations crossed and m i x e d together.
International law was the law of a multitude of States with heterogenous
socio-political systems, linked by c o m m o n interests in the regulation of the
w o r l d economy and international trade, transportation and communication,
but lacking the bands of generally recognised moral values. It was the law
of an international legal community which - for the first time in history - had
united in a nearly universal w o r l d organisation, one which nevertheless
reflected the division and antagonistic groupings of the State w o r l d and
achieved neither a central law-making authority, nor compulsory adjudication, nor compulsory p o w e r for the enforcement of law. It was an organisation which, although it was based on the »sovereign equality« of all of its
members, nevertheless conceded permanent membership and a veto in the
Security Council to the great-powers and super powers, and reserved the
possession of nuclear weapons exclusively to them. T h e outlawing of w a r
and the prohibition on the use of force - fundamental principles of the
Charter - did not prevent w a r and the use of force; on the other hand, no
alternative instruments for guaranteeing the enforcement of international
law w e r e created. T h e colonial international l a w of previous centuries had
disappeared and a n e w international l a w was e m e r g i n g which was destined
to cover, not only all of the world's continents and oceans, but also the air
and outer space. Together with ongoing improvements in maritime technology, this n e w international l a w restricted the f r e e d o m of the sea, and yielded to the expanding claims to sovereignty advanced by coastal States. 3
As this n e w international law claimed ever greater scope of applicability,
as the scale of its organisational structure increased and its achievements in
the field of codification became m o r e highly developed, its content and
interpretation became ever m o r e controversial and its enforcement and
compliance ever m o r e doubtful: a true reflection of the complex w o r l d of
States, torn apart by deep ideological, material and power-political differences which, in the shadow of nuclear war, struggled arduously to achieve a
precarious equilibrium, and thus preserve the peace.
2 »Ein Völkerrecht der amerikanisch-sowjetischen Dyarchie, der Pax americanasovetica, in der zwei Super-mächte von bisher nicht gekannter machtpolitischer
Überlegenheit in einer aus Misstrauen, Rivalität, Solidarität und dem Bewusstsein
gemeinsamer Verantwortung für den Frieden gemischten Kooperation die Welt kontrollieren« Grewe, Spiel der Kräfte in der Weltpolitik (1970), p. 392.
3 »The evolution of international law is driven by that of international politics, which
today is going through a very critical phase, and international law cannot help but
suffer« - Emile Giraud, »Le développement des relations internationales et la regression du droit international depuis le début de XXe siècle«, in Festschrift Walter
Schaetzel (Düsseldorf, 1960), p. 222. The validity of this appraisal of the period of the
Cold War was hardly any different in respect of the subsequent period of détente.
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Epilogue:
An International Community with a Single Superpower

I. Epilogue to the Cold War
The world changed completely between 1989 and 1991. The Soviet Union,
one of the two superpowers, dissolved, leaving a collection of mostly medium-sized and minor independent States in Eastern Europe and Central
Asia. The most important of these States were the Russian Federation and
Ukraine. The Cold War faded away, and the United Nations Security Council
was not longer paralysed by the veto-power of its antagonistic permanent
members.
United States President George Bush spoke of a »new world order« which
he imagined would be born out of the turbulence of the early 1990s.
However, to be frank, nothing of the sort has yet appeared. The United
Nations, it is true, was able to act forcefully against the aggressor State of
Iraq in 1990-91. It also engaged in humanitarian intervention in Somalia
and authorised peacekeeping actions in the former Yugoslavia. However,
such developments were able to inspire a degree of euphoria with regard to
a revitalised United Nations for only a very short time. Although the Gulf
War succeeded in removing the forces of the Iraqi leader, Saddam Hussein,
from Kuwait, it neither removed him from his power position in Baghdad
nor stopped him from producing weapons of mass destruction.
The intervention to stop the internal bloodshed in Somalia began as a
national military action by United States forces in December 1992, continued as an international enterprise under a United Nations mandate from
May 1993, and ended as a complete disaster. The international forces were
withdrawn abruptly, in February 1995,without having brought any degree of
peace to that troubled African country.
The United Nations attempt to establish a de facto cease-fire between the
warring factions in Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina was hardly more successful. The fighting between Serb and Croat forces in Croatia came to an
end due to a series of military successes by the Croatians. In Bosnia, the bitter struggle between Serbs, Croats and Muslims was terminated by the 1994
Dayton Agreement, which was the result of strong mediation efforts by the
United States. The political compromise on the future government and territorial sovereignty of Bosnia-Herzegovina was a fragile one. It was not respected by any party, and more or less deprived of any practical effect by a
disguised and silent boycott on all sides.
The only stabilising factor in this new world situation has been forceful
pressure exerted by the United States, the only superpower to remain intact
after the upheaval in Europe and the end of the Cold War. Although Russia
did not leave the international policy arena, it was no longer able to compete with the United States in terms of influence. President Boris Yeltsin had
no clear and decisive concept of Russian foreign policy, while political par-
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ties and public opinion within his country were entangled in controversies
over foreign policy that were unrealistic and confused.
The predominance of the United States also influenced the development
of the United Nations. The United States Congress was full of distrust for the
world organisation. It demanded far-reaching reforms and continued to
refuse to pay the United States' financial contribution, which had been
overdue for many years and was indispensable to the United Nations' operating capacity.
A candidate favoured by the United States was elected as the new United
Nations Secretary-General in 1997. Kofi Annan was a bureaucrat from
Ghana with extensive experience of the United Nations machinery in New
York. He engaged in several reform activities, none of which satisfied the
United States Congress.
The enlargement of the Security Council was beyond the reach of the
Secretary-General, even though it was also supported - if not very strongly
- by the United States. The leading candidates for permanent membership,
Germany and Japan, were not the only applicants. States in Latin America,
Asia and Africa also asked to be taken into account. Moreover, it was not
clear whether a new permanent member would acquire the right of veto, or
whether this right would be completely abolished. Although the new global
situation was reflected in these reform efforts, it was by no means clear that
they would succeed in changing the basic constitutional structure of the
United Nations.
The new balance of power, resulting from the dissolution of the Soviet
Union, was strongly influenced by a fundamental transformation in Europe.
The former Soviet satellite States in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe
were now rid of the military forces that had for decades occupied them,
while the monopoly of the communist parties collapsed.
In Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania and even Albania,
strong tendencies developed toward economic and political reform.
However, the most important event in the transformation was the downfall
of the communist regime in East Germany. This paved the way for reunification with West Germany in 1990, thus bringing to a end the artificial
separation of two parts of a country which, for geopolitical and numerous
other reasons, occupied a key role in the heart of Europe.
The end of the Cold War also had repercussions for the developing world.
For decades, all States had either rallied to one or the other side of the EastWest confrontation, or sought to find a safe, »bloc-free« haven outside the
two camps. At the same time, the two superpowers were eager to enlist as
many supporters as possible in order to exploit, among other things, their
resources, geographic positions, military capabilities and votes in international organisations. They evaluated their political options accordingly.
It was, above all, this evaluation which changed with the end of the EastWest confrontation. At the same time, the less-powerful States concerned
adjusted their foreign policies to the new situation. India no longer found
Moscow to be as attractive as it had once been. Pakistan loosened its ties to
Washington. The reunification of Korea was reconsidered in the light of the
German experience. The idea of »non-alignment«, which had attracted so
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many Asian and African States to the famous Bandung Conference of 1955,
lost its fascination. Even China felt it necessary to re-examine its basic
foreign policy line, because it could no longer count on balancing Soviet
against American strength in East Asia.
It is thus obvious that, in the last decade of the twentieth century, the political world has once again changed dramatically. However, it is difficult, if
not impossible, to calculate the effects that all these changes will have on
the structure of international law.
At first glance it may seem that we have entered a new age of United
States hegemony. 1 After all, the United States is now the only superpower,
equipped with incomparably superior economic, military and technological
capabilities. However, although there is no doubt that United States policy
will strongly affect the development of international law in many ways, one
hesitates to compare the predominance of the United States today with that
of Britain, France or Spain in past centuries. Military power can no longer
be used in the same way. Weapons technology prevents the use of nuclear
weapons for limited purposes. The non-use of force creed is backed by the
United Nations and world opinion. Economic pressure meets with the economic potential of other States. Anti-American feelings are widespread in
the developing world and fuelled by fundamentalisms of various colours.
On the other hand, there is also a growing trend towards a stronger international community. Such a community would limit the ambitions of States
by establishing a minimum of international discipline for the protection of
human rights and the preservation of the Earth's natural resources, and by
requiring co-operation in those fields where positive results can only be
achieved through common efforts.
It remains to be seen which trend will prevail.
II. The Foundations of the International Legal Community: A New
Communitarian Approach v. The Hegemony of a Single Superpower
With the disappearance of the East-West antagonism and its paralysing
effects on the machinery of the United Nations, new hopes were generated
for a better-organised, more effective global constitution which would preserve the peace and promote the common interests and well-being of all
nations. Although one has to be careful to avoid illusions and Utopian thinking, it is clear that a broad trend developed during the course of the 1990s
towards strengthening international peacekeeping, protecting human
rights, and making a common effort to protect those natural resources that
are necessary for human survival from substantial harm and risk of harm.
All three concerns are by no means new. International peace and security has been a central focus of the United Nations since its foundation.
Although the organisation suffered many setbacks and failures during the
1 Prominent spokesmen of United States foreign policy boldly proclaimed hegemony
as its unavoidable goal. See, e.g.: Zbigniew Brzezinski, The Grand
Chessboard:
American Foreign Policy and its Geostrategic Imperatives (New York, 1997).
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Cold War, there has since been a new impulse to engage it in this respect,
in a variety of ways.
During the Cold War, the protection of human rights was the subject of
many United Nations declarations and conventions. It was a central concern
of the Helsinki Conference and a permanent challenge for the Conference
on Security and Co-operation in Europe, which was founded then. However,
silent resistance on the part of the communist States prevented the effective
protection of human rights. In so far as some communist States, such as
China, North Korea, Vietnam and Cuba, survived the end of the Cold War,
they did not change their behaviour, although the pressure on them to respect human rights increased.
As far as the protection of the world's environment and natural resources
was concerned, a remarkable development occurred in the 1970s and 1980s,
which crystallised in large international conferences, multilateral conventions, and numerous appeals for co-operation, solidarity, and a more conscientious approach to preserving natural resources. One of the most important results of this development was the 1982 United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea, which affirmed and consolidated the concept of the
»common heritage of mankind«. 2 A trend that had begun in previous decades thus entered a new dimension.
Against the background of the fundamental transformation in world politics
that took place between 1989-91, there was a growing inclination to re-examine the basic principles of international law based on the consent of sovereign
States. This re-examination took place from the perspective of an »international community« entrusted with the preservation of the common interests of
all peoples - or, in the language of several treaties, the »common concern of
humankind«. International solidarity was now considered superior to egoistic,
national interests. Classical rules of international law were challenged, including the rule that contractual obligations and new rules of customary international law bind only those States which have consented to them. Similarly,
it was asserted that the classical prohibition on intervention in the internal
affairs of sovereign States was now subordinate to higher concerns of international order, and to the common interests of the international community. 3
Some authors have stated that it is a basic prerequisite of a true community that certain basic values are accepted, for instance, those set out in the
United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
One perspective on ideological conformity is the interpretation of the world
situation at the end of the Cold War presented by Francis Fukuyama, an
American author of Japanese descent and former member of the State
Department's Planning Staff. Fukuyama advanced the theory that, after the
downfall of communism and the decline of its ideological superstructure,
only the Western ideological orientation would survive. In other words, the
alternative systems having been totally exhausted, the unabashed victory of
2 See: supra, p. 689 ff.
3 For a comprehensive and precise presentation of the concept of »international community«, see: Christian Tomuschat, »Die Internationale Gemeinschaft«, (1995) 33
Archiv des Völkerrechts t.
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economic and political liberalism would dominate the future. This, Fukuyama explained, did not mean the end of international conflict. Terrorism
and wars of national liberation would continue to play an important role in
international relations. However, the likelihood of large-scale conflict between States would be diminished. Therefore, he concluded, the end of
history had arrived. 4
However, the end of history is a Utopian idea that ignores the fact that
history is always full of surprises. It is already obvious that Western liberalism is not the only ideological force left on the world stage, and that new
protagonists will emerge, advancing new ideas.
Do w e have to envisage a world of incompatible civilisations whose deep
mutual hostility may lead to catastrophic clashes? Such an inevitable »clash
of civilisations« has been predicted in the well-known theory developed by
Samuel Huntington. 5 In his opinion, the conflicts of the future will not be
over resources, but over fundamental and often irreconcilable values, with
the greatest potential for conflict lying between civilisations instead of within them. Such conflict could arise, he wrote, »between the West and the
rest«, or between the West and Islam, the West and an Islamic-Confucian
alliance, or the West and a collection of other civilisations, including the
Hindu, Japanese, Latin American and Slavic-orthodox ones.
This classification of contemporary civilisations is considered to be highly questionable by Huntington's critics. 6 The world, they say, remains fractured along political and possibly geopolitical lines, with cultural and historical determinants being a great deal less vital and virulent. Political decision-making by nation-States will remain the single most identifiable determinant of events in the international arena. The most important and explosive differences involving Islam are found within the Islamic world, and
no unity of civilisation will bring the Confucian world together. Moreover,
what, they ask, would be the substance of an »Islamic-Confucian alliance«?
If one adopted Huntington's view, it would be impossible to rely on a future international community as the basis of new international law.
However, his theory has not only met with many serious objections. There
are also other perspectives that are more encouraging with regard to the
formation of an international community.
One such perspective is that set out in the Draft Declaration of Human
Responsibilities presented in September 1997 by the Inter Action Council, a
group of former heads of State and government from five continents. The
Draft Declaration is designed to complete the 1948 Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and, although its wording sounds somewhat naïve and is certainly in need of critical revision and improvement, the composition of the
4 Fukuyama, » T h e End of History?« (summer 1989) T h e National Interest 3 - reproduced in Europäische Rundschau, Vol. 4; idem, The End of History and the Last Man
( N e w York, 1992).
5 Huntington, » T h e Clash of Civilizations?« (1993) 72(3) Foreign Affairs 22; idem, The
Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order ( N e w York, 1996).
6 See critical comments in (1993) 72(4) Foreign Affairs 2, as well as Foreign Affairs Reader
(New York, 1993) (with Huntington's full essay, critical comments, and the author's rebuttal).
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group demands that its work be taken seriously. The Universal Declaration
of Human Rights has encountered increasing criticism and has often been
denounced as a specifically Western concept, and even as an instrument for
the preservation of Western predominance. Such criticism has come, not
only from Moslem, Hindu and Confucian States, but also from outside Asia.
These critics claim that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights ignores
the duties and responsibilities that the individual has to his family, community, society and State. It is therefore important that the membership of the
Inter Action Council is drawn from all continents, including Asia and Africa.
It is also significant that the Draft Declaration was presented under the
headline »A violent clash of civilisations is possible, but can be avoided«.
Giving higher priority to human responsibilities is regarded as a way of
bridging the gap between Western and non-Western civilisations. However,
whether one agrees or disagrees with Huntington's analysis, the discussion
reveals that some basic doubts remain which overshadow the concept of the
international community.
III. The Subjects of International Law: A Heterogeneous Multitude
of States in a Process of Globalisation
Although a heterogeneous multitude of States continued to exist during the
last decade of the twentieth century, the societies which formed the bases of
States developed an ever more dense network of interconnections across all
fields of political, economic and cultural activity. A process quickly developed
which is today referred to as »globalisation«. This technological, economic,
political and cultural development, which began during the 1980s, will have
a strong influence on the future of international law. The process began when
large national economic enterprises, which had always sought to exert some
influence on the foreign policy of their States of origin, were transformed into
multinational concerns. They increasingly acted as if they were no longer
bound by national loyalties and no longer eager to promote specific national
interests. They became emancipated from governmental control and invested with far-reaching independence. This process was accompanied and promoted by rapid technological progress, particularly in telecommunications
and electronic data processing, intercontinental travel, industrialisation,
computerisation, as well as increases in international trade, the performance
of services across borders, the free movement of capital, foreign direct investment, and the world-wide extension of financial markets.
In the cultural sphere as well, processes of increasing convergence and
intermixture became visible elements of a universal »modern way of life«.
The world shrank into a »global village«, a term coined long ago by Marshall
McLuhan to indicate the high degree of interaction between people situated
all over the planet.
The question has been posed with greater emphasis than ever before, of
whether the nation-State is still a viable entity in this kind of modern world.
The most plausible answers express doubts and point to the shortcomings
of this particular historical configuration, both in our time, and in the future.
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However, these answers also make it clear that there is no alternative, at
least not in the foreseeable future. For the vast majority of people the nation-State remains »the chief locus of authority and loyalty«, possessing, as
it does, »a deliberate system to discuss policies, and a command system to
implement them«. 7
In analysing these developments it must also be remembered, that together with globalisation there are other, countervailing trends toward fragmentation and régionalisation. Mankind is becoming both more unified and
more fragmented. 8 The trend towards fragmentation is driven by a desire to
provide effective national defence, protect employment (the labour market
is, first and foremost, a national market, although some exceptions to this
situation are now developing), conserve social achievements, promote
monetary stability, and preserve national or ethnic identity. Moreover, the
»demarcation of régionalisation« is often fluid. Security concerns generate a
need for transnational military alliances and organisations, while economic
necessities favour regional co-operation in the form of free trade areas and
similar bloc-like configurations. Examples of the latter include the common
market of the European Union, the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), the Asian-Pacific Economic Community (APEC), the planned Free
Trade Area of the Americans (FTAA) and the smaller common market between Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay (Mercosur). Régionalisation
and globalisation might be considered the two dominant driving forces of a
world economy.
In the security field, universal and regional organisations for the preservation of peace coexist, but do not co-operate very effectively with one another. Efforts at international and supra-national integration have not kept
pace with global developments. The United Nations, as a universal
organisation of all the members of the international legal community, has
not improved its instruments and mechanisms sufficiently to be able to cope
effectively with the new challenges of the age.
The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation survived the end of the East-West
confrontation. However, its adaptation to the new circumstances has entailed a difficult process of defining new tasks, widening its membership,
and reorganising its structure accordingly. »Pas d'enemi, pas d'alliance« this classical lesson has to be recognised as the heart of the problem. The
enemy of 1949, against which NATO was directed, is no longer there. That
said, the new Russia is in some respects not so different from its Soviet predecessor, in terms of its language, imperialist aspirations and inclination to
solve political problems through force of arms. There are other potential
dangers as well, at NATO's periphery and beyond. There is Islamic fundamentalism in Iran, Algeria and Afghanistan, as well as in some of the new
7 Paul Kennedy, Preparing for the Twenty-first Century (New York, 1994), p. 336. See
also: Hanns W. Maull, »Internationale Politik zwischen Integration und Zerfall«, in R.
Kaiser & H.W. Maull (eds.), Deutschlands Neue Aussenpolitik (München, 1995) Vol. 2,
p. 22.
8 Hedley Bull, The Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics (2nd edn.)
(London: 1995).
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republics of Central Asia and elsewhere. There are violent internal clashes
in the former Yugoslavia, the Middle East and many regions of Africa. In a
few cases NATO has acted as the armed agent of the United Nations, for
example, with effective air strikes against Serb forces in Bosnia. However,
in the majority of cases NATO has proved unable to intervene. There is a
widespread conviction that NATO is urgently in need of a new conception of
its mandate and organisational structure. Although it has managed to
choose a new, capable Secretary-General in Javier Solana Medariaga, it has
failed to make important reforms to its military command structure. It is
also in the middle of a difficult process of extending its membership to include Central and Eastern European States.
Problems of an even more complicated character confront the European
Union. The realisation of European Monetary Union, decided on at the
Maastricht Conference in December 1991, has turned out to be much more
difficult than originally imagined. Like NATO, the EU is confronted with the
task of managing the entry of new member States in the East, and of placating other candidates who cannot be admitted for the time being. To a certain degree, the EU has suffered from the same problem as NATO, in that
the common danger posed by the Soviet Union, which had also been essential to the initial stages of the European unification process, no longer exists.
To a large extent, efforts at European unification are now motivated by the
fear of peaceful American and Asian competition.
Another consequence of the new balance of power has appeared in the
field of military strategy, arms control and disarmament. The period between 1945 and 1990 was deeply marked by the »balance of terror«. Strategic thinking was governed by concepts such as »nuclear deterrence«, »first
strike« and »damage limitation«. This kind of military thinking strongly
influenced some fundamental rules of international law, as became clear in
respect of the right of self-defence, for example, during the dramatic days of
the Cuban missile crisis.
Nuclear weapons did not disappear after the turn of events in the period
between 1989 and 1991, neither from the minds of statesmen and soldiers
nor from the real world. Russia and some of the other successor States of the
Soviet Union preserved their nuclear weapons, although these were reduced in number and, except for those held by Russia, later destroyed. China
and the smaller nuclear powers of Britain and France conserved their weapons, while India and Pakistan engaged in a series of reciprocal nuclear
tests in 1998. Other threshold nuclear States such as Israel and North Korea
maintained their existing programmes and ambitions. However, one element had fundamentally changed, in that East-West relations were no longer dominated by the balance of terror. Arms control arrangements restricting nuclear weapons and eliminating mutual strike plans became possible
amongst most States. For instance, 178 States agreed to an unlimited prolongation of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1995.
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IV. The Rise of the Non-State Actor
The post-Cold War period has also been marked by an increase in the activity and importance of non-State actors within the international legal system.
Two kinds of non-State actors have gained particular prominence: nongovernmental organisations and transnational corporations.
Certain non-governmental and quasi-non-governmental organisations
such as Amnesty International and the International Red Cross have long
played a role in the development, promotion and enforcement of international law, especially in the human rights field. However, the 1990s have
seen an increase in the effectiveness of such organisations as they seek to
use the international legal system to achieve particular goals. The 1992 Rio
Conference on Environment and Development was the first major interState conference at which non-governmental organisations were present in
numbers that rivalled those of States. Although most of their activities were
confined to a parallel, non-governmental conference, in some instances
representatives of non-governmental organisations also represented smaller, less-wealthy States within the inter-State negotiations.
The activities of Greenpeace have probably done the most to demonstrate
the rapidly growing importance of non-governmental organisations within
the international legal system. Within the space of only a couple of years,
Greenpeace prompted the re-opening of the Nuclear Test Cases before the
International Court of Justice by New Zealand against France, organised a
consumer boycott that forced Shell and the United Ringdom to reconsider
their plans to dispose of the Rrent Spar oil platform on the ocean floor, and
drew a great deal of attention to human rights abuses in Nigeria. Although
Greenpeace was not entirely successful in achieving its immediate goals in
respect of nuclear testing in the South Pacific, in all three instances it entered into and had a significant impact within the sphere of public international law.
Similar developments have occurred in other areas. The 1997 Kyoto
Conference on Climate Change was attended by large numbers of nongovernmental organisations, some of the most effective of which represented industry and opposed more stringent restrictions on carbon dioxide
emissions. Other non-governmental organisations played a particularly
decisive role in the development of a multilateral treaty on landmines, while
within the human rights field, Amnesty International was allowed to participate in the preparatory negotiations for a Permanent International
Criminal Court. In the end, well in excess of one hundred non-governmental organisations attended the final negotiating conference in Rome
during the summer of 1998.
However, all of these examples demonstrate that non-governmental organisations continue, for the most part, to act within the confines of the Statecentric international legal system. They are most effective when they seek
to influence States, as those States themselves make, change, maintain or
seek to enforce rules of international law.
Transnational corporations, for their part, have long played an important
role within the international legal system, as the history of the great trading
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companies of earlier centuries demonstrates. For example, States frequently make claims on behalf of transnational corporations before international
courts and tribunals, as occurred in the 1974 Barcelona Traction Case before
the International Court of Justice. That case involved the effective expropriation, in Spain, of the assets of a company incorporated in Canada but
owned, for the most part, by Belgian shareholders. Today, a variety of other
international legal institutions, including the Iran-United States Claims
Tribunal and the United Nations Compensation Commission, are actively
engaged in the resolution of similar disputes. However, the best example of
States representing the interests of transnational corporations within the
international legal system may well be the World Trade Organisation, where
large corporations such as Kodak and Fujitsu square off in what is ostensibly
an inter-State judicial process.
Transnational corporations also engage in international adjudication
themselves, in those situations where States have concluded treaties enabling disputes between corporations and States to be referred to an international court or arbitration tribunal. Although »mixed arbitration «, as this
is called, is not a new phenomenon, it is an approach that has recently been
strengthened by its inclusion within the jurisdiction of the Law of the Sea
Tribunal. An elaborate system of mixed arbitration was also part of the draft
Multilateral Agreement on Investment, which was being developed within
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) until
negotiations failed in October 1998 due to pressure from a powerful coalition of non-governmental organisations. 9

V. Admission to the International Legal Community:
Recognition of the Yugoslav Successor States
T h e requirement that a State be »peace-loving« in order to be admitted to
the United Nations dominated the first phase of the history of that organisation and then was quickly abandoned, with no substantial conditions for
admission subsequently being maintained. Unconditional membership and
the automatic admission of all independent and self-governing States became customary practice.
As a consequence of the dissolution of the Soviet Union, a number of new
States appeared and requested recognition. In most cases these were new
States, but some, such as the Baltic republics, had previously been sovereign, and their annexation in 1940 had not universally been recognised.
On 16 December 1991, the Council of Ministers of the European Communities agreed a set of Guidelines Relating to the Recognition of N e w
States in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. Along with the traditional
conditions for recognition, the guidelines introduced some n e w criteria.
They required compliance, not only with the United Nations Charter, but
also with the principles of the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference and the
1990 Paris Charter for a N e w Europe. In particular, they stressed the need
9 See: http://www.oecd.org
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for observance of the rule of law, democracy and human rights, and guarantees for the rights of ethnic and national groups and minorities. Of these
conditions, the last one w a s of the greatest political importance.
T h e recognition and admission of n e w States also became relevant within
the context of the dissolution of Yugoslavia. Slovenia and Croatia proclaimed themselves independent in July 1990. T h e y w e r e recognised by
Germany in D e c e m b e r 1991 and by other European Community States in
January 1992. Recognition was preceded and facilitated by several advisory
opinions prepared by an arbitration committee that had been established by
the European Communities and w a s presided over by the f o r m e r French
minister Robert Badinter. Advisory Opinion No. 7 dealt with Slovenia and
held that there was no obstacle to its being recognised as an independent
State. Advisory Opinion No. 5 dealt with Croatia and held that all the prerequisites for recognition had been fulfilled except for the question of the
protection of minorities, which was not sufficiently guaranteed under
Croatia's n e w constitution. Croatia promptly amended its constitution to
comply with the committee's request.
As for Macedonia, Advisory Opinion No. 6 concluded that there was no
legal obstacle to its recognition. Political pressure f r o m G r e e c e caused a
certain delay in the process, but could not prevent recognition in the end.
However, the Advisory Opinion did r e f e r explicitly to Macedonia's renunciation of all territorial claims. This reference was directed at a condition set
out in the 1991 Guidelines adopted by the Council of ( F o r e i g n ) Ministers of
the European Communities, which had yielded to a Greek request to include this condition in the catalogue of prerequisites for recognition.
Advisory Opinion No. 4 conditioned recognition of Bosnia-Herzegovina
upon the results of a referendum on independence. T h e Bosnian Serbs
abstained f r o m the referendum held in February/March 1992, and a clear
vote in favour of independence was obtained. 10 Hostilities broke out i m m e diately afterwards and prompted the immediate recognition of BosniaHerzegovina by the European Communities and the United States.
T h e possibility of collective United Nations recognition replacing the political instrument of recognition by individual States was raised and discussed
in the context of the f o r m e r Yugoslavia. Although this discussion may indicate a future trend, it exceeds the bounds of the present international legal
order. In general, a completely n e w approach to the international law of
recognition did not appear.

VI. Democracy and International Law
During the 1990s an increasing number of authors have asserted that there
is a right of democratic governance in international law. 11 Some have even
gone so far as to proclaim that democracy is becoming a condition of state10 The vote was 99.4% of the 63% of the electorate which voted.
11 See, e.g.: Thomas Franck, »The Emerging Right to Democratic Governance«,
(1992) 86 American Journal of International Law 46; Michael Reisman, »Sovereignty
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hood and recognition, and that a denial of democracy justifies intervention
by other States. Such views receive a degree of support from the significant
increase that has occurred in the number of democratic States in Eastern
Europe, Latin America and Africa following the end of the Cold War, as well
as from some evidence that democratic States are less likely than undemocratic States to engage in wars with one another.
It is nevertheless striking that most writing on democracy and international law has come from American authors, principally those who advocate
a »liberal« approach to international law that is permeated with specifically
American conceptions of individual freedom, dignity, representation, private property, and the limited role of the State. It is also striking that, in
practice, a lack of democracy appears to impose no impediment whatsoever
to the full participation of many States in the international legal system.
Although democracy has clearly become part of the discourse of diplomacy
in the 1990s, States such as China, Indonesia and Saudi Arabia are as much
members of the international legal system as they ever were.
VII. Law-Making: The Changing Emphasis of Codification
During the period from 1945 until 1989 there was a strong impulse towards
the codification of international law, which resulted in wide-reaching conventions, resolutions or declarations being adopted in virtually every area.
During the 1990s, in comparison, relatively little progress has been achieved in terms of codification. Major developments have been more or less
confined to international environmental law and international economic
law, although some significant developments have occurred in other areas,
such as arms control.
The most obvious example of the codification of international environmental law was the work of the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development, which was held in Rio de Janeiro in July 1992. A
Declaration of Principles was adopted, as well as a series of important conventions and resolutions. These included the so-called Agenda 21, an action
programme for the implementation of the Principles, the United Nations
Convention on Biological Diversity, and the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change. 12 The latter was followed up by conferences of the treaty partners in Berlin (1995), Geneva (1996), Kyoto (1997) and
Buenos Aires (1998). All these documents recognised the concept of the
»global commons«, i.e. resources - and global ecosystems - which are the
»common concern of humankind«.
Since the Bretton Woods Conference of 1948, most international trade in
resources and manufactured goods has been regulated by the General
and Human Rights in Contemporary International Law«, (1990) 84 American Journal
of International Law 866; Fernando Teson, »The Kantian Theory of International
Law«, (1992) 92 Columbia Law Review; Greg Fox, »The Right to Political Participation
in International Law«, (1992) 17 Yale Journal of International Law 539.
12 See generally: (1992) 31 International Legal Materials 876 ff.
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Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). In 1995 the GATT was reinforced
by the creation of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) which includes, in
addition to a renegotiated GATT, regulations on other areas such as intellectual property and trade in services. The WTO Agreement in its entirety is
some 26,000 pages long, making it the longest international treaty ever.13
The WTO, unlike the GATT, which had no formal institutional structure,
includes what has quickly become one of the world's busiest dispute settlement mechanisms. By 1998 it was seized of over one hundred different disputes involving trade in products as diverse as petroleum, film, beef, and
bananas. Some of its decisions have had important ramifications, not only
for trade law, but also for the sovereignty of States and the competence of
other international institutions. For example, in 1998 a WTO dispute settlement panel found that European Commission rules prohibiting the import
of hormone-treated beef into the European Union contravened the WTO
Agreement. 14
During the 1980s, chemical weapons were used in the war between Iraq
and Iran, as well as in subsequent attacks by Iraqi forces against the Kurds,
notwithstanding their prohibition by the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and customary international law. After many years of negotiations, delayed by the
insistence of a number of States that controls on chemical weapons be linked to reductions in the number of nuclear weapons held by the superpowers, a Convention on the Prohibition and Destruction of Chemical Weapons was opened for signature on 13 January 1993.15 Upon ratifying the
Convention, States have ten years in which to destroy all of their chemical
weapons, with Article 8 of the Convention providing a special organisation
to supervise this process. However, the coming into force of the Convention
was delayed, this time by Russia, which had the largest stockpiles of chemical weapons (some 40,000 tonnes). Although the Russian Duma (lower
house of parliament) finally gave its consent in October 1997, after 160 other
States had already ratified the Convention, the Russian President and
Federative Council have yet to provide their approval.
Another codification project in the arms control field concerned anti-personnel landmines, which cause untold harm to millions of innocent people,
with little military effect. A special conference on landmines was held in
Ottawa in September 1996, where a Convention prohibiting the use, storage
and proliferation of land mines, and requiring their destruction, was adopted. The Convention came into effect on 29 April 1997. On may recall that,
almost a century before, the Hague Peace Conferences had produced
models for this undertaking, with the 1899 Convention on the Prohibition of
Dum-Dum Ammunition and the 1907 Convention on Automatic Submarine
Contact Mines.
However, even if some progress has been achieved by codifications of this
kind, it has to be admitted that many of the resulting treaty instruments are
13 See: http://www.wto.org
14 See: http://www.wto.org/wto/dispute/distab.htm
15 UN Doc. A/C, 1/47/L.20; (1993) 31 Archiv des Völkerrechts 265; (1993) 32 International Legal Materials 800.
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far from perfect. The most important participants usually make reservations, or insist that the instruments themselves be watered down. For example, the major industrialised States have been reluctant to accept treaty obligations relating to environmental protection, as became glaringly evident at
the Kyoto Conference on Climate Change. Only the development of a pollution credit system which allows States such as the United States and Japan
to buy parts of the permissible emission levels of other, developing States
prevented the collapse of the Framework Convention on Climate Change.
Treaty partners such as these are the greatest obstacles to the codification
of truly effective obligations of environmental law.
A similar situation prevails in respect of other codification endeavours.
China and Russia have not adhered to the »Ottawa process« for the prohibition of anti-personnel land mines. Although the United States has ratified
the Convention, it maintains important reservations in respect of when the
Convention comes into effect, and in respect of certain types of mines that
it deems indispensable to its forces stationed in Korea.
Another set of issues arises out of the proliferation of international tribunals and treaty regimes. With the creation of the W T O and the Law of the
Sea Tribunal, for example, a number of important »conflict of law« questions
are bound to appear, to which there are as yet no generally accepted
answers. What, for instance, happens if two international tribunals are
asked to hear the same case, or if two treaties set out conflicting rules in respect of the same issue? One example of the latter problem may be the apparent conflict that exists between the W T O and numerous multilateral
environmental agreements, such as the Basle Convention on the Transboundary Movement of Hazardous Waste. The increased density of international law in the post-Cold War period will require that States and international tribunals develop rules to regulate such conflicts between laws, and
between competing jurisdictions, much as national legislatures and national courts have had to develop concepts and rules of private international
law. The fact that such issues arise should not, however, be regarded as a
serious problem, for it is a clear indication that international law is maturing into a rigorous and increasingly comprehensive legal system.

VIII. Public Interest Norms
In the period of Soviet-American rivalry, in a world order determined by the
bipolar condominium of the superpowers, no transition to a centralised universal legislative power could have occurred. Neither the United Nations
nor any other international body acquired such power. However, the world
has changed since the beginning of the 1990s. T h e Soviet Union has disappeared, leaving the United States as the world's sole superpower. At the
same time, a process of globalisation has been set in motion in the economic, financial, technical and cultural fields. Environmental problems that
are global in dimension have rapidly developed and cannot be mastered by
individual States alone. The inability of individual States to cope with such
problems has been exacerbated by a process of fragmentation that is dia-
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metrically opposed to globalisation, while at the same time complimentary
to it. In this way a framework with new parameters has emerged, requiring
that the structure of the international community and its ability to cope with
the growing problems of the world be examined anew. It has already been
mentioned that a new approach to the concept and legal configuration of the
»international community« has developed. It is therefore necessary to
address the question of what, if any, law-making power this »community«
has.
The author of this book admits that he has modified his systemic orientation in light of the events of the 1990s. He is now more inclined to consider
the possibility of a more closely integrated international community having
its own law-making potential, something which seemed Utopian as long as
the world was divided into two camps, one of which was radically opposed
to integration. There is now a strong tendency among all those concerned
with international law to recognise that the consensual structure of the
international legal system, based on national sovereignty, is incapable of
sustaining today's global order. Thus, there is a growing inclination to consider the present period to be one of changing parameters, as the focus of
international law shifts away from national sovereignty and towards a universal »public interest«. Carried to its logical conclusion, such a development will lead to the assumption of a law-making competence by the international community, even if this were opposed by some of its members.
The most striking need for such a development exists with regard to international environmental law. This is because the traditional concept of a consent-based legal order is clearly unable to provide effective protection for
the world's natural resources, as the process of protective legislation could
be - and indeed always has been - blocked by individual States. Beyond the
field of environmental protection, it is the practice of the United Nations
Security Council in response to threats to or breaches of international peace
and security which offers the most in terms of the development of public
interest norms, some of which are known as »obligations erga omnes«.
The concept of obligations erga omnes is not an innovation of the postCold War period, but builds upon and is related to the concept of »ius
cogens«-16 According to Articles 53 and 64 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties, a ius cogens rule is one that is »accepted and recognised by the international community of States as a whole as a norm from
which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of general international law having the same character«. The
recognition of obligations erga omnes, that is, fundamental rules the violation of which gives all States the right to make claims, was the next step in
this shift from an international law based on the sovereign will of States
towards universal public interest norms. In 1974, in the Barcelona Traction
Case, the International Court of Justice distinguished »between the obligations of a State towards the international community as a whole and those
arising vis-à-vis another State« - with the former being »the concern of all
16 See: Michael Byers, Custom, Power and the Power of Rules (Cambridge, 1999)
pp. 195-203.
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States «. 17 One example of States responding to the violation of an obligation
erga omnes even though they w e r e not directly affected by it, was the 1980
decision of the Council of ( F o r e i g n ) Ministers of the European Communities
to impose sanctions for the taking of hostages in the United States Embassy
in Teheran. 1 8 Other third States f o l l o w e d suit with similar sanctions.
Still, there is no precise definition of »public interest norms« in the broader sense. N o wonder, then, that there is considerable criticism of the term
and that a good number of international lawyers are unwilling to accept the
underlying concepts. Generally speaking, public interest norms are Statetranscending rules aimed at the bonurn commune, the c o m m o n w e a l of
mankind. 1 9 T h e y are applicable e v e r y w h e r e , issued by an international authority, and justified on that basis. T h e y are ius cogens rules and obligations
erga omnes, demanding compliance even of States that are not parties to the
relevant treaty regimes, or have not otherwise consented specifically to
them, and giving all States the right to make claims in the event they are violated. T h e most prominent examples of such rules exist in the fields of
human rights, international peace and security, and environmental protection, with the two principal conventions concluded at the 1992 Rio
Conference often being cited as the models of public interest norms that
have had the greatest influence.
T h e technique adopted at Rio was to combine legally binding rules with
other, non-binding norms which w e r e likely to attract greater political support, and which purported to interpret or define the considerably m o r e
ambiguous legally binding rules. T h e aim was to draw in as many States as
possible, in the hope that this seemingly loose normative net of »soft l a w «
would gradually b e c o m e m o r e closely knit and thus entrap the m o r e recalcitrant States. T h e Rio f r a m e w o r k conventions, such as the Framework
Convention on Climate Change, w e r e thus f o l l o w e d later by m o r e specific
protocols spelling out m o r e onerous duties in m o r e precise detail.
Even if there is at present no opinio communis on the systemic aspects of
these problems, it seems likely that most international lawyers will eventually come to accept that there is a universal legal order based on the common conscience of humanity. W h e n they do so, they are also likely to accept
that this universal legal order has n e w methods of law-making and law
enforcement, which lead to a reduction in national sovereignty and the
abandonment of the traditional principle of in dubio pro libutate, i.e. that in
cases of doubt, the liberty of States must prevail. « Legislation in the public
interest« has already become the standard term for this type of law-making. 2 0

17 (1970) ICJ Reports 32, para. 33 & 34.
18 (1980) ICJ Reports 3, 43.
19 See: E. Riedel, »International Environmental Law - A Law to Serve the Public
Interest? - An Analysis of the Scope of the Binding Effect of Basic Principles (Public
Interest Norms)«, in Jost Delbrück (ed.), New Trends in International Lawmaking International >Legislation< in the Public Interest: Proceedings of an International
Symposium of the Kiel Walther-Schiicking-Institute of International Law March 6 to 8,
1996 (Berlin, 1997), p. 61.
20 See: Delbrück, ibid.
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IX. Adjudication: International Tribunals for War Crimes
Although arbitration was a highly developed institution in relations between
medieval States, no international courts existed at that time.21 Only in the
twentieth century was the concept of standing international courts seriously considered. The Permanent Court of International Justice, established in
The Hague in 1919, was the first practical manifestation of this concept. The
International Court of Justice, founded after the Second World War, resumed the task of dealing with litigation between the subjects of international law, i.e. sovereign States. Individuals were not entitled to pursue their
claims in these courts, nor could these courts decide criminal cases. In fact,
until 1945 there was no such thing as international criminal law.22
The trial of war criminals required the creation of military tribunals at
Nuremberg and Tokyo, along with the adoption of treaties and statutes.
However, after the post-war euphoria had faded away, it became evident that
the State system was not, under the bipolar American-Soviet rivalry, ready for
a codified international criminal law or more international criminal tribunals. No similar steps were taken in respect of the multiple armed conflicts
of 1945-89, and all attempts at codifying an international criminal law failed.23
The situation changed somewhat after the transformations of 1989-91. Following the mass killings in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, the United Nations
Security Council, acting under Chapter VII of the Charter, established ad hoc
criminal tribunals for the prosecution of war crimes perpetrated in both countries.24 The use of Chapter VII meant that the creation of the tribunals did not
require the consent of the States involved, and allowed extradition requests by
the tribunals to have priority over internal constitutional mechanisms.
The tribunals are located in The Hague and Arusha, Tanzania, respectively, with the judges and Chief Prosecutor being appointed by the Security
Council. The territorial and temporal competence of the tribunals is strictly
limited, as is their jurisdiction in terms of subject matter, which does not
include the problematic concept of personal criminal responsibility for a
crime of « aggression«. The Tribunals are competent to prosecute grave violations of the Geneva Conventions of 1949, infringements of the laws and
customs of war, genocide and crimes against humanity.
In his report to the Security Council on the establishment of the Tribunal
for the former Yugoslavia, the Secretary-General insisted that the definitions
in the Tribunal's statute were in accordance with the principle nullum crimen sine lege. Regardless of whether this is the case, most of the criticisms
that were made of the Nuremberg and Tokyo trials are not applicable vis-àvis the newly created tribunals. They are truly international courts, which
cannot be accused of exercising »victor's justice«.
21 See: supra, Part I.
22 See: supra, Part V, Ch. 6, Part VI, Ch. 6.
23 Grewe, »Rückblick auf Nürnberg«, in R. Hailbronner, G. Ress & T. Stein (eds.),
Staat und Völkerrechtsordnung. Festschrift Karl Doehring (Heidelberg, 1989), p. 229.
24 See: SC Res. 827 (1993), in (1993) 32 International Legal Materials 1203, & SC Res.
955 (1994), in (1994) 33 International Legal Materials 1598.
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Nevertheless, it is still unclear whether an international criminal law
exists more generally. The Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and
Security of Mankind, which was elaborated by the United Nations International Law Commission between 1982 and 1991, has not yet been adopted by the United Nations General Assembly. Negotiations on the creation of
a Permanent International Criminal Court, which culminated in Rome in
July 1998, nearly foundered on political differences concerning the degree
of autonomy that such a court and its prosecutor should have from the political mechanisms of the United Nations Security Council. In the end, 160
States adopted a treaty which included some elements of compromise, such
as giving the Security Council the ability to postpone prosecutions by becoming seized of a matter by way of a Chapter VII resolution, but which was
rejected out of hand by the United States. As a result, the future development of international criminal law remains uncertain.

X. Law Enforcement: War, Civil War, Internal Anarchy
T h e »classical« laws of war and neutrality, as codified and developed at the
two peace conferences in T h e Hague in 1899 and 1907, underwent a fundamental transformation as a result of the two world wars. In the inter-war
period a system for preventing and outlawing war was established by the
Covenant of the League of Nations and the Kellogg-Briand Pact. After the
Second World War, Article 2 of the Charter of the United Nations and the
United Nations collective security system provided a comprehensive prohibition on the use of force. 25 There was no comparable transformation of
the law enforcement system after the upheavals of 1989-91 and the subsequent, post-Cold War consolidation of a new, global State system. Whether
such a transformation will occur during the further course of this epoch,
cannot yet be predicted. It is only possible to define and analyse the parameters that might condition such a development. The most important
changes in this respect would seem to be the following:
First, the danger of a Third World War has almost disappeared. With the
coming to an end of the bipolar American/Soviet rivalry, a global armed
conflict of that magnitude between two antagonistic powers is hardly conceivable any more. The strategic planning of today's military powers consequently assumes that many of the threatening scenarios that were
customary during the Cold War no longer exist. This is also true for the alliance systems between these powers, and in particular for NATO planning
bodies. They seek instead to identify other risks and dangers, a task that is
essential to their continuing existence.
Second, a similar revision of concepts of military strategy has taken place
in respect of apocalyptic weapons systems, with the scenario of nuclear
holocaust having faded away. That said, nuclear weapons continue to exist,
even if only in reduced numbers. They are also held by a growing number
of States, a number of which do not belong to the leading ranks in world
25 See: supra, Parts V, Ch. 7, Part VI, Ch. 7.
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politics, and there is considerable doubt as to whether some of these weapons systems are being handled in a responsible way.
Third, during this initial phase of a new period in world politics the frequency and intensity of limited armed conflict was by no means diminished,
and all indicators point to a continuation of this state of affairs. The most
important and far-reaching of these conflicts was the short but powerful
strike by the anti-Iraq coalition in 1991, in order to remove Saddam
Hussein's forces from Kuwait. 26 However, in many other cases it was often
a difficult and controversial decision, whether the conflict was an international one, or whether it was a civil war. This was particularly true of several stages of the fighting in the former Yugoslavia, in Afghanistan, in
Chechnya, and in the mountain enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh. T h e power
struggles between rival dictators in former Zaire, Angola, Liberia and
Congo-Brazzaville demonstrated most of the characteristics of civil wars,
although in some cases - especially Somalia and Albania - it was perhaps
more precise to refer to them as situations of internal anarchy.
Fourth, the increased, and probably further increasing fragmentation of
the State system provides conditions which may, in turn, increase the frequency of armed conflict. The disintegration of the Soviet Union provides a
spectacular illustration of this process. Before 1989, the military potential of
that gigantic territory with its enormous conglomeration of peoples was
directed and disciplined from a single, central military command position in
Moscow. In the space of a f e w years, this has been replaced with a multitude
of independent States with separate armies, governments, strategies and
goals. They all include in their calculations the possibility of an armed conflict with Russia, the former hegemonic power, while conflicts in their bilateral relations have also broken out, as events in the Caucasus have shown.
The Balkans provide another striking example of the process of political
fragmentation and its effects. In place of the strong, well-equipped and
strictly disciplined forces of Marshall Josip Tito, there emerged the various
independent armies of the successor States, whose ethnic diversity and
aggressive nationalism very soon entangled them in armed conflicts with
one another.
Some observers saw, in the increasingly apparent general trend toward a
pluralistic and fragmented State system, an analogy to the State system of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Henry Kissinger, for example,
commented that the newly emerging order was more similar to that of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries than to the »rigid models of the Cold
War period«. 27
Despite the new conditions created by the turn of events in 1989-91, the
international system for the preservation of peace and security did not
26 The attack was authorised by Security Council Resolution 678 of 28 November
1990. See: (1990) 29 International Legal Materials 1565.
27 »[d]en rigiden Mustern der Phase des Kalten Krieges« - Kissinger, Die Sechs Säulen
der Weltordnung (Berlin, 1992) 17. See also: H.P. Schwarz, »Die neue Weltpolitik am
Ende des 20. Jahrhunderts. Rückkehr zu den Anfängen vor 1914?« in Kaiser &
Schwarz (eds.), Die neue Weltpolitik (1995), p. 16.
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undergo any fundamental transformation. Of course there were some new
developments, and some observers considered these to be indicative of a
fundamental change in the approach to safeguarding international peace
and security.28 This assessment, however, seems exaggerated. As a matter
of fact, only certain modalities of the peacekeeping instruments of the international community have changed. Nothing has happened which could
justify our speaking of a new age in the international law of peacekeeping
and war prevention, as was generally done after 1919 and 1945.
To the degree that there have been new developments in international
law, these have not yet been digested and amalgamated with pre-existing
international law. There is, for example, the phenomenon of internal anarchy that, although within the territory of a single State, entails some risks for
other States. In the first half of the nineteenth century, revolutionary upheavals against established monarchies were sometimes referred to as
»anarchy« and led to armed intervention by foreign powers. The difference
today is that there are now no rival political parties or groups struggling for
power, but rather only a blurred multitude of armed gangs and bands, fighting for booty and treasure without having any political goals or orientation.
This was the situation in Liberia in the early 1990s, in Albania for a short
period in 1997, and in Sierra Leone in early 1999. In all instances, other
States dispatched military contingents to restore a minimum of law and
order. The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) dispatched multinational forces to Liberia and later Sierra Leone, which failed
in their efforts despite having the support of both the United Nations and the
Organisation of African Unity (OAU). Better results were achieved by a 6,000
strong multilateral force sent to Albania under a mandate from the
Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) that was
negotiated by former Austrian Federal Chancellor Franz Vranitzky in March
1997. However, in both cases the legal basis of the operations remained
obscure, and they cannot be regarded as symbolising new legal institutions
for coping with the phenomenon of anarchy.
In a way in may seem surprising that the radical shift that occurred in
world politics in 1989-91 did not produce new legal concepts or institutions
in the field of international peace and security. However, it is still possible
that such developments may gradually occur in years to come. As has been
outlined above, there are new states of affairs that call for new legal concepts and institutions. The United Nations is under considerable pressure to
reform its structure and adapt to the new situation. Moreover, new ideas are
already being discussed in other fields of international law. The general
trend of these ideas is to strengthen the authority of the international community vis-à-vis national sovereignty and its disastrous effects on the
world's natural resources, on its environment and climate, and, last but not
least, on the peaceful co-existence of nations.

28 See, e.g.: R. Dicke, »Das Bemühen der UNO um Frieden und Sicherheit«, in
(1993/94) Jahrbuch der Internationalen Politik 321.
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XI. Territorial Settlement: The Environment as the
Common Concern of Humankind
For many centuries territorial settlement was one of the principal concerns of international law. In the periods of European colonial expansion,
overseas territories had to be distributed among the various colonial
powers. Later on, national frontiers had to be established, fixed, and guaranteed. In the period following the Second World War, even the remaining
spheres of territorial uncertainty - the high seas, airspace and outer space
- became the objects of legal distribution, settlement, and multilateral
treaties.
Although this latter phase of legal development is by no means complete,
another issue now dominates the foreground. This concerns the repercussions of the exploitation of natural resources on national territory, or in the
internationalised segments of the globe, when those resources are of common concern or even essential to the survival of all peoples. These resources are almost exclusively utilised by a small number of industrialised States
with high technological and financial capabilities: a situation that is increasingly opposed by other States. At the same time, industrialised States
are also responsible for most of the grave damage that has been inflicted
upon the world's environment. As far as climate change is concerned, by far
the largest carbon dioxide emissions are produced by the United States, the
States of the European Union and Japan. However, although resistance and
delay in respect of environmental protection is sometimes due to the opposition of the large industrialised States, many developing States also oppose
progress in this field. They do so because they are often more interested in
the economic prosperity and survival of their own populations than they are
in protecting the common resources of the world.
Environmental concerns became part of the global consciousness in the
early 1960s, as a result - in part - of a series of serious oil spills, in particular that involving the Torrey Canyon off the English coast in 1967. In
1972, a United Nations Conference on the Human Environment was held
in Stockholm, and gave rise to a set of principles, most notably Principle
21. According to Principle 21, States have »the responsibility to ensure that
activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the
environment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction«. In 1978, Kosmos 954, a Soviet nuclear-powered satellite, crashed
in Northern Canada and contaminated an area the size of Austria. The
accident at the nuclear power plant at Chernobyl in 1986 was a serious
transnational catastrophe that focused international attention on the environment, even if the two multilateral treaties concluded as a result were
of very limited effectiveness. Other misfortunes were taken into even less
account, such as the starvation of seals in the North Sea and Baltic due to
polluted water in 1988, and the enormous oil spill from the Exxon Valdez
in Alaska in 1989. However, some efforts were made to counteract the
disastrous effects of environmental pollution. The Stockholm principles
were used as a model for a United Nations World Charter for Nature,
which was adopted in 1982. That same year, a much more important docu-
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ment was also concluded, namely the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea. The Convention established a series of environmental
principles. For example, in Part XI it proclaimed the sea-bed beyond the
200-mile Exclusive Economic Zone to be the »common heritage of mankind«.
The new period of international law that followed the end of the Cold
War began with a remarkable opening performance in terms of environmental protection, namely the United Nations Conference on Environment
and Development, which took place in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992.
Although the Rio Conference did not change the world, it introduced new
perspectives, principles and instruments that will, in the long run, bear
some fruit. Its fundamental concept, which aimed at bridging the gap between ecology and economy, was summarised in the slogan of »sustainable
development«. The essence of sustainable development is that continued
economic growth is necessary to meet the needs of the world's population,
but that further damage to the ecology of the planet must be resisted in
order to protect future generations. Industrialised States are therefore
called upon to provide more substantial financial support for, and improved transfer of technology to, the States of what was formerly referred
to as the »Third World«, while requiring the latter to be more self-engaged
and less protectionist.
At the periphery of the conference, new procedural techniques and new
institutions for the implementation of treaty goals were introduced into the
discussion, often in the form of draft proposals. Among these were proposals
for the establishment of an International Court for the Environment, and for
the right of individuals to commence legal actions to protect the »global
commons«. The new vocabulary of »global ecological commons«, »international environmental solidarity«, »common concern of humanity«, »global
territories of the international community«, »eco-development« and »intergenerational equity« all received a strong push towards further development and amalgamation.
At the same time, the spectrum of dangers became ever broader in scope.
In addition to the Rio Conference themes of climate change and bio-diversity, the European Union and the United States, in their Transatlantic
Declaration of 1990, identified issues such as immigration, asylum, overpopulation, health, nuclear safety, hazardous chemicals, and transnational
organised crime as »non-military security risks of a transnational character«.
These documents indicate that the international community is becoming increasingly conscious that societal and environmental problems
can constitute serious risks to both national and international security.
One can expect that the international law of the post-Cold War period will
continue to develop as a result of this consciousness, and a growing realisation that national sovereignty, and a legal order based on national
sovereignty, are inadequate to deal with these new problems of the late
twentieth century.
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XII. Law of the Sea: The Fate of the 1982 United Nations Convention
and the International Tribunal in Hamburg
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea was adopted on 10
December 1982 after nine years of negotiations at the Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea. It is considered by many people to be the
most comprehensive and important instrument in the history of international law. Whether or not this is true, it is clearly an extraordinary achievement that will have far-reaching effects, and which is unlikely to be superseded by any major new developments in this field. Thus, in reviewing the
development of the law of the sea in the post-Cold War period, one has to
begin by considering the implications of the Convention, and of the institutions associated with it.
The Convention only entered into force in November 1994. For years,
important States had delayed ratifying because they were not satisfied with
essential parts of the Convention, in particular Part XI. This part declares the
sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction to be the »common heritage
of mankind« and subject to an international legal and institutional regime
for protecting the marine environment and ensuring its utilisation for the
benefit of mankind as a whole. The concerns of the recalcitrant States were
addressed by a supplementary agreement relating to the implementation of
Part XI. This new agreement was signed in July 1994 and entered into effect
in July 1996. While maintaining the principle of the common heritage of
mankind, it asserted that »political and economic changes, including marketoriented approaches«, had affected the implementation of Part XI. 29
The new agreement did not change the dirigiste aspects of the seabed and
ocean-floor regime, but did modify the decision-making procedure of the
Seabed Authority, the central body established by the Convention for regulating all activities related to the seabed and its resources. The modifications ensure that the interests of the industrialised States are better protected vis-à-vis those of developing States, which hold more than two-thirds of
the votes in the Seabed Authority's Assembly.30
It seems unlikely that economically viable deep-sea mining will be possible before 2010, and Western corporations have, for the moment, stopped
their exploratory and technical preparations. The euphoria concerning the
prospects for seabed mining has, for the most part, dissipated, although
there are still optimistic expectations for the long term.
The Convention also created other new institutions in addition to the
Seabed Authority, namely conciliation commissions and special arbitration
tribunals, 31 and above all the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea. 32
With the creation of the Tribunal, the field of international adjudication was
widened even further. The Tribunal, which has its seat in Hamburg, is an
29 UNGA Res. 48/263, 28 July 1994;
http://www.un.org/Depts/los/unclos/closindx.htm
30 J. Chr. Koch, »Die Internationale Meeresbodenbehörde«, in Kingston, Vereinte
Nationen (1996) Vol. 6, p. 210 ff.
31 Annexes V, VII & VIII.
32 Annexe VI.
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autonomous international organisation and not an organ of the United
Nations.33 Its Statute is modelled, to some degree, on the Statute of the
International Court of Justice. The sources of law on which it is to base its
decisions are, first and foremost, the Convention on the Law of the Sea and
the Seabed Agreement, as well as the international law of treaties, custom,
and general principles of law. A special Seabed Disputes Chamber exists
within the Tribunal for disputes of that particular kind. 34 Although the
Tribunal cannot, in contrast to the International Court of Justice, deliver
advisory opinions other than in a few exceptional situations involving the
seabed, it does have an extensive competence to prescribe binding provisional measures. Another interesting innovation is that natural and legal
persons can appear as parties before the Seabed Disputes Chamber, although this is unlikely to happen soon, as deep-sea mining is not yet feasible.
The Tribunal issued its first decision in November 1997, in a dispute between St Vincent and the Grenadines and Guinea concerning the seizure of
a tanker, the M/V Saiga, which had been flagged by St Vincent and was refuelling Greek and Italian fishing boats within Guinea's Exclusive Economic
Zone. The Tribunal, with only a few judges dissenting, ordered the release
of the ship and crew against a security to be provided by St Vincent. 35
Questions concerning the cargo and damages were left to the merits phase
of the case.
Despite this early and auspicious beginning, it is still too early to tell how
much authority the Tribunal will gain and how busy it will be. Nor is it possible to tell how States will interpret the rules of the Convention, how they
will react to the Tribunal's interpretation of those rules, and what kind of
relationship will develop between States and the Tribunal. The prediction of
future developments in this area of international law is made all the more
difficult by the fact that the Convention has established a complicated
system that combines obligatory judicial settlement and freely accepted
arbitration.
The International Seabed Authority was established on the same day that
the Convention came into force. 36 Situated in Kingston, Jamaica, it has an
Assembly, Council and Secretariat, as well as an organ called »The Enterprise« which is charged with carrying out exploration and exploitation
activities, including the transporting, processing and marketing of minerals
from the seabed (which is referred to in the Convention as the »Area«). The
Implementation Agreement also established a Financial Committee of fifteen members, which serves as another instrument for balancing the interests of industrialised and developing States.
As a result of very complicated provisions concerning the composition and
competence of the organs, and the strong desire of all member States for
33 See generally: Rüdiger Wolfram, »Der Internationale Seegerichtshof in Hamburg«,

in Ringston, Vereinte Nationen (1996) Vol. 6, p. 205 IT.
34 Annex VI, Art. 14.
35 See: http://www.un.org/Depts/los/los_io.htm
36 See: http://www.isa.org.jm
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representation and influence, it took more than two years before the
Authority began to operate. It is likely that it will continue to develop very
slowly. For a lengthy period it will be occupied primarily with preparatory
tasks such as the adoption of a Mining Codex, the negotiation of contractual
arrangements with so called »pioneer investors«, and the supervision of
those arrangements.
It is even more difficult to predict the future of the Seabed Authority than
it is to predict the future of the Tribunal. It is an experiment which, like all
new developments in the international legal system, must be closely observed.
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